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All‘. I.--THE FAITH OF GOVERNMENT IN MATTERS OF CONTRACT

AND OTHER OBLIGATIONS.

THERE are, to the eye of a steady observer, strange inconsistencies in

the practices of governments, as there are in those of individuals, in re

spect to matters of pecuniary obligations. The moral sense of the former,

and that ofthe latter, are apt to be the same, on the debtor side of all pe

cuniary transactions—that is, most sensitive, and, indeed, quite sensitive,

only at points where self-interest and convenience, would be immediately

exposed to hazard by the indulgence of a delinquent or dilatory spirit of

indemnity. Where no such hazard is impending, each is inclined to be

indifferent and tardy; and, frequently, without any very decisive mani

festations of conscious responsibility to moral influences, however great

the sufferings or sacrifice thereby occasioned to others, may become.

Illustrative of this truth, in its bearing upon governments no less than

upon individuals, the examples of several states of our Union spring up to

our remembrance, with startling effect upon the pride of all sister states

who have not given in to the iniquitous doctrine of repudiation. But, every

government ought to be the perfection of honor, as well as of reason, in

all its pecuniary undertakings. It is physically impossible for every indi

vidual in society to become so, and it is but charitable to tolerate incon

sistency and weaknesses in the latter, where no excuse whatever ought

to be allowed in the relations ofa government.

Having adverted to the repudiation of their pecuniary obligations by

some of the United States, we ought, perhaps, to explain our understand

ing of their condition so far as to remark, that the want of moral sensi

bility and principle may not be clearly chargeable upon them in the naked

act of repudiation, as fraud in the incipient construction, as well as in the

after progress ofthe obligations which they disclaim, are alleged by them

in excuse, and as vitiating the whole spirit and frame work of those ob

ligations. But, is not the want of moral sense and principle made most
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manifest, in the total absence, on the part of those states, of all willing

ness, and provision, to bring to a fair, judicial test, the plea of fraud, upon

which repudiation is made to rest’! Sic 1:010, sic jubeo, is, at best, the

axiom of a despot, and cannot, of itself, be a satisfactory response to one

who complains of an existing wrong. So to make one’s self sole and final

judge in his own case against another, merely because he has the power

of doing so, is both arbitrary and unjust, and indicates a determination to

continue so, to the general ,abhorrence of mankind.

The truly consistent and perfect character, whether in a government

or individual, is alike even and prompt to a sense of his obligations, un

der all circumstances; and, without stopping to count either the advan

tages or losses that may be incident to a sluggish or indifferent course of

proceeding, nor to inquire whether he has the power, or not, to practise

it with impunity.

While this stern principle offiat justitia, is wanting to a government,

or While the needful process and forms of exerting it in practice to meet

every emergency are wanting, their absence is proof positive that the

head and hands of the reformer are needed in its councils, and that, how

ever fascinating the frame work of such a government may be, it is de

fective in its administration, and oppressive in its bearings upon individual

rights and relations—a. despotism in effect, though a republic it may be

in name.

The punctilious exactitude of our national government, in all its de

mands growing out of pecuniary obligations with other governments, is a

matter of history. It is not, perhaps, less punctilious ‘in fulfilling all its

engagements, of this character, with foreign governments. But, it is hu

miliating to suppose this to be less owing to an inherent sense of moral

obligation, than to a knowledge that all the world is looking on, and

alike ready to note, with disapprobation, the quiescent spirit of the nation

that acquiesces in, and of the nation that inflicts, the guilt of delinquency.

It is not complimentary to suppose that national pride can add a spur to

the national sense, where the naked principle of moral obligation would

fail of effect. Besides, in cases of national delinquency, the injured party

has both acknowledged legal right, and certain opportunity, of prompt in

demnity, by the process of reprisals upon the property of the citizens of

the debtor government, wherever found. Our relations with France, a

few years since, furnish a memorable exemplification ofthe sensitive mo

rality to which we, as a nation, profess to hold on the subject of national

faith, in our intercourse with other nations, on matters of contract, and of

the established remedy of nations in cases of violated faith.

“The idea,” said President Jackson to Congress, on that occasion, “of

acquiescing in the refusal by France to execute the treaty, will not, I am

confident, be for a moment entertained ‘by any branch of this govern

ment; and further negotiation upon this subject is equally out of the ques

tion.”

Again—“ It is my conviction that the United States ought to insist on

a prompt execution of the treaty, and, in case it be refused, or longer de

layed, take redress into their own hands.” * * * “ The laws of na

tions provide a remedy for such occasions. It is a well settled principle

of the international code, that where one nation owes another a liquidated

debt, which it refuses or neglects to pay, the aggrieved party may seize

G
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on the property belonging to the other, its citizens or subjects, sufficient

to pay the debt, without giving just cause of war.”

Our still more recent relations with Mexico, brought into display this

same nice sense of indignation at a violation of national faith, and the

same strong remedial rights of the injured party.

The whole theory and policy of our’domestic national legislation on the

subject of pecuniary indebtedness of individuals to the government, is

founded in the same professed regard for the propriety and necessity of

punctuality; and, with the remorseless tread of time and tide, it will wait

for no man beyond the hour “ nominated in the bond.” Thus, the law

provides, that where a suit has been instituted against any person indebt

ed to the United States, the court shall give judgment, at the first term,

unless the defendant shall, in open court, and in the presence of the attor

ney for the government, make oath or affirmation, that he is entitled equi

tably to ofi'sets which had, previous to the commencement of the suit, been

submitted to the accounting otficers of the treasury, and rejected, and that

he cannot then come safely to trial. On such an oath being made, sub

scribed and filed, the court may grant a continuance, and not otherwise.*

So the priority of payment secured to debts due from individuals to the

government, over debts due from other individualsfi proceeds upon the

principle that, in contracting with the government, an individual is deal

ing with a party who holds to the inviolability of contracts, and, there

fore, has a right to exact the most rigorous enforcement of their observ

ance in all cases.

Now everybody would readily appreciate the beauty, and propriety, of

all this stern exactitude in the government towards other governments,

and towards individuals, in matters of contract and government faith, on

the supposition that there is provided a perfect reciprocity of rights and

remedies in both cases. But, in the absence of this reciprocity, what

must be the opinion entertained of the moral sense that lies at the bottom

of such high pretensions for national faith, and of such stern enforcement

of remedies by the government’! Ought not everybody to exclaim, it is

not right—it ought not so to be’! What the government regards as a fair

and proper law for itself, it should provide and extend as law for the bene

fit of the citizen with whom it has exchanged relations. As it would do

unto others, so ought it to be Willing that others should do unto itself. And

as it would have others do unto itself, so ought it to be willing to do unto

others. Nothing can seem to'be more just, or more expedient than the

establishment of a perfect reciprocity between itself and the citizen—

claiming no protection that it is unwilling to afford, and asking no ex

emption that it desires to deny. It must, to the honest mind, appear dis_

honest, and even jesultica], in the most odious sense of the term, for the

government to claim for itself from others, the practise of a higher mo

rality than it is willing to live up to in practice in its intercourse with

others. We have seen that, in its relations with other nations, it does

recognise and proceed upon this just principle of reciprocity of rights and

remedies. And is it not a. reproach that it should accord to foreign na

tions a measure ofjustice, in remedies as well as results, that it is unwil;

ling to accord to its own citizens? And while it is so, to what must it be

attributed, except to that influence which is founded in a knowledge that

 

* Act of March 3, 1797, § 3. ’r Act of March 2, 1799.
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all the world is.ready to disgrace its delinquencies towards other nations,

and to a feeling of national pride, and not to one of inherent national mo

rality? In practice, the national faith is a mere rope of sand, where the

party to whom it is pledged is left without any compulsory remedy against

a breach of it. But in relations where the rights and the remedies ofthe

parties are equal and reciprocal, we see there is claimed for it the sa

credness that divinity attaches to the decalogue; and we to him who

ventures to slight its requirements!

Does the feebleness of the citizen against the mighty arm of govern

ment make all this difference in his relations as creditor to the govern

ment, from the relations of another government occupying towards it that

same attitude of creditor?

To the latter, having the power to make reprisals, the right to make

them is conceded, involving therein no cause of war. But to the indi

vidual, being too feeble to defend himself in making reprisals. the right to

do so is denied, and the act, if committed, is denominated and punished as

a piracy, or theft!

Such is the inconsistency of government in the relations that are

founded upon its faith ! The sacredness of its faith differs, not according

to the subject matter upon which it acts, but according as the parties to

whom it is plighted difier in opportunity of indemnifying themselves

against a breach of it! _'

To elucidate our subject somewhat further, we will state more explicit

ly the doctrine of the government, and of the law oflicers through whom

it speaks. It is this: “ The universally received opinion is, that no suit

can be commenced or presented against the United States; that the judi

ciary act does not authorise such suits.”*

So in respect to the states, (in commenting upon the eleventh amend

ment to the constitution of the United States, which is in these words :—

“The judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend

to any suit in law'or equity commenced‘ or prosecuted against one of the

United States, by citizens of another state, or by citizens or subjects-of

any foreign state,”)——the Supreme Court of . the Union have thus re

marked :—-‘|' v

“ It is part of our history, that, at the adoption of our constitution, all the states

were greatly indebted; and the apprehension that these debts might be pree

cuted in the federal courts, formed a very serious objection to that instrument.

Suits were instituted, and the court maintained its jurisdiction. The alarm was

general; and to quiet the apprehensions that were so extensively entertained,

this amendment was proposed in Congress, and adopted by the state legislatures.

That its motive was not to maintain the sovereignty of a state from degradation,

supposed to attend a compulsory appearance before the tribunals of the nation,

may be inferred from the terms of the amendment. It does not comprehend con

troversies between two or more states, or between a state and a foreign state.

The jurisdiction of the court still extends to these cases; and in these a state may

still be sued. We must ascribe the amendment, then, to some other cause than

, the dignity of a state. There is no difficulty in finding this cause. Those who

were inhibited from commencing a suit against a state, or from prosecuting one

which might be commenced before the adoption of the-amendment, were persons

who might probably be its creditors. There was not much reason to fear that

foreign or sister states would be creditors to any considerable amount, and

 

* Cohens vs. Virginia. 6 Wheat. Rep._2C4. 5 Peters’ Cond. Rep. 116.

1' Cohens vs. Virginia. - -
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there was reason to retain the jurisdiction of the court, in those cases, because

it might be essential to the preservation of peace. The amendment, therefore,

extended to suits commenced or prosecuted by individuals, but not to those

brought by states. '

“' ‘he first impression made on the mind by this amendment is, that it was in

tended for those cases, and for those only, in which some demand against a state

is made by an individual in the courts of the Union. If we consider the causes

to which it is to be traced, we are conducted to the same conclusions.”

So in the case of the United States vs. Barney, -[3d. vol. Hall’s Law

Journal, p. 128,] which occurred in Maryland District Court, in 1810, in

the form of an indictment of the defendant for having wilfully obstructed

the passage ofthe mail, he justifying on the ground that he had fed the

horses employed in carrying the mail for a considerable time, and that a.

sum of money was due him tor food furnished, for which he had a right to

detain the horses, the court say :—

“ The public money can never be drawn out of the treasury unless with the

consent of the le islature; but whenever a debt is contracted, in the establish

ment of a post-o ce, or road, or in the support of an army, or in the provision for

raising or supporting a navy, or any other measure of general welfare, the public

faith and credit is pledged for its payment. On the public faith and credit, ad

vances are made to the government, relying on the constitutional mode of re-im

bursement. If it were otherwise, what dreadful consequences would result?

“ A ship carpenter mightlibel public ships.

“ A quarter-master retain the supplies of the army.

“ Or, an innkeeper stop the progress of an army for food to horses of a baggage

wagon.

“ Every man must surely deprecate a state of society where no immunity to the

government shall be afforded by the constitution against such evils. Happily we

are not so exposed. Congress only have the power, and they are bound by the

most sacred ties of moral obligation and duty to provide for the payment of the

public debts. . '

“ No other remedy exists for a creditor of the government than an application

to Congress for payment.

“ A lien cannot be permitted to exist against the government: for liens are only

known or admitted in cases where the relations of debtor and creditor exists so as

to maintain a writ at law for the debt, a duty which gives rise to a lien, in case

the pledge be destroyed, or the possession thereof lost. As in the case of the car

rier of a mail; he cannot sue for the hire, nor retain the mail, because he cannot

sue. Yet a carrier of private property may sue or retain, because government is

not answerable. Justice is the same, whether due from one to a million or a

million to one man; but the mode of obtaining that justice must vary. An indi

vidual may sue and be sued. The United States cannot be sued. Liability is

incompatible with the idea of sovereignty. The adversary proceedings of a court

of judicature can never be admitted against an independent government, or the

public stock or property. The ties of faith, public character, and constitutional

duty, are the sure pledges of public integrity, and to them the public creditors

must, and I trust with confidence may, look for justice. They must not measure

it out for themselves.”

It must be unnecessary to attempt to present, in any stronger ofiicial

language, to the understanding of the reader, the immunity upon which

both the federal and the state governments are planted in their relation to

creditors. We see it to be a part of the history of these governments,

that the constitution of the fhrmer has been amended purposely to defeat

the power and opportunity previously existing for creditors to enforce, by

recourse to the judiciary, their legal demands upon these governments.
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When the people did this, it is manifest from this same portion of history,v

that they acted under the pressure of evils and apprehensions that were

overcharged in their appearances and in their consequences, and that they

did not, and could not foresee what still more perplexing and oppressive

ills they were preparing for themselves and their posterity, in the immu

nity and arbitrary power they were thereby conferring upon their govern

ments.

In the famous case of Chisolm’s Executors vs. The State of Georgia,*

Mr. Justice Iredell thus reasoned on this high prerogative and immunity

of the states from compulsory liability for their debts :—

> “ Now let us consider the case of a debt due from a. state. None can, I appre

hend, be directly claimed but in the following instances:

1st. In case of a contract with the legislature itself.

2d. In the case of a contract with the executive, or any other person, in conse

quence of an express authority from the legislature.

3d. In case of a contract with the executive without any special authority.

In the first and second cases, the contract is evidently made on the public faith

alone. Every man must know, that no suit can lie againsta legislative body. His

only dependence, therefore, can be, that the legislature, on principles of public

duty, will make a. provision for the execution of their own contracts; and if that

fails, whatever reproach the legislature may incur, the case is certainly without

remedy in any of the courts of the state. It never was pretended, even in the

case of the crown of England, that if any contract was made with parliament, or

with the crown, by virtue of an authority from parliament, that a petition to the

crown would in such case lie. .

In the third case, a. contract with the governor of a state without any special

authority. This case is entirely different from such a contract made with the

crown in England. The crown then has very high prerogatives; in many in

stances is a kind of trustee for the ublic interests; in all cases represents the

sovereignty of the kingdom; and is t e only authority which can sue or be sued

in any manner on behalf of the kingdom in any court of justice. A governor of a

state is a mere executive oilioer; his general authority very narrowly limited by

the constitution of the state, with no undefined or disputable prerogatives; with

out power to affect one shilling of the public money, but as he is authorized un

der the constitution, or by a. particular law; having no color to re resent the

sovereignty of the state, so as to bind it in any manner to its preju ice, unless

gpecially authorized thereto. And, therefore, all who contract with him do it at

eir own peril, and are bound to see (or take the consequence of their own indis

cretion) that he has strict authority for any contract he makes. Of course, such

contract, when so authorized, will come within the description I mentioned of

cases where public faith alone is the ground of relief, and the legislative body the

only one that can afford a remedy, which, from the very nature of it, must be the

efi‘ect of its discretion, and not of any compulsory process. If, however, any such

cases were dissimilar to those which would entitle a party to relief by petition to

the king of England, that petition being only presentable to him, as he is the sove

reign of the kingdom, so far as analogy is to take place, such petition in a state

could only be presented to the sovereign power, which surely the governor is not.

The only constituted authority to which such an application could, with any pro

priety, be made, must undoubtedly be the legislature, whose express consent, upon

the principle of analogy, would be necessary to any further proceeding; so that

this brings us (though by a different route) to the same goal ; the discretion and

good faith of the legislative body.”

Mr. Justice Wilson, in the same case, held to an opposite, and, we

 

* 2 Dallas’ Rep., 419, or 2 Peters’ Cond. Rep., 648.
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think, a more decidedly just _view of the matter. After defining the nature

of state sovereignty and a state, he says :—

“ Is the foregoing description of a state a true description‘! It will not be ques

tioned but it is. Is there any part of this description which intimates, in the re

motest manner, that a state, any more than the men who compose it, ought not to

do justice and fulfil engagements? It will not be pretended that there is. If

justice is not done—if engagements are not fulfilled—is it, upon general princi

pies of right, less proper in the case of a great number than in the case of an in

'vidual. to secure, by compulsion, that which will not be voluntarily performed?

Less (proper it surely cannot be. The only reason, I believe, why a free man is

boun by human laws, is, that he binds himself. Upon the same principles upon

which he becomes bound by the laws, he becomes amenable to the courts of jus

tice, which are formed and authorized by those laws. If one free man, an original

sovereign, may do all this, why may not an aggregate of free men, a collection of

original sovereigns, do likewise 'I If the dignity of each singly is undiminished,

the dignity of al jointly must be unimpaired. A state, like a merchant, makes a

contract ; a dishonest state, like a dishonest merchant, wilfully refuses to discharge

it. The latter is amenable to a court of justice upon general principles of right.

Shall the former, when summoned to answer the fair demands of its creditor, be

rmitted, Proteus-like, to assume a new appearance, and to insult him and justice,

y declaring, “ I am a sovereign state!” Surely not. Before a claim so contrary,

in its first appearance, to the general principles of right and equality, be sustained

by a just and impartial tribunal, the person, natural or artificial, entitled to make

such claim, should be well known and authenticated.”*

Public faith, then, is the only ground of reliance for the citizen in his

dealings with our government. “ His only dependence, therefore, can be,

that the legislature, on principles of public duty, will make a provision for

the execution of their own contract; and if that fails, whatever reproach

the legislature may incur, the case is certainly without remedy in any of

the courts of the state.”

This brings us to consider what, practically, is the worth of the public

faith to a contractor or creditor of the government, dependant as such faith

is made for its fulfilment, upon the action of the legislature, there being no

compulsory mode of enforcement provided for him.

In a most able report, presented to the House of Representatives at the

first session of the 18th Congress, April 5, 1824, by a select committee,

on the subject of claims for property lost, captured and destroyed during

the late war, it is thus remarked :—

“Whoever has attended to the proceedings of private claims in our House,

must be sensible of the impracticability of doing justice in more than two hundred

cases by this course [presenting each claim separately, for adjustment] Years

will sometimes elapse before a claimant can obtain even the form of a discussion

of his case in the House; and then it may be under such circumstances of apathy

and inattention, as shall render the chance of obtaining justice very uncertain at

best. A distin ished member has observed, that the right of petitioning Con

gress virtually ilid become the right of having petitions rejected. The truth of

this remark, as it respects rivate claims, must have become too evident to every

member experienced in pub ic business.”

It may be said that the claims spoken of by the committee, in the above

report, were not founded in contracts. But that does not weaken the

force of the citation, which describes the fate of all classes of claimants

 

* It will be borne in mind, that the eleventh amendment of the constitution of the

United States was not adopted until the session of Congress in December, 1793, follow.

ing the delivery of the above opinions at the July term of the Supreme Court, in 1793.
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coming before Congress. Besides, it is, in fact, of lit‘le concern, by what

particular process the indebtedness of government arises, whether by con

tract specifically defined, or from the operation of general principles that

render it equitably indebted to a citizen: in each case, its good taith lies

at the foundation of all proceedings; and either case, illustrated in prac

tice, furnishes a true measure of the character and worth to the citizen,

of that faith. We have, however, many passages of history, drawn from

authenticated records of the government, that will he found rich in admo

nition to all upon the subject ofthe government faith in its contracts, and

in its.other obligations towards the citizen, and which cannot fail to im

press everymind with the conviction, that there. is a crying evil in the ex

isting relations of our national government, in particular, towards the citi

zen, that merits the serious consideration of all political, legislative, and

moral reformers.

At another time we will resume our narrative of facts, which we in

tended to present in this connexion.

 

An-r. IL-COMMERCE OF FRANCE, IN 1843-4.it

A GENERAL REVIEW or THE communes or rumor-z, wrrn ITS commas, AND WITH ronsien

rowsns, mmmo 'rne ma 18431

THE terms general commerce and special commerce, are distinctions

in the French commerce which it is essential to observe, as applicable

both to imports and exports.

As to imports’, the term “ general commerce” embraces all the mer

chandise coming into the kingdom,‘ by land or water, without regard to

the ulterior destination of the same ; be it for consumption, deposit, re-ex

portation, or merely in transitu. By “special commerce,” is understood

only that merchandise which is consumed within the kingdom.

As to exports, the term “general commerce” embraces all the goods

which are sent into foreign parts, be they of French or foreign origin.

By “special commerce” is understood only national products, or those

which, having been nationalized by the payment of import duties, are af

terwards exported.

The valuations are all official, that is to say, the average values ascer

tained by a review ofall the values. This is supposed to be the most

accurate method to pursue, as the prices current are subject to constant

changes, from a variety of causes.

GENERAL AND SPECIAL commence—The commerce of France with

its colonies, and with foreign powers, amounted, during the year 1843, to

 

‘t This article is translated, and entirely made up, from the annual report of the Com

merce of France, (a huge folio, regularly received at the oifice of the Merchants’ Magazine,)

published by the “ Administration (lea Douanes,” in Paris, by virtue of a royal ordinance

of May 29, 1826.

‘I’ For an elaborate article on the trade and commerce of France, from 1827 to 1840,

with full and complete tabular statements, derived from the French ofiicial documents, we

refer the reader to the “ Merchants’ Magazine,” for September, 1842, Vol. VII., No. 111.,

page229 to 241. Also, to same work for May, 1843, Vol. VIlL, No. V., page 435 to

439, bringing the commerce of France down to 1841.
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2,179,000,000 francs.* Compared to the commerce of 1 842, (2,082,000,000

francs,) and to the average resultofthe added amounts ofimports and ex ports

during the five preceding years, (2,035,000,000 francs,) our commerce

with foreign parts presents an increase of 79,000,000 francs, or 5 per cent

on the first period, and of 143,000,000 francs, or 7 per cent on the

second. ' -

The foreign merchandise consumed within the kingdom, and the ex

ported national products, are computed, in the general commercial move

ment of 1843, at 1,533,000,000 francs, to wit :—

Imports,. . . . 846,000,000 francs. I Exports,. . . . 687,000,000 francs.

' On comparison with the year 1842, (1,491,000,000 francs,) and with

the quinquennial average, (1,428,000,000 francs,) we have, in favor of

1843, increases of3 and'7 per cent.

MARITIME commence AND commence BY LAND.——Th6 part of mari

time commerce, in the gross sum, in the value of imports and exports, has

been 1,568,000,000 francs, or 72 per cent ; the commerce by land is

611,000,000 francs, or 28 per cent.

On comparing separately each of these two great divisions of the com

mercial movement, as well with the corresponding results of the preceding

year, as with those of the quinquennial period, we find the increases to

e, for maritime commerce, 3 and 7 per cent, and, for commerce by land,

10 and 6 per cent.

The countries of Europe are included in the general maritime com

mercial movement for 810,000,000 francs, or 52 per cent.

England,. . . . 279,000,000 francs. | Other countries, 538,000,000 francs.

The countries out of Europe for 758,000,000 francs, or 48 per cent.

‘U. States, 272,000,000 francs. | Other countries, 486,000,000 francs.

The 611,000,000 francs worth'of products, imported and exported by

land, are shared among the difi'erent border countries as follows :—

 

* The following table, divided into three periods of five years each, shows the general

advance of the foreign commerce of France, during the last fifteen years. The result of

it is in favor of the third period, an increase of 64 per cent on the first, and of 25 per

cent on the second.

Years. Imporlntions. Exportations. Total amount. Periods.

Francs. Francs. Francs.

1829,.... .. 616,000,000 608,000,000 1,224,000,000 _ .

1830, .... .. 633,000,000 573,000,000 1,211,000,000

1831,...... 513,000,000 618,000,000 1,131,000,000

. . . 653,000,000 696,000,000 1,349,000,000

693,000,000 756,000,000 1,459,000,000

  

——-—~—— 6,374,000,000

1834, .... . . 720,000,000 720,000,000 1,435,000,000

1835, 761,000,000 761,000,000 1,595,000,000

1836, .... .. 906,000,000 906,000,000 1,867,000,000

1837, .... . . 808,000,000 808,000,000 1,566,000,000

1838,.... . . 937,000,000 937,000,000 1,893,000,000

----——-—— 7,356,000,000

1839, .... . . 947,000,000 1,003,000,000 1,950,000,000

1840, .... . . 1,052,000,000 1,011,000,000 2,063,000,000

1841, .... .. 1,121,000,000 1,066,000,000 2,187,000.000

1842,.... . . 1 ,142,000,000 940,000,000 2,082,000,000

1843, .... . . 1,187,000,000 992,000,000 2,179,000,000

' —-—-—-— 10,451,000,000
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Switzerland,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 182,000,000 francs, or 30 per cent.

Belgium,..................... 140,000,000 “ or23 “

German Union,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134,000,000 “ or 22 “

Sardinian States,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101,000,000 “ or 16 “

Spain,........................ 53,000,000 “ or 9 “

Netherlands, including Luxemburg, 1,000,000 “

100

MARITIME commence—In the whole value of maritime imports and

exports, the part of our own vessels has been 720,000,000 francs, or _46

per cent, and the part of vessels sailing under foreign colors, 848,000,000

francs, or 54 per cent. The relative proportion borne. respectively by

these two classes of vessels is about the same with regard to imports as

to exports.

French vessels.-—lmports, 380,000,000 francs, or 44 per cent.

‘5

“ , Exports, 341,000,000 franc, or 48 per cent.

Foreign vessels.—-Imports, 483,000,000 francs, or 56 per cent.

“ “ - Exports, 364,000,000 francs, or 52 per cent.

Compared with the year 1842, and to the quinquennial average, the

result is, in the whole value of goods transported by French vessels, an

increase of9 per cent in favor of 1843.

The value of goods which have been transported in foreign vessels has

decreased 2 per cent.

Of the 720,000,000 francs worth of goods which have been transported

in French vessels, 221,000,000 francs belong to the restricted navigation,

and 499,000,000 to the free navigation.

These two branches of our navigation, ‘show pretty large increases,

whether we unite them, or consider them separately, and relatively to the

terms we have compared, as well with -regard to the value of imports, as

to the value of exports. We may, however, here except the navigation

between France and the French colonies, and also the navigation belong

ing to fishery; compared to 1842, the first has decreased 5 per cent in

imports, and the other, 3 per cent in exports.

I W'HENCE IMPORTED AND WHERETO EXPORTED.—flf, after having ex

amined the general results of our foreign commerce, we regard it (im

ports and exports together) with a view to learn whence the merchandise

was imported and whereto exported, we shall see that out of 49 powers

amongst whom the general mass is divided, there are 10, which alone

pave absorbed 67 hundredths in value of the gross amount, (1,455,000,000

rancs.)

According to the relative importance of our commerce with each of

these last named countries, we may class them as follows :—

England,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 279,000,000 francs, or 12.8 per cent.

United States” . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 271,000,000 “ or 12.5 “ ,

Switzerland,... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 182,000,000 “ or 8.3 “

Sardinian States,... . . .. . . .. . . . 178,000,000 “ ‘ 8.2 “

Belgium,.. ............ ... 156,000,000 “ or 7.2

German Union, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144,000,000 “ 6 6

Martinique, Guadaloupe, Bour

bon, and French Guiana,. . . . 129,000,000 “ or 5.

Spain,...................... 116,000,000 “ or 5.3 “

On comparing the results of 1843 with those of the preceding year, we
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will see that in our intercourse with each of these countries, except Eng

land, the commercial relations with which country have decreased 11

per cent, the value of goods exchanged has increased considerably, more

in some instances, however, than in others.

The same comparison also shows an increase in our commerce with

Chili, Turkey, Algeria, the Spanish possessions in America, Senegal, the

French possessions in India, Russia, the Brazils, the two Sicilies, Mexico

and Texas, the barbarous States, the Roman States and Portugal; and a

diminution in the amount of our exchanges with Rio de la Plata and Uru

guay, Egypt, the Netherlands, the Danish possessions in America, Den

mark, Norway, and the isle of Maurice.

The United States are set down at 175,000,000 francs, or 15 per cent

of the whole amount of imports, and at 144,000,000 francs, or 17 per

cent in value, of products admitted for consumption. Compared to the

year 1842 and to the quinquennial average, the year 1843 shows as to

this nation in special commerce, an increase of’! and 28 per cent.

Our imports from England have, compared with the year 1842, de

creased 4 per cent as to general commerce, and 23 per cent as to special

commerce, but the amount is larger than the general average of the last

five years.

The imports from the Sardinian states were larger in 1843 than in the

preceding year, without, however, reaching the same result as in 1841.

As to Belgium, the value of the imports from that country amounted, in

1842, only to the sum of 99,000,000 francs in general commerce, and of
I 88,000,000 francs in special commerce; they have come up as high as

103,000,000 and 90,000,000 francs in 1843, which is the highest number

in the period of five years.

After these four powers, come Switzerland, the German Union, Russia,

Turkey and Spain, in the order of their relative importance.

These values, which amounted in 1838, the last year of the quinquennial

period,

For Switzerland, to 67,000,000 f., am’ted, in 1843, to 82,000,000 fi—Increase, 22 per cent.

For Ger. Union., to 75,000,000 “ “ 78,000,000 "' i

For Russia, to 32,000,000 “ “' 57,000,000 “ 78 “

For Turkey, to 27,000,000 “ “ 53,000,000 “ 96 “

For Spain, to 35,000,000 " “ 35,000,000 “ 00 “

With regard to the other powers, our general commerce, as to imports,

has been, compared to 1842, in a state of progress with Bourbon, the two

Sicilies, Austria, the Barbarous States, Chili, Dutch and French India,

Mexico, Texas, Senegal and‘Venezuela. It has, on the contrary, gone

backwards with Rio de la Plata, Guadaloupe, Martinique, Tuscany, Egypt,

the Hanseatic towns, Algeria and Denmark.

Wnmm'ro snowman—In exports, a very perceptible diminution has

manifested itself in the commercial intercourse with England; it is even

to be observed, with regard to it, that the year 1843 shows a lower

amount than any of the five preceding years. Compared with 1842, the

decrease is 17 per cent in general commerce, and 6 per cent in special

commerce.

Our export commence with Switzerland has ‘steadily been on the in

crease for several years. The values which represent it amount to

100,000,000 francs, 44,000,0000 francs of which consist of our home pro
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ducts, both agricultural and manufactured; that is, 5 and 10 per cent

more than in 1842.

Our commerce with the Zoll Verein has likewise increased. This

association has given an outlet to our products of 51,000,000 francs.

Our exports to the Netherlands have been reduced from 17,000,000

francs to 12,000,000 francs.

Those to the United States, which had considerably decreased in 1842,

, have again increased in 1843, without, however, attaining the average

quinquennial amount.

General Commerce Special Commerce.

1843,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97,000,000 francs. 06,000,000 francs

1842,. . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . 82,000,000 “ 48,000.000 “

The average,.. . . . . 156,000,000 “ 98,000,000 “

With regard to Spain, the value of exported products of all kinds,

shows likewise an increase ofl4 and 7 percent, compared to the year

1842; but this value has decreased 7 and 5 per cent on comparing it with

the average of the five last years. ,

Our export commerce with, Belgium has remained very nearly within

the same limits: ‘

General Commerce. Special Commerce.

1843,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52,800,000 francs. 43,700,000 francs.

1842,. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . - 51,900,000 “ 43,900,000 “

Quinquennial average, 51,600,000 “ 44,100,000 “

The other countries with which our export commerce has been more

important than in 1842, are : Algeria, Guadaloupe,,Chili, the Brazils, the

Spanish possessions in America, Tuscany and Bourbon. A considerable

decrease in value, is, on the contrary, to‘ be observed in regard to products

sent to the Netherlands, Russia, Rio de la. Plata, Uruguay, the Danish

possessions in America, and to Haiti.

IMPoRTs.-—Of the entire value of products which we have received

from foreign parts, matters required for the industry, compose 62 'per cent

in general commerce, and 69 per cent in special commerce; the natural

objects for consumption are comprised herein for 21 and 24 per cent, andv

manufactured objects for 16 and 6 per cent.

_ Compared to the year 1842, and to the quinquennial average, the im.

ports in general commerce show, in favor of 1843, increases of4 and 14

per cent, which lies principally in manufactured objects, and in thosefor

consumption in a natural state.

In special commerce there has been, as far as concerns this last class

of products, increases of 11 and 28 per cent; manufactured objects have,

on the contrary, decreased 8 and 3 per‘ cent; the value of matters re.

quired for the industry has fallen very little short ofthe last year’s.

Cotton has been the most important article in our imports; it amounts

to 127,000,000‘ francs out of the whole. value of imports, 107,000,000

francs worth of which have been used in the home consumption. The

double comparison with regard to this article, in special commerce, gives

a result favorable to 1843.

Out of 109,000,000 francs, representing the value of silks received from

foreign parts, our industry has made use of 60,000,000 francs; that is,

13,000,000 francs more than in 1842, and 3,000,000 francs more than the

quinquennial average.
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The general imports of sugars from our colonies have been 7 per cent

less than in 1842; a diminution of 2 per cent, results likewise from the

comparison with the average. The sugars of this class that have been

consumed, on the contrary, have exceeded those consumed in the periods

compared with from 3 to 7 per cent.

Foreign sugars figure in general commerce for 11,000,000 francs; 15

per cent more than in 1842. 4,000,000 francs worth of this class have

been disposed of for consumption, as much as during the preceding year.

The quantity of foreign grains consumed represent a value of

42,000,000 francs; there was introduced in 1842 only 13,000,000 francs

worth.

A decrease of about one-third is observable in the importation of flax

and hemp threads; relatively to the average, the difference is only 5 per

cent less.

' The value of woods disposed of for consumption in 1812 was 41,000,000

francs; in 1843 it was only 38,000,000 francs, which is 2,000,000 francs

more than the average of the five last years.

Flax, metal casts, iron, zinc, lead, tin, tobacco in leaves, rice, watch

and-clock machinery, olive oil, straw hats, sperm oil, machines and me

chanics’ tools, toys and silk goods are, amongst other products, those

which have presented to special commerce the most perceptible aug

mentations, compared to 1842. _

Of raw hides, tallow, butter, horses and cattle, common Woods, seeds,

oleaginous grains, coffee, pepper and allspice, indigo, copper, pit-coal,

potash, straw mats or straw braids, and flax, hemp, and silk stuffs, not so

many imports were made as in the preceding year. .

Exroa'ra—The. value of the whole amount of exports, of all kinds,

amounted to 992,000,000 francs, to wit :-—

'Natural products,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 339,000,000 francs, or 34 per cent.

Manufactured objects,. . . . . . . . . . . 653,000,000 “ or 66 “

The'articles produced in our own soil, or by our own industry, are es

timated at 687,000,000 francs. ‘ Of this number :—

Natural products,. . - . . . . . . . . . . . 177,000,000 francs, or 26 per cent.

Manufactured objects,. . . . . . . . . . 510,000,000 “ or 74 “

On comparing this with the year 1842, it shows an increase in 1843,

of 5 and 7 per cent. This increase, however, is entirely in the manu

f'actured objects ; in natural products, there is a decrease of 4 and 5 per

cent. The average of exports for the five last years is about the same as‘

for 1843.

Silk goods, as usually, hold the first rank among the articles of our ex

port commerce; their value has amounted, altogether, at 163,000,000

francs, and in special commerce to 130,000,000 francs; that is, 10 and

16 per cent more than in 1842; but 13 and 7per cent less than the quin

quennial average.

Cotton goods come next. 121,000,000 francs worth have been ex.

ported; in the year 1842 there was only ‘111,000,000 francs worth ex

ported. In special commerce this article fell, from 104,000,000 francs in

1841, to 74,000,000 francs in 1842, and in 1843 it reached 82,000,000

francs.

The exportations of Woollens‘ have in no period been as large as in

1843. The values representing them amounted to 100,000,000 francs, in
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general commerce, and to 79,000,000 francs in special commerce; in

1842 they were only 80,000,000 francs, and 64,000,000 francs.

The results during the last two years have been about the same with

regard to the exportation of our wines and brandies,* but compared to the‘

quinquennial period, it will be observed, that the difference in these arti

cles are 4 and 8 per cent less.

We have exported only 6,000,000 francs worth of grains, whilst, in the

year 1842, we furnished to foreign parts nearly 19,000,000 francs worth. 1

There is a slight increase observable in the importation of flax and

hemp goods. The excess is 10 per cent above 1842.

In gold and silver ware, jewelry, plate, watch and clock machinery,

fashions, eggs and seeds, there is a decrease below the amount of the pre

ceding year, which varies in the articles.

The comparison, on the contrary, results in favor of 1843, in a pretty

large proportion, with regard to worked hides, crockery and glass ware,

worked metals, made up silk, toys and playthings, and wooden ware, ma

chines and mechanics’ tools, table fruits, common woods, refined sugar,

soaps, silks, butter and prepared medicines.

Goons IN TRANSITIL—The foreign merchandise which has traversed

the kingdom is valued at 192,000,000 francs, and its weight is found to be

385,508 metrical quintains. This branch of general commerce is, so to

speak, stationary in France; it has varied but little for several years.

There was, however, 16 per cent more in weight of foreign goods, which

temporarily borrowed the use of our territory, in 1843, than in the year

before.

Those of these goods, of which the transit has been greater than for

merly, are; cotton, wool, flax and hemp stuffs, coffee, refined sugar, iron

and clock machinery; there is a decrease in silks, wools, raw sugar and

cochineal.

Switzerland and England are the countries with which this transit

commerce has been the most important, both as to exports and imports

from or to either country. Switzerland has exported, in this chapter of

commerce, 62,000,000 francs worth, and imported 58,000,000 francs

worth; the difl‘erence in favor of 143 is consequently 19 and 4 per cent.

The part of England herein is increased 18 per cent relative to foreign
 

'1 The quantities of brandy and of wine, which are set forth in the statistics of com

merce, since 1834, show only the number of litres of pure alcohol contained in the liquid.

The following table shows both the quantity of the liquid and the quantity of alcohol, in

the exports that have been made since 1818 :—

  

 
QoAn-rrrtrs Exron'rso—Hrcournss. QUANTITIES Exronrsn—Hsconmrs.

Pure nlc. cont’d Pure ale. cont'd

Years. Liquid. in the liquid. Years. Liquid. in the liquid.

1818, .... .. 99,403 59,167 1831, .... .. 141,133 84,123

1819, .... .. 231,653 137,889 1831...‘... 237,328 140,998

1820,.. .. 253,3 49 150,880 1833, 258,877 154,063

1821, .... .. 153,409 91,314 271,256 161,463

1822, .... .. 230,186 137,015 310,098 184,582

1823, .... .. 310,060 184,559 335,855 199,214

1824, .... . . 317,348 188,898 316,493 188,389

1825, .... .. 259,938 1 54,757 349,609 208,001

1826, ____ __ 194,111 115,542 1839, .... .. 259,034 154,187

1827, .... .. 273,111 162,841 1840,.... .. 323,694 192,175

1328, ____ , _ 403,574 240,084 1841, .... . . 342,775 204,033

1829,.... .. 320,207 190,848 1842,.... .. 240,277 164,145

1830,...... 179,625 106,626 1843,...... 253,356 165,665
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goods she has received from us in transitu ; While it has decreased 23 per

cent, with regard to the goods which she has sent to other countries over

our territory.

Goons 0N STORAGE—Th6 value of foreign goods which have been de

posited in storage, amounted to 685,000,000 francs; and their weight to

9,396,292 metrical quintals. Under either aspect there has been an in

crease. The increase in value is 49,000,000 francs; in weight, 132,871

metrical quinta‘fs.

The increase is principally in grains, metal casts, iron, .steel, lead, olea

ginous seeds, olive oil, exotic Woods, foreign sugars, tobacco in leaves,

rice, indigo and silks. There is, on the contrary, a decrease in pit coal,

colonial sugars, cotton, coffee, cocoa, pepper, raw tallow, and wool.

Two thirds, both in weight and value, of these goods, have been stored

in Marseilles and Havre :

Marseilles,.*............. .. 239,000,000 f., or 35 p. ct. 4,075,955 f. nett gain, or 43 p. ct.

Havre,1'..................... 221,000,000 f., or 32 “ 2,029,688 f. “ or 22 “

55 other places,....... . . 225,000,000 f., or 33 “ 3,290,649 f. “ or 35 “

The result of a. comparison with the preceding year is, for the port of

Marseilles, an increase in value of 25,000,000 francs, and in weight, of

299,810 metrical quintals;v for the port of Havre, a decrease in value of

6,000,000 francs, and in weight of 137,491 metrical quintals.

At Lyons, Paris, Boulogne, Calais, Strasburg and Toulouse, the weight

of goods received in storage has beengreater than in 1842. The result

is the contrary at Bordeaux, Nantes, Rouen, Dunkirk, Bayonne, Metz and

Orleans.

PBsMrnMs.—Of the goods exported, which have the benefit of a pre

mium, there has been an increase in refined sugar, soaps, cotton stuffs,

tanned and curried hides, and woollens. The comparison with the year

1842, of all other goods, show pretty perceptible decreases.

The sums paid for premiums amount altogether to 12,697,978 francs.

The premiums relative to encouragement accorded to the fisheries, not

by-paid at the custom houses, are not included in this sum ; they belong

to the department of commerce. They have thus exceeded by 10 per

cent the disbursement made for this purpose in 1842.

Con AND WHALE F1srrERIEs.-The returns with regard to the fisheries

report a quantity of 453,870 metrical quintals.

Cods,.............U....................... 405,816 nett gain.

Sperm oil and whalebone,..... ........ .... .... 84,054 “

The comparison with the returns of the preceding year shows an in

crease of 5 per cent in favor of 1843.

The quantity of cods re-exported with premiums, amounted to 98,986

metrical quintals. In 1842 they only amounted to 78,229 metrical quin

tals, and the. average quantity for the last ‘five years was 76,088 metrical

quintals.

The part of the French colonies in the whole of cods re-exported from

the metropolis has been 60,148 metrical quintals, or 61 per cent.

The whole amount of duties collected, amounts to 209,000,000 francs,

to wit: ‘

* Marseilles—Grains, 1,620,139 metrical quintals; other goods, 2,455,816 f. nett gain.

'I' Havre - “ 15,479 “ “ 2,014,209 f. “

voL. xnL—No. r. 3
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Duties on imports,. . . . . .. . . .. . . . 144,000,000 francs, or 69 per cent.

“ on exports, navigation, &c., 7,000,000 francs, or 3 “

Consumption tax on salts,. . . . . . . . 58,000,000 francs, or 28 “

 

100 “

The increase is almost 6,000,000 francs, and lies in the import duties,

almost entirely on the grains. .,

Colonial and foreign sugars, cotton, olive oil, spun flax and hemp, metal

casts, iron and lead, have also contributed to increase the receipts.

The goods on which the receipt of duties have decreased, are princi

pally cofi‘ee, wools, pit coal, flax and hemp stufl's, cattle, oleaginous fruits,

and tallow.

The consumption tax on salts has produced 1,000,000 francs less than

in 1842. The duties on exports, navigation, 610., have varied but little.

The collections received at the principal custom-houses, are in the fol

lowing proportions :—

Marseilles,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37,000,000 francs, or 18 per cent.

Havre,.........\............... 26,000,000 “ “ 12 “

Paris, (goods stored here). . . . . . . . . 18,000,000 “ “ “

Bordeaux,.. . ... . . . . .. . ... 15,000,000 “ “

Nantz,.. .... . ... .... . ... . ... . .. 12,000,000 ,“ “

Dunkirk,....................... 8,000,000 “ “

Rouen,........................ 6,000,000 “ “

Other custom-houses,.. . . . . . . . . . . . 87,000,000 ‘“ “ 4

6i

6‘

‘6

“

Ncbvhdtqm

66

209,000,000 “ “ 100 “

ADVANCE or NAVIGATION.—-When, in fine, we review the advance of

’ navigation, considered with respect to the number and tonnage of vessels,

we shall see on reference to tables,

1st. That maritime navigation has, in 1843, employed (as well for im

ports as exports) 27,996 vessels,* measuring altogether 3,247,000 tons;

that is, 372 vessels, and 108,000 tons more than in 1842.

2d. That this navigation has been shared between the French marine

and the foreign marine in the following proportions :—

‘ Number of Vessels. Tonnage.

French Vessels, 11,431, or 41 per cent. 1,205,000, or 38 per cent.

Foreign Vessels, 16,655, “ 59 “ 2,042,000, or 62 “

3d. That the advance in navigation has favored the French marine the

most, which has increased in 1843, 6 per cent more-than in the preceding

year, on the whole number of vessels, and on tonnage; whilst the foreign

marine has decreased 2 per cent as to the number of vessels, but still in

creased with regard to tonnage, 2 per cent. '

4th. That the sailing vessels have been 22,307 in number, measuring

2,599,000 tons; and the steam vessels 5,689 in number, and capable of

containing 648,000 tons.

5th. That in the navigation by steam, the French vessels have num

bered 1,583, and measured 208,000 tons; and the foreign marine, 4,106

vessels, and 440,000 tons; that is, 78 vessels and 10,000 tons more ofthe

first than in 1842, and 421 vessels and 47,000 tons more of the second.
 

'I The number of voyages made by vessels in maritime navigation, is 27,996; this

does not include the vessels in the East.
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We annex from the otficial report, tabular statements ofthe French ex.

port and import trade with the United States, Mexico and Texas, as fol

lows :—

Exron'rs FROM FRANCE TO THE Umrsn Sum

Names of articles.

Silk goods,...................

Woollens,.....Cotton goods,

Colored silks,

Rabbit, bare, and beaver furs,...

Manufactured skins,............ ..

Ground and unground Mad

der, ............................. ..

Mercery, or made-up silk,Mines,....................... . .litres

Crockery, glass-ware, and crys

tals,......... .......value

  

 

Cambric, lawn, and lace, ...... ..

General utensils, ................ ..

Straw carpeting, and straw in

bundles, ................. ..kilog.

Brandy, ..................... ..litres

Flax & hemp goods, etc,. . kilog.

Millinery goods,........... . .value

Olive oil, .................... ..kilog

Perfumery, ....................... ..

Pasteboard, paper, books, etc.,..

Clock and watch machinery,

.. ........vz1lue

Roucon, ............ .. ...kilog.

Cream of tartar,.....Table fruits,.........

Verdegris,.... . . . . .Phosphoric acid,.....

Manufactured cork,

Soaps,................................

Different articles of Parisian in

dustry, ........... ..

Wrought metuls,.

Prepared skins,. .Toys and playthings,.

Flaxseed, ............... ..

Liquers,.......... ..

  

.. ...1itres

Prepared medicines, ..... ..kilog.

Pure gums,....................... . .

Felt, silk, and other hats,.val'ue

Capsules for priming,.... ..kilog.

Cloves, ........................... ..

Fumiture,.........Volatile oils,..

Wools,.......

Gold, silver-we ,

Sulphur,..................‘...........

Classical instruments, .... ..value

Unprepared peltries,............ ..

Other articles,......................

  

Total,................

General Commerce.

For. Goods exp'd in 1813.

Quanttly. Value.

428,906 f. 49,878,251

581,752 10,650,165

212,314 4,158,948

31,425 3,080,375

71,401 2,856,040

65,394 2,488,016

2,050,787 2,050,787

241,639 2.044,402

5,484,787 2,017,473

.... .. 1,395,174

.... .. 1,317,318

.... . . 999,160

25,948 940,114

1,313,607 941,988

50,990 814,889

.... .. 790,824

421,294 716,200

95,894 670,628

173,750 652,432

.... . . 592,620

190,311 380,622

210,984 369,222

529,488 351,021

173,481 316,962

6,238 31 1,900

85,592 256,776

398,913 239,347

24,010 215,580

86,642 213,249

37,105 200,615

‘ 37.843 190,051

244,996 183,747

59,376 178,128

23,835 177,155

129,851. 170,915

.... .. 150.410

24,580 147.480

30,680 138,060

.... .. 128.370

1.230 123.000

30,703 122,812

189 107,835

588,067 107,031

.... .. 103,803

.... . . 101,036

2,532,768

.... .. f- 96,639,059

Special Commerce.

For. Goods exp'd in 1843.

ValueQuant

278,463. f. 32,446,390

552.807

165,653

490

1,250

65,331

2,050,787

232,029

5,445,552

. . . - 1.

95,779

398,913

24,010

85,873

32,693

36,328

"119

9,833.780

2,954,920

46,550

50,000

2,486,280

2,050,787

1,919,126

1,989,686

1,312,253

1,197,851

731,560

57,760

940,179

482.008

753,061

9,714

670,453

576,601

41 ,429

1,412

226,095

200,520

346,962

31 1.900

73,623

239,347

215,580

208,869

180,736

182,710

153,642

176,835

1,107

150,410

147,480

119,160

59,100

28,192

1 353,488

 

111111 f. 65,807,804
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Inron'rs FROM THE-UNITED STATES nv'ro Fumes.

Grmlnn. Cornuncl. Brlcul. Consuel

Names of articles. For. Goods imp‘d in 1843. For. Goods consumed in ‘43.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

Cotton wool,..... .. . .kilog. 65,942,990 f. 118,697,382 56,134,509 f. 101,042,116

Tobacco, in _leaves,.... .. . . . 16,128,145 37,094,734 12,623,540 29,034,142
  

 

  

Raw tallow and lard,.. . 7,352,694 4,043,982 5,713,597 3,142,478

6,851,432 2,503,730 6,343,433 2,300,629

Raw skins,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,530,182 1,869,434 1,334,610 1,544,307

Potash, ............. .. 2,821,175 1,692,705 2,341,454 1,404,872

Thin oak planks,. ...pieces 4,497,340 1,465,339 3,961,830 1,278,604

Lead ore,... . . .kilog. 2,221,665 999,749 2,174,525 978,536

Unprepared whalebon ,. 217,117 759,909 142,308 498,078

Dye-wood,........................... 1,578,311 315,663 467,200 93,439

Manufactured tobacco,.. 47,199 302,074 1,130 7,232

Muscat,..................... 691,207 248,834 562,627 202,545 _

Raw beeswax, .... .. 118,781 237,889 124,780 243,848

Salted beef,. . ..... 328,736 230,115 16,383 11,468

Gold sands,..... 7,021 228,630 7,621 228,630

Cocoa,...... . . ...... .. ‘229,930 206,937 101,561 91,405

Cofi'ee,........... 237,990 202,292 26,087 22,174

Pure copper,... ......... .. 95,513 191,026 91,552 183,104

Pearl barley,... ....gram. 9,500 190,000 8,718 174,360

Spermaceti .. .kilog. 109,135 179,133 93,087 149,178

Spelts, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 179,082 179,082 145,131 145,131

Grains, (flour,)......... 493,697 - 172,711 111,151 38,820

Rosin, (dried pitc ,).. 1,611,926 161,193 1,883,373 188,337

Poroelain,............... 29,334 154,614 11,893 60,399

Vanilla,...... 600 150,000 296 74,000

Tea,.... 23,959 143,754 271 1,626

Indigo,..................... 8,868 141,888 596 9,536

Exotic rosin, (copul rosin,) .. 50,480 121,152 47,143 113,143

95,379 119,222 36,936 46,170

Furniture woods,. .. 205,641 97,272 248,779 76,895

Allspice,.............. 68,035 95,249 37,025 51,835

Other articles,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,431,990 .... .. 816,434

Total, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. f. 174,627,684 f. 144,259,471

Exron'rs rnosr Fumes 'ro Msxrco.

GENERAL COMMERCE. Srlcul. Comnncl.

Fr. and foreign goods French goods exported

; Names of articles. exported during 1843. during year 1843.

Quantit . Quantity. Valuell ‘148. .

Silk goods,..... ...kilog. 24,96 f. 3,001,820 16,844 f. 2,027,540

Cotton goods,... . 77,961 1,575,251 60,478 1,113,833

Woollens,..... . . .. 46,337 1,122,531 44,637 1,074,941

  

  

Paper, books, and engravings,.. 198,215 713,105 197,607 710,078

Crockery, glass-ware, and crys

tals,.........................value .... .. 703,748 .... .. 671,833

Wines,.........................litres 600,570 689,400 597,311 684,140

Mercery, or made-up silk . kilog. 78,894 654,874 74,711 570,882

Arms, ......... . . . . . 31,499 393,786 4,360 50,886

Wrought metals 80,856 278,233 78,683 275,471

Perfumery,...... . . .. . 29,431 206,017 29,431 206,017

Iron and steel, .......... .. 687,462 192,942 5,967 5,130

Flex and hemp goods,............ 9,176 184,618 4,721 103,454

Gold and silver ware, jewelry, . 61 167,204 55 132,408

Cotton, (spun,)..................... 26,405 164,507 3,108 37,143

Brandy and liquors,. . . .litres 117,068 160,352 116,050 159,049

Other articles,...................... .... .. 1,735,869 .... .. 1,465,969

Total,............ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. f. 11,944,257 .... .. f. 9,294,774
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IMPORTS INTO FRANCE mom MEXICO.

  

  

  

 

  

GENERAL Commence. Sncxn. Comuncl.

Names of articles. For. goods imp'd in 1843. For. goods consumed in ‘43.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. V ue.

Cochineal,. .......... .... ..kilog. 93,957 f. 2,818,710 98,854 f. 2,905,632

Pure copper,. 885,231 1,770,462 339,057 678,114

Vanilla, ..... .. 4,319 1,079,750 2,321 580,250

Dye-woods,.. . . 3,244,460 648,892 3,763,845 752,769

Raw skins,........ .. 214,437 361,134 133,288 215,066

Samaparilla root,.... 26,893 80,679 22,550 _ 67,650

Jalap root 16,533 52,906 5,064 16,205

Cofi'ee,......... .. . . 36,909 31,373 5,179 4,402

Other articles,...................... .... .. ~ 78,001 . 57,141

Total,.................._... III: f. 1,921,907 1111:: £5,337,229

Exron'rs FROM FRANCE TO TEXAS.

General utensils,......,.....value .... .. f. 19,150 25,630 f. 19,150

Wines, . .litres 25,630 12,053 7,546 12,053

Brandy and liquors, .. . 7,540 8,006 4,397 8,006

Refined sugar, .... .. ..kilog. 4,379 5,255 5,255

Other articles,..... 29,100 18,587

Total,...................... 11111: r. 73,564 1111:: 63,051

IMPORTS nvro FRANCE mom TExAs.

Cotton wool,.............-..kilog. 35,484 f. 63,871 35 f. 63

Raw skins,. . . . . . . . . . . . 10,394 11,404 10,394 11,404

Other articles, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,279 1,779

'.'.'.'.'.'. f. 77,554 11111: £13,246

ART- IIL—GOMMERCE WITH SPAIN.

THE prohibitory system of Spain excludes almost all the staple articles

of the United States, so that the commerce between the two countries, at

Cadiz, is reduced to the import of a few cargoes of staves, and export of

salt; for which latter article vessels generally arrive there in ballast,

after delivering their outward cargoes at the ports of France, Belgium,

Holland, 610. The proceeds of the sales of staves are usually sent from

Cadiz to Malaga, to pay, in part, for dried fruit required in the United

States. During the year 1843, four American vessels, from New Orleans,

with 1,583 hogsheads of tobacco for the Spanish government, touched at

Cadiz for orders, and proceeded to Gibraltar to land their cargoes; the

contracters preferring this cautious mode of obtaining payment at that

place, according to the delivery of the articles.*

Salt, as elaborated at Cadiz, requires but little skill. The salt ponds

formed on the low land round the bay, are flooded with a few inches of

sea-Water, at the height of spring tides, in the months of June and July,

and the action of the sun, by evaporation, soon creates a crust of salt,

which is raked 011', and placed on the neighboring banks to drain, where

it remains in heaps and exposed to the weather till exported, for its low

price will not afford the cost of a covering. The loss is consequently

great, averaging one-sixth part. The salt produced by the strongest sun,

and eastern winds, at midsummer, is the coarsest, whitest, and most suit

 

* Letter of Alexander Burton, Esq, United States Consul at Cadiz.
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able for the United States and the north of Europe; but the small grain

is preferred for the fisheries of New Foundland. For five years, ending

in 1839, the exports averaged each year 25,250 lasts, or 1,818,000

bushels, of which 354,000 bushels were shipped for Ilew Foundland,

370,000 bushels for the United States, and 1,096,000 bushels for the Bal

tic and elsewhere. From 1839 to 1843, inclusive, the exportation of salt,

from Cadiz to foreign countries, has increased 60 per cent, beyond the

amount stated, and in proportion for the destinations mentioned. The

present year’s supply is about 42,000 lasts, or 3,024,000 bushels. The

price of salt is not fixed by the Spanish government, but depends upon the

quantity on hand, and the demand at the time, and ranges fi'om about four

cents per bushel for new salt, in the summer, to five cents for the old, the

following spring—averaging, the year through, about four and a halfcents

per bushel, delivered alongside of vessels, where crews measure it at the

time ofloading. Foreign vessels arriving at Cadiz, in ballast, and taking

salt, are exempt from tonnage duty of five cents per ton, which those with

cargoes pay. The other charges, for pilotage, anchorage, light-house,

and health office, in a vessel of three hundred tons, amount to about $50.

Discharging of ballast costs about 25 cents per ton. Vessels without bills

ofheallh are subject to a fine of $55.

Salt. can be sold only wholesale by individuals, and solely for exporta

tion to foreign countries. In the months of September, October, November

and December, 1842, the exports of salt, from Cadiz to the United States,

was 185,684 bushels. The price of salt, at that time, was five cents per

bushel; and from June to August, of 1843, the number of bushels ex

ported to the United States was 459,144—i'anging from four and a half

to four and three-quarter cents per bushel. The retail of salt throughout

the Spanish colonies is a monopoly of the government, and is at present

farmed out. The fixed price of sale for this article for consumption

in Spain difi'ers according to the distance from sea. In Andulusia, it is

equal to $2 75 per hundred pounds weight.

Exonnnca—Between Cadiz and the United States there is no regular

exchange. Bills on the United States are rarely negotiated at Cadiz;

and in the few instances known to our consul at Cadiz, the rate has been

at about the average of8 per cent loss to the bill. Payments for exports

of Spanish produce, when not made in cash, as customary, are generally

by bills on England. The rate of exchange, in 1843, averaged fifty pence

sterling per Spanish or American dollar. This rate, taken in connection

with the exchange in the United States on England, of 8 per cent pre

mium, or four hundred and eighty cents per pound sterling, gives the

average of one hundred cents of the United States for a Spanish dollar.

CADIZ RATES OF wAGEs.-—Ship-carpenters, caulkers, coopers, plumbers,

sailmakers, blacksmiths, coppersmiths, blockmakers, cutlers and armorers,

75 to 90 cents per day; shoemakers, tailors, glaziers and weavers, 40 to

50 cents per day; house-carpenters, painters, bookbinders, plasterers and

masons, 50 to 70 cents per day; tanners, curriers, batters and printers,

60 to 70 cents per day.. All the above persons subsist themselves. Vine

dressers, gardeners, mason’s laborers, stone-hewers and sawyers, 30 to 40

cents per day; field-laborers, 20 to 30 cents per day ; laborers on board

of vessels, 75 cents per day. Men house servants, $3 to $8 per month ;

women do., $2 to $5 per month, and maintained; seamen, $10 to $12

per month. ‘
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The produce and manufactures of Spain are, by the present tariff of

that country, exempt from export duty, save a very few articles of no con

sequence, except the following z—Old bronze, in bells, cannon, &c., pays

75 cents per quintal, in Spanish vessels, and one-third more under foreign

flags; mineral of copper, or mixed with iron, 20 cents per quintal; alco

hol, 20 cents per quintal; lead, 20 cents per quintal ; arkwood, in sheets,

80 cents per quintal; wool, of rabbits and hares, five cents per pound.

Staves were the only article imported from the United States, and

landed at Cadiz, for the year ending with August, 1843, and estimated at

686,000. The duty payable thereon, by the tariff of November, 1841, is,

under the Spanish flag, 1!, per cent, on 1,000 staves, valued at $50, and

two-thirds additional as a consumption duty. Under foreign flags, there

is an increase of one-fourth of these sums. The products and manufac

tures of Spain are subject to the royal duty, called “ alcabula,” which is

four per cent on their value, whether in a crude state, or partially, or

completely manufacutured ; and this duty is payable as often as the article

is sold, and transferred; consequently, sales are frequently kept private,

to avoid the tax. Other additional and low duties, under various names,

but about equal to four per cent, are also assessed on articles required

for consumption, as wine, vinegar, oil, candles, and fresh meats of all

kinds. Wheat, Indian corn, barley, beans, &c., pay a fixed duty of two '

cents, nearly, per hundred pounds weight. In general, the taxes on pro

duce and manufactures, in Spain, under various names, are supposed to

amount to the value of the former tithes, now abolished under that name,

tlliough a contribution is assessed for the support of public worship and the

c ergy.

Insurance on American vessels and cargoes is, in general, effected in

the United States, and very rarely in Spain. Insurance for Spanish ac

count is usually made in England, France, or the United States. The

premium of insurance at Cadiz, by Spanish vessels, to or from that port,

is as follows :-—To South American ports, on the Atlantic, 1% per cent,

and to ports on the Pacific, 3 to 3% per cent; India and China, 4 to 4-1

per cent; Cuba, 2 to 25 per cent; Gulfof Mexico, 2! to 3i per cent;

England and France, 2 per cent; North of Europe and the Baltic, 2i to

3d per cent; Constantinople and Black sea, 45 to 5 per cent; and from

Cadiz to the United States, 1% per cent.

Freight on wine, from Cadiz to the United States, is about $8, and 5

per cent primage per tun of two pipes, and in that proportion for an equal

bulk of other merchandise. Salt is generally shipped on the vessel’s ac

count, and not on freight. American vessels, after delivering their out

ward cargoes of cotton, &c., at northern European ports, go to Cadiz in

ballast, to load salt for owners’ account, and any gain thereon is consider

ed as the freight. The commission is generally 3 per cent on purchase

and shipment ofsalt. On other merchandise, 25 per cent, and is to 1 per

cent brokerage. The commission at Cadiz on sales of imports, is 2!: per

cent, and brokerage b to 1 per cent.

The following table, derived from the report of George Read, Esq.,

United States Consul at Malaga, Spain, in answer to a resolution of the

House of Representatives, of March 3, 1843, shows the principal articles

of export from Malaga to the United States, and the wholesale and retail

prices of the same, at the port of Malaga.
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Exports to U. States.

Malaga wine, sweet and dry, (Sp. white,)...

Bunch Muscatel raisins, in boxes,.............

Bloom raisins, ‘in boxes,................

“ or sun raisins, in casks,.....

Grapes, green, in kegs and jars,.

Lemons,.....................

  

Soft shelled almonds, ....................... . . .. .

Jordan almonds, shelled, in boxes,...

Figs, in drums and boxes, ........... ..

Olive oil, in casks,...........

Saffron, from Murcia,...

  

Pmcrs.

Wholesale.

14 a 16 cents per gall.

3i cents per lb.

2 cents per lb.

1 5-6 cents per lb.

8 cents per lb.

$1 50 a $9 per M.

5 cents per lb.

21§ a 24 cents per lb.

2* a 3Q cents perlb.

62 a 70 cts. per gall.

$7 a $10 per lb.

Retail.

5 cents per bottle.

2 cents per lb.

1 6-10 cts. per lb.

li a 2 cts. per lb.‘

2 a 3 cts. per lb.

2 to 20 lemons for

1 cent.

Not used.

25 cts. per lb.

1; a 2 cts. per lb.

70 a 80 cts. p. gal.

60 cts. per oz.

  

  

Soap, Castile, .......... .. 7i :1 8 cents per lb. 8 a 9 cts. per lb.

Lead, in pigs,.... 3} cents per lb. 5 cts. per lb.

Mats, door,..... .. . .. 30 cents each. 35 a 40 cts. each.

Matting, from A1icante,-......................... $3 50 'a $4 per bale 15 a 20 e. per yd.

of 48 yards.

The rates of insurance on exports to the United States, from Malaga,

varies from 1;, to 2 per cent. The freight is $5 a $6 per ton, of8 quarter

casks, or 80 boxes, dzc. Malaga business is not done on a commission.

Produce “put on board” at a “ value,” all chargesi-ncluded, and the profit

may be 2 or 10 per cent. Produce is paid for in cash, as it comes from

the country.

We subjoin the remarks of Mr. Read, appended to the above table of

exports and prices, as follows :—

The commercial business of Malaga, in its customs, is one peculiar to itself,

and differin much in its usages from that of the United States; consequently,

the annexe table would present many anomalies, if unaccompanied by explana

tions.

In the United States, the dealer in home produce, is generally what may be

termed a factor, who sells an article on commission for the account of the pro

ducer, or else he is a speculator on the variations of the market. Such is the

flour dealer, who receives the article regularly made up and packed ready for

exportation.

It is different in Malaga. Take for instance wines; the‘ skipper may himself

be either a grower, or may advance money to the grower for‘ the expenses of

cultivation, and deduct these advances, with interest, from the yield of the vin

tage, when delivered by the grower into his stores. Then he becomes a manu—

facturer of wines, which he may sell to others, or himself becomes a skipper to

foreign or home markets, either on his own or on others’ account. In this last

character of merchant, he must have his casks made, and gives the cooper staves,

hoops, and cash for labor, taking the empty casks in payment. These staves

and hoops he may have imported as part returns for wines, or taken in exchange

for them from his stores. As skippr, he invoices his adventure at what is called

the market value, or shipping price, on board, all charges included, and com

prising the shipping merchant’s profit.

Looking at the wholesale and retail prices in the columns, the value is that of

the wine in store, as current in the market and ready for‘ shipment or consump

tion—say 12 to 14 reals vellon per arrobe of 4 24-100 gallons, or equal to a medium

a of about 15 cents per gallon; 31 gallons to the quarter cask give $4 65 for the

“one, which with $2 10 for cask and shipping expenses, leave about 80 cents on

the quarter cask (value $7 50 per invoice) as. remuneration for outlay, and in

terest of capital, store-rent, commissions, &.c. The same individual is sometimes

the total er also, and will sell a measure for 5 cents, equal to the contents of a

black bottle.

In raisins, the wholesale price above, necessarily comprises the package or

box in which they must always be packed, (if Muscatels,) and brought from the
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vineyard; of course, enhancing the price. Those retailed by the pound are not

usually of the better qualites; and, therefore, if the fruit be retailed at a price,

together, with the empty package (which may serve again) at any thing about

the wholesale price of good fruit, it is quite as much as is sought for.

Of grapes, it will be observed, that the wholesale price is three or four times

greater than the retail, which certainly would appear to be an anomaly. The

explanation is this; the grape of export is the only one disposed of by wholesale;

it is considered inferior to all others used for daily consumption; the wholesale

price above, consequently includes all the cost‘ of preparation and packing for

shipment: but as it is the only kind that can be preserved over a few days after

being pulled, it is worth for that reason, when fresh, sometimes quadruple an

other grape that will not keep, of which the consumption is very great as foo .

In another light, however, this grape, as it keeps so long, is sometimes hung up

in bunches to the rafters of the houses in the vineyard men until Christmas, when

it is retailed at the market at about 5 cents per pound.

Figs must always be put up and pressed when newly dried; they have varied

during the year but very little; they are not consumed at that time, nor indeed

are raisins, not being considered wholesome‘ until they have undergone a fer

mentation after the leaf of the tree falls. The same with raisins, and when any

decay takes place, it is about the time the leaves fall from the vine, or when the

sap rises again in the spring. The dried fruit is eaten when there is none green,

and’ vegetables are scarce. The common people live for very little, with the abun

dance of fruit of the country;

  
Q lb. ofraisins or i-cent.

§ lb. of bread,............. .. 1§ “

Fried . . 1i "

make a very wholesome breakfast for acarpenter, 3} “

This class of people drink water, and very little wine.

The internal taxes and imposts are‘ generally farmed out to contractors, who

take upon themselves the collection of that part of the revenue. Home produce

pays nothing when exported; but as all kinds for this purpose must come within

the city, it was usual for the mercantile community to give bonds to export what

they introduce into the town, and to pay the gate dues (derechos de consume)

on what fell short in their exports. To ascertain this difference, accounts were

kept with each merchant, charging him with all that came through the gates in his

name, and crediting his permits of export. As this, however, is a country where,

the evasion of revenue and contraband practices of every shade and color, kind,

and, description, are universally prevalent, it was arranged between the chamber

of commerce and the contractors to fix a modicum duty on every thing that came

through the gates, and thus do away with an extensive establishment of account

ability, and a heavy corps of guards on one side, and their vexatious interference

on the other, besides the annoyances of liquidations, &c. 81.0. These internal

taxes were thus reduced to a mere nothing, so as really not to be taken into con

sideration against the consumer, while the aggregate remained important to the

contractor. All the fruits enter in small parcels from the country at a time, and

the amount to be aid is so small as not to be sought to be evaded, while the ar

rangement was a opted on a principle which prevented the demoralizing effects

of the eternal hankering after smugglin and defraudation. An example or two

will show the operation of the modicum uty. Wines formerly paid 20 cents the

arrobe of 4} gallons, or nearly 5 cents a gallon. By the arrangement, all the new

must, when it enters the city, pay 4 maravedis, or i cent the arrobe, or 2-1'7 of

a cent the gallon. Olive oil paid 35 cents the arrobe, of 3% gallons, and by the

arrangement 8 maravedis the arrobe, or '1-20 of a cent per gallon. Raisins, grapes,

almonds, about i of a cent per arrobe of 25 lbs. '7 oz. Oranges and lemons on

the same scale; an amount so insi ificant as to be no account to the consumer.

The same is the case with soap. arilla never paid gate dues, while the modi

cum on oil does not increase the price of soap more than 3 cents per 100 pounds

to the consumer. '
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There is no regular course of exchange between Malaga and the United

States; and the great difliculty is to place funds in Malaga, without loss,

through indirect channels. Spain, as we have before remarked, consumes

no produce of‘ the United States, except staves, a little cotton and tobacco,

most of which is smuggled through Gibraltar.

Mercantile clerks, at Malaga, receive $20 per month, on an average;

storemen, with constant employment, 40 to 50 cents per day ; day la

borers, in Warehouses, 35 to 40 cents per day; women, picking fruits, 20

cents per day.

The exports from Catalonia, part of Turragonia, are principally red

wine, which is worth there about $7 per cask. All goods brought from

the United States in Spanish bottoms, pay less duty considerably; and

this is the reason of American vessels being prejudiced in bringing their

own produce.

 

ART. IV. -COMMERCE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

AN inquiry into the early history of New York will show that it had its

origin in commercial interests ; and that, in this respect, it difl'ered mate

rially from the New England, and other colonies, where the first settlers

sought a refuge from religious and political persecution. The island of

Manhattan, and its vicinity, were occupied by a commercial company,

with a view to trade; and the subsequent growth and prosperity of this

city is to be attributed to the influence of commmerce, aided by those

branches of industry which her favorable position for trade have attracted

hither.

The fur trade, with .the Indians, was the principal object and employ

ment of the Dutch, who came to this continent during the seventeenth

century; and, in 1635, we find the number of skins, returned to Holland

by the Fur Company, was 14,891 beavers, and 1,413 otters—of the total

walue of 134,925 guilders.

The trade with the Dutch colonies of Curucoa and Guyana, the West

Indies and Africa, soon after commenced. From 1673 to 1688, the prin

cipal occupation of the inhabitants, was the manufacturing, or bolting, of

flour and meal, and the baking of‘ bread; for which the city for some time

had a monopoly. A petition, presented to the Common Council, in 1692,

states that “the bolting of flour and baking of bread hath been, and is, the

chief support of the trade and trat’fic of this city, and maintenance of its

inhabitants of all degrees. It hath, for many years past, been an ancient

usage.” At that time, the flour made here, was in the highest estimation

of any produced in America.

After the English took possession of the colony, the trade of the city

rapidly increased. , Edmund Burke, in his work on America, published in

1757, says : “The city of New York contains upwards of 2,000 houses,

and above 12,000 inhabitants, the descendants of Dutch and English. It

is well and commodiously built, extending a mile in length, and about

half that breadth, and has a very good aspect from the sea; but it is by

no means properly fortified. The town has a very flourishing trade, and in

which great profits are made. The merchants are wealthy, and the peo

ple, in general, most comfortably provided for, and with a moderate labor.
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From the year 1749 to 1750, 232 vessels have been entered in this port,

and 286 cleared outwards. In these vessels, were shipped 6,731 tons of

provisions, chiefly flour, and a vast quantity of grain, of which I have no

particular account. In the year 1755, the export of flaxseed to Ireland,

amounted to 12,528 hogsheads.

“ Upon the river Hudson, about 150 miles from New York, is Albany,

a town of not so much note for its number of houses or inhabitants, as for

the great trade which is carried on with the Indians, and indeed, by con

nivance with the French, for the use of the same people. This trade

takes off‘ a great quantity of coarse woollen goods, also guns, hatchets,

knives, hoes, kettles, powder and shot, besides several other articles.”

In 1683, there were, belonging to the city, 3 barques, 3 brigantines, 26

sloops, and 48 open boats.

In 1769, the imports from Great Britain were £75,931 ; from the West

Indies, £97,420 ;y from South of Europe, £14,927; from Africa, £697.

Total, £188,976 sterling, or $839,782.

Commuson or ExPoRTs FROM New Yon]: W'ITH THOSE or THE wnoLE U. STATFs.

  

Years. New York. U; States. Years. New York. U. States.

1792, .... .. $2,535,790 $26,109,572 1800, .... .. $13,978,123 $94,115,925

1793, .... .. 2,932,370 33,026,233 1805, .... .. 23,482,943 101,536,963

1794, ..... ., 5,442,183 47,989,472 1810, .... .. 17,242,330 61,316,833

1795, .... .. 10,301,182 67,064,097 1816,...... 13,946,598 87,671,569

1799, .... .. 17,262,729 70,971,780 1820, .... .. 11,769,511 69,691,669

AMOUNT or DUTIES 0N MERCHANDISE IMPORTED mro NEW Your.

1789,..... . . . . . . . . . . .. $145,320 1810,.... $5,223,696

1792,.. 1,233,903 1816,. . 10,785,354

1795,..... 2,717,361 1820, ............................ .. 5,487,974

1800,....... 3,611,588 I

The following table shows the value of imports and exports, (domestic

and foreign,) into and from the port of New York, in each year, from 1821

to 1844, inclusive; also, the amount of duties paid on the imports :—

IMroRTs AND EXPORTS or THE CITY or NEW YORK, FROM 1821 TO 1844, IncLusrvE.

Imports from Amount of Dom. prod. and For’n mdze. Total ‘

Years. for. countries. dut. on imp. manut'. exp‘d. exporled. exports.

1821,...... $36,020,012 $7,243,542 $8,102,022 $4,022,143 $12,124,645

1822,.... .. 33,912,453 9,941,702 9,228,631 6,177,063 15,405,694

1823, .... .. 30,601,455 9,022,435 11,526,632 9,563,064 21,089,696

1824, .... .. 37,785,147 11,178,139 11,652,050 10,652,050 22,339,362

1825, .... .. - 50,024,973 15,752,100 19,257,749 14,774,530 34,032,279

1826,.... .. 34,728,664 11,525,862 10,743,846 ' 8,693,383 19,437,229

1827, .... .. 41,441,832 13,217,695 13,301,222 11,312,813 24,614,035

1828,.... .. 39,117,016 13,745,147 12,272,078 9,863,499 22,135,487

1829, .... .. 34,972,493 13,052,676 10,509,481 7,100,119 17,609,600

1830, .... . . ’ 38,656,064 15,012,553 11,814,926 5,851,698 17,666,624

1831,...,.. 57,291,727 20,096,136 15,053,571 11,089,148 26,142,719

1832, 50,995,924 15,070,124 11,941,697 10,850,902 22,792,599

1833,...... 56,527,976 13,039,181 13,941,689 10,782,014 24,723,903

1834, .... .. 72,224,390 10,183,152 12,090,142 10,105,919 22,196,061

1835, .... . . 89,304,108 14,468,116 20,373,343 8,662,412 29,035,755

1836, 118,886,194 17.114.305 18,377,691 9,077,532 27,455,223

1837,.... .. 68,374,558 9,487,598 13,601,110 9,933,500 23,534,610

1838, .... .. 77,214,729 10,494,055 15,340,937 6,841,311 22,182,248

1839,.... .. 97,078,687 13,970,332 , 24,673,936 11,988,787 36,662,223

1840, .... .. 56,845,924 7,537,441 19,635,226 10,551,244 30,186,470

1841, .... .. 75,268,015 10,993,899 22,840,315 7,891,204 30,731,519

1842, .... .. 52,415,555 10,013,122 17,556,294 5,533,905 23,090,199

1843,.... .. 50,036,667 11,300,407 17,835,738 5,604,588 23,440,326

1844, .... .. 75,749,220 21,457,830 26,400,860 8,227,510 ' 34,628,440
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We give below a tabular statement of the amount of tonnage entered

and cleared the port of New York, from foreign ports, in each year, from

1821 to 1844, a period of twenty-four years, distinguishing the foreign

from the American :—

Amouur 01-‘ TONNAGE ENTERED THE CITY or NEW Your FROM, AND THE AMOUNT cLsARED

THE Four or NEW Yonx FOR, FOREIGN PoRTs.

Eu'rznln. CLEAR“.

a

Years. American. Foreign. Total. American. Foreign. Total.

Tons. Tum . Tons. one. Tons. Tons.

1821, .... .. 155,723 16,240 171,963 143,741 10,731 154,472

1822,... . 203,082 23,707 226,790 158,970 21,253 180,223  

1823, 204,308 22,481 226,789 196,189 21,013 217,202

1824, 206,080 , 16,689 253,769 218,480 15,451 233,931

1825, .... .. 259,524 20,655 280,179 245,512 17,919 263,431

1 826, .... . . 246,174 28,832 274,997 213,234 19,232 232,466

1827, .... .. 255,276 37,956 292,872 223,224 33,339 256,563

1828,...... 236,308 39,368 275,677 207,124 41,143 248,267

1829,.... .. 255,691 25,820 281,512 200,768 25,433 - 226,201

1830, .... .. 280,918 33,797 314,715 209,599 33,686 243,285

1831,..... .. 274,237 62,772 337,009 234,469 59,706 294,235

295,293 106,425 401,718 221,687 94,433 316,120

320,083 110,835 430,918 239,415- 102,112 341,527

352,225 92,679 444,904 235,768 90,108 325,876

373,465 90,999 464,464 289,552 80,038 369,590

  

183‘6, .... .. 407,095 149,634 556,730 271,746 133,211 404,957

1837-, .... .. 368,011 171,360 539,372 248,786 157,173 405,959

1838, .... .. 377,563 91,326 468,890 268,887 87,767 356,654

1839,.... . . 422,349 142,985 565,335 331,590 132,757 464,347

1840,... 409,458 118,136 527,594 275,393 117,204 392,597

1841*, ..... .. 423,952 125,073 549,045 296,843 110,482 407,325

1842,... ... 406,623 148,691 555,315 300,738 151,151 451,889

.... .. 385,124 106,370 491,494 301,678 96,449 398,127

According to the census of 1840, there were 417 commercial houses,

engaged in foreign trade, and 918 commission houses, with an aggre

gate capital of $45,941,200; 3,484 retail dry goods, groceries, and other

stores, with a capital of $14,509,995 ; 61 lumber .yards, and trade, with

a capital of $731,500. The value of machinery manufactured amounted

to $1,150,000, giving employment to 1,419 men; the value of hardware,

cutlery, &c., amounted to $135,300, giving employment to 145 men; the

value of precious metals manufactured amounted to $889,460, giving

employment to 492 men; other metals, $131,100, giving employment to

848 men ; the value of granite, marble, &c., amounted to $263,850, giving

employment to 332 men; the value of bricks and lime manufactued

amounted to $27,000, giving employment to 18 men, the capital invested,

$1,907,850; the value of manufactured cotton amounted to $150,700,

giving employment to 290 men, capital invested, $61,300; the value of

tobacco manufactured amounted to $187,700, giving employment to 902

men, capital invested, $95,055; the value of hats, caps, bonnets, dzc.,

manufactured, amounted to $1,159,446, giving employment to 1,361 per

sons, capital invested, $444,300 ; the value of mixed manufactures

amounted to $1,201,700, giving employment to 1,653 persons, capital

invested, $507,050 ; there were 173 manufactories of leather, saddleries,

&c., the value of manufactured products amounting to $1,522,156, capital

invested, $526,330; there were 6,463,700 pounds of soap manufactured,

2,003,400 pounds of candles, and 250,000 pounds of wax and sperm can

dles, giving employment to 229 men, capital invested, $277,600 ; 11 dis
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tilleries, manufacturing 2,973,278 gallons of liquor; 15 breweries, manu

facturing 1,205,495 gallons of ale, giving employment to 274 men, with

an aggregate capital of $575,076; the value of medicinal drugs, paints,

dyes, &c., manufactured, amounted to $225,050; turpentine and varnish,

$161,360, giving employment to 293 men, with an aggregate capital of

$648,650; there were 3 glass houses, and 4 glass cutting establishments,

giving employment to 83 men, the manufactured products amounted to

$123,671, capital invested, $42,500; 1 pottery, giving employment to

12 men, manufactured products amounted to $14,000, capital invested,

$3,000 ; 7 sugar refineries, the value of the manufactured products

amounted to $385,000, confectionery, $246,242, giving employment to

327 men, the aggregate capital invested, $425,706; 1 paper mill, value

‘of manufactured products, $25,000, all other manufactures of paper, play.

ing cards, &c., $20,137, giving employment to 51 men, capital invested,

$27,900; 113 printing 0 ces, and 39 binderies, giving employment to

2,029 men, capital invested, $1,285,320 ; 6 rope walks, the value of the

manufactured products amounted to $92,600, giving employment to 61

men, capital invested, 9,800 ; 4 furnaces, giving employment, to 56 men,

capital invested, $23,000; the value of musical instruments manufactured

amounted to $214,031, giving employment to 281 men, capital invested,

$338,400; the value of carriages and wagons manufactured amounted to

$208,074, giving employment to 297 men, capital invested, $90,950; 6

grist mills, and 8 saw mills, giving employment to 104 men, capital in

vested, $183,800 ; the value of ships and vessels built amounted to

$354,000; the value of furniture manufactured, $916,675, giving em

ployment to 1,319 men, capital invested, $826,150 ; the number of houses

erected in 1840, was 601,giving employment to 4,023 men, value of con

structing or building, $979,100; all other manufactures, not enumerated,

$2,667,958, capital invested, $2,409,307. The cost of the raw materials

used in the above manufacturing establishments, amounts to several mil

lions of dollars, and the manufactured products about double the value of

the raw material.

Foreign commerce, and internal trade, are the great elements in the

prosperity of the city, for which its location presents unrivalled advan

tages. The amount of shipping owned here in 1839, was 430,300 tons.

The number of vessels entered from foreign ports, during the year ending

September 30, 1839, was 2,138; the clearances were 1,680. The value

of imports, during the same period, was $99,882,438 ; of exports,

$33,268,099. The number of passengers arriving, during the same year,

by shipboard, was 47,479. In 1831, the amount of revenue collected

here was about $18,000,000 ; but, on account of the “compromise act,”

as well as other causes, the amount collected at the present time is much

less. For the third quarter of the year ending September 30, 1840, the

amount was $2,398,058, and the whole amount for the same year did not

probably exceed 8,000,000. A considerable improvement took place in

the corresponding quarter of 1841, when the amount of duties received

was $3,233,165. The entire receipts from customs in the United States,

in the year 1838, were $16,158,800, or about $2,000,000 less than was

paid by this city alone in 1831. The coasting and inland trade is not

taken into the account in the foregoing statements. While the imports

have diminished, the exports have increased, owing to the increased fit

cilities of communication with the interior, by railroads and canals. Im
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mense quantities of manufactured articles, and country produce, are

brought down the canals to the Hudson, and transhipped on board oftow

boats and barges for the city. The value of articles of country produce,

brought to market, and consumed annually by the the inhabitants of the

city, is estimated at $15,500,000. The number of wharves or piers for

theuse ofthe shipping, on the East river, is 60 ; on the Hudson,53. The

numerous packet ships, and most foreign vessels, lie in the East river.

The amount of capital invested in marine insurance, is over $3,000,000,

exclusive of companies for mutual assurance. There are 23 Fire Insurance

Companies, with an aggregate capital of $6,000,000. The number of

banks is 33, having a capital of about $12,000,000. There are 2 gas

light companies, with a capital of $1,500,000. The Farmers’ Loan and

Trust Company has a capital of‘ $2,000,000, and the Life Insurance and '

Trust Company, a capital of $1,000,000. The rapid increase of the city

in population, wealth, trade and commerce, during the last fifteen or twen

ty years, is attributable, for the most part, to the opening of the Erie canal,

and other internal improvements. At the present moment, the tide of

prosperity threatens to be checked by the superior enterprise of other

cities on the seaboard, which are beginning to share in the advantages of

those improvements, and thus to draw away much of the trade that flowed

in this direction. Without great outlays of capital and enterprise, beyond

what has been already made, New York must soon lose her proud pre

eminence among the cities of‘the Union, and add another example to the

many the world has already seen, of the rapid decline of a commercial

mart, by the operation of‘ a decayed spirit of enterprise, and successful

competition in other places.

The city is divided into seventeen wards; each ward electing one

alderman, one assistant alderman, two assessors, one collector, &c. The

following table shows the comparative population of the wards at different

periods :—

  

  

wardl 1825. 1830. 1835. 1840.

9,929 11,331 10,380 10,629

Second,... 9,315 8,202 7,549 6,394

Third,.,_,,. 10,201 9,599 10,884 11,581

Fourth’, . . 12,210 12,705 1 5,439 v 15,770

Fiflhr" 15,093 17,722 18,495 19,159

Sixth“. 20,061 13,570 16,827 17,198

Seventh," 14,192 15,873 21,481 , 22,982

Eighth, 24,285 20,729 28,570 29,073

Ninth, .. 10,955 29,310 20,618 24,795

Tenth,. . . . 23,932 16,438 20,926 29,026

Eleventh, .... . . 7,344 14,915 26,845 17,052

Twelfth, .. 7,938 11,808 24,437 11,652

Thirteenth,‘ .... .. 12,598 17,130 18,571

Fourteenthfi... .... . . 14,288 17,306 20,235

Fifteenth,t..... . v I . . . . . . . . . . .. 13,202 17,755

Sixteenth,t........ ...... . . . . . . . . . . .. 22,273

Seventeenth,§............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18,619

Total, .............. .. . 166,086 202,589 270,089 312,710

* These two wards were constituted in 1826, the 13th being taken from the 10th, and

the 14th from the 6th and 8th wards. 1' Taken from the 9th ward, 1832.

1 Taken from the 12th or out-ward, 1836. § Taken from the 11th ward, 1837.
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The following table of the population at different periods, exhibits the

progress of population in the city of New York, from 1673 to 1840 :—

To'ru. POPULATION AT DIFFERENT Penrons.

1673,...-...... ................... .. 2,500 33,131  

1696,..... 4,302 1800,. 60,489

1731,.. ~8,628 1810,. 96,373

1756,.. 10,381 1820,.... 123,706

1771,..... 21,876 1830,.... 202,589

26,614 312,710

We give below a tabular statement of the value of' real and personal

estate in the city of New York, as assessed in each of the last eight years,

that is, from 1836 to 1843 inclusive.

VALUE 01-‘ Ram. AND PERSONAL ESTATE IN THE CITY AND COUNTY or NEW Yonx, as ASSESSED

m 1836, 1837, 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, AND 1843.

 

1836 . 1 887.

Ward. Real estate. Personal estate. Real estate. Pei-s. estate.

1 $35,272,466 $28,759,936 $20,497,944 $28,659,785

2 10,140,380 2,490,886 16,548,350 2,140,921

3 15,357,477 7,658,500 13,091,200 5,675,690

4 10,207,250 2,387,625 9,191,450 2,041,950

5 3,214,601 5,405,960 11,213,550 4,012,980

6 10,091,945 4,188,105 8,915,890 2,902,584

7 12,284,590 4,506,000 . 11,998,875 4,724,200

8 13,808,600 2,272,650 11,662,050 2,248,980

9 10,725,855 1,638,900 10,618,950 1,853,784

10 7,536,288 862,590 7,209,750 1,172,900

1 1 18,755,484 1,393,900 4,018,000 209,890

12 14,830,072 2,987,550 9,958,855 2,518,] 50

13 4,437,250 548,350 4,222,600 488.085

' 14 7,884,250 2,336,429 6,447,7E8 1,871,216

15 16,194,200 7,801,007 15,029,645 5,527,219

16 24,201,595 519,869 16,906,062 499,500

17 . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 9,911,050 749,405

$233,743,303 $75,758,617 $196,450,109 $67,297,241

VALUE or REAL AND PERSONAL ESTATE, ate—Continued .

1 838. 1 839.

Ward. Real estate. Personal estate. Real estate. Pars. estate.

1 $32,859,060 _ $29,527,159 $33,985,981 $29,560,836

2 16,276,850 2,066,679 16,224,850 2,032,963

3 12,237,400 5,425,064 12,337,000 6,183,530

4 8,722,200 2,084,000 8,806,650 2,005,250

5 10,269,100 3,961,913 10,211,900 3,568,620

6 8,883,690 3,808,666 8,581,372 2,397,678

7 11,418,600 4,670,760 11,631,580 4,737,790

8 11,244,550 2,553,668 11,251,900 2,727,548

9 8,692,800 1,450,434 8,807,400 1,441,058

10 6,202,050 805,250 ' 6,196,200 729,300

11 4,138,700 221,143 4,401,800 56,462

12 10,511,630 2,049,850 10,534,225 7 2,055,600

13 4,260,900 362,086 4,313,500 339,154

14 6,668,423 2,113,836 6,865,300 2,026,818

15 14,102,400 7,095,273 14,550,500 8,182,665

16 17,813,602 581,500 17,577,092 640,000

17 10,141,392 832,301 10,501,574 1 ,325,524

 

$194,543,359 $69,609,582 $196,778,434 $70,010,? 96
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VALUE or REAL arm Prmsonar. Es'ra'ra, etc—Continued.

 

1840. 1841.

Ward. Real estate. Personal estate. Real estate. Pers. estate.

1 $32,502,000 $27,276,549 $32,144,785 $27,540,404

2 14,927,600 1,928,813 15,015,850 1,932,583

3 12,105,500 5,155,610 12,133,900 5,871,610

4 8,485,005 1,930,550 8,733,450 1,880,037

5 9,460,250 3,046,195 9,456,100 2,856,106

6 7,735,600 2,262,378 7,979,750 1,824,900

7 10,621,425 4,670,421 11,209,686 4,766,295

8 10,908,100 2,340,659 11,384,100 1 2,073,707

9 8,652,450 1,129,135 8,851,950 1,194,100

10 6,138,850 718,800 6,163,900 736,400

11 3,839,400 68,191 3,996,800 95,600

12 10,073,550 2,291,800 8,187,329 1,766,150

13 4,247,000 307,054 4,283,800 226,154

14 6,844,800 , 1,917,473 6,899,300 1,835,535

15 14,130,700 8,652,467 14,361,500 8,669,521

16 17,055,509 863,630 15,796,346 731,730

17 9,402,725 1,261,974 9,708,700 1,429,624

$187,121,464 $65,721,699 $186,347,246 $65,430,456

1842. 1843.

Ward. Real estate. Personal estate. Real estate Personal estate.

1 $28,352,600 00 $24,923,789 00 $24,129,“; 00 $26,817,179 76

2 13,748,600 00 1,953,384 00 13,206,75 00 1,709,345 13

3 11,913,726 00 5,031,673 00 11,428,226 18 5,621,371 13

4 8,428,450 00 2,302,687 00 7,475,000 00 2,222,587 00

5 8,925,600 00 2,475,313 00 8,904,800 00 2,364,122 00

6 8,038,750 00 1,518,500 00 6,763,900 00 975,100 00

7 10,752,400 00 3,810,464 00 10,620,478 00 3,656,000 00

8 10,952,500 00 1,960,516 00 10,905,500 00 2,871,632 00

9 9,181,000 00 1,450,627 00 9,247,900 00 1,430,625 00

10 / 6,060,000 00 516,515 00 6,062,900 00 546,450 00

11 4,082,400 00 145,400 00 3,987,025 00 87,400 00

12 7,767,887 00 1,696,550 00 5,586,938 00 750,550 00

13 4,121,850 00 297,265 00 4,066,800 00 275,785 26

14 6,726,400 00 1,836,431 00 6,648,385 67 2,102,927 81

15 14,736,404 00 9,150,501 09 14,006,350 00 9,482,056 62

16 13,795,715 00 662,530 00 12,626,763 00 542,670 00

17 9,528,060 00 1,562,414 00 9,283,349 00 1,590,774 00

 

$176,512,342 00 $61,294,559 00 $164,950,514 85 $63,046,575 71

From the last published annual statement of the comptroller of the city

of New York, for the year ending December 31, 1844, we learn that the

total funded debt of the city on the first of January, 1845, amounted to

$14,476,986, bearing an annual interest of $776,434 74. Of this debt,

the commissioners of the sinking fund hold stocks, lands, and balance in

bank,‘amounting to $1,499,856 84, and the water fund was in advance to

the treasury $953,378 74, which sums deducted from the nominal amount

of the debt, leaves the sum of $12,881,750 42, as the nett amount of the

funded debt, or $443,207 64 less than it was January 1st, 1844. The

temporary debt of the city amounted to $1,147,904 80, and the means to

meet it, to the sum of $1,474,716 68.

Tamronaar Crrr DEBT, JANUARY In, 1845.

Revenue bonds in anticipation of tax of $600,000 00

Outstanding warrants on treasury,................... 65,208 58

  
  

  
Amount due water fund, .......... .. 95,378 74

“ state on mill tax,... 281,607 66

“ schools on levy till May lst, 1845,.._... ................. .. 55,019 82

" for redemption of floating debt, on 1st ebruary, 1845,. . 50,000 00
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Total temporary $1,147,914 80

To meet the above debt, there is—

Balance in treasury, ........................... ..‘ ........... .. $56,730 03

“ of tax of'1844 uncollected,..... 1,089,316 07

“ “ 1843 “ 67,067 25

“ “ 1842 “ .. 52,692 89

“ “ 1841 “ ................... .. 24,681 13

Due city, on lands purchased for.assessments,... . . . 181,229 31

1,471,716 68

Excess of means,................... $323,801 88

The following table exhibits the permanent debt of the city, January

1st, 1845, the time when the various loans became due, the-various notes

and the annual interest on the same.

Due. Amount. Ann. interest.

5 per ct. city stock of 1820 and 1829,.... .. 1850 $250,000 00 $12,500 00

“ public building stock,.............. . . 1856 515,000 00 25,750 00

“ fire loan stock, ...................... .. 1851 500,000 00 25,000 00

“ fire indemnity stock,...... ....... .. . 1868 ‘375,088 00 18,754 40

5 and 6 floating debt stock, before ........ .. 1848 200,000 00 11,000 00

“ water loan stop‘k,.............. 1858 3,000,000 00 150,000 00

0‘

  

1860 2,500,000 00 125,000 00

1870 3,000,000 00 150,000 00
u ‘I it .

" ~“ 5. 1880 978,354 00 48,917 70

" “ “ 1847 120,305 00 8,421 35

" “ “ 11852 890,207 00 62,314 49

“ “ '“ .............. 1857 989,488 00 69,264 16

4,5and 6 temporary water loan, before.... ‘1847 1,158,544 00 69,512 64

Nominal amount of city debt,.................\.. $14,476,986 00 $776,434 74

Less—

Water fund advance to -treasury,... $95,378 74

Stocks and bonds in sinking fund,. 1,496,289 00

Balance in sinking fund for debt,... 3,567 84

-— 1,595,235 58

Nett amount of city debt, ...................... .. $12,881,750—42

The following table, showing the amount per cent of taxation in the

several wards of the city ofNew York, during the years 1840, 1841, 1842

and 1843, is compiled from the returns to the comptroller.

1840. 1841. 1842. 1843.

 

 

 

 

  

  

Wards. Tax p. $100. Tax p. $100. Tax p. $100. Tax p. $100. Av. of 4 ye.

'rst, .... .. $0 53.1 $0 56.7 $0 86.4 $0 79.2 $0 68.9

Second, 0 53.6 0 55.7 0 86.1 0 79.4 0 68.7

Third,..... 0 54.7 0 56.1 0 86.0 0 80.4 0 69.3

Fourth, .... .. 0 53.4 0 57.6 0 85.1 0 80.5 0 69.2

Fifth,..... 0 53.3 0 56.7 0 87.2 0 79.8 0 69.2

Sixth,. .... .. 0 55.7 0 56.7 0 91.1 0 79.3 0 72.9

Seventh .... .. 0 53.1 0 58.9 0 85.6 0 80.3 0 71.7

Eighth, .... .. 0 52.5 0 56.1 0 87.0 0 80.1 0 68.9

Ninth,..... . 0 53.3 0 56.9 0 85.7 0 80.0 0 71.2

Tenth, .... .. . 0 52.7 0 54.1 0 86.3 0 80.2 0 70.6

Eleventh, . 0 55.2 0 58.2 0 82.9 0 75.6 0 67.9

Twelfth,..... . 0 48.6 0 50.2 0 76.1 0 10.0 0 46.2

T'hirteenth,.... 0 53.0 0 52.5 0 85.0 0 80.4 0 67.7

Fourteentb,... 0 54.2 0 59.0 0 86.0 0 79.8 0 69.7

Fifteenth,..... .. 0 52.7 0 57.2 0 84.8 0 80.0 0 68.7

Sixteenth,...'.. 0 53.6 0 55.7 0 74.8 0 54.3 0 59.6

Seventeenth,........ 0 60-5 0 44.3 0 87.4 0 77.8 0 67.2

Totals, .... .. $9 13.0 $9 40.6 $14 43.5 $12 57.1 $11 47.9

voL. XIIL—NO . I. 4
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I

The following table of the fire insurance companies in the city of New

York, exhibits the capitals of each, and the amount of premiums received

by the same, for the year 1844 :—

  

Premiums Premium:

Companies. Capitals. for 1844. Companies. Capitals. for 1844.

Mutual Insurance, $350,000 $26,000 New York Fire,... $200,000 $24,000

Eagle, ............. .. 500,000 50,000 City,.............. 210,004 30,000

Merchants’, ...... . . 500,000 30,000 Bowery, . . . .. 300,000 44,000

Manhattan, ....... .. 200,000 51,000 Greenwich,... . 200,000 *18,000

North River,....... 350,000 28,000 East River,......... 200,000 18,000

Equitable,......... . 300,000 59,000 North American,. 250,000 45,500

Contributionship, . 300,000 31,000 Trust,.............. .. 150,000 24,000

Jefferson, ......... . . 200,000 59,000 Guardian, ........ . . 300,000 42,000

United States, .... .. 250,000 31,000 National,.......... .. 150,000 23,000

. 200,000 24,000 -_ ____.

300,000 43,000 Total,.. . . .. . $5.710,000 $837,000

300,000 96,000

  

We give below an abstract of the annual reports made to the comp

troller of the state of New York, by incorporated fire insurance compa

nice of the city of New York, for the year 1843, embracing all the returns

on file for that year, excepting from the Equitable insurance company,

whose return is defective :-

  

Company. Capital. Ain't insured. Dividends. Prem’s rec'd.

New York Fire, $200,000 $3,587,095 00 7 p. 0. $23,544 80

City, ............. .. 210,000 4,798,817 99 18 “ 34,792 20

Merchants’,.... .. 500,000 5,507,242 00 8 “ 30,373 34

Greenwich,....... 200,000 3,000,000 00 10 " 20,141 90

200,000 4,715,810 00 13 " 29,078 99

National,... 150,000 1,917,745 00 none 14,714 64

Bowery, ......... .. 300,000 10,605,775 00 20 p. c. 55,159 48

Guardisn,......... 300,000 6,880,085 05 11 “ 42,254 12

Jefferson, ....... .. 200,010 7,377,121 67 18 “ 61,423 15

East River,..... .. 200,000 2,239,080 00 7 “ 13,787 40

Howard, ........ .. 300,000 .......... .. 12 " 93,869 54

Totals,...... $2,760,010 $50,628,771 71 .... .. $419,139 56

We close our present sketch of the commerce and resources of the city of

New York, with a comparative view of the northern and southern com

mercial emporiums of the country, New York and New Orleans, with an

article from the pen of an intelligent correspondent of the Albany Argus:

As one casts the eye over the map of the United States, and reflects for a mo

ment upon the vast expanse of our territory, and the enormous extent of future

production, and the eat cities which will of necessity be built up, in different

parts of the land, by t e interchange of home commodities, and by their exchange

with others from the countries beyond the sea, the eye instinctively rests upon two

goints, whose positions are so commanding, that it requires but little pro hec to

etermine that they must be far greater than Alexandria, Tyre, or even ‘London

These two points are New York and New Orleans. The latter is the only city

in America that can run a fair race with New York—and the ratio of its past in

crease is such, that it bids fair to be the empire city of America. Its location is

certainly superior. Nature has made it the site of a greater city. Its position,

in the extent of water navigation, no less than 20,000 miles of rivers sending their

writers by its wharves, spreading through a country of exceeding fertility, is proba

bly unrivalled in the world.

Art has done more for New York. Though its harbor is unquestionably the

finest in the world, yet the Hudson river, and all its tributaries are not over 1,000

 

* Estimate.
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miles in length. But the Mississippi, (well called the “father of water,”) with

its branching children, runs up to 20,000 miles. But the Erie canal—the artificial

river of 360 miles in length—well supplies the omission. It connects the great

lakes with the river that flows to New York, and thus opens an increased naviga

tion of at least 2,000 miles ; and the 600 miles of canal in Ohio, 150 in Indiana,

the 150 miles of railway in Michigan, and the great canal now constructing in

Illinois, are also the tributaries of the Hudson river. Art has done all this ; and

its triumph is certainly the nobler, because these structures are as useful to the

people as, in contemplation, they are ma ificent to the mind. We will cite one illus

tration of their utility, to show the won erful results of well-directed human labor.

A farmer on the Ohio, at a point (say Cincinnati) equally or farther distant from

New York than New Orleans, can transport his roduce to New York and nett

as much profit as to carry it to New Orleans. n the one case, nature has pro

vided him with a magnificent highway almost before his door, and art has provided

ample steamers ready to carry it to New Orleans ; and yet, most perversely, he

goes up the Ohio to Portsmouth; traverses a canal of 300 miles by slow marches;

comes to Lake Erie, unships his produce, and hears it 150 miles, on a boisterous

lake, to Buflalo; unships it again, to a boat on the grand canal, and then toils

along 360 miles, through a river 4 feet deep and 40 wide, to the Hudson; and then,

after one more transhipment, he floats it down to its destination, the New York

market. All this can be done, and with as much profit to the producer, as to float

it down a single river to New Orleans. Is not this a triumph of art, as impressive

as it is wonderful?

New York now contains a population of at least 325,000, and a taxable proper

ty of $230,000,000. New Orleans, in 1840, contained a population of 102,193,

and probably now not less than 140,000, as it is increasing very rapidly. The

Mississippi and its tributaries water a country embracing an area of surface of

one million of square miles—five times as large a territory as is drawn by canals

and railroads within the vortex of New York. According to Hunt’s Merchants’

Magazine, the commodities forwarded annually to New Orleans from the up

country, for ex rtation, amount already to $50,000,000. But the tide of produc

tion has scarce y set in. It is only the first swell of the wave. Ten or twelve

States will yet be formed on the Missouri and its branches—extending for 3,000

miles to the base of the Rocky Mountains. Iowa is not yet settled; and Mis

souri, one of the largest and most fertile states in the Union, instead of having a

population of thousands, as now, will ultimately sup rt millions. Tennessee

and Kentucky can bear as dense a. population as New ork, which now sustains

two million five hundred thousand people. The productions of all these States,

which in Europe would be embryo empires, must fioat down the Mississippi to

New Orleans—the emporium of 1,000,000 of square miles, half of which is scarce

ly less fertile than the valley of the Nile, which, though only a narrow strip of 12

miles broad and a length of 2,000 miles, it is said to have contained no less than

20,000 cities. What, then, is to forbid New Orleans becoming the greatest city

in the world 7 It is certain that there is no place in either Europe or Americaso

situated. Its arms, in the chain of mighty rivers, reach through continents ; and

on their banks will be a population that inhabit no other country on earth—for

they will be Americans, born to love labor, and to regard it as the only ladder of

rmanent advancement, and will therefore carry production to its utmost limit.

othing but its location forbids; as it lies on the Gulf of Mexico, but the proper

site of the great city of America is manifestly on the Atlantic; and its health,

from the warmth of the climate and the lowness and marshiness of the ground,

never can be equal to that of the northern cities. These serious disadvantages

will forbid it from surpassing New York.

We have extended these speculations much farther than we intended, but, as it

is a very interesting subject, we believe our readers will not regret this. We ap

pend a table of the relative population of New York and New Orleans during a

period of 30 years:
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Nsw Yonx—Porons'non. Nsw ORLEANS—POPULATION

-96,373 1810, ......... ................. .. 17,422

1820,... . 123,706 1820,.... .. 27,176

1830,... 202,589 1630,.... 46,310

  

1840,.......................... ..'.'.'. 312,710 1840, ...... .III ................... .. 102,193

It will be perceived that the increase of New Orleans, during the last decade,

was 105 per cent.; while that of New York was 55 per cent'. During the ten

ears between 1820 and 1830, the increase of New Orleans was 85 per cent. ;

while that of New York was 65 per cent. New Orleans just begins to feel the

effect of the heavy emigration to the Mississippi valle . The above table will

lead one to the conclusion, that the population of New rleans will now advance

with a cumulative velocity proportioned to the vastly increasing volume of

wealth which must flow down that mighty artery; and we should not be sur

prised if, in 1850, it numbered 260,000 inhabitants ; and it will be then the second

city in the United States. Its exports already exceed those of any city in the

Union, except New York; and therefore it is not unreasonable to suppose that

its population will correspond to the immensity of its business.

 

And‘. V.-—COMMERCE OF THE NEW YORK CANALS.

WE have received through the politeness of A. C. Flagg, Esq., the

comptroller of the state of New York, the annual report of the commis

sioners of the canal fund, ofthe tolls, tonnage, and trade of the New York

canals, for 1844, which has just been printed. It is a voluminous docu

ment, (186 pages octavo,) and furnishes full and satisfactory tables of the

commerce, tonnage, dzc., of all the canals belonging to the state. In ac

cordance with our annual custom,* we proceed to lay before our readers a.

clear and comprehensive view of the facts and figures embraced in the

report.

Before exhibiting the tabular statements, derived from the official re

port of 1844, we shall give a brief sketch of each canal constructed by,

and the property of the state.

ERIE CANAL—This canal is the most extensive and costly work that

has been constructed in the Union. Running through one of the most

fertile and densely settled tracts of territory, for the distance ofabout three

hundred and sixty-three miles, a portion being cut through the solid rock,

richly adorned with locks and aqueducts, and employing a large number

of men, as well as transporting the great bulk of the merchandise from

the eastern to the western waters during a period of the last fifteen years,

we would devote a brief space to a consideration of the circumstances

which have marked its progress to its final completion.

The particular character of the territory between lake Erie and the

Hudson river, and the rapid increase of the population through its central

portion, early attracted the notice of the public. As early as 1768, the

attention of the provincial legislature was called to the subject by the

governor of the province, but the state of that period, and the sparse set

tlements of the region,prevented the adoption of any measures to improve

it. No direct measures were, in fact, undertaken to perfect this line of

communication until 1808, when a concurrent resolution was proposed by

the legislature of New York, to direct a survey to be made of “the most
 

* For an article on “ The Trade and Commerce of the'New York Canals,” for 1843,

see Merchants’ Magazine for July, 1844, Vol. XI, No. 2, page 129 to 143.
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eligible and direct route for a canal from the Hudson river to lake Erie.”*

During‘ the year 1810,, commissioners were appointed to examine the

route, and this board consisted of De Witt Clinton, Governeur Morris,

Stephen Van Rensselaer, Peter B. Porter, Simeon De Witt, William

North, and Thomas Eddy, to which were afterwards added the names of

Robert Fulton and Robert L. Livingston. The report of the board was

drawn up by the able pen of Governeur Morris, which maintained the

practicability of an inland canal, but at the same time proposed the plan

of ereatingan artificial river fromthe elevation of lake Erie to the Hud

son, and at the same time argued-the facilities of an inclined plane canal,

by which rivers and lakes were to be passed by aqueducts, and valleys by

mounds.

That able and patriotic statesman, De Witt Clinton, took the lead in ad

vancing the objects proposed by the survey, and on the presentation of

the report to the legislature, introduced into the senate a bill for the pur

pose of continuing the investigations and preparing for the execution of the

project. Fifteen thousand dollars were appropriated for further surveys,

and the commissioners were authorized to apply to the general govern

ment, or to those of any of the individual states, for assistance in accom

plishing the canal. The war of 1812, however, soon intervened, and the

measures projected for its completion were suspended.

On the return of peace, the subject of internal improvement was again

pressed upon public attention; meetings were held, not only in the city

of New York, but elsewhere, through which the legislature was memo

rialised in favor of the proposed improvements, and, in 1816, a new board

was formed similar to the former one, possessing the same powers, and

established for the same general objects. Such energy and promptitude

were displayed by the new board in the performance oftheir duties, that

the legislature were enabled to act with efl'ect, and on the 15th of April,

1817, a law was passed constituting the basis of the present system of in

ternal improvement throughout the state of New York. On the fourth of

July of that year, the work was commenced, and in 1825, the entire line

was completed.

On the 26th of October, 1826, the water of lake Erie was admitted into

the canal, and a flotilla. set out from the harbor of Buffalo, conveying the

governor, the canal commissioners, and numerous distinguished persons,

bearing the symbols of the junction of the waters of the lake and the

ocean. The flotilla was increased at Albany by an escort of steamboats,

and when the aquatic procession entered the boundaries of the city of

New York, the corporation and public authorities joined it, while signal

cannon thundered out the tidings of the event from the harbor of Bufi'alo

to the shores of the ocean.

The progress and successful completion of the Erie canal may be at

tributed, in a very considerable measure, to the energetic and patriotic ex

ertions of De Witt Clinton. This distinguished statesman not only early

perceived the importance of the work, but, during its whole progress, per

formed signal and untiring services in furtherance of the measure, by ac

tive personal services as board commissioner, and by drafting numerous

cogent reports. So beneficial, indeed, had been his services to the state,

in promoting its internal improvement, and so great advantages had been

 

* See Life of De Witt Clinton, by James Renwick.
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reaped by the establishment of those works, that two large and rich silver

vases were presented to him by the merchants of New York, without dis

tinction of sect or party. The region throughout the entire line of the

canal was indeed advanced in value to a great extent, through the agency

of this great work. Furnishing a direct line of communication to the

great metropolis of the country, the city of New York, it brought the ag

ricultural resources of that region of country into a most valuable market,

and at the same time furnished a cheap and safe line of transportation

from the Atlantic sea board to the populous towns and thriving settle

ments which were beginning to spring up throughout the west. Villagel

also began to arise along the line of the canal, and became the depots of

a rapidly increasing and prosperous trade. That portion of the interior

of New York which had before spread out tracts of unsettled wilderness,

was gradually subdued to agricultural industry, as the motives for cultiva

tion increased by the opening of lines of transportation to new markets.

The increase of canal boats along the line of the canal, with the tramp

ling of horses, and the clattering of the machinery of canal transportation, 7

tended to enliven a scene which had before spread out a comparative soli

tude. In fact, the commercial metropolis of the country, the city of New

York, derived the greatest benefit from the construction of the work,

growing out of its increased trade, both in the supply of goods’to the west

ern interior, and in its being able to receive the agricultural products of

the west in return.

This magnificent work is the most prominent in the nation, and has

thus far yielded a large profit. Although it has more recently come into

direct competition with the railroads which have been constructed through

the same region, it has, notwithstanding, maintained its own share of the

business of transportation. Traversing, as before remarked, the distance

of three hundred and sixty-three miles, being forty feet wide on the sur

face, twenty-eight at bottom, and maintaining a depth of four feet, it has

been thought that the increase of its capacity would be a desirable object.

A plan has accordingly been commenced, and partially carried out, to

widen the canal to a breadth of sixty feet, and to deepen it two feet, a

plan which, although attended with considerable cost, will add greatly to

its value. As mere architectural adornments, some of its looks and aque.

ducts are splendid models of this species of masonry, and are as enduring

as they are beautiful. This is especially true of the works at Lockport,

and those which have been constructed over some of the principal rivers.

The cost of the enlargement is estimated at about $23,000,000. The

boats chiefly employed for transportation on the original canal, average

about 55 to 60 tons. The enlarged canal will, if ever completed, accom

modate boats of the average capacity of about 150 tons; and, as the cost

of towing will be increased in a much smaller ratio than that of the ton

nage, the price of freights will be very materially diminished. This dimi

nution is estimated at about 50 per cent.*

 

‘For an elaborate and interesting article on the enlargement of the Erie canal, by

John B. Jervis, civil engineer, see Merchants’ Magazine for May, 1845; Vol. XIL, No

5, page 432 to 444.
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Syn-mm‘ or ALL THE PROPERTY wares csm: TO THE Hanson Rrvnn mom was Ems

CANAL, WITH THE QUANTITY AND ESTIMATED VALUE or men ARTICLE, IN ALBANY

m Tnov, m 1844.

Reduc’d to tons Est. val. of

Delcription of articles. Quantity. of 2,000 lbs. each art.

THE Fonss'r.

Fur and peltry,......... .............. ..lbs. 798,100 399

Product of Wood.

Boards and scantlingrm...............feet 140,891,000 241,400 $2,395,147

  

 

  

 

 

 

  

  

Shingles,................ 77,763 12,805 233,289

Timber, . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . .cubic feet 917,295 18,345 159,373

Staves,.... 95,356,100 47,678 381,424

Wood,.. . .cords 5,981 16,747 28,410

Ashes,. . . . . . . . . . .bbls. 74,359 19,500 1,635,898

Total of the forest,........ .......t0ns .... .. 356,874 Value, ..... ..

AGRICULTURE

Product of Animals.

Pork, .................................... . .bbls. 63,263 10,198 $569,367

Beef,.... 39,727 6,392 ‘ 198,645

Cheese, .......... .. ...1bs. 23,437,300 11,718 1,171,865

Butter and 1ard,.. 21,401,000 10,700 2,568,822

6,374,400 3,187 2,422,272

Product of animals,............. ..tons .... .. 42,195 Value, .... ..

Vegetable Food.

Flour, ..... ..' ............................ . .bbls. 2,212,634 238,964 $9,956,854

Wheat,. ' . . . . . . . . . ..bush. 1,132,573 33,977 1,087,270

Rye,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25,693 719 17,885

Corn, 12,071 341 6,036

Barley,........ .. . 816,456 19,886 526,041

Other grain,.......... .. 1,140,523 18,248 387,778

Bran and ship-stufi's,. ..... .. 1,173,989 11,281 302,698

Peas and beans,...... ..... .. 12,521 376 20,409

Potatoes,.. . .. . 10,955 328 4,131

Dried frui .... ..lbs. 1,301,000 650 103,936

Vegetable food,.................. ..tons .... .. 324,770 Value,.... . .

All other Agricultural Products.

Cotton,......._......_......................Ibs. 75,900 38 $5,693

T0bacco,.................... ....... ..... 318,900 159 35,079

Glover and gross-seed,.. . - 4,578,600 2,289 320,502

Flax-seed, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,660,400 1,230 53,208

1,238,400 619 160,992

All other agricultural products,.tons .... .. 4,335 Value,..... ..

Total agricu1ture,..................tons .... .. 371,300 Value,..... ..

Mmvncrmms.

Domestic spirits,... . . . . ..gallons 1,192,542 5,722 $298,136

Leather,........‘...... -- ...... ..lbs. 3,224,300 1,612 780,993

Furniture,............. 1,894,100 948 189,410

Bar and pig 16:16,... 41,800 22 1,672

Pig iron,.............. 453,700 227 6,806

Iron-ware,............ . . 347,100 1 74 13,884

Domestic Woollens,... . . . 728,500 364 983,475

Domestic cottons,.. ..... .. 1,472,100 736 456,351

........... ..bbls- 175,013 26,252 240,643
I - l\_ ‘ .—

Total manufactures,............ ..tons WM’ ‘Q Value,..... -

w‘ ' -—“’_'
Merchandiu,.................................1bs- ,4 1 Value,''''' ~

.r" r
p I

i ,
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Other Articles. 7 ‘

Stone, lime, and clay,...................lbs. 30,614,200 15,307 $45,921

Gypsum,..................... ...... .. 1,728,800 865 4,323

Mineral coal,.. . . . . 18,458,500 9,230 55,376

sundries,......._...................-.......-. . 35,144,900 17,572 1,405,796

Other articles,.... .M....a... . .tons .... .. 42,974 Value,.......

Totalltons,......................... .... .. 807,441 ' Tot. value,...

CHAMPLAIN CANAL.—-Th18 canal connects with the lake'Champlain,

at Whitehall; and with the Hudson‘ river, at Waterford. It was com

menced in October, 1817, and completed in November, 1819, at a cost

of $1,179,872. It is 64 miles long ;_ of the same dimensions in-other re

spects as the original Erie canal, with a total quantity of 188 feet of‘lock

age, and 21 locks, ofwhich 54 feet distributed in seven locks,'include the rise

from the lake to the summit level, extending from Fort Ann to Fort Ed

ward, and 134 feet distributed in 14 locks, include the descent to the Hud

son, at Waterford.

On its summit level, this canal receives a navigable feeder 13 miles

long, drawing its supply from the Hudson at a point about two miles above

Glen’s Falls, and called the Glen’s Falls‘F'eeder.

At Waterfbrd, where the canal unites with the Hudson, the river is

converted into a spacious basin three miles long-,tby» means of a dam-situated

at the northern limit of Troy, and at the easterly end of which is a sloop-

lock, by which the navigation of the Hudson is preserved to Waterford.

From Waterford; also, a canal, called the Junction canal, three miles long,

and crossing‘ the Mohawk a little below the Cohoes Falls, connects with

the Erie canal at Cohoes village ; thus completing the links that unite the

northern and western trade with each other, and with that of the Hudson.

STATEMENT or ALL THE Pnoranrv WHICH cam: 're THE-HUDSON RIVER mom THE Gasm

rLanv CANAL, m 1844, WITH THE QUANTITY AND ESTIMATED VALUE or EACH ARTICLE IN

ALBANY AND TROY.

Redc'd to tons Est.val.of

Description of articles. Quantity. of 2,000 lbs. each article.

THE Foxas'r.

For and peltry,.......................... ..lbs. 34,200 17 .... ..

Product of Wood. ‘_ '

Boards and scantling,......;.....-......feet 91,543,700- 155,861 $1,606,351;

. 52 1
  

 

  

 

Shingles, ............... .. ............ . .M. 362 J

Timber, . . . . . . . . ... .... ..cubic feet 4,687 137 1,232

Staves, .. . . ......... . .lbs. 2,176,900 1,088 8,707

W00d,.. .cords 10,569 , 29,593 86,327

Ashes,..... ..... ..bbls. 6,287 1,580 138,314

Total of the forest,.............. ..tons ' .... .. 188,328 Value, .... ..

Acmcuuruxa.

Product of Animals.

Pork, ................................... . .bbls. 383 62 $3,447

Beef,.... 10,273‘ 1,668 51,355

Cheese,............. ammoo 1,619‘ 16l,860

Butter and lard,..... 1,195,300 598 148,087

Wool,................ 1,297,900 649 493,202

Product of animals,....... .....,.tons .... .. 4,596 Value,Vegetable Food.N

mourv-fl-"H-v ...bbls. 9,570 1,034 $43,064

Wheat,......... - W 129,676 3,890 124,489
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36,546 1,025 $25,621

Corn,..... ...... .. 5,790 166 2,895

Barley,.._.. . 2,016 48 1,369

Other grain,........... . 26,001 416 8,840

Bran and ship.stufi's,. . . .. . 3,500 31 455

Peas and beans,......... 8,655 259 - 12,055

Potatoes, .. . . . ........ . . 7,308 220 2,774

Dried . . . . . . . . . . ..

Vegetable food,.......-.............tons .... .. 7,089 Value, .... ..

All other Agricultural Products.

Cotton,................................. lbs .... .. 2 $278

Tobacco,......,................. 3,700 . . . . . . . . . . ..

Clover and grass-semi?“ 16,200 8 1,134

Flax-seed,.....-........... 453,600 327 9,072

81,300 41 10,569

All other agricul. products,......tons 378 Value, .... ..

Total agriculture,..................tons .... .. 12,063 Value, .... ..

MANUTACTURES

Domestic spirits, ..................... ..gallons 1,765 9 " $446

Leather,. .‘. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .lbs. 684,700 343 154,058

Furniture, ........ .. .. .... ..-.- 283,300 141 ~ 28,330

Bar and pig lead ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Pig ir0n,.v........ .. . ...... .. 5,968,900 2,984 89,534

Iron-ware, ........... .. 597,800 298 ’ 23,912

Domestic woollens,...... .. 138,700 69 187,245

Domestic cott0ns,.... 112,550 56 34,775

- . . . . . . . . . . ..

Total manufactures, ............ ..tons 3,900‘ Value, .... ..

v Merchandise,.....................,..........lbs. 18,800 10' Value, .... ..

Other Articles.

Stone, lime, and clay, ................. ..lbs. 19,545,600 9,773 $29,318

Gypsum,.....................,...... 163,000 81 4,075

Mineral coal,.. '... . . 22,200 10 617

Sundries,................................,.... . 19,577,500 9,789 783,100

Other articles,.............. .......tons .... .. 19,653 ‘Value, .... ..

Totaltons,,......................... 223,954 Tot.value,.

OSWEGO CANAL.-—Thl$ canal, connecting with the Erie canal‘ at Sy

racuse, and with lake Ontario at Oswego, was commenced in 1826, and

completed in 1828, at a cost of‘ $525,115. It is 38 miles long; about

half its length, however, being in the Oswego river, converted into canal,

or slack-water, by means of eight dams and a tow-path on the river bank.

The total quantity of'lockage is 123 feet, distributed among 18 lift-locks,

all descending from Syracuse to Oswego. So far as the canal is wholly

an excavated work, the dimensions of its cross-section are the same as

those of the Erie canal.

There is, also, a towing path made by the state along the bank of the

Seneca river, from its junction With this canal to Baldwinsville, by which

the navigable waters of that stream are made available; and a similar

work has been recently done on the Oneida river, to connect the naviga

ble waters of that stream and the Oneida lake with the Oswego canal.
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CAYUGA AND Seneca CANAL.-—Th18 work begins in the village of

Geneva, at the outlet of the Seneca lake, and following the valley of the

Seneca river, is fed by its waters, till, after sending off a side out of two

miles to the Cayuga lake, at East Cayuga, it enters the bed of the river,

and so continues to Montezuma, where it joins the Erie canal on the

marsh level. The whole distance from Geneva to Montezuma is 21

miles, about half of which consists of canal proper, and the other half of

slack water navigation in the river. The whole descent from Geneva to

Montezuma. is 74 feet, divided among 12 locks. The canal was com

menced in 1827, and finished in 1829, at‘the cost of $214,000. This

work, be it remembered, is the common thoroughfare for the trade of the

Cayuga, Seneca, and Crooked lakes, the Chemung canal, the Owego and

the Blossburg railroads, and the whole basin of the upper Susquehanna]:

and its wide-reaching tributaries; and it is obviously destined to become,

at no distant day, very productive, from the carriage of coal, gypsum, and

salt, and the inevitable expansion of a trade, springing from such re

sources.

CROOKED LAKE CANAL.-—-Th18 canal, commenced in 1830, and finished

in 1833, connects Crooked lake, near Penn-Yan, with the Seneca lake at

Dresden; is eight miles long, has a descent of 269 feet, distributed among

28 lift-locks, and cost $137,000. The locks, which are ofwood, will soon

require to be in great part rebuilt.

CHEMUNG CANAL—This canal, commenced in 1830, and finished in

1833, connects the Seneca lake, at its head, with the Chemung river, a

branch of the Susquehannah, at Elmira, is 23 miles long, besides a navi

gable feeder 16 miles long, extending from the summit level at Fairport,

formerly called Horse-Heads, to Corning, situate also on the Chemung,

westerly from Elmira, and there connecting with the railroad which runs

to Blossburg, in Pennsylvania. The ascending and descending lockage

on both the canal and feeder, which together are 39 miles long, is 516

feet, divided among 52 locks. Both works cost $344,000. At Blossburg

is an inexhaustible mine of bituminous coal, of excellent quality, and the

coal trade, which has commenced very favorably, promises to become a

source of much revenue to this canal. The locks are of wood, and con

tracts have been made to rebuild them at a cost, including some other

improvements, of a little under $300,000.

CHENANGO CANAL—This canal extends from‘ the Erie canal at Utica, ~

by way of the village of Clinton, on the Oriskany creek; thence up the

valley of that creek to the summit level ; thence to the valley of the Che

nango river, which it follows to the village of Binghamton, on the Sus

quehannah. It is 97 miles long; was commenced in 1833 and finished

in 1837, at a cost of $1,737,703. The lockage from Utica to the sum

mit is 706 feet, and thence to Binghampton, 303 feet, the whole divided

among 116 lift-locks, two of which are built of stone, and the other 114

of wood and stone, called composite. This canal is furnished with seven

reservoirs, consisting of natural ponds, having their original capacity in

creased by embankments and dams, furnished with flumes and gates to

regulate the discharge.

GENESEE VALLEY CANAL—The act for building this canal was passed

May 6, 1836, and in the succeeding summer the work was commenced.

The whole line, from Rochester, where it connects with the Erie canal,

to Clean, on the navigable waters of the Allegany river, is 108§ miles
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long. At a point 4} miles south of Mt. Morris, a branch canal extends

to Dansville, 11 miles. In September, 1840, the division from Roches

ter to Squakie Hill, 36 miles, was opened for navigation; and in Sep

tember, 1841, the Dansville branch,together with about five miles more of

the main trunk, was finished, making the whole distance now in use, from

Rochester to Dansville, 52 miles. On this distance there are 19 lift-locks,

besides a great amount of other masonry, and the whole cost of construc

tion, exclusive of all other charges, is stated in the annual report of the

commissioners, of January, 1843, at $1,399,291 90.

The same report states that another portion of the line, 58; miles long,

with 92 locks thereon, has been put under contract at an entire estimated

cost of $2,772,304 17, on which the work done is stated at $1,717,850 32,

of which all but $49,152 02 has been paid, leaving work yet to be done to

the estimated amount of $1,054,453 85. Besides the two portions men

tioned, one mile has been completed at a cost of $53,104 81, but is not in

use. Of the entire line, only seven miles have not yet been put under con

tract.

The most remarkable work on this canal is the tunnel in Portage. Its

length is to be 1,180 feet, by 27 feet in width, and 20 feet in height; and

for most of the distance, the roof will require to be supported by an arch of

masonry.

The cost of this canal, excluding the seven miles not yet under contract,

is estimated at $4,224,700 88 ; and, including the seven miles, the total cost

will probably not fall much short of $5,000,000.

BLACK RIVER CANAL AND ERIE CANAL manna—This work was com

menced under an act of April 19, 1836, in the summer of that year. It is

to open a navigation from the Erie canal at Rome to Carthage, in Jefi'er

son county. From Rome the line passes up the valley of the Mohawk to

the Lansing-Kill, which it follows to the summit level, in Boonville, and

then passes on to the High Falls in the Black river, in Turin. From that

point to Carthage, the navigation is to be continued by improving the Black

river. The length of the canal is 35 miles; of the improved river

navigation, 421 miles; and a navigable feeder ten miles long, from the

Black river, is to enter the summit level of the canal at Boonville;

making the whole length of this artificial navigation, 87% miles.

The ascent from the Erie canal, at Rome, to the summit in Boonville, is

697 feet, divided among 70 looks; and the descent from the summit to

the High Falls, is 387 feet,divided among 38 locks. The feeder has but

one level.

The commissioners, in their annual report of January, 1843, show that

the line from Rome to the summit, and the whole of the feeder, being the

portions of most immediate importance, were nearly complete. They

state the whole length of completed canal to be 14 miles, at a cost of

$446,841 35. A further extent of 28 miles has been commenced, the

estimated cost of which amounts to $1,313,204 78, on which, work to the

amount of $1,228,515 81 has been done, leaving yet to be done an amount

of $84,688 97. Of the canal proper, only three miles have not yet been put

under contract.

The following statement, shows the tons and value of tolls paid on each

article transported on all the canals, during the year 1844 :—
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Articles.

THE Folu-s'r.

Fur and pel'ry, .......................... ..lb8.

Product of lVood.

Boards and scantling, ................. ..feet

Shingles,_................Timber,..... ....cubic feet

Staves,..., .......ll)8

Wood,. ..cords

Ashes,.....................................bbls..

Total forest,...................tona

Aexwum'mm.

Product of Animate.

Beef,.............. ...... ..

Cheese,.............. ..lhs.

Butter and 1nd,. ...... . .

Wool,....,................. ......... ..

Total product of v411111111118,..... ..tons

'Ve etable Food.

Wheat,...

Rye, .... ..

Corn,..

Barley,.... . . . . . .

Other grain,..............

Bran and ship-stuffs,Pens and beans,......

Potatoes,. Q . .

Dried fi-ui ,.

. . .bbls.

. . .bush.

.5“.

  

.........11'1§§.

Total vegetable food, ........... ..ton.s

All other Agricultural Products.

Cotton,Tobacco,................ ..

Clover and grass-seed,..

Flax-seed,.................

.....lbs.
  

Total all other agricul. products,.tons

Total agriculture,..................tons

MANUFACTURE,

Domestic spirits, ...................... . .gallons

Leather, . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . ..lbs

Fumiture,........... ..... ..

Bar and pig lead,...Pig iron,.............Iron-ware,........... ..

Domestic woollens,...

Domestic cottons . . . . . . ..

  

Total manufactures, . ........... . .tons

Merclmndiae,................................lbs.

Other Articles.

Stone, lime, and clay,..,................lhs.

Gypsum,-...........................

 

 

Quantity. Tons. Value.

2,130,000 1,065\ $2,528,661

269,208,000 448,691 2,315,443

84,116 12,623, 154,250

2,621,850 52,431 218,055

104,930,000 52,465 340,580

98,630 216,164 116,889

83,690 20,922 1,688,859

864,313 $1,422,131

101,200 15,180 $151,168

63,506 9,526 284,064

21,254,000 13,611 1,269,395

23,534,000 11,161 2,296,211

10,182,000 5,091 3,424,105

.... .. 55,241 $8,031,609

2,940,131 268,935 $10,091,508

3,188,066 113,642 3,012,220

101,584 2,438 48,416

113,300 5,199 11,200

1,000,600 20,012 409.191

856,844 19,214 310,322

1,346,900 13,469 100,186

23,866 116 18,413

28,280 101 1,155

2,166,000 1,083- 101,856

.... .. 44541-5 $14,244,213

4,116,000 2,388 $358,519

2,154,000 1,011 229,259

4,848,000 2,424 280,225

4,110,000 2,055 14,303

1,454,000 121 161,455

.... .. 8,611 $1,103,161

.... .. 509,381 $23,319,643

1,245,400 6,221 $336,259

4,840,000 2,420 812,845

18,560,000 9,280 1,846,306

148,000 14 5,228

14,204,000 1,102 199,585

8,224,000 4,112 331,499

1,010,000 535 1,101,445

2,018,000 1,039 591,906

153,920 113,088 920,133

.... .. 144,245 $6,151,806

283,860,000 141,930 $49,224,099

98,524,000 49,262 $122,052

49,158,000 24,519 69,100
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Articles. Quantity. Tons. Value.

Mineral coal,............................. . .1115. 58,564,000 29,282 $133,269

Sundries, ......... .. 107,056,000 53,528 4,418,446

Total other articles, ............. ..tons .... .. 156,651 84,742,867

Grand total,..................tons .... .. 1,816,586 $90,921,152

The tables are so full, in relation to the results of the business of the

canals for the last and previous years, that very little remark is necessary,

except to call attention to some results of general interest.

It will be seen that there is an increase in the tolls, compared with

1843, of $364,784. Of this increase, $237,921, or 65 per cent, is on

descending, and $126,863, or 35 per cent, is on ascending freight.

The total tonnage of all the property transported on the canals, ascend

ing and descending, its value, and the amount of tolls collected for the

nine years preceding, is as follows, viz :—

  

Year. 'l‘ons. Value. Tolls.

1836,.. .. 1,310,807 $67,634,343 $1,614,342

1837,. 1,171,296 55,809,288 1,292,623

1838, . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,333,011 65,746,559 1,590,911

1839, . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,435,713 73,399,764 1,616,382

1840, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,416,046 66,303,892 1,775,747

1841,... .... . . 1,521,661 92,202,929 2,034,882

1842,.......... .... .. 1,236,931 60,016,608 1,749,196

1843,......,... .... .. 1,513,439 76,276,909 2,081,590

1844,...................... .. 1,816,586 92,750,874 2,446,374

The total tons coming to tide-water, for each of the last eleven years,

and the aggregate value thereof in market, was as follows, viz :—

  

Year. Tons. Vulue. Year. Tons. Value.

1834, .... .. 553,596 $13,405,022 1840, .... .. 669,012 $23,213,573

1835, .... .. 753,191 20,525,446 1841,.... .. 774,334 27,225,322

1836,.... .. 696,347 26,932,470 1842,...... 666,626 22,751,013

1837, .... .. 611,781 21,822,354 1843,... . 836,861 28,453,408

1838, .... . . 640,481 23,038,510 1844, 1,019,094 34,183,167

1839, .... .. 602,128 20,163,199

The whole quantity of whedt and flour which came to the Hudson river,

from 1834 to 1844, inclusive, with the aggregate market value of the same,

and the amount of tolls received on all the wheat and flour transported on

the canals in each year, from 1837 to 1844, inclusive, is as follows :—

  

Year. Tons. Value. Tolls.

1834,.... 130,452 $5,719,795 Not ascert’d.

1835,.... .. 128,552 7,395,939 "

1836,.... 124,982 9,796,540 “

1837,... 116,491 9,640,156 $301,739

1838,.... 133,080 9,883,586 380,161

1839,.... 124,683 7,217,841 404,525

1840,.... 244,862 10,362,862 700,071

1841,... 201,360 10,165,355 621,046

1842, 198,231 9,284,778 606,727

1843,. 248,780 10,283,454 731,816

1844,... 277,865 11,211,677 816,711

The tons of wheat and flour shipped at Buffalo and Oswego, from the

year 1835 to 1844, and at Black Rock, from 1839 to 1844, inclusive, and

the total tons of wheat and flour which arrived at the Hudson river, were

as follows, viz :—
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Years. Bufl'alo. Black Rock. Oswego. Total. Tot. tons arr.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. at tide-water.

1835,............... ... 15,935 .... .. 14,888 30,823 128,552

1836, ..... .. . . . 24,154 .... . . 13,591 37,745 124,982

1837,....... 27,206 .... .. 7,429 34,635 116,491

1838,........ .. .. 57,977 .... . . 10,010 67,987 133,080

1839,... 60,082 7,697 15,108 ‘82,887 124,982

1840,... 95,573 12,825 15,075 123,473 244,862

1841,... 106,271 24,843 16,677 147,791 201,360

1842,... 107,522 13,035 14,338 134,895 198,231

1843,... . 146,126 12,882 25,858 184,866 248,780

1844,..... 145,510 15,669 42,293 203,472 277,863

  

The per cent of the tons of each class of property which came from

each canal in the last ten years, is as follows, viz :—

  

Champlain. Erie. Both.

Products of the forest,.......................... 89.96 44.02 58.20

“ agriculture,..... . 2.91 47.11 33.46

Manufactures,.. . . . . .. . . 1.39 2.40 2.1 1

Merchandise, . . .02 .10 .07

Other 5.72 6.37 6.16

 

Total,..................... 100.00 100.00 100.00

The lockages to and from the canal and Hudson river, in 1838 and

1844, were as follows :—

 

  

 

In 1838, at 23,478

“ 16,418

39,896

In 1844, at 20,845

“ Port Schuyler side-cut, (new,).... 4,243

“ West 13,749

38,837

Decrease,................... 1,059

The tons which arrived at tide-water, in 1838 and 1844, were as fol

lows :—In 1838, 640,481 tons; in 1844, 1,019,094—increase, 378,613

tons. The tolls received on all the canals, in the same years, are as fol.

lows :——In 1838, $1,590,511 ; in 1844, $2,446,374—excess of 1844,

$855,863. '

Thus the amount of both tonnage and tolls is seen to be, in 1844, some

50 per cent over that of 1838 ; while the number of lockages, in 1844,

at the connection between the Erie canal and the Hudson river, is 1,059

less than in 1838.

This large increase of tonnage arriving at tide-water, accompanied by

a decrease of lockages at the same place, can only be accounted for by

the assumption that canal-boats, in 1838, were generally of the same size

and tonnage as at present, but carried smaller cargoes, or that the size and

tonnage of boats has increased to an extent about corresponding to the

increase of tons arriving at tide-water. That the latter supposition is

true, is evidenced by the increase in the tonnage of boats registered in

the last year. There has been a very large number of new canal-boats

registered in the year 1844.

A list of the boats navigating the canals, with their tonnage and classi

fication, was never obtained before the 1st of January, 1844 ; and there

are, of course, no authentic data for a comparison of the average tonnage

of each class of boats, as between that and any previous date. Taking

the .2,126 boats as they stood on the 1st of January, 1844, most of them
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built, probably, within the preceding ten years, and comparing them with

the 378 boats built‘and registered during the year 1844, and the result is

seen to be as follows :—

Tons.

Average of 378 boats built and registered in 1844,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64

“ 1109.18 011 181. January,1844,..-u-u-son-u...

Average increase,-.............-...--......... 9

or about 20 per cent. This is not, of course, an absolute addition of so

much in the year to the tonnage of all canal-boats, but it is an evidence

of a tendency to an increase in the capacity of new boats, and corrobo

rates the evidence furnished by the foregoing statement, of a decrease of

lockages at the Hudson river.

It shows how, by an increase in the capacity of boats, a. diminution of

lockages at the point alluded to is reconcilable with the very large in

crease in tonnage over 1838.

The only evidence of the average tonnage of canal-boats, at any former

period, is found in the annual report of the canal commissioners, dated

4th March, 1825, in these words :—

“ During the time that the canals have been in use, the boats naviga

ting them have been gradually increased in size; and nearly all those

which have been last built are of the capacity of from 35 to 45 tons; and

it is probablev that, after a. few years more, they will, in descending to

tide-water, generally carry 40 tons.”

The tonnage of the old and new boats, without reference to classifica

tion, was as follows :—

Bts. built Bts. built

Boats, Jan. and reg’d Tot. Jan. 1, , Bosts,.1an. and reg’d Tot. Jan. 1,

Tonnage. 1, 1844. in 1844. 1845. Tonnage. 1, 1844. in 1844. 1845.

90 2 1 3 40 158 0 158

85 1 0 1 35 63 1 54

80 3 9 12 30 40 11 51

75 13 33 46 25 16 3 19

70 162 124 286 20 8 0 8

65 264 94 358 15 3 1 4

60. 444 71 515 10 4 0 4

55 325 15 340 _ -- __

50 464 14 478 ‘ 2,126 78 2,504

45 166 1 167

It appears, by this statement, that of the boats on the lst January, 1844,

there were more rated at 50 tons than of any other rate; while, of the

boats built and registered in 1844, there were more rated at 70 tons than

of any other rate.

We give, below, a statement of the tons of merchandise, furniture, and

salt, going to other states, in 1844 :—

 

Merchnndiss. Furniture. [El Salt.‘

By way of Buffalo,"........................ 32,767 4,130 14,569

“ Oswego,......................... 9,648 1 31,600

" Whitehall, 7,930 19 *3,038

Total,................... 50,345 4,150 49,207

The merchandise and furniture by way of Buffalo, went to other states,

as follows :—
 

* Of this amount, 8,009 bushels_were of foreign manufacture.
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States. Mdze. Fum. States. Mdze. Furn.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tom.

Pennsylvania, ........ . . 725 e 26 Missouri, ............ . . 14 2

Ohio,..................... 12,390 575 Tennessee,........... .. 13 .... ..

Michigan,............. . . 9,389 992 Alabama, .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Indiana,.............. .. . 2,332 186 Iowa,.... . . . 7 13

Illinois,................ . . 4,320 797 Canada,.............. .. 100 23

Wisconsin, ‘. .. . .’...... . . 3,272 1,516 .___.

Kentucky,............... 205 .... .. Total,.......... .. 32,767 4,130

The merchandise and furniture going to other states by way of Oswego,

is as follows, viz :-; t

ofmerchandise;oooeo00000000300000.0000.00000000000_“ furniture’QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQOQQQQQQQQQQQ

The distribution of the above merchandise and furniture is not given

by the collector at Oswego, in his returns.

The merchandise and furniture by way of Whitehall, in 1844, went to

other states as follows, viz :— '

" S'ra'ras. Mnzs. Fbsmrons.

_ Tons. Tons.

Q Q Q. Q Q QQ Q Q ‘Q’. Q QQ Q Q Q. Q Q IQ Q Q Q 5

Q Q Q ‘Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QI Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

The annual average of the tons of the total movement of articles on

all the canals, is as follows :—

I 1839,4years,QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

“ QQQQQOQQOOQQQQQOIOQOQQQQ

tons’.QQQQQQQQQQQICQO.QQQOQQOQQQQ

The average increase or decrease of each' class of articles, which re

sults in the above total increase, is as follows :—

 

Cmss or AsrtcLss. Dscnssss. Iscaasss.

Tons. Tons.

Productsofthe forest,...................... 18,796 ......

Agriculture,............................... ..... 191,662

Manufactures,............................. ..... 23,140

Merchandise,............................. ..... 3,320

Otherarticles,............................. 11,101 ....

29,897 218,122

29,897

Increase,.....-........................... 188,225

The annual average of the value of the total movement of articles on

all the canals, is as follows :—

From 1836 to 1839, 4 years,...................... $65,647,486

“ QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

value,QQQQIQQQQ.QQQQQQQ. Q... 0...

The average increase or decrease of the value of each class of articles,

which results in the above total increase, is as follows :—
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Class of articles. Decrease. Increase.

Products of the forest,................... ......“ $414,193

Agriculture,.........................-. "...... 2,483,162

Manufactures,.......................... $1,288,261 ........

Merchandise,........................-- “...... 9,388,286

Other articles,......................... 499,432

 

$1,288,261 $12,785,073

1,288,261

 

Increase,. ............. ................ $11,496,812

Tons FROM o-rnna S'rA'rrs, BY WA? or BurrALo AND BnAcn Rock.‘

Prod. of Prod. of Vegetable Olh. agric. Manufuc- Other

  

Year. forest. animals. food. products. tures. articles. Total.

Tons. Tans. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tom.

1836,...... . 3,755 1,593 28,207 1,961 641 116 36,273

1837,..... .. 7,104 4,083 29,229 884 454 475 42,229

1838,..... .. 4,615 3,282 58,907 379 489‘ 515 68,181

1839,..... .. 22,835 4,219 70,284 361 801 438 98,938

1840,..... .. 18,133 5,592 111,533 688 1,200 955 138,101

1841,..... .. , 35,126 14,877 138,036 1,480 3,696 1,535 194,750

1842,... . 26,229 13,590 145,096 1,642 2,632 1,778 190,967

1843,... . 31,211 16,400 166,327 2,521 2,026 2,751 221,236

1844,..... .. 52,061 17,470 165,761 1,757 722 2,777 240,548
 

T0181, 201,069 81,106 913,380 11,673‘ 12,661 11,340 1,231,229

ToNs mom ornen S'rA'rns, BY WAV or Oswizaofit

Prod.of Prod. of Vegeotsble 01h. ngric. Manu- Other

1 -Year. forest. animals. products. faclures. articles. Total.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tm. Toss. Tom. Tom.

1836,...... 1,615 208 15,921 110 13 49 17,946

1837, .... .. 533 288 13,045 17- 17 126 14,026

1838, .... .. 4,616 131 10,255 18 11 15 15,046

1839, .... .. 5,809 288 16,107 110 .... .. 419 22,733

1840,...... 3,108 317 16,395 75 67 85 20,047

1841, .... .. 10,272 102 18,762 180 6 104 29,426

1842, .... . . 4,840 1,284 24,188 98 27 73 30,510

1843, .... . . 5,564 1,282 28,025 100 51 118 35,140

1844, .... .. 16,027 2,777 48,128 262 131 152 67,477

  

Total, 52,414 6,677 190,826 970 323 1,141 252,351

TONS or PROPERTY comma mom VERMONT AND CANADA, AND srnnsn A'r WnrrnnALL, on

THE CHAMPLAIN CANAL.

  

Year. Prod. of forest. Agriculture. Manufactures. Other articles. Total.

Tons. Tons. one. Tons. Tons.

1835,.... ... 44.118 2,706 1,283 2,375 50,482

1836,... . 45,951 3,977 1,330 2,595 53,853

1837, 37,954 2,209 1,077 2,306 43.546

1838,....... 29,882 3,460 664 2,324 36,330

1839,....... 48,098 3,918 894 3,398 56.308

1840,....... 43,861 3,574 621 2.844 50,900

18»11,....... 43,896 2,921 1,105 2,987 50,909

1842,....... 22,783 3,376 2,215 2,141 30,515

1843,..... .. 22,131 4,588 3,506 1,901 32,126

1844,....... 21,652 6,457 3,210 2,655 33,974

Total, 360,326 37,186 15,905 25,526 438,943

* In making this statement, it was assumed that all the flour, wheat, bran, and ship

stufih cleared at Oswego and Black Rock, came from other states.

voL. xuL—no. I. 5
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STATEMENT or MERCHANDISE AND SALT some '10 01111111. S'rnns BY WAY or 1311811110, 09.

wmo, AND WHITEHALL, 111101111 1835 TO 1844, BOTH INCLUSIVE.

 

 

Mdze. pass-111% to other States via Salt passing to other States via

Year. Buffalo. swego. Whitehall. Buffalo. Oswego. Whitehall.

T0718. T0113. Tons. T0118. T0118. Tom.

1835, .... .. 18,466 4,988 5,279 8,931 16,459 1,646

1836,.... .. 30,874 8,019 5,165 5,981 9,118 2,010

1837,...... 22,230 3,061 4,573 11,872 12,028 1,002

1838, .... .. 32,087 2,542 5,631 10,357 24,133 2,340

1839,...... 29,699 4,498 7,291 ' 13,283 28,233 ‘2,189

1840, .... .. 18,863 3,192 5,981 11,156 22,481 12,198

1841,.... .. 25,551 5,489 6,813 9,860 30,858 13,171

1842,...... 20,525 3,538 4,996 5,735 16,876 §2,34l

1843,.... .. 32,798 4,537 6,709 13,462 12,223 "2,771

1844,... . . . 32,767 9,648 7,930 14,569 31,600 93,038

Tons or MERCHANDISE 001110 TO OTHER Sn'rss BY WAY or BUFFALO, 14110111 1837 TO 1844.

States, 880. 1838. 1839. 1840. 1841. 1842. 1843. 1844.

Pennsylvania,........... .. 1,151 1,446 1,029 827 539 763 725

Ohio,........... 15,187 14,338 9,445 14,297 10,038 14,528 12,390

Michigan, 10,084 6,656 4,294 5,456 4,915 8,252 9,389

Indiana, 1,569 2,296 751 1,087 785 2,256 2,332

Illinois,........ 3,244 3,634 2,353 2,249 2,490 3,416 4,320

 

Wisconsin,..... ....... .. 392 651 662 1,029 1,410 2,890 3,272

Kentucky,.. . . . -. . . 335 654 241 495 295 428 205

Missouri,....... .... 77 24 2 51 14 65 14

Tennessee, . . 26 .... . . 14 26 6 35 l 3

Alabarna,.... . . . . . . . . . . .. ...... . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 'Iowa,..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13 4 28 7

Canada,................... 21 .... .. 49 21 29 75 100

Total,.......... ,. 32,086 29,699 18,840 25,551 20,525 32,798 32,767

TONNAGE 1111111111110 41 TIDE-WATER, 1111: P11011001: or 11113 STATE, BY WAY or 1111: Em

041141., 11101.0111110 m CONTRIBUTIONS or 1111: LATERAL CANALS

  

Year. Prod. of forest. Agriculture. Merchandise. 0th. articles. Total.

T0113. Tons. Tons. T0118. Tans.

1836,............. 208,779 117,870 10,152 28,105 364,906

1837,... 174,007 98,172 7,879 51,193 331,251

1838,... 189,733 101,053 6,729 38,501 336,016

1839,... 157,075 63,713 5,885 37,914 264,596

1840,... 119,352 159,823 5,388 24,613 309,167

1841,... 192,122 92,483 9,076 14,663 308,344

1842,.. . 125,623 102,030 7,746 23,273 258,672

1843,... 202,810 124,313 21,465 30,381 378,969

1844,............. 288,786 135,171 27,579 40,255 491,791

Total, .... .. 1,658,287 994,628 101,899 288,898 3,043,712

TONNAGE mmvmo AT TIDE-WATER, BY WAY 01-‘ 1111: E1111; 041111., 11111 P11011001: or Wrs'r

ERN S'ram 011. CANADA, 001111140 IN 111‘ BUFFALO, BLACK ROCK, AND Oswmo.

 

Year. Prod. of forest. Agriculture. Manufactures. 0th. articles. Total.

Tons. Tons. Tm. Tons. Tom.

1836,............. 5,400 48,000 654 165 54,219

1837,............. 7,637 47,546 471 601 56,255

1838,............. 9,231 72,972 500 530 83,233

1839,............. 28,644 91,369 801 857 121,671

1840,............. 21,241 134,600 1,267 1,040 158,148

1841,............. 45,398 173,437 3,702 1,639 224,176

1842,............. 31,069 185,898 2,659 1,851 221,477

1843,............. 36,775 - 214,655 2,077 2,869 256,376

68,088 236,155 853 2,929 308,025

Total..... .. 253,483 1,204,632 12,984 12,481 1,483,580

* 17,175 bushels of foreign manufacture; 717,879 (10.; 136,947 410.; §12,504 410.;

|| 13,760 d0.; 11 8,009 do. ‘
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0

Aavr. VL—COAL OF PENNSYLVANIA AND OTHER STATES.

Evmzyiyear shows more convincingly the immense importance to the

state of Pennsylvania. of her leading interests, her coal and iron trade.

Both of them employ, profitably, a large amount of capital, furnish subsist

.ence to an extensive population, and call forth much ingenuity in finding

the means of obtaining from the earth and transporting the material to a

market; and the cheapness with which coal can be mined and carried,

will cause many manufactories to be located at Philadelphia, that would

otherwise have been scattered in other directions. The rapid increase of

the coal trade has been almost unexampled. It is not many years since

the price of wood regulated that of coal, and now in our chief cities, at

least, the consumption of wood, as fuel, is so inconsiderable, that it may be

entirely disregarded. New markets are constantlyr opening, and with the

increasing facilities of transportation, it may every year be carried still

further, with a reasonable prospect of remuneration.

Coal is evidently destined at some future period to entirely supersede

wood as a fuel; for the time will come when the forests of North America

will be consumed, and land too valuable for agricultural purposes, to grow

timber. Before that time, the inexhaustible stores of the western coal

fields will have been fully opened, and will continue for centuries to come

to furnish all that can be required.

In proportion as the consumption of coal becomes greater, and its ap

plication to the uses of arts and manufactures more general, greater dis

crimination will be exercised in the choice of different varieties; some

kinds of coal will be brought to the market, and the variety most suitable

to each different use will be recognised as such. Many of these distinc

tions are already well known. A semi-bituminous coal is suitable for

steamships; while anthracite ‘is generally used for household purposes.

Coal for generating illuminating gas must be highly bituminous, for car.

bonic acid must contain no sulphur, and many more will, before long, be

equally well understood.

Under these circumstances, the chemical analysis of a coal acquires a

particular interest; it affords a standard of the general value of a coal,

and an excellent criterion ofthe particular use for which such~coal is best

fitted. If a certain coal has been found by experience to be most suitable

for a certain manufacture, and by a new improvement, another coal from

another place can be sold at a lower rate, while the proportion of its con

stituents agrees nearly with the former, such variety will at least be worth

a trial, and may probably be made to advantageously replace that before

in use. On the other hand, an ascertained difference will prevent the

waste of time and money in useless experiments. The table given below

will assist in arriving at these conclusions. It has been carefully com

piled from Prof. Rogers’ Fifth Report on the Geology of Pennsylvania,

Prof. Johnson’s Coal Report, and various other authorities. It also con

tains some analysis made four or five years since in Philadelphia. The

specific gravities have been given, where they could be ascertained, and

the color of the ash of the coal, where noted by the analyst—an important

element, and one which materially affects the value ofa coal.

The greater part of the carbon in anthracites and other coals is iso

lated, or nearly so ; but small portions are frequently combined with the
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constituent parts of the gaseous matter. Under this head of volatile mat

ter, is included uncombined water, oxygen, hydrogen, carburetted hydro

gen, &c., and frequently sulphur and nitrogen. It must not, therefore, be

always supposed that the quantity of carbon indicated by an analysis, and

given under that head, expresses the full quantity contained, as a portion

may be combined with the gases of the coal in its natural state, or may be

made to combine by the heat applied for decomposition, and so may pass

off with the volatile matter. Nitrogen is a common element in bitumi

nous coals, and shows itself in the form of ammonia, when they are sub

mitted to distillation for obtaining illuminating gas. Thompson has esti

mated it as high as from 61. to 16 per cent, but his results have been re

jected as very improbable. (Berzelius.)

As in most of the analysis of coal, particularly those made in this coun

try, all the volatile portions are driven off at once by heat, and estimated

together, it appears desirable to form, at least,a general idea of their con

stituents. The following table shows the relative proportion of pure oxy

gen and hydrogen contained in the volatile matter of some of the most

important varieties of coal. A portion of these elements were originally

united in the form of water, and the rest more or less combined with the

carbon.

  

Coal. ' Oxygen. Hydrogen. Authority.

Pennsylvania anthracite,. . . . . .... . 50.09 49.90 .......... . .

Goal of Alais, France . 47.94 52.00 Reynault.

Kilkenny coal,. . 70.00 to 83.00 17.00 to 30.00 ..... . . .

Cannel coal,............... .... ... 75.55 24.45 Crurn.

“ another specimen,. . 78.39 21.61 Karsten.

Newcastle coal, (“ houille,”)... . 78.48 21.51 “

Splint coal,........................ . 85.24 14.76 ' Grain.

The large proportion of oxygen in the Newcastle and other soft coals,

diminishes their value. Most coals contain a small per centage of sulphur,

and when this rises as high as from 2 to 3 per cent, it also has an in

jurious effect. Being generally estimated along with the other vole.

tile matter, it occupies no separate place in a common analysis. Prof.

Rogers has, in several cases, weighed its quantity, and from his re

port these results are taken. '

  

Coal. _ _ Sulph. in 100 coal. Authority.

Anthracite, Peach mnuntn1n,........................ 0.48 Prof. Rogers.

“ Pott3ville,... . 0.60 “

“ Lehigh, 0.91 "

Bit. coal, Blairsville, Westm. co.-,. . 2.60 “

“ Karthaus,............. . 2.70 “

PENNSYLVANIA.

Spec. Val.

Coal. Gnw. Carb- Mtt’r. flak. Color of Jlsh. Authority.

Frau‘, on Sou'rnlmt Con. Finn.

Lehigh—a very pure specimen, . 90.10 6.60 2 50 Mnvanuxem.

" - - - - - 1.500 89.15 5.28 5 50 Nearly white. Pmt'. W. lt- Johnson.

“ Summit mines, - - . 88.50 7.50 4.00 Dull white. Prof. H. D. Rogers.

“ “ “ hardersp., . .. . 87.70 6.60 5.70 White- “

“ Nesqushoning mines, - . .. . 86.40 6.40 7.00 “ ‘I

" coal, lst anaL, - - 1.550 87.00 7.30 5.70 Very white, light. M. C. Lea.

" ‘' 2d -‘ - - . .. . 86.90 7.50 5.60 “ “

'l‘amaqua, Sharp mountain, - 1.550 92.45 7.55 5.10 White. Prof. Rogers.

“ Schuylkill county, - 1.60 89.20 4.54 6.26 Pe-t‘ectly white. “

l‘ “ “ - 1.57 92.07 5.03 2.90 White. "

“ another specimen, ~ . .. . 9L00 5.50 3.50 Gray white. M. C. Lea.

Pottsvllle, Bchennweth vein, - 1.50 94.]0 1.40 4 50 Light brown. Prof. Rogers.

" Neeley's Tunnel, - 1.55 89.20 5.40 5.40 Light yellow. "

'‘ Tuscarora mines, ~ - -- - 88-20 7.50 4.30 Pink brown. “
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PENNSYLVANIA —Continued.

Spec.

-Grav.

1.477

1.464

1.54

1.403

1.404

1.421

1.331

134

1245*.

to;

O...

assesses $$$$$82$3eeeeeeeea

8888889§6

aeaeeaeee

Vol.

Carb. mat. Ash.

90.75 3.07 4.41

89.02 2.96 6.13

88.40 6.80 4.80

89.57 7.15 3.28

85.90 7.20 6.90

82.47 9.53 8.00

85.84 8.96 5.20

81.40 11.40 7.20

86.00 4.50 9.50

88.60 7.10 4.30

82.15 10.95 6.90

‘83.00 9.00 8.00

81.47 10.43 8.10

77.23 10.57 12.30

78.90 11.00 10.10

77.10 10.90 12.

74.70 14.80 10.50

79.55 10.95 9.50

77.50 1100 11.50

74.55 13.75 11.70

74.24 13.82 11.49

76.10 16.90 7.00

7694 1506 8.00

83.84 6.88 9.25

88% 8.85 2.90

.94 2.38 7.11

.47 2.66 5.15

.90 6.10 .00

.90 7.68 .40

23 7.07 70

74 3.91 35

$$$§$$§§§3333§33§$35$3§§33$$9%

$233888$§$C§Sfi$8$88338$23

3$$5$;3355F555$§5833$3$5

$86$8€28838668§$$8$8388883

F§P¢85F9FQ59999®59F5¢P9®ewwe

Z3$6§885888838583$§85i85323

RHODE ISLAND.

90.03 4.90 4.64

77.70 6.70 15.60

VIRGINIA.

Color of Ash.

Light fawn

Fawn.

Deep red.

Light orange.

Yellow red.

Pale yellow.

Pale orange.

Deep red

Yelluw red.

Pale salmon.

Pale yellow.

Dark red.

Dark red.

Orange.

Fawn.

Reddish gray.

Grayish .

Gray white.

White.

Gray.

Reddish gray

Grayish white.

Coal.

Pottsville, Schuylkill Haven, -

J.

l‘

-8watara,
a‘

.‘Danphinfl‘ Blk.

- It

a“

Stony Cr.

H

I‘

I‘

ll

Lyken's Valley, vein No. 1,

Peach mountain,

Black mine vein, -

(Pine Grove.) Sharp 111.

North seam, -

swing Gal’!

“ Lea vein,

“ gray vein, -

“ ano. spec., -

“ Peac'ck vn.,

Gold-Mine Gap, - -

another specimen,

do. Heister vein, -

- Rausch Gap, Peacock

vein,

do. Pitch vein, E.side,

. do. “ W. side,

Yellow Springs Gap,

, do. another specimen,

do. Backbone vein, -

Battling Run, - -

go. another specimen,

0. 05 .4

Big Flats, - - -

“ 3d bed, -

Mrnnna COAL Fnnn.

'Beaver Meadow, slope No.3,

“ slope No. 5,

Wvosrmo COAL FIILD.

Bhamokin, Snyder's v., - -

Wyoming Form, Warden’s v., -

‘4

" Carbon. mines,

“ D. &0 H4 Co Cs, .

Finns Was-r or Annsouamr M'rs.

Queen's Run, - - —

H

Snow-Shoe mine,

Moshaunon Creek,

Phillipshurg, -

Leech’s mine, -

Ralston, Lycorning co.,

u so 46

Karthans, upper seam,

u

H

U

Reed's vein, -

Bloxburg,

Clearfield co., Warner's vein,

Blair's Gap, - -

Summit Portage, - -

Franklin,

Conneaut Lake, Crawford 00.,

Portsmouth, -

5‘

lower “

another specimen,

Coal Run, -

Bear Creek, - -

do. another specimen,

Bloss vein, - -

Johnson‘s Run coal, IVIIII

Venango co., (cannel,

another specimen, -

Richmond, Barr's Deep Run, 2

0‘

ll

‘0

ll

‘8

O‘

H

Crouch and Snead‘s,

Mld—Lothian, -

Creek Company, -

Clover Hill, - -

Chesterfield Min. 00.

‘Tippecanoe, - -

Willis's Pit, - -

Anderson's Pit, -

9+@@P@5;58$$$E$33$3

Reddish yellow.

Yellow white.

Cream color.

Pale ochre.

Yellow red.

Light lilac.

Reddish brown.

Fawn.

Reddish white.

Reddlsb gray.

Brick red.

Reddish gray.

Yellow red.

Jutkort'ty.

Professor Johnson.

H. C. Lea.

Prof. Rogers.

M. C. Lea. .

Prof. Rogers.

0‘

M. C. Lea.

Prof. Rogers.

- M. C. Lea.

Prof. Rogers.

4‘

M. C. ‘Lea.

Prof. Rogers.

M. C. Len.

Prof. Rogers.

Prof. Johnson.

M. C. Lea.

Prof. Rogers.

Prof. Johnson.

Prof. Rogers.

Prof. Johnson

06

Prof. Rogers.

Prof. Rogers.

Prof. Johnson.

Prof. Johnson.

Trot‘. Rogers.

‘6

Prof. Johnson.

Prof. Rogers. -

Prof. Johnson.

‘Prof. Rogers.

Prof- Johnson.

I’rof. Rogers.

Prof. Johnson.

Clemson.

Prof. Rogers.

Clemson.

Prof. Rogers.

Clemson.

Prof. Johnson.

Prof. Rogers.

04

L. Vanuxem.

l 5

Prof. Johnson.

at

u

u

u

is

ss

Clemson.

* Dauphin, or Stony Creek coals. All these analysis have been made from crop cool!’ ‘he min“

not yet being worked. (See R. C. Taylor's report.)
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Msavmrm.

Spec. Vol. I

(7001- 691111. Carbl mat. Jlsll. Col. of Ash» Autbmtga

Cumberland, - - - 1.414 70-85 14.87 1498 Professor Johnson»

“ Neil's, - - 1337 74.53 12.67 10.34 Flesh red. “

“ Atkinson 8: Tem- _

pleman's, - 1.313 76.69 15.53 7.33 Light pink. “

“ Easby Ar. Smith's, - 1.332 74.29 15.52 9.30 Flesh red. “

“ Maryland M111. 00., . 75.40 17.1!) 7.60 M. C- Lea.

" Savage River, - . .. . 77.00 16.01 7.00 Dr. Jackson.

TaNNassss.

Cumberland mountains, - < . 71.00 17.00 11.00‘ D1’. Troon. .

Nova SCOTIA.‘

Piston, - - - - 1.318 56.98 27.83 13.39 Flesh red. . Prof. Johnson.

“ Cnnard'sf — - 1.325 60.74 25.97 12.51- White. “

Sydney, - - - - 1.338 67.57 23.81 5.49 Dark'gray. . "

GREAT BRITAIN. .

Whitehaven, - - - . 57.00 41.30 1.70 Kirwm,

“ another specimen, -.. . 56.80 43.00 .20 H

Newcastle, - - - . .. . 75.90 22.60 1.50 Thompsom.

" - - - 1.257 57.00 35.83 5.40 Prof. Johnson.

Btafi'ordshire, - - - --. . 62.40 34-10 3.5 Berthier.

Bovey, near Exeter, - - - 45.00 55.00 - - - Hatchett.

Derbyshire, - - ' .... 37.00 40.00 3.00 Bonnier.

Dowlals. South Wales, - - 79.50 17.50 3.00 11
Cyflrthfa, "' - - . 78.40 18.80 2.8) l‘

Clyde, Scotland, clod coal, - .. . 70.00 26.50 4.50 Mushet.

" “ soft coal, - 42.30 47.70 10.00 D Thompson.

Monkland, “ - - - ...'. 56.2 42.40 1.40 ‘ Berthier.

GERMANY.

Schraplau, Thnnngia, - - 20.25 62.25 17.25 Klsproth.

Walden, - - - - - 56.90 36.22 6.88 Richter.

Saboze. (Silesia,) — - 1.327 63.31 32.93 3.76 "

Bielschowitz, - - - 1.351 56.17 37.89 3.93 K

Woons.

Oak, - - - - .. . 22 68 76.89 0.43 Ute,

Ash, ' - - - 17.97 81.26 0.77 H

Norway pine, - ' - .. 19.20 80.44 0.35 4‘

iycamore. European; - - --- 19.73 79.20 1.06 H

aple, ‘American, - - 19.90 79.33 0.77 1‘

Llgnum vitae, - - - 26.85 72.64 050 u

This table commences, as will be perceived, at the eastern extremit of

the first coal basin, and proceeds westward to the Susquehanna. he

second and third basins are then given in order, and the softer coals frorn~

both sides of the Alleghany mountain. It has been observed as a rule

that holds generally between Philadelphia and' Pittsburg, that the'farther

we go west, the more bituminous the coal becomes, and the Lehigh and

other coals from the southeast portions of the coal beds are therefore the

hardest anthracite. They are also among the purest coals in America ;.

one specimen from Pott'sville, having given but 3.50, and from Lehigh

but 4.00 per cent of earthy impurity, and probably others might be found

yet more pure from the same districts. The Lehigh coal has a high repu_

tation ; it was the first mined in the state, and the horizontal position of

its veins, enables it to be worked with considerable facility. Its specific

gravity is also high, an important point, where space is to be econo

mised, but it has a great disadvantage in the amount ofheat lost by escape

through the flue. This has been estimated to amount to 26 per cent of

the whole heat generated, and prevents it from ranking high as a steam

producing coal. It is remarkable, that the proportion of heat carried off

by the gas, current of air, &c., through the chimney, does not follow any

general rule, and that the cases of greatest and least waste may be found

almost indifl'erently among bituminous and anthracite coals, as shown in

the following table, abridged from Prof. Johnson’s Coal Report, by which

it will be seen that the case of loss next greatest to the Lehigh, occurs in
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the Chesterfield company’s coal, containing nearly 33 per cent of bitu

minous matter. On the other hand, Easby and Smith’s coal loses but

about 9 per cent. It is difiicult to conjecture to what peculiarity of struc

ture or composition this property is attributable, but it indicates a marked

superiority in the free-burning coals, or those whose volatile matter varies

from 14 to 18 per cent.

IDSS YER CENT OF WHOLE AMOUNT OF HEAT, BY ESCAPE THROUGH THE FLUE, DURING COM

  

BUSTION.

Lehigh coal, ...................... .. 26. Easby & Smith, Cumberland,... 8.96

Chesterfield Min. 00., Virginia,. 23.81 Lackawanna,..................... .. 10.20

Barr’s Deep Run,._...... 22-05 Dauphin and Susquehannah,... . 12.54

Sidney, N. S.,.._. 20.05 Schuylkill Haven,.................. 13.83

Creek Co., Virgin ...... .. ' 19.95

Such loss constitutes an important point in the estimate of the value of

a coal, for not only so much per cent of the whole amount is absolutely

thrown away, but when the] is to be transported to a distance, that pro

portion is carried only to be wasted. Were all other advantages and

disadvantages equally balanced, this would give an advantage among an

thracites of from 11 to 14 per cent to the Lackawanna and Schuylkill

coal over the Lehigh, and among bituminous coals, of 9 to 11 per cent to

Easby and Smith’s, Dauphin, and other coals, over the Chesterfield, Barr’s

Deep Run, &c., with an almost equally great superiority over those im

ported. from Nova Scotia.

The Dauphin coal, and some varieties of the Cumberland constitute a

distinct class of free-burning coals, intermediate between the hard and

soft, and peculiarly well adapted for manufacturing and other purposes.

In the coal report before referred to, the Dauphin coal stands highest in

the comparative list, with regard to rapidity of ignition, with the exception

of the Queen’s Run and some Western Cannel coal, and high as to

evaporative power. Some of the best varieties of Cumberland coal are

very similar in constitution, and if the difiiculties caused by their great

distance from a market can be overcome, may be profitably worked.

The middle coal field has been less worked than the first, the central

parts of which it much resembles in the quality of its coal—a moderately

hard anthracite, whose proportion of‘carbon varies from 88 to 9'2 per

cent. The Wyoming coal field ditl'ers little, except that its coal burns

with a white ash. The Delaware and Hudson company’s mines are ex

tensive, and but little else is done in this region.

The very important resources, valuable in themselves, and essential to

arts and manufactures, possessed by the coal states, are pressing forward

to further development. The quantity of coal imported is steadily dimin

ishing, while that mined at home is increasing in avery rapid ratio. The

importation has fallen‘ from 181,000 tons, in 1839, to 103,000 in 1842,

while, in the same space, the amount mined in Pennsylvania alone has

risen from 819,000 to 1,108,000 tons, and, last year, reached 1,631,000

tons. England has already arrived at the high appreciation of the value

of coal to which we are advancing, and she watches its consumption with

so much jealousy as to impose an export duty, to prevent the waste of her

large but not inexhaustible supply by exportation to other countries. This

policy varies in a single instance, where she holds it desirable to accumu

late a stock for the use of her war and other steamers, but notwithstand

ing, the amount exported is large, about a million and a half tons being
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annually taken to France, Denmark, Holland, British West Indies, United

States, Russia, and other countries.

McCulloch observes that it is hardly possible to exaggerate the advan

tages which England derives from her vast beds of coal ; and the annual

production of the minerals of the British islands, is estimated by De La

Beche at £20,000,000, of which £9,000,000 arise from coal, and

£8,000,000 from iron. In this estimate, the coal is taken at seven shil

lings per ton only, its value at the pit’s mouth, but as delivered to the

consumer, its value has risen to $340,000,000, making it the third interest

in importance in the kingdom, as follows :—

Cotton manufactures,. ...... . ... .... . ... . ....... ... £50,000,000

Woollen do. .............................. 44,000,000

Coal,........................................... 40,000,000

The experiments of Professor Johnson have fully proved a decided su

periority in the Pennsylvania and Maryland bituminous fuels over the

English and Nova Scotian, and the investigations of Marcus Bull, though

in this particular loss extended, had the same result, and notwithstanding

the circumstances that encourage the foreign trade, a few years will see

the total extinction of the importation of coal.

 

ART. VII.-THE NEW POSTAGE LAW AND ITS ADVANTAGES.

THE friends of cheap postage have at last succeeded in effecting the

passage of a law reducing the rates of postage, which goes into operation

on the first of this month. Although it is not all which the people re

quired of their representatives, or that satisfies their expectations, yet they

hail it as the commencement ofa new era in the cheap diffusion of know_

ledge, which will be attended with the most salutary efi'ects upon the lite

rary, political, commercial, social and moral interests of our country. The

struggle to effect even this reduction, has been one of labor and difficulty,

and much greater than could have been expected in a country whose in

stitutions are based upon the knowledge and virtue of the people, and

whose political existence depends upon the ability of the people to govern

themselves. From the very commencement of this benevolent and praise

worthy effort, its friends have had to encounter the united and inveterate

opposition of nearly all who were officially connected with the post-oflico

department, whose pecuniary interests seemed to be affected by the re_

duction of postage ; and these persons have sedulously labored to give the

measure a sectional and political complexion, as if the whole people, in

every portion of the Union, were not equally interested in its adoption.

As the law goes into effect the present month, it may not be uninterest

ing to our readers to offers. few remarks upon its provisions, and the regu

latlions of the department, and the probable effects upon the people gene~

ra y.

The law, per se, is one of the most bungling and complicated that was

ever passed by our national legislature. It was evidently drawn byaper

son who had not a clear understanding of the subject, and afterwards it

was altered and amended to meet the various prejudices of those who

were in favor or opposed to its provisions. It may be truly said that it is

like Joseph’s coat of many colors ; nevertheless, it will not excite the envy
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of any one towards its author. Instead of a plain and simple law, con

sisting of a few sections—abolishing in toto the fi-anking privilege, and

reducing the postage to one uniform cheap rate, leaving the public to

send their letters and papers in any way they may find it for their in

terest or convenience—it is confused and contradictory, and hedged about

with prohibitions, pains and penalties. The people asked for the aboli

tion of the franking privilege, and a cheap, uniform rate of postage ; but

instead of this, Congress have retained to themselves the franking privi.

lege in full vigor, and adopted the unequal and arbitrary rates of five and

ten cents. Hence a letter may be sent 300 miles for five cents, but if

it happens to go 301 miles it must pay ten cents!

The opponents of cheap postage predict that the new law will prove

a failure, and that we shall yet have to resort to higher rates of postage,

or the post-otfice department will have to fall upon the treasury for its

support; while the friends of the measure contend that, to make a fair

trial, the rates of postage should have been reduced so low as to bring

into the United States mails all the correspondence of the people, whereas

the present law will not produce that desirable effect. If the rates of

postage had been reduced as low in this country as they are in Eng

land, we should have witnessed not only an equal, but a much greater

increase, and the number of letters passing through our post-ofiice

would have, in a few years, increased more than four-fold what they

now are. And this is by no means an extravagant calculation, when

we consider the character and pursuits of our people, and how univer

sally the blessings of education are diffused throughout the length and

breadth of our glorious Union.

The present law will not bring all the correspondence through the

post-oflice. It is true, the number of letters will be greatly increased,

and there will not be so great a reduction of the revenue as some sup

pose; nevertheless, we have reason to fear that there will be a vast

amount of letters from which no revenue will be realized, in consequence

ofthe high rates of postage upon letters which are sent to a short dis

tance. For example, the rate of postage under the old law on a single

letter to Brooklyn, Williamsburg, Jersey City, Newark, Elizabethtown,

and other towns around New York, was six cents, and every one knows

that not one in fifty of the letters written fi'om those places to New York,

passed through the post-otlice. The same may be said of the towns

around Philadelphia, Baltimore, Boston, and other large cities. The

new law makes only one cent reduction, consequently it holds out no in.

ducement to the people to send their letters in the mails, but it does hold

out a temptation to them to send them either by private conveyance, or

by any other way by which they can avoid paying five cents for the car

riage ofa letter only a few miles. Letters to a greater distance will be

generally sent by the United States mails, because there will not be those

facilities for sending them as to shorter distances ; but had the rates been

reduced to two cents for any distance under one hundred miles, hundreds

of thousands of letters would annually pass through the post-office, which

will not now come near them. Had a low and uniform rate been adopted,

offering inducements to all classes to send all their letters by the mails,

we should have seen the number swelled to an extent which few can con~

cetve.

There are, however, many advantages which will result from this new
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law, both directly and indirectly, which will be properly appreciated, and

which we hope will ultimately convince even the most sceptical, that a uni

form rate of cheap postage is the surest way to obtain a revenue sulfi

ciently ample to support an economical administration of the post-oflice

department, without any aid from the treasury. Let us notice some of

these advantages.

1. The new law provides for a reduction of the present rates ofpostage

about one half. This, of itself, is a great boon, especially to the poorer

class of people, who have been, to a great extent, deprived of the privilege

of corresponding with their absent friends in consequence of the high rates

of postage.

2. The postage is to be charged by weight, and not by the number of

pieces of paper it may contain. A letter may contain bank notes, or it

may consist of two sheets of thin paper, enclosed in an envelope, and if it

weighs but half an ounce, will only be charged as a single letter. Be

sides, it saves trouble and perplexity in ascertaining whether the letter is

more than double, and prevents the necessity of under or over charging

letters, which is sometimes a source of ill will and dispute at the post-office.

It removes the necessity of prying into letters, to ascertain their contents ;

if there is any doubt as to the proper rate of postage, it is only necessary

to throw it into the balances, and the question is at once decided. The

letters can be marked more expeditiously and accurately than under the

old law, and the custom of examining them, to see whether they are

charged correctly may be dispensed with.

3. The new law makes the rates to contbrm to our own currency,

which is a great convenience to the public, but especially to the post

ofiice‘. The old mode of charging 12% ‘and 18k cents on single letters,

was troublesome in making change, whereas we shall now have to pay

in cents only. The exclusion of fractions will also save much trouble in

keeping the post-office accounts, ‘which have heretofore been a source of

much annoyance. .

4. This law abolishes the franking privilege in all the departments of

the government, and consequently, as the postage will be paid on their

correspondence, the income from this source will greatly augment the

revenue of the post-oflice department. Heretofore, the state, treasury,

war and navy departments, and all their subordinate bereaus, exercised

the franking privilege to any extent; but under this-law the postage on all

the business of the departments is to be paid out of the treasury. It like

wise prohibits two sets of members of Congress from enjoying the frank

ing privilege at one and the same time.

5. By this new law, all the postmasters are required to keep an accu

rate account of all the franked matter, of every description, which may

come to-their respectiveofiices, in the same manner as if the postage had

been charged and paid thereon. This will have a two-fold advantage;

first, we shall be able to learn pretty accurately what' the postage on

franked matter amounts to, which has never yet been ascertained; and

secondly, “the sums thus chargeable shall be paid to the post-ofiice de

partment from the contingent funds of the two houses of Congress, and of

the other departments of the government for which such mail service may

have been performed; and where there is no such fund, that they be paid

out of the treasury of the United States.” Hence all the correspondence

of the members of Congress, and the documents and laws of Congress sent
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through the mails, will be charged with postage, and paid out of the con

»tingent fund, which is a virtual abolition of the franking privilege, so far

as the post-office department is concerned.

6. Another advantage arising from the passage of this new law is, that

it definitively settles the rates of postage to be paid on pamphlets, periodi

cals, circulars, prospectuses, handbills, dzc. It is to be regretted that in

defining the rates, that half cents should still be exacted, not only because

We have no such coin in circulation, but it is too small business for a great

government institution to be concerned in. Printed or lithographed cir

culars, handbills, prices current letters, were formerly charged letter post

age, but these may be sent to any part of the United States for two cents.

In consequence of the former high rate of postage, few were sent by the

mails; and to obviate its payment, merchants had their circulars, cards,

&c., printed in newspapers which they sent to their customers, thus un

necessarily burthening the mails. By this new law, the mails will be

relieved of a heavy burden, the post-otiice will have an additional revenue

from this source, and to our merchants, publishers, and men of business,

facilities will be afforded of extending their correspondence to an extent

which no one now conceives. Hundreds of thousands, and, perhaps, mil

lions of circulars, &c., will now be sent through the post-office, in con

sequence of this uniform and cheap rate of postage.

7. The operation of this new law will greatly increase the number of

letters passing through the post-oflice. It is not safe to say how far the

number will be augmented, but we may safely say that in the first year, it

will be double, if not treble what it now is. Every good citizen will feel

it his duty to aid this important institution, and will discou-ntenance, both by

precept and practice, every evasion of the law. Should it work well, the

people will require a further reduction of the rates of postage—that we

may have at least as cheap postage as the subjects of Queen Victoria!

The following is a correct copy of the “ Act to reduce the rates of post

age, to limit the use and correct the abuse of thefranking privilege, andfor

the prevention offrauds in the revenues of the Post-Qflice Department.”

It was passed March 3, 1845, and approved by the President on the same

day.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of

America, in Congress assembled, That from- and after the first day of July next,

members of Congress and delegates from territories, ma receive letters not ex

ceeding two ounces in weight, free of posts e, during the recess of Congress,

any thing to the contrary in this act notwi standing: and the same franking

privilege which is granted by this act to the members of the two Houses of Con

gress, 1s hereby extended to the Vice President‘ of the United States; and in lieu

of the rates of postage now established by law, there shall be charged the follow

ing rates, viz : For every sin le letter in manuscript, or paper of any kind‘ by or

upon which information shall be asked for or communicated in writing,or by

marks and signs, conveyed in the mail for any distance under three hundred

miles, five cents; and for any distance over three hundi'ed miles, ten cents; and

for a double letter there shall be charged double these rates; and for a treble

letter treble these rates; and for a quadruple letter quadruple these rates; and

every letter or parcel not exceeding half an ounce in weight shall be deemed a

sin le letter, and every additional weight of half an ounce, or additional weight

of ess than half an ounce, shall be charged with an- additional single postage.

And all drop letters, or letters placed in any post-ofiice, not for transmission by

mail, but for delivery only, shall be charged with postage at the rate of two cents

each. And all letters which shall hereafter be advertised as remaining over in
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any post-oflice, shall, when delivered out, be charged with the costs of advertis

ing the same in addition to the regular postage, both to be accounted for as other

postages now are.

2. And be it further enacted, That all newspapers of no greater size or super

fices than nineteen hundred square inches may be transmitted through the mail,

by the editors or publishers thereof, to all subscribers or other persons within

thirty miles of the city, town, or other place in which the paper is or may be

printed, free of any charge for postage whatever; and all newspapers of and

under the size aforesaid, which shall be conveyed in the mail any distance be

yond thirty miles from the place at which the same may be printed, shall be sub

ject to the rates of postage chargeable u on the same under the thirtieth section

of the act of Congress approved the thir of March, one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-five, entitled “ An Act to reduce into one the several Acts for esta

blishing and regulating the Post-Ofiice Department ;” and upon all newspa ers

of greater size or superficial extent than nineteen hundred square inches, t ere

shall be charged and collected the same rates of postage as are prescribed by this

act to be charged on magazines and pamphlets.

3. And be it further enacted, That all printed or lithographed circulars and

handbills or advertisements, printed or lithographed on quarto post or single cap

paper, or paper not larger than sin le cap, folded, directed, and unsealed, shall be

charged with postage at the rate oftwo cents for each sheet, and no more, what

ever be the distance the same may be sent; and all pamphlets, magazines, peri

odicals, and every other kind and description of printed or other matter, (except

newspapers,) which shall be unconnected with any manuscript communication

whatever, and which is or may be lawful to transmit by the mail of the United

States, shall be charged with postage at the rate of two and a half cents for each

copy sent, of no greater weight than one ounce, and one cent additional shall be

charged for each additional ounce of the weight of ever such pamphlet, maga

zine, matter, or thing, which may be transmitted throng the mail, whatever he

the distance the same may be transported ; and any fractional excess of not less

than one half of an ounce, in the weight of any such matter or thing, above one

or more ounces, shall he charged for as if said excess amounted to a full ounce.

4. And be itfurther enacted, That the Postmaster General be, and he is hereby

authorized, upon all mail routes over or upon which the amount of matter usually

transported, or which may be offered or deposited in the post-otfice or post-oflicea

for transportation, is or may become so great as to threaten materially to retard

the progress or endanger the security of the letter mail, or to cause any consid~

erable augmentation of the cost of transporting the whole mail at the present rate

of speed, to provide for the separate and more secure conveyance of the letter

mail, at a speed at least equal to that at which the mail is now transported over

such route, taking care to allow in no case of any greater delay in the transpor

tation of the other matters and things to be transported inthe mail on any such

route than may appear absolutely necessary, regard being had to the cost of ex

pediting its transportation, and the means at his disposal or under his control for

effecting the same.

5. And be 'it further enacted, That the twenty-seventh section of the Act of

Congress entitled “ An Act to reduce into one the several Acts for establishing

and regulating tho Post-Office Department,” approved and signed the third day of

March, in the year one thousand eight hundred and twenty-five, and all other

acts and parts of acts granting and conferring upon any person whatsoever the

right or privilege to receive and transmit through the mail, free of postage, let

ters, packets, newspapers, eriodicals, or other matters, be, and the same are
hereby utterly abrogated andprepealed.

6. And be it further enacted, That from and after the passage of this act, all

ofiicers of the government of the United States, heretofore having the franking

privilege, shall be authorized and required to keep an account of all postage

charged to and payable by them, respectively, upon letters, packages, or other

matters received throu h the mail, touching the duties or business of their res -

pettive ofiices; and said accounts for postage, upon being duly verified by said
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oilicers, respectively, shall be allowed and paid quarter yearly, out of the contin

gent fund of the bureau or department to which the otficers aforesaid may res

pectively belon or be attached. And the three Assistant Postmasters General

shall be entitle to have remitted by the postmaster in Washington, all postage

charged upon letters, packages or other matter, received by them respectively

through the mail, touching the business of the post-office department, or the par

ticular branch of that business committed to them, respectively ; and each of the

said Assistant Postmasters General shall be, and hereby is, authorized to trans

mit through the mail, free of postage, any letters, packages, or other matter rela~

ting exclusively to his oificial duties, or to the business of the post-office depart

ment; but he shall, in every such case, endorse on the back of the letter or

package so as to be sent free of postage, over his own signature, the words “ of

ficial business.” And for any such endorsement falsely made, the person so

offending shall forfeit and pay three hundred dollars. And the several deputy

postmasters throughout the United States shall be authorized to charge, and have

allowed to them in the settlement of their accounts with the Post-Office Depart

ment, all postage which they may have paid or had charged to them, respec

tively, for letters, packages, or other matters received by them on the business of

their respective otlices or of the Post-Ofiice Department, upon a verification on

oath of their accounts for the same, and the transmission of the charged letters

as vouchers; and the said several deputy postmasters shall be, and hereby are,

authorized to send through the mail, free of postage, all letters and packages

which it may be their duty, or they may have occasion, to transmit to any person

or place, and which shall rela'te exclusively to the business of their respective

oilices, or to the business of the Post-Office Department; but in every such case,

the deputy postmaster sending any such letter or package shall endorse thereon,

over his own signature, the words “ post-ofiice business.” And for any and

every such endorsement falsely made, the person making the same shall forfeit

and pay three hundred dollars. And when the commissions of any postmaster

amount to less than twenty-five dollars per annum, it shall be lawful for the

Postmaster General to increase the rate of his commissions, provided that they

do not exceed fifty per cent on letter postage accruing at such ofl‘ice; and the

Postmaster General is hereby required to cause accounts to be kept of the post

age that would be chargeable at the rates prescribed in this act upon all matter

passing free through the mail according to the provisions of this act; and the

sums thus chargeable shall be paid to the Post-Oflice Department from the con

tingent funds of the two houses of Congress and of the other departments of the

government for which such mail service may have been performed, and where

there is no such fund, that they be paid out of the treasury of the United States.

'7. And be it further enacted, That the Act of Congress entitled, “ An Act an

thorizing the governors of the several states to transmit by mail certain books

and documents,” approved June the thirtieth, one thousand eight hundred and

thirty-four, shall remain and continue in full force, any thing hereinbefore to the

contrary notwithstanding: and the members of Congress, the delegates from ter

ritories, the secretary of the Senate, and the clerk of the House of Representa

tives, shall be, and they are hereby authorized to transmit, free of postage, to any

post-oflice within the United States, or the territories thereof, any documents

which have been or may be printed by order of either house of Congress, any

thing in this law to the contrary notwithstanding.

8. And be it further enacted, That each member of the Senate, each member of

the House of Representatives, and each delegate from a territory of the United

States, the secretary of the Senate, and the clerk of the House of Representatives

may, during each session of Congress, and for a period of thirty days before the

commencement and .thirty days after the end of each and every session of Con

gress, receive through the mail, free of postage, any letter, newspaper, or packet,

not exceeding two ounces in weight; and all postage charged upon any letters,

packages, petitions, memorials, or other matters or things received during any

session of Congress, by any senator, member, or delegate of the House of Repre

eentatives, touching his olficial or legislative duties, by reason of any excess of
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weight above two ounces, of the matter or thing so received, shall be paid out of

the contingent fund of the house of which the person receiving the same may be

a member. And they shall have the right to frank written letters from them

selves during the whole year, as now authorized by law.

9. And be itfurlher enacted, That it shall not be lawful for any person or per

sons to establish any private express or expresses, for the conveyance, nor in any

manner cause to be conveyed, or provide for the conveyance or transportation, by

regular trips, or at stated periods or intervals, from one city, town, or other place,

to any other city, town, or place in the United States, between, and from, and to

which cities, towns, or other places, the United States mail is regularly trans

ported, under the authority of the Post-Ofiice Department, of any letters, packets,

or packages of letters, or other matter properly transmittable in the United States

mail, except newspapers, pamphlets, magazines, and periodicals; and each and

every person ofi'ending against this provision, or aiding or assisting therein, or

acting as such private express, shall, for each time any letter or letters, packet or

packages, or other matter properly transmittable by mail, except newspapers,

pamphlets, magazines, and periodicals, shall, or may be, by him, her, or them, or

through his, her, or their means or instrumentality, in whole or in part, conveyed

or transported, contrary to the true intent, spirit, and meaning of this section, for

feit and pay the sum of one hundred and fifty dollars.

10. And be it further enacted, That it shall not be lawful for any stage coach,

railroad car, steamboat, packet boat, or other vehicle or vessel, nor any of the

owners, managers, servants, or crews of either, which regularly perform trips at

stated periods on a post route, or between two or more cities, towns or other

places, from one to the other of which the United States mail is regularly con

veyed under the authority of the Post-Oflice Department, to transport or convey,

otherwise than in the mail, any letter or letters, packet or packages of letters, or

other mailable matter whatsoever, except such as may have relation to some part

of the cargo of such steamboat, packet boat, or other vessel, or to some article at

the same time conveyed by the same stage coach, railroad car, or other vehicle,

and exceptin also, newspapers, pamphlets, magazines, and periodicals; and for

every such 0 ence the owner or owners of the stage coach, railroad car, steam

boat, packet boat, or other vehicle or vessel, shall forfeit and pay the sum of one

hundred dollars ; and the driver, captain, conductor, or person having charge of

any such stage coach, railroad car, steamboat, packet boat, or other vehicle, or

vessel, at the time of the commission of any such offence, and who shall not at

that time be the owner thereof, in whole nor in part, shall, in like manner, forfeit

and pay, in every such case of offence, the sum of fifty dollars.

11. And be it further enacted, That the owner or owners of every stage coach,

railroad car, steamboat, or other vehicle or vessel, which shall, with the know—

ledge of any owner or owners, in whole or in part, or with the knowledge

or connivance of the driver, conductor, captain, or other person having

charge of any such stage coach, railroad car, steamboat, or other vessel or ve

hicle, convey or transport any erson or persons acting or employed as a private

express for the conveyance 0 letters, packets, or packages of letters, or other

mailable matter, and actually in possession of such mailable matter, for the pur

pose of transportation, contrary to the spirit, true intent, and meaning of the pre

ceding sections of this law, shall be subject to the like fines and penalties as are

hereinbefore provided and directed in the case of persons acting as such private

expresses, and of persons employing the same ; but nothing in this act contained

shall be construed to prohibit the conveyance or transmission of letters, packets,

or packages, or other matter, to any part of the United States, by private hands,

no compensation being tendered or received therefor in any way, or by a special

messenger employed only for the single particular occasion.

12. And be itfurlher enacted, That all persons whatsoever who shall, after the

sage of this act, transmit by any private express, or other means by this actEgtszlared to be unlawful, any letter or letters, package or packages, or other mail

able matter, excepting newspapers, pamphlets, magazines, and periodicals, or

who shall place or cause to be deposited at any appointed place, for the purpose

of being transported by such unlawful means, any matter or thing properly trans
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mittable, by mail, excepting newspapers, pamphlets, magazines, and periodicals,

or who shall deliver any such matter, excepting newspapers, pamphlets, maga

zines, and periodicals for transmission to any agent or cuts of such unlawful

ex resses, shall, for each and every otlience, forfeit an pay the sum of fifty

do ars. '

13. And be it further enacted, That nothing in this act contained shall have the

efl'ect, or be construed, to prohibit the conveyance or transportation of letters by

steamboats, as authorized by the sixth section of the Act entitled “ An Act to re

duce into one the several Acts for establishing and regulating the Post-Ofiice

Department, approved the third of March, one thousand ‘eight hundred and

twenty-five.” Providedfll‘hat the requirements of said act be strictly complied

with, by the delivery, within the time specified by said act, of all letters so con

veyed, not relating to the car 0, or some part thereof, to the postmaster or other

authorized agent of the Post- fiice Department at the port or place to which said

letters may be directed, or intended to be delivered over from said boat; and the

postmaster or other agent of the Post-Oflice Department shall charge and collect

upon all letters or other mailable matter, so delivered to him, except news apers,

pamphlets, magazines, and periodicals, the same rates of posta e as wou d have

been charged upon said letters had they been transmitted by ma" from the port or

place at which they were placed on ‘board the steamboat from which they were

received; but 'it is hereby expressly provided, that all the pains and penalties

provided by this act, for any violations of the provisions of the eleventh

section of this act, shall attach in every case to any steamboat, or to the owners

and persons having charge thereof, the captain or other person having charge of

which shall'not, as aforesaid, comply with the requirements of the sixth section

‘of the said law of one thousand eight hundred and twenty-five. And no post.

vmaster shall receive, to be conveyed by the mail, any packet which shall weigh

.more than three pounds.

14. And be it further enacted, That the postmaster general shall have power,

and he is hereby authorized to contract with the owners or commanders of any

steamboat plyin upon the western or other waters of the United States, for the

transportation 0 the mail for any length of time or number of trips, less than the

‘time for which contracts for transporting the mail of the United States are now

usually made under existing laws, and without the previous advertisements now

-required before entering into such contracts, whenever in his opinion the public

interest and convenience will be promoted thereby : Provided, That the price to

be paid for such service shall 'in no case beLgreater than the average rate paid

for such service under the last precedingor en existing regular contract for

transporting the mail u on the route he may so for a less time contract for the

transportation of the mai upon.

15. And be it further enacted, That“ mailable matter,” and “ matter properly

t'ransm'ittable by mail,” shall be deemed and taken to mean, all letters and news

papers, and all ma azines and pamphlets periodically published, or which may be

published in regu ar series or in successive numbers, under the same title,

though at irregular intervals, and all other written or printed matter whereof

each copy or number shall not exceed eight ounces in weight, excepting bank

notes, sent in packages or bundles, without written letters accompanying them;

but bound books, of any size, shall not be held to .be included within the meaning

of these terms. And any packet or packets, of whatever size or weight, being

made up of any such mailable matter, shall subject all rsons concerned in

transporting the same to all the penalties of this law, equal y as if it or they were

not so made up into a packet or packages. But nothing in this act contained

shall be so construed as to prohibit any person whatever from transporting, or

causing to be transported, over any mail route, or any road or way parallel

thereto, any books, magazines, or pamphlets, or newspapers, not marked, direct

ed, or intended for immediate distribution to subscribers or others, but intended

for sale as merchandise, and transported in the usual mode of transporting mer

chandise over the particular route used, and sent or consi ed to some bona fide

dealer or agent for the sale thereof; nor shall any thing erein be construed to
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interfere with the right of any traveller to have and take with him or her, for his

or her own use, _any book, pamphlet, magazine, or newspaper.

16. And be it further enacted, That the term “ newspaper,” hereinbefore used,

shall be, and the same is hereby defined to be, any printed publication, issued in

numbers, consisting of not more than two sheets, and published at short inter

vals of not more than one month, conveying intelligence of passing events, and

bona fide extras and supplements of any such publication. And nothing herein

contained shall be so construed as to prevent the free exchange of newspapers

between the publishers thereof, as provided for under the twenty-ninth section of

the Act entitled “ An Act to reduce into one the several Acts for establishing and

regulating the Post-Ofiice Department, approved the third day of March, one

thousand eight hundred and twenty-five.”

1'7. And be it further enacted, That all pecuniary penalties and forfeitures, in

curred under this act, shall be one half for the use of the person or persons in

forming and prosecuting for the same, and the other half to the use of the United

States, and shall be paid over to the postmaster general, and accounted for by

him as other moneys of the department; and all causes of action arisin under

this act may be sued, and all ofi'enders against this act may be prosecute , before

the justices of the peace, magistrates, or other judicial courts of the several

states and of the several territories of the United States, they having competent

jurisdiction, by the laws of such states or vterritories, to the trial of claims and

demands of - as great value, and of the prosecutions, where the punishments are

of as great extent ; and such justices, magistrates, or judiciary, shall take cogni

zance thereof, and proceed to judgment and execution, as in other cases.

18. And be it further enacted, That it shall be the duty of the postmaster gene

ral in all future lettings of contracts for the transportation of the mail, to let the

same, in every case, to the lowest bidder, tendering suflicient guarantees for

faithful performance, without other reference to the mode of such transportation

than may be necessary to provide for the due celerity, certainty, and security of

such transportation ; nor shal any new contractor hereafter be required to pur

chase out, or take at valuation, the stock or yehicles of an previous contractor

for the same route. And all the advertisements made un er the orders of the

postmaster general, in a newspaper or newspapers, of letters uncalled for in any

post-ofiice, shall be inserted in the paper or papers, of the town or place where

the office advertising may be situated, havinrr the largest circulation, provided the

editor or editors of such paper or papers sha l agree to insert the same for a price

not greater than that now fixed by law ; and in case of question or dis ute as to

the amount of the circulation of any papers, the editors of which may esire this

advertisin , it shall be the duty of the postmaster to receive evidence and decide

upon the act.

19. And be it further enacted, That to insure, so far as may be practicable, an

equal and just rate of compensation, accordin to the service performed, among

the several railroad companies in the United tates, for the transportation of the

mail, it shall be the duty of the postmaster general to arran e and divide the

railroad routes, including those in which the service is part y by railroad and

part1 by steamboats, into three classes, according to the size of the mails, the

s e with which they are conveyed. and the importance of the service ; and it

shill be lawful for him to contract for conveying the mail with any such railroad

company, either with or without advertising for such contract: Provided, That

for the conveyance of the mail on any railroad of the first class, he shall not pay

a higher rate of compensation than is now allowed by law ; nor for carryin the

mail on any railroad of the second class, a greater compensation than one un

dred dollars per mile per annum, nor for carryin the mail on any railroad of the

third class, a greater compensation than fifty do lars per mile per annum. And

in case the postmaster general shall not be able to conclude a contract for car

ing the mail on any of such railroad routes at a compensation not exceeding

e aforesaid maximum rates, or for what he may deem a reasonable and fair

compensation for the service to be performed, it shall be lawful for him to sepa

rate the letter mail from the residue of the mail, and to contract, either with or
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without advertising, for conveying the letter mail over such route, by horse ex

press or otherwise, at the greatest speed that can reasonably be obtained; and

also to contract for carrying over such route the residue of the mail, in wagons

or otherwise, at a slower rate of speed: PTOUidBd, That if one-half of the service,

on any railroad, is required to be performed in the night season, it shall be law

ful for the postmaster general to pay twenty-five per cent in addition to the afore

said maximum rates of allowance: And providedfurther, that if it shall be found

necessary to convey over any railroad route more than two mails daily, it shall

be lawful for the postmaster general to pay such additional compensation as he

may think just and reasonable, having reference to the service performed and

the maximum rate of allowance established by this act.

20. And be ilfurthe'r enacted, That all causes of action arising under this act

may be sued, and all ofi'enders against this act may be prosecuted before any

Circuit or District Court of the United States, or of the District of Columbia, or

of the territories of the United States.

21. And be it further enacted, That for the purpose of guarding against the pos

sibility of any embarrassment in the operations of the Post-Office Department,

consequent upon any deficiency of the revenues of said department, which may be

occasioned by the reduction of the rates of posta e by this act made, there be, and

hereby is, appropriated the sum of seven hundre and fifty thousand dollars, to be

paid out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, and to be la

ced to the credit of the Post-Office Department in the treasury of the United

States, to be applied under the direction of the postmaster general, to supplying

any deficiency in the regular revenues from postage, in the same manner as the

revenues of said department are now by law applie .

22. And be it further enacted, That in case the amount of postage collected

from the rates of postage prescribed by this act, with the annual appropriation

from the treasury of seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars herein granted,

shall rove insufficient to pay the expense of the mail service throughout the

United1 States, to an extent equal to what is now em'oyed by the public, and also

the expense of extending and enlarging the same in due proportion with the in

crease and expansion of the population, particularly in the new states and terri

tories, the deficiency that may arise shall be paid out of any moneys in the trea

sury not otherwise appropriated: Provided, That the amount of expenditure for

the Post-Oflice Department shall not, in the entire aggregate, exclusive of sala

ries of ofiicers, clerks, and messen ers of the General Post-Oflice, and the

contingent fund of the same, excee the annual amount of four million five

hundred thousand dollars.

23. And be it further enacted, That nothing in this act contained, shall be

construed to repeal the laws heretofore enacted, granting the franking privi

lege to the President of the United States, when in ofiice, and to all ex-Pre

sidents, and to the widows of the former Presidents, Madison and Harrison.

 

MERGANTILE LAW DEPARTMENT.

LIBEL FOR POSSESSXON—BOTTOMRY BOND.

Inthe district court of the United States, before Judge Sprague. The schoon—

er William, Andrew Carland libellant, James Downing and James Carbrey,

claimants.

This was a libel for possession, by Garland, who claimed under one Bowler.

Downing and Carlirey intervened, denying any right in Garland or his grantor,

but claiming the sole title in Downing; and Carbrey set up a bottomry bond

covering the whole value of the vessel, given him b Downing as sole owner,

and which Downing in his answer admitted to be ue in ful. The libellant

contended that this bond was void, as against Bowler and his guarantee for fraud.

Sprague J. said‘ that the bill of sale was in Downing only, and the first ques

tion was, whether Bowling had an equitable interest which he could convey to

vet. XIIL—NO- r. 6
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Garland. The court was satisfied, upon all the evidence, that Downing purchased

the vessel to hold jointly for himself and Bowler, Bowler advancing more than

half the purchase money; the balance, but little more than one-third, being loaned

to Downing by Carbrey. They took possession together, and Bowler was driven

from the vessel, as the evidence seems to show, intentionally on the part of Down- '

in . Bowler, then, had an interest ca able of assignment, and a roper bill of

sale of his interest to Carland was pr need. The vessel was so d by order of

court upon the agreement of the parties to the suit, and the question is as to the

disposal of ' the proceeds in the registry. Carbrey’s bond, if good for its full

amount, will take up all these roceeds. But the circumstances in proof satisfy

the court that it is void for frau , as to these parties. It was taken so as to cover

the whole vessel, when only about one-third the sum was actually due. Such a.

bond is capable of being used fraudulently, and the use made of it will explain

the original intention of the parties. When Carbrey took it, he not only knew

that it was for nearly three times the debt, and that Downing had neither money

nor credit, but also knew what money Bowler had advanced. When Bowler

was turned from the vessel and utterly destitute, he applied to the counsel, and

under advice of counsel, a demand was made on Downing for a conveyance to

Bowler for a proper title to his share. This was refuse . A suit was then

brought for money had, and received, and the vessel attached as Downing’s prop

erty. Carbrey then, with the knowledge of Downing, gave formal notice to the

sheriff of his bond for the whole value, and stated it to be all due, and by reason

of this, the suit was dropped. Bowler then sold his interest for a small sum to

the libellant, who, having means and knowledge of the circumstances, brings this

suit. Again, Carbrey and Downing resisted all right in Bowler, and jointly set

up the bond as due to its full amount, and it was not until a full investigation

and interrogatories to Carbrey under oath, that the true debt was ascertained.

The use made of the instrument has been grossl fraudulent, and this, added to

the circumstances under which it was made, lea s to the conclusion that it was

made to be used if parties should think proper. It cannot, therefore, be set up in

this court.

It is contended that Bowler is an alien, and could not, therefore, hold or convey

a title. This defence was not set up in the loadings, and therefore not before

the court. Some evidence has been admitted without objection, but the alien

age is not satisfactorily proved. It is then contended that by bringing his suit

against Downing for money had, and received, Bowler has abandoned what title

in the vessel he may have had. But he was compelled to brin that suit by the

fraudulent conduct of these parties, and having abandoned it, ev shall not sto

him by their own act. It appears in evidence that Carland, the libellant, before

he bought of Bowler, knew that Carbrey had actually advanced about one-third

of the purchase money. Upon this it is contended that thou h the bond may be

void in toto against Bowler, upon whose rights it was a frau , yet it ought to be

ood, for its true amount against Carland, who knew of the advance. His

Elonor said that there was an a pearance of reason in this, but he was satisfied

the principle was otherwise; an gtpon this ground; if a bond, void in toto against

Bowler for fraud, may yet he go in part against a person who purchases of

him, knowing that part of the debt was ori inally ood, then Bowler connot sell

to such a purchaser for full value. The ru e woul limit the ability of the party

defrauded to get a full price for his actual interest. It is for the benefit of Bowler

and not of his purchaser, that the latter is allowed to resist the bond in loto.

Decree for one-half the proceeds to the libellant, with costs. The remainde r

to await the further order of the court upon applications from other parties.

ACTION OF ASSUMPSIT FOR PRICE OF GOODS SOLD AND. DELIVERED.

In the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts. Phineas Sprague, et al., v.

Simon Gillett, et al.

This was an action of assumpsit for the price of a quantity of cordage sold

and delivered. The declaration contained the money counts. Evidence was in

troduced tendin to show the following facts. The defendants, and one Charles

A. Brown, now eceased, were in November, 1840, the owners of five-eight parts
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of the bark Creole, and before the 20th of November, the defendants authorised

Brown, as their agent, to purchase their proportion of the outfits of the bark, then

fitting for a whaling voyage. They ma e no advance to Brown, and it did not

appear whether he was or not instructed to purchase on credit. On November

20th, Brown, acting as such agent, purchased the cordage in question, of the plain

tifi‘s the same being a necessary part of the outfits of the bark, on a credit of six

months; and a note was given by Brown, as agent, to the ‘plaintiffs, ayable in

six months from date. About two months after this purchase, the eiendar...

made a settlement with Brown, and paid him their proportion of the outfits, with

a commission for his services. There was no evidence that the defendants knew

that the purchase of the cordage was made upon a credit.

Upon these facts, the defendants contended that they were not liable for the

amount of the plaintifi's’ claim; but the Court ruled otherwise, and instructed the

jury that they were so liable, anda verdict was returned for the plaintiffs accordingly.

To these instructions the defendants exce ted.

Wilde J. delivered the opinion of the ourt. 1. It is contended by the defen

dants, that Brown was not authorised by them to make these purchases on their

credit. But it is clear that he was employed by them as their agent to make the

purchases, and that they gave him no funds to do it with. It must then be pre

sumed that he was authorised to purchase on their credit. It cannot be supposed

that he was to use his individual credit, or his rivate funds. Where an author

ity is given to do an act, the authority is imp iedly given to use the necessar

means. 2. It is also objected that Brown should have purchased, if on credit

at all, on a shorter term of credit, or on demand. But there is no evidence of

any usage to that effect, and we can only presume that he was to purchase on

reasonable terms, and to exercise a good discretion. Those who sell to an a ent

are not responsible for his fidelity to his principal. 3. It is immaterial whet er,

in this action, the plaintiffs rely upon the note, or the account for which the note

was given. If Brown was not authorised to give such a note, then he did not

give the plaintifl's such a note as he agreed to give, nor such a note as it purport

ed upon its face to be; and they have a right to fall back upon their original ac

count. Exceptions overruled, and judgment for the plaintiffs.
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COMMERCIAL siTairs have presented, since the date of our last review, no very decided.

changes. The evil influence of political difficulties, which we remarked as then brood

ing over the markets—operating upon the fears of the timid, and the judgment of the

prudent—depressing prices, paralyzing enterprise, and depreciating property—continues

to develop its disastrous efi'ects. Hence, we observe that, although money has become

again abundant, at rates as low as 5 per cent for bank discounts, no increased activity is,

as usual, attendant upon that circumstance, in the stock market. On the other hand, even

good stock seems disposed to decline, under the sensitive fears engendered by war rumors,

added to the fact that the supply of stocks in the New York market by far exceeds the

demand for investment. The following table shows the variation which leading stocks

have undergone in New York :—
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Patel-Ls or S'rocxs in THE New YORK Mum.

  

  

  

1844. 1845.

Rate. Redeemable. Jan'y. June. Sept. Dec. May.

United States,.... . . 6’s 1862 113} 113 116 113 113i

“ .... .. 5 1853 102} 102 104i 103i 1031

New York,.. 7 1848-49 107* 106* 1091» 106 104%

“ 6 1862 108 107i “ 110* 101 108

“ 55 1861 103i 103* 106 104 104

“ ....... .. 5 1855 10H 100i 105 103 1061

“ ....... .. 5 1860 101 101 98 103 100*

N. Y. city, 7 1857 110 110 114 115 112

“ 5 1870 99 100iL 1011} 102 ~ 99}

Ohio, .............. . . 6 1856 96 951 99 96 97}

“ 7 .... .. 104i 102 105} 103 101%
Kentucky,... . .6 101% 101 102* 1031; 101iL

Tennessee,.......... 6 100 102 102 100 101

Alabama,, 5 80 . 80 72} 72*

Pennsylvania, . .. 5 65 74!’ 71} 73* 73}

Illinois, ......... . . 6 40$ 49 43} 36 39

Indiana,.............. 5 . 37 445 43 34} 34§

Harlem Railroa , . . .... .. 431 721 73$ 64 73

Mohawk d0.,........ . . . 5l§ 60 62 58} 61

L. Island do.,....... . .... .. 72 80 83 75 73*

Stonington,......... . .... .. 33} 43 45} 39' 37}

N. and Wot. do.,.. . .... .. 34% 53} 72* 66} 75

Erie d0.,............. . .... .. 15* 19 24 27* 31}

There is a marked depression in prices, it appears, in almost all descriptions; which is

more remarkable in stocks of the character of United States 6’s, and New York city and

state. It is observable, however, that the last quotations for United States stocks are

dividend oil‘. This price for United States stocks yields rather less than 5 per cent for the

money. A new loan of $400,000 has been made, however, by the state of New York,

under the law for preserving the state credit, at a rate which yields 5} per cent. The

loan is a 6 per cent semi-annual stock, redeemable in 1852, and was taken at $102 25

for $170,000; $102 30 for $225,000; and $103 25 for $5,000. The old stock of

the same time and tenor, are selling in the market at 6 per cent premium. The follow

ing table shows the whole amount of the present debt of the state of New York, and the

terms on which each debt was contracted :—

ISSUES or New Your; STATE Srocx.

  

Description. Date of iss. Redeemable. Terms. Rate of int. Amount.

Erie and Champlain,... . . . . 1817 1837 par. 6’s $200,000

“ 1818 1837 4,52 pr. 6’s ‘ 200,000

" 1819 1837 1* a 2,68 pr. 6’s 375,000

“ 1819 1837 par. 6’s 25,000

“ .. Jan. 1820 1837 par. 6’s 130,000

“ .... .. Feb.1820 1837 1 prem. 6’s 300,000

“ .... .. Aug. 1820 1837 7i 8 8 pr. 6's 263,500

“ .... .. 1821 1837 6 :1 6,05 pr. 5’s 1,000,000

“ .... .. 1822 1837 1,25 pr. 6’s 600,000

“ .... .. Sept. 1822 J’ly,1845 7,10 pr. 6’s 250,000

“ .... .. Oct. 1822 1845 2,54 dis. 5’s 200,000

“ 1822 1845 7,32 pr. 6's 300,000

“ .... .. 1823 1845 1 11 6,50 dis. 5’s 856,000

“, .... .. 1823 1845 5,36 pr. 6’s 300,000

“ .... .. ' 1824 1845 Q :1 9,96 pr. 5’s 1,118,271

“ .... .. Nov. 1824 1845 par. 55 450,000

“ .... . . 1825 1826 par. 6’s 270,000

$7,739,771

Oswego Canal, ........... . . 1826 1846 par. 5's 227,000

Cayuga and Seneca,..... . . 1826 1846 6 pr. 5's 150,000
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' Description. Date of has. Red‘nmble. Terms. Rate of int. Amount.

Oswego,...................... 1828 1846 par 8 2,25 pr. 5’s $210,000

Cayuga and Seneca, ..... .. 1829 1849 par. 5’s 87,000

Chemung, ................. .. 1830 1850 10,38 a 11 pr. 5’8 150,000

“ 1831 1850 15,10 pr. 5’s 140,263

Crooked Lake,. . 1831 1850 .... .. 5's 100,000

Chemung,. 1833 1850 17,51 pr. 5’s 25,737

1833 ’ 1845 15,51 pr. 5’s 100,000

1833 1850 .... . . 5’s 20,000

1834 1845 6* pr. 5’s 900,000

1836 1845 1* a 3 pr. 5’s 675,000

1837 1845 7,10 pr. 5's 525,969

1837 1855 2 a 6,82 pr. 5's 69,030

1837 1850 5 a 7,91 pr. 5’8 316,247

1837 1850 par. 5’s 252,090

1837 1860 par. 5's 1,978,526

1837 1860 8, 15 a. 11, 18 pr. 5’& 21,474

Chenango, ............ .. 1838 1860 par. 5’s 92,532

Erie Enlargement,.... .. 1838 1855 1-5 a i pr. 5's 1,000,000

Black River,............... . 1838 1850 3 pr. 5’s 23,200

Erie Enlargement,. 1839 1855 par. 5’s - 3,000,000

Black River,......... . 1839 1850 par. 5's 208,553

Oneida “ 1839 1860 par. 5’s 25,000

Chenango,................... 1839 1850 2; pr. 5’s 20,000

Erie Enlargement,..,...... 1840 1854 par. 6’s 500,000

“ ....... .. 1840 1858 9 a 15} dis. 5’s 2,225,519

Black River, .............. . . 1840 1858 9 dis. 5’s 250,000

Genssee Valley,... 1840 1858 9 u 15; dis. 58 556,379

Oneida River,.... ...... .. 1840 1860 9 dis. 58 25,000

Chenang0,..... . . 1840 1853 5% dis. 5’s 20,000

Erie Enlargemen ,. .. 1841 1860 par. 6’s 300,600

Chemung,................. ,. 1841 1860 9 a 15} dis. 5’s 114,392

" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1841 1860 par. 6’s 33,682

Black River,......... . 1841 1858 15* dis. 5’s 26,706

“ . 1841 1860 par. 6’s 10,000

Genesee Valley,.. .. 1841 1858 15} dis. 5’s 56,379

Oneida Lake,............... 1841 1851 par. 5’s 50,000

Erie Enlargement,......... 1842 1860 par. 6’8 8,500

Genesee Valley, .......... .. 1842 1860 par. 6’s 10,000

Total,............. .. $22,185,986

Preserving credit of state, 1842 1848-9 par. 7’8 3,647,139

“ “ 1843 1860 2* pr. 6's 320,000

" " May, 1843 1860 6,40 pr. as 150,000

“ “ 1843 1860 6,65 pr. 6's 150,000

" “ 1844 1862 1,51 pr. 5’s 555,000

“ “ Sept. 1844 1862 par. 5’s 100,000

“ " June, 1845 1852 2,30 pr. 6’s 225,000

“ “ 1845 1852 3,25 pr. 6’s 5,000

“ “ 1845 1852 2,25 pr. 6’s 170,000

Grand total issues,............... $27,508,125

Redeemed to July 1, _ 7,717,611

N. Y. state debt, July, ’45,.......... . $19,790,514

This is the direct debt of the state. There are, in addition, some $5,500,000 New

York stock issued to railroad and canal companies, some of which the state is already

burdened with. It will be observed‘that the terms on which New‘ York has been able to

borrow money, have varied greatly during the twenty-eight years since she first became a

borrower. In the years 1830-33, she obtained as high as 15} per cent premium for regu

lar issues of 5 per cent stock, twenty-two years to run. Such an enormous price for

stocks, in this country, naturally led to their extensive manufacture; and, like all other
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business, it was overdone. Since that time, the creation of some $230,000,000 of public

stock, state and city, has taken place in this country; and the export demand, in conse

quence of discredit, has nearly ceased. Under these circumstances, it is to be expected

that the price of stocks would rule low. It is, however, to be taken into account, that

prices of all commodities are low, profits of business are small, and the number of enter

prises demanding extraordinary capital fewer than fonnerly. Hence, it would naturally

follow that money would seek stocks for investment to a greater extent than in those years,

when a speculative feeling, pervading all classes of business, induced a demand for capi

tal, even in the smallest channels of business, to invest in extraordinary operations, apart

from the regular business of the operator. It is true that the railroad speculation in the

New England states has gone on to a surprising extent, but there is nothing in it of that

wildness that marked bank speculations in former years; and, after all, the amount of

capital to be expended in the projected railroads of the five New England states is small,

compared to the actual wealth of that section of the country, the object to which it is to

be applied, and the sources whence it will mostly be drawn. The roads projected, are

nearly all well located. It is true that, in some cases, parallel lines are laid out; but

they are in sections of the country densely populated, connecting important interests, and

in the possession of business that has heretofore paid large dividends to the existing roads

' —so large, in fact, as to indicate that the public convenience will by no means suffer from

competition. The legislature of Connecticut has granted a charter for a most important

link in connecting the great New England web of railroads with the city of New York.

We allude to the Hartford and Danbury railroad running forty miles from Hartford, to -

strike the New York line at or near the boundary of West Chester and Putnam counties.

The capital is fixed “$2,000,000. The route is through the largest and most wealthy

manufacturing towns of Connecticut; and although the work, for its length, will be an

expensive one, it will doubtless prove one of the most profitable ; forming, as it will, in

connection with the Harlem, the means of communication between New York city and

the great eastern interests. This, with the Erie and Harlem roads, will require

$10,000,000 in a year or two, and the eastern roads may require $15,000,000, in addi

tion to $2,500,000 that Boston will require for her water-works. The whole may form

an amount equal to $30,000,000, to be expended in two or three years ; and when done,

it will have called into existence available property to double the amount. This, it will

be observed, is an operation far different in its results from that of investing large sums in

banking ; which, with the credits of those concerns, are loaned out to speculators, and

sank in baseless undertakings, that leave no valuable equivalent for the outlay. In the

present state of this country, the construction of a railroad establishes a property, the value

of which must constantly be enhanced, as the country progresses in population and wealth.

It is of an enduring and permanent nature, and must ultimately be valuable ; the more

so, that its own action is one of the most powerful means of developing these resources

that react upon its own value.

In the general market, money has become very abundant, and is easily obtained at 5

per cent interest. The exchanges have continued low, and remarkably uniform—at about

par for sterling and European points, and i a 1 per cent discount from all parts of the

United States, in favor of the great centre, New York. The amount of debts due the

city of New York are probably large—much more so than last year. They are not, how

ever, as promptly paid as it was anticipated that they would be, owing to the low prices

of the great staples of the country. The tendencyaof specie is, therefore, to the city ;

and the amount in the vaults of the New York banks is increasing. It will probably, at

the August return, show an increase of some $1,500,000 above that of the May return.

The leading features of the New York banks, for several quarters, were as follows :—
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Banks or New You.

Nov., 1843. Aug., 1844. Nov., 1844. Feb., 1845. May, 1845.

Loans,.... $61,514,129 $71,643,929 $73,091,788 $70,883,578 $74,646,060

Specie, 11,502,789 10,191,974 8,968,092 6,893,236 8,118,324

Circulation,..... 17,213,101 18,091,364 20,152,219 18,513,403 19,581,543

Deposits, 27,398,160 28,757,112 30,391,622 25,976,246 28,425,967

From May to August is usually the season when travellers and traders coming to New

York for pleasure, or to buy goods, or pay old debts, bring with them large amounts of

money. It is also the season when the supply of foreign bills being the least, an export

of coin springs up to supply the deficit. This year, however, notwithstanding the pay

ment of $2,500,000 New York state stock, due July lst, and the resumpn'on of the

Pennsylvania dividends, the remittances are much less than last year. This arises from

diminished imports, and from a better price obtained abroad for cotton sold, as well as for

increasing quantities of general farm produce sold in England, under the modified tarifl'

of that country. As an indication of the progress of that business, we annex a table of

the quantities of each kind of produce exported from the United States for several years,

as follows :—

QUAN'rrrn-s 01-‘ DOMESTIC PRODUCE EU’ORTED FROM THE UNITED STA'I'S

1841. 1842. 1843. 1844.

  

Fish, dried, ................. ..quintals 252,199 256,083 174,220 271,610

Oil, sperm . . .galls. 349,393 287,761 476,688 451,317

“ whale,... ....... .. 4,094,924 3,909,728 2,479,916 4,104,504

Whalebone,......... ...lbs. 1,271,363 918,280 898,773 4,149,607

Candles, sperm,..._ ...lbs. 599,657 986,010 965,073 606,454

“ tallow, .. . . .. 2,145,845 1,981,602 1,998,357 3,086,566

Staves, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ 42,507 31,843 19,765 23,246

Tar and pitch, ........ .. .bbls. 77,019 52,455 37,454 62,477

Turpentine and r0sin,.. ...... _. . 244,846 277,787 188,952 362,668

Ashes,.. ..tons 5,565 8,012 5,436 18,271

Beefi... .bbls. 56,537 48,581 37,812 106,474

Tallow,... .... . .lbs. 980,027 7,038,092 7,489,582 9,915,366

Pork, . .bbls. 133,290 180,032 80,310 161,629

Hams, . . . . . .lbs . 2,794,517 2,518,841 2,422,067 3,886,976

Lard,.. . . . . ..... . . 10,594,654 20,102,397 24,534,217 25,746,355

Butter, ..~ .. 3,785,993 2,055,133 3,408,247 3,251,952

Cheese, . . . . .. 1,748,471 2,456,607 3,440,144 7,343,145

Sheep,.... ..No. 14,639 19,557 13,609 12,980

Wheat,_.. .bush. 868,585 817,598 311,685 558,917

mourn". ....bbls. 1,515,817 1,283,602 841,474 1,438,574

Corn,...... .. ...bush. 535,727 600,308 672,608 825,282

Corn-meal, . . . . . . . .bbls. , 232,284 209,199 174,354 247,882

Bread, ship,... .. .. . 103,995 83,594 96,572 117.781

Potatoes, .... . . . . .bush. 136,095 194,946 144,99 1 183,232

Apples,... . ...bbls. 25,216 14,239 15,412 22,324

Rice,... ...tcs. 101,617 114,617 106,766 134,715

Cott0n,... ...lbs. 530,204,100 584,717,017 792,297,106 663,633,455

Tobacco,. ...hhds. 147,828 158,710 94,454 163,042

Hops,..... .... ..lbs. 176,619 399,188 1,182,565 664,663

Wax,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254,088 331,856 475,727 963,031

Spirits, . . . . . . . . _ . . .gallons 328,791 193,860 89,546 215,719

llolassesw . . . .. . ........ . . 1,281,142 998,409 491,947 881,325

...lbs. 3,414,122 3,854,836 3,186,652 4,732,751

Tobacco, manuf’d 7,503,644 4,434,214 3,404,252 6,066,878

Lead,... 2,177,164 14,552,357 15,366,918 18,420,407

2,387,514 2,156,223 2,629,201 2,945,634

Sugar, refined, .. 13,435,084 3,480,346 598,884 1,671,107

Gunpowder,.... .. 1 ,389,948 1,539,284 436,589 1,227,654

Salt, .......................... 11011111‘. 215,084 110,400 40,678 157,529

In this, we have a very remarkable increase under the head of provisions, more par
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ticularly in the articles of beef, cheese, tallow, lard, &.c. The exports of lead have also

become very important, and are rapidly increasing in magnitude, under the influence of

actual demand for consumption, at profitable rates to the shippers. The exports for 1845

have evinced a corresponding increase, and have supported the exchanges. As an in

stance of the remarkable regularity of the latter, we annex the following table :—

Rs'res 0e Srenuno BILLS AND Cnecxs ON New YORK AT New ORLEANS, wrrn Tire Re

CEIPTB 0F SPECIE AT THAT POINT, FROM SEPTEMBER 5TH, TO THE CLOSE OF EACH MONTH

AISO, THE SPECIE IN THE VAULTS OF THE BANK AT THE CLOSE OF EACH MONTH

 

 

1 Sterling. Cheeks on N. Y. Rec. specie.

June,....................... 7* a 8 - a par. $9,382,245

7} a 8 - a j pr. 10,100,858

81 a 9 1 a 1; pr. 10,368,621

75 a 8} i a 2 pr. 10,407,371

8 a 8} l a li dis. 97,516

5 a 6 _ 11 a 2 dis. 388,601

6} a 7 1 a - dis. 1,393,021

7 a 7'1 1 a 1} dis. 2,338,158

6} a 7} 1} a 1!, dis. 3,083,722

5; a 6 I; a 2* dis. 4,385,745

5; a 61» 1 a 1} dis. 5,526,221

8 a 8} i a 1 pr. 6,745,035

Tune—Continued.

Sterling. - N. Y. checks. Rec. specie. Specie in h’k.

June 1,..... 7* a 8i - a 1 pr. $7,357,565 $9,243,262

July 1,._... 8 a 81 - a 1 pr. 7,670,703 8,224,592

August 1,....... . 81- a 9i - a 1 pr. 7,677,213 ......... ...

September 1,.. 8;“ 10 § a } pr. 7,727,323 .........October 1,...... .. 8 a 9 -- a } pr. 49,661 7,927,646

November 1,... .. 8 a 9 i a Q dis. 302,495 8,282,981

December 8; a 9} Q a 5 dis. 366,195 8,099,663

1845.

January 8 a 9 i» a - dis. 686,723 7,619,980

February,.... . 8} a 9 1} a § dis. 906,141 7,174,766

March,.... 8} a 9 i a ,1 dis. 1,319,136 7,234,462

May,..... 8} a 8} § a 4 dis. 2,040,598 7,136,609

June 8} a 91 - a i pr. 2,148,918 6,851,168

From June, 1843, to June, 1844, the rate for sterling evinced violent fluctuations, as

well as the rate for New York checks. During the past year, however, a most remark

able uniformity has been preserved throughout all the seasons. It is observable, however,

that the rate for sight bills on New York, this year, did not advance so rapidly as usual

that is to say, the demand at New Orleans for eastern funds usually raises the rate to a

premium as early as May 1st; at which period, last year, they were at 1 per cent pre

mium. This year, on the 1st of June, they had only attained i per cent premium. The

receipts of specie at New Orleans are also much less, resulting in a decline of the amount

held by the banks of that city. The course of trade between the western country and

New York usually turns upon New Orleans. The west buys its goods and merchandise

of the northern and eastern Atlantic cities, and sells its produce to a great extent in New

Orleans. The demand for northern funds, at New Orleans, is therefore proportioned to

the extent of purchases, as compared with sales. When the purchases exceed the sales,

specie usually leaves the banks of the states in the valley of the Mississippi, and descends

the river to New Orleans, for investment in bills. This demand for bills has this year

been less than during the two previous years ; and, as a consequence, the specie of the

New Orleans banks has decreased, and spread through the western states in general cir

culation, improving the state of currency, and promoting the soundness of the western

trade. The west has been a good deal in want of a circulating medium; and that cir
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cumstance has opened the door to the circulation of considerable quantities of irregular

paper. Of this description were the issues of some of the Michigan banks, particularly

the St. Clair hunk; the disastrous failure to which we have before alluded. In Chicago,

Illinois, there is a large circulation of what purports to be checks or certificates of deposit

upon Wisconsin insurance companies. In Ohio, the want of a sufficient supply of our

rency led to the enactment of the law of the last session of the legislature of that state.

We have before alluded to its general features. A sufficient number of banks, under the

state bank feature, have been organized, to constitute the state bank ; and the governor has

issued his proclamation to the effect that some concerns, having complied with the free

banking portion of the law, are authorized to commence business as independent banks.

The probability is, that new banks will multiply under the loose provisions for the state

bank, until a disastrous reverse overtakes the whole. That branch of the law ofi'ers greater

inducements to irregular banking, than does the other branch of the same law. This

latter‘ is a copy of the New York free banking law; in relation to which, a most startling

decision has been made in the Supreme Court of New York, by Judge Bronson, to the

effect that the law authorizing them is unconstitutional, and that the institutions organized

under it have no legal existence. The conclusion of the decision of the learned judge is

as follows :—

“ We are then brought to the following results, all founded—not upon mere dicta—but upon the ex»

press adjudication of the Court for the Correction of Errors :—1. his the business and duty of the

Court to examine and decide whether any law falling within the two'thirds clause of the constitution

received the requisite number of votes to give it validity. If it did not, the supposed law is utterl

void. 2. Associations formed under the general banking law are corporations ',—and, 3. The cons! -

lution extends to all corporations. The conclusion is obvious. Having examined and ascertained

that the general banking law did not have the assent of two—thirds of the members of either House,

it follows that, so far as it authorized the forming corporations or associations, it is utterly void ; and

the banking companies which have been organized under it have no legal existence.”

This decision, should it be sustained, involves the most important consequences; in

order to estimate which, we annex the following table :

Bmxs or New Your, DISTINGUISHING THE FREE Banks.

  

  

  

 

  

 

83 Corporate b’ks. 65 Free b'ks. Total, 148.

Loans,.......................... $57,285,160 $16,620,740 $73,905,900

Real estate,... 3,517,714 440,189 3,957,903

Bonds,... . . . . . . 1,285,203 2,134,421 4,419,623

Stocks, ...... .. . . . . 4,170,935 6,602,743 10,773,678

Bank fund, ................. .. 321,105 .......... .. 321,105

Expenses and over-drafts,. 548,709 191,260 739,969

Specie, 6,978,055 1,990,037 8,968,092

Cash items,... .. 4,511,316 1,536,212 6,047,528

Bank-notes,.. . . . . 1,971,208 533,829 2,505,037

Due banks,................... 7,173,523 1,593,990 8,777,513

Total resources, ..... .. $87,762,928 $31,643,421 $119,407,348

Capital,........................ $31,391,460 $12,227,147 $43,618,607

Profits,........ ......... 3,379,893 1,033,437 4,414,330

Circulation,... . . 15,114,686 5,037,533 20,152,219

Due States, ..... . . 595,435 91,848 687,273

Due canal fund,.. 1,214,790 319,763 1,524,553

De ositors,.. 21,979,071 8,412,551 30,391,622

Individualsw. . . . . 463,448 339,470 807,918

Banks, . ....... .. 11,210,760 3,220,343 14,431,103

United States,.. 2,011,757 774,504 2,786,361

Other items,.................. 401,624 187,825 589,469

Total liabilities,... . . . . . $87,762,924 $31,644,421 $119,403,455

The interest involved in these existing banks, is, it appears, near $32,000,000, or

rather more than 25 per cent of the whole banking interest of the state, in addition to

which, there are some $12,000,000 involved in free banks in liquidation in the hands of
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trustees, 614; This is the second serious difliculty which has grown out of the loose, not

to say careless manner in which the state constitution is trifled with, in the formation of

laws, affecting in their operation the best interests of the people of the state. The state

constitution provides a vote of two-thirds of all the members elected to each branch of the

legislature shall be required to any bill creating, continuing, or altering, or renewing any

body politic or corporate, or for the appropriation of public money to a local or private

purpose. Notwithstanding these provisions, some $5,500,000 was given to railroads on

a majority vote, and a bill under which sixty-five banks have been organized with refer

ence to some paper, as money, passed by a similar vote. And these great interests are

now declared null and void for want of proper adherence to the organic law of the state.

This is certainly a most deplorable state of affairs, that no rule can be settled as to the

legality, or otherwise, of our legislative enactments.

 

NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.

LIGHTS ON THE DANISH COAST.

WE have received from the Department of State, at Washington, the official manu

script copy transmitted to our government, embracing a description of all the “Light

houses on the Danish coast, translated into English, and revised and compared with the

Danish ofiicial publications, at the Legation of the United States, (N. A.,) Copenhagen,

10th April, 1845 ;” which we publish below, for the information of navigators.

The lights on the coasts of the kingdom of Denmark proper, as also those of the

Duchies of Sleswick and Holstein, are throughout the whole year kept burning all night,

until sunrise. They are lighted from the vernal to the autumnal equinox one hour, and

from the autumnal to the vernal equinox half an hour, after sunset.

The distances within which the lights may be seen from the deck of a vessel, (or at an

elevation of about ten feet above the surface of the water,) are given in geographical

miles. The degrees of longitude are computed from the meridian of-Greenwich. The

various measures are given according to the Danish standard.

I. THE CATTEGAT.

THE Scaw (fixed) LIGHT.

This light is placed on the most northern extremity of Jutland, on a tower about 4,000

ells from the extremest point of land. Longitude, 10° 36’ 37"; latitude, 57° 43’ 47";

height, 67 feet; distance visible, 3} miles.

HIRTSHOLM (revolving) LIGHT.

This light is placed on the island of Hirtsholm, and serves chiefly as a beacon to ships

to keep clear of that island, and as a guide to such ships as are making for the roads of

Lessoe. The light is placed in a square tower, and gives a flash every half minute. It

is visible on all sides. Longitude, 10° 37' 32"; latitude, 57° 29' 12"; height, 42 feet;

distance visible, 21- miles.

FREDERICKSHAVEN (fixed) Hanson Lissa‘.

This light is placed on the southern pier-head of the harbor, and serves as a guide to

the harbor entrance. Longitude, 10° 32’ 55"; latitude, 57° 26’ 10"; height, 22 feet;

distance visible, 2 miles.

TRINDELEN (floating fixed) LIGHT

This light is placed on a vessel stationed at from five to six cables’ length in a direction

nearly E. S. E. from the Trindelen shoal, and about 1!; miles in a direction nearly N. E.

i N. from the island of Lessee. The vessel has two masts, and its rigging resembles

that of a schooner—its sides are painted red, with a white cross. During the day, a ball

of five feet in diameter, (instead of the red flag she has hitherto carried.) is kept hoisted

at the foretop ; and in thick and foggy weather, the ship’s bell is rung. The light is placed

on the aft mast of the vessel.
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If the state of the weather renders it possible, this vessel is placed at her station in the

beginning of March, and remains there until the 21st of December, unless the occurrence

of severe frost should compel her to quit the station sooner. Longitude, 11° 16' 0" ;

latitude, 57° 25’ 39" ; height, 25 feet; distance visible, 2% miles.

Amromtrevolving andfixed land, or revolving and floating fixed) LIGHTS

The revolving light is placed on a tower, at the distance of { of a mile from the most

eastern point of Anholt, and gives a vivid flash every 25 seconds. Height, 119 feet;

distance visible, 3 to 4 miles.

The fixed land light is placed on the east side of the tower, but it is only kept burning

when the vessel with the floating light, mentioned below, is not at her station. Height,

56 feet; distance visible, 2 to 3 miles; longitude, 11° 39' 18" ; latitude, 56° 44’ 17".

The floating light is placed in a vessel stationed in 18 fathoms water, in a direction

E. § S. from the light-house or tower of Anholt, at 1} miles distance from, and within

the extremity of the eastern reef of Anholt, commonly called “ Knoben,” and which is

marked by one broom beacon.

Respecting the time of placing the vessel on her station, and removing her from it, as

also the construction of the vessel, the position of the light, &.c., the same rules are fol

lowed as above mentioned, in regard to the Trindelen floating light. Longitude, 11° 50’

50"; latitude, 56° 45’ 40" ; height, 25 feet; distance visible, 2} miles.

Fomuzs (revolving) LIGHT.

This light is placed on the most eastern point of Jutland, 2} miles N. E. from the en

trance to the harbor of Grenaae. Every 30 seconds, it gives a flash. Longitude, 10° 57'

30" ; latitude, 56° 26' 40"; height, 67 feet; distance visible, 3?; miles.

AARHUUS Hanson (fixed) Lren'r.

As a guide to the entrance of the harbor of Aarhuus, there is a fixed light placed on

the pilot-house at the harbor. Besides this, a lantern is placed on the south mole, or pier,

of the harbor. Longitude, 10° 13’ 30" ; latitude, 56° 9’ 20” ; distance visible, 1 to

1 Q miles.

Tnmros (fixed) LIGHT.

This light is placed on the church-tower of the island of Thunoe, between Jutland and

the island of Samsoe. It is visible on all sides. Longitude, 10° 26' 54"; latitude, 55°

56’ 52"; height, 97 feet; distance visible, 3 miles.

KYHOLM (revolving) Lren'r.

This light is erected at the quarantine establishment, on the island of Kyholm, and

every half minute gives a flash. Longitude, 10° 40’ 38"; latitude, 55° 56’ 3"; height,

56 feet; distance visible, 3 miles.

KALLUNDBORG Harmon (fixed) Lrea'r.

This light is placed on the pilot-house at the harbor of Kallundborg, and serves as a

guide to the entrance of the same. Distance visible, 1 to 1} miles.

Hssssnos (revolving) Lren'r.

This light is placed on the island of Hesseloe, and gives a steady light during 19

seconds, which is succeeded by a flash lasting 11 seconds, and this again succeeded by an

eclipse lasting 11 seconds. Longitude, 11° 42’ 36"; latitude, 56° 11’ 45"; height, 85

feet; distance visible, 3} miles.

Namnovsn (fired) LIGHTS

These two lights are placed on the northern coast of Sealand, 2} miles from Cronborg,

and i mile S. E. by E. from Gilbrerghoved, the most northerly point of the land. These

lights are placed in two towers, distant from each other 640 ells, and whose bearings to

each other are W. N. W. and E. S. E. The Western Light—Longitude, 12° 20' 55";

latitude, 56° 7’ 10"; height, 143 feet; distance visible, 3 to 4 miles. The Eastern

Light—Longitude, 12° 21’ 18"; latitude, 56° 7’ 9” ; height, 95 feet; distance visible, 3

to 4 miles.

II- THE SOUND.

CRONBORG (fixed) Lren'r.

This light, which is furnished with a catadioptric lens apparatus, is placed in the north

eastern tower of the castle of Cronborg, and serves as a guide to vessels sailing through

the sound. The light is visible from all points of the compass seaward, with the excep
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tion of a small range at the entrance of the harbor of Elsinore. Longitude, 12° 37’ 40”;

latitude, 56° 2’ 21"; height, 107 feet; distance visible, 3 to 4 miles.

Ensmoru-z Hanson (fixed) LIGHT.

This light is placed on the southern pier, or mole,‘ of the harbor, and serves as a guide

to the harbor entrance. It is visible from all directions in the sound, not beyond Cron

borg castle. Longitude, 12° 37’ 30" ; latitude, 56° 2' 5” ; height, 16rfeet; distance visi

ble, 1} miles.

Tnass Caow'ns (fixed) LIGHT

This light is placed on the Three Crowns Battery, to guide vessels sailing into the

roads of Copenhagen, and is visible from all sides. Longitude,.12° 37’ 9"; latitude,

55° 42’ 13"; height, 30 feet; distance visible, 2} miles.

Dnoensn (floating fixed) LIGHT.

This lightis placed in a vessel close to the southward of the Quartus Ground, or

shoal, in 4i fathoms water, 2} miles S. by E. from the harbor of Dragoe, and 1}

miles S. E. by 8., from the Dragoe buoy. In respect to the construction of the vessel,

and the time of placing her on the station, or removing her from it, 810., 61.0., the same

rules are followed as are mentioned in regard to Trindelen light. There are Dragoe pilots

on board the vessel; but, with the exception of furnishing pilots, her crew are not per

mitted to have any intercourse with ships passing. Longitude, 12° 43’ 17"; latitude,

55° 33’ 11"; height, 25 feet; distance visible, 2} miles.

III- THE BALTIC.

KIoos Hanson (fixed) Lren'rs.

These two lights are erected at Kioge harbor, to serve as a guide to ships entering the

same. When they are seen in one line from seaward, the course is right into the harbor.

Longitude, 12° 11' 32”; latitude, 55° 27’ 6"; distance visible, 1§ miles.

STEVNS (revolving) LIGHT.

This light is placed on Stevns Klint, in a building situated 2,200 ells in the direction

N. 38° E. from Hoierup church. Every half minute, itrgives a flash. Longitude, 12°

26’ 53" ; latitude, 55° 17' 46" ; height, 140 feet ; distance visible, 4 miles.

GXEDSER (fired) LIGHT

This light is placed in the south end of Falster, on a tower, at the distance of 1,200

ells from and within the extreme point of the island, called Geidser Odde. Longitude,

11° 58’ 8"; latitude, 54° 33' 50"; height, 51 feet; distance visible, 2} miles.

Hsnmsasnuus (fixed) LIGHT.

This light is placed on the northern corner of the island of Bornholm, atv the distance

of 1} mile S. W. from, and within the most northern point of the island. Longitude, 14°

47' 20"; latitude, 55° 17’ 25” ; height, 272 feet; distance visible, 4 to 5 miles.

Cnmsrlmsos (revolving) LIGHT.

This light serves as a beacon to keep clear of the small island of Christiansoe, and

circumjacent group of islets, situated 3* miles to the eastward of the north corner of

Bornholm. Every 20 seconds, it gives a flash. Longitude, 15° 11' 39" ; latitude, 55°

19’ 19"; height, 92 feet; distance visible, 13 miles.

FAKKEBIERG (fixed) Lienr.

This light is situated at the south end of the island of Langeland, and is placed in a

building on a bank called Guldstar, or Fakkebierg, 1 mile N. N. E. from the extremest

point of the land. Longitude, 10° 42’ 11"; latitude, 54° 44’ 25"; height, 125 feet;

distance visible, 3 to 4 miles. '

Fsnrumr (revolving) Lren'r, Mammnucnrs.

This light is placed on the northeast side of the island of Fehmarn, (or Femern,) 1}

mile S. E. from Puttgarten reef. Every half minute, it gives a flash. It is visible from

all sides, except in the direction between S. 7° E., and S. 15° E., where the light is hid

by the land when your distance is less than 11} miles. Longitude, 11° 14’ 34" ; latitude,

54° 29’ 39"; height, 92 feet; distance visible, 3 miles.

BULK (fixed) LIGHT.

This light serves as a guide to ships entering the firth of Kiel, and is placed on the

east gable of the pilot-house, situated on the point of the tongue of land to the north of
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the entrance of the said firth. Longitude, 10° 12’ 2” ; latitude, 54° 27' 26" ; height, 33

feet; distance visible, 2; miles.

FnsnamcKson-r (fired) LIGHT.

This light serves to vessels navigating the firth of Kiel as a beacon to avoid the reef,

which, on the northwest side of the firth, extends in a S. S. E. direction from Frederick

sort, for about 1,000 feet. When the firth of Kiel is shut up with ice, it is no longer

kept burning. Longitude, 10° 11’ 27"; latitude, 54° 23’ 27".

Panzannacr. (fixed, varied with fiashetn) LIGHT.

This light, which is furnished with a catadioptric lens apparatus, serves as a guide in

navigating the bay or bight of Neustadt, (or Gulf of Lubec,) and is situated about 2 miles

N. by E. 1- E. from the light-house of Travemunde, and half a mile S. E. by S. from the

harbor of Neustadt. It gives a steady or uniform fixed light, which may be seen at the

distance of from 2 to 3 miles. Besides this, it every second minute gives a vivid flash,

immediately preceded and followed by a short eclipse. At a greater distance than the

above mentioned, it is only the flashes that are seen. Longitude, 10° 51’ 54" ; latitude,

54° 5’ 17" ; height, 45 feet; distance visible, 3 miles. ‘

Iv. THE LITTLE BELT.

Fnsnmucrs Hanson (fired) LIGHT.

This light is placed on the pier or mole of the harbor of Fredericia. It is seen for

about a mile southward, and is visible northward from the so-called Skandse Odde, (or

Fortress Point.) Longitude, 9° 45’ 41"; latitude, 55° 53’ 36".

BAAGOE (fixed) LIGHT

This light is placed on the island of Baagoe. It is visible on three sides only,‘ from

W. through S. to E. Longitude, 9° 48’ 17"; latitude, 55° 17’ 47"; height, 20 feet;

distance visible, 1; to 2 miles.

AssENs Hanson (fired) LIGnT.

This light is erected at the harbor of Assens, to point out the entrance of the same.

It is not visible in the direction between S. 80° E., and N. 82° E. Longitude, 9° 53'

42"; latitude, 55° 16’ 16"; distance visible, 1 to 1§ miles.

AAROLSUND Hanson (fixed) LIGHT.

This light is placed close to the harbor of the ferry station Aaroesund. Longitude, 9°

42' 54" ; latitude, 55° 15’ 42"; distance visible, 1 to ll, miles.

V. THE GREAT BELT.

SPROGOE (revolving) LIGHT. (N. B.—See additional notices.)

This light is placed on the island of Sprogoe, and is visible from all sides. Every 15

seconds, it gives a flash. Hitherto, it has been only lighted on the nights when the posts

were conveyed across the belt. Longitude, 10° 57' 27” ; latitude, 55° 19’ 51"; distance

visible, 3 miles.

Hansnov (fired) LIGHT.

This light, (placed on what is called the “ Lygte bank,” near Corsoer,) is visible in a

northerly direction from N. W. by N. to S. S.W. It is kept regularly burning during the

same time as the other lights of the kingdom, excepting the interval between the 15th of

May aid the end of July, when it is only kept burning during the nights when the post

vessels cross. In very dark nights, in thick and foggy weather, a coal fire is lighted,

which is visible in the same directions as the light above mentioned. Longitude, 11° 7’

47"; latitude, 55° 20‘ 16" ; distance visible, 3 miles.

Consor-m (fixed) Hanson LIGnTs.

These two lights are placed at the entrance of Corsoer harbor. They are visible from

N. W. through W. to S. Longitude, 11° 8' 30"; latitude, 55° 20’ 11" ; distance visible,

2 miles.

Kmmsnovsn (fixed) LIGHT

This light is visible in all directions from seaward, and as far as W. N. W. within the

firth of Nyborg. Longitude, 10° 51’ 22” ; latitude, 55° 17’ 24”; distance visible, 2Q

to 3 miles.

In regard to the time during which the last mentioned three lights are kept burning,

the same rules are followed as are mentioned with regard to Halskov light
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VI. THE NORTH SEA.

Moors or THE EIDER LIGHT.

This light is placed on a vessel which is stationed between the shallows at the mouth of

the Eider, in 4* fathorns water. Respecting the placing of the vessel on the station, and

removing it, the construction of the vessel, &c., the same rules are followed as those

mentioned in regard to the Trindelen floating light, excepting that this vessel is usually

removed from her station at the close of November. On board the vessel, there are eight

pilots, for the purpose of piloting vessels up the Eider as far as Tonningen, on the Hever

as far as Husum, and on the Elbe as far as Bosch. Longitude, 8° 34’ 43” ; latitude, 54°

10’ 46” ; height, 33 feet; distance visible, 9 to 3 miles.

RIVER S'ron (fixed) LIGHT.

At the confluence of the Stor and Elbe, on the Invenlet dike, a fixed lamp-light is

placed on a pole, to show the entrance into the Stor.

HANSTHOLMIN (revolving) LIGHT.

This light is placed on the most northwesterly point of Jutland. Every half minute,

it gives a flash. Longitude, 8° 36’ 10"; latitude, 57° 6’ 50"; height, 210 feet; distance

visible, 4 to 5 miles.

 

ADDITIONAL NOTICES RESPECTING LIGHTS AND BEACONS, &.c.

CATTEGAT

LYSEGRUND SHOAL Beacons.

In the course of the month of August, this year, (1844,) two floating beacons will be

laid out on the Lysegrund shoal,in the Cattegat, N. E. from Hesseloe, viz :-

One floating beacon, with two brooms on the top, at the N. E. end of the said shoal, in

4} fathoms water, and with the following cross-bearings:--Hesseloc light-tower, S. W.

i 3.; Kullen, E. S. E. i E.

One floating beacon, with one broom, at the S. W. end of the shoal, in 4} fathoms

water, and with the following cross-bearings :—-Hesseloe light-tower, S. W. by S.; Kul

len, E. by 8., or a little more southerly. These floating beacons will lie out during the

whole year.

SAMSO BELT AND GREAT BELT.

RBI-‘NBS (fixed) LIGHT, am) Srsooo (revolving) Lrenr.

As a guide to vessels sailing through Samso Belt and the Great Belt, a light will be

kindled on the 1st of November this year, (1844,) on Refnms, the most northerly point of

Sealand; in addition to which, the light on Sprogo, which has hitherto been kept burning

at particular times only, will, from and after the same day, be kept burning every night.

The light on Refna-is will be furnished with a fixed catadioptric lens apparatus, of the

fourth order, which will be placed on a tower at an elevation of 28 feet above the ground,

and 70 feet above the level of the sea. Its light will reach to the distance of about 3

miles, in a direction from E. i S. round through north and west, to S. S. E. 1 E. The

light on Sprogo is a revolving lamp-light, which gives a flash every 15 seconds, and is

visible on all sides to a distance of about 3 miles. From and after the date above men~

tioned, both these lights will be kept burning every night, during the same time as the

other lights of the kingdom.

0

THE ELBE.

Buovs or was Nsw Cami. ss'rwssn VOGELSAND m Gsrmsarm.

As a new channel has formed itself from the Elbe to the sea, between Vogelsand and

Gehlsand shoal, the three buoys which, according to the notice of 18th June, 1844, were

placed on the shoal, have been removed, and the new channel has been buoyed as follows :—

South side.

1. Black buoy, with a pole, to the north of the northernmost tail of Vogelsand, in 7

fathoms water, at low water; from which Scharhorn beacon bears S. 61° W.; Newerk

great tower, S. 27° W.; the Ball beacon, S. 17° E. Scharhorn beacon appears in a line

with the small floating light in the Elbe.

2. Black buoy, No. 2, about one cable’s length from the S. E. tail of Vogelsand, in 4

fathoms water, at low water; from which Scharhorn beacon bears S. 80° W. ; Newer]:

large tower, S. 395° W. ; the Ball beacon, S. 18§ E.
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North side.

1. White buoy, with pole, No. l, on the south side of the western end of the Trindel_

stiert, (the Danish word "stiert” means tail,) in 3§ fathoms water, at low water; from

which outermost floating light on the Elbe bears W.; Scharhorn beacon, S. 46° W.;

Newerk great tower, S. 17° W. _

2. White buoy, with pole, to the south of the shallowest of the Trindel, in 3 fathoms

water, at low water; from which Scharhorn beacon bears S. 61° W.; Newerk great

tower, S. 29° W.; the Ball beacon, S. 14§° E. The Ball beacon appears a little east

ward of Guxhaven light-house, and Scharhorn beacon appears in a line with the small

floating light on the Elbe.

3. White buoy, egg-shaped, with a red top, at the west tail of Gehlsand, in 3 fathorns

water, at low water; from which, Scharhorn beacon bears S. 77° W. ; Newerk great

tower, S. 42° W.; the Ball beacon, S. 12 E. The Ball beacon appears in a line with

Cuxhaven light-house.

Ships, when making this channel from the northward, must steer from the red buoy in

Suderpiep S. by E. i E., towards the white buoy, No. 1, which must be kept on the lar

board side; and from that again S. E. by E., until half-way between the next white biioy

at the Trindel, and the black buoy at the northeast tail of Vogelsand. From hence, the

course is S. by E. i E., keeping the Ball well free to the eastward of Cuxhaven light

house, which will lead you mid-channel between the other buoys, and between the white

buoys No. 8 and 9, and No. 9 in the Elbe.

When coming from the west, you must make for the white buoy No. 1, taking care

not to bring the outermost floating light in the Elbe more northerly than to the west of

you, before you come to the buoy.

In order to show the way over the shoal between Gehlsand and the Trindel, a black

buoy has been placed to the N. E. of that shoal, in 2Q fathoms water, at low water, from

which Scharhorn beacon bears S. 65° W. ; Newerk great tower, S. 34§° W.; the Ball

beacon, S. 10§° E. The Ball beacon appears a little to the west of Cuxhaven light

house, and the small floating light in the Elbe appears 10 W. of Scharhom beacon.

 

COMMERCIAL STATISTIGS.

I

DUTIES ON IMPORTS AND TONNAGE.

We are indebted to the Hon. Zanox PRATT, of Prattville, one of the most industrious,

efficient, and practically useful members of the last Congress, from the state of New

York, for the following statement, exhibiting the amount of duties which accrued on im

ports and tonnage, exclusive of drawback paid. The statement furnishes also an account

of the expenses of prosecutions, bounties, duties refunded, and the expenses incurred for

procuring weights and measures, from 1789 to June 30th, 1843,inclusive; and is so com

piled as to exhibit the amount of duties upon imports and tonnage, and the cost of col

lection, by states and territories respectively. It was prepared in the Department of the

Treasury, (in the ofiice created by the resolution of Hon. Z. Pratt, of the 15th of June,

1844, upon the subject of statistics,) and, in conformity with the request of Colonel Pratt,

as will be seen by the following letter of that gentleman, addressed to the Secretary of

the Treasury, and appended to the document from which the tables are derived :

Hooss or Rnmsssnrsrrvrs, February 29,1845.

Sir—I have the honor to request that you will cause me to be furnished with a state

ment of the amount of duties upon foreign merchandise, duties upon tonnage, and the

cost of collection; so compiled as to represent the duties upon importations and tonnage,

and the cost of collection, by states and territories respectively, from the year 1789 to

1843, inclusive. I have the honor to be your obedient servant,

Z. PRATT, Ch’n of Select Committee on Statistics.

Hon. GEO. M. BIBB, Sec’y of the Treasury.

Mr. Pratt deserves the hearty thanks of his constituents, and the public generally, for

his efforts to diffuse among the people at large just that kind of knowledge that is re

quired not only for enlightened legislation, but for the successful prosecution of the great

industrial interests of our time and country. It is to us matter of deep regret that there

are not more men of his stamp in the councils of the nation.
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New Hsxvrrsume AND Venxom.

New Hampshire. Vemumt.

Duties on Duties on Expenses of Duties on Duties on Expenses

Years. im rts. tonnage. collection. imports. tonnage. of collec.

1791, $55,770 30 $4,212 42 $5,772 47$ .... ..

1792, 45,499 39 1,950 00 3,771 26; $1,038 19

1793, 51,758 64 878 57 5,032 59 585 81

1794, 51,893 31 601 15 5,921 41 1,958 83

1795, 59,781 78 557 03 5,977 31 1,226 55

1796, 96,097 57 747 93 7,275 20 2,080 96

1797, 44,912 34 708 67 7,065 28 1,250 83

1798, 104,900 02 1,226 76 22,616 04 2,437 98

1799, 119,537 54 1,270 03 7,094 01 4,432 41

1800, 163,197 64 1,451 48 11,785 60 3,644 01

1801, 165,614 54 1,184 34 12,055 21 2,151 14 '

1802, 154,087 69 1,385 88 6,248 05 1,462 80

1803, 165,331 73 1,307 22 12,734 36 2,891 62

1804, 210,410 61 1,465 63 11,271 62 2,752 05

1805, 170,764 64 1,103 63 11,099 63 2,414 76

1806, 222,596 67 1,098 40 11,753 94 2,599 08

1807, 177,550 68 1,092 22 10,491 27 2,197 71

1808, 61,231 70 625 18 12,270 82 1,082 51

1809, 55,893 09 956 83 8,431 02 12,939 41

1810, 61,464 39 755 23 7,107 58 11,244 44

1811, 77,304 27 910 28 8,228 54 7,664 00

1812, 131,690 51 894 18 9,110 64 114,355 71

1813, 43,382 90 1,529 57 8,281 31 1,403 51

1814, 150,514 44 1,593 78 8,271 41 106,315 51

1815, 85,640 93 576 88 9,485 45 233,365 35

1816, 75,576 11 1,145 89 7,927 84 13,570 69

1817, 84,480 65 1,008 51 7,132 21 26,866 60

1818, 103,031 47 2,179 89 6,896 18 11,029 88

1819, 92,190 32 1,064 52 7,017 84 13,745 35

1820, 108,298 95 1,172 88 8,450 66 16,188 48 ,

1821, 84,590 81 2,030 75 7,280 18 8,756 89

1822, 149,363 41 1,209 74 9,800 16 8,960 27

1823, 133,571 42 1,280 62 9,378 01 10,776 31

1824, 104,134 83 1,066 26 7,213 16 7,744 72

1825, 138,914 35 1,424 55 8,165 08 6,713 02

1826, 140,774 21 1,103 24 8,633 59 3,141 05

1827, 117,038 94 1,085 93 8,407 90 3,479 31

1828, 134,483 35 1,032 03 7,466 19 9,029 63

1829, 113,091 53 840 87 11,666 73 7,849 88

1830, 57,578 63 999 13 12,219 19 7,654 04

1831, 61,106 92 43 39 12,300 00 10,844 71

1832, 48,369 86 .... .. 8,816 04 7,494 71

1833, 62,454 58 .... .. 14,697 10 8,214 82

1834, 37,860 61 .... .. 15,352 33 4,041 86

1835, 37,845 20 .... .. 14,409 35 10,195 57

1836, 18,025 19 .... .. 15,443 94 15,694 27

1837, 34,692 06 .... .. 19,289 26 12,890 80

1838, 34,728 28 31,449 96 11,470 79

1839, 17,424 70 .... .. 18,711 22 ' 7,700 28

1840, 53,063 71 . 19,184 12 8,639 84

1841, 40,979 07

  

9,865 10 5,107 72

 

1842, 22,932 77 .... .. 9,993 09 11,443 111843, 1,245 65 3,947 50 4,296 31 3,678 48

RECAPITULATION.

New Hampshire. Vermont.

Duties on imports, ....... .. $4,834,494 90 Duties onimports, ....... .. $1,797,045 08

Duties on tonnage, ..... . . 48,771 49 Duties on tonnage, 258 41

Expenses of collection,.. 550,265 96 Expenses of collection,.. 267,854 28
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MASSACHUSETTS AND RHODE ISLAND

Massachusetts. Rhode Island.

Duties on Duties on Expense; of Dulies on Duties on Expenses of

Years. im orls. wnna e. collecuon. impurts. tonnage. collection.

1791, $1,025,974 48 $51,904 06 $58,931 45 $153,136 75 $3,137 101, $7,619 45;

1792, 810,695 57 24,426 134 33,360 261 102,000 47 1,864 871 6,251 284

1793, 1,125,784 25 16,400 87 35,598 70 180,543 74 2,307 19 7,669 93

1794, 1,465,438 67 18,130 60 42,259 13 144,547 66 2,501 34 9,057 71

1795, 1,998,463 96 18,524 91 54,642 34 346,624 85 2,858 23 11,459 09

1796, 2,354,150 22 20,48151 66,298 544 338,716 56 2,305 31 14,47714

1797, 2,169,005 12 21,311 04 64,547 33 339,876 04 2,553 61 15,455 27

1798, 2,133,143 71 21,490 04 72,320 34 249,946 24 2,126 67 14,788 71

1799, 2,837,001 65 21,904 37 79,367 28 367,913 32 2,883 12 14,639 77

1800, 3,165,181 93 24,329 59 85,468 30 554,083 64 2,329 40 16,986 39

1801, 4,442,577 18 30,573 39 96,427 72 523,762 64 2,409 35 20,700 50

1802, 3,428,244 60 28,992 35 103,399 54 475,649 30 2,493 51 23,366 23

1803, 3,410,616 74 34,819 86 90,029 53 544,533 89 3,146 73 20,094 91

1804, 5,401,414 75 31,479 63 117,616 80 643,497 57 3,087 63 23,656 15

1805, 5,967,330 47 37,355 41 139,268 82 648,456 06 3,032 97 26,315 10

1806, 6,209,725 18 40,829 37 140,051 69 675,297 22 3,302 02 26,186 33

1807, 6,371,425 16 38,691 05 146,561 30 437,842 92 3,039 91 22,270 96

1808, 2,294,717 19 23,847 03 125,818-28 328,425 33 3,041 26 20,745 13

1809, 2,637,501 66 39,946 31 130,410 59 266,372 77 3,536 63 23,902 34

1810, 3,951,670 99 29,554 71 109,734 63 549,493 58 3,701 45 20,289 51

1811, 2,772,073 64 24,791 65 93,249 61 387,488 41 3,563 05 20,286 36

1812, 3,173,939 09 21,139 31 98,271 32 561,053 30 3,764 16 38,645 03

1813, 2,091,723 46 66,286 91 84,349 96 744,553 72 28,802 11 32,174 76

1814, 1,492,580 44 53,096 58 84,365 95 587,268 83 22,122 40 34,430 34

1815, 5,944,211 32 70,433 02 107,578 77 272,130 63 3,121 13 19,070 76

1816, 5,947,342 93 80,516 12 159,184 50 391,533 35 3,494 33 40,428 14

1817,’ 4,217,695 37 63,438 59 121,732 25 376,158 68 2,545 92 33,332 89

1818, 4,916,317 24 34,798 26 120,990 96 426,888 07 3,849 03 34,449 51

1819, 4,741,021 84 21,765 79 130,345 70 600,641 57 3,145 97 35,879 20

1820, 4,143,261 21 23,152 12 138,121 33 320,107 20 2,559 65 35,001 95

1821, 4,701,645 12 20,904 36 126,636 51 291,531 25 2,403 63 29,357 78

1822, 5,200,709 70 20,607 72 122,888 90 654,706 90 3,018 48 34,552 10

1823, 4,527,616 12 21,525 99 123,744 74 442,786 39 2,580 97 36,001 29

1824, 4,844,947 63 21,761 72 116,187 26 411,396 56 2,667 95 31,371 86

1825, 5,671,649 06 21,509 93 119,253 90 254,188 30 2,542 07 29,282 79

1826, 4,648,584 86 22,910 66 124,353 42 414,322 97 2,965 00 30,134 23

1827, 4,809,693 40 22,043 13 124,253 38 362,636 38 2,810 74 33,259 15

1828, 5,277,677 65 22,327 94 130,211 62 284,012 44 3,071 15 30,360 19

1829, 5,139,089 68 23,023 57 144,742 75 232,562 65 2,110 59 27,325 98

1830, 4,465,901 80 21,011 91 138,095 21 187.001 58 2,075 08 25,290 31

1831, 6,057,447 48 3,456 82 153,823 27 369,388 86 513 55 30,576 05

1832, 6,179,494 89 686 89 174,112 74 244.476 63 .... .. 34,391 97

1833, 4,223,852 00 1,969 78 177,195 83 203,675 74 .... .. 32,929 16

1834, 3,017,277 91 2,228 23 163,511 75 143,552 97 ---- -- 311213 19

1835, 3,866,538 94 3,350 35 156,381 10 105,404 56 784 78 33,457 70

1836, 4,743,625 32 2,384 99 169,372 12 101,644 92 104 42 32,523 49

1837, 2,782,438 51 1,216 47 162,037 93 156,681 27 35,091 18

1838, 2,733,693 17 1,776 63 162,555 48 143,155 73 295 45 38,112 55

1839, 4,038,077 54 8,771 17 213,138 54 183,617 47 752 32 36,173 13

1840, 2,877,967 46 6,108 80 191,457 48 94,959 90 191 38 30,997 55

1841, 3,372,814 27 973 28 161,372 09 114,177 89 .... .. 30,783 02

1842, 2,969,403 54 527 03 164,504 81 60,673 98 .... .. 35,810 95

1843, 1,370,556 28 349 29 74,782 62 22,675 60 15,178 55

RECAPITULA’HON.

Massachusetts. Rhode Island.

Duties on imporm,..... $200,250,953 35 Duties on imports,..... $18,077,775 25

Duties on tonnage,... . 1,288,837 24} Duties on tonnuge,.._ . 161,513 63

Expenses of collection, 6,324,916 38$ Expenses of collection, 1,393,809 02}

ML. xnL—No. 1. 7
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Connscrrco'r arm New Yoax.

Connecticut. New York.

Duties on Duties on Expenses of DutIes on Duties on Expenses of

Years. 1m orta. ‘ tonnage. collection. am one. tonnage. collection.

1791, $214,267 74 $9,087 53 $15,395 27} $1,356,064 38 $59,384 95 $28,267 OOi

1792, 149,161 89 3,229 18 7,362 451» 1,232,887 96 ‘23,851 03 24,567 43§

1793, 169,770 57 3,039 15 10,216 83 1,248,760 10 18,540 22 25,288 24

1794, 186,535 56 1,953 78 10,553 56 2,146,819 13 14,388 94 31,045 65

1795, 168,797 96 1,915 23 11,892 82 2,717,148 68 18,065 49 40,672 58

1796, 191,308 61 1,927 75 14,279 19 3,056,517 80 21,420 57 43,706 28

1797, 160,488 35 ‘2,583 63 14,338 18 2,949,033 04 19,043 76 46,810 53

1798, 181,960 19 2,906 32 14,870 28 2,702,258 77 23,781 18 54,765 75

1799, 334,870 56 3,242 15 20,591 54 3,559,816 57 30,766 98' 59,384 06

1800, 204,839 19 3,805 97 20,003 19 3,625,423 51 35,026 34 54,993 59

1801, 367,861 53 3,717 16 22,396 39 4,984,234 71 41,160 11 57,069 10

1802, 339,870 10 3,666 40 27,441 89 3,530,297 87 36,111 29 68,430 73

1803, 350,110 11 3,156 44 23,737 49 4,081,577 07 35,141 95 60,759 60

1804, 429,531 13 3,232 82 26,497 10 5,172,804 87 35,887 01 76,327 64

1805, 464,591 92 4,020 21 24,468 29 6,958,008 58 36,221 97 95,553 29

1806, 478,663 65 3,265 95 27,149 86 7,307,185 01 35,932 18 103,374 93

1807, 464,467 56 3,220 83 25,312 70 7,620,992 88 35,864 91 111,536 46

1808, 254,768 81 2,774 70 26,000 49 3,611,681 90 20,523 53 83,892 57

1809, 163,684 09 2,668 53 21,146 55 3,785,785 78 26,770 75 87,132 73

1810, 187,520 76 2,592 55 16,289, 34 5,248,618 62 30,592 10 76,552 68

1811, 256,361 44 2,662 02 18,441 05 2,436,091 71 21,880 47 68,601 32

1812, 873,829 35 4,888 59 28,149 26 3,316,324 99 37,494 00 76,044 78

1813, 448,595 13 23,345 10 26,885 99 1,627,313 78 67,735 66 63,524 47

1814, 100,706 72 6,659 98 17,036 71 631,758 03 5,823 17 47,765 19

1815, 230,228 83 4,267 65 10,144 52 14,646,815 79 158,978 77 105,484 47

1816, 347,435 98 6,056 18 22,625 15 10,810,553 52 93,170 19 176,400 13

1817, 176,837 00 6,231 49 22,235 27 6,374,385 62 76,808 74 157,943 41

1818, 205,470 40 5,157 61 20,728 03 8,277,497 08 51,916 31 158,807 78

1819, 238,190 06 2,374 58 19,603 01 6,493,434 11 21,334 62 171,459 66

1820, 208,755 93 2,340 00 19,855 78 5,506,515 66 33,616 99 148,030 96

1821, 196,192 79 2,507 10 19,161 84 7,254,594 07 19,289 13 138,539 30

1822, 262,375 27 2,740 50 20,814 51 9,952,832 19 22,146 73 155,247 82

1823, 242,496 34 2,554 27 22,964 11 9,035,575 49 23,927 13 163,290 55

1824, 306,936 44 2,753 76 26,268 91 11,191,281 96 25,255 20 172,201 70

1825, 275,932 66 2,918 33 26,339 80 15,762,141 62 28,938 04 229,254 83

1826, 274,702 90 3,038 38 22,768 09 11,535,912 40 29,725 49 212,584 66

1827, 189,823 12 2,957 35 23,985 30 13,224,506 44 31,663 43 195,831 69

1828, 238,561 85 2,929 56 23,066 21 13,764,831 34 29,167 91 214,514 64

1829, 166,543 59 2,968 51 21,845 23 13,068,183 02 28,203 72 261,403 47

1830, 125,385 64 2,791 21 22,868 79 15,031,003 52 29,322 09 328,915 11

1831, 113,125 42 381 95 24,009 06 20,121,295 59 12,319 32 418,810 60

1832, 114,528 48 41 40 34,501 32 15,089,635 75 10,217 55 453,870 48

1833, 87,122 29 .... .. 24,424 44 13,073,394 06 12,074 14 477,846 47

1834, 83,443 01 .... .. 22.502 47 10,225,877 14 8,669 54 413,175 78

1835, 82,742 05 .... .. 22,727 59 14,568,660 39 8,540 54 430,984 53

1836, 106,520 84 .... .. 26,144 99 17,307,215 04 9,292 82 496,066 29

1837, 72,599 34 .... .. 27,228 53 9,548,355 86 9,028 71 514,849 53

1838, 96,445 53 .... .. 26,421 52 10,712,017 70 6,437 79 552,549 47

1839, 189,176 06 1,035 36 31.435 67 14,051,821 27 11,437 16 640,730 45

1840, 137,211 70 898 08 30,875 40 7,607,988 41 7,086 74 608.599 44

1841, 94,497 00 .... .. 21,169 51 10,895,310 73 7,298 35 573,986 43

1842, 39,009 45 .... .. 20,678 09 10,079,637 71 4,322 94 607,840 73

1843, 41,872 63 .... .. 13,484 68 4,467,320 25 965 14 240,784 96

RECAPITULATION

Connecticut. New York.

Duties on imp0m,....... $12,086,725 52 Duties on imports,.... $414,586,002 47

Duties on tonnage,.... .. 160,515 24 Duties on tonnage,... 1,542,563 79

Expenses of collection,. 1,141,334 245 Expenses of collect’n, 10,906,071 95}
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NEW JERSEY AND PENNSYLVANIA

New Jersey. Pennsylvania.

Duties on Duties on Expenses of Duties on Duties on Expenses of

Years. imports. tonna e. collection. im orts. tonnage. collection.

1791, $15,379 56 $1,069 32 $1,525 96 $1,475,428 20 $60,404 24 $35,970 88

1792, 5,479 45 289 551 987 48 1,138,362 76 18,538 57 21,445 45

1793, 16,928 91 313 86 1,255 19 1,926,336 72 14,273 18 32,349 98

1794, 15,596 98 410 40 1.135 04 2,000,091 83 12,075 55 35,509 12

1795, 20,509 87 595 09 1,638 72 3,053,108 73 14,562 63 42,699 64

1796, 1,099 81 748 62 1,765 27 3,646,271 08 13,857 51 46,627 74

1797, 10,090 18 938 42 2,054 12 2,907,894 01 12,329 64 66,369 10

1798, 17,255 80 1,022 35 4,210 13 2,086,714 22 10,383 92 47,449 05

1799, 867 04 1,011 81 1,739 83 2,224,312 78 9,569 68 40,516 12

1800, 135 16 974 61 2,400 83 3,181,101 38 13,904 74 58,603 02

1801, 8,510 47 1,027 56 2,661 79 3,702,898 54 18,325 59 54,458 87

1802, 3,246 77 1,008 05 2,925 85 2,727,365 51 15,744 40 _ 49,014 22

1803, 3,617 43 1,289 73 2,974 79 2,240,715 43 15,151 54 44,279 31

1804, 3,895 58 1,082 02 2,936 65 3,507,038 38 17,226 49 52,917 17

1805, 18,51410 1,099 66 2,45215 3,652,386 77 13,900 90 55,542 42

1606, 14,310 19 1,302 34 3,342 79 5,100,656 63 16,767 94 62,692 93

1607, 17,696 97 1,296 54 3,265 16 5,197,606 47 14,511 61 64,413 26

1808, 10,390 76 1,261 37 5,285 60 2,599,673 46 6,996 17 44,445 12

1609, 24,444 20 1.336 67 4,350 99 2,318,669 03 9,662 16 37,495 49

1610, 13,572 90 1,541 92 2,522 73 3,332,377 35 10,682 21 39,168 22

1611, 64,556 70 1,757 52 3,910 30 2,364,634 63 10,606 96 40,000 33

1612, 27,363 33 1,335 96 4,376 78 2,474,990 51 12,622 76 32,598 07

1613, 47,753 91 2,347 21 4,027 70 503.592 69 10,433 36 26,211 50

1614, 62,764 36 1,653 19 5,785 63 277,757 51 1,437 59 16,463 71

1815, 14,422 45 1,667 75 4,770 20 7,199,698 71 50,601 76 26.614 13

1616, 27,410 37 1,660 12 5,050 56 6,265,454 80 35,519 03 73,902 60

1617, 6,253 01 2,976 46 7,176 10 4,307,790 37 21,365 93 73.433 36

1616, 3.602 24 3,104 72 5,019 22 4,540,359 61 16,351 53 71,563 11

1619, 16,702 47 1,696 32 4,756 93 3,646,629 70 6,333 55 74,536 36

1620, 14,606 76 1,532 44 4,203 11 2,703,401 71 7,117 95 67.226 46

1821, 29,225 34 1,512 16 4,230 37 2,719,996 34 7,244 66 60,445 02

1822, 2424400 1,565 71 4,994 39 3,646,744 66 7,120 24 65,126 57

1623, 7,126 71 1,604 54 4,551 59 3,991,666 55 7,391 26 75,722 17

1624, 463,371 62 1,753 73 11,666 46 4,311,925 74 7,333 14 75,636 57

1625, 1,996 07 1,742 95 15,638 19 5,270,030 17 7,149 03 60,492 17

1626, 14,556 49 1,612 42 5,916 56 5,163,723 67 7,653 58 96,391 32

1627, 534,733 57 2,126 23 11,276 11 4,166,915 36 7,454 46 106,593 46

1626, 692,176 22 2,202 11 22,365 66 5,062,343 66 6,213 25 110,015 11

1829, 249,556 62 2,162 02 12,674 45 3,574,815 63 6,686 24 100,191 02

1630, 770 99 2,056 14 9,557 19 3,542,977 36 6,656 74 92,310 27

1631, 6,663 13 216 32 5,927 32 4,372,533 16 2,634 50 103,100 47

1832, 31,223 33 .... .. 6,377 35 3,501,397 38 1,429 58 108,378 09

1833, 26 50 78 54 5,108 04 2,985,277 68 4,785 34 108,876 18

1834, 3,812 38 113 70 6,569 50 2,111,837 35 1,763 73 90,878 65

1835, 64,110 65 .... .. 9,044 13 2,506,281 02 367 40 89,378 92

1836, 4,670 59 .... .. 8,017 51 3,192,006 69 100 24 94,897 14

1837, 11,264 21 7 9,949 70 1,831,879 24 534 43 101,250 42

1838, 1,168 10 .... .. . 7,458 84 2,133,462 76 887 83 115,378 33

1839, 5,094 47 .... .. 7,843 42 2,893,016 65 1,167 74 129,774 58

1840, 636 98 92 00 6,952 47 1532825 82 402 33 103,205 18

1841, 319 01 36 26 6,707 18 1,888,389 04 _ .... .. 103,494 46

1842, 114 29 46 87 6,693 89 1,317,028 66 107,441 53

1843, 607 96 .... .. 3,647 63 573,464 66 .... .. 53,678 53

RECAPITULATION

New Jersey. Pennsylvania.

Duties on imports,...... .. $2,714,481 20 Duties on imports,....... $64,880,079 83

Duties on tonnage,..... .. 58,903 341 Duties on tonnage,.... .. 584,658 85

Expenses of collection,.. 294,099 77 Expenses of collection,. 3,613,594 96
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It will be seen that we have published, in the present number, the tabular statements of

eight states, viz :—-New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,Connecticut,

New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. Similar tables of the other states, etc., will

follow, in succeeding numbers of this Magazine.

 

AMERICAN CHEESE EXPORTED INTO GREAT BRITAIN.

On motion of Sir P. Egerton, one of the members for the county of Cheshire, a return

has been laid upon the table of the British House of Commons, relative to the importa

tion of foreign cheese, which exhibits the following figures :—

  

Fnou Evsora. Faom Amamca. Toma.

Years. Cwts. Cwts. Cwts.

1841,......... 254,995 15,154 270,149

1842,.... 165,614 14,098 179,712

1843,._.. 136,998 42,312 179,310

1844,................ .. 160,654 53,115 213,769

By this statement, we find that the importation of American cheese has quadrupled

during the last three years; and during the last year the importation amounted to

53,115 cwt.

The Liverpool Times says :—“ To our American friends, we say, send to this country

nothing but a good article, introduce more color into it, and we are sure that in another

year England will use four times the quantity of its previous consumption. We shall also

be pleased to find that the manufacturer and exporter get a larger share of the prices for

which it is sold in England. The writer of this has now upon his table an American

cheese equal to the celebrated ‘ Stilton,’ for which 25 cents per lb. is obtained, while this

excellent ‘ American’ is sold at 13 cents, only.”

 

AMERICAN \VHALE FISHERY.

The statements and statistics below, in relation to this important branch of productive

commerce, are derived from the Sandwich Island Polynesian :—

“ The great preponderance of American property engaged in this business will strike

every one. At the reduced estimate, it exceeds that of all other nations by $9,621,960;

by 176 vessels, and by 5,407 men. The New Brunswick vessels are partly owned in the

United States, as well as the Bremen, many of which are commanded by Americans.

The principal French houses engaged in this business are at Havre, and the head of the

one most prominent is an American of great wealth, who went to Havre as an agent of

the Rodmans, of New Bedford. The American vessels sail on temperance principles,

and much of their success is to be attributed to this fact. The United States government

bestow no bounty upon this fishery, and yet it flourishes to an extent which casts that of

all the other countries combined into the shade, although they may be aided by govern

ment funds. The English appear to have almost abandoned it entirely. Next to the

Americans, the Bremeus are the most successful; but their business can be considered

little else than a branch of the American, being mainly established by them. The Ame

rican vessels are generally from 300 to 600 tons, built of the best materials, and sailing

from home at an expense of from $30,000 to $65,000 each.

Although a part, and sometimes a whole boat’s crew, is lost in pursuit of their mam

moth game, the mortality has been over-estimated. An intelligent and experienced

ship-master computes it at 2* per cent a season—250 barrels from one whale is the largest

amount that we have heard; many yield upwards of 200. The average of the Hope,

with 3,600 barrels. was 125 to a whale. This ship saved but one whale out of every

three killed. Another vessel lost twenty, cut in eleven; making 1,575 barrels. The

destruction of life is immense, as not more than one-half of those killed are saved, and

not more than one in five of those struck, secured. The largest animals are from seventy

to eighty feet in length. If they sink ofi" soundings, they do not rise again ; the great

pressure of the water keeping them far down below the surface. The most successful

ships that we have heard of this season, are the three following :—South America, of

Providence, ten months from home. 3,600 barrels whale, 100 sperm, 36,000 pounds bone,

worth $49,600—ship Hamilton, Sag Harbor, thirteen months, 3,300 whale, 70 sperm,
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42,000 pounds bone, worth $46,960—ship Lowell, New London,fourteen months, 4,000

whale, 300 sperm, 40,000 pounds bone, worth $60,400. The game is pursued as far

north as 60°. The portion of the ocean most abounding in whales, is subject to dense

fogs and heavy weather, frequently preventing the lowering of a boat from two to four

consecutive weeks. One ship had it rainy and foggy for three months. Whales are met

with in the greatest abundance ; so that, in a few days clear weather, great numbers are

killed. In fact, the actual season for capturing them is, on account of the density of the

fogs, very limited.”

From a letter dated Honolulu, December 28, 1844, we gather the following statistics

of the number of arrivals at the Sandwich Islands, for 1844; their oil, bone, value, etc. :—

1844. Arrivals at Lahaina, ZlIuuL—Amcrican ships, 301 ; bbls. whale oil, 202,874;

do. sperm, 120,867; lbs. bone, 2,933,600; 9,030 seamen; whole value of ships and car~

goes, $15,566,330.

At Honnlulu.—l33 American ships; 148,612 bbls. whale oil; 52,723 do. sperm;

1,338,400 lbs. bone; 3,990 seamen; total value, $7,468,330.

Other Ports—6 American ships; 3,300 bbls. whale oil; 8,900 do. sperm; 30,000 lbs.

bone; 180 seamen; total value, $339,500.

Grand total of American whaling property, ships, and seamen, touching at the Ha

waiian Islands, during IBM—$23,374,160 property, 440 ships, 13,200 seamen.

The Polynesian furnishes the following table of arrivals at these islands, in 1844:—

  

  

Property. Ships. Seaman.

Bremen,.............................. $1,0U2J00 19 570

French,... .. 1,152,960 26 780

English, .......... . . . 199,000 5 159

New Brunswick,.. . . 407,800 4 120

Danish, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 93,300 2 60

Norwegian,... .. . 31,900 1 25

American, as above,............... 23,374,160 440 13,200

Grand total, .............. . . $26,261,220 497 14,014

A large amount of property, to be at risk in so hazardous a business. Many of these

vessels touch twice during the year, and some visit more than one port; so that the actual

number of vessels touching here is less than would appear from the above data. It is

rumored that the government intends making Honolulu the only port of foreign entry, in

order to encourage their coasting trade, to prevent smuggling, and the illegal discharge of

seamen upon their shores, and also desertion.

 

IRON TRADE—ENGLAND AND FRANCE.

“ While the English government has, of late years,” says the London Mining Journal,

“ been gradually liberating our iron trade from every sort of restriction, the French have’

been hedging in theirs with every imaginable sort of fiscal protection. Mark the results.

In 1841, the coal raised in this country was at least ten times the quantity raised in

France ; and in the same year four tons of iron were made in this country for every ton

made in France. The coal consumed in the iron-works, alone, of Great Britain, rather

more than doubled the whole quantity of coal raised in France. In England, the average

quantity of coal raised within the year, by each person employed in coal mines, was 25-3

tons—in France, it was only 116 tons. In France, 47,800 persons were employed in

producing one-fourth the quantity of iron produced in Great Britain by 42,400. Thev

prices of iron to the consumer, in France, are from 100 to 250 per cent higher than in

England. France has not even succeeded in making herself independent of foreign sup

plies. The quantity of coal imported in 1841 was within a trifle of half the quantity

raised, and nearly 50,000 tons of British iron were imported—pig iron being subject to a

duty of £3 23. 6d., and plates, bars, and rods, to a duty varying from £8 7s. 4d., to

£16 14s. 9d.”
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COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

LEGAL TENDERS OF COINS IN CANADA.

By the currency act, 4th and 5th Victoria,'chapter XCIIl.,it is provided that the British

sovereign of full weight, and the American eagle of 11 dwts. 6 gr. troy, coined before

July, 1834, and all their multiples and subdivisions, shall be legal tender; the former at

£1 45. 4d., the latter at £2 105.; and, if not more than two grains less than full weight,

each coin shall continue to be by tale to any amount, at a deduction of id. currency, for

each quarter grain—provided that, in legal tenders, if the payment exceed £50 currency,

either party may insist on such coins being weighed in a lump, and to be legal tender at

the rate, the British of 94s. 10d. currency per oz. troy, and the United States coins at that

of 93s. currency. In like manner, the gold coin of France of forty francs, with its divi

sions and multiples, at 933. 1d. currency per oz. troy; the old doubloon of Spain, or quad

ruple pistole, the Mexican and Chilian doubloon, at 89s. 7d. currency per oz. troy; the

gold coins of La Plate and Colombia, at 895. 5d. currency per oz. troy; the gold coins of

Portugal and Brazil, at 94s. 6d. currency per oz. troy. All these, if coined before Sep

tember 1, 1841, are legal tender for sums above £50, weighed out at the annexed rates.

The following silver coins are legal tenderz—The silver dollar of Spain, the United

States, of Peru, Chili, Central America, the states of South America, and of Mexico, if

coined before the year 1841, and weighing 17 dwts. 4 grs. troy, at 55. 1d. currency; and

half a dollar, the same coinages and proportionate weight, at 25. 6§d., to any extent, by

tale. Their subdivisions—the one-fourth dollar, for 1s. 3d. currency; the one-eighth, for

‘lid. currency; the one-sixteenth, 35]., are legal tender to the extent of £2 10s. at one

time, by tale, if they have not lost more than one-twenty-fifth of their weight. The

French five-franc, coined before 1841, in tale for any amount, at 45. 8d. The British

crown, at 65. 1d. currency; which, and other descriptions of British coin lawfully current

in Great Britain and Ireland, of proportionate weight, and for proportionate sums, to the

amount of £2 10s. currency, and no more.

The govemor-general can, by proclamation, include among legal tenders the more

recent coinages of those nations, of the values specified, having verified their pureness

by assay. £100 sterling is equal to £121 133. 4d. currency, and is deemed par of ex

change; from which rate exchange seldom fluctuates more than 1 per cent. To bring

sterling into currency, add 1-5th to the sterling amount, and 1-12th to the 1-5th; and ‘to

reduce currency into sterling, multiply by 60, and divide by 73.

\The basis of the currency is the imperial gold standard, differing from sterling money

in the different nominal value of the pound and its constituents. The pound sterling is,

by law, fixed at twenty-four shillings and four pence currency. At this rate, all large

transactions are settled; and remittances, with the correction of the day for exchange,

are calculated. One pound currency, contains four dollars; one dollar do., five shillings ;

one shilling do., two sixpences ; one sixpence do., six pennies; one penny do., two cop

pers. The value in sterling, of the pound currency, is rather over 165. Sid; the dollar

currency, rather over 4s. lid. ; the shilling currency, rather over 9;}(1. ; the sixpence cur

rency, rather under 5d. ; but, in retail transactions, an approximation is made to the value

of the coins current in Britain and the United States; and in small purchases the follow~

ing are the rates at which such coins are usually paid away :—

    

BRITISH. AMERICAN.

Thesovereign,.. . ...... .. £1 4 6 Eagle, .... £2 10 0

The crown,..... .. 6 1 Dollar, .... .. 5 1

Half crown,....................-..... 3 0} Halfdollar,....... .. 2 6*

Shilling, called Trente-Sous,... . l 3 Dime, or ten cents, ..... .. 6

Sixpence, “ Quinze-Sous,..... 7% Real, or York shilliug,........... 7*
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A shilling sterling, and a quarter of a dollar, are taken in the stores as equal. The

exchangeable value of the dollar, of course, varies with the course of exchange between

the provinces and the United States, which is principally ruled by that between New

York and London. In general, its value is about 55. 1d. currency, or 4s. 2d. sterling.

The shilling currency is subdivided into twenty-four copper coins, called coppers. Coins

of this metal, of colonial, British, and American origin, and of very various denomina

tions, are common, and each is p"etty generally taken as the equivalent of a copper,

without much reference to its intrinsic value. The English penny, half-penny, and far

thing, of not less than five-sixths of the weight of currency, is a legal tender to the

amount of 12d.

The following coins are also usually taken at the rates specified :—French crown,

5s. 6d. ; French half crown, 2s. 6d. ; Pistareen, 10d. ; Five-franc piece, 4s. 8d.

 

REGULATIONS RELATING TO POSTAGE.

Hon. Enmnm Bonn, Commissioner of Patents, under date, Washington, June 11th,

1845, has published the following circular relating to correspondence with that office,

which we publish for the information of persons having business with that department.

In consequence of the heavy correspondence of the Patent Ofiice, (which is supported

exclusively from its own revenues,) all of which will be subject to postage on the let day

of July next, the commissioner of patents feels obliged to give notice that, after the 30th

day of June, 1845, all letters and packages addressed to the commissioner of patents, not

expressly relating to the business with which this ofiice is, by law, charged, must be post

paid, or they will receive no attention, and will not be taken from the post-oflice. Mo

dels, which have heretofore occasionally been sent by the mail, must hereafter be sent

by private conveyance, and at the expense of the applicant, except when delivered to the

agents of this ofiice authorized to receive and transmit them. Letters containing assign

ments of patents to be recorded in this ofiice, (as the recording is done at the expense of

the oflice without charge to the persons interested,) must be post paid. All letters re

questing copies of papers and records, seeds, reports, and other matters merely personal to

the writers, and not relating to the legitimate business of the office, must be post paid.

Fees for copies must also be transmitted free of postage. Postage on letters addressed to

the commissioner, on business connected with applications for caveats, and the issues of

letters patent, and all proceedings relating thereto, will be paid by the ofiice. As postage

on letters and packages, after the 30th instant, is to be charged according to the weight,

it is desired that applicants will omit the use of wooden rollers, tin cases, and other things

used for the convenience of transmission, which,without being necessary, greatlyincrease

the weight of their communications, and consequently the postage charged upon them.

 

CANADIAN POST—OFFICE CIRCULAR,

RELATIVE 'ro LETTERS AND NEWSPAPERS CONVEYED T0 nos'ron FROM THE UNITED KXNGDOM, no.

The Postmaster-Genelial of Canada, under date of General Post-Ofiice, Montreal,

March 26th, 1845, gives notice “ that, having concluded an agreement with the govern

ment of the United States for the conveyance through its territory of the correspondence

of Great Britain and Canada, the mails to and from Canada will in future be landed and

embarked at Boston, instead of Halifax, (as heretofore,) and will be conveyed between

Montreal and Boston in charge of a British officer, appointed by the postmaster-general.

All letters and newspapers, thelefore, addressed to Europe, will be forwarded from Mon

treal via Boston, unless specially directed to be sent by some other route. N0 additional

postage will be charged upon letters to and from Canuda,in consequence of the transit rate

which is to be paid to the United States post-oflice ; but a charge of one half-penny will

be levied on the delivery of each newspaper, whether in the United Kingdom or in

Canada. In Canada, this half-penny will be in currency.”

The first letters from England, by the new channel, came by the steamer of the 4th of

April, 1845, (from Liverpool,) and the first transmissions hence were by the packet which

left Boston on the 1st of May, 1845.
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MEBCANTILE MISGELLANIES.‘

OUR COMMERCIAL INTERESTS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN.

In our March number we published a valuable communication on the consular system

of the United States, from the pen of C. Edwards Lester, our consul at Genoa. Since

that time Mr. Lester has returned to America on a short visit, and we have had the plea

sure of several conversations with him, relative to our commercial interests in the Medi

terranean. We understand it is his intention soon to publish a work of a good deal of

research, devoted to an illustration of art and commerce in their connexion with the civi

lization‘ of modern times. Few subjects could be selected more worthy of a gifted pen,

and probably no one of our countrymen has devoted himself with so much earnestness to

these studies as Mr. Lester. The origin of all modern civilization is to be traced to the

shores of the Mediterranean. We have often been surprised that so little light has been

shed upon this splendid subject by modern writers. So far as our knowledge of such

matters extends, no work has thus far been written,in any language, which illustrates with

any great ability the origin and progress of the commercial power of our own times—which

has over, at least, in our language, given us much satisfactory information about'the origin

of the Consulate del .Mare. The origin of that wonderful code is still veiled in obscurity.

Probably the most learned tourists of this country would unhesitatingly give the opinion

that the Cansolato tlel Mare originated in Spain. Who, of all our statesmen, is prepared

to tell us why it is that our commerce with the shores of the Mediterranean has been

slowly and surely dwindling away for the last twenty years, while in every other part of

the world, it has reared a formidable rivalship to the supremacy of Great Britain. We

were aware that when Mr. Lester was sent to the Mediterranean, it was his design to

make these matters the subject of careful investigation ; and few men in the nation

were better fitted for so difficult a task. We only regret he should have occupied a sta

tion which affords so few facilities for the accomplishment of so noble a purpose, except

at a great personal sacrifice. \Ve know of nothing more lamentable than the policy of

our government in reference to our foreign interests. The existence of such a consular

system as we have is a. disgrace to the nation in the estimation of the whole world, and

unless a better system is soon adopted, we shall find it too late to recover the ground we

have lost. We once had the monopoly of indigo, spices, codfish, and India goods in the

‘Mediterranean, and this monopoly enriched Boston and Salem. Now this trade has

passed almost entirely from our hands. The time was when sixty and seventy American

vessels entered the port of Leghorn every year—forty, the port of Genoa. Now, the num

ber is reduced to half a score ! and more than half these return in ballast. And yet we

doubt if the fact has yet arrested the attention of our government. This can all be satis

factorily accounted for. Our government takes no pains to collect commercial informa

tion, particularly in the Mediterranean, which Mr. Jefi'erson considered the vital point of

the commercial world. Great Britain sends her consuls and commercial agents every

where, and these vigilant spies of her commerce are sleepless at their posts. Our com

mercial treaties and tariffs are constructed upon the basis of newspaper intelligence, or

statistical tables of the English board of trade 2 Of one thing we are deeply persuaded ;

the time has come when our government must look at these matters, and construct a con

sular system, and establish a commercial representation abroad, worthy of the country, and

called for by the wants of the nation and the spirit of the age, or supinely surrender up

to foreign powers what has cost the risk, the labor and the enterprise of two generations.

The sums the British and the French governments expend every year in getting commer

cial intelligence, are absolutely enormous; yet these very sums are voted with acclama.

tion in England by the House of Commons, and in France by the‘ Chamber of Deputies.
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The commerce of all foreign nations is in the hands of the middle classes, and knowing

how vitally their best interests depend upon commercial intelligence, the representatives of

the people, in distinction from the aristocracy, have guarded this point well. Nor have

they ever considered the public treasure misapplied, although millions were expended for

such purposes. Commerce, like liberty and truth, must walk on by the light. It loves

adventure, and seeks new fields. But it abhors the dark.

Besides, what does our government do with the meagre commercial information they

gather’! Long before it is communicated to the people, it has ceased to be useful. This

can only be remedied by selecting some efiicient and respectable press as a medium

through which all commercial intelligence may be immediately brought before the people.

But now the merchant is obliged to rely upon his own private channels of communication

for the state of foreign markets, and the fluctuations of trade ; and long before the docu

ments of the government are published, his fleet has spread its canvass on the India

seas. We shall watch the appearance of Mr. Lester’s work with deep interest, and

we believe we shall not be disappointed. He carried to the investigation of his difli

cult but delightful subject, warm enthusiasm and rare intelligence. His ofiicial stand

ing and literary fame gave him uncommon facilities for the achievement of his task,

and we trust it will prove to have been well done. Nor can we refrain from expressing

the wish that our government may choose as wisely in its selection of others of its repre

sentatives abroad. From such appointments the whole nation receives an advantage.

Commerce is efliciently protected by the vigilance, and guided by the counsels of such

men. Literature and 'he arts are promoted by their studies, and their writings difl'use

among the people the choicest intelligence, and foster the noblest national spirit. Be

sides, such men reflect honor upon our nation abroad, and win for us influence and respect

with governments and people. This was particularly illustrated by the impression created

in Europe from the nomination of such men as Wheaton, and Irving, to high diplomatic

stations. ‘Ve have been told by Mr. Lester that the selection of Mr. Bancroft as secre

tary of the navy was received at Florence with a feeling which amounted almost to en

thusiasm. Even the grand duke of Tuscany, expressed his delight when he received the

intelligence, and his librarian remarked that Mr. Polk’s administration could not fail to

win the highest respect of Europe, if the selection of Mr. Bancroft could be considered a

fair indication of the spirit of the new president; for, in Florence, where literary men

since the days of the Medici, and even before the downfall of her republic, have always

adorned the court, and often controlled her public councils, an enlightened policy has al

ways prevailed, and scholars, without distinction of party, have been called to devote them

selves actively to the affairs of state. '

 

AN EXAMPLE OF MERCANTILE HONEST'Y.

It afl'srds us pleasure to record in the pages of this Magazine, instances of mercantile

integrity similar to the following, which We find in the Charleston Patriot. It appears

that a gentleman of Charleston, (S. C.,) who was unfortunate in business thirty years ago,

and consequently unable, at that time, to meet his engagements with his creditors, after

more than twenty years of toil, succeeded in paying every creditor, (except one whose

residence could not be ascertained,) the whole amount due them. He has, in that twenty

years, brought up and educated a large family, but he still owed one of his former credit

ors. He was not satisfied to keep another’s property—he made inquiry, and received

information that the party had died some years since. He again pursued his inquiry re

specting the administrator, and ascertained his name and residence, wrote him, acknow

ledged the debt, and requested him to inform him of the manner he would receive the

money. A few weeks since, be remitted the whole amount, principal and interest.
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MAXIMS FOR MERCHANTS.

We find the following “ Things to be Thought of by Men in Trade,” in a late num

ber of the New York Evening Gazette, a new daily Journal, conducted by William G.

King, Esq., with signal ability and discrimination. The maxims are understood to be

from the pen of a merchant, and convey truths, the result, in many instances, of dear

bought experience. Decidedly the best and most Christian treatise of moral philosophy

or ethics, was written by a merchant—Jonathan Dymond, an Englishman.

Credit should be sparingly given, and integrity be the basis of it.

Guarantees should only be taken in writing, and a consideration always expressed therein.

The honor of an honest man, as far as dollars and cents goes, dies when he dies—

therefore, honorable conditions in writing.

Lying won’t stand, while truth is truth.

Rascals may flourish, but honest men will out-sleep them.

Wealth is desirable, if honestly acquired, and is blessed by contentment.

Prudence in promises is a fair guarantee in the redemption of them.

A genuine scoundrel is a man who, by his sanctity, has obtained credit; and, through

religious professions, keeps back property from his legitimate creditors.

A burglar is a gentleman, compared with a smooth-faced, merchant robber.

Credit or confidence given to men of doubtful integrity, is an injustice done to all who

hold on to their honesty.

Liberality should never be extended to the niggardly and deceptive.

Risk anything before you risk your reputation.

Truth is a restorative—it saves the conscience, and keeps up a glow of happiness under

all the workings of life.

 

DEATH OF A BOSTON MERCHANT.

The Boston papers recently announced the death of George J. Homer, Esq., one of the

oldest and most respectable merchants of that city, after a few days illness, in the 64th

year of his age. “ For about forty years, Mr. Homer had been in active mercantile busi

ness in Boston, as a partner in the well known firm of Homes, Homer dz, Co., in Union

street; and during the whole of that time, until the very day on which he was suddenly

struck down by apoplexy, while engaged in writing in his own store, he never failed to

distribute, with a liberal hand, his honest and laborious earnings among the sick, the

poor, the unfortunate and friendless, the ignorant and the oppressed.”

 

GILLOTT’S STEEL PENS.

This paragraph is written with a new pen, fresh from the manufacture of Joseph Gil

lott, Birmingham, (England.) It is called the “ Croton pen," in honor of that magnifi—

cent enterprise that supplies the commercial emporium of the western world with pure

Water. It is quite equal to anything of the kind from Mr. G.’s establishment, which is

saying all that is necessary in its favor. The morality of the system which has been

adopted not only in this country, but in England, of imposing upon the public a spurious

article, under the title of “ Gillott,” is, to say the least, questionable, if not a downright

forgery. Mr. Jessup, of John-street, New York, is the sole importer of Gillott’s pens,

and supplies the trade with the genuine article. The increasing demand for Gillott’s pens

is pretty conclusive evidence of their excellence. By the last returns, it appears that, from

December, 1842, to December, 1843, there were manufactured at the Birmingham works

105,125,493 pens, or 730,038 gross.

 

LARGE WHALING VOYAGES.

The ship Ohio, recently arrived at ‘the port of Nantucket from the Pacific ocean, has

turned out on the wharf 2,810 barrels sperm oil, and has sold on the voyage about 80

barrels sperm and whale; making 2,890 barrels in all, valued at about $81,000. The

Potomac has also turned out on the wharf 2,354 barrels sperm oil, and has sold on the

voyage 90 barrels sperm; making 2,444 barrels in all, valued at about $69,000. The

Nantucket is also at the bar, with about 1,330 barrels sperm, (including oil sent home,)

and 1,300 barrels whale oil, and 13,000 pounds bone, valued at~ about $56,000. This

makes an aggregate of $206,000 for the three ships. The Nantucket Inquirer asks,

“ Can our ‘ off-island’ brethren beat this?”
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1_.— Wiley and Putnam’s Library of Choice Reading. .N'o. 1.—Eothen ; or, Traces of Travel brought

Homefrom the East. 16m0.

This library of choice reading is the best selection of miscellaneous works ever offered to the Ame

rican public, combining variety, tastefulness, and intrinsic value. It is on the plan, only greatly im

proved, of the old collections, English and American ; with, so far, a most judicious selection of works,

of which we have space to give little else than the titles, with a few words of comment. The pre,

and the public to back it, have expressed so emphatic and unanimous a good opinion of the series, that

we can do no more than repeat their praises. Eothen is the picked book of the season—(Eliot War

burton’s “ Crescent and the Cross" is as good, out of the same school of reading)—the most readable

book on the East ever published. It has been well called the best book of travels since Childe Ilarold

—-full to overflowing of fine sentiment, fine description, fine sense—and, in the best use of the words,

fine writing—No. 2.—.Mary Schweidler, the .qmber Witch. A beautiful and pure fiction, of the

school of the Vicar of Wakefield, which everybody has read.——-.N‘o. 3.— Undine and Sintram, front

the German of Fouque. The rarest essence of German romantic genius—poems in prose, by a master.

.N‘o. 4.—Imag'ination and Fancy. By LEIGH HUNT. With marked passages from the Poets. A

delicate volume of illustrative criticism—worthy of being bound up as a gift-book for the holidays,

for youth and maiden. It has another value, in teaching the poets and critics of the country what

true poetry is. No. 5.—The Diary of’ Lady Willoughby. A lady's book of fictitious history, so na—

turally told as to mislead the reader who is in want of a proper literary cue. It professes to be a do

mestic history, written during the civil wars, in the manner of Mrs. Hutchinson and Lady Fanshaw's

memoirs. It has a profound religious interest—a fine study of female character.—No. 6 and 9.—

Hazlitt‘s Table Talk. A selection of the most brilliant papers of this sparkling writer. Hazlitt is‘

never dull. It excites a noble enthusiasm in youth, training the perception to acute and active ob

servation—No. 7.—Headlong Hall, and Nightmare .dbbey. Lively and piquant satirical sketches

of society, men, manners, and opinions, in the guise of a novel. The characters are said to be por

traits. JV'o. 8.—-The French in Algiers. By LADY Durr Gonnos. A perfect picture of the seat of

war_in Africa, full of incident and anecdote, with the life of the camp.——JV‘o.10.—./1neient Moral

Tales, from the Gesta: Romanorum. The apologues used by the clergy in their sermons in the middle

ages. The stories are very beautiful—at once old and new—with something of the interest of the

Arabian Nights.

‘2.——The United States Form Book ; containing every variety of Conveyancing, Commercial and other

Precedents, with Directions for executing the same. .Hlso, a Complete Guide to Custom-House Trans

actions, together with much other information. useful in every branch of business. By a Member of

the New orir Bar. New York: Charles Wells.

A careful examination of this volume has impressed us very favorably as to its practical utility. It

is indeed a perfect vade mccum, accommodating itself to the wants of the community throughout its

various departments of business, and furnishing merchants, mariners, mechanics, farmers, and busi

ness men of all classes, with a very complete collection of the forms of such contracts and legal

instruments as are of common occurrence; while the professional man will find it a convenient as

sistant and full guide to the various kinds of business in which he is daily consulted and employed.

In addition to a great variety of the ordinary forms of contracts, bonds, covenants, powers of attorney,

wills, mortgages, and other deeds necessary for conveyancing, it contains proceedings and directions,

issued from the department at Washington, to obtain patents for inventions, and to draw pensions.

Mechanics are here instructed how to secure and enforce liens for their work, labor, and materials

furnished upon houses. Co-partnerships and agencies, as well as the domestic relations of master

and apprentice, and husband and wife, have received that attention which their importance demands.

Landlords and tenants, ship‘masters and mariners, will also find their respective rights and obligations

treated of at length. The commercial forms, which embrace the shipping interest, and custom-house

entries, are full; and the directions here given will enable an importer, shipper, or other person, to

thread the mazes of the custom-house, in all its branches, with perfect ease and despatch. The

work forms an octavo volume of nearly four hundred pages, and is handsomely printed, with a clear

and distinct type, on aremarkably heavy and substantial paper.

3.—P0ems. By WILLIAM W. Loan. New York: D. Appleton.

This little volume of poems, the first efforts of its author, has, on the one hand, been received with

too high “ laud" by some of the critics; while, on the other, it has been too severely, and even un

justly, criticised. That it has merit, and of a high order, must, we think, he admitted by the impartial

reviewer; and that there are defects in versification, 8tc., are quite too apparent to be denied ; but we

are persuaded that the author can produce higher efforts. Let him hereafter speak from the inspiration

within, and we are quite sure that he will add something to the stock of our “readable and preserva

ble poetry."
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4.-First Books of Natural History. By W. S. W. Ruscnlsnznonn. M. D., Surgeon in the U. 8.

Navy, Fellow of the College of Physicians. Honorary Member of the Philadelphia Medical Society.

Member of the Academy of Natural Sciences, etc., etc. Philadelphia: Grigg 8; Elliott.

We have placed the general title, “First Books of Natural History," at the head of the present

notice ; but it comprises seven volumes, each devoted to a distinct subject, viz :—-1. Elements of 80

tany; 2. Of Entomology; 3. 0f Conchology; 4. 0f Ichthyology; 5. 0f Ornithology; 6. Of Physiol

ogy; and, 7. Of Mammalogy. These works. prepared for the use of schools and colleges, are based

on the text of Milne Edwards and Achille Comte, Professors of Natural History in the Colleges of

Henri IV. and Charlemagne- They were prepared under the direction of the “Royal Council of

Public Instruction of France,” and adopted by that body, as appears from the recommendation of

Guizot. Each science is amply illustrated with plates, and is as accurate in scientific arrangement as

the most voluminous works on similar subjects. The volumes are small, (about one hundred and fifly

duodecimo pages each,) chiefly designed as introductory to the study of the natural sciences. They

are well adapted, not only for beginners, but even others, who have not the opportunity or inclination

to study the subjects in more elaborate treatises.

5.—History of Germany.from the Earliest Period to the Present By FREDERICK Konutauscn

Translated from the German, by James D. Haas. With a complete Index, prepared expressly for

the American edition. New York: D. Appleton &. Co. Philadelphia: George S. Appleton.

This volume is one of the richest contributions to the historical department of literature, which the

modern prolific press has supplied. It is amply copious, and yet not redundant; combining in a com

prehensive, andyet distinct narrative, all the prominent features and acts in the national annals of

Germany. Unlike many other works of its class, it is a history of the Germanic confederacies, and

contains nothing irrelevant to the single subject of discussion. The theme itself is in a great mea

sure novel, as an authentic and succinct narrative of German affairs could not be found in our lan

guage. That deficiency now is most suitably and profitably supplied. The American publishers have

also added a full and minute index to the work, which is not found in the English edition, and which

renders the work doubly valuable to all who are anxious to read a book containing such an extensive

diversity of biographical facts, and historical circumstances, with advantage. The power of com

bination and compression of such multifarious materials, is very advantageously exemplified in this

volume ; without which, every library, so far as Germany is concerned, is incomplete. It well merits

all the eulogy which the critics have bestowed upon it.

6.——History 0 France. from the Earliest Period to the Present Time. By M. MICHELET. Translated

from the rench. By G. H. Sm'rn. New York: U. Appleton 8: Co. Philadelphia: George S.

Appleton.

There is a peculiar tact for historical composition displayed in all the works of M. Michelet;

and his History of France is far superior to any preceding work upon that exciting topic. During the

earlier period of the history succeeding the overthrow of the western portion of the Roman empire,

at the latter part of the fifth century, France occupied a very distinguished, if not the most promi

nent rank, among the modern ten kingdoms into which the southern part of Europe was divided by

the Goths, the Hunns, the Saxons, and the Vandals, with their northern fellow barbarians. Two

numbers, only, or about one-seventh part of the whole history, as yet are published ; but they are an

elegant specimen of the work. A complete, impartial, and comprehensive history of France, was a

desideratum; and M. Michelet’s volumes will gratify the demand of all those who are desirous to

attain a succinct knowledge of Gallic annals. The work is written with great clearness, and im

pressive eloquence ; being equally exciting and luminous. All persons who would accurately under

stand the true condition and features of French history, in its combinations with the other European

nations, will avail themselves of M. Michelet’s erudition and researches. The publishers have acted

wisely in issuing this admirable work in such a form that it may universally be circulated.

7.—The Life and Power of True Godliness. described in a series of Discourses. By ALEXANDER

M’Lnon. D. D., late Pastor of the Reformed Presbyterian Church. With an Introductory Essay.

By Joan Nrnt. M‘Lnon, D. D. New York: Robert Carter.

The author of the present volume informs the reader that, during a general, and even intimate

intercourse with Christians, of almost all ranks and names, he found himself at a loss for a work

at once both doctrinal and experimental, to be recommended to the perusal of those who are seeking

the eonsolations of the Gospel, and adapted to the actual condition of society in our cities and our

country. He has. therefore, selected these discourses, delivered in the course of his ministry in

New York. for the press, in order to supply, to the best of his ability, the deficiency. They cannot

fail of meeting the approval of all who profess and call themselves “evangelical” or “ orthodox"

Christians.

8.—.d Pilgrimage to Treves, through the Valley of the .Meuse and the Forest of .drdennes, in the year

1844. By CHARLES Enwsnn An'rnos. New York: Harper 8r. Brothers. I

This work is not written, says the author, with a sectarian object. It appears to be a faithful, and

at the same time an agreeable narrative of what passed under the author's eye, in the course of a

tour through a portion of Europe not often travelled.
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9.—Sermons of John Baptist .Massillon, Bishop of Clermont; to which is prefixed the Life of the

fluthor. From the last London edition. With an introduction. By Rev. WILLIAM W. WILLIc'r'r.

Complete in one volume. Boston : Waite, Peirce 8r. Co.

We are not surprised at the animation—the unction, as D‘Alambert says, which flowed from the

pen of the good bishop of Clermont, on every subject; that the gentle, yet feeling address to the

hearts of his hearers, and to which the most indifferent could not refuse attention, should have struck

the translator of the present edition so forcibly, that he could not reflect, without surprise, that no

translation of his works had before appeared in English. We can discover nothing in these dis

courses written merely for effect. All is simple. natural, eloquent. There are no studied strokes of

oratory ; the mind is not diverted from the sentiment by any fictitious appendages. The style, rarely

adorned by the simplest trope, flows gently and evenly along, as if content with asseverating the

great truths of which it is the vehicle, into the understanding and the heart. The noble devotion of

Massillon to Christian truth and goodness, administers a just rebuke to a popular, time-serving clergy,

who wink at wickedness in high places. The remark of Louis, the monarch of France, (before whom

he appeared “ as without pride, so without fear,”) “ that the preaching of Massillon made him feel

discontented with himself," shows that he was not disposed to wink at vice, even in the presence of

all the noblesse of France. As another Chrysostom, though with more prudence, he exposed with a

firm nerve, and with skilful power, the vices of his fashionable audiences. The American publishers

have our thanks for this addition to a class of religious literature that must be acceptable to Chris

tians of every denomination.

10.——Jin Explanatory and Phonog'raphic pronouncing Dictionary of the English Language; to which

is added, .9 Vocabulary of Greek, Latin, Scriptural, Christian. and Geographical .N‘ames, with their

Pronunciation ,' together with a Collection of Words and Phrases from Foreign Languages, often met

with in the Works of English Writers, with their signification. Edited by \NILLIAM BoLurs. New

London: Bolles 6:. Williams.

This new dictionary forms a large octavo volume, of nearly one thousand pages. Walker's Dic

tionary contains about thirty- three thousand words, and the volume before us about eighty-five thou

sand, exclusive of twenty thousand Greek, Latin, Scripture, Christian, and Geographical proper names

—making. in all. a vocabulary of more than one hundred thousand words, “accurately divided into

syllables, with the pronunciation of each scientifically and phonographically exhibited, as deduced

from the most approved usage, where usage is uniform and settled, and from analogy and classical

authority, where usage is uncertain.” The rules of Mr. Sheridan have been made the basis of Mr.

Bolles’s orthography ; that is, no character is set down in any word which is not pronounced. Every

distinct simple sound has a distinct character to mark it, for which it uniformly stands ; and the same

character is never set down as the representative of two different sounds. All compound sounds are

marked only by such characters as naturally and necessarily produce those sounds, upon their being

pronounced according to their names in the alphabet. The work is handsomely printed, on a very

beautiful and distinct type, and fine white paper; and, altogether, forms one of the most beautiful

volumes, of the kind, that we have ever seen.

ll.—.d Dictionary of the English Language; containing the Pronunciation, Etymology, and Erplana

tion of all Words, authorized by Eminent Writers. To which are added, .8 Vocabulary of the Roots

of English Words, and an flccentuated List of Greek, Latin. and Scripture Proper Names. By

ALEXANDER Ram, A. M., Rector of the Circus Place School, Edinburgh ; author of “ Rudiments of

English Composition," etc. With an Introduction. By Hntav Reno. Professor of English Litera

ture in the University of Pennsylvania. New York: 1). Appleton 8r. Co.

This is a beautifully printed volume; and, notwithstanding its compact size, and distinctness of

type, it comprises forty thousand words. The principal improvements are—1st. The primitive word

is given, and then follow the immediate derivatives, in alphabetical order, with the part of speech.

2d. After the primitive words, is inserted the original term from whence it is formed, with the name

of the language from whence it is derived. 3d. There is subjoined a vocabulary of the roots of Eng

lish words, by which the accurate purport of them is instantly discoverable. 4th. An accented list,

to the number of fifteen thousand, of Greek, Latin, and Scripture proper names, is added. It appears

to us better adapted to the use of schools than any compilation with which we are acquainted.

12.-— Travels in the Californias, and Scenes in the Pacific Ocean. By Tnosus J. FARNHAM, author of

“Travels on the Great Western Prairies, the Anahuac and Rocky Mountains, and in the Oregon

Territory."

Mr. Farnham has completed the fourth part of this interesting work, and the whole now forms an

octavo volume, of more than four hundred pages. The writer has been over the ground he describes;

and, to what he has seen, he has added much information from every authentic source. " The Great

South Sea, the Hawaiian islands, and the Cnlifornias, are its theme. Upper and Lower California,

their conquest by the Spaniards; Indians, white inhabitants, their present state ; surface, vegetation,

streams, plains, mountains, volcanoes, animals—ail these will be found fully described" in this

volume. From what we know of the author, as an industrious, intelligent, and faithful narrator of

scenes and facts, we are led to believe that he has furnished as with a work as authentic and useful

as it is graphic and interesting. '
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lit—The New York Annual Register, for the year of our Lord 1845. By Enwtu WILLXAMS.

This Register was commenced in 1830, and continued regularly until 1837; when, owing to commer-(

cial embarrussments, which affected all business publications, it was suspended. A volume W88‘!

however, issued in 1840. The volume before us is published at one-half the former price, and of

course contains fewer pages—still, it has over two hundred and eighty, principally statistics for‘

business men; among which may be named a. list of post-offices, with the distance of each from New

York—a new feature, that has not before been introduced into the Register. Mr. Williams is the

pioneer of anything like a complete work of the kind, which comprised statistics, as well as the’

names of public officers, etc. it is quoted as a standard authority, at home and abroad. About fifty

pages are devoted to internal improvements; and it is, on the whole, replete with facts and figures

illustrative of the general resources of the state. ‘ '

14.—The New York State Register,for 1845 ; containing an .fllntanac for 1845-46. with Political, Sta

tistical, and other information, relating to the State of New York and the United States. .8130, a

Complete List of County ()fiiccrs, .flttorneys, &c. Edited by O. L. Honmcv. New York : J. Disturnell.

The design of this work, as stated in the editor's preface, is to furnish a comprehensive and detailed

account of the actual condition of the slate, embracing its civil divisions, population, productions,

trade, and resources ; its public works, its means of intercourse, and its principal local improvements ;'

its wealth, revenue, and expenditures; the organization of its government; the general scope and

character of its legislation, as exemplified and illustrated by its institutions of education, morals, and

religion—for the protection and relief of the destitute, infirm, and helpless—for the encouragement of

enterprise, industry, science, and the arts; in short, a picture of the living, acting, growing common

wealth, with the various means and agencies by which its affairs are conducted, its resources on‘

folded, and the business of the people transacted. That this design is faithfully carried out in the

volume before as, any one can see, who will take the trouble of running over its pages. We have

observed but few errors in the compilation ; and, on the whole, we consider it a model of the class of

works to which it belongs.

15.—The Dog and the Sportsman; embracing the Uses, Breeding. Training, Diseases, ctc., etc., of’

Dogs, and an .ficcount of the Different Kinds of Game, with their Habita- fllao, Hints to Shoot‘

crs ; with Various Useful Recipes, etc., etc. By Joan S. SKINNER, former Editor of the TurfRegister,

etc. With illustrations. Philadelphia: Lea8t Blanchard. New York : Wiley &. Putnam.

This is, we believe, the first regular treatise which has been published in this country, on the kind

dred subjects—~the Dog, Game, and the Gun. It embraces just the kind of information that every one

should possess, as will be seen by the title-page, who either keeps this noble animal as a matter of

taste and pleasure, or for sporting purposes. The anecdotes interspersed throughout the volume,

illustrative of the docility, sagacity, vigilance—4n fine, the humane virtues which have won for him

affection and praise from illustrious men in all ages, renders the volume at once interesting and

instructive. The symptoms of the various diseases incident to dogs are described, and the remedies

pointed out. The animal, in fine, is traced through every change‘, chance, and circumstance of exist

once, from the “cradle to the grave.” ‘

16.—Ocean- Work, Ancient and Modern ,' or, Evenings on Sea and Land. By J. HALL Wtuou'r, an

thor of “ Breakfast-Table Scenes.” New York: 1). Appleton &. Co.

In this little volume, the science or philosophy of the ocean is explained, in the familiar and at‘

tractive form of evening conversations in the family circle. “The ocean” is described as “ Rock-

maker,” “ Polisher,” “ Mausoleum,” “Lapidary,” “ Pathway,” “ Palace Builder,” and as performing

thirty or forty other operations. It is, says the author, an endeavor to describe the workings of the

ocean from the beginning of time down to the present hour; and to show that it has been, in the'

hands of the Divine Architect, in the fastening of every rock and valley, what the trowel has been in

the hands of man, in building palaces and cities; that the ocean is even now employed as the agent in

preparing a new earth.

Ill—Principles of the Interior or Hidden Life, designed principally for the consideration of those who

are seeking .dssurance of Faith, and Perfect Love. By '1‘. C. UPHAM. Boston: Waite, Pierce 8: C0.

The object of the present work is to promote holy living. The author takes it for granted, and

everywhere inculcates the idea, that man ought to be, and may be, holy. it is practical, in the highest

and most elevated sense of that term; and the educated Christian who may not, perhaps, sympathise

with the author in his views of religious truth, will doubtless appreciate the elevated sentiments and

flnished scholarship so apparent on every page.

18.—Christon the Cross. an Explanation of the Twenty- Third Psalm. By Rev. Joan S'rnvausoil,

- Perpetual Curate of (Jury and Gunwalloe. First American, from the tenth London edition. New

York: Robert Carter.

A very spirited exposition of the twenty-third Psalm, applying it prophetically to “Christ on the

Cross.” It is a work that will find great favor with a large class of Christians.

19.—Rhymcs for the Nursery. By the author of “Original Poems.” Illustrated with 16 beautiful

designs, engraved by Croome. Philadelphia: George S. Appleton.

A very handsome edition of “ rhymes,” that are or should be in every “ nursery” in Christendom.
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mr-Jlanual of Orthopedic Surgery : being a Dissertation which obtained the Boylston Prize for 1844.

By B. Jacoa Brounow, M. D. Boston: William D. Ticknorér. Co.

The present volume, a handsome octavo, of more than two hundred pages, is a reply to the question

proposed by the Boylston prize fund, viz:—“ In what cases, and to what extent, is the division of

muscles, tendons, or other parts, proper for the relief of deformity or lameness?” Although the

Boylston committee, as appears by a note appended to the volume, “ do not consider themselves

as approving the doctrines entertained in any of the dissertations to which a premium may be

awarded," still the essay is adopted as the best; which will be considered a high testimonial in

its favor, if we consider the number of competitors, and the high character and standing of the

committee who decide on the merits of the several essays offered.

‘IL—Sir Roland .dshton. .8 Tale of the Times. By Lady CATHARINI Loss. In 2 volumes. New

York: Robert Carter.

The design of the author of this novel is to prove, as far as fiction can prove anything, that religion

has power greatly to overcome the natural faults of disposition, and to strengthen and sustain the soul

under the trials and temptations of life. The tale flows on " from grave to gay, from lively to severe,"

pretty much as real life does to those who, to quote from the author, " though not of the world, are

constrained to be in it; and I have not thought it necessary, in the least, to lower the tone of inno

cent cheerfulness, or of natural feeling and affection.” We are of opinion that true religion has

much to do, every way, with “ the life that now is ;"——indeed, that its great end and aim is to pro

mote “ peace and good-will among men." It inculcates, with great ardor, the popular evangelical

or orthodox religious views of a large portion of the Protestant Christian world.

22.—Orthophony : or, Vocal Culture in Elocution ; a Manual of Elementary Exercises, adapted to Dr.

Rush’s “ Philosophy of the Human Voice,” and designed as an Introduction to Russell’s “.flmeri

can Eloeutionist.” By James E. Muunocn, Instructor of Orthophony and Vocal Gymnastics, and

WILLIAM Rosanna, author of "Lessons in Enunciation.” etc. With an Appendix, containing

directions for the Cultivation of Pure Tone. By G. J. Wsns, Professor in the Boston Academy of

Music. Boston : William D. 'l‘icknor 8:. Co.

The design of the exercises presented in this manual, is to furnish the groundwork of practical

elocution, and whatever explanations are needed for the training of the organs, and the cultivation

of the voice. It appears to us to be a work admirably adapted to effect the objects contemplated

by those engaged in its preparation.

23.-—Christian Es‘perienee, as displayed in the Life and Writings of St. Paul. By the author of

“Christian Retirement.” New York: Robert Carter.

St. Paul stands pre-eminent among the apostles of Christianity, and these thoughts on his expe

rience are designed to establish the beauty of “ evangelical religion,” by bringing into one view the

varied excellencies of his character, and by unfolding those principles of faith and love, which,

through the Spirit, made him so great a blessing to mankind.

%.-—-The World Without Souls. By J. W. CUNNINGHAM, Vicar of Hermon Hill. New York:

Robert Carter.

' An ingenious religious parable, that cannot fail of making a deep impression on the minds of a

large class of readers. It is written, moreover, in an agreeable and attractive style.

BOOKS IN PAPER COVERS

25-—.dn Enc clopredia of Domestic Economy. &c., 84:. New York: Harper 8: Brothers. [The pair

lishers of t is excellent work, in order to increase its circulation, and extend its usefulness, are

issuing it in numbers, at brief intervals. Five have already been published, and it is to be com

pleted in twelve, at twenty-five cents each. By this mode of publication, it is designed to place it

within the reach of a multitude of families, who will receive the work in successive parts, each at
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Am. I.—THE GOVERNMENT AND THE CURRENCY.

CHAPTER I. SECTION I.

THE TERM “ CURRENcY’l—BANK-NOTEHOMMERCIAL NOTES—LEGISLATIVE INTERFERENCE

AND KEGULATXON—EXCESSIVE ISSUES, ETC.

IN a former essay,* I have assumed it as granted, that the only portion

of the circulating medium which requires the special interposition of the

legislative power for the purpose of regulation, is that which consists of

notes or bills issued by banks, purporting to be payable on demand. I

have not thought it necessary to discuss the question of “ what constitutes

the currency?” which I observe has exercised (though I confess I think

very unprofitably) the ingenuity of some of our writers. The only ques

tions of importance, in this connection, are—what portion of the general

medium of exchange, by which the business of society is carried on, re

quires legislative regulation and restraint’! and, further, what that regu

lation and restraint shall be’! and in what manner they shall be exer

cised? The question “what constitutes the currency?” is merely tech
 

* The essay alluded to by Mr. Middleton, the author of the present paper, was pub

lished under the same title—“ the Government and the Currency”—in pamphlet form, by

Carey 6:. Hart, of Philadelphia, last year, and is favorably noticed in the North American

Review, October, 1844. We quote the closing paragraph of the Review.—[Ed. Mer

chants’ Magazine.]

"We have briefly indicated the leading topics considered in this very nble pamphlet. But the subject

oft-he currency is new so hopeless! overwhelmed by the cunt and vulgar ferocity of party politics, that calm

and temperate writing, like this 0 Mr. Middleton, stands but slight chance of fixing the public attention.

Still, the work will do good. It is written in s. singularly clear, mnnly, and elegant style; the arrangement

of topics is excellent; the statements are well weighed, and conscientiousl made; and no trace of the

rampant party spirit, which perverts public 0 iniou to s dreadful and alarming extent, on all questions of

national policy, is discernible in its pages. T e object aimed at by Mr. Middleton, namely, ‘to continue,

as far as it is possible to do so, the advantages of the metallic with those of the bunk-note s stem,‘ II one

which ought to be studied by the ublic men of all parties; but the demugogues have seize upon the sub

ject for their own purposes, and the minds of the people are filled with ignorance, prejudice, and passion,

until they are scarcely capable of acting without mani esting an insane vio once, by which their real Interests

are ssorificed.“—North .limerican Review.
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nical ; and, however answered, can in no way influence our conclusions,

as regards the best plan for constituting banks, with the view ofsecuring

honesty and prudence in their arrangement. The term “ currency,” very

obviously implies readiness ofcirculation from hand to hand ; and, therefore,

as a general rule, those instruments for effecting exchanges, which are

clogged with conditions ofdelayed payment——which do not promise payment

on demand, must, strictly speaking, be excluded from being considered as

coming under the denomination of “currency,” properly so called. There

fore, we are told that the post notes of a bank, whether payable in six

months, or a day only after demand, are equally excluded from being con

sidered as currency—that deposites in a bank, if payable on demand,‘ are

“currency;” but, if payable six months, or a single day, after demand,

(and, by parity of reason, a single hour,) they lose their character of cur

rency—lhat bills of exchange, and promissory notes of merchants, which

are not immediately convertible into cash, are no part of the currency.

Now, this may all be very true; but do such nice distinctions serve any

useful purpose? Is not the question of ‘f what is currency 7” in which

ever way it may be settled, a question merely technical and verbal ; and

which can in no manner influence our reasonings, in relation to the ex

pediency or inexpediency of legislative interposition, for the purpose of

restraining and regulating the circulation of banks? It may, undoubted.

ly, be important to know, that some descriptions of paper circulation is

sued, or withdrawn, whether by government, or by banks, or by private

individuals, or companies, have a more immediate effect than others would

have, in raising or depressing prices; but it is of very little consequence

to us, to be told exactly how many hours, or minutes, separate the paper

which is not “currency” from that which is so; or, at what exact point

 

‘oftime paper begins to be currency, which, in its inception, was not cur

rency. It may, too, be very convenient, and doubtless is so, to distinguish,

in a general way, between that portion ofthe general medium of exchange

which circulates rapidly, and that which circulates slowly—that which

performs twenty exchanges in a week, and that which performs but one

in six months. But it is evident that, if a distinction is to be made be

tween that denomination of paper circulation which is payable on demand,

and that which is payable in six months, there is equal reason for distin

guishing between this latter denomination, and that which is payable in

a week, or a day. There is, clearly, much less material difference be.

tween paper payable on demand, and that which is payable in a week, or

a day, than there is between this latter description of paper, and that

which is payable in six months, or a year; and yet, according to the clas.

sification of some of our writers upon currency, paper, payable in the

longest periods of time, as a year, or two years, and that payable in a

week, or a day, belong to one denomination ; while the latter, which, in

fhcl, difi'ers so little from paper payable on demand, is treated, notwith

standing, as ifit belonged to a class of paper which had nothing whatever

in common with it. The conclusion, to which this manner of viewing

the subject conducts us, seems to be, either, that the question of“ what is

currency '2” must be regarded as merely technical, or verbal ; or, that the

reply to this question does not admit of that scientific precision and ex

uctness of definition, which some writers have aimed at, or affected,

who have treated of this subject. As a general rule, those things only

can properly be regarded as “currency,” which are usually employed
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as medium of exchange, in buying and selling, and purchases ; and

which, at the same time, are readily and currently received in the per

formance of such transactions, and in the payment and discharge of

debts. For this reason, promissory notes, or other mercantile paper,

‘payable at a very remote date, or at a very distant place, could not

vproperly be considered as “ currency.” The remoteness of the period at

which such instruments give any claim to the value which they purport

to convey—and not less so, the distance of the place at which they are

payable—would naturally create a degree of uncertainty, in regard to

their actual value, sutficient to prevent their being generally and current

ly acceptable. Add to which consideration, that ot'their amount (however

certain its payment) being necessarily of less value at a distant date than

when payable immediately on demand, and the consequent necessity of

adjusting their actual present value, and we see abundant reason for the

slowness with which such notes and instruments circulate, when com

pared with those of shorter dates, or which are payable on demand. We

see, too, in the circumstances to which we have just adverted, the reason

why notes payable at long dates would be unsuitable in the payment of

small amounts, and the transaction of every day business. Large notes, ,.

whether payable on demand, or not, have a less rapid circulation than

small ones. The transactions in which they are required are less nu

merous, and the caution with which they are scrutinized, where the least

doubt of their credit exists, is very naturally greater than in the case ofnotes

of the lower denominations. For this reason, viz., the slowness and

caution with which notes ofthe higher denominations circulate—there is

little or no necessity for legislative interference, in putting any restraint

upon their issue ; whether this issue he by a bank, or by a private indi

vidual, or company; and whether the notes be of long dates, or payable

on demand. Any given amount—a thousand dollars, for example—will

find its way into the circulation ofthe country, much more readily in the

:shape of one or of two dollar notes, than in that oftwo five hundred dollar

notes, or of one note ofa thousand dollars. lf, therefore, there were no

.law restraining and regulating the issue ofnotes ofthe lower denominations, .

the public would be exposed to much inconvenience, either from the ne

cessity, on the one hand, of using greater caution in the circulation of

such notes, or, on the other, from the losses which would inevitably result .

from the absence of that caution. The same caution, when exercised in

relation to the higher denominations of notes, occasions but littletinconve.

nience ; because, as we have already remarked, such notes circulate, of

necessity, more slowly--are employed only in the more important money

transactions, and afford time and opportunity for all the required scrutiny,

without causing any delay beyond what belongs to the nature of all the

larger and more considerable transactions of business. If, by legislative

enactment, no notes were permitted to be issued, whether payable on de

mand, or at a future date, except such as were of, or above a certain high

denomination, say one hundred dollars, there would be but little necessity,

with a view to the securing a sound and comparatively steady currency,

for any further regulation or restraint; especially if, at the same time, the

parties, or banking companies issuing notes, were excluded from the ad

vantage (which they now generally enjoy) of a merely adventitious, and

often fraudulent credit, founded upon a supposed connection with govern.

ment, and sanctioned and countenanced by its acts and authority. The ..
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business of making and issuing the higher denominations of notes, whe

ther of short or long dates, may, without danger, be left comparatively

free and unrestricted; and whether the issue of such notes be made by

banks, chartered or unchartered, or by private individuals.

These considerations led me to assume, in the first part of this essay,

that the only portion of the general medium of exchange, which more

especially called for legislative regulation and restraint, was that which

consisted of the paper currency of banks; in other words, of the notes or

bills of banks usually payable to bearer on demand.

I by no means would intend it to be understood (as will easily be seen

from what I have already said) that the notes or bills of banks payable

on demand, and gold and silver coins in circulation, are exclusively to be

considered as constituting “currency.” On the contrary, I have endea

voured, at some length, to show that the term “currency” is far from

being so definite in its meaning as some of our writers would appear to

consider it. I repeat that, unless we tie ourselves down to making merely

verbal distinctions, and affect a scientific and technical precision which

belongs not to the subject, we shall be compelled to allow many instru

ments of exchange to be considered as coming within the term “curren

cy,” which, if the writers alluded to were correct in their opinions, could

have no claim whatever to be so considered.

Mr. Hodgskin, in his very clever treatise, “ Popular Political Econo

my,” tells us that “those, who received promissory notes, or held bills not

yet due, might require to make purchases and payments when they had

no money. In this case, they would make over the notes or bills to their

creditors, pledging their credit as the credit of the issuers of the promis

sory notes, or of the acceptors of the bill, was already pledged for its pay

ment; and‘ thus both promissory notes and bills of a long date would pass

through many hands, and be the means of making many payments before

they were finally discharged.” A little further on, speaking of such bills,

he says, “they were in the vast majority of cases duly honored, and thus

they came to be considered as of equal value to the money they were‘ to

entitle the holder to receive at a certain time or place. As long as they

are so considered, and as long as they are in circulation, or passing from

hand to hand, they perform all the functions of money.” “ Bills of ex

change,” says Mr. Burgess, “have long ceased to be merely an instru

ment of commerce, to render perfect a mercantile transaction between

country and country, and internal bills have become gradually more and

more a part of our circulation; they have ceased to be so currently used

by the manufacturers in payment of small sums under ten pounds, as they

were thirty or forty years ago, owing to the high rates of stamps upon

small sums. Bills above the value of ten pounds, form now as completely

a part of the currency as bank of England notes. They are used to pay

for minerals—for all kinds of raw produce used in manufactures—for all

the principal articles of food or clothing, and recently in some cases, for

more labor. If a butcher, in the north of England, buys cattle, he pays

for them partly in these bills, and partly in country bank notes. If a mil

ler buys corn, or a mealman or a baker, flour, he does the same. If a

Yorkshire wool-buyer purchase wool of the farmers in the country, or in

Northumberland, or in Lincolnshire, he pays for it, partly in these bills,

partly in country bank notes, or sometimes wholly in one kind, and some

times wholly in the other. In the manufacturing districts ofYorkshire
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and Lancashire, no man, generally speaking, thinks of paying for any com

modities above the value of ten pounds, otherwise than by a bill after date.

This practice is now very general through the northern and midland coun

ties, and is increasing in other parts.”* “A bill at three months is con

sidered in Lancashire and part of Yorkshire, which, as regards bills, is

almost half the kingdom, to be a money payment.”1' “ Mr. Burgess then

proceeds,” says Mr. Hodgskin, “to make some conjectures as to the

amount of such bills which are continually in circulation. The data

On which he proceeds seem worthy of confidence, and he concludes

that the amount of such bills, continually in circulation, continually per

forming the functions of money, is not less than three hundred millions

sterling. Whether this statement be strictly accurate or not, it cannot

be doubted, by any man in the least conversant with the present mode of

managing business, that bills and promissory notes issued and circulated

by manufacturers, merchants and traders, do, at present, constitute by far

the greater part of the circulating medium, understanding by that, the in

strument used for buying and selling, of this commercial and enterprising

country.”

It is very evident, therefore, that whether we call such instruments of

exchange “currency,” or not, they perform a most important part in the

circulation of England; and it can scarcely be necessary to add, that they

perform an equally important one in this country, where the modes of

managing business are so similar to those prevailing in the former coun

try. The use of such instruments in effecting exchanges, saves a great

deal of expense in gold and silver coin and bullion, which, if these cheap

instruments were not employed, must have been substituted in their stead.

The invention, and introduction, therefore, of promissory notes and bills

of merchants and manufacturers, though not payable on demand, would

drive out of the circulation gold and silver coin and bullion, in the same

way, and for the same reason, that bank notes and bills payable on de

mand, would drive them out. Expansions and contractions of the cur

rency, consequently, may take place from the use, or disuse of such instru

ments, as well as from the use, or disuse of the ordinary notes and bills of

banks. From this, it may easily be understood, that if, in the first part of

this essay, we did not think it necessary, in considering the question of

currency, to call attention particularly to mercantile paper—such as pro

missory notes and bills of long date—it was not because we were not

aware of the great importance of such paper in performing the functions

of a medium of exchange; but because we did not consider it a subject

proper for legislative regulation. If the notes and bills of banks were

always for large amounts ; if they were issued, like mercantile promissory

notes, in payment of bona fide dues for goods or value actually received,

and were regularly redeemed and paid at a certain and stated period; if

they passed by indorsement—had a limited circulation, extending only to

those cognizant of the parties issuing, or indorsing the notes—if they cir

culated, as all large notes must, slowly, and derived no adventitious credit

from the sanction of public authority, (implied in the fact of their being

issued by banks, licensed or established by government, we should re

gard them, as not any more the proper subject of legislative regulation,
 

* A Letter to the Right Hon. G. Canning, &c. &c. By Henry Burgess, Esq.

1‘ Ibid. page 24.
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than we do the promissory notes and bills of manufacturers and more

chants. The great danger to be guarded against, it must be kept in

mind, (where we suppose honesty and good faith sutiiciently secured on'

the part of the makers of notes,) is, that the issue of them may, from the

selfish and interested motives oftheir issuers, be larger, or smaller than

the business and transactions of the country require ; and, as contractions

of the currency seldom take place, except in consequence of previous too

great expansions ofit, we mayjustly consider the latter, that is, too great

expansions of it, as the chief evil to be guarded against. Would this evil,

we will then ask, exist, ifthe notes and bills ofbanks were issued on the

same principle, and on the same conditions, upon which the promislmy

notes and bills of merchants and manufacturers are issued’! In other

words, (for in effect the question is the'same,) could the evil of a redun

dant currency occur, if there were no bank-notes—no notes in circulation

except promissory notes of traders and dealers, and mercantile paper pay

able at fixed and stated periods 1* or, (to vary still the same question,) ‘I

there any reason to apprehend, (there being supposed no banks,) that

manufacturers and merchants giving promissory notes to their creditors,

payable at stated periods, and as securities for the payment of debts due

for goods or materials received, may issue a larger amount of such notes

than are required by the business and transactions of the country; and

consequently occasion a fall in the value of their notes, and a derange

ment of the currency? These notes, it must be recollected, are not gene

rally payable on demand, and usually, not until some time after date. It

may, therefore, happen in consequence ofsome cause or other—a change,

for example, in the state of the exchange with foreign countries—that

gold and silver coin may come to he in great demand for the purpose of

exportation—a purpose to which the notes supposed are inapplicable. In

such a case, it is obvious that gold and silver coin would rise in valuecom-a

pared to the notes; or, which is the same thing differently expressed;

that the notes would exchange for a less sum of ready money. The

holders of such notes would be willing to take in exchange for them a

somewhat less price in coin than they would have done, had no inhance

 

* Although there are other descriptions of business paper besides bank-notes, which

are payable to bearer on demand, yet it is certain that the amount of property lent upon

promissory notes, payable at some definite and certain period after date, is infinitely

greater in commercial countries than that lent in every other way. This description of

business and commercial paper, therefore, is by far the most important one. With re

spect to the first, or promissory notes, payable to bearer on demand, it may be remarked.

that when this description of paper is issued by private individuals, it may, like bankv

paper become the proper subject of legislative restraint and regulation. A private indi-_

‘Yldual who has extensive credit, might, like a bank, if the law allowed it, discount notes

to a large amount by the issue of his own promissory notes payable on demand ; and by

keeping such notes for an indefinite time in circulation, might realize a large'profit.

Such a person would thus become a banker; and, as he would be liable in the wholo

amount of his property for the payment of his notes, the public would possess a better

security for the redemption of such notes of his as they might hold, than they do for bank

paper under the present system of limited liability. The unlimited liability to which

such a banker would be subjected, would operate as a powerful restraint upon imprudent

and excessive issues. For a further discussion of this point, see some of the subsequent

pages of this paper. We may add here, that the tendency of bank paper to be issued in

excess, arising from the circumstance of the indefiniteness of the period of its redemption

and payment, does not belong to those classes of paper credit which come under the hem

of bonds’ and mortgages, any more than it does to commercial paper payable at fixed and

definite periods after date. - m
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ment taken place in the value of gold and silver in consequence of the

increased demand for them for exportation. The very same effect would

take place upon the first introduction of mercantile paper as a part of the

circulating medium. The mercantile paper would take the place of a

portion of the gold and silver currency. It would increase the whole

nominal amount of the circulation, which would consequently be more or

loss depreciated; and this depreciation would be followed by the etfiux to

foreign countries, of some portion of the metallic part of the circulation,

which, now, would have a greater value abroad than at home. It cannot

be denied, therefore, that promissory notes and bills of merchants and

manufacturers, particularly such as are oflong dates, may, under certain

circumstances, sufl‘er a depreciation of value compared with gold and sil

ver; and, that While taking the place ofgold and silver as their substitutes

in the circulation, they will cause a temporary rise in the prices of com

modities generally; and, as a consequence of this, an exportation ofa

portion ofthose metals. In what then, it may be asked, do these mercan

tile notes differ from bank notes’! and why are they not, equally with the

latter, a proper subject for legislative regulation? I answer, because the

merchant, or manufacturer, who gives a note payable at a fixed and defi

nite period, unless we suppose him a very weak man, as well as a very

dishonest one, can never calculate upon using what does not belong to

him for a. longer period than that fixed for the payment of his note. He

can have no temptation, therefore, to give more notes than there is every

reason to believe it will be in his power to redeem at the stated period of

their maturity. Whatever the amount of the notes which he has given,

and is responsible for, and however large the amount of the property of

others which he has got into his possession, he is bound, by the strongest

motives of interest, to provide for the redemption of his notes at the fixed

period of their maturity; in other words, to return into the hands of its

true owners the property (or its equivalent) which he had received, on

the condition of its being a loan for a certain limited period. In the mean

time, by the judicious employment and use of such property, he has, it

may be supposed, increased its value, so as to be enabled to retain, after

repayment of the original amount received, a surplus, or profit. The case

ofa bank is somewhat different. A bank, it is true, issues its notes, re

ceives the property of others into its hands, and is supposed to employ this

property judiciously, with a. view to its increase. It even promises to pay

its notes immediately upon demand, which is more than the manufacturer

or merchant usually does; in other words, it promises, and is bound to re.

turn at once upon demand—making only the deduction of discount—the

value of the property to which the note discounted has given it a. claim.

But, although upon demand, the bank is bound to make prompt payment

of its notes, there is always room left it to hope, that the demand will not

be made; or, at least, that it will be indefinitely deferred. Now, upon

this indefinite postponement of the period of being called upon for the

payment of its debts, and to return to their true owners the amounts of

property it has accumulated in its hands, rests its chief hope ofincreasing

its profits. We see, therefore, the strong temptation to which banks must

always be exposed, ofincreasing the number and amounts oftheir notes.

The greater the number and amount of the notes which a bank has in

circulation, the greater is the amount of the property of others which it

has in its possession and employment. And, the less reason it has to fear
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being called upon to pay up its notes—the less definite and certain the

period when there is any probability of its being so called upon to redeem

them, the less caution will it use in the issue of them—and the less care

will it think itself obliged ‘to take in the administration and employment

of its funds, with a view to the ultimate settlement of its debts and ba

lances. It is not less true of banks than of individuals, that too extended

a credit is often the cause of their ruin, by tempting them to contract en

gagements, which in the end they are found unable to fulfil. The failure

of a merchant or manufacturer, like that of a bank of issue, is attended

with loss to a. greater or less portion of the community to which he be

longs. Those who have the misfortune to have taken his promissory

notes and bills will find, that they have so much worthless paper in their

hands. So, in the case of a bank of issue, whose notes, upon its failure,

are in the hands of the holders and public, but so much waste paper. But

the difference between the two cases, is this, that While in that of the

merchant or manufacturer, the holders of notes have taken them with

their eyes open, and with the option of taking or refusing them, as they

might see fit or expedient—in that of the bank, on the other hand, they

have enjoyed no such privilege of choice. The holders of notes, in the

latter case, are compelled by the necessity of using currency, to take such

notes as are offered, and can exercise no option in the matter without in

curring a very serious inconvenience and loss. The notes of the mer

chant or manufacturer, are for large amounts. The slow circulation of

such notes is no inconvenience, and occasions no loss. The holder has

an opportunity, therefore, before accepting, of considering how far, with

out incurring risk, he can rely upon the credit of the drawers of such

notes. If he accepts them, it is because he feels satisfied that he may do

so without danger. Each holder of such notes, Whether he has received

them from the original drawer, or from an indorser, is enabled by the ex

ercise of his own judgment and discretion, to protect himself against the

chances of their turning out to be worthless. Bank notes, if of large

amount, require, as we have already remarked, scarcely any more re

straint or regulation, than private mercantile notes. It is not absolutely

necessary for the public convenience that such notes should pass rapidly,

and without examination or scrutiny, any more than it is that mercantile

notes should. Large notes, whether issued by a bank, or a merchant or

manufacturer, will not pass from hand to hand without examination; and

banks will find it diflicult to keep out such notes in the circulation, where

any doubt, even the slightest, exists, of their solidity. For this reason, if

none but notes for large sums were permitted to be issued by banks, the

temptation now offered these institutions to issue a disproportionate

 

. amount of notes, and to get into their possession a larger amount of

the property of others than they can be certain of being able to invest

profitably, and return faithfully to its right owners, would be efi'ectually

taken away; and very little, if any, further regulation would be found ne

cessary. The prohibition, therefore, of the issue of notes of the lower

denominations would have a tendency to confine the business of note

making to the hands of the more respectable and trustworthy classes of

men of business. The wild speculations, and visionary hopes of fortune,

which are encouraged and fostered by the facilities now offered by banks,

for obtaining unlimited amounts ofnotes, would by this means be checked ;

and the violent convulsions of the monetary system, resulting from the
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disappointment of such hopes and speculations, would be happily avoided.

It is true, as we have often had occasion to observe, that where a depre

ciation of the whole amount of mixed currency takes place, a demand

will always be made for gold and silver, and the true standard be re

stored; but, it not unfrequently happens, that through the great facilities

afl'orded by banks to speculators for obtaining unlimited amounts of mo

ney, (or what passes for it,) hopes are excited, and speculations under

taken, which, had not such aid been offered, would never have been

thought of. So long as the hopes continue, and the projects and specula

tions are kept on foot, the enlargement of the volume of the currency is

unfelt—no demand is made for gold and silver in exchange for bank notes

—no exportation of these metals takes place, and no symptom of the real

condition of the currency appears in any alteration of the exchange with

foreign countries; for, so long as the hopes excited, continue, and the

projects and speculations engaged in, appear to promise well, the increase

in the amount of the currency, is, in fact, demanded—there is, therefore,

in reality, no inflation of the currency, and consequently, no depreciation

of it. It is only after the bubble has burst—when the glittering visions

of hope have passed away—when the soberness of thought, has succeeded

to the intoxication of fancy, and the delusions of an overwrought and ex

cited imagination, have given place to the hard reality of loss and disap

pointment—it is then only, that the discovery is made, of the true condi.

tion of the currency and exchange. It is then, at length, discovered that,

a great change having taken place in the business and industry of the

country, and many important and extensive speculations having failed,

which were carried on by means of the facilities afi'orded by banks—

there is not the same demand for money, or its representative, that there

was during the period of apparent prosperity. The consequences of this

state of things, would be immediately apparent, in the depreciation of the

entire currency, and in the exportation which would follow, of the pre

cious metals, to foreign countries. There is probably no better illustra

tion to be found of the condition of things here described, than that afl'orded

in this country, by the speculations in cotton, which at different periods, it

is well known, have exercised so important an influence over the currency

and exchanges of the country.

While the price of cotton wool in England—our chief customer—was

high, and hopes were confidently entertained that it would continue so, or

would even rise still higher; large purchases were made of land and ne

groes, with a view to the production of that article. Capital and labor

which had been employed in the growth of Indian corn, rice and tobacco,

were now suddenly withdrawn from those employments, and applied to the

cultivation of cotton. If this had been all, and no change had taken place

in the amount and volume of the currency, the only efi'ects resulting

would have been, a relative difference in the quantities of cotton, corn,

rice, and tobacco, which would have been produced for the market—a

change greater or less in the relative market price of these commodities,

and a general depression of the prices of all commodities, caused by the

increase which will generally take place in the industry and activity of a

community, whenever any new and profitable mode of employing labor

and capital has been thrown open; and by the increased demand for

money, which would, in consequence, be made, for the purpose of carry.

ing on that increased and increasing business. It; under such a condition
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ofthings, the banks had issued only the amount of notes necessary to“

meet the increased and increasing demand, the prices of commodities,

generally, would have undergone no change; or, which is the same

thing, no depreciation ofthe currency would have taken place, and no ex

portation consequently have been made of the precious metals; and this

prosperous state ofthings would have lasted so long as the price ofcotton

continued high, and a good market was found for the increased quantity

of it now produced. But if, on the other hand, the price of that article

should fall, and the market for it become depressed; if, in consequence

of this, many speculations should fail—many hopes be abandoned, and

much labor and capital become unprodt.ctive—the effect of this altered

condition of things would be, (in accordance with the principles we have

been endeavoring to explain,) a depreciation ofthe entire amount of mixed

currency; and, as a consequence of this, an exportation of some portion

of the metallic part of it to foreign countries. Under the most favorable

supposition, therefore, that we can make, with respect to the conduct of

banks, we still perceive, that a loss of profits, a depression of business

and industry, a relaxation in the demand for bank-notes, or the means of

domestic circulation; and on the other hand, an increase in the demand

for gold and silver, or the means of making foreign purchases, will in

evitably attend any considerable fall in the price of cotton ; in the produc

tion, preparation, and transportation of which, so large an amount oflabor

and capital is employed. It can be no matter of wonder, therefore, that

in the actual circumstances of the case to which we have called attention,

the embarrassments which followed upon a fall in the price of cotton,

should have been ofa character the most disastrous. The banks did not,

in fact, in this case, exercise that moderation in their issues, which, in the

former one, we supposed them to do. On the contrary, their conduct

throughout, with few exceptions, was characterised, as, under so vicious

a system of banking as ours, it might well have been expected to be, by

the greatest imprudence—in many cases, by a most culpable, and even,

criminal recklessness; and, in not a few, by an almost total abandonment

of the principles and even appearances of common honesty and fair deal

ing towards their creditors and the public. The banks, like private specu

lators, were seduced by the hope of gain ; and, on the part of the banks,

this gain was to be made, by issuing and keeping in circulation as

many of their notes as possible. The banks, at the same time, unlike

private speculators, were not restrained in the amount of their issues by

the necessity of regular and periodical payments; and were, therefore,

more easily led into the commission ofthe greatest imprudences. Instead,

therefore, of issuing only that amount of notes which would have been

sufficient, merely for supplying the increase in the demand for money oc

casioned by the stimulus to industry, and business proceeding from excited

hopes of gain, they were led, by the desire of sharing in the general pros

perity, to exceed that moderate limit; and by this means, caused a gene

ral rise of prices, and a depreciation of currency, even before it was dis

covered by speculators and purchasers, that the price of cotton was not

likely to realize the sanguine hopes of profit, on which they had relied.

When, at length, this discovery was made, the dismay attending it may

be easily imagined. The speculators, who had borrowed the paper cur

rency ofthe banks,disappointed in their schemes ofbrilliant fortune, were

unable to repay, when called upon, the sums which had been loaned

 

_ ____-4
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them. The banks, their creditors, whose capital, and the greater part of

the proceeds of whose discounted mercantile notes had been dissipated in

profitless and ill-advised loans, were thus deprived of the means of meet

ing the demands which were now made upon them by the note holders;

while the latter, unable to obtain gold and silver at the banks, were com.

pelled (where they paid their debts at all) to pay them in bank-notes at a

depreciated valuation ; and were subjected consequently to aloss—greater

or less, according as the degree of depreciation was greater or less, which

the notes had undergone. Thus, in this, as in other cases, the banks, se

duced by an inordinate love of gain ; and unrestrained by the necessity of

regular and periodical payments; hoping and endeavoring, constantly, to

increase the amount of their issues; and, by profuse and indiscriminate

loans (particularly during a period of apparent prosperity) encouraging

and fostering the wild and visionary schemes, and commercial gambling of

thriftless speculators—drawing off at the same time, the capital and labor

of the country from the regular employments of industry, and leading them

into channels new and untried, and, but too often, hazardous and uncerQ

tain—it is in this way (I repeat) that banks, instead of affording, (as un.

der good regulation they ought. and are fitted to do,) the most important

aid and facilities to commerce and the transaction of business, become the

prolific source of the greatest disorders; and contribute, (I may venture

to say,) as much to unsettle the rights of property—to relax and weaken

the sense of morality, and to discourage and disturb the regular pursuits

ofindustry, as is often done, by the violence of war, or of political or

civil convulsions.

From the foregoing example, it appears that, in the industrial and

commercial history ofa nation, conjunctures may sometimes arise, when,

in consequence of a strong direction having been given to the minds of

men towards some important branch or branches of domestic industry,

the banks have been enabled to make a larger issue of their notes than,

under other circumstances, the circulation would have absorbed; and that

if, in this condition of things, a sudden check be given to such branch or

branches of domestic in 'ustry, and the demand for bank-note currency be

consequently lessened, the unavoidable efi'ect must he a sudden and violent

depreciation of the entire mixed currency—a rejection upon the banks

of the superfluous portion of their issue—followed, where the banks are

enabled to meet their engagements, by a distressing and stringent con.

traction of the currency, and a fall of prices; and, where they are not,

by consequences still more deplorable—the bankruptcy and ruin, often,

not only of the banks, themselves, but of a large portion of the trading

and commercial community. Banks, therefore, it would appear, may,

under particular circumstances, and from miscalculation and overweening

confidence on their part, and that of their customers, make a larger isue

' of their notes than is called for by the actual condition and business of

the country, wilhout its being perceived, for sometime, from any sensible

alteration in the state of the foreign exchange.

The general rule, then, that the state of the foreign exchange is an

index of the currency, and shows it either redundant or deficient, admits,

under peculiar circumstances, of exceptions. That rule is founded upon

the supposition—not often an incorrect one—that capital and labor, in

civilized and, industrious communities, are, in the main, wisely and judi.

ciously employed. That they are not always so, is more frequently the
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consequence of a loose and vicious system of banking, than of any other

cause. If speculators and commercial adventurers encountered greater

difficulties than they have hitherto done, in obtaining loans without giving

any suflicient security, the capital of the country, and fund which goes to

the maintenance of its labor, would be kept in more judicious and pru

dent (not to say more honest) hands ; and would be less likely than they

are, under the present system, to be squandered away upon visionary

schemes; whose failure, which, sooner or later, must inevitably arrive, is

always attended with greater or less evil to the interests of industry, and

frequently, as we have but too good reason to know from experience, with

consequences the most deplorable.

After what we have now said, we think it must appear that we were

fully justified in assuming, as we did in the former part of this essay, that

the only portion of the circulation, or medium of exchange, which required

legislative interference and regulation, was that which consisted of the

bills and notes of banks of issue. We have endeavored to show that the

essential point of difference between the notes of a bank and those of a

merchant or trader, consists in this : that the notes of a bank are payable

at an indefinite period; while those of a merchant or trader, (which con

stitute mercantile paper,) are payable at a period fixed and certain. We

have endeavored, too, to show that this difference between mercantile and

bank paper is one of great importance, and leads to important differences

in the effects produced by these two descriptions of paper, when left un

restrained by legislative regulation ;—that while private, or mercantile

paper, is, by the necessity which exists for its payment at a given and

fixed period, kept within moderate and reasonable limits, bank paper, on

the contrary, is tempted constantly to exceed those limits; because, not

being payable at any definite and fixed period, no such restraint exists—

and the banks issuing such paper, prompted by the desire of gain, natu

rally seek to increase the amount of their issue, and to keep it from

returning upon them for redemption for the longest period possible.

It may be objected that mercantile notes, although, for the reason stated,

not liable, like bank-notes, to be issued in excess, may yet be issued for

inconveniently small amounts, or inconveniently long dates; and may,

therefore, require, for the purpose of preventing this, the interposition of

the legislative power. I reply that, in my opinion, it is quite impossible

that any such abuse can ever exist. It is only necessary, in order to be

convinced of this, to reflect that private and mercantile paper must gene

rally* pass by endorsement—that it can, in no other way, obtain any con

siderable circulation; and that it is highly improbable that very small

private notes, not payable on demand, but only at a fixed, and perhaps

remote period, and which are encumbered with the necessity of endorse

ment, should ever, except under very peculiar circumstances, come to form

any considerable part of the circulating medium. Such a description of

currency, it is obvious, must necessarily fall by its own weight. I cannot,

therefore, think that there is any solidity in the objection, and shall assume

it as established that bank-notes—that is, notes payable on demand, with

out endorsement, but at an indefinite and uncertain period—are alone the

proper objects of legislative regulation and restraint.

 

' There are some exceptions, as in the case of checks.
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An'nIL—MAIN LINE OF STATE WORKS OF PENNSYLVANIA.

THE main line of state works of Pennsylvania extends from the city of

Philadelphia, on the river Delaware, to the city of Pittsburgh, on the Ohio.

The whole line is 395.69 miles in length, of which, 118.19 miles are

railway, and 27711 miles are canal- It consists of a railway 81.6 miles

long, from the Delaware to the Susquehanna river; a canal up the east

bank of the Susquehanna, 43 miles, to the mouth of the river Juniata, and

then crossing the Susquehanna up the valley of the Juniata, 130 miles, to

the base of the Alleghany mountain; a railway, 36.59 miles over the

Alleghany mountain ; and a canal 1041 miles long, from the west base of

the Allegheny, to the city of Pittsburgh, the head of steamboat navigation

on the Ohio. The greatest portion of the canals were finished and in

operation in 1830, but the railways were not completed, and freight and

passengers carried over the whole line until 1835.

First cost of the whole line,.H .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . $14,361,320 32

Expenses over revenue prior to 1835,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 222,496 06

 

Cost ofthe line prior to 1835,.. . . .. . . no . . .. . . .. . . . $14,583,816 38

Annual interest on cost, at 5 per cent, $729,191.

MAIN Lure, since 1834.

  

 

Years. Receipts. Expenditures. Nett revenue. I“;

1835,... $597,670 40 $353,294 20 $244,376 20

1836,... 752,891 28 501,533 31 251,357 97

1837,... 850,479 37 733,969 03 116,510 34

1838,..... 846,538 69 543,500 28 303,038 41

1839,..... 929,489 57 504,044 97 425,444 60

1840,... 1,007,885 07 1,085,683 44 .......... ..

1841,... 904,387 28 605,561 15 298,826 13

1842,... 753,677 45 602,604 38 151,073 07

1843,... 841,092 24 559,577 38 281,514 86

1844,.......... .. 948,995 69 446,141 06 502,854 63

TotaL..... $8,433,107 04 $5,935,909 20 $2,574,996 21 $77,798 37

77,798 37

Nett revenue, .............................. .. 82,497,197 84

The main line of state works, in its course through the state from east

to west, passe through the centre of population of the commonwealth,

traversing the richest agricultural districts in the United States, and con

necting at different points with other canals and railways, branching to the

iron and coal regions. It passes through the fertile and densely populated

counties of Delaware, Chester and Lancaster, to the river Susquehanna,

connecting with the Westchester railway in Chester county, and the York

and Wrightsville railway, and Susquehanna and tide water canal, at C0

lumbia, on the river Susquehanna. At this point, nearly all the heavy

tonnage from Baltimore, as well as Philadelphia, for the western states, is

received upon the main line, from the Susquehanna and tide water canal,

and the York and Wrightsville railway, and is carried through Pennsyl

vania, 311 miles, to Pittsburgh. From Columbia, the line passes up the

valley of the Susquehanna, through the county of Dauphin, connecting

with the Union canal at Middletown and the Cumberland valley railway,

and the Harrisburg and Lancaster railway at Harrisburg. At Middle
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town, it receives the coal ofthe Swatara mining district, one of the rich

est in the state, from the Union canal; and at Harrisburg, the rich pro

ducts ofthe great Cumberland valley are shipped to market. Passing up

the Susquehanna, to the mouth ofthe Juniata river, 12 miles above Har

risburg, and 43 northwest from Columbia, it connects with the Susque

hanna canal from the north. By this tributary, in addition to the agricul

tural productions of Northern Pennsylvania, it receives the tonnage of

the great Wyoming, Shumakin, and Sykens valley anthracite, and west

branch bituminous coal fields; the trade of the great anthracite iron dis

trict in the vicinity of Danville and Bloomsburg; the masses of white

pine lumber from the sources ofthe north and west branches of the Sus

quehanna; and the superior maleable charcoal iron from the valley of

the Bald Eagle. Here the canal leaves the Susquehanna and passes up

the valley of the Juniata, through the counties of Perry, Juniata, Mifi'lin,

and Huntingdon, to the town ot'Hollidaysburg, at the eastern base ot'the

Alleghany mountain. These counties produce large quantities of wheat for

market, and are noted for the manufacture ofthe celebrated Juniata iron.

Huntingdon county alone, has about twenty furnaces, and thirty bloome

ries and forges. Alarge portion of this iron is sent west, on the main

line, to be converted into bar and round iron in the Pittsburgh rolling

mills. From Hollidaysburg, large quantities of bituminous coal are

shipped eastward on the canal to the cities on the seaboard, and to the

iron works in the eastern and middle counties. From thence the line ex

tends west through the county of Cambria, and the borders of the coun

ties of Indiana, Armstrong, Butler and Wcstmoreland, and through the

county of Alleghany to the city of Pittsburgh, on the Ohio, at the conflu

ence of tho Alleghany and Monongahela rivers. For the last 130 miles,

 

Iit traverses one continued bituminous coal field, with iron ore in connec

tion with the coal, and rich in agricultural productions. In the valley of

the Conemaugh and Kiskeminetas, brine springs are abundant, and vast

quantities of salt are annually manufactured and sent upon the canal to

market.

Such is the route of the main line of state works of Pennsylvania. It

extends through a country of immense and varied resources, both mine

ml and agricultural, and connects the great valley of the Ohio, by the

nearest railway or canal communication, yet opened, with the cities

of the Atlantic. The annual receipts over all expenditures since 'the

whole line was first opened in 1835, have averaged about 2 per cent upon

the cost ofthe work. Last year, the net revenue was 4 per cent. Here

after, it will doubtless pay the full interest on the cost, and soon create a

sinking fund for the payment of the principal. The coal and iron trade

of Pennsylvania are in their infancy, and have only to show signs of that

mighty stream of wealth, which, in time, will pour through every avenue

to market. The western states are yet sparsely populated, although in

creasing in riches and population, unparalleled in any age or country.

When enterprise and wealth shall have built up manufactures, and de

veloped their natural resources; when the boundless prairies shall have

‘been fenced into farms and ploughed by the hushandman, and great and

populous cities and towns shall have been built upon the banks of the

Ohio, the Wabash, the Illinois, the Missouri, the Mississippi, and their

hundred tributaries, then will an inland commerce. be created greater

than can find its way, through every avenue of trade. Every new fur
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nace, bloomery, forge, and rolling mill erected, coal mine opened, and

bushel of wheat raised along the line, every inhabitant added to the popu

lation of the great Mississippi valley, every want created west of the

mountains, which the east can supply, and every acre of land brought into

cultivation between the Allegheny and the, Rocky mountains, will con

tinue to add to the tonnage and revenues of the main line of state works

of Pennsylvania.

In order to have a full understanding of the main line, it will be neces

sary to consider the several divisions, and, first,

THE PHILADELPHIA AND COLUMBIA. RAILWAY.

This work extends from the intersection of Vine and Broad streets, in

Philadelphia, in a northwesterly direction, about two miles, when it turns

to the west, and crosses the Schuylkill on a viaduct 984 feet long, and

immediately ascends an inclined plane of 2,805 feet in length, with an

elevation of 187 feet in height. Two stationary steam engines are placed

at the head of this plane, of 60 horse power each, acting upon an endless

rope, nine inches in circumference, to which trains of cars are attached,

both in ascending and descending. There are 21 viaducts, six of which

are from 400 to 1,400 feet in length; the principal are the Schuylkill, the

Valley Creek, the Big Brandywine, the Little Brandywine, the Piquea, the

Mill Creek, the Big Conestoga and the Little Conestoga. These are all con.

structed with stone piers and wooden superstructures. The Schuylkill via

duct is 38 feet above the usual water level, and rests upon six stone piers.

There are 75 stone culverts, from 4to ‘25 feet span. The railway is con

structed with two tracks, on which the edge rail is laid, with chains on stone

blocks, for the greatest part of the distance. On the other part, various

forms of rail are used, and in some places, cross sleepers of wood, instead

of stone blocks. On two miles, cross sills of stone are used, at intervals

of 15 feet, supported by stone blocks. On six miles, granite rails are laid

upon the track. plated with iron bars; and on 16 miles, wooden rails

plated with iron. Fifty-seven miles of the track are straight, and the

other 25 miles have various degrees of curvature, the least radius being

631 feet. The width of each track is four feet eight inches, and the road

way in the excavations, and on the embankments, 25 feet. This railway,

in its course westward from the head of the Schuylkill inclined plane,_

passes over two summits, one having an elevation of 543 feet, and the

other of 533 feet above the level of tide water. The highest grade, ex.

cept the Schuylkill inclined plane, is 45 feet per mile, and this extends

only a short distance ; there being no other grades exceeding 35 feet per

mile. It passes through Paoli, Gallagherville, Coatsville, Parkesburg,

Downingtown, the city of Lancaster, and Dillerville, connecting with a

branch railway between Paoli and Downingtown, in Chester county,

which extends to Westchester, and with the Harrisburg and Lancaster

railway at Dillerville, two miles west of Lancaster, and 72 west of Phila

delphia, and terminates in Columbia, upon the river Susquehanna, where

it connects with the eastern division of the Pennsylvania canal.

Fins-r COST, $4,204,969 96—Armusi. In'rsnns'r, $210,248 50.

  

Years. Receipts. Expenditures. Nett revenue. Loss.

1833,.... .. $5,002 58 None. $5,002 58

1834, .... .. 40,240 32 None. 40,240 32

1835, .... .. 183,609 80 $163,691 31 19,918 49

1836. .... .. 260,657 83 288,388 91 .......... .. $27,731 08

1837, .... .. 353,566 18 403,996 74 50,430 56

VOL. XIIL—NO. n. 9
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TABLE—Continued.

Years. Receipts. Expenditures. Nett revenue. Lois.

1838,...... $390,636 32 $197,200 69 $193,435 631839, .... .. - 389,973 97 264,287 22 125,686 75

1840, .... .. 445,552 32 550,238 33 .......... ..

1841, .... .. 411,536 96 339,169 86 72,367 10

1842, .... .. 345,081 63 340,208 42 4,873 21

1843, .... .. 369,496 08 288,502 84 80,993 24

1844, .... .. 443,336 42 205,066 57 238,269 85

Total,.. $3,638,690 41 83,040,750 89 $780,787 17 $182,847 65

182,847 65

Aggregate nett revenue, ....................... .. $597,939 52

Cost pcrmile,........................ ........................... .. $51,331 49

Net! revenue per mile,....................................... .. 7,327 69

By the foregoing table, it will be seen, that there have been three years

in the twelve that the railway has been in operation, in which it has not

paid the expenses; and that in 1840, when the amount of tolls was larger

than before or since, there was a deficiency of$104,686 01. This was

probably owing to bad management, as the expenses were that year con

siderably more than half a million of dollars, and more by $104,097 27,

than were expended during the past year in managing the whole main

line. A better system of management has now been introduced, and the

consequence is, that last year, for the first time, the railway paid the ex

penses of repairs and management, the interest on the cost of construc

tion, and had a surplus, over, of $27,921 31.

The management of this railway differs from that of any other, except

that of the Allegheny Portage, in this country or Europe. The state is

not a public carrier of freight, and passengers, nor is the work made a.

public highway. The commonwealth owns the locomotive engines, and

manages them by her agents, allowing individuals and private companies

to own passenger and burden cars, for the transportation of freight and

passengers, the state charging the car owners for motive power, and also

a railway toll at a fixed rate, upon cars, trunks, passengers and freight. ,

There are 41 locomotive engines on the railway, the original cost of

which was $296,035. The number of burden cars exceeds 600, all of

which are owned by individuals and private companies. The expense of

maintaining motive power in 1843 and 1844 may be seen by the follow

ing table :—

No. trips by No. ol'cars Whole cost of Expenses of Cost on each

 

Year-I. locomotives. drawn. motive power. each mp. cur, per trip.

1843,......... 4,835 56,349 $135,293 $27 98

1844,......... 6,108 68,931 144,514 23 66 2 09

Difference, 1,273 11,582 $9,221 $4 32 $0 31

The average number of cars each trip, 11 28-100.

The following exhibits the receipts and expenditures of the year ending

December 1, 1844 :—

RECEIPTS.

  $214,235 92

226,024 20

3,179 28

Railway tolls,.........

Motive power tolls, ........... .. _

Received from other sources,..........................................

Amount of $443,336 42
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Amount of revenue brought $443,336 42

EXYENDXTURES.

Expenses of maintaining motive power,................. .. $144,514 71

Repairs of railway,............................ .. 51,303 09

Pay of ofiiceis andjtate agents,............................ .. 9,248 77

Amount of expenditures, ............................................... .. 205,066 57

Nettrevenue,....................................................... $238,269 85

The average number of passengers that were transported over the

whole railway in 1844, was 50,940, and the whole number of tons of

freight is reported by Mr. Guy, the superintendant, to be about 100,000.

The following tables will show the cost of each :—

 

 

  

  

Pssssnesns.

Cost on 50,940. Per passenger. 81.6 miles. Per pass. per mile.

Motive p0wer,............. $43,814 $0 86 1-100 $0 01 5-100

Road expenses, .......... .. 18,351 36 2-100 45.100

Total cost, ....... .. $62,165 $1 22 3-100 $0 01;

Total receipts,... . 92,104 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Nett revenue, . $29,936 ........ . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Fasicn'r.

Cost on 100000 tons. Per ton, Blfimtles. Per ton pr. m.

Motive power,.... ...... .. $100,700 $1 00 7-10 $1 01}

Road expenses,.. .... .. 42,200 42 2-10

Total $142,900 $1 42 9-10 $0 01}

Total receipts,.......... . 351,231 ............. .. ..Nett revenue,.......... .. $208,331Nett revenue from paengers,....................................... $29,936

“ “ freight, ........................................................... .. 208,331

Total nett revenue, in ‘8238,25

There are three modes of carrying freight over the main line of state

works, of which this railway is part. One is, the usual method of using

burden cars on the railways, and freight boats on the canals. This re

quires three transhipments between Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. The

other method, is, the use of boats built in separate sections, which, when

fastened together, form a boat for the navigation of the canal. These sec

tions were so constructed, that each forms a burden car body, and is raised

out of the canal by machinery, and placed upon a- carriage with wheels

on the railway. Every such boat forms as many burden cars upon the

railway, as it has sections, which are generally four, and the carriages

which carry them are called trucks. A section-boat, laden with mer

chandise for Pittsburgh, leaves Philadelphia in the shape of tour burden

cars, upon four trucks, and passes over the railway 81.6 miles to,the

Susquehanna river. The sections are then united, and form a boat,

which is towed up the canal 173 miles to the eastern base of the Alle.

ghany mountain. The boat is then again transformed into burden cars,

which, by the power of ten stationary engines, are taken over the Alle.

ghany Portage railway, 36,559, miles, to the canal, on which it passes, in

the shape of a boat, 1041 miles, to the city of Pittsburgh.
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ALLEGHANY PORTAGE RAILWAY.

The canal navigation, 173 miles from Columbia, the western termina

tion of the Philadelphia and Columbia railway, and 1045 from Pittsburgh,

is interrupted by the Alleghany mountain, which forms an impassable bar

rier to a continuous water communication, by a broad and lofty ridge,

whose lowest summit is 1,400 feet above its eastern base. Over this

mountain is constructed ‘the Alleghany Portage railway. It is 36,559;

miles in length, and is one ofthe greatest triumphs over great natural ob

stacles, which art and science have ever gained in this country, and has

yet no parallel in any railway in Europe, for elevation overcome, or hold

and successful engineering. It commences on the canal in the town of

Hollidaysburg, on the river Juniata, whose waters flow east into the At

lantic ocean, and ascends, in 107‘, miles, 1,3987%‘,- feet, to the summit of

the Alleghany mountain ; and from thence descends 1,1717%"a feet in

26,56"a miles, to the canal at Johnstown, on the Connemaugh river, whose

waters flow west into the gulf of Mexico. The greatest elevation above~ V

tide water, is 2,491 feet, and the total rise and fall is ‘2,5707%’F feet, of

which 2,007 are overcome by ten inclined planes, five on each side of the

summit, worked by 20 stationary steam engines, of about 35 horse power

each, or an aggregate power of 700 horses. Two stationary engines are

placed at the head of each plane, only one of which is required to be used

at a time, the other being provided to guard against accident. Trains of

cars, in ascending and descending, are attached to an endless rope, one

train ascending and another descending at the same time, and are taken

up and down each plane, in from six to ten minutes. For security, in

case of accident, a safety-car ascends and descends with the trains. The

inclination of the planes vary from 7} to 10% feet elevation, to 100 feet

base. The aggregate bases of the 10 inclined planes are 47357,,- miles,

and the graded portion of the railway over which locomotive engines

pass is 32,369a miles. There are four large viaducts. One is built over

the Connemaugh, at Horse Shoe bend, and cost $54,502, and consists of

a single arch of masonry, of 80 feet span, the top being 70 feet above the

surface of the water. The other principal viaducts are over the Ebens

burg branch, the Mountain Branch, and the Beaver Dam branch of the

Juniata. At a distance of four miles from Johnstown, is a tunnel 901

feet long, 20 feet wide, and 19 high; the cost of which was $37,498.

The width of the roadway on the embankments, and within the side

drains, is 25 feet, on which is laid a double track of edge rails, weighing

40 pounds per yard, supported by cast iron chairs, placed partly on stone

blocks, and partly on wooden cross sleepers. The endless ropes upon

the inclined planes are made of hemp, and cost each $2,455, or $24,550

for the 10 planes. These ropes must be renewed annually. In 1844,

wire ropes were substituted upon two planes, and the saving by wire, in

stead of hemp, is estimated by the superintendent to be $1,465 per annum,

for each plane, or $14,650 annually for the 10 planes.

A sight ofthis railway, with its 10 inclined planes and 20 stationary

steam engines, with its ascending and descending trains of loaded cars

and section boats, rapidly driven by the power of steam up the lofty Alle

gany, where the passenger, in ascending, often sees clouds seeming to rest

upon the summit, until midway up the mountain he passes through the

tempest, and standing upon the pinnacle, beholds the bright sun over his

\
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head, and the storm raging below him—is well worth a journey across

the Atlantic to behold. And yet there are intelligent men who have lived

during their lives in the state, and- who have not only never beheld it, but

have no conception of its magnificence and grandeur, or the enchantment

of the scene.

Firstcost ofrailway,............................. $1,828,461 35

Expenditures before used,......................... 5,48156

 

Total cost before income,. . . ... . . .. . . .. . ... . ... . .. $1,833,942 91

Annual 5 per cent interest on cost, $91,697 11.

Income AND EXPENSES.

  

Years. Revenue. Expenditures. Nett revenue. Loss.

1835,.......... .. $97,739 54 $98,744 17 .......... .. $1,004 63

1836,.... 153,171 34 132,538 07 $20,633 27 .......... ..

1837,.... 148,523 20 158,038 42 .......... .. 9,515 22

1838,.... 153,069 00 148,648 41 4,420 59 .......... ..

1839, 151,330 00 141,857 24 9,472 76 .......... ..

1840,._.. .. 167,265 79 267,333 06 100,067 27

1841,.... 145,434 75 133,799 27 11,638 48 .......... ..

1842,..1 116,349 30 120,174 93 3,825 63

1843,.... 175,475 90 159,919 69 15,556 21 .... .J .... ..

1844,.......... .. 179,780 62 138,915 35 40,865 27 .......... ..

Total,..... $1,488,139 44 $1,499,968 51 $102,583 68 $114,412 75

102,583 68

Excess of expenditures,..............................'................ $11,829 07

1844. Rncnn’rs. EXPENSES.

Road*toll, ................... .. $65,200 42 Maintaining motive power, $106,321 40

Motive power toll,.......... 114,580 20 Repairs of railway,.......... 29,724 00

————— Salaries and contingencies,. 2,869 95

Total receipts,.....,. $179,780 62 -————

138,915 35 Total expenses,....... $138,915 35

Nett rev. in 1844,.. $40,865 27

Although during the ten years this railway has been in operation, it has

not produced any net revenue, as an isolated work, yet as a connecting

link of the main line, it has not been altogether profitless. 'The last year,

it paid an interest of more than 2% per cent on its original cost, after de

fraying all expenses; and as improvements are made in its management

to lessen expenses, and business increases, as it will, for all time to come,

an ample revenue may be expected, to pay for repairs and management,

and also the interest on the capital invested in the work. On the summit

of the mountain, ten miles west of its eastern termination, is a vast and

inexhaustible deposite of bituminous coal. During the year ending the

first of December last, 532,000 bushels were mined on the line of the

railway, brought down to Hollidaysburg in cars, and shipped in canal

boats for the east. This tonnage is increasing 25 per cent annually, and

is destined to form a great and profitable trade. It pays only a small toll,

on the 10 miles of‘ railway over which it passes, but on the 173 miles of

canal, on which it must be carried, if it reaches the seaboard, the reve

nue is large. The increase of this coal trade, and the increase of every

other tonnage, consequent upon the increase of wealth and population in

Pennsylvania, and in the great west, will give a constant increasing profit

to the Allegheny Portage railway.

v
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THE CANALS OF THE MAIN LINE.

The canals ofthe main line, are divided into three divisions; the east

ern division on the east branch of the river Susquehanna; the Juniata

division, in the valley of the Juniata; and the western division, west of

the Allegheny mountain, extending along the banks of the Connemaugh,

the Kiskeminetus and the Alleghany rivers. The eastern and Juniata.

divisions, form one continuous canal, 173 miles in length, between the

two railways of the main line, but is separated from the western division

by the Alleghany mountain.

The Eastern Division commences at Columbia, on the Susquehanna,

28 miles below Harrisburg, where it connects with the Philadelphia and

Columbia. railway, extending east to the city of Philadelphia; the York

and Wrightsville railway, extending west and south to York and Bulle

mole ; and the Susquehanna and Tide Water canal, leading to Havre-de

Grace, on the Chesapeake bay. It is 43 miles in length, and extends

from Columbia, along the eastern shore of the river Susquehanna, in a.

northwesterly direction, through Marietta, Bainbridge, Middletown, Har

risburgh, the capital of the state, and Dauphin, to Duncan’s Island, where

it crosses the river by a magnificent tow-path bridge, nearly a mile long,

and unites with the Juniata division. At this place, the Susquehanna

division comes into the main line from the north, and at Middletown, ten

miles below Harrisburg, the Union canal comes in from the east.

The Juniata Division takes a westerly course, from the mouth of the

Iuniata river, and extends 130 miles, to the base of the Alleghany moun

tain, passing through the towns of Newport, Mifiiin, Lewistown, Hunt

ingdon, and Alexandria, and terminates at Hollidaysburg, where it meets

the Alleghany Portage railway.

The eastern and Juniata Divisions have an upward lockage of 67075636

feet, in 108 locks, between Columbia and Hollidaysburg, exclusive of two

guard locks, and an outlet lock into the Susquehanna, at Columbia. The

locks on the Susquehanna are 90 feet long and 17 feet wide in the cham

ber, and on the Juniata, 90 feet long, by 15 feet wide. The width of the

canal is 40 feet at the top, and '28 at the bottom. The depth is four feet.

The two divisions have 18 dams, and 33 aqueducts ; and 1597,31,- miles of

slack water navigation.

The Western Division, begins at the western termination of the Alle

ghany Portage Railway, at Johnstown, and following the course of the

Connemaugh, Kiskeminetus, and Alleghany rivers, passing Blairsville,

Leechburg, Saltsburg, and other towns, terminates in the city of Pitts

burgh. It is 104* miles long, and corresponds with the Juniata division

in the size ofits canal and locks. It has 66 locks, and 470 feet ofdown

ward lockage, between Johnstown and Pittsburgh. There are two tun

nels, 16 aqueducts, 64 culverts, 39 waste wiers, 10 dams, and 21} miles

of slack water navigation.

The following exhibits the cost ofthe canals of the main line, the re

ceipts and expenditures, and net revenue of the three divisions, and also

the first cost, receipts, annual expenses and net revenue per mile.

Fixs'r Cos'r.

Eastern 43 miles. $1,736,599 42

Juniatu “ 130 " 3,521,412 21

Western " 104§ " 3,069,877 38

E1‘; “ $8,327,889 01
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Amount brought forward, ........................................... .. $8,327,889 01

Exc. of expend. prior to 1835, Juniata division,... . $88,593 00

“ “ “ Western “ . 286,117 28

$374,710 28

Nett revenue prior to 1835, Eastern division,....... 112,001 69

 

 

  

  

  

Balance of excess of expenditures,........ .. $262,708 59 262,708 59

Whole cost prior to 1835, .................... .. $8,590,597 60

Annual 5 per cent interest on whole eost,...... ..... .. 429,529 88

Income AND Exrmsas.

Years- Receipts. Expenditures. Nett revenue.

1835,............. .. $316,323 06 $120,750 51 $195,572 55

1836,... . 339,062 11 80,606 33 258,455 78

1837,... 348,389 99 171,933 87 176,456 12

1838,... 302,833 37 197,651 18 105,182 19

1839,... 388,185 60 97,900 51 290,285 09

1840,... 395,066 96 268,112 05 126,954 91

1841,... 345,415 57 132,592 02 212,823 55

1842,... 292,246 52 142,221 02 150,025 49

1843,... .. 2‘ 6,120 26 111,154 80 184,965 46

1844, ............. .. 351,101 92 102,159 14 248,942 78

10 years,....... $3,374,745 36 $1,425,081 44 $1,949,663 92

Average pr. yr., 337,474 53 142,508 18 194,966 39

FIRST Cos'r ran MILE, $30,010 41.

Years. Receipts per lrile. Expenses per mile. Nettrev. per in.

1835,................ $1,139 90 $435 13 $704 77

1836,.... 1,221 83 290 47 931 36

1837,. 1,255 45 619 58 635 87

1838,. 1,091 29 712 25v 379 04

1839,.... 1,398 86 352 80 1,046 06

1840,... 1,423 66 966 17 457 49

1841,.... 1,244 74 477 80 766 94

1842,.... 1,053 14 512 50 540 64

1843,.... 1,067 09 400 56 666 53

1844,............... 1,265 26 368 14 897 12

10 years,......... $12,161 22 $5,135 40 $7,025 82

Average p.mile, 1,216 12 513 54 702 58

With regard to the trade upon the main line of state works, it will be

seen, that the sources of revenue are abundant, varied, and never failing.

It penetrates mountains of mineral wealth, and runs through agricultural

vallies of great fertility. It is the avenue to market, for the produce of

furnaces, forges, blooineries, rolling mills, and lead mines—a. tonnage that

has made the canals of England the most profitable in the world. In ad

dition, it is the best outlet to the seaboard for the heavy staples of the

great west. This will be seen, by the following summary of some ofthe

principal articles of freight carried on the main line in 1844. This in

cludes only the original shipments at Pittsburgh, Columbia and Philadel

phia, but does not show the tonnage to, and from the interior of Pennsyl

vania, with the exception of coal, iron, salt, and grain, and lumber in part.

In this list of articles, the merchandise and groceries, the drugs and dye

stuffs, and coffee, are shipped from Philadelphia and Baltimore to the val

ley of the Ohio; and the bacon, tobacco, cotton, hemp, lard and tallow,

are the productions of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Ten.

nessee and Arkansas, which pass to the seaboard over our whole line.
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The coal, iron, two-thirds of the salt, wheat, and other grain, lumber, and

most of the sundries by weight, are the productions of Pennsylvania.

ART-roux BY WEIGHT

  

Pounds. Pounds.

Merchandise and groceries,.... 89,712,992 Coffee for the West,.......... .. 9,092,807

Western bacon,................ .. 19,334,109 Sundries, by weight, ......... .. 30,212,371

Tobacco from the West,.... .. 17,303,415 Iron made in Pennsylvania,... 134,006,992

Wool " .... .. 3,193,381 Anthracite coal, ............... .. 289,486.000

Cotton " .... .. 1,416,613 Bituminous coal,............... . 63,114,000

Lard and tallow “ 2,665,039 ——-———

Hemp “ 1,306,045 Total pounds,............. .. 664,291,658

Butter and cheese,............ .. 1,645,472 Or 332,145 tons, of 2,000 pounds each.

Drugs and dye-stutl's,........ .. . 1,802,422

ARTICLES BY QUANTITY.-—-Retluclllg the flour to bushels, there were

received at Philadelphia. and Columbia from the west, 1,776,664 bushels

of wheat, and 517,378 bushels of' other grain; 100,454 barrels of‘ flour

were shipped at Pittsburgh, for the east, and passed over the whole line.

There were 292,154 bushels of salt, carried on the line, of which

107,099 bushels were sent to the middle and northern counties of Pcnn_

sylvania; and 185,055 bushels were transported to Pittsburgh from the

salt Works on the Kiskeminetus.

Besides a large amount of lumber, which was sold on the line of the

canal, there were received at Philadelphia, Columbia, and Pittsburgh, of

sawed lumber alone, 16,583,922 feet, and 5,188,200 shingles.

The number of‘ boats, which cleared during the year, east from Pitts

burgh and west from Columbia, was 8,263, being an increase over 1843,

of 1,394.

Most of the anthracite, and one-third of‘ the bituminous coal, pays toll

at the collectors’ ofiices upon the Susquehanna, and north and west

branch divisions of‘ the canal, but in its way to market, it passes over a

portion of the main line. The following table will show the quantity

shipped in 1843 and 1844, and the annual increase.

  

 

  

ANTHRACITE

Collector's oflices. Tons in 1843. Tom in 1844.

Portsm0uth,........................... 7,050 11,690

Berwick, ......... .. . 59,999 116,018

Northumberland,.. 5,889 6,818

Liverpool, 4,613 9,755

Junction,......_. 524 462

Total tous,.................. 78,075 144,743

78,075

Tons, increase in 1844,......................... .. 66,668

Bn'ummous.

Collector’s otfices- Tons in 1843. Tons in 1844. 1311. in 1843- Bu.1n 1844.

Holliduysburg,.................. .. 14,510 18,999 435,300 569,970

Dunnsburg,..... . 5,448 10,475 163,440 314,250

Williamsport,.... . 2,464 1,110 73,920 33,300

Ofllces on western division,._. . 1,360 973 39,800 23,190

Total,................... .. 23,782 31,557 712,460 940,710

23,782 712,460

 

Increlase in 1844,...................... .. 7,115 228,250
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The anthracite coal paying toll, at Portsmouth, is mined on the Swa

tara, above Pinegrove, and finds its way to the main line, by the Union

canal. That which pays toll at Berwick, is mined in the Wyoming val

ley, and is transported down the north branch and the Susquehanna ca

nals to the main line ; and that paying at Northumberland, Liverpool and

Junction, is partly mined in Wyoming, but mostly on the Shamakin and

in Sykens valley, and enters the main line by the Susquehanna division

of the canal.

The bituminous coal which is shipped at Hollidaysburg, is mined on

the highest summit of the Alleghany mountain, and is taken to the canal

by the Allegheny Portage railway. That which is shipped at Dunnsburg

is taken from the mines on Queen’s Run, near the western termination of

the West Branch canal, and that shipped at Williamsport, is brought to

the navigation, by the Williamsport and Elmira railway, and the coal

from these two last locations is transported from the places ofshipment,

down the West Branch and Susquehanna canals to the main line, and

from thence to market.

The following table shows the quantity of Pennsylvania iron shipped

on the main line in 1843 and 1844, and the increase and decrease at the

places of shipment.

  

  

  

 

Ison.

Collector's oflices. No. 1hs.. 1843. No. 1bs., 1844. Increase. Decrease.

Philadelphia, . . . 1 375,595 1,742,741 367,146

Paoli,........... ... 4,024,289 6,932,681 2,908,392

Parkesburg, . 602,384 1,359,932 757,548

Lancaster,... 2,033,439 2,680,103 646,664

Columbia,... 745,932 7,000,081 6,254,149

Portsmouth,. . 1,246,620 8,333,212 7,086,592

Harrisburg,. . . . 6,679,601 10,167,781 3,488,180

Newport,.... . . 992,816 1,468,982 476,166

Lewistown,.... . 4,493,622 5,429,925 936,303

Hurrtingdon,......... . 7,109,445 4,773,567 .......... ..

Hollidaysburg,.,..._.. 13,253,611 19,249,517 5,995,906

Johnstown,....... no return. 7,958,000 .......... ..

Blairsville,..... 446,612 981,085 534,473 ..

Freeport,..... 7,600 60,500 52,900 . ......... . -

Pittsburgh,.. 3,873,137 3,425,008 .......... .. 448,129

Berwick,..... .. 74,300 4,317,216 4,242,916Dunnsburg,..... . 5,354,575 8,016,863 2,662,288 .

Williamsport, ....... .. 302,066 443,790 141,744

Northumberland,.... . 12,146,737 22,445,040 10,298,303

Liverpool, ........... . . 149,863 405,119 255,256

Junction,....... 1,742,964 1,876,116 133,152

Bridgewater, ........ .. 1,476,504 14,839,723 8,363,219

Total pounds,...... 73,131,712 134,006,982 56,601,277 2,784,007

2,784,007

Increase in one 54,817,270

The amount of toll received upon all the state works for coal and iron

in 1844, was $222,509 17.

The foregoing is a brief description of the main line of state works

of Pennsylvania. It is a continuous line of railways and canals between

the eastern and western waters, formed by surmounting great obstacles,

and constructed at great expense. Com-menced at a time when there

was little experience in making canals and railways, with a large party
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in the commonwealth opposed to a state system of internal improvement,

the success that has finally attended the enterprise, is gratifying to the

friends of the onward progress of Pennsylvania. The main line is wor

thy the effort of a great state, proverbial for the moral worth and industry

of its population, the fertility of its soil, and it's great and unrivaled re

sources—a state that now produces annually 15,000,000 bushels of

wheat, and 45,000,000 bushels of other grain, and is capable of increas

ing the amount fourfold—that will send to market this year 2,000,000

tons of anthracite coal, yielding a return to the state of more than

$7,000,000—that manufactures three-fourths ofthe iron made in the whole

Union, and has the means of supplying the consumption ofthe world; and

that has a bituminous coal field, through which the main line passes, for

130 miles, containing 1,000 square miles, or 6,400,000 acres, when all

Europe contains only 2,000 square miles of bituminous coal land. This

vast mineral wealth, Without the public works, would have been dead capi

tal forever. Notwithstanding this, attempts were made during the late

financial embarrassments, consequent upon the derangement of business,

and the universal prostration of public and private credit, to heap odium

upon the whole system of state works. At one time, popular clamor al.

most prevailed. But that time has passed away. The credit of the pub

lic works has revived with the credit of the state, and the voice of opposi

tion and complaint has been drowned by the music of the boatman’s horn

on the canals, and hushed into silence by the rumbling ofthe wheels of

thousands of cars upon our railways—the sound of forge hammers—the

rattling of rolling mills—the roar of furnaces—and the puffing of steam

engines, in every section of the commonwealth. If these state works had

never yielded any revenue, over the annual expenses, the people of Penn

sylvania would have still been gainers by their construction at the public

expense. They are an enduring monument ofhonor to the memory of

those who planned them, and by their energy effected their completion.

The permanent value they have given to property—the vast resources

which they are the cause of developing—the capital and population

which they are bringing into the state—the enterprise awakened, and

dormant energies aroused—the increased price of every thing sent to

market, and the amount saved in the reduced price of every thing pur

chased from the seaboard, are worth many times more to the whole people,

than the amount of state taxes, required to pay the interest on their cost.

But it will be perceived, that they are now yielding an increasing reve

nue to the state. Last year, the whole main line paid four per cent upon its

original cost, and the revenue will annually increase with the wealth, te

finement, and population of this great, young, and vigorous republic. Let

the main line of state works, be hereafter intrusted only to honest and

competent men; let political knavery be hereafter banished from its con~

trol; let experience, economy, and wisdom, direct, regulate, and manage

all its affairs, and this important work will, henceforth, be no expense to

the commonwealth. It will pay all expenditures, for repairs, manage

ment, and interest on cost, and leave an annual surplus for the extinguish.

ment of the principal.
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AM‘. III.—OUR. MERCHANT SEAMEN.

" I confess a certain sympathy with the boy that would go to sea. Wild. erratic, extravagant as

his passion may be, yet it is not unaccountable. Mixed up with some rebellious and runaway dis

:itions, no doubt it often is, but still there is the native love oi‘ marvels and novelties, the passion

for exploring. which has animated alike the bosom of the greatest navigators ; the desire to traverse

this ocean domain of mystery, tosee the sun go down on the other side of the world, to behold men

and cities, and rivers and mountains of strange and remote clinics and countries ”* -

UNQUESTIONABLY Dr. Dewey is right to a certain degree, when he

makes the love of adventure, the restlessness of a roving temperament,

and the exuberance of youthful blood, the prompters of the sailor boy;

but to us, who have lived in the midst of those who go down to the sea in

ships, who have slept where the wind piped amid the many shrouds in the

oiling, who have listened to the rough, but not unmusical voices of the

seamen, for hours, of a still night, where, in the bay, some stout and free

voiced tar would begin his song of“ Bay of Biscay O l” or “ Constant Su

san,” and soon voice after voice would respond, til], at the chorus, ship

after ship swelled the cadence, and the whole air was alive with rude

melody ; we, who have been bred amid associations ofthe kind, claim to

have a more intimate knowledge of the real needs and promptings of the

sailor. No one can judge of him in the harbor of a great commercial

thoroughfare, such as New York, New Orleans, London, Liverpool, dzc.

Here he is but a Wayfarer, an accidental denizen, associated with a spe

cific object, which, when once accomplished, will relieve him from a dis

agreeable necessity. He does not like to be in these places, he speaks

ofthem with loathing and disgust ; for it is in places like these that he

feels himselflike the dwellers of his own element, the tribe of shell fish,

at thei season when they lie denuded of shell. He is, as it were, un

arme .

Yes, it is in these great marts, that he feels he is a child; that he

grows ashamed of his generous and manly promptings, so often do they

make him the dupe of the evil and designing. It is here, too, that we

spread out all that is likely to allure and bewilder his strong tempera~

ment, and a sailor is more human than his fellows, has the stronger ele

ments of all high tendencies, and all low tendencies, in a larger degree

than his brethren ofthe land.

The fact that he chooses the sea for his elementis a proof of this, for in

no other will such drafts be made upon his physical, his social,‘ moral and

intellectual resources as here. The sailor, is, in truth, a man of genius,

not writing, thinking genius, it may be, but acting genius. He has its

temperament, though not its utterance, unless we may call his exulting

rapture in the storm and the peril, an utterance. Unless we call the rough

song, instinct with love, and faith, and honor, piped from the dizzy mast

head, an utterance; unless we call the free sweep of the fearless limb

upon its precarious foothold, keeping time to the careless jest, an utter

ance; for, in all of these, the sailor gives expression to the power and

the life within him.

The days of wild enthusiasm for exploring the terra incognita of the

olden time, are no more. The Gilberts, the Raleighs, and the Hudsons,

together with the myriads of others, of more or less note, who figured in

that remarkable era. of maritime zeal, had theylived in this age of know_

everythingness, with all their genius, would have found their great ener

“ Dr. Dewey’s Sermon on Seafaring Men.
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gies, like an idle sword fretting its scabbard, wearing fevered pangs into

their very soul for the lack of the wherewithal to exercise them, and even

they would have rusted in common-place inaction.

We have spirits akin, even now amongst us, but there is no emergency

to bring them into action. The same wild love of adventure yet exists,

but there is nothing comparatively to give it aliment; the irregular ac

tion breaks out in those terrible piracies which appal us with their re

cords, a throb of the old spirit of lawless careering upon the high seas,

when commercial intercourse was less understood, and human life less

estimated than at the present time.

But now the world is all known, mapped out, read and talked about.

An island or two may remain to reward some patient searcher, a half

continent to balance New Holland, and hereafter a cannibal or two

therefrom, may add a penny to our museums, or it may be that some

strange animals, links to our organic remains, may yet delight the brains

ofthe learned, who like facts marvellously well, when not compelled to

rest in analogies ; but as for the prince Lee Boos, Alleghanians and Incas,

they are all found out, read about, robbed and destroyed, and now little

more is left but to glean the world over again, beginning, as we have done,

where our ancestors left, with Africa and Asia, and despoil and root out

again the kingdom of Porus and the dynasties of Chang Fu.

There are no more secret nooks to amuse us with mysteries. Our cities

are no longer filled with a peculiar population. The Jew is at home in

all parts of the earth, and everywhere has been abye-word and a hissing.

The Turk and the Chinese hardly win a stare in our streets. The Ethio

pian changes not his skin, but his bond of security is side by side uponthe

parchment of the Caucasian. The child-man, Indian studies art in our

universities, ships in our navies, and with his horse-trot walk goes about

our thoroughfares. The Malay swings in our shrouds, and the cannibal

eats roast beef, and keeps no “ missionary cooked upon the side board.”*

The earth has become a grand mix up. Climate has ceased to be bind

ing. The lion and the leopard are led by a little child, and the lamb may

lay its innocent head upon the mane ofthe one and the spots ofthe other.

The elephant is at home in our midst, and breaks from restraint in search

of companionship. Reptiles change their localities, and the cockatrice,

away from the intensity ofits own burning region, may become the play

thing of childhood. The wood of the tropics is found in the frozen re

gions of the north, and the scorpion, lurking in its crevices, finds its way

to our feet like the spider and the lizsard of our own soil.

“birds in stronger climes that roam,

And keep their native wood-notes still,”

cause our forests to resound with strange melody, and the foot turns aside

strange entomology. The guano is bringing vegetation to our shores,

developing seeds that were indigenous to another clime, and soon it will

be impossible to identify what is exotic and what relative to ourselves.

We will not talk of prophecy, which these manifestations may or may

not seem to indicate, but content ourselves with facts, and leave specula

tion for men who find time to dream in a period like the present. Thought

now is to develop itself less in physical action than heretofore, and more

as a searcher for the good and the true appertaining to humanity; less

 

 

* Vide Sidney Smith.
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even in imagination merely, only so far as it is subordinate to the great

throbbings of humanity in its struggle onward. The world is soon to be

laced by the threads of the railroad, like the web of the spider, and no

man will say “ know,” for all will be known. The telegraph will speak

across the Oregon, the steamer and the fleet-winded ship create a bridge

of boats to Asia. Man, having warred perpetually with the elements,

has bent them to his purposes, and now he will be content only while he

holds them in subjection. Wonders cease to be wonders, so prepared

are we for all the omnipotence of mechanism. Indeed, the world thrills

now deeper to a great human thought, than it can ever again to the great

in action, for it is learning that the heroes in thought are the heroes in ac

tion, when the motive for action comes. Byron, who accomplished no

little for Greece, is as much immortal for the high thought that prompted

aid, as he could have been by a succession of victories, for it was the

human blossom, the flower ofthe cross amid his poetic lays.

What is there to give glory to the path of the sailor now! He is a

Mercury of craft; a winged messenger from clime to clime, celerity and

skill being the great requisites. He, himself, is an item ofa great re.

sult. He is a part of an enterprise, a spring in a machine, a member of

a system. In all, and in every case, he is overlooked as a man. His

humanity is forgotten in the result he is to produce. This should not be

the case, and right glad were we to see a man like Dr. Dewey bringing

his mind to the cause of seamen. Apart, as he is, from the class,

we should half wonder at his sympathy, did we not remember that once

he ministered in the midst ofa people ofthis kind. Right glad were we

to see the names of wealthy and influential citizens appended to a request

for its publication, that the thought therein contained might become of

more general utility.

Merchants are awaking to the importance of the subject of the general

improvement of seamen; they are beginning to see that while they en

trust immense weallh in their ships, it is important that they should have

a reliable crew. When our population was less, the avenues to wealth

more numerous, and the necessities of foreign powers more urgent for our

productions than at present, the lower and least responsible class amongst

us, filled the otiices of seamen. But this state ofthings is passing away,

and soon we shall see youth of education and promise, of birth and talents,

filling its ranks. We might point out more than one evidence of what

we are saying. But one shall sufiice.

Not many months since, Messrs. Grinnel and Minturn fitted out a ship

for China, in which embarked ten young gentlemen as seamen. They

were all youth of birth, talents, and promise, all full of life and expecta

tion, and all eager for the use of strong limbs and willing minds. “ I wish

to be in a profession that will make me feel my manhood,” says one of

them- “I am stout and active, and labor and enterprise only will con.

tent me.”

Surely this is the language of a full man, requiring exercise for his

whole powers, physical and intellectual. These young men, immediately

they entered the ship, drew up a set of bye~laws, by which they were to

be regulated ; by which they were not to shame their birth by profanity,

or any habit repugnant to their home associations; respect for their ofii

cers, courtesy to each other, standing prominent.

The ship owners, with a praise-worthy sympathy, fitted for the outward

a’
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bound passage a cabin for them apart from the ordinary seamen, and the

captain, who is a gentleman of education, volunteered to organize them

into a class for regular lessons in navigation. These youth are, in part,

cadets, upon a plan similar to that existing in the East India company.

Should they continue in the service, they will be thoroughly trained, prac

tical seamen ; and iftime should develop in them suflicient energy and

capacity, will most likely make hereafter some of our best, most reliable

and gentlemanly commanders, be capable not only of the duties of mas

ter, but of merchants, likewise, which is more or less essential; and above

all this, will become fitting representatives of the intelligence and the

magnanimity of the country whose flag they uphold.

The enlightened forethought of this measure, adopted by the gentlemen

we have named, is worthy of all praise. Here is a group of hardy young

men, devoted to their interests, who may, hereafter, not only augment

their wealth, but reflect honor upon their patrons. But we have, per

haps, dwelt too long upon a fact so pleasing.

We have said before that no one could judge of the sailor, who sees

him in the thoroughfares of our great commercial cities. The Ameri

can seamen is hardly to be found any length of time in these ports.

We have asked more than once of intelligent captains what propor

tion of native seaman they carry as an average. “One-third,” is the

eneral reply ; and the rest’! “ rascally Spaniards, surly John Bulls,

gealanders, Malays, anything, everything but what we want to have.”

True, our own men are promoted to command, but it is evident were

our maritime arrangements better managed, thousands of young

men, who are now defrauding women of their legitimate employment,

by measuring tapes and ribbons, and who are stinting their own man

manliness by standing in stalls and behind counters, would go out to swell

the ranks of hardy labor. N0 youth of our republic should be so wedded

to the musty and efi'eminate notions of European usage as to debar him

self from the free, strong exercise of life and limb awarded him here.

Indeed, a fair hand, and girlish prettiness of figure, find but few admirers

in comparison with the prowess of a fuller manhood. We even sympa.

thise with the hardy Gael who kicked the pillow of snow from the head

of his sleeping son, and called him an “efl'eminate dog,” and doubt if

Prince Albert finds half as many admirers as De Joinville, so weary are

we of the sight of helpless, ineflicient manhood.

One must go to New England to see the native sailor as he is. Master

of a barren soil, and as rigid climate, he takes to the sea as by a natural

instinct, less from the love of adventure, perhaps, than the natural hardi.

ness of his own organization. He calls it “ a dog's life,” and yet sits by

the hour whittling a stick, and building little boats for his child, and

amusing himself and it by stories of peril and hardship. He always has

a pet ship, in which most of his rarest experience has transpired, and the

name of this ship is oftenest on his lips. It is associated with the story of

his love, with the memory of his friendship, and he dates all eras from his

several voyages in her.

No wonder his boys, one after another, “ship,” as the phrase is. They

have, perhaps, a Widowed mother to support, sisters and brothers to care

for, and never having been bred to a trade, for a sailor has a contempt

for all handicraft but his own, with little education, there is nothing else

so congenial to his associations; and so “ he goes to sea.” The very
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severity of the soil and climate endear the country to him. It is akin to

his own hardihood. So rarely is he upon the land that a moderate dis

play of the exuberance of nature contents him; indeed, it is doubtful if he

is not better pleased with the delicacy of a blossom that has to struggle

upwards to light and beauty, just as his taste is always best pleased with

what is slender and graceful in woman, as appealing more certainly to

his tenderness and protection.

New England is the great store-house of our seamen, and there, amongst

her primitive and hardy population, are to be found and reared the best

specimens. All that is required, is, that they should be fostered; that

prejudice should be done away; that their rights should be thoroughly re

cognised, and they be protected from the cupidity of society. But we close

our remarks in the hope that others will be brought to think earnestly and

deeply upon a subject of such great national importance. We have barely

suggested; books might be filled with a subject of such vital import; and

we, separated from the conflicting interests of foreign powers, with the

productions of every soil and climate at command, with resources for

maritime wealth almost unknown by any other nation, ought to be alive

upon a theme of such interest to ourselves. We have only to cultivate a

high nationality, by filling our ships with our own men, who will feel

themselves identified with the interest and the honor of the flag which

protects them, to place our country in the foremost rank of nations, and

to make our “ merchants,” like those of old, “ princes.”

 

ART- IV.——MARITIME LAW. No. VI.

BDTI'OMBY BONDS, AB CONNECTED WITH THE DOCTRINE 0F MARINE INSURANCE AND THE

PERILS OF THE SEA.

Tru: contract of bottomry, is the model upon which policies of in

eurance have been drafted, as in use at the present day. The Span.

ish marine ordinances of Bilboa contain forms of bottomry agreements for

the loan of money, upon a ship, her tackle, apparel and furniture, as well as

on goods and merchandise to be laden on board.* And the perils as

sumed by the lender are the same as those assumed by the underwriter.

indeed, the bottomry contract specifies, in all countries, certain risks

called “perils of the seas.” By the commercial law of modern times,

these have been applied to policies of insurance, bills of lading, carriers

by water, charter parties of ships and vessels. The perils of the seas,

mentioned in contracts, upon all of these subjects, appear to be virtually

the same, and to have grown out of the original contract of bottomry, as

commercial intercourse amongst nations, from step to step enlarged itself

in modern days. I

The ancient Greeks and Romans seem to have been very imperfectly

acquainted with the doctrine of insurance, and bills of exchange, and there

is no certain knowledge that the subject of insurance was known to the

ancient Greeks and Romans. So far as bills of exchange may have been

occasionally used among these people, they could not be applied to any

extensive operations, because they wanted the law of acceptance, notice,
 

* Chapter 23. Ordinances of Bilboa.
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and recourse, as well as that of damage for non-payment, which appear

in a considerable degree to have been adopted as a part of the commer

cial law, in a more recent day.

Stypmannus, a writer on maritime law, who published his work at Stral

sundi, Prussia, in 1661, speaking on marine insurance, says that the con

tract of marine insurance passed from the Italians amongst the Spaniards,

and afterwards into Holland, and then became in use amongst all com

mercial nations.

Monsieur Savary, a French author, informs us that the Jews were the

first people who introduced the practice of insurance into that kingdom.

This was about 1183.

Being driven from France, they made use ofthis method to avoid the

risk of the entire loss of their eflects. In England, insurance was un

known until the thirteenth century. It was introduced by Italian traders,

who were Jews from Lombardy, about the time, or soon after the intro

duction of its twin brother, bills of exchange. It was about the same pe.

riod, that insurance appeared in Antwerp. The first insurance under

writers were Jews, who used to meet in London, at a house called the

Pawn House, in Lombardy street, and at the present day Lombard. This

was in the early part of the thirteenth century. These persons were the

sole negotiators of insurance for a long period of time in London—near

halfa. century. They conducted their business with so much fidelity that

their system grew into mercantile favor. Persons who embarked in the

business, in after times, used to insert a clause in their policies to the effect

that they “ should be of as much force and effect as those heretofore made

in Lombard street.” This business was at first solely confined to ma

ritime affairs, but modern usage has applied it to goods and chattels on

land, as well as to human life.*

As soon as bills ofexchange made their appearance, marine insurance

appears to have soon followed after them.

Cleriac, a French writer, in A. D. 1671, says that policies of insurance

and bills of exchange were unknown to the ancients—both were the in.

vention of the Jews when they were banished from France, to enable

them to draw from that country the money and property which they had

concealed or deposited with their friends before their departure.

The first ordinance we find promulgated on the subject of insurance,

was made at Barcelona, in Spain, about the year 1435. It sets forth in

its preamble the following words: “ Whereas, in times past, but few ordi

nances of insurance had been made, which defect wanted correction and

amendment.” We next find an ordinance concerning insurance, made

at Florence, in 1523. The first treatise on this subject was published at

Hamburg, in the German language, in 1753, and translated into English

and republished in London in 1755. The author was Nicholas Magenus,

merchant.

The system of insurance was only adopted in commercial law as a

common method and practice of providing against maritime risks, after

the diffusion of capital and credit, and the introduction of bills of exchange.

Had the world never known of bills of exchange, marine insurance never

would have gained so extended an application to the affairs of trade and

commmerce, as it since has done. Individuals who are familiar with

loaning their money at a maritime risk, will readily embark in risks by
 

* See a learned article on this subject in Law Reporter, June, 1845, p. 49.
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insurance, when they find a change in commercial business, which no

longer requires their loans.

Bottomry contracts differ but little from those of insurance, except in

bottomry agreements. The money put at risk is paid in advance, whereas,

in insurance agreements, the money is not paid except there is a loss

within the terms of the policy.

It has been remarked that the contract of insurance is founded upon

equitable‘ principles; its essence consists in observing the purest good

faith and integrity; and the contract is vacated by any or the leastshadow

of fraud or undue coucealment.* So is the law in the contractof hottomry,

which, like that ot'its offspring, marine insurance, is eminently a contract

of good faith.

By the ancient ordinances of Stockholm, any person soever, making

use ofartilice, fraud, and fallacy, in any matter of insurance or average,

shall make good to all parties concerned, all losses and damages they. may

receive thereby, and be punished criminally in his estate, honor, and lite,

according to his circumstances, and aggravation oflhe ofi‘ence.

Also, by the ancient Marine ordinances of France, any person who se

creted facts, and knowledge, either in insurance or bottomry contracts,

from the underwti er, in one case. or the lender in the other, made the

insurance and the bottomry contract void, and the insured and borrower

were both obliged to pay, in such cases, the sum borrowed, and the pre

miums and loss, the insurance, though the ship should alterwards be taken

by the enemy, or lost by the perils of the sea. And by these ordinances,

when a party brought a suit against an underwriter tbr a greater amount of

money than the value of his effects insured, or his interest in those effects,

he was liable to be criminally punished.

The borrower on bottomry, in making his contracts, cannot be permit.

ted to make any misrepresentations in regard to the destination of the

voyage, or the existence and situation of the property to be hypothecated.

He cannot conceal or suppress any fact or circumstance material to the

risk ; if he does, he will cancel the obligation on the part ofthe lender to

assume the risks ol‘ the voyage. '

Ifhis ship is at sea when he borrows the money and hypothecates the

vessel, a concealment ofthe time when she sailed, or for what voyage, or

information in regard to her loss or probable loss the ship has sustained,

or even a concealment of the fact that another ship had sailed from the

foreign port at the same time with the ship intended to be hypothecated,

and that no information had been received from the latter ship, will vitiato

the c mtract ofbottomry, as well as that of insurance; so a concealment

that the cargo intended to be hypothecated belongs to a foreigner, and is

liable to confiscation at the port of destination, or that the cargo hypothe

cated is a contraband of war on revenue, will discharge the contract of

bottomry. Where a vessel sails from a foreign port the same day for a

homeward voyage that the vessel does for which is intended to be by.

pothecated, and the vessel arrives, having experienced rough weather on

the passage, the concealment of these facts will vitiate the contract of

bottomry or insurance male on the absent ship; so, whenever the master

{sails on the voyage without a competent crew in number or skill, or a

person being aboard able to take the captain’s place on his being dan

 

* 2 Blackstone's Com., p. 460.
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gerously sick, all of these things will discharge the risks. The borrower

on bottomry, warrants the ship in contemplation of law, as well as ex

pressly to be seaworthy, well found, commanded, manned and equipped,

in all things for the voyage, of a suitable model and character to perform

the voyage intended. She is to be not only provided with necessary pro

visions, stores, ground tackle, anchors, cables, masts, spars, sails, rigging,

boats apparel and furniture, but she is to be navigated with reasonable

skill and prudence during the voyage, and competent in every respect to

encounter the usual dangers and uncertainties of the voyage in like'cases.

A neutral vessel is not deemed seaworthy, unless she is provided with

documents to prove her neutrality. A vessel ought to be protected and

secured as far as possible, for a vessel of her class, from captures and as

saults from the enemy and pirates. But if a vessel is seaworthy in the

first instance, and provided with proper outfits and a competent crew, in

number and skill, at the commencement of the voyage or risk, and after.

wards becomes unseaworthy, without the fault of the master or borrower,

the lender as well as the underwriter will be bound for the risks. But if

the crew become reduced by deaths or casualties, after the commence

ment of the voyage or risks, beyond the control of the master and owners,

the lender will not be discharged fi'om the risks.

But where a vessel becomes unseaworthy, immediately after the com

mencement of the voyage, it would be a question for the jury and the

court to determine whether she was seaworthy at the commencement of

the risk. If the vessel was decayed materially—if she had a disease on

her at the time of her_sailing—if she was worm eaten—ifthe cargo was

damaged before the vessel sailed—all these things will avoid the bottomry

contract; so when the vessel has been rendered unseaworthy during the

voyage, and it is possible to save her in a damaged state, or repair her

and proceed on the voyage, if the master and owners neglect to do so, the

lender will be discharged from his risks; so when a shipwreck takes

place, the master becomes the agent of all parties, and he is bound to

save everything from the misfortunes of the voyage, which ordinary skill

and effort would do; and if he fail to do so, the lender on bottomry may

recover the value of the property lost by his negligence. The conduct of

the master is often a matter ofjudicial investigation. The master is many

times the mortgagee of a vessel, and in possession, and is deemed the

owner, although other persons are mortgagers. He is at other times the

agent of the owners, and when a shipwreck or misfortune happen in the

voyage, he is the agent of all parties whom it may concern. His duty

never ceases while he can benefit the owners or the bottomry holders, or

the insurers, or the party who may be entitled to the proceeds ofthe ves

sel, so long as he can act without hazard to the lives of himself and crew.

He is bound to redeem his vesseltif he can ransom her from pirates or the

enemy. He is bound to recapture her, if he is able to do so. He is

bound to conduct himself, at all times, and on all occasions, with vigilance,

caution, fidelity, and the ordinary human talent, towards all parties ; pro

perly, he sets out first as a common carrier, with all necessary authority

to command his crew, and to navigate and sail his vessel, but when the

vessel needs repairs, he has the right to procure them to be done ; he has

the right, while on the voyage, and in foreign countries, to hypothecate

the vessel, freights, and cargo, or either of them, when he can raise mo
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may in no other way. He may sell portions of the cargo, if it be neces

sary to accomplish the same object. He may finally sell the vessel and

cargo, or either of them, when the circumstances of the case become such

that they will be lost without such a sale. In cases of shipwreck, it is

his first duty to repair the vessel, if he can do so; if she is stranded, to

take her off, and put her afloat; it‘ he can do neither, then to sell and

save what he can from the misfortune. It is his duty to tranship the cargo,

in case the vessel cannot proceed on the voyage. If he cannot tranship

it, then hypothecate it for the purposeof carrying it to the place of desti

nation. If he can neither tranship nor hypothecate it, then he can sell it.

If he cannot sell it, at public auction, to the highest bidder, save what he

can of it in kind, be it more or less.* Such appears to be the law in Eu

rope, and in many countries, by special enactments.

By the ancient ordinances of Stockholm, it is not lawful to relinquish

or abandon .either ship .or cargo, while the whole, or part of it can be

saved, reclaimed, or released; but the master is obliged, at the risk and

charges of the underwriters, to use all possible endeavors to save ship

and goods, and to take care and promote both the preservation of the lat

ter and the interest of the underwriter. The same rule would hold good

by the maritime law, in respect to the duty of the master, when the ship

or cargo was under hypothecation to a lender in bottomry loan.

By the ordinance of Bilbao, no abandonment can be made of ship or

cargo, but in cases of capture, shipwreck, stranding, bilging, or an entire

loss of the things insured, or the detention of princes, and some period of

time must elapse before a cession or abandonment can be made, which is

six months in Europe, from any one port to another.

But when a ship is stranded, or the goods are so much damaged as to

be a total loss, a cession, or abandonment may be made at once. The

ancient marine ordinances of Koningsberg permitted the master of a ship

to abandon the vessel or goods which were insured, only when entirely

lost, without hope of recovery, or when the ship proved unfit for further

service. But when a ship or goods was only damaged, so that the ship

could be repaired, or the goods could be forwarded in another vessel by

transhipment, to the port of destination, the master was bound to cause

the repairs to be made, and the goods either to be sent in the vessel, or

transhipped by anotherxl' The'law of averages, in case of shipwreck or

misfortune, is the same with respect to the lender on bottomry, as to the

underwriter, and in both, has imposed upon the master certain duties,

which, if he disregards, will render the borrower liable to the repayment

of the loan and maritime interest; at least, so far as the value ofthe ship

or cargo which might have been saved from the misfortune. The law de

mands ofthe master fidelity and exertion to preserve the vessel and cargo ;

any neglect of duty on his part will discharge the underwriters and lender

on bottomry from his loss or risk pro tanto.

Shipwreck on the voyage discharges the borrower, so far as the loss

arises from the perils of the sea, but no further. When a shipwreck really

happens by the perils of the sea, and the master has bonaftdeincurred ex

pense to save either ship or cargo, the whole original invoices of goods,

as well as vessel and her tackle, apparel and furniture, will be called in,

to make contribution of a just share of the loss and expense in saving

 

* Ordinance of Bilbao. Shipwreck. 1' Ordinances of Bilbao, chapter 22.
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the same, and the master is not bound to part with the possession of

either ship or goods, until the same has equitably contributed their share

of the expense and charges in pursuing them. Such was the rule in

the ancient civil law,expressed in the ancient work called the “ Con

sulato Del Mare,” and is the law of Europe and America at the pre

sent day.* The ancient doctrine that in cases of loss, there was nei

ther salvage nor average on bottomry loans, appears'to have grown out

ofthe idea that when a ship was lost at sea, all goods, as well as the 'ves.

sel which were thrown upon land, became the property ofthe lord of the

shore. This doctrine has been repudiated by all modern nations. Those

of Europe, one after another, have discarded the doctrine, that, because a.

man had met with‘ a misfortune, he should witness his property saved

from the elements, confiscated to the haughty lord of the soil where the

misfortune happened.

In the Prussian dominions, all goods that are wrecked, are restored to

the owners upon payment of' salvage; and the law of' Sweden ordains,

that all goods which are found floating or stranded, shall be restored to

the owners upon paying salvage. (it' claimed by the owner within a year

and a day.) So is the law of‘ Hamburgh and Venice ; and in this latter

place, as early as the year 1586, provision was made to pay to salvers in

usual cases of wrecks, only a liberal day’s wages as laborers. The law

of Denmark recognises the right ot'the owner of'a ship or goods wrecked

or stranded within the dominions of'this country, to demand restoration of

the same, upon payment of the salvage‘; and ‘so is the law of‘ England

and America; and in the first named country, salvage isto be apportioned

by the rate of quantum meniut, act-wording to the circumstances of. each

case, and all agreements made from necessity are void.‘l' So is the law

of Portugal, France, Spain and Holland. The doctrine of‘ salvage being

universally recognised by maritime nations, it follows, as a principle of

natural justice, that goods and vessels which h.we been saved, shall con

tribute as an average to make good the expense of' saving them; this

diminishes their value, and therefore the lender on bottomry is bound to

contribute his share ofthe loss, as a peril ofthe semi The humane prin

ciple of‘ restoration is acknowledged in all the Atlantic states in America,

commissioners are appointed who take cognizance of‘ cases of wrecks and

stranding of vessels. These commissioners are bound to render assist

ance to masters and owners if ships and goods, which shall be wrecked

or stranded within theirjurisdiction, and in case goods'or vessels are de.

relict, the owners may recover the proceeds of the same by making just

deductions for salvage exponses.§

The lender of‘ money on 'bottomry will be discharged from his risk by

the acts ofthe master and owner oi'the vessel known in marine language

as barratry, and also by deviation from the route stipulated in the bottomry

agreement. 'We will first treat ot'barratry.

Certain acts ofthe master or seamen on the voyage, by the marinelaw

are technically called barratry. .

This term is derived from the modern Italian language, the original is
 

‘t See Jaeohson’s Sen Laws, p. 522. 9 Eaglish Com. Law Reports, 252. Consulato

Del Mare, chap. 93. Digest Lib., 14 lit., 2, 8, 2. ~

‘t J acohsnn's Sea Laws, p. 534. t See Jacobson’s Sea Laws, p. 539. §Sce Revised

Statutes of New York, 1 vol. p.
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barralria, and the verb barratrare, which signifies to cheat. In the an,

cient latin language it is bar‘rutro, and signifies, in this language, a rogue.

In its milder sense, under the modern acceptation of them, it means every

species of dishonesty in the master or crew, whereby the owner of the

vessel or cargo can or may be injured. In this sense, a simple deviation

is sometimes called a barratry. Should the master ofa vessel or his crew

run away with the ship, or burn, sink, or destroy her or the cargo, or

throw the vessel into the hands of pirates, ‘enemies, or embark in an ille

gal trade, or run his vessel fraudulently or negligently ashore, or subject

his vessel or cargo, to seizure and condemnation, or either of them, by

smuggling, carrying an excessive number of passengers, failing to provide

for them sutficient quantity of provisions and water, or by neglecting to

pay seamen their wages, whereby the vessel is condemned; all these, or

any such improper acts, will be held in law to be barratry, and discharge

the underwriter, and a. lender on bottomry from his risks ; and this,

whether a loss happens at the time, or afier the commission of the act.

So when a master ofa vessel is driven into port, while on a voyage, in

distress, and while the repairs were going on, he abse: ted himself from

the vessel and forged a new set of ship papers, and changed the name of

the vessel, this was held to be barratry. So, violating a blockade, or at

tempting to enter a blockaded port, so as to expose the ship or cargo to

seizure or confiscation, or exposing the ship and cargo to a loss by trading

with the enemy—conspiracy with pirates—dropping anchor in the stream,

after the vessel had sailed on her voyage-and going on shore on a private

adventure of his own—sailing without a pilot, where one can be had by

reasonable exertions—refusingtoobey a-pilot when on board——causing the

vessel to be condemned by an admiralty court when on the voyage as un

seaworthy, when the contrary was the tact—negligence in sailing with a

fair wind—delaying the sailing of the vessel for any cause—improperly

abandoning the voyage, when it was once begun—neglecting or refusing

to protect his vessel or cargo from capture or from fire—embezzling, or

wilfully destroying the ship or cargo—running the vessel on shore or‘

aground—refusing to use the necessary means to preserve the property of

either ship or cargo when in distress, or neglecting to do so; all these

things are held in law to be‘ barratry. ‘So, neglecting or refusing to sail

in or join a convoy in ‘time of war or public danger, or danger from pi

rates, disobeying the instructions of his owners, or overloading his vessel,

whereby the voyage is impeded; so every species of dishonesty in the

master while on the voyage, whereby the voyage is defeated or impeded,

or subjected to be so, will'be held to be barratry, and will discharge the

underwriter and the lender on bottomry from his risks. Whatever the

‘master or borrower does to vary the contract, or increase the risks of the

—voyage, will discharge the lender from them, and give him an immediate

right of action to recover his money loaned, and maritime interest against

the borrower, and against the propertyihypothecated. .

Should the master ofa vessel, \vhilc.on a voyage be guilty ofcollusion

‘with the commander of an enemy’s vessel, or privntcer, so as to occasion

-a. capture or detention of his vessel; this is held to be a barratry; so,

sailing into an enemy’s port, after notice of declaration of war, or doing

“any act which may expose the vessel or cargo to capture or forfeiture by

friends or enemies, is held in law to be barratry. A voluntary deviation
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of the master, while on‘ the voyage, unless excusable, is held to be a bar

ratry by the writers on marine law.

So, when by the fault of the owner, master and his company, or other

wise, the ship under bottomry is lost or damaged, and not by accident, or

where the master, without the consent or knowledge of the lender, or by

or without‘ the owner’s' order, alters his passage, or carries prohibited

goods, and any damage is occasioned thereby, the lender may seek his

remedy against the vessel as far as it will go, and from those who are in

fault, for the entire damage ; nevertheless, the master or owner is not an_

swerable any further than the loss can be imputed to them.* So the bor

rower who does not act fairly and justly, or is guilty of dishonesty, ne

glect or mistakes, shall make good all losses, with his person and sub

stance.

By these ordinances, it is further provided, that when any damage or

loss of ship or goods happen by the perils of the sea, the lender loses his

money to the' extent of the value of the goods, saving the right ofthe

lender to what is saved from the misfortune, after paying salvage expenses.

But when the damage or loss arises from their own natural decay, or fall

of prices, and the remainder is not equivalent to the bottomry loan, the

borrower must duly stand to the contract, and ‘pay the loan and maritime

interest‘ stipulated.
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JOSEPH PEABODY.

Se ipsnm industria, altos benevolentiii‘, locnpietsvit.

THE example of the wise and good has ever exercised a favorable in‘

fluence upon civilized man, and will never cease" to be a valuable item in

the wealth of nations. In all ages have historians considered it a grate

ful duty to trace the course of their philosophers, explain the policy of

their statesmen, and emblazon the renown‘ of their heroes. For this they

have been welcomed to the republic of letters, and we see no reason why

a similar greeting should not be extended to such as endeavor to portray

the less striking, although, oftentimes more useful examples of enterprise

and moral worth.

Amongst our eminent merchants, (during the European wars which

gave us the carrying trade of the world) none exerted a wider'iniiuence

for good, or were more conspicuous for probity and honor than William

Grayfl' Archibald Graciefi; and the"respected individual whose'name is at
 

* 2 Magers, 198; chapter 7, section 14.

1' For n notice of this eminent citizen, see Vol. 2, page 409, of this work

1 This distinguished merchant, and estimable man, was born at Dumt‘ries, in Scotland, in 1756

Be received a mercantile education of high order, in a counting house at Liverpool. Amongst his

fellow-clerks, were three other eminent merchants—the late Mr. Ewart. of the lawn place; Mr. Reid,

of Reid, Irving An 00., London; and Mr. Caton, of Baltimore, who married a daughter of Charles

Carroll, of Currollton

Mr. Gracie came to the United States soon after the peace which confirmed their independence,

and married Miss Rulers, a sister of the late Moses Rogers, Esq., of New York. He established

hiraiselt‘ firit in Virginia; where, in the year 1796, he was ranked among our first merchants, for credit

an cnpita .

The geographical position of New York did not escape his foresight; for he early pronounced its

destiny to be the commercial emporium of the western world, and selected that port for the home

of his mercantile operations, as well as permanently made it his residence. Here riches flowed in,

and honor and usefulness were his rewards, for along term of years. Endowed with rare sasacity,

and sound sense. to which he added great experience, his commercial enterprises were laid with

judgment, and executed with zeal. His signal flag was known in most of the ports of the Mediter
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the head of this article. Their credit, at times, surpassed that of govern

ment itself, and tl ei-r operations were more varied and extensive than any

ever conducted by individual enterprise in our country.

The biography ofsuch men must necessarily afford interesting instruction

to a mercantile community, from its bearing upon our commercial history,

while, at the same time. it gives an opportunity of paying a becoming

tribute of respect to uncommon worth, ‘as well as tends to relieve the

ennui produced by the succession of political, juridical, and heroic

sketches. which are constantly pressed upon the public eye.

The immediate subject of this memoir, when but a youth, took arms

in his country’s cause, performed in early manhood a naval exploit of

thrilling interest during our revolutionary struggle, and exhibited great

energy, perseverance and foresight, in a long continued series of mercan

tile enterprises, embracing the entire period of our national existence, and

we hope that, by recounting some ofthe incidents of his life, we shall inspire

patriotism and stimulate laudable ambition in those to whom is destined

the political sway, or guidance of the future commerce of our country.

Joseph Peabody was born at Middleton, on the 9th of December,

1757. His father was a deacon of the church, and descended from Fran

cis Peabody, who came from St. Alban’s, Hertfordshire, England, in

1635, and was one of the first settlers of Topsfield; a part of which, to

gether with portions of the adjacent towns, was incorporated in 1728, by

the name of Middleton. These towns had previously been set off from

Salem, the most ancient township ofthe colony of the Massachusetts Bay

in New England.

This ancestor, with his associates of indomitable courage and untiring

perseverance, under prospects the most adverse and discouraging, still
 

ranean and the Baltic seas; of the Peninsula; in Great Britain and China; and his name was

synonymous with credit. probity. and honor. Even the Spanish government, (not usually over-con

fiding in foreigners.) entrusted to him. atone time. their bills of exchange. drawn on ‘Vera Cruz. to

the extent of ten millions of dollars. These bills were brought in a French frigate to New York.

in 1806; and Isaac Bell. Esq. who had charge of them. was upset in a boat, and a reward of two

hundred dollars was ofl‘ered to the finder of the trunk which contained them. it was picked up a

fortnight after, at Deni Bench. near Long Branch. The bills were dried, and collected in specie by

Mr. Gracie, and two other distinguished merchants—Mr. Oliver. of Baltimore. and Mr. Craig. of Phi

ladelphia. [t is needless to add, that the proceeds were remitted with scrupulous exactness and

promptitude.

Mr. Gracis's opinion on mercantile subjects was sought after by those of less knowledge and expe

rience. and it was his happiness to impart information with candor and disinterestedness. lie par

ticularly favin'ed deserving young men; who not only had his advice, but friendship, and substantial

patronage.

But a season came when a command went forth against the merchant city. Crippled by the un

hnppy expedient of our restrictive system ; embarrassed by the capture of ships and cargoes. and by

the failure of‘ ‘, w. r " and ‘ is ‘ ‘ " ster upon " hen nllwere cut

down. his mass of wealth. accumulated by along life of enterprise and industry. was entirely swept

away. in the common ruin--n and verlficntion of the proverb. “ Riches take to themselves wings, and

fly away." But he never boasted of them. or trusted in their continuance.

Public confidence had often been manifested towards him. by appointments to places of trust; and

now his friends. whose esteem he never lost or forfeited, sought to secure a continuance of his use

fulness. and an asylum for his declining years. in the presidency of an insurance company. created

for these purposes. But the effect of the blast which had prostrated him. was not yet over; for here,

again. adversity crossed his path. and the hazards of the ocean proved ruinous to its affairs.

It were a libel upon the community of which he had been so active and useful a member—upon

the friends whom he had cherished—to doubt that. to the last. such a man received every token of

courteous deference. and solid nfl‘ectlon and esteem; and yet. alas! too often have we to regret. when

too late. that we have regarded with cold indifference. in their adversity. such as have faithfully

served us under more favorable auspices; and which. too often. has numbed their faculties. and pa

ralyud their efl'om. ‘The fortitude of the best and bravest may be shaken by sorrow and by age ‘

but this surely oughtto be, as much as possible. compensated by increased efforts, on the part of

friends. to administer comfort and consolation.

Benevolence and beneticence were the shining characteristics of Mr. Gracie; and they were never

dimmed by sunshine. nor obscured by clouds. ills dwelling was long the mansion of elegant. unol

mutations hospitality. ami his door never closed against the poor. It is no mean testimonial to his

standing and worth. that he reciprocated honor in a long and confidential lntiniac with Alexander

Hamilton and Gouverncur Morris. Mr. Gracie died on the 12m of April, 1829, in t e seventy-fourth

year of his age.
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felt themselves gainers in the exchange of“ a paradise of plenty” in the

old world, for “a wilderness of want” in the new; where, although sur.

rounded by hostile bands of savages, they could worship the God oftheir

fathers according to the dictates of their consciences. 'l'his puritanic

family continued through several successive generations in the peaceful

rank ofagriculturalists, in which were passed also, the first eighteen years of

him, some traces ofwhose life it is our present purpose to record ; and he

would probably have remained contented in it, free from internal restless

ness and ignorant ofthe energetic qualities he after displayed, but for the

desire for freedom which now pervaded the continent.

The Rev. Elias Smith, pastor at Middleton, in common with the New

England clergy generally, guided the people of his charge, not only in

the precepts of religion, but enlightened them also on the political events

ofthe day, seeking by constant efforts to imbue them with the true spirit

of liberty and resistance. And probably no circumstance contributed

more to the successful termination of the revolution, than the zeal of the

clergy in diffusing from the pulpit the true principles on which that great

event was founded, and lending to their appeals the sacred influence of

their otlice. A war was now to be waged in behalf of civil liberty; the

pride, valor, ambition, and self-love ofour youth were aroused ; the firms

of departed heroes fiitted before them; and many were dazzled by their

exploits, and panted for an opportunity to inscribe their names upon the

escuteheon ofa rising empire.

Aware that persecution had driven his forefathers from their native

land, and that Andros had failed in his attempt to impose a yoke upon the

necks ofa succeeding generation, Mr. Peabody did not long deliberate as

to the part he should take in the pending contest. It is a trite saying,

that extraordinary circumstances bring into action latent talents. This,

our struggle for freedom fully verified, and its history is embellished with

such thoughts and deeds of the common, as well as more exalted classes

of man, as well may vie with those called forth during the most eventful

periods ofthe old world.

At the time when the battle of Lexington took place, Mr. Peabody, too

young to be enrolled in the militia, joined the Boxford company as a volun

teer, but they did not reach the scene of action, until the British troops

had passed down, much to his disappointment, us he prided himself on his

skill as a marksman. His brother-in-law being drafted to join the army,

Mr. Peabody was obliged to remain and oversee the cultivation of the

‘farm, until the return ofthe former, at the close ofthe campaign, when he

gladly relinquished a life too passive and uncongenial to an active mind,

at so exciting a period. He now determined to acquire knowledge, and

court fbrtune on the treacherous element which afforded the greatest op

portunity for enterprise, as well as distinction, in the cause he espoused.

Our infant navy, unworthy the name, (since it comprised but some half

a dozen ill-equipped and ill-officered vessels.) offered but little chance

even to the best qualified, as all the higher ofiices were filled by such as

had wealth to loan for its equipment. And Paul Jones himself, whose

career fills so large a page in our naval history, in order to secure the

berth of senior first lieutenant, had to dispose ofa plantation in Virginia,

bequeathed to him by his brother, and loan the proceeds to the marine com

mittee.

Our private armed marine, not only reputable, but highly patriotic,
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offering every inducement to the brave and enterprising, was at once em

braced by Mr. Peabody, whose achievement in the “Ranger,” the par

ticulars of which we shall introduce in its proper place, is worthy to rank

with those of Haraden in the “ P-ckering” and Fisk in the “'l‘yranni

cide,” also of Salem. The private marine reflected as much glory on our

arms, and was decidedly more efi'ective than the navy. We believe no

officer of the latter attained distinction, with the exception of commodore

Paul Jones, “whose achievements,” in the language of the immortal

Washington, “ commanded the admiration ofthe world.”

Mr. Peabody’s first cruise was in Mr. E. H. Derby’s privateer, “ Bun

ker Hill,” which terminated unsuccessfully. On his return to Salem, he

was seized with a fever, which detained him there several months. Du

ring his convalescence, his mind, weakened by disease, was filled with

hopes which assumed the guise of realities, ‘persuading him that he was

the actual owner of ships and wealth; and thus enabled him to enjoy, by

anticipation, what the efforts of after years failed not to realize.

His second cruise was in the “ Pilgrim,” Capt. Hill, belonging to

Messrs. G. and A. Cabot. They had the good fortune to fall in with a

British merchantman, deeply laden, but strongly armed. On nearing the

enemy, Captain Hill ordered him to strike, to which he was answered,

“no! you must fight.” “Very well,” responded Hill, “say when you

are ready,” and after waiting a considerable time, which was improved

to the utmost by the enemy in clearing for action, loading, &c., Hill be.

coming impatient, asked if he was ready, and on receiving an affirmative

reply, said to his crew—“then, my boys, let them have it.” After a

short action, and the loss of their captain, the enemy surrendered, and

Mr. Peabody, as prize master, took the vessel safe into 'l‘homaston,

Maine. He commenced a second cruise in the “Pilgrim,” but the pri

vateer being dismasted, and obliged to return to Salem, he resolved to

abandon, for a time, the ocean, having seen enough of sea-faring life to

judge of his ability to prosecute it with success. Feeling that the want

ofinstruction, denied by the circumstances of his early life, was a serious

éarrier to his advancement, he applied himself for a year with the great

st assiduity and diligence to the acquisition ofthe knowledge indispensi

ble to the attainment of rank in his profession.

For the above purpose, Mr. Peabody retired to the place of his nativity,

and pursued his studies underthe direction ofthe Rev. Mr. Smith, whose

varied attainments enabled him to impart the requisite information, and

whose friendly counsel's, so important to one entering upon an active ca

feel‘, at such a period, might be depended on as the dictates of a high

moral sense, a sound judgment, and a benevolent heart.

While thus engaged in his studies, Mr. Peabody met with a manu

script collection of maxims, containing, not only sound moral rules, but

those of courtesy and good breeding, as well as the results of expe

rience in the management of worldly afiitirs. He was struck with their

value, and copied them into a small book which he entitled his “Guide

through Life,” and it was ever his custom to apply them, when occa_

sion offered, in advice to his children, as well as in reference to his

own conduct.

The month of August, 1778, was ushered in with a summons for the

militia generally to join the army under General Sullivan, at Rhode

Island, with a view to the surprise and capture of Newport, then in
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possession of the British army. Mr. Peabody accompanied the‘ Middle

ton corps as an officer. Soon after their arrival, disappointed of the

expected co-operation of their French allies, the militia immediately dis-v

banded, and the besiegingsearmy, reduced to.five thousand men, aban

doned the enterprise, as the number of the enemy entrenched was six

thousand. William Orne, of Salem, who was afterwards meet‘ our

most eminent, upright, and opulent merchants, also served in this cam

pal n. _ _

Mr. Peabody, having completed the necessary studies-which he had

marked out for himself, made avoyage to Gottenburg,- in the letter of

marque “Rambler.” He~next sailed as prize master in the privateer

“Fishhawk,” Capt. Foster, who, after being out a few days, laid his ves

sel alongside of a large ship, which proved to be a British man-of-war,

and was taken. The crew was sent intoSt. Johns, Newfoundland, where,

on board a prison-ship, they were well treated. Tho-y established a

school ainong themselves, and all went on harmoniously, until the crew

of another privateer, belonging to Salemflvas crowded in with them,

which-caused the mass to become turbulent. Fortunately, however, they

were soon relieved by exchange, and the Americans were landed at Bos

ton.

The-termination of this-cruise so disgusted Mr. Peabody with priva

teering, that he decided to pursue it no further. He next embarked in

the letter of marque “Ranger,” owned‘by-Messrs. Henry Sargent, of

Boston, Henry Gardner, and Ward and Chipman of Salem. Thomas

Simmons was commander; Thomas Perkins, first otficer, and Mr.. Pea

body, second. They left Salem in the winter of 1781-2, with a cargo of

salt, which they disposed of at Richmond, Virginia, and proceeded to

Alexandria, where they loaded with flour for Havana, and arrived safe..

A part of the cargo being from the plantation of General Washington,

was preferred by the Spaniards, and what was unusual,.they received it

at the marked weight, thus showingvthein confidence in the brand. The

“ Ranger” returned to Alexandria, and after receiving on- board another

cargo of Hour, on the 5th July, 1782', dropped down the Potomac, to nea

its mouth, where, encountering head winds, she’ was obliged to anchor,

and after making the ordinary arrangements for the night, the otlicers

and crew retired to their berths. I

About eleven o’clock the watch ran aft for a speaking trumpet, and an

nounced‘to-the ofiicers the unwelcomenews that boats were making for

the ship.~ Capt. Simmons directed Mr. Peabody not to let them come

alongside; but they both rushed up the companion way, and as they

reached the deck, received a discharge of musketry, by which Captain

Simmons fell, badly wounded, and entirely disabled from further action.

Mr. Peabody, having no time to dress- himself, ran forward in his night

clothes, calling on the crew. to seize the boarding-pikes, and grasping one

himself, accompanied by a man named Kent, armed in the like manner,

sprang to the bows, where they had a- fierce encounter with several of

the enemy.- already on the gunwale. The crew, having armed themselves,

a desperate conflict ensued, in the midst of which, another boat came

alongside and began a heavy fire on the other quarter. The first ofiieer

being employed at the magazine in procuring ammunition for those who

were—armed with muskets, the command of the deck devolved on Mr.

Peabody, who, wearing a white shirt, was aconspicuous mark, even in a
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dark night. He now ordered cold shot to be‘thrown into the boats, and

it was done with such effect, that ‘one of them gave way'; both had been

grappled to the “ Ranger” before receiving any damage. Perceiving the

advantage thus obtained, he applied his entire force to the other boat, and

cheering his men with the cry of' “ we have sunk one my boys, now let

us sink the other.” The responding cheers of the crew so alarmed the

assailants, that they dropped astern, and both were'soon lost in the dark.

ness of‘ the night. When the confusion was over, one of the crew only

was found. to' be dead, and three wounded. Captain Simmons’s wound.

was severe, and disabled him for a long time. Mr. Peabody was not

aware, during the action, that he had: received any wounds; but, when

the excitement subsided, he found his arms stifl‘, and a ball lodged in his

left wrist, that the bone of his right elbow was laid bare, and a ball had

grazed his left shoulder. At day light a club of hair was discovered on

deck, which proved to be his, it having been shot ofi'close'to his head, as

if‘ clipped by a barber. We well remember one of'thecrew who had cut

off the hand of an assailant, which was raised over the bulwark, armed

with a‘pistol, and aimed at Mr. Peabody; it is unnecessary to say he con

tinued for life a pensioner on the bounty of the- latter. Mr. Peabody’s

escape from death, in this action, appears to have been almost miraculous.

The “ Ranger” was armed with seven guns, and the crew comprised but

twenty, while the barges of the enemy contained sixty men. From in‘

formation- obtained, the latter- lost fifteen killed, and had thirty-eight

wounded. The assailants proved to be a band of tories, with which the

bay had'f'or some time been infested, commanded by two of‘ their noted

characters, Barret and Anderson, who had a rendezvous at St.. George’s

Island, near the anchorage ofthe‘ “ Ranger.” They had af‘ew days before

succeeded in capturing a brig of‘ tenrguns and thirty men.

It was found necessary to return with the vessel to Alexandria for the

purpose of' refitting; where the action was pronounced as desperate as

any upon the records of naval warf'are. In admiration of‘ the valor dis

played on this occasion, a boarding-pike, richly mounted with silver, and

bearing a suitable inscription, was presented by the merchants of‘ that

borough: This happy memorial of‘ gallant conduct remains a treasured

relic with Mr. Peabody’s heirs.

Mr. Perkins now'took command of the “ Ranger,” and Mr. Peabody

became-‘first ofiicer. Capt. Simmons was sufficiently recovered from his

wound to resume his post on the succeeding voyage, and Mr. Peabody

was retained as first officer. On their return from Curracoa they were

chased for thirty-six hours by a man-oflwar,'and finally escaped into Has

vana, whence they returned to Salem.

Peace having now'taken place, commercial activity greatly increased.

Mr. Peabody was promoted to a command, in the employ of Messrs.

Gardner, of‘ Salem, and Mr. Perkins accompanied him as chief‘ mate.

This'companion in war was afterwards long his associate in business at

Salem; and amassed‘also a very large f'ortune, which has been transmit

ted to his nephews, the Messrs. Pingree, who rank among .our most en

terprising and successfiil merchants. ,

His next voyage was to St. Martin’s, thence to Alexandria, where he

was severely attacked by small’ pox, and his life despaired of‘. He suffered

great agony, and was so swollen as to be unable to see, but, retaining his

faculties, heard the discouraging remarks of those around. He attributed

his recovery to a sea captain, who administered on his own responsibility.
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Mr. Peabody having now realized a sufficient sum to enable him to puf

chase a vessel, selected the schooner “ 'l‘hree Friends,” and commanded

her himself. His voyages were to the West Indies and Europe; he was

almost constantly at sea for several years, and never failed to note what_

ever information he obtained, that might prove useful in the more exten

sive future operations towards which be pressed with a laudable zeal.

We have before mentioned that the peace of ’83 imparted a new im

pulse to trade, which, however, was soon after jeoparded by the petty

jt-alousies of the states on the sea-board, whose contending efforts para

lized ihr a time its successful prosecution. Rhode Island, for instance,de

sirous of monopoly, and ati'ecting to fear that the capital of her neighbors

would deprive her of a fair proportion of trade, permitteJ the importation

ofall goods free of duty. This measure, so injurious in its bearing on

the. larger states, which relied upon impost for the support of their govern

ments, was met by retaliation. Massachusetts passed a navigation act,

requiring duties to be paid only on goods imported on foreign account,

and tonnage only on foreign vessels.

0 tr Union. which had barely been maintained by the stimulus of war,

now became as a rope of sand. The limited powers of the old confede

ration, together with its tardiness of action, rendered it utterly inefficient

as a government ; and the conflicting measures of some of the parties to

it, now threatened its speedy dissolution.

These gloomy forebodings, impelled extraordinary exertions for the

preservation of blessings achieved at no common cost. Correspondence:

were entered into by George Cabot* and others, with our patriot fathers,

respecting the establishm-Y-nt ofa national government upon a more ener

getic and stable footing, under which the interests ofcommerce might re

ceive a proper care. And Benjamin Goodhue, (another educated Salem

merchant, who afterwardsfilled with credit seats in both of the legislative

halls ofthe nation,) obtained from Mr. Adams, then our minister at the

court of St. James, and other sources, the best available light on the com

mercial policy of Europe, thereby becoming qualified for a task, which

himselfand others were soon called upon to perform. .

After two'l' ineffectual attempts, a convention was formed, which, in

1788, framed the federal constitution.

The first duty which presented itself upon ‘the organization of the new

government in New York. was-the creation of a revenue for its support;

and a tariti‘on imports being by all considered the least onerous mode of

taxation, a commercial code was framed, under the guidance of Alexander

Hamilton, Secretary ofthe Treasury, by Mr.‘Goodhue,i Mr. Fitzsimmons
 

*kFor a biographical notice of this eminent merchant, see vol. 2d, page 408 of this

war .

"1' As a delegate to the first, Mr. Gnorlhue was appointed‘ by a resolution of the General

Court of Massachmeth, July 4th, 1784. And also as delegate to the second,in compwny

with Caleb Dtvis, Tristram Dtltm, and John Cofiiu, by alike resolution, passed bvrthe

same b I'lV, l't accordance with similar action on the part of the legislature of Virginia,

March 21, I786.

I Extract of a letter from Alexander Hamilton to Benjamin Goodhue. dated June‘30,

‘179l:—“ It must have given you pleasure to learn how much the‘ constitution ofthe

‘U tited Sllt‘ts, and the measures under it, in which you have l'l'lCl so considerable an

nge1cv. have contributed to raise this country in the estimation of Europe. The ch-mge

which h'lS been wrought in the opinion of thatlpart of the world respecting thc'United

States is almost wonderful.”
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(a merchant member from Philadelphia) and others, which, with some

modification, still remains the law ofthe land; a proud testimonial oi' the

sagacity and Foresight of‘ its authors.

The advantages derived from the new order of‘ things, were in no point

of view so apparent as in a commercial one. Chaos gave place to order-—

clouds which had overshadowed us, were succeeded by the most cheering

prospects——internal and foreign trade, so long paralized, now received an

impetus bet'ore unknown; and enterprise, everywhere, for a long series

of years was crowned with success unexampled at any period of commer.

cial history.

Mr. Peabody, having personally retired from the ocean in 1791, except

for a single tn'p as passenger to the West Indies, was now married to Miss

Catharine Smith, of Middleton, a daughter ofthe reverend t'riend to whom

he was so much indebted for his mental and moral training in youth,

and for the moulding of his religious and political principles in man

hood, and whose name he ever mentioned with the warmest expres

sions ot'gratitndc. I-Ie represented him as exercising unbounded influ

ence in his sphere of action, and as possessing the love and veneration

of all with whom he associated. This blessing he was not destined long

to enjoy; death separated them in the short space ot'two years. In 1795

he formed a matrimonial connexion with Elizabeth, sister of his first wife,

and it was their happiness to pass nearly half a century together, in al

most unalloyed prosperity.

Mr. Peabody did not fail to derive every advantage which commerce

yielded under the fostering hand of‘ government, at that time so liberally

extended ; and, by honorable competition, soon rose to wealth and influ

ence. He continued gradually to increase the number of his ships with

his accruing means, until they floated in every sea. 'i‘o particularise his

very numerous enterprises, during the tbreescore years he was a ship.

owner, would be monotonous; and the classifying and illustrating of the

difi'erent branches ot'trade which he successively embraced, commencing

with that of‘ our own coast, and ending only with the farthest Indies,

would occupy a space far beyond the limits of an article tin- a periodical

journal, without aiibrding matter of interest to any but. the most curious

admirer of detail. Let it sul’fice, therefore, to enumerate important sta

tistics relating to a business, the magnitude of which has seldom, for so

long a period, been conducted by the enterprise and industry of an indi

vidual. ' '

Mr. Peabody built and owned eighty-three ships, which, in every in

stance, he freighted himself; and For the navigation of them, be shipped

at different times, upwards of‘ seven thousand seamen. Since the year

1311, he has advanced thirty-five to the rank oi'ship-master, who entered

his employ as boys. He had pertbrmed by these vessels the following

voyages, viz :—-to Calcutta, 38; Canton, l7; Sumatra, 3'2; St. Peters

burg, 47; other ports in the north of Europe, 10; the Mediterranean,

20,* before the war ol'18l2.
 

*Pi'rcr-tvrbuc. (Cunn..i 3d July. IBifi.

Dna Frat—Absence has prevented my earlier coming into |ms-e¢~lun, ettll acknowledging the

receipt of yr ur esteemed t‘n'nruf the 20th ultimo. by whieh I am most happy to learn you are en

gazed in preparing for the press a memoir of our lite vener'ited friend, Joseph l'eahodv. Ytin Hit

me to enlizhiew you on the subject m’hit huilnelil with the Mediterranean; um tot‘ whirh. you think,

was placed under the tlireelion of‘ my house. at Marseilles. I believe. with ‘a few etr‘epl'nns in "c—

nalinnal tznnlignillt'nitl t'l I'l‘ll‘f pork. this was the care. from the first opening uf our trade w'th that

“a. after the pause oi‘ 18H, up to the period at‘ his death.

it is impossible for me, at this remote period, without any documents or memotauda, whatever,
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To the West Indies, Spanish Main, and along our wide extended coast,

they are unnumbered. He had also for several years, a large interest in

a northwest coast trading and navigation company.

The manner in which he conducted these extensive concerns, contri

buted essentially to the prosperity of Salem, which he made the home of

all his operations, and where the aggregate of his annual state, county,

and city taxes paid into the treasury, amounted to about two hundred

thousand dollars. He built and equipped his ships there, and it was there

they always returned with their cargoes, to be distributed by the coasting

vessels amongst the greater markets. Outward cargoes were procured

in these markets and transported coastwise for transhipment at Salem.

This course, while it gave constant employment to a very great num

ber of his townsmen, was not at all times conducive to his pecuniary in

terest, and therefore could only have been prompted by the benevolent

desire of affording them a remunerating occupation.

From his energy in the prosecution oi‘ commercial schemes, many sup

posed he had one of those iron wiIls which naturally impelled him to push

forward in spite of obstacles, and regardless of‘ consequences; whereas,

he was in truth uncommonly cautious; seldom yielding to his first im

pressions, or, at least, not until they were duly considered; but having

once decided upon his course, he made it a duty never to swerve, but for

the strongest reasons.

After his dissolution of copartnership with Mr. Perkins, Mr. Peabody

associated with him Mr. Gideon Tucker, ‘upon whose ample qualifications

he relied for a long term of years for conducting the correspondence, and

otherwise supervising the business, which was becoming more and more
extended; and it was the good fortune of the writer,iamongst others, to

be within the scope of his example, and of the advice and counsel it was

'his happiness to impart.

The complicated concerns of these varied enterprises were conducted

without effort, as system pervaded every department; and by such pru.

dence and foresight were his arrangements characterised, that there

never was a time when Mr. Peabody could not, at a day’s notice, by

the disposition of stocks and merchandise on hand, liquidate all his in

debtedness.

Although engaged in active business for more than threescore years,

to the extent of millions of dollars, and connected with thousands of

agents of all descriptions, yet so maturely were his contracts considered,
 

from the books oi‘ Fitch, Brothers 8: Co. to give you anything bordering on a correct or detailed

of his ‘ ‘ ‘ tn “ with the port of Marseilles, alone, during this ion‘

interval. The estimate would probably in surpass any amount I would venture to name; for his

business not only consisted in inward cargoes, of great value, but most of his ships took full return

cargoes, destined principally to other foreign ports—thus doubling the amount. and further extending

his services and usefulness, I might almost say, throughout the whole commercial world; for. I ven

ture the assertion. there are few, if any, oi‘ the most important ports, in either hemisphere, where his

name, and the signal of‘ his ships, were not as well known as they were at home.

You are well aware of his laconic instructions in relation to business afl‘airs. Those to my house

were always condensed in a few lines. giving cum ltlmlche to use our best judgment in the promo

tion of his interest; and, although the amount of many millions passed through our hand,‘ no; 5

single dollar was ever drawn for in anticipation; although, of course, tendered on all occasions.

He always appeared to show the molt anxious desire to impress upon my mind that he alone had been

the recip ent of favors.

His friendship and confidence I prized above everything. His superior as a merchant, or equal as

aman. l have never known; and am satisfied that mine is not an over-estimate of his character—

for, in conversation with his townsrnan, the Hon. Dudley L. Pickmnn. whom Iconsider one of the

first merchants of the age. he said, from an acquaintance of more than half a century, he had not

known one of more inflexible integrity, or unerring judgment.

Respectfully and truly yours, A. FITCH.
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so respectful was he of the rights of others, and so much more did be pre

fer to submit to slight pecuniary sacrifices than to hazard his peace

of mind, that he was never involved in litigation or controversies.

Conscious of the force of his own natural powers, and of the correct

ness of his judgment in what concerned the business of his life, Mr.

Peabody manifested a diffidence rarely observed in one so pre-eminently

successful ; and scrupulously avoided delivering his thoughts upon subjects

to which he had not particularly directed his attention.

Public station ofl'ered no charms for him; although often urged, he

never but once could be induced to serve even in the legislature of the

state, and that was at a time when his popularity insured the election of

the whole ticket, thereby securing the passage of a conservative measure

-of some moment.

From the beginning, Mr. Peabody adhered to the policy, and yielded a

hearty co-operation to all the measures of the administration of Washing

ton. He was fully persuaded that any deviation from the course pursued

(from which so great good had resulted,) and which was so forcibly traced

on the chart which that pro-eminent statesman and patriot left for the

guidance of the ship of state on leaving the command, would inevitably

lead to ruin. .

He never listened to the professions, nor was lured by the sophistry of

the democratic clubs, whose labors, in the language ofWashington, “ gave

the first rude shock to the best fabric of human government and happi.

ness ever presented to the acceptance of mankind ;” nor did he favor the

policy of non-importation, non-intercourse or embargo. ‘

He felt, in common with many among the most exalted class of his fel

low citizens, that the “ decrees” of France and the “ orders” of England

should have been resisted at the outset, or, after protesting, we should

have waited until peace, when we might, as, in other instances, we have,

obtained a just remuneration for all losses sustained.

Enjoying, as our merchants then did, the carrying trade of the world,

their profits could well afford the increased rates of premium demanded

by the underwriter. By abandoning the ocean, millions, otherwise within

their reach, were forever lost to the country.

The throwing of our weight into the scale of “ the destroyer of human

liberty,” met with his utter and unqualified reprobation.

No one ever discovered greater discernmment in the selection of

agents, than Mr. Peabody; and, as his business was an object of conse

quence, it imparted character to such as obtained it. Among the most

prominent of these, were Fitch, Brothers & Co., who, also long and ho

norably served the United States as navy agents for the Mediterranean—

and, although slandered and superseded by the late administration, tardy

justice has been rendered them by the present.

To a letter of condolence, addressed by the head of that house to the

family of Mr. Peabody, on his decease, a son of the latter thus replied:

“ For you, my father felt the highest regard, and there was no man in the

circle of his acquaintance, during his long life, for whom I have heard

him express a deeper interest. In the course of his business, he was en

abled to give such‘a direction to a portion of it as to place the same un

der your care ; and he has often said that your unceasing attention and

admirable management placed him under the greatest obligation.”
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Mr. Peabody’s transactions were also very extensive with Mr. Williams,

the American banker of London, by whose failure he lost between one

and two hundred thousand dollars. Yet, so far from hearing him ill will,

when that gentleman returned to Salem, after an absence of forty years,

Mr. Peabody, then at a very advanced age, crossed the street, and, with

an extended hand, welcomed him to his native city.

On the return of Joseph Augustus, Mr? Peabody’s eldest son, from fo

reign travel, a quarter ofa century ago, he with alacrity engaged in com

merce as a partner of his father, and was actuated in no small degree by

his spirit. His father soon leaned upon him, not the less as aprop of his

declining years, than as the future support of the business, which, under

these favorable auspices, he trusted would continue to shed its blessings

upon the community long after he should cease to direct it. The realiza

tion ofthese pleasing anticipations was not permitted. After a few short

years. by an inscrutible decree of divine wisdom, in the midst oflife and

usefulness, the high and honorable course of this estimable son was

closed forever.

He had graduated, with honor, at Harvard University, in 1816, and

was endeared by many virtues, (which ever recur in the recollection of

him,) to at numerous circle of bereaved "friends.

Buoyed up by that religious principle which strongly marked his cha.

racter, Mr. Peabody submitted, without a murmur, to the sad decree. He

continued- his enterprises to the close of his life, with various success,

though not to the same extent, .and solely with the desire of afibrding em

ployment to such as relied upon his operationsfor their support.

His life may be considered of much more advantage to the community

than that of many whose names are emblazoned in our annals merely

from their connection with public events; for very few, at the end of

their career, can point to so much positive good effected by unaided per

sonal efforts.

Mr. Peabody closed his invaluable life, after a short illness, on the 5th

ofJanuary, 1844, at the advanced age of eighty-six years. Two sons and

a daughter have survived him. In person, he was tall and commanding,

with a carriage dignified, yet blended with singular modesty. From his

reserve, few had an opportunity justly to estimate the strength of his in

tellect. or the refinement and delicacy of his sentiments. The lofty tone

of the latter, and his dignified character, could only be appreciated by

those who, for a long period, were in constant intercourse with him. We

have never known an individual who, in daily life, so uniformly presrved

an entire self-respect, and, at the same time, was so courteous and yield

ing to his friends. ' -

His temper was hasty, but he was never known to utter a word'in an

ger which he was obliged, in the cool moments of reflection, to recall

with regret; or to compromise himself, at such moments, in any way to

lessen his own self-respect, or that of others. ,

Possessing, naturally, the keenest sensibility, great _ moral efibrts alone

sustained him on various occasions, when others, whose habits‘ of self

control were less firmly fixed, would have succumbed.

Decision, firmness, prudence and perseverance, were fully exemplified

in his character. To great discernment in matters of business, (in which

he was seldom deceived by appearances,) to him was given, also, an al

most intuitive foresight. N0 general ever possessed a more ready eye—
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could better plan his enterprises, or calculate the chances of success or

defeat.

Mr. Peabody was, for many years, a communicant of the Unitarian

church, and no one more implicitly obeyed its injunctions, or paid a more

becoming deference to its ordinances. His religious sentiment was deep

and practical ; he left, however, to others the discussion of doctrines, and

was firm in the belief that

“ He can’t be wrong whose life is in the right.”

He was a generous contributor to all worthy objects, yet shrunk from

any ostentatious display of his charities. His chief aim in assisting others,

appeared to be that of placing them in situations, where, by personal exer

tion, they could advance their own interests. Well knowing that obliga

tion is frequently so onerous as to neutralize the gratitude which ought to

be felt for benefits received—his charities were often indirect. His habit

of early rising, in connection with the order which prevailed over all his

afi'airs, afforded him much leisure, which was entirely devoted to his fami

ly, in the seclusion of which, his own affectionate kindness was reeipro.

cated by love and veneration.

To a generous hospitality, which he at all times extended, Mr. Pea

body added liberal entertainments on all suitable occasions. His asso

ciates were of the highest character. An unbroken intimacy of many

years existed between him and William Prescott, whose long, distin.

guished, and useful life, soon after his own, was also closed without a re

proach. Another much valued friend, was the late Timothy Flint, the

early and elegant historian of the west, who inscribed his last work to

Mr. Peabody ;' and as this grateful tribute to a benefactor is so expressive

of their long cherished intimacy, we trust it will not be considered out of

place to close our article with a transcript of it:

“I have ventured to inscribe this book with your name, because I

wished to prove, that, much as I have wandered, my heart and affections

have still had their stationary points. It is my pride to hope, amidst all

the vicissitudes through which I have passed, thatithe friends of my youth

will be those of my age. Years, in their flight, will never shed the mil

dew of oblivion over kindnesses which have marked every period of my

intercourse with you. Those kindnesses are alike associated with the

remembrances of scenes that have passed in the land of my birth, and in

distant regions west of the Mississippi. To you it is owing that I ever

appeared before the public. I know not if the public will thank you, or

if it ought. I feel'that I, at least, ought never to forget the kindness and

munificence of the motive. While your keels plough every sea, bringing

home rich harvests of commerce, I have always known you the earnest

and consistent friend of the sacred soil and the plough. This acquain

tance with your predilections, apparently so foreign from those which

have governed your pursuits in life, has added an inducement to inscribe

to you a book which treats upon a country almost solely agricultural, and

naturally richer in resources of that class, as I deem, than any other. In

doing this, I beg to be allowed to express my affectionate prayers, that

the repose of your age, in the midst of your children, may be as long and

as happy as your past life has been honorable and useful.”

Had Mr. Flint survived, and become the biographer of his friend, so hap

von. XIIL—NO. n. 11
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pily would he have illustrated his life, as to have rendered superfluous

this brief and imperfect sketch.

Vixere fortes * ‘l’ *

Multi: scd omnes illacrimabiles

Urguentur ignotique longa

‘Nocte, careut quia vute sacro. HOR

 

AmnVL—NEW THEORY OF THE GULF STREAM.

Tun courses of ocean currents have been pretty accurately examined

and marked out, but their causes being less intimately connected with

the interests of commerce, have been much less attended to, and are, con

sequently, less understood. But whatever facts may tend to throw light

on these causes, are not the less worthy of being recorded because they

bring no immediate profit. Iam indebted to Capt. Vincent Tilyou, an

old and respectable ship-master of this city, for the following statements.

In a recent conversation with him, he stated it as his opinion, that “the

Gulf Stream is a submarine current from the Pacific ocean, which be

comes heated in its passage through regions heated by neighboring vol

canos.” Perhaps it would be more proper to call it a subterranean cur

rent.

It has been advanced by others, I believe, that the heat of the Gulf

water might be occasioned by the rising of hot springs, but the current

has generally been ascribed to other causes. The boldness of the cap

tain’s theory induced me to inquire filrther as to the ground of his belief;

directing my inquiry principally to those known facts which appear to

contradict his theory. He states the following facts as falling under his

own observation, and which, to my mind, give strong grounds for his con

clusions.

First. The water of the Gulf Stream is hotter than that of any part of

the Atlantic ocean under the equator ; therefore it cannot be the water

of the Atlantic driven into the bay of Mexico by the trade winds.

Secondly. The water of the Gulf Stream is hotter in deep water, where

the current begins, or rather, where it has become regular and strong,

than it is in the bay of Mexico, on soundings, where there is little or no

current; thus showing that it comes, not from the shore or coast, but

from the bottom in deep water.

Thirdly. The captain states that while sailing in the bay of Mexico, in

calm weather, he has several times seen bubbles rising to the surface,

which, on reaching the surface, spread over it like tar. He has collected

it in sufficient quantity to cover his vessel’ chain bolts. It was bitumi

nous, offensive to the smell, grew hard in the sun, and when dry, became

a. durable varnish, more durable on iron than paint. He has gathered

the same material on the sand beach between Campeachy and Laguira,

and is satisfied that it is washed on shore from the middle of the bay of

Mexico, where he has seen it rise, and that it is brought up from volca

nic regions by the current of the gulf passing through or near them.

A French man-of-war, on the coast, collected a suflicient quantity to

varnish the ship’s guns, it and the natives, also, sometimes use it to seal

the heads of casks and packages requiring to be made perfectly tight.

CapLTilyou also states, that the volume of the Gulf Stream is some
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times so great, that it extends itself to the south of the island of Cuba,

and in sailing across from cape Catoche on the Yucatan side of the bay,

to cape Corientes, or cape Antonio on the Cuba side, he has several

times been carried to the eastward very much, by the current running out

southeast between these two capes. And he infers, that if the Gulf

Stream depended for its supplies on Waters driven into the bay of Mexico

by the trade winds, it would cease, or run the other way, at such times as

there was an outward current south of Cuba, or otherwise these two cur

rents would be sufficient to empty the bay of Mexico of its waters in a

short time. Yet these two currents have continued, without in the least

affecting the level of the gulf, the one for ages, and the other occasionally,

for weeks together. On reference to the Coast Pilot, a book in use

among seamen,_the statement of Capt. Tilyou in respect to an occasional

current,_south of Cuba, is fully verified. _

The floods of the Mississippi and other great rivers that flow into the

bay of Mexico, can have little to do in supplying these currents, because

the Gulf Stream alone, between Florida and Cuba, is a hundred times

greater than all of them together. The inference of Capt. Tilyou is,

that nothing less than an ocean could supply them, under the circum

stances just named, and because this portion of the Atlantic is sepa

rated from the Pacific only by a narrow isthmus, and the Water of the

Pacific is known to be constantly higher than the Atlantic, a passage un

der the isthmus would necessarily create a constant current into the At

lantic. That this is the case, he infers, first, from its necessity, the other

facts being considered; and, secondly, from the heat of the water, and

the known volcanic character of the region through which it must pass.

That the causes of ocean currents may be very different in different

cases, is not at all improbable. In general, it is, perhaps, rational to

conclude, that from the nature of water as a fluid, it is subject to the same

kind of impulses as the incumbered atmosphere in effecting the changes

which shall keep up a perfect equilibrium of the whole. In both, that is

to say, in ocean and in air, there are parts of the world in which the cur

rents always flow in one direction, varying only in velocity; and parts,

where they are continually varying, both in direction and form. And in

the ocean, as Well as in the atmosphere, facts have been shown, which

clearly indicate that there are under, as well as upper currents, as at the

strait of Gibraltar, Where there is an inward current on the surface, and

an outward current below.

Any current in the ocean is necessarily caused in the first place, by the

elevation of the water at one point above the level of another point ; and

the current will take a direction according to the relative position of the

two, and according to the shape of the neighboring coast, or other ob

structions in its way, always finding the easiest passage from the elevated

to the depressed quarter. .

In respect to the effect of the Winds in producing the steady currents of

the ocean, it strikes us, that where they alone are in operation, the effect

will be to produce only an under and opposite current; because the pres

sure of the winds being wholly on the surface, the water becoming ele

vated on a coast by such a sustained pressure, the superior weight of a.

column on the elevated side, would cause it to flow back immediately in

an under current.

But while we are made sensible of the partial effect of winds in pro
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ducing currents, or at least in effecting changes in them, yet, on e!

amining the mechanical power of Winds, such as prevail for any length

of time, as compared with the force of gravitation in water, they appear

to be wholly inadequate to the main cause. And, as it is daily verified by

the action of the tides, that the bed of the ocean is subject to be power

fully affected by planetary influence, partially controverted by the shape

of the coasts, is it not most rational to conclude, that, in general, the

elevations of ocean which cause currents, are the effect of disturbing

planetary influences’! and that the water finds its level again by such

channels as are easiest, in which it is somewhat controverted by the

hape of the coast and the bottom’!

An examination of the main currents of the ocean, shows a general

tendency in all, except the Gulf Stream, from east to west, in con

formity with the course of revolution. And the Gulf Stream, after pass

ing east for some distance, then mingling with other currents, flows to

the south and west. On the eastern coast of Asia and America, their

general course is said to be southerly and westerly, and on the western

coast of Europe, Africa, and America, their general course is northerly

and westerly.

In all these things Isee nothing to contradict Capt. Tilyou’s theory; on

the contrary, I see much that will go to sustain it.

While writing this, I have opened a geography, which gives the tem

perature of the Gulf Stream off the coast of Florida as at 86°, and in lati

tude 36 it is 81°, while the mean temperature of the atmosphere under

the equator is only about 74°. I am not informed as to the exact tem.

perature of the water of the Atlantic under the equator, but as it is neces.

sarily much cooler than the atmosphere, it may be set down as not much

above 60°. Here, then, is a difference of 26° of temperature, which

shows conclusively, that the water of the Gulf Stream is not the water of

the Atlantic under the equator. What is it, then, ifit be not “the water

of the Pacific heated by its passage through volcanic regions?”

The captain’s theory suggests one other thought worthy of being pre

sented. If such a passage exists, the action of water will necessarily

work some changes in the region through which it passes, and coming in

contact with hidden volcanic fires, would be a very natural cause of the

frequent earthquakes of that country. Although the whole may be but a

bold conjecture, yet it has much of reason to sustain it, and if proved to

be true in any one point, might lead to more satisfactory conclusions re.

specting ocean currents, than have yet been reached.

It is proper to remark, that Capt. Tilyou was in the employment of the

writer for some twelve or fifteen voyages from hence to ports on the south

side ofthe bay of Mexico, and afterwards, for two or three years in the

employment of Mexican merchants sailing between Sisal and Havana.

In all, for the space of six years, he spent more than half his time in the

bay of Mexico; his opportunities for observing the phenomena of the

gulf have therefore been ample.

Since the foregoing was written, a friend to whom I had shown it, has

had access to the manuscript notes of a late traveller in Mexico, from

which he was permitted to make the following extracts. The author, I

understand, is preparing his Work for publication. Speaking of parts in

the interior of Mexico, the traveller remarks :-—“ There are lakes of

fresh water here where the chapote is found, bubbling up to the surface.
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When washed upon the borders, it is gathered, and used as a varnish for

the bottoms of canoes. It has a pungent smell like that of liquid asphal

tum, and possesses, I think, some of its qualities. I have observed a re

markable phenomenon, out of sight of land, in the GulfofMexico, where

the waters bubble up in the same manner, producing a similar smell;

‘and there can be no doubt that the ebulition and eflluvia observed in the

gulf are the effect of the same cause which produces the asphaltic sub

stance found on the surface of these lakes.”

The above is certainly a remarkable coincidence and confirmation of

the facts stated by Capt. Tilyou. It is well known that the mountains of

Cuba are asphaltic; and it would seem, from these concurring facts, that,

through this whole region, from the interior of Cuba, to the interior of

Mexico, there are large deposits of the same kind, which in some parts

have become ignited, producing volcanos, earthquakes and other phe

nomena. 2.
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msronv or NORWICH—EXPORTS AND IMPORTS IN USS—sunrise BELONGING TO NORWICH AT

THAT TIME—LIST or snlrs 11v 1795—PBIVATEEKING—-COMMERCE——MEN or BUSINESS—PRICE

CURRENT—EARLY cosmzucv or coNNncrIoor—Mmumc'rusmo ESTABLISHMENTS—NORWICH

AND woncssrsa RAILROAD.

WE are indebted to Mr. Thomas Robinson, the publisher, for a copy

of the “History of Norwich, (Conn.,) from its settlement, in 1660, to

January, 1845. By Miss F. M. Caulkins.” It forms a handsomely

printed duodecimo volume, of nearly four hundred pages, illustrated with

several neatly executed lithographic drawings, of scenes and views of the

city and vicinity. Miss Caulkins had access to town records, files of

newspapers, private documents, account books, memorandums, deeds, jus

tices’ papers, and, in short, every reliable source of information; using

‘tradition, only, where it contradicted no authentic record, and when records

failed; and she has succeeded in giving the results of her inquiries in

a. methodical form, with condensed statements of facts, without tracing

the intermediate steps, and spreading out at large the materials from

which they were drawn. The great point she appears to have kept con

stantly in view, through the whole composition of the work, is accuracy.

She says, and there is internal evidence of the truth of the statement, that

“not a fact, name, or date, has been given, without careful inquiry and

examination. Even those sketches which may seem most like fancy

pictures, are faithful copies of scenes, as they were depicted by eye

witnesses.” On the whole, she has made a very interesting and readable

volume, alike creditable to her industry, taste, and judgment. Indeed,

we consider it one of the best town histories that has fallen under our

observation, and a valuable contribution to the local historical literature

of the country. We give, below, such portions of the work as relate to

the trade and commerce, manufactures, etc., of Norwich, from its first

settlement, to the present time :—

“ The spirit of enterprise revived in Norwich immediately after the revolution

ary war; and for twelve years, reckonin from 1784, commerce flourished, and

was rich in its returns. The West In ia trade, especially, ofl'ered a lucrative

source of business. Very little flour was then brought into Norwich—it was an

export rather than an import, more being manufactured in the place than was no
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cessary for home consumption. Considerable wheat was raised in the state, even

in the eastern art, where it is now a very uncertain crop, and less profitable than

most others. he following table of exports and imports, for a period of fifteen

months, will exhibit in a clear light the industry and enterprise which charac

terized this period. It is taken from a newspaper of the day.

Enonrs m Imronrs or Noxwicn, rnom JANUARY 1, 1788, To Mnwu 4,1789,TAKEN

FROM run Rsronr or THE N‘var. Orr‘rczx.

  

  

  

  

  
 

Exports.

549 horses, ................ ..va1ue £12 0 0 £6,588 0- (l

205 mules,............ .. 15 0 0 3,075 0 0

205 horned cattle,... 7 0 0 1,435 0 0'

321 sheep,.. . 0 10' 0 160 10 0

566 hogs, . 0 15 0 424 10: 0 .

1,903 barrelsbe ,.. .. ._. 0 40 0 3,806 0 0.

1,774 “ p0rk,.. .. _ 0 60 0 5,322 0 0

25,000 lbs. butterr... .. 0 0 6 625 0 0‘

92,120 lbs. cheese,.... 0 0 4 1,535 6 8‘

6,600 lbs. ham,......... 0 0 5 137 10 0

16,000 bushels grain,... . 0 2 6 2,000 0 0

175 M. hoops,...... .. 0 70 0 612 10 0

160 M. staves,..... 0 80 0 640 0 0

14,600 lbs. hayseed,................ . 0 0 6 365 0 0

576 barrels potash,............. .. 5 0 0 2,880 0 0

25,000 yards home-made cloth,...~ 0 2 0 2,500 0 0

632 hhds. flax-seed, ..... .. 0 40 0 1,264 0 0

276 tons pressed hay,........... . 0 60 0 828 0 0

4 barrels gingerbrcad,........ 5 0 0 20 0 0

£34,218 6 8

Imports.

European goods,... .. ..value £3,909. 0 0.

1,500 hides, ........... .. value £0 12. 0 900 0 0

7,675 bushels salt,........ 0 l 8" 639 11 8

112,625 gallons molasscs,.. .. . 0 1 4 7,540 0 0

18,300 “ 0 2 6 2,287 10 0

1,271 lbs. bohea tea,...... . 0 2 0 127 2" (1

20,700 lbs. coffcc,................ 0 1 0 1,045 0 0

417,200 lbs. sugar,..................... . . . a 8,344 0' 0

£24,793 3 8

SHIPPING BE‘LONGING TO THE PORT AT THAT. Time.

20 sloops,..........................tons 940 l I ship, ............................ ..tons 200

5 schooners,..... 325

5brigs,........... 545 Total,........................_.. 2,010

“ In 1793, British privateers began to seize American vessels in the West In

dies; and, for several years, the commerce of New England suffered by these

depredations. Vessels were captured, carried into British ports ; and, by the de

crees of admiralty courts, libelled and condemned. The merchants of Norwich

shared’ in these perplexities. Many of their vessels were seized, and an uncer

tainty cast over their commercial projects. Public meetin were convened, to

see what could be done, and a memorial to Congress draf April 18, 1794. A

general spirit of armin in defence of the country was prevalent, and many spi

rited resolutions passe in the larger towns. In September, of that year, Briga

dier-General Joseph Williams reviewed in Norwich the third regiment of cavalry,

under the command of Colonel Elisha Egerton. An approaching war with Great

Britain was then seriously apprehended.

“The storm blew over; and Norwich, recovering from this temporary shock,

resumed her commercial importance. Four or five vessels were sometimes to be

seen on the stocks at once. Story’s ship-yard, in West Chelsea, launched ships

of 200 and 300 tons burthen.

“ The increase of shipping, for a few years after this period, was very rapid.
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In 1795, a list of vessels and tonnage belonging to the place, was made out, in

order to favor a petition forwarded to government, for the establishment of a post

oflice in Chelsea. The following is a copy of this list, taken from a draft in the

hand-writing of Joseph Howland, Esq, than whom no man was better acquainted

with the maritime affairs of the place :—

LIsT or SHIPPING BELONGING TO THE PORT or NORWICH, OCTOBER 12, 1795.

    

  

Ship Mercury, .................. ..tons 280 Schr. Shetucket, ................ ..tons 70

“ Columbus,.... . . 200 “ Robinson Crusoe,... .... .. 120

“ Modesty,... . 240 “ Beaver, .... . . . . . . .. . 60

“ Young Eagle,.. 200 “ Jenny,.. 70

“ George,........ .. .. 364 Sl’p Farmer,... 85

“ Portland, . . . . . . . . . . 220 “ Crisis,. . . . . 72

“ Charlotte,.. ......... .. 90 “ Honor,.... 65

Brig Union,..... 130 “ William,...... 70

“ Endeavor,.... . . 120 “ Prosperity, .. 90

“ Friendship, . .. . .. . . 120 “ Polly, .......... . . .. . 80

“ Betsey,........... 130 “ Negotiator,.. 90
“ Charlestown,.... ..... i 60 “ Friendship,.. 90

“ Polly, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180 “ 35

. 180 “ 45

60 “ 45

90 “ 70

90 “ 55

85 “ 45

75 “ 35

75 “ 70

“ Washington,.......... 65 “ 65

 

Total, 7 ships, 9 bugs, 9 schooners, 17 sloops=42. Total, 4,312 tons, of which only

210 tons are owned in the old parish, and 4,102 is owned in the port, or what is called

Chellsca. The above does not include a number of river packets, or four New York

pac ets.”

“With the progress of time, the commerce of the port has greatly declined.

The articles exported are now needed for home consumption; the maritime in

terest is merged in the manufacturing; and what shipping remains, is em

ployed in the coasting trade.

“ Amon the enterprising citizens of this period, the following ranked hi h :—

Dr. Elihu arvin, Col. Zabdiel R0 ers, Gen. Williams, Thomas Mumford, foseph

Howland, and Levi Huntington. 1dr. Mumford, in his equipage, domestic esta

blishment, and table, exhibited a lavish style of expenditure. He built a new

house on a large scale, and had one of the finest gardens in the state, his head

gardener having been procured from Holland. The Howlands, father and son,

were extensively engaged in mercantile pursuits. They afterwards removed to

New York. Gen. Marvin fell a victim to the yellow fever, in 1798. This fatal

disease raged at that time with extreme violence in New London; but Marvin,

himself a skilful hysician, was the only victim to it in Norwich. Col. Rogersdied in 1807, agedlseventy-two.”

The following price current is given, of a few articles at Norwich, in

the earlier part of the eighteenth century :—

Wheat, 5s. per bushel. Molasses, 2s. 4d. per gallon.

Rye, 3s. “ Quire of paper, 28.

Indian corn, “ Pane of glass, 28. 3d.

Oats, ls. 6d. “ Pair of shoes, 53. and 5s‘. 6d.

Turnips, ls. “ Day’s work of laborer, 2s. and 3s.

Milk, lid. per quart. Day’s work with a team, 6s.

Wool, 1s. 4d. per lb. Town clerk’s salary, £1 100.

Beef, 2d. A meal of victuals at a tavern, 6d. or 8d.

Pork, 3d. and 31d. A bowl of toddy, 6d.

Butter, 641. A bell-rope, 3;.

Cheese, 40!. A barber’s charge for once shaving, 2d.—A

Tallow, 5d. year’s shaving, £1.

Sugar, (id. and 8d. “ A fals tail,” copied from a barber’s ace, 3;.
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We gather from the work a few particulars touching the early currency

of Connecticut :—

“ Bills of credit began to be emitted in Connecticut in 1709, and the emissions

were repeated in small parcels at intervals, afterwards. For many years, how

ever, there was little or no redundancy of'the circulating medium; and, of course,

the depreciation was trifling. The bills were not counterfeited until 1735; but,

at that time, so large a. quantity of the false impression was put in circulation,

that the assembly ordered the issue of bills, with an entire new stamp, to the

value of £25,000, to be exchan ed for the old ones then in use. These, and sub

sequent emissions, were calle bills of the new tenor. In 1740, on account of

the war with Spain, £45,000 more were emitted, and some smaller sums after

wards.

“ Until the emission of the new tenor, the credit of the old bills was tolerably

supported. The depreciation now ran on with rapid strides; and confusion in

accounts, pe lexity, and want of confidence in the dealings of man with man,

suspension 0 activi , and pecuniary distress, was the consequence. The clash

ing of old and new tenor rendered the currency mazy and uncertain. Prices were

greatly enhanced, but fluctuating; impositions frequent, and speculation triumph

ed over honest industry. It was a difiicult thing to graduate price to value, with

a currency so vague and fluctuating.

“ In 1736, the town expenses were £84; of which one item was a charge of

Dr. Perkins— ‘

For keeping and salivating Christian Boyle, and expenses to Hannah Rood,. £24 1 0

“ Yet the next year, the whole amount of the town expenditure, including the

doctor’s bill, did not amount to £14. In 1740, wheat was 13s. per bushel; rye,

9 and 10s. ; Indian corn, 7s. ; oats and turnips, 3s. 6d. ; pork, 8d. or 10d. per 1b.;

butter, from 18d. to 2s.; sugar, the same; molasses, '7 and 8s. per allon; rum,

10s. 6d. ; men’s shoes, from 15 to 18s. per pair; candles, 2s. 6d. per h. ; a bushel

of salt, 14s.; a quire of paper, 5s. 60!. or 6s.; a quart of mustard-seed, 2s. 611.;

shee ’s wool and cotton wool, about the same price, viz: 4s. per lb.

“ JI‘his uncertain currency was by no means confined to Connecticut. The

other New England colonies suffered in the same way. In Boston,they had little

else in circulation than “ Land Bank money” and old tenor. The following me

morandum, from the day-book of a Boston huckster, of the same date as the above,

will show that prices were very much enhanced in that capital, also :-—Molasses,

85. 6d. per gallon; “a bushel of In 'n meel,” 18s.; a beaver hat, £3 155.; side

of sole leat er, £1 19s. 611.; “hal a pees of Rusha Duck,” £8; a sheep-skin,

10s. ; a bushel of onions, 18s. ; a pair of buckles, £4 10s. ; a pair of yarn stock

ings, 12s.; “13!, yards of Osimbrogs," £3 115. 6d.; a grate of Diamond glass,

£10. Let it be observed, that, at this time, the depreciation had but just com

menced. In 1741, the rate levied for the payment of thetRev. Mr. Lord’s salary,

had risen from 2d. and 3d. on the pound, to 1011., and £200 was allowed him in

addition to his nominal salary. In 1751, the current expenses of the town were

£751. The currency continued its downward course until 1753, when Mr. Lord

received £850 as an equivalent for £100, lawful money. The bellman’s salary

was £40 per annum. Schooling per month, from £15 to £22. In 1757, the

currency was flowing once more in its old channel. Mr. Lord’s salary was re

d£uced ton£66 13s. 4d. lawful money, and twelve contributions; the bellman’s, to

3 108.

Norwich goes far before any other town in the state of Connecticut,

in the value of' its manufactures. According to the report made by the

assessors to the Secretary of State, in 1839, the value of goods manu~

factured in the preceding year was $1,150,205.

The following is a list of the incorporated manufacturing companies

of Norwich :—

“ Thames Manufacturing Co., 1823; for the manufacturing of cotton, woollen,

and iron-empowered to hold fifty acres of land; capital not to exceed $300,000;
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shares, $500. In 1825, this company was authorized to increase its capital to

$500,000, and the quantity of land to 500 acres.

“ Quinebaug Manufacturing Co., 1826; for making cotton and woollen goods

-—ca ital not to exceed $1,000,000; shares, $1,000.

“ hetucket Manufacturing Co., 1826; for manufacturing iron—capital not to

exceed $500,000 ; shares, $500.

“ Yantic Manufacturing Co., 1826; for manufacturing woollen and cotton

goods—capital not to exceed $30,000; shares, $100.

“ Norwich Manufacturing Co., 1828; for manufacturin cotton or woollen

goods—capital, $100,000 ; shares, $100; empowered to hol land not exceeding

500 acres. '

“ Norwich and New York Manufacturing Co., 1829; for manufacturing cotton

and woollen goods—capital, $200,000; shares, $500.

“ Norwich and Preston Iron Co., 1829; for manufacturing castings, bar-iron,

nails, ate—capital, $100,000; shares, $500.

“ Greeneville Manufacturing Co., 1833 ; for manufacturing woollen, and other

ghoods which may be deemed advantageous to the company—not to occupy more

an fifteen acres of land; capital not to exceed $50,000; shares, $100. ’

Miss Caulkins gives the following statistics of the manufacturing esta

blishments of Norwich at the present time, which she obtained from the

proprietors, themselves. It is far from being complete ; but further state

ments were not obtained in season for the work :—

Kinds of Goods. Am't'ann.Name. Hands.

Shetucket Co., ................ . .
  

  

  

  

Cotton, (colored goods.) 200 about $175,000

Chelsea Man. Co.,.... .. Paper, (various kinds.) 100 260,000

R. & A. H. Hubbard, ....... .. Paper.. 50 100,000

Culver 61. Mickie,............ .. Paper. 10 30,000

William H. Pease,.. .. . Paper. 9 25,000

Kennedy,............ . Cotton mill. 50 75,000

William H. Coit, ............. .. Carpets. 35 38,000

William A. Buckingham... . Carpets. 40 for labor, 10,000

“ value, 48,000

Falls Mills,.................... .. Cotton, (colored goods.) 150 100,000

N. H. Eddy 8r. C0.,..... Satinet. 20 30,000

Norwich Foundry,............. Foundry and machinery. 35 25,000

Kennedy &. Tillinghast, .... .. Cotton. ' 65 75,000

Adams &. Kennedy,.......... . Twine. 20 30,000

J. W. Shepherd,......... Sash and blind. 20 30,000

Rogers & Baker,.. Sash, blind, and doors. 12 35,000

Henry Allen,..... .. Bedsteads. 14 10,000

Yantic Man. Co.,.. Flannels. 110 wool, 150,000 lbs.

“ make 500,000 yds.

C. W. Rockwell’s Mill, ..... .. Cassimeres. 50 $100,000

We close our notice of Miss Caulkins’s history of Norwich, which has

grown into a sketch of the commerce, manufactures, and general re

sources of that city, with an account of the Norwich and Worcester

railroad, which terminates at the former place :——

“ The Norwich and Worcester Railroad Company was formed in 1832; the

legislatures of Connecticut and Massachusetts each granting a charter for that

portion of the road which lay within their respective states. These two compa

nies were united by the said legislatures in 1836, the whole capital amounting to

$1,700,000. The len , from the steamboat landing in Norwich, to the depot

at Worcester, is fifty-eight and nine-tenth miles; eighteen of which are in Mas

sachusetts. The materials used, and the workmanship, were all of the best kind;

and it is believed to be a road of as solid and durable construction as any in the

country. It was first opened through the whole ditance in March, 1840.

“ Just beyond Greeneville, in Norwich, the road forms a curve of 1,000 feet

radius along the banks of the Shetucket, affording a fine view of the river, the
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bridge, and adjacent country. Three miles from the city, at the Quinebaug

Falls, the company were met by an immense mass of rock lying across their

contemplated route. Here, a deep cut was channeled, for a considerable dis

tance, through a friable rock; but reaching, at length, a bed of solid granite, a

tunnel was excavated, three hundred feet in length, and twenty in width. The

height from the bed of the tunnel to the summit of the rock above, is about one

_ hundred feet. Sitting in the car, and gazing upon the scenery, on suddenly find

gourself gliding into the bosom of frowning cliffs, and envelope in subterranean

arkness. You come out slowly, grinding along the edge of a precipice, with the

rigged, foaming, contracted river below you on one side, and a barrier of clifi's on

t e other.

“The road, for many miles, keeps near the Quinebaug, which has everywhere

the same characteristics—chafed and noisy; the banks bold ; the bed rocky, and

the edges disfigured by boulders brought down with ice in spring floods, and

lodged along the water-course.

“ The section of the road from Norwich to Jewett city, in Preston, was the

most laborious and expensive of the route. The course was winding, the radius

short; the earth encumbered with rocks; the contractors lost money, and were

tébliged to throw themselves upon the company. The tunnel, alone, cost nearly

30,000.

“ A large depot, or station-house, was erected at Norwich, contiguous to the

steamboat landing, two stories hi h, and two hundred feet in length. It is situ

ated just at the spot where the hetucket contracts its course, turns a quarter

round, and glides into the Thames. Here the company purchased a small rocky

promontory called the Point, pulled down the buildings which covered it, blew up

the rocks, filled the shallows, and constructed the station-house, together with a

wharf, and a solid stone wall. -

“During the severe flood, in the spring of 1841, a bar was formed in the chan

nel of the Thames, by an accumulation of sand brought down the Shetucket,

three hundred and sixty feet in length, which it was found very difficult to exca

vate, so as to leave the channel of its former depth. In consequence of this bar,

the steamboats, which had before this occasionally grounded in the river, were

now frequently delayed two or three hours upon their route. This obstruction,

to ther with the serious inconvenience arising from the ice in the Winter season,

in uced the company to extend their road from Norwich, along the bank of the

river, seven miles, to Allen’s Point, near Gale’s Ferry, where it is supposed that

no serious obstruction will ever be presented by the ice. This part of the road

was completed in 1843 ; and, in regard to its location and scenery, is altogether

of a novel character.

“ The Shetucket is s anned by a lofty bridge ; after which, the route is directly

upon the brink of the hames, bein channeled along her banks, and runnin

over her coves and streamlets by bridges and causeways, afi'ording views varie

and icturesque in the hi hest degree.

“ he Norwich and orcester railroad, having been constructed at a period of

pecuniary pressure in the country, unexanxllpled in its severity and continuance,

it is no matter of surprise, though it certai y is of regret, that the public-spirited

band of men who commenced the undertaking, and completed it under such dis

couragements, should have sufi‘ered severely, in a pecuniary point of view, by the

measure. It is not oihen the case, in this world, that they who expend their zeal

and energies upon a great work, are the persons that reap the most benefit from

it. They plan and execute, and toil on, with unceasing ardor, to complete an

undertaking, and then are swept aside, or pass away; while others enter into

their labors, and enjoy that which costs them nothing. There is nothing dis

couraging in this—it rather ennobles measures which otherwise would be but

sordid; teaching the generous mind to enter upon its beneficial task, whether

personal advantage accrue from it or not; to do good, and pursue noble ends b

noble means, without too solicitously expecting a reward, or indulging regret if

it be withheld.”
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Am‘. VIIL—SILVER MINES IN NORTH CAROLINA.’

THE Washington Mining Company was incorporated by an act of the

General Assembly of North Carolina, in January, 1839, with a capital of

$500,000, divided into shares of $100 each. The charter embraces pri

vileges of an advantageous character, For a period of fifty years. The

mine is situated in Davidson county, North Carolina, ten miles southeast

of‘ Lexington. -

The estate in which the mining establishment is situated, and on which

about sixty buildings have been erected, contains 466 acres, and was con

veyed t0 the company August 20th, 1840, by Roswell A. King, for

$479,500. Subsequently, a small adjoining tract, of six acres, with a log

dwelling-house, has been added to the property.

It is unnecessary to quote here the anticipations of interest which the

mine would yield to the employment of a given capital. That which was

prospective and conjectural only in 1842, has been more than realized by

the oflicial returns, which we annex, of'1844.

Corr or MINT CERTIFICATES or THE VALUE or THE METAL rnom THE Wxsnnwa'ron Mm

Norma CAROLINA, mom OCTOBER 13, 1843, To DECEMBER 31, 1844.

  

Dates. Test bo‘titoms. Silver. Gold extr’d.

oz. er.

1843—December 9, ...................... .. 336.70 $464 64 $121 28

“ 19, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 367.40 463 13 129 12

IBM—January 6, . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . .. 476.90 593 80 177 45

" 19, . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . .. 523.10 634 41 173 02

February 24,.......... .... .. 690.40 834 62 271 16

March 25,.......... .... .. 1622.00 2,037 35 ' 494 49

“ 28,.... .... .. 1386.30 1,718 17 563 39

April 1,.... 907.00 1,122 27 393 73

“ 6,.. 1045.80 1,317 00 70 23

“ 13,.. 211.60 285 79 148 73

“ 26,. 280 50 347 99 136 26

May 4,. 1919.90 2,415 07 416 73

“ 10, 1431.40 1,773 27 362 43

“ 18, 892.50 1,090 44 295 20

“ Y 20, 112.30 136 03 29 02

June 21,..... 265.40 332 5] 93 26

July 29,..... .... .. .. 918.40 1,145 89 351 22

August 1,..... 573.60 711 56 207 50

September 7,.... 1149.20 - 1,441 28 534 51

“ 21,.... 663.30 823 27 301 66

October 22,..... 183.90 223 13 114 05

November 4,.. 326.80 388 71 358 05

“ 23,.. 696.60 881 28 100 80

December 9,..... .. 826.30 1,014 92 478 27

“ 1475.70 1,812 54 732 13

Total,...... 19313.00 $24,009 07 $7,253 69

N. B.--The expense of parting the gold from the silver, is not deducted

in this statement. The above amount of silver was produced from about

160,000 lbs. of lead, making an average produce of over 240 ounces of

silver to the ton of 2,000 lbs. of lead.'l' _
 

‘Report on the Washington Silver Mine of Davidson County, North Carolina. By

Richard C. Taylor. With an appendix, containing assays of the ores, returns of silver .

and gold produced, and statements of the affairs of the Washington Mining Company.

1'“ As in all business,” says Mr. Taylor, the intelligent author of the reports, from

which we have compiled this article, " especially those relating to the profits of money, a
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In the descriptive portion of the report of 1842, it is stated that, at the

forty feet level, the yield of the ore, when dressed, was about 50 per cent

of lead, and from 20 to 120 ounces of silver to the ton of lead. The value

of the silver varied from $1 80 to $2 80 per ounce; its price being en

hanced by the large proportion of gold found in combination with it, at

this depth.

At the sixty feet level, the ore increased in richness, but was irregular

in its value. At its best and most remarkable points, it yielded as much

as 5,000 ounces to the ton. Such points were, however, few and small,

forming exceptions to the prevailing richness of the lode. The general

average is stated to be 1'26 ounces of silver to the ton of metal. Here the

sulphuret of lead, or galena, was first met with, in small quantities; but

the bulk of the ore continued similar to the 40 feet level, being a car

bonate of lead, with the exception of the proportion ofgold, which gradually

diminished, but was recovered again at the 160 feet level.

Arriving at the hundred feet level, the galena predominated; but, in.

other respects, the mine presented the same aspect as at the 60 feet, in

creasing in regularity.

At the one hundred and sixty feet level, the vein is nearly all sulphuret,

as regards the lead, and the area is enlarged. It was estimated, that this

argentiferous ore, locally termed “ the black ore,” produced on an average

from $87 50 to $100 per ton, in equal proportions as to value of the lead

and the silver, after deducting the expenses of smelting. It was here that

some masses of extraordinary rich blue galena were met with, worth at

the rate of $1,000 per ton.

The Washington mine is situated about eighty miles from Raleigh, the

capital of the state, and the present terminus of the great chain of rail

road from the north. It is also one hundred miles from Fayetteville, the

head of sloop navigation on Fear river. The cost of transportation from

the mine to Philadelphia, has been generally 85 cents per 100 lbs., and

has‘ not exceeded $1 00.

From the commencement ofthe mining operations up to November 1st,

1842, a period of 27 months, the actual product was 2,661 pigs of argen

tiferous lead, yielding silver and gold to the amount of $13,288 68, this

being the net value after deducting the charges of the United States mint

for separating the gold from the silver, and alloy requisite to reduce it to

the standard of coinage.

The litharge necessarily made in obtaining these results, has net the

sum of $5,499 11. Thus these items form an aggregate product of

$18,787 79. The period embraced by this return was one of heavy ex

pense, in erecting buildings and machinery, in sinking the engine shaft,

in carrying forward the cross-cut, in expensive explorations, and in much

costly dead work, to which the attention and energy of the company was

necessarily directed, at a total outlay of $29,824 84. This heavy prelimi

nary outlay being completed, the company will be left in future to the

 

single, well determined fact will outweigh in value a volume of speculations, I subjoin

the following note from W. Blackburn, the president of the company. Mr. Blackburn,

under date, Philadelphia, Feb. 27, 1845, says :-—_“I delivered 4,277 lbs. of argentiferous

lead from our mine to the refining furnace on Monday last; from which I forwarded to

the United States mint a “ test bottom” of silver, weighing 850 ounces. The returns from

*c mint this morning, give the value of this silver at $1,053 15, and of the gold extracted

446 10.
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more agreeable business of excavating and smelting the profitable ores of

the veins.

The new board of superintendents obtained possession on the 13th of

October, 1843, and this statement includes from that time up to the 1st

instant, during which time the produce of the mine has been in all

$40,379 47, viz :—

Amount ofSilver received,.. .................... $30,902 70

“ Lead “ ......................... 3,58927

“ Scorias “ ....................-.... 2,55076

“ Silverinport,.......................... 1,47865

“ Lead “ 63018

“ Litharge“ “.“n........-......-.- 7500

“ Metal and Scoria: in transmission,.. . . ..- 1,152 91

$40,537 947

 

MERGAN'I‘ILE LAW DEPARTMENT.

GUARANTEE—SURETIES OF CONSIGNEES ON CUSTOM HOUSE BONDS.

In the Supreme Judicial Court of Louisiana, before Judge Bullard. Toole,

at al., v. Durrand at al.

Bullard, J. The facts which led to this controversy are substantially: That

John Durand, of Bordeaux, who is also a partner in the house of Durand & Co.

of New York, had consi ed to Barthet & Co., of this city, for sale, at different

times, a quantity of brand;1 and wines, and that the plaintiffs, Toole & Barriere,

became the sureties of the consignees on the Custom House bonds given for the

duties. That Durand & Co. of New York, finding that Barthet & Co. were

embarrassed, sent their agent, Dupuy, to withdraw from their hands what might

remain unsold of the consignments. The brandy and wines were consequently

taken by Dupuy, and put on board a ship for New York, when Toole & Barriere

interfered, threatening to have them attached in order to save themselves.

Under these circumstances, the agent having taken sundry notes from Barthet

& Co. for the balance found due to his principal, writes to Toole & Barriere, on

the 6th July, 1839, that he encloses to them those notes amounting to $4,696 10,

which he requests them to collect for the amount of John Durand & Co. of New

York, giving them advice of their payment, and to follow the instructions of that

house. He goes on to say, that on his arrival at New York, he will cause to be

addressed by them a letter by Durand & Co. to guaranty them against all loss

which the may sustain in consequence of havin signed the Custom House

bonds for uties on the merchandise consigned by ohn Durand of Bordeaux, to

Barthet & Co., by the ships Meridan, Cardinal de Chevereux, Lubeck and In

diana. He adds, it is understood that you will neglect nothing to prevent such a

loss being sustained. The notes were drawn to the order of Dupuy, and endorsed

by him. They were signed by Barthet & Co., then in liquidation. On the

same day, Toole & Barriere acknowledge the receipt of the notes, which they

say they will retain for collection, and at the same time as collateral security,

until those entlemen give them a guaranty against the loss they may sustain as

sureties ont e Custom House bonds.

On the return of Dupuy to New York, Durand & Co. wrote to the plaintifls a

letter, dated August 9th, 1839, in which they say, that Dupuy had furnished them

a copy of their correspondence of the 6th of July. After statin the amount al

ready paid by Toole & Barriere, to wit, $3,882 18, and the bon s yet to be paid,

and stating balance due to them of $4,788 08, they add: “ To guaranty you

against any loss which you might sustain in consequence of your endorsements
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for that amount, be handed over to you as collateral security the following notes

of Barthet & Co., (detailing them,) amounting to $4,696 10, of which we pray

you to make collection as they fall due, and remain possessors of those sums until

the house of Barthet & Co. shall have discharged the above stated balance of

$4,738 08; approving the arrangements (les dis ositions) which Mr. Dupuy en

tered into with you in that view, (a cet egard,) an in order to aranty you against

all loss which might result from your endorsements at the ustom House on the

bonds arising from the consignments of our house in Bordeauxto Barthet & Co.,

it being well understood that you will neglect no means to reimburse yourselves

from that house. We write today to that house, to urge them to furnish you as

soon as possible security for the ulterior payment of those duties, in order to annul

the uarantee, which you have obtained from Mr. Dupuy.

T e notes of Barthet & Co. not having ‘been paid, and the plaintiffs alleging

that they had been com lied to pay the remainin bonds, the present action was

brought against John urand and John Durand Co., to recover the amount of

their advance. The plaintifiis found their right to recover not only upon the

guarantee given by the New York house, but upon the fact, that they became

sureties on the Custom House bonds for the benefit of the consignor, John Durand

of Bordeaux, and that in substance they acted from the be inning as his nego

tiorum geslores. They allege that, notwithstanding their iligence, they have

recovered nothing from Barthet &. 00., that they had obtained a judgment against

them: and that the execution issued thereon had been returned, no property found.

The case was tried by a jury who found a verdict in favor of the plaintiffs for

the amount claimed by them, which, after an ineffectual effort to obtain a new

trial on the part of the defendants, was followed by a judgment, from which the

latter have appealed.

Two principal questions have been discussed in this court: First, whether the

letters of Dupuy and of Durand & Co., amount to a guarantee in favor of the

plaintiffs, and promise to reimburse them, what they be paid or might afterwards

y as sureties on the bonds. Second, whether that uaranty was upon the con

ition that the plaintiffs would use due diligence in co ecting the notes of Barthet

& Co., and whether they have lost their right to recover by their want of diligence.

1. The letter of Dupuy contains an equivocal promise to obtain from the house

in New York a guaranty to Toole & Barrire. The consideration for this prom

ise was, that the latter abstained from seizing the goods for the duties upon which

the bonds had been given, and a large. amount already paid by Toole & Barriere.

It appears that about $6,000 worth of merchandise remained, which, in conse

quence of this arrangement, Dupuy forwarded to New York. In his letter he

says nothing of the notes of Barthet & Co., forming any part of the promised

guarantee. He simply leaves them for collection in the hands of the plaintiffs,

subject to the instructions of Durand & Co., adding, however, that it is understood

that Toole & Barriere are to do all they can to avoid any loss resulting to them

from their endorsement of the bonds. It is in the answer of the plaintiffs to this

letter that the collateral security is first spoken of; they say they will retain the

notes for collection, and at the same time as collateral security until the guarantee

shall be given. They seem to have understood that the notes should be regarded

only as provisionally a collateral security until Du uy should have complied with

his promise to obtain the letter of guarantee from lgurand & Co. That letter has

already been mentioned, and its substance iven. Although Durand & Co. ap

pear to have understood that the notes of garthet & Co. formed a collateral se

curity, yet they approve what was done by their agent, at the same time observing

that it was well understood that Toole & Barriere should neglect no means to

secure themselves from Barthet & Co.

We cannot suppose that any of the parties considered the notes of Barthet &

Co., which were placed in the hands of the plaintiffs for collection, as formin

their only security. At most they were collateral. thereby implying a principa

obligation to which they were accessory. Toole & Barriere became the agents

of the defendants to collect, and were authorised to retain the amount, when col

lected, in order to reimburse themselves.
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11. Altho h the arantee thus iven was not, strictly speakin ,u n the

condition th‘dg the plsgiitifls should co lect the notes of Barthet 6:. CE, yiii) there

is no doubt they undertook as mandatories to collect them, and are responsible

as such for any loss which the defendants may have sustained in consequence

of their fault or neglect. \Ve are, therefore, to Inquire, what diligence was used,

and whether the plaintiffs have rendered themselves liable for the amount of those

notes, as if this were a direct action against them. It appears that the first note

for $1,700, was protested on the 12th August, 1839, and Durand & Co. were

immediately informed of it, and charged wIth the costs of the protest. They

acknowledge this by letter dated 2d of September, and say that Toole &. Barriere

are credited with those costs, at the same time praying them not to lose sight of

the debt due by Barthet 61. Co. In the course of the same month, two Custom

House bonds fell due, amounting to more than eighteen hundred dollars, which

the plaintiffs were compelled to take up. The three notes which fell due succes

sively in September, October and November, of about a thousand dollars each,

were not protested; but it ap ears demand was made, and that the drawers were

unable to pay them. It won d appear from a letter of the 16th December, 1839,

that Durand & Co. had been regularly informed of the steps taken in relation to

the notes of Barthet & Co., for they say: “Please accept our thanks for the

trouble you have taken, as likewise for your communications respecting Barthet

&.Co.’s settlement. You were erfectly right respecting Mr. Bergeron’s part,

although it proves his desire to 0 us justice.” They then go on to say, that they

have received a letter from Bergon, statin that a part of the disbursements

for Custom House bonds had been paid, an that there was shortly to be a final

settlement. They ask some explanation on the subject, “because,” they say,

“ as soon as they have settled this irregular business with you, we may then en

deavor to obtain something on account of our notes remaining in our hands.”

Toole & Barriere were to follow the instructions of Durand & Co. In relation to

the collection of those notes. The letter just mentioned, dated after all the notes

had fallen due, is far from 'ving any instructions to bring suit; and the neglect

to have the last notes regu arly protested did not impair, in the sli htest degree,

the liability of the drawers, although it did release the endorser, w 0 was in fact

the agent ofIthe plaintiffs. On the 30th of November, Toole &. Barriere write

to the New York house; “In regard to the afiairs of Barthet & (70., we can

give you no further hopes for the present than Mr. Barthet’s promises. We think

that, at this moment, you will not be able to obtain anything: but that in the

course of six or eight months he or they will pay up.” The house in New York

made no objection to the proposed delay. Finally, in the spring of 1841, suit was

brought on the notes, and judgment recovered on the first of April ; and the ex

ecution which issued soon afterwards was returned nulla bona.

But it is argued that Barthet & Co. were at the same time indebted to Toole

& Barriers, and that the latter received in payment a large amount of bank stock

and several city lots. It a pears, however, that those transactions took place

before the arrangement wit Dupuy, and the giving of the guarantee. At that

time Toole 6:. Barriers had a right to look to the merchandise, to reimburse to

them the duties they had paid as sureties on the bond ; and according to the late

bankrupt law, were entitled to a priority of payment out of the whole property of

the principal in the bond, in the case of their failure. ,

It is in evidence that re 'eated efforts were made to obtain ayment of the notes

before bringing suit; an that, althou h Barthet was large y indebted to Toole

&. Barriere, they collected nothing. 0 instructions were given to bring suit;

and it is not shown that any damage resulted to the defendants from the delay,

in which they seem to have acquiesced, by not instructing the plaintiffs to bring

suit sooner.

This view of the case is wholly independent of any original liability of

Durand & Co. to refund to the plaintiffs what they may have paid as sureties of

Barthet 81. Co., the consi aces; and places their liability on the guarantee prom

ised by Dupuy, and rati ed by the defendants. The authorities cited by the de

fendants’ counsel would be strictly applicable, if the plaintiffs sought to recover
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of the owner, independently of any such engagement. The consideration of the

promise to indemnify the plaintiffs was, that ey permitted the defendants to with

draw $6,000 worth of the goods on which they had paid the duties, and which, so

far as the government and the sureties were concerned, were to be considered as

the property of the consignees.

We are of opinion that interest at ,six per cent, was properly allowed, according

to the laws of the United States; and, upon the whole, the question of diligence

havin been submitted to the jury, we are not satisfied that it becomes our duty to

distur their verdict. Judgment affirmed.

 

COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE 1ND REVIEW.

FOREIGN Business—axenansss—comrmsrrvs mm: or s'renmno AT new YORK AND NEW

ORLEANS—FISCAL YEAR or THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT—THE TARIFF—IMPORTANCE or s'rs

BlLlTY—COMMERCIAL LEGISLATION—ENHANCED consunrrron or nsw rnonocr: IN ENGLAND,

are, are, ETC

Tss quiet of the summer season presents little worthy of extended notice, in the cur

rent transactions of the past month. The foreign business of the Union has been far less

this year than last; notwithstanding which, the depressed state of the agricultural interests

has so far influenced the demand for goods from the interior, as to leave the prices of

goods in a very unsatisfactory condition. The foreign, as well as the domestic exchanges,

have, during the past year, evinced a most extraordinary steadiness; causing them to

assimilate, in a very great degree, to the state of the exchanges between the nations of

Europe. As an evidence of this great regularity in price, we may take a table of the

prices of bills at New Orleans, checks on New York, and the rate of sterling at New

York, at corresponding periods throughout the year ;—also, the quantity of cotton and

tobacco exported from New Orleans, from the 1st of September, when the cotton year

commences, to the close of each month, as follows :

COMPARATIVE Ram or STERLING, A1.‘ New Your: am) New Oanms.

 
 

  

Co'r-ron. Tosacco. New Oatnns.

Bales. Hhds. Sterling. Ch’ksonN.Y. Bter.atN.Y.

May 601,211 27,633 8 a 8} pr. Q a 1 pr. 8* a

June 1,... 746,623 38,674 7} a 8§ . a i 8* a 9}

July 1,...... 848,094 56,941 8 a 8} . u i 9% a 9}

August 861,630 63,255 8* a 9i . u i 9i a 9}

September 1,.... .. 895,375 81,249 8} a 10 5 n 1 9% a 10

October 1,........ .. 21,571 2,036 8 a 9 . a i 9} a 10

Novemberl,..... .. 74,756 4,294 8 a 9 i a i dis. 101 aDecember 1, ..... .. 99,009 4,991 8Q a 9} i a fi- 9} a 10

1845.

January 278,440 8,290 3 a 9 i a . 10 a 101

February,... 427,495 11,281 8% a 9 ‘1 o. i 9} a 10

March,..... . 533,835 15,423 8} a 9 § a i 9} a 10

May,.... . 775,474 27,526 8} a 81 Q a i 9} a 9*

June 4,.... . .. 899,765 34,861 8} a 9i . a Q pr. 9} a 10

July 1,............. 950,113 44,168 9 a 9} i a i 91 a 9}

Cotton and tobacco form the basis of two-thirds of the foreign bills with which the

markets are supplied. It is observable, therefore, that the quantity of these bills offering

must be the greatest at those seasons when the cotton goes forward most freely—that is

to say, in the month of December, when 200,000 bales of cotton, worth $6,000,000,

went forward, the supply of bills must have been very much greater than in the month

of June, when 50,000 bales, worth $1,500,000, only, went forward. Most of these bills

are sent to New York for negotiation ; and, by that means, become the basis on which

the domestic exchanges turn, to a very considerable extent. In the winter months, there
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fore, when the largest supply of foreign bills on southern account is selling in New York,

the greatest supply of drafts on New York is created, and the rate falls to a discount in

the southern cities. In the spring months, when southern dealers are coming north, and

payments mature for goods purchaed north and east, on southern and western account,

a demand springs up for northern funds, which raises the rate to a premium, as seen

in the table. This took place in the year 1844, as early as the lat of May; because the

speculative rise which took place in cotton, during the previous months of the year, had

imparted an activity to trade, which made‘New York funds more in demand at an earlier

season of the year. During the past season, the reverse has been the case; and the price

did not rise to a premium until a month later. It is very remarkable, however, in the

above table, that, notwithstanding the great irregularity in the supply of bills, the price

has maintained a uniformity which, perhaps, the exchanges of this country never before

exhibited, for so great a length of time. Two important influences have gradually come

into operation, to effect this result. One is, the long continued abundance of money in

England, and its comparative cheapness, compared with the rates obtainable for its use

on this side of the Atlantic, and the facility of its transfer, by means of steam navigap

tion; and also the increase of exchange operations with the continent, by means of which,

arbitrations can be made to better advantage, in some cases, indirectly, than directly-—

thus affording a check upon too exorbitanta demand upon any one point; as, for instance,

knowing the price of continental bills in London, which are sold for cash. It is easily

ascertainable which will be the best remittance to London, a sterling bill, or a bill on any

of the continental cities—say Hamburgh. The price of Hamburgh bills in London being

mks. 13.9i shillings per £1, then the difference will be as follows :—

  

  

15,000 marks banco sold in London, at mks. 13.91, sh., ................ .. £1,103 8 11

Less brokerage, 1-10 per 1 2 11

Proceeds in London, ........................... ................... .. £1,102 6 10

Remitted in sterling,......... .. £1,111 12 1

Less interest, 60 9 5 3

£1,102 6 10

£1,111 12 1 at 4.79, or 107.77 cost in New York .. .. $5,324 58

15,000 banco marks cost, at . 5,325 00

Thus a premium equal to 7.77 per cent on sterling, is equal to 35} for marks banco.

An advance of sterling to 8 per cent would, therefore, make the marks (remaining the

same) the best remittance to London; and, as the exports of produce to the continent

are largely on the increase, the material for these arbitrations is greatly increasing. It is

also the case, that the leading London houses are largely connected on this side of the

water; and the fluctuations in the exchanges afford far too profitable a means of employ

ing money, to allow them to take place to such extent as formerly. The true par of

exchange, between New York and London, is about 9; nominal premium. It requires,

however, an advance to near 10}, before gold can be shipped to advantage. When,

therefore, bills are scarce, and command 10 per cent, at a time when money is worth 2

per cent in London, and 6 per cent in New York, it is evident that considerable profit is

realized by selling at 10 per cent; employing the money here to better advantage than

it can be employed in Europe, and replacing the bills when the crops come forward, at a

difference, perhaps, of 1 per cent. These are powerful influences in preserving a steadi

ness of exchange, and are the reverse of that system formerly practised by banks at the

south. Those concerns bought bills when they were cheap, and held them without inte

rest, to sell when theyQadvanced. Hence, unless they got a price equal to the accumu

lated interest, with a profit added, they lost money. Under such a system, the fluctua

tions in bills, and the margin between the north and south, were necessarily greater than

when individual capital is applied, as now, to their regulation.

voL. XIIL—NO. It. 12
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The fiscal year, for the federal government, closed on the 30th June, and the revenues

are about $5,000,000 less than the estimates. This has arisen from the diminished im

ports; and these, in their turn, have resulted from the fact that the imports of last year

were in excess of the country, at a time when the low prices of produce necessarily com

pelled an economy in purchases of consumable goods, beyond that which is usually ob

served when the profits of planting and farming, arising out of high moneyed prices for

produce, are large. Among the population of the United States, perhaps, to a degree

greater than in any other country, the enterprise of the people keeps pace with their

means; and the general trade of the country fluctuates, in a rapid and marked manner,

with the temporary prosperity of the leading interests. Among European populations,

this is less the case ; because, if a combination of circumstances, in certain years, there

throws larger means into the hands of the peasantry, a disposition to save, not to say hoard,

exists, which prevents the general trade from being affected, to any considerable degree,

by that circumstance. The bulk of the people of the United States derive their means

from the sale of tobacco, cotton, rice, and farm produce; all of which depend for their

prices upon the state of the foreign markets, where the largest proportion of the surplus

is consumed. Whether from over-abundant supply, or from a diminished foreign demand

for the surplus, the price falls to any considerable extent, ‘the whole trade of the country

sufl'ers. From these circumstances, mostly, it was, that the imported goods of last year

did not sell in a manner to encourage a renewal of the imports,- and the exchanges, as

well as the revenues of the country, have'been powerfully affected in consequence. There

are now elements in motion which, for the coming year, are likely to produce, in a more

marked degree, the same general results for the business of the year ending June 30,

1846, as have marked that of the year ending with the close of June last. We allude,

now, to the extent of the import trade, more particularly, than to the profits that may

attend the sale of imported goods. These elements are, the renewed discussion of the

sub-treasury plan of finance for the federal government, and the agitation of the tariff

question. In popular estimation, the perfection of each of these measures would influ

once a decline in the market-value of goods, and in the value of property. The preva

lence of such sentiments, in relation to such matters, would naturally prevent an extended

action on the part of large dealers, until the uncertainty which attends their discussion

shall have passed away. The tariff of 1842 was looked upon, by very many of the

friends of protection, as ‘too ultra in its nature to be permanent; and, as such, did not

meet their entire approbation.

In a popular government like our own,-there is always a diversity of interests, and a

variety of views in relation to the utility of leading measures. Hence, those of the great

est importance usually divide the public into two parties; nearly, or apparently so, equal

in their numerical strength. In most cases, there are real benefits derivable from legislas

tion on commercial subjects, by one class of citizens, to the positive injury of some other

class or classes. It becomes, therefore, eminently necessary, in a government like this,

that a spirit of compromise should be encouraged; more especially on a subject of such

vital importance as the national commercial policy. On which side, soever, the law be

comes radical in its nature, it is sure to elicit an opposition so strong on the other as to

endanger its permanency. 'There is, perhaps, no subject of legislation, in which stability

is of greater importance than that of the tariff. In constructing a tariff, therefore, which

shall serve the interests of all classes, and of the country at large, permanency is the

quality which is most to be desired. It matters far less, in the long run, how high or how

low may be the average per cent payable on imported goods, provided that rate is endu

ring. All classes, in the conviction that it is not subject to change, will accommodate

themselves to its practical operation, and the business of the country progress steadily.

On the other hand, a state of uncertainty puralyzes the enterprise of citizens, stagnates
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capital, and imparts a sluggish movement to trade, which is not slow to evince itself in

decreased employment, and reduced wages, to the working many. Hence it is, that the

benefits expected from any commercial measure, of a radical character, rarely, if ever,

flow from it. No matter what may be the advantages offered to the employment of capital,

in any particular branch of industry, if the constant fear hangs over the capitalist that

those advantages may be, after he has embarked his capital, suddenly withdrawn, before

he can reap the expected profits, or even be remunerated for his outlay. In such a state

of uncertainty, he chooses rather to employ his funds temporarily, even at a less profit,

until the future holds out more of stability. This is more particularly true in relation to

those benefits which flow incidentally from legislative action, than in those which take

the form of a special charter, as in the case of the Ohio bank law. Notwithstanding

that law was strictly a party measure, and a strong opposing party threatened repeal as

soon as it became a law, yet numerous banks have been started under it; because those

banks, thus started, will have a legal existence up to the period designated by the law

under which they were authorized, notwithstanding that the repeal of that law may take

place, and prevent any new institutions from being formed. The stagnation of trade, to

which we have alluded, as incident upon a renewed discussion of the tarifl‘ question, at

the next session of Congress, will doubtless have a marked influence upon the businesl

of the coming full. To this element of disturbance, must also be added the fact that a

strong movement will be made at the next session to place the government finances upon

some permanent footing. The members of the present government have been formerly

strenuous advocates of the sub-treasury plan of finance, and the party espousing that

policy seem to throw out indications of an intention to persevere in its res-establishment.

The movements at Washington,however they may point to some system of organization,

by no means indicate that the specie features of the sub-treasury will strictly be adhered

to. There seems to be an attempt making to continue the employment of banks in some

sort, us is now the case under the act of June 17, 1844; under which the banks give a

required security, and from them the deposits cannot be removed without suflicient cause

assigned by the secretary, or on their failing to comply with the requisitions in relation to

security. Some scheme has been in contemplation, by which stocks are to be made the

security for the public money; and, in addition, the banks receiving the money are to

comply with some restrictions in relation to the extent of their circulation. It is obvi

ously the case, that, in a state of general commercial credits like the present, when

neither banks nor individuals are in an extended condition, that ordinary care in selecting

and making the deposits will insure their safety, until credits have increased to a point

that threatens explosion; and, at such a juncture, stocks fail to give the required security

—as, for instance, at such a period as the fall of 1841, and February, 1842, when United

States 6 per cent treasury notes were at 5 per cent discount, and New York state 6 per

cents at 80, stocks would be a very insufficient security for the safety of any considerable

sums of public money. It is also evident, that such a mode of placing any important

amount which might be on hand, would of itself tend materially to enhance artificially

the value of those stocks; the security of which would be nominally, when most re

quired. It has been the experience of,the English government and people, (and, in mat

ters of finance, theirs are operations of a magnitude sufficient to form a guide for the

commercial world,) that the mere power of expansion in banking institutions, even when

the ultimate payment of every individual bill is in nowise jeopardized, has an influence

deleterious to commercial and nationul interests; and, acting upon that experience, the

government has positively restricted the banks of the whole kingdom from exceeding a

certain amount of paper issues. It is not that there is danger that the bank of England

will fail, and not be able to pay its notes, that government has positively restricted its

credit issues to a point as low as £14,000,000, or £6,090,000 below its usual actual
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issues; and has prohibited, hereafter, the creation, throughout the United Kingdom, of

any bank of issue, whatever. It is because the object to be obtained is a steadiness of

the currency, and a uniformity of its action, as nearly as can be ascertained, in all the

channels of business. The power of increasing or diminishing the volume of the currency

at will, is the power of altering the value of all property and of all prices, as well as of

raising prices in one branch of trade, and of lowering them in another, by withdrawing

funds from one quarter, and putting them out in another. This involves an aggregate

loss to the community of far greater magnitude than that incurred by the occasional failure

of an isolated bank, in the payment of its notes. Hence, although the bank of England

continues to be the recipient of the deposits of the government, as those deposits are

payable promptly out again, for government uses, a small portion of them, only, can be

re-loaned by the bank. It has no power of multiplying them by the issues of its own

notes, in 'a proportion greater than the sum of the deposits itholds. In the United States,

if the banks were banks of discount and deposit, only, the use of them by the govern

ment, as depositories, would not involve any serious changes in the channels of employ

ment, for any considerable sums of money. As the case stands, however, the receipt of

the public money gives to the government bank the means by which it extracm specie

from the debtor institutions. It then has it in its power to multiply that specie by three,

in its loan transactions. Thus, extensive curtailments take place within the circle of the

debtor banks, and an equally large expansion around the government depository. The

effect of this is to disturb the channels in which the capital of the country is usually em

ployed; and, by so doing, to produce great evils. In general estimation, the effect of

making the public dues payable in specie, only, is to produce a decline in general prices.

This is, no doubt, the legitimate effect of such a measure, if put in operation at a time

when a level of prices exists, and which has resulted from a superabundance of credits,

based upon the specie called into action by the government demands. Such cannot, how

ever, be the effect when prices are low, and are uninfluenced by the presence of any con

siderable portion of outstanding credits. The effect would rather be, to counteract a

rise of prices based upon any other element than actual demand for export or consump

tion, in excess of the supply. A rise in prices, from this latter influence, is likely to

succeed the present low tage‘ of prices, throughout the commercial world ; because the

people of all countries, as shown from the best data, are in the enjoyment of a greater

proportion of those consumable articles that constitute the comforts of life, as well as is

real wealth, than perhaps ever before. In England, and on the continent, the consump

tion of raw produce, of all kinds, is vastly in excess of what has been the case for a series

of years; and, although the crops are so prolific as to afford unusual supplies, there are

indications of advancing prices, consequent upon increased consumption. This latter

circumstance is that which the present policy of the British government is avowedly de

signed to encourage; and a recent announcement of the premier was to the effect that

it had succeeded beyond expectation. The enhanced consumption of raw produce in

England is, of all other occurrences, best calculated to promote the interests of the United

States; but it takes from the over-supplied markets here that surplus, during the presence

of which, prices cannot rise healthy. It is obviously the case, that the wealth of all people

consists in the quantity of the products of the earth, and of industry, that they are enabled

to enjoy. That government, therefore, confers the greatest benefits upon its people,

which allows the labor of each individual to procure for him the greatest quantifies of

necessaries and comforts.
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RAILROAD AND CANAL STATISTICS.

RAILROADS AND CANALS COMPARED.

We cheerfully give place to the following article from an intelligent correspondent,

J. E. Bloomfield, Esq., a gentleman who has spent much time in investigating every

subject connected with internal improvements. It will be seen that he advances views

at variance with those contained in an article on the “ Erie Canal Enlargement,” from

the pen of John B. Jervis, Esq., published in a former number of this work. Our Maga

line is open, as we have repeatedly stated, to the free and fair discussion of every subject

falling within its scope.

Mn. Hun—Permit me to present, for your useful Magazine, a comparison of the ca

pacity of railways with canals, based upon the ofiicial report of commissioners of the

canal fund, of tolls, tonnage, and trade of New York canals, in 1844.

I would desire to state—1st. That the decrease in the lockages, arises, mainly, from the

increased capacity in the construction of the improved canal-boat. 2d. That the de

decrease of tonnage, occasioned from the rapid destruction of the forest, is not supplied

by the tonnage produced from agriculture. Consequently, the day is distant, when the

wants of the country will require the enlargement of our canals, provided the construc

tion of railways, by private enterprise, does not entirely supersede any necessity, and

give us a better mode of inter-communication for traffic and travel, open at all seasons of

the year, instead of six and a half months, the usual period a canal-boat is enabled to

navigate from the Hudson to Lake Erie.

Tables 38, 39, and 40, of the report alluded to, show the number of the lockages

upon the Erie canal, at various points. The lockages to and from the Erie canal, and

Hudson river, were as follows :—

In 1838, at Albany, ..... ..

“ West Troy,...........

23,478

1 6,418

  

 

 

39,896

1111844, at 20,845

“ West Troy,............ .................... . . 18,092 \

38,837

Decrease,................ 1,059

The tons arrived at tide-water:—

In1844,.......... ...................................... .. 1,019,094

....... 640,481

378,613

The tolls on all the canals :—

In $2,446,374

1838, ......................................................... .. 1,590,511
  

Excess of $855,863

It will be perceived both tonnage and tolls,in 1844, were some 50 per cent over those

of 1838 ; while the lockages are 1,059 less, at the connection of the Erie canal with the

Hudson river.

The whole number of lockages, three miles west of Schenectady, in the year 1835,

................................... ....... 25,798

In

The average number for the last ten years,..............

With 25,798 lockages, the tonnage passed in 1835,...

“ 28,219 “ “ “ “ " 1844,..,..............

The increase in lockages, 10 per cent; in tonnage, 60 per cent.

That the tonnage from agriculture will continue to keep pace with the decrease of

tonnage produced by the destruction of the forest, in and beyond this state, is not to be

expected. Thus, the total products of the forest, on all our canals, for the last nine years,

w

28,215

25,414

.. .tons 497,839

799,810

  

  

was 5,996,012 tons—the yearly average, .......................... ....... ..tons 666,223

The tonnage for 1836, was.......... 755,252

(4 ‘5 1842, 504,591
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The total products of agriculture, for the last nine years,................tons 3,107,214

The yearly average,......................i............t............. 345,246

The tonnage f0r1836,..,.............. 225,741’

The Champlain and Erie canals yielded, on the average, the last ten years, the follow

ing per centage :—

  

Champlain. Etiet.

89 .
  

 

 

Products of the forest,,............................... 96 44.02.

" agriculture,.....,.... 2.91 47.11

Manufactures and merchandise,. . 1 .41 2.50

Other 5.72 6.37

100. 100.

From the above, it will be perceived, there will be no necessity to enlarge the Cham

plain canal; and that it will be a long time, if ever, ere the culture of fields, on the clear

ing up of the forest," will occupy the average of 44 per cent of tonnage on the Erie canal, ,

yielded from the forest, provided railways do but half what their friends and past expe

rience have demonstrated they can accomplish, to effect cheap transportation.

It is very clear that, however much the friends of the Erie canal may contend for its

enlargement—provided the construction of railways does not supersede this necessity—

yet all‘ must allow, who are unprejudiced, that, at this time, and with the large amount

of indebtedness hanging over this state, too much credit cannot be given to the Executive

for the stand taken against the resumption of work on the Erie, the Black River, and the

Genesee canals—works on which I venture little in stating my belief that, if carried to

‘completion, they will cost nearer $30,000,000 than $20,000,000, taking into considera

tion the loss of interest during the time of their construction, and then not be equal to

good railways, parallel to them, that would not cost half the money necessary for the

completion of the above works. The disbursement of $30,000,000 would require an

increased rate of tolls, or a tax to the extent of $1,800,000 per annum, to pay the inte

rest; and, it is confidently believed, will not tend to cheapen the transit of produce

through our state, nor will these works benefit our farmers, like railways.

That the dawn tonnage (being in the ratio as 4-5ths is to 1-5th, up tonnage, on the

Erie canalj) will rapidly increase, is not believed; as it is conceded the New York and

Eric railroad must be built. This important work will reach Lake Erie, and the state of

Ohio, and will tend to relieve the Erie canal of much of its business, particularly if the

following branch railways, chartered. the last session of the legislature, free of tolls, are

carried into effect, (as they probably will be,) all tending to tap the region parallel to the

line of the Erie canal, viz :—

  The Attica and Hornelsville railroad, to ....... .. $750,(I]0

The Canandaigua and Coming “ .. 1,600,000

The Chemung ‘f .. .. 250,000

The Utica and Binghampton “ . 2,000,000

  

In addition to this view, it is not to be supposed that, for mere revenue, the state of

New York will borrow $25,000,000, to enlarge the Erie canal, while she will not permit

private enterprise and capital, invested in railways, side by side with her Erie canal, to

compete in carrying produce and merchandise the entire year—paying therefor tolls—

until the canal'debts are paid. This is virtually to say, commerce is made for the canals,

not the canals for the public accommodation, and for commerce.

How much better would it have been—if the canal policy is to be persisted in—that

the often published views of the writer, in 1834, ’35, and ’36, had been adopted, viz :

To construct a “ ship canal” around the Falls of Niagara, on our own side, to let- down

‘the trade of the growing west, by a cheap avenue, into Lake Ontario; from thence to

take it through natural waters, to Oswego ; and then, by the Oswego river, and a large

canal, (8 feet by 90, with locks 130 feet by 30,) on the north side of the Mohawk, to the

Hudson ;—a canal that would permit two canal-boats from the Erie canal to be passed

abreast; while the schooners of the lakes could be transferred, in the fall, to the sea

‘board, to carry on our southern coasting trade, to which they would be admirably adapted

In the spring, they could return from the city of New York,,to their accustomed trafiic on

the lakes, with full cargoes. Much less than has been expended on the Erie canal en~

largement—without any practical results—would have accomplished this plan. It would

have connected this city with the Illinois canal, St. Louis, and New Orleans—an im\

portant consideration in the event of'war. Further, the funds were then prepared to pay

off the Erie canal debt ; by which, in conformity to the constitution, the tolls could have

been reduced to any desirable point, to protect our own agriculturist, and the value of our

land, by discriminating tolls. ~ -
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A canal around the Falls,and by Oswego and Syracuse, to the Hudson,constructed for

the special benefit of the growing west, and for this city, could sustain, and it would be

proper to charge, discriminating tolls; and still be a cheaper route than by the enlarged

Erie canal. As this city pays nearly one-half the state taxes, and is the large consumer

of bread-stuffs and provisions, she should have a voice in getting them as cheap as pos

Bible from her own customers, and from her own state. This can be done by tolls on the

Erie canal, only for its expenses and repairs. If we must have more canals, which I now

contend against in this latitude—the railway being preferable—let the further enlargement

of the Erie canal, west of Montezuma, be abandoned, and the work indicated constructed

at leisure, by the state.

The query arises, is it too late to reconsider this subject‘! Certainly not. The funds

to pay off the old Erie canal debt are again ready, and the period will arrive in July,

when the commissioners of the canal fund will meet, and have the power, by the consti

tution, to reduce the tolls on all our canals to such rates as they shall deem best for agri

culture, commerce, and revenue. Then will come up the question of discrimination, via

Bufi'alo and Oswego. I contend we should protect our own agriculture, and large bodies

of valuable unimproved lands, now much reduced in value from the facilities we have

afforded to cheap transportation from the west.

The canal around the Falls of Niagara “ should be a national work.” Such was the

opinion of General Jackson, when President, expressed to the writer. If its construction

for defence, and for commerce, should be declined by the general government, let the

Empire state construct and command this pass. For locks 30 by 130 feet, 9 feet deep,

and a canal 9 by 90, $2,000,000 will be ample. As a national work, locks on the plan

adopted in Captain Williams’s report to the topographical corps of the United States—to

pass steamboats 50 feet by 200 feet, it was estimated to cost $3,000,000. This would per

haps be the best size for this state to adopt. Such are the natural advantages of this

. route, by Lake Ontario and Oswego river, to use steam, that, with $8,000,000, a more

\

perfect work, and cheaper transportation, can be effected through this channel, than by

the enlarged canal west of Syracuse ; on which there could be but little deduction

of tolls, to our farmers, from their present high rates. In all probability, it would be ne

eessary to increase the tolls, and to keep up the taxes, to pay the interest on at least

$20,000,000; while the Genesee farmers could have no reduction in favor of their wheat

lands, to sustain them in a competition with the farmers of Ohio, Michigan, 6w. Our

farmers are now taxed for the benefit of those beyond them. This is the case particu

larly with the river counties, the great tax-payers of the state. That railways can, and

do, transport as cheap. if not cheaper, in some situations, than canals, cannot be disputed.

This will be found true on an examination of the actual cost of transportation on the

Philadelphia and Reading railroad, of Pennsylvania, compared with the Schuylkill canal,

by its side, where they are committing the same error—its enlargement-that we have

with the Erie canal. The Western railway of Massachusetts, even, with its heavy and

long lines of grades, of 83 feet to the mile, is now carrying all classes of produce on bet

ter terms—1 6-10 cents—per ten per mile, than the average charge made by our forward

ers on the Erie canal, for the last five years ;—I had almost said, than for the average

tolls on merchandise and provisions, exacted by the state. This, exclusive of any charge

from the forwarder, exceeds the average rate of freight over the Western railway; while

the rate for coal, on the Reading railway, (1} cents) is less than the average tolls charged

by the state of New York on our canals. The late charters to railway incorporations,

granted in England, are accepted with avidity, and are above par, limiting the charge for

freight at i of a penny=l§ cents per ton per 'mile; while railways parallel to canals are

drawing to themselves the business, and even the coasting trade. These are strong facts

in favor of railways.

That a line of railways from Lake Erie can be located on a level, or nearly descend

ing grade, from Bufi'alo to the Hudson, there cannot be a doubt. Also, that when con

structed, with a double track and turn-outs, and with a heavy :1: rail, of seventy pounds to

the yard, it can transport more tonnage than can be carried by the Erie canal, even when

enlarged, and on cheaper terms. This, I am aware, will startle many, and be considered

entirely hetrodox. Time, however, will test its truth.

The construction of a work of this kind, or by laying down a second track with the

gr: rail on the present road, from the Hudson to Buffalo, would do more to sustain that

city in her enviable position, than all the discriminating tolls she can ask from the canal

board, to protect her in her complaints against the Welland canal and the Oswego route.

That which has been done in England, can be done in this country. There have been

carried over one of her coal roads, in twenty-six hours, with grades assimilating to those

on the present route from the Hudson to Buffalo, 8,600 tons. The Reading railway

transported, during the last six days in May, 18,000 tons. This week, they will carry
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20,000 tons, and soon 100,000 tons, per month. At present, it is represented that about

one-third of its motive power is lying idle, waiting for cars and the miners- The canal

by its side, at destructive rates, not having paid a dividend in three years, cannot get one

ton in four, offered freely, and in preference,by the miners, to the railway,at higher rates

than to the canal; as the railway, they say, will give them bread in the winter, while the

canal is closed five months. The railway presents greater facilities to load and unload on

the Delaware, with less delay, and less waste in handling the coal. The problem of

success for this great railway to cheapen coal, and to pay a dividend the next year on its

cost, like the Western railway, may be considered solved. These two great works will

do much to open the eyes of our citizens to this “ better improvement of the age.”

A single locomotive, (and they are daily progressing in improvement on this valuable

iron horse,) has hauled over the Reading railroad, in one train, to the Schuylkill, from

the mines, (94 miles,) 769 tons of coal, in ten hours. The working load, daily, is 500

tons, in 100 sheet-iron cars. Let us, on this data, compare the capacity of a railway

and a canal. Starting a train of 100 cars, every half hour, (exclusive of Sande s,) from

Lake Erie, with 500 tons, would be 7,296,000 tons per annum. The actual t for the

motive power, and wear and tear of the same, with wear of the road, to transport this

quantity, would not exceed that number of dollars. How will this compare with the

capacity of the Erie canal‘! Take, for the calculation of capacity, the average ton

nage of the boat, 50 tons. Heretot'ore, it has been about 40 tons ; although, it is

true, they have now got some scow and lake-boats of 80 to 85 tons. The greatest

number of lockages, for one day, has been 157; but say 200. The average number of

days for the season, to include Sundays, is 220 days—the result is, as 2,200,000 tons by

canal, compared with 7,296,000 tons by railway. The up and down tonnage on the Erie

canal, the last year, was only 807,441 tons. In its present state, it may be doubled, if

not trebled.

I find, however, in my zeal for well constructed and located railways to compete with

canals, I have been led fromthe subject I wished to present to your readers, viz 2—15t

That the Erie canal is not now used to one-half its capacity. it can, by further improve

ments, be trebled. 2d. That the decrease of the forest will make room for more valuable

tonnage, the produce of agriculture and manufactures. 3d. That a railway, such as the

Reading, or as may be located and constructed from Lake Erie to the Hudson, is destined

to relieve the Erie canal of much of its business. Further, that no enlargement of the

Erie or Schuylkill canals will permit these works to enter into successful competition, in

carrying coal, lumber, provisions, or any bulky article, with a railway. A canal loses

more than one year in three; and, in my view, this is about the ratio of comparative

value and advantage to the public. Time will show the truth of this position. I. E. B.

LONG ISLAND RAILROAD.

This road, extending from Brooklyn to Greenport, 96 miles, has, from the start, been

conducted with great energy and efiiciency, by President Frsx. It has cost about

$1,610,221. The following table gives the receipts for ten months—from August, 1843,

to Jone, 1845, being $46,991 91 ; and for the corresponding ten months, from August

1, 1844, to June 1, 1845, showing $228,137 93; being an increase of income, the last

ten months, of $181,146 02, over that of the preceding ten months. This shows the

receipts for ten months on the road, when completed one-half the distance, and the re

ceipts for the ten months after its completion'to Greenport. If we estimate the receipts

of the remaining two months—June and July of this year—the same only as those of

the month of May, just received, it will give $64,992 62; making the income of the

road, for one year, from August, 1844, to August, 1845, $293,130 55.

  

1843—44. 1844—45. Increase.

..... .. $7,788 57 $34,702 90 . ..September,. . 7,225 09 30,177 64

October,..... . 4,629 19 27,562 78

November,.. 3,669 89 13,145 73

December,., . 4,139 03 14,706 68

January,..... 3,256 13 18,859 06

February,.... 2,849 47 14,311 12

March,....... 4,823 54 18,505 47

April,... 4,448 33 23,669 74

May,.... 4,162 76 32,496 81

  

Total,............. $46,991 91 $228,137 93 $181,146 02
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WELLAND CANAL TOLLS.

We copy, below, the rates of toll authorized to be levied upon persons and property

passing the Welland canal, during the present season. The first column of figures is the

amount to be paid for passing through the whole line; and the second, for passing be

tween St. Catharine’s and Port Dalhousie. To obtain the amount to he charged for

passing between Port Maitland, (the entrance from Lake Erie,) and St. Catharine’s, the

collector deducts the amount of the last column from the first, except in the case of ves

sels, which are charged as for the whole line. There is a reduction from the old rates of

toll on nearly every article, reaching to 75 per cent in one or two instances; but, on the

principal articles of trafiic, the reduction is 20 and 25 per cent.

Steamboats, and vessels under 50 tons burthen,.,.................

Do. upward, of 50Canal-boats under 50 tons, for passengers, chiefly, ........ ..Canal scows, boats, lighters, &c., for freight, chiefly,..................
  

L—GROCBRIFS AND PROVISIONS.

Flour, ..................................................................... ..bbl.

Pork and .

Brandy, gin, rum, whiskey, peppermint, shrub, and vinegar, ....... ..

me, ......................................................................... ..

n

Butter and lard,...

(‘

  

Cheese,..................

Beeswax and tallow,“Beer and cider, ..................................... ..

ggples, fresh and dried fruit, nuts, and rice,.

Fish, salt or fresh

“ dried,.._................,.....

Hams and bacon, and sugar,....

Tobacco, leaf,...................

“ manufactured,....

Biscuit and crackers .

Oysters,.............

Onions and seeds,...Bran and

  
  

- . . . a.

  

IL—AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE.

  

Wheat, Indian corn, barley, and rye, ............................ ..bush.

Oats, potatoes, beans, peas, seeds, and vegetables of all kinds,.... ..

w cotton and wool, and ...................ton

Hemp and ......... ..

Sheep, hogs, calves, colts,..... . . . . . . . . . ..each

Horses, horned cattle, asses,.......... ......... ..

  

Flax-seed, and all other seed in

lIL—IRON, MINERALS, are.

Salt and sea coal,....................................................... ..ton

Gypsum, not ground, in bulk,..

“ ground, in bulk,.......

Ground gypsum and cement, bbl I

  

Pot and pearl ashes, ....... ..

Pitch, tar, varnish, turpentin ...... ..

Grindstones, cut stones, iron ore, millstones,... ...ton

Brick, sand, clay, lime, manure, . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i ..

Pig and scrap iron, broken castings, wrought iron,.....

Iron castings goingl‘

“American mineral coal, charcoal, copperas, manganese, and pig,

bar,and manufactured

N)NJQQMOOOQQWKQOOORQMOOMOHOQOOOQOOOOOOOXOHOOO

d. s.

0 1

0 2

0 0

6 0

4 0

6 0

9 0

3 0

6 0

6 0

I} 0

1;, 0

1i 0

6 0

4 0

9 0

9 0

3 0

. 1} 0

2 0

2 0

6 0

0 0

1 0

6 0

1 0

‘l 0

6 0

6 O

2 0

6 0

6 0

Free.

6 0

9 0

2 0

7§ 0

6 0

5 0

5 0

6 0

9 0

6 0

6 0

lbHBO:

were“
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a d. a. d.

Stones, unwrought,......................................................cord 1 3 0 2

Firewood and tan-bark,... 0 7i 0 1

Stone and earthen-ware,.................................. .......... ..ton 5 0 0 8

rv.-ruas, PELTRY, sums, ETC

Raw hides, the skins of domestic and wild animals,. ............cwt. 0 3 0 0§

Furs, ........................................................... .. . 0 3 0 0}

Dressed hides and 0 3 0 0;

V.—FURNITURE, ETC

Furniture and baggage,..................................................ton 2 0 4

Carts, wagons, sleighs, ploughs, mechanics’ tools, farming imp.,.... 2 6 0 4

Viv—LUMBER, are.

Squared timber, 12 by 12, and upwards, in vessels,...l,000 cub. feet 20 0 3 0

“ inrafts, ......... ..................... ..... .... .. 30 0 4 6

Squared timber, under 12 by 12, round and flatted timber, in boats

or vessels,t...............................................1,000 lineal feet 15 0 2 0

Squared timber, in rafts,.... ..1,000 cubic feet 60 0 3 0

Small round building timber, traverses, in boats,.... ..1,000 lin. feet 5 0 0 8

“ “ “ in 7 5 l 0

Boards, plank, scantling, and sawed lumber, in boats, . .M. inch mess. I 3 0 2

“ “ “ " in rafts,. ................ .. 5 0 0 8

Pipe staves and headings, ........................... 10 0 1 6

W. I. stoves and headings,... .. 3 6 0 6

Hcudings,...................... ...... .. 3 6 0 6

Shingles,.. . . 0 3 0 0i

Saw-logs,.... .each 0 4 0 0§

Cedar posts, .................. .. cord 2 0 0 3

Posts and rails for fencing,.. l 6 0 0;

Empty 0 l 0 0i

‘rm—mucus NOT anumana'ran.

All articles of merchandise not enumerated lin the above list,.._.ton 5 0 0 8

Firkins, packages, 0 1!, 0 0Q

Passengers, adults,.... ,. . . 0 6 0 0}

“ 0 3 0 0§

 

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS OF PORTUGUESE DOMINIONS.

PORTUGAL—IMPORTATION OF FOREIGN GRAIN AND CORN.

The following are the provisions of the “law in relation to the importation of bread

stufl's into Portugal and the Algarves,” now in force:

The importation of foreign corn, grain, flour, biscuit, and potatoes, into Portugal and

the Algarves, either for home consumption or for the purpose of being warehoused, ispro

hibited.

But should the harvest not have yielded a sufficient supply for the home consumption,

the government is authorized to admit such quantities of foreign corn and grain as may

meet the deficiency. In such case, the quantity, description, and quality of the grain to

be admitted shall bemade known by a public declaration of the government to that effect.

Such importation of foreign corn and grain can only be made at the maritime ports of

Lisbon, Oporto, and Faro.

The following are the duties to be paid on foreign corn and grain admitted under the

provisions of this law:

At 0 m

Articles. At Lisbon. and Farm

On hard wheat, such as is generally brought from the Baltic and reis. reis.

Black seas,.......................... .................... . .per bushel 553 393

On soft wheat, such as is grown in the United States, ........... .. 326 393

.. 286 393

On Indian corn,..... .. ... 500 606 

 

  

On barley and oats,........................ .. 180 233
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11:‘ addition to the foregoing, there will be a charge of 80 reis per bushel at the corn

mar et.

The importation of breadstuffs into Madeira, Porto Santo, and the Azores, is to be re

gulated by the laws in force in those islands prior to the 10th of January, 1837.

The piece of 200 reis equals 22.6 cents.

PORT anonymous—roar or LISBON.

By a decree of the 22d of March, 1834, Lisbon was declared a free port, or a port with

l\‘Lvarehousing privileges, and for the admission of the vessels of all nations not at war with

ortugal.

l. The present limits of the port of Lisbon extend to Pago d’Arcos, whore vessels are

to submit to the customs police and sanitary regulations. Before passing the bar, vessels

must heave to, in order to receive on board a customs otficer.

2. When the latter is taken on board, a flag must be hoisted by his order, to denote the

same to the clmtoms.

3. When the vessel has been visited at Page d’Arcos, the captain must pursue his

course direct for Lisbon, unless stopped for sanitary reasons; in which case, he will re

ceive the necessary instructions how to act.

4. Each captain must have his manifest in duplicate, signed by him, and certified by

the Portuguese consular agent, or, in his absence, by the local authorities at the port from

which the vessel sailed. The manifest must contain the name, tonnage, and nation of the

vessel; the port from which it sailed; the names of the merchants who consigned the

cargo, and those to whom the goods may be consigned ; with the quantity and kind of

the articles; with marks and numbers on the margin..

5‘ When the customs ofiicers are once on board, and present the captain with a copy

of these regulations, he is then bound to deliver them one of his manifests; with all the

other papers referring to the character of his cargo; with a sworn declaration of his

crew, passengers, and their luggage, and of his remaining provisions. The ofiicer is then

to inform him that he may, if necessary, amend his manifest, under the penalty of any

article omitted being seized.

6. All letters must also be delivered to the oflicer of customs, or pay nine times the

amount of postage.

7. The entry being then regularly made, all passengers’ luggage shall as soon as possi.

ble, be taken to the custom-house to be examined.

8. If the captain should delay giving his manifest, after the prescribed time of twenty

four hours, he shall pay double port dues. Other fines shall be levied for omissions in the

manifest of goods found on board.

'9. If a captain brings no manifest, but makes the entry otherwise regularly, he shall,

in addition to the regular duties, pay only 2 per cent. ad valorem on goods,

10. The captain is obliged to anchor his vessel where directed by the anchorage or

port ofiicer.

d 11. Each contravention of anchoring will subject him to a fine equal to half the port

ues.

12. Exceptions are drawn from anchors, 6am, driven by force of weather.

Other necessary regulations will be given to the captain by the port officer.

N0 one can go on board a vessel loading or discharging, without the permission of the

customs oflicer.

The usual time allowed to discharge is six days ; four days more, in case of need,may

be accorded. The regulations of the port are translated into different languages, and the

copy delivered to any captain will be in the language of his country, in order that he

may not plead controvertion in ignorance.

OPORTO.—PORT ctr/mam.

The port charges, including tonnage duties, on a vessel of 300 tons, amount to about

$50. Vessels sailing without a cargo pay for lights 200 reis per cent, instead of 50 reis,

in order to encourage the export trade. Commission 2} per cent, and del credere 2i per

cent.

PtLo'r Rsonnsrrons—Oporto is situated on the Douro, nearly two miles from its

mouth. The pilotagc regulations for this river were published at Oporto in 1841. They

declare that the navigation over the bar of the Douro must be conducted by pilots regu_

larly appointed, and their number shall be nineteen of the first and second classes, he

sides supernumerary pilots. ’

The outward and inward pilotage of every vessel over the bar,to be confined to the

nineteen pilots of the first and second classes; the pilotage in the river by the superna

merary pilots.
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Pilots are prohibited to stipulate for the sum to be received when they board vessels in

distress, and are bound to give immediate assistance, under pain, in case of the slightest

delay, of suspension from their function; or, in case of misconduct, to more severe pun

ishment.

The pilots are obliged to reside at St. Joas de F02; and all vessels, except small craft,

are bound to take over the bar a supernumerary pilot.

When a supernumerary pilot is on board a vessel exercising his functions, and cannot

bring it into port, he must remain on board such vessel; the master or owner of which to

pay him the whole of his due, and a ration per day, until he is landed at Oporto. In case

of dispute, the Portuguese consuls are required to make the foreign master fulfil the above

re ulation.
gThe pilotage rates for the entrance or the departure of vessels, in ordinary cases, are

fixed as follows :—

Reis. Dolls.Cts.

Small 800 90
  

  

Fishing boats,.. 1,200 = 1 36

Steam vessels,.. . 2,400 = 2 71

Sloops,................................ 3,500 = 3 96

Three-masted schooners and brig 4,000 = 4 52

Also to each pilot boat (including the crew,) .. 2,400 = 2 71

To each supernumerary pilot boat,......... 1,200 = 1 36

To each pilot, per day, outside the bar,............... ............... . 800 = 90

The gratification to pilots are optional. The remuneration due, in extraordinary cases,

to pilot boats outside the bar, to be rated in accordance to the difliculty of the pilotage

and the danger incurred.

The first pilot, and, in his absence, the second, will be charged to hold council with the

others as to the possibility of the entrance or the departure of the vessels, and decide by

the majority of voices. A pilot who, in the execution of the decision of the council, does

not conform to such decision, will immediately be suspended from his functions, and be

responsible for all indemnitications, and subject also to corporeal punishment.

When an accident happens on account of a pilot refusing to conform to the above re

sults, the pilot cannot demand, for his defence, the opposition of the captains or proprie

tors of vessels to the free exercise of his functions, except this opposition was manifested

with violence; in which case, the pilot must immediately protest, so as to cover his re

sponsibility.

The first pilot is bound to sound the bar at least every fourteen days, and to make

known the result to the intendant of the marine, as well as any change that may take

place in the river.

Any pilot losing a vessel, in consequence either of intemperance or incapacity, will be

punished according to the full extent of the law. Every pilot is bound to have by him the

regulau'ons of signals appropriated for the service of the Douro.

PORTUGUESE POSSESSIONS ABROAD

Decree designating the ports of those possessions into which foreign vessels may be ad

mitted, and relating to importation: into said possessions.

The Portuguese government, considering it necessary to declare into what ports of the

provinces, beyond sea, vessels belonging to nations which are allowed by treaty to trade

with those provinces may be admitted; and likewise considering it necessary to declare

what merchandise and articles the importation of which into said possessions is entirely

rohibited, and what merchandise and articles are admitted, when of Portuguese produc

l'on imported in Portuguese vessels, have, under date of 5th June, 1844, decreed as fol

ows:

Article 1. British vessels shall, according ~to the stipulations of the treaty of July3,

1842, between the two powers, be admitted into the Portuguese ports designated in the

following Table I.

The commerce of the other ports not mentioned in said table shall be confined to coast

ers, and thus shall be carried on in Portuguese vessels only.

Art. 2. The importation into the Portuguese possessions of the articles set forth in Ta

ble II. is prohibited; as, also, of articles produced in those possessions, and which are

commonly exported, except goods produced in adjoining countries, and imported by land.

Art. 3. The goods and merchandise stated in Table III. shall be admitted into the Por

tuguese possessions, if they be the produce of Portuguese dominious, and be imported in

Portuguese vessels.
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Art. 4. Vessels and goods coming from the possessions of the British East India Com

pany shall be subjected, in the Portuguese possessions, to an increase of duty equal to

that paid by Portuguese vessels and goods in the possessions of that company.

Art. 5. British vessels are allowed to export to foreign ports all the productions of the

Portuguese possessions, except orchilla; and all other productions the administration of

which is, or may become, the property of the State by contract, and which can only be

exported in national vessels. These productions shall all be subject to the duties on ex

portation now established, or which may hereafter be established.

Art. 6. In the ports named in Table I. shall be admitted the vessels of the various na

tions with which stipulations for trade with the Portuguese possessions shall have been

stipulated by treaty.

Art. 7. All laws to the contrary are revoked.

TABLE r.-Poa'rs or 'rm-z ronruousss POSSESSIONS m'ro wares FOREIGN VESSELS MAY as

ADMITTED.

Archipelago of Ca e Verdc.—-In the island of St. Jago, the port of Villador Praia. In
the island of Maio, Plhrt Inglez. In the island of Boa Vista, the port of Sal-rei. In the

island of Sal, the port of Madame, or Port Martins.

Caastof Guinea.—The ports of Bissau and Cacheu.

Islands of St. Thomas and Principe—In Principe, the port of Baia das Agulhas, or

any other to which that custom-house may be transferred. In St. Thomas, the port of

Cidade.

Angola and BengueZa.—'I'he ports of Loanda and Benguela.

Mozambique coast—The port of Mozambique.

Portuguese possessions in the East Indies. —The ports of Goa, Diu, and Damao.

Archipelago of Zoolor and Timon—In Timor, the port of Delly.

TABLE IL—MEBCHANDISE, THE IMPORTATION OF WHICH INTO THE PORTUGUESE POSSESSIONS I!

PROHIBITED IN GENERAL.

Artillery and projectiles. Incendiary mixtures.

nan: IIL—lfl-ZBCHANDISE water: may BE IMPORTED nrro THE PORTUGUESE Possnssroivs, IF 0!

PORTUGUESE PRODUCTION nnouen'r 11v PORTUGUESE vrsssns.

Powder, fire-arms, swords, &.c. ; salt, soap, snufi', and tobacco of all sorts in leaf.

Wine of all kinds, except Champagne. Liqueurs, brandy, vinegar, olive, cocoa, and

palm oil. Blue calico. Scythes and reap hooks, nails, plated ware, linens, smoked and

salted pork, wooden furniture of all kinds, clothes and hose made up, and all other arti~

cles, the importation of which into Portugal is prohibited by the tariff law. Rum may,

however, be admitted, until a regulation is made to the contrary.

 

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS OF SINGAPORE.

In this port, there are no duties on imports and exports, and vessels of every nation are

free of all charges. Accounts are kept in Spanish dollars, divided into cents. The usual

credit on sales is as follows :—Europe goods, three months; Indian and China do, two

months; opium, two months. The last article is frequently sold for cash. Produce is

generally bought for cash. The common weight is the picul, of 133§ lbs. avoirdupoise,

divided into 100 catties. Salt and rice are sold by the coyan, of 40 piculs; Java tobacco,

by the corge, of 40 baskets; Bengal rice, wheat, a gram, by the bag, containing two

Bengal maunds; Indian piece goods, by the corge, of 20 pieces; gold and silver thread,

by the catty, of 36 dollars weight; gold dust, by the bunks], which weighs dollars equal

to 832 grains tro. '

 

TAX ON VESSELS ENTERING CUBA.

Information has been received at the Department of State, at Washington, from the

consul of the United States at Havana, that the government at Madrid had approved of

the proposed tax of four dollars on each vessel that entered the port of St. Jago de Cuba,

other than those engaged in the coast trade, for the maintenance of the light
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MERUANTILE MISUELLANIES.

THE SPIRIT OF COMMERCE.

We find in our English files a review of a poem—“ The Vale of Caldera; or, The

Past and Present ;” by William Dearden, author of the " Star Seer,” etc. It is spoken

of as a work having many merits. “Among his (Mr. Dearden’s) favorites," says the

London Economist, “we can see that Thomas Carlyle, Emerson, and Longfellow, are

particularly distinguished ; and that of itself indicates a mind imbued with many just and

noble sentiments, which nothing that he says absolutely belies.” "The picture I have

drawn of commerce,” says Mr. Dearden, “exhibits, I am aware, its harsher features;

but, in thus delineating and holding up these to view, I hope no one will blame me—for,

as a wise man well observes, ‘ it is in general more profitable to reckon up our defects

than to boast of our attainments.’ ” There can be no doubt as to what the “ wise man”

says being a good rule of individual conduct; but it is no justification for a man of ge

nius, education, and taste, writing a whole book, (and not a small one,) about the evils

and vices which attend society in its progress towards civilization, and leaving it to be in

ferred, as far as he knows, that nothing but evil and vice attends it.

The poem of Mr. Dearden is in “ six books.” At the end of Book IL, after taking

a rather harsh, but perhaps just view of the labors of a factory, as they exist in England,

he apostrophises trade as follows :—

“ Genius of Trade ! such are the sounds that cheer

Go where thou wilt-thy leaden heart and ear!

Look at thy trophies !—thousands made to chew

The bread of pain, to feed a pampered few,

Whom thou hast raised—because to thee they sold

Conscience and virtue, for the rneed of gold—

Far, far above the common herd, to shine

Immaculate, adopted sons of thine !”—p. 72.

And again, we have at page 163 of Mr. Dearden’s poem, the following :—

' “ Oh Trade! where are the blessings in thy train,

Which thy fond votaries laud in vaunting strain’!

What though we view, where’er our eyes we turn,

Rich bounties showered from thy too partial urn;

For every boon thou hast conferred, we find

A thousand evils poured on human kind !

a a a a a 1:

Why is the owner of yon mansion made

To lord- o’er others whom he once obeyed’!

Is his plebeian blood, like gold that's tried

Thrice in the fiery furnace, purified

From all alloys that taint the lowly born,

Whom his proud heart, forsooth, affects to scorn?

Did lofty talents, and superior sense,

This mushroom lordling raise to eminence?

Did he become a magnate in the land

By means that would not make him blush to stand,

With soul unscathed by conscience’ withering ban,

In the dread presence of an honest man’!

Ah no !—a little care and cunning, joined

With little necessary frauds, that find

Free toleration by the liberal law,

Which all, who please, from 'l‘rade’s great Koran draw;

A lucky turn of fortune; a discreet

And frugal husbandry of all the sweet

Gold-droppings from her copious honeycomb;

A little schooling of the Rib at home
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In economic arts and trade-finesse;

A little leaning to the wrong, to bless

The eager pocket, though it stings the soul;

A little alms to any creed—in cowl

Or cassock clad—if, in return, ’twill win

A golden auction for the trifling sin:

A little dabbling in young orphans’ blood;

A little pinching of the scanty food

Earned by the wo-worn widow; a complete

Forgetfulness of crippled Eld, unmeet—

| Now that his days of usefulness are o'er-—

, To bcg a pittance at his master’s door.

1 These are the means by which this upstart came

To wealth, importance, and commercial fame!”

This view of trade is not very flattering; but it is well to view matters in which we

are deeply interested from all points, or all sides of a “ look-out."

 

HONOR TO HONESTY.

We neglected to record, in the pages of this Magazine, an instance of commercial in

'tegrity, at the time it occurred; but, looking over, the other day, some papers we had

gathered, from time to time, in one of our “ pigeon holes,” we found the following scrap :—

“A very elegant tea-service, of rich plate, was presented, on New Year’s day, with

appropriate ceremony, to a merchant in New York, who had been unfortunate in busi

nes; but, on his return to prosperity, paid off his creditors, principal and interest. The

inscription on the tea-urn, as follows, records the honorable testimony :—

“ Presented to WILSON G. HUNT, by John Haggerty, William Adee, and Joseph Cor

lies, in behalf of themselves and his other creditors; who, in the year 1832, (satisfied

that his insolvency was occasioned by misfortunes in trade,) accepted a compromise of

their claims, and gave him a complete release from all legal liability; as a testimonial of

their high respect for his just sense of the moral obligation of contracts, as evinced by the

payment, in the year 1839, of the balance of their respective claims, principal and in

terest; an act reflecting honor on himself as a merchant, and proving him one of the

noblest of the Creator’s works—an honest man.”

What honest man would not prefer the “ tea-service,” with its honest inscription, to the

gains of trade “kept back” from the creditors, although the debtor was released from

the legal discharge of his indebtedness?

 

NANTUCKE’I‘ HARBOR.

The Nantucket Inquirer contains a communication from Rev. C. Rich, formerly of

Boston, proposing a plan by which the great obstruction to Nantucket harbor—the sand

bar—may be easily removed. The plan is, to open a canal, 15 feet wide, and 6 feet

below low-water mark, through the island, from the southern part of the harbor to

the south shore. The distance across is about two miles, and the estimated expense eight

or nine thousand dollars. The consequences, he supposes, would be the immediate run

ning of a tide of three or more miles an hour through the channel, and the speedy open

ing of a passage through the sand-bar. But Nantucket would thus be cut in two; and

some apprehensions might be felt for the term firma of the island. The first difl‘iculty

Mr. R. proposes to remedy by the use of bridges; and the second he considers rather

imaginary than real. He thinks there would be 'no more reason to fear that the soil would

wash away along the harbor and canal, than it now does in other exposed places about

the island. If this or any other plan could be devised, to open Nantucket harbor to ves

sels of heavy draught, it would be of immense advantage to the enterprising islanders,

and indeed to the whole shipping interests of the North, which would thus be furnished

with an excellent and convenient harbor in stress of weather, when coming on the coast.
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COMPETITION [N TRADE.

The evils arising from want of organization appear most evidently, when we consider

this great principle of modern society—freedom in the direction of industry. We have

adopted the free trade principle, in its fullest extent. We say, leave trade and industry

to regulate themselves. We say to government, “ Laissez fairs—let us alone. These

things will regulate themselves. Labor will go where it is wanted. Let the career he

laid open to talent. Competition will develop energy. Interest will be the safest guide

in deciding the direction of industry.”

But is this so? It might be so, provided man was a being of reason, and calm calcu

lation, only, with no passions to blind his judgment. We make laws to prevent truckmen

from beating their horses unmercifully. Why so 'I—it is decidedly the interest of a man

not to abuse his horse ;' why not leave it to that’! Because we know that anger and bru

tish obstinacy are often stronger than interest; and something more is needed to protect

the poor beast from ill treatment, than the calculating reason of his master. So, undoubt

edly, it is for the interest of the southern planter to treat his slaves well, and not over

work them. But this, we knowI does not always protect them from his caprice, violence,

and blind love of present gain. Just so as regards industry. Some departments of in

dustry are crowded, and others comparatively neglected. We have, for example, in New

York, about one thousand lawyers. Does any one suppose that these are all needed to

do the legal business of the place? A fifth or tenth part of the number would be sufii

cient. The profession is chosen by young men, not because lawyers are needed, but be

cause it is a profession attractive to an ambitious spirit. A lawyer is a gentleman—has

influence in society, and has the best opportunity for political distinction. But, as some

five hundred of the number are not wanted, they must be unproductive and unemployed.

Yet all must be supported, and live expensively, like gentlemen. Consequently, the little

work which they do must be paid in fees disproportioned to its actual value, and many of

them are compelled by their situation to promote lawsuits, and make themselves business;

and it becomes the interest of the whole body to increase, instead of diminishing, the

expense and the amount of litigation.

 

AMERICAN ICE EXPORTED TO GREAT BRITAIN.

A novel article of import has recently taken place, in the shape of ice from America,

(says a Liverpool Journal,) in the neighborhood of the Wenham lake, &.c. The article

is brought in large blocks, varying from 2 cwt. to 4 cwL, and several vessels have arrived

laden almost entirely with it, having several hundred tons on board. It is deposited in

the ship's hold with care, and covered and surrounded with wood dust, and so arrives in

a very perfect state, with very little loss in weight, particularly at this period of the year.

The greater portion of that hitherto imported has been landed at the St. Katharine docks,

where a shed or warehouse has been appropriated in a cool portion of the quay, and to

which it is removed on being landed, and deposited until removed to the owners’ pri

vate stores.

 

FRANCIS BRINLEY, ESQ.

If any of our friends, the merchants, have business to transact at Washington, we

would recommend them to our friend Francis Brinley, Esq., late law clerk in the ofliee

of the Solicitor of the Treasury. He was the first person appointed to that place, which

we know be filled with the utmost industry, faithfulness, and ability. The office in

which he was engaged has afforded him rare facilities, and made him perfectly familiar

with the forms for the transaction of legal business; as it has charge of all suits in favor

of the United States. Collectors of customs, district attorneys, clerks and marshals of

the United States Courts, are obliged by law to report to the solicitor’s oflice the institu

tion of suits, and the disposition of them. It also has charge of lands conveyed to the

United States for debts, or on trust to secure debts, and lands taken in execution against

public debtors.
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COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.

COMMERCE BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND THE U. STATES.

TABLES EXHIBITING TIIE COMMERCE BETWEEN THE UNITED truss AND GREAT BRITAIN, FOE

TEN YEARS

The following tabular statements of the commerce of the United Kingdom of Great

Britain with the United States, for ten years, were prepared at the Department of State,

by J. B. Ayres, Esq., who succeeded Mr. Muzzy, at the head of the statistical bureau,

last fall. This bureau had charge of preparing the annual report of the Secretary of State

on'the changes in the commercial systems of other nations, the materials for which were

furnished by our consuls abroad; and these tables were intended as an appendix to the

last report—but, on being submitted to the Secretary of State, were considered extraneous

‘to the requirements of the law requiring the report. The commercial bureau, as we learn

from an authority entitled to credence, has been discontinued, and those having it in

charge have, therefore, been dismissed; but it is the intention, as we further learn, of the

present Secretary of .State, that the next report shall be prepared in the consular bureau.

The following tables, which maybe considered as otficial, are’ now first published in our

Journal. We have received several similar tables from the same source, which we shall

"lay before our readers in succeeding numbers of the Merchants’ Magazine.

BRITISH PRODUCE AND MANUFAETUBES EXPORTED TO THE UNITED STATES.

An Account of the declared value of the various articles of British produce and manu

facture, from the United Kingdom, exported to the United States of America, during

each of the ten yearsending with 1842.

Apparel, Cotton mau- Iron Ir. st'l,

alops, and Brass and ufactures, in- Hardware: wrought

haherdash- copper ma- eluding cot- Earthen- and and un

Years. ery. nut‘actures. ton yarn. ware. cutlery. wrought.

1833, £127,911 £158,456 £1,733,047 £221,661 £711,305 £412,515

1834, 106,282 87,840 1,678,402 198,901 647,216 322,156

1835, 228,261 166,060 2,729,430 246,220 978,491 408,368

1836, 254,269 270,028 2,491,719 495,512 1,318,412 912,387

1837, 75,265 115,782 725,753 212,632 574,876 489,309

1838, 164,151 140,722 1,476,267 313,749 661,704 634,395

1839, 180,019 129,226 1,467,082 400,164 849,640 801,198

1840, 109,341 107,473 1,123,439 179,933 334,065 355,534

1841, 137,088 104,153 1,515,933 225,479 584,400 626,532

1842, k 84,893 89,952 487,276 168,873 298,881 394,854

TABLE—Continued.

'Din h. pew

Llnen ma- ter wares, Woollen ma

nufnctnres, tin unwr't, nut‘actures, Other Bri

including Silk manu- and tin incl’d'g wool- tish k. Irish

Years. llnen yarn. factures. plates. lcn yarn. goods. ‘Total.

1833, £832,612 £251,278 £141,259 £2,289,883 £699,772 £7,579,699

1834, 1,049,560 200,306 168,840 1,755,030 630,456 6,844,989

1835, 1,565,476 537,040 193,901 2,657,230 - 857,978 10,568,455

1836, 1,688,012 524,301 246,378 3,199,198 1,025,389 12,425,605

1837, 585,787 109,629 139,868 1,062,938 603,686 4,695,225

1838, 944,589 348,506 241,296 1,887,177 773,204 7,585,760

1839, 1,268,823 410,093 200,505 2,178,645 953,809 8,839,204

1840, 976,247 274,159 174,033 1,077,828 570,968 5,283,020

1841, 1,232,247 306,757 223,809 1,549,926 592,318 7,098,642

1842, 463,645 81,243 144,451 892,335 422,404 3,528,807

voL. XIIL—NO- n. 13
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Pnonucs m Mmne'mrmsor rm; U.-S'ru-Es, momma mm was U. Kmonox.

An Account of the quantities of the principal articles, of the growth and manufacture

of the United States of America, irn ortcd~ into the United’ Kingdom, during each of

the ten years ending with 1842 '; an of the quantities of such articles entered annu

ally for home consumption.

Baax, roa‘Tnmruo, a'rc. Bur, BALTID. Bn'r'rln. Cfllflfil- f

Entered for I Entered for Entered for 115mg‘

Years. Imported. home con. Imported. home con. Imported. liome con. Imported. con .

Cwts. Clots. Crota. Clots. Clots. Cwto. Clots. Cm".

1833, 18,459 14,412 899 100 1 1 9 9

1834, 12,704 13,495 55 1'6 6 2 2

1835, 24,410 29,726 11 11 . .7 6 6

1836, 22,999 18,887‘ 6 4 1‘ 10 . .

1837, 22,431 18,683 2 2 1 1f 1 l

1838, 22,437 20,366, 14 14 . . 2 2

1839, 44,764 33,995 37' 37 11 11 . .

1840, 37,776 30,073 77‘ 17‘ 754‘ 137 .

1841, 60,014 31,487 22,429 258 10,159 2,206 15,038 8,239

1842, 27,648 21,353 7,024 2,898 3,769 144 14,097 13,913

TABLE—Continued.

  

  

Wnn'r. WHEAT FLotm. Hrms. I'IIDEB, UNTANh'ID.

Entered for Entered for Entered for Entered for

Years. Imported. home con. Imported. home con. Imp'd. home eon. Imp'd. home eon.

Qrs. Q". Cwto. Crots. Crots. Cwts. Cwts. Ciots.

1833, . . . . . . . . . . . . 35,659 577 70 60' 25,760 24,595

1834, .... .. 34,975 59' 20 20 25,311 21,886

1835, 6,809" 222 32 33 8,270 8,478

1836, 1,183 133 ' 28 28 18,332 1 6,399

1837, 130 212 18 19 22,644 20,903

1838, 19,551 87,600 23 22 12,299 12,627

1839, 432,742 299,681 29 29 4,587 3,975

1840, 984,467 875,068 65 34 5,872 5,822

1841, 359,745 311,490 294 48 1,699 1,705

1842, 16,111 381,066 333,285 1,133 695 7,248 6,173

TABLE——001'1t1nu6(1.

IRON, Canon. or- Lann. Mnzo'ansn‘. 0111: or. 01L, SPERMACETI.

Entered for Entered for Entered for Entered for

Years. Imp’d. home con. Imp’d. home con- Imp'd. homo con. Imp'd. home con .

Tons. Tans. Clots. Ciots. Tm. - Tm. Tum. Tune.

1833, 740 740 . . . . . . . . . . .. .... ..1834, 713 714 . . . . . . . . . . .. .... ..

1835, 1,276 1,276 1' 1‘ 11836, 523 502 0.... 157 891837, 1,009 1,055 m... 150 218 588 467

1838, 1,987 1,834 m... 395 390 84 150

1839, 1,096 809 . . 200 211 I68 102

1840, 507 503 76 76 1,408 350

1841, 395 650 4,729 3,044 165' 167 501 1,166

1842, 941 1,046 26,555 24.977 50 50 1,171 294

TABLE—Continued.

Poax, sAL'rEn- RICE, nor in nusx- Rrcl, aouon AND in HUIK- Caovaa-snn.

Entered for Entered for Entered for Entered for

Years. Imp'd. home con. Imp'd. home con. Imp‘d-- home con.‘ Imp'd. home con.

Cwto. Ciots~ Crota. Cwts. Qro. Qrs. Gtots. Glob.

1833, 1,352 15,724 5,518 24,114 18,080 350 3,374

1834, .... .. 6,183 496 35,716 27,815 1,325 1,374

l 835, 7 7 2,297‘ 202 32,416 17,729 3,283 1 ,632

‘ 1836, 5 3 2,974‘ 232 30,452 23,028 17,351 9,024

1837, . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,187 130 39,731 19,009‘ 715 10,364

1838, 10 10 502; 60 25,335 17,766 496 3,648

1839, 39 13 676 58 42,882 22,482 1 112

1840, 7 2 848 230 41,528 1 7,605 .... . . 2

1841, 10,078 259 145 53 40,313 32,377 13,293 6,164

1842, 13,408 6,523 890 444 40,450 38,898 22,632 24,177

* After deducting the quaritity cleaned in U. Kingdom, and exported upon drawback.
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1833,

1834,

1835,

1836,

1837,

1838,

1839,

1840,

1841,

1842,

1833,

1834,

1835,

1836,

1837,

1838,

1833,

1840,

1841,

1842,

1833,

1834,

1835,

1836,

1837,

1838,

1839,

1840,

1841,

1842,

Years.

1833,

1834,

1835,

1836,

1837,

1838,

1839,

1840,

1841,

1842,

TABLE—Continued.

Fux Ann LDISIZIIL BIAB-BKINB. BlAVIB-lml.

Entered for Entered for Entered for

Imp‘d. home con. Imp'd. home con. Imp’d. home con.

Q18- Qn. a. o. N0. No.

12,542 12,542 10,310 1,760 8,327 12,319

16,368 16,700 5,377 159 12,625 13,516

24,278 24,415 10,184 190 2,316 2,556

15,446 15,631 5,756 948 6,434 6,389

4,603 4,797 3,373 1,110 19,298 18,380

5,259 5,311 4,495 1,245 14,412 12,333

6,170 6,241 4,809 792 10,876 11,944

9,164 9,010- 4,693 552 12,180 12,104

3,693 3,860 6,579 344 15,250 14,971

2,448 2,593 5,126 90 12,881 9,751

TABLE—Continued.

Fox-sxms. Manx-suns. Mum-Inns.

Enrered for Entered for Entered for

Imp'd. home con. Imp'd- home con. Imp’d. home con.

Na. N0. N0. No. Na. Na.

61 ,497 11,083 40,777 44,982 95,749 33,423

47,943 7,183 32,604 40,795 96,158 40,693

59,704 3,140 47,253 24,834 82,950 41,000

40,263 6,915 25,934 31,051 93,328 42,557

52,118 3,663 33,781 26,473 72,627 33,680

47,504 3,293 20,455 24,627 64,964 34,094

44,839 1,337 26,721 12,805 82,211 26,303

39,970 556 20,107‘ 22,387 88,579 23,286

71,335 1,366 40,998 32,698 109,257 52,218

31,385 2,220 16,808 30,046 73,197 79,315

TABLE—Gontinued.

RACCOON-BK‘INS- SnL-sxms.

Entered for Entered for

Imponed. home con. Imported. home con.

N0. N0. N6- No.

228,962 601 103,193 102,759

205,115 7,350 1,241 1,186

296,914 73- 2,081’ 354

231,175 988 7,151 2,431

183,034 778 9,574 10,999

202,809 598 47,501 4,722

263,007 217 11,522 5,034

492,539 467 2,041 13,211

507,785 1,976 8,178 8,178

175,525 40,318 24,112 2,848

TABLE—Continued.

TAB- S'nvms.

Entered for Entered for

Imported. home con. Imported. home eon.

Lasts. Lasts. Gt. His. Lnads- Gt. Hds. Loads.

1,231 1,273 553 .... .. 4 .... ..

1,727 1,760 1,772 . . . . . . . . . . ..

1,258 1,284 2,961 14 .... ..

1,467 1,563 1,577 3 .... ..

1,251 1,268 75 247 .... . .

  

Dun-sums.

Entered for

Imp‘d. home con.

N0. No.

126,956 38,957

255,196 41,882

225,958 55,026

192,139 49,654

138,785 51,389

171,875 89,398

100,006 54,732

409,208 90,149

126,970 82,406

155,167 39,177

Museum-emu.

En tered for

Imp'd. home cou

N0. No.

13,380 98,366

128,252 62,173

23,232 24,457

192,125 59,046

328,148 56,006

268,270 385,549

211,156 191,078

138,398 228,613

191,944 127,819

300,976 358,003

TALLOW.

Entered for

Imported. home con.

01m. Cum.

2,084 2,163

827 827

896 .... . .

3,870 4,766

1,208 1,208

28,040 26,864

Fm, OAK, rrc.‘

Entered for

Imp’d. home con.

Loads. Loads.

485 638

158 180

263 263

537 . 531

468 414

4 58

 

870 879 1,156 .... . . 5 .

1,600 1,658 674 .... .. l .... ..

1,243 1,275 677 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

2,273 2,244 705 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,561 1,566 747 and 125 17 and 20

112 110

2,282 2,282

2,905 2,514

1,032 690

*1 Eight inches square, and upwards.
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Toncco, mumnc'rnnn. Tomcco, annum., on Cmms. Tlmumnl.

Entered for Entered for Enle red for

You'- Imported. home con. Imported. home con. Imported. home con.

Lb Lb Lb: Cunt:- Cwta.0. > a, . Lbl.

1833, 20,748,317 20,293,504 219,176 12,694 322,486 326,373

1834, 37,804,871 20,840,081 635,916 14,610 300,337 332,457

1835, 24,955,419 21,638,661 177,724 10,281 293,237 300,906

1836, 51,208,756 21,925,201 73,609 7,386 370,363 341,322

1837, 26,353,973 22,092,269 409,566 23,592 417,326 402,807

1838, 29,166,763 22,614,487 939,673 7,437 429,811 352,752

1839, 33,872,316 22,201,617 931,861 7,893 318,431 381,091

1840, 34,628,886 22,169,551 1,163,832 7,771 349,136 382,014

1841, 42,132,969 21,260,407 1,435,898 7,137 361,622 338,916

1842, 38,618,012 21,222,483 281,172 7,034 408,330 453,428

TABLE—Continued.

WAX, Bill'- WOOL, Co'rrox. WooL, Snnr‘s.

Entered for Entered for Entered for

Yoan- Imp'd. home con. Imported. home con- Imported. home con.

Clots. Cwts. Lba. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.

1833, 322 128 237,506,758 235,964,159 334,678 362,671

1834, 71 71 269,203,075 261,233,596 2,048,309 1,183,554

1835, 351 37 284,455,812 269,653,949 337,306 282,173

1836, 152 68 289,615,692 287,346,721 632,890 235,298

1837, 159 55 320,651,716 309,027,306 237,380 238,753

1838, 344 215 431,437,888 389,579,134 57,785 296,713

1839, 386 359 311,597,798 286,423,450 149,163 40,605

1840, 381 326 487,856,504 452,990,122 115,095 235,967

1841, 459 472 358,210,964 353,353,509 58,791 42,500

1842, 1,094 919 414,030,779 386,107,190 561,028 287,626

AMERICAN Smrs ENTERED mom 'nn: U. STATES, IN THE Poms or THE U. K1NGDOM‘.

An Account of the number of American ships, and their to ge, entered from the Uni

ted States, in the ports of the United Kingdom, during t e past twelve years, ending

the 5th day of January, 1843. Also, a similar return of the number cleared outwards

1,, for the United States.

  

Yr. ending Elfl‘IBlD- CLEARID On'rwnms.

5th Jun'y Bhlps. Tonnage. Ships. Tonnage.

1832,.. 639 229,869 651 231,280

1833,.. 432 167,359 471 176,771

1834,.. 443 181,874 447 180,268

1835,.. 492 204,529 ’ 546 220,913

1836,.. 542 236,393 601 251,021

1837,.. 524 226,483 579 255,046

1838,..... 602 275,813 624 284,848

1839,.. 784 357,467 830 373,810

1840,. . 558 282,005 580 292,334

1841, 867 426,867 839 409,900

1842, 524 294,170 580 313,390

554 319,524 616 340,832

Bnmsu Sums CLEARED AND ENTERED FOR m Um'ncn Sum.

An Account of the number of British ships cleared and entered for the United States,

in each year, during the past twelve years, ending 5th day of January, 1843.

Yr. ending CLIARID- ENTIRID.

51h Jan'ry. Ships. Tnnmule. Ships. Tonnage.

358 114.200 289 91,787

1833, .. . . 458 147,902 284 95,203

1834,.. 475 158,487 265 89,923

r1835," 387 133,754 281 94,658

1836... 334 119,903 227 82,453

1837... 339 128,856 226 86,383

1838,.. 260 110,475 209 81,023

1839,.. 239 109,951 194 83,203

1840,.. 298 134,722 195 92,482

1841,..... 360 180,041 275 138,201

1842,.. .. 318 159,597 267 121,773

  

1843,.. 355 195,745 281 152,837
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DUTIES ON IMPORTS AND TONNAGE.

We continue, from the Merchants’ Magazine, for July, 1845, page 95-99, our state

ment of the amount of duties which accrued on imports and tonnage, excluive of draw

back paid—also, of the expenses of collecting the same, by states and territories. In our

last number, we gave the returns for eight states, from 1791 to 1843, viz :—New Hamp

shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and

Pennsylvania. We now proceed to give similar statements of the states of Louisiana,

Alabama, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia;

and close with a. recapitulation, or the grand total of each state and territory of the United

States.

LOUISIANA Ann ALABAMA.

Louisiana. Alabama.

Duties on Duties on Expenses of Duties on Duties on Exp. of

Years. imports. tonnage. collection. imports. tonnage. collect’n.

1804, $285,729 05 $4,124 41 $11,974 37

1805, 435,140 03 5,507 26 29,680 73

1806, 551,321 59 7,920 24 34,131 41

1807, 658,211 15 7,626 87 33,191 15

1808, 171,475 09 4,303 23 27,805 86

1809, 149,118 65 3,345 75 21,020 45

1810, 270,386 38 5,430 85 17,993 97 ........ ,.1811, 166,028 63 4,713 98 ' 21,457 51 _ $249 91 $119 39 $428 99

1812, 165,108 92 3,280 92 28,959 64 962 85 130 10 645 29

1813, 235,982 30 4,355 35 19,004 21 6,576 39 399 45 853 03

1814, 100,435 08 370 63 14,029 76 10,983 13 259 60 3,528 28

1815, 944,399 45 33,678 57 28,450 29 16,191 44 510 06 6,620 13

1816, 1,329,615 76 28,882 90 49,432 79 12,756 24 102 33 6,703 52

1817, 1,164,261 47 23,948 56 57,303 65 17,066 33 387 66 7,668 38

1818, 1,583,247 61 24,532 40 63,332 60 23,394 85 603 67 7,535 63

1819, 983,767 84 11,876 61 69,820 22 7,232 80 676 55 7,183 91

1820, 471,173 25 29,086 68 57,298 79 15,579 53 615 18 10,335 51

1821, 793,260 52 30,798 56 57,889 35 16,398 26 833 88 15,638 01

1822, 849,350 47 18,740 69 52,267 81 38,073 20 701 65 15,253 68

1823, 904,456 87 11,297 89 49,761 08 34,416 26 1,115 85 17,433 26

1824, 911,970 66 9,429 35 39,259 44 44,710 43 1,280 25 25,729 17

1825, 1,117,372 35 10,725 14 49,892 62 57,075 12 1,402 90 15,003 74

1826, 945,280 90 12,490 06 53,329 41 60,265 39 1,835 22 23,330 06

1827, 1,409,194 06 14,338 77 61,720 39 101,112 08 1,812 57 24,033 18

1828, 1,423,447 24 15,774 64 65,586 95 93,171 69 1,807 53 24,830 35

1829, 1,850.915 54 16,411 62 85,345 10 133,552 38 1,560 20 27,328 59

1830, 2,087,451 43 18,259 26 66.391 89 90,731 83 1,654 21 25,408 29

1831, 2,590,922 48 17,828 44 76,899 66 86,083 57 1,141 24 35,314 83

1832, 1,647,961 42 12,829 81 91,699 14 57,166 58 120 00 19,581 04

1833, 1,474,390 27 21,925 34 76,490 14 46,939 80 395 00 28,116 60

1834, 1,554,019 45 45,608 71 94,651 36 57,493 29 34,685 24

1835, 2,477,049 71 33,829 24 104,714 70 92,865 00 ....... .. 21,806 14

1836, 2,265,591 71 15,337 73 105,392 20 138,840 31 251 82 25,775 22

1837, 1,326,932 07 21,789 88 103,708 23 67,305 57 546 56 39,797 19

1838, 1,539,302 76 37,112 83 95,185 20 58,775 45 1,551 85 33,394 52

1839, 1,562,985 79 39,989 38 108.285 69 77,398 25 491 79 35,216 30

1840, 1,174,894 35 19,532 69 115,017 52 91,656 00 2,773 81 33,885 69

1841, 1,603,925 44 24,282 04 96,619 80 69,553 16 889 27 33,193 03

1842, 820,899 86 12,112 79 99,755 09 68,044 42 1,037 47 19,997 68

s . - t - . . . ..

1843, 249,859 24 1,280 61 30,429 63 60,130 83 t .... .. 11,384 80

RscArITULATioN.

Louisiana. Alabama.

Duties on imports,...... .. $42,247,736 84 Duties on imports,..... .. $1,752,752 34

Duties on tonnage, ..... .. 664,710 68 Duties on tonnage,.... .. 27.007 06

Expenses of collection,.. 2,365,179 80 Expenses of col1ection,. 537,639 28

r
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DELAWARE AND MARYLAND.

Delaware. Maryland.

Duties on Duties on Expenses of Duties on Duties on Expenses

Years. imports. tonnage. collection. imports. tonnage. of collection.

1791, $40,299 22 $3,247 34 $2,404 79 $641,645 91 $38,611 23 $25,672 99}

1792, 20,273 82 1,558 59 2,755 125 481,534 05 13,035 24} 16,306 99

1793, 60,276 61 740 99 3,455 31 930,023 31 18,830 28 22,522 36

1794, 28,367 14 541 36 3,819 82 1,226,139 69 5,394 96 27,279 02

1795, 32,088 98 448 33 3,790 82 1,340,704 07 7,698 14 33,691 21

1796, 46,466 61 575 75 4,849 34 1,633,080 81 9,138 88 35,194 84

1797, 54,216 66 1,586 27 5,838 54 2,008,606 20 11,530 31 38,324 55

1798, 83,052 32 1,942 44 8,583 62 2,392,480 53 18,335 58 42,928 38

1799, 101,628 70 959 01 9,708 78 2,548,170 41 15,730 19 42,615 16

1800, 57,584 43 1,360 98 9,262 51 1,924,430 88 12,326 92 40,911 76

1801, 154,553 57 1,538 38 8,698 79 2,157,649 47 17,224 83 35,853 02

1802, 155,194 99 1,751 03 11,607 30 1,404,546 77 14,503 71 29,372 08

1803, 74,629 52 1,546 65 8,592 69 1,193,822 02 16,341 58 25,740 53

1804, 53,889 68 919 45 6,542 50 2,174,169 06 13,547 66 44,194 40

1805, 168,547 17 1,493 14 10,022 59 2,291,284 46 12,987 90 40,232 31

1806, 33,902 26 996 01 13,571 36 2,904,164 77 15,610 59 43,200 55

1807, 153,300 72 1,695 45 14,123 81 3,006,430 13 15,097 57 59,873 89

1808, 52,227 62 1,125 12 22,570 13 1,063,642 67 9,182 56 41,294 87

1809, 103,669 64 1,353 76 18,256 11 1,021,680 30 10,167 34 41,337 46

1810, 38,191 17 568 32 9,962 20 1,396,942 20 9,897 79 32,848 60

1811, 14,890 34 440 34 18,211 43 1,082,864 57 10,403 14 34,141 41

1812, 382,837 35 722 77 14,160 94 2,196,146 95 18,663 20 39,949 29

1813, 91,928 86 1,400 08 26,568 04 493,242 62 5,554 37 24,734 71

1814, 14,238 63 405 12 17,543 45 3,950 15 1,585 60 18,637 97

1815, 42,172 98 585 71 10,259 11 4,154,273 18 29,650 02 26,886 47

1816, 13,510 84 844 45 8,036 97 3,372,070 55 29,199 21 77,439 13

1817, 6,025 32 521 71 5,631 26 2,092,414 59 17,497 30 55,947 10

1818, 19,194 08 1,283 56 9,300 91 2,386,815 59 18,180 24 58,373 18

1819, 12,209 77 453 52 8,204 10 1,938,271 68 8,707 58 59,426 14

1820, 25,407 09 592 82 7,939 56 1,062,065 03 8,348 05 57,656 23

1821, 18,314 16 679 05 7,015 70 963,348 06 9,387 10 47,496 69

1822, 40,971 43 578 80 7,508 19 1,334,098 15 9,215 17 45,889 12

1823, 8,282 71 478 43 8,610 17 1,225,845 73 8,704 94 48,666 78

1824, 23 72 476 17 7,604 38 1,174,188 00 7,439 20 57,270 77

1825, 6,656 24 476 20 6,756 57.1,339,043 32 7,675 82 86,827 77

1826, 5,975 78 463 47 11,004 01 1,294,054 36 8,067 93 55,496 86

1827, 592 09 411 58 7,407 94 1,470,606 77 8,083 30 57,114 00

1828, 6,150 51 401 44 7,714 54 1,549,882 57 7,371 05 56,539 28

1829, 15,837 67 457 18 8,704 86 1,612,966 83 7,273 89 61,843 73

1830, 8,372 29 485 99 15,065 72 1,312,231 35 7,300 19 53,680 82

1831, 7,140 56 386 58 17,749 26 1,470,154 08 1,839 74 56,410 10

1832, 7,939 66 202 10 17,457 90 1,069,064 09 741 30 69,492 02

 

1833, 8,470 43 .... .. 17,883 71 870,906 37 1,141 06 65,911 79

1834, 4,478 28 17,048 96 673,141 15 ‘ 1,664 70 66,943 43

1835, 3,298 65 .... .. 17,493 41 960,240 03 2,084 47 _ 62,260 27

1836, 88,630 00 .... .. 18,659 59 1,487,946 85 1,422 48 101,834 79

1837, 10,845 53 .... .. 27,194 06 1,111,238 04 .... .. 120,385 91

1838, 159 84 .... .. 20,519 97 1,198,686 78 991 40 79,522 77

1839, 12,020 14 135 22 22,186 99 _1,165,504 56 3,205 48 126,073 48

1840, 615 96 .... .. 19,839 12 701,594 91 667 27 49,226 81

1841, 887 11 .... .. 19,716 20 849,185 47 1,101 84 109,649 01

1842, 1,479 18 27 25 17,183 71 596,512 01 621 32 107,051 16

1843, 625 28 10,050 33 278,629 63 818 71 34,238 94

Racur'rom'rron.

Delaware. Maryland.

Duties on imports, ....... .. $2,392,543 31 Duties onimports, ..... .. $78,232,331 73

Duties on tonnage, ..... .. 38,857 91 Duties on tonnage, 529,800 331

Expenses of collection,.. 634,547 19} Expenses of collection,. 2,791,412 90}
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.Vnwutu m NORTH:CAROLINA.

Virginia. North Carolina.

Duties on Duties on Expenses. of Duties on Duties,on Expenses of

Years. imports. tonnage. collection. imports. .tonnage. collection.

1791, $805,887 44 $72,818 39 $26,030 54* $106,693 85 $15,324 01;} $6,843 56}

1792, 461,752 93 32,569 59; 16,880 52 75,582 44 10,066 16 7,040 974

1793, 392,458 35 16,437 18 16,387 86 63,376 82 6,707 35 6,387 44

1794, 423,520 28 6,437 86 16,782 88 83,657 00 3,810 65 8,389 26

1.795, 455,935 92 6,917 31 16,686 96 106,015 91 3,830 05 .8,725 58

1796, 653,209 06 8,162 17 19,894 80 85,682 23 4,064 21 9,922 21

1797, 692,537 53 9,681 30 26,913 80 114,712 65 3,531 47 13,071 43

1,798, 677,278 54 10,947 15 34,989 ,13 135,416 86 4,358 66 14,715 33

1.799,1,012,205 22 13,880 36 41,182 18 138,577 95 4,865 92 20,403 43

1800, 759,776 74 19,341 93 44,907 61 151,086 63 6,065 39 27,492 56

1801, 822,152 68 19,200 61 37,380 45 141,781 26 5,258 50 19,465 84

1802, 726,564 19 20,139 04 30,923 65 274,385 72 8,846 7] 28,815 89

1803, 749,181 30 21,030 34 37,354 31 182,564 95 7,606 08 ‘28,212 26

1804, 938,920 25 v‘14,434 38 31,793 99 204,759 15 6,832 60 23,424 78

1805, 954,747 14 113,753 51 38,920 28 190,722 33 5,984 59 23,547 78

1806, 762,815 16 14,485 11 58,007 25 221,508 85 5,309 89 25,074 09 1

1807, 617,526 06 9,673 08 29,990 03 209,035 29 6,185 23 15,682 80 '

1808, 132,749 28 5,262 30 25,004 45 46,835 14 2,998 89 32,276 46

1809, 306,648 34 5,853 03 24,038 98 82,646 55 3,058 07 22,069 82

1810, 510,124 25 8,123 68 22,563 :36 75,170 22 ‘3,096 58 18,972 23

1811, 214,304 61 6,664 13 23,646 22 63,053 01 4,011 43 26,174 75

1812, 707,372 14 8,161 05 26,471 85 59,835 44 3,055 50 17,892 88

1813, 137,123 33 7,512 61 23,339 37 446,135 41 17,117 06 19,917 04

1814, 23,801 48 1,529 17 14,248 ‘31 356,962 86 9,411 39 32,259 99

1-815,1,202,739 53 39,402 30 22,968 59 339,904 73 18,462 47 26,559 40

1816,1,268,336 36 28,724 81 45,705 17 262,241 90 18,651 85 28,185 71

1817, ‘794,522 04 27,386 97 46,735 36 170,620 74 13,089 32 27,307 06

1818, 891,886 80 29,292 89 33,309 33 161,194 46 10,664 21 25,025 79

1819, 496,793 79 4,563 19 40,938 80 142,349 74 3,289 15 22,697 54

1820, 336,510 30 8,429 93 32,707 '43 185,424 86 3,746 43 32,085 65

1821, 248,592 60 3,448 72 26,702 69 110,637 00 2,779 80 18,968 33

1822, 263,424 10 3,314 56 27,309 04 127,855 49 3,035 46 17,313 60

1823, 259,748‘11 4,615 15 30,300 14 150,346 86 4,043 87 18,575 92

1824, 219,319 44 5,237 61 29,257 69 158,866 1.7 4,287 98 18,113 12

1825, 192,269 27 4,421 38 ‘26.514 83 141,213 16 5,128 44 19,163 49

1826, 224,471 99 5,279 08 28,134 00 147,023 .90 4,210 87 17,073 23

1827, 172,888 78 4,177 05 29,446 98 401,100 06 3,518 69 15,513 52

1828, 142,308 03 3,193 10 27,261 84 119,115 71 3,195 56 15,349 19

1829, 197,717 20 3,263 51 27,633'86 176,020 41 3,885 29 19,140 59

1830, 189,849 ‘79 3,467 10 39,928 86 104,425 85 2,610 70 21,166 72

1831, 219,127 88 689 40 43,317 96 84,358 54 725 48 20,785 74

1832, 191,944 97 362 87 42,939 70 58,276-80 .51 19 21,613 02

{1833, 199,459178 2,628 02 41,548 35 44,773 70 .W... 18,358 54

1834, 163,886 78 ~85 49 37,566 87 49,376 00 ....,.. 16,190 04

‘1835, 217,025 58 185 10 39,004 79 246,753 88 ,....,. 18,694 67

r1836, 300,761 83 141 38 43,128 91 41,7061-37 .... .. 12,598 33

11837, 200,173 09 161 81 50,107 95 64,746 74 .... .. 14,106 10

1838, 170,037 44 235 50 43,700 60 64,966 45 147-62 14,894 16

1839, 260,626 12 59 18 50,784 22 46,745 54 17 00 14,361 97

1840, 11581450 126 82 44,873 87 35,959 79 65 ,71 13,970 53

1841, 110,034 98 76 12 42,486 99 37,121 86 68 83 12,974 76

1842, 100,293 25 .... .. 46,878 92 33,844 % :27 28 13,071 01

1843, 88,104 24 _...,,. 19,936 06 20,326 05 .... .. 6,527 83

RECAYITULATION.

Virginia. North Carolina.

Duties on imparts, ..... .. $23,377,260 79 Duties on imports,.... $6,843.504 57

Duties on tonnage, .... .. 536,584 32 Duties on tonnage,... 256,999 59}

Expenses of collection,. 1,750,468 57* Expenses of collect’n, 997,163 94{
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Sam CAROLINA m 6151mm.

South Carolina. Georgia.

Dutieson Duties om Expenses of 1_)ulies on -- Duties on Expensel of

Years‘ imports. tonnage; collemion. 1 rts. tonnage. collection.m

1791, $525,845 36 $35,028 88 $18,405 85* $77,832 23"$21,093 81 $6,700 76}

1792, 364,128 08 15,923 41 13,289 16 49,677 66 10,062 91 6,442 21

1793, 398,571 57 14,259 35‘ 15,246 70 33,269 91 7,880 63 6,533 86

1794, 718,431 13 10,752 84 19,843 48 95,475 77 3,113 95 8,863 62

1795, 783,296 94 8,319 32 20,246 61 79,666 03 2,607 73 7,732 68

1796, 413,322 34' 6,721 25 17,381 04 63,253 46' 2,702 63 9,095 88

1797, 1,282,229 54 14,415 62 31,175 58 71,905 25 3,442 72 10,473 87

1798,‘ 634,494 59 8,583 99 40,942 94 109,786 06 135 97 1,261 45

1799,‘ 2,000,305 90 23,349 94 71,431~-48 209,354 14 234 91 1,655 28

1800, 2,203,812 26 26,504 43 63,265 56 170,169 75 366 02 1,949 v78

1801, 2,257,100 18' 21.477 98 55,284 67 230,851 66 22,855 82 51,944 02

1802, 1,206,349 68 19,597 30 83,941 29 221,057 44 6,470 14 16,525 22

1803'," 867,125 69 17,040 81 24,490 93‘ ‘ 200,376 90 6,032-51 13,360 97

1804, 1,061,806 07 17,439 92 35,973 57 195,661 58 4,084 08 13,657 84

1805, 1,303,841 94 16,239 54-~ 38,797 97’ 10889333 2,579 08 11,242 63

1806, 1,334,517 98 16,646 78 44,766 92 187,638 03 1,68797 6,821 37

1807, 1,352,778 21 16,264 17 48,252 42 - 518,523 76 3,845 80 22,164 79

1808, 452,278 90 6,723 92- 65,288 62 51,914‘31 1,805 62 17,339 30

1809, 537,042 04 8,333 45 36,048 86 15,149 21 1,112 38 10,070 73

1810, 697,254 63 14,926 81 24,383 55 146,117 40 5,598 07 26,173‘ 05

1811, 386,355 29 6,743 06 33,068 32 65,60360 4,614 74 18,635 30

1812, 457.288 29 8,150 27 29,523 30 264,535-60 4,921 10 18,578 47

1813; 272,705 21 16,746 56 25,004 17 181,572 58‘ 5,364 29 15,002 47

1814, 149,352 85 2,141 32 8,778 87 272,671 09 4,959 45 12,654 "88
1815, 1,400,886 87 60,331v 45 20,833 90 869,149 76 27,850 59 23,982 21

1816; 1,474,474 53' 42,756 33 " 45,856 28 649,008 24 22,465 40 37,911 04

1817, 1,145,677 79 37,044 56 56,468 03 716,404 41 16,148 20 39,786 96

1818, 1,308,104 11 18,981 67 46,462 15 590,213 54 9,360 22 43,357 31

1819, 813,829 57 7,440 86 49,690 35 34202294 ‘ 6,375 06 45,507 64

1820, 613,697 67 8,827 78 48,280 99 314,498 17 14,093 99 37,592 20

1821, 595,317 90 4,972‘06 42,151 47 213,558 74 3,554 59 33,760 83

1822, 794,004 58 6,289 50 44,668 24 273,920 67 3,362 88 31,171 55

1823} 765,899 56 7,497‘ 88 48,700 54 231,667 36 3,474 03 31,802 74

1824, 732,076 65 6,402 97 49,527 32 144,221 71 4,318 17 32,875 89

1825, 661,327 87‘ 6,999 92 45,583 50 105,784 40 3,367 46 31,517 11

1826,‘ 573,707 16 8,875 33*‘ 55,526 14 130,195 77 3,739’23 36,038 15

1827, 592,025 81 8,673 21 58,599 91 147,099 32 3,609 79 31,827 50

1828', 450,967 68 ' 7,093 87 65,641 14 152,451‘ 01 2.753 79 31,142 09

1829, 490,750 49 6,775 82 60,018 174,726 82 2,604 09 33,170 21

1830, 497,397 20 5,694 59'“ 47,557 83 164,449 98 2,703 62 27,354 34

1831, 505,050 43 3,320 90 44,620 61 120,302 87 1,118 63725310 49

1832, 523,031 40 3,701 24 53,870 93‘ 126,084“ 45 394 50' 27,226 01

1833, 401,634 09 ' 5,679 53 77,326 72 111,700 46 1,418 62 33,922 40

1834, 459,935 09 5,795 85 63,716 40 103,403 83 2,321 99‘ 35,716 01

1835, 453,391 28 9,352 49 57,830 48 113,583 35 2,800 48 30,155 48

1836, 682,383 32 12,800 49 “ 50,614 22 158,535" 70 1,836 73'v23,992 98

1837, 469,058 49 4,874 37 44,559 96 166,800 60 432 72 24,642 94

1838, 590,422 82 4,166 34 62,410 99 190,091 34 1,201 81 31,283 57

1839, 653,188 20 2,437 30 54,619 94‘ 131,804 14 .... .. 41,910 86

1840, 368,127 56 1,876 95 52,686 14 159,132" 98 “ 9 84”‘ 40,340 55

1841, 449,535 41 3,704 23 42,114 22' 124,335 17- 374 94 38,733 05

1842, 305,607 83 715 69 44,718 22 80,924 19 ‘ .... .. 32,908 42

1843, 158,405 00 994 19"’ 28,812 72 72,795’ 49 .... .. 19,725 50

RECAPIT'ULATION.

South Carolina. Gebrgia.

Duties on imports,..... $40,590,151 03 Duties on imports,.... . $10,500,424 16

Duties on tonnage,.... 656,408 20 v Duti‘és on tdnnuge,.... 269,263 70

Expenses of collection,’ 2,328,329 58 1 Expenses oficollectibnr 1,270,146 46%‘
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RECAI’ITULATION

Amount of Duties on Imports and Tonnage, and the Expenses of collecting the Re

venue, in all the States and Territories of the United States, from 1789 to June 30,

1843, inclusive.

  

  

  

States and Territories- Duties onimports. Duties on tonnage. Exp. 01‘ collection.

Maine, ................ .. $7,931,776 29 $161,291 52 $1,860,197 30

New Hampshire,...... 4,834,494 90 48,771 49 550,265 96

Vermont,............... 1,797,045 08 258 41 267,854 28

Massachusetts,........ 200,250,953 35 1,288,837 24* 6,324,916 38§

Rhode Island,....... .. 18,077,775 25 161,513 63 1,393,809 02}

Connecticut,..... 12,086,725 52 160,515 24 1,141,334 24}

New York,.... 414,586,002 47 1,542 563 79 10,906,071 95*

New Jersey,.. 2,714,481 20 58,903 34} 294,099 77

Pennsylvania, 64,880,079 83 584,658 85 3,613,594 96

Delaware,........ 2,392,543 31 38,857 91 634,547 19}

Maryland,.............. 78,232,331 73 529,800 33* 2,791,412 901

District of Columbia,. 4,115,316 66 60,929 80 426,052 94

Virginia,................ 23,377,260 79- 536,584 32 1,750,468 57}

NorthCarolina,....... 6,843,504 57 256,999 59} 997,163 94*

South Curolinn,....... 40,590,151 03 656,408 20 2,328,329 58*

Georgia,........... 10,500,424 16 269,263 70 1,270,146 46}

Alabama,..._. 1,752,752 34» 27,007 06 537,639 28

Mississippi,... 78,004 53 945 08 18,439 76

Louisiana, ........... .. 42,247,736 84 664,710 68 2,365,179 80

Keutucky,._.. 32,544 00 52 31 6,719 83

Tennessee,. 34,806 88 96 00 5,965 02

Ohio, ...... .. .. 47,609 93“ 894 36 78,923 71

Illinois,..... .. 5,849 03 28 75 1,564 74

Michigan .. 412,892 68 2,449 08 248,237 80

Missouri, . 52,853 29 a ....... .. 3,793 90 1

Florida, . 802,580 91 23,378 02 518,958 07

 

Total',........... $938,678,496 57 ' $7,075,718 71* $40,435,692 40;,

 

DOMESTIC EXPORTS OF THE UNITED STATES

T0 sacs FOREIGN COUNTRY, 1171844.‘

The following table has been compiled, with great ‘care, from the “ Annual Statement

of the Commerce "and Navigation of the United States, for the year ending June 30th,

1844.” It shows, at a glance, the amount of the principzfi articles of export, the growth

and manufacture of the United States, and to what countries they have been respectively

exported; and also a lineal view of the amount in value which each country has taken

from us. The “ Annual Statement” gives this information, but under a much more dif

fuse and less convenient form. Our table, however, contains a most important feature,

which is not to be found in the treasury document; and that is a view, in a single line,

of our export trade, in articles of domestic growth and manufacture, with each country

with which we have commercial intercourse.

We have also added a statement of the exports of lard and cheese, two articles of do

mestic produce which are very rapidly rising into great importance. We have given the

export of 1842, because the treasury document for 1843 contained the returns for nine

months, only, and there was no means of arriving at a correct comparison of the entire

year. The exportation of lard has increased, during the two years, about 25~per cent.

England and her dependencies took, in 1843, nearly five and three-quarter millions of

pounds more than was taken in 1842, whilst France and her dependencies diminished

more than two and a half millions of pounds. The exportation of American cheese in

creased, during the two years, from two and a half millions to seven and one-third mil

lions of pounds, or nearly 300 per cent. The exportation to Great Britain and her colo

nies, alone, has increased, since 1842, more than four millions of pounds.

This table afl'ords much information of the most important description to all classes of

our citizens, and condenses the sum and substance of more than forty'pages of the ufiicial

document,‘

“Compiled for,.anc1"first~-pub1ished in, the National, Intelligeucer, of Jhne 6th, 1845.
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VegetableAnimalDerivedDerivedManufnc-OtherAllnth.art..

Conn-ray.Cotton.Tobacco.Rice.foodandfoodandfromthefromthetunesofmanufac-andnon-Total.

bread-st‘fl‘s.livean'als.sea.forest.cotton.turcs.cnumert‘d.

Russia,......,......$241,454$3,759$53,475......$380$2,340$15,606$1,700$95,413$755$414,882
Prussia,........................................31,567......263131,08328,901......1,2821,510194,606

Sweden,Norway,andDenmarkand90,771

dependencies,....,....................101,946117,674$414,820130,93388,15553,68142,465114,21311,1471,165,805

HnnseTowns,...........432,6871,611,337256,5408,03629,758552,793175,37228470,17237,5043,174,483

Hollandanddependencies,.....228,5201,275,691105,002127,77186,553642,447365,79266,21972,88215,7752,986,652

Belginm,.............,.............76,391145,347248,0741554,814180,827351,1473,921103,1754,8601,852,571

Englandanddcpendencies,.......39,695,7493,347,072462,0025,314,528‘3,630,589508,5861,984,618232,5071,443,1872,118,46958,737,307

France“ .9,900,0391,219,044326,670248,969767,997218,188810,4036,335198,40328,18913,724,237

Spain‘1899,161155,462337,122402,722793,098627,4101,372,36878,210818,334148,7965,632,683

PortugalQ“ ........4,72529,72128,98619,7756,02692,53111,23430,3205,482228,800

Italy,Sardinia,andSicily,..228,73785,7202,9451,9042,8908,47425,099432119,49111,020486,712

Trieste,1,008,088192,5853,5945002,5443,5247,3103032,5836,4271,257,285

Turkey,Levant,&c.,..1,3371,219......7251,0013,3361,662104,61467,8224,423186,139

Hayti,.....................10,38525,540212,015227,503241,80345,567124,783114,94579,5661,082,807 Texas,......11,2003,29629212,0572,0382,8344,38769,30777,63913,397196,447
Mexico,......................,...........552,7504246,701154,97875,51625,51136,990115,494302,50421,8841,292,752

CentralRepublicofAmerica,........9486,9907491321,36449,16632,18511,843103,377

......65015,9831,0336,3324,9116,65335,4274,63275,621

Venezuela,......5,2404,516144,69837,7108,16418,86836,339171,10075,850442,491

Brazil,...............10,5408,2531,514,64982,90928,12054,106484,068191,32495,4492,409,418

CisplaiineRepubli,....10,28031,198215,10931,2702,57926,8779,94853,27912,284394,268
ArgentineRepublic,....1,08839,73441,0834,7733,93119,39537,37379,00018,962245,339

C11111)--.-..............‘.......6,41112,01828,46240,5716,95315,009436,177293,09217,950850,645

Perm.....................2,5701,917.....,4292,9356,00320014,053

China,......................30834,20244,1657,491169,301650,931177,03126,5971,110,023

Allotherplaces-,...............................189,035104,778125,09778,63043,762127,017327,655380,02183,7821,449,778

Totn1,.-............................54,063,5011‘8,397,2822,182,4689,056,9696,149,3793,350,5015,808,712|2,898,78075,080,8542,726,76099,715,179

 
’ThlscolumniserroneousIyfooted$8,397,255inprinteddown—$27too0010.t'Izhiscolumncorrectlyfoots35,080,827—11111'.of827also:fromdiscrepancy1ntobaccocolumn.

30% '9072711119momma

LL‘
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LABD um Car-1m, 1842 AND 1844.

Country.

Russia,» ................................. ..

Sweden, Norway, and Denmark and

dependencies, ........................ . .
  

Hanse Towns,................... ..

Holland and dependencies,... . . . . . .

Belgium,..............................England and dependencies,..

France “

Spain “

Portugal “Italy, Sardinia, and Sicily,.... .Trieste,Turkey, Levant, &,c.,.

Hayti,...................-..

Texas,...

Central Republic of America,..........

New Grenada,........................... .

Venezuela,

Brazil,.........

Cisplatine Republi ,.

Argentine Republic,....

Chili,......................

Peru,........

China,............... ..

All other places,..............

Total,............................ . .

  

  

  

  

  

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN TONNAGE

ENTERING IN'ro AND CLEARING FROM Tm: U. sm'ras, DURING TIII: YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1844.

American Tonnage.

Countries.

RIIssin,............

Sweden, Norway, and dependencies,.

Denmark and dependencies,

Hunse Towns,._...............

Holland and dependencies,.

England and dependencies,.... ..... ..

France “

Spain “

Portugal "Italy, Sicily, and Sardinia,..

Trieste, and Adriatic ports,

Turkey, ...................... ..

Texas,

Mexico,..

Hayti,................

Central America,...

Venezuela,..........

New Grenada,...Brazil,...................... ..

Argentine Republic, ........ ..

Cisplatine Republic,.. . . .

Chili,............

  

  

"nu-u -

ENTERED.

Tons.

14,656

442

' 1,943

24,011

20,729

55,050

18,882

1,125,024

153,737

291,026

7,813

21,942

5,464

2,803

19,019

24,934

30,182

2,547

11,601

2,146

48,550

11,668

Lard—lbs. Cheese—lbs.

1842. 1844. 1842. 1844.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,304

.... . . 4,211 . . . . . .

413,628 375,589 61,092 62,032

.... .. 27,596 11,930

101,346 170,203 3,093 20,170

24,856 765,719 .... .. 2,472

4,174,026 9,785,693 1,916,263 6,206,025

8,498,190 5,844,853 3,677 48,202

5,691,950 6,823,373 275,137 505,347

18,528 12,430 9,071 14,611

2,557 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,560

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,013

1,095 .... .. 2,157 736

343,045 436,453 76,252 129,310

22,969 6,711 5,035 326

137,440 603,518 10,121 28,585

1,274 259 567 2,103

1,027 2,810 4,275 4,049

377,659 370,172 6,835 25,452

213,177 334,079 18,178 90,308

500 38,912 .... .. 26,114

954 8,032 .... .. 11,196

28,975 75,325 32,490 21,030

. . . . . . . . . . . . 1,171 40,686

49,201 60,417 31,203 73,584

20,102,397 25,746,355 2,456,607 7,343,145

For. Tonnage.

CLEARID. EN'r‘n. Gunman.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

6,308 736 1 ,981

164 2,148 5,009

1,478 11,212 4,770

25,029 2,654 2,930

12,749 43,566 50,656

40,786 5,902 16,929

8,148 5,587 18,339

1,186,415 766,107 755,747

170,997 24,059 20,336

271,147 12,950 8,554

10,959 2,678 676

7,780 9,889 5,808

10,597 1,006 3,918

2,7 73 1,091 .... . .

20,065 1,876 1,779

22,636 4,170 1,804

26,71 0 307 649

2,251 119 120

8.835 1,498 1,839

1 ,691 . . . . . . . . . . . .

46,250 14,802 1,816

4,833 2,008 566

12,519 615 1,159

7,247 m. . . .... . .
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Amer. Tonnage. For. Tonnaage.

En'rnun. CLnnzn. Es'r‘m Ca‘n.

Countries. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons

551 404 .... .. ..

South America, generally,.. 95 .... ..China,........................... 15,035 11,262 364- .... ..

Asia, generally,.... 591 4,542 . . . . . . . . . . ..

Europe, generally,.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 604

Africa, generally,........... 8,953 9,878 1,648 257

West Indies, generally,... . 15,425 168

Sandwich Islands,... . 1,246 1,972 .. . .... . .

Atlantic ocean .. . 5,121 6,787 .... .. .

South Seas,.... ... 47,723 51,620 .... .. 400

Northwest coast of America,........ .... 298 667- .... .. .

 

Total,................................ 1,977,438 2,010,924 916,922. 906,814

 

THE SOAP TRADE OF GREAT BRITAIN.

MANUFACTURE, mom‘, arm IMPORT or sou.

Accounts of all soap made in each town of Great Britain, of soap exported and im~

ported, and allowed, and drawbacks thereon; of convictions for defrauding the revenue

arising from soap, together with the number of licenses granted, have been embodied in

the form of a parliamentary return, and printed, on the motion of Mr. Hutt, M. P. It

hence appears that the gross quantity of silicated soap made in all the towns of Great

Britain, (except the metropolis,) during the year ending the 5th of January, 1845, was

1,851,403 lbs.; the quantity of other hard soap,115,706,738 lbs.; and the quantity of

soft soap, 11,406,715 lbs. In the city of London, there were made 627,209 lbs. of sili

cated soap, 40,699,297 lbs. of other hard soap, and 791,470 lbs. of soft soap; thus making

a grand total, for England, of 2,478,612 lbs. of silicated soap; 156,406,035 lbs. of other

hard soap ; and 12,198,185 lbs. of soft soap. The quantity made in Scotland, during the

same period, was 127,740 lbs. of silicated, 10,890,515 lbs. of other hard, and 5,251,151

lbs. of soft soap. The principal towns for the manufacture of silicated soap appear to

be Liverpool, Norwich, Runcorn, and Wandsworth, Bath, and Bristol; for other hard

soap, Bristol, South Shields, Gloucester, Hull, Wakefield, Liverpool, Gateshead, New

castle, Runcorn, Warrington, Norwich, Great Yarmouth, Plymouth, Deptford, Shefiield,

Brentford, Broomsgroverand York. The soft soap was made exclusively at Hull, Brad

ford, Leeds, Liverpool, and Manchester. The total quantity of soap exported from

England, in the year 1844.-5, was, of hard soap, 17,006,159 lbs.; of soft soap, 8,896

lbs. ;- of which a total amount of drawback of 111,64ll. was allowed. The allowances

to manufacturers of woollens amounted to 47,358l. on 6,334,088 lbs. of hard, and 7,398,508

lbs. of soft soap; the allowance made to manufacturers of silk, to 13,544l. on 1,454,373

lbs. of hard, and 1,046,236 lbs. of soft soap; and the allowance made to cotton manu

facturers, to 20,2551. upon 2,525,178 lbs. of hard, and 954,437 lbs. of soft soap. The

total amount of these allowances was 81,128L, upon 10,313,639 lbs. of hard, and

9,399,208 lbs. of soft soap. The quantity of soap exported to Ireland, from England and

Scotland, in the year 1844, was 10,509,238 lbs. of hard, and 269,183 lbs. of soft soap ;

the amount of drawback being 70,144l. The quantity of soap imported into Great Bri

tain, during the same period, consisted of 955 cwt. of hard soap, 35 cwt. of soft soap, and

26 cwt. of Naples soap. The amount of duty received was, on the hard soap, 8861. ; on

the soft soap, 351.; and on the Naples soap, 91L During the year ended 5th of January,

1845, sixteen persons were convicted of defrauding the revenue arising from soap, who

were sentenced to pay penalties of from 251. to 301. each. The number of licenses grant

ed to soap-makers, in the year 1844, was, in England, 164; in Scotland, 19; and in

Ireland, 179. Such is a oompendious statement of the information derived from Mt.

Hutt‘: returns.
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L—Library of American Works. .N‘o. l.—Journa.l of an Jlfrican Cruiser. Edited by NATHANIIL

Hrtw'rnoaan—No. 2.—Tales. By Enoaa A. Pom—No. 3-—Letters from Italy. By .I. T. Hann

Lnr. New York: Wiley 6:. Putnam.

The publishers who issued the first number of their “Library of Choice Reading,” composed of

the productions of foreign writers, have commenced a new series with no less good taste, by the pub

lication of works by our own writers; encouraged, no doubt, by the success of the former numbers

of the “ Library.” To those fond of adventure, and of extending their information to less familiar

parts of the world, the description of the voyage to Africa, in No. 1, and the manners and customs

of the people of those parts of it which the author visited, cannot fail to be interesting. In the ac

count of his visit to Liberia, the writer (an oflicer in our own navy) has exhibited some of the best

qualifications of a journalist. To the friends of emancipation, or to the general reader, this part of

the work will, no doubt, be highly acceptable. In No. 2 which is composed of miscellaneous tales,

by Poe, we are favored with some fine specimens of the genius of that author, who takes so high a

stand among our American fiction writers and poets. A glance at some of the tales convinces us that

Mr. Poe’s exuberance of fancy displays itself in these, as in his previous writings. It is well for our

publishers that the fountains from which they can draw, like those of our author's mind, are inex

haustible. Headley’s Letters from Italy, in No. 3, are the production of an evidently highly culti—

vated young American, who has visited that “classic land,” and sympathized alike with the beau—

tiful and grand, the lively and humorous objects, that passed before him. He seems to he an acute

observer of men and things, as well as a faithful delineator. The work is full of lively interest; and,

considering the fact that so much has been written of that “land of art and song.” we think it worthy

of the highest praise in that the writer has described so many new and interesting objects- The de

scription of Rome is the best we have ever seen, not excepting those found in the most successful

Journals of English travellers in ltaly. The impression, on reading parts of it, is, that Italy has never

before been described.

2.—Journal and Letters of the late Samuel Cur-wen, a. Loyalist Refugee in England, during the J1me

rican Revolution. To which. are added, Illustrative Documents and Biographical Notices of many

Prominent Logalists, and other Eminent Men. Third edition. By GEORGE A'rxrnson Warm, A. M.

New York: Leavitt, Trow 8r. Co. London : Wiley 8:. Putnam.

The Journal and Letters, which, together with an introductory memoir of Curwen, by the editor,

form the first part of this book, were written during the Revolution, and contain invaluable matter

to the student of American history, and to all who would have a few prejudices removed, which the

success of our arms, and an overweening national pride, has fostered. In an age anxious for the truth

in all matters, it is astonishing that but one side of the question has been exhibited. The principal

reason is, the desideratum of such a work as this. In the second part of the work. is an account of

several of the prominent loyalists of the Revolution; and this, with Curwen’s Journal, brings to light

many new incidents and facts of that time, and vindicates the conseientiousness. at least. of many of

those of whom little else has been known but that they were “Tories"—a synonyme, in our land,

for all that is base. This book will go far to show that Curwen, Quincy of Massachusetts. the

Fairfaxes of Virginia, and many others, who thought America would be happier under the mother

country, and preferred a submission at first to what they expected would be a disgraceful surrender

at last, were actuated by no less lofty principles than those who embraced the popular opinions of

the day. The editor has discharged his duty in a fair and impartial manner. In those parts for which

we are indebted to his pen, he has evinced much historical research, and considerable talent as a

historian. The whole forms a large volume, neatly printed and bound-a valuable addition to the

library, and a necessary book for those who look to the past to enlarge their information, or correct

that which they already possess.

3.——Vital Christianity. By Rev. A. Vtanr, D. 0., Professor of Theology in Lausanne, Switzerland.

Translated, with an Introduction. By Roana'r TURNBULL. Boston: Gould, Kendall 6t Lincoln.

The discourses of which this volume is composed, are a selection from a French edition of the

author's sermons and essays. translated by the pastor of one of our Boston churches. The subjects are

such as “ The Religions of Man and the Religions of God," “The Mysteries of Christianity,” “ N‘

tural Faith,” “Christian Faith," etc. Vinet has, for many years, been considered by our Presbyte

rian clergy as the ablest Christian philosopher in Europe; and the searching analysis and profound

thought, as well as lucidness of style. that appears in his discourses, united to his flowing eloquence,

has induced some of his particular admirers (Merle D'Aubigne among the number) to draw a com

parison between him and Dr. Chalmers. Many of the sermons are forcible ; and their great recom

mendation is their total freedom from cant, and the sober, logical reasoning, with which he throws

out many original views on subjects so often handled; no less welcome to us from the fact that

Protestantism is still struggling against the strength of church and state united, in that quarter of Eu

rope in which they appeared.
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4-—.N'o Cross, .N'o Crown. .8 Discourse showing the Nature and Discipline of the Holy Cross of

Christ, &c-, with the Living and Dying Testimonies 0 many Persons of Fame and Learning, both

in Ancient and Modern Times. In Two Parts. By taunt PENN.

5.—.Iournat of the Life, Christian Experience, &c., &-c., of John Woolman. New York: Collins,

Brother 8r. Co.

It might be thought a duty for the people of this generation to learn, from a perusal of the above

works, by what pure and holy motives the leaders of a sect were actuated, so persecuted as the

Quakers, by those who laid the comer-stone of religious liberty, two hundred years ago, in this

country. Penn's writings, and this discourse in particular, displays his zeal to promote practical

Christianity, of which he was himself so perfect an example. The simple and unadorned expression

of sound and well digested religious thoughts, open to us a still wider view of the mind of the Quaker

legislator, who laid the foundation of‘institutions that still bear his impress, in the state to which

he gave the name. In Woolman’s journal and writings, we discern the spirit and zeal of a true phi

lanthropist; and in the first part of the work we find an interesting account of slavery, as it existed

in the colonies. The discourses at the close of this work, as well as the discourses of Penn, will

afi‘ord a rare treat to those who are not so far carried away by the “ new systems," “ ereeds,” and

“ teachers" of the day, as to be unable to relish spiritual and practical theology from two good men,

who defended and adorned the persuasion of the much injured “Friends.”

6.-—Satanstoe ,' or, The Title-Page Manuscripts. J3 Tale of the Colony. By the author of "The

Pathfinder." New York: Burgess, Stringer 8r. Co. '

Satanstoe is the first of a series of novels from the prolific pen of Mr. Cooper; who, whatever may

be his defects, is still admitted to hold a well defined and high rank among our American fiction

writers. The novel transports us back to the time when Gotham was so limited in extent, that

the “ Bowery road,” so called, was decidedly “ out of town ;” and contains many curious and inte

resting points of information relative to the city, as it was then. The most interesting part of the

story, which is laid in the old French war, affords the author an opportunity of giving us a few Indian

characters—a temptation he can never resist. N0 one can draw Indian portraitures more graphically,

but severe taste might require that, witha skill so acknowledged, he should endeavor to excel in other

departments. The next number of the series will be called the “ Chainbearer ;" and in the third and

last, which we infer, from some hints in the preface of “ Satanstoe,” will be continued to our own

times, the question of “ Anti-Rentism” will be laid bare. From the just and manly views expressed

in the preface, in connection with what is proposed, we shall look with interest for the appearance

of other numbers of the series.

7.—Lives of Men of Letters and Science, whoflourished in the Time of George III. By HENRY, Loan

Bnouoant, F. R. S. Philadelphia: Carey 6; Hart.

We have before ‘I!’ fmm lhfl Den of one of the most versatile minds of the nineteenth cen

tury, as an accompaniment to the Lives of Statesman of the Time of George the Third, comprehen

sive biographies of Voltaire, Rousseau, Hume, Robertson, Black, Watt, Priestly, Cavendish, Davy,

and Simpson. The exposition of the belief and theories of the two first; the historical creeds or Hume

and Robertson, and the philosophical and scientific investigations of the others, bears the impress of

his mighty intellect; which, grasping alike the vast and minute, the lofty and common-place charac.

teristics of systems and of minds, deduces and presents its conclusions with a candor that we reve

rence, and a condensation and power that almost overwhelms. Scarcely a fact, in these models of

biographies, is omitted, which should have been mentioned ; the severe taste in the criticism of the

literary productions of Rousseau, and the rigid scrutiny into the mathematical researches of Simpson ;

the lofty discernment of the true and false in the moral and philosophical reasoning of Priestly and

Hume, are alike Brougham’s—whose tongue in the Parliament, diplomacy in the cabinet, and pen in

the closet, have exerted so mighty a sway over the destinies of England, and the minds of Christendom.

8.—Letters from New York. Second series. By L. MARIA Cmnn. author of “ Philothea," u The

Mother's Book,” “ The Girl's Book,” etc. New York: C. 8. Francis &, 00.

These letters, which appeared last fall in some of our public Journals, are worthy of the author“;

of the first series; and her friends will welcome a work which seems to breathe a spirit so beneficent

and pure. The subjects which Mrs. Child has chosen, are those which would naturally suggest

themselves to a resident of New York—the Reflections of Christmas, Ole Bull, New Year's Festivi

ties, Greenwood Cemetery, A Walk Down Broadway, Spirit of Trade, increase of Luxury in New

York. Arts Union, Steamboat Excursions, the Prison Association, and a hundred other subjects, around

which she has thrown the characteristics of her poetic imagination, and her truly Christian heart.

The letters are written in a lively style, and she passes from grave to gay with a philosophy that is

truly refreshing, in this selfish world of ours.

9.-Dr. .dnthon’s Latin Versification, in a Series of Progressive Exercises, dec. New York; {impart

This is another of the admirable series of the Professor's productions, designed for the use of

schools. It contemplates a high degree of proficiency in the classical scholar, and supplies a depart

ment in study not before suitably regarded. It cannot, therefore, fail of being hailed as a most valua

his contribution to our classical literature.
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10.—7‘hc History of the Church in Scotland,from the Introduction of Christianity to the Disruption in

1843. By Rev. W. M. Hn'rnsarno'rou, A. M. New York: Robert Carter.

The author of this history has been identified in our minds with the " Scottish Covenanters,” since

the days of our childhood; and, years ago, his description of the persecutions which the Scottish

Church have suffered, moved the sympathies of all. This history—of all ecclesiastical histories the

most interesting, and, from many circumstances, most important—is probably the result of the research

of years, by a man whose mind has been long devoted to theological study, and that peculiar depart

ment of it which relates to Scotland. From the introduction of Christianity; through that long night

of the middle ages, and the periods when John Knox and the lion-hearted Reformers struggled so

manfully ; through the sufferings which the Scottish Church endured from Protestants, even, down

to its late difficulties with, and final severance from, the sister Church. from which it has received

so much wrong, it is interesting to trace the spirit of firmness, the unceasing struggle for liberty of

opinion, which is so noble and distinguishing a trait of its character. The book before us will be

found a full and complete history of that unchanged and unchangeable people.

11.—The Language of Gems, with their Poetic Sentiments. By Miss H. S. Woomuu. Boston:

Tompkins &. Mussey.

The previous volumes upon the “Language of Flowers" seem to. have suggested this little col~

lection; containing, after giving a description of every gem and precious stone, the idea of each, in

appropriate verse. The author of this tasteful little volume has charmingly expressed the beautiful

analogy of ideas existing between them. Certainly the gay productions of ever-living nature speak in

mysterious characters to the eye of him who will open his mind to receive their influence, and breathe

their spirit. Flowers, and gems, and precious stones, are the alphabet of angels, wherewith they write

on hills and vales mysterious truths; and we need only unveil our eyes, and bring our spirits into har

mony with them, to read that language. and discover and sympathize with the thousand beauties scat

tered everywhere over this glad, gay, glorious universe of ours ; so may our spirits be brought more in

unison with the great centre and fountain of all beauty from which they flow.

12.-Scencs in My Native Land. By Mrs. SIGOURNEY. Boston : James Munroe 8:. Co.

The author has given as what was demanded as asequel to her pleasant sketches of European

scenes. In these thoughts, in poetry and prose, upon many parts of our land, over which nature has

cast additional beauty, to compensate for the want of historical ‘association, she commences with Ni

agara. The poetry which its grandeur suggests compensates, it is true, for the want of originality in

the sketches, which must be the fault of all descriptions of so well known scenes. It would doubt

less have afforded more pleasure to her readers had she substituted her own reflections, and given a.

more minute account of less generally known places. This want of tact is the only defect in a

book abounding in pure and refined sentiment, not wholly confined to the beautiful poems upon such

subjects as the “Charter Oak of Hartford,” " Sunrise at New London,” “Nahant," the “ Vale of

Wyoming,” and other “ scenes" in her “native land.”

13.—The Juvenile Library; a Collection of Moral Tales and Sketches. Vol. 3. Principally by Mrs.

Canomun M. SAWYER. New York : C. L. Stickney.

The success that attended the publication of the two former volumes of this series, induced the

author to give us a third. Although, as is stated in the preface to the present volume, they are num

bered one, two, and three, the volumes are complete—so that they may be purchased singly, or in the

series, at pleasure ; as there is no other connection than that of the harmony of sentiment, and

general purity, but variety of style, in which each tale or sketch is written. Every piece conveys

some lesson to the heart; and, while it is Christian in spirit, it is free from everything like sectarian

ism. Mrs. Sawyer writes for the good and the true of all sects.

14.—Childbirth : its Pains Greatly Lessened, its Perils Entirely obviated ; being an .flccount of an

Experiment recently made in London, with allusions to several cases in this country, and a clear Ex

position of their Philosophy; showing that the Pains of Childbirth may be eatly mitigated, if not

entirely prevented. By the author of “ Intellectual and Moral Qualities ransmissable.” New

York: H. G. Daggers. ~"*

The object of this little manual is distinctly stated in the title-page quoted. The author is a lady

of intelligence, and of the highest respectability; and we have, therefore, no hesitation in recom—

mending it to all mothers. The writer maintains, what we have before seen asserted by hommpa

thists, that women are to be found in almost every country who suffer no pain in childbirth. Now,

as a natural law never admits of an exception, this exemption from pain could not occur in any indi

vidual, unless it were fairly within the capabilities of the race.

15.—John Range, the Holy Coat of Treves, and the New German Catholic Church. Harperk Brothers.

This work relates one of the most extraordinary instances of modern heroism on record—that of

Johannes Ronge, the new Reformer, in his bold and daring repudiation of the recent farcical exhibi

tion of the pretended “holy coat” in Treves cathedral, and which the Jesuitical priesthood allege

was brought over to Germany by the mother of Constantine. Few works of the day will awaken a

deeper interest than this singular production of Rouge. It has convulsed all Germany, and even the

Vatican itself. ~
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16.—.d Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardenia , &c., with Remarks on Rural

.drchitccture. Second edition. Revised, and newly illustrated. y A. J. Dowutuo. New York

and London: Wiley 6r. Putnam.

In many parts of our country, where improvement and tasteful adornment are regarded, the plans

and models in the first edition of this work have been frequently copied; and hence. in this second

edition. some new modifications of the principles of the art have been introduced; many additions of

difl'r-rent styles of gardening and architecture, and a number of elegantly executed engravings, illus—

native of the styles, superadded; while the whole work has undergone a careful re-writing and

revision. This, as well as the other works of the author, will doubtless have an influence in forming

and correcting not merely sectional, but a national taste, in these matters. The full directions given

for the improvements and execution of plans, make it an indispensable requisite to those whose

means are more extended than their tastes are cultivated, and an invaluable assistance to those who

are wanting in neither. Mr. Downing is very successful in endeavoring to draw his countrymen away

from the merely material pursuits of life, to copy his truly practical taste in a pursuit which he loves

vto a degree almost enthusiastic.

17.—Emlless Punishment: its Ori in and Grounds Examined. with other Discourses. By T. J.

Bawvca, Minister of the Orchar -Street (Universalist) Church. New York: 0. L. Stickney.

This little volume contains a searching investigation of the generally received doctrine of endless

puni~hment. in the future state of our existence- The author is very decided in his opinions, and

supports them with an array of argument that will. no doubt, be entirely conclusive to those who

reject the doctrine in question. He pronounces it “ the foulest libel ever uttered upon the Divine

character and government; a disgrace to the church which fosters it, and a curse to all over whom

it exerts an influence." N0 system of theology. he maintains, which embraces the doctrine of endless

misery, can be otherwise than corrupt and corrupting; inasmuch as it teaches principles subversive of

the Very ~pirit of the Gospel, and inconsistent with the whole revealed character of God.

18,--'[‘hc Fhrnter‘s Library, and Monthly Journal of .figricultnre. No. 1. July, 1845. Edited by

JOHN .4. b'lflNNllR- New York: Greeley 8r. M'Elrath.

We have only time to announce the publication of the first number of a work that promises to be all

that the friends of agricultural improvement could desire. Mr. Skinner is just the man to conduct such a

work. His practical knowledge of the various operations of farming, and his ability as a writer, and

general intelligence, will, we feel quite sure, give a character to the enterprise, that must place it at once in

the front ranlt of works of this description, either in our own country or Europe.

BOOKS IN PAPER COVERS.

19.—Rrcach of Promise. By the author of “The Jilt." New York: Harper 8; Brothers. [A novel of

fashimnble life in England, drawn very much in the style of Dickens—one scene, especially. reminding

us forcibly ofthe humor and plot of certain portions ofthe “ Pickwick Papers."]

fll—Dr. Copland's Dictionary of Practical Medicine, Part X. [The same publishers have also just

issued the tenth part ofthis beautiful edition of Dr. Copland's work, comprising everything valuable, and

that m ‘y be known. in the several departments of medical literature and science. It must prove invalu—

‘bin to the practitioner]

21.-H L1‘ cr’s Illustrated Bible. [We have received the numbers of this splendid publication up to the

thir'y t iird. About fifty will complete the work._ We utter the unanimous opinions of the press when

we my that, as a work of art—whether we regard Its typographic beauty, or its matchless style ofembel

lishmeot—this elegant edition of the Bible stands unrivalled in this country.]

.‘ZQ—Harpcr’s Illuminated Shakspeare. [Above half the entire numbers comprising this superb edition

of ill" great dramatist—the prince of poets. as he has been styled—are now published. The embellish

ments‘ .1 re both spirited, ideal, and exceedingly bold and free—exactly of that school of art adapted to the

elucidation of the text of the author. _S_o exceedingly beautiful. and at the same time so cheu p. it is not

sur.,r|sin]g to find this truly national edition of Shakspeare so largely popular among men of taste and

reudilw.

91“ Kazan“. .8 Novel. By Miss Buannv. (since Madame D’Arblay.) Two volumes in one. Harper's

Pocket Edition of Select Novels. without Abridgement, No. l2. New York: Harper 8r. Brothers. The

history of this favorite novel is familiar to every one; and its republication in the present neat but c cap

form will render it acceptable to the novel reader._|

24.— The Resurrection of Christ ,' in .flnswer to the Question whether he rose in a Spiritual and Coles

tial. or in a Material and Earthl Bod . By Grotto: Busu. Professor of Hebrew in the New York

(My University. New York: J . its field. [The substance of this essay was originally delivered

as a lecture. in answer to some severe strictures made in one of the pulpits of New York on that

pm of Professor Bush's work on the resurrection, which treats of this subject. The argument has

been exp mded. and the sources of evidence multiplied]

'25.-- Tie Married State—its Obligations and Duties; with Hints on the Education of a Family. By

JAMES pns'nn, D. D. New York: Henry G. Daggers. [A neat pamphletol' about I40 pages, treat

ing or‘ the social nature and character of man, and of the duties of husbands and wives, and of

pumns towards their children]

26.-The Ncvilles of Garretstown. A Tale of 1760. By Canaan's Lnvna. Complete, without

abriclgellleni. New York: E. Winchester.

27.-— The Temptation; or, The Watch—Tower of Kout Von. .8 Romance- By Eoomu: Son. Trans

lnn-d from the French. New York: E. Winchester.

28.» Tultr’ltll ; or, The White Rose Jln Indian 'I'ale. By C-SEALSFIELD. Philadelphia: Carey 8: Hart.

99}. Tm", Work, Wonders. .0 Comedy, in Five .flcts. By Douoms Jnanoua. New York: William

' 'ltyltll'.

30.-—Eceline Neville; or, .0 Spirit, yet a Woman, Too. By a Lady of the South.
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ART. L-THE GOVERNMENT AND THE CURRENCY.

CHAPTER 1. SECTION II.

REMEDIES OF THE EVIL OF OVER-ISSUES—EXPENSE 0F SUPPRESSING ENTIRELY BOTH BANK NOTES

AND BANK CREDITS—EXPENSE 0F RAISING THE MINIMUM DENOMINATION OF BANK ISSUES—

TO WHAT EXTENT IT IS DESIRABLE TO SUPPRESS BANK ISSUES—WHAT THE EXPENSE OF THIS

REMEDY.

Tm: question then arises as to the mode of regulation—the manner .

in which the restraint shall be imposed—the measures which shall

be adopted in‘ order to effect the object which we have in view, viz.,

the preventing bank notes, payable on demand, but at an indefinite and

uncertain period, from being issued in excess; that is, in amounts which

exceed the wholesome and natural demand, and produce, first, a gene

ral rise of prices and expansion of the currency, accompanied by an in.

creased importation of foreign goods; and, secondly, by what is usually

called, an unfavorable exchange with foreign countries—an exportation to

them of specie, or of gold and silver bullion; and, lastly, by a. contraction

of the currency—a serious evil at all times, but which, when following

close upon a previous expansion of the currency and high prices, becomes

productive, in a more than ordinary degree, of injury, to the highest and

most vital interests of society—the support of justice—the maintenance

of order, and the preservation of a general soundness and wholesomeness

of moral sense, in the ordinary transactions of business and commerce.

The answers to this question will best be found, we think, by referring to

what has been said above, in regard to those features of the present sys

tem of banking, which, to us, appeared to be the chief causes of the evil

complained of—the low denominations of the notes permitted to be issued

--the facility with which, from this cause, banks are enabled to obtain a.

circulation for their notes—the temptation held out to them by this facility

to make excessive issues, and the absence of that restraint, which, in the

case of mercantile paper, is imposed by the necessity of repayment at a

given and fixed period. Now, the uncertainty and indefiniteness of the
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period of redemption is, in the case of bank paper, a condition essential

and inseparable from it; but the amount or denomination of the notes

permitted to be issued, is a matter which may be varied without chang

ing in any way essentially, the nature and properties of that description

ofpaper. We propose, therefore, that the denominations of bank notes

permitted to be issued should be raised—that all bank notes which fall

below a certain high denomination, be prohibited—that that enormous

and unnecessary mass of notes of low denominations which now disgrace

the currency of this country—which are not at all more convenient for

use than the gold and silver coins, driven out and displaced from the cir

culation in order to make room for them, were ; and which, by their

greater cheapness offer no compensating advantage for the manifold evils

which result from the use of them, should by some gradual, but effective

process, be entirely and totally abolished. To decide upon what ought

to be the minimum denomination of notes is not a matter of any serious

consequence, provided the denomination adopted as the minimum be suffi

ciently high. There is little probability that in this country, the denomi

nation adopted should ever be too high ; the only fear is, that it may never be

raised sufficiently high, to give efiicacy to the reform proposed. It may

possibly be objected, that by raising the minimum denomination too high,

we frustrate the useful purposes for which banks were established. We

answer, that we think not. Our reform reaches only to banks of issue.

It does not in any manner affect, or lessen the utility of banks of discount

and deposit. The great importance of the latter, and their great utility

in affording security and facility in the transaction of all sorts of commer

cial business, are not in any degree diminished by the limitation we pro.

pose, in relation tothe denominations of bank notes legally issuable. The

banks of issue, therefore, which may happen also to be banks of discount

and deposit, would retain to the fullest extent, in their latter capacities of

discount and deposit, all the utility which belonged to them previous to

the limitation of their issues. Checks, drafts, payable on demand, and

which must be presented for payment within a reasonable time, and bills

of exchange, and promissory notes promising to pay a certain sum at a

certain time, would be, as usual, the instruments employed for transacting

the business ofdealers and merchants, and for settling their accounts with

one another; and the only difi'erence that could result from the proposed ,

reform would be, that the small balances which are now paid in bank

notes, would, under the new system, be discharged by the payment of

gold and silver coin ; and that, as between dealers and consumers too, all

daily transactions which are not made the subject ofledger entries, would

be carried on by means of coin, instead of the notes of banks. This, in

my opinion, so far from being a disadvantage, would be a great improve

ment; and would be regretted, I believe, by none except those who in

some way or other—directly or indirectly—wither personally, or on ac

count of relations or friends; or from a wish to reward political support

ers and partizans; or from some other similar motive, might happen to

be interested in preventing the adoption ofa system, which, although it

would not entirely take away, must yet very much limit and confine the

facilities and opportunities now constantly afi'orded them for making suc

cessful operations of speculation, gambling, and jobbing in bank stocks

and other descriptions; by which they are enabled to appropriate to their

own use the gains and hard earnings of honest and industrious mechanics
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and tradesmen ; or, perhaps, (which is still worse,) the little pittance of

independence which has been left by such persons to their widows and

orphans.

It may be objected, indeed, that such a change cannot be brought about

without cost—that the gold and silver coin which circulate in the place

of the withdrawn bank notes, must be purchased with a portion of the

substantial wealth—the product of the labor, land, and capital of the

country; and that the advantages obtained for the country by means of

the proposed reform—admitting them to be considerable—are yet not

sufiiciently great to compensate for the expense oftheir acquisition. Now,

this expense, upon the supposition of an entire suppression of bank notes

and bank credits, has been estimated at about 40 cents annually for each

individual in the nation; which would make the aggregate annual ex

pense at present, supposing our population to be 20,000,000, $8,000,000.

But it is necessary in order tot'orm a just estimate of this question to con

sider, that, while the expense of coin is incurred, that of supporting the

banks of‘ issue is saved, and that it is only when the latter expense has

been deducted from the former, that we shall have the real expression of

the cost of a gold and silver currency. According to Mr. Gallatin, the

number of banks in the country in the year 1830 was 330; and taking

the average annual expense of these banks to have been $300,000, or

somewhat more than one-fourth of 1 per cent upon their capital, which

upon the same authority is stated to have been $110,101,898, and deduct

ing this sum of $300,000 from $8,000,000, the gross annual expense of

suppressing both bank notes and bank credits, there will remain

$7,700,000 : andassuming the number of banks and their annual aggre

gate expense to be the same now that it was in the year 1830, this amount

of ‘$7,700,000 gives the true expression of the annual aggregate cost to

the country of maintaining a gold and silver currency at the present time,

to the exclusion of both bank notes and bank credits.

In the foregoing calculation of the expense of issuing bank notes, we

have proceeded, it is true, ,upon the supposition, that banks ot'issue were

quite distinct from those of‘ discount and deposit; but, as banks of discount

and deposit may also be banks of issue, it may be said, that the estimate

of the expense of maintaining a bank note currency, ought in fairness to

be based upon the supposition that all paper issues proceed, in fact, from

banks of discount and deposit; and that the cost of such issues, therefore,

to the country, ought properly to be regarded, only as a superadded item

of expense, in the general account of cost for the maintenance of banks

of discount and deposit. We are perfectly willing to admit the force of

this objection, so far as to allow a considerable abatement in the esti

mated cost of paper money issues. We might even, without much preju

dice to our cause, allow, that from the estimated annual cost of substituting

gold and silver coin in the place of‘ bank notes, no abatement whatever

ought to be made on the score of the expense of supporting banks; and

that the only deduction allowable, is that, on account of the gold and sil

ver coin now kept in the vaults of the banks, and which, upon the substi

 

* We must deduct, too, from this amount, the interest of the specie, which, while

bank notes circulate, must be kept in the vaults of the banks, for the purpose of redeem

ing such notes as are presented for payment; and which, in the year 1830, it has been

estimated, amounted to $1,320,000. The remainder would be $6,380,000
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tution supposed of coin, would be set free, and become a part of the cir

culation.

According to Mr. Gallatin, the whole amount of bank notes in actual

circulation, in the year 1830, was $54,000,000, and the whole amount of

bank credits $55,000,000; and we may fairly assume that so long as the

same system of banking continues which prevailed at that time, the

amounts of bank notes and bank credits, respectively, will continue to

bear to one another the same, or nearly the same relative proportion.

Assuming then the respective amounts of bank notes and bank credits

to be equal, it follows, that when the expense of substituting coin in the

place of the whole amount of both bank notes and bank credits is

$8,000,000; that of substituting coin in the place of bank-notes only,

would be $4,000,000, gross amount ; and, if we then deduct the yearly in

terest of the amount of specie now kept in the vaults of the banks of issue,

for the purpose of redeeming their notes, we'shall have the true expres

sion of the present expense of maintaining a gold and silver currency, in

the place of one, consisting almost exclusistely of bank notes. The re

serve of' specie in the vaults of the banks in the year 1830, has been esti

mated by Mr. Gallatin at $22,000,000; the interest of which, at 6 per

cent, is $1,320,000, whicb,deducted from the gross amount of $4,000,000,

leaves $2,680,000. But, as the reserve of specie for the redemption of

notes, may reasonably be supposed of greater amount at present than in

the year 1830, we might, by deducting the annual interest of it from.

$4,000,900, instead of deducting $1,320,000, which is the interest of only.

$22,000,000, (the reserve in. the year 1830,) reduce still further the esti-

mate of the cost of maintaining, at the present time, a metallic currency,

in the place of the present one of bank-notes.

If we assume the increase in the amount of bank-notes since the year

1830, to have been in proportion to that of population during the same

period, our currency in the shape of bank-notes ought to be, at the pre

sent time, about $81,000,000. For our population, which, in 1830 was,

in round numbers, 13,000,000, had increased in 1840 to 17,000,000; and

if we suppose the ratio of increase to have been the same, during the pe

riod from 1840 to the present time, say five years, that it was during the

ten years previous, our population now ought to be about 19,500,000.

Now, if 13,000,000 of people require an amount of bank notes equal to

$54,000,000, a population of 19,500,000 will require bank notes to the

amount 0f$81,000,000; and the interest of $81,000,000, at 6 per cent,

being $4,860,000, if we deduct fi‘om this latter sum the annual interest of

$22,000,000, the amount of‘ specie in the vaults ofthe banks in the year

1830, that is to say, if we deduct from $4,860,000, the sum of $1,320,000,

we have $3,540,000; which divided among a population of 19,500,000,

will be found to be a very little-more than 18 cents annual expense

for each individual in- the country!

It will be readily perceived, however, that in making our estimate 18

cents for each individual, we have been abundantly liberal; for if, in

stead of deducting from the interest of $81,000,000 or $4,860,000, the

sum of $1,320,000, which is the interest of $22,000;000, (the amount of

specie in the vaults of the banks in the year 1830,) we had deducted

$1,980,000, the interest at 6 per cent of $33,000,000, the amount of

specie which bears the same proportion to $8l,000,000, that $22,000,000

do to $54,000,000“; and which, if it is not, ought to be in the vaults of
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the banks at the present time, we shall have $2,880,000 as the annual

expense which would be paid by the country for the substitution of gold

and silver coin in the place of bank notes to the amount of $81,000,000;

and, the sum of $2,880,000 divided among 19,500,000 of people, would

make the annual cost to each person a very small fraction short of 15

cents.

Now, it will hardly be contended, I imagine, that so small a sum as

this, is loo high a price to pay in exchange for the advantages which are

readily admitted to attend upon the possession, by the country, of a sound

and secure system of currency. This amount, small as it appears to be,

however, very much exceeds that which it would be absolutely necessary

for the country to pay, in order to obtain, in effect, and in every essen

tial respect, all the advantages proposed. The reform of the currency

upon which our estimate is based, it will be observed, is more compre

hensive, and for that reason, proportionally more expensive, than that

which, considering all things, we have thought it best to recommend. In

stead of suppressing the whole amount of bank notes, estimated at

$81,000,000, We propose to suppress only a portion of them, which por.

tion will be greater or less, according as the minimum denomination of

the notes permitted to be issued shall be of a higher, or a lower number.

The higher the minimum, the greater will be the proportional amount of

the notes suppressed ; and the greater this amount, the greater also will

be the cost of substituting coin.

' The suppression of the whole amount of‘ bank notes in circulation,

(which amount we have assumed to be equal to the sum of$81,000,000,)

and the substitution ofgold and silver coin in the place of them, would re

quire, as we have seen, the annual payment of 15 cents by every indi

vidual in the country. If only half ofthis amount of notes be suppressed,

or, $40,500,000, the expense of substituting coin would be, of course, but

one half of what it was, or 7!: cents per head annually. It‘ only aquarter

of it, or $20,250,000 be suppressed, the expense of the substitution would

be only the half of 7; cents, or 3{ cents per head per annum.

Now, according to Mr. White, of New York, in his report to Congress,

made in February, 1831, the amount of bank notes in circulation, of a

less denomination than five dollars, ($55) was not more than seven mil

lions ($7,000,000); and on the same authority, it appears, that the amount

of five dollar notes in circulation at that period, was ten millions

($10,000,000 ;) so that it', in the year 1831, all bank notes of, and under

the denomination of' five dollars, had been suppressed, and no notes of new

denominations, such as six, seven, eight, or nine dollars had been per

mitted to be issued, an importation of gold and silver must have been

made, which, a deduction being made on account of the reserve of specie

liberated, in such a case, from the vaults of the banks, and come to form

a part of the circulation, would amount to seventeen millions of dollars

(817,000,000.) Assuming the reserve to have been a fourth part of

$17,000,000, or $4,250,000, the amount of gold and silver which it would

have been necessary to import would have been twelve millions, seven

hundred and fifty thousand ($12,750,000 ;) and the interest of‘ this sum at

6 per cent per annum being $765,000, this last amount is the annual ex

pense which it would have been necessary for the nation to incur, it' it

would have reformed and improved the currency, by the suppression of‘ all

bank notes under the denomination often dollars. The expense per head,
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per annum, for the whole population (which at that period was estimated

at 13,000,000) would have been a small fraction under 6 cents!

In order the better to judge of the extent to which such a payment, an

nually, might be regarded as a burthen, it will be as well to consider, un

der the same view, the amount of the tax, and the ability of those who

were to pay it. The entire capital of the country, previous to the year

1835, had been computed to amount to twelve thousand millions of dol

lars ($12,000,000,000,) and the aggregate of the annual incomes of the

country to about a thousand millions ($1,000,000,000.) Such estimates,

of course, cannot pretend to accuracy; and can only be regarded as ap

proximations to the truth; but we think we may venture to assume, that

the income ofthe country in the year 1831, was not less than $800,000,000;

and as the population at the same period was 13,000,000, the income of

every individual, supposing the aggregate income equally divided among

the population, must have been sixty-one dollars, and seven-thirteenths of

a dollar, say $615. The ability therefore of every individual, at the pe

riod alluded to, to pay an annual tax of six cents, was based upon his pos

session of an annual income of sixty-one and a half dollars: or, to express

the same thing in different words, every individual in the country would

have paid out of his income, annually, about one-eleventh of one per

cent! (7‘; of 1 per cent!) This, certainly, would not appear to be any

very serious burdenon the people; nor any more, probably, than every

one would willingly have contributed, if he could have felt assured that,

by means of it, a greater degree of security and steadiness would have

been given to the currency.

What we have now said upon the subject of the cost necessary to the

making a reform in the currency, of the nature ofthe one proposed, is, we

hope, suflicient to show, that no reasonable objection can be made to the

adoption of such a reform, upon the ground merely of its expene. We

have shown, that the cost of substituting gold and silver coin in the place

of the entire amount of bank-notes, would not, probably, exceed the sum

of fifteen cents annually, out of the income of every individual of the com

munity; and that this income may be stated at about 61!! dollars ; of

which fifteen cents are but the 410th part; and we have farther shown, that

where the substitution of coin extends only to notes under the denomina

tion of ten dollars, the tax upon individuals is about six cents per annum,

or T‘Tth of 1 per cent upon their annual income.

SECTION III.

TEE SUBSTITUTION OF COIN—T0 WHAT EXTENT RECOMMENDED—THE BEST MANNER OF EFFEUI

ING SUCH SUBSTITUTION.

The substitution of coin, we have already remarked, which, considering

all things, we have thought it best to recommend, would be in the place

only ofa portion of the bank notes in circulation ; and the cost ofit would,

therefore fall short of the estimate of fifteen cents per annum. At the

same time we would suggest, that if, on the one hand, the substitution of

coin in the place ofthe entire amount of bank notes, may be regarded as

a reform too sweeping and violent; and as uncalled for, with a view to

the security and proper limitation of the currency; so, on the other, the

substitution of it, in the place only of notes under the low denomination

of ten dollars, may well be thought too partial and limited a measure for

the effectual attainment of those objects. This, I must confess, is my own
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opinion. I should place the minimum denomination of issuable notes

much higher than ten dollars. Twenty dollars would be better than ten,

and ‘thirty better still. Indeed, did I imagine it possible, in the present

state of public feeling in relation to the banks, that there were any rea

sonable hope of so great an innovation (for so it will probably be called)

being at all countenanced or encouraged, I should not hesitate to say,

that fifty dollars would be a far better minimum denomination, than any

ofthose that I have named. I have already remarked, that to decide

upon the denomination which ought ‘to be fixed upon as the minimum of

issuable notes, is ntfi a matter of any very serious consequence, pro

vided that the denomination selected 'be sufliciently high. In the earlier

pages of this essay (part 2d,) I have endeavored to point out some of the

evil consequences resulting from the issue and circulation of notes of very

low denominations. To avoid these evils, and, as the obvious means of

effecting this object, we suggested a legislative prohibition of all notes

under some one selected denomination. We felt assured, that although

the minimum selected should .be but little raised above the present one,

something would still be gained; a. move would, at least, have been made

in the right direction ; and we hoped that the first step having been once

taken, the onward progress of improvement would continue. It must not,

therefore, be supposed, because we are favorableto the minimum of issu

able notes being fixed at a high point, (or one which generally, ‘perhaps,

would be so considered,) that we are consequently disposed to recommend

such a step to the adoption of the country, while yet unprepared for it by

any previous and preliminary measures. We are well aware, that any

very sudden change in the bank currency, from a very low, to a very high

minimum, would, generally, though managed by the most skilful hands,

he the occasion of great ‘loss and inconvenience to the country. We

know that such a change, or, ‘(more properly,) reform, must, in order to be

effected without mischief, be brought about by degrees, and slowly. The

first step to be taken should be, to suppress the lower denominations of

notes, and then to proceed, after some interval, to those which are next

highest; and so on, until we reach the highest denomination, which it

may be deemed prudent or necessary to suppress. It would be proper,

also, where it was in contemplation to carry any such measure into effect,

that due notice should be given of such intentions, a reasonable time ‘be

forehand. If, for example,'it had been in contemplation, in the year 1831,

to suppress all bank notes under the denomination of five dollars; and it

were admitted that the power of passing such an act were within the

competency of the government; it would have been proper on tbelpart of

the latter to give notice some time beforehand (say a year) of their 'in

tent'ion. The law would-prohibit the issue, after a certain future date, or

day, of all notes under'the selected denomination; and would declare the

circulation of ‘all such notes, subsequent-to that date, or day, unlawful.

The efi‘ect of such prohibition would be, that the banks which had issued

such notes would be compelled within the time limited by law to provide

a fund of specie for the redemption of such notes; which too, it is to be

observed, it would be the obvious interest of all the holders of them, be

fore the expiration of the some limited period, to present for payment.

Thus, by a. very gradual, easy and natural operation, an immense mass of

bank paper, amounting, in the case we have selected as an example, to

the nominal value of seven millions of dollars, would be withdrawn from
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the circulation; and seven millions of gold and silver coin be substituted

in its place. This amount, it has been remarked by an able writer* upon

this subject, does not exceed that of the gold and silver which we some

times import in a single year; though, as the same writer adds, the

amount of‘ these metals which is imported in one year, is, in consequence

of the use (or abuse 1) made of paper, exported in the next.

By repeating this operation in relation to all notes of five dollars, and

upwards of all denominations under that of ten dollars, we should have

exactly similar results, except that the amount both of notes withdrawn,

and of coin imported and substituted in the place of notes, would, as We

have already seen in the example ofthe year 1831,be somewhat greater.

Thus, by successively suppressing, first the lower, and then the higher

classes of notes, and by allowing a reasonable time to the banks to pro

vide themselves with the specie necessary for the redemption of the notes

withdrawn, the currency of the country might be greatly raised in credit

and character—those evils prevented which are the result of its degrada

tion, and those benefits obtained which flow from its greater steadiness

and security ; and this important reform accomplished without loss or in

justice to individuals, and without even inconvenience.

SECTION IV. BANK CREDITS, 8L6.

It may be asked, perhaps, why, if bank notes are to be considered as

the proper objects of legislative restraint and regulation, may not, with

equal reason, bank credits be so considered’! Bank-notes, it may be said,

are in fact but a species of bank credits. They are credits founded usually

upon securities which the banks hold in their hands; and which, though

not commonly called deposits, yet differ but little in their nature from

these. Bank credits, it may be said, are equally, with bank notes a.

cheap substitute for coin ; and, equally with them, serve all the purposes

of money in buying and selling, and circulating the products of the coun

try. This is true. But although bank notes are a species of bank cred

its, bank credits are not, therefore, necessarily, bank notes. There is a.

difference between them, which, in reference to the question of legisla

tive restraint, is essential, and which is easily made sutficiently obvious.

Bank credits necessarily arise whenever banks receive into their pos

session property belonging to other parties, with the understanding, ex

pressed or implied, of? accountability. In the case of mercantile notes

discounted by a bank, we see that‘ the credit assumes the shape of a bank

note, or bank notes, equal in amount to the discounted note, minus the

interest for the time during which this latter note has to run before it be

comes payable in money. We have already spoken at large of this de

scription of bank credits, and have shown, that in the issue of these cred

its, commonly called bank notes or bank bills, public policy requires that

the issues should be subjected to some degree of restraint ; and have point

ed out some ofthe restraints to which we would‘ subject them.

Another description of bank credits, and avery important one, is that of

those which arise from the deposit of money in the hands of a. bank; for

which money the bank becomes accountable to the depositor, and is, gene

rally speaking, liable to he called upon by him for the whole, or any part

of it, at any moment that he may think proper to require 11.1‘ Thus the
 

* Mr. William M. Gouge, “Short History of Paper Money, Banking,” &.c.

t This is the general rule. -
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depositor has a credit with the bank in which he has placed his money,

Whether he has done so for the advantage of safe-keeping, or conve

nience, and this credit is called a. bank credit; and is, as we have 8.]

ready remarked, a cheap substitute, in the management of business and

mercantile transactions, for the use of gold and silver coin, or money. It

enables the depositor to give an order or check upon the bank for the

payment to any one, of any sum of money within, or up to the amount of

his deposit. This order or check may either be presented for payment

at once, (and it ought to be presented within a reasonable time,) or it may

pass through several hands, and be instrumental in making several ex

changes, or purchases of goods or property, before being presented to the

bank: and when presented, the bank may, at the option of the holder,

either pay it to him at once, or place it to his credit. In the meanwhile,

a part of the money deposited will be loaned, and perhaps profitably em

ployed in foreign trade ; and, as the bank receives the interest upon the

loan, it is in this way remunerated for the trouble and expense to which it

is put, in keeping the deposits, and making and receiving payments for

its depositors. The orders, or checks made by the depositors‘ upon their

agents, the deposit banks, rest chiefly for whatever of circulation they

may have, not upon the credit of such agents, but upon that of the deposit

ors themselves. For this reason, their circulation, like that of promis

sory-notes and bills of exchange, will be limited by the credit of the drawer

or issuer. Such orders or drafts can never enter, like the smaller de

nominations of bank notes, into the rapid current of the circulation, and

become, as such notes do, a part of the money of the country, which is

taken at sight, and without hesitation or scrutiny. Nor is it necessary to

the convenience of business and trade that they should. The depositors

will keep by them in coin (or the lesser denominations of bank notes, if

not prohibited) such small sums as are required for use in their daily or

vhourly consumption. For such purposes, coin, or small bank notes, which

are equivalent to coin, are in every point of view more convenient than

orders or drafts or checks could ever be. These, therefore, as a gene

ral rule, will only be given for larger sums; and will never, by entering

into the current of the circulation, and becoming a part of the money of

the country, create disturbance or embarrassment. It; in any case, the

holders of such orders or checks sustain a loss by them, through the

failure of those whose credit was pledged for their redemption, the evil is

but partial : it reaches immediately, only those whom an ordinary share

of prudence or circamspection should'have guarded against it. It doesnot

extend to the public. It is not, therefore, of the same nature with the

failure ofa bank, whose notes (particularly those of the lesser denomina

tions) the public is compelled to take in the course of business, without

having time or opportunity allowed them for examination, or inquiry.

These notes have become in fact the money of the country. They are

taken for what they purport to be worth, because they are found, in the

circulation, to pass at that valuation ; and because (although their aggre

gate amount may be- great) their separate and individual amounts are

comparatively small: and the public who take them, have no leisure to

make any further inquiry. It is for this reason, as I have before remarked,’

that the public, who in fact are all holders of bank note, have a fair

claim upon the’ protection of the legislature. That is to say, they have

a right to demand, as they have no choice left but to take, blindfold, the
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bank-notes which they find in circulation, that the legislature, which by

the establishment of banks has given to such notes the sanction of their

authority, shall so far restrain and regulate their issue as may seem to

be necessary, for the security of their holders, and the public, against

loss. In other words, (as we have already remarked,) when a govern

ment or legislature sanction the establishment ofa bank, and by this act

afford their countenance to the circulation and credit of its notes, they

are obviously bound, at the same time, to impose upon it, such conditions

and restraints, as may afford an effectual security to the public and note

holders. What should be the nature of these conditions and restraints—

whether the bank should be compelled to give security for its issues ; or,

be restricted only with respect to the denominations of notes issuable ; or,

whether they should be restrained by making all their partners liable in

dividually in the whole amount of their private fortunes; or, by compel

ling them, under oath and heavy penalties, to publish quarterly, or month

ly, or oftener, lists of the names of their proprietors, or stockholders, and

to “hang them up in their offices for the inspection of the public”—

whether any of these regulations should be adopted—or, which of them—

or, whether others, which have been devised for the same purpose, should

be preferred, are questions about which there may, doubtless, be much

difference of opinion: but, that the legislature should give such security

as it can afford to the note-holders, and adopt such restrictive measures

and regulations as they may deem best calculated for protecting the pub

lic against losses they must often be exposed to, through their ignorance

of the issuers of bank notes, with whom, notwithstanding, they are com

pelled to deal (as it were) blindfold, cannot, it is obvious, admit of a dis

pute. Some of the restraints and conditions alluded to, we have already

discussed at considerable length. Others of them we shall have occasion

to touch upon before concluding: and we shall endeavor, at the same

time, to point out the principles which should govern, in the selection of

such legislative regulations, keeping in view, at once, the well-being and

security of the public ; and, so far as it maybe compatible with these, the

uncontrolled freedom of choice and action, on the part of the'banks, for

pursuing their own interests, according to the dictates of their own best

judgment and discretion. We have already remarked, (part 1st, page 24,)

that, for sufficiently obvious reasons, depositors in a bank, have not, like

note-holders, a right to expect that their interests and security should,

like those of the latter, 'be made a subject of legislative provision. We

may add, that the same reasons which should exclude depositors from any

claim to the especial care and protection of the legislature, will apply

with an equal force to the .holders of checks, drafts, bills of exchange,

and promissory notes of merchants and manufacturers.

It is obvious that the holders ofthese instruments of exchange, require

no farther care, on the part of government, than that which is comprised

within the ordinary provisions enacted for enforcing the fulfilment of con

tracts, and for compelling payment of such instruments, wherever it ap

pears that the drawers, indorsers, or acceptors, or any of the parties bound,

are possessed of the ability and means of making payment. It is not ne

cessary that the law should interpose its authority, to oblige the drawers,

indorsers, or negociators of such instruments, to make public the evidence

of their ability to pay their bills, notes or drafts; or to make a public de

clarntion of the place of their residence, or of their offices: or, to adopt

any other means of assuring the public of the soundness of their paper.
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The public, it is clear, have nothing to do with their paper. This circu

lates only among dealers, merchants and others, who are acquainted

with one another’s means and resources, and require no farther light or

information upon that subject, than such as may be obtained in the ordi

nary course of their business and transactions.

It will be proper here to revert to a distinction to which we called

attention in the earlier portion of this essay, (part 2d,) between bank

notes, on the one hand, and the ordinary descriptions of mercantile and

business paper, on the other, in relation to the greater or less certainty of

their payment being demanded within a given and limited time. From

the facility with which bank notes are kept in circulation, and their pay.

ment postponed, we inferred their liability to be issued in excess ; while

on the contrary, the necessity which usually attends mercantile paper of

being redeemed and paid, at, or within a short time after a given and

stated date, renders an excessive issue of such paper an event almost im

possible.

We are aware, of course, that there are other notes, besides those

issued by banks, of which the time of payment is uncertain, and may be

indefinitely postponed ; as, for example, a promissory note, given by any

competent person, and payable six months after the death ofthe drawer’s

father; but such notes are unusual in the course of ordinary business and

transactions, and cannot properly be accounted as commercial paper.

Promissory notes too, payable to bearer on demand, or payable to order,

and negotiable by simple delivery, may be issued by persons not bankers.

Such notes, it‘ they become common, were of small amount, and should

get into the general current of the circulation, might be liable to the same

objections as bank notes; and, like them, might require the interposition

of legislative authority for the purpose of regulation and restraint. If not

subjected to any legal restraints, they would be liable, like bank notes, in

similar circumstances, to be issued in excess, from the absence of that

condition of payment within a limited time, which attaches usually to all

mercantile paper.*

It may be objected, perhaps, that although this condition will act as a

restraint upon the drawer of a bill of exchange, or promissory note to

which it is attached, it cannot prevent the holder of the note from con

senting, in compliance with the wishes of the acceptor or drawer. to a

suspension of payment, on their part ; and to becoming by such consent

their creditor for an indefinite and uncertain time. But it is obvious,

first, that the holder of the note or bill, will give no such consent without

receiving some valuable consideration, in the shape of interest: secondly,

that a request by the acceptor or drawer for any delay, or suspension of

payment would be likely to injure their credit with the holder; and, if so,

would, most probably, not be granted: and thirdly, that if such request

should be granted,and the note holder become the creditor of the acceptor

or drawer, no injury would ‘accrue to the public, unless the credit thus

established should assume the form of a note, negotiable, and payable,

too, at a time indefinite and uncertain. Such notes would come underthe

same head with other promissory notes, negotiable and payable at indefi

nile times; and would require, like them, the interposition of legislative

authority for their proper regulation, and in order to prevent their being

issued in excess.
 

* See note to page 10,
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An'r. II.—MINERAL RESOURCES OF SOUTHERN MISSOURI.‘

To the naturalist this country presents one of the most interesting fields

upon the globe. Nature established here her vast laboratory, where her

mighty powers have developed her riches on the grandest scale ; and her

plastic hand with ingenious device and delicate moulding, has produced

every form of beauty. The botanist or florist will find here an extensive

garden profusely stocked with the rich, the rare and the beautiful in the

floral or arborial department ; in fact,

“ A wild, where weeds and flowers promiscuous shoot.”

“ Ever varying, ever new.”

The mineralogist and chrystalographer will find no end to the subjects

of their pursuit. The delicate and the massive, the minute and the grand,

the rare and the wonderful are here to reward his labors and excite his

admiration. The geologist will be interested in finding here his puzzle

and his cue. Here he may trace a system of wonderful causes, which

will throw much light upon what has remained so long obscure, operate

as cumulative evidence in favor of hypotheses which have been but cau

tiously proposed; and modify, and in some respects, perhaps, overthrow

theories that have been long admitted. He may trace, too, the processes

by which so many valuable minerals, in so great variety and in so many

modified forms and combinations have been concentrated and protruded

to the surface of the earth. But the metallurgist will be more peculiarly

interested in seeking out those minerals, discovering their combinations,

reducing them to their simple elements, and appropriating them to the use

of man.

The resources of this country have been but imperfectly explored. The

outcrops of iron and lead first attracted attention. The whole world has

heard of the Iron mountain and the Missouri lead mines. The former

has only served for talk and speculation, the latter for a rude system of

mining and imperfect extraction of the metals. Within a few years cop

per has been discovered ; and cobalt, nickel, zinc and tin within a few

months.

Yet, strange to say, that a country which has been inhabited by civil

ized man for one hundred and sixty, which has been a. member of this

confederacy for twenty years, and universally known to be rich in its

mineral resources, remains to this day without a practical and scientific

exploration. It is strange that in a country like ours, where the energies

and enterprise of the people resort to “every gear gathering means,”

near or remote, that such sources of wealth should be so long neglected.

It is true, Featherstonhaugh was sent hither by our general govern

ment, but inasmuch as our backwoods cooks did not cater well to his

taste, he hurried through a country at the rate of twenty-five miles a day,

where every inch was full of interest to the man of true science. Thus
 

* FREDERICKTOWN, Mo., June 14, 1845.

To the Editor of the Merchants’ Magazine .

Sir,—I take the liberty of asking a place in your pages for the accompanying article

on the mineral region of Southern Missouri. I am but a tyro in many of the branches of

science which I have discussed therein. But as I have had better opportunity for exam

ining in person, than many who have written upon this subject, who have, in many re

spects misled the public mind, though distinguished, justly for their scientific attainments,

I humbly crave the favor of being heard. My theories may be erroneous, my facts I can

maintain. Yours, truly, J. DILLB
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qualified, he returned to Washington and produced his lucid report. Clem

send was here, and with the exception of Mine La Mott, the world is none

the wiser for his researches. The accomplished Nicollet examined a part

of this region with some care. But a full report from under his own hand,

of his researches, l have never seen or heard of. And Professor Sillimau

has seen the Iron mountain; and if some of his remarks relative to other

minerals in the country have been correctly reported, for the credit of the

father of American science, I hope he investigated no farther. The Iron

mountain is, perhaps, enough for one man to see. It so fills the mind

with wonder and vast conceptions, that it is incapable of justly contem

plating anything else. But it is only a part, it is neither the end or the

beginning of Missouri’s mineral wealth.

Nor is it less surprising, that where so much of it has been done, the

system of mining has been conducted with so little skill, and really so in

jurious to the prospective value of the mines. The mode pursued is

merely drilling for the surface ores. When they are exhausted, the place

is abandoned, and another tried, but only tried when there is an actual

outcrop of the ores sought after. Thus the whole surface in a rich mining

district is dug over and broken, and the ditficulty of sinking a shaft, for

permanent, proper and profitable mining, -is greatly increased. Yet it

must be acknowledged there are many good practical miners in the coun

try; men of skill and experience, who have been bred to the business in

foreign lands; but they are only laborers here, whose operations are di

rected by others.

From what has been said, it is obvious that this country has been but

imperfectly understood. The man of science has visited it, with his pre

conceived opinions drawn from his practical knowledge or reading of the

relations of some foreign mineral region, and went away as little acquaint

ed with the resources of this country, as Dr. Herschel is with those of the

moon. It is ridiculous to suppose that nature has an unvarying, particu

lar mould or gaugue for each kind of metal. To saythat such metal does

not exist in a particular region because such a rock is or is not to be

found there, eitherprejudges nature, or decides without sufiicient evidence

and circumspection. This will be apparent from an examination of the

following table, compiled from several respectable sources, and chiefly

from Dr. Ure’s supplement to his Dictionary of the Arts.

Mine- In what Country 01' Mountain. What Metal. In whathgatilg'e the on isi‘fnad‘i

. . ‘art y mass 0 a re
Pasco. Peru, Cordillerss. Silver. color‘ with an)“ 0m‘

Potosi. “ but now Bne. Ayres. “ Clay slate.

Macuixampa. Chota, Peru. ‘' % Pafigibstlgxfmne' and

Russia and Pataz. “ “ Quartz- _

Guanaxuato. Mexico, Andes. ‘‘ : Q's“; “me! and cl“

Zacatenas. “ ‘‘ Clay slate.

Limestone. In Mexico,

the virus chiefly tra
camm' “ “ verse primitive and

transition rocks.

Dru<y h carious quartz,

- . . ' l' . -Sohemnitz- Hungary- G'Vld, silv'r, galena, zinc, {8313;315:350 cg;

iron. ry-wl . 1

Kremlin‘ H u u “ Similéilrkrtgt with gold

Gre ‘wacke under tran
Neushol' " Collper' silion lime.

h s'mite, ‘Nalabanya mine. Transylvania. Gold, copper, etc. i P‘ficfiyjmlc, 8mg”

 

. l‘ . l . -Zrneot‘. Tartary,[Rus|is]Altsyan. Gold, sllvsnooppsr, etc. Gaga, amt-rail: m
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Nine. In what Country or Mountain. What Metal. In what [time the ore is found.

Zourlnski, etc. Russia, Urel mountains. Copper. Azgg'llxaziglgagmwr—

Croix aux Mines. Eastern France, Vosges. Silver and lend. D:21r5”£:tx:fm€ml"

Geromagny. " -‘ “ Bilver, lead, and copper. Pos'llt’llgses' “'1 day

Clnusthal, etc. Hanover, Hertz monnt‘ns. Copper, lead, etc. Glzz'ixl'lwke‘ underm

Ergbrillge. Saxony- Sllvfl. ll". Coblll- Cruise and transition

Mines ln centre of France. Silver and lead. Granite.

" Brittany. " “ "

Clay or talcon slate,

Cornwall and Devon. England. Copper, tln, lead- . with horn-bl'nde gra

nlte.

Mine: in Anglesey. Copper. Ses'llré'zlne and mm

- Carbonate of llme as—
Near Christiana, Norway. Silver. ‘0 beams. em. '

alcarious rocks and
lls. Moor-5r. Derbysh. England. Lead- Band, poor in ‘latter.

Mlnes of Douaria. Eastern Asia. Lend, etc. Grg‘cl‘h‘fgéhomch'eru" 5‘

Lake Superior. Michigan, etc. Silver, copper. 52115:?" mm’ MM,“

Galena. Illinois. Lead. Lime, chiefly.

A glance at the foregoing table will satisfy any geologist who is ac

quainted with the respective counties, that the leading rocks in which

metals are found, are of igneous or Plutonic origin. And even where

the gaugue is carbonate of lime or such like secondary rock, the geo

logy of the particular country bears ample evidence that thermal. ig

neous or thermo electrical agencies have been active. Hence, I am in

clined to infer that such are better criteria of mineral or metalic wealth

in any given country, than the prevalence of any specific rock or form

ation. It is true, all such indications may exist without any metalic

virus, and if we knew the extent and influence of nature’s operations, we

might divine the reason. But we do not. We can only trace such facts

and phenomena as she pleases to disclose, and only so far as she permits.

But the facts she does develop, it is right for us to pursue, and when we

have collected a great number of them, all pointing in one direction, we

may safely base our theories and found our rules upon them.

The richest (and may I not say all the) mines in the world, which con

tain metals proper, (except iron,) are found only in those countries or lo.

calities where igneous rocks abound, or which have been subject to great

disturbances from internal donvulsions. Take, for instance, the lead

mines of Alston Moor and Derbyshire, in the secondary and coal forma

tion, all the miners there will understand that their labors are ever liable

to be cut short or interrupted by the occurrence ofdislocations and faults;

that hornstone, trap and trachyte frequently intrude into their mines, and

that their coal seams are often converted into a poor coke, where those

rocks intrude. Hence, it is clear that they were forced up, in an incan

descent state, or when highly heated. It is probable, then, that none of

the metals enumerated in the table, are indigenous to the rocks in which

they are found, and that the kind of rock in which they exist, throws some

light upon the subject, as to the agent employed in depositing them. In

some instances they appear to have been injected into their present posi

tion, as water may be injected into wool or other poorly resisting me

dium from a syringe. Again, veins traverse rocks of greater resisting

power. Such was probably the result of galvanic or electrical agency,

desposting its metalic burden along the lines of its communication.

This country occupies a point. about midway between the Allegbany

and Rocky mountains, and in the midst of the great secondary deposit of
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North America. The indigenous rock of this region, too, in the present

geological era, was, 'doubtless,*secondary. But it is ditlicult to determine

the precise position or age o‘fthis secondary rock, or the original order or

relative arrangement of the sand and limestone. They‘ have undergone

such changes and displacements‘ from secondary causes, that I feel great

distrust of any opinion which seeks to identify them with similar rocks be

ond this line of disturbance. In my own mind, the idea finds favor

which identifies the limerock with that which forms the banks of the Mis

sissippi, between the. mouths of the Uhio and Missouri. Those rocks are

fossiliferous, whilst no trace of organic remains has been found in these.

But when we take into consideration that all the indigenous rocks of this

mineral region'have been calcined, the sand until it'wasvitrified, in many

places, so as to be changed to quartz, and the lime until it was in a great

measure reduced to an impalpable powder, in the form of slacked lime,

we may readily imagine ‘how every trace of organic appearance has been

obliterated. The metaliferous rock is silico-calcarious. But the silica

' seems to have been incorporated with it mechanically, and not chemi

cally, or originally sedimentary. It is found most abundant in the fissures

of the limerock, and in open places, as though it had been blown or silt

ed in, whilst‘ the lime was in powder, or in process of reinduration. You

will often see cliffs of limestone that you would suppose was valuable for

building purposes, but on breaking into it two or three feet, it is so frac.

tured, in every direction, that you will scarcely find a stone that will square

a foot. And in nearly all ‘these crevices you may trace crystals (ofevery

size) of carbonate, sulphate or‘ fiuate of lime, and occasionally baryta.

But throughout the whole country, hills of granite, quartz, porphyry,

sienite, trap, .&c., abound, varying in height from 20 to 800 feet. All

these ~igneous rocks'were doubtless at some distant day within the present

geological era,_pu‘shed up from their subterranean "bed, and protruded

through the superincumbent strata, by some mighty internal forces. The

whole region presents abundant evidence that it was once a lake of fire,

a vast mass of fused mineral. A similar state of things, on a smaller

scale, is described by a traveller, in a peninsula of the Caspian, about a

century ago. The lime, the sand stone, the upheaved stratified and un

stratified rock, and the scoria, or slag, every where found, attest that such

a state of things once existed here. '

The leading metal of this country is 'iron. It is found everywhere.

But its principle localities are the Iron mountain and Pilot knob. The

latter is the highest peak in the eastern spurs of the Ozark mountains,

and has the perfect form of a volcanic cone, Whose crater is still to -.be

found on the southwest side. These vast depositories of Vulcan are too

well known to require any description here.

The next metal is lead, which has been extensively worked, and some

of the mines are very rich. It is found both in carbonates and su'lpburets,

calamine, blende, and other modifications of zinc are found with it in the

upper mines. The lead contains about six ounces silver per ton.

Copper is beginning to be found in various places. It is generally

more or less associated with cobalt, and sometimes with nic'kel. West of

mine La Motte are several valuable deposits of copper and cobalt. The

latter mineral promises to be very abundant, and as it commands a high

price in the market, and is extensively used in the arts, will well reward

the miner for its pursuit.

voL. XHL—NO. m. 15
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A very richmine of argentiferous copper, accompanied with some co.

belt, and it is supposed some nickel, has recently been discovered about

five miles to the south of mine La Motte. Imperfect explorations have

been made over a large space by the people of the country, for lead, by

digging. pits a few feet deep; and as it was not suspected a few- years

since that copper was to be found here, whenever it was found, it was

immediately rejected by the miners, as poison, or potmetal, as they termed

it. This mine was found in one of those pits. The earth, a thick stratum

of very friable and solving clay, within a few feet of the surface, contains

little masses of green copper ore. Below this was found about four feet

of carbonate of copper in the clay, disseminated in fine particles, and some

times in chrystaline malachites. The upper series of rock contained

masses of vitrified copper ore, both in and upon it. '

A company ofgentlemen from Licking county, Ohio, having investigated

the premises, secured them by purchase last fall, and are now under the

' direction of Mr. E. G. Pomeroy, one of their number, sinking a-shatt in

and through the rock, with the most flattering prospects. This shaft is

now between forty and fifty feet in depth, and they have already delivered

on the surface between twenty and thirty tons of very rich ore ; though

in sinking the shaft, they have rather sought to avoid the ore, leaving it

until they commenced opening their side galleries. In descending with

the shaft, they passed beds of rich solid copper ore, lying horizontally, the

extent not known, which, on analysis, produced from 45 to 60 per cent of

pure copper, combined with a small portion of silver. The shaft followed

a hole or cavity in the rock, having the appearance of a flue or chimney,

which was filled with a black, apparently earthy mass, which on examin

ation proves to be a rich oxide of copper and some iron pyrites discolor

ed by a sooty substance. On commencing a side chamber from the shaft,

two similar flues have been opened. These fines are all lined with blue

and green malachites, some ofwhich contain 70 per cent of copper. Be

tween these flues, the rock is rich in ores, being carbonates and oxides of

copper, and copper pyrites and galena. The appearance of the rocks in_

dicate that they are perforated to-a great distance with these fines, and as

their direction is somewhat converging, it is thought‘ they may terminate

in a cavity containing a deposit of great value. If further research should

justify this opinion, this must prove of immense value. The cobalt, silver

and nickel combined with the copper, will very much enhance the value

ofthe ores, and render them worth from $100 to $150 per ton.

It was remarked above, that the metal bearing rock here, is the sili

cious limestone. And it has been observed that wherever the limestone

and copper crop out in juxta-position, that copper is the prevailing metal,

the cobalt increasing as you approach the-line of the granite ; and when

the limestone and sand crop out together, there, lead prevails. For in

stance, on the east side of mine La Motte tract, the lime and sandstone

meet on the same level and extend along as a continuous stratum, there

lead in sulphurets and carbonates, is abundant. But on the west side of

the tract, some high granite hills ascend, and there is the copper.

The mine conducted by Mr. Pomeroy lies between two granite ridges,

about three-fourths of a mile apart, and on the south is a range of hills in

which the prevailing rock is a scoriacious quartz rock, resembling, some‘

what, millstone grit, with coarse and fine quartz chrystals coating the sur

face, sometimes lying on beds of chalcedony. These upheaved granite
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ridges, the sand rock melted into quartz, the fractured limestone and the

system of fines, render it obvious that heat has been very active in this

vicinity. It was no doubt the agent which made this immense deposite of

ores so near the surface. Indeed, for a mile or two around, on breaking

into the limerock, you discover distinct and unerring traces of the copper

stain. ~

Vulcan has undoubtedly been manufacturing here on a large scale, and

provided materials enough for the use of his mortal successors a long

time. His grisly cyclops must have tugged hard in piling up such masses

as the Iron mountain, Pilot knob, or bringing together the materials

which enrich the mines of Potosi, mine :1 Benton, mine La. Motte, Valle’s

mines, or the Frederick copper mine, above described.

About ten miles south of Fredericktown is a quarry of very excellent

semi-chrystalline red limestone. It is capable of a high polish, and al

though it is forty miles from the Mississippi, yet in the hands of some of _

our energetic Yankees, it might be mauufactured to great profit.

In the foregoing remarks, I have not endeavored to be particular. My

only object has been, to call the attention of my countrymen to the vast

and almost untried resources of this country. To develop them fully,

practical, scientific men are required, who will engage in the exploration

of this region with patience, and investigate with that sound learning

which is matured by experience. Practical men, too, are wanted, who

can reduce these ores, and render us independent of foreign countries for

their supply.

It will be borne in mind, too, that we scarcely have any winter here,

and that we are near and accessible to the Mississippi, at a point where

it is always navigable, so that our labors are not interrupted by seasons,

or our means of transporting our products suspended either by ice or low

water.
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GENERAL REVIEW THE INDIGO TRADE

Tme indigo plant has been called “the child ofthe sun ;” and a soil of

the first degree of fertility, as well as a hot climate, are required to raise

.it in perfection. The grounds formed by the alluvial deposits ofthe tropi.

cal rivers have been found by experience the best adapted for the purpose.

The dye is extracted from the plant by sufi'ering it to ferment with water;

during which it undergoes chemical changes that ultimately cause its de

position in the form of a blue feculent substance, which is collected and

dried. Indigo, as met with in commerce, is in square cakes, or cubical

masses of a deep blue color. However carefully prepared, it always con

tains a considerable amount of impurities, the relative quantity of these

being ascertained by its specific gravity, which is light in proportion to

its purity. Mr. Brande estimates the general amount of coloring matter

at only 50 per cent. (Chemistry, p. 943.) In choosing indigo, the large
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regular-formed cakes should be preferred, of a fine rich color, externally

free from white mould, and ofa clean net shape ; when broken, the frac.

ture should be of a bright purple tint, of a compact texture, free from white

specks or sand, and when rubbed, should have a shining, copper-like ap

earance : it should swim in water, and when burnt by the candle it

should fly like dust. This commodity is distinguished according to its

difi‘erent shades of color. The principal shades are blue, which is the

best ; violet, and copper color, and these are again subdivided into fine,

good, and middling.

The indigo crop is subject to very great vicissitudes, both of quantity

and quality ; this leads to corresponding fluctuations of price ; and it has

been observed that of all the productions that have been made objects of

commercial speculation, scarcely any has been a more fertile source of

bankruptcies.

The chief localities of the indigo plant at present are Bengal and Gua

timala, though of late years the exportation from the latter has been ma

terially checked by the disturbed state of Central America. In the early

period of the British occupation of India, indigo formed a leading branch

of the Company’s trade; but the rude manufacture of the native popula

tion was, in course of time, expelled from the markets of Europe by the

more skilfully prepared drug of America and the West Indies. Soon after

the peace of 1783, the West India process of manufacture was introduced

into Bengal, and the directors having relaxed their prohibitory system so

far as to permit the application of British capital and skill to the cultiva.

tion of the plant on the alluvial depositions of the Ganges, the exporta

tions were gradually increased, and the American and West Indian arti_

cle almost entirely driven from the- market. The manufacture was also

introduced into Oude and the other north-western districts of the great

Gangetic plain ; and in later periods into some of the Madras provinces,

into Java, and into the Philippine Islands. The indigo produced every

where else is, however, very secondary both in quantity and quality to

that of Bengal and Bahar, the soil and climate of which seem to be pe

culiarly congenial to the plant. The average annual supply and con

sumption of indigo at present may be estimated as follows z—Supply:

Bengal provinces, 34,500 chests, equal nearly 120,000 maunds, or

9,000,000 lbs.; other countries, including Madras and Guatimala, 8,500

chests; total, 43,000 chests. Of this there is consumed in the United

Kingdom 11,500 chests, or about 3,000,000 lbs. ; France, 8,000 chests;

Germany and rest of Europe, 13,500 do. ; Persia, 3,500 do.; India, 2,500

do. ; United States, 2,000 do. ; other countries, 2,000 do. ; total, 43,000

chests, or upwards of 11,000,000 lbs.*

The quantity imported into the United Kingdom was, in 1820,

5,089,292 lbs. ; in 1825, 6,793,631 lbs. ; in 1830, 8,216,440 lbs. ; in

1835, 4,168,395 lbs. In 1840, the imports amounted to 5,831,269 lbs.,

and the quantity entered for home consumption, 3,011,990 lbs. Upwards

of 4-5ths of the imports are from the East Indies; the remainder chiefly

from the West Indies, Guatimala, Peru, and the Philippine Islands. The

surplus imported beyond the quantity consumed is re-exported to Germa_

ny, Russia, Italy, Holland, and other parts of the continent of Europe.

France and the United States derive their main supplies by direct im

portation from Calcutta.

* Wsterston’s Cyclopaedia of Commerce.
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The following table, which we have compiled from the reports of the

secretary of the treasury for each of the undermentioned years, shows the

quantity and value imported into the United States for thirteen years. It

is diflicult to draw any satisfactory conclusion from the statement, as the

figures in the table fluctuate so widely. For instance, in 1832, we find an

import of 1,114,827 pounds, and in 1838, but 401,524 pounds; again, in

1843, (nine months,) but 44,185 pounds; and for 1844, 1,391,708 pounds,

the greatest quantity for any single year since 1832. The average an

nual import of indigo for 13 years fails a little short of 900,000 pounds.

We had supposed the import of indigo into the United States was much

larger; and we have reason to believe that it is, and that our otficial

documents, are in fault, on the score of accuracy.

QUANTITY AND VALUE or INDIGO IMPORTED INTO THE U. Srs'rss, FOR Tam'rEEN YEARS

QUANTITY. Vsws. QUANTITY. Vanna.

Year. Pounds. Dollars. Year. Pounds. Dollars.

1832,.... .. 1,114,827 978,179 1839, .... .. 1,168,761 1,171,644

1833,.... .. 171,854 146,685 1840, .... .. 1,126,334 1,121,701

1834,.... .. 921,894 999,863 1841, .... .. 1,350,037 1,159,881

1835, .... .. 935,675 893,090 1842,..... . 946,384 731,350

1836, .... .. 1,236,902 1,113,577 1843, .... .. 49,185 36,840

1837,...... 831,850 868,213 1844, .... .. 11,391,708 1,145,067

1838, .... .. 401,524 363,406

We find in a late number of the London (England) Economist, the fol.

lowing facts and figures, in relation to the indigo trade, not only with

Great Britain, the most considerable consumer of the article, but inci

dentally with the United States and other commercial nations.

TOTAL QUANTITY or INDIGO DELIVERED FROM T1112 LoNDoN WAREKOUSES, IN THE FIRST FOUR,

MONTHS or THE LAST TEN YEARS.

Horn.‘ Consoxr. Exr‘r. To-rn. Hons Censor". Exr‘r. Tons.

Yea!‘- Chests. Chests. Chests. Year. Chests. Chests. Chests.

1836, .... .. 3,805 4,111 7,916 1841, .... .. 3,384 3,617 7,001

1837, .... .. 2,111 4,904 7,015 1842, .... .. 3,308 3,957 7,265

1838, .... .. 2,310 3,405 5,715 1843, .... .. 2,637 2,838 5,475

1839,...... 3.414 4,555 7,969 1844, .... .. 3,904 5,127 9,031

1840,.... .. 2,720 3,208 5,928 .1845, .... .. 4,451 5,610 10,061

The deliveries at the close of this period, in 1844, appeared uncommonly large.

The total of 3,904 chests for British consumption, and 5,127 chests for export was

never attained before. Some of the years in our table in fact show onl half that

quantity; but in the year 1845 we again see a material increase, the elivery be

ing 4,451 chests for consumption, and 5,610 chests for export, together 10,061

chests against 9,031 chests in 1844, and an average of 6,785 chests for each of

the eight previous years. This increase is not, however, surprising, since it is

the result of that of all manufacturing branches in other European countries, as

well in Great Britain and in America, and we have no doubt but that the progress

of the consumption within the next twelve months will still be larger than in those

that are just elapsed.

TABLE sIIowING THE PRODUCTION, THE IM‘PORTATION, THE DELIVERIES, AND THE S'rocxs or

INDIGO, DURING THE LAST THIRTEEN YEARS, BEGINNING WITH THE ls'r or MAY, AND ENDING

WITH THE SUCCEEDING 30TH or APRIL, IN EACH YEAR.

Production of Bengal, Tirhaol, Banana, and Oude.

Year. Mauntls. Chests- Year. 111aunds. Chests.

1831, .... .. 122,000 34,735 1838, .... .. 89,000 24,550

1832, .... .. 123,000 36,078 1839,.... .. 122,000 34,000

1833, .... .. 93,000 26,688 1840, .... .. 120,000 34,000

1834, .... .. 106,000 29,400 1841,... ... 162,000 44,000

1835, .... .. 110,000 30,200 1842, .... .. 79,000 21,800

1836, .... .. 110,000 30,345 1843, .... .. 172,250 45,990

1837,...... 113,000 31,200
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Total importation into London, from lst May to 30th April.

  

  

 Year. Chests. Year. Chests.

1832-33,.......................... .. 21,799 16,598

1833-34,.... 23,780 1840-41,... 25,773

1834-35,.... 23,559 1811-42,... 27,661

1835-36,.... . 18,449 1842—43,... 34,912

1836-37,.... 22,319 1843—44,... 26,601

1837—38,.... .. 21,152 1844-45,... 40,824

1838-39,.......................... . . 26,890

Importation of M'adras, Manilla,.l'ava, §~c., Indigo, included in thepreceding quantities.

Year. Chests. Year. Chests.

1832-33,.... 1,190 1839-40,.. 3,400

1833-34,. 670 1840-41,... 3,700

1834-35,.... 680 1841-42,... 5,000

1835-36,.... 1,060 1842-43,... 6,593

1836-37,.... 2,230 1843-44,... 6,932

1837-38,.... 2,470 9,850

1838-39,............................ 2,000

' Deliveries from London Warehouse: in the following years, from lat M'ay to 30th April.

Horn. Exroa'r. Tor-‘1.. H01". Exron'r. To-nr.

Year. Chests. Chests. Chests. Year. Chests. Chests. Chests.

1832-33, .... .. 6,769 18,236 25,005 1839—40,.... .. 7,430 13,800 21,230

1833-34, .... .. 6,107 12,496 18,603 1840-41, .... .. 9,569 17,315 26,884

1834-35, .... .. 6,342 14,032 20,374 1841-42, .... .. 8,948 17,915 26,863

1835-36,.... .. 9,312 16,178 25,490 1842-43, .... .. 8,641 17,534 26,175

1836-37,.... .. 7,033 14,474 21,507 1843-44,.... .. 9,520 16,990 26,510

1837-38, .... .. 6,013 11,231 17,244 1844-45, .... .. 12,211 21,072 33,283

1838—39,.... .. 10,415 20,328 30,743

Total Stock of Indigo, of all sorts, in the London TVarehouses.

Yeah Chests. Year. Chests.

1833,.............................. .. 25,713 13,269

1834,... .. 30,890 1841, ..... .. . 12,158

1835,... 24,075 1842,....... 12,956

1836,... 17,034 1843,....... 20,947

1837,... 17,846 1844,....... 18,589

1838,... 21,754 23,294

1839,.... 17,901

The above tables show that the total import in London during the twelve

months ending the 30th April last, amounted to no less than 40,824 chests, which

left a stock of only 23,294 chests on the 1st of May. Thus, the import being

larger by 14,223 chests than in the previous twelve months, the excess of the

stock only amounts to 4,705 chests. The importation of the next following year,

ending the 30th April 1846, cannot materially exceed 30,000 chests, viz., 22,000

or 23,000 chests of Bengal, &c., via Calcutta, from which deduct 1,871 chests

already arrived, and therefore comprised in the stock of 23,294 chests, and about

10,000 chests Madras and Manilla, &c. A gradual reduction of the stock is

therefore inevitable. The delivery from the 1st of January to 31st of December,

1844, amounted to 32,253 chests; in the twelve months from 1st May, 1844 to

30th April, 1845, it is no less than 32,283 chests, and the export alone is 25 per

cent in excess of former years.

TABLE snowme THE DETAILS or Exron'r or Imnco FROM Lennon, in THE rms'r FOUR MONTHS

(FROM 15': JANUARY TO 30TH APRIL) or THE usr mm: YEARS

1837. ’38. ’39. ’40. ’41. ’42. ’43. ’44. '45.

Ch‘ts. C1111. Ch'tS. Ch’ts. Ch'lS. Ch'N. Ch'ts. Ch'ts. Cll'li.

Hamburgh,...... . . 1,650 875 1,450 1,905 1,450 1,460 973 1,484 2,073

St. Petersburgh,. . 1,500 1,090 1,130 778 350 240 40 330 52

Other Baltic ports, 70 40 55 65 60 80 60 96 57

Rotterdam, Ant

werp, & Ost’nd, 920 570 830 610 720 1,125 995 1,093 1,973

Calais, (transit,). . 140 195 115 60 98 80 50 76 88
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1837. ’38. ’39. ’40. ’41. ’42. ’48. ’44. ’45.

Chests. Chests. Chests. Chests. Chests. Chests. Chests. ChestsrChests.

Smyrna and Con

stantinople,.... . 100 110 190 210 110 175 135 505 140

Genoa, Leghorn,

Trieste, &.c.,... 250 200 360 160 285 420 171 361 291

Other Med. ports, 160 175 195 80 180 125 260 304 374

Canada, N. York,

80 .115 215 144 340 240 154 857 509&c.,.............

Bremen and Arn

sterdam,......... 34 35 15 6 24 12 21 53

Total,..... .. 4,904 3,405 4,555 3,208 3,617 3,957 2,838 5,127 5,610

The season is not sufficiently advanced to enable us to conclude from the first

four months what the total of the year’s export, or the following eight months,

will be; the quantity thus far exported, 5,610 chests, is, however, the largest in

any one year, and clearly shows the great increase in the consumption every

where abroad, notwithstanding the considerable quantities of Java indigo which

Holland now supplies every year.

TABLE snowure THE VALUE 9F<BENGAL AND SIIVHLAR INDIGO, (MADRAS EXCLUDED,) IN THE

Lennon MARKET, on was 151‘ or MAY or sxcaor THE LAST rrr'rnsn YEARS, IN THE QUA—

LITIES FROM vasv ormnunv '1‘0 rum.

1831,... .from 35. ‘lid. to 7s. 2d. per pound. 1839,... .from (is. 9d. to 9s. 8d. per pound

‘ ‘ u 5 n
1832,... 3 3 6 3 1840,.... 5 9 5

1833,.... 8 6 5 “ 1841,.... 5 3 9 1 “

1834,.... 5 3 7 5 “ 1842,.... 4 0 7 6 “

1835,.... 4 11 7 l “ 1843,.... 4 4 7 8 “

1836,.... 5 7 8 0 “ 1844,.... 3 6 6 6 “

1837,.... 5 0 7 5 “ 1845,.... 3 0 6 2 “

1838,... 5 6 7 11 “

It will be seen by the above table, that prices of indigo have at no previous

time, during the last fourteen years, been so cheap as they are now in London.

In the ‘Madras districts the production has increased in the late years, but the

quality does not improve. The shipments from Madras to England, from 1st Nov.

1844, to 3d March, 1845, amount to 4,527 chests ; arrivals in London from that port

from 1st January, 1845, to.30th April, 4,467 chests ; about 3,600 chests are still

on the way, and, according to the last accounts from Madras, almost all the stock

was shipped off. Of the total stock of indigo in the London warehouses on the

1st of May, 23,294 chests, about.3,000 chests are in first hands, which, with ‘7,000

chests since arrived out of the last crop of Bengal, Madras, and Kurpah, will be,

no doubt, reserved for the sales in July and October.

The following annual review, the materials for which are accessible to every

one, gives a clear insight of the supply and distribution ofindigo for the next season :

Chests.

Total stock of indigo, of all sorts, in the London warehouses, May *1, 1845,... 23,294

Deduct indigo landed previous to May 1, of the new crop, (of 1844,) ........ .. . 1,871

There remains of the crops of 1848, and earlier, of which almost everything

has been shipped from Calcutta, and arrived, ..................................... .. 21,423

The crop of 1844 has, according to the last Calcutta accounts, produced of Eng

lish and native plantations about 135,000 maunds; or, at 3% maunds per

chest, 37,243 chests, which probably will be distributed as follows :—

To 21,611 21,611
  

 

Liverpool,.. . . . . . 2,000

France,.......... 10,500

United States,. 1,000

Persian Gulf,... . . 2,000

Other 132

37,243

Quantity expected from Madras, Bombay, &.c., in twelve months,.............. .. 10,000
 

Total supply in London for the year, from May 1st, 1845, to April 30111, 1846: 531034
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“ The result is,” says the Economist, “that with'the old stock there will be

about 53,000 chests of indigo in London to meet the demand from 1st of May to

30th April, 1846. It is left to our readers to form their own opinion of what the

deliveries are likely to be during the same period—we have furnished them the

materials. We cannot estimate them at less than 35,000 chests, judging from

the progressing expansion of commerce and manufactures in all parts of the'world.

It ought to be observed that the quality both of our stock and the expected-supply

is inferior to former years. Of the old stock of 21,423 chests, two-thirds to three

fourths are ordinary, and such as have‘been left untouched for years. It is known

that the indigo of the Bengal crop of 1844 contains less of the coloring matter

than usual, and of the Madras, Bombay, and Manilla, more than one-half is very

common.

“ Our market for indigo is now quiet, and likely to remain so for the succeed

ing two months to come. Our prices ‘are steady, and nothing is offering" under

the rates of the last April sales.

“Since the above was written, accounts have been received from Calcutta,

dated the 23d March. The indigo season was closed, and the actual shipments

are reported with nearly the‘ same figures as those put down in the statement

above. Somewhat less would go to France and America, and more‘in proportion

to London. Upwards of 135,000 maunds had actually been- shipped, and from

4,000 to‘ 6,000 maunds more werestill left in the Calcutta'market, but it was un

certain whether they would soon be shipped or not.”

ART. IV.—MARITIME LAW. N0. VII.

THE'DISCHARGE OF BOTTOMRY AND INSURANCE CONTRACTS BY DEVIATION, AND BY THE’ Am

OF THE BORROWER AND HIS AGENTS

A DEVIATION OF A VESSEL by the act or fault of the master or owners

under a bottomry bond, discharges the lender from the further risk or re
sponsibilities of the voyage; andv this is so because the stipulated contract

for the voyage is violated on the part of the borrower, which discharges

the lender. The money lent on bottomry) becomes immediately due upon

the violation of the contract, and the lender may at once proceed to col

lect his demand by a suit at law, and receive both principal and maritime

interest from the borrower ; but a deviation must be a‘ voluntary depart

ure, without any necessity, from the- usual course of the voyage desig

nated, and from the moment this happens, the voyage'is changed, the con

tract is terminated, and the lender is discharged from all subsequent re

sponsibilities, hazard, and loss.

By the terms ofthe contract the lender only runs the risk of the voyage

agreed upon,- and of' no other; and it is, therefore, a condition, necessa

rily implied in the bottomry bond, that the ship shall proceed by the short

est and safest course to her port of destination, and on no account to de

viate from that course but in case of necessity. We- will consider this

subject of deviation under the following heads :*—

1st. What shall amount to a deviation that will discharge the lender

Where a vessel sails on a voyage difl'erent from that described in the

bottomry bond, the risk never attaches. , But where the vessel sails on

the course of the voyage described in the policy with an intent thereafter

to change the voyage, and is lost before she comes to the dividing point

between the course of the voyage agreed on and the course of the new

voyage, the change of the voyage often becomes a contested question as

 

* 1st Peters’ Condensed Reports, p. 569.
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to the intention of the party. If the vessel really sailed on another voy.

age, the risk never attached, although she be lost before she came to the

dividing point.

A case was decided in the Supreme Court of the United States, (Tucker

vs. Marine Insurance Company, Alexandria,) of intended deviation, which

was an action of covenant on a policy of insurance, by the insured against

the Marine Insurance Company of Alexandria on a policy dated Septem

ber 18th, 1801, upon the sloop Eliza, at and from Kingston, in Jamaica,

to Alexandria, in Virginia.

The defendant pleaded that the plantifi"s vessel never sailed on the

voyage insured, and was not prosecuting the voyage agreed on, when the

vessel was lost by capture. A policy of insurance had been effected

from Kingston to Alexandria. She loaded at Kingston, but, before she

sailed, she took on board an additional cargo for Baltimore, on freight, and,

on the 17th September, sailed with the intention to go first to Baltimore

and from thence to Alexandria; and‘ while sailing on her regular course

from Kingston, for Baltimore and Alexandria, she was captured by a Span

ish vessel, on the high seas, before she entered the Chesapeake bay, and

before she‘ reached the point of divergency, where she would leave the

direct route for Alexandria to go to Baltimore. On this state of facts the

court gave judgment for the plaintiff, and it was held that an intention to

deviate did not avoid the policy.

Mr. Justice Paterson, in his opinion, says it was contended, on the part

of the defendants, that the taking in the sugar to be landed at Baltimore,

constituted a different voyage from the one agreed upon, and vitiated the

policy; or, in other words, that the voyage, which was the subject of the

interest, never commenced.

From a review of the cases which have been cited, the principle is es

tablished that when the termini of a voyage are the same, an intention to

touch at an intermediate port, though out of the direct course, and not

mentioned in the agreement, does not constitute a different voyage.

In the present case, the wrmim‘, or beginning or ending points of the

intended voyage, were precisely the same as those specified in the agree

ment, and, in legal estimation, form one and the same voyage, notwith

standing the meditated deviation.

The adjudication in Strange was in the- 19 George IL, and from that

time down to the year 1794, we find no variation in the doctrine. A re

markable uniformity runs through the current of authorities on this sub

ject. It is fortified and considered settled in New York.

An intention to deviate, if it be not carried into effect, will not vitiate

the policy. There must be an actual deviation.*

2d. What are the cases of necessity that will justify a deviation.

But where the master of a vessel on a voyage stops his vessel for the

purpose of saving the lives of persons shipwrecked, he would not be guilty

of a deviation so as to discharge the lender on bottomry or insurance, as

no stoppage on the high seas for the purpose of saving life is or can be

deemed a deviation from the voyage so as to discharge the hypothecation

of ship or cargo. The duties of humanity call upon every human being to

do such acts of mercy and charity, and that duty is enforced by all the au

thoritative precepts of Christianity, which no one is at liberty to disre

gard.
 

* 2d Marshall’e Ins. p. 409.
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But any further stoppage, for the purpose of saving property, is a de

viation, and discharges the underwriters, and consequently the lenders on

bottomry.* A case of necessity will justify a deviation, as in a ship be

ing driven by a storm into any port out of the course of her voyage ; she

is not obliged to return back to the point from whence she was driven,

but may make the best of her way to her port of destination, and this shall

not be deemed deviation, for what is occasioned by the act of God, shall

be imputed to no one as a faultrl‘

So, when a vessel is in want of necessary repairs, in the course of her

voyage, from stress of weather, damage received from the enemy, or any

other cause, so that she cannot safely proceed on the voyage without re

pairs being made, the captain will be justified in conveying the ship into

some port, the least out of his course, and repairing the vessel there; but

it must be done with all due dispatch, according to the circumstances of

each particular case.

So, in time of war or danger, a vessel may go out of her course to gain

a convoy or avoid an enemy, and it will be held no deviation ; and in case

of a mutiny of a crew, the master may leave his direct course and put into

port. But in all these cases the extent of the deviation must be justified

by the extent of the necessity ; and where avessel is compelled to deviate

from necessity, she must pursue her real voyage by the shortest and quick

est route, without any unnecessary delay, or she will be guilty of a real

deviation, which will discharge the lenders on bottomry and underwriters

in like manner as if it had been a deviation from her original voyage.

“ By the ancient law of Athens, as it existed in the days of Demosthenes,

a borrower on bottomry who deviated from the voyage, or did not go to

the place designated, was subject to a heavy punishment for the violation

of his contract.”i

“ So, by the laws of Holland, the lender on bottomry runs all the risks

of the sea; but not those occasioned by deviation of the master on the

voyage.”§

“The doctrine of insurance and bottomry is that of a surety. The per

son who underwrites a policy of sea risks, has the right to stand upon the

very terms of his agreement, and if any variation is made, and he does not

assent to it, the variation will be fatal; the consequences ofa violation of

the contract are declared by the authorities to be immaterial in regard to

the legal effect ; the violation itself is a discharge of the underwriters.

The law attaches no importance to the degree in cases of a voluntary de

viation.”|| '

It is upon this principle that Lord Kenyon decided in the king’s bench

in Englandfii

That a vessel was bound to visit the ports mentioned in the policy, in

the order in which the places are named in it, and that any other manner

ofvisiting the places mentioned in the policy, was a deviation, and dis

charged the underwriter. So, where a vessel was sailing from Dart

mouth to Liverpool, and put into Loo, a place she must of necessity have

passed, and after going in and running out of Loo, she was lost, though she
 

* 1st Sumner’s Reports, 328. || 2 Marshall, 1109.

1' 6th Law Magazine, p. 250. ‘ii Vanderlinden, p. 613.

1 7th Crunch Reports, p. 26, and 9th Wheaton, p. 680.

§Term Reports, p. 543. 1 Robinson’s Admiralty Rep. 198 ; the Harriet
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had fairly got to sea again, this was held to be a deviation, and discharged

the underwriters.

“ The reason why the lender is discharged from his risks when the bor.

rower, or master, or mariners have varied the terms of the contract, is

that the master and mariners of the vessel are held in law to be the ser

vents and agents of the borrower, and it is declared that it was the

fault of the borrower to have employed negligent and dishonest ser

vants.”*

“ But the borrower will not be liable for the fault which may be in the

lender, as where he directs the master to make a deviation in the voyage,

and a loss happens thereafter.”

“Nevertheless, a fortuitous loss, which could not be prevented by the

vigilance and care of the borrower and his servants, will throw the mis

fortune on the lender; but when the borrower disregards the terms of the

contract by himself, or agents, a lender will be discharged from his risks;

he stands as a surety, and as such he is only liable according to the terms

of the contract.”

The Supreme Court ofthe United States have decided that when amas

ter or crew do anything contrary to their duty to the owners, or any act

to increase the risk, or neglect their duty and trust in the voyage, it is a

barratry. This includes deviations, negligence, and all kinds of dishonest

dealing and discharge of their duties which they owe to the ship, whereby

a loss is incurred or a risk increased.1'

The doctrine of a discharge of a maritime contract by deviation, is ap

plied to other agreements besides those of insurance and bottomry. Mr.

Justice Story decided in the eastern circuit that on an indictment against

certain seamen who were the crew of the brig Juan, for an endeavor to

commit a revolt on board, under the act of Congress, 1835, chap. 50, sec.

2, the defendants could not be convicted where there was a. deviation

from the voyage described in the shipping articles. In this case the voy

age was described to be from Boston to the Penobscot river, and from

thence to the West Indies and back to a port of discharge in the United

States. The brig sailed from Boston to the Penobscot river, and from

thence sailed for Matanzas, but on her way touched at Boston to take the

owner on board, and for this purpose came to anchor in Nantasket

roads. The crew there refused to do any more duty on board. The learned

judge, on the trial, held that the touching at Boston was not provided

for in the shipping articles, and was a clear deviation from the voy

age, which discharged the seamen from any obligation of proceeding far

ther on the voyage, and that the defendants ought therefore to be ac

quitted, which was done accordingly by the jurygt

So, by the admiralty law of England, a spontaneous deviation of im

portance, entitles mariners to their discharge from a vessel in which

they have enlisted, and in such case they may demand payment of the

wages due, to the time of quitting the vessel, and costs of suit.

This is the law in America, and where the master of a vessel de

viated on a voyage, and the voyage was broken up by capture while on

 

‘ Ayalifl‘e Pandects, p. 267, p. 268.

‘i 6th Peters’ Reports; Colter vs. the Petapsco Insurance Co.

12 Sumner’s Reports, p. 470. The United States vs. Mathews.
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the deviation, the seamen were held to‘be-entitled? to their wages for the

entire voyage mentioned in the shipping articles according to the terms

of the contract.*

A deviation entirely vitiates the contract, unless the deviation was

justifiable; but when not so, the insurer and lender on bottomry will be

discharged from all subsequent losses, though not from losses occurring

previous to the deviation; and this doctrine is very strictly taken against

an insured or borrower on bottomry, where the deviation is caused by

their fault, without the consent of the underwriter and lenderfll"

Violation of duty on the part of the master must be done without the

privity or consent of the lender, expressed or implied. When such con
sent has been given‘, the lender will'be held liable for‘the additional’lrisks

which he has assumed, and will endanger his loan. Should a vessel be

on a voyagefrom New York, direct to Liverpool, and a borrower takes

up money for this voyage by a valid bottomry instrument on the ship

or cargo, yet if the'lender afterwards consents that the vessel should

visit Ireland in her voyage, he will be bound, in his agreement, though

the vessel bev lost during, or after the deviation, by any of the perils

of the seas. In such case the borrower would be discharged from the

obligation to return either principal or interest, and the lender would

lose his- money. The same rule holds, where a lender consents to a.

vessel violating the revenue laws of a; country whereby she is seized

and confiscated. Indeed, any unlawful agreement on the part of the

lender, or change of agreement after the hypothecation has been made,

throwing additional risks upon him, will discharge the borrower. It

therefore behooves a lender upon bottomry who does not intend to

assume new risks and responsibilities, and to jeopardize the money

loaned, to keep clear of any arrangement whereby the contract of hy

pothecation may be varied, after it is once made. Should the lender

become privy to a‘ new agreement, he is in danger of losing the money

loaned, and of discharging the borrower. A deviation will discharge the

lender, but if the deviation is made, with- the privity or consent of the

lender, the borrower will be discharged, whether the loss happened du

ringthe deviation or after.

The supercargo of a vessel is a person who often controls the destiny

of the voyage. He is the agent of the borrower, who is liable to the

lender for his acts on bottomry. In such case, where the vessel is lost by

the acts of the supercargo, or the cargo becomes damaged, spoiled, for

feited, or lost, through the fault or negligence of this person, the lender

will be discharged from his risks. The master of'a vessel often unites in

himself'the character ofcaptain and supercargo, and sometimes adds that

ofa consignee of'a vessel and cargo for the voyage ; while acting as cap

tain and supercargo he can be guilty of barratry. But when the goods or

vessel have once arrived at the place of destination, and the master as

sumes the control of them in the character of consignee alone, and the

time of the risk has expired, no acts of the master, as consignee, will then

discharge the lender.

In regard to barratry, we will farther remark, that Mr. Bell, in his

commentaries on the laws of Scotland, says, that the acts of the master
 

‘ 2 Haggard’s Reports, p. 243. The Cambridge. 3 Johnson’s Reports, p. 518. Hoyt

ea. Wildfire.

1' 7 Brown’s P. cases, 559. Elliot vs. Wilson
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which will amount toa barratry must be those which are malifide or neg.

ligent. It matters not whether they are criminal or in violation of law,

so long as they work any supposable injury to the lender, or enhance his

risks; it makes no difference whether the prejudice he suffer, be owing

to an act of the master, prompted by motives of advantage to himself, ma.

lice, hatred, or revenge, towards the lender or owners of the vessel or

cargo. To disregard those laws which it his or their duty to obey, and

which the lender has a right to rely upon for observance, will have

this effect; nor can the master endeavor to advance the interests of the

owners of the ship and cargo, or lender on bottomry, by means which

the law forbids; and whenever he does so, he will discharge the lender,

although he may have intended to act meritoriously, and for their benefit.*

But a mere simple mistake as to the meaning of instructions from his

owners, or a misapprehension as to the best method of acting under

an emergency, or on a mere misadventure, while acting in good faith for

all parties concerned, without any intentional negligence, fault or fraud,

will not have the effect to discharge the lender, or be accounted an act of

barratry.

A detention of a ship under the process of a foreign country, without

the fault or negligence of the master, will not discharge the lender ; but if

it be shown that such detention was occasioned by the fault or fraud of

either of the borrower or master, crew, supercargo or owner of the ves

sel, the lender will be discharged from his risks.'|' .

Whatever is a violation of the municipal laws of a country, or of the

law of nations, whereby the risks of the lender are increased, will amount

to a barratry, and discharge the lender. On the other hand, the lender on

bottomry is held responsible for his good faith in making a contract, like

any other person; he cannot lend money for the purposes of an illegal

adventure.

The ancient ordinances of Antwerp declared that no insurance could

be made by way of wager, or on a guarantee of the safety of the risks,

upon ship’s goods, merchandise, wages, freight, or other things, which

have already been any risk. Nor could insurance be made against the

barratry, roguery, or other misbehavior of the master or crew of the

shi .

80, by these ordinances, no person could alter the voyage he was de

signed for, to the prejudice of the insurance, whether by lengthening or

shortening his route, or way, or by otherwise changing the same; and

when any one altered the voyage insured or designated in the policy, he

could not demand any thing in respect to such assurance, because the

contract had been vitiated.

And by the same ordinances, all contracts, policies of insurances, and

bonds of bottomry, and other things relating thereto, are declared null,

which were made contrary to the ordinance, or not in conformity to them.

So all persons were commanded to regulate and conform themselves to

the terms of the ordinances and maritime laws.

By the ancient Spanish ordinances of Seville, the risks on bottomry

bonds which were to be encountered by the lender, were those of the sea,

including wind, land, fire, pirates, enemies, and other unfortunate marine

 

'1 8 East’s, 130. '1’ 2 Burrow’s Reports, p. 694.

1 Ordinances of Antwerp, 1567.
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accidents that might happen to the vessel or cargo on the voyage desig

nated. But the same ordinances provided that insurance did not extend

to accidents or losses which arose by the barratry of the master, and de

ficiency of the merchandise.*

By these ordinances, the risk was to begin on the outward voyage from

the day and hour the vessel might get under sail in the harbor or bay of

her departure, and to'continue during the voyage designated, until her

first arrival in the port of destination, or the place mentioned in the con.

tract, and therein to cast the first anchor of the vessel, and besides the

further time of twenty-four hours to be thereinafter elapsed, and which

being expired, the lenders risks are to cease.

The form of the contract specified in these ordinances that the borrow

ers or debtors did, for the repayment of the loan, oblige themselves, and

hypothecate (Hipoteca) the said ship, her hull, hold, stores, and furniture,

and everything else belonging to her, with an obligation not to dispose of

the vessel, or anything belonging to her, until the loan was entirely paid.'|'

The ordinances of Genoa provided that no underwriter should be an.

lwerable for any wilful barratry of the master, unless it be especially

agreed to in the policy; and we find that in absence of a stipulation to

answer for the barratry of the master and crew of the vessel hypothe.

cated, the lender does not undertake these risks in a bottomry contract by

the maritime law of all nations.

The ancient ordinances of Middleburgh and Amsterdam provided that

all contracts of assurance were to be held and esteemed as contracts of

good faith, in which no fraud or deceit should be practised; and should any

fraud, cheat, or deceit be used by the captains, masters, pilots, or others,

either in behalf of the insured or underwriters, the same should be obliged

to make good all losses, damages and interest occasioned thereby, and to

be publicly and corporeally punished for a terror and example to others—

nay, even to death, in case of great offencesd;

So, the ancient ordinances of Rotterdam all provided that the master was

obliged to prosecute his voyage. The cargo being taken on board as

soon as wind and tide would permit, without delay, and when on the voy

age, to take care of, to preserve, to amend and repair, in case of damage

happening, as far as in his power, both the ship and the goods on board,

during the whole voyage, and until the complete unloading of the vessel

at the port of destination."

The ordinances of Hamburgh, proclaimed in 1731, appear to have been

the first that provided for the underwriters to assume the loss of ship or

goods, happening by the misconduct, negligence, or barratry of the mas.

ter and crew on the voyage; and from the usages and customs of this

commercial town, in this respect, appear to have grown up the common

practice in modern days of marine underwriters,to insure against the bar

ratry of the master and crew on the voyage. Yet these ordinances pro

vided that when a master of a ship shortened his voyage, the risk was at

an end, and the premium gained; and when he prolonged the voyage, or

went to any other place than what was designated, and the insured con~

sented to it, or had knowledge of it, the underwriter was not answerable

for any misfortune that might happen to the ship, after the deviation.
 

* Ordinances of Seville, 14th July, 1556.

'1‘ See ordinances of the Republic of Genoa, 1610.

‘Ordinances of Middleburgh, 1600. ll Ordinances of Rotterdam, 1761.
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The doctrine of insuring against the barratry of the master and crew,

or against the acts of the borrower, has never been generally adopted in

the commercial usages of modern nations in case of bottomry contracts on

loans; and in absence of any stipulation on this subject in the bottomry

agreement, the lender does not assume such risks, not being recognised

as any of the perils of the sea. So, the ancient ordinances of Bilboa pro

vided that when any goods, hypothecated by a bottomry loan, suffered

damage by their own bad quality, or by the negligence and fault of the

master or proprietor of the ship, or the owner of the goods, that the lender

should recover the entire loan, and the premiums agreed to be given on

maritime interest, unless the lender took upon himself these risks of

damages and averages by his agreement.*

The maritime code of Spain promulgated in the year 1829, by Ferdi

nand VIL, contains the law of contracts on bottomry in twenty-seven ar

ticles. This code declares that contracts al a Greusa, or bottomry con

tracts, may be celebrated: ‘

1st. By a public instrument, with the solemnities of law.

2d. By a policy signed by the parties, with the intervention of a ship

ping notary. '

3d. By a private document between the contracting parties.

4th. Contracts of bottomry appearing by a public instrument, carry

with them ready execution. Such contracts shall also have the same

effect when made by the intervention of a notary or ship broker, and

the demandant can prove his policy by the registration of the ship broker

when this is found with the formalities demanded by law. Being privately

celebrated, the contract shall not be executive, unless the authenticity of

the signatures appears by judicial examination of those who made them,

or in some other sufficient form. Laws on bottomry made by parol, are in

effectual in law, and no demand or proof shall be admitted on account of

them.

Contracts of bottomry cannot prejudice third parties when made in a

home port, unless they are registered in the ofiice of hypothecations in

the district Where made, in eight days following their date, and without

such registration they shall produce no effect except between the parties

who subscribe them. When made in foreign ports, the correspondent of the

Naviero, or ship’s husband, must be consulted ; if he is not found, then the

consignee of the cargo, and not being able to procure funds from these,

when the vessel is in a Spanish port, the tribunal of commerce of the port

must authorize the loan. If the vessel is in a foreign country, the Span

ish consul must be first consulted, if there is one in port, but if not, then

the authority of the place which takes cognizance of commercial affairs;

and when the necessities of the voyage demand it, and money can be

raised in no other way, the master may sell a portion of the cargo under

judicial authority, and at public sale, but no more than is sufficient to cover

the expenses which may be absolutely necessary in a peremptory ur

ency.
g In the reduction of a bottomry contract to writing, there should be ex

pressed: \

1st. The class, name, and matriculation or registration ofthe vessel.

2d. The name and surname, and domicile of the captain.

3d. The names and surnames and domiciles of the lender and borrower

of the loan.
 

* See ordinances of Bilboa, 1738. Chap. 24, sect. 8.
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4th. The amount of the loan and the premium agreed upon.

5th. The time of repayment.

6th. The effects hypothecated.

7th. The voyage for which the risk is to run.

Contracts of bottomry, by this code, are the subjects of endorsement and

regulation and transfer to the endorsee who takes all the rights and risks

of the loan.

Loans on bottomry can be made not only in money, but in efl'ects proper

for the use of the vessel as well as for commerce, the value being fixed

by the parties. Loans on bottomry can be made jointly or separately, on :

1st. Hull and keel of the vessel.

2d. The sails, apparel, armament, and provisions.

3d. The merchandize laden on board.

When a loan is effected on the hull and keel of a vessel, the hypothe

cation for the loans and premiums extends by act and operation of law, to

the vessel, sails, apparel, armament, provisions and freights which may be

gained during the voyage. When efi'ected on the cargo, the hypotheca

tion comprehends all the merchandise and effects which compose it; and

when effected in a particular and determinate part of the vessel, or of the

cargo, the hypothecation covers nothing more than the part mentioned.

Loans cannot be effected on freights alone, to be earned, nor upon gains

expected from the cargo. When a lender makes such loans, he can ob

tain only repayment of the money borrowed, without a premium. When

fi'eights have been earned and the gains of the cargo accrued, they are

liable for the repayment of loans on bottomry. The freight for loans

made on the hull and keel of the vessel, and the gains of the cargo for

that which was given on it. Seamens’ wages are not the subjects of a

loan, but the whole value of the cargo in the port where the risk com

menced, can be hypothecated. A loan for a greater amount than is al_ ‘

lowed by law on any thing, shall have the excess returned to the lender,

without interest; and when the borrower has used fraudulent means to

give an exaggerated value to the objects of the loan agreed upon, the ex

cess of the loan shall be returned. When the full amount of money or goods

taken al a Greusa on bottomry to load a vessel, cannot be employed on

the cargo, the surplus shall be returned to the lender before the sail

ing of the vessel, in the place where the consignees, or Naviero, or

ship’s husband resides. The master cannot bind the ship’s apparel, arma

ment, or provisions, except such part as he may own in them by a con

tract of bottomry, unless the ship’s husband, or the consignee, shall inter

vene in the contract, or approve of it by writing out of the place where

the Naviero, or consignees of the vessel may reside. The captain may’

take up money on bottomry, complying with the requirements of law to

effect the loan, and proving the necessity ofthe loan by judicial authoriza

tion, in form which the law demands. A contract of bottomry is null,

which is made upon goods increasing risks at the time of the celebration

of the contract. When the goods upon which money is taken al a Greusa

are not put in the risk, the contract remains without effect.

The amounts taken al a Greusa for the last voyage of the vessel, shall

be paid in preference to the loans of former voyages, even when the first

loans have been prorogued by an express agreement. Loans made du

ring the voyage are preferred to those made before the sailing of the ves

sel, graduating the preference among them, when many have been made

in an order contrary to that of their date.
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The total loss of the effects upon which a loan is made, extinguishes

the claims of the lender, when happening during the time and voyage the

risk was to run by the contract, and proceeding from a cause not excepted

by a special agreement between the parties, or by legal disposition. The

taker of a loan must prove the loss, and when loans are effected on the

cargo, he must also prove that the goods set forth to the lender as the ob

jects of the loan, really existed in the vessel, and were shipped on his ac

count, and that the goods incurred the risk. The action of the lender

shall not be extinguished, even when the things bound for the payment of

the loan are lost, if the damage accruing to them arise from any of the

following causes :-—

1st. From the inherent defect of the thing itself.

2d. From the fault or fraud of the taker.

3d. From the barratry ofthe captain and crew.

4th. When the merchandise is loaded in a vessel different from that

designated in the contract, unless by the event of a superior force it may

have been necessary to tranship the cargo from one vessel to another.

In whichever of these cases it may happen, the lender on bottomry has a

right to the return of his loan and maritime interest, not having expressly

agreed to the contrary. The damage which may happen to a vessel for

being employed in a contraband trade, shall not result to the prejudice of

the lender. The lenders al a Greusa, or on bottomry, shall sustain pro

rata, according to their respective claims. The common averages or con

tributions which may occur, in the things upon which the loan is made.

In case of simple averages, the lender shall not contribute for a loss, un.

less by special agreement; the simple averages not being included by

law in the risks of the voyage. With respect to the vessel, the risks ofthe

voyage run from the moment the vessel makes sail to the time of her be

ing safely anchored and moored in the place of her destination, when no

specified time or voyage is mentioned in the contract. And, with respect

to the merchandise, the risks shall run from the time of loading, in the

port of departure, until the vessel is discharged in the port of her con

signation.

Shipwreck happening without the fault ofthe borrower or his servants,

the lender receives the amount which the merchandise and the effects hy

pothecated and saved may produce, deducting salvage expenses to place

them in a place of safety. When an insurerjoins with a lender upon the

same objects on which a loan was made, and a shipwreck happens, the

lender and insurer take the effects saved to the amount oftheir loan and

insurance, dividing the same pro rata according to their respective inte

rests. The goods and effects saved not amounting to the value of the

loan, the insurer is not to receive any portion of the effects saved until

the loan is satisfied.

A surety being given in a contract of bottomry, he shall be obligated in

common with the borrower, if in the contract there should be no restric

tions to the contrary. The time fixed for the security being fulfilled, the

obligation of the security is extinguished, unless renewed by a second

contract. There being a delay of the payment of the capital loaned and

the premiums, the lender becomes entitled to mercantile interest upon

both premium and capital loaned.

Whoever peruses the maritime code of Spain, will find the work con

cisely and logically arranged, and the principles of maritime law well di

voL. XHL—NO. III.
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gested. This code governs Spain and her colonies at the present day.

All the principles of maritime and commercial law contained in the an

cient ordinances of Bilboa; the Consulate of the Sea, as well as the Con

sulates of the ports of Seville and Cadiz are found inthe new compilation.

This code was declared to be the law of the empire, in 1829, by a royal

decree of King Ferdinand VII. The ordinances of Bilboa were made

the laws of the Spanish empire in 1738, by a decree of Don Philip V.,

the then reigning monarch of Spain. These ordinances regulated the

commercial and maritime affairs which arose on the coasts of the Atlan.

tic ocean. All matters which concerned the commerce of the two Indies

were subject to the law I and usages of the tribunal of commerce of the

Consulates of Seville and of the port of Cadiz.

The Consulate of the Sea, which is the celebrated work of antiquity,

known under the title of“ The Consulate del Mare,” was received on the

coasts of the Mediterranean belonging to Spain, as the maritime law of

the Eastern part of the empire.

The history of the ordinances of Bilboa, like those of the “ Consulato

del Mare,” is said by some authors to have been founded on maritime

customs of remote antiquity, though both codes are of Spanish origin.

The one was originally enacted to regulate the trade of the city of Bilboa,

on the Atlantic ocean, and the other, the trade of the town of Barcelona,

on the Mediterranean sea. Both codes are believed to have been origi

nally compiled by a select and enlightened body of merchants, assisted by

the presidingjudges in the commercial tribunals in each port.

The codes of Bilboa and Barcelona have, at various times, in latter

days, been promulgated as the maritime laws of Spain, and such further

ordinances have been added to them as the wants of commerce required.

The learned reader will find systems of maritime law compiled, with just

and equitable rules, in the ordinances of Bilboa, the Consulate of the

Sea, and the Codigo dc Commercio of Spain. The commercial and ma

ritime laws of thisancient empire will go down to posterity as models

of justice and equity. A. N.

 

ART. V.—THE COAL POLICY 'OF PENNSYLVANIA.

THE policy adopted by the present board of canal commissioners of

Pennsylvania, with regard to the tolls charged on coal is peculiar, and it

may be doubted whether it is by any means so favorable as they believe

towards the end proposed. The case is nearly as follows :—

The lines of canal communication throughout the state being already in

operation, and the state furnishing neither the motive power nor the ve

hicle oftransportation, its expenses remain nearly the same, whether the

canal is used or not, and do not increase like the receipts, directly in pro

portion to the amount of business done on ‘the route. Consequently, it is

argued, the grand object of the state must be'to increase the tolls, although

the amount of transportation for which these tolls are paid, be dispropor

tionately increased at the same time ; and this, it is thought, can be effected

by stimulating the most distant regions at which coal is mined, and bring

ing them into competition on more favorable terms with the nearer.

The stimulus is applied by regulating the rates of toll. Coal is charged

at the rate of 2 mills per 1,000 lbs., or 4 mills per nett ton per mile, until
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the amount reaches the sum of 44 cts. per ton, after which it is allowed

to pass toll-free. Consequently all distances over 110 miles are in effect

reduced to that standard, and the miner, whatever be his distance from

market, pays no more toll than if within 110 miles. Thus, coal may be

shipped at Pittsburgh, as was done in some small quantity in 1843, and on

arriving at Columbia, pay no more to the state, with the exception of

charges for motive power on the Portage railroad, than if shipped at Hol

lidaysburgb, or some place still nearer to the terminus.

The whole effect of this arrangement is confined to the Susquehanna

canals, and the main line ; for the only other state line over which any

quantity of coal is carried, is the Delaware division, and this route is too

short to be effected favorably by the reduction, and too distant to interfere

with those which are. On the Susquehanna, the greatest amount of coal

is shipped upon the North Branch, and either descends to the Tide Water

canal, or stops upon the way. The amount of this, and other business,

and the places of shipment, will be seen by the following table :—

  

 

Tons of-eoal Tons of coal

Collector's offices. .ship'd in 1843. ship'd in 1844.

Hollidaysburgh,.........................- 14,510 18,999

Johnstown,.... . . .... .. 120

Blairsville,. . . 63 473

Pittsburgh,. . .. . 1,297 350

Freeportw... . .... 30

Dunnsburgh, .... .. . 5,448 10,475‘

Williamsport,..... . . . 2,464 1,110

Northumberland,.. 5,889 6,818

Berwick. 59,990 116,018

Liverpool,..... 4,613 9,755

Portsmouth,... .. 7,050 11,690

Junction, . . . . 524 462

212,150 301,956

Total,............................ .. 313,998 478,256

This table will furnish materials to show that in the present state ofthe

trade, the arrangements of the canal commissioners are either inefficient

or injurious. The largest shipments, with the exception of those on the

Delaware division, which. as before said, cannot come into collision with

the rest, are those which pay toll at the ofiices in Hollidayslyrgh, Dunns.

burgh, Berwick, &c., and are mined at or near these places, in some cases

further in the interior, in many, some distance further up the line of canal.

The average distances on which coal shipped from the vicinity of the

above places to Columbia, pays toll, may be estimated as follows :—

  
Hollidaysburgh,.......................... 180 1 Northumberland,.......................... 83

Dunnsburgh,..... 175 Liverpool,.......... 60

Berwick,......... . 142 Portsmouth”.............................. 18

Williamsport, .................. . . .. . 127

Now, the question which naturally presents itself, is, what places are to

be protected, against what others, and why do they need it’.I

Hollidaysburgh, Dunnsburgh, and Williamsport, mine bituminous coal,

and consequently have little to fear from the opposition of anthracite re

gions, almost equally distant with themselves. It only remains then,

among the Wyoming regions, classed together as paying toll at Berwick,

to protect the most distant, as the Lackawanna, &c., against the nearer,

and to protect these and the bituminous regions against some few col

lieries more favorably situated lower down the Susquehanna.
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On the first supposition, if it be intended to protect the most distant of

these Wyoming regions from those somewhat nearer, but still remote

from the terminus, the standard should have been fixed at the distance

ofthe nearest of these from Columbia, at 130 or 140 miles, not 110, for

this would have afforded the same relative protection to one over another,

while the receipts of the state would have been diminished in a less pro

portion. By taking the nearest point of importance, in this case the

collieries below Plymouth, making it pay full tolls, and charging the

most distant parts no more, the advantages of the nearest point over

the most distant, would be diminished just as much as at present; but

by placing the ultimate point of charge 30 miles further down the river,

as is now done, the tolls in this distance are given to all these regions

as a bonus.

Now, on the other supposition, let us see what more favorably situated

regions the bituminous and the Wyoming coal fields come into opposition

with. All the coal beds that at present find their outlet by the Sus

quehanna, are so distant from the Eastern markets, that they cannot

come into competition with those that at present engross the trade,

and are consequently confined, for the most part, to southern markets,

and those of the Susquehanna itself. Their rivals in this trade are North

umberland, Liverpool, and Portsmouth. Northumberland sends under

7,000 tons a year, and increases in business more slowly than almost any

other coal port. The coal paying toll at Liverpool is small in quantity,

and of so local consumption that it averages but 23 miles of transporta

tion on the canal. The Portsmouth coal is mined at Pinegrove, and

in consequence of the want of water in the feeder of the Union canal,

is very small and exceedingly uncertain. Its‘ only hope is in the extension

of the Mine Hill railroad, which, ifever executed, will divert almost every

ton from the Pennsylvania line. To protect the flourishing mines of

Lackawanna, of Wyoming, of Farrandsville, and ofHollidaysburgh, send

ing as they have done, 146,000 tons out of the 164,000 that descend

the Susquehanna and its branches, against such rivals as these, is an

absurdity.

It is obvious that the regions that do nine-tenths of‘ all the business are

similarly and ablost equally favored by the reduction oftoll. They encoun

ter but little opposition in their markets, except that which arises between

them, and this they would of course be equally well able to bear, although

they paid full toll. The facility with which their coal is mined, especially

that ofthe Wyoming field,enables them to undersell almost all their oppo

nents in these markets, for which they are favorably situated. Thus,

Wilkesbarre coal can be contracted for, delivered at Harrisburgh, at $2 43

per ton, or at Columbia, for about $2 68 per ton. On every ton of coal

delivered at the latter place, the state loses about 13 cents toll, while the

colliers could have obtained $2 81 for the coal with equal facility, if they

and their competitors immediately around them were compelled to pay

full toll. Even were these efforts of the agents of the state more success

ful, it is not easy to see how its interest of‘ the state can lie in an attempt

to depress one region, and force another a few miles off into an unnatural

activity, while the whole amount of toll paid in either case, remains the

same, or varies immaterially.

No official statement is published of the proportion of coal that is car

tied to Columbia, and of that which is sold on the way ; but in order to
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estimate the loss incurred by the state in consequence of the present an

rangement, it may be assumed that one half passes through. The data

given above affords the following result :—

 

Av.r1i=. of all: p‘ts Dls. over Tonnage Loss on half

Towns- l'reui Columbia. 110 m. les. in 1844. the tonnage.

Hollidaysburgh, ............... 18'.) 70 18,999 $2,660

Dunnsburgh,..... 175 65 10,475 1,361

Berwick, .......... ........... .. 142 32 116,018 ‘‘ 7,424

Together, over $11,000, an amount which, though small in itself, is

over 11 per cent on the whole receipts from the coal trade ofthe Susque

hanna, and is probably equal to one-half or one-third the state’s profits on

the transportation. 1..

 

Am‘. VL—COMMERCE AND GREAT CITIES.

WAUG-HAN’S “ AGE OF GREATCl'l'llisfl—THE EFFECT OF COMMERCE AND MANUFACTURES IN RE

SPECT TO POPULAR INTELLIGENCE—THE NOTION 'DBAT T1115 COMMERCIAL SPIRIT IS UNFRIEND

LY TD PATRlBTISM—ESTIM-‘ATE 01" WEALTH 1N COMMERCIAL STATES, ETC

THE title of this book* raises expectations which are not gratified by

its perusal. The author has read and reflected much upon the subject,

and gives, therefore, information and suggestions which are important; but

the views presented are mostly superficial. He has not the clue to thread

the labyrinth of this difficult problem. And what he does see belongs to

the past, rather than the present. This view of great cities would have

been original and interesting half a century ago; but the present age is

asking and answering two questions in relation to “modern society,”

which seem never to have occurred to Dr. Vaughan. He sees, thatcities

have been instrumental in breaking feudal fetters, and extinguishing do.

mestic slavery, in quickening the spirit of scientific investigathn and ad

vancing popular intelligence; he sees, too, that the multiplied tempta

tions and vices of cities are more than counterbalanced by concentrated

zeal and judgment; and that increased opportunities for religious culture

exceed the enervating influence of refinements and luxury; while the

crime and want engendered by the close contact of classes most widely

different in means, awaken deeper benevolence to meliorate and reform

their victims. But he does not seem to see, that this increased fre dom,

intelligence and zeal asks more and more urgently, “why exist ibese

hideous contrasts l” and that the answer comes back each year louder

and louder, “it is because capital and labor are divided.” In modern

society is already born a spirit, which will rebuild cities not on aristo

cratic models, but a‘ter the type of Christian humanity. 1f the rich and

the privileged of our age are but just; ifthey but give theirtalents, ener

gies, and .means, to securingthe universal good ratherthan private emolu~

ment ; if they seek to raise the low to a high level of character and cul

tivation ; if they disregard castes and artificial distinctions, and open the

social privileges oflife to the wise and the worthy of every class; above

all, ifthey aid efforts so to regulate business, commerce, employments,

that constantly increasing remunerations may enable the working classes

to become even larger consumers, they will avoid the danger which

threatens modern society. We have left far behind us the feudalism of
 

* The Age of Great Cities: or Modern Society viewed in its relation to Intelligence,

Morals and Religion. By Robert Vaughan, D. D. London: 1843.
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the noble; but the yoke of moneyed feudality grows daily more oppressive.

The question for this age to answer, and we doubt not it will give an an

swer of peace, is “ how shall we so organize our cities that interests shall

be united, and all classes and all individuals benefitted by augmented com

merce, improved machinery, and new facilities in all modes of employ

ment.” A greater equalization of conditions will alone meet the wants

and satisfy the conscience of our age. The questions of the re-union of

capital and labor, of the true position and relative importance of com

merce, of the influence of improved machinery under our existing system

of wages, of enlarged intelligence and our present contrasts of circum

stances, Dr. Vaughan leaves unanswered. His book, therefore,v though

in some respects interesting, does not go'to the heart of the subject.

We have referred to this work mainly for the purpose of introducing‘ a.

few extracts, embracing all that the volume contains, bearing directly on

the subject of commerce. The first, it will be seen, gives the author’s

view’s of the effect of commerce and manufactures in respect to popular

intelligence; the second is a briefdiscussion of the notion that the com

mercial spirit is unfriendly to patriotism, and the third is on the estimate

of wealth in commercial states.

ON THE EFFECT OF COMMERCE AND MANUFACTURES IN RESPECT TO POPULAR

INTELLIGENCE.

Cities owe their origin to handicraft and trafiic, and it is'the effect of commer

cial habits to give great comparative expansion and discipline-t0 the intellect:

Wherever men are employed in trade aud manufactures, the diversity of their

occupation must, in itself, suggest varied thought, and stimulate to some degree

of mental effort. It is true, as the. arts advance, men become intent on dispatch,

which is best realized by a divisionof labor, and the effect of that process is to

separate artizans into classes, leaving only a narrow province to each. But this

method of proceeding must have its limits, and where most acted upon, each man

knows full well what his kindred’ craftsman is doing, though that section of labor

may be one in which he has himself no'share.

It is also in the nature of machinery‘that it should, at least in many cases,

greatly lessen the demand on the spontaneous ability of the workman. Results

which once depended in a great degree upon his individual skill, are made to fol

low, and with more certainty, from the action of the instrument which he is now

required to superintend. But the action of that machine is as a constant lesson on

human ingenuity. It shows what that ingenuity has done, and suggests what it.

ma do. Less demand may be made on the manual skill of the mechanic, but

the!‘ does not prevent his thoughts from being familiar with a wide range of inge

nious operation. If an old man, he will know something of the history of his

craft, and of others carried on about him ;:and in many cases his mind will be a

chronicle of the inventions which have so greatly changed the processes of ma

nufacture since the years of his boyhood. His thoughts, we may besure, will not

be those of one who has learnt to look upon the world as doomed to stand still. He

lives in the midst of the skill and enterprise of his country; and he necessariI

hears much concerning the skill and enterprise of other countries. In his min ,

the leading idea in regard to society is that of progression-onwardness, and not,

as in the case of the peasant, who, whatever he may see of change in the nature

of his implements, is disposed to look on matters about him as doomed to be in the

main as they have been. In the view of the one, change is generally regarded as

hopeful ; in the View of the other, it is an object of dread, as being too commonly

identical with mischief.

If there are causes in connexion with commerce which operate thus favorably

on intelligence in the‘ case of the humbler classes, to whom it furnishes employ

ment, there are others of a much higher description, which affect the merchant,

and the capitalist. Such men, as we have already observed, possess a direct in
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terest in knowing more or less, the natural and the artificial of all lands, and in

weighing the knowledge thus acquired, in order that it may be turned to the best

account. In the wide and venturous traflic which engages such heads, the great

est consequences are known to depend on the possessing, or the not possessing,

such knowledge and discernment. Hence the intricacy which belo s to social

policy when taking its texture from the relations of commerce; an the causes

which naturally contribute to give such caution, and. compass, and vigor to the

genius of the ministers of commercial states, exert a similar influence over the

people generally in such states. Questions by no means simple in. their nature,

are always rising to the notice of such apeopler In such communities, accord

ingly, the power. of making the diflicult plain is of great value. It is only by

means of the many that the few can hope to see their plans carried into effect,

and this necessity devolves upon them the further necessity of becoming effective

teachers of the many, andteachers of as much promptitude as vigour, the many

with whom they have todeal being always immediately about them.

But whatever may be the result of a comparison between the men who have

become rulers in commercialstates, and those who have distinguished themselves

as members of a landed aristocracy, no comparison can be made between the in

telligence of the society at large with which these two classes of great men have

sto respectively associated. We repeat, the people of a large commercial city

feel necessarily much more than any other people, as citizens of the world. They

see that their interests depend, not on themselves merely, nor on their immediate

neighbors, but on the relations which they may possess sufficient wisdom and

power to maintain with the ends of the earth. No nation wanting in the capacity

to look thus abroad, can ever become great in the history of commerce : and the

continuance of such greatness, if once realized, must depend on the continuance

of that capacity—the fear being,.in the case of such a people, as in the case of a

prosperous individual, that men will learn to place an undue reliance on their

supposed sagacity; that familiarity with change will beget an undesirable ten

dency toward change; and that the success which has resulted from caution, may

be followed by disaster, as consequent upon presumption. It is true, in a great

degree, of states, as of men, that they think all power mortal except their own.

ON THE NOTION THAT THE COMMERCIAL SPIRIT IS UNFRIENDLY T0 PATIOTISM.

It is sometimes alleged, that the intercourse into which men are brought with

other countries by commerce, and the degree in which their interests become

mixed up with those of such countries, must necessarily tend to render them less

attached to their native land, and less sensitive in matters affecting its prosperity

and honor. Opinions of this nature appear to have been widely entertained by

the philosophers of antiquity, and they are the opinions of many among ourselves.

But it is not more true that such pursuits carry with tb‘em atendency to abate

something of the purely instinctive feeling of patriotism, than that they tend to

strengthen its principle by associating it with greater wisdom. It‘is admitted,

that there is much in foreign commerce of a nature to diminish that overweening

opinion of ourselves, as compared with other nations, which is- natural to all se

0 uded communities. But it must be remembered that some abatement of this

evidence of comparative barbarism follows no less naturally as the effect of fo

reign travel, and as the result of acquaintance with the science and literature,

an with the mind and character of foreign nations, as derived from' conversation

and from books. The prejudice which precludes the thought of comparison in

such matters, precludes one’ of the greatest chances of improvement. The love

of country is one of our moral instincts im lanted by the Divine hand, but the

same may be said of the love of mankind, an commerce carries with it a tenden

cy to bring these passions into harmony with each other, in place of allowing. the

former tobecome so excessive as to cause the latter to become extinct. As it is

in respect to class and class in the’ same community, so it is in respect to nation

and nation—the ties created by mutual interest, and the sympathy on both 81568

awakened by intercourse, tend naturally to diminish the distance between them,

and to facilitate relations based on truth, justice, and amity. While higher m0
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tives fail, the relations of commerce may thus serve to hold many nations in a de

gree of unity, and in the bonds of peace.

Every man must be aware that there is a patriotism which, strong as may be

its occasional feeling, has scarcely more of the reasonable in it than the attach

ment of the domestic animal to its owner. It is little else than feeling—feeling

for which little reason can be given. which is not easily defined, but which is

often highly disinterested, and everywhere powerful enough to bind man strongly

to his birth-place. His country, in the case of such a man, is as the house in

which he was born, and as the place of the family with whom he has been reared.

It connects itself involuntarily with his sympathies, but his feelings in relation to

it never become a subject of much scrutiny or reflection. He cannot fail of look—

ing to it for some degree of protection, tranquillity, and enjoyment. But he can

be proud even of his servitude, if it be the price paid for such advantages. Such

men often judge of the honor of their country, from the greatness of their king as

compared with other kings, or from the greatness of their nobility as compared

with other nobles, rarely from their own condition, as belonging to the eople,

compared with the condition of other people. They flatter themselves t at the

splendor of their nobility is their own splendor, and that the greatness of their

king is their own greatness. They can be content, accordingly, as slaves to their

own rulers, so they may thereby give them power to display their superiority over

other rulers, and to impose the same servitude on other people. Such men are,

in relation to their country, what the race of old servants were, in the history of

our great families. They give signs of attachment, but it is the attachment of

menials. They look with some mixture of reverence and affection on the an

cient, the ancestral, but it is on those things as belonging to superiors, and not at

all as belonging to themselves, except as they have their place among the appen

da es to that superiority.

e confess at once that this is a patriotism by no means to our taste. It may

be capable of fervid efi'ort, and of some generous sacrifice, but it has not been

found so endurin as the patriotism which is based upon principle. It is a patriot

ism which shoul not be exposed to protracted trial in the time of war; and which

in the time of peace would allow a nation to decay, and perish utterly, rather than

rise up to save it. Its great virtue consists in attachment to hereditary power,

and in obedience to that power—and should that power be disposed to go wrong,

it will be in vain to look to such men for the counteracting influence that may

constrain it to go right. We prefer a patriotism which can be more suspecting,

and of greater self- reliance—such as can presume to doubt the infallibility of the

powerful, and such as nothing may divorce from the principle of individual re

sponsibility. We do not value the love of country which has respect to it simply

because it is our own, so much as that which has respect to it because it is de

serving. Intelligence, freedom, citizenship, property—these are the sources of a

patriotism more to be coveted by the wise and humane, than the instinctive as

sionateness, which is characteristic of the heroic savage more than of the civilized

man.

Experience, we think, is everywhere in favor of these views. In all times of

trial, the commercial states, both of the ancient and modern world, have shown

themselves ca able of brave and patriotic effort, and on a scale which no people

have surpasse . It was the glor of Tyre to have presented a stronger resist

ance than all Southern Asia besi e to the power of the Babylonian empire in very

ancient times, and to the arms of the Macedonian conqueror in a later age. Car

thage proved a stronger barrier to the progress of Roman ambition than half the

cities of the civilized world. Athens was commercial, but was it less patriotic

than Sparta, which was not so ‘I Where do we find so brilliant a patriotism du

ring the Middle Age, as in the history of the commercial republics of Italy, and in

the federations of commercial towns in Germany and Flanders; and where over

the wide surface of history do we meet with more generous or noble displays of

this feeling than in the United Provinces—a band of small commercial states,

which having wrung their own freedom from the grasp of the most potent mo‘

narchy in Europe, everywhere crossed the path of the despotic like an impassable

o
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rampart, and became, during more than two centuries, the great defenders of the

civil and religious liberties of Protestant Christendom! Much of the spirit in this

respect exhibited formerly in the United Provinces, may still be seen in the states

of the American Union; and it scarcely need be observed, that the power which

should make war on the great western republic, upon the assumption that her

commercial spirit can have left her little of the spirit of patriotism, would not be

long in discovering its mistake.

on THE ESTIMATE or WEALTH IN COMMERCIAL STATES.

Few objections are more frequently made to the spirit attendant on the pursuits

of a commercial people than that which imputes to it a sordid idolatry of mere

wealth. In the state of society in England, especially, it is often alleged by fo

reigners, that we ay the same, or even greater respect and deference to wealth,

than they pay to the external honors conferred on merit by the sovereign. “ That

wealth with us, as a social distinction, takes the lace even of moral merits; and

‘what is a man worth,’ means how many poun s sterlin he has, without any

reference to his merits, real or conventional, to his birth, e ucation, morals, man

ners, or other distinctions ; that if he is poor, he is nothing in society; if rich, he

is everything. But this is a mistake, a wrong conclusion from right remises.

“ Wealth has all that pre-eminence in social distinction with us, w ich the f0

reign traveller observes, censures, and is witty over. But what is wealth ?—It is

a roof, a token undeniable, of great industry, great energy, great talent in his

sp ere, eat social activity and utility in the possessor, or in lllS predecessor, who

acquire it. It is the indubitable proof, generally speaking, of a reat and suc

cessful exertion of prudence, skill, mental power applied to materia interests, and

of extensive social action; and what ought to be honored and esteemed, and held

in the highest estimation in an enlightened society, if not the visible proof of these

social virtues in the owner or his predecessors?

“ The deference paid to mere wealth honestly acquired, its pre-eminenoe as a

social distinction, stands upon far more philosophical grounds than the social dis

tinction of mere ancestry, or of mere function, or of mere title, or of the em ty

honors conferred by a sovereign. Wealth is an independent social power, an is

the equivalent in the material world to genius and talent in the intellectual—the

Rothschilds, the Barings, and these great millionaires are in the world of pounds,

shillings, and pence, what the Shakespeares, Goethes, and Schillers are in the

world of ideas ; and their social action and influence, their wielding of a vast so

cial power, in the working of which the fortunes, the comfort, the bread of mil~

lions, are involved, require a grasp of mind, and are entitled to a social distinc

tion, beyond the comprehension of a mustachioed German baron, who, issuing

from some petty metropolis, finds, to his utter astonishment, that mere wealth

commands eater respect in this working world of realities, than his sixteen an

cestors, hisaieutenants commission, his chamberlain’s key embroidered on his

coat flap, and his half a dozen orders at his button-holes. The common sense of

all countries gives this social distinction to wealth, above any other distinction

that is not purely moral or intellectual. The principle is as clearly felt in Russia

as in America; and where public opinion is in free action, as in England, it su

persedes the principle of mere conventional distinctions so far, that the latter

without the former—nobility, titles, functions, ordersLwithout wealth—are of no

social weight. This common, almost instinctive judgment of all men, under all

varieties of government, according this pre-eminence of social distinction to mere

wealth, proves that this judgment is right, that it is founded on some natural, just,

and useful social principle, that cannot be philosophized away; that wealth, mere

wealth, is a more natural and just ground of social distinction, than any conven

tional ground from mere birth, mere court favor, mere title, or mere rank. It

arises from the people, and is conferred by the people; and all other distinctions

arise from, and are conferred by, the will of the court or sovereign. The encroach

ment of the former on the latter is a barometer showing the real progress of a.

community towards a just estimation of social worth and action, and towards a

higher moral condition. Where every third man is lounging about, as in Prussia,
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and generally on the continent, with his orders of merit of some kind or other

and many whose general merits apparently would be nothing the worse of the ad

dition of a little industry to earn a new coat to stick their honors upon—the

ople, be their forms of government what they may, are but in a low social and

1ndustrialcondition—are ages behind us in their social economy, and in their true

social education as free agents and members of the community.”* In 1834, the

members of all the British orders were below one thousand, while the French le

gion of honor was worn by nearly fifty thousand persons!

 

An'r. VIL—RAILROADS EAST AND WESTE

OR, THE POWER OF THE EAST AND WEST, PROFITABLY TO SUSTAIN RAILROAD ENTERPRISE’

WE propose to compare the east and the west, in reference to their

power to sustain and give profits to railroads, for the next sixty years.

The railroad has come to be one of the necessaries of a civilized people.

After the improvements growing out of but fifteen years use, for general

purposes oftravel and trade, it has, in the minds of cautious men, of both

continents, superseded previous contrivances to facilitate the internal com

merce of nations. Improving from year to year, it has already become

the instrument of the age. All nations of civilized men are availing

themselves of its power. In our country, it seems destined to acquire its

crowning glory. The Eastern states have had the wisdom and the capi

tal to avail themselvesof it, till it now fills all their leading channels of

interior intercourse. A home feeling seems to incline th'eir monie 1 men

to embark in~ new roads of second ‘and third‘ rate‘importancea Ifthey

will now stopv and look‘ over the whole ground, we think that fe'eliizgwill

not confine their operations east of the Alleglianies. With a speed, such

as is now common in England, a. Bostonian may visit the state of Illinois

in one day, and return to his home the next. His supervision of a road

in the west will be nearly as easy as one in the east. But it isltime ‘to

commence our companson.

Everybody knows that the power of our Union is rapidly passing from

the east to the west. The centre of population has already reached the

mountain'tliat divides them. Of the twenty millions (to use round num

bers) of our people, ten millions are west of the mountains.

Taking the ratio ofincrease ofthe Atlantic states east ofthe mountains,

from 1845 to .1855, to be the same for that portion of these states and the

western states,- that it was for the whole during the ten years from 1830

to 1840; to wit: 16.3‘ for the former, and 73.6‘ for the'latter, (see Hunt’s

Merchants’ Magazine, vol. 8, p. 436,) the east will have at'the end of ten

years from-this time,. .... ........ . "UM. 11,630,000

The west‘,...............................,............. 17,360,000

If we adopt for the decennial ratio of increase from 1855 to 1865, 15

per cent for the east and 50 per cent for the west, and from 1865 to 1905,

10 per cent for the east and 40 per cent for the west, the following table

will show the population of each section, at the several periods indicated.

1865 1875 F885 1895 1905

East,. . 13,374,500 14,711,950 10,183,140 17,801,454 19,581,599

West,. .26,040,000 36,456,000 51,038,400 71,453,760 99,581,404

The west has a more scattered population. This disadvantage is less

than one would think, at first blush, and will be remedied or compe-n
 

* Luing’s Notes of a Traveller, pp. 173-175.
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sated, first, by the mot’e rapid increase of population, and, second, by the

level nature of the country, allowing roads to be constructed and run, at

half the cost ofthe eastern. The average, to the square mile. according

to the census of 1840, was, for New England, 33.8, and for Ohio, 38.2.

They now stand, New England 36, Ohio 45. Indiana and the two south

ern tiers of counties of Michigan have about 25 to the square mile; and

by 1850 their density will equal that of Vermont—say 33 to the square

mile. The density in Kentucky and Tennessee exceeds that of the state

ofMaine 25 per cent.

The east will have, at first, more valuable goods to transport. This

cannot long be the case; for when, in twenty years, the west shall have

double the population of the east, the valuable goods consumed at the

west must exceed those used at. the east, and will be distributed by rail

roads, to the consumers, over a wider surface. The west, on the other

hand, is richer in surplus products of the soil, and every year will increase

its advantage. It is getting to furnish most of the flour consumed in the

whole country. In pork, lard, lard oil, and beef, the west is increasingly

pro-eminent. In wool, tobacco and cotton, the west is gaining the as

cendancy, and promises soon to have a virtual monopoly. In sugar, m0

lasses and hemp, the west furnishes nearly the whole product. In mine

ral productions, the west promises to excel almost as much as in agricul

tural. Beds of coal and iron abound from the Alleghanies to the Ozark

mountains. In lead and copper, the west seems likely to supply great

part of the world. In materials for building houses, ships, railroads, car

riages, furniture, &0., the west has all the varieties of stone, from the re

cent sand stone, to primitive granite and marble, with timber and cabinet

woods in abundance. In manufactures, the west has comparatively few

products. We think this will not long be so, but that the means of pro

curing the machinery necessary to manufacture extensively will'not be

wanting to twenty millions of Anglo-Saxons, living in the midst of so

many sources of wealth. Ohio is already extensively engaged in the fabri

cation of articles of prime necessity. Before ten years she will be second

only to Pennsylvania, in the quantity of iron produced and manufactured.

Of steam engines, the west already makes more than the east, and the

west almost monopolizes th'e manufacture of hemp.

To sum up. The west, in sixty years, (not too long for the life of a

railroad,) will probably contain one hundred‘ millions of people. The

east will then have but twenty millions. The west, in its level'surfa'ce,

cheap materials, and tree right of way, may build the best class ofrail

roads, at less than halfthe cost ofthe eastern railroads, and run trains on

them at a greatly reduced expense. The west‘ofi'ers, now, the first'ch‘oi‘co

of routes—a choice that a few years will show to be of immense advan

tage to those who wisely avail themselves of it. In number and variety

of exchangeable products, except manufactured goods, the western rail

roads will obviously have the advantage of eastern, for freight; and'i'n

manufactures the'prospect of a great increase is not less for the western

than the eastern. In her auxiliary means of commerce, her navigable

rivers, lakes, and canals, the west profi'ers additional inducements to the

construction of railroads.

As to the means to construct western railroads. It seems probable,

that without a general war, or some unexpected revulsion of trade,

from causes now hidden, surplus capital in Europe, to a large amount,
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will seek safe investments in this country; and that well situated rail

roads will, before long, yield such profits as to draw into them large

amounts of‘ capital, either of European origin or American capital, that

has been set at liberty by the sale of our best established state and other

stocks to Europeans. We notice, for instance, that Massachusetts five per

cents sell in London above par. Ifintelligent American holders perceive '

safe chances for investment, in railroad shares, that yield 10 per cent,

or give fair promise to yield 12 or 15 per cent, they will sell the sucurities

the foreigner is disposed to buy, and purchase with the money railroad

shares of‘ a far higher intrinsic value. In this way, the superior know

ledge possessed by our eastern capitalists, of the rapidly developing re

sources of' the west, will enable them to profit largely by the introduc

tion of European capital; and all the parties to the arrangement will par

ticipate in its benefits. J. w. s.

An'r. VIII.—THE GREAT BRITAIN STEAM SHIP:

WITH AN ACCOUNT or nee, rmsr VOYAGE TO THE UNITED STATES.

THE arrival of this mammoth steam-ship in our waters has produced an

interest corresponding with the magnitude of the enterprise. The tri_

umphs of art, now applied through the power of steam, are supplanting

the triumphs of war; and hastening, ‘it is to be hoped, the period when

the nations of the earth shall lay aside the implements of destruction for

the implements of‘ a liberal commerce, and a higher civilization. Com

merce and the arts are uniting with christianity, in the great work of

human progress. It is with this view of‘ the subject, that we hail every

new achievement of art, every beneficent movement in the commercial

world.

We propose at this time to record in the pages of this magazine, a

brief' but accurate description of ‘the Great Britain and her first voyage

across the Atlantic.*

The Great Britain lef't Liverpool on the 26th of July, 1845, at 4 o’clock,

P. M. She encountered strong ‘westerly winds and a heavy sea on her

voyage, as well as fog during the last five days, which compelled her to

go slowly at (times, and of course considerably retarded her progress.

She reached the dock or wharf in New York, on ‘the 10th of August,

after having stopped at quarantine ground, making an average of rather

more than eight and a half knots or nautical miles, per hour on the

passage. The ship during the worst of the weather, says Capt. Hosken,

behaved well, and gave promise of a good and safe sea boat, under the

worst circumstances ; her movements are all remarkably easy, whether

pitching or rolling. The latter, Capt. Hosken is of opinion, will be very

materially lessened by the application of ridge keels, intended to be put

on next winter.

“ From what I remarked on the passage,” we quote from the letter of

Capt. Hosken before us, “it is clear to me that the great size, and con

sequent increased capability of contending with heavy seas, will give our

* For the facts connected with the voyage, &c., we are indebted to the commander

of the Great Britain, Capt. James Hosken, R. N., politely communicated by that gentle.

man in reply to enquiries made by us ; and for the description of the ship, to a pamphlet

prepared by Capt. Claxton, R. N., a director of the company.
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ship a great advantage over smaller vessels in extreme bad weather, more

particularly when the sails can be combined with the steam power; the

screw propeller also adds much to the elficient combination of the two

powers. Her steering under every variety of circumstance, weather, etc.,

is something extraordinary, and renders her size no objection, as I find

her more easy to manage, than I have steam vessels of half her size, with

paddle wheels.”

The Great Britain is the largest steamship in the world. The next in

size is, we believe, the English ship “Pecursor,” of 2,500 tons, in India,

which has been found to answer well. First rate men of war are so differ

ent, as not to admit of a comparison, their size varies from 500 to 1,000 tons

less than the Great Britain. The “Pennsylvania,” built at Philadelphia,

is the largest.

The Great Britain is divided into compartments, to each of which the

engine-pumps, by the means of pipes and cocks, can be applied. The

water-tight divisions of each compartment, add greatly to the strength of

the ship, either as struts or ties. All steamers, whether on the score of

humanity, or for the preservation of property, ought to be so divided, for if

a vessel be divided into five or six compartments, and any one of them

should from accident fill, her buoyancy would be slightly affected. Iftwo

compartments filled, and those two were not at the extremes, the extreme

compartments would still keep her afloat. If two consecutive compart_

ments, either forward or aft, filled, it is certain if she went down head or

stern foremost that she would be sometime about it, long enough, proba

bly, to give time for all the boats to be got in readiness. The celebrated

Nemesis struck on the English Stones, in the British Channel, going nine

or ten knots; she slid off, after making such a slit in a plate in the for

ward compartment as filled it. She steamed several hours with the com

partment full, until she obtained additional pumps in Mount’s Bay, with

which the space was pumped out, and the leak stopped. At Portsmouth

she was examined, and drawings of the damage were made by an em

ploye of the company: she was repaired in a few hours, at an expense

of about £30, and then started for China. The Brigand, a large iron

steamer, which had been trading between Liverpool and Bristol, struck

on sunken rocks off the Scilly Islands, filled a forward comps rtment, and

had some part of her paddle-wheel forced so far into the engine-room as

to damage the plates, and fill that part also. She remained afloat, in con

sequence of the remaining compartments, long enough to enable the crew

to save themselves and their kits comfortably, and then went down in

deep water. The Wye, trading between Bristol and Chepstow, was cut

down more than a foot below the water-line by one of the Irish steamers,

her stem having gone into the little Wye as far as the forward com

panion ; she continued her voyage, and landed all her passengers as safely,

but not quite as fast, as if nothing had happened: in her case, it was the

foremost compartment that filled. The Sylph, although a slight vessel,

and of wood, had compartments ; the two foremost filled, but the after one

kept her long enough afloat to enable all who were not killed or injured

to effect their escape. The case of the Vanguard iron steamer, which

for ten days was exposed to heavy breakers, on the rocks in White’s

Bay, near Cork, may also be mentioned, both as a proof of the strength

ofiron, and of the value of compartments.

The length of the keel is 289 feet. Total length, 322 feet. Beam,
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51 feet. Depth, 32 feet 6 inches. Feet of water when loaded, 16 feet.

Displacement, 2,984 tons. Tonnage by old measurement, 3,443 tons.

Plates of keel nearly 1 inch thick. Plates of bottom varying to i ofan

inch at extremes, and to iths generally. Topsides § an inch, and at the

extreme aft 7-l6ths. The ribs are framed of angle iron, 6 inches by

3Q inches, i-inch thick, and 7-16ths. Distance of ribs from centre to

centre, amidships, 14 inches, increasing to 21 inches at the ends.

Ten iron sleepers run from the engine-room, gradually diminishing in

number to the fore-end of the ship and under the boilers, the platform of

which they support—in midships they are 3 feet 3 inches in depth, sup

ported by angle irons in the form of inverted arches, and a short dis

tance from each other.

She has five water-tight partitions. Stows 1,200 tons of coal. 1,000

tons of measurement. The engines weigh 340 tons. The boilers 200

tons, and hold 2,000 tons ofwater.

The main shaft is 28 inches in diameter in the centre, and 24 inches

in the hearings; in the rough, before turned, it weighed 16 tons. It has

been lightened by a hole of 10 inches diameter bored through. Astream

of cold water passes through the cranks and this hole when the engines

are at work.

The screw shaft is in one long and two short or coupling parts. The

part next the engine, solid, 28 feet by 16 inches diameter. The hollow

intermediate shaft 65 feet, by 2 feet 8 inches diameter. The screw part

is 25 feet 6 inches, and also 16 inches diameter. The total length is 130

feet, and it weighs altogether 38 tons. The screw is of six arms, 15 feet

6 inches diameter, 25 feet pitch, and weighs 4 tons.

The main drum’ is 18 feet diameter, and drives 4 chains, weighing 7

tons. The screw shaft drum is 6 feet diameter, and the weight with the

pull when working is equal to 85 tons on the bearings of the main shaft.

The cylinders are 4 in number, 88 inches each. Stroke, 6 feet. Power,

1000 horses. The condensers are of wrought iron, 12 feet by 8, and 5

deep. Under the whole space of the engines up to the top, the angle

irons are doubled.

The upper, main, and saloon decks are of wood, the two cargo decks

are of iron. The officers and seamen are all accommodated on two

decks under the forecastle. ’

From the ship’s bottom to the upper deck, runs on either side, for the

whole length of the engines and boiler space, a strong iron partition form

ing below the coal bunkers ; and above, the servants’ accommodations on

one side, engineers’ cabins and stokers’ accommodations on the other, be

sides 26 water closets.

She has six masts, fitted with iron rigging, adopted in consequence of

its offering two-thirds less resistance than hemp, a great point going head

to wind. It was wished that five should have been the complement, but

there was some difficulty in adjusting that number, and the alternative was

either four or six. Economy oflabor is a principle which has, in agreat

degree, affected the mode of rigging both the Great Western and the

Great Britain. Nothing is so difficult to handle, under a variety of cir

cumstances, as the sails of a steamer, unless the engine be stopped, which

can never be allowed in Atlantic steaming, where onwards—and for ever

onwards—is the rule. The greater the number of masts, the more handy

the sails, and the smaller the number of seamen required to handle them.
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If these ships had been rigged as ships ordinarily are, the former would

require a crew of more than 100 seamen, and the latter that of a large

frigate. Divided, as the canvass is, and reduced, the former only requires

20 seamen before the mast, while 30 are enough for the latter. In the

Great Britain there is in fact but one sail, the square mainsail, which, un

der any circumstances, can require all hands to furl it. Five masts of the

six are hinged for lowering, when, in the Captain’s judgment, contrary

gales shall appear to have set in, as the westerlies do at certain seasons

of the year, prevailing for months in the Atlantic. To a seaman’s eye

theyr have a look of insecurity; but if the strain which a fixed mast will

stand is compensated by additional shrouding and stays, either in strength

or quantity, the same end is attained. The after masts could not be

stepped in the ordinary manner, on account of the space occupied by the

screw shaft. In theory, the principle of lowering is evidently right, be

cause a steam-ship’s masts and rigging, going head to wind, offer more re

sistance than the hull out of water, and there seems no reason to fear the

result of practice.

The displacement of the Great Britain is less than 3,000 tons when

loaded, and with 1,200 tons of coal on board, while the displacement of a

first-rate, with all stores on board, is better than 4,500 tons, although the

former is more than a third the longer ship. The form ofthe bottom, and

the difference of ten feet in the draft of water (the one drawing sixteen

feet, the other five or six-and-twenty,) and the finerlines,cause this great

difference in displacement, and, consequently, of the midship section. The

Great Britain’s midship section is, from the same causes, less than that of

a fifty-two-gun frigate, consequently, with the same quantity of canvass,

the former s‘hould sail faster than the latter, even if their lines approached

to similarity; but with the Great Britain’s lines, more than 100 feet longer

than the frigate, and with equal stability, (of which there is no kind of

doubt,) the speed in sailing alone should be much beyond that of the fri

gate, save when the winds are light, and the lolly sails of the frigate tell.

The Great Britain, unless disabled in her machinery, will not use her can

vass with a fair wind, unless it blows froma little gale up to a hurricane ;

all her sails, except the square and gafiltopsails, being reaLly double thread

No. 1 canvass, or storm sails.

The plain sails of a fifty-two-gun frigate, that is, without counting roy

als, staysails, and steering sails, number something short of 5,000 yards

of canvass, and the plain sails, that is, omitting the steering sails, etc., of

the Great Britain, amount to 4,943 yards, or in other words they are alike

in quantity. There are more points of sailing in which the centre of

effort of the frigates or square rigged ships canvass will tell better, but

there are some in which the low canvass of the steamer will have the ad

vantage, and no steamer has any business with lofty spars or flying kites.

If circumstances should bring the Great Britain to canvass alone, as her

motive power, she will do as well or better than her neighbors, although

the screw will stop her way perhaps fifteen per cent. In such an emer

gency the captain would disconnect it, and it would revolve then in

the proportion due to the ship's way, or not impede her as if it were a

fixture.

She carries four large life boats of iron, and two boats of wood, in the

davits, and one large life boat on deck; they are built according to a

patent, taken out by Mr. Guppy, and are capable of carrying 400 people.
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I

ART. IX.--COPPER SMELTING IN THE UNITED STATES.

‘to THE EDITOR OF THE MERCHANTS’ MAGAZINE.

THE importance of smelting copper ores in the United States I have

discussed at some length in several previous articles, but, as new and en

couraging circumstances are constantly transpiring, as the experience of

centuries and the influence of valuable experiments and scientific dis

coveries are daily making deeper and more lasting impressions on the

public mind, I beg again to bring the subject before your readers.

That there is, on this question, but one universal feeling from Mineral

Point mines to Maine, and from Lake Superior to Lumbertown, I am

convinced by the various letters I have received from different parts of the

Union, expressing the determination yet to compete with England in the

smelting of foreign as well as home copper ores, and that the pretensions

and jeers from the other side of the water, shall have less effect in para

lyzing their exertions, than Crocket’s sneezing did on the coons across

the Mississippi. In confirmation of this statement, I am able to say that

the rich Revere Copper Company, of Boston, are already building their

furnaces on a convenient point in the harbor of that port; that the Incor

porated Company of Baltimore are also building theirs, while others, in

Philadelphia and New York, are soon to commence the same operations,

the latter encouraged particularly by the Copper Company of Lake Su

perior. But here I would throw in a word of caution, that too much

dependence should not be placed on the copper mines of the north, (be.

ing in latitudes less favorable to the extensive production of mineral

wealth than those ofthe south,) which are yet to be proved, but to look

principally to those rich and never-failing sources—the mines of Cuba

and South America. ' .

In my late communication, I suggested Pottsville, Pennsylvania, as the

favorable point at which to commence operations. I have since received

from a gentleman a letter, dated Lynchburg, Virginia, July 5, the sub

stance of which I here take the liberty to give. After referring in terms

of high commendation to the articles which had appeared in the Mer

chants’ Magazine on the subject in question, he states that his attention

had been called, by Professor Renwick, of New York, to the great ad

vantages Richmond, Virginia, possessed as a location for smelting copper

ores, or the reduction of the metal to any form necessary for commerce.

Richmond is situated 150 miles from Norfolk, at the head of the tide

water navigation on the James river, and will admit at all seasons of the

year, vessels drawing 12 feet of water. The coal mines reached both by

canal and railroad, are within 15 miles of the city, and produce upwards

ofa million and a half bushels coals, annually. These coals, states the

writer, can be delivered in the city at $2 50 per ton, or at the canal,

within a mile of the pit heads, at $1 68. Another advantage particularly

pointed out, is the vast water power in that region-—so important from its

being the most economical that can be used in the rolling and reducing

copper to a marketable state.‘ This power can be obtained at any dis

tance within a mile of the city, from the canal, which is upwards of 40

feet above the bed of the river. Richmond exports largely of tobacco

as well as coals, and nearly one hundred and fifty thousand barrels flour

annually to South America. (A great quantity of this same article goes

to the port from which we ship our ores.) The vessels taking out this
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produce, might return with cargoes of mineral at a cheap freight, and on

arriving at Norfolk take the steamers which are ready there, and in ten

hours, at small expense, be at the very wharf where the coals are landed

to smelt the ores, and the water power at hand to roll the copper into

sheets.

I feel myself under obligation for these facts, for I consider, as I have

before stated in another place, that the locality of ourfurnaces will be the

pivot on which we shall turn to good or bad results; and was my opinion

of any value, I would suggest to the four or five companies now formed
I and forming in the United States, the propriety of joining as it were, in

one national body, and by their united capital and intelligence, take ad

vantage of every means within human reach to consummate the great

and desirable object, in which the small companies, with limited means, and

unfavorable and expensive positions for their furnaces, will be hardly

likely to succeed.

The smelting of copper ores, being entirely different, is not to be en

tered into as an ordinary commercial speculation. A man having the

means, may build his ship, freight her with merchandise, send her

abroad, and make a profitable voyage, by only taking advantage of the

state of the markets; but in the smelting of ores, such a combination of

means, such a variety of intelligence, and such a mass of accurate and

extensive calculation are required, that it should not be undertaken without

an ample and just combination of the whole.

Now the plan of making our firrnaces subservient to other purposes

than that of smelting, merely, is very feasible—the saving of the sul

phur from sulphuretted ores, and the producing of sulphuric acid; but

this would require a different kind of furnace from those used in Swan

sea; yet this, as well as every other source of economy, should be par

ticularly remembered in laying the basis of our new fabric. In connec

tion, I will state, that in 1843 a Mr. Roders, of England, obtained a pa.

tent for a. specified mode of separating the sulphur from mineral substan

ces, which was published in the Mining Journal, in the month of August,

of that year. His plan is “to throw a jet of steam upon and over the

red-hot ore during the process of calcination, which it materially assists,

by the double decomposition and affinity of the elements of the water and

the ore—the hydrogen of the water combining with, and carrying off the

sulphur, and the oxygen combining with the liberated metal and forming

an oxide of the same.” This process, I understand from the writer,* just

quoted, has never as yet been adopted in England—the smelters still al

lowing vast tracts of country surrounding their furnaces to remain sterile

and uncultivated, from regarding the simple method of husbanding and

making profitable the gasses, as an innovation on old established forms,

not to be countenanced.

To the many parties who have solicited of me definite information in

regard to the best methods of reducing ores, the exact cost per ton, and

the quantity that can be supplied from Cuba, I wish frankly to state that

I am not a smelter, and have no thought of turning my attention suffi

ciently to the subject, to make of any value my opinions on the detail and

economy of the various processes required in the operation. As one in

terested in the mines of Cuba, I have considered the subject of smelting

* Metalliferous.

voL. xIrL—No. 1H. 17
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the ores in America, rather dwelling upon it generally, as a branch of

political economy, for the public good, than with the idea of affording any

definite or important information for individual utility. But were I a

practical smelter, I should not be able to answer the various questions

which have been put to me; for every reflecting mind must discover, that

though a certain quantity of coals would be sufficient to reduce a given

quantity of ores, of a certain class, in a particular kind of furnace, the

changing of the character of either of these would materially alter the

results. Some kinds of ores are smelted in ordinary furnaces with the

greatest facility by the use of bituminous coal, while others, with treble

the amount of fuel, are reduced with the greatest difliculty. Now as im

proved furnaces will undoubtedly be introduced in this country, as the

price of labor will vary in difierent states, as anthracite instead of bitu

minous coal will be used, and as the ores will vary in character from day

to day—it will require much experience in the business to be able to ar

rive at any thing like a fair estimate of'the cost of smelting the difl'erent

kinds of ores that will be met with.

I will, however, give some extracts from an article by J. T. Crows,

Esq., on the subject of smelting in Norway.‘ “ The ores” says he, “ are

yellow copper pyrites, and rose copper ore, the yellow varying from 2 to

5 per cent, containinga great quantity of mundic, and are calcined in the

open air. The ore, the size of hens eggs, is placed in kilns of dry stones

about three feet in height, with square holes about a foot in size, to admit

of a free circulation of air. These kilns hold about 40 tons of ore, which

have first placed in the bottom six feet of dry wood. Some washed ores

are put on the top of the pile, to prevent too rapid combustion. These

piles generally burn from three to four weeks. The dressed ore is ca]

cined in furnaces, and takes from 12 to 36 hours, according to the quan

tity of sulphur it contains. The poorer is then passed into blast furnaces,

and the better, into reverberatory ones.” The calcining and fusing the

regulus, and refining the black copper, cost other processes equally neces

sary to be practically understood, but which I have not here space to en

large upon. “ The time required in reducing the ore from a mineral state

to bring it into cake copper is about six weeks. It requires about 18 tons

coals through all the processes to make a ton of copper from 8 per cent

ore. A common reverberatory furnace will smelt about 900 tons per

annum.” At a meeting of the proprietors of the Alten Mining Associa

tion, held July 181b, it was stated that they now smelted ores at a cost

of £1 138.

With regard to the quantity of ores that can be supplied from Cuba

and South America, it is unnecessary to state that it will depend on the

contracts that can be made with the owners of the mines already in sub

stantial operation, and the energy with which the Americans work the

rich and inexhaustible mines of Bayatavo,* which if productive accord

ing to their indications, may alone give suflicient ore to keep in full blast

all the furnaces we shall erect for the next half century.

 

It Baystavo is a district in Cuba, about twenty miles from the northern coast, having

Nuevitas, a small town beautifully situated at the head of an excellent and lovely hur

bour, as its port of entry. From Nuevitas, arailroad is completed fifteen miles, (the line

pissing through the rich mineral lands referred to‘) and is to be carried on to the large

city of Principe, a distance of forty miles.
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Besides the advantages l have so often enumerated, which will accrue

to our merchants and our country in general by the importation of cop.

per ores, there are yet others, such as the bringing into more extensive

use the vast coal fields along our coast, and the amploying in them that

cheap labor with which England is flooding our nd. We ought also to

remember, as encouragement to the smelting spirit, that sheet copper is

now selling at ‘23% cts., having had to pay on its introduction into Eng

land, in its crude state, about 27) per cent more than it would have, had it

been brought here, besides the freight on the sheets necessarily imported

for our home consumption. I am also informed by a practical German

smelter, now employed in building furnaces at the south, that he has dis

covered a method by which he can smelt ores with 25 per cent less coals

than is now used in Swansea.

With these numerous, prominent, and extraordinary advantages in our

favor, I cannot find in my own mind, the shadow of a doubt of the vastly

profitable results which must necessarily accrue from the undertaking, if

properly managed, and our foreign resources are not cut off. But now,

though we may put some confidence in our home copper mines, it be

comes us to look far ahead, to see if we are not likely to be overreached

and frustrated in our plans abroad. Rumor already says that the Cornish

smelters have raised a. capital of three millions dollars, for the purpose of

entering Cuba and buying up all the valuable mining property not already

in their possession. The amount mentioned is sufficient to accom'tlish

the object, and to get the controlling power of every new mine in the

Island. Should this occur, our hopes in that quarter will then be cut ofl',

and the inducement ofa higher price for ores which we can now offer to

the producers there, on its being shipped to the United States, may also

be overcome by the reduction of freight and “ return charges,” and the

repealing, in England, of the present high duty. Let us see to it well,

and quickly, or round a rich “land of promise,” may soon be raised a.

wall we cannot easily break down. Yours, &c.,

Gsonon DITSON.

 

ART. x.—THE INFLUENCE OF INTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS ON THE

GROWTH OF COMMERCIAL CITIES.

To THE EDITOR OF THE MERCHANTS’ MAGAZINE.

THE rapid increase of the city of Boston in wealth and population, is

drawing attention, and statistical tables and facts in connection with the

subject have been presented that claim the careful examination of the

New York merchant, and the owner of real estate.

Edmund- Burke, eighty years ago, when writing on “European settle.

ments in America,” stated, that “there are in all the provinces of New

England, large towns which drive a considerable trade. Boston, the capi

tal of Massachusetts Bay, is the first city of New England, and of all

North America; it contains at least twenty thousand inhabitants.”

This enviable position was obtained in part by commerce, but mainly

from the western trade, extending back to the Connecticut river, its

rich valley, and the northern part of the state of Connecticut, directed

by a system, in laying out and improving common roads.

The city of Philadelphia, after the war of the Revolution, advanced in
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wealth and population, from well-directed efforts to reach Pittsburgh and

the valley of the Ohio, by admirable turnpikes and bridges, over which her

Canestoga wagons, with large horses, brought immense loads into Mar

ket street, of flour, prov'sions, peltries, and gensing, the latter then an ar

ticle of large export to hina, in exchange for teas, the trade in which,

silks, nankeens, and other articles, centered mainly in Philadelphia, prior

to 1806—7. At this period, Baltimore did not own an East-lndia-man.

New York, through the enterprise of Minturn dz Champlin, and a few

others, began to get clear of the dependence she was under nearly up to

this period, to Boston, Salem, and mainly to Philadelphia, for her Canton

and Calcutta goods. Boston, up to the years 1817—18, exceeded the city

of New York in tonnage and commerce. Prior to the war of 1812, and

during the war between England and France, the tonnage of New Eng

land coined money, and acquired capital, as carriers between the belli

gerents—-while the eastern shipping, it is well known, were favored with

licenses to supply the English and Spanish armies in the long Peninsular

war. After the peace, a large portion of the capital employed in com

merce, sought profitable investment in manufactures. This, also, to a

considerable extent, took place in Pennsylvania, along the Schuylkill, fa

vored by a protective tarifl'.

In 1818, the statesmen of New York commenced the Erie and Cham

plain canal, to unite our inland seas with the ocean, and thus share with

Philadelphia the trade of the west, by this superior mode ofinter-commu

nication. Prior to the embargo, the city of New York had no western

trade. The counties bordering the Hudson river, to the north, furnished

little beyond the daily supplies necessary for a growing city. It was only

after the completion of the Erie canal, in 1825, that the surplus of the

rich interior counties sought the seaboard, to be exchanged for the pro

duce of labor. From this period, may be dated the rapid increase in the

valuation of real, as well as personal estate.

In 1825, valuation of real and personal estate,. . . .. . . . $101,160,046

1828,....................................... 114,019,533

235,960,047

Prior to 1825, there was nothing but a barter trade, even in the rich

counties of Herkimer, Oneida, Otsego, and west of this region. The coarse

grains were turned into whiskey; Wheat, and potash alone could bear the

expense of transportation, on snow, or by small boats, on the Mohawk river

to Albany.

The western trade, and the construction of the Erie canal, brought

with it the auction system, the duties on which, during the administration

of governor Tompkins, were pledged, and, at the time considered the main

reliable source, to pay the interest on the debt to be created for these

great works. ‘ '

The packet system followed the auction, and then the city of New York .

pushed far ahead of Boston in commerce, while the tonnage of the latter

was forced to come to New York, for cheap provisions, breadstufi's, and

cotton for the home and foreign markets.

The shrewd, sagacious merchants ofBoston,now turned manufacturers,

soon discovered that it would not answer to depend entirely on the city of

New York for supplies of provisions and breadstufl‘s for her “ operatives.”

The former could not be supplied by the south, in quantities, or in a good

state—particularly butter and cheese—indispensable necessaries to the
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manufacturer. Boston, without a direct communication with the west,

was at the tender mercy of the New York speculator, or the sudden, or

early closing of the Erie canal. This was, no doubt, the prompting cause,

that induced Boston to extend her Worcester railroad to the state line.

They then kindly accepted of $1,000,000 of the bonds of the city of Al

bany, with a charter granted by the legislature, and as was stated in

speeches, by the delegates from Boston, delivered on the steps of the

New York capitol in 1840, to the effect that the construction of a railway

from Albany to Boston, would enable the intelligent and enterprising

burghers ofthe Rensselaer manor “to have a sea port only twelve hours

distant from the long wharf of Boston, when the North River was closed

with ice.” They delicately intimated that the city of New York had com

merce enough, and to spare—that they merely desired to exchange their

“oysters, fish,” and a few surplus articles, for “ our poultry, beef, bread,

butter, &c.”-—that, certainly there could be no rivalry with the “natural

advantages” possessed by the city of New York—that we should build

the New York and Albany railroad, fifty miles less in distance to the sea

board, than by their Western railroad—yet, in the meantime, it would be

a great convenience for Boston and her manufacturers, to come and trade

_ with Albany during the winter months.

Let us look to the result. The Boston, Worcester and Western rail

road, for the last four years—since the completion of the line, 200 miles,

has received more gross and nett income than New York has from

both the Erie and Champlain canals, of more than double the same dis

tance, for the same period. The cost of the canals was 25 per cent less

than the railroad, or as $8,000,000 to $10,250,000.

Again, see the course of western trade, and its importance to the building

up of Boston—the increase of real and personal property, after tapping

this trade at the outlet of the New York canals, while during the same

period, there has been a decrease in the valuation of real and personal

property in the city of New York.

In 1841, after the opening of the road from Boston to Albany, the val

uation of real and personal property was,. . . . . . . . . . . . . - $98,106,606

In 1844,.......................-................“ 118,450,300

 

An increase of more than 22 per cent, or, . . . . . . . . . . $20,343,694

From 1841 to 1844, the valuation of real and personal property fell 00'

in the city of New York, $15,234,873, or about 7 per cent.

In the city of New York, eastern enterprise, by some peculiarity, has

employed its efforts, and directed public attention to the Herculean task

of constructing 484 miles of railway from that city to Dunkirk, on Lake

Erie, across numerous high ridges of the Alleghany mountains, as the

best mode .to head off their brethren of; Boston. That they are right in

this, I am not prepared to dispute. In fact I admit, and advocate it, if

the dog and manger policy is to be pursued by our rulers, in charging full

canal tolls on produce transported on railways parallel to the Erie canal.

The railways are built by private capital, while, thus far, the state has had

to tax the whole of her citizens, for a local work, to sustain her credit to

borrow money to enlarge the canal, to conduct a business that could bet

ter be accomplished by private enterprise.

As the‘tolls on a. barrel of flour from Buffalo to Albany is now much

greater than the freight for the same distance, with but little prospect of
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its being materially decreased, the enterprise of New England has been

turned in a direction to avoid those extravagant tolls. They discover

that “the Falls of Niagara are broken down—obliterated on the map

of commerce”-—by the completion of the Welland canal. The moderate

rate of eight cents on a barrel of flour to pass-this short canal, enables the

farmer of Ohio and Michigan, by the means of the lake propellers, to de

liver a barrel of flour at the several ports on lake Ontario, at 20 cents,

compared with 10 cents at Buffalo, or Dunkirk; at the former, to subject

to 35 cents tolls, to reach the Hudson, and a like sum for freight, with a

difference in time, to reach Boston on the completion of her railway to

Ogdensburg, of‘ at least five days. This is not all ; it is awell established

fact, that lake Ontario, the Welland canal, and lake Erie, from Gavelly

bay, is open from three to five weeks earlier than our canals, or the har

bors of Buffalo and Dunkirk, on the breaking up of the ice on the lake,

with the wind at northwest ; consequently, a large share of the early

spring trade is destined to pass by Ogdensburg from Boston, while a large

portion of the western produce, in flour, provisions, and wool, from the

rich prairies, will seek this channel, to save the heavy tolls on the canals

—a system which the miserable policy of the state of‘ New York has fos

tered, even to incur a debt of $25,000,000, when it is at last discovered,‘ I

that a railway is to be made from Rome to Watertown and cape Vincent,

to supercede the Black River canal; another, from Syracuse to Oswego,

but subject to canal tolls !—while Bufi'alo is at last awake, to turn the

trade and travel from her Attica railway, to intersect the New York and

Erie railway, as a better means of sustaining her admirable position, now

that the system of railways is destined to change the whole course of

trade and traflic to and from the west, and thus supersede the Genessee

valley canal, on which $4,000,000 have been expended.

Charleston and Savannah have both got their eyes fixed, on reaching

the valley of the Mississippi and Missouri at St. Louis, by the grand pro

ject of'a railway —— miles to the former, and — miles to the latter sea

port.

The Portage railway of Pennsylvania, 36 miles long, with the inclined

planes, five on each side of the Alleghany ridge, 2,491 feet above tide

water, is among the most remarkable wonders of art, in this, or any other

country. It is found, that the canals and railways do not work well to

gether, even with the iron boat, divided into four compartments, for the

easy transfer from railway trucks to canal. This occasions much delay

and expense. In the great rivalry for the Western trade, by the Atlantic

cities, the question is already mooted in Pennsylvania, to turn the tow

paths ofthe canals, on the main line, into a railway, to have a continuous

line to Cincinnati, and thus secure to Philadelphia, the spring trade, and

as a natural consequence, the produce that will follow from this rich re

gion in return.

It is but forty-five years that Cincinnati, now numbering 75,000

inhabitants, was a wilderness. St. Louis, 1,000 miles west of the Alle

ghany mountains, about half‘ its age, nearly rivals, and will soon exceed

Cincinnati, in her admirable intermediate position for the trade of the

“ far west,” Oregon and California. New Orleans, that was not thought

ofin Burke’s time, and but comparatively a villagei‘orty years ago, al

though settled t'or more than a century previous, now greatly exceeds

Boston in population, and is rapidly on the increase, now that steam navi
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gation and free institutions have thrown open 8,000 miles of rivers, that

were interdicted to France and Spain, during the period Louisiana was

under the government of each of these abitrary countries.

From this picture of success, in building up cities, and the necessity of

having a direct communication with a back country, by good roads, ca

nals, and railways, it is only necessary to turn from the city of New York

to the dilapidated city of Perth Amboy, that was commenced long before

New York. Gloucester, on the sand plains of New Jersey, was com

menced before Philadelphia, Annapolis, before Baltimore, Jamestown and

Norfolk, before Richmond—both good ports, but without any back coun

try, or good roads. The city of Newport, depending merely on com

merce, although at one time it exceeded any village in “the Bay Colony,”

fell behind Boston, so soon as her enterprising population coupled the

produce of agriculture and the forest with her fish and oil trade, to make

assorted cargoes to the West Indies; thus building up a marine that still

exceeds New York. .1. a. n.

 

ART. XL—PENNSYLVANIA INTEREST ON HER STATE DEBT.

The following letter is from .one of the oldest and most respectable mer

chants of Boston ; and we publish it for the purpose of eliciting an an

swer to the questions involved :—

BosroN, August 11, 1845.

1:0 FREEMAN HUNT, ESQ.

Dear Sir—The enclosed “ Pennsylvania Interest,” I send on as a text, on

which I wish that you or some one of your contributors, skille in jurisprudence,

would give the public a dissertation in your Merchants’ Magazine. The simple

question is, can the state of Pennsylvania consistently with the constitution of the

United States, or the constitutions of any of the several states, with any of the

laws of the states, or with any judicial decisions in the United States, deductfrrrm.

the interest, which she has promised to pay, any part thereof as a tax,or in an other

‘name? In paying the semi-annual interest on her stock the first instant, s e has

done it; and it is an alarming fact. The -sacretlness of a promise is destroyed.

This beginning may lead to dreadful consequences. It the public creditors suffer

this encroachment on moral honesty to pass quietly, all other states may do the

same, and every state creditor will stand trembling, fearing what may be the plea

sure of legislators. If Pennsylvania is sustained in this proceeding, it will be ne

cessary for states to adopt a different phraseolo with their promises hereafter,

such as—promises to pay in good faith and in fu l, without any deduction of any

name or nature, either from t e principal or interest. Ishould have preferred that

she should ‘have delayed all ayments until she was able to meet them in full, ac

cording to her promise. I 0 not consider her relief notes as derogatory to her

honesty. It is the witholding of a part of the interest as a tax, after having pro

mised it without reservations. Until this act,I should as soon have expected that

Pennsylvania would have passed an act to clip every six-penny piece and sweat

every guinea that might agpear hereafter in the state.

espectfully, your humble servant, H. o.

The following is the article alluded to in the letter of our correspond

ent. It is from the pen of the writer of the above letter, and originally

appeared in the Boston Atlas, of August 8th, 1845.

PENNSYLVANIA INTEREST.

Pennsylvania has paid the semi-annual interest on her debt, due the first in

stant; but how has she paid it? Just as a debtor, getting all his resources within

his control, ofi'ers his creditor what he pleases, and his creditor, seeing himself
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powerless, accepts the ofi‘er and discharges. Since the first of February last, when

she paid her interest in full, I made a purchase of her five per cents, unsuspicions

that she would repudiate, if she should happen to be unable to meet the interest.

But directly after my purchase, the legislature enacted that a certain per cent

age should be deducted from all interests payable, calling it a tax. I receive, now,

half the interest in specie funds, and the other half in the tax and relief notes,

making only $2 35 for $2 50. It appears to me that this is an anomaly in legis

lation and financiering, or a refined kind of repudiation. Is there another state in

the Union, which has passed such an act as this’! Could not the Legislature,

with as much propriety, enact, that every person collecting a debt in Pennsylva

nia, should leave a certain per centage for the treasury? Publish it not that

Pennsylvania pays her interest. She does not—she repudiates. Ask any citizen

of Pennsylvania, who knows any thing about a pecuniary promise, and he will

say this act of the legislature is unaccountable, and unjust and shameful. And,

indeed, such has been the uniform answer of several, and the only ones of whom

I made inquiries about the existence of such an act. If the legislature have a

right to retain one-fourth of one per cent, why may she not one-half of one per

cent, and so on to the amount of a greater part of her semi-annual interest. Her

rerogative is that of a robber; she has the power, if not the right. This would

be a proper question for the Supreme Court of the United States; but her protec

tion is, that she is not sueable.

 

As'r. XIL—MERCANTILE BIOGRAPHY.

THE LATE DANIEL WALDO, OF WORCESTER

TnE National JEgis, in announcing the sudden death of the Hon.

Daniel Waldo, which took place at his residence in Worcester, Mass.,

on the morning of the 9th of July, 1845, gives the following briefmemoir

of his life and character. Few men have been taken from any commu

nity, who were more generally known, and more universally respected;

and no one, perhaps, whose death will be more extensively, and deeply-

and permanently deplored.

“ Mr. Waldo was born in Boston, on the 20th day of January, 1763. His early edu

cation was in the public schools of that town, and under the domestic guidance and

instruction of exemplary and pious parents. His father was there an eminent and suc

cessful merchant, at the breaking out of the American Revolution ; but devoted his heart

and mind to the cause of civil and religious freedom. Upon the occlusion of the port of

Boston, by the British, he sought protection for his family in the country, and subse

quently settled with them, and resumed mercantile business, in the town of Worcester.

Here, the late Mr. Waldo completed his education in his father’s counting-house ; and, on

arriving at age, became his partner in business, and afterwards succeeded to the property

and the management of this extensive importing and trading concern. With what scru

pulous integrity his business was conducted for more than forty years ; with what con

iderations of regard to his customers, and of accommodation to the wants and interests

of the public, be directed his arrangements, his eminent success, and the undoubting and

unabating confidence of the community, through this long period of time, will bear wit

ness. And, when at last he retired from an active participation in commerce and trade,

his punctuality and precision, his justice and liberality, his personal attention, and cour

tesy of manner, were remembered and referred to, as a model and example for instruction

and encouragement to the young, and for imitation by all.

“ More than twenty years have now elapsed, since this distinguished merchant volun

tarily relinquished to younger men, whose character he had assisted to form, and whose

worthiness be approved, the enjoyment of his mercantile establishment, and the influence

of his personal patronage. But, in retiring from the cares of business, he did not yield

to indolencc and indulgence. His counting-room continued to be his chosen and daily

resort for informal and free communication and intercourse with his acquaintance and

friends, for attention to the management of his ample property, and for the occupation of
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his time in reading, and the bestowment of his interest and thoughts upon the welfare of

others. The regularity of his habit in passing the street, to and from this accustomed

place, was indeed so great, as almost to mark the precision of the diurnal hour. In what

ever afi'ected the peace and good order of society, and the prosperity and happiness of

his country, he ever took a lively concern. His interest in all well directed efi'orts for

the promotion of the moral and social condition of the ignorant and the destitute of his

fellow men, was active and efficient; and his benefactions and charities were munificent

and free, as they were discriminating and unostentatious. Numerous are the objects of

public benevolence, which have cause to rejoice in the fulness of his bounty; and many

—more than the world will ever know—ale the hearts of private sufferers, who are un

consciously his debtors for the relief and comfort which they will never have opportunity

to acknowledge. The prayers and the blessings of the poor did, indeed, follow him ; but

who shall speak of the deeds of kindness which a habitual charity was continually, silent

ly, and secretly dispensing to those, whose delicacy and sensitiveness would permit no

utterance to their destitution?

“ In the progress, rapid growth, and assured prosperity of the town of his residence, to

which his early industry and enterprise in business, and his attention, advice, and use of

wealth, in riper years, had so largely contributed, Mr. Waldo, to the latest day of his life,

felt and expressed, in an especial manner, the liveliest interest. The Temple for Public

Worship, which his liberality erected—the cemetery grounds, the bestowment of his

bounty, where, in the fragrance of nature, in beautiful congruity with the untainted sim

plicity, sincerity, and consistency of his character, now repose his mortal remains, are

among the visible memorials which speak to the heart, of his sympathy with the highest

concerns of all.

“ The name of Waldo is intimately associated with many of the religious and charita

ble institutions of the country. There will be a more appropriate occasion and place, in

which to treat of the personal participation of our departed friend, in this connection.

Deeply imbued with religious faith, and feelingly impressed with a sense of all Christian

obligation, in the liberality of a cultivated and enlightened mind, he devised things libe

rally, and with a view to extended good. He looked far beyond sect or party, and strove

to learn, from the instruction of his great Teacher and Master, how to regard duty to the

whole race of his fellow men; and the aim of his life was its faithful and acceptable per

formance.

“ Thus has passed the long and useful life of this good man. He has been home to

the tomb, full of years, and in honored remembrance. The tears of bereaved relatives

and friends bedew the green sod of his fresh-made grave ; but the deeds of public munifi

cence, and of private benevolence, which he has wrought, will survive all temporary

afliiction, in the cherished memory and lasting influence of his exemplary character and

virtues.”

Probate was granted on the will of Mr. Waldo on the fifth of August; and the fol

lowing is an accurate list of the public donations bequeathed by the will :—

To the Calvinist Society in Worcester, dwelling house and vestry, valued at. $7,000

  

To the Massachusetts General Hospital, ........................................... .. 40,000

To the Massachusetts Medical Society, in Worcester county, for the purpose

of erecting a hospital in Worcester,........................... .. 6,000

To the American Board of Foreign Missions,.... . 40,000

American Board of Domestic Missions,.. 10,000

American Tract Society,.r............... 6,000

American Bible Society,... 10,000

American Education Society,.... 6,000

American Colonization Society,. 10,000

Leicester Academy,..................._. 6,000

Worcester Co. Horticultural Society, 3,000

Prison Discipline Society,................... 6,000

Seamen’s Friend Society, in New York, 6,000

Same in Boston,......................_....... 6,000

Massachusetts eye and ear Infirmary,.. 6,000

Bangor Theological Seminary, Me‘, .......... .. .. 6.000

Windsor “ “ in Connecticut, ......................... .. 6,000

$180,000
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ooImERcIAI. AND FINANCIAL oPERArIoNs or 'raE OOUN‘I'RY—MEXIOO—MONEY IvIAT-I-ERs—sPEcrx

AND cIRcvLArIoN or THE BANK or ENoLANo, ERANcE, AND THE sANxs OF NEW YORK AND

NEW ORLEANS—CURRENCY AND TRADE—REvENuEs or EUROPEAN couN'rRtEs—PRooocE or

INDIRECT TAXES IN GREAT BRITAIN, ERANcE, BELGIUM, AND ME WITH) sI'ArEs—coRN TRADE

—COTTON XMPORTED INTO ENoLANo ANo sco'rLAND—wEs'rERN POPULATION—PRODUCE TRADE

——VEGETABLE rooo oN THE NEW YORK CANALS, FROM oTaER STATES—ARTICLES ARRIvEu ON

THE IIuDsoN RIvER—rRAnE or BOSTON—VALUE or REAI. AND rERsoNAL PROPERTY IN NEW

YORK AND BOSTON—BANKS, E'rc.

THE commerce and financial operations of the country, for the last three months, have

with all the elements of pIosperity combining in a favorable manner, been, to a great

extent, paralyzed, by the fears of a rupture with Mexico, growing out of the annexation

of Texas to the United States. Mexico, after acknowledging, although conditionally, the

independence of Texas, distracted by the contests of small military factions for power,

has threatened to commit the absurdity of a declaration of war. What the result may be,

is yet very doubtful. In all other respects, both in Europe and America, there exist all

the elements of a long continued season of prosperity. Throughout the commercial

world, since 1839, the general movement seems to have been a fall in prices, whereby

the quantity of money necessary to the transaction of business has been decreasing; and,

as a consequence, specie has gradually passed out of the channels of circulation into the

great reservoirs of money. A natural result of this diminished demand for money, and

its increased abundance in the hands of lenders,has been its diminished value ; which has

been less in all parts of the commercial world, for the last few years, than ever before, in

the same length of time. This phenomenon of the accumulation of specie, may be

illustrated by the amounts held at the four leading points of the commercial world, viz:

the bank of France, the bank of England, and the banks of New York and New Or

leans. For the purpose of comparison, we have taken the returns of each in October,

1839, when the heavy payments made by England to the continent for corn, following a

long course of adverse exchanges, consequent upon speculations of previous years, had

reduced the coin of the bank to a point which threatened insolvency.

SPECIE AND CIRCULATION OF THE BANK or ENGLAND, BANK or FRANCE, BANKs or NEWYou

AND NEW ORLEANS.

 

Circulation. Specie.

1639. 1845. 1839. 1845.

FR Of England, $85,537,600 $97,913,760 $12,120,000 $77,107,204

" France,.. 39,937,500 48,589,054 39,883,500 48,850,324

“ N. York, 10,629,514 19,581,543 7,000,529 8,118,324

“ N. Orl’s,. 6,998,704 3,135,365 3,397,379 6,851,168

Total,...... $143,103,318 $169,219,722 $62,401,408 $140,927,020

The accumulation is equal to $79,527,812, which has passed from circulation into the

vaults of the banks. In the case of Europe, it appears that the accumulation was

$74,944,028; and, in the same period, the nett export into the United States was

$24,000,000 ; and, in the pockets of immigrants, not reported in ofiicial relations,

$15,000,000 more—making, altogether, $113,944,028, absolutely withdrawn from the

channels of commercial operations, from October, 1839, to the present time. This has

been compensated by an increase of $21,027,714 in the issues of the two banks; leaving

a diminution of $92,916,314 in the currency, as influenced by the issues of the two

banks. There is a remarkable feature of the issues marked by this descent of specie to

the lowest point in the vaults of the bank of England, and its reflux to the level at which

it now stands, higher than ever before, viz: that, in 1839, when the coin was flowing ru
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pidly out, money was in extraordinary demand, and the rate of interest was raised in

England as high as 6 per cent; having, since the reign of Queen Anne, never previously

been over 5 per cent, and the bank had never before occasion to avail itself of the relaxa

tion of the usury laws of the kingdom. Shortly after the current began to turn, however,

and specie to accumulate in the vault, the price of money began to fall ; and, during the

past two years, has been lower than ever known, for such a length of time. The prices

of all kinds of commodities have been extraordinarily low, whereby a great increase of

consumption has been promoted in all the leading articles of import. This has indicated

itself in the increased customs revenues of almost all the countries of Europe. The fol

lowing is a statement of the customs duties of four nations, for the six months of the

present year, as compared with the same period of the last :—

Paonucs or Iunmsc'r Taxes, rmsr SIX MONTHS or THE YEAR.

Customs and Excise.

 

Year- Great Britain. France. Belgium. U. States.

1844,... . £l4,456,865 f. 378,126,000 f. 34,566,545 $16,146,366

1845,... . 13,800,222 389,904,000 35,891,716 12,576,965

Increase, .......... . . f. 11,778,000 f. 1,325,171 .......... ..

Decr’se,.. £656,643 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,569,401

In France and Belgium, there has been a considerable increase, the rates of duties

having remained the same this year as last. In the United States, there has been a de

cided decline in the amount of dutiable imports; a circumstance that may have arisen

either from the excessive imports of the previous year, or from a decreased consumption,

consequent upon the advance of imported goods, accompanied by a decline in United

States produce. Probably both these circumstances have combined to produce the result.

In England, there has been an apparent decrease of duties for the six months. It will be

observed, however, that,the decrease, £519,595, was for the last quarter; during which,

the great reductions in the tariff, made last winter, came into operation. The resulm of

this change are worthy of the greatest attention, as indicative of the workings of com

mercial legislation. In February last, Sir Robert Peel made his financial statement; the

general result of which was, that for the year 1846, there was a surplus, including the

income tax, of £3,409,000, which he intended to apply to the reduction of duties on

imports and excise, as follows :—

  
£3,409,000

Reduction of duty on sugar,._ . £1,300,000

Removal “ coal, ....... .. . 183,000

“ “ 430 articles .. .. . 320,000

“ “ cotton, .... . . . . . 680,000

“ “ auctions,. . 250,000

“ “ glass,...... .. . 640,000

“ “ staves,.................................. 320,000

Total, less by licenses, £3,338,000

This diminished revenue is equal to a loss of £817,500 for the quarter; whereas, as

seen above, the actual loss is only $519,595; notwithstanding that the duties are totally

removed, with the exception of sugar, on which article the loss of $1,300,000 was cal

culated, supposing an increase of 40,000 tons for the year in the consumption, as the con

sequence of the reduction. The result for the quarter has been an increase of 25,000

tons, at the rate of 164,000 tons for the year. The collateral effects of the removal of the

duties upon necessary articles, appear to have promoted the consumption of all others in

a manner to gain £297,905, or 30 per cent more revenue for the quarter than was esti

mated by the minister. The quantity of cotton taken by the trade, for the quarter ending

June 30, was as follows :—
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Imp. Into Average cou- Total eon- Prices of up- Prlcs oHtYs,

In six Eng. and sumption per su|||p., 1st luntlcotlouon Mule twist,

1110.01‘ Scotland. week. sixm'nths. 1stJuly. on 1st July.

Bags. B :- Bags. 11. d. s. d.

1835,.... .. 698,742 17384 451,984 105 to 12% 1 5}

1836,...... 723,417 18,227 474,902 8} 11% 1 5}

1837,.... .. 674,523 19,127 479,302 4} 7i 1 0}

1838, .... .. 952,445 21,629 562,354 5§ 7§ 0 11}

1839,...... 698,213 20,000 520,000 7 9 0 ll§

1840,.... .. 955,618 24,500 637,000 4} 65 0 11*

1841,...... 784,021 22,312 581,932 5 7§ 1 0}
1842,...... 906,619 24,312 v632,112 a; 6;, 0 10;,

1843,...... 1,252,938 26,484 688,584 3!; 5i 0 9}

1844, .... .. 979,014 28,372 723,487 a} 51 0 11;,

1845, .... .. 1,205,072 32,821 836,940 3k 4* 1 0}

This increased consumption of foreign produce has naturally stiffened, and, in some

cases, advanced the prices; without, however, inducing much speculation, except in rail

roads and in iron, by collateral influence. Now, an immense amount of money has been

subscribed to railroads, but has not, to any great extent, been actually paid out, except

on the continent ; and some £200,000 to £300,000 have been remitted thither for that

purpose. The amount to be expended on new projects in England, is near £100,000,000,

or $500,000,000. Now the whole country, as we have seen, is in a healthy condition,

and disposed greatly to enhance its consumption of foreign produce and manufactured

goods. The expenditure of such a vast sum, among the laboring and middle classes, will

greatly enhance their means to extend their consumption; and, in all probability, promote

an active speculation in most articles, that will enhance the price. The effect of this is

two-fold. Precisely in the degree in which prices of foreign produce enhance in Eng

land, to the same extent will the foreign credits in England be enhanced; and, at the

same time, the improved money-value in England will require a greatly enhanced volume

of the currency to transact the same business as before—and, to aid this latter requisition,

it will be necessary that a large diminution in the coin held by the banks must take place;

and that, at the same time, they extend their paper. At this juncture of affairs, however,

it has become pretty certain that the crop of grain in England will be so far deficient in

quantity and quality, as to make an extensive import necessary to meet the demand.

Since 1837, England has annually imported large quantities of grain; and, in 1842, her

corn law was modified about 20 per cent—that is to say, the price of wheat in England

requires now to rise only to 66s. per quarter, to admit it at the same duty which was

formerly paid at a price of 71.9.; a reduction of 5s. per quarter in the general price. This

reduction tends very greatly to modify the collateral influence of a short harvest, inasmuch

as that the high price of bread has uniformly been known to reduce the consumption of

all other articles—consequently, the price being kept at a lower level, diminishes that

effect. However, with a large consumption of foreign produce, and exchanges just upon

the turn, a sum equal to $500,000,000 is to be poured into the channels of industry, to

afford the means of a further consumption, while the failure of the harvest will add largely

to the demands for foreign produce. There are symptoms that point to a great and rapid

diminution of the specie in the bank, which has already fallen £500,000 from the highest

point. It will be taken into account, however, that the amelioration of the tariff, by con

tinuing the corn trade in a season of good harvests, has maintained a reciprocal trade

between England and the corn countries, by which her goods will enter to a far greater

extent into the payments of corn than formerly, and in so much diminish the amount of

specie to be paid. The prices of grain, on the continent of Europe, have been main

tained, by the continued purchases of England, at rates some 80 per cent higher than was

the case during the period of good English harvests, which ended in 1837 ; showing that

the supply of the continent is inadequate to a continued large demand from England—

more especially as, from the improved condition of the people in France and Belgium,
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those countries have become corn-importing countries. In the United States, on the other

hand, the supply of bread-stufi's has so enormously increased, as to have sunk prices lower

than ever before known; and, therefore, to afford a peculiarly favorable combination of

circumstances to facilitate large sales to England. From all these circumstances, it may

be inferred that the coming year holds out promises of extraordinary profit to the United

States at large. Increased sales of farm produce to England, cannot but raise the prices

here ; and, by so doing, confer upon the farmers, who are the great purchasers of goods,

enhanced means to extend those purchases.

The prices of produce, generally, have closed, for the year ending with August, lower

than perhaps ever before, for some important articles. This has doubtless been owing to

the abundance of the crops which last year came to market, and the little probability that

the product of the present harvest will, in any degree, fall short of that of last year. On

the other hand, there is every probability of an enhanced production; and indication of

the progress of production is afforded in some late returns of the population of the lead

ing lake states, as follows :—

Wes'raan Porum'rron.

Years. Wisconsin. Iowa. Illinois. Indlana. Michigan. Total.

1840,.......... 30.945 43,112 476,183 686,866 212,267 1,449,373

1841,... 37,133 51,834 584,917 754,332 248,331 1,676,547

1842,... . 49,524 69,478 692,653 822,598 284,395 1,918,648

1843,.. . 52,379 90,000 764,809 868,175 308,437 2,083,800

The increase is here 40 per cent in four years; and the consequent increased quantity

of produce, resulting from their industry, on the prolific lands of the west, is constantly

producing an increased surplus, pressing upon the Atlantic markets. An indication of the

degree in which this surplus progresses, is seen in the following table of the tons of ve

getable food coming from other states :—

Tons or VEGETABLE Foon CLEARED on was New You CANALS, mom 0mm STA-ms.

Years. Butfalo. Oswego. Whitehall. Total.

  

  1840,... 113,533 16,395 3,574 131,302

1841,.. .. 133,836 18,762 2,921 159,719

1842,.. 145,096 24,188 3,376 172,660

1843, . . 166,327 28,025 4,588 198,940

1844,......... 165,761 48,118 6,457 220,346

The increase is regular and large ; and, if we compare the quantities of each article

arriving at tide-water, on the Hudson river, by all the canals, for a series of years, with

the quantities that came in 1844, by each of the routes, Whitehall, Oswego, and Buffalo,

from other states, the result will be as follows :—

Alu'rcnss ARRIVING a1: TIDE-WATER, on THE Henson.

  

  

1841. 1842. 1843. 1844.

Furs, . . ...lbs. 1,180,000 358,700 635,800 832,200

Boards, ..... . . . feet 177,720,349 150,657,900 177,402,600 232,434,700

Shingles,.............. .. M. 46,335 36,767 62,387 78,125

Timber,. . . . . . . . ..cubic feet 1,028,576 361,586 586,013 921,982

Staves,.... ......... . .lbs. 110,542,839 55,268,500 56,768,700 97,533,000

Wood,... . . ..cords 21,403 17,280 17,596 16,550

Ashes,... . . . .bbls. 43,093 44,824 77,739 80,646

Pork,.. 115,150 79,235 63,777 63,646

Beef,...... . ... 18,113 21,437 47,465 50,000

Cheese, ........ .. ..lbs. 14,171,081 19,004,613 24,336,260 26,674,500

Butter and lard,. 16,157,653 19,182,930 24,215,700 22,596,300

Wool, ..... ............ . . 3,617,075 3,355,148 6,216,400 7,672,300

Flour,.... ...bbls. 1,647,492 1,577,555 2,073,708 2,222 204

Wheat,... .....bush. 781,055 928,347 ‘ 827,346 1,262,249

Rye,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,070 32,224 46,572 62,239

Corn,..... 119,762 366,111. 186,016 17,861

Barley,.... ...., 121,010 522,993 543,996 818,472 

Othergrain," .. . 663,375 1,212,517 1,168,153 1,166,524

Bran, .... .. 566,013 789,814 702,654 4,177,489
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Autumn umivnvo n‘ Tms~wsrsn, on Tue Henson—Continued.

Pens and beans,.... ..bush.

Potatoes, .... ............. ...

Dried fruit,.. ...lbs.

Cotton,....... ...... ..

Tobacco, . .. .

Clover-seed,

Flax,........ ..

Hops,........

Spirits, ..... ..

Leather,.....

Furniture,

  

Salt,.....................bbls.

Stone and lime,...... ..lbs.

Gypsum,.....................

Coal, ....................... .

Sundries,.......Merchandise,...._..........

Going from tidewater:

Merchandise,.... . . . . . . .tons

  

 

Cheese,....Butter and lard,

Barley,.........

Other grain,....

Bran,Pens and beans,.

Potatoes,.,........

Dried fruit,.

Cotton,.........

Tobacco,.......

Clover-seed,.. .

Pig iron,.. . . .

Ir0n-ware,...

Woollens,.. .

cottons," . . .

1841.

39,280

32,391

498,691

196,842

850,732

3,511,334

966,263

298,096

2,022,110

1,856,900

1,538,121

259,112

4,031,423

889,111

424,820

1,093,6l8

18,191

25,126,135

120,112

16,089,811

31,910,136

309,900

132,841

......lbs.

 

 

n."

"5“

Comm r1101! OTHER S'rnss, 1844.

1 842. l 84 3.

23,732 14,056

23,664 22,783

1,141,068 671,000

49,600 6 l ,000

1,117,900 1,860,000

2,411,930 4,343,300

2,096,360 2,216,900

743,800 835,800

711,403 863,255

2,015,050 2,084,300

1 ,368,300 1,848,500

1,281,100 1,907,700

5,573,500 4,131,000

5,733,038 7,469,500

414,385 476,200

1,686,850 1,348,400

25,364 107,955

21,290,200 27,212,100

739,600 1,893,200

17,635,400 13,055,100

31,811,620 41,545,100

369,550 401,600

94,213 113,686

Bufl'ato. Oswego.

345,399 14,111

7,550,961 8,656,451

17 122

12,121 .. . . . .

60,949,041 1,303,120

32,209 3,691

51 ,947 7,759

32,930 3,272

1,560,344 .... . .

5,544,924 1,876,775

2,089,589 144,007

973,034 346,959

1,848,555 160,699

2,505 .... . .

114,521 .... . .

.... . . 27

6,402 . . .

111,961 583,420

910 .... . .

181,224 .... . .

.... . . 19,1 10

210,152 503,401

3,167,230 .... . .

116.341 .. .

21 , l 85 .... . .

52,699 21.084

232,593 22,105

530,238 .... . .

120,] 58 .... . .

6,000 217,980

24,728 .... . .

.... .

1 844.

21,116

18.263

1,299,400

79,600

328,900

4,594,800

3, 1 14,800

1,319,100

1,194,311

3909,000

2,111,400

41,800

6,422,600

944,900

861,200

1,584,600

1 15,013

50,159,800

1,891,800

18,480,100

54,122,400

492,300

135,616

Whitehall.

2,247

11,203,551

14

99,059

210,825

1,009,1 13

4,611,849

1 12,918

128,909
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COMING raoM o'rnsx S-ra'rss, 1844—Continued.

  

Buffalo. Oswego. Whitehall.

Stone and lime,......................lbs. 869,555 3,326,245

Gypsum,.......... .... .. 121,732 .... ..Coal,..... 6,231 308,712Sundries,.. . . . . . . . 4,775,897 .... . . 4,924,525

Merchandise,............................ 66,505 .... .. 55,534

Going from tide-‘water:

Merchandise,.......................tons .... ..

One-half the quantity of flour which arrived at tide-water, came from other states; and

a, large quantity of wheat also came, which was floured in New York. Hence, of

2,222,204 bbls. of flour which came to the Hudson, 1,484,900 bbls. were of western pro

duce. If we compare the tons of vegetable food that arrived at tide-water, with the quan

tity moving on all the canals, we have results as follows:—

Tons OF Vase-mam: Foon comma raon ornaa S'raras; 'ro'rar. MOVING ON ALL THE CANALS,

AND aaruvsn AT TIDE-WATER.

Bufl‘alo and Total from On all Arr'vd at

Years. Black Rock. Oswego. Whltehall. oth. states. canals. tide-wet.

1838,.... 58,907 10,255 3,460 72,6221839,.... 72,284 16,107 3,918 92,3091840, ..... .. 111,533 16,395 3,574 131,3021841,.... 138,036 18,762 2,921 159,719 342,810 230,339

1842,..... .. 145,096 24,188 3,376 172,650 355,103 259,961

1843,.... .. . 166,327 28,025 4,588 198,940 399,336 296,154

1844,..... .. 165,761 48,128 6,457 220,346 445,475 331,859

In this, we observe that the internal trade of the state has greatly increased in the last

two years—that is to say, the quantity of vegetable food moving on all the canals in

creased, in 1842, but 12,000 tons ; while the quantity coming from other states increased

13,000 tons, and the surplus delivered at tide-water increased 29,000 tons—showing that

New York furnished 16,000 tons of the increase of vegetable food delivered at tide-wa

ter- In 1843, however, the reverse took place ; and the movement on all the canals was

raised 44,000 tons over the previous year, while the deliveries at tide-water rose but 37,000

tons. In 1844, the same feature is displayed—an increase of 46,000 tons in the whole

movement, and of 35,000, only, in the deliveries; showing that the internal receipts and

deliveries increased 30 per cent more than the external trade. How far this effect has

been produced by the carrying of freights upon the railroads, cannot, perhaps, easily be

determined. It is, no doubt, true, that considerable quantities were taken off the canals

by the railroads, and they would swell the sum of the internal trade without appearing in

the deliveries at tide-water. The changing current of the trade is also apparent in the

significant fact that the tonnage at Buffalo actually decreased, while that at Oswego in

creased 70 per cent, and at Whitehall 50 per cent. In those figures, we have doubtless

the influence of the Welland canal upon the course of the western trade. Western ves

sels, coming through the Welland canal, deliver their freights at Oswego, one hundred

and twenty miles in the rear of Bufl'alo; by which means, that ditance of canal tolls is

saved. The sagacity of New England capitalists has already detected the route by which

the western produce may reach Boston without incurring the tolls levied by the New

York canals. The Boston and Burlington railroad, and the Champlain and Ogdensburgh

railroads, are in active progress. By this means, the flank of New York will be com

pletely turned. Vessels laden with the produce of the western lakes may avoid New

York canals, by passing the Welland without breaking bulk, and delivering their freight

at Ogdensburgh; whence, accumulating the products of northern New York, it may pass,

without tolls, over a favorably constructed railroad, to Boston, whose large and grow.

capital has already, by its facilities, attracted a large portion of the trade, over the Western

railroad. In our article for December, 1842, we gave a comparative table of the personal

and real estate valuations in New York and Boston. We will now add to that table the

figures for 1844, as follows :—
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BOSTON. New Yoax.

Years. Real estate. Personal. Total. Real estate. Personal. Total.

1841, $62,063,000 $36,043,600 $98,106,600 $186,350,948 $64,843,972 $251,194,920

1842, 65,509,500 41,223,800 106,733,300 176,489,042 61,294,559 237,783,601

1844, 72,048,000 46,402,300 118,450,300 171,936,591 64,023,456 235,960,047

Incr,, $9,985,000 $10,359,700 $20,343,700 ............ ..

Dec., ..... .. .......... $14,414,357 $820,516 $15,234,873

This is a remarkable change in the face of affairs. Boston, since the completion of its

railroad, has advanced more than New York has diminished. In 1825, the Erie canal

was finished, and its effects in New York were as follows :—

 

REAL AND PERSONAL ESTATE, New YORK CITY.

Year. Population. Value. Year. Population. Value.

1816, .... 95,519 $82,074,200 1835,....... 270,089 $218,723,703

1825,....... 166,086 101,160,046 1844,.... . .. 350,000 235,960,047

In the ten years prior to the construction of the canal, the valuation increased 25 per

cent—in the ten years succeeding its completion, it increased 117 per cent—in the last ten

years, it has increased but 8 per cent. This is a very marked result. Boston has in

creased, in the last four years, 20 per cent; at which rate her increase, for the ten years

succeeding the completion of her railroads, is as great as that of New York in the de

cade commenced by the completion of the E 'ie canal. These are the marvellous results

of rival public works upon the currents of trade and the value of property, at the great

centres of business. The political divisions of a country have very little to do with its

real interest, when it is divided into artificial or real routes for commerce. New York has

expended large sums for the construction of canals ; and has, in consequence, imposed a

tax upon the northern counties of New York, which are in nowise benefitted by them;

but will now, by the expenditure of New England capital, have all their material interests

connected with Boston. Already a great change in the movement of western banks has

become manifest; and the amount of drafts running on Boston, presented for discount,is

rapidly increasing, as those payable in New York decline. The banks of western New

York are now in a condition as extended as at any time since 1837, and the amount of

nett circulation furnished by them larger, as follows :—

Bamrs or New Your.

Loans. Stock. Specie. Bal. due b'k. Clrculatlon. Deposits.

1843, $52,348,467 $12,446,087 $8,477,076 $7,771,112 $12,031,871$19,100,415

Aug, 1843, 58,593,081 12,320,987 14,091,779 10,611,940 14,520,843 24,679,230

Nov., 1843, 61,534,129 11,665,311 11,502,789 4,941,076 17,213,101 27,387,160

Feb., 1844, 65,418,762 11,052,458 10,086,542 5,343,347 16,335,401 29,026,415

May, 1844, 70,161,068 10,362,330 9,455,161 6,650,315 18,365,031 30,742,289

Aug., 1844, 71,623,929 10,648,211 10,191,974 7,743,594 18,091,364 28,757,112

Nov., 1844, 73,091,796 10,773,678 8,968,092 5,665,690 20,152,219 30,391,622

Feb., 1845, 66,883,098 10,244,043 6,893,236 3,816,352 18,513,402 25,976,246

May, 1845, 70,869,286 10,086,904 8,118,324 5,230,992 19,518,543 28,425,967

Aug., 1845, 70,179,266 10,800,616 8,909,527 6,170,148 18,464,410 27,636,520

The first quarterly report, under the new law, was August, 1843; at which time, the

specie in the banks was the largest—there having been an import of some $23,000,000

for the fiscal year, then about closing. Since then, specie has been slowly disseminating

itself over the country; and probably there never was a time when the actual quantity of
specie Vin circnlation was as large as now. The amount in the New York banks fell to a

low point in February last, mostly influenced by the action of the federal government

The expansive movement of the existing banks at the west and south has driven it from
Clriculation back to the vaults of the Atlantic banks, whence it is ready to flit back to Eu

rope. The chances now are, however, that enhanced exports of produce will check that

disposition, and perhaps draw back larger quantities of coin from Europe, until excess of

currency causes a rise of prices that will promote a revulsion.
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COMMERCIAL STATISTICS

STATISTICAL VIEW OF THE COFFEE TRADE.

oorrEs TRADE—IMPORT, EXPORT, AND CONSUMPTION or THE UNITED s'rs-rss, FROM 1821 T0

1814—QUANT1TY or COFFEE IMronrEo INTO THE UNITED STATES, FROM EACH FOREIGN covN

TRY, From 1821 -'r0 1844—Exron'r or COFFEE FROM THE UNITED STATES, FROM 1791 To

1816—1Mroa'r, Exronr, AND cortsUMr'rioN or THE UNITED KINGDOM, FROM 1821 TO 1843—

PRODUCTION or COFFEE IN THE worms, m 1843—rnonUo'rioN or mo corrEE, FOR 1820,

1825, 1830, 1835, IS-iO-PEXPORTS or nto COFFEE TO THE UNITED STATES AND EunorE,

FROM 1834 To 1843—nuron'rs or corrEE INTO NEW ORLEANS, FROM 1834 TO 1845, ETC., Ere.

"Corrn, (Du. Kofl'y. It. and For. Cafe. Ger. Kofie. Rns. Kofe. Fr. and Sp. Cafe.) is the berry

of the Cofi‘aa. flfllbita, an evergreen shrub. with an erect, slender trunk, in height front eight to

fifteen feet. and having long flexible branches. The flower resembles that of the common jasmine,

and the fruit is like a small red cherry. enclosing within a soft pulp the two oval seeds familiar

to every one as the codes been of commerce. The shrub begins to produce fruit when about two

years old; and ‘yields, according to its age and size. from one to four or five pounds; but the quality

of the produce rom young plants is inferior to that from such as are four or five ears oid. Cotfee

only two or three months from the tree, is not so trend as that which has been I ept a year; but,

when older, it becomes deteriorated. When of good quality, the seeds or beans are hard and heavy,

sink quickly in water, are of a light yellowish green color. sweetish taste, possess in a slight degree

the peculiar odor of cotl‘ee, and are free from any damp smell. The beans from the West Indies

are larger than those from the East. Before being used for domestic purposes, they are roasted—a.

process by which they are increased to nearly twice their original size, while they lose about one

thinl of their weight. Cofl'ce is very apt to imbibe moisture, or the flavor oi‘ anything placed near it.

Much attention is therefore necessary in packing it on board ship, or otherwise."— Water-start‘: Oy

clapmiin of Commerce.

TnE coffee shrub is indigenous to Abyssinia and Arabia, but it has been transplanted

into many tropical countries, and is now of great commercial importance. Its chief ce

lebn'ty, however, is derived from Arabia, where its cultivation seems to be best understood.

The quantity shipped from the different places of its production, is at present estimated

at upwards of 459,000,000 lbs. The chief places, stated according to their importance

in this respect, are Brazil, 170,000,000 lbs.; Cuba, 45,000,000 lbs.; Hayti, 40,000,000

lbs.; Java and Sumatra, 140,000,000 lbs; British West Indies, Dutch Guiana, South

American States, Ceylon, British India, French West Indies, Porto Rico, Bourbon, Phi

lippines, and Mocha.

We possess no precise information as to the period when coffee was first adopted as an

article of diet. Its use, during several centuries, was peculiar to the east; and the city

of Aden is the first on record that set the example of drinking it as a common refresh

ment, about the middle of the fifteenth century; after which, it rapidly extended to

Mecca, Medina, and the other cities of Yemen. It was introduced at Grand Cairo about

1500, by dervises from Yemen, resident in that city; where, however, it was opposed on

religious grounds, from the persuasion that it had an inebriating quality; and, in 1523,

Abdallah Ibrahim having denounced it in a sermon, a violent commotion was produced,

and the parties came to blows. Upon this, says a writer in Rees’s Cyclopnedia, the Sheik

Elbelet, commander of the city, assembled the doctors; and, after giving a patient hear

ing to their tedious harangues, treated them all with coffee, first setting the example by

drinking it himself, and then dismissed the assembly without uttering a word. By this

prudent conduct, the public peace was restored, and coffee continued to be drunk without

further molestation. At Constantinople, where it was introduced in 1554, it had to en

counter both political and religious opposition; but it soon triumphed over every obstacle

—and, being taxed, produced a considerable revenue. Public officers are appointed to

inspect and prepare it; and it is said that a refusal to supply a wife with coffee is one of

the legal grounds of divorce in Turkey.

Coffee was brought into notice in the west of Europe,in the seventeenth century. The

first coffee-house in London was opened in 1652, by a Greek named Pnaqua, who had

been servant to Daniel Edwards, a Turkish merchant; and the number soon increased.

In 1675, Charles II. attempted to suppress them as places of resort dangerous to govern

voL. XML—NO. m. 18
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ment, but without effect; and in 1688, it was supposed that there were as many of these

houses of entertainment in London as in Grand Cairo ; besides those to be met with in

the principal towns throughout the country. The quantity consumed, upon the whole,

however, was unimportant, and derived solely from Arabia, through the medium of Tur

key, as coffee was not cultivated in the western hemisphere prior to the eighteenth cen

tury; when Vlan Hoorn, governor of Batavia, procured seeds from Mocha, and a plant

reared by him was forwarded to the botanical garden at Amsterdam; the progeny of

which was, in 1718, sent to Guiana. The produce of another plant was about the same

time transmitted by Louis XIV., of France, to Martinico; and, from these places, the

cultivation of the coffee shrub rapidly extended throughout the West Indies and South

America!‘

We have compiled, with great care, from a variety of oflicial and authentic sources, the

statistical tables, which we give below, of the export, import, consumption, 6m, of cof

fee, in Great Britain, the United States,.&c., for aseries of years. The statement of the

quantity and value of cofi‘ee imported into, and exported irom, the United States, from

1821 to 1844, we derive from the report of the Secretary'of the Treasury for each year,

from 1821. The consumption of cofi'ee in the United States was ascertained by sub

tracting the quantity exported from the‘quantity imported, and carrying the balance to

the “ consumption” column. It will be seen, by referring to the table, that the export of

coffee from the United States has fluctuated from 55,000,000 to 5,000,000 lbs; and that

it has fallen off since 1837, and has been considerably less, on an average, during the

last five years, than ft‘was in 1821. The import of cofi‘ee into the United States, with

slight fluctuations, has rapidly increased, from 21,273,659 lbs. in 1821, to 158,332,111

lbs. in 1844; while the consumption has advanced in amuch greater ratio—i. e., from

11,886,063 lbs. in 1821, to 149,711,820 lbs. in 1844.

The admission of coffee into the United States free of ‘duty, the comparatively high

price of tea, the formation of temperance societies, and the progress of that movement,

may be assigned as some of the causes for the increased consumption of coffee in this

country, since 1833. '

The table of the export, import, and consumption of coffee in the United Kingdom,

we have compiled from Waterston’s C'yclopzedia of Commerce, the British Almanac, and
the oflicial Parliamentary reports. The import trade shows, as wili'pb’e seen by reference

to the table, comparatively little fluctuation in the annual quantity; while the export has

fallen off from 41,635,956 lbs. in 1841, to 8,968,065 lbs. in 1843'; or to an average ex~

port, for the last ten years, of about 13,000,000 lbs. The consumption in the United

Kingdom has increased from 7,593,001 lbs. in 1821, to 29,974,404 lbs. in 1843:

We also append several statistical tables of‘ the cofl'ee trade of New Orleans, derived

from a circular compiled by Mr. H. E. Lawrence, broker, of that city; hearing date of

July 1st, 1845.1‘

IMPoR'r, ExPoR'r, ANn CoNsuMP'rIoN or CorrEn IN THE UNITED S'I'A'I'Es.

A Statement of the quantity and value of Cofi‘ee exported into, and imported from, the

United States, in each year, from 1821 to 1844,’ with the consumption in the United

States.

  

PORT- Ex'ron'r.‘ CoNsurrrr’N.

Years. Quantity Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity

Pounds. Dollars. Pounds. Dollars. Pounds.

1821,.... ...... 21,273,659 4,489,970 9,387,596 2,087,479 11,886,063

1822, 25,782,390 5,552,649 7,267,119 1,653,607 18,515,271

1823,.... . .. 37,337,732 7,098,119 20,900,687 4,262,699 16,437,045

1824,. 39,224,251 5,437,029 19,427,227 2,923,079 19,797,024

1825,. 45,190,630 5,250,828 24,512,568 3,254,936 20,678,062

1826,........ . . 43,319,497 4,159,558 11,584,713 1,449,022 31,734,784

 

‘' Waterston’s Cyclopedia. T New Orleans Price-Current, of July 5, 1845.

_-~—4I.
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Inort'r, EXPORT, AND CONSUMPTION or COFFEE, etc—Continued.

luroa'r. Exroa'r. COISUMPT'I

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity.

Pounds. Dollars. Pounds- Dollars. Pounds.

50,051,986 4,464,391 21,697,789 2,324,784 28,354,197

55,194,697 5,192,338 16,037,964 1,497,097 39,156,733

51,133,538 4,588,585 18,083,843 1,536,565 33,049,695

51,488,248 4,227,021 13,124,561 1,046,542 38,363,687

81,759,386 6,317,666 6,051,629 521,527 75,702,757

91,722,329 9,099,446 55,251,158 6,583,344 36,471,141

66,628,900 6,997,051 14,696,152 1,806,583 51,932,748

80,153,366 8,762,657 35,806,861 4,288,720 49,346,502

103,199,777 10,715,466 11,446,775 1,333,777 91,753,002

93,790,507 9,653,053 16,143,207 1,985,176 77,647,300

88,140,403 8,657,760 12,096,332 1,322,254 76,044,371

88,139,720 7,640,217 5,267,087 502,207 82,872,633

106,696,992 9,744,103 6,824,475 734,418 99,872,511

94,996,095 8,546,222 8,096,334 930,398 86,209,761

114,984,783 10,444,882 5,784,536 589,609 109,200,247

112,764,635 8,931,117 5,381,068 483,362 107,383,577

92,295,660 6,346,787 6,378,994 422,860 85,916,666

158,332,111 9,594,877 8,620,291 540,579 149,711,820

In 1821, the consumption per head, to the inhabitants of' the United States, was 1 lb.

4 oz. In 1830, the proportion had increased to 3 lbs. per head, the foreign price having

fallen 50 per cent. After the 31st December, 1830, coffee paid two cents; and in 1831,

one cent; after which, it was free. The importation, in the year 1831, doubled ; and the.

consumption per head, for the four years ending with 1842, averaged six pounds per

head; having quadrupled to each inhabitant since 1821. A large portion of the increased

consumption, as seen by the following tables, is derived from the Brazils; the effect of

the production of which country has been to the price of coffee what the products of the

southern states has been to that of cotton. From 1820 to 1840, the Brazilian product

increased 1,100 per cent, or 155,000,000 lbs. In the same time, the consumption in the

United States has increased 137,000,000 lbs.; leaving an increase of 18,000,000 lbs. of

Rio coffee, besides the enhanced products of all countries, to supply the increased

consumption of England and Europe. The result has been, a great diminution in

price. The cost per pound, to the consumer, has been, in the last twelve years,

further reduced, by the increased production, and the removal of the duty—that is, the

coffee which cost nine cents in the year 1830, cost the consumer sixteen cents, duty

and charges. The same coffee now costs seven cents, a reduction of nine cents; which

has given the spur to the consumption. In England, foreign coffee pays sixteen cents per

pound duty, and colonial cofl'ee eight cents. The consequence is, that while the United

States, with a population of 17,000,000, consumed last year 149,711,820 lbs. of coffee,

Great Britain, with a population of 27,000,000, consumed 31,934,000 lbs. only ; or less

than one-fourth the consumption of the United States. Now, the effect of this increased

consumption of Brazil coffee on the American trade, is as follows :—

  

1834. 1843. Increase.

Import 001768 from Brazil,......... . 26,571,368 49,515,666 ......... ....

-‘ I‘ value,... $2,819,028 $3,392,960 $513,932

Export U. S. produce to 318211,... 1,586,097 2,409,419 823,321.

Now it is sometimes alleged that the import of foreign goods drains the country of its

treasure. Here is the fact, that increased purchase of $573,932‘ worth of coffee, which

added largely to the enjoymcnts of the people of the United States, resulted in increased

sales of American produce to the extent of $823,321—a clear profit of $300,000, bo

sides the coffee. :1 " "

A trifling duty on coffee, of one-half or one cent per pound, would now add consider

:‘ til—l)
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ably to the revenue of the country, without materially diminishing the import or con

sumption; and enable the government to reduce more onerous duties on such articles as

would tend to increase the revenue, by increasing the import and consumption.

The following table shows the number of pounds of cofl'ee imported into the United

States in each year, from 1821 to 1844, designating the quantities received from different

countries, whence the pr'mcipal supply is derived :—

COFFEE IMI‘ORTED INTO THE UNITED Suns FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Dutch

Year. Hayti. Cuba. 0111. Sp. W. 1nd. Br.W.1ndies. Dan. W. I. W. 1nd.

Pounds. Pounds. Pounda. Pounds Pounds. Pounds.

1821, 7,143,453 9,113,866 1,109,603 16,744 955,746 298,931

1822, 8,394,393 8,570,937 1,304,855 23,977 1,651,949 531,831

1823, 11,100,563 15,926,158 1,112,308 629,084 691,124 438,958

1824, 13,615,778 12,802,830 1,752,402 1,948,076 1,394,847 375,094

1825, 14,410,251 19,167,025 1,742,651 2,052,034 509,938 388,647

1826, 7,702,866 18,232,887 797,282 7,987,821 163,310. 59,705

1827, 13,959,506 22,325,043 1,557,474 698,686 1,339,788 31,921

1828, 15,654,060 15,198,771 2,151,523 11,894 2353335 209,331

1829, 12,679,304 18,499,506 2,035,874 41,332 2,184,854 . 94,477

1830, 11,139,486 15,925,774 3,498,048 57,632 1,603,655 81,409

1831, 12,708,925 38,097,122 3,257,479 774,496 1,097,024 236,968

1832, 15,934,853 24,128,542 6,640,630 91,745 1,570,708 511,359

1833, 11,784,835 38,939,564 3,183,153 212,178 701,341 447,000

1834, 15,141,779 19,639,457 4,702,881 135,918 857,817 - 222,290

1835, 19,276,290 29,373,665 3,006,948 414,833 781,451 194,403

1836, 11,772,064 17,850,736 208,492 71,647 975,007 78,170

1837, 9,252,636 29,503,553 2,547,892 94,785 410,308 326,085

1838, 11,375,350 33,051,651 1,561,553 64,890 454,593 272,702

1839, 9,726,495 26,181,489 1,720,868 150,684 109,003 317,307

1840, 9,153,524 25,331,888 782,538 50,151 23,761 128,965

1841, 12,547,791 17,198,573 1,578,394 56,449 419,154 126,400

1842, 11,530,102 14,321,458 1,147,365 43,870 301,199 122,594

1843, 10,811,288 16,611,987 500,944 465 51,401 6,900

1844, 20,781,461. 18,628,875 544,741 9,991 120 3,649

TABLE—Continued.

Fr. West Manifls,

Ind.. and Dutch E. British E. and Phil. Alli, le

Year. Am. col. Indies. Indies. China. islands- nemlly.

Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. P07171113. Pounds.

1821, 140,208 251,391 141,457 .... .. 5,495 218,323

1822, 78,263 1,666,812 14,163 8 17,332 ....... ..

1823, 65,241 2,046,560 153,697 .... . . 25,559 727,348

1824, 79,590 518,639 7,192 357 14,424 ....... ..

1825, 25,983 635,585 1 64,223 12,072 54,905 . . . .

1826, 96,041 2,269,171 340,401 75,074 . . . 77,133

1827, 26,338 1,770,515 74 219 48,750 ....... ..

1828, 57,947 1,113,842 971 51,512 128 ....... ..

1829, 3,727 939,716 .... .. > 48,795 5,420 212

1830, 1,045 1,455,287 8,696 945 289,2701831, 40,643 4,328,770 142,309 132 123,752 774

1832, 23,653 7,802,111 881,654 10,353 448,823 328,072

1833, 325 5,907,104 471,132 2,201 438,011 663,213

1834, 27,970 5,307,186 437,537 10,440 239,260 128,570

1835, 7,540 4,628,890 468,398 191,534 379,204 40,100

1836, 2,230 8,850,658 203,741 75,785 193,362 648,173

1837, 18,834 1,779,719 484,570 1,132 331,326 ..1838, 6,770 2,423,277 130,360 65,813 354,670 161,700

1839, _ 236,368 2,085,521 292,950 1,200 270,130 ....... ..

1840, 260 2,314,867 1,549 128,600 24,523

1841, 77,736 541,625 .... . . 200 173,461

1842, 3,675 6,733,275 .... .. 22,764 263,391 950,213

1843, .... .. 1,638,307 .... .. 200 21,750 1,173,431

1844, .... .. 8,740,841 100 1,356 460,293
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TABLE—0011111111811.

Africa, Colombia and Holland and Tot. imp. from

Year. generally. Mexico. Brazil. Venezuela- Netherl‘ds. all countries.

Pounds- Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds.

1821, 71,885 1‘ 691,536 1,023,770 258 21,273,659  

1822, 51,954 2,283,280 1,110,121 .. . . . . 25,782,390

1823, 41,812 2,367,778 1,341,337 122. 37,337,732

1824, 103,359 3,044,587 3,502,435 506 30,224,296

1825, 41,104 216,850 2,708,775 2,352,912 .... .. 45,190,630

1826, 22,206 10,335 2,859,075 2,189.608 37,319,497

1827, 48,063 8,320 4,841,943 2,579,410 278 50,051,986

1828, 65,911 605 15,246,299 2,859,619 .... . . 55,194,697

1829, 34,332 324 ' 11,131,936 3,319,330 51,133,538

1830, 136,338 15,196 14,593,232 2,400,055 51,488,248

1831, 117,122 160,834 14,686,986 4,122,948 81,757,386

1832, 89,162 456,168 25,733,532 5,978,049 91,722,329

1833, 75,283 303,238 29,489,224 6,753,710 99,955,020

183 4, 214,066 225,581 26,571,368 5,859,360 80,153,366

1835, 349,845 256,991 35,774,876 5,767,268 103,199,777

1836, 177,924 11,130,574 46,840,219 4,496,430 93,790,507

1837, 230,341 40,865 33,906,246 8,674,969 , 88,140,403

1838, 239,993 200 27,411,986 9,739,288 - 88,139,720

1839, 355,056 450 48,694,294 12,318,944 106,696,992

1840, 282,156 ‘186,111 47,412,756 7,047,670 94,996,095

1841, 249,145 “178,974 59,575,722 15,386,955 114,984.783

1842, 339,956 1,230 61,248,942 12,415,702 112,764,635

1843, 275,699 .... .. 49,515,666 11,441,587 92,295,660

1844, 500,593 24,370 95,291,484 13,050,094 158,332,111

  

Nearly the whole increase in the import of Brazil coffee, up to 1843, was, it appears,

at New Orleans, to supply the western trade ; affording a remarkable instance of the in

crease of the direct trade of the southwest. The import of coffee from Brazil, in 1844,

was extraordinary—amounting to nearly half the product of that country. Cofi'ee, up to

1832, paid a duty of 5 per cent. Since that year, it has been free.

The whole import of coffee, in 1821," into the United States, amounted to 21,273,659

lbs; in 1833, it reached 99,955,020 16s.; in 1835, it was 103,199,777 16s.; in 1839,

106,696,992 lbs.; and in 1841, 114,984,783 lbs. In the other years, it varied from 80

to 94 millions per annum.

The quantity imported in the nine years preceding 1833, (1824 to 1832, inclusive,) was

494,082,607 lbs.; or an average, per annum, of 54,898,067 lbs. The quantity imported

in 1833, and eight subsequent years, including 1841, was 870,056,663 lbs.; or an annual

average of 96,672,962 lbs. ;—being an annual average increase, during the last nine years,

over the former nine, of 41,774,895 lbs.; or nearly doubling.

The quantity exported, from 1824 to 1832, inclusive, was 185,776,452 lbs.; or an an

nual average export, for the nine years, of 20,641,828 lbs.; and the quantity exported in.

1833, and eight following years, was 126,964,721 lbs.; or an average of 14,107,109 lbs.

annually—being a decrease of exports, in the period since 1833, equal to an average of

6,534,637 lbs. per annum.

Of the imports of 1833, 33,326,120 lbs. were subject to duty, and 66,628,900 lbs. free.

The following statement shows a comparative view of the quantities imported from dif

ferent countries at several periods, viz: 1821, 1833, and 1841 :—

  

1821. 1833. 1841.

West Indies,................. 18,865,121 55,285,366 92,004,491

South America,.... 1,715,306 36,639,804 75,072,429

East Indies,............ .. 616,666 7,481,661 715,286

Europe,............. 1.910 470,990 6,907,598

Other countries,............. 74,636 77,799 284,913

Total,................. 21,273,639 99.955,020 114,984,783
 

" See Colombia. 1’ Central Republic
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From which it appears that of the imports in 1821, the West Indies furnished the pro

portion of about 88 per cent of the whole quantity; in 1833, about 56 per cent; and in

1841, only about 28 per cent—thus decreasing, from 1821 to 1833, 32 per cent; and from

1833 to 1841, 28 per cent, or 60 in the whole period relatively; although there was an

actual increase from the West Indies in 1841, over 1821, of 13,139,376 lbs.

South America, in 1821, only furnished about 7!, per cent. In 1833, its supply was

increased to about 36} per cent; and in 1841, to about 66 per cent of the whole—thus

showing an increase, from 1821 to 1833, of 29 per cent; and from 1833 to 1841, of 29‘

per cent; or, in the whole period, an increase of 58§ per cent. It is a remarkable coin

cidence, that the relative decrease from the West Indies should be so exactly supplied by

the increase from South America—thus showing that there must be a greatly increased

consumption of Brazil and South American cofi'ees; the imports having increased from

1,715,306 lbs. in 1821, to 75,072,429 lbs. in 1841.

In 1821, the imports from the East Indies were only 616,666 lbs. From 1821 to 1833,

they increased to 7,481,661 lbs. ; and again decreased, from 1833 to 1841, to 715,286

lbs. This decrease appears to have been made up by a nearly corresponding increase

from Europe, especially from Holland; which, prior to 1833, furnished very little coffee,

but in 1839 sent 3,542,827 lbs.; in 1840, 2,028,387 lbs.; and in 1841, 6,794,702 lbs.;

durihg which last year only 541,625 lbs. were received from the Dutch East Indies; and

in 1840 and 1841, none from the British East Indies. _

The amount imported into the United States, in 1833, shows an increase of nearly 370

per cent over the quantity received in 1821, and that imported in 1841, an increase of

nearly 15 per cent over 1833 ; or an increase, from 1821 to 1841, of about 440 per cent.‘

Exroln' or Corns mom 'rns UNITED Srnas, FROM 1791 TO 1816.

Years. Quantity. Years. Quantity.

Lbs. Lbs.

962,977 48,312,713
  

1792,... 2,134,742 1805,.... 46,760,294

1793,... 17,580,049 1806,... 47,001,662

1794,... 33,720,983 1807,.... 42,122,573

1795,... 47,443,179 1808,.... 7,325,448

1796,... 62,385,117 1809,.... 34,364,099

1797,... 44,521,887 1810,. 11,423,477

1798,... 49,580,927 1811,. 10,261,442

1799,... . 31,987,088 1812,.... 10,073,722

1800,... . 38,697,479 1813,.... 6,568,527

1801,... . 45,106,494 1814,.... 220,594

1802,... . . 36,501,998 1815,...... .. 7,501,384

10,294,693 1816,...... ..................... 8,948,713

The consumption of coffee in England was inconsiderable, until of late years. In 1790,

it amounted only to 973,110 lbs.; the duty on British plantation cofl‘ee being, at the same

time, about 11d. sterling per lb. An increase of the duty in England, in 1795, to about

13. 6d. per 1b., reduced the consumption; and in 1800, it was only 826,590 lbs. A11 im

petus, however, according to Waterston, was given to the trade in 1807, when the duty

was reduced to 7d. per 1b.; and in 1810, the quantity entered the United Kingdom for

home consumption, was 5308,0516 lbs. In 1820, it was 6,869,286 lbs. Its subsequent

progress in England is shown in the following table, which we have compiled with great

care, from otficial and authentic sources. 7

1mm‘, Exroa'r, nib CONSUMPTION 01-‘ Coarse, nr was UNITED KINGDOM 01-‘ GREAT BRITAIN.

The following is an account of the quantity of coffee imported, exported, and consumed

in the United Kingdom, for each year, from 1821 to 1843, inclusive :—

 

* I'Iazard’s United States Commercial and Statistical Register, 1842.
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Impwted. .‘Exported. Consumed.

Lb Lb bs. s. L .9.

34,426,109 15,349,578 22,741,984

41,865,111 15,250,480 23,785,095

28,398,493 13,346,537 23,295,046

34,054,837 10,681,758 24,947,690

36,412,514 ‘8,060,975 26,346,961

39,932,279 11,293,290 25,765,673

39,850,752 12,762,587 26,832,268

41,203,316 12,707,414 28,664,341

69,534,071 ‘40,810,336 28,723,735

43,317,762 14,946,905 28,370,857

38,942,469 8,968,065 29,974,404

Years. Imported.

Lin

1821, 45,237,869

1822, 44,003,124

1823, 45,053,373

1824, 50,674,249

1825, 52,597,518

1826, 42,017,103

1827, 47,938,047

1828, 41,069,731

1829, 39,071,215

1830, 40,952,163

1 Exported.

Lbs.

41,635,956

43,825,535

30,025,691

39,517,736 8,262,943

27,392,389 11,082,970

31,894,278 13,203,323

29,475,870 15,566,376

23,785,980 17,127,633

23,023,410 19,476,180

20,087,994 22,691;522

1831, 43,007,828 22,485,414 22,740,627

1832, 50,225,939 25,719,742 22,592,527

Of the 39,932,279 lbs. imported in'1838, there were brought from the British West In

dies 17,588,655 lbs.; East India Company’s ‘territories, and Ceylon, 7,785,963 lbs. ;

Brazil, 10,373,713 lbs.; Hayti, 1,655,494 lbs.; Cuba, and other foreign West India colo

nies, 685,509 lbs; Cape of Good Hope, 506,874 1128.; West Coast of Africa, 267,303

1bs.; Colombia, 375,329 lbs.; the remainder in smaller quantities, from Mauritius, and

other places. The chief exportations in the same year were, to Belgium, 2,586,500 1bs.;

Holland, 2,049,220 lbs.; Italy_and Sicily,"2,308,822 1118.; Turkey, 1,546,695 1119.; Rus

81a, 669,305 155.; Germany, 532,434 lbs; Malta, 177,413 lbs.; and Syria, 128,158 lbs.

It may be noticed, however, that besides the quantities of coffee entered as imported into

the United Kingdom, numerous cargoes, from Brazil and other foreign countries, are sold

in London by sample ;~ the vessels waiting in a roadstead in the channel until a sale is

effected, when they are despatched, without breaking bulk, to Hamburgh, Antwerp, Rot

,terdam, or some otherport on the continent.

The consumption of cofl'eejnthe United Kingdom has now overtaken the supply from

the British West Indies and other colonies, admissible at the low duty of 6d. per 1b.;

and the great increase of price which has consequently taken place, has, besides rendering

adulteration with chicory, roasted rye, and burnt corn, very common, made it an object to

import foreign cofl'ee .by way of the Cape ofGood Hope; which, being held to be a

British possession, within the limits of the East India Company’s charter, entities such

coffee to be introduced into Great Britain, for consumption, at the next lower duty of

9d. per lb. ‘In this way, great quantities of coffee, the produce of Brazil, Hayti, and

other foreign countries, have been entered for home consumption ; the additional cost of

sending it for transhipment at the Cape being only fromj'l. to 1d. per lb. Java coffee is

likewiso'rintroduced 'in this way, through the Cape and Singapore. These evasions of the

law,'cailed intrade “colonizing cofl'ee,” have been chiefly practised since the end of

1838; before which'time, the quantity introduced at the 9d. duty was quite inconsidera

ble. The ls. duty is nearly an exclusion—'-that at 10. 311. is entirely so; the coffee im

ported into England direct from Brazil, Hayti, and other foreign countries, being merely

warehoused for re-exportation to the continent. '

Years.

1833,

1834,

1835,

1836,

1837,

1838,

1839,

1840,

1841,

1842,

1843,

Consumed.

1593:1301

7,669,351

8,454,020

S'raramsm: or was ESTIMATED PRODUCTION or Corns in THE Woann, m 1843.

  

 

  

Brazil, ..................... . .lbs. 170,000,000 Ceylon, .. . 4. .. .. . 1. .. . . . . ...lbs . 7,000,000

Java and Sumatra,.. .. 140,000,000 East Indies and Mocha,.... .. 6,000,000

Cuba, ............... . . 45,000,000 French colonies,... . . .. 4,000,000

St. D0mingo,................... 38,000,000 Dutch West Indies, ........ .. 3,000,000

Porto Rico and La Guayra,. 36,000,000 __

British West Indies,.......... 10,000,000 Total, ............. ..lbs. 459,000,000

Psonucrron or R10 Cor-ran, son 1820, 1825, 1830, 1835,m 1840.

Years. - Bags.

1820,................ .. 478,500 arrobas, 5 arrobas to the bag,........ 95,700

1825,...‘ ' .. 912,550 “ " “ 182,510

1830, . . . . . .. . 1,958,925 “ “ “ 391,785

1835, ....... .. . 3,135,825 “ “ “ 627.165
  

1840,...............II. 5,019,005 “ “ “ 1,063,805
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‘ Years.

It will be seen, by the above, that the production about doubled every five years, up to

1840; since which time, the average increase has been about'50,000 bags per year.

Enos-rs 01-‘ R10 Con-‘Es TO THE U. Srnrs arm Eonomz, raom 1834 so 1843, mcnusrvs.

U. STA-us. Eamon.

 

   

  

 

1834,............................ .. 174,646 378,150

1835,... .. 257,981 1835,..... 381,401

1836,... 307,441 1836,..... 400,311

1837,... 128,375 1837, 499,264

1838,__, 267,036 1838,.. 513,768

1839,... 336,620 1839,.. 525 802

1840,... 297,248 1840,. 705,048

1841,... 427,299 1841,..... 539,384

1842,... 343,738 1842:"... .. 809,993

542,714 1843,............................ .. 618,614

Total,................. . . 3,083,098 Total,..... 5,371,735

Rscams or Coarse INTO New Onnms, FOR ras Season miss JULY 1,.1845.

Direct imports from 167,680

“ “ Cuba,St.Domingo, 4,094

Total from foreign 171,774

Received coastwise of Rio, 76,500

“ “‘ Havana,..... 6,200

“ “ St. Domingo, 1,500

“ “" La Guayra,....... 3*,200

“' “ Java and Mocha,............................ .. 3,000

90,400

Total . 262,174

Stock on hand lst 17,000

 

Making a supply of............................................ . .bags 279,174

This supply of 279,174 bags, has been disposed of as follows :—Exported to France,

1,100; to Texas, 3,000; estimated stock out of grocers’ hands, 15,000—which shows

that 260,074‘ bags have been taken since the lst September last, for the consumption of

the west and south.

Imron'rs or Coarse m'ro New Ormssus,

From all Foreign Ports, from January, 1834, to January, 1845; compiled from the re

cords of the Custom-House at New Orleans

BRAZIL. Cun

Lbs. Bags. Value. Lbs. Bags. Value.

1834, 1,722,860 10,768 $181,920 11,326,002 70,787 $1,488,678

1835, 5,141,751 32,135 641,542 16,470,199 102,938 1,827,249

1836, 6,701,407 41,884 777,575 9,087,344 56,795 1,094,110

1837, 3,371,793 21,073 370,977 13,601,687 85,010 1,362,855

1838, 2,665,443 1 6,659 258,243 18,420,610 115,122 1,766,475

1839, 12,055,550 75,347 1,101,552 16,143,812 100,898 1,566,178

1840, ' 4,752,806 29,705 441,764 15,921,964 99,512 1,562,643

1841, 20,575,177 128,595 1,934,633 10,092,221 63,076 1,017,626

1842, 12,255,680 76,598 890,923 6,987,265 43,670 587,634

1843, 20,252,460 126,577 1,403,013 9,124,898 57,031 681,155

1844, 21,290,561 126,816 1,355,927 6,365,325 39,784 411,454

The increasing import of Brazil cofi'ee into New Orleans,for the supply of the western

country, is very remarkable ; while the decline in that from the adjacent shores of Cuba

is equally so.

Imon'rs or Corn-2s m'ro Nsw Oars-mes, rnom o'rasn FOREIGN Pours.

Years. Lbs. Bags. Value. Years. Lbs. Bags. Value.

1834, .... .. 2,191,748 13,698 $270,598 1840,.... .. 514,192 3,213 $50,898

1835,...... 1,350,094 8,437 143,544 1_84l,...... 3,567,757 22.298 338,479

1836,.... .. 205,522 1,247 28,603 1842, 1,912,909 11,956 149,888

1837,... . 103,984 649 12,113 1843, 785,583 4,910 56,555

  

1838,... . 621,991 3,887 57,502 1844,.....: 102,000 637 5,758

1839,.... .. 690,462 4,315 74,094 ,
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Rmam'ronurox.

Jan'y. Lbs- Bags. Valuo. '

1334,.................. 15,240,610 95,253 81,941,196

1835,....... .. 22,962,044 143,510 2,615,095

1836,....... 15,994,273 99,926 1,900,288

1837, 17,077,461 106,732 1,745,945

1838, 21,708,144 ' 135,668 2,082,220

1839,. 28,889,824 180,560 2,731,824

1840,. 21,188,963 132,430 2,055,308

1841,....... 34,235,155 213,969 3,290,738

1842, 21,155,854 132,224 1,628,425

1843,.......... -- 30,162,941 188,518 2,140,723

1844,................ .. 27,757,886 167,237 1,773,139

Total,... . 256,373,155 1,596,027 $23,904,901

NOTE—Each bag of coffee is averaged at 160 pounds.

 

COTTON—WOOL TRADE OF GREAT BRITAIN.

We give, below, three tabular statements of the cotton-wool trade. The two first

embrace an account of cotton-wool imported/into Liverpool, weekly, during the first six

months of the year 1844 and 1845-8180, the number of bags and bales sold to the deal

ers, spinners, and exporters; the reported sales to speculators, 81.0., and the weekly price

of upland cotton in 1844 and 1845. The third table exhibits the number of pounds of

cotton exported from London, Liverpool, and Hull, during the first six months of the year

1843, 1844, and 1845, and the increase and decrease of exports to the underrnentioned

places, in 1845.

Imron'rs AND SALES. 1

W’kly pr

Taken by Taken by of upl'ds,

Imported. Taken by trade. exp'rters. specul'tors. Total No. sold. 1844.

Bag-1. Bags. Bags. Bags. Bags.

1844—January 5, . 11,560 40,720 100 23 ,500 64,320 4} to 54

“ 12,. 26,498 13,700 450 32,200 46,350 4! 5}

“ 19,. 25,014 31,580 .... .. 61,000 92,580 45 6Q

“ 26, . 8,748 25,880 . . . 16,900 42,780 4} Bi

Feb’ry 2,. 39,973 25,370 .... .. 84,200 109,570 4} 6;

“ 9, . 35,982 30,680 200 24.600 55,480 5Q 61,

" 16,. 7,727 22,410 .... .. 18,100 40,510 54 6%

“ 23, . 19,702 12,930 100 4,500 1 7,530 5Q 65

March 1,. 24,150 22,870 9,500 32,370 5Q 6%

“ 8,. 13,199 11,870 160 4,000 16,030 5 6%

“ 15, . 13,263 18,800 500 7,500 26,800 5t 6}

“ 22, . 7,767 12,800 700 4,100 17,600 5!, 6§

“ 29, . 28,682 11,410 500 2,200 14,110 5 6

April 5,. 15,208 11,470 .... .. 3,200 14,670 4} 5}

“ 12, . 50,813 26,580 500 7,000 34,080 41 6}

“ 19,. 47,747 17,060 800 1,200 19,060 4§ 5i

“ 26,. 12,332 18,280 1,300 4,500 24,080 4} 5%

May 3, . 1,767 24,470 1,200 4,000 29,670 4} 6

“ 10, . 12,759 32,740 1,400 20,200- 54,340 4i 6!;

“ 17,. 48,141 15,200 400 3,000 18,600 41} 5Q

“ 24,. 25,563 17,190 1,300 1,500 19,990 4Q 51

“ 31,. 43,549 15,860 1,800 1,000 18,660 4g 5%

June 7, . 136,544 28,870 800 5,000 34,670 34 5*

“ 14,. 150,419 24,710 1,500 4,500 30,710 34 5Q

“ 21,. 23,967 37,790 2,760 10,600 51,150 3§ 5*

" 28, . 55,561 38,480 1,520 11,500 51,500 3} 5}

 

1st 3 months,.................. ... 4,760 Forwarded into the country by interior im

211 “ ......... .......... .. 5,950 porters, and not accounted for in the sales.
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1845—Jam181'y 4,.

u n

1‘ 18':

“ 25:.

Feb'ry 1, .

I‘

“ 15, .

“ 22, .

March 1, .

0‘

June 7,.

“ 14,.

‘J 35::

Tum: IL—luronrs m Sum, FOR 1845.

72,640

40,883

39,414

25,086

8,100

19,620

36,188

34,200

34,343

5,618

4,247

81,819

44,288

10,324

12,405

28,224

88,118

18,186

51,416

28,126

18,189

125,496

98,861

48,225

12,388

let 3 months,................ .

2d ll

Altona,........................

Antwerp, ..... . .

Amsterdam,.. . . .

Belgium, ....... . .

Bergen,.... .. .

Bremen,... . .Copenhagen,

Christinestadt, ..

Cronstadt,... . .. .

  

Chris'tianu,............. ..

Constantinople,...

adlz,...... . .Carlshamm...

Dantzic,... . . . .... ..

Dordt,...

Drom,.... .

Genou,.... . . ..

Gothenburg,Hong-Kong,.

Hamburgh,... .

Konigsburgh, .

Oetend,................. ..'

150

300

300

300

1,600

800

150

450

150

1,900

300

100

350

2,450

3,130

2,500

1,060

900

2,050

1,400

1,000

1,200

1,110

3,100

I 1,300
2,780

1,500

1,000

6,000

3,000

4,800

8.900

25,300

15,050

11,550

32,350

12,000

5,500

2,500

9,500

8.100

1,500

30,100

23,600

21,000

5,200

5,000

5,000

1,150

9,000

11,000

11,300

9,300

28,300

43,910

44,600

33,520

39,850

55,950

35,120

42,080

11,500

33,100

18,950

28,920

50,450

46,530

41,910

12,450

51,220

61,110

25,400

31,420

40,190

28,990

43,810

41,810

40,110
 

the years 1843, 1844, and 1845.

.1116.
  

“"8

n."

  

1844.

16,800

26,800

192,864

2,196,992

  

1845.

85,456

2511686

2,281,152
1,280

  

805,280

12,656

. . . . ..

100,800

577,584

390,656

Forwarded into the country by interior im

porters, and not accounted for in the sales.

Exroms mom Lennon, LrvEnrooL, AND HULL.

Cotton- Wool exported from London, Liverpool, and Hull, during the first 31.1: months of

Increase.

1845.

68,656
  

100,800

453,112

"896

311,968

nun

1_.u..u_L
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Enon'rs PROM Lennon, Lmmroon, 41m HULL—Continued.

Increase. Decr’se.

1843. 1844. 1845. 1845. 1845.

Petersburgh,...................1bs. 3,266,408 4,007,920 4,812,528 804,6081100511651,... 2,069,784 1,727,600 2,732,464 1,004,864 .... ..

Rostock, . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8,960 .... .. 6,720 6,720 .... ..

Riga,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 315,286 173,264 92,288 .... .. 80,976

Stockholm, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50,400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Stolpeminde,.... .... .. 4,480 . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,480

Stettin,............ 417,728 5,936 573,552 567,616Slraulsund, .. .. . .. . 9,744 . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,744

Trieste,.. 1,614,928 580,272 275,968 304,304

Tonsburg .... .. 12,320 2,688 .... .. 9,632

Zwoll, 82,636 1 ,008 4 ,032 3,024 . . .

  

BALANCE OF TRADE IN FAVOR AND AGAINST THE U. STATES.

Statistical View of the Commerce of the United States, for the year ending 301h June,

1844 ; showing the amount of exports and imports to and from each foreign country,

and the balance of trade for or against the United States with each of those countries,

88 compiled from oflicial documents for the National Intclligencer.

VALI'I or Expom's.

  

  

  

  

Countries. Dom. prod.

Dolls.

Russia, .......... .. 414,882

Prussia,...... .. 194,606

Sweden)‘....... .. 281,754

Denm6rk,*........ 884,057

Holland,*......... 2,986,652

Belgium, ....... .. 1,852,571

Hanse Towns,... 3,174,483

Englandfih. 58,737,307

Francefh. . . . . . . . 13,724,237

Spain,*...... 5,632,683

Portugal,3..... . . 228,800

Italy, Sicily, and

Sardinia,....... 486,712

Trieste, 660.,..... 1,257,285

Turkey, &c.,..... 186,139

Hayti,.............. 1,082,807

196,447

Mexico,......... .. 1,292,752

Central Republic

of America,... 103,377

New Granada,... 75,621

Venezuela, ..... . . 402,491

Brazil, ........... .. 2,409,418

Cisplatine Rep.,. 394,266

Argentine Rep.,. 245,339

Chili, ............ .. 856,645

Peru, ............ .. 14,053

S. Americafl‘... . 125.938

W. Indies,'1'.... .. 173,460

China,..... .. 1,110,023

Europe,'1'.... 28,700

Asia,t.... 173,021

Africa,+..... . . 641,306

South Seas and

Pacific, ....... .. 307,353

N. W. C. of Am., .... ..

For. prod.

Dolls.

140,532

23,968

13,591

99,105

466,733

1 51,230

392,204

2,984,569

2,409,199

1,119,128

23,370

536,949

168,735

97,245

45,549

81,101

502,081

46,899

49225

88,741

408,834

67,910

258,950

248,576

2,754

289,641

68,938

42,026

2,178

Total.

Dolls.

555,414

218,574

295,345

983,156

3,453,385

2,003,801

3,566,687

61,721,876

1 6,133,436

6,751,811

252,170

1,023,661

1,426,020

283,384

1,128,356

277,548

1,794,833

150,276

124,846

531,232

2,818,252

462,176

504,289

1,105,221

16,807

125,938

181,448

1,756,941

28,700

462,662

710,244

349,379

2,178

V4171): or 13111.11: fsv. B111. ng‘n'n

U. S.

 

 

Ixron'rs. of U. S.

Dolls- Dolls Dolls

1,059,419 ....... .. 504,005

12,609 205,965 .... ..

445,553 .... .. 150,208

630,510 352,646 .... ..

2,681,492 771,893 ..... ..

634,777 1,369,024 ......

2,136,386 1,430,301 .

45,459,122 16,262,75417,952,412 .... .. 1,818,976

13,775,451 .... .. 7,023,640

257,015 .... . . 4,845

1,559,699 536,038

232,089 1,193,931 .... . .

385,866 .... .. 102,482

1,441,244 .... .. 312,888

678,551

2,387,002

223,408

189,616

1,435,479

6,883,806

144,763

1,421,192 .... ..

750,370 {354,851

184,4244,931,255 .... ..

34,908 427,754

465,113 245,131

41,504 307,875 .... .

.... .. 2,178

 

Total,... . 99,715,179 11,484,867 111,200,046 108,435,035 23,577,802 20,812,791
 

* And dependencies. ‘1 Generally.
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Total exports,.............,.. $111,200,046 Balances in favor of U. S-,. $23,577,802

Total imports,................ 108,435,035 Balances against U. S.,..... 20,812,791

Bnlance,............. $2,765,011 I Bel. in favor U. S.,... $2,765,011

TABLE SHOWING THE BALANCE OF TRADE FOR DR AGAINST THE UNITED STATES, FOR THE LAST

THREE YEARS.

 

  

  

 
  

1842. 1843. 1844.

In favor 01‘ Against the In favor of Against the In favor 01‘ Against the

Countries. U. States. U. States. U. Emtes. U. States. U. States. U. States.

Russia, .......... .. $513,573 $356,010 .......... .. $504,005

Prussia,... $138,496 .......... .. $240,369 $205,965Sweden,*...... . ......... .. 436,211 .......... .. 210,912 .......... .. 150208

Denmark, 463,352 .......... .. 342,580 ..... 352,646 . .

Holland,*......... 2,056,250 .... .. 1,555,433 .......... .. 771.893 ...

Belgium,.......... 991,096 .... .. 1,799,014 1,369,024Hunse Towns,.. 2,290,494 .... .. 2,371,067 1,430,301England,*........ 13,693,607 .... .. 17,923,253 ....._16,262,754France,*... 1,515,470 4,636,316 1,818,976

Spain,*..... .......... .. 5,853,293 . . 7,023,640

Portugal,*........ ......... ... 44,720 97,165 4,845

Italy, Sicily, an

Sardinia,................. .. 232,564 356,513 .......... .. _ 536,038

Trieste, 471,495 .......... .. 506,221 .......... .. 1,193,931 ......... ...

Turkey, Levant, ‘

.......... .. 6,375 102,482

' .......... .. 245,077 312,888

.......... .. 302,446 401,003

Mexico, . 1,310,469 592,169

Central America, 79,201 73,132

NewGranada,... 46,220 64,770

Venezuela,-....... 607,778 . 904,247

Brazil,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,155,370 4,065,554

Cisplatine Rep.,.. 173,372 .......... . .

Argentine Rep.,. .......... .. 531,379Chili,.............. 191,907 .......... .. 354,851

Peru,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 135,563S. Americad“... . 98,17 .. 125,938 .

West Indies,.‘l'._. 95,537 181,448

hina,............. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Europe,1'.... . . 36,206 28,70

Ionian Islands,.. ............. ..

Asia,1'.............. 95,520 427,754Africa,+. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50,025 245,131South Seas and

Pacific, ....... .. 307,875 ......... ...

Northwest Coast

of America,... . . 2,178 .

  

Uncert. places,.. .

 

Total,......... 22,911,315 18,381,868 30,577,327 10,984,646 23,577,802 20,812,791

Balance of trade due to the United States in $4,529,447

or u u u u ]843,____ .. 19,592,681

u u u tr 0: .1844, I _ ' _ _ _ u __ 2,765,011

The exports for the year ending 30th September, 1843, amounted to... . $104,691,534

The imports, 100,162,087

  

Balance in favor of the United $4,529,447

 

There was this year a balance due from England, of....................... .. $13,693,607

 

* And dependencies. 1 Generally.
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The exports for the nine months ending 30th June, 1843, amounted to.. $84,346,480

 

 

The imports, 64,753,799

Balance in favor of the United States,................................ . . $19,592,681

There was due from England,................................................. .. . $17,923,253

 

The exports for the year ending 30th June, 1844, amounted $111,200,046

The imports, to................ ..\. ................................................. .. 108,435,035

 

Balance in favor of the United States,.................................. $2,765,011

 

There was due on the year from England,................................... .. $16,262,754

 

DUTIABLE IMPORTS OF THE UNITED 8TATES.

The following table was made hp at the Treasury Department. It will be seen, from

this statement, (official,) that, under the present tariff, in 1844, in eighty-three millions of

imports, the government collected twenty-nine millions of dollars.

A STATEMENT Exl-unn'INe THE VALUE OF MERCHANDISE IMPORTED PAYING DUTY, AND THE

AMOUNT 01-‘ Do'rms WHICH ACCRUED ANNUALLY, FROM 1834 TO 1844, INcLusn'e.

  

Imports.

‘ Average rate per

Years. Value paying duty. Duties. am‘t ad valorem.

1834,............ $55,676,524 $18,960,705 95 34.

1835, 75,839,838 25,890,726 66 33.

1836, 101,783,389 30,818,327 67 30.5

1837,.. 60,689,479 18,134,131 01 30.

1838,. . ; 61,385,173 19,702,825 45 30.5

1839,............ 82,627,020 25,554,533 96 31.

1840, .......... .. 47,551,628 15,104,790 63 31.7

1841, .......... .. 65,533,304 19,919,492 17 30.09

1842, .......... .. 62,002,325 16,622,776 34 26.8

1843, .......... .. 29,179,215 10,544,135 25 36.13

1844,............ 83,668,154 29,137,060 60 34.82

 

GUANO TRADE IN GREAT BRITAIN.

The following statistical view of the guano trade in England, is derived from a circular

published by Mr. Jonathan Robinson, of Liverpool, which we have every reason to be

lieve is correct :—

IMPonT, CONSUMPTION, AND S'rocx or GuANo, SINCE “'8 FIRST INTRODUCTION, in 1841.

  

  

  

Ilron'rs. COIBUIP- 8100:.

Years. » _ Tons. Tons. Tnnl.

1841, Peruvian,..............................I... 1,880 500 1,380

1842, “ 10,870 2,000 10,250

1843, “ 2,930 5,500 6,980

1844, “ . 3,470 10,450 .... ..

Do. in the United Kingdom—African,..... . . 16,000 16,000 .... ..

From lst July, 1844, to 1st July, 1845.

1845, Liverpool, African,................... .. , 86,983 34,901 52,082

“ London, " .. 24,800 9,950 14,850

“ Glasgow, “ 36,669 14,669 22,000

“ Other ports, “ 97,058 64,890 32,168

245,510 - 124,410 121,100

1645, Liverpool, Peruvian,................... .. 17,990 9,950 8,400

“ London, “ 8,500 3,000 5,500

" Other ports, (4 cargoes) do.,............ 1,200 650 550

 

Peruvian,........................... 27,690 131,240 14,450
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COMMERCE OF THE GERMAN ZOLL-VEREIN.

nrmr-‘AcTUamo AND COMMERCIAL sTii'risTics or Tna STATES or Tan oaansu zoLL-vsam,

mom OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS—EXPORTS or WOOL—IMPORTS or WOOLLEN ooons nrro caanunr

—ra01>osso manna DUTY on WOOLLEN YARN—IMPORTS 01-‘ co'r'ron INTO Paussu—mroar

mo linear or TWIST—IMPORT 11m: EXPORT or COTTON, AND MIXED COTTON AND 1.1m

coons—raooasss or THE COTTON armorxcruaas or csamanv~moas wa-raa rowan m

oaamnv THAN ENGLAND—WAGES, TAXES, AND LIVING, cusaran IN GERMANY, are.

[An intelligent correspondent of the United States Gazette, residing at Antwerp, under

date of June 17, 1845, furnishes the following interesting particulars of the trade and

manufactures of the German Zoll-Verein, derived from the ofiicial documents of the

German Tarifi‘ League. The statements are important at this time ; as, at the opening

of the next session of Congress, the subject of a commercial treaty, between the United

States and Germany, will probably be discussed. The writer mentions only those articles

which are of consequence to the commerce of the world, and that of the United States

in particular. Other details may be interesting to German, not to American readers.]

MANUFACTURING AND COMMERCIAL STATISTICS or Tar. STATES 01‘ THE GERMAN ZoLL-Vnnmr,

mom Orr‘rcur. DOCUMENTS.

 
 

A. Wool, (11170,) exports. Year. Cwts.

1834,................ .... .. 128,758

Sank gradually, till it fell, in 1837, to.. 117,482

Rose highest in 1838, to.. . 181,622

And was in 1841,... 143,460

1842,... 121,698

1843,... 120,549

Within the last five years, the oflicial accounts show an average increase inthe imports

ofraw wool, 27,136

And a falling off in the exports, (in comparison to the years 1839, 1840, and

1841,) 28,285

 

The increase of manufactured woollen goods is, therefore, estimated at cwts. 55,421

The whole quantity of German or Saxon wool exported to England, (not counting that

which is exported to France and Belgium, and the United States,) is only one-sixth or

one-seventh of the foreign wool imported into Great Britain—one one-twentieth of the

whole British consumption.

The imports of woollen goods into Germany were as follows :—In 1834, 11,803 cwt.;

in 184], 30,865 cwt.; in 1842, 38,276 cwt. ; in 1843, 33,463 cwt. ; in 1844, 32,796 cwt.

The experts remained stationary at from 63,000 to 70,000 cwt. per annum. The Ger

man woollen manufactures are therefore not yet in a state to rival either France, Belgium,

or Britain ; nor is it likely that, with the increasing growth of wool in the United States,

they will come seriously in competition with our own.

B. Hard Worsted Yarn is principally imported from England, viz :—

40,000 cwt. from Great Britain, and only 575 cwt. from all other countries. The in

dustrials of the German Zoll-Verein, propose to the Congress now assembled at Carlsruhe,

Grand Duchy of Baden, a higher duty on woollen yarn—consisting of 6 rix dollars per

cwt., and the same duty on linen and cotton yarn.

At the present prices of 80 rix dollars per cwt. of woollen yarn, the actual duty does

not amount to more than three-fifths of one per cent. The English duty is 15 per cent

ad valorem.

The duty on mixed, (half cotton and halfwoollen goods,) itis proposed to increase from

30 to 50 rix dollars per cwt., and to allow a drawback on the exports. By these means,

it is computed that wages to the amount of 4,894,000 rix dollars, (a rix dollar is equal to

about 67 cents,) will be saved to the country. The export duty of one rix dollar per cwt.

of raw wool, is considered a mere fiscal measure ; entirely unimportant to commerce.

0. Raw Cotton.—The imports of raw cotton into Prussia, (before the formation of the

Tarifl' League, or Zoll-Verein,) remained, from 1827 to 1835, stationary, at 44,000 cwt.

per annum.

In the Zoll-Verein, the imports increased from 1836 to 1843, by 100 per cent ; i. e.

from 152,364 to 306,731 cwt., principally on the frontiers of Prussia, Brunswick, Baden,

Saxony, Bavaria, and wurtemburg. The imports through the Baltic on account of the

sound duty, which it is now the intention to obviate by a canal or rail-road from Rostock
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(to the North Sea) to Berlin. Two-thirds of the whole cotton imported from America

into the Zoll-Verein, is imported through the ports of Hamburg, Bremen, Rotterdam,and

Antwerp: the southern states of the League are supplied over Havre de Grace, Genoa,

and Trieste.

D. Twists bleached two and three threaded—The imports into Prussia in the years of

1823-1835. increased slowly from 61,202 cwt. to 110,685 cwt. The exports remained

steady at 10,000 cwt.

In the Zoll-Verein, the imports increased from 1835 to 1842, from 244,869 to 477,564

cwt., or nearly 100 per cent. The imports in 1843, owing to the rise in prices, are but

451,788 cwt. The exports rose to 29,000 cwt.

The greatest consumption of cotton twist is by the weavers in Silesia and Saxony.

Imports of twist in Silesia in 1842, 34,888 cwt. ; in 1843, 24,963 cwt.

Imports of twist in Schweidwitz in 1842, 14,095 cwt. ; in 1843, 10,041 cwt.

(Imported over Rotterdam, Hamburg and Antwerp.)

The exports of twist from the Zoll-Verein was stationary, and rather diminished last

year.

The imports of twist from 1843-’45, diminished by 26,000 cwt.

The consumption nevertheless increased from 1836, where it was 385,000 cwt., till

1843, where it reached 632,000 cwt. by 64 per cent.

E. Unbleached three and more threaded bleached and dyed yarns—The imports from

1835-1843, rather diminished by a fraction ; while the exports from 1836-1843, more

than doubled. That branch of industry, therefore, is doing well. It increased from

105,000 cwt. (in 1836) to 210,000 cwt. (in 1843) without protective duty.

F. Cotton and mixed cotton and linen gooda.—-The imports from 1826-1842, remain

ed stationary; the ‘exports increased from 15,000 to 100,000 cwt. In 1843-’44, there

was a slight falling off, that year having been generally unfavorable to German manufac

turers. But though the exports of cotton goods diminished, the imports of raw cotton in

creased, which shows that the home consumption must have increased On the whole,

there is no fear that the Germans will be able to successfully compete with our manufac

turers of shirtings, plain cotton cloths, and printed calicoes. There are few provinces in

Germany which as yet manufacture their own consumption.

The progress of the cotton manufactures of Germany, (respectively the Zoll-Verein,)

within the last ten years, may be comprised under the following heads :—

1. Increase of twist, 64 per cent.

2. Increase of exports of yarn, principally to Turkey, Austria and Greece, 604 per cent.

3. Increase of cotton cloth manufactures, 60 per cent.

4. Diminution of the increased exports of cotton goods, on account of increased home

consumption, 9 per cent.

5. Increase of manufactures for home consumption, 76 per cent.

G. Spinning—It is computed that not more than 33 1-5 per cent of the twist con

sumed in the States of the Zoll-Verein is spun at home, and that 66 4.5 per cent are

imported principally from England. The whole number of spindles is 815,000, of which

500,000 are in Saxony alone. These 815,000 spindles yield annually 210,000 cwt. of

yarn.

To spin all the yarn now imported into Germany, would require 2,111,650 spindles,

with an additional capital of twenty millions of rix dollars, about $14,000,000.

The numbers now spun best, are those from 30 to 50. Those which are spun in the

greatest quantity, those from 20 ~30 (mule and medio) for hose. Watch twist is manu

factured in very small quantities, and the numbers fewer than 50 are not spun at all.

The industrials of Germany propose to levy an additional duty on English twist, so as

to enable them to spin their own consumption. They reason thus: The amount of twist,

imported from England, averages 422,330 cwt., by which the country loses the sum of

6,000,000 of rix dollars, which might be earned by the German spinners. These 422,330

cwt. of twist requires 50 millions of pounds of raw cotton, which, bought at the rate of

five cents per pound at New Orleans, with commission, drafts, insurance, &.c., would cost

4,924,758 rix dollars, by which sum the direct German and American commerce would

thus be increased. The freight on fifty millions of pounds is computed at 230,000 rix

dollars, which would be earned by American and Hanseatic vessels. The increase of the

duty on twist would therefore make a very material difi‘erence in regard to the trade be

tween America and Germany, and would certainly be sensibly felt in England. In 1842,

the whole import of raw cotton into England was 572,000,000 pounds, of which only

- 93,787,886 were the produce of the British colonies. Through the abolition of the duty

on raw cotton, the cost of twist is rendered 75 cents cheaper than heretofore, to counteract

which, the German industrials propose not only to continue the free importation of cotton,

but to allow it a premium in proportion to the abolition of the duty in England.
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In regard to the cost of building, capital, &c., for manufactures, difi’erent opinions are

held by the best authorities and statistical writers of Germany. The facility of obtaining

machinery, the great and constant market, the abundance of capital, and the low rate of

interest in England, are certainly of very great consequence, and require much energy and

perseverance to be rivalled or overcome. On the other hand, Germany possesses more

water power than England, which is obliged to employ steam ; taxes and living are

cheaper; wages less by from 60 to 100 per cent; and, what is more than all that, the Ger

man manafacturer, who is satisfied with a mere living, contents himself, in most cases,

with a very moderate profit. Weigert, a German writer on the manufacture of cotton,

computes the cost of buildings in Germany for manufacturing purposes at 28 per cent

less than in England. The wages ofthe weavers and spinners in Silesia average, for the

best hands, from 11 to 23 cents a day—those of common laborers are as low as from 4 to

8} cents. From these data, he thinks that the coarser kind of twist may, in Germany,

be spun 4 pfennig (7 mills) per pound cheaper than in England.

 

COMMERCE OF PANAMA.

STATEMENT OF THE TRADE or PANAMA, son THE YEAR 1843.

Aaruvaas. DlrAa'runls.

No. of No. of Invoice No. of N n. of Invoice

Nation. vess. Tonnage. crew. value. vess. Tonnage. crew. value.

United States,.... I 1 7 $22,900 .... ..New Grenada,... 34 1,359 270 108,751 31 1,276 249 $297,972

Great Britain,... . 2 438 23 .... .. 2 438 23 11,000

Ecuador,........... 1 l7 6 3,284 2 75 13

Peru,............... 4 265 32 12,567 3 230 25

France, .. ....... .. . 1 205 15 .... . . 1 205 15

Hamburgh, . . . . 1 106 10 6,750 . .

  

Total,...... 4 2,539 :55 $154,252 39 2,224 325 $308,972

STATEMENT or TRANSIT TRADE, vtA CHAGRES.

latroa'rs. Exroa'rs.

   

 

  

  

 
Nation. Value. Articles. Value.

United States,................... $60,550 Gold and silver, coined, ..... .. $132,128

New Grenada,.... .. 329,202 Old silver,.................. 3,246

Great Britain,..... 59,910 Old gold,.... 262

Spain,................ 27,680 Hats,..... 16,042

Sundrie ,.... 257

Total of imports,.... .. $477,432 Total of exports,-....... $151,935

COMMERCIAL MOVEMENT A'r PANAMA.

$154,252 Exports,.......... .... .. $308,972

“ via Chagres, ........ .. 477,432 “ via Chagres,.......... 151,935

“ of money not regis- " pearls, supposed,..... 50,000

tered, supposed,.... 30,000 “ hides, via Chagres 8c

" of gold dust fm. Cho- Panama, 45,000

co, supposed,....... 20,000 “ gold dust,.... .. 53,000

“ sundries,.......... 12,000

Total, ......... $681,684 Total,..................... $620,907

PROVISIONS IMPORTED INTO ENGLAND FROM THE COLONIES.

A return has been made by order of the British House of Commons, containing an

account of the quantities of cured provisions, of all kinds, imported into England, from

her colonies and foreign countries, for the year ending 5th January, 1845. The following

are the particulars of this return :—

  

1843. 1844.

Salted beef,. ......... .............cwts. 60,633 106,766

“ pork,......... 27,118 30,780

.. 6,919 6,732

Bacon,................. 448 36
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WHEAT AND FLOUR TRADE OF OHIO.

Pmcas or FLOUR AND WHEAT AT CINCINNATI, ron FIVE seasons, FROM 1841 TO .1845.

The editor of the Cincinnati Gazette has compiled from the commercial reports of

that paper, the relative prices of flour and wheat in Cincinnati, for five seasons; i. e.,

from July 3, 1841, to July 24, 1845. The prices were as follows :—

 

 

FLOUR- WHEAT

184l—Jiily g,.......... $2 a 35. per barrel. a ...c. per‘bush.

, ‘ ,.... a . ‘ a ‘

“ l5,.... 3 97 a 4 00 " 75 a “

“ 26,.... 4 37 a 4 50 “ 75 a “

1842—July 6,.... 3 56 a 3 62 “ 56 a 60 “

“ 13,... 4 12 a 4 25 “ 40 a 50 “

“ 20,... 3 43 a 3 50 “ 45 a 50 "

“ 27,... 2 75 a . “ 45 a 50 “

lB43—July 6,.... 4 06 a 4 18 “ 80 a “

“ 13,... 3 75 a 4 00 “ 70 a “

“ 20,.... 3 55 a . “ 65 a “

“ 27,. 3 28 a 3 47 “ 65 0 “

1844—-July 4,. 3 12 a 3 25 “ 60 a “

‘7‘ ll,.... 3 15 a 3 33 “ 60 a “

" 18,... 3 28 a 3 40 “ 60 a “

“ 25,.... 3 30 a 3 50 “ 56 a “

1845—July 3,.... 3 46 a 3 60 “ 65 a 70 “

“ 10,... 3 25 a 3 45 “ 65 a 70 "

“ 17,.... 3 00 a 3 25 “ 60 a 65 “

“ 24, .......... 3 00 a 3 12 “ 60 a . “

In the year 1841, the crop of wheat was simply a good one. The average price of

flour in Cincinnati, during the month of July, was $4 6} per barrel—the average price of

wheat, 72§ cents per bushel. The price of one bushel of wheat, therefore, entered five

and three-fifth times into the price of one barrel of flour. By the close of August, flour

had advanced to $4 56 a $4 62 per barrel. Wheat remained stationary at 75 cents per

bushel. '

In 1842, the crop was large and fine throughout the country. The urplus product,

alone was estimated, during harvest, at 30,000,000 bushels. The average price of flour

at Cincinnati, in July, was $3 49} per barrel—the average price of wheat, 49* cents

per bushel. The price of a bushel of wheat entered seven and one-tenth times into

the price of a barrel of flour. By the close of August, flour had receded to $2 62Q, and

wheat to 40 a 45 cents.

In 1843, during the month of June bad accounts of the crop came in from all directions.

From June till harvest, however, accounts improved rapidly. The stalks stood thin, but

the heads were large, and the berry plump and heavy. The yield proved to be full an

average one, and with it there was much of the previous year‘s crop held over. The ave

rage price of flour in July, was $3 73 ; that of wheat, 70 cents. The price of a bushel

of wheat entered five and one-third times into the price of a barrel of flour. The latter

part of August, flour stood at $3 60 a $3 73 ; while wheat had fallen to 65 cents.

In 1844, there was afair crop. For the month of July, flour averaged $3 29 per

barrel, and wheat 59 cents per bushel. The price of a bushel of wheat entered five and

three-fifth times into the price of a barrel of flour. By the close of August, flour had ad

vanced to $3 65 a $3 76 per barrel, and wheat to 70 cents per bushel.

This year, 1845, Ohio has the best yield of wheat that has been given her since 1839.

For the month of July, 1845, the average price of flour in the Cincinnati market has been

$3 26;, and that of wheat 64% cents. This gives five as the number of times the price

of the bushel of wheat enters into that of the barrel of flour. So far, flour has fallen EGQ

@139 cents per barrel from the average of July; being now, 5th of August, $2 87§ a.

$3 00, and wheat 9} cents per bushel, being now 55 cents. In tabular form, these state

ments will stand thus, omitting fractions in first and second columns :—

  

Avera're of flour. Average of wheat. Kelntive prices

Jnly, 1841,.... $4 06} per bbl. 72i- c. per bush. 5 3-5 to l

‘ ,.... 3 49} “ 49* “ 71-10 to l.

1843,.... 3 73 “ 70 “ 5 1-3 to l.

1844,.... 3 29 “ 59 “ 5 3-5 to l.

1845,......... 3 265 “ 64} “ 5 9-10() to 1.

van. XIIL—NO. in. 19
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The regular proportion of wheat to flour is five bushels to one barrel. On the suppo

eition that this is adhered to in grinding, and not taking oflal into the account, the miller

has received for hislabor and profits, for the five seasons named, usfollows:-

1841. 1842. 1843. 1844. 1845.

Per barrel,...... .. 43} cts. 102; cts. 23 01.8. 34 018. 5; cts.

 

PRICE OF FLOUR IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

r01: TWENTY-THREE YEARS.

The following table, prepared by Mr. Heyward, President of the Buffalo Board of

Trade, shows the pn'ce of flour in New York city on the first Wednesday of each month,

for the last twenty-three years; i. e., from 1823 to 1845:—

  

Year. January. February. March. April. May. June,

1823,...... $6 62; $6 81 $1 12; $1 00 $1 12; $1 00

1824,. .. 6 25 6 00 6 12; 6 ‘25 6 5O 6 25

1825, .... .. 5 25 5 37; 5 25 5 25 5 1‘2; 5 12;

1826,.... .. 5 25 5 12; 5 25 8 87; 4 62; 4 87;

1827, .... .. ' 5 12; 6 00 5 50 5 75 5 12; 4 75

1828. .... .. 5 25 5 12; 5 00 4 15 4 62; 4 56;

1529,"... 8 37; 8 50 8 l2; 7 25 6 25 6 75

1830, .... .. 5 12; 4 15 4 2; 4 15 4 81; 4 87;

1831,.... .. 5 15 8 12; 6 15 6 81; 6 00 5 50

1832, .... .. 6 31; 6 50 5 62; 5 12; 5 31; 5 62;

1833,...... 6 00 5 75 5 50 5 75 5 62; 5 75

1834,.... .. 5 50 5 31; 5 12; 4 81; 4 15 4 81;

1835,.... .. 5 12; 5 25 5 50 5 62; 5 75 6 12;

1836,.... .. 1 25 1 50 1 31; 1 50 6 15 1 12;

1837,...... 10 12; ll 00 11 25 10 75 9 00 9 50

1838,.... .. 8 75 8 25 8 00 8 25 7 50 7 75

183!),...... 8 87; 8 93} 9 00 8 50 7 75 6 87;

1840,.... .. 5 B7; 6 37; 5 75 5 62; 5 12; 4 75

1841, .... .. 4 93} 4 87; 4 75 4 931 4 81; 5 00

1842, .... .. 5 87; 6 43} 6 l2 6 25 5 87; 6 12;

1843, .... .. 4 56; 4 37; 4 75 5 12 5 00 5 12;

1844, .... .. 4 62; 4 81; 4 93} 4 90} 4 (.2; 4 62;

1845, .... .. 4 68} 4 84;} 4 81} 4 75 4 62; 4 50

TABLE—Continued.

Year. July. August. September. October. November. December.

1823, .... ,, $1 25 $1 12; $6 50 $6 81; $1 00 $6 62;

1824, .... .. 5 87; 5 50 5 25 5 62; 5 62; 5 87;

1825,...... 5 25 5 00 5 l2; 5 25 5 12; 5 12;

1826, .... .. 4 75 4 50 4 62; 4 87; 5 12; 5 12;

1827,.... .. 4 50 4 62; 4 685L 4 75 5 25 5 62;

1828, .... .. 4 62; 5 00 5 75 6 25 7 62; 7 87;

1829, .... .. 5 81; 5 31; 5 50 5 15 5 31; 5 31;

1830, .... .. 4 87; 5 00 5 62; 5 37; 5 25 5 18}

1831,.... .. 5 31; 5 12; 5 25 5 62; 5 15 6 00

1832, .... .. 5 75 6 00 5 87; 5 87; 6 00 6 37;

1833, .... .. 5 81; 5 62; 5 15 5 50 5 68; 5 62;

1834, .... .. 4 87; 5 00 5 25 5 25 5 12; 4 87;

1835,...... 6 62; 6 50 5 75 5 93} 6 25 7 50

1836, .... .. 7 12; 7 00 7 75 8 5D 9 50 10 00

1837, .... .. 9 75 9 50 9 62; 8 25 8 50 9 00

1838, .... .. 1 25 1 12; 1 62; 8 62; 8 50 8 62;

1839,.... .. 6 31; 6 50 6 75 6 12; 6 87; 6 25

1840,.... .. 4 69; 5 00 5 00 4 87; 5 00 4 62;

1841, .... .. 5 37; 5 87; 6 50 6 25 6 00 6 37;

1812...... 5 93;} 5 81; 4 93} 4 50 4 25 4 87;

1843,.... .. 5 62; 5 00 4 81; 5 56; 4 75 4 62;

1844, .... .. 4 31; 4 31; 4 18} 4 37; 4 81; 4 68}

1845,...... 4 62; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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CDMMERGIAL REGULATIONS.

NOTICE TO EXPORTERS OF AMERICAN SUGAR.

The following notice, to exporters of American sugar, was officially issued by the De

partment of State, July 14, 1845 :—

“ By an act of the British Parliament, passed on the 24th of April last, fixing the du

ties on the importation of the sugars of various countries into ‘the British islands, it was

enacted that her majesty might, from time to time, declare, by order in council, that the

sugars of certain countries, not named in the act, should be admitted for consumption in

the British islands, on payment of duties to the amount of £1 33. 411. on the hundred

weight of brown sugar, and £1 83. on the hundred weight of white clayed (not refined)

sugar; provided that such sugars should be accompanied, in every case,by a certificate

from the British consul, or other authorized ofiicer of the British government, at the place

of shipment, that they were the growth of the country in which such place is situated.

“ Immediately after the passage of this act, an order in council was issued, declaring

the sugars of the United States admissible, under :the reduced duties above specified; and

several cargoes of American sugar accordingly arrived in "the British ports—some of

which, not being accompanied by the requisite certificates of origin, were at first refused

admission. On representation by our minister to the government at London, special

orders were obtained for the admission of these cargoes; but, as such favors cannot be

expected always, the attention of our merchants is particularly directed to the third and

fourth sections of the act of Parliament, respecting the said certificates, of which the fol

lowing is a copy :—

“ ‘ Sac. 3. And be it enacted, That no sugar shall be admissible to entry for home con

sumption, at the said duties of £1 83,, or £1 38. 4d. per hundred weight, respectively,

unless the master of the ship importing the same shall have delivered to the collector or

comptroller, at the port of importation, such certificate or certificates as hereinafter are

mentioned; nor unless said master shall also make and subscribe a declaration, before

such collector or comptroller, that such certificate or certificates was or were received by

him at the place where such sugar waslta‘ken on board, and that the sugar so imported is

the same as is mentioned therein.

“ ‘ Sec. 4. Ami be it enacted, That,:in case such sugar shall be imported from China,

Java, or Manilla, or from either of the countries named in such order, in council, as

bereinbefore is mentioned, the certificate so to be given to the collector or comptroller, at

the port of importation, shall be under the hand and seal of the British consul, vice-com

sul, consular agent, or other ofiicer appointed in that behalf, by her majesty, at the place

where such sugar was taken on board ; and shall certify that a declaration in writing had

been made, and signed before such consul, vice-consul, consular agent, or other oflicer,

by the shipper of such sugar, and that the same was really and bona fide the growth of

the country in which the same was so taken on board; and shall also certify that such

consul, vice-consul, consular agent, or other officer, had examined the contents of such

declaration, and believed the same to be true.’ "

 

REGULATIONS FOR THE TOBACCO TRADE OF NEW ORLEANS.

Whereas complaint has been made, that the warehousemen for the storage of tobacco,

have positively refused to “ turn out tobacco for delivery" upon the presentation of certifi

cates, and by this refusal have occasioned difficulty and hindrance in shipments ; and

upon the further representations of sundry factors, that they are placed under unpleasant

circumstances by this refusal, and that their business is likely to be trammelled and em

barrassed for a want of proper understanding upon this subject; therefore be it

Resolved, That it is the opinion of the committee of the tobacco trade for the city of

New Orleans, that the charge of two dollars per hogshead, as established b" the different

meetings of the “trade," embraces, “ the duty of the warehouse keepers” to “ turn out

the tobacco for delivery upon demand and presentation of the certificate or tobacco note.”

At the same time, it is declared the privilege and duty of the warehouse keeper to require

of the head drayman that all of his sub-draymen shall aid in the turning out of the tobacco.

Resolved, That in the weighing of tobacco, the actual tare shall in all cases be given,

and in the gross weight to give the turn of the beam, with less five pounds for scaleage,

and those weights entered upon the tobacco note or certificate, and this shall be received

as evidence of weight by the purchaser.
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Resolved, That every hogshead of tobacco received and inspected under the present

system, shall be inspected with the cask off, and coopered under the screw, and that all

or any tobacco, otherwise coopered, is only entitled to the original charge of one dollar

per hogshead.

Resolved, That it is the duty of every warehouse keeper to see that all tobacco stored

in his or their warehouse is weighed by the person or persons nominated by them, and

approved by the “ committee” for that duty, and any violation or departure from this rule,

will be considered and declared a breach of good faith, and invalidates the certificates for

all such tobaccos.

Resolved, That the charges of two dollars per hogshead entitles each hogshead to thirty

days storage; and that the charge for the second montlr’s storage shall not exceed 50

cents per month, but the committee would recommend that it be at the rate of 25 cents

per month for each hogshead.

The above regulations are signed by the following gentlemen :—Jno. A. Steele, (Chair

man,) 11. F. McKenna, Ambr. Lanfear, James B. Behn, James Hewitt.

 

POST—OFFICE REGULATIONS WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

The following act to provide for the transportation of the mail between the United

States and foreign countries, and for other purposes, was passed at the last session ofCon

gress, and approved by the President March 3d, 1845 :—

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of

America, in Congress assembled, That the postmaster-general of the United States be and

he is hereby authorized, under the restrictions and provisions of the existing laws, to

contract for the transportation of the United States mail between any of the ports of the

United States and a port or ports of any foreign power, whenever, in his opinion, the

public interest will thereby be promoted; and it shall be his duty to report to the next

ensuing Congress a copy of each of said contracts, with a statement of the amount of

postage derived under the same, as far as the retunrs of the department will enable him

to do. And such contracts may be made, if it shall appear to the postmaster-general to

be required by the public interest, for any greater period than four years, and not exceed

ing ten years.

2. That all such contracts shall be made with citizens of the United States, and the

mail to be transported in American vessels by American citizens. Each contract entered

into under the provisions of this act, besides the usual stipulations for the right of the

postmaster-general to discontinue the same, shall contain the further stipulation that it

may, at any time, be terminated by a joint resolution of the two Houses of Congress.

3. That the rates of postage to be collected on all letters, packages, newspapers, and

pamphlets, or other printed matter, between the ports of the United States and the ports

of foreign governments enumerated herein, transported in the United States mail under

this act, shall be as follows: Upon all letters and packets not exceeding one half ounce

in weight, between any of the ports of the United States and the ports of England, or

France, or any other foreign port, not less than three thousand miles distant, twenty-four

cents, with the inland postage of the United States added, when sent through the United

States mail to or from the post-ofiice at a port of the United States; upon letters and

packets over one-half an ounce in weight, and not exceeding one ounce, forty-eight cents ;

and for every additional half ounce or fraction of an ounce, fifteen cents; upon all letters

and packets not exceeding one-half ounce, sent through the United States mail between

the ports of the United States and any of the West India islands, or islands on the Gulf of

Mexico, ten cents; and twenty cents upon letters and packets not exceeding one ounce ;

and five cents for every additional half ounce or fraction of an ounce ; upon each newspaper,

pamphlet, and price current,sent in the mail between the United States and any of the ports

and places above enumerated, three cents, with inland United States postage added,when

the same is transported to or from said port of the United States in the United States mail.

4. That it shall not be lawful for any person to carry or transport any letter, packet,

newspaper, or printed circular or price current (except newspapers in use, and not in

tended for circulation in the country to which such vessel may be bound) on board the

vessels that may hereafter transport the United States mail, as provided for in this not ;

and for every violation of this provision a penalty of five hundred dollars is hereby im

posed ; to be recovered by presentment, by information, or qui tam action, one-half for

the use of the informer, and the other half for the use of the post-office department.

5. That if any person or persons shall forge or counterfeit, or shall utter or use, know

ingly, any counterfeit stamp of the post-office department of the United States, issued by
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authority of this act, or by any other act of Congress, within the United States, or the

post-office stamp of any foreign government, he shall be adjudged guilty of felony, and,

on conviction thereof in any court having jurisdiction of the same, shall undergo a con

finement at hard labor for any length of time not less than two years nor more than ten,

at the discretion of the court.

6. That the postmaster-general or Secretary of State be and he is hereby authorized

to empower the consuls of the United States to pay the foreign ‘postage of such letters

destined for the United States as may be detained at'the ports of foreign countries for the

non-payment of postage ; which postage shall be by the consul marked as paid by him,

and the amount thereof shall be collected in the United States as other postage, on the

delivery of the letters, and repaid to said consul, or credited on his account at the state

department.

7. That the postmaster-general shall, in all cases of ofi'ers‘to contract for carrying the

mail between any of the ports of the United States and any foreign port or place, give

the preference to such bidder for the contract as shall propose to carry the mail in a

steam-ship or ships, and the said contractor stipulating to deliver said ship or ships to the

United States, or to their proper officer, upon demand made, for nthe purpose of being

converted into a vessel or vessels of war, the United States being bound, on their part,

to pay to said owner or owners the fair full value of every such ship or vessel at the time

of such delivery ; said value to be ascertained by four appraisers, to be appointed two by

the President of the United States, and two by the owner or owners; and in case of dis»

agreement among said appraisers, the President of the United States 'to select and appoint

an umpire, who shall fix the value.

8. That the postmaster-general may, if he shall deem it to be for the public interest,

make contracts, to continue not exceeding ten years, for'the transportation of the mail

from place to place in the United States'in steamboats by sea, and on the Gulf of Mexico,

and on the Mississippi river, from the mouth thereof up to the city of New Orleans, on the

conditions specified in the last preceding section of this act.

 

PILOTS FOR THE PORT OF NEW YORK.

The legislature of this state, having passed an act repealing all laws relative to pilots

and pilotage of the port of New York, by the way of Sandy Hook, the Chamber of

Commerce of this city, and the Board of Underwriters, deeming it important to the in

terests of humanity and commerce, and in older to prevent improper persons from acting

as pilots, have adopted the following regulations on the subject, which they submit to the

mercantile community, and solicit their co-operation in sustaining them:—

1. That a board be appointed, to be entitled “ The Board of Pilot Commissioners,” to

examine and issue certificates to as many persons to act as pilots, for the port of New

York, by way of Sandy Hook, as they may deem the navigation of the port of New York

requires. _

2. That this board consist of three persons, to be chosen for one year; two by the un

derwriters, and one by the Chamber of Commerce—the board to be considered as

organized when two members are chosen ; the board to choose a. secretary for the same

term ; the three members to act without compensation ; the secretary to have a salary not

exceeding one thousand dollars per annum. The duty of the secretary shall be, to keep

a monthly record of the arrival and departure of the pilot-boats, names and number of,

and the residence of the pilots and apprentices, and to perform such other duties as the

board may direct.

3. As soon as organized, the board to give public notice that they are ready to receive

applications for certificates as pilots for the port of New York, by way of Sandy Hook.

4. Persons applying for certificates as pilots by way of Sandy Hook, shall be examined

by the board; and, if deemed qualified by a majority, shall receive a certificate, which

shall expire at the end of twelve months from the date of issuing, unless renewed.

5. The board to have power to suspend or revoke any certificate, on proof of incapa

city or misconduct.

6. It is recommended that no vessel receive a person as pilot excepting on his producing

a certificate signed by the above board, or those issued under the authority of the state of

New Jersey.

7. The rates of compensation to be such as were allowed under the act of the state of

New York, recently repealed.
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8. Prior to the issuing of any certificates, the board shall prepare a code of rules and

regulations, subject to the approval of the board of underwriters and chamber of corn

merce, for the government of the pilots, which shall be signed by the person who is to

receive the certificate.

9. An otfice shall be kept in a convenient part of the city, for the purpose of receiving

orders, and attending to the general business connected with the pilots of the port of New

York, by way of Sandy Hook.

10. The commissioners shall fix a per centage, to be deducted from the bills of pilotage,

to pay expenses.

 

CUSTOMS REGULATIONS.

By an act ‘of Congress, approved by the President 24th of February, 1845, the Secre

tary of the Treasury is prohibited from refunding duties illegally exacted, except when

paid under written protest. The collector of the port of New York has therefore deemed

it proper to advise importers who may be dissatisfied with the rate of duty charged, that no

portion of such duties will be refunded by the treasury department, except in cases where

it‘ shall be shown that the duties were paid under a written protest, which protest must be

signed by the importer, and must set forth distinctly and specifically the grounds of ob

jectlon to the payment thereof.

FORM or a PROTEST, IN ORDXNARY cases.

To C. W. Lawrence, Collectar.-Sir: We hereby protest against the payment of (state

the rate) charged on (enumeratejhe articles) contained in this entry, claiming that, an

der the existing laws, said goods are only liable to a duty of (state the rate claimed) be

cause (state the reasons.)

We pay the amount exacted, in order to get possession of the goods, claiming to have

the difi’erence refunded. (Signed) A. B.

New York, 184 .

 

BUENOS AYRES PORT-CHARGES.

The following decree has been published oflicially by the State Department, having

been received from the U. S. Consulate at Buenos Ayres:—

The Argentine government has resolved, and does decree—

Art. 1. From the I‘st of January of the coming year, national vessels sailing from ports

beyond sea, shall pay three dollars per ton.

Art. 2. Foreign vessels shall pay four dollars per ton, except those which, in virtue of

existing treaties, are assimilated to national vessels.

Art. 3. Foreign vesssels shall payr for the visit of the health ofiicer, twenty-five dollars, '

and the same amount for the bill of health.

Art; 4. Foreign vessels belonging to nations having no consul, and whose roll is made

out by the captain of the port, shall pay forty dollars for it.

Art. 5. The duties fixed by the preceding articles shall be paid one-half on the entrance

of the vessel, and the other half on her departure.

Art. 6. National and foreign vessels, which do not leave nor receive cargoes, shall pay

one-half of the duties here established.

Art. 7. Let this decree be communicated, and published in the ofiicial register.

 

BRITISH SUGAR DUTY REDUCED.

The Department of State,at Washington, under date Jone llth, 1845, give notice that

7 information has been received from the consul of the United States at Guyama, P. R.,

that, by a decree of Her Majesty, of the 27th March last, the duty on exportation of

sugar has been reduced to 3|} cents per 400 lbs., and coffee 18 cents per 100 lbs. ; mo

lasses and rum, free. The colonial duty of 3 cents per 100 lbs., for weighing sugar and

coffee, still exists; which makes sugar pay about 11 cents per 100 lbs., and cofl'eev2l

cents per 100 lbs.
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MERCANTILE MISUELLANIES.

CURIOSITIES OF STATISTICS.

a SOCIETY sea was msuasucs or ran INTEGRITY or C'LERKS

In Volume XIL, No. IV., of the Magazine,"! will be found an article entitled “ Com

mercial Suretyship,” pointing out the defects of the present system of private secu

rity required of a very large class of persons holding places of trust; such as clerks in

banks, secretaries, agents, collectors, etc., who are required by their employers to give

security for the honest discharge of the duties of their stations, and at the same time

presenting the plan of a remedy; which struck us, at the time, as perfectly practicable.

The following passage, from a very recent English work, republished a short time since,

by Wiley 61. Putnam, of New York, relates to the same subject :—

“ No man can say what will be the weather to-morrow, but the quantity of rain which

falls in any particular place, in any five years, is precisely the same quantity which falls

in any other five years, at the same place. Thus, while it is impossible to predict, of any

one Frenchman, that during next year he will commit a crime, it is quite certain that one

in every six hundred and fifty will do so; because, in past years, the proportion has been

generally about that amount—the tendencies of crime,in relation to the temptation, being

everywhere invariable over a sufficiently wide range of time. So, also, the number of

persons taken in charge by the police in London, for being drunk and disorderly in the

streets, is, week by week, a nearly uniform quantity; showing that the inclination to

drink to excess is always, in the mass, about the same, regard being had to the existing

temptations or stimulalions to this vice. Even mistakes and oversights are of regular

occurrence; for it is found, in the post-offices of large cities, that the number of letters

put in without addresses is, year by year, the same. Statistics have made out an equally

distinct regularity, in a wide range, with respect to things concerning the mind ; and the

doctrine founded upon it has lately produced a scheme that may well strike the ignorant

with surprise. It is proposed to establish in London a society for insuring the integrity

of clerks, secretaries, collectors, and all such functionaries as are obliged to find security

for money passing through their hands in the course of business. This guarantee society

has gone into operation, and is likely to become a useful and prosperous institution."

 

CONSUMPTION OF, AND TRADE IN, TEA AND COFFEE.

One of the most remarkable facts in the diet of mankind, is the enormous consumption

of tea and cofi'ee. The slightly stimulating and narcotic properties of these substances

do not seem sutficient to account for the fact that upwards of 800,000,000 of pounds of

these articles are annually consumed by the inhabitants of the world. It has, however,

been found that they contain a certain active principle, which though small in quantity, is

yet supposed to form an important part in the human economy. At a recent meeting of

the Paris Academy of Sciences, M. Peligot read a paper on the chemical combinations of

tea. M. Peligot states, that tea contains essential principles of nutrition far exceeding

in importance its stimulating properties ; and shows that, as a stimulant, tea is in every

respect one of the most desirable articles of habitual use. One of his experiments on the

nutritive qualities of tea, as compared with those of soup, was by no means in favor of

the latter. The most remarkable products of tea are—let, the tannin, or astringent

property ; 2d, an essential oil, to which it owes its aroma, and which has a great influ

ence on its price in commerce; and 3d, a substance rich in azote and chrystallizabls,

called theine, which is also met with in coffee, and is frequently called cafeine. Inde

pendently of these three substances, there are eleven others of less importance, which

enter more or less into the composition of tea of all kinds imported into Europe. What

'' Merchants’ Magazine, for April, 1845, p. 330 to 335.
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was more essential as regards the chemical and hygienic character of the plant, was to

ascertain the exact proportion of the azoted (nitrogenized) principle which it contains.

M. Peligot began by determining the total amount of azote in tea, and finished by find

ing that it was from 20 to 30 per cent, greater than in any other kind of vegetable. M.

Peligot states, that by reason of this quantity of azote, and the existence of cafeine in

the tea leaf, it is a true aliment. Now, according to Liebig, there is found in the blood a

principle called by him taurine, resulting from the destruction of the tissues of the body,

and having a composition so closely resembling theine that the one may be easily con

verted into the other. Tuurine performs an important oflice in the economy of respira

tion. Liehig suggests that the introduction of theine into the system prevents the destruc

tion of the tissues for the purpose of forming taurine, and thus, though not nutritive itself,

it becomes indirectly nutritious to the body by saving its tissues from destruction. A

curious return has been issued by order of the British House of Commons, (having been

prepared on the motion of Mr. Hastie,) showing the quantities of tea retained for home

consumption in the United Kingdom in each year, from 1740 to the termination of the

East India Company’s sales, and thence\to the present time. In 1740, 1,493,625 lbs. of

tea were retained for home consumption. Two years afterwards the quantity fell to

473,868 lbs, ; and, in 1767, only 215,019 lbs. were retained. Next year, the amount in

creased to 3,150,517 lbs; in 1769, it was 9,114,854 1118.; in 1795, 21,342,845 lbs.;

and in 1836, 49,142,236 lbs.; the largest amount in any one year retained for home con

sumption in the United Kingdom. In 1843, the quantity was 40,293 lbs. ; and last year,

41,363,770 lbs. The return in question also specifies the quantity of the various kinds

of tea, with the average sale prices. The nett receipt of duty on ten, (customs and ex

cise) last year, was 4,524,1931.

The annual reports of the Secretary of the Treasury, for the last twenty years, show

a considerable increase in the consumption of tea in the United States, but not so great

as in the article of coffee. The establishment of tea-shops in all our large cities, is a

new feature in the retail trade. We would here refer to the “ Pekin Tea Company,”

who, during the last twelve months, have opened a warehouse in Fulton street, New

' York, where they vend every kind of tea, put up in the most tasty and palatable form.

This company sell every variety of tea from thirty-eight to one dollar and fifty cents per

pound. We allude to this company, as we have been able topurchase at their warehouse

a very superior article of black tea, for our own use, at a moderate price.

 

GOALS TRANSPORTED BY WATER IN GREAT BRITAIN.

A return lately laid before the British Parliament, shows that the total quantities of

coals, cinders, and culm, shipped at the several ports of the United Kingdom, coastwise,

to other ports of the United Kingdom, amounted altogether, in 1843, to 7,447,084 tons,

of which 7,138,107 were cools; and in 1844, to 7,377,862 tons, of which 7,017,113 were

coals. The quantities exported to foreign countries amounted, in 1843, to 1,866,211

tons; of which 1,367,925 tons were large, and 452,359 small coals. The declared value

of the whole amounted to 690,424l. The large coals were chiefly exported to Russia,

Denmark, Prussia, Germany, Holland, France, the United States of America, the British

West Indies, and Brazil. France, alone, took 358,874 tons of large coal, and 99,720 of

small coal. The quantities exported in 1844 amounted to 1,289,956 tons of large, and

408,434 tons of small coal; the declared value of all the coal, cinders, and calm, being

672,0561. The total amount of duties received on the coals exported in 1844, appears to

have been 118,493l., viz: 76,0951. on those exported in British, and 40,7081. on those

exported in foreign ships entitled to the privileges conferred by treaties of reciprocity.

The rates of duty were, on coals exported in British ships to foreign countries, 28. per

ton; and in foreign ships, 4:. per ton.
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CURIOSITIES OF COMMERCE.

was soo TRADE or crncmiu'rr.

Every day develops some new illustration of the enterprise of our people. The ice

trade of the east has grown up, in a few years, to importance ; employing a considerable

amount of tonnage, as will be seen by reference to former numbers of this Magazine. In

the west, the egg trade bids fair to rival it. The business in that fragile commodity, as

we gather from the Cincinnati Gazette, is quite an item in the sum of her productive in

' dustry. One firm, alone, in Cincinnati, (Townsend 8:. Co.,) during the first six months

of 1845, shipped to New York 234 barrels of eggs; to Baltimore, 70 barrels; and to

New Orleans, 3,976 barrels! Each barrel contains 90 dozen, which makes the aggregate

shipment 4,624,400 eggs ! During the year ending as above, the egg trade of this firm

amounted to $36,144 60. There are five other houses in Cincinnati engaged in the

business. The foreign egg trade of Cincinnati, the past year, has amounted to 10,700

barrels, which is 963,000 dozen, or 11,556,000 eggs! The aggregate value of this trade,

for the year, according to the data here given, is $90,361 50. The business is a very

hazardous one, owing to the great fluctuations in the New Orleans market. In the course

of the past year, for example, western eggs have sold there as high as $22 per barrel,

and as low as $3. In addition to this export trade, these establishments do also a heavy

home trade. That of Townsend & Co. supplies regularly five steamboats with 336 barrels

a trip ; which, at twelve tripsa year, is 432 barrels. It also furnishes constantly the con

sumption of several of the largest hotels, which use at least 260 barrels per year, and

does a retail business amounting to not less than 33 barrels per year. These several

amounts make 725 barrels to add to the 4,280 barrels shipped; which gives an aggre

gate of 5,005 barrels, or 450,450 dozen, as the annual trade of this one house. Besides

this, the annual city consumption is estimated at 1,213,333 dozen. A further recapitula

tion shows the following results as to value :—

Value of 10,700 barrels of eggs shipped from this port, at $8 44} per bbl., $90,361 50

Value of 1,213,333 dozen eggs consumed in this city, at 8 cents per dozen,. 97,066 64

Total annual value of the egg trade of Cincinnati,....................... .. $187,428 14

 

 

A TRICK IN TRADE TO RECOVER A DEBT.

In the Court of Quarter Sessions, Philadelphia, recently, a jury, which had been out

all night, in the case of William H. Simpson, charged with obtaining money from Guth

rie 8c West, of that city, by false pretences, returned with a verdict of not guilty, but

they directed the defendant to pay the costs. This case illustrates the danger of accom

plishing any object, even the payment of a just debt, by a resort to trick; and it would be

well to give the principles of law decided in this case, in connection with the verdict, for

the information of the trading community. It appeared that Guthrie &. West owed

Simpson, who is a merchant in New York, about $500; and the latter, in order to ob

tain payment, sold the former a lot of goods, and agreed to consign them to Philadelphia

on a new credit. The boxes supposed to contain the goods were sent on, and the money

on the old debt was paid to Simpson ; but, on opening the boxes, Guthrie found that they

were filled with charcoal. It appears, also, that Guthrie had paid $36 more than he had

admitted to be due; and it was for the obtaining of this that the prosecution was entered.

The Court, in charging the jury, said that, no matter how dishonorable a trick might be,

yet, if it be resorted to for the payment of a just debt, it did not come under the censure

of the law—hut if the defendant, in resorting to the perilous means of a trick, obtained

money not due, or more than was owing, he was guilty under the act of Assembly, and

must be convicted.
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CHANGES IN OUR TRADE WITH CHINA.

In a lecture delivered some two or three years ago, before the Mercantile Library As

sociation of Boston, by the Hon. \Villiam Sturgess, on trade and finances, he referred to

the singular changes of fashion. Nankeens, said he, were once imported in large quan

tities. As late as 1820, there was one million of dollars worth imported—now, there is

none. In 1806, Canton crape was first used ; in 1810, ten cases were imported ; in 1816,

there were 21,000 pieces; in 1826, the importations amounted to a million and a half of

dollars; and in 1844, the article was not imported. Yet the country has lost nothing by

this caprice of fashion, as our couhtrywomen appear as lovely in nine-penny Lowell calico

as in Canton craps. Silk was once imported in large quantities from China. A cargo

of nearly a million dollars worth once was landed in this country; and now the whole

yearly importation from China amounts to less than $100,000. Great changes have also

taken place in regard to the pay of our Chinese importations. In 1818, $7,000,000 in

specie were carried to China, but now our purchases are paid for in bills of exchange on

England, from the proceeds of the opium trade. The fur trade was commenced in 1787,

and in 1802 there were fifteen American vessels engaged in it; and now it has ceased

altogether.

 

AMERICAN COTTON IN INDIA.

It appears, from a report of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, that the experiments

in the growing American cotton in India, have not been entirely unsuccessful, particularly

in the neighborhood of Hyderabad, under the superintendence of Captain Meadows

Taylor. The following is an extract from the report of the Committee of the Bombay

Chamber of Commerce :

“ Your committee place in the appendix to the present report the letters of Captain

Taylor, relative to the samples, which give a very favorable account of the progress making

in the culture of New Orleans, Sea Island, and Bourbon cottons. It is gratifying to

perceive that the native growers are engaging actively in the cultivation of these varieties;

and that, instead of being with difficulty persuaded to make the smallest experiment—as

has too often been the case before, in other localities—they evince the greatest eagerness

to obtain seed for sowing. The crops of Bourbon and Sea Island, on the bank of the

Krishna, are described as most luxuriant; and the success of the New Orleans appears

to be beyond a doubt. Captain Taylor states that he has given directions for the whole

of the cotton grown from the seed furnished, to be collected, and sent to Shelapore; and

he adds that he purposes afterwards forwarding it to Bombay, in order to ascertain its

value in our market. Your committee trust that the time is drawing nigh when we shall

be able to calculate on a regular supply of such cotton. There can be no doubt that it

would fetch a good price here for the home markets, and that it would amply remunerate

both grower and dealer.”

 

PRODUCTION OF HEMP IN MISSOURI.

A report made to the Missouri legislature, on the subject of hemp growing in that

state, contains the following statistics:-The chamber of commerce in St. Louis, in 1842,

stated the crop of 1840, which was brought into market in 1841, at 1,460 tons. A me

morial of the citizens of St Louis, to the Congress of the United States, made in 1841,

states the hemp crop of 1841 at near 10,000 tons, and the crop of 1842 at near 17,000.

The crop of 1843, owing to the unfavorable weather, did not exceed that of 1842. These

estimates are borne by other facts. The St. Louis Price Current, in summing up the

imports and exports of the city for the year 1844, states that 6,275 bales of hemp were

exported from the city of St. Louis, during the year 1844. In addition to this, there were

exported 5,007 pieces of bagging, and 15,490 coils of rope. It is believed, says the Lou

isville Journal, that the exports registered are considerably below the actual amount.
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COPPER MINES OF LAKE SUPERIOR.

An intelligent gentleman, who visited, among other places, at Kee-nee-naw Point, the

famous location of the Lake Superior Copper Mining Company, better known as the

Boston Company, under the entire superintendence of Colonel Charles H. Graliot, in a

letter to the editors of the New York Commercial, dated at St. Marie, says :—

“ This location is situated to the west of Fort Wilkins about eighteen or twenty miles,

through which runs, north and south, the Eagle river. A letter of introduction to Colonel

Gratiot soon placed in my possession everything that was necessary and entertaining for

a tourist to know. This company have now in operation three shafts. The first is seven

ty-four feet deep, and the vein twenty-three feet wide. The second is thirty-five feet

deep, and the vein twenty-two feet wide. The third is thirty-one feet deep, and the vein

six feet wide; and each of these three veins exceeds two and a half miles in length. The

veins are all within half a mile of each other, and produce silver and copper, averaging

from 60 to 70 per cent. They have now on hand, thrown up from the shafts, some 400

tone, which will be ready for shipment to the Boston market by the lst of September next.

Colonel Gratiot has under him nearly 125 men, who are now busily engaged in erecting

pounders and crushers, under which passes the trap rock, in which the ore is found. The

ore, after this process, is taken and washed in large wire sieves, which separates the rock

from the metal. It is then dried, and put into kegs weighing from 300 to 500 pounds,

and ready for market.”
 

BREACH OF BUENOS AYRES REVENUE LAWS.

The United States Gazette records a recent decision in Buenos Ayres, in the case of

the Danish vessel Odin, seized for a breach of the revenue laws, of some importance to

traders with that country. It seems that the Odin arrived with a cargo of sugar and pep

per, consigned to Moss, Pardon 61. 00., who entered it at the custom-house in accordance

with the invoice, giving the weight in Holland pounds, each of which is more than two

pounds Spanish. This led to the seizure of the whole cargo, on charge that the con

signees intended to defraud the government. The mistake, though unintentional, led to

the investigation of the matter by the government, which resulted in the full acquittal of

the parties. The value of the cargo in dispute was about $300,000.

 

AMERICAN GOODS IN ENGLAND.

A London letter says that the Americans, not contented with supplying Great Britain

with beef, pork, cotton, tobacco, ice, Wooden clocks, and numerous other articles, are

actually sending over sheetings and shirtings, or “ cloths,” as they are termed. The fol

lowing paragraph appeared recently in a London Journal :—

"The American brown cloths are really substantial; and, to the homelier part of a

community, most valuable fabrics. Manchester 'cloths, of the same descriptions, are not

to be compared to them; and, although the import duty upon them be 10 per cent, we

could wish that our agriculturists would try them, and show thereby that a market may

be found in England for American cotton goods, as well as for American grain and Ame

rican provisions.”
 

SPECULATING IN FANCY STOCKS.

An article in the Evening Mirror, from the pen of N. P. Willis, Esq., one of the gifted

editors of that interesting Journal, on fancy stocks, has elicited from a correspondent the

following anecdote, which happened not many months since :—

“ A gentleman from far down-east having of his own $12,000, borrowed of his friends

812,000, came to this city by the advice of samebodg, and entered into stock speculation.

His first, and about the only speculation, was to lay old of a lot of certain railroad stock,

and pay on the amount his $24,000. By-and-by, the stock fell; and the person to whom

he had hypothecated it, and who, by-the-by, was the very man of whom he purchased,

called on him to pay. In settling, the poor speculator had nothing coming; the original

seller kept his own stock, and all the $24,000. Now what was the balance of the profit

and loss in this transaction? and how is the poor green broker to pay the $12,000 b0!’

rowed money?
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L—Pa'rley's Cabinet Library. 20 volumes, 16mo. New York: John Allen.

This work, now complete, is the most elaborate of the works of the author for the young; and, on

the whole, we think it quite the best. It is a library of facts, and seems intended to cultivate a taste

for this kind of reading. It is said that “ truth is stranger than fiction," and no one who has perused

these pages can feel any necessity for seeking excitement in the high wrought pages of romance. ‘Every

subject touched by the author seems invested with a lively interest; and even dry statistics are made,

like steel beneath the strokes of the flint, to yield sparks calculated to kindle the mind. In treatingof

the iron manufacture—a rather hard subject, it would seem—we are told that, every “ working day,

fifty millions of nails are made, bought, sold, and used in the United States ;" and, in speaking of the

manufacture of cotton, we are informed that the Merrimnc mills of Lowell, alone, “ spin a thread of

sufficient length to belt the world at the equator, in two hours." By such means as these—mingling

striking illustrations with more sober d tails—the writer has given to accurate and truthful history,

biography, science, philosophy, and thearts. a great degree of interest. The subjects of the twenty

volumes are various. Six are biographical; six are historical, comprising the "lights and shadows"

of history, in all ages and countries. Eight volumes are devoted to the physical sciences; to phi—

losophy, mental, moral, and social, and to various other topics. The whole work may be deemed a

series of popular treatises upon the prominent subjects of human interest—a compend exhibiting the

present state of science and knowledge throughout the world. The work was doubtless intended for

the young; and we think it quite equal, for this object, to anything that has been produced—yet it is

also suited to the perusal of all classes; especially tomen of business, who find little leisure for

reading, and who yet are unwilling to be left behind in the great march ofknowledge and improvement.

As there is now a strong desire, especially among the enlightened friends of education in this state. to

have the common schools supplied with suitable books for libraries, we heartily commend this series

to the notice of all who are desirous of obtaining books for this object. They are unquestionably

among the best that have been prepared for school libraries, being every way attractive and in

structive. No one can fail to be pleased with the simplicity and elegance of the style, and with

the vein of cheerfulness. humanity, and morality, which runs through the pages of the volumes.

The moral influence of the work, especially upon the young, cannot fail to be in the highest degree

effective and salutary.

2.—The Medici Series of Italian Prose, .N'o. l.—The Challen e of Barletta. By MASBIMO D’Azzomo.

Translated from the italian. By C. Enwaans Lasrnu, . S. Consul at Genoa, author of “Glory

sand Shame of England,” Member of the Ateneo ltaliano at Florence. etc. New York: Paine 8r.

urgess.

We are promised in this series some rare selections from the productions of Italian genius ; and the

first volume is a fair warrant that we shall not be disappointed. This beautiful historical romance of

the times of the Medici, is given to us not only in readable, but—what can rarely be said of a modern

translation—elegant English; and, were it not for some burning touches of description, which could

only have been conceived under the sun of Italy, we should never imagine that it had gone through

the difficulties of a translation. The scene of the romance is laid in the earlier part of the sixteenth

century, and the military character of the Spaniard and Italian of that time is well described. The

historical character of the romance imparts to it additional interest. Mr. Lester has made good use

of his brief residence in Italy, to perfect his Italian; and we hope that his translation of the Floren

tine histories by Machiavelli, and of the autobiography of Alfieri, which are to succeed this, may be

Angllcised with equal success.

3.—The History of Romanism, from the Earliest Corruptions of Christianity to the Present Time

By Rev. Joan Dowuno, A. M. New York: Edward Walker.

We doubt not this publication will have an extensive sale, judging from the predictions which have

appeared in the press. One consideration forces itself upon the impartial reader; and that is, the

partiality and sectarianlsm with which it seems to have been written. Judging from the views of the

author, expressed in the preface, we should conclude that he feared the Romish Church was about

to gain immediate away in our land, and intended his work as a preventive thereto. Certainly, while

he has gone into a full exposition of persecutions of Protestants by Catholics, since the seventh cen

tury, he has omitted much matter of extenuation, which might be presented in favor of the latter.

The author has evinced much industry and research'in the collection of historical matter, in this

volume of more than six hundred octavo pages; and, for those who are impressed with the impor

tance of checking the progress of Romanism, it is just the work needed. The volume is well got

up; and the numerous engravings with which its pages are filled, are well executed. Had the author

not felt so sensitively what he calls the “ efforts of Rome to spread over the western continent the

superstition, and mental and spiritual thraidom of the middle ages,” the book would have more the

appearance of candor.
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4.—'I'he Home and Traveller's Library. Philadelphia: G. B. Zieber. 1. Texas and the Gulf of

Mexico; or, Yachting in the New World. By Mrs. HoUs'roN 2. The English Woman in Egypt.

Letters from Cairo, written during a residence there. in I842, ’43. and ‘44, with E. W. Lane, author

of " The Modern Egyptians.” By his Sister.——-3. Nights of the Round Table; or, Stories of

flunt Jane and her Friends. By the author of “Clan Albin," and “ Elizabeth De Bruce."—

4. Sketches of Imposture, Deception. and Credulity. 5. The Opium War; being Recollections of

Service in China. By Captain Att'rmm CUNYNGHAMIr—fi. Impressions of Ireland and the Irish.

By the author of “Random Recollections of the Lords and Commons," “ The Great Metropolis,"

etc.——7. Recollections of the Eventful Life of a Soldier. By the late Josnra DONALDSON, Ser

geant in the Ninety-Fourth Scots Brigade. 8. The Oregon 'I‘erritory, and the British North Ame

riean Fur Trade; with an .ficeount of the Habits and Customs of the Principal Native Tribeh on the

Northern Continent. By Joan Duns, late of Hudson's Bay Company. 9. History of the Mutiny

at Spithead and the .N'ore, with an Inquiry into its Origin and Treatment, and Suggestions for the

Prevention of Future Discontent in the Royal Navy. i

We have copied, above, the title-pages of the nine volumes already published, of a series of popu

lar books, which are to be continued at intervals of two or three weeks, under the general title of

" The Home and Traveller's Library." It will be seen, by a glance at the list of those already issued,

that it is made up of recent English works of decided merit, from popular authors. We do not deign,

at this time, to notice separately each work, but rather to express our opinion of the plan, in general

terms. Want of space prevents us from doing more. Th‘ variety of subjects, including histori

cal, biographical, descriptive, and miscellaneous, imparts to the collection a very general interest,

for all classes of readers; and the works seem to have been selected, thus far, with more than ordi—

nary taste and discrimination, which will inspire confidence in the judgment of the editor. The

volumes are beautifully printed, and sold for twenty-five cents each ; which must secure for them a

wide circulation. We shall hereafter endeavor to give our readers some description of the succeed

ing volumes, as they are published.

 

 

 

 

a

5.—Introductory Lectures on Modern History, delivered in Lent Term, 1842; with the Inaugural Lee.

tnre. delivered in December, 1841. By THOMAS ARNOLD, D. D., Rezus Professor of Modern History

in the University of Oxford, and Head Master of Rugby School. Edited. with a Preface and Notes,

by Hussy Kano, M. A., Professor of English Literature in the University of Pennsylvania. New

ork: D. Appleton 8:. Co. Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton.

The object of these lectures, as we learn from Dr. Arnold's biographer, was not so much to impart

any historical knowledge, as to state his own views of history, and to excite an interest in the study

of it. The inaugural lecture is a definition of history in general, and of modern history in particular;

and the whole course (eight in number) embodies comprehensive, if not original views, upon the sub

ject, suggesting to the student of history thoughts which would make him anxious to subject himself

still farther to the guidance of one of the best minds of the time. The American publishers have,

in addition to a perfect copy of the second London edition of the lectures, given us, through Dr.

Read, (with the assistance of that ripe scholar, Professor George Allen,) copious illustrative notes,

many of which are drawn from the writings of Dr. Arnold, himself. The additions, in this instance,

we consider valuable ; which is more than we should be prepared to say of many re-editod works.

6.—Essays on .flrt, by Goethe. Translated by SAMUEL Gan WARD. Boston: J. Munroe Gr. 00.

If being is the completion and perfection of knowing, as the metaphyslcians say, who is more qua

lified by experience to know what art is, and what the true artist should be, than Goethe. In him

were united the two rare faculties, the power of conceiving and producing as a genius a work of art,

and that of analyzing and unfolding, as a philosopher, this power by which he produced it. In his en

cyclopediacal mind, art was not considered as one of a number of results of human effort, but as

something relating to, breathing in and through all existence. Hence, with his enlarged view of art,

with his labors, and identity with not merely German art, but that of the world, his name has been

blended with that of artist, as that of no man also has ever been. Among these essays, that upon

the Laocoon will exhibit his true idea, by unfolding and criticising one of the noblest productions of

ancient art, of what it should be in all time. The admirers of German literature will be pleased to

see that its progress among us is so extended, and that such good translations as the present are given

us of its standard works.

7.-- The Library of .llmerican Biography. By .lsamn SPARKS. Second series. Vol. VI. Boston:

Char! is C. Little and James Brown.

This volume of the above library contains lives of Ezra Stiles, John Fitch, and Anne Hutchinson.

That of the first, known as President of Yale College, is from the pen of James L. Kingsley. The

volume will be found interesting from its containing Fltch’s life, who preceded Fulton in his invention

of the steamboat in this country, but whose success was so vastly different from that of the latter ;

and to those interested in the early religious history of New England, the biography of the cele—

brated Mrs. Hutchinson will be doubtless welcome. It does not appear to us that the later numbers

of the Library have been sufl'iciently interesting, or selected with the taste and skill which the earlier

numbers promised. The juxta-position of the president of a college, unfortunate inventor, and female

religious controverslallst, may strike some as being in rather bad taste. Nevertheless, we consider the

entire series a valuable and praiseworthy contribution to that literature which is properly American.

. at U, ")Lud #4.,‘ v .11 “"3. . .l" t I, ., 1.,’ .~‘. !~ rt'w'. .41.‘
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8.—./1 History of the Huguenots. .8 New Edition, continued down to the Present Time. By W. S.

Bnowmso. Philadelphia: Lea 8r. Blanchard.

This is‘ an enlarged edition of the “ History of the Huguenots during the sixteenth century," which

appeared many years ago, continued farther down in 1838; and, in the volume before us, to our own

time. Every account of that interesting people, whose liberty of conscience resisted and survived the

most cruel martyrdom that bigotry ever caused. the facts of which are too horrible to be exaggerated

by sectarianism, even, must be read with interest. This seems, however, to be a fair history; written

not for the sake of creating an interest for, or prejudice against, any particular sect or church, but to

give the truth with regard to the French Protestant Church. From a glance at those most interesting

periods which are connected with the lives of the Prince of Conde and Henry of Navarre, we should

judge the work worthy of being recommended as a fair and impartial history.

9.--Traoels in North America, in the Years 1841 and "12, with Geological Observations on the United

States, Canada. and Nova Scotia. By Cannons Lynn, F. R. S. Two volumes in one. New York:

Wiley to Putnam.

Two editions of this work have been published; the first bound in a cheap style, and the other in a

neat library form, with the addition of some well executed notes, accompanying the geological de

scriptions. In the general views of our.society and institutions, the author exhibits much fairness

and impartiality, and none of that captiousness and sneering which some have found fault with, in

the hitherto published journals of British travellers. He has carried into his journal that same good—

breeding and taste which doubtless characterised him as a gentleman in the society in which he min

gled. In the geological account of the country, to which the greater part of the work is devoted, he

has given us information which will be invaluable to our own. as well as European students of the

subject. Its investigations concerning the Falls of Niagara and the Apalachian chain, and its impar~

tiality as a journal, render the work worthyof being generally read.

10.--Tlte Indicator. By Lmon llun'r. Part I., No. XIV. Wiley 6:. Putnam's Library of Choice Read

ing. New York: Wiley 8; Putnam.

We are pleased to see more of this favorite writer's productions brought before the public in this form.

His writings breathe such an elevated sympathy with nature, and faith in whatever is best in humanity,

that we hope this, and the writings which have already been republished here, may gain for him as many

warm admirers as they have done in his own land. The volume before us, which he calls “ A Miscellany

for the Fields and Fireside,” consisting of a series of papers originally published in weekly numbers, but

lately arranged by the author, is rather an "omnium gatherum” in its subjects, and the title is sin

gular, taken from the name of an African bird, “Cuculus Indicator," or honey-bird, that indicates to

hunters where honey is to be found. by calling them with a cheerful voice. Certainly, many rare and cu

rious morsels have been discovered in history, and ancient and modern mythology, by this “ Indicator," to

afford us amusement. Every chapter of the book is composed of something racy, original, and humorous,

to keep up the idea suggested by the title.

11.—Tales from the German of Heinrich Zschokke. By PARKE Gonwtrt. Part 1. Wiley 8r. Putnam's

Library of Choice Reading, No. XV. New York: Wiley 8r. Putnam.

These tales are written in a pleasing style, pregnant with much humor, and having an undercurrent

of thorough, deep. German earnestness, with here and there a philosophic reflection, partaking of the

spirit of Kant, whose philosophy he adopted. Zschokke’s Hours of Meditation have made him

chiefly known to the English reader as a writer; and these tales, produced as occasion has suggested,

appear to be the results of his hours of recreation. To all admirers of the German style and litera

ture. they cannot fail to prove a welcome publication. The translator has happily caught the spirit

of the author, and the work is thus given to us in free readable English, by one who is evidently a

finished German scholar.

12-——Prose and Verse. By Tnonss Hoon- Library of Choice Reading. New York: Wiley 8r. Putnam.

How valuable this offering is, of so much of “ Hood's own.” his myriad admirers, and all who have

human sympathies, will appreciate. Whoever has need of food for mirth or sadness, may here find

satisfaction. where the true and grotesque, the beautiflul and deformed. are so strikingly mingled.

Whether he writes earnestly, as in his Literary Reminiscences. or his deeply expressive poems and

songs; or mirthfully, as in the legend of " Miss Killmansegg and her Precious Leg,” or in still another

vein upon the other subjects of the collection, we recognize umnistekeably his spirit. We can only

here express the hope that the fragments which he has left behind him. (his all to give, and the fault

of the world that it was not greater.) may be collected; and, with what additions the recollections

of his friends can afford. may be given to the public.

13.-The Soul; or, .Hn Inquiry into Scriptural Psychology. as developed by the use of the Terms, Soul,

Spirit. Life, etc., viewed in its bearings on the Doctrine of the Resurrection. By GEORGE BUSH, Pro

fessor of Hebrew in the University of New York. New York: J. S. Redfield.

The present work was elicited from the author of “ Anastasia; or, The Resurrection of the Body

Considered." by the tenor of several elaborate criticisms on the latter. which has produced a great sen

sation in theological circles, as well from the circumstances of the high standing of the author as a

biblical critic, and a learned Hebrew scholar, as from the fact that the views so ably put forth in re‘

gard to the resurrection, thus widely difl‘er from the commonly received notion of the Church.

I.
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14.--- The Travels of Marco Polo. Greatly amended and enlarged, with Copious .N'otca, etc. By HUGH

Murmur, t". it. 5. E. New York: Harper 8:. Brothers.

This work, published some years ago under the title of“ China and the English,” and then intended

more for children, comes before us in a new form, with much additional matter, rendering it a useful

volume for the library. The adventurous enterprise of the Venetian merchant exerted an influence

upon the affairs of some countries which was by no means limited. He has been called the “ He

rodotus of the Middle Ages ;” and, in being in advance of his age. and laboring for posterity, be per-

haps deserved the title. The new maps, and emendations and additions from the French Society of

Geography and the Italian, add to the value of the work; and those who have occasion to investigate

the commercial history of China, or who wish to become acquainted with the progress and completion

of a great individual commercial enterprise, will find much here that is of importance.

15.—- The Fruits and Fruit- Trees of .flmerz'ca ; or. The Culture. Propagation. and Management. in the

Garden and Orchard, of Fruit Trees generally ; with Descriptions of the Finest Varieties of Fruit,

Native and Foreign, cultivated in this country. By A. J. .Uownmo. New York and London:

Wiley 8:. l'utnain.

The advantage which the present has over the author's former publications, lies in the fact that

its conten's are of direct practical value to every class; for all are alike interested in having good

fruit. The first object of the volutne seems to be, to increase the taste for the planting and cultivation

of fruit-trees; and the second, to furnish a nianuil, or reference-book. for those who are already in

formed, or have more or less taste in the matter; and. by describing the best modes of culture of each

kind, furnish a most valuable guide in the operations of culture, or the selection of varieties. We

have thus a description of every species and genus; while the distinguishing varieties of each, anti

even the most minute shades of difference, are described with a. skill which evidences the author’s

research, and minute as well its extended acquaintance with the subject. We have never seen the

science of Pomology presented in so analyzed a. form, or in one more attractive.

16.—-Thc Young Ladies’ Elocutionary Reader. containing a Selection of Reading Lessons. By ANNA

M. RUSSELL. With Introductory holes and Exercises in Elocution, adapted to Female Readers.

By WILLIAM Rosanna. Boston : James Munroe &. Co.

This publication seems to be intended not merely to make correct readers, but to form and refine

their literary taste. The first part contains foil and complete rules for the management of the voice,

and adapts the principles of elocution to the female voice particularly. The chief merit of the work

consists in its tasteful and judicious selection of exercises for practice. They are from the best mo.

dern writers—mostly, we are pleased to say, from American authors. It so admirably answers the

purpose of a reading book, that we hope it will be widely i: tioduccd into families and schools, and

especially into the female seminaries of our country. The typography is as tastefully executed as its

contents are selected; and, altogether, it most happily answers its design.

l7.—Thc Works of Charlotte Elizabeth, Vol. III- New York: M. W. Dodd.

We have noticed, from time to time, as they appeared, the various works of this prolific writer, as

also the two previous volumes of the present edition. which we consider the most desirable, as it

will embody all her writings. Indeed, we believe that the three beautiful volumes already published

comprise almost everything she has written. The present volume contains Judaia Capta, the De

serter, Falsehood and Truth, Judah's Lion, Conformity, and the Wrongs of Woman. We rejoice to

see a. woman of her stamp aroused to a. sense of the wrongs of the laboring poor. Her appeals in

their behalf will doubtless be heeded by a class of Christians that could not be reached by minds

moulded in a different school of humanity.

18.-— The Chronic Diseases : their Specific Nature. and Honuzpathz'c Treatment. By Dr- SAMUEL Hamm

MANN. Translated and edited by Cnxaucs J. Human. M. I). With a Preface. By (JONSTANTINI

Huatno, M. D. New York: William ltadde.

This is the first English translation that has ever appeared, of Hahnemana’s Chronic Diseases. Our

sympathies are with any practice that discards blood—letting. emetlcs, and cathartics ; and our expe

rience inclines as strongly to confidence in the homtepathic theory, in the hands oflearned and skilfnl

men. We have, in repeated instances, seen the efl‘ects produced. particularly in acute diseases. as

declared by the practitioner, on administering to the patient. if the alopathic advocate says, to this,

nature worked the cure, we would reply, we have avoided a system of practice that would have pro

duced a positive injury to the system; admitted, too, by those who administered it. but adopted to

save life under a sudden emergency. We therefore commend the present work to the attention of all

inquirers after truth.

19-—Lifeiu Earnest. Six Lectures on Christian .flctivt'ty and Order. By the Rev. James HAMILTON,

authoifrofr,“ The Harp on the Willows.” New York : Robert Carter.

We like the earnest title given to this collection of lectures ; and. although we could not perhaps

endorse all the views advanced. yet the spirit evinced and carried out in the well-chosen motto, “ not

slothful in business, fervent in spirit,” 8cc., commands our most hearty assent. The two first lectures

on “Industry," should be read by all; for man must work out his temporal and spiritual salvation,

with heaven’: help. um: - i- i ' '1'
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90 -—Life of Lcibnilz. By Joan M. MACKII. Boston: Gould, Kendall 8:. Lincoln.

To the scholar, this book will be a. welcome offering; as it traces carefully the growth of this great

philosopher‘s mind in the first part, and in the last furnishes a clear and distinct view of the difl'cr

cnt investigations and revolutions made by him in science, as can be compressed in the limits of a

biography. The political events of his time, as well as his philosophical theories, and his labors to re

form the jurisprudence, and give his own political cast to the government to which he was so great an

honor, are fully detailed by one who must have made all matter of deep investigation. It pos

sesses considerable merit as a biography; and may be considered, on the whole, as a valuable addi

tion to the library of the man of letters and science.

2l.-Thc London Lancet; a Journal of British and Foreign .Mcdicinc and Chemical Science, Criticism,
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in our opinion, the present effort of our gifted countrywoman, whoever she may be, merits.

23.—Misccllaneous Essays. By Da. ABIIBCROMBII. New York: Harper 8r. Brothers.
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Am‘. 1—COMMERCE BEFORE THE-CHRISTIAN ERA.

COMMERCE,* in its usual acceptation, means the exchange of one thing

for another—the exchange of what we have to spare for What we want,

in What ever country it is produced. The origin of commerce must have

been nearly coeval with the world. As pasturage and agriculture were

the only employments of the first inhabitants, so cattle, flocks, and the

fruits of the earth were the only objects of the first commerce, or that

species of it called barter. It would appear that some progress had been

made in manufactures in the ages before the flood. The building of a

city or village by Cain, however insignificant the houses may have been,

supposes the existence of some mechanical knowledge. The musical

instruments, such as harps, and organs, the works in brass and in iron

exhibited by the succeeding generations, confirm the belief that the arts

were considerably advanced. The construction of Noah’s ark, a ship

of three decks, covered over with pitch, and much larger than any mod

em effort of architecture, proves that many separate trades were at that

period carried on. There must have been parties who supplied Noah

and his three sons with the great quantity and variety of materials which

they required, and this they would do in exchange for other commodities,

and perhaps money. That enormous pile of building, the tower of Babel,

was constructed of bricks, the process of making which appears to have

been well understood. Some learned astronomers are of opinion that the

celestial observations of the Chinese reach back to 2,249 years before

the Christian era; and the celestial observations made at Babylon, con

tained in a calendar of above nineteen centuries, transmitted to Greece

by Alexander, reach back to within fifleen years of those ascribed to the

Chinese. The Indians oppear to have had observations quite as early as

the Babylonians.
 

* The idea conveyed by the word Commerce, is represented in the sacred writings

by the word trade ; the Hebrew term rekel, signifying literally trade or trafiic.
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Such of the descendants of Noah as lived near the water may be pre

sumed to have made use of vessels built in imitation of the ark—if, as

some think, that was the first floating vessel ever seen in the world—but

on a smaller scale, for the purpose of crossing rivers. In the course of

time the descendants of his son Japhet settled in “the isles of the Gen

tiles,” by which are understood the islands at the east end of the Med

iterranean sea, and those between Asia Minor and Greece, whence their

colonies spread into Greece, Italy, and other western lands.

Sidon, which afterwards became so celebrated for the wonderful mer

cantile exertions of its inhabitants, was founded about 2,200 years before

the Christian era. The neighboring mountains, being covered with ex

cellent cedar-trees, furnished the best and most durable timber for ship

building. The inhabitants of Sidon accordingly built numerous ships,

and exported the produce of the adjoining country, and the various articles

of their own manufacture, such as fine linen, embroidery, tapestry, metals,

glass, both colored and figured, out, or carved, and even mirrors. They

were unrivalled by the inhabitants of the Mediterranean coasts in works

of taste, elegance, and luxury. Their great and universally acknowl

edged pre-eminence in the arts, procured for the Phoenicians, whose prin

cipal seaport was Sidon, the honor of being esteemed, among the Greeks

and other nations, as the inventors of commerce, ship-building, naviga

tion, the application of astronomy to nautical purposes, and particularly

as the discoverers of several stars nearer to the north pole than any that

were known to other nations; of naval war, writing, arithmetic, book

keeping, measures and weights; to which it is probable they might have

added money.

Egypt appears to have excelled all the neighboring countries in ag

riculture, and particularly in its abundant crops of corn. The fame of

its fertility induced Abraham to remove thither with his numerous family,

(Gen. xii. 10.)

The earliest accounts of bargain and sale reach no higher than the time

of Abraham, and his transaction with Ephron. He is said to have

weighed unto him “ four hundred shekels of silver, current money with

the merchant, (Gen. xxiii. 16.) The word merchant implies that the

standard of money was fixed by usage among merchants, who comprised

at numerous and respectable class of the community. Manufactures were

by this time so far advanced, that not only those more immediately con.

nected with agriculture, such as flour ground from corn, wine, oil, butter,

and also the most necessary articles of clothing and furniture, but even

those of luxury and magnificence, were much in use, as appears by the

ear-rings, bracelets of gold and of silver, and other precious things pre

sented by Abraham’s steward to Rebecca, (Gen. xxiv. 22, 53.)

In the book of Job, whose author, in the opinion of the most learned

commentators, resided in Arabia, and was contemporary with the sons of

Abraham, much light is thrown upon the commerce, manufactures, and

science of the age and country in which he lived. There is mention of

gold, iron, brass, lead, crystal, jewels, the art of weaving, merchants,

gold brought from Ophir, which implies commerce with a remote country,

and topazes from Ethiopia; ship-building, so far improved that some ships

were distinguished for the velocity of their motion; writing in a book,

and engraving letters or writing on plates of lead and on stone with iron

pens, and also seal-engraving; fishing with books, and nets, and spears;
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musical instruments, the harp and organ; astronomy, and names given

to particular stars. These notices tend to prove that, although the pa.

triarchial system of making pasturage the chief' object of attention was

still maintained by many of the greatest inhabitants where the author of

the book of Job resided, the sciences were actively cultivated, the useful

and ornamental arts in an advanced state, and commerce prosecuted with

diligence and success; and this at a period when, if the chronology of

Job is correctly settled, the arts and sciences were scarcely so far ad

vanced in Egypt, from whence, and from the other countries bordering

upon the eastern ,part of the Mediterranean sea, they afterwards grad.

ually found their way into Greece.

The inhabitants of Arabia appear to have availed themselves, at a

'very early period, of their advantageous situation between the two fer

tile and opulent countries of India and Egypt, and to have obtained the

exclusive monopoly of a very profitable carrying trade between those

countries. They were a class of people who-gave their whole attention

to merchandise as a regular and established. profession, and travelled with

caravans between Arabia and Egypt, carrying upon the backs of camels

the spiceries of India, the balm of Canaan, and the myrrh produced in

their own country, or of a superior quality from the opposite coast of Abys.

sinia—all of which were in great demand among the Egyptians for

embalming' the dead, in their religious ceremonies, and for ministering

to the pleasures of that superstitious and luxurious people. The mer

chants of one of these caravans bought Joseph from his brothers for

twenty pieces of silver, that is about 2l. 118. 8d. sterling, and carried

him into Egypt. The southern Arabs were eminent traders, and ‘enjoyed

a large proportion, and in general the entire monopoly, of the trade be

tween India and the western world,-from the earliest ages, until the sys.

tem of that important commerce was totallyoverturned, when the inhab

itants of Europe discovered a direct route to India by the Cape of Good

Hope.

At the period when Joseph’s brethren visited Egypt, inns were estab

lished for the accommodation of travellers in that country and in the

northern parts of Arabia. The more civilized southern parts of the pen

insula. would no doubt be furnished with caravanserais still more com

modious.

During the residence of the Israelites in Egypt, manufactures of almost

every description were carried to great perfection. Flax, fine linen,

garments of cotton, rings and jewels of gold and silver, works in all kinds

of materials, chariots for pleasure, and chariots for war, are all mentioned

by Moses. They had extensive manuf‘actories of bricks. Literature was

in a flourishing state; and, in order to give an enlarged idea of the ac

complishments of Moses, it is said he was “learned in all the wisdom of

the Egyptians,” (Acts xii. 22.)

The expulsion of the Canaanites from a great part of their territories

by the Israelites under Joshua, led to the gradual establishment ofcolonies

in Cyprus, Rhodes, and several islands in the ZEgean sea; they pen

etrated into the Euxine or Black sea, and, spreading along the shores of

V Sicily, Sardinia, Gaul, Spain, and Africa, established numerous trading

places, which gradually rose into more or less importance. At this pe.

riod, mention is first made of Tyre as a strong or fortified city, whilst

Sidon is dignified with the title of Great.
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During the reign of David, king of Israel, that powerful monarch dis

posed of a part of the wealth obtained by his conquests in purchasing

cedar-timber from Hiram, king of Tyre, with whom he kept up afriendly

correspondence while he lived. He also hired Tyrian masons and car

penters for carrying on his works. Solomon, the son of David, cultivated

the arts of peace, and indulged his taste for magnificence and luxury to

a great extent. He employed the wealth collected by his fatherin works

of architecture, and in strengthening and improving his kingdom. He

built the famous temple and fortifications of Jerusalem, and many cities,

among which was the celebrated Tadmor or Palmyra. From the king

of Tyre he obtained cedar and fir, or cypress-timbers, and large stones

cut and prepared for building, which the Tyrians conveyed by water to

the‘ most convenient landing-place in Solomon’s dominions. Hiram also

sent a vast number of workmen to assist and instruct Solomon’s people,

none of whom had skill “to hew timber like the Sidonians'” Solomon,

in exchange, furnished the Tyrians with corn, wine, and oil, and received

a balance in gold. Solomon and Hiram appear to have subsequently

entered into a trading speculation or adventure upon a large scale.

Tyrian shipwrights were accordingly sent to build vessels for both kings

at Eziongeber, Solomon’s port on the Red Sea, whither he himself went

to animate them with his presence (2 Chron. viii. 17.) These ships,

conducted by Tyrian navigators, sailed in company to some rich countries

called Ophir and Tarshish, regarding the position of which the learned

have multiplied conjectures to little purpose. The voyage occupied three

years ; yet the returns in this new found trade were very great and profit

able. This fi'eet took in apes, ebony, and parrots on the coast of Ethi

opia, gold at Ophir, or the place of traffic whither the people of Ophir

resorted ; it traded on both sides of the Red Sea, on the coasts of Arabia

and Ethiopia, in all parts of Ethiopia beyond the straits when it had

entered the ocean; thence it passed up the Persian Gulf} and might visit

the places of trade upon both its shores, and run up the Tigris or the

Euphrates as far as those rivers were navigable.

After the reign of Solomon, the commerce of the Israelites seems to

have very materially declined. An attempt was made by Jehoshaphat,

king of Judah, and Ahaziah, king of Israel, to effect its revival ; but the

ships which they had built at Eziongeber having been wrecked in the

harbor, the undertaking was abandoned. It does not appear that they

had any assistance from the Phoanicians in fitting out this fleet. Great

efforts were made by the Egyptians to extend the commerce of their

country, among which, not the least considerable, was the unsuccessful

attempt to construct a canal from the Nile to the Arabian Gulf.

The rising prosperity of Tyre soon eclipsed the ancient and long-flour

ishing commercial city of Sidon. About 600 years before Christ her com

mercial splendor seemed to have been at its height, and is graphically de

scribed by Ezekiel (xxviL) The imports into Tyre were fine linen from

Egypt, blue and purple from the isles ofElisha; silver,iron,tin, and lead from

Tarshish, the south part of Spain ; slaves and brazen vessels from Javan

or Greece, Tubal, and Meshech; horse's, slaves bred to horsemanship,

and mules from Togarmah; emeralds, purple, embroidery, fine linen,

corals, and agates from Syria; corn, balm, honey, oil, and gums from

the Israelites ; wine and wool from Damascus ; polished iron-ware, pre

clous oils, and cinnamon from Dan, .Tavan, and Mezo; magnificent carpets
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from Dedan; sheep and goats from the pastoral tribes of Arabia; costly

spices, some the produce of‘ India, precious stones, and gold from the

merchants of Sheba or Sabaea, and Rama or Regina, countries in the

south part of Arabia; blue cloths, embroidered works, rich apparel in

corded cedar-chests, supposed to be original India. packages, and other

goods from Sheba, Ashur, and Chilmad, and from Haran, Canneh, and

Eden, trading ports on the south coast of Arabia. The vast wealth that

thus flowed into Tyre from all quarters brought with it its too general

concomitents—extravagance, dissipation, and relaxation of morals.

The subjection of Tyre, “ the renowned city which was strong in the

sea, whose merchants were princes, whose traflicers were the honor

able of the earth,” by Cyrus, and its subsequent overthrow by Alexander,

after a determined and most formidable resistance, terminated alike the

grandeur of that city and the history of ancient commerce, as far as

they are alluded to in Scripture. (Anderson’s History of Commerce;

Vincent’s Commerce and Navigation of the Indian Ocean; Heeren’s Re

searches; Barnes’s Ancient commerce of Western Asia, in American

Biblical Repasitory, 1841.)

 

AM‘. IL—THE GOVERNMENT AND THE CURRENCY.

cnsrrsn 11. SECTION 1.

RESTRAINLNG AND RmULATING THE ISSUE OF BANKS—HOW FAR RESTRLINT AND REGULATION

my PROPERLY BE CARRIED? m1) w'as'r SHOULD BE Taam osJsc'r? RIGHTS or‘ THE PUBLtc

AND RIGHTS OF THE BANKS‘

HAVING in the previous chapter taken a general view of the nature

and properties of “currency,” whether exclusively metallic, or mixed,

and consisting partly of coin and partly of bank notes—having, too, shown

that the term “currency,” in this confined and limited sense, com

prehends but a part, and that not a very large one, of the multiform in

struments by which exchanges are effected; and further, that of all such

instruments, bank notes and notes essentially resembling them in their

nature and effects, are alone (or at least more especially) the proper ob

jects of legislative regulation ; and having, we hope, sufliciently demon

strated that the issuing of such notes, or, (as it may well be called,) the

business of making money for the public, cannot, without the danger, or

rather, the certainty of being abused, be left entirely free and unrestrain

ed, we shall now proceed to consider in what way, or by what methods,

the restraining and regulating that issue may be best accomplished; and

shall return once more to the question, the solution of which is the great

object of our inquiry.

It is to be borne in mind that in devising laws for the restraint and

regulation of banks, and in prescribing the rules to be observed in the

establishment, or the management of them, the duty of the legislator is

confined, properly, to simply guarding against the injury, or detriment to

which the public interests, or welfare might be exposed, from the unre

strained and unregulated action and conduct of such institutions. It is

no part of his business to instruct bankers—whether individual or incor

porated—in the best and most approved schemes of banking, with a view

to securing the largest profits and dividends upon their capital. It is no

a
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more a part of his business to do this, than it is to instruct any other

class of capitalists on the best and most profitable manner of employing

their capital. It is obvious that bankers, like other capitalists, are them

selves usually far better qualified to determine upon the most profitable

and eligible way of employing their capital, than any legislator, or, than

any legislature can be. The stockholders in a bank, whether two, or

two hundred, and whether incorporated, or not incorporated, may be

safely left to settle among themselves all those matters which concern

only the interests of their bank. The object, and only object which all

banks and bankers propose to themselves, is, the promotion of their own

advantage—the increase of their own pecuniary gains and profits. To

imagine that in the establishment or management of a bank, the propri

etors and stockholders can ever have any other object than this in view,

would argue a degree of simplicity not very credible. It is perfectly

fair, of course, that they, like any other class of capitalists, should be per

mitted to employ their capital and their industry in the manner which,

to them, seems to promise the greatest advantage and profit ; provided

always that the liberty thus allowed them, shall not lead to consequences

injurious to the rights, or detrimental to the interests of the public. Bank

ing, it is obvious, is not the only business, which, in order that it may be

carried on with advantage, and at the same time without injury to the

public, requires the interposition and restraining influence of the legis

lature.

The business of dyeing—that of tanning—some of the manufactures

in which the steam power is employed ; and many others which it would

be quite unnecessary to mention in detail, are very properly made the

subject of legislative, or municipal regulation. The legislature, in such

cases, however, very Wisely limits its endeavor, to the prevention of the

detriment which might accrue to the public, were such occupations per

mitted to be carried on without due restraint and regulation; and having

provided for the public safety, leaves the dyer, the tanner and the man

ufacturer, each to carry on his business on his own way, satisfied that

they will each of them, in his respective occupation, choose the best and

most profitable way. The intention and object of legislating in relation

to banks is, obviously, not to instruct them, but to protect the public.

Banks require no instruction from legislatures upon the business ofmaking

large dividends and profits. What they chiefly require is authority for

their establishment; and this having been obtained, the rights of the

banks as against the public, and those of the public as against them,

should be left entirely to the protection of the law, and the decision of the

ordinary tribunals. And, we may observe, in passing, that where, by

the legislative authority, a charter for banking purposes has, under cer

tain specified conditions been granted to any company of bankers, the

question whether such conditions have been complied with or have been

violated, can never, without a manifest impropriety, (not to say injustice,)

be referred to the decision of that body which conferred the grant.

SECTION II.

SAME SUBJECT CONTINUED-—THE ESTABLISHMENT OF BANKS UNDER THE PRISENT SYSTEM A

MATTER OF COM'PROMISE AND BARGAIN IN WHICH THE PUBLIC ARE THE LOOSERS—BANKS

EASILY ELUDE THE RESTRAINTS ORDINARILY IMPOSED UPON THEM—N0 DEPENDENCE CAN

BE PLACED UPON THE REPORTS OF BANKS IN RELATlON TO THEIR OWN CONDITION.

_ In accordance with the views here presented upon the question of the

Just limits of the legislative power, in relation to the establishmenl and
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regulation of banks, it will follow, that the legislature may, by the terms

of a bank charter ‘granted, compel the grantees or stockholders to give

security for the whole, or any part of the notes which may be issued

under the authority of the charter—may determine upon the nature and

description of that security—may require that the stockholders and pro

prietors shall all of them, in their individual capacity, be held responsible

to the holders of their notes, in the whole amount of their private fortunes ;

may prohibit the issue, by the bank, of any notes or bills of denom

inations lower than some certain and designated minimum—may, in

short, subject the banks which they have established, to any system of

regulations, which may appear to be clearly necessary to the protection

and security of the rights and interests of the public. But it would be

evidently improper, that the legislature should enter into the regulation

of mere matters of detail, which may always be better settled by the

banks themselves, than by the legislature. It would be improper, for

example, that the legislature should require, “that the directors of a.

bank should make half yearly dividends of ‘its profits; or that the di

rectors should have the power to appoint a cashier, clerks, and other

oflicers for carrying on the business of the bank, with such salaries as

to them shall seem meet;” or, “that such cashier, clerks and other

oflicers should retain their places until removed therefrom, or until

others shall be appointed in their places, &c.” It is true, that where

‘banks are constituted as they are in this country—that is, where no se

curity is given to the public and note-holders which isindependent of the

fate of the bank, and which will continue good, though the bank should

fail, the interests of the public and those of the bank, become as one,

and must sink or swim together; and it may, under these circumstances,

be supposed, that the legislature are justified in entering more minutely

into the details of bank-management, than, under a difi‘erent state ofthings,

would be either prudent or proper; for, it is probably considered, that as

the legislature, in taking its measures in relation to banks, are generally

uninfluenced by motives of pecuniary interest, and are not ‘stimulated by

hopes of large profits and dividends, they are more likely to lean to the

‘side of caution and prudence, than bank directors or proprietors, who,

though deeply interested, it is true, in the prosperity and security of their

bank, may, nevertheless, sometimes be tempted by the spirit of gambling

and speculation, and-the {hope of realizing large profits and dividends, to

expose themselves to great and extraordinary risks. The public, though

they have no share in those large profits and dividends, are yet liable to

suffer severely, from the great risks to which the banks are sometimes

‘tempted to expose themselves, in order to obtain them. The public,

therefore, and the legislature, in behalf of the public, may well conceive

they have aright to enter, Far more minutely, into the details of bank

direction and discipline, than, under a different system, would be either

politic or practicable. The banks, on the other hand, while they afford

the public no security independent of their own solvency—while theysset

apart, and withdraw from the ordinary risks of trade, no fund, which,

although all their other resources should prove worthless, may yet be re‘

lied upon by the public and note-holders as a certain and unfailing guar

anty for the payment of the debts due them—s0 long as this continues to

be the case, the banks, certainly, can have no right to complain of the

vexatious and intermeddling nature of the legislation to which they must
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often be subjected. The establishment of a bank, under the existing

system, is the result of a compromise between the public, (or their rep

resentatives,) and the projectors and proprietors of the bank to be estab

lished. The public concede to the bank proprietors certain rights and

privileges, the possession of which are of great importance to the suc

cess of their undertaking; and in return for such concessions, they re

ceive from the bank usually some pecuniary advantage-—sometimes in

the shape of a bonus—sometimes in some other shape. The public, (or

their representatives,) take upon them, at the same time, to prescribe

and impose certain regulations and restraints upon the banks, to which

the latter, in consideration of the privileges granted, readily submit.

The public, as may readily be supposed, usually get the worst of the

bargain. The banks easily elude the restraints imposed upon them,

which are generally of such a nature as to be wholly inoperative in those

very cases, where, had it been possible to enforce their observance, they

would have been most required and of most use; and the public are

left without any security whatever for the payment of the bank notes

they hold, except what depends entirely upon the honesty and prudence

of the banks that issued them.

To take an example of one of the devices by which it has been pro

posed, that the legislature should compel the banks to afford security to

the public ; it has been one plan to make it obligatory upon the banks,

“to make a periodical publication of their liabilities and assets ;” and

“to communicate a balance sheet to the proprietors at large.” The ac

tual publication of the liabilities and assets of a bank—supposing the

publication to be made in good faith, and to give a. perfectly fair and im

partial account of its debts and credits, would, it cannot‘ be denied, aid"

the public not a. little, in forming a just estimate of the- degree in which

they could venture to afford it their confidence; and the subjecting banks

to the necessity of making such a. publication periodically, and at short

intervals, would, by obliging them to consult their own immediate interest

in the maintenance of their credit with the public, compel them in a

measure to restrain their issues and liabilities within moderate and rea

sonable bounds; while, on the other hand, if they should be found, from

their own report, to have neglected this proper rule of caution, and to

. have- exceeded the due proportion of their liabilities in comparison to the

amount of asets, the public would, at least, be put upon their guard, and

be aflbrded some opportunity of escaping without loss. But, the error of

this reasoning consists in supposing, that banks will ever make a true

and fair report of their condition, in any case, in which it is their in

terest to do otherwise; or where, in other words, such a report must

necessarily be an unfavorable one. Banks which have nothing to con

ceal, indeed, may, generally speaking, be fairly expected to give a true

account of themselves. To them, the publication of the truth, is not an

injury. But to banks which happen, as is too often the case, to be differ

ently situated, the publication of the truth—the plain, unvarnished truth,

must often be productive of the most immediately ruinous consequences ;

and these will extend not only to the banks themselves, but to multitudes

of persons who have no other connexion with them, than as borrowers of

their capital, depositors, dzc. It is easy to understand, how the appro

hension of producing such wide spread ruin—of disappointing and crush.

ing so many hopes, and causing so much misery, should very naturally
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render men, though generally of correct principles, reluctant to make a

bold and open avowal of the truth, where such avowal is expected to be

followed with consequences so terrible. The hope too of averting, or,

 

if not, of at least deferring the evil day, must always have its influence in '

warping their line of conduct from that of strict and rigid duty. Duty,

under such circumstances, assumes too much of the aspect of severity;

and we are easily persuaded to think ourselves absolved from a punctil

ious adherence to its dictates, by what we are disposed to regard, as its

excessive rigor. To suppose bankers and bank directors insensible t0

the influence of such considerations as these, would be to suppose them

more scrupulously honest and conscientious, and more firm than other

men—to suppose them superior, indeed, to the condition and infirmities

of our common nature. It is to be considered, too, that the report of a

bank, respecting its own condition and the amount of its effects and li

abilities, is not a mere statement of facts. It must generally be a state

ment, composed, partly of matters of fact, and partly of matter of opin

ion. A portion, and generally a large portion of the assets of a bank,

must consist of the debts and obligations which have been contracted

towards it in the course of its business. But, of what value are such

debts and obligations’! upon this question, it is obvious, a great diversity

of opinion may exist. While, in the estimate of parties, unbiased by

interest or prejudice, they may be set down as absolutely worthless, in

that of the banks themselves, very probably they may be reckoned as so

much gold and silver coin. A bank which has discounted bills and obli

gations to the extent of several hundred thousand dollars, proves, by such

conduct, that at the time of discounting them, it believed these bills

and obligations to be-good; and they are accordingly placed among the

number of its assets; but subsequent events—a change in the course of

trade—a war—a treaty—the imposition of a new tariff abroad, or at

home—any circumstance, in short; which may shake the credit of the

debtors of the bank, may have reduced the value of these bills and obli

gations to a third, or to ya fourth part of what they were originally worth !

To expect that banks, upon the occurrence of such an event, should come

forward and make a public acknowledgment of their losses, and by this

means, injure their credit—aggravate, tenfold, the difficulties of their

situation, and perhaps even cause their own immediate destruction,

would be to expect a degree of heroic, stoic virtue on the part of those

institutions, which, I believe, their greatest admirers have never yet ven

tured to claim on their behalf. But, though we should admit that even

under circumstances the most trying, the managers and directors of these

institutions may be expected to act with the greatest integrity, and most

perfect good faith, still, we‘ all know how sanguine men usually are, in

relation to their own affairs ; and in how different a light these may ap.

pear to the parties chiefi'y concerned, and to those who have no interest

in them, and consequently no bias. We should, therefore, be at no loss,

even in cases where suspicion of dishonesty was quite out of the ques

tion—t0 account for finding among the assets of a bank, and set down at‘

their full nominal value, debts and obligations, which, in the opinion of'

most well informed and unbiased persons, would probably have been es

timated as wholly worthless, or have been rated, to say the least, at a.‘

very considerable discount.
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SECTION III.

THE COMMUNICATION TO THE STOCKHOLDERS OF A BALANCE SHEET—THE INADEQUACY OF SUCH

A DEVICE TO THE OBJECT PROPOSED—~THE STOCKHOLDERS THE DUPES AND VICTIMS OF THEIR

AGENTS, THE DIRECTORS—THE CAUSE AND ORIGIN OF THIS EVIL—THE FUNDAMENTAL LAWS

AND PRINCIPLES OF OUR SYSTEM FALSE AND ERRONEOUS.

The same objections apply, it is obvious, and with equal force, to the

proposal for restraining the directors and agents of a bank, by “ compelling

the communication to the stockholders of a balance sheet.” The total

inadequacy of such a device to the accomplishment of the object proposed,

must, after what has been already said, be so apparent as to call for very

little additional remark. If the stockholders of a bank have no better

means of obtaining information upon the subject of its condition, than

what is afforded by the balance sheet of the directors, they are not likely

to be at all better instructed in the matter than the public and note-holders

of the bank. During the prosperity of the bank indeed, and while there

is nothing in its condition which requires concealment or disguise, the

stockholders will find, in their balance sheet, a pretty fair account of the

proceedings of their agents; and may feel satisfied, that they have not

been duped by them; but no sooner shall the reverse of this happen to be

the case—no sooner shall the bank become, from whatever cause, involved

in difiiculties and embarrassments, than the balance sheet will cease,

however fairly it may show, to be any longer a document, upon which any

firm and undoubting reliance can be placed. The directors, or ot'licers of

the bank, who make out the balance sheet, are interested, chiefly, in the

retaining their places in the bank—in securingyby that means, facilities

for borrowing money for themselves, and lending it to others; and in thus

preserving and exercising an influence and control in the community, far

greater than any, to which their own property, or character could entitle

them. It is to them, therefore, of the most immediate consequence, to

keep up the fair credit of the bank—to prevent its reputation from sustain

ing any shock, from indiscreet disclosures—t0 conceal those infirmities

and disorders of its present state, which it has contracted in a long course

of management, whether from unavoidable accidents and misfortune, or

from their own imprudencc ; or, what is worse, from their own dishonesty;

and which, they are so sanguine as to hope they may, possibly, ultimately

be enabled to cure, provided only, they can prevent any indiscreet and

premature disclosures from being made.

The motives, indeed, which, during a period of difficulty and embarrass

ment, must tempt the directors of a bank to practise deception and mis

representation upon both stockholders and public, are in their nature so

strong and cogent, and the ‘arguments which may be urged in favor of

such a course of conduct, are, at the same time, so specious and plausible,

that it can afford no just subject of wonder, if such motives and arguments

are found frequently to prevail over the rigid dictates and exacting punc

tilios‘ of a. nice and scrupulous sense of duty. It is needless to say how

numerous have been the instances, in this country, in which proprietors

and shareholders in banks-have been made the dupes and victims of their

agents——the officers and- managers of those institutions. The number and

frequency of occurrences of this nature, have been such, as to reflect much

and serious discredit upon the character and respectability of the com

mercial and business portion of the community, and even to have been

made the subject of grave national reproach. The origin of the evil,
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however, is to be found, not in any defect of character, nor in any inferi

ority on our part when compared with other nations, in point of honesty,

(for in this respect we may, without vanity, perhaps, claim as a general

rule, some little advantage,) but entirely to the false principles and erro

neous views upon which we have proceeded, in laying down, in the first

instance, the fundamental laws of our system.

CHAPTER III. SECTION I.

LIMITED LIABILITY—NUMEROUS PARTNERS—SMALL AMOUNT 0F SHARI‘S—GAMBLING—THE

MANAGERS 0R DIRECTORS OF BANKS—THEIR FACILITIES, OPPORTUNITIES, TEMP'I‘ATIONS, AND

lRRESPONSlBILITY—THE WANT OF SOME FIXED PRINCIPLE 1N BANKS ESTABLISHED UNDER THE

I‘REVAILING SYSTEM—IN WHAT THIS FIXED PRINCIPLE IS FOUND T0 CONSIST—THE sum

BANKS

Under this system, which differs, in this respect, from that of England,

no stockholder or shareholder in a bank is liable towards the creditors of

the bank for more than the amount of his shares.* The effect of this is,

that great numbers of persons are tempted to become owners of bank

shares, who, if the liability had extended to the whole, or any considera

ble portion of the amount of their private fortunes, would never probably

have ventured upon such a speculation. Owing to this cause, the propri_

etors of bank shares and bank stock come to be very numerous. Every

body who has a. few dollars, or a few hundred dollars to spare, becomes

in this way connected with the banks. Such a person considers, that if

even the bank in which he has taken shares should fail, he can loose, at

the worst, only his shares; the amount of which bears, probably, but a

small proportion to that of his entire property. In the expectation of large

dividends and profits, he is willing to encounter the risk of such a loss.

Every shareholder becomes, in this way, a sortof gambler. Banks become

lotteries, in which every one ventures a small sum, in the hope of draw

ing prizes; or, which is the same thing, making exhorbitant profits. The

ultimate fate of the bank, and even of his shares, is a consideration too

remote to have much influence on the mind of the shareholder, so long as

the bank gratifies him, as it will generally find means to do, by the pay

ment of a handsome dividend. The whole management of the bank falls

into the hands of a few, who, like the majority of the shareholders, have

but a small number of shares; and who, besides, have generally little

other property than what they can make out of the loans from the bank

itself. The men of property who, in the beginning, may have invested

any considerable amounts in such a concern, would soon find occasion to

withdraw from it; or will retain but a small number of shares; so, that

whatever may be the fate of the bank, they may at least be secure against

the occurrence of any serious loss. The stockholders and shareholders,

in such a concern, are too numerous—too much dispersed and distant from

one another—too careless, on account of the smallness ofthe several invest

ments which each of them has made in it, to be vigilant or able guardi

ans of its true interests or ultimate fate. According to the old adage, “ what

is every body’s business is nobody’s business,” and thus the entire control

and management of the concern is abandoned, as we before remarked, to

the hands of a small junto, whose interests and safety are not at all more

deeply involved in the ultimate prosperity or failure of the bank than those

of the rest of the shareholders, and who, at the same time, possess facili

 

* This is the general rule.
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ties for borrowing, and a command of money for the purposes of specula

tion, which, though extremely convenient to themselves, doubtless—ena

bling them often to realize large amounts of property—are yet liable too

to be frequently abused, to the great injury and loss, as well of their con

stituents, the shareholders, as of the public and note-holders. These re

marks are intended, not as a censure of any men, or class of men; but

as the condemnation of a system. They are intended to demonstrate how

unwise and mischievous must be any system of banking, which entrusts

to the hands of an almost irresponsible set of men, who, from the circum

stances in which they are placed, and the facilities and opportunities which

they enjoy, are necessarily exposed, frequently, to the strongest tempta

tions, which, but too often, they have been proved by experience unable

to resist; an immense aggregate of property, owned in different and dis

tant parts of the country, and generally in comparatively small amounts;

and by a great multitude of persons, who, from various, causes which have

been already alluded to, cannot possibly exercise any etficient control or

superintendance over its management. It requires but little reflection, We

think, to be convinced, that banks established upon such a system, and on

such principles, must unavoidably, from the inherent vices of their own

constitution, be constantly exposed to the greatest vicissitudes; and must

contain, in fact, within themselves the latent causes of their own dissolu

tion. The corrupting principle of the system inheres in every thing which

proceeds from, or is built upon it. Such banks can possess, it is obvious,

nothing of stability or firmness—nothing of strength, confidence, or dura~

bility—nothing of security, or safety. They must be liable to be warped

from their steady, onward course, by the allurements of every fancied and

temporary advantage; and to be driven hither and thither, and be blown

about and around by every breath of speculation, and every gust of fear.

They must continue to be, (as they have always heretofore been,) at once, the

causes, and the victims of those panics in the commercial world, which

have been more fatal, perhaps, to the happiness of communities, than either

pestilence or war. Every thing about them and around them, must par

take of the restlessness—the insecurity—the uncertainty—the vacillation,

which result from the absence of some fixed, and invariable, and determi

nate principle of action.

In banks properly constituted, this principle is found in the preponder

ance which is invariably given to the consideration of security, over all

other considerations, or objects whatever. With such banks, the amount

of dividends and profits, is an object altogether secondary and subordinate.

It has no weight with them, when placed in the balance, in opposition to

the all-important object of security. Now, this will ever be the guiding

principle of all banks so constituted and conditioned, as that their ruin orfail

ure, must necessarily involve and draw along with it, that of their sharehold.

ers and proprietors. Whenever this is the case, the shareholders and

proprietors, it may be readily believed, will exercise a control so strict

and vigilant over their agents, the managers of the bank, as will leave

them little room for the employment of their discretion, and still less for

the temptation of their virtue. It must be very evident that where one

invests his whole property, or any large part of it in a concern of this sort,

particularly if his property be a large one, he is far more anxious about

the question of security, than about that of the amount of profits and divi.

dends. So, if a number of persons unite in the establishment of a bank,
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and each of them invests in it his whole, or any large portion of his prop.

erty, the ruling principle of its management will be, the consideration of

security. The safest banks, therefore, are, generally speaking, those, in

which the amount or value of shares or stock owned severally by the indi

vidual stockholders, or proprietors, bears the largest proportion to that of

their entire property : and in which the number of stockholders is small

est compared to the whole amount or value of the capital invested. In

proportion as banks recede from this character—in proportion as their

shareholders increase in number, and the amount of shares they severally

subscribe for diminishes—just in this proportion do they approach to the

character of a lottery or gambling concern; and must partake, of course,

of the fluctuations and vicissitudes which belong to the nature of such

things.

SECTION II

UNLIMITED LIABILlTY—ITS ADVANTAGES, OPINIONS QUOTED—SECURITY AGAINST FRAUDB AF

FORDED BY THE ADOPTION OF THIS PRINCIPLE—‘VORTHLESSNFSS OF THE PBFSENT PLAN OF

AMERICAN BANKING, AND FUTILITY OF ALL THE CHECKS AND RESTRAINTS HITHERTO IMIPOSED.

Were it not, however, that banks thus constituted, are entrusted with

the issue of a paper currency, and that by this means, their bad manage

ment and insecurity are connected with a matter of public and general

concernment, the question of introducing a reform with a view to insure

their better management and greater security, would be of comparatively

little importance. It is this circumstance of their connection with the

currency, which makes them, more immediately, a subject of legislative

attention. And when we consider how important to the public and country

it must ever be, to possess a sound and secure currency, and to avoid the

evils which are inseparable from one which is ever variable and fluctua

ting, it can hardly fail to strike us as a subject of some astonishment, that

the attainment of objects of so much magnitude and consequence, should

ever have been entrusted to institutions, on whose prudent and able man

agement, and consequent stability and success, we are taught, both by

reason and experience, that so little reliance can be placed.

We have already stated our conviction, that the instability and misman

agement alluded to, are, in a great measure, ascribable to that feature in

our banking corporations, which consists in their having a very large

number of stock or shareholders; while each of these has invested in

shares or stock, an amount or value which is but small, compared to that

of his entire property. In order to remedy this evil, and insure better,

and more prudent management, I would propose, that in the case of all

banks hereafter to be established, the legislature should require, as one of

the conditions of their establishment, the unlimited liability of the share

holders; and that upon application being made for the renewal of any of

the existing bank charters, the same requirement should he insisted on, as

an indispensable preliminary condition to granting their renewal. An expe

rienced English banker,* and well informed practical writer upon bank

ing, says, in his “History of Banking in America,” page 78, &c. “In

America, the banks are chartered banks, and the shareholders, in most

cases, have no liability beyond the amount of their respective shares. In

England, every shareholder is liable to the full extent of his property for

all the debts of the bank.
 

* James William Gilbert, general manager of the London and Weetminister bank.
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“ Unlimited liability gives greater security to the public. It will hardly

be denied that all the property of five hundred partners gives greater

security for the debts of the bank than any small portion of that property

that may be advanced in the form of paid up capital. It is not necessary

to prove that the paid up capital, and the remaining property of the part

ners form a larger fund than the paid up capital alone. The unlimited

liability of the partners constitutes therefore a higher guarantee for the

ultimate payment of the debts of the bank, whether those debts arise from

notes or deposits.

“Unlimited liability, is, to a certain extent, a guarantee for prudent

management. As the directors are liable to the full extent of their prop

erty, they will take care not to incur such risks as will place that property

in jeopardy. And the shareholders will take care to choose directors,

whose wealth and character render them worthy of confidence; and they

will also attend to the annual report of the directors, and will be alive to

any event that may endanger the prosperity of the bank. It is no objec

tion to say, that private bankers run risks, although their whole property

is liable, and hence the directors of joint stock banks would run risks in

the same way. First: private bankers, for the most part, have not run

risks as bankers, but as manufacturers and merchants, and the failure of

their commercial enterprises has brought down their banks. Secondly :

the private bankers had greater inducements to run risks, because all the

profit of the risk went to themselves; but bank directors have no such

inducements, because the profit that comes to themselves is very small,

being only in proportion to the shares that they hold, while the failure

might endanger their whole property, as the directors would be the first

that would have judgment issued against them. Nor is it any objection

to say, that the shareholders will not pay any regard to the administration

of the banks, so long as they receive good dividends. It may be very true,

that when the shareholders have provided for the good management of

the bank, by choosing efficient directors, they will then attend no farther

to its administration beyond receiving the half-yearly or annual reports.

But let it be once even rumored that the directors are acting unfaithfully

towards the shareholders, or let it be suspected that the dividends are not

paid out of the profits, and then see if the shareholders will not meet, and

show, by their conduct, that they are alive to the sense of unlimited lia

bilit .

“)The unlimited liability of the shareholders attracts the public confi

dence. It is not enough that a bank is ultimately safe. A Want of con

fidence in our banking establishments has been the cause of much misery.

The panic of 1825 would have been far less calamitous had there existed

no suspicion of the banks. * * * * It will not be denied, that the

public will place greater confidence in a bank, where, in addition to the

paid-up capital, they have a claim upon the property of all the partners,

than where they have to depend upon the paid-up capital alone. It is

remarkable that this tendency of unlimited liability, to inspire public con

fidence, should be advanced as an objection against it. It has been said,

that the public confidence may be abused, and that the banks presuming

on the confidence they know they have acquired, may engage in specula

tions to which they would not otherwise resort. We grant that public

confidence may be abused ; but is there no way of guarding against these

abuses, but by rendering the banks less deserving of confidence’! * *
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They who assert that unlimited liability acquires an excessive degree of

public confidence, admit that the public opinion is in opposition to their

own. They think that unlimited liability renders a bank less worthy of

confidence; the public think the reverse, and they act accordingly.”

Mr. McCullock, a deservedly high authority ‘upon this subject says :*

“ The American banks are all joint-stock associations. But instead of the

partners being liable, as in England, for the whole amount of the debts of

the banks, they are in general liable only for the amount of their shares,

or for some fixed multiple thereof. It is needless to dwell on the tempta

tion to commit fraud held out by this system, which has not a single coun

tervailing advantage to. recommend it. The worthlessness of the plan on

which the banks were founded, was evinced by the fact that between

1811, and the fifth of May, 1830, no fewer than a hundred and sixty-five

banks became altogether bankrupt, many of them paying only an insigni

ficant dividend; and this exclusive of a much greater number that stop.

ped for a while, andafterwards resumed payments. This wide spread

mischief resulting from such a state of things has led to the devising of

various complicated schemes for insuring the stability and prudent man.

agement of banks; but as they all involve regulations which it is impos

sible to enforce, they are practically worse than useless.”

 

An'r. IlL—THE COMMERCE AND PROGRESS OF CHILL?

THE Republic of Chili is bordered on the north by the Desert of

Atacama, separating it from Bolivia and Peru ; on the south, by the

Magellan Straits; on the east by the Cordilleras, which separate it from

the Pampas of the Rio de la Plata Republic ; and on the west, by the

Pacific. It is watered by a. great number of rivers, some of which, as

the Maule and the Biobio, are navigable to some extent, and could, with

little cost, be made still more so.

The first insurrection of Chili against Spain commenced in 1810, and

lasted till 1814. The successes obtained in this revolution, however,

were soon checked, as the Spaniards had received reinforcements from

home, enabling them to regain the ground they had lost. Three years

after, in 1817, Chili revolted again, with ‘better success, and the Span.

iards were expelled by General Mendoza, who, in the plains of Chaca.

buco, by a gallant fight, obtained the victory over 5,000 Spaniards with

only 4,000 men.

Afier the victory, the Chillians considered their success complete, and

had already begun to form an independent government, when a new army

of Royalists, under General Osorio, invaded their country. This arm

also was destroyed, in a decisive battle, on the 5th April, 1818, the Chi].

lians fighting under the command of San Martin, O’Higgins, Balcarce,

and Las Herreras, who completely routed the enemy.

A last effort was then made by Spain to regain their lost dominion.

A fifty-gun frigate and eleven transport ships. with 2,500 men, were com

missioned, and had already reached Cape Horn, when the new govern

ment of Chili, which had bought and armed two ships of the Spanish
 

* McCullock’s Commercial Dictionary Supplement.

1‘ As translated from the French by Mr. W Drugulin, for “ Simmond’s Colonial Mag.

azine,” for June 1845, with additions by the Editor of the Merchants’ Magazine.

voL. xuL—no. IV. 20
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East India Company, and several trading vessels, as well as a corvette,

built in the United States, sent out this squadron under Captain Manuel

Blanco, who met the enemy’s forces at Talcahuano, and, in this first

trial at sea, displayed so much skill and talent, that he actually took the

whole Spanish fleet. With this small force, Admiral Cochrane afterwards

kept up the blockade of the Peruvian ports from 1819 to 1823, at which

period he left the Chilian service, during which time he completely nul

lified the naval forces ofSpain in the Pacific.

The first government of Chili was Dictatorial. General O’Higgins

was elected Dictator, February 16, 1816, and remained in oflice till 1823.

His successor was General Freire, to whom followed Blanco and

Eeysaguirre, until, in 1828, a new constitution was proclaimed, and Gen

eral Pinto elected president of the young Republic. He, however, did

not accept the dignity offered to him, but ceded his place to Don Ramon

Vicuna, at this time president of the Senate.

The new president was no great favorite with the people ; several

provinces revolted, and a civil war ensued, the end of which was, that

Vicuna was deposed, and General Prieto took his place, in 1833, after

several administrations of short duration.

At this period it may properly be said, the true history of Chili begins.

Under Prieto’s administration, Chili took her acknowledged place among

the nations of the globe, and her interior relations became settled. The

national debt had increased to the enormous amount of 8,282,978 piasters,

(about $10,000,000.) Prieto therefore dismissed a third of the standing

army, diminished the salaries of the servants of the state, recalled most

of the diplomatic agents at foreign courts, and, in short, established such

a rigorous system of economy, that, in 1835, already an equalibrium in

the finances of the state was obtained, and more than 1,500,000 piasters

of interior debts were paid oil‘.

The increase of the revenue will be shown by the following figures:

  
1831........................1,5l7,537 piasters 1834...............1,922,966 piasters

1832.... ....l,652,7l3............ 1835............. ..2,003,421 ........ ..

1833...................... ..l,770,760........... .

A rapid development ofthe resources of Chili has taken place. No

wonder; the government is mild; taxes light; order has been brought

into the various branches of administration ; equitable laws protect alike

the native and the foreigner; and the legislation of the Republic may

simply be reduced to these two points:

1. Perfect liberty to the citizen, so long as he respects that of his

fellow-subjects.

2 Absolute equality under the law, which admits no titles, no catego

ries, no privileges or distinctions between natives and foreigners, pro

tecting all alike by the same guarantees.

The administration of justice, without being entirely freed from the

forms instituted by the Spanish government, is expeditious, impartial, and

‘equitable, or, at least, always conscientious. The judges'are independ

ent, because their office is permanent. Their 'decrees, civil as well as

criminal, must be accompanied or preceded by an exposition of the

reasons or considerations which influenced acquittal or condemnation.

The cases of the poor are pleaded in forma pauperis.

This country, which under the Spanish sway was uncultivated and

poor, now every where shows fertile lands, rich plantations, and artificial
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meadows. Fine villages, farms, schools, and public institutions, now oc.

copy the places of the poor huts of former times. Everything has in

creased, everything has grown more important, and a few facts will be

suflicient to prove this. .

The annual mining produce under the Spaniards was on the average,

Silver............................ .. 23.500 mares. (l marc=8 oz.)

Copper .......................... . . 25,000 cwt.

In 1834 it had risen to

Silver............................ .. 164,000 mares. ~

Copper......................... .. . 75,000 cwt.

Which brought in circulation a sum of 2,500,000 piasters. The course

of the bills of the treasury was, August 20, 1840, not higher than 24 per

cent, while in September, 1843, they were in demand at 68 per cent.

These favourable results, however, should not lead to the belief, that

Chili has enjoyed perfect peace since her independence. She has had

to maintain long and severe struggles with Peru, which, however, only

served to develop more strongly the high mind of the Chilians. Chili

had in 1820 aided Peru with money and men in the war of independence

which that state waged against Spain; nevertheless Peru soon became

the receptacle of all the Chilian malecontents, the heart of all intrigues

spun against the government of Chili. This inimical feeling towards

the sta'e which had done so much for Peru, increased still more when

General Santa-Cruz was elected protector of the Peru-Bolivian Republic.

He received the Chilian rebels with open arms, and even went so far as

to arm three men-of-war at Callao, which he placed at the disposal of

the insurgents. By a coup do main, however, which was crowned with

complete success, these ships were taken before they had even left the

haven of Callao. The Chilians also captured the rest of the vessels sent

out to revolutionize their country, and forced Peru to acknowledge the

legal capture of those ships.

From this period a series of anirnosities ensued on the part of Peru,

which left no doubt that this state wished to provoke war. This pro.

ceeded so far, that Peru by a law forbade all foreign vessels to trade with

South America without previously having entered some port of Peru or

Bolivia, under the threat of submitting all vessels disregarding this de

cree to additional entrance duties. The aim of this edict was to alien

ate the trade from Valparaiso, and to insult the Chilian government, which

did not fail to declare war against Peru.

Scenes of bloodshed, treachery, and horrors, peculiar to the wars in

America, now followed one another, in quick succession, and ended in

1829 by the battle of Yungay ; after which Santa-Cruz was forced to lay

down his titles, and to expatriate himself. He afterwards returned to

Bolivia, but was taken prisoner, and retained by the Chilian government

till his banishment to Europe. a

In 1837, Chili was, owing to the secret intrigues of Santa-Cruz’s

agents, declared to he in statu belli ; this measure becoming indispensa

ble also for the purpose of ensuring success to the war. When, however,

in 1839, the dictatorial power of government ceased, with the circum

stances which had made it necessary, it appeared that not in a single in

stance had this supreme power been misused, the only results of those

two years being of a pacific tendency; viz., the erection and dotation of

schools—improved high roads, courts of law, “ magazines,” etc., as well

v‘
7.;
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as the revision of the commercial, civil, and criminal codes, notwithstand

ing the horrors of a famine. It is but proper to add, that the govern

ment had been supported during those two years by voluntary contribu.

tions of the wealthy of the country. During even this time the revenue

was constantly increasing, a fact more remarkable still than that already

shown in the instance of 1831—1836.

State of revenue in—

  
1839............... .. 2,386,952 piasters. 1842......... .... .. 3,074,575 piasters.

1840..... 2,946,247 ....... .. 3,160,000 ........ ..

2,761,787

This increase, as the figures show, was only retarded in 1841,and then

owing to a new tarifi‘ not in accordance with the interests of the country,

and which was therefore easily withdrawn.

The following will show the savings the government of St. Jago real

ized in a period of ten years :—

  

 

 

  

1832....... ......... .. 118,241 piasters. 114,512 piasters

1833.. .. 134,565 .. 1839. . 219,267....1834.. .. 200,519 . . 1840. . 415,026.... .  

1836.. .. 212,926 1841.... 569,554.... .

1837................ .. 216,311 . ....... .. 1842............. ... 1,395,412..........

It will not be uninteresting to see from what sources the revenue was

derived, and what were the items of expenditure. We therefore subjoin

the budget submitted by the Minister of Finance to the representative

chambers in 1842 :—

    

  

  

  

 
Rsvnrms.

Piasters. Piasterl.

Balance in hand, 1841,........ . 569.564 Postal revenue,.................... 40,440

Customs,................. .. . ‘0,936,323 Highway tolls, &c.,. . . 29,796

Monopolies,.. 590,943 Auction duties,...... 4,000

Tithes, 212,427 Sundries,.......................... . 13,817

Registration, . . 69,118 Confiscations and Restitutions,. 21,650

Conveyancing duties,.. 77,710 Deposits,.................. . . . 140,181

Patents,.. . . 32,379 —

Stamps,.. . 44,299 Total, ............... .... .. 3,805,961

23,320

Exrsrmrruns.

Piasters. Plaster‘.

Costs of representative,........ . 8,743 Ministry of 603,551

Ministry of the interior,....... . 153,851 National militia,.. 199,179

“ exterior, 36,387 . . 122,158

Charities and public works,.. . . 17,885 Military loan institutiom... . . 38,930

Pious pensions,.......... 12,713 Repayment of deposits,........ . 12,979

Administration of justice . 120,948 Restitution of payments in er

Religion,............ 42,730 7,212

Public instructiom. 25,194 -—-——

Ministry of finance 599,353 Expenditure,............. 2,410,549

Interest and amortisation of in- Savings,.. ........ 1,395,412

terior debt,..................... 151,147 ——-——

Interest and amortisation of ex- ' Total,............. . 3,805,961

terior debt,.... . . 256,762 " "

After having given in the preceding figures the increase of the reve

nue of the state, we proceed to show the progress of industry and nation

a] wealth.
 

it The maximum, till 1830, had been 800,000 piasters. The enonnous difference be

tween those two sums, alone, would be suflicient to show the increase of commerce in

the republic.
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The principal articles of export from Valparaiso were, in the years

1836 to 1840—

  
Copper in Bars......... . 108,763 cwt. Flour.............. . . 190,783 cwt.

Copper ore........ 71.838 .. Gold in Bars ..... .. 7,220 mares.

Lucerne Seedm. 10,422 Silverin ditto .... .. 322,917 . . .

Cheese.................. .. 222,685 Hides.............. .. 254,394 no,

These figures compared with those of 1841—1843, show a consider

able increase, with respect particularly to the metals. The average pro

duction of the last three years was-—

  

Copper in 252,752 cwt.

Copper Ore . 905,032 .

Silver coind and in Bars..... 130,066 mares.

Gold ditto 16,590

The sums brought in circulation during this period amount to upwards

of a million sterling per annum on the average, which in 18 42 even rose

to an additional $200,000.

The agricultural industry is prospering in the same ratio, as the soil of

Chili is of extraordinary fertility. It yields all the European, and a great

portion of the tropical products; and the general return from the land is

twenty, in some provinces thirty, and in others even a hundred times the

quantity of seed employed.

The best way of proving our assertions will be an exposition of the

government tithes for a number of successive years; and it ought not to

be overlooked, that this law is no great favourite with the farmer, and

consequently his own estimate will generally not exceed three-fourths of

his actual harvest.

    
1833................ .. 201,000 piasters. 1838.................. 281,862 piasters.

1834.. ...... .. 205,047 1839 ...... .. 312,0681835 . . . . . . . . . . . .. 250,013 ....... .. 1840.... 340,427 ........ ..

1836..." ...... .. 271,810 ....... .. 1841 ................ .. 248,753 ....... ..

1837................ .. 261,372 ...... ..*

Under these circumstances it is but a necessary consequence that the

external credit ofthe republic has constantly increased; arrangements

were entered into with the holders of her bonds, the results of which

were, that while previously shares were to be had at a price of 5 per

cent under the nominal one, they immediately after were sought for at 75

per cent, and at the end of May, 1843, had even risen to 93 per cent.

The present quotations are for the 6 per cent loan 104, and 55 for the

3 per cents, which will begin to bear interest in 1847.

To General Prieto, the credit of all these improvements and advan

tages must be given ; his successor in the presidency, Bulnes, only car

ried out, and still does so, the rules of political economy set down and

followed by Prieto, and it is to be expected that Chili will soon be the

most flourishing state of South America.

The commercial importance of Valparaiso, the principal seaport of

Chili, shows a state of prosperity and confidence in the stability of the

government, which proves that our opinions as to the Republic are in

unison with those of the public.

While in 1834 only 450 vessels aggregating 77,700 tons entered this

port, the proportions in 1842 were as follows :—

* This was the year of famine.
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  Men-of-wnr............................... 44

Steamboats ............ .. 24 € 187,453 tons.

Commercial vessels................ .. 617

During the year 1842 the commercial movements in all Chilian ports,

Valparaiso, Coquimbo, Huasco, Cobiabo, Constitucion, Talcahuano, Val

diva and Chiloé—together were :-

 

 
Men-of-war........................ 48

Entries; Trading vessels. 1,173 $339,019 tons.

Steamers.......... 112

Men-of-war.... .. 54

Departures: Steamers... . . .. 111 $328,288 tons.

Trading vessels........... .. 1,209 ~

The revenue of which, as has been shown above, amounted to 1,936,323

piasters.

The transit trade is enormous. At the custom-house of Valparaiso

alone, there were, on May 21, 1842, 722,472 bales of merchandise.

The value of which was................ .. 7,159,036 piasters.

And coined metals to the amount of. .. 3,260,833 ,,

 

10,519,869 piasters.

It is scarcely credible that this is the same country which, under the

Spaniards, had no trade whatever with any other nation of the world;

which had no intercourse but with Peru and Buenos Ayres, and whose

revenue was not sufiicient for the payment of the salaries of the civil and

military authorities of its capital.

We conclude our bird’s-eye view of Chili with an enumeration of its

principal products, and leave our readers to judge for themselves. Those

products are gold, silver, copper, mercury, iron, coals; cattle of every

description, particularly horses and mules; the best fruit, the most ex

quisit legumes, corn, wine, olive oil, are in abundance. These blessings

are produced under the influence of a more salubrious climate than any

other part of South America can boast of, and which ought to be taken

into account by emigrants.

We annex the statistics of trade between the United States and Chili

for the year ending June 30, 1844, which we have compiled from the

annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury on commerce and naviga

tion. The total exports from the United States to Chili, it will be seen,

amounted to $1,105,221, and the total imports from Chili, to $750,370,

showing a balance in favor of the United States, in 1844, of'$354,851.

In 1843 the balance was $191,907, and in 1842, it was $808,637.

Exports to Chili.

 

  

Fish, oil, and spermaceti can- Sugar, . $22550

dles,............................ . $6.953 Manufactures of all kinds,... . 703,951

Staves, shingles, planks, &c., . 7,535 Non-enumerat’d, and sundries, 5.914

Masts, spars, and naval stores, 2,122 —

Provisions, beef, and spirits,... 63,489 Domestic exports,......... . $856,645

Bread-stufl's,..................... . 28,462 Foreign “ . 248,576

Tobacco,...... 6,411 —

Wax,...............-.............. .. ' 9,258 Total exports,.............. .. $1,105,221

Imports from Chili.

Bullion and specie,............ .. $185,817 $2,234

Copper, pigs, bar, and old,... . 355,842 Manufactures,.................... 9,470

Dye.woods,............. 3,345 Sundries, and non-enumerat’d, 127,951

Leghorn, straw, and chip hats, 18,833 600

Wool,not exc’ding _7 e. per 1b., 19,847 ——

. 26,431 Total imports,............... $750,370
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Aa'r. IV.—SKETCI—IES OF TRADE AND MANUFACTURES IN BELGIUM.

commence BETWEEN BELGIUM AND 'rns umrso STATES—OSTEND—FISHERIES——BRUGES2 nan

MANUFACTURES, nsomns, ETC.—LINEN TRADE—CULTURE or FLAX—JOINT srocx oonrsmas

—‘sxronr or rLowsns—cumous rasuns IN THE svesn rams—soon EXPDRTED AND RE

FRIED—CALICO ramrmo—soox TRADE AT BRUSSELS—COMMERCE or ANTWERP—SHIPPXNG

or ANTWERP—CONTRABANDISM—MANUFACTURE or SILK—MARITIME TRADFr—-COTTON MANU

FACTURE-—CH1LDISH EXPEDIENT—EXPDRT or co'r'rou GOODS—RAILROAD SYSTEM or BELGIUM

—1mr.wsnu:s AND CONSUMPTION or BEER m BELGIUM—TRADE or NAMUR—MANUFACTURB

n'r LIEGE—WOOLLEN TRADE—SEATS or TRADE—JOINT STOCK SPECULATIONS, AND commas

CIAL DELUSIONS or BELGIUM—BANK or BELGIUM, ETC., are.

WE have, in the previous volumes of this Magazine, published avariety

of information connected with the commerce and manufactures of Bel

gium;* and we now propose to lay before our readers some additional

sketches, chiefly gleaned from a careful reading of two volumes of an

interesting work, which has not been republished in this countrytl' The

author was a member ofthe British Parliament; and, as a statesman, his

attention was very naturally directed to the commercial and economical

condition of the country, through which he passed in 1840-41. The de

tails furnished by Mr. Tennent, regarding the commerce and manufac

tures of Belgium, were the result of personal inquiry, corrected by the

annual statistical returns, published by the Belgian government, and con

firmed by the labors of Mr. Briavionne, in a recent work,i to which re

ference is frequently made.

The opinion expressed by Mr. Tennent, arose out of visits made to the

principal manufacturing districts, accompanied by two Belgian gentlemen,

of extensive practical acquaintance with the manufacturing and commer

cial interests of England and Belgium. We have endeavored to embody

all the volumes contain, upon the subjects embraced in the title of the pre

sent paper; and, in doing this, we have merely condensed the information—

preferring generally to use the language of the author, to re-writing the

whole.

Before referring to the work of Mr. Tennent, we proceed to give a

brief statistical view of the commercial intercourse between the United

States and Belgium.

The value of the imports from Belgium into the United States, is quite

small; amounting, in 1843, to only $171,695 ; and in 1844 to $634,777,

showing a considerable increase; more than half that amount consisting

of cloths and cassimeres, as will be seen by the table we give below,

which we have carefully compiled from the annual report of the Secretary

of the Treasury on commerce and navigation. The balance of trade

with Belgium is greatly in favor of the United States ; the total value of

our exports to that country amounting, in 1844, to $2,003,801—of which

$1,852,571 was of the produce, growth, and manufacture of the United

States, and the remaining $151,230 of foreign goods. The balance in

our favor was, in 1842, $991,096 ; in 1843, it had increased to

 

* See Merchants’ Magazine, Vol. V.. p. 482 ; Vol. VIII., p. 373; Vol. IL, p. 79; Vol.

VIIL, p. 369 ; Vol. VI., p. 80 ; Vol. VL, p. 409, for commerce and manufactures, com

mercial regulations, speculative mania, pilotage department, etc., etc., of Belgium.

1' Belgium. By J. EMERSON TENNENT, 13911., M. P., author of “ Letters from the

Egcan,” and the “ History of Modern Greece.” 2 volumes, 121110. London: Richard

Bentley. 1841.

I Do L’Industrie en Belgique. .~
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$1,799,014; and in 1844, it was $1,369,024. Belgium, in 1844, re

ceived only about one-fiftieth of all the merchandise exported from the

United States.

Exrorrrs or run Um'rsn S'rs'rrs T0 BELGIUM, IN 1844.

Articles.

Whale and other fish oil,.... ..

Whalebone,............... ..

Staves,.._......

Lumber,........

Tar and pitch,............ ..

Rosin and turpentine,....

Ashes, pot-and pearl,..

Skins and furs,.....

Hams and bacon,....

Lsrd,.................. .

Butter,....

Cheese,...

Flow-,..

Rice,...

Cotton-wool, ..

Tobacco, .... ..

Hops,........

Wax,....................... ..

Tobacco, manufactured,..

Spirits of turpentine, .... ..

Lead, ...................... ..... ..

Manufactures, not enumerated,.

Total exports of domestic goods,.

Total foreign goods exp’d fm. U. S

  . .gallons

..... . .lbs.

Quantity.

475,031

42,858

9,956

3,813

"310'

50,994

75

200

765,719 ‘MM

49,166

...... . . 2,4 72

. . . . .bbls. 3

.nerces 14,992

...lbs. 9,885,581

..hhds. 4,108‘

. . .lbs. 39,335

. . . . . 83 ,505

. . .. 14,201

gallons 542

2,504,604

  

. oBe gium, ......

Tot. exp. of U. S. to Belgium, inImron'rs FROM BELGIUM INTO r117; UNITED STATES, IN 1844.

Articles.

Gold and silver,..................

Articles free of duty, not enu

merated,................

Cloths and cassimeres,....Blankets,.....................

....

  

Worsted stufis, ................Woollen and' worsted yarn,.Manufactures of cotton,....... ..

Silks, floss, &.c.,............

  

Lace, thread, and cotton,....Linens, bleached and other,....

Arms, fire and side,.............

Manufactures of iron and steel,

  

“ copper,.... .

“ brass,..........

“ other metals, .

Manufac. of leather, not spec’d,

“ wood, ............. ..

“ glass,..... ..

Earthen and stone wares,.Furs, undressed on the skin,...

Furs, batters’ and others,....Hair-cloth and seating,....Wool, unmanufactured,....... ..

Woollen goods, not enumer’d,.

Silks, pongees,Carpeting, Wilton or Saxony, .

Champaign,........................

  

Value.

$15,059

37,283

350,123

166

1,552

1,207

12,279

1,483

6,351

957

24,279

23,692

74

1,045

13,596

133

162

330

977

4,822

33,923

293

2,705

19,781

836

100

338

 
Articles.

Wines, claret, etc.,...............

Wines of Germany,..Spirits from grain, &.c.,...Porter or beer,.......... ..

Cnssia,..........

Cheese,.

Glue,.................

Bleaching powder,.

Goats’ wool,........

Cigars,.........Menilla and other hemp, E. 1.,

Bottles,.........................

Tacks, brads, etc.,.......Nails, cut and wrought,.........

Chains, other than cables,.... ..

Iron, old and scrap,.........Iron,

Leather, sole and upper ..

Boots and shoes,.,. ..

  

  

  

  

  

Skins, tanned and dressed,....:

Paper,...............................
  

Books, printed,

Coal,........ ...... ..

Potatoes, . ..

Total value of imports into

U. S. from Belgium,... .

Value.

$165,103

15,724

1,040

2,548

151,230

$2,003,801

Value.

$1,320

355

145

$534,777
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Mr. Temtent arrived at Ostend in the month of September, 1840, which

he describes as the second sea-port in the kingdom, and as enjoying a

considerable share of the shipping of Belgium. It has no manufac

tures, and the chief emoluments of the lower classes, arises from the

fishery of herrings and oysters.

FISHERIES—The herring fishery has, it appears, of late years, almost

disappeared from the coast of Flanders. It was once one of the most

lucrative branches of trade in the Low Countries ; and Charles V., when

he visited the grave of Beukelson, who discovered the method of picklingL

herrings, at Biervliet, near Sluys, caused a monument to be erected over

his remains. With the Reformation, however, and the lax observance

of Lent upon the continent, the demand for salted fish declined, and H01

land herself now retains but a remnant of her ancient trade; which,

however, she cultivates with a rigid observance of all its ancient form

alities—the little fleet of fishing-boats assemble annually at Vlaardingen,

at the entrance of the Mass——the ofiicers assemble at the Stad-huis, and

take the ancient oath to respect the laws of the fishery; they then hoist

their respective flags, and repair to the church to offer up prayers for

their success. The day of their departure is a holiday on the river

The first cargo which reaches Holland, is bought at an extravagant

price, and the first barrel which is landed on the shore, is forwarded as a

present to the king.

Ostend, Blankenburg, Nieuport, Antwerp, and even Bruges, had once

a valuable share in this important fishery, but it has of late years been

utterly lost; not more than three sloops having put to sea in any year

since 1837, and even then with indifl'erent success. The cod-fishery,

however, has been more prosperous, employing between five and six

hundred seamen at Ostend alone; but even this is bolstered and sus

tained by the unsound expedient of government bounties.

After passing some time at Ostend, Mr. T. visited Bruges.

MANUFACTURES Elm—From the thirteenth century to the close of the

sixteenth, Bruges was at once in the plentitude of her political power

and the height of her commercial prosperity. As the furs and iron of

the north were not yet carried by sea round the Baltic, and the wealth

of India still poured through the Red Sea into Genoa and Venice, Bruges

became one of the great entrepots where they were collected, in order

to be again distributed over Western Europe ; and with Dantzic, Lubeck,

Hamburg, and a few other trading cities of the west, Bruges became

one of the leading commandaries of the Hanseatic League. The idea

of marine insurances was first acted upon at Bruges in the thirteenth

century, and the first exchange for the convenience of merchants was

built there in the century following.

Her manufactures were equally celebrated with her trafiic and her

trade. Her tapestries were the models, and, indeed, the progenitors of

the Gobelins, which were established in France by a native of Borges,

under the patronage of Henry IV. ; and the fame of her woolstaplers and

weavers has been perpetuated in the order of the Golden Fleece, the

emblem of which was selected by Philip the Good, in honor of the ar

tizans of Bruges.

It was a native of Bruges, Beham, who, fifty years before the enter

prise of Columbus, ventured to “tempt the western main,” and having

15'
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discovered the Azores, first led the way to the awakening ofa new hem

isphere.

All this is now passed away, other nations have usurped her foreign

commerce, and her own rivals at home have extinguished her manufac

tures. But still, in her decline, Bruges wears all the air of reduced aris

tocracy; her poor are said to be frightfully numerous in proportion to

her population, but they are not, as elsewhere, ostentatiously ofi‘ensive;

except a few decripid objects of compassion, by the door of the cathedral,

Mr. Tennent did not see a beggar in the streets.

MANUFACTURE or LACE AT nations—Of all her active pursuits, Bru

ges retains no remnant except the manufacture of lace, to which even

her ancient fame has ceased to give a prestige; and it is exported to

France to be sold under the name of Point do Valenciennes. Mechlin,

Antwerp, Ypres and Grammont, share with her in its production; and

it is interesting to observe how this mignon and elegant art, originally,

perhaps, but the pastime of their young girls and women, has survived

all the storms and vicissitudes which have from time to time suspended

. or disturbed the other national occupations of the Belgians, ~and now en

ables the inhabitants of their superannuated cities, in the ruin oftheir own

fortunes, to support themselves, as it were, upon the dower of their fe

males. France, in the time of Colbert, seduced the manufacture to

establish itself at Paris by actual gifts of money; and England, emulous

of sharing in it, purchased the lace of Belgium to sell to Europe as her

own, and made by it such a reputation, that English lace is still a popular

name for a particular description made at Brussels!

The exquisitely fine thread which is made in Hainoult and Brabant for

the purpose of being worked into lace, has occasionally attained a value

almost incredible. A thousand to fifteen hundred francs is no unusual

price for it by the pound, but some has actually been spun by hand of so

exquisite a texture, as to be sold at the rate often thousand francs, or up

wards of $2,000, for a single pound weight. Schools have been established

to teach both the netting of the lace and drawing of designs by which to

work it, and the trade, at the present moment, (1840—41,) is stated to be

in a more flourishing condition than it has ever been known before, even

in the most palmy days of the Netherlands.

LINEN TRADE—Belgium, from the romntest period, even, it is said,

before the Christian era, has been celebrated for its manufacture of cloth

ing of all descriptions. It was fi'om Belgium that England derived her

first knowledge of the weaving of wool; damask has been made there

since the time of the Crusades, when the soldiers of Godfrey of Bouillon

and of Count Baldwin, brought the art from Damascus; and to the pre

sent hour, the very name of “Holland,” is synonimous with linen, and the

cloth so called, has for centuries been woven principally in Flanders.

Under the government of Austria, the manufacture seems to have at

tained its acmé of prosperity in the Netherlands; her exports of linen

in 1784’ amounting to 27,843,397 yards, whilst in 1841, with all her in

crease of population and discoveries in machinery, she hardly surpassed

thirty millions. Again, under the continental system of Napoleon, from

1805 to 1812, it attained a high degree of prosperity, which sensibly de

creased after the events of 1814, when English produce came again into

active competition with it.

CULTURE or FLAX—Tlle cultivation of flax is still, however, her staple
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employment; one acre in every eighty-six of the whole area of Belgium,

being devoted to its growth. In particular districts, such as Courtrai and

St. Nicolas, so much as one acre in twenty is given to it; and in the

Pays de Waes, it amounts so high as one in ten. Every district of Bel

gium, in fact, yields flax, more or less, except Luxembourg and Limburg,

where it has been attempted, but without success; but of the entire quan

tity produced, Flanders alone furnishes three-fourths, and the remaining

provinces, one. The quality of the flax, too, seems, independently of

local superiority, in its cultivation, to be essentially dependent upon the

nature of the soil in which it is sown. From that around Ghent, no pro

cess of tillage would be suflicient to raise the description suitable to

more costly purposes; that of the Waloons yields the very coarsest qual

ities; Courtrai those whose strength is adapted for thread ; and Tour

nai alone furnished the fine and delicate kinds, which serve for the man

ufacturs of lace and cambric.

Ofthe quantity of dressed flax prepared in Belgium, calculated to amount

to about eighteen millions of kilogrammes, five millions were annually

exported to England and elsewhere, on an average of eight years, from

1830 to 1839. According to the returns of Belgian custom-houses, the

export has been as follows—from 1830 to 1839.

1831,... ...... .. 5,449,388 kilogl 4,610,649ki10g.

1832,... .. 3,655,226 “ 1836,... 6,891,991 “

1833,... .. 4,392,113 “ 1037,... 7,403,346 “

1834, .................... ... 2,698,870 “ 9,459,056 “

The remainder is reserved for home manufacture into thread and cloth,

and it is estimated by M. Briavionne, that the cultivation of this one ar

ticle alone, combining the value of the raw material with the value given

to it by preparation, in its various stages from flax to linen cloth, produces

annually to Belgium, an income of 63,615,000 francs.

Belgium possesses no source of national wealth at all to be put into com

parison with this, involving as it does, the concentrated profits both of the

raw material and its manufacture, and, at the present moment, the atten

tion of the government and the energies of the nation are directed to its

encouragement in every department, with an earnestness that well be~

speaks their intimate sense of its importance.

Such is the superiority of Belgian flax, that whilst, in some instances,

it has brought so high a price as $1,10l0 per ton, and generally ranges from

$400 to $450; not more than $450 has been obtained for British, and its

ordinary average does not exceed $250. The elements of their trade are,

therefore, two-fold, the growth of flax, and secondly, its conversion by

machinery into yarn and cloth.

Jonv'r s'rocK COMPANIES—Th6 seat of the manufacture of linen, at

present, is at Ghent and Liege, and is confined to a very few extensive

establishments, projected by joint stock companies, or Sociétés Anon

ymes,* for the formation of which, there has latterly been almost a mania.

  

 

* By the French commercial code, there are three descriptions of trading companies,

First, sacietea en nom collectzf, with all the attributes of an ordinary partnership in Eng

land; secondly, societies en commundite, where the great majority of the associated cup

italists are sleeping partners, with no share in the management, no name in the firm, and

responsible only to the extent of their registered capital, one or more of the partners,

alone, having the conduct of the establishment, and being responsible to the public to the

full extent of their property; and thirdly, the aocietes anonymes, which are, in every in

cident and particular analogous to the joint stock companies of England, only with a

liability, limited in every instance to the amount of their shares.
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- in Belgium. Four of these establishments, projected between 1837 and

1838, proposed to invest a capital amounting amongst the whole, to no

less than fourteen millions of francs. One of them at Liege, perfected

its intention and is now in action.

That which Mr. Tennent visited belonging to La Socéité de la Lye,

may be taken as a fair illustration of the progress which the art has made

in Belgium, as the others are all constructed on similar models, and

with the same apparatus in all respects. It was originally calculated

for 15,000 spindles, but not more than one-third are erected.

EXPORT or FLOWERS—In the rearing of flowers, Belgium and more

especially Ghent, has outrivalled the ancient florists of Holland; the city

is actually environed with gardens and green-houses, and those of the

Botanical Society, are celebrated throughout Europe for their successful

cultivation of the rarest exotics. At Ghent their sale has, in fact, become

an important branch of trade ; plants to the value of a million and a half

of francs having been exported annually, on account of the gardeners in

the vicinity; and it is no unusual thing to see in the rivers, vessels freight

ed entirely with Camellias, Azaleas, and Orange trees, which are sent to

all parts of Europe, even to Russia by the fiorists of Ghent.

CURIOUS FRAUD IN THE suonn TRADE—Th8 false policy of the sys

tem of bounties, has operated in Belgium, as it has invariably done else

where, to give an unreal air of prosperity to the trade, whilst it opened a

door to fraud, the never failing concomitant of such unsound expedients.

T0 such an extent was this the case, that on its recent detection and sup

pression, a reaction was produced in the manufactures, that for a moment

threatened to be fatal. The duty on the importation of raw sugar amounts

to 37 francs per 100 kilogrammes, and adrawback was paid down to 1838

on every 55 kilogrammes of refined sugar exported. This proportion

was taken as the probable quantity extractible from 100 kilogrammes of

the raw article, but the law omitted to state in what stage of refinement,

or of what precise quality that quantity should he. The consequence

was, that sugar which had undergone but a single process, and still re

tained a considerable weight of its molasses, was exported, and a draw

back was thus paid upon the entire 75 to 80 kilogrammes, which, had the

process been completed, would only have been demandable on fifty-five.

The encouragement designed to give a stimulus to improvement, thus

tended only to give an impulse to fraud, and vast quantities of half refined

sugar were sent across the frontiers, and the drawback paid, only to be

smuggled back again for a repetition of the same dishonest proceeding.

The attention of the government being, however, awakened by the com

parison of the relative quantities of raw sugar imported, and of refined

exported, on which the drawback was claimed, a change was made in the

law in 1838, by which the drawback was restricted to a per centage on

nine tenths only of the raw sugar imported, thus securing a positive rev

enue upon the balance, and at the same time some practical expedients

were adopted for the prevention of fraud for the future. These latter

were found to be so effectual, that four establishments in Antwerp discon

tinued the trade altogether, immediately on the new law coming into

force, and this example was followed by others elsewhere.

There are still between 60 and 70 refineries in Belgium, and in 1837

and 1838, the importations of raw sugar and the exports of refined were

as follows :—
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RAW SUGAR IMPORTED

In1837,.............................. 20,128,618 kilogrammes.

In1838,."nun-“Hun............ 16,814,946 “

REFINED SUGAR EXPORTED.

In 1837,.............................. 8,484,097 kilogrammes.

8,1l3,897 “

An amount, which whilst it shows the general importance of the trade,

seems to indicate that it is not increasing. The home consumption of

Belgium as compared to England, is as 2 kils. per each individual to 8.

In France the quantity used per head, is 3 kils., and in the rest of Europe

about 21.

Cameo PRINTING—The printing of calicoes is reduced to the lowest

ebb in Belgium by the effects of the revolution in 1830. Previous to this

event, the Belgian calico printer being admitted to the markets of H01

land and her colonies, had an outlet for his produce, quite sutficient to af

ford remunerative employment for all his machinery; but when, by her

separation from Holland, Belgium was excluded from the Dutch possess.

ions, both in the East and West Indies, and restricted to the supply of her

own population, she suddenly found the number of her consumers reduced

from between fifteen and sixteen millions to something less than four.

In articles which are universally produced by the unaided labor of the

hand, a limitation on the gross consumption cannot, as a general rule,

effect any very material alteration in the individual price, where fair com.

petition shall have already reduced and adjusted it by a remunerative

standard. But when it comes to an active competition with machinery,

the case is widely different; the outlay for apparatus, and the cost ofla

bor being almost the same for the production of one hundred pieces as for

ten, it is manifest that the man who has a market for one hundred, can

afl'ord to sell each one for a much less sum than he who can only dispose

of ten—even without including in the calculation the interest of the cap

ital embarked, which must, of course, be ten times the amount upon the

small production that it is upon the large.

The merchants of Antwerp and the manufacturers of Ghent, foresee

ing, clearly, the ruin of their pursuits in the results of the repeal of the

union with Holland, loudly protested against the proceedings of the revolu

tionists of 1830. But, as “ madness ruled the hour,” their protestations were

1 unheeded—they were overborne by numbers; and, as the patriots of

Ireland, in rejecting the advantages held out to them by Great Britain in

the celebrated “ commercial propositions” of 1785, adopted as their watch

word “ perish commerce, but live the constitution ;” so the patriots of

Belgium, in their paroxysm of repeal, reproached their less frenzied fel

low-countrymen with “ allowing the profits on their cottons, or the prices

of their iron, to outweigh the independence of their country!” The rev.

olution was accomplished in their defiance, and the ruin of their trade

was consummated by the same blow.

With respect to the printing of calicoes and woollens, M. Briavionne,

an impartial historian, and so far as political inclination is concerned, strong

ly biased in favor of the revolution, thus details its immediate effects

upon it. After describing the rapid decline of the cotton trade in general,

since 1830, he goes on to say, “In the department of printing, the results

have not been more satisfactory; many of the leading establishments of
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Ghent and of Brussels, have been altogether abandoned, or their build

ings dismantled and converted to other purposes, and their utensils and

machinery sold off by public auction. Ghent, in 1829, possessed fifteen

print-works—in 1839 she had but nine; in Brussels, at the same time,

and in Ardennes and Lierre, there were eleven houses of the first rank,

of these, six have since closed their accounts. ' Other establishments there

are, it is true, that have sprung up in the interim, but, in the aggregate,

the number is diminished. In prosperous years, the production of Bel

gium might have amounted, before the revolution, to about 400,000 pieces.

Ghent, alone, produced 300,000 in 1829, but its entire production, at pre.

sent, does not amount to ‘20,000, nor does that of the largest house in Bel

gium exceed 45,000 pieces.

“ Nor is this to be ascribed to any want of ability in the Belgian mechanics;

on the contrary, they are qualified to undertake the most diflicult work, but the

can only employ themselves, of course, when any such are in actual deman .

They are, in consequence, limited to the production of the most low priced and

ordinary articles ; fast colors and cheap cloth are all that they aspire to. High

priced musllns they rarely attempt, and although they have ventured to rint upon

mousseline-de-laine, they have been forced almost altogether to aban on it. In

fact, the double rivalry of France, on the one hand, and England on the other,

keeps them in continual alarm, and renders them fearful of the slightest spec

ulation or deviation from the ordinary line of production. France, on the con

trary, enters their market relyin upon the elegance and originality of her pat

tern; and England, notwithstan ing her heavy and unimaginative designs, con

ceived in inferior taste, still maintains her superiority, by means of her masterly

execution and the lowness of her price. Thus, whilst French muslins sell rea

dily for from two to three francs an ell, England can offer hers for forty-five cen

times, or even less, and those of Belgium vary from sixty centimes to a franc and

a quarter per ell ; not only so, but for that which she can now with ditliculty dis

pose of for sixty centimes, she had, thirty-five years ago, an ample demand at two

francs and a half.

“ This destruction of her home trade by the competition of foreigners, she has

sought in vain to retrieve by her shipments abroa ; she has exported to Brazil,

and the Levant, to the South Sea and to Sin pore, and finally, she has turned to

Germany and the fairs at Frankfort-on-theJ ain—in short, she has tried every

opening, and found only loss in all. The only market in which she has contrived

to hold a footing is that of Holland, and even this is every day slipping from her,

although, before the revolution of 1830, it consumed one half of her entire pro

duction.

“ Belgium has not, like England, manufacturers, who, devoting themselves to

the supply of the foreign market alone, and bestowing upon it their undividtfl

study and attention, attain a perfect knowledge and command of it in its every

particular; but here, every printer looks to exportation only, as an expedient to

get rid of his surplus production, after satisfying the demand of his home con

sumption. Such a system is pregnant with evils, but it is in vain to attempt its

alteration so long as we have En land for our rival, with her reat experience,

her vast command of capital, and er firm possessionlof the t e.”*

BOOK TRADE IN BRUssELs—One most flourishing branch of trade in

Brussels, is that of books; and more especially of reprints of French and

foreign literature, with which it plentifully supplies almost every country

of Europe. The value of the volumes thus produced annually, is estima

ted at upwards of sis: millions of francs, of which two millions, at least, are

for contrefacons of foreign literature. In point of price they are much

below that of France, notwithstanding that their paper is more expensive.

* De l’lndustrie en Belguique, vol. 2, p. 384.
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Nor is cheapness their only recommendation ; their typographical beauty

is of the highest order, and some of their éditions do lame, illustrated by

wood-cuts, and arabcsques are in every way equal to those of Paris, and

much superior to any attempts hitherto made in England, where the hard.

ness of the sized paper, prevents the engravings from delivering a rich

impression, and the pressmen accustomed only to Work with it, want that

delicacy of hand, which is essential to use the soft and spongy paper of

the French and Belgians.

AN'rwaRP—Antwerp contests with Holland and Germany, the

glory of the discovery of printing. Little books of devotion, printed

there, from solid blocks, early in the fourteenth century, are still

in existence ; numbers of volumes in moveable types, bear its name and

the date of 1476 ; and during the sixteenth century, in the days of Plantin,

it was one of the most extensive seats of printing in Europe, all the pro

ductions of its press, and especially its classics, being in the highest re.

ute.
P The original citadel and fortifications were erected by Philip IL, which

were strengthened and enlarged in the reign of Charles V., at a time

when Antwerp was one of the first commercial cities in Europe. Its

manufactures of linen and silk were then exported to every part of the

world ; its woollen trade was the parent of the same manufacture in Great

>Britain, and its local historians, perhaps with some exaggeration,describe

its commerce as so flourishing, that the population supported by it, exceed

one hundred thousand souls, and fiftythousand sailors and travellers on the

river and in the faubourgs ; and Scribanius declares that he has seen 2,500

vessels in the Scheldt at a time, of which five hundred daily entered the

river, whilst two thousand lay at anchor before the city; but, “pour étre

témm'n oeredique, il ne suflit pas toujours d’élre lémom, oculaire.” It was in

this era of its splendor, that one of its merchants entertaining Charles V.,

at a banquet, kindled a fire of cinnamon, then a costly rarity, with the

Emporor’s bond for two millions of florins, observing, “that the honor of

having such a guest at his table, was infinitely more precious than the

gold.” Its prosperity was, however, annihilated a century later, when

at the treaty of Munster, which closed the thirty years war in 1648, Hol

land had sufficient influence to obtain the closing of the Scheldt. For

nearly one hundred and fifty years, this noble river, flowing through the

midst of one of the most active and industrious countries in Europe, was

forbidden to be navigated by a single native sail, every vessel which bore

produce for Antwerp, being compelled to transfer her cargo to a Dutch

man under whose flag alone it could reach its destination. This unnatural

embargo was terminated by the French in 1794, and Antwerp, under the

dominion of France, rose again into new and augmented importance.

The period of its union with Holland, however, from 1815 to 1830, may

be said to have been the golden age of' Antwerp. Its situation for trade

is by far more favorable than either Rotterdam or Amsterdam, and being

admitted, along with them, to an equal participation in all the resources

of the kingdom, it rapidly outstripped them in every department of trade,

so much so, that, at the period of‘the revolution, “ Antwerp did more business,

in every article of colonial produce, with the exception of tobacco, than Am

sterdam and Rotterdam united.”* The events of the revolution put an
 

* White’s Belgic Revolution, vol. i., page 94
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instantaneous check to this career of afiluent prosperity; Antwerp, com

pelled to form a portion of the independent kingdom, without colonies,

or commerce, or foreign relations, found her shipping laid up idle in her

docks, and her merchants, conscious of the ruin which had overwhelmed

their prospects at home, transferred their capital, and their exertions to

Holland, and united their fate to that of their now triumphant rivals. In

1838, all the ports of Belgium possessed but one hundred and eighty-four

sail of merchant vessels, of whom one hundred and fifty-two were employed

merely in the coasting and channel trade, and thirty-two in foreign voyages,

whilst, in the same year, Holland had no less than 1,400 sail.

From the events of 1830, and their results, Antwerp never has, and

never can, thoroughly recover. For some years after the Repeal of the

Union, her quays and harbor were literally motionless and empty; and,

at the present moment, even with occasional revivals, her trade appears

to have only the fate of Venice or of Genoa in prospect. Her chief em

ployment is in carrying the raw material which is to supply her own

manufactures, and which she must do at a disadvantage in freights, as her

shipments in return fall far short of her importations. Of2,662 Belgian

vessels, which cleared out from her various ports between 1831 and 1886,

no less than 739 went out in ballast!

SHIPPING on ANTWERP—ln the years immediately succeeding the revo

lution, the shipping trade of Antwerp seemed to undergo an absolute para

lysis. In 1829, the year preceding the Repeal of the Union, 1,028 vessels

entered the port, amounting to a tonnage of 160,658 tons. In 1831, the

year after the Repeal, only 398 vessels entered the Scheldt with a tonnage

of 53,303 tons! Since that period, a superficial glance at the returns,

would lead to a belief that the trade had more than recovered itself.

In 1832, .... .. 1,254 vessels entered, with a tonnage of.... .. 150,294

1833,.... .. 1,104 “ " “ .... .. 129,607

1834,...... 1,064 “ “ “ 141,465

1835, .... .. 1,089 “ “ “ 153,243

183 6,.... . . 1,245 “ “ “ .... . . 176,079

1837,.... .. 1,426 “ “ " .... .. 225,030

1838, .... . . 1 ,538 “ “ “ .. . . . . 257.048

1839, .... .. 955 “ “ “ .... .. 136,456

1840, .... . . 1 ,028 “ " “ . . 160,658

But on coming to scrutinize this table by the test of the relative quanti

ties in cargo and in ballast, the air of prosperity grows fainter, and the

real nature of the trade more distinct. It appears by the following table,

that of 5,694 which arrived in all the ports of Belgium in the years 1835,

1836 and 1837, the entire were freighted with cargoes, except 141.

Whilst of 5,707, which cleared outwards in the same time, no less than

1,833 left Belgium in ballast, in other words arrived with the produce of

other countries, but departed without carrying away any Belgian manu

facture in return.

Statement of the number and tonnage of vessels, distinguishing Belgian from Foreign,

and vessels with cargoes and those in ballast, which arrived and deported at ports in

Belgium, during each year, from 1835 to 1837.

BELGXAN—INWARDS.

yea“. With cargoes. In ballast. Total.

No. ML Na. Tons. .N‘o. Tons.

1835, ......... . .. 472 47,409 6 408 478 47,817

1836,... 493 67,808 5 295 498 68,102

  

1837,....... .111: 540 71,282 24 2,004 564 73,846
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Ovrwsuns.

Years. With cargoes. In ballast. Total.

No. Tons. N0. Tons. No. Tm.

1835,.......... .. 402 41,522 72 6,529 474 48,051

1836, .......... .. 422 56,665 99 13,436 521 70,101

1837, .......... .. 438 57,355 116 16,303 554 73,658

FOREIGN—INWARDS

1835, ......... ... 1,316 160,104 48 4,877 1,364 164,981

1836,... .. 1,289 160,378 40 4,073 1,329 164,451

1837, 1,443 214,739 18 886 1,461 215,625

Otr'rwsnns.

1835, .......... .. 916 105,545 457 61,711 1,373 167,256

1836,... 869 105,224 476 59,863 1,345 165,087

1837,.......... .. 827 131,088 613 84,497 1,440 215,585

CoN'rnABAN‘DIsM—Antwerp and Ostend are suffering, also, by being

defrauded of their fair proportion of legitimate commerce by the exten

sive system of contrabandism, which prevails upon all the Belgian frontiers,

and is carried on in foreign vessels; a loss to which they would not be

subject, were the government in a position to protect the portion of trade

to which the country must still give employment, by an effectual system

of the douane upon the fi'ontiers and the coast.

MANUFACTURE or SILK—Antwerp had once a most extensive manu

facture of silk; in 1794, there were twelve thousand workmen employed

in that branch alone. The number is now reduced to two hundred, and

their only employment is in producing a beautiful description of rich black

tafl'etas, which is used for the Spanish head-dresses, still worn by females.

MARITIME TRADE—Another most important branch of maritime trade,

that of the transit of goods for consumption in the interior of Europe, has

been almost entirely drawn from Antwerp by the Dutch, but the govern

ment hope to recover it, by means of the railroad, from the sea to the

Rhine.

CorroN MANUFACTURE—Ml‘. Tennent visited a manufacturing village

on the Scheldt, which, with another near it, called Waesminister, are said

to have been so named in honor of King Edward 111. At Thames he went

over the cotton factory of M. Talboom. It is on a moderate scale, having

about 6 to 7,000 spindles, the machinery partly French, but chiefly from

the Phoenix works at Ghent. The men and girls employed, Work fourteen

hours a day, exclusive of two hours for stoppages. He expressed his im

pression of the severity of this, but was told, that it was indispensable, in

order to maintain their position in the market. Like almost every other

branch of national industry, the cotton manufacture which had attained a

high degree of prosperity during the union with Holland, experienced an

instantaneous reverse from the events of the revolution. Factory after

factory closed its doors, some in ruin, others to transfer their capital and

industry to Holland, whose extensive colonies afforded that outlet for their

produce, which they could no longer find at home. The ministry, to check

the downward career, resorted to the absurd and childish expedient of

purchasing up the surplus production of the manufacturers, in order to

export it at a loss, and thus get it out of the country and out of the way,

only to make room for fresh accumulation of stock, and renewed adven

tures by the government. In this way the trade dragged on a fictitious

existence, exposed to peril by every fluctuation of the markets of England,

and from time to time deluged by importations made at a moment when

von. XIIL—NO. IV. 22
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it was necessary to get rid of a glut in the market of that country or in

France.

Exron'r or COTTON Goons—Year after year their exports have been

growing less and less since 1830. In 1833, according to a return in the

volume of M. Briavionne,* they exported a million of‘ kilogrammes of cot

ton goods; in 1834, nine hundred thousand; in 1835, seven; in 1836,

six; in 1837 upwards of five; in 1838 and 1839, upwards of four; a

reduction of sixty per cent upon the trade in the short period of six years !

RAILROAD sYsTEM—Belgium, from its geographical position, not less

than the extraordinary adaptation of the nature of the surface, seems to

have invited the experiment of supplanting the old modes of conveyance,

by an uniform and comprehensive system of railroads. The project was

taken up by the government in 1833, and the plan finally executed, was

that of taking one point, in the centre of the kingdom, and issuing from

it—north, west, east, and south—lines, to maintain a communication with

the sea-ports of Ostend and Antwerp, and the great commercial outlets of

France and Prussia. The average cost of those already completed scarcely

exceeds $42,500 a mile, including carriages and buildings. The most

expensive line is that from Louvian to Tirlemont, which, including the

tunnel, cost $58,305 a mile, and the cheapest, that from Dendermonde to

Mechlin, which, as the level surface of the ground had barely to be dis

turbed for laying down the rails, cost only $22,915. This, however, is for

single lines of rails; that alone from Brussels to Antwerp being yet laid

with double, though all have been constructed with a view to their ulti

mate adoption.

The following is a comparative statement of the receipts of the Belgian

railroads during the first six months of the years 1844 and 1845 :—

1844': 1845.

January.............. 648,204 51 ............ 753,870 57

February......-.-..-... 665,334 99 687,262 27

March.............-... 769,582 88 .....-....... 955,005 30

April................. 901,430 52 ............ 987,10169

May.............~... . 970,266 27 ............1,03'1,589 70

June.--...........-.-.. 983,665 02 .....-....... 1,061,119 04

_-u-___au_
 

, 4,938,484 19 5,482,960 56

This shows an increase of 54'4,476f'r. 37c., or eleven per cent., in favor

of the first half of the present year. At the same time, it is to be remarked

that this increase has been entirely derived from the transport of mer

chandise, the number of passengers having diminished.

BREWERIES—CONSUMPTION or BEER—“La biére de Louvain,” is to

be found in every hotel and estaminent in Belgium. Mr. Tennent went

over one of the largest breweries, that of Messrs. Renier, Hambrouk and

Co. It was but recently built, and being an entirely new building fi'om

the foundation, its arrangements are the most commodious and compact

imaginable; it is calculated to brew two hundred barrels a-day, and is

now in full work; its usual stock is 14,000 barrels. The machinery had

been cgnstructed by Sir John Rennie, of London, but has since been in

crease .

 

a * L’lndustrie en Belgique, v. 2., p- 378.
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The annual consumption, calculated upon the excise duty paid upon beer,

which is upwards of seven millions of francs per annum, and is collected

in the proportion of one franc and a half for every hectolitre, or twenty.

six gallons, amounts to 5,400,000 hectolitres, or something above four

millions of barrels, being about thirty-five gallons per annum for every

individual of the population! A small quantity only, not exceeding forty

thousand gallons, is for foreign export. The usual price is about twelve

francs a hectolitre, from which some idea may be formed of the “thin

potations” in which the Belgian peasant delights.

COAL MINES AND COAL TRADE—A short distance from Huy commence

the coal fields, which extend to the district surrounding Liege, the working

of which was attempted so far back as the 12th century. In coals, Bel

gium is, perhaps, the richest country of the west of Europe, with the single

exception of Great Britain; the districts in which it abounds being, in

England, in the proportion of one-twentieth of her entire surface; in

Belgium, a thirtieth ; and in France only a two hundredth part. But her

success in raising them is not in the same proportion, England having

produced, in 1838, twenty-three millions of tons; France, two millions

and a half; and Belgium only four.

MANUFACTURE AT LIEGE—With less of elegance and attraction, there

is an equal air of business-like energy and bustling activity in the streets

of Liege, as at Ghent. The Meuse is navigable from the city to the

sea, and its quays are frequented by the craft, which convey its produce to

the various cities along its course, Ruremonde and Venloo to Gorcum,

Dordrecht and the Rhine. Its streets are crowded with an incessant stream

of wagons, carriages and carts, and in the better streets and squares, the

shops are as gay and attractive as those of the Rue Montague de la Cour

at Brussels.

Coupled with its ancient fiery and quarelsome disposition, its chief man

ufacture is a characteristic one, being that of cannon and fire-arms, which

it at one time, exported to Spain, Portugal, Holland and America. Under

France, the imperial factory of arms furnished annually, twenty-seven

thousand muskets for the imperial army. A story is told that the rest of

the trade, anxious to share in the profits of the monopoly, besought Napo

leon to admit them to a share of the supply, and presented him with a.

finely-finished piece as a specimen of their talents. But as, either by

accident or malice, the bore of the barrel was too narrow to admit the

ramrod, the Emperor gave no other answer than a frown to their ill-sup

ported petition. Under Holland in 1829, the production of Liege amounted

to no less than 190,660 stand of arms; in 1836, it rose to nearly double

 

t that quantity, but it is at present, fallen much below one half, and the trade

is still in a state of decline. The manufacture is carried on at the homes

of the workmen, who, nevertheless, established a perfect division of labor

in producing the various parts, and can furnish the entire at a lower rate

than either Birmingham or France, a double-barrelled gun can be had for

thirty or even twenty francs. The percussion lock has not yet been sub

stituted in the Belgian army for the flint. The cannon foundery is calcu

lated to produce 300 pieces a year; and in 1837, the most flourishing period

t of the trade, it even exceeded that number.

FLAX-SPINNING MrLL.—-There is a flax-spinning mill at Liege with ten

thousand spindles, the property of a joint-stock company.

WOOLLEN TRADE—Th8 woollen trade of the Ardennes, is one of the
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oldest national occupations of the Netherlands, and for the share of it

which is enjoyed in England, she is indebted to the fanatical fury of Philip

IL, whose persecutions drove the weavers of Brabant and Flanders to seek

an asylum with Elizabeth in England. Unlike its other great staple of

linen, however, Belgium, in her woollen manufacture, is dependant upon

others for the raw material which she employs ; the entire of her posses

sions do not feed beyond a single million of sheep, and her annual imports

of wool from Germany, Holland, England and Spain, exceed 15,000,000

francs.

Sears or TRADE—The two grand seats of the trade, though distribu

ted over a considerable district of the south, are at Verviers and Dison,

which each produce annually from 30 to 35,000 pieces of thirty ells of

Brabant in length. The manufacture is chiefly carried on in the houses

of the workmen, and in some places, especially at Dison, the employers

are so deficient in capital, that the truck system is universal, and the weaver

paid by a portion of his own produce, which he must afterwards sell under

the pressure for bread, at such a price as he can get for it; an act of in

justice to the operative, which must always tend to the manifest injury of

prices, and undermining of the trade.

Down to 1814, the trade was in every way prosperous, but the succes

sive curtailments of consumption, first by the exclusion from France, and,

finally, by separation from Holland, have shaken its stability, and brought

it into a state of considerable peril at the present moment. Still the num

ber of factories have not diminished, although the rate of profits has been

cut down to the lowest possible figure, especially at Verviers. It gives

employment, at present, to between 15,000 and 20,000 individuals of all

ages, whose Wages vary from half a franc per day for children, to two

francs, and two francs and a half for their fathers. The countries to which

Belgium still exports, are Switzerland, Germany, Italy, the Levant, and

Holland ; butacommercial treaty between the latter country and France,

is said to have been framed with a view to transfer to French cloth, the

preference now given to that of Verviers in the Dutch market. Her ex

portations, however, exhibit an incredible decline since the revolution.

In 1831, its value amounted to twenty-seven millions of francs; in 1832

to twenty-three; in 1833, it fell to one half, and in 1836, declined to six

millions and a half, a diminution which is ascribable to numerous causes,

but chiefly to its exclusion fi'om Germany, by the operation of the Prus

sian commercial league; the states of which were once, previously, its

most valuable consumers. Germany, in 1831 and 1832, took noless than

1,000,000 kilogrammes of Belgian cloth, which fell, in 1833, to 344,000,

and on an average of the four succeeding years, has scarcely exceeded

250,000.

JONT STOCK SPECULATIONS—M. Gaudry, an intelligent proprietor of

several manufactories, to whom Mr. Tennent brought letters, gave a de

plorable account of the joint stock speculations in Belgium, which seem

to have been carried on to an extent of capital, and with a recklessness

in management that is quite inconceivable. Verviers was a favorite field

for their operations, owing to the variety of its resources, which presented

something to suit every appetite of enterprise; and as works in actual

operation were much more seductive baits for shareholders, concerns were

bought up wholesale from their proprietors at the most extravagant rates,

to be sold out again in retail shares to the joint stock amateurs. One
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coal mine, in the vicinity of the town, which had nearly ruined its propri

etor, was greedily purchased by the projectors of one of these schemes,

making its owner’s fortune just in time to conceal his actual ruin, and after

being worked for a short time, ended in the bankruptcy of the new com

pany—but, of course, not till it had amply rewarded the secretaries, soli

citors, and directory. A worsted manufacturer, in like manner, who was

on the verge of insolvency, offered his mills to a joint stock proprietary,

who eagerly accepted them on his terms—paid a sum for the concern,

which he forthwith invested in land, and gave him a salary, for managing

his own works, more than equal to all the profits they ever realized.

Between 1833 and 1838, one hundred and fifty or sixty companies of

this kind, actually invested three hundred and fifty millions of francs, or

about $75,000,000, in speculations of this kind—~for insurances, mines,

machine making, public works, export associations, glass manufactories,

sugar refineries, cotton and flax mills, printing, brewing, in short, every

imaginable undertaking that could be described in scrip.

The mania originated with some similar undertakings projected by the

King of Holland, but which being prudently conducted were moderately

successful. But never was theory more vividly exemplified, in practice,

than were the warnings of Adam Smith realized in the case of the Belgi

um companies; without either of his two essentials to success-“ monopoly

or defined and limited action;” they burst at once into all the pathless

wilds of speculation and extravagance. To success in any industrial un

dertaking, two things are essential, mind and money ; but the shareholders

of a company contribute only the latter, leaving the supply of the former

to a directory: the partners are only called upon to pay and not to think,

so that the mass of their capital is unrepresented by an equivalent propor

tion of intellect and forethought. The general result of this, is the failure

that invariably accompanies neglect, and even the works which are un

dertaken are never pushed with vigor, or expanded by new discoveries and

inventions. These are the offspring of that anxious exertion of all the

faculties of the brain which accompanies the watchful prudence of a man,

who has his whole fortune at stake, and is dependent upon his individual

genius. But the holder of a joint-stock share, who throws his contribu

tion into the general fund, and sends twice a year for his dividend, (per

haps, without receiving it,) has neither the information nor the interest

that are indispensable to stimulate improvements.

THE BANK or‘ BnLGluM—-The results of this system were not slow in

developing themselves in Belgium ; one by one they began to strain, break,

and give way; distrust was every hour growing blacker, when the bank

of Belgium, which had been similarly formed in 1835, with a capital of

twenty millions of francs, and had encouraged the establishment of some

twenty or thirty other joint-stock speculations, with a capital of fifty millions

more, suddenly suspended payment in 1838, and universal dismay and

confusion followed; bubbles burst in all directions; those concerns which

were unsound exploded at once, and others more substantial, suspended

their operations, and resorted to fresh calls and loans to enable them to

proceed. In the meantime, prices and the wages of labor had been fluc

tuating like the waves of the sea under this financial tempest, at one time

raised to the highest pitch by the demand for machinery created by such

vast simultaneous exertions, and anon reduced below a remunerative level

by the ardor of their competition with each other.

‘
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Am‘. V.—THE MINING SYSTEM OF CHILI.

Mn. DARWIN, the naturalist, in the narrative of his researches in South

America, gives some details of the mining system as generally carried on

in Chili, and other parts of that continent. Having given in another

article some accounts of the commercial progress of Chili, a few details,

derived mainly from Mr. Darwin’s work, respecting some peculiarities in

the South American system of mining, will not perhaps be without interest

to the readers of the Merchants’ Magazine.

In an old Spanish law in operation in Chili, every encouragement is

given to the search for mines. The discoverer may work a mine in any

ground, by paying five shillings; and before paying this he may try, even

in the garden of another man, for twenty days. There are copper-mines

in which the men go through a very hard ordeal for a very small remune

ration. They have little time allowed for their meals ; and during both

summer and winter they begin when it is light, and leave of at dark. (In

Chili the summer days are shorter, and the winter days longer, than in

England.) They are (at the mines of Jajuel) paid one pound sterling a.

month, together with food. This food consists of sixteen figs, and two

small loaves of bread for breakfast, boiled beans for dinner, and broken

roasted wheat grain for supper. They scarcely ever taste meat. They

have to clothe themselves and to support their families with twelve pounds

a ear.
yBut this kind of work is slight to that which is undergone by the men

at some mines which were visited by Mr. Darwin, and which had been

visited many years before by Sir Francis Head. On arrival at the gold

mines of Yaquil [JajueL] Mr. Darwin was surprised at the pale appear

ance of the men; but he soon found sufficient reason for it. The mine

is four hundred and fifty feet deep, and each man brings up nearly two

hundred weight of ore. With this lead they have to climb up the alter

nate notches cut in the trunks of trees placed in a zig-zag line up the shaft.

The men (who are quite naked, except drawers) ascend with this great

load from the bottom of the line. Even beardless young men, eighteen

or twenty years of age, do this, although they have little muscular develop

ment of body.

Sir Francis Head says :-—“ While the barreteros, or miners, were work

ing the lode, the apires, were carrying the ore upon their backs; and

after we had made the necessary observations, and had collected proper

specimens, we ascended, with several of these apires above and below

us. The fatigue of climbing up the notched sticks was so great, that we

were almost exhausted, while the men behind us (with a long stick in one

hand, in the eleven end of which there was a candle,) were urging us

not to stop them. The leading apire whistled whenever he came to cer

tain spots, and then the whole party rested for a. few seconds. It was

really very interesting, in looking above and below, to see these poor crea

tures, each lighted by his candle, and climbing up the notched stick with

such a load upon his back, though I occasionally was afraid lest one of

those above me might tumble, in which case we should have all preceded

him in his fall. We were quite exhausted when we came to the mouth

of the mine; one of my party almost fainted, and as the sun had long ago

set, the air was so bleak and freezing, we were so heated, and the scene

was so cheerless, that we were glad to hurry into the hut. * * I then

\
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sent out for one of the apires with his load. I put it on the ground and

endeavored to rise with it, but could not, and when two or three of my

party put it on my shoulders, I was barely able to walk under it. The

English miner who was with us, was one of the strongest men of all the

Cornish party, yet he was scarcely able to walk with it, and two of our '

party, who attempted to support it, were altogether unable, and exclaimed

“that it would break their backs.” The load which we tried, was one

of specimens which I had paid the apire to bring up for me, and which

weighed more than usual, but not much, and he had carried it up with

me, and was above me during the whole ascent.”

Mr. Darwin says, that notwithstanding this severe labor, the apires

live entirely on boiled beans and bread; they would prefer the bread

alone, but the masters, finding that they cannot work so hard upon this,

insist on their eating the beans also. Their pay is from twenty-four to

twenty-eight shillings a month. They leave the .mine only once in three

weeks; when they stay with their families for two days. As a means of

preventing the men from abstracting any of the gold, or gold ore, (for it

is of a gold-mine that Mr. Darwin is speaking,) the owners establish a

very summary and stringent tribunal. Whenever the superintendent finds

a lump of ore secreted for theft, its full value is stopped out of the wages

of all the men; .so that they are obliged to keep watch over each other,

each having a direct interest in the honesty of all the rest.

The Chilian miners are full of peculiarities. The amount of labor they

undergo is greater than that of slaves, generally so called; yet as they

are to a certain extent masters of their own actions, they bear up against

what would wear down most men. Living for weeks together in the most

desolate spots, when they descend to the villages on feast-days there is no

excess or extravagance into which they do not run. They occasionally

gain a considerable sum, and then, like sailors with prize-money, they try

how soon they can contrive to squander it. They drink excessively, buy

quantities of clothes, and in a few days return to the mines without a penny,

there to resume their laborious mode of life. It is observed by Mr. Dar

win that this thoughtlessness, as with-sailors, is the result of the mode in

which they are made dependent upon others rather than on themselves.

Their daily food is found them, and they-acquire no habitual care as to

the means of subsistence; while the temptation to enjoyment and the

means of paying for it occur at the same times. Far different is this from

the system observed in Cornwall; where the men, by having a direct

interest in the good management of the mine, learn to think for them.

selves, and form a highly intelligent body of men. The Chilian miners

wear a peculiar and rather picturesque dress; consisting of a very long

shirt, of some dark-colored baize, with a leathren apron, fastened round

the waist by a brightly colored sash; very broad trowsers; and a small

cap of scarlet cloth fitting closely to the head.

It is necessary to bear in mind that the miners here spoken of are a

different set of men from the apires, who are those that bring up the heavy

burdens. The miners dig the ore from the bowels of‘ the mine; while

the apires are simply laborers, such as the bricklayers, laborers, with

whose appearance we are familiar, but who carry much less heavy loads,

and up a much less height, with a much better constructed ladder. The

following remarks by Mr. Darwin will further illustrate the extraordinary

kind of labor which these men undergo voluntarily; for voluntarily it
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must be called when viewed in relation to acknowledged slavery, since

the men are not obliged to accede to the employer’s terms, although in

effect, the country is so poor and ill-regulated, that the men have very little

choice. “ Acording to the general regulation, the apire is not allowed to

halt for breath, except the mine is six‘ hundred feet deep. The average

load is considered as rather more than two hundred pounds, and I have

been assured that one of three hundred pounds, (twenty-two stones and a

half,) by way of a trial, has been brought up from the deepest mine ! At

the time the apiries were bringing up the usual load twelve times in the

day, that is, two thousand four hundred pounds from eighty yards deep;

and they were employed in the intervals in breaking and picking ore.

These men, excepting from accidents, are healthy and appear cheerfiil.

Their bodies are not very muscular. They rarely eat meat once a week,

and never oftener, and then only the hard dry charqui (dried beef.) Al

though with a knowledge that the labor is voluntary, it was, nevertheless,

quite revolting to see the state in which they reached the mouth of the

mine; their bodies bent forward, leaning with their arms on the steps,

their legs bowed, the muscles quivering, the perspiration streaming from

their faces over their breasts, their nostrils distended, the corners of their

mouth forcibly drawn back, and the expulsion of their breath the most

laborious, each time, from habit, they utter an articulate cry of ‘ay-ay,’

which ends in a sound rising from deep in the chest, but shrill like the

note ofa fife. After staggering to the pile of ores, they emptied the ‘ car

pacho ;’ in two or three seconds recovering their breath, they wiped the

sweat from their brows, and, apparently quite fresh, descended the mine

again at a quick pace. This appears to me a wonderfiil instance of the

amount of labor which habit (for it can be nothing else) will enable a

man to endure.”

There is a great amount of ignorance manifested among the Chilian

and La Plata miners, on points which, in England, constitute part and

parcel of the mining system. At a copper-mine Mr. Darwin was told that

the Chilian miners had no conception of the value of copper pyrites (a

rich ore of copper) until informed of the circumstance by miners from

this country: the Chilians laughed at the English for entertaining such a.

notion; but the English afterwards turned the laugh against them, by

making a profitable use of some veins of this ore, which they had bought

for a mere trifle.

The mining system in that country is generally conducted somewhat as

follows :—There are two principal persons concerned in almost every

mine, the proprietor and the habilitador : the first, who is also the actual

miner, lives at his hacienda, or farm, generally in the neighborhood, and

attends to the details of working and melting the ore. The habilitador

resides at one or other of the sea-port towns; he is the mining capitalist,

by whose means the miner is enabled to proceed with his work. The

habilitadors are generally diligent and prudent men; while the proprietor

or miner is too often improvident. The proprietor farms his own ground,

on the banks of a stream; obtaining from his farm vegetables and some

times live-stock for the subsistence of his working miners. The melting

house is also generally built on his hacienda, and the ore is brought to his

door on the backs of mules. These farmer-miners rarely undertake to

work a mine with their own unassisted capital; they are seldom sufliciently

wealthy, and when they are so, it is found ultimately more advantageous
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to share with the habilitador, who takes charge of‘ the commercial part of

the busines. In some instances, the miner is so utterly without funds

that he is at the mercy of the habilitador, who makes what terms he plea

ses, which the other has scarcely an option to refuse or accept, since he

has no means of paying the wages of his men, and carrying on the ope

rations, without the aid of the capital provided by the habilitador.

The Chilian system has, however, undergone a good deal of change by

the introduction of foreign capital, and modes of proceeding: although

the English capitalists themselves have not paid a very flattering return

for the money so invested, except in some rare instances.

 

ART. VL—THE CHAMPAGNE DISTRICTS OF FRANCE.

Tnn name of Champagne, which is so familiar as that applied to a choice

variety of French wines, is the name of one of the provinces into which

France was divided before the Revolution. The province has been since

subdivided into several “departments,” and the old name is not now ofli

cially applied to the district; but if nothing else should keep the name of

Champagne in remembrance, the wine which is named after it will efi'ec

tually do so. The district of Champagne lies eastward of Paris, interve

ning between the metropolis and the country around Strasbourg. Rheims,

Epernay, and Chateau-Thierry, are three of the principal spots in the

heart of the wine-district; especially Epernay, on the road from Paris to

Chalons- sur-Marne.

For the manufacture of the white champagne wines, black grapes are

generally used. They are gathered in the morning, while the dew is yet

on them; and it is remarked that, when the weather is foggy at the time

of the vintage, the produce of the fermentation is considerably increased.

The wine obtained from the first pressure is called 'vin d’élite, and is al

ways kept apart from the rest. The liquor is collected in small vats,

whence it is removed early in the following day into puncheons which

have been previously ulphured; in these the must undergoes a brisk fer

mentation, and is allowed to remain till towards the end of December,

when it becomes bright. It is then racked, and fined with isinglass, and

in a month or six weeks more it is racked and fined a second time. In the

month of March it is bottled; after it has been six weeks in bottle it be

comes brisk, and towards autumn the fermentation is often so powerful as

to occasion a considerable loss by the bursting of the bottles. ' The loss

thus sustained, which is seldom less than twenty per cent, is one of the

causes which tend to enhance the price of the wines. To procure pink

champagne, the grapes are first slightly trodden and freed from the stalks ;

and the fermentation is allowed to commence before they are subjected

to the press, in order to facilitate the solution of the coloring matter. In

making the red wines, the grapes are trodden before they are introduced

into the vat; sometimes the treading is repeated during the fermentation.

The mare, or stalky refuse, is covered by a board, and a layer of strawis

commonly employed to protect the frothy head from the contact of the

atmospheric air.

Miss Costello, in her“ Pilgrimage to Auvergne,” has given many inter

esting details concerning the Champagne district, which further illustrate

the place and its people. Wine-making is deemed such an important part
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of the industrial arrangements of the district, that pamphlets are contin

ually appearing, as well as works of larger bulk, relating to professed

improvements in the method of cultivating the vine, or in the manufacture

of the wine. There does not appear, however, to have been much change

in the mode of proceeding during half a century. At that time, Arthur

Young, the agriculturist, visited the wine-caves of Epernay, then the prop

erty of M. Lasnier and M. Dorsé; and the same caves are now occupied

for a similar purpose by M. Moét, a wine-merchant whose name is well

known to the connoisseurs in champagne. These wine-caves are quite

remarkable, and unparalleled by anything of the kind in England. They

form an intricate labyrinth of subterranean passages in some chalk-hills

near Epernay. It would take a whole day to ramble all through them,

and from one end to the other there is nothing but wine, wine. When

Arthur Young visited them, they contained fifty or sixty thousand bottles

of champagne; but at the present time, M. Moét has the enormous quan

tity of three millions of bottles of this costly wine there deposited. The

ine is kept in the caves three years before being sent out, and the quan

tity is kept up by renewals as fast as the old wine is removed.

To the same firm of Moét also belongs the vineyard of Hautvilliers, one

of the most choice of the wine-producing estates. It was formerly one

of the rich possessions of the Benedictines, every trace of whose convent

is now swept away, although the vineyard remains in a flourishing state.

The most advantageous position for planting the vines is the south-east

ern slope of a hill. The summits of hills are too much exposed to winds;

while the bottoms of valleys and plains, although fitted for the growth 0!

the wood of the vine, does not answer so well for the ripening of the

grapes. In past times, very great attention was paid to the choiceness

of the growth, in order that this, rather than quantity, should give the

reputation to the place. Philippe de Hardi issued an ordinance in 1395,

expressed in these words :—“ Understanding that on the hill where the

best wine in the kingdom is grown, and of which our Holy Father the

Pope, our Lord the King, and many other great lords are in the habit, by

preference, of making provision, there has been of late planted gamais, a

bad plant which has many times deceived and defrauded foreign merchants,

by which much injury and loss has been sustained, it is hereby ordered

that the déloyal gamais shall be cut and extirpated in a month from this

time, under penalty of a fine of sixty sous each plant.”

Those vines are said to be the best which are planted in cordom and

run on trellises; but many are still grown on single props. It is not un

common to observe, between the ranks of vines, beans and potatoes; but

this is a custom not approved by the best judges. Judicious pruning is

regarded as a point of the first consequence, as much so indeed, as the

position of the vineyard, or the quality of the plant. The vigneron, 0r

vine-dressor, is a husbandman on whose skill much depends; and it often

happens that a person so engaged is himself a proprietor of vines: a state

of things which sometimes leads to the neglect of his employers vineyard

while attending to his own.

The connexion between the flavor of the grapes and the flavor of the

wine is not so close as many might suppose. It does not by any means

follow that a grape pleasant to the palate produces a pleasant wine ; for,

in the course of the fermentation, and of the difi'erent operations necessary

to bring out the real qualities of the fruit, many minute chemical changes
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occur, which render the quality of the wine a very uncertain point. The

kind of vine called pirmot is reputed to produce the best wine; yet there

are but few champagne vineyards planted with it: because, though the

vine is superior, the produce is so small that the expense of cultivation

is scarcely compensated by the price. For this reason, this kind of grape

is mixed with others of lesser value, to produce what is called m'n pinoté.

If the very finest kind be required, it is necessary to keep all inferior

varieties at adistance ; for if a pinot-vine be surrounded by inferior plants

calllled troyons, the flavor of the fruit of each will partake of that of the

ot er.

Miss Costello, after speaking of some disasters which the town of Eper

nay had suffered in the troubled events of former times, remarks: “ The

vines, however, flourish through all troubles, and are not only splendid in

quality, but beautiful to the eye. Indeed, the whole drive from Epernay

to Chateau-Thierry, which was our next destination, is exquisit, constant

ly varied and picturesque, and glowing with abundance; corn, vines, and

fruit heaping the earth with riches; gardens of roses and orchards of

crimson cherries along the road, with every here and there pretty villas

belonging to the wine-merchants peeping from their shrubberies, and

prospects of extreme beauty opening fi'om the summit of the hills, with

the bright Marne winding at their feet.”

The Rhone, as well as the Marne, presents its gently sloping hills

clothed with vineyards. At a spot about two miles from Valence is the

village of St. Peray, around which are hills on whose slopes an almost

uninterrupted vineyard extends, producing very beautiful grapes where

ever a south-eastern aspect can be obtained. The grape when ripe as

sumes a beautiful golden hue ; its taste is cloyingly sweet, and the sac

charine matter which exudes often covers the branches with a brown

stain. From these grapes is produced a sparkling wine of a wholesome

quality and a delicate rosy tint. The vintage takes place about the mid

dle or end of September, and the juice is at once transferred to the cask,

before the fermentation has begun, and remains there for six or seven

months, during which time it is fined. In March or April it is bottled,

and remains two or three years to mature, and allow the dregs to deposit.

The bottles are piled up in stacks, each row separated by laths, to allow

the bottles which burst (and they form fourteen or fifteen per cent of the

whole) to be withdrawn. After this the wine is racked, that is, each

bottle is taken out, and is thrust neck downwards into a hole cut in a

board. By this means the dregs sink down gradually into the neck;

and as they descend gradually day by day, the bottle is tilted more and

more until its position is nearly vertical. To expedite the falling of the

sediment, the bottles are lifted and set down with a jerk once or twice a

day; and after receiving two or three hundred of these jerks, the bottle

is taken up, and the sediment is discharged by cutting the string and let

ting the cork fiy, and with it the lees at the neck of the bottle, but as

little of the wine as possible. The vacancy thus caused is filled with

clear wine; and this process of corking and uncorking is repeated two

or three times, until no more sediment is deposited.
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ONE of the most cheering indications of the progress of mankind in the

acquisition of the knowledge necessary to the complete development of

their powers, and the security of their happiness, is to be seen in the fact,

that sciences which formerly shed their light only for the benefit of a fa

vored class, have at length become to some good extent accessible to the

great mass of the people ; and it is no less cheering to witness the joyous

alacrity with which multitudes avail themselves of the new facilities thus

opened before them. It has been said with truth, that of all aristocracies,

an aristocracy of knowledge is the worst, because it inflicts the deepest of

all injuries upon those who become its victims—an injury to their immor

tal natures, the effects of which can scarcely be conceived, much less ade

quately estimated.

“ Man perchance may bind,

The flower his step hath bruised, or light again

The torch he quenches, or to music wind

Again the lyre-string from his touch that flew:

But for the soup—O, tremble and beware

To lay rude hands upon God’s mysteries there!”

The “ rude hands” which have so long been laid upon the “ mysteries”

of man’s immortal nature, checking his intellectual and spiritual growth,

dooming him to a life of ignorance and hopeless dependence, and making

him the prey ofsuperstition and falsehood, are showing signs of that weak

ness which tyranny ever entails, as a retribution upon those who practice

it; while on every side the masses are awaking to a clearer consciousness

of the noble powers that God has conferred upon them, and to a deeper

sense of the responsibilities which those powers impose. To the revolu

tion which is thus effectually working the fulfilment of the sublimest pro

phecies of revelation, and satisfying the earnest longings of man’s

famished heart, every friend of the human race must wish a speedy con

summation. The time will yet arrive, (who will not pray that it may be

hastened?) when the light of science shall be as universally diffused as the

light of the sun, and when the frowning walls which have too long kept

man away from the fountains of knowledge shall be broken down. If

many at first mistake the false for the true, let not their lack of discrimina

tion be urged in favor of that state of ignorance in which the mass are

made subservient to the few. It is best that the blind should be made to

see, though they be thereby exposed to the peril of mistaking the false for

the true way ; best that man should be taught the use of his own limbs,

even though in the moments of his inexperience he occasionally stumble

over some unperceived obstacle.

Thoughts such as these crowd our minds as we cast our eyes over the

pages of these admirable lectures, and we would gladly indulge them at

much greater length, did not the space to which we are limited, compel

a studious brevity. Dr. Lardner is one of the few scientific men who

possess the faculty of seizing upon the most important and practical scien

tific truths, which it is important that every body should understand, and
 

* Popular Lectures on Science and Art ,' delivered in the principal cities and towns

of the United States. By DIONYSIUS Lemmas, Doctor of Civil Law, &.c. &c. Part I, II,

III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII and IX; (to be completed in ten or twelve numbers.) New

York: Greeley &. Mc Elrath.
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setting them in so clear and strong a light as to render them perfectly

comprehensible to the common mind. His style is remarkable, at once,

for clearness and vigor, for simplicity, as well as strength. You are never

in doubt as to his meaning, and never under the necessity of reading a

sentence more than once, in order to understand it. This characteristic

of his lectures, whether oral or written, while it renders them exceed

ingly attractive, is also the evidence of his thorough acquaintance with

the sciences which he assumes to teach; for only those who see truth

clearly themselves are able to present it clearly to the minds of others.

Dr. Lardner came among us at a time when there was an earnest

and growing demand among the people for the knowledge he was so

well qualified to impart. This was sufiiciently attested by the crowded

audiences that uniformly greeted him, and by the almost universal in

terest everywhere awakened by his lectures. It is fortunate for the

cause of science that, having closed his career among us as an oral

lecturer, he has been induced to prepare for the press, and in a form

adapted at once for permanent preservation and universal diffusion, the

results of his long-continued researches. We hesitate not to avow our

belief that these lectures form one of the most important, because one

of the most useful, contributions that has lately been made to the litera.

ture of our country, and we hope their circulation may be commensurate

with their extraordinary merits.

The subjects of which these lectures treat, embrace a great variety

of topics in the astronomical and physical sciences, and in their ap

plication to the arts of life. /

Of the various topics discussed in the present series, no one is of more

immediate interest, especially to the readers of this Magazine,.than that

on Atlantic steam navigation. On this subject, the author speaks with his

usual perspicuity, and with a confidence inspired by a familiar acquaint

ance with the question in all its bearings. Did our limits permit, and

could we do so without infringing upon the rights of the publishers, we

would gladly lay before our readers the whole of his observations on this

important question. WVe must content ourselves, however, with some

brief extracts, referring those who desire a complete view of the Doctor’s

opinions, to the work itself.

After a brief history of the project of Atlantic steam navigation, and

particularly of the efforts to establish a line of steamers between Liver

pool and New York, which it must be acknowledged have been attended

as yet with but avery meagre success compared with the anticipations of

manyardent friends of the scheme, he goes on to say:

“ How, then, it will be rationally asked, are these things to be explained 7 Are

we to relinquish the hope of uniting the great mart 0f the West with the ports of

Europe by the agency of steam in such a manner as to serve the ends of com

merce, and insure to the projectors that reasonable profit, without which, perma

nence cannot be obtained? Is that mighty power which for the last century has

wielded its giant arm over the destinies of the human race—which has raised

from the bowels of the earth those inestimable mineral treasures that, without its

aid, would have been inaccessible—which has superseded human labor at the

spindle and the loom, and supplied their products in unbounded quantity at aprice

little exceedi that of the raw material—which has invaded the waters of the

Ganges and ssissippi, and poured the blessin s of civilization even tothe inner

most recesses of the great continents of Asia an America—which has superseded

the weary hand of human labor at the printing-press, and become the instrument
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of the difiiision of knowledge among the entire human race at a price which has

rendered it accessible to all—which has unharnessed the horse from the car, and,

taking its place, has given the speed of the wind to the social intercourse of dis

tant centres of population—is the mighty arm of this Omnipotent agent suddenly

enfeebled and paralyzed, and are we, in the middle of the nineteenth century,

destined to be the witnesses of this its first signal failure 'l—or is it rather that

those whom chance has thrown into the management and guidance of this vast

enterprise have wanted the skill to devise proper and adequate means of applying

the power placed at their disposal '! These are questions to which it were rash

in any individual, however high his attainments, to give a dogmatical answer.

Nor, indeed, would such an answer now be otherwise useful than as illustrating

the history of the progress of steam-machinery.”

In the spirit indicated in the last sentence above quoted, Dr. Lardner

proceeds to notice the principal difliculties which lie in the way of the in

troduction of steam in vessels intended, like our packet ships, to subserve

the purposes of commerce, and which cannot depend for their support upon

any connection with the government.

“ Such vessels, to be profitable to their owners and beneficial to the public,

must aim at the acquisition of powers and capabilities which will enable them to

perform the service of the packet-ships. They must, in a word, he packet-ships,

which sufiicient steam- ower shall be supplied as may give them that increased

expedition, regularit , an punctuality, which, in the existing state of the arts,

can only be obtaine through that agency; but it is also important that they ac

complish this without robbing these ships to any injurious extent of their present

capability of satisfying the wants of commerce.

,, Now it appears evident that these ends can only be obtained by a material mo

dification in t e form and position of the propelling apparatus. A great reduction

in the dimensions of the machinery, and the surrender to the uses of commerce of

that invaluable space which it now occupies within the vessel, are also essential.

It is incumbent on the engineer who assumes the high responsibility of the su

perintendence of such a project, to leave the present packet-ship in the full and

unimpaired enjoyment of its functions as a sailing-vessel. Let him combine, in

short, the agency of steam with the undiminished nautical power of the ship. Let

him celebrate the marriage of the steam-engine with the sailing vessel. If he

accomplish this with the skill and success of which the project is susceptible, he

may fairly hope that his name will go down to posterity as a benefactor of man

kind, united with those of Fulton an Watt.

“ To attain the objects here developed, it will be evidently indispensable to re

move those impediments which at once disfigure the appearance and destroy the

efliciency of the sail' qualities of the ship, by the enormous and unsightly ex

crescences projecting om the sides in the shape of paddle-wheels and the wheel

houses, or paddle-boxes, as they are called. These appendages are attended with

many evils, the least of which is perhaps the impediment which they present to

the progress of the ship. Few are aware of the amount of the resistance which

the air ofi'ers to the passage of a large body moving with a considerable velocity.

This was, however, proved in a striking manner by an extensive series of ex eri

ments made under my superintendence in the years 1838 and 1839 upon the ng

lish railways. The result of these conclusively proved that at high speeds the

resistance of the air forms the main obstacle against which the moving power has

to act. Now, although it be true that no speed yet attained on the ocean by

steamships bears any comparison to the rate of transport on the English railways,

yet it cannot be doubted that when steamships work under their eatest advan

tages, their speed is sutficient to render the atmosphere a formidabli: source of re

sistance, and that even at their average speed it robs the moving power of no in

considerable portion of its efficacy. It is therefore apparent that no means should

be neglected to remove from the ship everything which can augment the amount

of this resistance, and it is obvious that the magnitude of the paddle-boxes and

paddle-wheels must in this respect form one of the greatest obstructions.
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“But independently of this, and admitting for a moment that the propelling ma.

chinery of steamships is not obnoxious to this objection, it would still be subject

to other even more serious objections. In order that a addle-wheel of the com

mon form should act with complete efficiency, it is foun in practice (and this is

countenanced by theory) that its immersion should not exceed the depth of the

lowest paddle-board. 1f the immersion become greater than this, a portion more

or less considerable of the moving power is lost in the mere elevation and depres

sion of the water. If the immersion be less, the wheel whirls round without lay

ing sufiicient hold of the water to obtain a reaction sufficient for the propulsion of

the vessel. It is therefore apparent that so lon as the propelling power is con

veyed through a pair of paddle-wheels at the si es of the vessel, having the form

and structure of the wheels now in general use, a due economy of the moving

power cannot be realized, except when the vessel moves as it does in inland navi

gation, on smooth water, and in a perfectly upright position. If the vessel leans

to either side, one wheel becomes too much and the other too little immersed, and

a loss of power is entailed upon both. If the surface of the water be rough and

undulatin , even though the vessel should be kept strictly in an upright position,

both whee swill be momentarily varied in their immersion—now being too deeply

and now not deeply enough immersed—and will on both accounts entail on the

vessel a proportional waste of the movin power.

“ Such is the inevitable condition to which a steam-vessel ofthe present construc

tion is exposed in navigating the ocean. Scarcely an hour throughout its entire

voyage can the impelling power work with full and unimpaired efficiency. The

swell of the ocean is incessant, nor doe it even cease in the intervals of the abate

ment of the winds. The principles of this reasoning appear so evident, that it

would be a slight upon the understanding to enlarge upon them. It will be easily

perceived that the conclusion is inevitable, that when steam-vessels of the present

form are applied to ocean-voyages, a large proportion of the moving power must be

lost.

“ Among persons who have not devoted much time to the investigation of this

question, it is a favorite argument to urge the immense speed obtained by the

steam-vessels working with these propelling-wheels upon the extensive inland

waters of this great continent. ' But there is no analogy whatever between the

cases. Let it be remembered that the condition upon which this extraordinary

efficiency depends can never be fulfilled in sea-going steamers. That efliciency

depends essentially on the smooth and unruflied surface of the water on which the

vessel moves, and the power of the vessel to maintain itself in a constantly per

pendicular position.

“ When these observations are duly considered, it will be readily admitted that

the attainment of perfect efliciency in ocean-steamers with the present propelling

apparatus is hopeless. -

“ But the form ,magnitude, and position, of the propelling machinery, is far from

being the only obstacle to the full success of the present steam-vessels, when di

rected to the general purposes of commerce. The engines themselves, and the

boilers, from which the moving power proceeds, and the fuel by which they are

worked, occupy the very centre of the vessel, and engross the most valuable part

of the tonnage. The chimney, which gives efficacy to the furnaces, is also an

unsightly excrescence, and no inconsiderable obstruction.”

The objections to the use of steam-vessels of the present construction

for naval warfare are forcibly presented :—

“ It is undoubtedly a great power with which to invest aZvessel-of-war, to confer

upon it the faculty of proceeding at will and immediately, in spite of the opposi

tion of wind or tide, in any direction which may seem most fit to its commander.

Such a power would surpass the wildest dreams of the most romantic and imagi

native naval commander of the last century. To confer upon the vessels of a

fleet the power immediately at the bidding of the commander to take an position

that may be assigned to them relatively to the enemy, or to run in an out of a

hostile port at pleasure, or fly with the rapidity of the wind past the guns of for
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midable forts before giving them time to take effect upon them—are ca bilities

which must totally revolutionize all the established principles of nava tactics.

But these powers at present are not conferred upon steamships without important

qualifications and serious drawbacks. The instruments and machinery from

which these powers are immediately derived are unfortunately exposed in such a

manner as to render the exercise of the powers themselves hazardous in the ex—

treme. It needs no profound engineering knowledge to perceive that the

wheels are eminently exposed to shot, which, taking effect, would altogetherdis

able the vessel, and leave her at the mercy of the enemy; and the chimney is

even more exposed, the destruction of which would render the vessel a prey to the

enemy within itself in the shape of fire. But besides these most obvious sources

of exposure in vessels of the present form intended as a national defence, the en

gines and boilers themselves, being more or less above the water-line, are ex

posed so as to be disabled by shot.’

In view of these and other difficulties which have hitherto obstructed

the progress of steam-navigation, Dr. L. comes to the conclusion that

there is no alternative save to abandon altogether the form and structure

of the present machinery, and to awaken the inventive genius of the age

to supply other mechanical expedients, which shall not be obnoxious to

these objections. Though not forward to commit himself as to the re

sults of projects which still exist in a state but partially tested by expe

rience, Dr. L. expresses a strong hope and confident anticipation that the

epoch is at hand which will witness a great advance in ocean naviga

tion, and a gift conferred by science upon the arts not equalled since the

invention of the steamboat and the safety-lamp. The invention of Erics

son, of which there is in the work a minute description, illustrated by

drawings, appears to have inspired the hope and expectation thus strongly

expressed. The application of this invention to the new line proposed

between New York and Liverpool will involve the sacrifice, as compared

with the Great Western, of twenty-five per cent of speed ; but as a com

pensation for this loss, the room occupied by fuel and the machinery will

be diminished by a greater ratio than six to one, thus redeeming for the

uses of commerce the space which is absolutely necessary to enable ves

sels propelled by steam to compete successfully with the ordinary packet

ships. With a brief passage, in which the results of the establishment of

lllCh a line of ocean steamers as is proposed, are succinctly and forcibly

presented, we must close our notice.

“ Let us consider for a moment the effect which the successful establishment

of such a line of steamships would have upon the intercourse between this conti

nent and Europe. The average passage of the Great Western to New York has

been fifteen days and nineteen hours. That of the Cunard ships to Boston has

been thirteen days. It aflppears, therefore, that these vessels at present bring oc

casional intelligence to ew York, the one in sixteen and the other in fourteen

days. The proposed line of steamships will accomplish the same passage in

twenty days; but as they must, if successful at all, be as numerous as the present

London and Liverpool liners, they will be continually dropping into this port,

keeping up a never-ceasing stream of intelligence, not more than twenty days

later from Europe. Instead, therefore, of the present mail-steamers, bringing, as

they do now, intelligence in winter often thirty days later, and in summer fifteen

days later, their functions will be limited to the conveyance of news occasionally

five or six days later. In a word, it is evident that the line of packet-ships now

contemplated will to a great extent strip the present mail-steamers of their great

importance, not merely as respects intelligence, but also correspondence. A great

epoch is indubitably at hand.

“One of the numerous advantages attending these arrangements is, that the
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machinery is capable of being applied to any of the present packet-ships without

any serious suspension of their operation, or any injurious expenditure. If the

experiment about to be made shal therefore be attended with that success which

we confidently anticipate, a brief period will be sul‘ficient to convert the entire

fleet of packet—ships between New York and Britain into steam-liners—uniting

in the expedition, certainty, and regularity, with all their present capabilities for

commerce and cargo.”

 

An'r. VIIL—PROGRESS OF ENGLISH RAILWAYS:

Tuna cosr, VALUE, AND mvmsuns.

Hnnara'rrr’s RAILWAY JOURNAL, presents some interesting facts relative

to the cost, and astonishing travel and traflic on the railways in England.

There are already some 2,000 miles of railroad in Great Britain comple

ted. principally in England and Scotland, and but few in Ireland. These

roads cost, on the average, about £30,000, ($150,000,) per mile, or

$300,000,000, and yield an average income of about 5 per cent. Fourteen

of the principal railways, 1,367 miles in length, have cost £43,077,348,

or £31,512, ($175,600,) per mile, and are 100 per cent above par.

By a parliamentary report, it appears that at the last session, 112 rail

way charters were passed. The capital and loans authorised, form a total

of £58,452,000, and a length of 2,847 miles. During the previous ses

sion, 1844, thirty-one bills for 819 miles of railway were passed, the author.

ized capital for which was £11,761,717 ; loans £3,920,570—together,

£15,682,287—consequently, the actual expenditures, £60,000,000, with

the present authorized railways, £74,136,287, will require the expenditure

of the round sum of $670,000,000. That an estimate may be fonned of

the immense cost and travel of some of these roads, it is stated that the

Miles. Cost- Per mile. In dollars.

London and Blackwall,........ 3} £1,078,851 £287,093 1,435,465

London and Greenwich, ..... .. 3} 1,031,968 267,270 1,336,350

Passengers, 6,000,000 annually.

On this cost, the first paid a dividend, the last year, at the rate of 36s per

share, or about 1% per cent, and the Greenwich 58s, or near three per

cent, for the last twelve months.

The most profitable road in England, is the Stockton and Burlington.

It cost £2,000,000—$10,000,000, for 43 miles, and netts its stockholders

in regular dividends, 15 per cent per annum, derived principally from the

carrying of upwards of 800,000 tons of coal anually, and is £250 for £100.

That an idea may be formed of the cost, travel, and traflic, over some

of the English roads, we take the following from the half-yearly returns

of the Great Western, extending 1195- miles from London to Bristol, with

which are connected 102 miles of branches. The whole was completed

at an outlay of £7,455,690. The Great Western alone, with motive power

and station~houses, cost £6,746,500 ; of this amount the following are some

of the principal items. They must astonish our American readers, par

ticularly the legal and parliamentiary expenses to procure the charter,

engineering and land damages. .

voL. XIIL—NO. IV. 23
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Expenses to procure £89,436

Expenses of parliament,............................... 27,048 , ,
Law expenses and conveyancing,.................... 82,443 ‘,igilllgg 1:23:51‘

— num 1'5.

Total to procure charter, and law expenses,. £198,927 £1,658 $8,292

Land-and compensation, 380,641 3,172 15,860

Land-Valuers, purchasing land,. 20,003 166 833

  

156,800 1,306 6,523Engineering, surveyors, 3,800,641 31,672 158,360

Grading for superstructure,.... . .

Permanent way superstructure, .. 1,121,815 9,348 46,740

Locomotive engines, cars, . 547,078 4,558 22,790

Office expenses, salaries, miscellaneous,.... 516,595 4,304 21,520

From this table, it will be perceived, the expenses in parliament to pro

cure a charter, with law expenses, cost $8,292 per mile; engineering,

$6,533; cost of land for road-bed, or right of way, $15,860 per mile—

a sum that will construct a good railway in the United States ; the grading

and superstructure, cost the inconceivable sum of £4,022,456, or equal

to $205,100 per mile. The whole cost 332,732,500, or $272,770 per

mile.

The last semi-annual dividend to July 1, 1845, was 4 per cent, or 8 per

cent per annum. The news of this dividend was carried from Bristol to the

London stock-holders in two hours and thirty-five minutes or at the rate

of 45 miles per hour. The usual time to Exeter, 195 miles—Express

line—is four and a half hours. The gross receipts for six months were

as follows :—

  
From passengers,................ £285,311

mails, ......................................... .. 32,314

merchandise and parce1s,................. 111,422

miscellaneous, rents, 4,249

£433,296

Nett,.. £279,829

The number of miles travelled the last year was 70,862,510. The

passengers carried, 1,998,088; average daily, 5,462. The gross receipts

for six months over this road, is greater in amount than all the tolls received

the last year on all the New York state canals, with the salt and auction

duties included.

The half-yearly report of the London and Birmingham railway, 112%

miles up to July 1, 1845, declares a semi-annual dividend of 5 per cent,

or 10 per cent per annum on a cost of £2,637,753. This road for 112.}

miles, shows double the receipts per annum, compared with the canals of

New York, of 674 miles in length. The operations of the last half year

exhibit an increase of trafiic, both in passengers and goods, and a consid

erable excess of receipts over the corresponding period of 1844, not

withstanding the large reductions which have since been made in the rates

and fare of this company, amounting, on an average, in pence and deci

mals, per mile,

, 1844. 1845.

Passengers. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . 2,609 1,818

Freight, tons,. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . 2,816 2,606

The total mileage of passengers was 35,758,260 during six months in

1845, against 24,664,979, the corresponding months of 1844, or 57 per

cent increase. The total mileage of goods was 9,350,718 tons against

6,929,885, being an increase of 35 per cent.
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The gross receipts 6 months in 1844 were £405,768

(10 do 1845 “ 447,190

Receipts from passengers,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £293,707

do Mails,.............................. 7,445

do Merchandise, £98,859; parcels, 25,826 ; g 145 883

do cattle and horses, 21,153. . . . . . . . . . . ’

The number of passengers taken over this road the last year was

1,096,271 ; daily, 2,997; equal to the average of through passengers,

1,705.

The maintenance of way, repairs of bridges and station-houses, engineers

salaries, oflice-charges, dzc. . . .. . . .. . ... .... . . .. . ... . .. £24,142

Locomotive power, wages to engine-drivers and foremen £5,994,

Coke fuel £18,460; repairs to engines and tenders £8,340;

wasted oil, £2,414; labor, stationery engines, &c.. . . . . . . 43,161

Police charges,........................................ 6,667

Coach traflic charges,.................................. 17,517

Coach repairs, ....................................... 6,083

General charges,...................................... 11,036

Parish-rates and tax,. . . . . . . . . . . .£12,613

Duty on passenger traflic,. . . . . . . . 13,029 £108,608

25,642

Reserve for deprec’n of locomoti. and cars 15,498 . . . . . . . . . . 41,140

 

£149,748

The following view of the principal railways of England and Scotland,

is compiled from the August number of Herapath’s Railway Journal :—

Name of Railway. Miles. Cost. Value of stock. Dividend.

Great Western, and branches, .... .. 221 £7,455,690 232 8 per ct.

Liverpool and Manchester,..... .. . 31 1,698,628 214 10 “

London and Birmingham,...... . . . 112* 6,614,996 250 10 “

Grand Junction, .................. . . . 119 2,477,701 248 10 “

Stockton and Darlington,..... .. . . . 413 2,000,000 250 15 “

Midlaud,............................... 271 6,259,838 178 6 “

Manchester and Leeds, ........... .. 86 3,293,716 202 7 “

Eastern Counties,.................... 83 4,010,910 100 3i “

Great N. of England,........... .. . 45 1,237,487 .... .. 6 “

London and Southwestern,...... . . 93 2,604,406 166 9 “

Newcastle and Darlington,...... . . 56 506,788 216 6 “

Newcastle and Carlisle, ........... . . 60 1,070,232 116 5 "

Southeastern, just finished, ...... . . 98 3,739,810 .... _. 3Q “

York, N. M. and Leeds,.......... .. 48 1,107,146 220 10 “

Total,...................... .. 1,367 £43,077,348==£3l,512 cost per mile.

The whole cost of 1,367 miles, £43,077,348—equal to $157,560 per

mile. The other short roads varying in their dividends from nothing up

to 8 per cent, the average dividends on 2,000 miles of road that have cost

£60,000,000, yields about 5 per cent dividends, while the enhanced value

in the market is not short of $200,000,000.

Ireland is commencing the railway system in earnest. The Dublin and

Drogheada railroad, 31 miles, pays 4 per cent on its great cost. The

Dublin and Kingston, 9 per cent on £354,733 for six miles. France is

pressing forward her railways to connect the Atlantic and British chan

nel with the Mediterranean. Her capitol, with Brussels, Antwerp, Vi

enna, and finally, Warsaw, St. Petersburg, and the Black sea, while a
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road from Paris, through Spain and Portugal, to Lisbon, is projected, and

will no doubt be completed, thus forming the great band to unite and main

tain Europe in a state of peace, by making each nation dependent on the

other, for the interchange of commodities, produced by inland commerce ;

a trafiic the most productive to the wealth and advancement of nations,

during a state of peace, which the construction of railways tends to per

petuate. That railways will tend to bind in indissoluble iron bands, the

union of these United States, and extend the Anglo Saxon race to the

Pacific ocean, there can be no question. For defence they are invaluable.

To regulate our exchanges, the best bank. Without them we cannot have

the cheap postage system, yet the general government is parsimonious,

and it would appear, ignorant of the cost of yielding them this mode of

rapid transit for the mails. Railway companies are abused as extortionate,

&c., and yet the Post Master General is not authorized by Congress to

pay per mile per annum, half the rates paid in England, from a uniform

postage of one penny per half ounce from one end of the kingdom to the

other. The error on this subject should be corrected. Now that railways

in the United States are generally weak and struggling with pecuniary

diflicuities, to extend and connect the detached parts, the general govern

ment should step in, or for the privilege and right, in the several states, of

carrying the mails, troops, and munitions of war, on prefered terms, as to

price. The people could well afford to pay about $3,000, per mile, or the

interest of this sum, for this privilege, where roads are completed and in

use. Without something of this kind is promptly done by the next Con

gress, it is to be feared, that combinations of private enterprise, aided by

state authority, and state cupidity, may nullify all attempts on the part of

the general government, to procure rights in the main sea-board lines, and

into the interior, through the several indebted states, who may, like New

Jersey, tax them for the privilege of transit. J. n. B.

 

MERGAN'I‘ILE LAW DEPARTMENT.

MERCANTILE LAW CASES.

BILL IN EQUITY T0 BESCIND A YURCHASE OF REAL ESTATE.

In the United States Circuit Court, (Boston, Mass.,) Veazie v. Williams, el. al.

This was a bill in equity, brought to rescind a purchase of mills, made by the

plaintifi' at auction, on the ground of fraud committed by the auctioneer, as the

agent of the defendants, in bidding against the plaintifl; and thereby inducing him

to give more than its value for the property. It appeared that the sale was in

January, 1836. The defendants, who lived in Boston, were.the owners of certain

mills in Oldtown, near Bangor, in the state of Maine, which were supposed to be

worth $14,000 or $15,000. A Mr. Head was employed as an auctioneer to sell

the property for the defendants. Mr. Veazie, the plaintiff, and a Mr. Wadleigh,

who were mill owners, living near by, were each anxious to buy the mills in

question, and felt a spirit of rivalry to obtain them. They were struck‘ 08' to

Foster, who was the agent of Mr. Veazie, and who bid for him, at $40,000. Mr.

Veazie adopted the contract, paid down $12,000, and ve two notes for $14,000

each, payable one in one year, and one in two years, or the balance. The first

of the two notes was paid, and interest paid on the other until 1840. The deten

dants were not present at the sale, knew nothing about any by-bidding, and had

given no directions to the auctioneer or an other rson to bid for them, but had

In fact expressly forbidden it. Wadleigh ad au orised Head to bid for him, as
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hi h as $20,000. It appeared in evidence, that at some time during the bidding,

adleigh came up to Head, and said to him, “ are you bidding for me? if you are,

for God’s sake stop!” There was considerable diversity in the testimony as to

the time at which this remark was made, whether it was soon after $20,000 was

bid, or not until $39,000 was bid. But Head himself testified that after $39,000

was bid, he himself bid $500 more on his own responsibility, and without an au

thority from any body, and that $40,000 was then bid for Mr. Veazie, an the

roperty struck off to him. The plaintiff, soon after the sale, expressed great sat

lsfaction with his bargain, and insisted on a bond from the agent of the defendants

in a large penalty, that they would complete the sale; and it a peared, that, prior

to the auction, the plaintiff had fixed the sum of $40,000 as e amount that he

would give for the roperty, if necessary. Head never communicated to the de

fendants that he ha been bidding from $20,000 to $39,000 on his own account,

although he did inform them that he had bid $500 above $39,000.

The plaintiff was not informed that the bids were not made in good faith, until

1840. In order to render Head a competent witness for him, he executed a re

lease to Head from all claims on account of the misfeasance, malfeasance or mis

management of Head, and from all damages on account of the proceedings at the

auction sale. It appeared that the property had depreciated very much in value

since the time of the sale.

Story J. in his opinion, examined the question, whether a purchaser at auction,

where pufi'ers, or by-bidders were employed, by whose bids he is induced to bid

more than he otherwise would, is bound by the sale. He said there was much,

diversity among the authorities, but there was no case in which it had been held,

that the unauthorised act of an auctioneer, in bidding himself, would avoid the

sale. The purchaser, if injured by such bidding, might have an action against

the auctioneer, but not against the innocent owner. The bid of $500 beyond the

$39,000 was a bid made by the auctioneer for himself, at his own risk, and not

for the defendants, or under any instruction of theirs. The defendants were never

informed that the auctioneer had acted fraudulently, that he had been bidding

without authority, from $25,000 to $39,000, or that the plaintifi‘ was deceived by

his acts. If the property had been struck OH‘ to the auctioneer at his bid, he could

not have enforced the contract against the owners ; because an agent employed

to sell property cannot become a purchasegof the same property, or purchase it

as an agent for another. But the contract would be voidable only, and not void;

and the owners could enforce it against him.

In this case the plaintiff ratified the purchase, the deed was executed, he ex

pressed no dissatisfaction at the price, but the contrary, and he aid one of the

notes a year after the purchase. His judgment, at that time, cou d not have been

deceived by the auctioneer’s bidding, but was deceived, if at all, by his own san

guine schemes.

It was impossible to sustain the plaintifi"s case without the testimony of Head,

and his testimony was given under circumstances of great suspicion. A release

was given him by the plaintiff, for the purpose of making him a witness. He

proclaimed his own fraud. His Honor thought that Head ought to have been

made a party to the bill, and he was not sure that a decree would not in that case

have been made against him. He was primarily liable for the fraud. The de

fendants ought to have the benefit of his being made a party, that a decree might

be made against him in the present suit. If a decree should now be made against

the defendants, on the ground that Head had been guilty of fraud, it would be open

to him to contest the question again, in a new suit to be brought against him b

the present defendants. A court of equity ought not to tolerate such procee -

ings. The practice of courts of equity required that the guilty agent should

always be made a party. -

Then as to the effect of the release, given by the plaintiff to Head. There was

no doubt that the parties intended this instrument to operate merely as a personal

release of Head, and not to work any release of the defendant’s; but there was

great doubt whether the law would carry any such resolution into ‘effect. A re

lease of a party primarily liable would release the party secondarily liable, not
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withstanding the expressed intention of the parties. A release of the principal

would discharge the surety; a release of the maker of a promissory note would

discharge the endorser; a release of the principal in a trespass would discharge

the accessory. If this was the maxim in law, it was far more conclusive in

equity. Here the plaintiff had voluntarily discharged the person primarily liable,

and he claimed redress against the person secondarily liable. The gravamen of

his charge was, not that the defendants had perpetrated a fraud by which he was

injured, but that Head had done so. He had discharged Head, of his own accord.

Suppose he had recovered judgment and satisfaction against Head for this very

fraud, could he sustain a suit against the defendants for the same cause of action '2

Yet a release would have the same effect as a judgment and satisfaction.

Another ground which was fatal to the plaintiff's claim, was the elapse of time.

The property had experienced a great change in value, not only in the mind of

the rival purchaser, but also in that of the public. It could not now be sold for

more than one-fourth of the sum which it brought at auction. Veazie had been

in possession of the property, and now lived near it. He was not ignorant of its

value. He knew whether his bid was high or not. Why did he ratify the sale,

if the price was too high '2 The persons present were not so numerous, but that

he might ascertain whether the bids were fair or not. The high bidding on ht to

have put him u on the inquiry. He appeared for a long time to be satisfie with

his bargain. e suspected no imposition until four years after the sale. He asked

now of the defendants, who were innocent of the fraud, and were misled by his

long silence, to take back the property after it had depreciated in value. It was

now diflicult to prove the actual facts connected with the sale. The recollections

of those who were present, after the elapse of five years and a half, had become

confused and inaccurate, as was shown by their contradictory testimony. The

court could not put the parties in the same position in which they were before the

sale; the defendants were innocent of the fraud ; the plaintiff, with the means of

knowled e in his power, had sanctioned the sale, and had remained silent for years

afterwar s; he had discharged the person guilty of the fraud, and he could not

now be at liberty to shift his loss u on the defendants. His Honor was therefore

of opinion that the bill should be ismissed; but as the two judges of the court

were divided in their opinion, the bill would be dismissed without costs. A de

cree would be entered to that effect, bject to an appeal, if one should be claimed,

to the Supreme Court of the United tates.

Ware, (district judge,) drew up a dissenting opinion, which was read by the

clerk. He took the ground, that the employment of puffers, or by-bidders, at an

auction sale, was a fraud upon the purchaser, and vitiated the sale. He held,

that the release, given by the plaintiff to Head, was merely a release of an claim

which he might have against him for damages, and did not bar the plainti s right

to have the contract rescinded. The lapse of time was a bar to a suit in equity,

whenever it would be a bar to a suit at law, and also in cases wherev there had

been laches in prosecuting the plaintifl"s rights. But here the time for imposing

the statute bar had not expired—only five and a half years having elapsed between

the sale and the commencement of the suit; nor had the plaintiff been guilty of

laches, as he did not hear of the fraud until 1840, and the suit was commenced

in 1841. As the property had much depreciated in value, his Honor was not in

favor of rescinding the contract entirely, but he thought a decree should be en

tered, reducing the price to $20,000. "’

ACTION OF ASSUMPSIT.

In the Court of Common Pleas, (Boston, Massachusetts,) an action of assump

sit was brought by William C. Holmes, vs Joseph K. Miller, to recover the

amount of an account annexed to the writ, for labor and materials furnished in

doing carpenter’s work on defendant’s house. Before Chief Justice Wells.

The plaintifi' claimed, as the contract price, $310, and as extra work $83 92;

also, for time lost by delay of the defendant in furnishing lumber $25, and the

amount of $60 for an order paid to the defendant, making in all $478 92.

The defendant replied that the work was not well done; nor done within

.2}
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reasonable time; and also offered, in set off, an account amounting to $238 06,

and a note for $150, and other claims, for delay in the above work, and for money

alleged to have been paid in repairing it, and for lumber said to have been used

by Holmes belonging to Miller. The defendant’s set ofi‘ was a few dollars larger

than the laintiff's claim.

The p aintiff alle ed that the note was barred by a discharrre under the in
solvent act, but the defendant alleged that since the date of the ldischar e, and at

the time the verbal contract above mentioned was made, Holmes agree to allow

the said note as set off against the contract. This the plaintiff denied. The

plaintifi' also alleged that the account filed in set ofi‘ by Miller, was in reality a

claim of Miller & Sickels against him: and not therefore a subject of set off under

the statute.

Wells, chief justice ruled, that though the jury should find that the note was

discharged by the insolvent act, yet if it was agreed that the amount of it should

be deducted from the contract price of the work, the jury should make that de

duction. That as the roperty mentioned in the account filed in set off was
proved to have belongedpto Miller & Sickels, and to have been charged in the

books of the firm to the‘ defendant; yet if Holmes and Miller & Sickles agreed

together, that this account should be deducted from the contract price of the work,

then the jury should so deduct it; but that if the credit was iven by Miller &

Sickels as a firm, to Holmes, the account could not be allowe as set off.

The jury having been occupied nearly four days with this trial, found a ver

dict for the plaintiff, and assessed damages in the sum of $233 41.

ACTION OF ASSUMPSIT—ENDORSER OF A PROMISSORY NOTE.

Moses Baker vs. Enos Baldwin—This was an action of assumpsit brought

(in the Essex county New Jersey court of the term of August, 1845, before chief

justice Hornblower) against the defendant, as endorser upon a promissory note

given under these circumstances. One Isaac Watkins wishing to borrow money

of the laintifi‘, gave him his note at four months, in January, 1844, for $425, and

instead, of money, received in return another note for $420 at four months, made

by the plaintiff. At the expiration of the time, Baker, the plaintiff, took up his,

the $420 note, but Watkins being unable to take up his, gave Baker 8. new one

in $425 at four months, (the note now in question,) without interest, made by

Wm. Ashley, indorsed by Watkins and the defendant, in consideration that Baker

would take up Watkins’s first note; but no allowance was made for discount and

none received.

It was contended for the defendant, that the first note being clearly usurious,

the new one was also d'ected by the usury, although it covered only the prin

cipal of the first note without reserving any interest; and, also, that an express

agreement to that effect was necessary to purge the transaction of usury—and

so the judge charged, leaving the jury to say whether there was any such ex

press agj'eement, and whether the recollection of the witness could be depended

upon. erdict for the plaintiff.

LANDLORD AND TENANT—BREACH OF COVENANT.

In the Essex county (New Jersey) court, before chief justice Hornblower, in

the case of Abraham G. Thompson vs. Henry Adams and Lin Adams :-The

complaint was for ajbreach of covenant by the defendants underletting the prem

ises No. 309 Broad street, contrary to the terms of a lease from the plaintiff to

them, executed in April, 1844, by Joseph Law, agent for Thompson, on the one

part, and signed by only one of the parties on the other, but in the name of the

firm.

The ‘defence was that the lease was void, because one of the partners was ab

sent when the lease was executed, and there was no evidence that he knew of

its terms. Cases were also cited to show that one partner could not bind another

by deed, even though for business concerning the partnership. The plaintiff in

sisted in reply that both having entered the premises and acce ted the estate un

der the lease, were bound by its terms. The chief justice decided that this con

sequence followed if the fact were so.
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GUMMERCIAL CHRGNIGLE AND REVIEW.

AsPEcT or COMMERCIAL ArrAIRs—nAILuoAD MOVEMENT IN NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND—EV!

POBTANCE or TIIE NEW YORK AND ERIE nArLRoAD—mrnUENcE or cnors IN ENGLAND on THE

AFFAIRS or THE WORLD—PRICE or WHEAT PER QUARTER IN TuE EURorEAN IvlAnxs'rs, ron a

SERIES or YEARs—rmcEs or LEADING AenIcuLTuRAr. PRODUCTS IN THE NEW YORK MARDZT,

IN 1837 AND 1845—QUANTITIrs or FLOUR SHIPPED oN TuE HUDSON AND TIIE MISSISSIPPI—

mronrs AND EXPORTS or THE UNITED STATES, FOR 1845, COMPARED wITs FORMER YEARS——

QUARTERLY DUTIABLE IMPORTS, AND Du'rIEs PAID IN THE UNITED s'rATss—IMroRT AND Ex

PORT or NEw YORK, IN JULY AND AUcUsT—TRADE wITn MExIco,-soUTx AMERICA, wss'r

INDIES, ETC.—RECEIPTS or co'rToN rN'ro 'rns rmNcIPAL roars or rm; UNITED sTATEs—

RECEIPTS AND EXPORTS or coTToN FROM ALL roars IN THE UNITED STATES—COMPARATIVE

vIEw or TsE rnADs—rnIcEs or COTTON—RATES or FREIGHT, are.

THE state of commercial affairs has happily remained undisturbed by any political con

tre temps. The apprehensions that were excited by the bravadoes of Mexico have most

ly died away, after effecting a sensible decline in stock securities. The general aspect of the

commercial world is such as eminently to inspire confidence in a long period of commer

cial prosperity; accordingly, therefore, as the war fears subside, the disposition to embark

in enterprises revives. Those which most demand the attention of capitalists, are they

which increase the means of internal communication, from one end of our wide spread

Union to the other. The most important of these, to New York, is the Erie railroad, and

it has become a subject of earnest regard not only by all citizens of New York, but of all in

terested inthe welfare of the great west. The Erie railroad connects the Hudson river with

Lake Erie, running through 508 miles of a country containing 500,000 inhabitants; and pos

sessed of no communication with the great markets ofthe Atlantic. To complete this road

$6,000,000 are required; $3,000,000 to be subscribed within eighteen months after the pas

sage of the law of the last session. The confidence of the public has at last been aroused in

favor ofthe work,:1nd some $2,700,000 have been subscribed in the city of New York, and

the subscriptions are in rapid progress of completion. This road will be to the trade of

southern New York what the Erie canal was to the northern counties. That work cqt some

$7,132,000. The Erie railroad combining as it does the power of carrying freight to an

extent equal to that of the canal, and also by its speed and ample accomodations to me

nopolize the whole western trade, promises to be by far the most profitable work in the

country to the stockholders, independently of the vast benefits it will confer upon the

general trade of the city. The advantages that Boston has derived from the concentra

tion of a vast net work of railroads reaching west to Buffalo through New York, and

east to Portland, Maine, and now in process of construction, north to the river St. Law

rence, to connect with the new roads in process of construction across the peninsular of

Upper Canada to Lake Huron, are manifest in the swelling tide of prosperity which her

increasing population enjoys. A great fever of speculation has been excited in New

England by the evident wealth conferred by the possession of railroads, and that excite

ment is rapidly spreading through the state of New York, and will lead to the connec

tion of the city with Albany, and the completion of the several lines necessary to put the

lakes in communication with the city by winter as well as summer.

While these movements for the prosecution of the internal trade are in progress, the

usual business of all sections of the country is likely to be affected by the recurrence of

a deficient harvest in England. Such an event is by no means fraught with the conse

quences that once attended it; on the other hand, it is comparitively of small importance
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when viewed in connection with the great results of the failure of the harvest of 1837.

When that event took place, a vast fabric of commercial credits extended over the face of

the mercantile world. Prices every where were inordinately high, and enormous amounts

of private obligations were outstanding, all dependant upon a small sum of coin in the

vaults of the bank of England, which had been declining under the influence of spec

ulation in the previous five years of good harvests. The failure of the harvest involving

an extraordinary demand for specie in the payment of corn, sapped the whole foundation

of the credits on which the value of property, the high level of prices, and the majority of

individual obligations were based. The result was, a degree of distress which seldom

before overtook the commercial world, and the billows of destruction, rolling across the

ocean, overwhelmned as well the banks of India and New Holland, as of the West

Indies and the United States. No such state of afl‘airs now exists, and consequently such

results cannot follow. The revulsion in the United States took place through the strin

gent action of the bank of England in 1836, before the failure of the harvest. That re

vulsion was heightend in its effects, and prolonged in its influence by the new impulse

given to it through the failure of the harvest. There are two ways by which the afl'airs

of the world are influenced by the crops of England. The one is by the contraction of

credits and the fall of prices. This however is only when it takes place in time of ex

tended credits and of prices unusually high. This is not now the case. The other way

is, that under the operation of the corn laws, a deficiency in the harvest causes the

price of food to rise so high as to absorb for its purchase most of the earnings of a large

portion of the people. The effect is, a greatly diminished purchase of goods, a conse

quent lessened manufacture, and a necessary discharge of work people. Hence, in time

of dear food there is less work. The influence of this upon the United States has here

tofore been a fall in cotton, the great staple export, while the increased wants of the flour

and wheat in England have been supplied from Europe. All these influences have now

been greedy modified. First, in relation to the corn laws, the tariff of 1842 so far mod

ifies the scale that the level of prices in a time of scarcity cannot be maintained so high

as before. As thus during ten years, ending in 1843, 16,000,000 bushels were admitted

at 68. 8d. duty or 17 cents per bushel. To do this the price was necessarily maintained

at 72s. or $2 13 cents per bushel. To admit the same quantity of wheat at the same

duty, will require, under the present tarifi', that the price be maintained at 66;. or $1 95

cents, a decline of 18 cents, or 9 per cent in the level of prices maintained by the new

tariff in time of scarcity as compared with the old. The effect of this is to reduce the

cost of wheat alone, to the consumers £4,500,000 or $22,500,000. Embracing the

whole consumption of food, the reduction in the expense to the consumer, is at least

$50,000,000 in time of scarcity. To this extent, therefore, has the effect of a short har

vest in diminishing the consumption of goods been modified, and in the same proportion

the fall of cotton has been checked. It may also be taken into consideration that the

foreign markets for English manufactures depend now less on those credits, hanging on

the discounts of the bank than they formerly did, and therefore are not likely to be

checked from the same cause, and the progress of those exports has been immense. On

the other hand, we may observe that the position of the United States, in relation to the

supply of England with breadstufl's, is very different from what it was when the harvest of

England failed in 1837. Prices of farm produce were so high in the United States that

wheat was actually imported from England hither in large amounts. At the same time

as there had been no demand out of Europe for the space of five years, the granaries of

the Baltic were well stocked and prices had fallen very low. The state of affairs is seen

in the following table :—
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Imp't into Intel! or wa'r ran on. in nnnorasn mnan'rs. Av. pr. in Pr. wht. Pr. flour

 

  
  

Years. England. Dantzlc. 1-1amb'g. Ams’m. Antw’p. Odessa. Europe. inU. S. 1nU.S.

Bushcls. s. d. r. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s :1.

1829, .... .. 11,504,768 as s 31 12 $7 14

1830, . . . . .. 13,338,304 38 11 31 9 41 4 34 8 M 10 34 10 1 15 4 B4

1831, - . . . -- 10,052,352 I 42 11 43 5 42 1 39 2 26 0 38 8 1 15 5 91

1832,.... .. 1,510,160 34 0 34 2 40 2 32 10 22 8 32 9 1 15 5 26

Average, 9,326,390 35 o 1 15 5 79

1833"“... 10,560 30 3 25 3 32 0 20 0 26 10 26 10 $1 13 $5 25

,320 25 5 24 7 24 0 18 9 % 0 24 1 1 08 5 O4

960 22 2 £3 0 28 1 19 9 21 0 22 9 1 19 5 72

8,360 25 3 28 11 28 0 25 2 18 11 25 3 1 44 7 23

1,686,176 % 6 28 8 29 10 25 7 18 5 25 9 1 83 10 19

341,695 III III III.‘ III: II.- 22 11 1 33 e 68

14,550,624 34 7 42 8 44 0 36 0 23 8 38 2 $1 54 $7 96

21,591,848 34 8 48 0 49 0 54 0 29 0 ‘ 42 4 1 42 7 75

18,291,096 39 0 47 0 40 0 50 0 25 10 40 4 1 10 5 44

19,105,264 44 9 36 0 39 0 54 0 26 10 40 3 1 03 4 92

22,202,512 40 1 5 40 7 53 0 23 8 39 2 1 16 6 03

Average, 19,148,268 .1": ' ' . 40 1 1 25 o 42

The demand for less than 15,000,000 bushels from England, exhausted the granaries

of Europe, and nearly doubled the price all over the continent. The continued demand

maintained the high price; and the average, for the five years ending with 1842, exceed

ed by 180.,or 90 per cent, the average for the five years ending with 1837. In the United

States, the reverse has taken place. Produce of all kinds was never more abundant, nor

the price so low. In the above table, wheat was never so low as a dollar, nor flour but

twice less than $5 00. During the last seven months, the average for flour, in New

York, has been $4 69; and, as compared with 1837, when the harvest was short, the

prices of leading articles are now, in New York, as follows :—

PRICES or LEADING ARTICLES IN New YORK.

  

1837. 1845. Redumiom

Wheat,...............................bushel $1 90 $0 90 $1 00

Burley,._.. ....... .. 1 00 60 40

Butter,.... .. .lb. 18 12 5

Cheese,... 10 6 4

Wool,....... ..... .. 68 34 34

Pork, mess,... ..bbl. 30 00 9 50 19 50

Beef, mess,_... 11 00 9 00 2 00

10 19 4 75 5 44

In 1837, the United States were in no condition to compete with the countries of Eu

rope in supplying the large demands of England for food. The case is now quite the

reverse; and, with a most extraordinary supply of farm produce, at low prices, in the

United States, England is coming forward with an enhanced demand, which the corn

countries of Europe cannot supply. The quantities of flour brought down the Hudson

and the Mississippi, for several years, are as follows :

1841-2. 4, 1842-3. 1843-4. 1844-5.

Flour on the Hudson,.... ..bbls. 1,647,492 1,577,555 2,073,703 2,222,204

“ Mississippi,....... 439,688 521,175 502,507 533,312

 

Total flour, ......... . . . ....... . . 2,087,180 2,098,730 2,576,210 2,755,516

Wheat, . .... ..bush. 781,055 928,347 827,346 1,262,249

This indicates the very great increase of produce which has been continually pressing

upon the markets, forcing down the prices to a most unprecedented extent. The exports

of domestic produce from the United States have been large. The following table gives

the monthly imports and exports of the United States, compiled from the monthly returns

of the collectors to the treasury department, for the year ending June 30 :—
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Inron'rs sun Exronrs or THE Unrrsn STATES, son 1845.

ExrdarsJon'n. Enos-rs. Inros'rs.

Dutiable. Free. Domestic. Specie. Total. Dntiable. Free. Specie. Total.

1844. Dolls. Dolls. Dolls. Dolls. Dolls. Dolls. Dolls. Dolls. Dolls.

Ju1y,.. 394,875 216,757 6312649 266,920 7,191,20210,318,784 1,505,439 385,136 12,219,359

A11g.,-- 238,545 159,734 4,606.277 2,076,001 6,280,557 12,974,248 1,577,159 500,093 15,051,500

Sept, - 392,950 280,076 5,465,977 704,853 6,842,856 11,084,438 1,104,694 $16,733 12,525,865

Oct’.,-- 583,919 390,210 6,089,4161,416,411 8,479,956 7,023,215 1,431,977 580,247 9,041,439

Nov'r,- 559,663 350,842 4.602.579 1,256 42 7,236,726 3,548,276 571,217 274,558 4,394,051

Dec'r.- 486257 59,536 7,335,583 785,959 8,667,135 4,849,297 976,287 366,491 6,192,075

Jan'y,~ 348,657 83,035 5,873,421 791,989 7,697,102 8,358,684 1,433,161 231,015 10,021,861

Febr'y, 341,633 163,543 7.027,7 117,128 7,649,091 6,528,760 1,374,119 206,859 8,109,738

M‘mh,. 365,217 211.814 8,847,458 279,075 9,703,564 7,795,080 2,208,036 333,804 10,336,918

April, . 350,623 328,979 9,664,558 256,600 10,600,755 7,671,117 2,488,903 302,426 10,463,446

May,- - 656,328 236,729 9,702,249 333,839 10,929,148 6,592,499 2,894,366 230,054 9,716,919

June," 739,226 398,344 7,712,330 159,494 9,009,394 6,299,263 1,906,684 232,430 8,438,377

Total, 5,457,893 2,878,599 83,240,079 8,111,911 99,688,482 93,043,661 19,471,048 3,985,844 116,500,548

These aggregates, as compared with former years, present results as follows :—

hrroars AND Exronrs or THE UNITED S'rn'rns.

Exports.

1841. 1842. 1843. 1844. 1845.

Dutiable, ...... .. $4,228,201 $4,884,454 $3,456,572 $3,961,508 $5,457,893

Free,.............. 3,953,140 3,129,285 1,682,206 2,252,550 2,878,599

Domestic,....... 103,636,236 91,799,242 77,686,354 99,531,774 83,240,079

 

 

Specie, ....... .. . 10,034,246 4,878,553 1,521,348 5,454,214 8,111,911

Total,...... $121,851,823 $104,691,534 $84,346,480 $111,200,046 $99,688,482

Imports.

Dutiable, .... $61,926,445 $69,534,601 $29,179,215 $83,668,154 $93,043,661

Free,.. . . . . . . 61,031,103 16,540,470 13,254,249 18,936,452 19,471,043

Specie, .. . 4,988,633 4,087,016 22,320,335 5,830,429 3,985,844

Total, .. $127,946,182 $100,162,087 $64,753,799 $108,435,035 $116,500,548

In this table, we have the full operation of three tariffs, viz: the tariff which, in 1841,

raised most duties lower than 20 per cent to that rate ad valorem, and imposed duties on

most goods before free. This produced a fall of $25,000,000 in the amount under the

head “ free of duty,” for the year 1842; but a corresponding increase of less than

$8,000,000 took place in the dutiable goods. At the close of the year 1842, the present

tariff came into operation, and the dutiable imports have gradually increased. There has

been but little movement in specie since the first quarter of the fiscal year, which ended

September 30. It appears that one-fourth of all the specie exported took place during

the month of August, in which a kind of panic existed, in consequence of the return of

some cotton bills under protest. In the sumemonth, over $500,000 was imported ; show

ing that if specie was the best remittance to England in that month, it was also the best

means of receiving returns from the South American and West India countries. There

is a very marked decline in the above monthly table, in the import of dutiable goods, as

the year draws to a close, and an increase in the export. If we compare the customs du

ties for each quarter with the amount of dutiable goods imported, we have results as

follows :—

Quxarmv DUTIABLE Inron'rs, m Dorms run m was Unrrsn Srsrss.

 

1844. 1845.

Q1. ending Dut. imports. Customs. Dut. imports. Customs. Duties p.ct.

September 30,.... . $19,615,316 $6,132,272 $34,377,420 $10,750,000 31.2

December 31,. . 14,366,860 3,881,993 15,420,388 4,100,360 26.5

March 31, . 25,324,984 7,675,366 22,682,524 6,375,575 28.1

June 30,.... 24,361,460 8,493,938 20,462,879 6,201,390 30.3

Total, 1845, ..... . . $83,668,620 $26,183,570 $92,943,661 $27,427,325 29.4

" 1844, .... 83,668,620 29,137,060 34.9
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There is a discrepancy, it will be observed, between the quarterly duties for 1844, and

the aggregate, as compared with the year 1845. The quarterly amounts are the payments

into the treasury, less the expenses of collection—the aggregate compared, is the gross

duties collected. It is observable that the dutiable imports for the quarter ending Septem

ber 30, 1845, exceeded those of the corresponding period of the previous year near

$15,000,000, or 75 per cent; while the two last quarters show a decline of $7,000,000,

or 14 per cent. The imports for the first quarter of 1846 will not be greatly less than the

amount of the corresponding quarter of the last year, if we may judge from the movement

at the port of New York, which is as follows :—

 

DuTmsLa baron-rs. Dorms.

Years. July. August. Total.

1844,...... $6,543,331 $9,537,239 $16,080,610 $5,326,644

1845,...... 6,046,532 8,903,468 14,950,010 4,628,571

Decrease,. $496,799 $633,771 $1,130,600 $698,073

The imports at Boston show a slight increase over the same period of last year. The

quarterly import and export of specie was as follows :—

  

 

Qr. ending Import. Export. Exe. imp't. Excess exp’t.

September 30,.... . $1,221,962 $3,047,773 . $1,825,811

December 31,.. . 1,227,296 3,158,790 1,931,494

March 31,...... . . . . . 771,676 1,188,192 417,516

June 30,......... ....... 765,910 749,933 $15,977

Total,..... ...... $3,986,844 $8,144,690 ........

The import and export of New York, for July and August, making the first two months

of the first quarter of 1846, are as follows:—

IMPORT.

1 S44. 1 845.

July. August. July. August.

Foreign mdse. dutiable,.. $6,543,331 $9,537,279 $6,046,532 $8,003,468

Do. free, except specie,... 565,348 1,121,221 623,930 1,037,595

Specie, . . 142,604 108,542 72,427 23,000

Exroar.

Domestic merchandise,... $1,584,515 $1,631,297 $1,770,630 $1,899,270

Foreign mdse. dutiable,. . 130,349 101,822 204,491 378,604

Do. free, except specie,... 60,466 64,174 128,382 78,288

Specie,................... .. . 194,886 1,180,794 188,185 353,268

The export of specie is near $1,000,000 less this year, from this port, than in the same

months of last year.

The prospect is, that, for the coming year, the exchanges will rule even more regularly

than during the last—that is to say, the discredit which last year attended cotton bills will,

this year, not probably'exert the same influence in causing an export of specie, even at a

time when bills were actually not scarce. The chances are, that the balance of exchange

will incline in favor of the United States, and that there will be an excess of import, rather

than otherwise. A marked feature, however, in the general trade of the United States,

is the decline in the re-export of foreign goods. The United States, from their command

ing position on the American continent, should procure for us the whole carrying trade of

all the nations of this continent, whose mercantile marine does not sulfice for their own

wants. For a series of years, the re-export of foreign goods from the United'States to

the southern countries of Europe, has constantly declined.

The trade in 1844 to Mexico and South America was 25 per cent of that of 1835.

Some variation was produced in the exports, doubtless by the state of the markets here.

When the imports here had been large and the demand slack, a portion of the goods

would seek other markets to better advantage. It is evident, however, that some general
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cause has weighed heavily on the trade, diminishing it year by year, until it threatens to

be entirely extinguished. This cause is the operation of the cash duties. The old system

of long credits upon revenue bonds allowed of the import of goods here, and their re-ex

port to any other market, without being burdened by additional expense. It was to the

commerce of this country, what the warehousing system is to that of England. ‘Foreign

goods were here in abundance, and vessels bound to Mexico and the West Indies could

make up assorted cargoes as cheaply, and to as good advantage as if merchandise was

duty free in warehouses. The presence of these foreign goods to complete nmorted car

goes, greatly promoted the sale of the manufactures of the United States. For instance,

in the case of Mexico, the export of foreign goods to that country in i835, amounted to

$6,012,609, and in the same year there was sent thither $1,438,452 of domestic cotton

goods necessary to complete the assortments. In 1844 the export of foreign assorted

goods to Mexico was only $564,862,:and the sales of domestic cottons to that quarter had

declined to $115,675, a falling off of $1,323,000, a serious loss to our manufactures.

The first blow struck at this carrying trade was the act of July 14, 1822, which required

the duties on wollen goods tobe paid in cash, and all other goods in three and six months.

The progressive effect of these regulations is apparent down to 1842, when the require

ments that all duties should be in cash, put the finishing stroke to the trade, and about

$1,000,000 only was sent to Cuba and Mexico, in place of $8,000,000 in 1835. This

effect is the more marked, when we consider the following paragraph from the report of

the Secretary of the Treasury, dated December, 1842 :—

“The amount of foreign commodities in our markets is still found greatly to exceed

the demand ; and the fall in the prices of merchandise since September 1st, is supposed

to be on an average not less than 10 per cent.”

Notwithstanding this glut of goods and fall in prices, the quantity of those goods re

exported was smaller than ever, a fact which is accounted for by the previous ruin which

had overtaken our markets for those goods. The trade has got into other channels, and

to recover it is the work of time.

The existing laws are such as to work out the total ruin of our intercourse with the

West Indies; as for instance, nearly all the molasses made in the islands of Cuba, Porto

Rico, and the Dutch Main, amounting to 150,000 a 160,000 hogsheads, is imported into

the United States, and a greater part of it is distilled into spirits, which is exported to

foreign countries. This trade employs a great tonnage ; eastern vessels carry out lumber,

fish &c., which is exchanged for this molasses. The molasses is generally sold in Cuba

for what it will fetch. Its cost is accounted nothing by the planters. The average price

is 5 cents per gallon, and costs, duty paid here, 25 cents. The whole trade turns upon

the drawback allowed on the spirits exported. The tariff of 1642 enacts, however, that

a drawback of 5 cents per gallon shall be allowed on spirits distilled from foreign molass

es until January, 1843, when it shall be reduced 1 cent per gallon, and one cent annually

thereafter, until the whole is discontinued. Hence the drawback is now 2 cents per gal

lon. The effect of this duty on molasses without the drawback on the spirits, is to trans

fer the manufacture of the latter to Cuba, to deprive the eastern country of the sale of its

lumber and fish, and to give to the British North American colonies, Africa and the Med

iteranean ports the trade of supplying Cuba with that which she buys in exchange for the

spirits now furnished by the United States. The eastern vessels carry lumber and fish to

Cuba, exchange it for molasses, which is manufactured in New England, and the spirits

sold to the British North American colonies. Without a drawback, the colonies will

send their fish and lumber to Cuba and procure spirits direct. The increase of Spanish

vessels in the ports of New Brunswick is an instance of this.

All these evils and decay of trade arise from a want of those facilities for our com

merce which are furnished to that of England by the warehousing system, and which

could easily be organized in this country.
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The movement of the cotton crop, for the past year, is given in the comprehensive

tables compiled by W. P. Wright, Esq., cotton-broker, of New York, as follows:—

STATEMENT showing the weekly, monthly, and total receipts of Cotton into the principal

ports of the United States, from lst Septembm , 1844, to 3111i August, 1845.

Date.

1844.-Sept. 7,
K‘ 14,

u 21,

“ 28,

Total Sept’r,....

Oct. 5,

“ 12,

u 19’

c‘ 25’

Total October, .

Total February,

Mar. 8,

u 15’

n 22’

‘i 29,

Total March,...

April 5,

u 12’

u 19’

u 2 6’

Total April,... .

 

 

N- 011. Mobile. Florida. Georgia. 8. Car. N. 091‘.

4,775 152 .... .. 529 1,4228,379 511 .... .. 680 2,216 12

6,764 885 .... .. 2,408 1,777 11

18,147 1,575 336 1,309 4,10738,065 3,123 336 4,926 9,522 23

15,028 1,420 .... . . 1,105 6,249 21

20,670 1,204 .... .. 2,956 6,930 196

17,346 1,276 45 2,650 8,652 .... ..

21,361 3,402 1,007 2,644 9,105

74,405 7,302 1,052 9,355 30,936 217

22,798 4,451 617 8,075 12,449 157

23,825 3,290 355 2,703 13,194 103

28,087 3,690 1,284 5,872 10,571 180

29,646 11,107 1,215 5,643 10,294 .... ..

23,077 15,755 8,901 10,710 14,935 81

127,433 38,293 12,372 33,003 61,443 521

38,316 15,292 4,885 12,630 13,471 857

25,991 20,990 1,423 10,082 14,847 228

34,942 17,534 13,339 9,193 14,947 370

36,313 14,649 7,554 9,212 12,300 61

135,562 68,465 27,201 41,117 55,565 1,517

22,601 11,883 6,085 8,361 6,175 89

19,430 6,742 5,485 6,196 4,190 523

26,351 21,674 5,808 4,992 9,221 80

28,341 29,826 7,164 7,131 8,389 100

31,908 32,072 10,488 8,087 9,760 261

128,631 102,197 35,030 34,767 37,735 1,053

32,146 37,003 10,746 11,375 18,837 251

36,773 37,772 12,264 13,602 15,618 744

40,519 44,965 9,450 14,092 15,618 265

29,496 37,248 13,659 14,050 14,637 709

138,934 156,988 46,119 53,119 59,710 1,969

33,114 32,152 4,558 13,778 16,743 742

28,621 22,291 8,537 12,507 11,204 409

24,770 21,394 8,484 12,934 10,813 385

25,933 13,554 8,056 6,495 11,640 448

112,496 89,391 29,695 45,714 50,400 1,994

27,179 13,510 8,051 17,041 24,789 496

25,541 10,803 4,549 10,250 10,976 446

27,785 6,714 6,203 10,023 12,408 481

18,788 5,778 3,732 5,858 7,832 873

99,299 36,805 22,595 49,172 56,005 2,296

G-tolal.

6,878

18,676

30,521

55,995

79,818

111,774

141,743

179,262

227,809

271 ,279

320,963

378,868

452,327

537,778

611,339

701,664

781,753

836,947

879,513

947,699

1,029,590

1,121,166

1,226,524

1,343,297

1,468,206

1,578,005

1,679,092

1,762,661

1,941,441

1,907,567

1,998,633

2,061,198

2,124,812

2,167,679
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STATEMENT, etc.-Continued.

Date. N. OIL Mobile. Florida. Georgia. 5. Car. N. Car. Gr. total.

May 3, 18,459 4,300 2,660 5,230 6,752 344 2,D5,418

“ 10, 16,081 2,515 1,255 4,211 5,457 299 2,235,236

“ 17, 14,637 1,598 2,332 5,483 4,511 760 2,264,557

“ 24, 11,544 1,593 964 5,570 5,642 412 2,290,282

“ 31, 10,861 748 542 4,402 5,010 107 2,311,952

Total May, . 71,582 10,754 7,753 24,896 27,372 1,922

June 7, 4,741 696 309 1,926 4,290 464 2,324,368

“ 14, 4,275 778 17 1,784 4,423 55 2,335,700

“ 21, 1,486 485 235 723 3,062 32 2,341,723

“ 28, 2,022 129 1,017 523 1,702 38 2,347,154

Total June,..... 12,524 2,088 1,578 4,956 13,477 579

July 5, 978 303 1,016 1,665 7,518 33 2,358,667

" 12, 3,034 77 794 1,312 3,721 85 2,367,690

“ 19, 1,130 275 409 2,997 3,028 .... .. 2,375,529

“ 26, 1,194 239 927 1,013 2,251 27 2,381,181

Total July,.... .. 6,336 894 3,146 6,987 16,518 146 '

Aug. 2, 393 50 1,127 546 851 39 2,384,187

“ 9, 372 23 .... .. 324 886 86 2,385,878

" 16, 1,328 32 .... .. 107 1,187 .... .. 2,388,532

“ 23, 1,729 181 368 645 95 2,391,550

“ 31, 5,260 1,326 809 2,385 4,109 41 2,405,482

Total August,.. . 9,082 1,614 1,936 3,730 7,678 261

Grand total,... . 954,285 517,914 188,693 305,742 426,361 12,487

Deduct for Texas cotton received in New Orleans,................... .. 25,159

“ “ “ “ Mobile, ....... .. . 718

Deduct difference in Augusta and Hamburgh stock, on 1st Septem

her this year and last, and for minor corrections of Georgia re

10,302

36,179

Less receipts for Virginia, of which 14,500 bales were manufactured

within the state, ................................ . . . ........................ . . 25,200

10,979

Total crop of the United States for 1844-45,.............bales 2,394,503

The monthly receipts and exports are as follows :—

STATEMENT showing the com arative receipts and exports of Cotton, for all the ports in

the United States, as ma e up in New York on the lot of each month, for the years

1844-45, and 1843—44.

Date.

IBM-October 2.- -- -

November 1,

Decemher 2,.

185—January 1.- -

February 1,- -

Much 1I . . . . .

April 2 . .

May 1.

September- '2‘, .

  

Receipts

from lst

Sept'br,

1844.

Receipts

from In

Sept’br,

1843.

17.189

140,010

341,388

To Great

Britain.

26,167

64,078

114,753

1,426,772

1,438,458

Exroa'rs.

North Other

foreign

ports.

2,388

14,901

%,213

48,035

63,945

74,031

92,409

114,263

135,951

148,465

1504135

150,482

Tot. fm. Tot. frn.

Sept. 1, Sept. 1,

1844, to 1843, to

date. date.

48,730 6,603

130,396 19,084

217,312 118,642

401,801 231,351

608,089 337,918

824,957 425,136

1,134,967 619,264

1,467,352 925,875

1 765 568 1 314.416

1:983:042 11401.050

2,054,831 1,598,470

2,079,171 1,023,400
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The weekly sales, prices in New York, and stocks of cotton in the United States, are

givengs follows :—

STATEMENT showing the estimated sales of Cotton in the city of New York, the prices

for fair Uplands and fair Orleans, with the rates of freight to Liverpool, at the mid

tile and close of each month, from September 1, 1844, to August 31, 1845.

 

  

 

St’konh’nd

Date. Sales. Fair Uplands. Falr Orleans. Ft.to Llverpogl. at close.

sq. r .

1844. September 14, 21,000 6, a 7i 7% a 78 11-32 a 7-17

“ 30, 13,000 6 a 7} 7% a 75* 1-4 a 3-8 91,106

October 15, 8,500 6 a 7 7* a 7§ 1-4 a 5-16

“ 31, 12,000 61 a 7§ 7} a 7} l 4 a 5-1 128,047

November 15, 10,000 6} a 6§ (ii a 7Q 14 a 5-16

“ 30, 14,500 6 a 6i 6% a 6§ 5-16 a 38 224,701

December 14, 12,500 5 a 6 6% a 6; 11-32 a 7-16

“ 31, 12,000 5{ a 5i 6§ a 65 3-8 a 7-16 324,885

1845. January 15, 17,000 5 a 6 6% a 6g 5-16 a 3-8

“ 31, 18,000 6} a 67' 6% a 7 11-32 a 3-8 330,228

February 15, 11,500 6 a 6i 6} a 7 5-16 a 3-8

“ 28, 23,500 6- a 65 6;} a 7 3-8 a 7-16 478,880

March 15, 22,000 6 a 6} 6% a 64- 3-8 a 7'16

“ 31, 31,000 61 a 65 7* a 7; 3-8 a 7-16 562,526

April 15, 26,000 6} a 6g 7 a 74 5-16 a 3-8

" 30, , 22,000 6 a 65 7 a 7* 1-4 a 5-16 455,765

May 15, 19,000 61 a 6g 7 a 7} 1-4 a 5-16

“ 31, ‘ 30,000 6 a 7 7; a 7} 1-4 a 5-16 300,484

June 14, 23,000 7J a 7i 8 a 85 1-4 a 5-16

“ 30, 11,000 7 a 7} 8g a 8% 1-4 a 5-16 119,157

July 15, 13,000 7 a 8 84 a 8Q 3-16 a 1-4 '

“ 31, 13,000 8- a 8i 8} a 9 1-8 a 3-16 72,041

August 15, 10,000 8 a 84 8* a 8* 3-16 :1 1-4

“ 30, 10,000 7i- a 8 8} a 8i 1-4 a 5-16 67,845

S'rocx 0E COTTON REMAINING on rum: IN THE UmTEn STATES, ON THE lsT or SEPTEMBER.

1844. 1845.

New Orleans,.............................. 12,934 7,556

Mobile, ......... . . . 4,175 609

Florida, .. . . 300 100

Savannah,.. .. 2,161 2,736

Augusta,..... .. 17,498 5,919

Charleston, .. ...... .. 13,536 10,879

North Carolina,. ...... .. 200 100

Virginia, 2,150 2,418

New York,.................... 75,818 43,887

Other northern ports,.................... .. 31,100 19,922

159,772 94,126

QUOTATIONS OF COTTON, “ LIVERPOOL Cmssmcxrron,” IN THE CITY OF NEW You, ON THE

11TH SEPTEMBER, FOR THE YEARS 18441-45.

 

 

1844. 1845.

Mobile and Mobile and

Uplands. N. Orleans. Uplands. N. Orleans.

Inferior,..................... 4;; a 4} 4% a 4i . a 6} . a 6}

Ordinnry,. 5 a 5* 5% a 5i 6Q a 6} 6} a 6i»

Middling,.... .. 5} a 6 5} a 6'} 7 a 7i 7§ a 7%

Good middling,.. .. 6} a 6i 6Q a 6i 7% a 7* 7} a 71

Middling fair,... 65 a 6i- 7 a 7i 7} a 8 8 a 81

Fuir,................ . .. 6i a 7i 7% a 75 8} a 8} 8h :1 8}

Fullyfainuu... .. 7% a 7* 7} a 8 85 a 8i- 9 a 9§

Good fair,... .. 7} a 8 85 a 9 9 a 9} 10 a 11

Fine,......-.................. ...... .... .. none. none.
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COMMERUIAL STATISTICS.

TRADE AND COMMERCE OF NEW ORLEANS.

worms 013‘ COTTON AND 'rosacco—sooan AND MOLASSES—FLOUK, roux, BACON, LARD, BEEF,

LEAD, WHISKEY, AND CORN—NAVIGATION or NEW ORLEANS—PRODUCE IMPORTED INTO NEW

ORLEANS rnon THE INTERIOR—VALUE or PRODUCE—COMPARATIVE EXPORTS, AND s'rocK or

COTTON FOR TEN YEARS—COMPARATIVE rarer-1s or COTTON FOR FIVE YEARS—FOREIGN MER—

CHANDISE IMPORTED INTO NEW ORLEANS—IMPORTS or SPECIE nvro NEW ORLEANS, ETc.

WE have received the annual statement of the “ New Orleans Price Current, Com

mercial Intelligencer,” etc. This statement is made up, by the editors of that valuable

Journal, with great care and accuracy, each year, commencing on the 1st of September,

and ending on the 31st of August. It embraces tabular statements of the exports of cot

ton and tobacco from New Orleans, for ten years; export of sugar and molasses, for five

years; exports of flour, pork, bacon, lard, beef, lead, whiskey, and corn, for three years;

also, the imports into New Orleans of produce from the interior, for ten years; and the

monthly arrivals of ships, barks, brigs, schooners, and steamboats, for five years, &c., &c.

It has been our custom to republish this statement since 1839, annually, in the pages of

this Magazine. We now proceed to give the statement for the year ending August 3lst,

1845; and, for the purpose of comparison, we refer our readers to previous volumes of

the Merchants’ Magazine.”t

Exron'rs OF COTTON AND Tomcco mom NEW ORLEANS

  

 

Whither exported. Cotton—Bales. Tobacco—Hilda.

1844-5. 1843-4. 1844-5. 1843-4.

Liverpool, .............. .. . 529,675 488,817 4,947 8,808

L0ndon,.......... 2,025 518 6,475 8,291

Glasgow and Greenock,. 36,213 21,265 .. .... . .

Cowes, Falmouth, &c.,.... 17,975 14,893 1,131 5,424

Cork, Belfast, &c.,,...... 2,182Havre, ......... 112,995 107,973 3,514 4,846

Bordeaux,.... 2,314 1,418 1,565 1,156

Marseilles, 7,857 7,462 3,934 5,102

Nantz, Gette, and Rouen,. . . . . .. 1,854 3,127 .... ..

Amsterdam,................ .. .. 1,253 1,360 50 3,775

Rotterdam and Ghent,... 2,355 512 1,014 917

Bremen,.................... 9,211 2,770 12,012 9,602

Antwerp, &c.,.. .. . 7,196 8,499 3,862 2,178

Hamburgh, ,. .. . 9,123 3,156 786 2,303

Gottenburgh, .. . . . . . . . 1,630 402 909 734

Spain and Gibraltar, 821 .. 6,749 10,681

West Indies, .......... .. 62,083 33,151 903 1,601

Genoa, Trieste, &c.,.. 27,201 19,704 3,001 1,556

China, I 2,353 . i . . . . _ . . .... ..

Other foreign port . 2,267 1,208 794 1,177

New York,........... 52,880 82,814 6,936 6,960

Boston,............. 75,357 72,400 4,938 2,585

Providence, R. I., . . 78 211 _ . , . . . . . . . ..

Philadelphia,.... . . . . . . 6,784 6,919 2,536 1,286

Baltimore,....... 3,640 4,698 478 1,167

Portsmouth, 1,053 4,136 . , . . . . . . . . ..

Other coastwise ports,. . . ... 2,423 3,280 2,145 1,100

Western States,...................... 6,000 2,500Total,......................... 984,616 895,375 68,679 81,249

* Vol. II., p. 349; Vol. IV., p. 388; Vol. V., p. 471 to 478 ; Vol. VII., p. 390 to 392-,

Vol. IX., p. 568 to 572; Vol. XL, p. 416 to 421.

voL. xrrL—No. IV. 24
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Rscarrma'rron.

Great Britain, .............. ...... .. 585,888 527,675 12,553 22,523

France,................. 125,020 119,980 9,013 11,104

North of Europe,... .. 33,035 17,907 19,051 20,175

South of Europe, and China,... . 92,458 52,855 11,029 14,349

Coastwise,............................. 148,215 176,958 17,033 13,098

984,616 895,375 68,679 81,249

Eirrosrrs or SUGAR AND MOLASSES FROM New ORLEANS.‘

1844-45. 1844-45.

Sven:- Moussls.

Whither exported.- Hhds. Bhls. Hhds. Bbls.

New York,............,.............. 49,442 6,794 9,875 33,322

Philadelphia,.......... ...... .. 21,392 1,422 2,418 11,575

Charleston, S. 0., .. 4,426 95 5,610

Savannah,..................._....... .2 782 10 .... .. 2,686

Providence and Bristol, R. I.,... . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,472 1,051

Boston, ............................. .. 6,062 543 2,124 14,221

Baltimore,............................ 12,564 480 547 10,943

Norfolk, Richmond, and Peters

burgh, > 4,500 208' 96 6,029

Alexandria, D. 201 .... .. 95 84

Mobile, .......... .. .. 3,534 668 76 5,218

Apalachicola and ensacola,.... .. 838 102 .... .. 1,795

Other ports,........................ .. 760 239 391 881

 

Total,.... 104,501 10,561 17,094 94,415

As an evidence of the remarkably fluctuating character of the production of sugar, we

give, from the same source, a statement of the crops for a series of years, by which it will

be seen that, while the crop of 1834 was 100,000 hhds., the succeeding one,that of 1835,

fell to 30,000; and further, that the last crop exceeds the one immediately preceding it

by 100,000 hhds.

  

Crop of Hhds. Crop of Hhds.

200,000 70,000

1843,..... 100,000 1835,.... 30,000

1842,..... .... .. 140,000 1834,.... 100,000

1841,..... 90,000 1833,.... 75,000

1840,. . . . . . . . . .. . . . 87,000 1832,.. . . 70,000

1839,.. . 115,000 1829,. 48,000

1838,.. 70,000 1828,.... 88,000

1837,... 65,000

As regards the prospect of prices, it will be borne in mind thatv the ascertained defi

ciency in the crop of Cuba was the main cause of the recovery of the market from great

depression during the past season; and, as the accounts from that island state the grow

ing crop to promise the usual average production, a similar favorable influence from that

quarter cannot be expected to operate upon the coming crop of Louisiana. Nevertheless,

the extension of consumption in our own country, and the opening of the English markets

at a reduced duty, will be likely to protect this important staple from so great a depres-.

sion as would otherwise be consequent upon a large production.

Exroars or FLOUR, Ponx, Bacon, Lam), Bans, Lean, Wsrsxm, 11m Conn, more New

ORLEANS, 117 1844—45.

Fnotm- Ponx. BACON. Laan. Bur. Lun- Wrnsxn. Conn.

Destination. Bbls. Bhls. Hhds. Kegs. Bbls. Pigs. Bbls. Sacks.

NewYork,.......... 74,802 56,046 1,565 119,967 5,805 339,345 2,592 30,051

  Boston,........ 75,960 79,617 727133474 5,922 135,489 600 81,341

Philadelphia,. 3,638 17,242 834 39,275 874 88,810 1,256 .... ..

Baltimore,.. . .... .. 13,165 624 23,163 350 17,455 500 .... ..

Charleston,.... 1,100 1,038 2,533 9,332 24 .... .. 4,422 4,382

0111. coastwiseprts, 43,959 5,603 5,559 13,315 1,827 78 22,495 67,513

Cuba,........... 23787 520 190 89,997 9,096, 206 .......... ..

Other foreign ports, 55,891 8,178 50 39,815 8,961 126,262 495 27,912

T5141,............ 279,137 181,409 12,082 468,338 23,969 707,439 32,360 220,297
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ARRIVALS or Srnrs, Bums, BRIGS, Scnoomms, AND STEAMBOATS, AT N. O. In 1844-45.

Months- Ships. Barks. Brlgs. Schrs- Tom]. Bt'mb‘ts

September,....................... . 26 9 12 8 55 120

October, .. . . . 69 16 14 6 105 165

November,.. 74 25 29 28 156 233

December,.. . . . ...... . . 83 39 37 29 188 289

January,..... 118 48 57 48 271 279

February, 52 44 56 52 204 272

March, 93 40 62 49 244 . 281

April, 78 34 48 34 194 242

May, . . . . . . . . . . . 32 19 12 25 88 228

June,. . . . . . . . . . .. 52 12 6 14 84 168

July, . . . . . . . . . .. 23 8 8 12 51 154

August, 18 3 10 11 42 99

Total,..................... .. 718 297 351 316 1,682 2,530

COMPARATIVE NUMBER OF VESSELS IN THE PORT or NEW ORLEANS, FOR SEVEN YEARS.

1845. 1844. 1843. 1842. 1841. 1840. 1839.

Aug. 31—Ships,... 13 20 11 22 17 13 21

“ Barks,.. 3 8 7 9 3 8 4

“ Brigs,.... 7 6 9 7 11 10 11

“ Schrs.,.. 8 9 10 9 18 13 25

Total, ..... . . 31 43 37 47 49 44 61

PRODUCE IMPORTED 1m NEW ORLEANS, FROM THE INTERIOR.

Articles. 1844—45. Articles. 1844—45

Apples,..............,.........bbls. 26,515 Hay,........................bundle5 37,296

Bacon, assL, ...... i. 12,892 Iron, pig, ....... ..tons 207

Bacon hams, .............. . .hhds. 8,358 ard,.. ...hhds. 167

Bacon in bulk, 350,000 Lard, . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..bbls. 60,078

Bagging,.... . ,ps. 111,324 Lard, .kegs 245,414

Bale rope,.. ..coils 67,600 Lime, wester .. bbls. 6,233

Beans,......._. .....bbls. 7,006 Lead,........ ...pigs 732,125

Butter,.... .kegs 30,319 Lead, bar, ..... . . .. .kegs 788

Butter, . . . . . . . . . ..bbls. 396 Lead, white,.... ..... .. . 888

Beeswux,... . ..... .. 1,464 Molasses, 105,086

Beeswax,... ............... ..lbs. .... .. Oats,............ ..bbls. and sucks 144,262

Beef, ........... ..bbls.and tierces 32,674 Onions,........................bbls. 7,499

Beef, dried,.....................lbs. 58,200 Oil, 1inseed,.. 1,356

Buffalo robes, ............. ..packs 1,915 Oil, castor,.... 3,385

Cotton—La. and Mi.,.... ..bales 688,244 Oil, lard,.............. 2,413

“ Lak .................. .. 19,533 Peach brandy, ................. .. . 46

“ N. Ala. and Tenn 198,246 Pickles,.......... ..kegs and bbls. 218

“ Arkansas, .. 23,103 Potatoes,_. . . . . . . . .bbls. 53,779

“ Mobile, . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12,123 Pork,....,.. .... .. 216,960

“ Florida, ...... .. 12,830 Pork,.................. ..hhds. 6,741

“ Texas, . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25,159 Pork in bulk,........ ..... ..lbs. 4,079,600

Corn-meal, ......... .. . 7,917 Porter and ale, .... .. ..bbls. 8

Corn in ears,......... . 139,686 Packing yarn,.. Jeels 1,104

Corn, shelled,.. sacks 390,964 Skins, deer,.......... .packs 2,729

Cheese, . . . . . boxes 39,091 Shot, ............. . . .. .kegs 4,105

Candles,.... ........... .. 5,170 Sugar,.. ..hhds. 93,288

Cider, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .bbls. 385 Soap,...... . .. . . .boxes 6,076

Coal, western, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 281,000 Shingles,..... .......... .. 144,000

Dried peaches,. 47 Staves,.... .......... .. 2,500,000

Dried apples,. Tallow,......... ..bbls. 7,828

Flax-seed,.... Tobacco, leaf,....... ...hhds. 71,493

Flour, .... .. Tobacco, chcwing,..........kcgs 5,309

Furs, T0bacco,......... .............bales 3,799

Furs,..... .. 'I‘wine,..... ...... . .bunclles 1,951

Feathers,.. Whiskey,.....................bbls. 97,851

Hemp,......... Window glass,...............boxes 3,071

Hides,... Wheat,... . . .. bls. and sucks 64,759   
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VALUE or Paoovcs or ran Irrrsnron, Imroa'rsn Into New Gamma.

A Table showing the receipts of the principal articles from the interior, during the year

ending 3lst August, 1845, with their estimated average and total value.

  

  

  

  

  

  

Articles. Amount. Average. Value.

Apples,.............................bbls. 26,515 $2 00 $53,030

Bacon, ass’d,... hhds. and casks 12,892 40 00 514,160

Bacon, assorted,................boxes 38 25 00 950

Bacon hams,.... ..hhds. and tierces 8,358 45 00 376,110

Bacon in bulk,................. ..lbs. 350,000 41, 15,570

Bagging, .............. .. ...pieces 111,324 10 00 1,113,240

Bale-rope, ....coils 67,600 5 00 338,000

Beans, ................bbls. 7,006 4 00 28,024

Butter,..... ....kegs and firkins 30,319 4 00 121,276

Butter, .............bbls. 396 15 00 5,940

Beeswax, 1,464 45 00 65,880

Beef,.... 29,113 7 00 203,791

Beef,............ ...... ..tcs. 3,561 13 00 46,293

Beef, dried, .. ...lbs. 58,200 6 3,492

Buffalo robes,.. packs 1,915 50 00 95,750

Cotton,.......... bales 979,238 24 00 23,501,712

Corn-meal,..... .....bbls. 7,917 2 50 19,792

Corn in ear,.......... 139,686 45 62,859

Com, she11ed,....... .. sacks 390,964 ' 87} 342,094

Cheese, ....................... ..boxes 39,091 2 00 78,182

Candles,... ................... .. 5,170 3 00 15,510

Cider,.............. .......bbls. 385 3 00 1,155

Coal, west-ern,-...................... .. 281,000 37§ 105,375

Dried apples and peaches, ....... .. . 2,232 2 00 4,464

Feathers,.....................,....bags 5,403 25 00 135,075

Flax-seed, tierces 2,181 8 50 18,539

.............. ..bbls. 533,312 4 00 2,134,248

., bundles, and bxs. 699 .... .. 850,000

.................bundles 46,274 10 00 462,740

117,863 1 25 147,329

...bundles 37,296 2 25 86,165

........tons 207 30 00 6,210

...hhds. 167 50 00 8,350

....bhls. 60,078 16 00 961,248

..... ..kegs 245,414 3 25 797,613

. .... ..bundles 2,498 18 00 44,964

Lime, western,.... 6,233 1 00 6,233

Lead, ............................ ..pigs 732,125 2 20 1,618,455

Lead, bar,. .... ..kegs and boxes 788 12 00 9,456

Molasses, estimated crop,...gallons 9,000,000 14 1,260,000

Oats,..............................bbls. 144,262 70 100,983

Onions,.......... ........ .. 7,499 2 00 14,998

Oil, linseed,.... ..... .. 1,356 30 00 40,680

Oil, castor,......... ...... .. . 3,385 30 00 101,550

Oil, lard, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,413 24 00 57,912

Peach brandy,..... ........ .. 46 15 00 690

Potatoes, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53,779 1 50 80,669

Pork,..... .. ........ .. - 216,960 10 00 2,169,600

Pork,................ .hhds. 6,741 40 00 269,640

Pork in bulk, . . . . . . . . ..lbs. 4,709,600 211,932

Porter and ale,... ..bbls. 86 5 00 430

Packing yarn,. .reels 1,104 5 00 5,520

Skins, deer,.... packs 2,729 20 00 54,580

Skins, bear,........ .......... .. 52 15 00 780

Shot,........ .. ....kegs 4,105 15 00 . 61,575

Soap,.... ...boxes 6,076 2 75 16,709

Staves,...................... .... 2,500 28 00 70,000

Sugar, estimated crop,... ...hhds. 200,000 45 00 9,000,000

Spanish moss, ........... .. ...bales 3,823 3 00 11,469

Tallow,............................bbls. 7,828 17 00 133,926
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Articles. Amount. Average. Value.

Tobacco, leaf,................. ..hhds. 64,093 3345 00 $2,884,185

Tobacco,strips,........................ 7,400 100 00 740,000

Tobacco, chewing, .kegs and boxes 9,309 12 00 63,708

Tobacco,.... ................ ..bales 3,799 2 50 9,497

Twine,.... bundles and boxes 1,951 7 00 13,657

Vinegar,.................... ..bbls. 656 3 00 1,968

Whiskey, ...... .. ......... .. 97,651 8 00 781,208

Window glass, ................ ..boxes 3,071 4 00 12,284

1Vheat,...............bbls. and sacks 64,759 2 00 129,518

Other various articles, estimated at......................................... .. 4,500,000

Total value, ............................................................. .. $57,199,122

Total in 1843-44,.... 60,094,716

  

Total in 184243,... 53,728,054

Total in 1841—42,............ ......... .. 45,716,045

Communva ARRIVALS, Exroa'rs, AND Srocxs or Cor-10x 11m Toaacco AT NEW ORLEANS,

FOR TEv YEARS—FROM ls'r SEPTEMBER TO 3151' Austin‘.

  

COTTON—BALEB. Toaacco—Hnns.

Years. Arrivals. Exports. Stocks. Arrivals. Exports. Stocks.

1844-45, ........... .. 979,238 984,616 7,556 71,493 68,679 7,673

1843—44,............. 910,854 895,375 1 12,934 82,435 81,249 4,859

1842-43, ........... . . 1,089,642 1,088,870 4,700 92,509 89,891 4,873

1841—42, 740,155 749,267 4,428 67,555 68,058 2,255

1840-41,.. 822,870 821,228 14,490 53,170 54,667 2,758

l839-40,.. . . 954,445 949,320 17,867 43,827 40,436 4,409

1838-39,,............ 578,514 579,179 10,308 28,153 30,780 1,294

1837-38, ......... . .. . 742,720 738,313 9,570 37,588 35,555 3,834

1836-37,.....- ..... .. 605,813 588,969 20,678 28,501 35,821 3,857

1835-36,........... . . 495,442 490,495 4,586 50,555 43,028 10,456

COMPARATIVE PRICES 01-‘ MIDDLING TO Fam COTTON, AT NEW ORLEANS,

On the first of each month, during a period of five years,- together with the total re

ceipta at New Orleans, and the total crops of the United Statea.

1844-5. 1843-4. 1842-3. 1841-2. 1840-1.

Cents. Cents. Cents, Cents. Cents.

September,. ..... .. 6 a 7} 5} a 8 6 a . . a 10} 8 a 10

October,..... . 5} a 7} 7 a 8} 6} a 8 8} a 9} 9 a 10,‘

November,......... 5} a 6,’; 6} a 8 5} a 7} 8} a 10} 8 a 9}

December, ....... .. 4} a 6} 75 a 8} 5} a 7} 8} a 10 8} a 9}

January,............ 4% a 6} 8} a 10} 51} a 7} 8 a '9} 8} a 9}

February,.......... 4} a 6} 8} a 10 5} a 7} 7} a 10 9} a 10}

  

  
March, .... .. 5 a 6} 8} a 9} 41} a 7 6} a 10 9} a 10}

April,..... 5} a 7} 7} a 9} 4} a 7} 7} a 10 9} a 10}

May,......... 5} a 7} 61- a 8} 5} a 7 6} a 10 10} a 11}

June, 5} a 7} 7 a 8;} 5} a 8 6} a 10 9} a 12

July,........_. 6} a 7} 6} a 8} 5} u 8 6} a 10 9 a 11}

August, ........... .. 6} a 7} 6} a 8 5} a 8 6} a - 9 a 11}

Rec. N. O.,..bales 979,238 910,854 1,089,642 740,155 822,870

Crop of U. S.,... . 2,400,000 2,030,409 2,378,875 1,683,574 1,634,945

FOREIGN MERCHANDISE IMPORTED INTO NEW ORLEANS.

Direct Imports of Coflee, Sugar, and Salt, for three years—from Sept. 1, to Aug. 31.

1844-5. 1843-4. 1842-3.

  

  

Coffee, Havana,...................... ..bags 4,094 52,857 60,183

Coffee, Rjo,......... ..... .. . 167,669 161,082 85,438

Sugar, Havana,.... ...boxes 3,473 10,153 2,233

Salt, Liverpool,.......... ..sucks 361,486 302,350 239,427

Salt, Turks’ island, 800., .......... ..bush. 518,407 309,650 129,520

IMPORTS or SPECIE Foa THREE vEms—Eaom 18'1‘ SEPTEMBER, TO 3131' Aucnsr.

$2,249,138

1843-4,..... 7,748,723

1842-3, ............. .. ' . III 10,415,531
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Comsanrva RATES or Faaren'r non New ORLEANS

The ratos of freight have ranged unusually low throughout the greater portion of the

past year. The known increase in the most important southern crops—cotton,sugar, and

molasses—led to the expectation that freights would rule considerably higher than during

the previous year; but the material falling 08 in several of the most important products

of the west, and a larger supply of British tonnage than was looked for to an'ive, pre

vented that enhancement of rates which some were led to hope, and others to apprehend,

according to their particular interests. The annexed table will show the rates for cotton

and tobacco, the ruling articles, to the principal ports, on the first of each month, for the

past two years :—

Comparative Rates of Freight, on Cotton and Tobacco, to Liverpool, Howe, and New

York, on the first of each month, for the past two years.

Co'rrou, ran romvn.

  

1844-5. 1843-4.

Liverpool. Havre. New York. Liver 1. Hum. N.Y.

September,.............. id. 5 ct. 1} ct. i . 1 ct. 7-16

October,...... .. 7-16 15-16 } 7-16 1 1

November,.. .... .. j l i i 1 §

i I i 1} l i

5 1i i i l i

1752 11-16 g 5 11 5
7-16 1 9-16 5 1* 11-15

5 i i 9-16 15 9-16

5 t i i 1 5

13-32 5 7-16 7-16 5 g

i i i 7-16 t i

7-16 . 1 7-16 5 g

Toascco, PER HOGSHEAD.

355. 0d. 88 50 $3 50 375 6d. 322. 6d. 355 00

31 6 .... .. a 00 31 6 .... .. 4 00

4 00 37 6 .... .. 4 00

4 00 35 0 .... .. 3 50

5 50 36 0 .... .. s 75

5 50 31 6 .... .. 5 00

5 50 .... .. 6 00

5 00 . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 5o

4 00 .... .. $8 50 4 50

4 50 36 6 s 50 4 50

4 00 36 o s 50 5 00

2 50 35 0 s 50 2 75

  

COMPARATIVE RATES or Excnanes AT New ORLEANS.

Comparative Rates of Exchange on London, Paris, and New York, on thefirst of each

month, for three years past—60 day bills.

1844-5. 1843-4. 1842-3.

London. Paris. N-Y. London. Paris. N.Y. Lond'n. Paris. N. Y.

. dis. pm. per 3 dis. pm. per 3 dis.

9; 5 28 g s} 5 25 .1 5 5 37 1;

s; 5 31 1;, 8i 5 30 2g, 3; 5 60 5

85 5 31 u 6 5 40 25 par 5 56 4g

8:} 5 27 15 6a, 5 40 1,} 4; 5 52 2;

s; 5 30 15 7;, 5 40 2 4,} 5 55 2;

s; 5 28 11} 11 5 37 2; a 5 55 3

2 6i 5 41 3 par 5 65 6

7 5 31 2 6i 5 37 2 3i 5 47 2:}

1.} s; 5 28 4 6 5 35 1

9 5 28 g 8;, 5 25 a, s 5 26 i

g 8:} 5 27 ,1 s 5 25 5

10 5 27 par 9} 5 25 i 9; 5 25 j
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The exchange market has been characterised by remarkable steadiness throughout the

past season. The extreme range for sterling has been 61 a 10% per cent premium; the

lowest rate being in the early part of April, under very heavy operations in cotton, and

the highest during the past month, when there have been scarcely any bills offering. It

was only for a few days, however, that the rate was depressed below 7i per cent; and the

main business of the season may be said to have been transacted within a range of 7} a

9 per cent premium. In francs, the extreme rates have been 5f. 25 0. 5f. 32;; and for

sixty day bills on New York and Boston, the range has been 2} per cent discount to i

per cent premium. The imports of specie have been less than $3,000,000, against

$8,000,000 last year. The amount of specie in the banks of New Orleans, on the 31st

July last, was $6,300,000.

Exron'r 01-‘ SUGAR AND Monasses mom FRANKLIN, L4.

Statement of Sugar and Molasses shipped from the port of Franklin, Lyn, from lat Sep

tember, 1844, to let September, 1845.

  

41,’. ~. SUGAB. Monassns.

Destination. Hhds- Bbls. Hhds. Bbls.

New York,................ 1,441 33 2,547 1,288

Pbiladelphia,.._ . 866 _ 354 740

Baltimore, 828 — .... .. 804

Boston,....... .. .... .. — 220Norfolk,.... . . . 265 -— 51 90

Richmond, .. . .. 548 205 26 280

Charleston,.. .... 576 26 665

Mobile,.............................. 1,057 34 76 971

at» — . — —— ~—
T0tal,......... 5,581 298 3,274 4,838

Norm—The above is'included in the New Orleans export table.

 

COMMERCE BETWEEN U. STATES AND OTHER AMERICAN NATIONS.

We are indebted to the National Intelligencer for the valuable statistical view of the

commerce of the United States with other American nations, which we publish below.

Our labors are so arduous, that we gladly avail ourself of the industry of the limited num

ber of persons in this country, whose inclination, or circumstances, are imperative enough

to impel them to the drudgery of statistical compilation; especially when we find, by

examination, that the task has been faithfully performed. Such is the fact, generally, so

far as regards the tables occasionally published in the Intelligencer. The statistical bu

reau, projected by the Hon. Zadok Pratt, of New York,is yet in its infancy; and, judging

from the meagre documents that have been given to the country, we judge it to be very

inadequately constituted. In England and France, the plan of collecting andrcompiling

statistics is thoroughly organized, and placed in the hands of scientific and laborious men,

who are not removed from oil-ice by every change of administration. A department at

Washington can never be established with any prospect of utility or efiiciency, until the

contending parties, through their representatives and executive, adopt a similar course.

“ These tables,” says the National Intelligencer, “ render very important aid in ascer~

taining the comparative value of our commerce with those different nations ; that value

depending much more upon the description of the produce or goods we receive from or

send to any particular nation, than the mere amount of imports and exports in dollars and

cents, or the isolated fact of the balance of trade being for or against us. The importance

of our commerce with another nation will be in proportion to what our own people gain

upon what they sell to that nation, and the abstract importance of what they purchase

from them, as a necessary, a convenience, or a luxury. These considerations must also

be blended with the employment which any particular trade gives to our shipping, and its

interference with, or importance to, our agricultural and manufacturing interests.”
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COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES WITH OTHER AMERICAN NATIONS, FOR THE YEAR ENDING

JUNE 30, 1844.

Exports to Texas.

Fish, whale oil, and spermaceti

    

candles,....................... . . $2,834

Stoves, shingles, and planks,... 1,928

Provisions, malt liq’or, and sp’ts, 12,498

Bread-stufi‘s," . . 10,763

Cotton,.... .. . 11,200

Tobacco,........................... 3,296

  

Imports from Texas.

  

  

Bullion and specie,............. .. $10,114

. 644,580

,......... .. .. 1,668

Manufactures of all In ds,...... 6,266

Exports t

Fish, oil, and spermaceti can

» $25,511

Staves,sh’gles, pl’ks, spars, etc., 10,592

Provisions, malt liq’rs, and sp’ts, 72,209

Bread-stuffs,......,:.............. 154,978

Horses and mules,... 17,210

Cotton,.......................... 552,750

  

Imports from Mexico.

 
 

  

Bullion and specie, . ..... .. $1,780,267

Dye-'woods,........... .. 135,595

Straw and chip hats,............. 4,352

Wool, under 7 cents per lb.,... 13,910

Sugar,............................ .. 4,237

Indigo,.... . 2,108

Cigars, .......................... .. 2,225

Exports to Central Republic of America.

  

  

  

  

Manufactures of all kinds,.... . $144,102

Sundries, and not enumerated, 9,826

Domestic exports,.......... . . $196,447

Foreign exports,..... .... 81,101

Total exports,................ $277,548

Sundries, and non-enumerated, $15,923

Total imports,................ $678,551

0 Mexico.

Manufactures of all kinds,...., $442,909

Sundries, and non-enumerated, 16,593

Domestic exports,......... .. $1,292,752

Foreign “ 502,081

Total exports,.......... $1,794,833

Manilla and sun hemp, and

jute grass, ....... .. .. $28,438

Cofi'ee and pimenbo, 4,117

Sundries,................ 4,189

Non—enumerated,".............. 407,564

Total imports,............... $2,387,002

I  

Fish, whale oil, and spermaceti Gold and silver coin,...... $10,000

candles,......................... $132 Manufactures of all kinds,..... 82,821

Wood, shingles, planks, masts, 3 Non-enumerated, and sundries, 256

94 --———

Provisions, malt liquors, and Domestic exports,.......... .. $103,377

spirits,........................... 1,836 Foreign "' 46,899

Bread-stuffs,.... .. .. .. 6,990 _

Tobacco,......................... .. 948 Total exports”... . $150,276

Imports from Central Republic of America.

Bullion and specie,............. .. $14,187 Sundries,............................ $736

Dye-wood,... .. . . 5,523 Non-enumerated,.............. .. . 84,668

Mahogany and rose-wood,.... .. 3,734 -__

Indigo,_..........................,.. 112,222 Total imports,............. .. . $223,408

Cotton,.............................. 2,338 .

Exports to New Grenada.

Fish, whale oil, and spermaceti Manufactures of all kinds,.... . $51,390

candles,... .. . $6,332 Sundries, and not enumerated,. 1,934

Wood, sh’gles, pl’ks, masts, etc, 420 -_

Provisinms, malt liquors, and Domestic exports,*........ .. $79,381

spirits,...................... 1,731 Foreign “ 49,225

Bread-stuffs, . 15,983 —.

Naval stores,... 1,681 Total exports, ............. .. . $128,606

Imports from New Grenada.

Bullion and specie,............. .. $62,605 Sundries,.............. $3,275

Cofi'ee,.............. .. . 10,951 Non-enumerated,....... . 85,517

Dye-woods, . . 13,819 _______

Indigo,.................... . 13,449 Total imports,................. v$189,616

 

* The annual statement makes this amount $75,621.
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Exports to Venezuela.

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Fish, whale oil, and spermaceti Bread-stuffs,...................,. . $143,135

candles,......................... $8,164 Manufactures of all kinds,.... . 124,271

Wood, shingles, staves, &.c.,... 5,012 Sundries, and non-enumerated, 6,562

Skins and furs,................... 2,118 _-—-'

Horses and mules,.. 608 Domestic exports,ale....... .. . $438,731

T0bacco,.............. .. 5,240 Foreign “ 88,741

Tallow candles and soap,....... 96,622 __

Provisions, malt 'quors, and Total exports,............... . $527,472

spirits, ........... ........... .. 46,999

Imports from Venezuela.

Bullion and specie,............. .. $5,058 Mauufactures,..................... $1,816

Cofi'ee,................. . 817,058 Sundries,............. . 1,732

Dye-woods,.............. 8,168 Non-enumerated,.......... . 299,954

Cocos and chocolate,... .. 34,492 ——

Sugar,.................... ..... 21,261 Total imports,............. .. $1,435,479

Indigo, 245,940

Exports to Brazil.

Fish, and sperm and whale oil, $7,747 Manufactures of all kinds,..., . $666,163

Spermaceti candles, ........... . . 20,373 Sundries, and non-enumerated, 31,602

Staves, shingles, and planks,... 22,398 ——

Masts, spars, and naval stores,. 30,146 Domestic exports, .......... . . $2,409,418

Provisions, malt liquors, and Foreign “ .. .. 408,834

spirits,................... .. .. 95,214 —-———

Flour and bread-stump 1,513,807 Total exports,............... . $2,818,252

21,968

Imports from Brazil.

Bullion and specie,............. . $28,609 Sugur,'l'.............,.... $121,487

.. Coffee, ......................... . . 5,802,901 Sundries,.......... .. 7,626

Wool, under 7 cents per lb.,... 49,955 Non-enumerated,................ 809,290

Cocoa,*........................ 58,568 —

Rose-wood and mahogany,... . 5,370 Total imports,............. .. $6,883,806

Exports to the Oisplatine Republic.

Fish, oil, and spermaceti can- Bread-stufl's, $246,307

dles,............................ . $2,579 Manufactures of all kinds,.... 76,719

Shingles, planks, and lumber,. 19,070 Non-enumerat’d, and sundries, 4,183

Masts and spare, and naval —'

stores,........................... 977 Domestic exports,.......... . $394,266

Provisions, beer, and spirits,... 32,709 Foreign “ . 67,910

Cotton,..._........................ 1,442 _

Tobacco, .. 10,280 Total exports, .............. .. $462,176

Imports from the Cisplatine Republic.

Bullion and specie,... .... .. . ..... .. $22,088

45

Non-enumerated,......................................................................... 122,630

Total $144,763

Exports to the Argentine Republic.

Fish, oil, and sperm. candles,. $3,931 Manufactures of all kinds,... . $109,087

Shingles, plank, and lumber,.. 14,538 Sundries, and non-enumerat’d, 7,834

Masts, spars, and naval stores, 583 -————

Provisions, beer, and spirits,... 55,060 Domestic exports,.......... . $245,339

Tobacco,........................ . . 1,088 Foreign “ . . . 258,950

Sugar, ........ .. . 12,627 ' —--—

Bread-stuffs, .................... .. 40,591 Total exports,................ $504,289

* Stated as being $442,491 in annual statement _ _

1‘ These two imports were given together in a former statement; in which, by mis

take, “chocolate” was printed, instead of “ sugar.”
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Imports from the Argentine Republic.

  

  

Furs undressed on the skin”. $44,762

Wool, not exceed’g 7 0. per 1b., 467,020

Non-enumerated,... . . . . . . 845,744

Indigo,................ 56,986

Salt, ........................ .. 564

Exports

Fish, oil, and spermaceti can- 1

$6,953

Staves, shingles, planks, &,c.,. 7,535

Masts, spars, and naval stores, 2,122

Provisions, beef, and spirits,... 63,489

Bread-stuffs,..................... . 28,462

Tobacco,......... .. 6,411

9,258

  
Beef and pork,................ .. $5,373

Bar ir0n,.......... .. 450

Sundries,......................... 293

Total imports,............... $1,421,192

to Chili.

Sugar, $22,550

Manufactures of all kinds,_... 703,951

Non-enumerat’d, and sundries, 5,914

Domestic exports, ........ .. $856,645

Foreign " 248,576

Total exp0rts,................ $1,105,221

Imports from Chili.

  

 

  

  

Bullion and specie,............ .. $185,817 $2,234

Copper, pigs, bar, and 016,... . 355,842 Manufactures,.................. 9,470

Dye-woods,......._................. 3,345 Sundries, and non-enumerut’d, 127,951

Leghom, straw, and chip hats, 18,833 600

Wool, not exc’ding 7 e. per 1b., 19,847 -———

. 26,431 Total imports,............... $750,370

Exports to Peru.

Masts and spare, and naval stores,......... .................................... $365

Provisions,.................................. 1,917

Bread-stuffs, ................... .. 2,570

Manufactures of all kinds, .... .. 8,683

................................... .. 518

Domestic exports,...................... ....... ..,.................... . . $14,053

Foreign “ 2,754

Total exports,......................................... $16,807

Imports from Peru.

Bullion and specie,.... ... ..... .. $21,839 Manufactures,..... $349

Copper, pig, bar, and old, .... .. 17,775 Sundries,........................ .. 54,380

Palm-leaf hats and Leghorns,. 21,611 --—--

Coffee, cocoa, and ehocolate,. 68,470 Total imports, ............. .. $184,424

Exports to British West Indies.

Fish, oil, and sperm. candles, . $33,699 Tobacco, ........................ .. $36,885

Staves, shingles, planks, &c.,. 312,342 Gold and silver coin....... .... .. 6,100

Masts and spars, and naval Manufactures of all kinds,_.. . 287,782

stores, ......................... ,. 3,916 Non-enumerated, . . . . . . . 76,724

Provisions, beer, and spirits,... 772,408 —

Horses and mules . 215,902 Domestic exports,.... . $4,114,218

Sheep,......... 14,669 Foreign “ ......... . . 21,828

Bread-stuffs,“ .. 2,194,052 —

159,739 Total exports,.............. .. $4,136,046

Imports from British West Indies.

Bullion and specie,............. $345,294

Cofi‘ee, chocolate, and cocoa,. 6,459

  Copper and 42,430

Dye-wood,...,..._. . . 19,154

Mahogany and rose-woo ,.... 4,049

Wines, spirits, and beer, ..... .. 4,785

Molasses,......................... 2,917

22,206

 

Spices,..................  . $38,699

  
Coal,.... 765

Sult,............. .. .. 99,693

Manufactureso all nds,.... .. 16,497

Sundries, and non-enumerat’d, 84,958

Total imports,............. .. $687,906
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Exports to British

Fish, oil, and sperm. candles,. $46,257

Shingles, staves, planks, &c.,. 92,367

Masts and spars, and naval

stores,......................... . . 20,735

Ashes, pot and pear ,. . 2,434

Skins and furs,................. .. 17,535

Provisions, beer, and spirits,... 782,225

Bread-stuffs.............. . . 2,156,936

Horses and mules,.. 11,450

Sheep, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,138

38,207

Importsfr

  

American Colonies.

  Cotton,............................ $96,843

Tobacco,. . . . . 19,355

Sugur,.................. .. 7,775

Domestic salt,...... . . 46,498

Manufactures of all kinds,.... . 1,778,503

Sundries, and non-enumerat’d, 235,928

Domestic exports,........... $5,361,186

Foreign ......... .. 306,125

$5,667,311

am British American Colonies.

  

  

  

  

  

Bullion and specie, .......... $445,995 Indigo,........................... . $6,292

Copper and brass,..... . 10,817 Rags, . . . . . . . . . . . 5,348

Dye-wood, in sticks,.. 2,258 Coa1,... .. 115,906

Furs, undressed on the skin,... 7,977 Salt,....... .. 8,701

Mahogany and rose-wood,... . 1,700 Potatoes, ........................ .. 11,937

Wool, not exc’dng 7 e. per 1b., 3,368 Fish, dried and pickled, ..... .. 261,349

Wool, exceeding 7 cents, .... .. 3,237 Manufactures of all kinds”... 46,577

Wine, spirits, and beer,...... .. 2,341 Sundries, and non-enumerated, 526,105

Molasses,........................... 2,664 ~—

3,143 Total,....................... .. $1,465,715

Exports to Cuba.

Fish, oil, and spermaceti can- Rice,.................. $313,969

$471,973 Cotton,.... .. 540,183

Staves, shingles, planks, &c.,. 541,539 Tobacco,........................ .. 23,874

Masts and spars, and naval Sundries, and non-enumerat’d, 68,648

stores,.......................... 9,073 —-——

Provisions, beer, and spirits”. 750,437 Domestic exports, ....... .. . $4,304,062

Bread-stuffs, 219,186 Foreign “ ........ . . 934,533

Manufactures of all kinds,... . 1,357,980 ——

Horses and mules,............... 7,200 Total exports,................ $5,238,595

Imports from Cuba.

Bullion and specie,............ .. $170,927 Fruit and spices,............. .. . $3,495

Coffee, chocolate, and cocoa,. 1,207,104 Indigo,..,............ 7,417

Copper, in pigs and bars,....... 60,509 Cigars, .......................... . . 961,261

Dye-woods, ............ ...... . . 19,251 Manufactures of all kinds,... . 14,449

Mahogany and rose-wood,... . 49,561 Sundries, and non-enumerat’d, 814,068

Wine and spirits,................ 3,621 —

Molasses,.............. .. 2,108,304 Total imports,................ $9,930,421

Sugar, ........................... .. 4,510,454

Exports to Hayti.

Fish, oil, and spermaceti can. Gold and silver coin,............ $60,701

dles, ........................... .. $241,503 Sugar,.......................... 1,726

Shingles, staves, and planks,. 42,214 Manufactures of all kinks,... . 251,786

Masts and spars, and naval Sundries, and non-enumerat’d, 3,525

stores, ......................... .. 922 -————

Provisions, beer, and spirits,... 231,490 Domestic exports, ........ .. $1,082,807

Bread-stuffs”..................... 212,015 Foreign “ , ........ .. 45,549

Rice,........... 26,540 -——————

Tobacco, ..................... .. 10,385 Total exports,................ $1,128,356

Imports from Hag/ti.

Bullion and specie,............ .. $90,468 Manufactures of all kinds,. $1,627

Cofl'ee, cocoa, and chocolate,. 1,080,593 Sundries, and non-enumerat’d, 75,879

Dye.wood, in sticks,............ 80,836 ——

Mahogany and rose-wood,.... 105,841 Total imports,................ $1,435,244
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General summary of the foregoing Exports.

To Texas, .......... ............. ..

Mexico,..............,........

Central Rep. of America,.

New Grenada,............. ..

Venezuela,............Brazil, .. ..

  

CisplatineArgentine Republic,...... . .

Chili,.... ..  

British Am. coloniéé,.'.'ff.'.'.

Cuba,.....................

 

Fish, whale and spermaceti oil,

and spermaceti candles,. . .. .

Staves, shingles, planks, &c., .

Provisions, malt liquors, and

spirits,..........................

Bread-stuffs,

Rice,._..Cotton,....

Tobacco,..........................

Manufactures of all kinds,... .

Masts and spars, and naval

  

 

4J

 

  

 

Domestic. Foreign. Total.

$196,447 $81,101 $277,548

1,292,752 502,081 1,794,833

103,377 46,899 150,276

79,381 49,225 128,606

438,731 88,741 527,472

2,409,418 408,834 2,818,252

394,266 67,910 462,176

245,339 258,950 504,289

856,645 248,576 1,105,221

14,053 2,754 16,807

4,114,218 21,828 4,136,046

5,361,186 306,125 5,667,311

4,304,062 934,533 5,238,595

1,082,807 45,549 1,128,356

$20,892,682 $3,063,106 $23,955,788

The Domestic Exports consisted of—

Skins andfurs,.................. 19,653

$877,988 Wax,...........,. ..... .. 31,226

1,070,349 Sugar, .... .. 44,678

Salt, . . . . . . . . . .. 46,498

2,920,222 Ashes, .. 2,434

6,945,775 Horses and mules,... 252,370

538,455 Sheep,............... .. 22,801

1,202,418 Specie, (gold and silver,).... . 76,801

117,762 Sundries, and non-enumera

6,182,679 470,047

70,520 Total,..................... $20,892,682stores,......................... ..

General summary of the foregoing Imports.

From Texas,.....................

Mexico,....................

Gen. Rep. of America,.

New Grenada,........ ..

Venezuela,..,.............

Brazil,................... ..

Cisplatine Republic,... .

Argentine Republic,... .

$678,551

2,387,002

223,408

189,616

1,435,479

6,883,806

144,763

1, 21,192

From

Peru,................... ..

British West Indies,...

British Am. colonies,.

Cuba,Hayti,................. . .

Total, ............. ..

E? The Imports consisted of—

  Bullion and specie,........... .. $3,183,268‘

. . . 287,949

. 170,255

Coffee, chocolate, and 006011,. 9,123,144

444,423Indigo,................. ..

Cotton,.... ..

Wool, under 7 cents per lb.,...

Wool, exc’ng “

Palm-leaf, chip, and straw hats,

Copper and brass,........... .. .

Manufactures of all kinds,. . .

Salt,....................-.....

Coal, ....... ..  

Many important conclusions'ma

we shall hereafter direct our attention.

646,918

116,671

Molasses,Wine, spirits, and beer, . .

Fish, dried and pickle , .... ..

Fruit and spices,............. .

Cigars,.................. .

Potatoesrm....................

Furs, undressed and on the

  

  

slun,.........................

Hemp, Manilla and sun hemp,

and juteSundries,...............

Non-enumerated,..............

  

Total,...................

$750,370

184,424

687,906

1,165,715

9,930,421

1,441,244

$27,823,897

$2,113,885

10,749

261,349

43,862

963,486

11,937

52,739

30,672

82,961

4,300,242

$27,823,897

y be drawn from these statements, to some of which

Another leading consideration is the great

amount of domestic tonnage constantly employed in our intercourse with this American

family of nations. The following is a statement of the domestic and foreign tonnage

employed in the trade with American nations and powers, during the year which ended

on June 30, 1844:—
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NAVIGATION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND O'I‘HER AMERICAN NATIONS, IN 1844.

  

  

Entered. Cleared.

Amerlcan Foreign American Foreign

Countries. tonnage. tonnage. tonnage. tonn’ge.

Texas,...................... .. 19,019 1,876 20,065 1,779

Mexico,....................... 24,934 4,170 22,636 1,804

Central America,..... .. . . 2,547 119 2,251 120

Venezuela,.............. . . 11,601 1,498 8,835 1,839

New Grenada,... 2,146 .... .. 1,691 .... ..

Brazil, ............. . . 48,550 14,802 46,250 1,816

Argentine Republic,.. 11,668 2,008 4,833 566

Cisplatine Republic,..... .. 445 615 12,519 1,159

3,206 7,247 .... ..

551 .... .. 404 .... ..

British Am. colonies,.... .. 723,587 473,922 696,865 516,231

British West Indies,..... .. 76,315 , 40,956 123,501 26,854

Cuba, ................. . . . . . 209,322 5,205 224,618 7,588

30,182 307 26,710 649

Totals,........... . . 1,164,073 545,478 1,198,425 560,405

COMMERCE OF THE ISLAND OF CUBA, IN 1844.

PREVIOUS STATEMENTS or cons communes IN THIS MAGAZINE—TOTAL IMPORTS AND ExPoaTs or

cons, FOR EIvE YEARS—DIFFERENCE IN EACH YEAR—PRODUCTS or srEcIE IMPORTED mTo

cons—or oTnEa NATIONS—INCREASE or TIIE COMMERCE or THE UNITED STATES wITII cuss

—FORl-IlGN GOODS IMPORTED IN SPANlSll BOTTOMS—IMPORTS FROM AND TO THE UNITED

s'ra'rm—susaa—Toeacoo, are.

We published in the Merchants’ Magazine, for October, 1842, (Vol. 7, No. 4, p. 319

to 337,) and for October, 1843, (Vol. 9, No. 4, p. 337 to 357,) elaborate articles, present

ing very full and comprehensive statistical views of the commerce of Cuba, for a series

of years. The statistical data we derived from the official document emanating from the

governor-general, which usually appears annually, about the 30th of July. We have

failed to receive a copy of that document this year; and, in the absence of it, we avail

ourself of the substance of it, as translated for the United States Gazette—-a Journal that

sustains a high character for general accuracy. The leading facts and figures pertaining

to the trade of Cuba in 1844, as compared with previous years, we now proceed to lay

before the readers of this Magazine:—

The value of the whole imports, for the year 1844, amounted to $25,056,231 06};

the value of exports, for the same time, $25,426,591 181—being a difference in favor of

the exports, of $370,360 12}.

The following tabular statement will give a comparison with former years :—

Years. Imports. Exports. Dlfl‘erence.

1840, .......... .. $24,700,189 31;, $25,941,783 37;, $1,241,594 001

1841, .......... .. 25,081,408 50 26,774,614 56} 1,693,206 06}

1842, .......... .. ' 24,637,527 25 26,684,701 00 2,047,173 75

1843,............ 23,422,096 43} 25,029,792 62} 1,607,696 18}

1844, .......... .. 25,056,231 06} 25,426,591 18} 370,360 12}

It appears, from the above statement, that the balance for the past year is less favorable

for the island than it has been for the four previous years.

The whole value of the products of Spain imported into Cuba, during the year 1844,

was $5,726,271 50. Of this, $5,699,299 25 were brought in Spanish vessels, and but

$26,972 25 in foreign bottoms. This shows an increase over 1843 of $497,129 93},

and over 1842 of $141,948.

The value of the products of other nations imported, was, in—

1842. 1843. 1844.

$19,080,171 $16,249,844 $17,164,323

The commerce of the United States reaped the benefit of the difference of the increase
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of 1844 over 1843, amounting to $914,579. This may, at first sight, appear strange;

but it is to be accounted for by the fact that, in order to supply the deficiency occasioned

by the protracted drought which took place in 1844, extra quantities of American pro

duce, such as rice, corn, com-meal, &.c., were of necessity imported.

The value of foreign goods, imported in Spanish bottoms, amounted, in—

1844. 1843. 1842.

$6,436,735 $7,170,229 $7,869,004

This shows a falling off in 1844, as compared with 1843, of $673,494; and, with

1842, of $1,362,269. It must be admitted, however, that, in the year 1843, there was

no transient cause to justify, as in 1844, the decrease of the trade in Spanish vessels, as

compared with the previous years. It is therefore with pain, says the “ Balanza Mercan

tile,” that the admission must be made that the trade in Spanish vessels is, in place of

increasing, as was hoped for, yearly on the decline.

The following gives a comparison of the value of products imported in foreign vessels,

in 1844, with the previous years :—

1840. 1841. 1842. 1843. 1844.

$19,404,928 $19,240,083 $19,080,176 $17,869,745 $19,329,960

The decrease in 1843, as compared with 1842, is not accounted for; though the in

crease of 1844, as compared with 1843, is laid to the extra import from the United

States, to supply the wants occasioned by the drought and hurricane.

Among the articles of import to which particular attention is directed, is that of flour;

not only because it is a subject of great importance to the province of Castile, from

whence comes most of the Spanish flour, but also as affecting the interests of the national

commerce of Spain.

The importations in 1844 were 187,951} bbls., valued at $2,349,398 81}. Of the

total, 143,934 bbls. were from Spain, valued at $1,799,180 50—the balance, 44,017 bbls.,

valued at $516,050, were chiefly from the United States. That is to say, that the amount

of foreign flour was 24 per cent of the whole amount introduced, and 25 per cent of the

whole value.

In 1843, the imports of flour amounted to 174,844 barrels, valued at $2,185,235 75.

The amount of foreign flour, for the same year, was 23,319 bbls., valued at $294,736.

For this year, then, of 1843, foreign flour was but the one-eighth part of the aggregate ;

showing a material increase of foreign flour introduced, and a consequent decrease of the

import of Spanish flour.

The value of the exports for the whole island, for the suljoined years, were—

1840. 1841. 1842. 1843. 1844.

$25,941,783 37!, $26,774,614 56} $26,684,701 93‘ $25,029,792 62* $25,426,591 18}

By an inspection of this table, it will be seen that there is a falling off in the years

1844 and 1843, as compared with the three previous years. At first sight, this would

appear to indicate a falling off in the amount of articles exported; but such is not the

case. The apparent falling off in the gross value, for each of these years, is owing to

the decreased value which the staples of the island have realized in the countries of their

consumption. No one doubts but that the products of sugar, tobacco, and minerals, have

very materially increased within the last two years; and, therefore, to their diminished

value, alone, is the falling off to be attributed.

Passing on to the examination of the difi'erent elements which compose the value of the

sum total of exports, we find that, in 1844, they amounted, for the peninsula of Spain,

to $3,148,114 56} shipped in Spanish vessels; but in 1843, despite the aggregate quan

tity being much less, that to Spain, however, amounted to $3,400,522 431. In 1842, it

was still greater; reaching $3,729,970 31}. The tabular form to Spain, for the five

years, gives

1840. 1841. 1842. 1843. 1844.

$3,473,630 83?; $3,451,988 00 $3,729,970 31* $3,400,522 43} $3,148,114 56}

There were exported in Spanish vessels for foreign pom, in 1844, $4,880,613 68};

and in 1843, $6,125,823 31}; showing a diminution, in one year, of $1,245,210, but

still a large increase over the three previous years, which were

1840. 1841. 1842. 1843. 1844.

$2,044,441 50 $2,269,339 50 $2,3&,936 50 $6,125,823 31* $4,880,613 68}
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This result shows that the United States, to which most of this increased export has

gone, are increasing their consumption of our staples. Still, if we compare this statement

with that previously given of the imports from the United States, we find the balance still

inclines in their favor. It stands thus :—

Years. Imports from U. S. Exports to U. S. Dlfl‘erence.

1842, .... .. $6,200,221 00 $5,282,574 00 $917,647

1843, .... .. 5,938,073 00 5,224,068 00 714,005

1844,.... .. 7,598,661 75 6,532,292 75 1,066,369

(After an elaborate description of the quality of Cuba tobacco, and its superiority over

that of other countries for the finer purposes to which it is applied, the report is made on

the subject of the tobacco trade of Cuba.)

The drought of the year 1844 was slight, as compared with that of previous years,

throughout the Vuelta Abajo. The total amount of export in 1844, of leaf tobacco, was

4,633,7681bs., valued at $419,267 56%. Of cigars, 158,505 M.; value, $1,564,650—

pricked or pounded do., 50,516 lbs.; value, $9,052—and paper cigars, value, $4,837.

If this result is compared with that of 1843, the effects of the drought of 1844 must be

apparent, as having been more injurious than is generally supposed. In that year, the

exports of leaf tobacco were 7,280,238 lbs., nearly double that of 1844, valued at $901,030.

Cigars, 257,997,000; value, $1,687,602.

The exports of sugar, for 1844, were 1,009,565 boxes, sold at $14,133,926. In 1843,

889,103 boxes exported, sold for $12,447,453, showinga considerable increase in the

production of this great staple. (It is added, by way of running comment, “Alas ! how

different the result will be for the year 1845.”)

The income received into the royal treasury, for 1844, amounted to $10,490,252 87;.

In deposit, for benefit of drawback goods, were entered to the value of $2,165,630, of

which were withdrawn the value of $1,344,264. In 1843, the account stood—Entered,

$1,943,132; withdrawn, $1,650,131.

As regards Spanish commerce, the statement gives—

 

  

Years. Entered. Cl‘d. Years. Entered. CM.

1840, ........... . . 958 912 1843,... . 815 798

1841,.. . 1,053 1,036 1844,... 855 798

1842, ........... . . 884 828 l

The 855 Spanish vessels entered in 1844, measured 81,587 tons. The decrease in the

number of vessels is supposed to be made up by the enlarged tonnage of those now en

gaged in the trade.

 

GRAINS IMPORTED INTO GREAT BRITAIN FROM IRELAND.

There has been laid before the House of Commons, on the motion of Mr. Trotter, a

return of the quantities of wheat, barley, oats, wheat-flour, and oat-meal, imported into

Great Britain, from Ireland, in the years 1842, ‘43, and ’44, distinguishing the quantities

in each year. Of wheat, in 1842, the number of quarters imported was 112,195 ; in

1843, 192,477 qrs.; in 1844, 200,276 qrs. Barley, in the three years respectively, 50,287,

110,499, 90,656 qrs. Oats, 1,274,326, 1,561,997, 1,509,870 qrs. Wheat-meal and flour,

314,311, 773,463, 839,567 cwts. Oat-meal, 1,551,172, 1,706,628, 1,150,976 cwts. The

return is from the ethos of the inspector-general of imports and exports, at the London

custom-house.

 

EXPORTS OF BRITISH MACHINERY.

The declared value of the British machinery and mill-work exported in 1844, from a

parliamentary return, was £776,256. The following are the principal countries to which

it was exported z—Russia, £158,137; Italy, £96,342; Germany, £92,851 ; France,

£84,315; East Indies, £62,080; Spain, £54,681; Holland, £34,117; British West In

dies, £24,102 ; United States, £32,223; Brazil, £19,934; Mauritius, £14,937.

 

BRITISH HARDWARE AND CUTLERY.

In the year 1844, there were exported 22,552 tons of British hardware and cutlery, of

the declared value of £2,176,087. Of this, the United States took 8,326 tons, value

£287,083; British North American colonies, 1,932 tons, value £167,876; Germany,

1,263 tons, value £156,706; France, 1,062 tons, value £121,554; and East Indies and

Ceylon, 1,182 tons, value £115,911.
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COMMERCE OF THE EAST INDIES.

INDIAN Imon'rs AND Exrom‘s nuamo NINE YEARS

From a recent parliamentary return, we derive an account of the total value of exports

and imports respectively, from and unto the ports of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay, from

1834-5 to 1842—3, converted into sterling money, at the rate of 2s. per sicca rupee :—

  

Imports.

1834—35. 1841—42.

Bengal,......................... £2,838,782 £5,639,046

Madras,.. .... .. 1,061,323 1,050,028

Bombay,...................... . 3,653,319 4,459,052

Total,................ .. £7,553,424 £11,496,350

The statements of imports for the following year had not been received from Madras;

but the following are those from Bengal and Bombay, in 1842-3 :—Bengal, £5,671,848 ;

Bombay, £5,542,578. The imports into the two presidencies, therefore, are nearly equal.

  

Exports.

1834-35. 1841-42.

£4,586,367 £8,062,533

Madras,... . .. . 1,667,239 2,284,270

Bombay, .................... . . 3,303.515 5,170,696

Total, ............... . . . £9,557,121 £15,517,499

There is no return of the exports from Madras for 1842-43. Those from Bengal were

£7,240,080; from Bombay, £5,273,986. It appears, from these returns, that, in eight

years, the value of the total imports of India had increased by £3,594,702 ; and that of

the total exports by £5,960,378.

 

BRITISH TRADE IN COTTON MANUFACTURES.

Cotton is the great staple product of the United States, and the leading manufacture of

Great Britain. Burns’s Colnmercial Glance, for the first six months of the present year,

is published; and, as usual, it contains a large amount of important information, and forms

an almost indispensable reference for the merchant and manufacturer concerned in the

sale, purchase, or manufacture of the great staple of British industry. It exhibits the

total exports of yarn, in the first six months of every year, from 1837, inclusive, to the

present year. The exports of yarn, in the last six months, (54,692,551 lbs.,) exhibit a

decrease, as compared with the corresponding period of 1844, (55,044,134 lbs.,) of 351,583

lbs. The principal sources of the decrease are in the exports to India, (decr., 3,400,000

lbs.,) and Russia, (2,400,000 lbs.) On the other hand, the exports have increased to Hol

land, (1,800,000 lbs.,) Belgium, the Hanse Towns, Naples, and Sicily, (1,200,000 lbs. ;)

Sardinia, Tuscany, &,c. On the other hand, there has been a vast increase in the exports

of plain calieoes, viz :—from 276,722,671 yards in the first six months of 1844, to

300,038,150 in the corresponding period of this year—increase, 23,315,479 yards. Of

this increase, 20,000,000 yards are due to China, 4,000,000 yards to Chili and Peru,

7,000,000 to the Cape, 10,000,000 to Colombia, and 2,000,000 each to the foreign West

Indies, Malta, and the Ionian islands, Sardinia, &.c., Turkey, and the Levant; and

3,600,000 yards to the United States. On the other hand, there is adecrease of 11,000,000

yards in the export to India,and a large decrease in those to Egypt, India, 6L0.

 

STATISTICS OF THE ENGLISH WHALE FISHERY.

Returns of the number of British ships, their tonnage, and of seamen of all ranks,

employed in the South Sea and Greenland whale fishery, have been printed by order of

the British Parliament. From these returns, we learn that in the years 1830, 1831, and

1832, there were 91 ships, of 30,083 tons, engaged in the South Sea fishing, carrying

2,750 men; and that in 1841, 1842, and 1843, there were employed 28 ships, of 9,767

tons, carrying 835 men. As regards the Greenland and Davis’s Straits whale fishery, it

is found that in 1830, 1831, and 1832, there were employed 258 ships, of 84,795 tons,

carrying 11,919 men; and in 1841, 1842, and 1843, 62 vessels, of 17,831 tons, carrying

2,873 men. The records of the customs department do not afford the means of preparing

the return of shipping and seamen employed in the fishing trade to Russia, Denmark,

Sweden, and Prussia.
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RAILROAD AND CANAL STATISTICS.

NEW YORK AND ERIE RAILROAD.

Tm: importance of this road to the commerce of the city of New York, as well as to

the region through which it is to pass; and, indeed, a large portion of the great west,

can scarcely be over-estimated. There is not, in our opinion, formed after the most ma

ture deliberation, and based on an accumulation of the most unquestionable statistical

data, a doubt but that the real estate owners of New York would, in less than five years

after its completion, be more than repaid by the enhanced value of real property; admit

ting, even, that the revenue from the road was barely sufiicient to cover the expenses.

But it is equally clear, to our mind, that it would pay a handsome per centage on the

capital invested in its construction. Eleazer Lord, Esq., the able and indefatigable presi

dent, retired from that ofiice, on the pledge of a majority of the board of directors, that,

under the auspices of a new president, to be selected by them, they should be able to

prosecute the enterprise to its speedy completion. Whatever may be our opinion of the

justice or expediency of that movement, we should hardly regret it if, at an individual sa

crifice for the public good, the completion of a work scarcely second in importance to the

Erie canal were accomplished.

The receipts of the company, on account of capital and construction, to February,

1844, have been as follows :—

  

  

 

From stockholders, ............................................. .......... $1,501,830 14

Nett proceeds of state loan of $3,000,000,.. . 2,599,514 92

Interest received on hypothecated stock, .... .. 39,942 40

21,848 16

$4,163,135 62

To which add amounts of debts due by company, ...................... .. 573,814 37

$4,736,949 99

Summary of expenditures.

53 miles single track, at eastern termination, including pier at Pier

mont, $220,000, ................. .................................. $1,760,000

4 miles single track, near Corning,............. .. 43,000

7 miles double track, at western termination,... 162,000

Cars, engines, depom, shops, &.c.,......... ......... ....... .. . 178,558

Work in progress, and finished, of a permanent character, ......... 885,370

All other expenditures, including right of way, surveys, timber fen

cing, interest on stock, &c.,........... ......................... 1,705,945

Total,.......................... .... ............... $4,734,873

The estimated cost of completing the work, from its present termina

tion to Lake Erie, is 6,000,000

Making the total cost of the road,................. $10,734,873

To which is to be added a farther sum of one million of dollars, for engines, cars, 8w.

The state having relinquished their lien on the road on certain conditions, the state loan

of $3,000,000 may be considered as a grant in favor of the road.

The company is authorized to issue its bonds for three millions, and will require a far

ther subscription to its stock of three millions; making the total amount of capital stock,

including present indebtedness, about five millions of dollars. On that amount, therefore,

(or perhaps six millions,) it may be presumed dividends will be made, deducting interest

on bonds of the company, after the road shall have been completed.

The New York and Eric railroad, it was estimated by the board of directors, in 1844,

will accommodate an area of country containing, in 1840, a population of 532,000; and

VOL- XIIL—NO- 1v.
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the nett earnings of the road, on the basis of the business now done on the eastern sec

tion of 53 miles, is put down at $1,343,500, leaving out of calculation the income which

may be expected from the proportion of the trade and travel to and from Lake Erie, &c.,

which will pass over this railroad.

For the purpose of laying before our readers, and the public'generally, the condition of

the road, in an intelligible form, we have procured, through the courtesy of H. C. Sey—

mour, Esq., the efiicient superintendent, from the books of the company, an accurate

statement of the revenue, trade, and tonnage of the road, from September, 1841, to Sep

tember, 1843,; which, together with a variety of other equally oflicial and authentic

statements, bearing on the subject, we publish below :

Abstract of all the Tonnage which hasggassed on the Eastern Division of the New York

and Erie Railroad, from September d, 1841, to September 30th, 1844, with an enu

meration of the several commodities transported, and the total amount of revenue.

SEPTEMBER 23, 1841, T0 SEPTEMBER 30, 1842.

Commodities. Tonnage, in pounds. Revenue, in dollars and cents.

_ Eastw'd. Westw’d- Total. Eastw'd. Westw’d. Total.

Apples, and 0th. fruit, 703,179 10,694 713,873 976 93 20 50 997 43

   

  

Bark, (ground,) ..... .. 85,883 .... .. 85,883 118 82 118 82

Butter,................. 2,029,879 11,295 2,041,174 3,500 28 19 65 3,519 93

Bricks,................. 91,840 275,7 367,603 33 36 173 65 207 01

China, glass, etc.,.... 285 122,968 123,253 61 270 07 270 68

Charcoal,...........,... 960,304 .... .. 960,304 760 95 .... .. 760,95

Coal, mineral,... . .... .. 1,501,696 1,501,696 .... .. 990 37 990 37

Cotton and woo ,.. . 9,932 160,851 170,783 25 70 302 39 328 09

Copper and tin,....... .... .. 36,290 36,290 .... .. 61 30 61 30

Dry-goods,............ 153,860 484,824 638,684 312 36 1,193 51 1,505 87

Drngs,medic’es, etc., 5,124 147,842 152,966 10 49 301 28 311 77

Flour and meal,.... .. 123,059 699,601 822,660 213 94 1,038 19 1,252 13

Fish, oysters, etc.,... .... .. 182,217 182,217 .... .. 350 21 350 21

Groceries,.............. 22,429 2,857,615 2.880044 41 17 4,991 32 5,032 49

Grain and seeds,..... 512,633 48,681 561,314 365 69 81 05 446 74

Gypsum, etc.,......... .... .. 5,846,323 5,846,323 .... .. 3,633 97 3,633 97

Hardware,...... . 13,841 183,228 197,069 23 26 364 70 388 05

Hay,.. 235,912 .... .. 235,912 338 47 338 47

Hides,......... .. 29,991 529,095 559,086 43 19 916 07 959 26

Hoop-poles, etc . 737,933 .... .. 737,933 654 73 .... .. 654 73

Iron, cast, . 39,292 190,439 229,731 21 65 261 94 ‘283 59

" bar,..... 475,276 1,623,637 2,098,913 515 00 1,597 00 2,112 00

“ pig,... . 4,571,857 24,200 4,596,057 3,702 70 24 86 3,727 56

“ 011e,. _ 600,430 .... .. 600,430 337 62 .... .. 337 62

Leuther,................ 431,466 48,056 479,522 ‘816 53 76 27 892 80

Lime and cement,... 1,070 92,688 93,758 79 91 84 92 63

Liquors,................ 130,261 222,823 353,084 213 98 355 60 569 58

Lnmber,.... .. 198,359 3,131,394 3,329,753 161 47 2,885 99 3,047 46

Cattle,*..... 766,880 4,500 771,380 1,052 42 9 61 1,062 03

calvesjrn 760,167 100 760,267 1,680 71 26 1,680 97

Hogs)‘. 832,399 .... .. 832,399 1,658 51 .... .. 1,658 51

H°mes’a...... 23,800 11,200 35,000 81 98 19 85 101 83

Sheep and lam , 470,092 9,200 479,292 1,078 38 18 40 1,096 78

858,796 1,390 860,086 1,527 52 1 04 1,528 56

Nails, etc.,.,__.,..__.., 690 156,000 i156,690 1 08 272 39 273 47

Oil of all kinds, .... .. 66,584 66,584 .... .. 116 37 116 37

Pol-k, beef,i-..__,_,,_,_ 2,262,313 25,760 2,288,073 4,162 43 47 62 4,210 05

P0rk,beef,I.-.......... 1,500 581,703 583,203 3 07 903 66 906 72

Potatoes, etc.,... .. 19,873 3,882 23,755 29 15 9 98 39 13

Salt,.............. .... .. 1,561,468 1,561,468 2,153 05 2,153 05

Steel,.......... 863,796 45,649 909,445 810 08 858 56 858 56

Wood, fire, .... .. 4,915,853 1,270,900 6,186,753 1,385 58 1,771 23 1,771 23

Unenumerated,....::: 506,437 1,116,710 1,623,147 1,053 05 2,947 46 2,947 46

Total,................ 24,446,691 23,287,166 47,733,857 27,713 65 53,596 15 53,596 15

a Live stock, 1- And poultry, fresh. I And fish, salted.
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OUI‘OBER 1, 1842, T0 SEPTEMBER 30, 1843.

Commodities. Tonnaga. in pounds. Revenue, in dollars and cents.

Eastw’d. Westw'd. Total. Eastw’rl- Westw'd. Total

Apples, and otlLfruit, 854,112 45,070 899,182 777 19 92 55 869 74

Bark, (ground,).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Butter,............... .. 3,614,900 23,155 3,638,055 6,420 19 33 59 6,453 78

Bricks,................. .... .. 159,882 159,88 .... .. 100 27 100 27

China, glass, etc.,... . 11,401 177,239 188,640 25 92 380 17 406 09

Charcoal, ............ .. 901,390 .... .. 901,390 480 35 480 35

Goal, mineral,......... .... .. 948,890 943,890 .... .. 744 30 744 30

Cotton and wool,.... 250 252,095 252,345 63 416 40 417 03

Copper and 7,525 93,525 101,050 11 86 165 46 177 32

Dry-goods,........... .. 290,670 601,384 892,564 545 43 1,469 97 2,015 40

Drugs, medic’es,etc., 14,290 216,293 230,583 28 20 454 59 482 79

Flour and meal,.... .. 67,962 1,799,665 1,867,627 108 78 2,297 92 2,406 70

Fish, oysters, etc.,.... 1,450 349,725 351,175 2 00 634 93 636 93

Groceries,............. 23,320 2,982,506 3,005,826 43 55 5,029 11 5,072 66

Grain and seeds,.... 547,124 401,216 948,340 413 85 416 22 830 07

Gypsum, etc.,......... 122,645 3,146,440 3,269,085 17 31 1,775 33 1,793 24

Hardware,...... .. 55,875 288,851 344,216 92 49 592 47 684 96

Hay,........... 77,330 138,485 215,815 91 18 114 20 205 38

Hides,................ 6,940 633,273 640,213 14 79 1,065 88 1,080 67

Hoop-poles, e!c.,..... 518,600 100 518,700 437 59 437 69

Iron, cast,.._........... 21,660 215,285 236,945 26 08 256 90 282 98

. , 2,466 51

3,235 51

356 32

924 24

Lime and cem m,._,_ 3,760 261,020 264,780 6 39 211 13 217 52

Liquors,................ 27,820 471,490 49931‘) 37 71 767 11 804 82

Lumber,.... 4,199,586 595 97 2,797 48 3,393 45

Cattle,*..... 2,231,810 2,899 98 26 93 2,926 91

Calves/‘.... 1,100,770 2,776 46 40 2,776 86

Hogsfhnn 631,910 1,260 07 3 62 1,263 69

Horses,‘ ............. .. 92,000 93 72 74 75 168 47

Sheep and lambsfi... 765,995 7,225 773,220 1,536 26 5 52 1,541 78

7,953,753 125 73953788815889 17 25 15,889 42

' 220,445 50 339 86 340 36

108,745 2 36 177 93 180 29

2,697,954 4,571 34 6 72 4,578 06

822,595 6 54 1,268 10 1,274 64

mm" , 121,645 80 34 70 70 151 04

Salt, 2,517,110 24 2,803 99 2,804 23

Steel,.......... 837,324 666 45 52 95 719 40

Wood, fire,.......... .. , 2,938,515 825 75 67 44 893 19

Unenumerated,.,___,, 574,943 1,009,812 1,584,755 1,008 89 1,651 94 2,660 83

Total,.............. .. 33,238,502 24,754,320 57,992,822 46,524 46 28,621 43 75,145 89

OCTOBER 1, 1843, T0 SEPTEMBER 30, 1844.

Commodities. Tonnage, ‘111 pounds. Rzveuue, in dollars and cents

Eaatward. Westward. Tutnl. Eastward- Westward. Total

Apples, and 0th. fruit, 1,985,806 64,790 2,050,596 1,600 97 110 20 1,711 17

Bark, (ground,)....... 475,465 14,240 489,705 273 63 7 13 280 76

Butter,................. 3,974,335 14,145 3,988,480 7,340 42 22 06 7,362 48

Bricks,......_,___.,___, 70,220 159,100 229,320 33 25 83 86 117 11

China, glass, etc.,..... 16,395 208,055 224,450 45 96 479 27 525 23

Charcoal,.............. 462,490 .... .. 462,490 199 80 199 80

Goal, mineral,... 2,050 1,587,380 1,589,430 84 1,243 97 1,%4 81

Cotton and woo ,, _ 5,040 507,075 512,115 8 95 699 00 707 95

Copper and tin,....... 5,060 123,770 128,830 9 58 234 71 244 29

Dry-goods,............ 713,599 798,134 1,511,733 1,197 71 2,001 99 3,199 70

Drugs, medic’es, etc., 21,210 272,560 293,770 42 76 592 56 635 32

Flour and meal,.... .. 271,923 1,917,690 2,189,613 364 39 2,323 58 2,687 97

* Live stock. 1 And poultry, fresh. I And fish,salted.
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OCTOBER 1, 1843, T0 SEI'I‘EMBER 30, 1844—Contim1ed.

  

  

Commoditlel. Tonnage, 1n pounds. Revenue, in dollars and cts.

Eutw‘d. Wesiw’d. Total. Eutw'd. Wextw'd. Total.

Fish, oysters, etc.,.... 170 399,000 399,170 30 777 14 777 44

Groceries, ........... .. 16,745 3,852,890 3,869,635 29 14 6,658 98 6,688 12

Grain and seeds,,.... 743,543 341,755 1,085,298 518 45 473 78 992 23

Gypsum, etc., . . . . . . . . . . _ . . .. 4,305,150 4,305,150 .... .. 2,656 37 2,656 37

Hardware,....... . 64,685 224,070 288,755 117 09 473 99 591 08

Hay, .... .. 120,810 120,810 .... .. 111 22 111 22

Hides,....... .. 3,720 1,439,941 1,443,661 6 33 2,359 13 2,365 46

Hoop-poles,etc., . 931,610 .... .. 931,610 689 40 .... .. 689 40

Iron, cast,........ 65,817 150,330 181,147 60 11 145 63 205 74

“ bnr,..... 363,220 1,881,265 2,244,485 371 58 1,737 48 2,109 06

“ pig, 5,969,015 192,215 6,161,260 4,568 68 '205 28 4,773 96

“ ore, .. 4,200 .... .. 4,200 3 57 .... .. 3 57

Leather, .............. .. 1,178,630 64,850 1,243,280 1,888 25 116 33 2,004 58

30,715 232,535 263,250 25 16 220 17 245 33

113,045 547,265 660,310 178 74 958 15 1,136 89

1,134,306 2,611,160 3,745,466 1,070 71 2,206 19 3,276 90

2,736,855 24,200 2,761,055 3,532 16 26 24 3,558 40

1,658,250 850 1,659,100 2,765 59 l 72 2,767 31

766,175 370 766,545 1,349 49 87 1,350 36

46,260 22,500 68,760 99 40 45 50 144 90

  

:..;.;

  

, . 694,400 8,100 702,500 1,269 45 5 21 1,274 66

Milk,..... 13,167,675 .... ..13,167,675 26,335 35 26,335 35

Nails, etc.,............. 1,465 230,465 231,930 2 16 368 75 370 91

Oil of all kinds, .... .. 360 140,620 140,980 52 240 38 240 90

Pork, beefi'l'......... .. 2,893,323 12,930 2,906,253 5,161 55 10 48 5,172 03

Pork, beef,I........... 4,160 770,865 782,025 5 63 106 53 1,112 16

Potatoes, etc., ...... .. 137,065 74,180 211,245 113 52 96 88 210 40

13,270 2,099,150 2,112,420 6 03 2,224 56 2,230 59

Steel, 1,165,664 29,530 1,195,194 990 50 51 39 1,041 89

Wood, fire,............ 3,256,665 108,160 3,364,825 397 77 6 62 404 39

Unenumerated,........ 991,179 1,056,565 2,047,744 1,638 99 1,690 62 3,329 61

Total,................ 46,155,780 26,580,690 72,736,470 64,313 88 32,773 92 97,087 80

TOTAL, r011 THE T111188 YEARS

Commodlflel- Tonnage. in Pflundfi- Revenue, in dollars and cents.

Eactward. Westward Total. Eutward. Westward. T tal

Apples, 9,549,097 120,554 3,663,651 9,955 09 229 25 3,578 94

Bark,(ground,). 561,346 14,240 575,588 392 45 7 12 999 58

Bum,............ 9,619,114 48,595 9,667,709 17,260 89 75 50 17,336 19  

Bricks,.... 162,060 594,745 756,805 66 61 357 78 424 39

China,glasa,etc., 28,081 508,262 536,343 72 49 1,129 51 1,202 00

Charcoal,......... 2,324,184 2,324,184 1,441 10 .... .. 1,441 10

Goal, mineruL... 2,050 4,032,966 4,035,016 84 2,978 64 2,979 48

Cotton and wool, 15,222 920,021 935,243 35 28 1,417 79 1,453 07

Copper and tin,. 12,585 253,585 266,170 21 44 461 47 482 91

Dry-goods, ..... .. 1,158,129 1,884,342 3,042,471 2,055 50 4,665 47 6,720 97

Drugs, 648,"... 40,624 636,695 677,319 81 45 1,348 48 1,429 88

F156: and meal,. 462,944 4,416,956 4,879,900 687 11 5,659 69 6,346 80

Fish, oyst’s,etc., 1,620 930,942 992,562 2 30 1,762 28 1,764 58

Groceries,...... .. 62,494 9,693,011 9,755,505 119 8616,679 41 16,799 27

Grain and seeds, 1,803,300 791,652 2,594,952 1,297 99 97105 2,269 04

122,64513,297,913 13,420,558 17 91 8,066 27 8,083 58

134,401 696,149 830,550 232 84 1,431 16 1,664 00

919,242 259,295 572,597 429 65 225 42 655 07

40,651 2,602,309 2,642,960 64 91 4,341 08 4,405 39

  

Hoop-poles,etc., 2,188,143 100 2,188,243 1,781 72 10 1,781 82

Iron, cast,........ 126,769 521,054 647,823 107 84 664 47 772 31

“ bar,......... 1,264,743 6,201,773 7,466,516 1,333 16 5,354 41 6,687 57

“ pig,......... 14,920,912 364,825 15,285,337 11,378 53 358 50 11,737 03
 

1* Live stock. '1 And poultry, fresh. 1 And fish, salted.
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TOTAL, ron rm; THREE Yams—Continued.

Commodities. Tonnage, in pounds. Revenue, in dollars and cents.

Eastward. Westward. Total. Eastward. Westward. Total.

Iron ore,.......... 1,265,281 .... .. 1,265,281 697 51 .. 697 51

Leather,........... 2,043,919 168,231 2,212,150 3,523 66 297 96 3,821 62

Lime and cem’t, 35,545 586,243 621,788 32 34 523 14 555 48

Liquors,......... .. 271,126 1,241,578 1,512,704 430 43 2,080 86 511 29

Lumber,.... 2,064,795 9,200,010 11,264,805 1,828 15 7,889 66 9,717 81

Cattle,*.... 5,711,945 52,300 5,764,245 7,484 56 62 78 7,547 34

Calves,*........... 3,518,937 1,200 3,520,137 7,222 76 2 38 7,225 14

Hogs,*...... 2,228,984 1,870 2,230,854 4,268 07 4 49 4,272 56

Horses)‘ . . . . . . .. 119,160 76,600 195,760 275 10 140 10 415 20

Shecp&.lambs,* 1,930,487 24,525 1,955,012 3,884 09 29 13 3,913 22

  

Milk, ........... .. 21,980,234 1,415 21,981,649 43,752 04 1 29 43,753 33

Nails, etc.,........ 2,410 606,655 609,065 3 74 941 00 984 74

Oil of all kinds,. 1,680 314,629 316,309 2 88 534 68 537 56

Pork, beefli'.... .. 7,848,930 43,350 7,892,280 13,895 32 64 82 13,960 14

Pork, beef; .... .. 9,435 2,178,388 2,187,823 15 24 3,278 29 3,293 53

Potatoes, etc.,.... 228,303 128,342 356,645 223 01 177 56 400 57

Salt, ............. .. 13,750 6,177,248 6,190,998 6 27 7,181 60 7,187 87

Steel, ........... .. 2,833,052 108,911 2,941,963 2,467 03 152 82 2,619 85

Wood, fire, .... .. 10,752,483 1,737,610 12,490,093 2,609 10 459 71 3,068 81

“Unenumerated,.. 2,072,559 3,183,087 5,255,646 3,700 93 5,236 97 8,937 90

Total,......... 103,840,973 74,622,176 178,463,149 138,551 99 87,277 85 225,829 84

Srrs'rnmsn'r

Of several commodities transported on the New York and Erie Railroad, by tale or

count, the weights of which, and the revenue derived therefrom, are included in the

abstract, §-c., for the three years.

 

  

Yaans ENDING SEPT. 30, Tom, for

Commodities. 1842. 1843. 1844. 3 years

Head of cattle, (east,).. 775 2,459 3,087 6,321

" calves, do., 6,271 10,351 11.3132 27,954

“ - hogs, 8,360 6,079 6,364 20,803

“ sheep and lambs, do., 6,545 9,047 7,877 23,469

Firkins of butter, do., .......... .. 20,300 36,149 39,743 96,192

Barrels of flour, (west,) ....... .. 3,300 8,810 9,045 21,155

Baskets of strawberries, (east,) 53,570 152,430 168,380 374,380

Quarts of milk, ................ .. 305,500 3,181,500 5,267,000 8,754,000

The foregoing abstract of the tonnage and revenue of the road, shows a remarkable

increase of business during the three years. For the year ending 30th of September,

1842, the gross revenue on freight, it will be seen, was $53,596 15; and for the year

ending same time in 1843, it was $75,145 BSD—showing an increase, over the first year,

of $11,566 84; and for the following year, ending September 30th, 1844, it amounted

‘to $97,087 80—an increase of $43,508 65 over 1842, and $21,941 91 over 1843. The

quantity of milk coming eastward, over the road, increased from 305,500 quarts, in 1842,

to 5,267,000 quarts, in 1844. The qnantitv of milk transported over the road, for the

first six months of 1845, commencing on'the 1st of January, and ending on the 30th of

Jone, was 2,842,616 quarts; which would, at the same rate, for the remaining six months

of 1845, make the total 5,685,232—a considerable increase over 1844. The reduced

price at which milk has been sold since this road has been in operation, is an item of con

siderable moment to ‘the consumers of that article. The annual saving to every family,

in the city of New York, using one quart per day, would amount to more than the in

terest, at 7 per cent, on a single share of the stock of the company.

The authorized capital of the New York and Erie Railroad Company is $10,000,000,

and the charter was granted by the state in 1832. The credit of the state, to the amount

of $3,000,000, in state stock, has been loaned to the company.

* Live stock. t And poultry, fresh. I And fish, salted.
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The nett earnings of the northern chain of railroads, from Albany to Buffalo, 326

miles, were $709,139 in 1844, notwithstanding the competition of the canal, and the

prohibition respecting freight Proportional earnings on the New York and Erie railroad,

which will be 450 miles in length, will be over $978,000. Length of the road in opera

tion, from the Hudson, at Piermont, to Middletown, 53 miles; cost, $1,540,000, equal

to $29,000 per mile; the track 6 feet in width, H rail, 56 lbs. to the yard; pier, one mile

in length; cost, with the docksrwharves, depot, 61.0., $220,000—designed to accommo

date the business of the whole road, when completed.

 

RATES OF TOLL ON THE NEW YORK CANALS, FOR 1845-46,

ESTABLISHED BY THE CANAL noun), on masons AND PROPERTY TRANSPOKTED on THE NEW

Yomr sum CANALS, FOR THE YEAR 1845; AND, as MODIFIED AND asnucan, TO TAKE EFFECT

AT THE OPENING or NAVIGATION, IN THE YEAR 18463“

1845. 1846.

am.fr. 0. m. f.

Provisions, §-c..

1. On flour, salted beef and pork, butter, cheese, tallow, lard, beer, and

cidcr,.....   

  

  

  

....per l‘,0001bs.per mile‘ 0 4 5 0 4 O

2. On bran and ship-stufi's in bulk,.................... ............. .... .. 0'45 0 30

Iron,llfinerals, Ores, tic.

3. On salt manufactured in this state, per 1,000 lbs. per mile, viz :—

1. On salt not entitled to bounty, ........................... .. .. 0 2 3‘ 0 1 5

2. On salt entitled to bounty,........ .. 0 2 3 0 2 '3

4. On foreign salt,.................. 3 0 0 1 5 0

5. 1st. On gypsum, the product of this state, per 1,000 lbs. per mile, viz:

1. Not entitled to 0 2 3 0 1 5

2. Entitled to bounty,...... 0 2. 3 0 2 3

2d. On foreign 0 4 5 0 3 0

6. 0n brick, sand, lime,clay,.earth, leached ashes, manure, and'iron ore, 0 2 3 0. 2 0

7. On pot and pearl ashes, window-glass, or glass-ware, manufactured

in this state, kelp, charcoal, broken castings, scrap and pig iron,... 0 4’ 5 0 4 0

8.. On mineral coal, (except coal to be used in the manufacture of salt,

which shall pass free of toll,) per 1,000 lbs. per mile, viz :—

1.‘ Not entitled to 0 4 5 0 1 0

2; Entitledtobountyr..................................................... 0 4 5 0 4 5

9. On stove and all other iron castings, except machines, and the parts

thereof, ........................................... ..per 1,000 lbs. per mile 0 4 5 0 4 0

10. On copperas and manganese,-going towards tide-water,... 0 4 5 0 4 0

11. On bar and pig lead, going towards tide-water,................ ..... .. O 4 5 0 4 0

Furs, Peltry, Skins, rj-c.

12. On furs and peltry, except deer, buffalo, and moose skins, per 1,000

lbs. permile,......................... .. . l 0 0 1 0 0

13. On deer, buffalo, and moose 0 5 0 0 5 0

14. On sheep skins, and raw hides of ' domestic animals of the United

0 4 5 0 4 0

15. On imported raw hides, of domestic and other animals,................ 0 5 0 0 5 0

Furniture, §~c._

16. On household furniture, accompanied by, and actually belonging to,

families emigrating,...........I..................per 1,000 lbs. per mile 0 4 5 0 3 0

17. On carts, wagons, sleighs, ploughs, and mechanics’ tools necessary

for the owner’s individual use, when accompanied by the owner,

emigrating for the purpose of settlement,............................... 0 4 5 0 4 0

Stone, Slate, gs.

18. On slate and tile for roofing, and stone-ware,.per 1,000 lbs. per mile 0 4 5 0 .4 0

19. On all stone, Wrought or unwrought,...................................... 0 2 3 0 2 0

 

* From a copy dated at the Canal Department, state of New York, Albany, 17th of

July, 1845, and certified to be a correct copy from the minutes of the canal board, on file

in the canal department, by G. W. Newell, chief clerk.
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Lumber, Wood, rj-c.

On timber, squared and round, if carried in boats, per 100 cubic feet

On the same, if carried in rafts, (except dock-sticks, as in next item,)

0n round dock-sticks, passing in cribs, separate from every other

kind of timber,...... ........................On blocks of timber, for paving streets, per 1,000 lbs. per mile, .... ..

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

‘1' 1. On white pine, white wood, bass wood, and cedar,.......... .

* 2. On oak, hickory, and beach,........... . .

‘t 3. On hemlock, maple, ash, and elm,“

* 4. On cherry and black5. On boards, plank,,scantling, and sawed timber, reduced to inch

' measure, all kinds of red cedar, estimating that a cord, after

deducting for openings, will contain 1,000 feet, and all siding,

lath, and other sawed stufi‘, less than one inch thick, carried

in boats, (except such as is enumerated in regulations No.

26 and 35,) per 1,000- feet per mile, when not weighed6. On the same, if transported in rafts,........................

On mahogany, (except veneering,) reduced to inch measure,

On sawed lath, of less than ten feet in length, split lath, hoop-poles,

handspikes, rowing oars, broom-handles, spokes, hubs, tree-nails,

felloes, boat-knees, plane-stocks, pickets for fences, and stuff man

ufactured or partly manufactured for chairs or bedsteads, and hop

poles, per 1,000 lbs. per mile,.........................

On staves and heading, transported in boats—

lst. For pipes and hogsheads,..

2d. For barrels,.... . . .

  

  

25.

26.

  

27.

  

28. On the same, if transported in rafts,...............

29. On shingles, per M. per mile, carried in boats,..30. On the same, if conveyed in rafts,...... ................................. ..

31. On split posts, (not exceeding ten feet in length,) and rails for fen

cing, (not exceeding fourteen feet in length,) per M..per mile, car

  
ried in boats, ................................................................. ..

32. On the same, if conveyed in rafts,... .. .. . .. .33. 1st. On wood for fuel, (except such as may be used in the manufac

ture of salt, which shall be exempt from toll,)....per cord per mile

2d. On

34. On the same, if transported in rafts, ..................................... ..

35. On sawed stuff for window-blinds, not exceeding one-fourth of an

inch in thickness, and window-sashes,.......per 1,000 lbs. per mile

Agricultural Productions, Q-c.

36. On cotton and wool, .......... ............... ..per 1,000 lbs. per mile

37. On live cattle, sheep, hogs, horns, hoofs, and bones,................. ..

38. On horses, (and each horse when not weighed to be computed at

  
39. On rags and junk,...................................... .. .

40. On hemp, Manilla, and unmanufactured tobacco,... .

41. On pressed .

42. On wheat, and all other agricultural productions of the U. States

not particularly specified, and not being merchandise, . . .. On merchandise, per 1,000 lbs. per mile, viz :—

1'. On sugar, molasses, cofi'ee, nails and spikes, iron and steel,

going from tide-water,............_................2. On other merchandise,...................................

Articles not enumerated.

44. On all articles not enumerated or excepted, passing from tide-wa

1,000 lbs. per mile

45. On all articles not enumerated or excepted, passing towards tide

water,

On lumber carried in boats, when weighed, per 1,000 lbs. per mile, viz:

r—wc

(H90!

:00
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* In 1845, by the foot,under No. 5.
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Boats and passengers.

46. On boats used chiefly for the transportation of persons, navigating

the canals, per mile, viz :—

  

l. Genesee Valley, Cayuga and Seneca, and Chenango canal,... 5 0 0 3 0 O

2. All othercanals,.......... .... ....................... .. 5 0 0 5 0 0

47. On boats used chiefly for the transportation of property, ..per mile 2 0 0 2 0 0

48. On all persons over ten years of age,........... 0 0 5 0 0 5

49. On articles of the manufacture of the United iii-wards

tide-water, although they may be enumerated in the foregoing list,

per 1,000 lbs. per mile,.................................. .......... .. 0 4 5 0 4 0

Resolved, That the foregoing rates of toll be, and they are hereby established, on the

New York state canals, to take effect on the opening of navigation, in the year 1846,

except as to mineral coal not entitled to bounty entering the canal at Buffalo and R0

chester, wood for fuel, and boats used chiefly for the transportation of persons, and navi

gating the Genesee Valley, Cayuga and Seneca, and Chenango canals; the reduction on

which shall take effect on the first day of August, 1845.

 

NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.

FLOATING LIGHT OFF THE ROMAN ROCKS, IN FALSE BAY.

THE Secretary of the Treasury has received the following notice in relation to a float

ing light 05' the Roman Rocks, in False Bay, which we publish for the information of

mariners. The notice is dated on board H. M. S. Winchester, January 10th, 1845, and

signed by William Dyer, secretary to the commander-in-chief.

Rear-admiral the Honorable Josceline Percy, C. B., commander-in-chief of Her Ma

jesty’s ships and vessels on the Cape of Good Hope station, hereby gives notice that, in

pursuance of instructions from the lords commissioners of the admiralty, a floating light

is moored otf the Roman Rocks, in H fathoms water, distant therefrom one cable's

length, due north, (by compass.)

It is a bright revolving light, thirty-seven feet above the level of the sea, and may be

seen, in clear weather, at a distance of ten miles from a ship’s deck. It will be lighted

at sunset all the year round, and extinguished half an hour after daylight. The light_

vessel is painted red, and during daylight will hoist a red flag when a sail is in sight.

The following remarks made by Mr. Brown, master of H. M. ship Winchester, are

‘hereunto subjoined, for the guidance of the ships navigating False and Simon’s Bay:—

REMARKS Foa SHIPS BOUND mo Sruolv’s BAY.

The light-vessel is moored on the north side of the Roman Rocks, and distant there

from one cable’s length. It is a bright revolving light, thirty-seven feet above the level

of the sea; and may be seen, in clear weather, at a distance of ten miles from a ship’s

deck. From this light, the compass bearings are—Whittle, S. S. E., distance 7 miles, on

which there is only 12 feet water ; Miller’s Point, S. i W., distance 4 miles; Sea island,

E. § 8., distance 61 miles; Dock-Yard Jetty, W. i N., distance 1} miles.

Ships steering or hearing into False Bay, from round the Cape of Good Hope, will

open the light clear of Miller’s Point, (which is the point 7} miles from Cape Point, 0“

which, but close to, are some rocks above water,) when it bears N. j E.; and, if intend

ing to beat up inside the Whittle, the light should not be brought to the westward of N.

by W. i W., or to the eastward of north, until you are certain of being within 5 miles of

the light, when you must be northward of the Whittle, and may bring the light,in stand

ing to the northward, to bear N.W. by W., working up towards her by short tacks, and

passing to the north, leaving her on your larboard hand, distant i of a mile. If outside

of the Whittle, do not bring the light to the north of N. N. W. § W., on account of Sea

island, and the rocks which lay ofi' 1Q miles to the southward. Turn up by short tacks,

until you are certain of being within 5 miles of the light, which will insure your being

northward of the Whittle, and may bring the light, in standing to the westward, to bear

north. With a leading wind, bring the light to bear N. by W., you will be well inside

the Whittle, and may run up, keeping it on that bearing, until within 1- of a mile of the

light, when you must open it on your larboard side, and round it not less than § a mile

distant. When the light bears S. S. W., steer in west for the anchorage, and come to in
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fourteen, twelve, or ten fathoms, according tothe weather. If a fine night, you may

choose a berth among the shipping—if otherwise, anchor in an outside berth for the night.

Ships rounding Hanglip, must bear in mind that the Whittle lies nearly in a direct line

‘between that cape and light-vessel, from which it bears S. S. E.; therefore, if coming up

with a fair wind outside the Whittle, bring it to bear N. N. W. Q W., or N. W. by N.,

and run for it.

These remarks are principally intended for seamen not acquainted with Simon’s Bay.

Of course, those who know the passage between Roman Rocks and Noah's Ark, need

not pass to the north of the former; but I would call their attention to the Phoenix Rock,

and recommend their running for the anchorage, at all times, by a bearing of the light.

As I am aware of the great ditficulty in judging of distances at night, and this light

vessel being moored on the north side of the rocks, to protect her from the S. E. gales,

I do recommend it as a fixed rule that all ships should at night pass to the eastward, and

haul round the north side of the light-vessel.

If you pass to the southward, bear in mind the passage between Noah’s Ark and the

Roman Rocks is barely 1- of a mile; and, as the light is to the northward of these rocks

two cables’ length, do not come within full one half a mile of the light ; but I do not re

commend this passage to strangers.

The following compass hearings were taken from the light-vesselz—Miller’s Point, S.

8 W. ; Outer Roman Rock, S. 15 E., distant 100 fathoms; Elsey Peak, N. 5 W. ; Noah’s

Ark, S. 47 W.; Dock-Yard Jetty, W. 3 N.; Hanglip, S. 23 15.; Sea island, S. 85 E.;

Whittle, S. 22 E.

 

BUOYS LAID DOWN IN THE CHANNEL OF THE “ GROUNDS."

The Danish government have notified the following to Lloyd's, respecting buoys laid

‘down in the channel of the “ Grounds z”—

Notice is hereby given ‘to the seafaring public, that the buoy over the middlemost wreck ,

of the middle ground, the color of which has hitherto been half black and half white,

will now be painted green, like-that which lies over the wreck of the ship of war In

fodsretten; and furthermore, that, as soon as the sea-marks shall he laid out in these

parts, this spring, three additional green buoys, similar to ‘the one above-mentioned, will

be laid down, viz :—

One buoy ofi' the wreck of a “ Stykpram,” in the Hollaenderdyh, in 4, 2, 3 fathoms

water. One buoy off the wrecks of two merchant vessels "in the Skudelob, in 3 fathoms

water. One buoy off the wreck of the “ Stykpram, Haien,” outside the Stubbensand, in

5Q fathoms water.

 

MERGANTILE MISUELLANIES.

COMMERCE OF SPAIN.

sxron'rs AND naron'rs 013‘ sum, in run van 1843.

IN the Merchants‘ Magazine, for July, 1845, we published an article on the commerce

‘of Spain, which we'prepared from the best materials we could obtain at the time. We

‘add a few additional particulars, which we derive from the Madrid Gazette. That Jour

nal publishes a return of the imports and exports into Spain, during the year 1848 ; from

which it appears that the total imports for that year amount to 423,436,601 reals and 25

maravedis, and the exports to 304,735,082 reals and 25 maravedis; leaving a balance in

favor of the imports of 118,091,518 reals. Of the total amount of imports, 229,375,392

reals are from foreign countries in Europe, and from Africa; 184,820,850 reals from

America, and 9,330,358 reals ‘from Asia. Of the exports, 187,517,243 reals were sent

to European States and Africa; 116,154,066 to America, and 1,063,773 reals to Asia.

The duties paid at the custom-houses amount to 85,893,413 reals, and a fraction. For

the importation, 5,206 ships were employed in the trade, amounting in all to 579,475

tons, and employing 56,786 sailors—for the exportation, 4,622 ships, of 470,973 tons

burthen, and employing 45,081 sailors. The coasting trade amounts to 62,343 vessels, of

1,803,099 tons, and 413,674 sailors.
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QUESTIONS 0F HONESTY FOR MERCHANTS.

A correspondent residing at Baltimore, has sent us the following communication. In

reply to his queries, we can only say that we know not “ what usage does sanction ;”

but we are persuaded that Honesty would give a prompt and decided negative to each

of the subjoined questions. Will some one whose circumstances have afforded opportu

nity for becoming acquainted with the secrets of trade, inform our correspondent, through

the medium of this Magazine, what is the usage in these matters. Or will some moral

philosopher or Christian minister, present as with an essay that will cover the ground of

our questant

To the Editor of the Merchants‘ Magazine :

Having always noticed with deep regret, an apparent absence among merchants, of

that keen perception of whatis right, which should ever develop itself in all their actions,

and believing it to be, in a measure, attributable to the fact that custom frequently seems

to uphold them in the performance of much that moral philosophy would not, I beg that

you, as the representative of the mercantile community, will favor me with the answers

to the following queries, that I may know what usage does sanction :-

Is it considered honest in commission merchants rendering sales of goods which they

have insured, to char'ge for a policy, when they have an open policy with an Insurance

Company 'I

Is it considered honest in them to render sales as on time, charging a guarantee com

mission, when the same sales have been charged by the purchasers?

Is it considered honest in them to charge in an invoice, or bill, the full price for articles,

when they know that upon paying for the same, a discount of from 2 to perhaps 6 per

cent will be allowed them?

Is it considered honest in them to make any charges, excepting such as have been ac

tually paid’! J. m. B.

 

JACOB LITTLE, Esq.

The following notice of this successful banker, which appeared‘ in the Picture Gallery

of the Old and New World, for June, 1844, (a Journal projected on the plan of the Lon

don Pictorial Times, but which only reached some half dozen numbers,) may not, perl

haps, be without interest to some of our readers:—

“ Mr. Little belongs to that class of eminent capitalists who acquire fortunes from small

beginnings, by the exercise of a clear-sighted and practical sagacity ', whose comprehen

sive views of the remote causes which influence the commercial and financial affairs of

the country and the world, not only enables them to amass princely fortunes in their own

persons, and makes them the stay and support of the prudent merchant in the hour of

difficulty, but the main strength of the government, when gathering political clouds have

burst in a storm of war.. All the cities of Europe have furnished eminent examples of

the power and usefulness of these private capitalists. Unlike Banking associations, they

combine immense power in the person of a single far-seeing and capacious mind, which

is the centre of a large circle of mercantile operations, operating around,..and dependent

upon it. While it restrains them from pushing too fast in time of confidence and pros

perity, it puts out the hand, and supports them in the hour of adversity. It was a remark

able fact, on the occasion of a political revolution, and change of government in Paris,

with the presence of a foreign army, thut'very few failures occurred among the mercan

tile classes; because the private capitalists, understandingperfectiy the nature of the crisis,

instead of partaking in a common panic, and rushing headlong to rain, as is always the

case, under such circumstances, with corporate associations, extended liberally and freely

their aid to all their customers, carrying them through their obligations as they matured,

until the return of political calm ;‘ when business reviving, brought back their means with

safety and profit to all parties. The prevalence of banking corporations in this country

has hitherto stifled the growth of this class of citizens, who are emphatically the pillars

of the state. They form the only resource of the government in furnishing forth its

armies to beat back the invading enemy, and in supplying revenues, which perish with

the cessation of commerce. At such times, paper banks are crushed beneath the weight

that leans on them. Of late years, banking has been going out-of favor, and individual

genius-and enterprise is rapidly assuming its position. The public are already, in cheap

exchanges, and superior facilities, experiencing the superiority of individual, over corpo

rate bankers. Foremost among them, Mr. Little may be ranked; and the progress of

events, with the rapidly increasing wealth of the whole country, with its concentration in

New York, are opening before him a brilliant destiny.”
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COMMERCIAL PROSPERITY OF ENGLAND.

The English papers give, from an important document, just issued from the statistical

department of the board of trade, under the signature of Mr. G. R. Porter, amongst other

interesting matter, the following data, for forming an estimate of the increasing prosperity

of Great Britain. We only wish the “commercial prosperity” would produce, as it

should, a corresponding social progress-that the conscience of the British nation were

thoroughly awakened to the importance of improving the condition of the famishing mil

lions, who are the chief instruments of the nation’s wealth.

The quantity of cofl'ee entered for consumption in the five months of the years 1843

to 1845, ending 30th June, was as follows :—In 1843, 12,748,350 lbs.; 1844, 11,462,380

lbs. ; 1845, 14,896,401 lbs. Eggs—1843, 36,078,796 ; 1844, 32,789,360 ; 1845,

35,453,566. Sugar—1843, 1,694,688 cwt.; 1844, 1,498,998 cwt.; 1845, 2,000,933 cwt.

Tea—1843, 16,586,036 lbs.; 1844, 16,635,3491bs.; 1845, 18,169,551 lbs. Wine—1843,

1,947,164 gallons; 1844, 2,976,508 gallons; 1845, 2,874,500 gallons. The total value

of manufactured goods exported, was, in 1843, £17,027,190; 1844, $19,490,719 ; 1845,

£20.482,579. The number of'vessels in the foreign trade, entered inwards, was, in 1843,

6,251 ships, 1,244,186 tons; in 1844, 6,930 ships, 1,180,286 tons; and in 1845, 642

ships, 1,532,748 tons. The number of vessels in the foreign trade, cleared outwards,

was, in 1843, 8,418 ships, 1,521,936 tons; in 1844, 7,972 ships, 1,412,694 tons; and in

1845, 8,288 ships, 1,693,008 tons. The coasting trade, inwards, was, in 1843,4,174,439

tons; in 1844, 4,326,334 tons; in 1845, 5,225,932 tons. Outwards, it was, in 1843,

4,360,984 tons; in 1844, 4,507,848 tons; and in 1845, 5,398,419 tons.

 

MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR IN FRANCE.

The statistics published in the French papers of the production and consumption of

indigenous sugar, during the season of 1844-45, show the situation of this manufacture

to the end of March last, and the amount of duty received. According to these tables,

it appears that the manufactories in work were 294, or 31 less than at the same period

last year. Manufactories not in work were 21, or 29 less than last year. The quantity

of sugar produced was 32,373,449 kilogrammes, or an increase of 5,598,054 kilogrammes

on last year. Stock at the end of March was 8,861,791‘ kilogrammes, or an increase of

2,438,760 kilogrammes on last year; and the amount of duty paid was 4,025,860f., or

537,462f. over the sum received last year. Thus it will be seen that, if the number of

manufactories has decreased, the production, and its benefit to the treasury, have increased.

 

HOW TO MAKE A- GOOD CLERK.

Inattention to business is not always the effect of a pressure in the money-market, but‘

is induced, sometimes, by a variety of causes. If a merchant wishes a clerk to be

faithful, and attentive to his interest, he should take some care of the welfare of those in

his employ. Any act of kindness, by which gratitude will be awakened, will go farther

towards making a good clerk, than a thousand severe, and sometimes irksome business

precepts. A display of passion towards those who, by the nature of their situation, can

make no defence, is not only gelling to a sensitive mind,but it often leads to future evi1s,.

which no opposite influence can counteract.

 

PRODUCT OF THE GOLD AND PLATINA MINES OF RUSSIA.

By a report sent in by the Russian minister of the interior, it appears that the gold and'

platina mines of Russia, the former of which were first worked in 1815, and the latter in

1819,.have produced, up to the end of 1844, about 9,000 pouds (157,000 kilos.) of fine

gold, valued at 150,000,000 of roubles, or 600,000,000 f., and 2,000 pouds (35,000 kilos.)

of platina, worth 7,000,000 of roubles, or 28,000,000 f. The gold and platina mines of

Russia are almost all in the Ural and Altai mountains. Two-thirds of them belong to the

state, and one-third to private individuals, of whom the Prince de Demidofl' and the Count

de Strogonofi' are the largest proprietorss
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l.—Journal of the Tezian Expedition against Mier; Subsequent Imprisonment of the Author ,_' his

Safer-ings, and Final Escape from the Castle of Perote- With Reflections ‘gun the Present Political

and Probable Future Relations of Texas, Mexico, and the United States. By en. THOMAS J. GREENE.

Illustrated by Drawings taken from Life. By Cmnnss M’Lauenun, a Fellow-Prisoner. New

York: Harper 8: Brothers.

The Texas revolution is perhaps one of the most remarkable political movements recorded in the annals

of history. “Napoleon, in twenty years’ warring with nearly the whole combined world, did not lose half

as many men, in proportion to the population of France, as has Texas.” General Greene, in compliance

with the request of friends, has, as we are informed in the preface to the present volume, (a large and

handsome octavo, of nearly five hundred pages,) endeavored to give a faithful account of the most im

portant incidents of this most sanguinary struggle, about which much has been said by the governments

and people belligerent, as well as by friendly neutral powers. He makes no pretension to authorship,

but simply endeavors to interest the reader with a plain tale, told in a homely way, of Texian daring;

of battles won and lost; of dungeons and old castles; of imprisonment, and hair—breadth escapes; of

unparalleled sufferings, and cruel murders. The Mexicans, as pourtrayed by the author of the present

narrative, are scarcely entitled to sympathy for the loss of Texas; and we are assured by the author that if

he has been unjust to Mexico, it is in failing to detail at length her vices ; and that what he has said of

the general degradation of that nation, of the wretched want and misery of the people, is far short of the

whole truth. The narrative is interesting in the highest degree, and cannot fail of exciting admiration

for the heroic courage with which the decimated Texians met their fate at Solado. The thirteen engra—

vings of scenes and events connected with the recital, etc., taken on the spot by Mr. M’Laughlin, one

of the Mier prisoners, impart additional interest to the letter-press illustrations.

2.—.Miseellaneous Works of Thomas .drnold, D. D. New York: D. Appleton and Co. Philadel

phia: George S. Appleton.

Among the sterling volumes that have just been issued from the American press, few of its class

can be named which present so many recommendations as this series of Arnold’s “miscellaneous

works.” The topics are largely diffused, but all having only one grand design, tocontribute the

workings of a Philanthropist's heart, and a scholar’s intellect to the permanently accelerating advance

ment of the welfare of mankind. Dr. Arnold was emphatically a manfor progress 1 The rusty an

tiquated mummery of the medial centuries of darkness and superstition, of barbaric chivalry, and

crusading massacres, presented to him no allurement; and the feudal vassalage and “ villaiaage,”

with their inseparable ignorance and debasement, were as repugnant to his judgment and sensi

bilities, as the Russian knout and the Turk’s bastinado. It follows, therefore, thatin general, Dr.

Arnold's writings are imbued with that fearless tone of sincerity, that dauntless advocacy of the

“ rights of man,” that persevering search after practical truth inits purest vicissitudes and most ben

eficial application, and that burning zeal for the cultivation of our common humanity, which render

ed his arduous labors so advantageous to his fellow Britons ; and so far as applicable, will be equally

useful to all who carry into operation his noble principles and plans.

3.——The Medici Series of Italian Prose, Nos. 2 and 3-—Tke :Florentine Histories. By Nrcono

Msccmxvsnm. In two volumes. Translated and edited by C. Enwsans Lnsrrnn. New York:

Paine 8r. Burgess.

These histories of the republics of Italy, by the master intellect of Macchiavelli, contain the germs

of the soundest political wisdom. The translator has happily alluded, in his preface, to the applica

bility of many of the truths taught by the political mutations of that republic to our own age and

country. The original intention of Macchiavelli to commence with the history of the times of Cosmo

de Medici, in the fifteenth century, was afterwards so far changed, that be commenced with the ‘map

tion of the barbarians upon the Roman empire; and we have thus, in the first-volume, the early his

tory of Italy, its changes, the feuds of the Guelphs and Ghibbelines,rcontinued to the fifteenth century,

while the second volume contains the history of Florence during that century. while the republic was

under the rule oftthe Medici family. The triumphs of Cosimossthe “Father of his Country,” and

the beautiful portrayal of the life of Lorenzo de Medici, the pillar of Italian literature and art, are

so skilfully ‘translated from the great Italian mind, that the volume deserves to be prized by men

of letters.

4.--Gleanings from a. Gathered Harvest. By M. M. Now. New York: Charles Wells.

Unlocking musty trunks and boxes, long mouldering in the dust, our witty and worthy friend the

Major informs us that he discovered the papers comprised in the present volume, many of which have

heretofore been published, but in times so long past, that it is not convenient to remember when they

first saw light. Gentle satire on the follies of city life, with a mingling of quaint humor, and undog

'matical morality, are leading features in the present collection of “ gleanings.” We hope to be favored

with not only “ a few more of the same kind,” but other ripe fruits, “ gathered” from the same source.
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5.—Menwranda of a Residence at the Court of London; comprising Incidents, Oflicial and Personal,

from 1819 to 1825 ; including Negotiations on the Oregon Question, and other Unsettled Questions

between the United States and Great Britain. By RICHARD Rosa, Minister, etc., from the United

States, from 1817 to 1825. Philadelphia: Lea &. Blanchard.

The necessity of information and documents by the public, in the possession of Mr. Rush, as well

as the desire to publish a sequel to a former volume of the same character, that he might present

some incidents of personal and social interest during his stay in Great Britain, has called out this

volume. The oflicial character of the work will be its greatest recommendation; and seems, as the

author states in his preface, designed for England as well as America. He urges an amicable adjust

ment of the difliculties relative to Oregon, and presents some new and interesting facts in the report

which he transmitted to Mr. Adams, (then Secretary of State,) upon that subject, and which occupies

over one hundred pages at the close of the volume, forming an invaluable document for our statesmen.

The accounts of personal characters in England, and the social incidents related, are interesting.

6.—Harper’s New Miscellan , Nos. 1 and 2.—The Elements of Morality, including Polity. By WIL

LIAM Wnnwann. D. D., an or of “ The‘History and the Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences.” In 2

vols. New York: Harper and Brothers.

It is not our purpose, at this time, to speak of the merits of a work from an author of so high repute as

Professor Whewell. He ranks among the most eminent scholars of the age, and the present work has been

eulogized as exhibiting “in a lucid, exact, and elegant style, the great principles of moral, political, and

ecclesiastical science, in a far more complete and methodical manner than has ever yet been presented to

the public.” In regard to the series of which these volumes form the two first numbers, we must say that

they are, without exception, the cheapest that have ever been published in this country. By this, we do

not mean that the “ getting up" is cheap, but that more real intrinsic value is obtained for the same price,

than has ever been afforded in any other form. The volumes, each containing over four hundred pages,

are handsomely printed on fine paper, and neatly bound, and sold at fifty cents; so that the present work,

the English edition of which costs about $6, is sold by the Harpers in their series for $1.

7.—Modern Cookery, in all its Branches, reduced to a System of Easy Practice, for the use of Pri~

vate Fhmilies; in a. Series of Receipts which have been strictly tested, and are 'ven with the most

minute exactness. By ELIZA Ac'ron. Illustrated with numerous wood cuts. '5; which are added,

Directions for Carving, Garnishing, and Setting out the Table, with a Table of Weights and Mea

sures; the whole revised and prepared for American Housekeepers. By Mrs. S. J. HALE. From

the second London edition. Philadelphia: Lea &. Blanchard.

The copious title of the volume, quoted above, presents a very comprehensive outline of its cha

racter and contents. Our opinion, unsupported by those who are experienced in domestic afl'alrs,

would be worth very little; but, with their approbation, we have no hesitation in recommending the

treatise to our fair countrywomen generally. The Medico-Chirnrgical Review, good authority, warmly

recommends it, and pronounces it as useful to the young Mrs., and her cook in the kitchen, as

Thompson’s Dispensatory or Conspectus to the young doctor in the library. Some half dozen of

the leading London Journals speak of it in terms of high commendation. We have the pleasure of

a long personal acquaintance with Mrs. Hale, the American editress ; and we can safely say that her

good sense is as prominent in the circle of her acquaintance, as it is to the public as an author.

8.—Dissertation on the Progress of Ethical Philosophy, chiefly during the Seventeenth and Eighteenth

Centuries. By Right Honorable Lord James Mscxm'rosn. LL. D. With a Preface. By the Rev.

WILLIAM Wnnwnnn, M. A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. From the second Edinburgh

edition. Philadelphia: Lea &. Blanchard.

Mackintosh could have written a better system of ethics than many who have inflicted their huge

volumes upon the world; but the peculiar modification of his theories he has presented in such dis

sertations as this; in which, after a brief retrospect of the ancient and scholastic ethics, he has

given us a full, connected, and progressive view of the modern, by considering the system of each

philosopher separately, from Hobbes to Stewart and Brown. In the general remarks at the close, the

author has brought out many of his own views. As his mind was more collective and synthetic than

original, they would perhaps be neglected by the students of the progressive and continually changing

philosophy of the day. A better history of modern philosophy, in so small a compass, has not been

written; and, in the philosophical library, it must rank among the standard volumes.

9.—The Letters of the Rev. John Newton, late Pastor of the United Parishes of St. Mary Wool

noth and St. Mary Wool-Church-Haw, Lombard-Street, London; containing an Authentic Narrative,

&e., Letters on Religious Subjects, originally published under the signatures of “ Omicron” and

“ Virgil," and Cordiphonia, or the Utterance of the Heart. To which is prefixed, Memoirs of his

Life, etc. By Rev. RICHARD CECIL, A. M. New York: Robert Carter.

This is a handsomely printed octavo volume, of three hundred and eighty pages ; but to those who

are familiar with the religious literature of the closing part of the last, and first part of the present

century, the name of Newton, the dissolute sailor boy, and subsequently the devout Christian and

zealous divine, is too well known to require any further statement than the mere announcement of

the publication of the present editidn. The memoir, by Cecil, will be appreciated by all who sympa

thize in the religious views which the life of his subject is designed to illustrate. Indeed, there is

much that will interest and instruct all intelligent readers.
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10.—.6 Treatise on Domestic Economy, for the Use of Young Ladies, at Home and at School. By Miss

Cx'rnuuxs: E. Bnncuna. New York: Harper &. Brothers.

The writer of this work was led to attempt it, as she informs us in her preface, by discovering, in

her travels, the deplorable sufferings of multitudes of young wives and mothers, from the combined

influence of poor health, poor domestics, and a defective domestic education. It was originally pre

pared as a text-book for female schools; and it has been examined by the Massachusetts Board of

Education, and adopted as a part of the Massachusetts School Library. That board is composed of

some of the leading minds in this country, and their approval of the work will generally be received

as a sufiicientguarantee of its excellence. _

11.—Gcnius and Character of Burns. By Professor Wilson, of the University of Edinburgh, etc.

Library of Choice Reading, No. 21. New York: Wiley &. Putnam.

This beautiful essay is one of the most interesting volumes of the Library. To his sympathy and

kindred feeling with the song-writer and man, the accomplished scholar and contributor to Blackwood

has added a thorough knowledge of the poet's uutaught. yet unsurpassable power. Excepting Mr.

Carlyle’s inimitable essay, we welcome it as conveying the most just criticism, and truest idea of one

of “ nature’s noblemen.” Few have been better calculated to give an artistic memorial of the labors

and life of “ the great leader of the Scottish song" to the world. It is a worthy tribute to his genius,

his memory, and his fate.

12.—Essays of Elia. By CHARLES LAMB. First and second series. Library of Choice Reading, .No.

22 and 23. New York: Wiley 8c Putnam.

We are glad to see Lamb's Essays in this Library so soon after the appearance of Hood’s prose and

poetry; for the works, like their authors, are kindred in humor and genius. Lamb’s humor is wanting

in that deep tragic characteristic of Hood’s, as his life and circumstances called less for the strong

endurance which the latter exercised ; yet who ever rose from the perusal of “ Elia” without feeling

of lighter heart, and more benevolent, and full of sympathy towards God’s creation {and his crea~

tures '2 We can say nothing in commendation of these essays that has not been said by the press, or

felt by their readers.

13.-./! Treatise on Diseases of the Sexual Organs, adapted to Popular and Professional Reading; and

the Exposition of Quack-cry, Professional and Otherwise. By Enwann H. DIXON, M. D. New ork:

Burgess, Stringer 6:. Co.

The author of this treatise seems to be anxious that his motive should not be misapprehended, and

we are sure that it will not be, among the sensible portion of our community. The book may be con

sidered as a. valuable contribution to science and medical bibliography, as well as useful to many that

need not a physician—certainly to many that do. It has no mark or sign of quackery about it, al

though theauthor confesses the book originated in self-interest. A thorough experience in this branch

of the profession could only have enabled him to produce a treatise apparently so scientific.

14.—Oraclcs from Shakspcarc: with a. Selection of A orisms, from the same .fluthor. By ROBERT

I Hsmn'rorr. Boston: Saxton 8r. Kelt. New York: axton 8r. Miles.

The ingenious idea of this pretty volume is, by an arrangement of sentences from the poet, to form

a system of fortune-telling, to pass away an idle hour, and blend, as the author says, “Instruction

with amusement.” It suggested to us the fancy that, had Shakspeare lived three thousand years

before his time, would not many a shrine, with priestess and burning lamp, have given forth, in prized

fragments, these words of wisdom to the anxious votaries. Thus genius is a. God to one age, a priest

to another; in another, still, a. man in all respects like his fellows, save in his inspiration.

15.—Christian Retirement ; or, Spiritual Exercises of the Heart. By the author of “Christian Ex

perience, as Displayed in the Life and Writings of St. Paul.” New York: R. Carter.

The design of the pious author of these reflections, as stated in the preface, is to induce a habit

of self-examination and prayer, and to excite to a more diligent perusal of the word of God. They

are intended as a friendly visitor, for the sacred retirement of the Christian. The sale of fourteen

editions in England, is conclusive evidence of the popularity of the work; and we have no doubt

but that it will obtain as wide a. circulation among the same class of persons in this country.

16.—Rudimental Lessons in .Music: containing the Primary Instruction requisite for all beginners

in the Art. whether Vocal or Instrumental. By Janus Wanna, Translator of Weber’s Theory of

Musical Composition, etc., etc. New York: D- Appleton8r. Co. Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton.

This little manual is designed for beginners in the study of music. It appears to contain the pri

mary instruction required by the instrumental as well as the vocal student; and, as far as we are

capable of judging, is well adapted for both. Its simplicity of style, its methodical arrangement, and

its copious lists of questions, render it peculiarly fitted for use in schools.

uzmlllewiifiilig#Z'Zl’liisllif'l’ffiff’ihiiil‘fiii‘fé’f‘s‘filili‘li’lfiim" °’ "W P"°”"" ’”“'

This little volume contains eighteen or twenty narratives, each calculated to convey to the juvenile

reader some lesson of moral or social virtue, without the appearance of pedantry. Narrative is the

best method of instruction to the young—almost the only one.
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18.—Poents. By Euzms'rrr Cures Sm'ra. New York: J. S. Redfield.

This volume contains, in addition to the beautiful poem of the “Sinless Child,” several shorter

pieces; and among them the popular one of the " Acorn,” and a number of sonnets. In the longest

poem of the volume, the “ Sinless Child,” will be found pictured a character of such perfect and pure

loveliness and grace, as hardly lives even in the dreams of the good. In the beautiful virtues, and in

the fair creations of the imagination by which they are exemplified, we are at a loss whether to ad

mire more the power that creates, or the beauties portrayed in the beings described for us to love.

The power of description, and combination of natural images, reminds us of Coleridge’: “ Ancient

Mariner ;” where earthly purity is of such an order that we think of the supernatural, and supersti

tion seems to be necessarily called for as a completion of the idea.

lair/w Rose; or, Ajection’s Gift, for 1846. New York: 1). Appleton a C0.

‘The annuals are among the first things that remind us of a coming year. This one, however com}

thou-place in contents, is beautiful in execution, and contains some finely executed engravings, among

which are “The Little Gleaner,” “Numa and Egeria,” and “The Cottage Children.” The selec

tion is doubtless very suitable for the purpose of the book—an ornament to the drawing-room, seldom

if ever read, save when one is passing away a few moments waiting for a dilatory guest, or escaping

an unpleasant companion. .

20.—Gertrude. By the author of “ Amy Herbert,” etc. Edited by the Rev. W. SIWILL, B. D., Fel

low of Exeter College, Oxford. New York: D. Appleton 8r. Co. Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton.

This is the first volume of Appleton's “ Literary Melange," in which series we expect to see, from

these enterprising publishers, works which will form a delightful intellectual repast. “ Gertrude" is

a story of domestic English life, a subject exhaustless, although the Hannah More’s, Miss Landon’s et

id genus omnc have drawn from the same fountain. The style of the novel is unrivalled, while the

materials are well woven, and the story natural, from a pen evidently versed in society, but not so

spoiled by it as not to perceive the true beauties of individual character—the virtues that adorn, as‘

well as the accomplishments that please.

21.—My Uncle Hobson and I; or, “Dashes at Life with a Free Broad-flu.” By PASCAL Joins.

New York: D. Appleton 82. Co. Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton.

This amusing volume abounds in graphic and homely delineations of American life and charw

ter. “ My Uncle Hobson,” as the book says, “ was a pedlar, and carried on a large business

in the east, the west, the north, and the sout .” The nephew, Pascal Jones, the hero, goes through the

regular steps which a hero of a novel is expected to do, in a sensible New England way. The abun

dance of slang phrases, and occasional vulgarity, are the chief objections to the work. An amusing

part of the volume is that in which the professors of the doctrines of the “ second advent," and other

humbugs of like character, are ridiculed.

22.—The flmeriean Shepherd; being a History of the Sheep, with their Breeds, Management, and Dis.

eases, illustrated with Portraits of Diflerent Breeds, Sheep-Barns, Sheds, &—e. With an .flppendizr,

embracing upwards of Twenty Letters from eminent Wool- Growers and Sheep-Fatteners of dilfl‘erent

States, detailing their respective modes of Management. By L. A. MORRELL- New York: Harper

8: Brothers.

This is a duodecimo volume of nearly five hundred pages, and is, we believe, the first thoroughly

American treatise on the subject that has been published, and has the sanction and recommendation

of the New York State Agricultural Society. It embodies the results of long experience, aided by a

thorough research into the practice of the best breeders of sheep and wool-growers in Great Britain

and the continents.

23.—The True Child. B Mrs. E. Ours: SMITH, author of the “ Sinless Child,” etc. Boston: Sax

ten 8: Kelt. New Yor : Sexton &- Miles.

Mrs. Smith says these little stories are “ not for good children nor had children, but real children."

Children will read them, and remain children, as they should; for we have men and women enough

in the world; and the age is beginning to discover that its precocity, like that of its children, is no

advantage.

24.—Gospel Promises; being a Short View of the Great and Precious Promises of the Gospel. By

Rev. Jossru ALLEINI, author of “ An Alarm to the Unconverted,” etc. New York: R. Carter.

In this little volume, the various promises of the Bible are arranged and classified under distinct

heads; tinged, of course, with the popular evangelism of the great majority of the orthodox Church!

irrespective of the various sects of which it is composed.

25.—The Every-Day Christian. No. 1. By T. H. Gannon", late Principal of the American Asylum

for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb. New York: Paine 8: Burgess.

This is a book which the good and the true of all sects, and no sect, may read—“ mark, learn, and

inwardly digest,” with profit. It is practical, forcibly inculcating the moral dignity of every-day du

ties. Its pages are devoted to temperance, and the social relations of the family state, embracing the

domestic duties of father and mother, clerks and apprentices, and the duties of their employers to

the latter.
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%.—Lioes of the Queens of En land, from the Norman Conquest, with .flnccdotcs of their Courts

.N'ow first published, from O ial Records and other .fluthentt'c Documents, Private as well as

Public. Vol. VIII. By Aosns STRXCKLAND. Philadelphia: Lea 8t Blanchard.

This volume of the series contains the interesting biography of Henriette Marie, consort of the

unfortunate Charles the First, of England, and also that of Catharine of Braganza, consort of Charles

the Second. The sufferings of the first, from the ill-starred fortunes of her husband, will be interest

ing to all those who have made that period of English history their study, and who have defended

the beheaded Stuart. Her attachment to the king deserves honorable record. Queen Catharine's

sufferings were from an entirely different quarter. Her life was far less blameless than Queen Hen

rietta’s; and there will, of course, be less sympathy for what she suffered from Charles the Second,

Buckingham, the Duchess of Portsmouth, and his other profligate companions. The memoirs rare

interesting, and the series, on the whole, well designed.

27.—- The Mission ; or, Scenes in Africa. Written for Young People. By Captain MARRYATT- New

York: D. Appleton 8: Co. Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton.

Although Captain Marryatt’s earlier fictions, designed for all readers, were particularly pleasing to

boy, we consider their moral tendency at best doubtful, if not exceptlonable. This remark, however,

does not apply to his more recent works, especially intended for the young. Of this latter class, are

“ Masterman Ready,” “ Settlers in Canada,” and the one before us. The “ Mission” is a familiar

compend of diversified “ Scenes in Southern Africa,” derived from the details of the British mission

aries in Cafl'raria, adapted especially to juvenile readers, and at the same time encouraging the “ no—

blest spirit, and exertions of active benevolence.”

28.—Elocution Made Easy; containing Rules and Selections for Declamation and Reading, with

Figures Illustrative of Gesture. By R. Cuoos'r'r, A. M. New York: Paine 8r. Burgess.

Text-books on the subject of elocution have multiplied, of late, to an unlimited extent; but no au

thor, we believe, except Mr. Claggett, has attempted to divest the study of many objectionable fea

tures, which have rendered it unsuited to the capacity of juvenile classes. In the work now before

us, the author has reduced the principles of the science to such a degree of simplicity, without exclu

ding the more important rules and illustrations, that the merest child, who can read with tolerable

fluency, is initiated into the subject by a process both easy and effective. We understand that the

plan adopted by the author is the result of long experience in teaching, and, we should think, well

calculated to render the study of elocution a pleasing recreation, and habituate the pupil to chaste and

elegant cnunciation.

29.-Simmonds‘s Colonial Magazine, and Flareign Miscellany. Edited by P. L. Simmons, Esq., F. S. 8.

London : Simmonds 8r. Ward.

The August number of this popular periodical is replete with articles of value and interest. It fur

niches, from mouth to month, able papers concerning the geography, history, commerce and resources,

not only of the British provinces throughout the world, but a vast amount of information on various

subjects, that possesses a general and permanent interest. Our estimate of the value of the work

may be gathered from the fact that, in reply to the charge-d’afi‘aires of the United States to the repube

lie of Venezuela, who wrote to us, expressing his desire to become a subscriber to some English pub

lication corresponding in character with our Magazine, and asking us to recommend the best we knew,

we referred him to Slmmonds’s Colonial Magazine, as the best work of the kind in England.

BOOKS IN PAPER COVERS, PUBLISHED SINCE OUR LAST.

30.—The White Slave; or, The Russian Peasant Girl. By the author of “ Revelations in Russia."

New York: Harper 8r. Brothers. [This work meets with much approbation. We have seen one or

two well written criticisms from the press.]

3l.-—'I‘he Hotel Lambert; or. The Engraver's Daughter. A Tale of Love and Intrigue. By M.

Euoam: Sou. Translated from the breach, by a Lady of Boston. New York: E. Winchester.

32.—The Bosom Friend. .6 Novel. By the author of “The Gambler’s Wife,” "The Young Prima

Donna,” etc. New York: Harper 8r. Brothers.

33.—- The Half- Yearly .dbstract of the Medical Sciences ; being a Practical and .dnalytt'cal Digest of

the contents of the principal British and Continental Medical Works published in the preceding six:

months; together with a series of Critical Reports on the Progress of Medicine and the Collateral

Sciences, during the same period. Edited by W. H. Ramona, M. D., Cambridge, etc. New York:

J. 8r. H. G. Langley.

34.—fldventures of Captain Suggs, late of the Talapoosa Volunteers, together with “ Takin the Cen

sus,” and other Alabama Sketches. By a Country Editor. With a portrait of “ Simon’ from life,

and other illustrations by Darley. Philadelphia. Carey and Hart. [The smallest favors from the

respectable publishers of this amusing volume greatfully received]

35.—-Essays on Human Rights and Political Guarantees. By E .P. Huatso'r, Councelor atLaw in the

city of New York. New York: Greeley and M’Elrath. [We intend to speak of this work after

we have found time to read it. We have, however, read enough to excite in us an interest in the

doctrines it promulgates, and enough to recommend it to all enqulrers after truth.

{id—Treasurer‘ of History, No. 7. New York: Daniel Adee. [This concludes British history, bring

ing events own from 1776 to the present day, and contains asp'u'ited account of the troubles between

that country and her colonies—a thrilling picture of Napoleon's erratic career—the times of George

IV., William IV., and Victoria—the operations of the British in India, China, and elsewhere—as

well as a part of the history of Ireland]

37.—Christina and her Court. .8 Swedish Historical ‘Talc. New York: E. Winchester.
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Am- IE-THE POETRY OF TRADE;

on, somzssms raom cucuunsas.

‘ How the subject theme may gang,

Let time and chance determine ;

Perhaps it may turn out a sang,

Perhaps turn out a sermon.”—Buma.

THE art of extracting sunbeamsfrom cucumbers, which, probably, at no

period of the world’s history, ever attained to any very great perfection,

is supposed to be now utterly lost to mankind. Not so, however, with the

poetry of the counting-house; which, though melting from our fingers like

the ice-cake which New England enterprise floats across the equator to

glint back the glories of a tropical sun, may still be detected and analyzed

by the skill of the adept. '

It is one of the characteristics, I may say disadvantages, of our situa

tion, as a new and peculiar people, born and living under auspices differ

ent from those which affect any other nation—it is one of the most incon

gruous incidents of our situation, that some of our most important political,

as well as moral associations, are borrowed from those, the genius of

whose government and social institutions is essentially different from our

own; that not only much of our traditional prejudices and opinions come

from abroad, but our present thinking is also manufactured there. In

alluding to a fact so hurtful to that independence of thought which is the

strongest muniment of all true and healthful nationality of feeling, I must

not be understood as undervaluing that inheritance of glorious literature

and wise‘ polity which we drew from England ; but we cannot glean even

from the golden fields of English literature, without garnering up the

weeds as well as the flowers of a stranger clime. Of the many British

writers, for instance, whose works supply, their daily mental aliment for

our growing youth, there are not a few who, in times past deriving their
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support from the patronage of an hereditary aristocracy, have not some

where upon their pages given a sneer to “the upstart enterprise of the

unprivileged classes,” while, from the profligate writers of Charles the

Second’s time, to the drawing-room authors of _our own day, the liberal

minded and adventurous trader has too often figured, in what is called

elegant literature, as the plodding and prosy merchant—the parvenue

emperor of the realm of common-place! And yet who will deny that

the abundant wealth and refinement, the enhanced resources of art, the

brilliant naval achievements, and high consideration of England through

out the world, is mainly attributable to the well-directed industry, and suc

cessful, because honorable trafiic, of the British merchant '!—in a word,

to the dexterous and firm sagacity of English enterprise ’!

The antagonist position which commerce has ever held towards des

potism, will readily account for the existence of this depreciating spirit

in countries where the feudal prejudices against trade have been trans

mitted from those times when the followers of trade, in a few scattered

towns of Europe, preserved the only remains of constitutional freedom

in Christendom; nor was it, perhaps, unnatural, when the profession of

arms was the only path to honor, that any of the pursuits of peace, though

characterized by a spirit of adventure second only to that which marks

the career of the soldier, should escape the shaft of levity amongst a war

like and semi-barbarous people ;-—but why, in our day, when the soldier

no longer monopolizes the social pro-eminence he once could claim, why

the stale sneers at traflic should be cherished, or at least revived, in some

of the most delightful works of fiction, it is impossible to conceive.

These heir-looms of prejudice, revamped and varnished by the hand of

pretension, are as much out of place as an escutcheon torn from some

rude baronial castle, and hung up anew upon the gas-lighted walls of a.

modern saloon; or, rather, to seek an image worthy of the paltry taste

they betoken, they might be represented by the cobwebs filched from

some mouldering tapestry, to fringe the hangings of a fashionable uphol

stercr. Misplaced and contemptible as they are, however, they are too

often the Lilliputian threads which bind down the voyager upon the sea of

fancy, and lower his head to accommodate the dwindled stature of those

who would thus fetter him.

I know well, therefore, the mean and meagre associations that will be

at first suggested in relation to the subject matter of this essay; and if

the term, “Poetry of Trade,” do not seem an ironical epithet for the

commercial bubbles of the day, yet the common-place details of the sales

room and counting-house will rise at once to view, as if in derision of the

7 hand that would essay to draw the veil of poetry around the hard business

concerns of life ;-while the unimaginative mind, that dreams of no ideal

beauty save such as is presented to it by the shaping hand of others; that can

see the spirit of romance only where the pen of genius has embodied it in

some mystic legend of chivalrous days, listens with incredulity, if not with

scorn, to the claim of the merchant adventurer to rank with the knightly

rover of the minstrel’s song.

But bear with me a moment, and see if we can detect and analyze “the

wayward sprite, twin-born with poetry, ’yclept romance.” It is a common

thing with those who would undervalue the resources which our new

world afl'ords to imaginative literature, to ask, “Where are your stores

of poetry and romance to be found, in a country where no time-honored
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traditions struggle to light through the dim veil of antiquity; where no

ivy mantles the towers of by-gone days; no ancient halls resound with

echoes that were first waked among the rattling armor, along their

fretted vaults, a thousand years ago? Where,” say they, “is your storied

past, in which to delve 1”

Is romance, then, the child of Time, only ’!--—the tender nurseling

of a thousand years’! Must its infancy have been rocked in some

tottering turret, with the winds that wail through cloistered arches for

a lullaby’! Does it sit mewed up, like a hooded hawk, deep within

some gothic pile, where the jesses have long since mouldered upon

the skeleton wrist of the falconer'! Does it wake alone to the blast

of the warder’s horn, where the trampling of steeds proclaim some

princely cortége near’! or are its wild sallies to be traced only in ca

rousals with silken page and hoary seneschal, or midnight mountings

for the sudden onslaught, where glimmers the lance of the bold border

reiver, and pennons of steel-clad champions flutter above the knightly

foray? These,,it is true, are the darling images of the minstrel’s song;

but, though among the richest adornments of romantic story, they belong

no more to its essential spirit than does the tabard of the herald to the

stirring deeds it is his task to proclaim.

Romance is the child of Action, not of Time. It is amid wild deeds of

personal adventure—the doing and daring—the undaunted spirit of enter

' prise, with the strange modifications of human character, the mystic com

binations of human motives, the excited and irregular play of human

sympathies that attends its perils and its triumphs, in which the soul of

romantic story has its life and being; and it is the power of genius which

wakes the subtile spirit, and makes it walk the earth- Time may, indeed,

drape the image he would hallow, with a veil as holy as genius herself

can weave; but he hath no power, like her, to quicken inert properties

to life, and awaken the sleeping elements of poetry into fresh and glorious

existence. By her hand, those elements, fused in the crucible of mind,

are, with an immortal alchymy, transmitted to things precious and most

rare. By her power, even the ignoble objects that pass unheeded by the

historian are dignified and exalted; by her power, the most ignoble are

often commended to the reflection of the thoughtful, and the active sym

pathy of the well-doing.

The paltry bickerings of semi-barbarous chieftains become the cherish

ed themes of the enlightened and the refined—the clownish cattle-driver

assumes the dignity of a. hero; and even the thieving outlaw escapes from

the gallows to receive our commiseration for his crimes, when Scott es

says to set the gauntlet of chivalry upon the vulgar hand of avarice ; while

the grovelling cares, the dumb miseries, the vague shuffling existence of

that trodden class which wanted its poet until Eliot sung, are embraced

anew in the general sympathies of the human family, when Dickens

throws the gracegiving cmstus of his genius around the sorrows of

the poor.

In a word, the halo which consecrates so many themes to romantic and

poetic association, though seeming to radiate from those themes, is im

parted chiefly by the crowning hand of genius; and is often no more in

the objects themselves, than are the rays of the uprising sun an elemental

part of the mountain-top which he gilds with his glory.

Had Scott, when throwing the wizard spell of his genius around knightly

felons and hereditary highwaymen—had be but followed his enterprising
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countrymen upon other fields of action than his favorite “border,” think

you he would have found the adventurous Caledonian, carving out his

precarious fortunes amid the perils of every clime, less worthy of his muse

than the freebooter whom she ennobles at home! Had the mighty min

strel, instead of painting the youthful Raleigh pouring a courtier’s flattery

into the ear of Elizabeth, presented him to us as the gallant merchant

rover upon unknown seas, and lands where danger dignified the pursuit of

wealth, think you the portrait would have been less noble’!

Such themes, though less congenial than others to the feudal tastes of

that glorious master, are neither new to poetry, nor have they grown out

of favor for their triteness. The enterprise of the daring merchant has

been immortalized alike in the literature of republican Greece, and in

that of our own free land. The trading voyage of the bold Argonaut has

lived for three thousand years upon the classic page ; and the wild annals

of Astoria are enshrined by the biographer of Columbus, where they will

be remembered with the “line of his land’s language.”

But where shall we first seek for the romance allied to the pursuit of

commerce—the Poetry of Trade’! Shall we begin with the bold hunters

of the deep, who have its monsters for their quarry’! Their daring toils

are already immortalized in the magnificent periods of Burke, and need

no farther illustration at our hands. “ What in the world,” exclaims that

eloquent statesman, in a passage which I do not love the less to quote be

cause it is familiar to the reader, “what is equal to the manner in which

the people of New England carry on the whale fishery’! Whilst we fol

low them among the tumbling mountains of ice, and behold them pene

trating into the deepest frozen recesses of Hudson’s Bay and Davis’s

Straits; whilst we are looking for them beneath the arctic circle, we hear

that they have pierced into the opposite region of polar cold; that they

are near the antipodes, and engaged under the frozen serpent of the

south! Falkland island, which seemed too remote and romantic an object

for the grasp of British ambition, is but a stage and resting-place, in the

progress of their victorious industry! Nor is the equinoxial heat more

discouraging to them than the accumulated winters of both the poles.”

“ We know that while some of them draw the line, and strike the har

poon on the coast of Africa, others run the longitude, and pursue their

gigantic game along the coast of Brazil. No sea but what is vexed by

their fisheries; no climate but is witness of their toils.”

Such was the fame of the New Englanders in this perilous mode of

industry even in the old colonial times; when, in the language of Burke,

“they were a recent people—still, as it were, in the gristle, and not yet

hardened into the bone of manhood.” Shall we track them now in other

similar paths of enterprise; or shall we rather, remembering the first

toy of our infancy, follow the slight bark of the merchant, glancing

among the coral islands of tropical seas’! Shall we study him here,

snatching the fragrant sandal-wood from the pyre of the Hindoo widow,

or gathering there the spices wherewith the swart savage would embalm

the dead, freighting his vessel with them for the civilized living’! Shall

we view him with one hand repelling the spear of the piratical Malay,

and with the other counting over the pearls which the Ceylon diver has

brought from ocean’s depths to adorn the neck of beauty’! Shall we hie

with him to the desert, where the Arab scatters his rich bales upon the’

waste, and spurs his dromedary, to escape that withering harbinger of
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death, the dark simoom'! Behold, the merchant rover is already beyond

our quest! He has escaped to the frozen north. He has tracked the fir

forests of Norway; delved into the iron mines of Sweden; and now,

with the trading Muscovite, he bears the spoils to realms beyond the

Caucasus!

But these are old and well-worn paths, that have been trod for centu

ries. Let us follow the merchant into the new haunts, where last the pen

of genius has tracked him. Let us plunge into the mountain defiles, and

savage forests of our own continent, and sit down with the hardy trader

amid the snows of Oregon; or, unawed by the red Indian, make our sum

mer home with the far ranger of the prairies.

Surely, if there be poetry in the adventures that spring from daring

enterprise, by whatever cause projected or set in motion, we have it here ;

with all the accessories, too, that painter or sculptor could desire.

Take the first gathering of a Missouri caravan at one of our frontier

trading posts, with its picturesque grouping of brown hunters, half-breed

trappers, and rifle-frocked engages, bound for the great hunting-grounds

of the far west, where the elk and the buffalo crop the rich herbage, and

the wild horse roams the flowery waste in all his native freedom! Be

hold their barbaric array, when they have left the debateable ground of

civilized and savage life, and are advanced some stages upon their perilous

journey to the distant mountains!

It is the hour of commencing the day’s march. The bustle of breaking

up an encampment is over; and the morning light, which falls in strag

gling beams among the clump of trees where we have made our last

night’s bivouac, already shines upon the scouting party, which has pushed

out into the open prairie. Our own horses stand ready for mounting, and

we obey the last summons to the saddle. The bugle rings out upon the

soft air of an Indian summer morning ; the mounted riflemen file ofi' slow

ly, beneath the boughs of the rich autumnal forest; the hunters and trap

pers spur more eagerly along the flanks, and shoot off into the adjacent

savannas—and now we can only mark the gleam of their arms, as their

forms are gradually lessened and lost, over the rolling prairie ; while the

whoop of some straggling loiterer echoes in the forest behind, as, spurring

on our track, he emerges from its shadowy glades.

Shall we still move with that morning pageant westward, and follow

the day i its picturesque career! Shall we course over the grassy do

main, “ diversified with scattered groves and forests, and glassy pools

reflecting their painted foliage?”

It is evening; and, crossing a dozen reaches of the broad savanna, as

We pushed from islet to islet of embowering thickets, we have traversed

the expanse from whose bosom to-morrow’s sun will rise behind us. We

have once more gained the shelter of the heavy forest; our camp-fires

are lighted by some unnamed rivulet, that sings all night to the autumn

moon; their red light burnishes the tall trees, and glances from their

columnor trunks to the verdurous roof above us; wild forms, in fantastic

drapery, are grouped here and there among them; the woods resound

with merriment, as if a hunt were up; the friendly Whoop of some out

lying trapper rises ever and anon amid the noisy revels of the carousing

borderer; while the cautious beaver trembles in his lodge, as, far re

mote, he hears the unwonted sounds.

Reader, I will not trespass upon your patience by presenting the coun
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terpart of this scene in the sudden onslaught, the vindictive chase, or

murderous ambuscade, which give continued and thrilling interest to a life

in the wilderness; but I will ask, who is the enchanter that has conjured

up this woodland scene—grouped those figures for the painter’s study, and

called into being that spirit of romance which courts the poet’s pen’!

Who—who but the plodding merchant is the magician in whose study the

eldreitch pageant was devised, and put in motion ’!

Those strange figures that but now fiitted before us, are his familiars ;

and myriads of such are doing his bidding everywhere. Some are search

ing the golden sands of Peruvian rivers, or sitting, like figures of bronze,

up-watching the gums distil from tropic trees; some are gathering mosses

from the frozen clifl‘s of Iceland; some in armed troops, with spear and

lance, are surrounding the elephant in the Indian jungle ; and some, in

wilds as perilous, beard the grisly hear of Oregon, and rouse the ferocious

cougar from his lair.

Little does the fair one reck, when wrapped in luxurious furs, that keep

the winter’s wind from visiting her too roughly—little does she think,

amid the comforts of her sheltered home, of scenes like these; and yet

the soft cape that wraps her shoulders, or gracefiil mufi' with which she

so safely dallies, is often the spoil of some wild encounter; and, atter

being torn from the bleeding frame of its original owner, has been car

ried many a weary mile, through ceaseless perils, before the hunter could

fling down his pack before the evening fire, and join in a pioneer’s pre

carious banquet.

It would be more curious than profitable to trace these incongruous

associations, as they may be shown to belong to a hundred familiar ob

jects, whose daily use seldom reminds us of the toils and dangers through

which they are introduced to trade.

Even articles of such trivial value as the common sponge, are not ex

empt from this condition. The sponge-divers of the JEgean are compelled

to descend to such a depth to reach this singular production of the sea,

that it is necessary to carry a heavy weight with them to the bottom, in

order to save their breath by expediting their descent; and even then, the

process of detaching the animal from the rocks to which it clings is so

tedious, that three, and sometimes four divers, will descend successively,

to procure the larger specimens.

It may interest my fair readers to know that, in the Egean islands,

where the principal occupation is sponge-diving, no young man is permit

ted to marry till he can descend with facility to a depth of twenty fathoms;

nor, like others, who for lucre tread the pavements of the sea, do storms

deter the wooers of these island daughters.

“ Bolder than they who dare not dive

For pearls save when the sea’s at rest,

Love, in the tempest most alive,

Hath ever held that pearl the best

He finds beneath the stormiest waters.”

There is a favorite staple of our American farmers, which, though once

an important article in the grain trade of Europe, yet has never, since it

was first brought from the dominions of the Saracen Saladin, attained the

consideration which we Americans attach to it—yet how few of us think

of the “airs of Palestine” ’mid the balm of a buckwheat-field; see the

shield of the crusader in the griddle of the Yankee housewife ; or remem
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her that the honest slap-jack which smokes on our table from the one,

was virtually brought with buckwheat from Judea by the other!

They who trafiic in flowers, too, which were once no inconsiderable

article of trade in some parts of Europe, are likewise indebted to the

crusaders for many valuable plants ; while some of our most familiar shrubs

are associated with deeds of adventure upon land and sea. Marigolds,

according to Dodonaius, were brought from Africa, when the warlike

Charles V. carried his arms against Tunis; and the Guernsey lilly was

produced from the bulbs of the plant, cast with the wreck of a Japanese

vessel upon the shores of that island.

Sir Walter Scott—among the various and voluminous writings in which

he has touched upon so many subjects, and adorned them all—relates

some thrilling incidents of the toilsome daring of those who take the sea

fowl from their nests in the cliffs of the northern ocean; and, indeed, the

trade in feathers, which gives a livelihood to so many frugal inhabitants

of the north, abounds in perils of the most appalling kind. The down

which forms the most sumptuous coverlet for the couch of wealth, is fur

nished by those who often perish, crushed in their light barks amid the

floating ice of Hudson’s Bay; or who, suspended by a frail rope from

some beetling crag, find an equally frightful death upon the jagged rocks

of Norway. Yet the peevish invalid, cushioned in luxurious ease, thinks

no more of the adventurers who thus minister to his comfort than he does

of the wild-drake, who, after breasting the surges of those boisterous

seas, contributes from his glossy bosom to soften that complaining pillow.

Such is the peculiar history of many an article of commerce, with which

we habitually connect no other associations than those that spring from

their daily use. But I should only trespass upon the reader’s patience by

extending the enumeration, and it is time to look to the more ambitious

triumphs of mercantile enterprise, and survey those grand monuments of

commercial success which show like the romantic creations of ‘Arabian

fiction beside the tamer products of human energy and power.

Look to the broad realm of fabled Iswara. Behold the modern suc

cessors of the far-conquering Iskander! Need I remind the reader of the

vast possessions held there by a company of London merchants .7 From a

charter of trade, given in the year 1608, to a company of East India tra

ders, has arisen an empire of almost boundless extent, and embracing one

hundred millions of subjects! Here are stipendiary princes, who receive

yearly from Leaden-Hall five millions of dollars, to maintain their state.

Here, too, are feudatory chieftains, acknowledging these merchants for

their sovereigns, who-bring a combined force of a million of soldiers into

the field, to do the bidding of their lieges. And here, amid scenes of an

tiquity so hoary that Time himself seems in his dotage near them—here,

where the altars of a hundred gods insult the skies—commerce has over

shadowed them all with her shrine, and claimed her offering from each

separate creed. Alas! amid all its splendid creations, the Poetry of Trade

is here a fearful epic of human misery, upon the most stupendous scale.

Let us turn from tortured Asia, to that nation of merchants which first in

modern times introduced her exhaustless commerce to western Europe.

“ Look to the winged lion’s marble piles,

Where VENICE sat in state, throned on her thousand isles.”

Behold her, radiant and beautiful as the sea-born goddess, when, fresh
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from ocean foam, the lovely mischief burst! Behold the proud offspring

of commerce rising from the blue Adriatic, and queening it over every

sea! Survey her now, in full panoply of arms, fighting the battles of

Christendom against the Turk, or planting the banner of San Marco upon

the towers of Byzantium! and now, with the blandishments of peace,

luring around her men of genius from every clime, and concentrating

within her walls all that is rare in art, from the farthest limits of the

world!

What though now “all silent rows her songless gondolier;” what

though the exhaustless east no longer pours its treasures in her lap, awhile

her palaces are crumbling to the shore ; what though “ her thirteen hun

dred years of freedom done, the Austrian tramples where an emperor

knelt ;” what though the pageant of her long array of knightly shadows

has passed from earth, melting like the ocean mist upon her shores; what

though the dogeless city sinks “like a seaweed into the waves from whence

she rose.”

“ In youth she was all glor a new Tyre,

Her very byword sprung rom victory!

The Planter of the Lion! which through fire

And blood she bore o’er subject earth and sea.

Though making many slaves, herself still free,

And Europe’s bulwark ’gainst the Ottomite

Witness 'I‘roy’s rival Candia! Vouch it, ye

Immortal waves which saw Lepanto’s fight,

For ye are names no time nor tyranny can blight.”

Pass we by Florence, with her merchant princes, and Genoa, which

gave a new world alike to romance and reality. Pass we by the gor

geous but blood-stained annals of Spanish and Portuguese commercial

enterprise to another land, like Venice, rescued from the sea. Behold

the bold Batavian, now wrestling with the waves, and now, at the call of

patriotism, inviting them to engulph his home! See here a. community

of merchants rising against Spanish tyranny, and battling successfully

with the well-appointed armies of the most powerful monarchy of Chris

tendom—the veteran victors of a thousand fights! Where, on the pages

of feudal story do you find more heroic fortitude and daring achievements,

more romantic deeds of self-devotion than have immortalized the struggle

for liberty in the Netherlands‘!

It is true that in later times, when the haughty fleets of England suc

cumbed to Dutch prowess, and Van Tromp swept the British channel with

a broom at his mast-bead, it is true that the witlings of the trembling

court at Whitehall hid their terrors in ridicule, and lampooned their vic

torious foe as “ a nation of traders,” as we too have been called in derision

by those who themselves owe everything to trade. But the sneer of the

courtier can never wither the laurels of the patriot, and the indomitable

spirit and romantic valor of the Dutch trader will live in memory while

liberty has a name.

It must have been a novel thing, when pushing their adventurous keels

among the islands of Asiatic seas, where the sway of Holland was long

after acknowledged, these inhabitants of a less genial clime found them

selves wandering amid the balmy airs of Ceylon and Sumatra, among

sandal-groves and bowers of spice, where fruits and flowers blushed over

every stream! But not less novel and romantic was the scene when
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they exchanged their level shores for the rugged steeps and promontories

through which the crag-hung Hudson marches to the sea, when, leaving

other Europeans to sit down upon the skirts of the new world, they

struck deep amid the mountain fastnesses frowning in savage contrast to

the fenny plains of their native land.

The dauntless enterprise of these first pioneers of New York, who left

their own country in the very flush of her military pride and commercial

prosperity, to extend in the wilderness an Empire so soon to pass away,

has never been appreciated by the historian. Unawed by the warlike

savages around them, these adventurous and intrepid merchants esta

blished their trading posts far in the interior, leaving many a ferocious

band between themselves and the shores which first they touched. They

left the tide-waters, upon which immigrants, less ‘enterprising, long hov

ered, and crossing the then savage mountains of Shongum, (or Shawan

gunk,) pitched their stations in the~romantic valleys where their ruins

may yet be seen. The walls of solid masonry, the narrow loophole for

the harquebuss, the heavy stone built church, half fortalice and half term

ple of religion—the church-yard, bared of trees that might conceal an

approaching enemy—all these may still be seen in some of these soft and

meadowy vales, which skirt the base of the Katsbergs. Nor only here,

where the pebbled Rondout and willowy Wallkill water the pastoral

glades through which they glide toward the Hudson. But they struck

the mountain sources of the parent river itself, pierced the lake-studded

wilds, where the fierce Mohawk held his sway, and adapting themselves

to the novel phase of life amid which they moved, exchanged the lumber

ing canal-boat of their fatherland for the light canoe of the Indian hun

ter; launched boldly upon the myriad streams of that land of flowing wa

ters, and explored the wonderful navigation of lake and river, that grand

arterial circulation which gives commercial vitality to the NIAGARA

STATE.

The name of the association of merchants, once celebrated as the

Dutch West India Company, is now hardly remembered. But who that

knows the brave and warlike race, the once formidable Iroquois, among

whom these leaders thrust themselves with such soldier-like confidence,

who that can appreciate the perils they braved, the strange and untried

scenes upon which they entered, will assert that any knightly rover in

heathen lands excelled them in gallant hardihood? albeit, the spirit of

trade gave soul-to their endeavors. But have they left no trace of their

manly toils’! Have they no annals save on the grotesque page where

genius has allowed itself to ridicule their worth? This noble city of

New York is their monument ! Here where the descendant of the New

England pilgrim has breathed new life into the sturdy soul of the H01

lander, and repaid with his active intelligence, upon a new soil, the debt

of hospitality which his fathers incurred upon the old—here is the man

soleum of their memory! Here did they first plant the roof-tree, and

raise the dwelling of its earliest founders. Here did they build the free

altars of trade to which every nation of the earth now brings its offering.

Here amid the glooms of primeval forest did they pronounce the spell

which, with a power and rapidity like that of some fabled talisman, has

called the fifth city of Christendom into being!

Reader, mine, there hath been a good deal of the Poetry of Trade put

into action in this teeming metropolis, to make her what she is, the fair
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Venice of the Atlantic main 1 and easy were it to add innumerable items

to the large invoice already here given. But thou art aweary, perhaps,

of the somewhat inflated periods of this article, forgetful of the high pres

sure requisite to extract, in their full effulgence, the sunbeams of Poetry

from the cucumbers of Trade.

 

/

ART. II.—THE GOVERNMENT AND THE CURRENCY.

CHAPTER IV- SECTUN L

ADDITIONAL VIEWS AND ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF UNLIMITED LIABILITY—SCOTCH SYSTEH

.

0F BANKING—OPINIONS AND REPORTS OF THE ENGLISH HOUSE OF LORDS AND THE HOUSE OF

COMMONS

IN addittion to these views and arguments in favor of the 'plan of un

limited liability, I would farther suggest, that the adoption of it into our

system, would be attended with other advantages, which, upon referring

to what has been already said upon the subject of the defects of our pre

sent scheme of banking, will be readily understood. Were liability un

limited, the shareholders and stockholders in our banks would severally

own in them a larger amount of shares and stock, and would, consequent

ly, give more attention to their management and security. The share

holders and stockholders, too, would be generally fewer in number—be

less dispersed and distant from one another; and be better able, there

fore, to act with promptness and efliciency, and better able to exert a di

rect control over their agents, the directors, and to keep the latter in due

subordination. The improvement in bank management which would re

sult from these changes in the relation subsisting between stockholders

and directors, would, as it appears to me, be highly important. The

management of banks having been brought, through the adoption of the

plan of unlimited liability, more immediately under the control and super

intendence of the stockholders, we might with confidence expect that it

would be conducted with a single eye to the interest, and above all, the

security of the stockholders themselves ; and it can hardly be necessary

to add, that the interest and security of the stockholders, must always

be, in fact, the interest and security of the public.

Under our present system, it is obvious that the directors of banks are

exposed, in the management of their trust, to be influenced by a variety

of considerations, political and personal, which are, often, not only not in

accordance with, but are even in direct opposition to the interest and se

curity of their constituents. It is not very uncommon to hear of bank

directors and bank presidents having attained, through the influence of

their position—through the hopes and fears of those who expect, or the

gratitude of those who have already received favors, to a high pitch of

political consideration and importance. How cautious are many of in

curring the enmity—how desirous of possessing the friendship of banks!

that is, of their directors and managers !_ It is to be feared that the dis

pensation of favors by which such effects are produced, and so much power

and influence acquired, is not always made with the strictest regard to the

interests and security of the stockholders.

The conclusion seems inevitable, that under a system that limits the

liability of stockholders to the amount of their shares, and which, conse
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quently, admits of the amount severally owned being small, it is quite im.

possible that banks should ever be well, or faithfully, or ably managed;

or should possess that degree of stability and security which alone could

justify the legislature in entrusting to them the important and delicate

function of supplying a circulating medium, for the purpose of commerce

and exchange. By the adoption of the principle of unlimited liablility,

we oblige the stockholders either to withdraw from the banks, or to invest

in it so considerable a portion of their property, as that their interest in

the concern willjustity their encountering the chances of its failure; and

will, at the same time, secure such a degree of attention and vigilance on

their part, as would be the surest guarantee against the occurrence of

such a misfortune.

To the arguments and views that have been urged in favor of the un

limited liability of bankers and bank-partners, we may add, that the plan

which we recommend for adoption in this country, has been in operation

in Scotland for above a century, and that it has uniformly been attended

with the best possible results. A committee of the House of Lords, ap.

pointed (1825) to take evidence upon the subject of the system of bank

ing in Scotland, say in their report, that “It is proved by the evidence,

and by the documents that the banks of Scotland, whether chartered or

joint-stock companies, or private establisments, have for more than a cen.

tury exhibited a stability which the committee believe to be unexampled in

the history of banking—that they supported themselves from 1797 to 1812,

without any protection from the restriction by which the bank of England

and Ireland were relieved from cash payments—that there was little de

mand for gold during the late embarrassments in the'circulation; and

that in the whole period of their establishment, there are not more than

two or three instances of bankruptcy.” The committee of the House of

Commons, appointed upon the same occasion, expresses opinions in re

lation to the operation and results of the Scotch system of banking, which

perfectly concur with those of the House of Lords, just stated.

Ofthirty-one banks in Scotland which issue notes, five only are char

tered, (1844 ;) that is to say, five only have a responsibility which is limited

to the amount of their subscribed capital. Of the remaining twenty-six,

the proprietors and stockholders are liable to the note-holders and public

for the entire amount of their bank responsibilities up to the last farthing

oftheir private fortunes.

SECTION II

FLCILITIE AFFORDED TO THE PUBLIC BY THE PEOVISIONS OF THE LAW FOR ASCERTATNING THE

AMOUNT OF PROPERTY AND FORTUNES OWNED BY PRQPRIETORS AND STOCKHOLDERS OF BANKS

PROVISIONS OF THE LAW OF SCUl‘LAND—POWER. OF A CREDITOR IN THAT COUNTRY.

But while we insist upon the importance of unlimited liability on the

part of the proprietors of a bank, as one of the most effective means of

insuring its prudent and able management, we are, of course, perfectly

aware, that such a principle, except in the case of banks whose proprie

tors are, in fact, persons of property and fortune, must necessarily be ut

terly nugatory; and, that it is, therefore, quite necessary to the eflicacy

of the principle, that facilities should be afforded the public, for ascertain

ing the amount of property or fortune owned severally, as well as jointly,

by the partners in banks; and for enabling the creditors and note-holders

to attach the banker’s property, of whatever description, and making it

available for the payment of his debts. It seems to be owing to a want of
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these essential conditionsin England, that the principle ofunlimited liability

has never been attended in that country with the same degree of success

which has been observed so uniformly to attend it in Scotland.

In the report of a committee of the House of Commons, in 1826, it is

said, “ The general provisions of the law of Scotland, bearing upon this

‘subject, are ‘calculated to promote the solidity of banking establishments,

by afi'ording the creditor great facilities of ascertaining the pecuniary cir

cumstances of individual partners, and by making the private fortunes of

those partners available for the discharge of the obligations of the bank

with which they are connected; * * * and, excepting in the case of

the bank of Scotland and the two chartered banks, which have very con

siderable capitals, the partners of all banking companies are bound joint

ly and severally, so that each partner is liable to the whole extent of his

fortune, for the whole debts of the company. A creditor in Scotland is em

powered to attach the real and heritable, as well as the personal estate

of his debtor, for payment of personal debts, among which may be classed

debts due by bills and promissory notes; and recourse may be had, for

the purpose of procuring payment to each description of property at the

same time. Execution is not confined to the real property of a debtor

merely during his life, but proceeds with equal effect upon that property

after his decease.

“ The law relating to the establishment of records, gives ready means of

procuring information with respect to the real and heritable estate of which

any person in Scotland may be possessed. No purchase of an estate in

that country is secure until the seisine (that is, the instrument certifying

that actual delivery has been given) is put on record; nor is any mort

gage eflect-ual, until the deed is in a like manner recorded.

“ In case of conflicting pecuniary claims upon real property, the pre

ference is not regulated by the date of the transaction, but by the date of

its record.- These records are accessible to all persons, and thus the pub.

lic can with ease ascertain the efl‘ective means which a banking company

possesses of discharging its obligations ; and the partners in that company

are enabled to determine, with tolerable accuracy, the degree of risk and

responsibility to which the private property of each is exposed.”

It is in a great measure ascribable to these excellent provisions, that

in the year 1793, and 1825, when so many of the English provincial

banks became bankrupt, those of Scotland, without a single exception,

remained firm and unshaken.

SECTION III

SUMMARY OF THE FOREGOING VIEWS AND ARGUMENTS

From all this, it would seem, that in order to give stability to a bank

ing system, four conditions are chiefly requisite; first, that the bankers

(or proprietors of banks) shall be men of property and respectability, and

not more adventurers and gamblers; secondly, that the certain know

ledge of their being so, shall, by the provisions of the law, be placed with

in the reach of every one, and shall cost neither trouble nor expense ;

thirdly, that the property of the partners, thus known to exist, and of what

'ever kind it may be, .shall be liable, to the last shilling, for the debts of

their bank ; and fourthly, that every facility shall be furnished by the pro

visions of the law, for enabling the note-holders and creditors of the bank,

to attach the property of the partners, of whatever description it may be,
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and to make it available for the payment of the debts and liabilities of the

bank.

A very little reflection is required to perceive that where the second of

these conditions is complied with, the first of them would follow as its

natural and necessary consequence. Where the public possess the means

of at once obtaining a perfect knowledge of the property and the circum

stances of all who undertake the business of banking, it is not at all prob

able that any one would set up for a banker, or would be admitted into

an association of bankers, who possessed not the qualification required;

and where persons possessing the required qualification, that is, property

and respectability, have taken upon themselves the office of banking and

supplying the public with currency, their liability (under the third con

dition) for the debts of their bank, to the whole amount of their property,

and the facilities afforded by the law (under the fourth condition) for giv

ing full and ready effect to that liability, would afford the best guaranty

of prudence, honesty, and success in the management of their affairs,

which could well be given.

To the public, who, in this country, where bank-currency has usurped

the place of gold and silver coin, have no alternative left them, but either

to take that currency, with all its risks, or to incur the still greater evil of

doing without currency at all ; it is obviously, but an act of simple justice

that they should be put in possession of all the facilities which can he

afl'orded, for enabling them to discriminate between the sound and unsound

portions of that currency which has thus been forced upon them; and

that for this purpose, they should know both who those are who issue the

bills or notes which are ofi'ered them—their names and residence, and

further, the amount and circumstances of their private property and for

tune. The possession of such knowledge, on the part of the public, would

prevent all bank notes from becoming current, except such as were issued

by parties known to he possessed of property; and would, consequently,

prevent all issue of bank notes, except by parties who are possessed of

this qualification. It is not sutficient, however, that the public know

that the issuers of notes possess the required qualification; they must

know, too, that the property which constitutes that qualification is readily

available for the payment of those notes. When they shall be fully

satisfied, first, that the property is there, and secondly, that it is readily

and securely available for the payment of the notes they hold, they will

then possess that firm and undoubting confidence in the banks, which, al

though sometimes found to exist without any sufiicient ground for it, is

yet always of indispensable importance to the support of even the best and

most prudent system of banking, of which, generally, it is the natural and

ordinary effect and attendant.

SECTION IV.

OBJECTION TO THE ADOPTION OF THE SCOTCH SYSTEM IN AMERICA EXAMINED—REAL DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN THE SITUATION AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF SCOTLAND AND AMERICA IN RELATION TO

THE SUBJECT OF BANKING—~WHY IS THE SCOTCH BANKER MORE ANXIOUS THAN TIE AMERICAN

ABOUT THE QUESTION OF SECURITY?

It has been asserted, that the stability and success of the Scotch system

of banking have been owing, rather to the limited field of enterprise pre

sented in Scotland, than to any thing peculiar to, or inherent in the system

itself. “ The spirit of enterprise,” it has been said, “ will always be propor

tionate, to its field, to the prospects open to it by the extent, geographical
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situation, and other circumstances of the country.” If it be true, that, in

Scotland, the temptations to engage in new and untried speculations are

less powerful than in America, than it would appear, that in the latter

country, where it is admitted that the danger of imprudent banking is

greatest, we have adopted a system, among the loosest and least secure,

while, in the former, where that danger is acknowledged to be inconsid

erable, the system adopted is the very reverse of ours, and is, in a remark

able manner adapted to the purpose of guarding against and averting the

description of danger alluded to. In truth, however, no such difference

exists between the situation and circumstances of the two countries, as

could justify the assertion, that a banking system which, it is acknowledged,

has been eminently successful in one of them, would prove a. failure in

the other. The real difference between Scotland and America, so far as

this question is concerned, is simply this: that, in the latter country, there

being less capital in proportion to the means of employing it, than in the

former, the profits of capital are larger, and the increase and accumula

tion of capital (supposing an equal frugality in the two countries) are more

rapid. As in America, more can generally be made by the employment

of capital, so more, that is, a higher rate of interest, will generally be

given for the loan of it. In America, the great natural agents which co

operate with capital, are more abundant and cheaper, and, therefore,

notwithstanding the greater comparative dearness of labor, the capitalist

is enabled to realize in America, a larger profit upon the capital he employs.

In Scotland, the premium (so to speak) upon the employment of capital is

less, and capital, consequently, is less active ; but, for the same reason, the

task of the banker is more difficult—for his business is to find employment

for capital—and such is the competition among those employing capital

in Scotland, that it is hardly possible that all of them should succeed. In

America, the insufficiency of the existing capital for the numerous profit

able and safe employments for which it is required and demanded, and the

consequent facilities possessed for the employment of capital, both profitably

and securely, should naturally have the effect of preventing it from being

squandered away upon undertakings in which the risk is great and the profit

is uncertain. The man, it is obvious, who has the means of regularly and

securely increasing his property in some safe and useful employment, has

less temptation to engage in hazardous undertakings, in the hope of large

profits, than he who, possessing an equal property, is without those ordi

nary means of gradual and progressive increase of fortune. And upon the

same principle, the man who, in some safe employment, can make ten or

twenty per cent per annum upon his property, has less temptation to run

risks in the hope of some extraordinary good fortune, than he who, with

an equal property, can make only, in the ordinary methods, some three or

four per cent. Scotch capitalists, therefore, whose ordinary profits are

comparatively low, ought, as a class, to be more adventurous—more dis

posed to encounter extraordinary hazards, and to engage in extraordinary

enterprises, than American capitalists, whose profits, in their ordinary

employments, are comparatively high. How then, it may be asked, shall

we account for the acknowledged truth, that in Scotland, business, com.

merce and speculation are conducted with a prudence and caution quite

unexampled ; while in America, the very general absence of those homely,

but useful virtues, it may be fairly asserted, is scarcely less remarkable,

than their presence and prevalence in the former country’! Mr. Gallatin
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tells us, “the Scotch are an enterprising people ; but the great, and indeed,

extraordinary progress they have made in agriculture, manufactures, and

commerce, has been gradual and regular, obtained by persevering industry,

and accompanied by a degree of prudent caution and of frugality altogether

unknown in America. * * * The property, standing, and character

of every member of the commercial community are generally known/fI

The truth of these remarks is undeniable, and the question recurs : How

are these things to be accounted for ? Why is it that business and banking

are conducted in Scotland with so much prudence, and solittle loss’! Why

is it that the Scotch banker, and man of business, is so much more cautious,

apparently, and so much more anxious than the American, about security .7

The answer is sufl'iciently plain. The Scotch banker, in the first place,

in order to be a banker, must have property; and in the second, he knows

perfectly well that the whole of that property, as well after his decease,

as during his life, is liable for the debts of his bank, and that this is not

merely the theory of the law, but reality and practice. When, therefore,

he lends money, or bank-bills upon the security of a discounted note, he

takes very good care that the security is good: for he knows full well that

if it should turn out to be otherwise, the loss, whatever the amount, will

fall—where it ought to fall—upon himself; and not, as it usually does in

America, upon the public—the note-holders and depositors. On the other

hand, as the merchant, trader, manufacturer, or other person who borrows

the money or bank notes,__obtains the loan, only upon the condition of

affording the most satisfactory security, it may be presumed that he is a

man of property, or respectability of character, or both, and that he is not

likely to dissipate the loan in expensive pleasures, or to squander it away

upon thriftloss and visionary schemes ; but that, on the contrary, he will

employ it judiciously and profitably—in some way, at all events, which

will enable him to fulfil his engagements and maintain his credit. Such

prudent conduct on the part of banks, and the borrowers from banks, would,

it can hardly be doubted, go far to prevent undue expansions of the cur

rency, which very frequently result, solely, from the too great facility with

which banks—anxious to push out their issues, and hoping to throw their

liabilities and losses upon the public—are willing to grant accommodations

to applicants for discounts without a sufiicient scrutiny of the securities

which are ofi'ered them.

An'r. III.—TRADE AND COMMERCE OF MOBILE:

AND THE RESOURCES OF ALABAMA.

Momma, the commercial capital of Alabama, is located on the south

west side of Mobile river, on an extended plain, elevated fifteen feet above

the highest tide, and has a beautiful prospect of the bay, from which it

receives refreshing breezes. Vessels requiring more than fifteen feet of

water, cannot come directly to the city, but pass up Spanish River, six

miles round a marshy island, into Mobile river, and then drop down to the

city. It is in 30° 40' north latitude, and 88° 21' west longitude. Mobile

is the second largest cotton market in the United States—New Orleans

being the first ; Mobile exporting of that staple for the year ending August

30th, 1845, 521,996 bales, and New Orleans 984,616. Mobile has 46

\vharves. The exports amount to from thirteen to sixteen millions of dollars

voL. XIIL—NO. v. 27
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annually. The tonnage of the port, in 1844, according to report of' the

Secretary of the Treasury, amounted to 15,241.44. The city is supplied

with water, brought in iron pipes for a distance of two miles, and distrib

uted over the city. It is defended by fort Morgan, (formerly fort Bowyer,)

situated on a long low sandy point, at the mouth of the bay, opposite to

Dauphin Island. It was chartered as a town in 1814, and incorporated

as a city in 1819. Mobile has suffered severely by fire. In 1827, 170

buildings were burned, and in 1839, 600 buildings. But it has been rebuilt

with increased convenience and additional beauty. There is a light-house

on Mobile point, the lantern of which is 55 feet above the level of the

sea.*

The Mobile river is formed by the junction of Alabama and Tombig.

bee rivers, 40 miles above the city. It enters the Mobile bay by two

channels: the main, or west channel, is called the Mobile, and the east

is called Tensas river. It is navigable for vessels requiring five or six

feet of water by the Tombigbee branch to St. Stephens, 90 miles from the

bay, and for steamboats to Tuscaloosa, 205 miles, and to Columbus, Miss.

The Alabama, or west branch, is navigable for vessels of five or six feet

draft, 100 miles to Claiborne, and for steamboats to Montgomery, 300

miles, by the course of the river. The navigation of these rivers has

some obstruction at low water. In time of flood it sometimes rises 50 or

60 feet.

The Mobile bay sets up from the Gulf of Mexico, and is 30 miles long,

and twelve miles wide at an average breadth. It has Dauphin Island at

its mouth, with an entrance on each side. The channel on the west side

has five feet water, that on the east side has 10 feet of water. The bay

has 14 feet water to the bar, in its upper part, on which is 11 feet water.

The channel to the bay is within a few yards of Mobile point, on the east

side. It receives the waters of Alabama river, which is formed by the

union of several large rivers, the Tombigbee, Black Warrior, Cahawba,

Coosa, and Tallapoosa.

Before introducing a statistical view of the commerce of Mobile, we

embody a comprehensive statement of the commerce and resources of

the state of Alabama. The United States census of 1840, furnishes

data for the the annual products of industry in the state, and we are in.

debted to Professor Tucker-I’ for the estimated value of the products. In

the subjoined table, the values of the principal products of agriculture, and

of manufactures, and of other branches of industry, are specially stated,

while the rest are included under the general heads :—

ANNUAL Paonoc'rs or Innusrsv m ALABAMA.

  

I. Agriculture.

Horses and mules, .............. . .No. 143,147 $8,588,820

Neat cattle . 668,018 5,344,140

Sheep,. . 163,243 244,854

Hogs, .......... .. 1,423,873 2,847,746

25 per cent of............... ......................... .. $17,025,560

is ....................................................... .. $4,256,390

404,894

—— $4,661,284
 

* Haskell’s Geographical Dictionary, Harper’s edition.

1' Tucker's “ Progress of Population and Wealth in the United States in fifty years,”

as originally published in former volumes of the Merchant’s Magazine, and subsequently

collected in volume of 212 pages, 8 v0."
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1Vheat,... .. . . .....bush. 828,052 $828,052

1,406,353 562,541

20,947,004 8,378,801

58,758 44,091

1,708,356 427,189

—_ $10,240,674

Cotton,.... 117,138,823 8,209,717

Wool,................ 220,353 66,106

Products of dairy,....... .. 265,200

" orchards,.. 55,240

127,180

Other products,..,.. 1,071,112

___.-_.__ 9,794,555

$24,696,513

11- Manufacturer.

Metals and machinery,............. $179,470

Leather,...................... .. 180,152

Carriages,... 88,891

Houses, ................... .. . 739,871

Other mannt'actures,.... 882,449

—- $2,071,333

Deduct for materials one-third,...................... .. 690,444

$1,380,889

Manufactures by mills, deducting three-fourths,.... 306,356

Printing, 45,525

— $1,732,770

III. Commerce, 25 per cent on capital,........................................ .. 2,273,267

IV. TheForest,............................. . . . . . . . . . . .. 177,465

V 81,310

Total, ....................................................................... . . $28,961,325

Alabama was originally included in the territorial limits of Georgia,

except the part which belonged to Florida. In 1802, Georgia ceded all

her territory west of Chattahoochee river to the Mississippi river, to the

United States, and in 1817 it was constituted the Mississippi territory, and

Alabama continued a part of this territory, until it was admitted to the

Union, and become an independent state in 1820. Cotton is the leading

product of the state, and the principal article of export from Mobile. The

following tables derived from the “ Merchant’s and Planter’s Price Current,”

exhibits the quantity of cotton produced in South Alabama, in each year

from 1818 to 1845, and the annual income derived :—

COTION Csor or Sou'rs ALABAMA, ron 'rwsu'rY-sionr runs.

  

Years. Bales. An.1n. An. de. Years. Bales. An.1n. An.de.

1818,.... .. 7,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1832, .... .. 125,605 12,530 .... ..

1819, .... .. 10,000 3,000 .... .. 1833, .... .. 129,366 3,761 .... ..

1820, .... .. 16,000 6,000 .... .. 1834,.... .. 149,513 20,147 .... ..

1821, .... .. 25,390 9,390 .... . . 1835,.... . . 197,847 48,334 .... ..

1822, .... .. 45,423 20,038 1836, .... .. 237,590 36,745 .... ..

1823,...... 49,061 3,638 .... .. 1837, .... .. 232,685 .... .. 4,900

1824, .... .. 44,924- .... .. 4,137 1838,...... 309,807 77,1221825,. .. 58,283 3,359 .... .. 1839, .... .. 251,742 .... .. 58,063

1826, .... .. 74,379 16,096 .... .. 1840,.... .. 445,725 193,983 .... ..

1827,.... .. 89,779 15,400 .... .. 1841, .... .. 317,642 .... . . 128,083

1828, .... .. 71,155 .... .. 18,624 1842,.... .. 318,315 673 .... . .

1829, .... .. 80,329 9,174 .... .. 1843,...... 481,714 163,366 .... ..

1830,.... . . 102,684 22,355 .... . . 1844, .... . . 467,990 .... . . 13,724

1831,.... .. 113,075 10,391 .... .. 1845, .... .. 517,196 49,206 .... ..

The commercial progress of the state of Alabama may be seen from
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the table below, which we have compiled from various oflicial documents.

This exhibits the value of imports in each year from 1822 to 1844, and of

exports from 1818 to 1844, also the duties paid on imports and tonnage,

with the expense of collecting the same in each year, from 1811 to 1843.

The foreign exports of the state compared with its imports is very large,

owing, of course, to the fact that the principal staple, cotton, is mostly

exported for consumption abroad, or to the eastern states, while her im_

ports are drawn from the northern states, and do not appear in the oflicial

documents.

ALABAMA EXPORTS, Inronrs, Du'rxss 0N IMPORTS, AND TONNAGE, are.

  

  

  

Duties on Dulles on Expen. of

Years. Exports. Imports. imports. tonnage. collection.

1811, .... .. ..... .. $249 91 $119 39 $428 99

1812,... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 962 85 130 10 645 29

1813,... . ..... .. 6.576 39 399 45 853 03

1814, 10,983 13 259 60 3,528 28

1815, . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16,191 44 510 06 6,620 13

1816, .... .. 12,756 24 102 33 6,703 52

1817, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17,066 33 387 66 7,668 38

1818, .... .. $96,857 23,394 85 603 67 7,535 63

1819,.... .. 50,906 7,232 80 676 55 7,183 91

1820, .... .. 96,636 ..... .. 15,579 53 615 18 10,335 51.

1821,...... 108,960 ..... .. 16,398 26 833 88 15,638 01

1822, .... .. 209,748 $36,421 38,073 20 701 65 15,253 68

1823,.... .. 200,387 125,770 34,416 26 1,115 85 17,433 26

1824,.... .. 460,727 91,604 44,710 43 1,280 25 25,729 17

1825,,._ , 692,635 113,411 57,075 12 1,402 90 15,003 74

1826,... . 1,527,112 179,554 60,265 39 1,835 22 23,330 06

1827,.... .. 1,376,364 201,909 101,112 08 1,812 57 24,033 18

1828,.... .. 1,182,559 171,909 93,171 69 1,807 53 24,830 35

1829,.... .. 1,693,958 233,720 133,552 38 1,560 20 27,328 59

1830,.... .. 2,294,594 144,823 90,731 83 1,654 21 25,408 29

1831,.... .. 2,413,894 224,435 86,083 57 1,141 24 35,314 83

1832, .... .. 2,736,387 107,787 57,166 58 120 00 19,581 04

1833,...... 4,527,961 265,918 46,939 80 395 00 28,116 60

1834,.... .. 5,670,797 395,361 57,493 29 .... .. 34,685 24

1835, .... .. 7,574,692 525,955 92,865 00 .... .. 21,806 14

1836,.... .. 11,184,166 651,618 138,840 21 251 82 25,775 22

1837, 9,671,404 609,385 67,305 57 546 56 39,797 19

1838,... . 9,688,244 524,548 58,775 45 1,551 85 33,394 52

1839,.... .. 10,338,159 895,201 77,398 25 491 79 35,216 30

1840,.... .. 12,854,694 574,651 91,656 00 2,773 81 33,885 69

1841, .... .. 10,988,271 530,819 69,533 16 889 27 33,193 03

1842, .... .. 9,965,675 363,871 68,044 42 1,037 47 19,997 68

1843,.... .. 11,157,460 360,655 60,130 83 .... .. 11,384 80

1844,.... .. 9,906,195 442,818 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

The progress of population since the commencement of the present

century, has been very rapid. In the year 1800, it was only 2,000 ; in

1810, it was 10,000 ; in 1820, it had increased to 127,901, and in 1830,

to 308,997; and at the last census (1840) amounted to 590,756 ; show

ing a decennial increase in 1830 of 142 per cent, and in 1840 upwards of

90 per cent. The employment of the people of Alabama, according to

the census of 1840 is as follows :—-In mining, 96 ; in agriculture, 177,439;

in commerce, 2,212; in manufactures, 7,195; navigating the ocean, 256;

internal navigation, 758 ; learned professions, 1,514.

This state has not neglected works of internal improvement. Muscle

Shoal canal is designed to overcome an obstruction in Tennessee river,

and extends from Florence 35% miles, and cost $571,835. Huntsville

1
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canal extends 16 miles from Triaria, on Tennessee river, to Huntsville.

Montgomery and West Point railroad extends 87 miles, from Montgomery

to West Point, at the head of the rapids on Cattahoochee river, 30 miles

above Columbus. The Tuscumbia, Cortland, and Decatur railroad extends

from Decatur 44 miles to Tuscumbia. The Selma and Tennessee rail

road extends from Selma, on Alabama river, 170 miles, to Gunter’s land

ing, on Tennessee river. The Wetumpka railroad extends from Wetumpka,

at the head of steamboat navigation, on Alabama river, 56 miles, to Fort

Williams, at the head of the great falls on Coosa river, and is designed to

unite with the Selma and Tennessee railroad. Cahawba and Marion rail

road connects the two places, 35 miles distant.

We have given, in a previous table,the product of cotton in South Ala

bama; the product of the nothern district of the state finds a market chiefly

in Savannah, Augusta, and Hamburgh, Georgia, from whence it is shipped

to Europe, or northern ports. We have no means at hand of ascertaining

the quantity produced in the northern district of the state.*

The exports of cotton to foreign ports, direct from the port of Mobile,

for the year ending 31st of August, 1845, has been as follows :—

Exron'rs or Corron 'ro FOREIGN Poms, FROM MOBILE, IN 1844—45.

 

 

  

Where exported. Bales. Pounds. Value.

To Great Britain, in Am. vessels,. 135,316 66,413,589 $3,635,800 27

“ “ in Br. “ . 133,533 65,846,924 3,354,710 72

Total to Great Britain,......... 268,849 132,260,513 $6,990,510 99

To France, in American vessels,... 65,977 32,022,558 $1,753,492 46

“ French " 2,952 1,445,074 96,760 24

Total to France, .............. . . 68,929 33,467,632 $1,850,252 70

To Spain, in American vesse‘ls,... . 6,622 3,150,121 $191,946 95

“ Spanish “ . 7,328 3,583,273 204,878 76

Total to Spain,.................. 13,950 6,733,394 $396,825 71

To Russia, ............................ .. 6,212 3,079,056 $189,649 77

Holland, ..... .. 8,330 4,123,250 217,040 62

Belgium,..... .. 9,191 4,528,310 225,687 77

China,........... .. 2,664 1,321,514 65,222 55

Hamhurgh,....... 1,110 547,474 31,950 00

Sardinia, ...... .. 1,672 809,012 44,386 72

Austria,........... 9,807 4,924,467 258,713 20

Sweden,............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Total to other foreignports“ 38,986 19,333,083 $1,032,650 63

Grand total,‘ .................. . . 390,714 191,794,622 $10,270,240 03

The total amount for the same period of the previous year, (1843-4,)

was 133,401,597 pounds, valued at $9,996,251 66, showing an increase

ofthe direct export from Mobile to foreign ports, over 1843—4, of58,393,025

pounds. _

We give below a comparative view of the exports of cotton from the

port of Mobile, for the last sixteen years, i. e. in each year from 1829 to

1845. By the table on the next page, it will be seen that the different

ports and countries to which the cotton has been exported, is designated.
 

* The population of the Southern District of Alabama, according tothe census of 1840,

was 454,980 ; and of the Notheru District, 185,776.
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The range of prices of cotton, in Mobile, for the last fifteen years, ac

cording to the “ Merchant’s and Planter’s Price Current,” is given in the

following table :—

MONTHLY RANGE or P111685 or Con-on 1n MOBILE, r011 urn-mu YEARS.

Season of October. November. December. January. Febru .1830—31, .... .. 9 a 11 10} a 12} 9 all} 8} all 8}al1r1}

1831—32, .... .. nominal. 6 a 9} 7 a 10 8 a 10} 8 a 10}

1832-33,.... .. 9 a 10} a 9 a 8} a 8} a1833-34, .... .. 15 a 17 12 a 14 9} a 13} 9 a 11} 8} a 11}

1834—35, .... .. 11 a 14} 12} a 16} 13 a 16} 13} u 17 13} a 17}

1835-36, .... .. a 17 15 a 16} 13} a 16 13} a 16} 14 a 17

1836-37, .... .. 16 a 20 15 a 19 12} a 17} 12 a 17} 12 a 17}

1837-38,.. 7} a 12 6} a 11} 6 a 12 7} a 12} 6} a 12

1838—39, .... .. 10 a 11 10 a 12 10 a 14} HQ 8 15} 12} a 16}

183940,.... .. 12} a 13 11} a 9} a 9} 8 a 8} 7} a 7}

1840—41, 7} a 10} 7} a 10 8} a 10} 8} a 11} 7 a 12}

1841—42, .... .. nominal. 7} a 9} 7g 11 8} 7Q 11 10} 7} a 10

1842-43, .... .. 7} a 8} 6} a 8% 5} a 7} 51' a 7} 5} a 8

1843—44, .... .. 6 u 8 6} a 8} 7s a 9} 7} a 10 7} a 10

1844—45,...... 5} a 6} 4} a 6} 4 a 5} 3} a 6 35 a 6}

MONTHLY RANGE or PRICES, etc.—Continued.

Season of March. April. May. June. Av. for season.

1830-31, .... .. 8} 11 11 9} a 12} 9} a 12} 10} a 12 9} a 111‘

1831—32, .... .. 7} a 11} 8} a 11} 8 a 11} 8} a 10 9} a 10}

1832—33, .... .. 8} a 9} a 9} a 10} a 10% a1833—34, .... .. 8} a 12 9 a 12} 11 a 13} 11 a 13 14} a 13}

1834—35, .... .. 13} a 18 14} a 20} 15} a 20} 15 a 20 17 a 17}

1835-36, .... .. 15 u 20 15 a 20 13} a 19 13} a 19 14 a 19

1836-37, .... .. 11} a 17} 6 a 13} 5 a 10 6} a 11 10} a 16

1837—38, .... .. 7} a 12} 8} a 13} 8} a 13} 8} a 14 7} a 12}

1838—39, .... .. 13} a 17} 14 a 178 14} a 18 13} a 17 12} a 155

1839-40, .... .. 7 a 7} 7} a 7} 7} a 7} 7} a 7} 8} a 8g

1840-41, .... .. 9} a 12 10 a 12} 9a- a 12} 9} a 11} 8} a 11}

1841—42, .... .. 7 a 10 7 a 103 7 a 10} 7} a 10} 7} a 10

1842-43, .... .. 4} a 7} 5} a 7g 55 a 8} 5} a 8} 5} a 8

1843—44, .... .. 6} a 9} 5} a 8} 5 a 8 4g 11 8 6} a 8}

1844—45, .... .. 4} a 7} 5 a 7 5 a 6} 5i 0. 7 4} a 6}

We now proceed to give a comparative view of the leading articles of

consumption, imported into Mobile, in each year from 1839 to 1845. The

imports in most articles of provisions are short of the actual receipts—the

manifests of cargoes failing to specify the articles :—

Imron'r or Lmnnve ARTICLES 11911) MOBILE, 11v six runs. '

  

11166165. 18411-5. 18115-4. 1842-8. 18411-9. IMO-1.183940.

Bagging,nss’d,.,..............pieces 29,847 39,087 37,557 31,057 24,842 32,250

Bale-rope,.... .. ........66115 23,689 30,375 37,932 24,187 20,770 26,450

Bacon, 11165. 5,076 7,625 4,792 2,982 2,592 4,557

05666, ..bags 23,559 38,289 26,355 16,287 16,525 21,431

Candles,...... boxes . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

F1661, .............. .. ....bbls. 68,818 43,551 41,685 22,371 41,665 34,725

~ Grain—Corn,..... ..... ..sacks 58,285 69,869 50,112 78,855 68,988 65,134

. Oats,..... 12,375 19,635 15,719 16,253 10,920 19,211

..... ..64165 17,320 22,460 15,600 11,256 12,224 21,446

Lard,..., .....kegs 7,999 8,767 7,449 8,604 6,152 6,282

Lime,.............. .bbls 7,800 9,326 8,199 10,470 5,096 21,714

1116148565, ...... .. 10,353 10,230 11,750 7,728 8,598 7,975

Potatoes, Irish ...... .. 19,836 19,605 28,303 21,841 31,743 17,864

Por. . - . - - . . . . .. 2,870 5,182 6,088 7,888 4,289 4,222

Rwe, tierces 1,131 1,015 1,269 1,145 1,172 1,582

Sugar,-~ ........... ..hhds. 5,480 5,647 6,263 5,016 4,390 8,273

Salt... . ....sacks 151801 126,333 140,411 99,802 143,516 124,995

  

46;;....................... ..bbls. 28,314 19,770 19,743 15,731 13,640 12,009
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The following is an abstract of the value of foreign merchandise im

ported into Mobile, and the amount of duty paid, in each quarter of 1844,

and first six months of 1845 :—

VALUE or FOREIGN Mnncrurmlss IMPORTED INTO MOBILE.

1844.

  

  

Duty.

1st Quarter—By Foreign vessels,................... $84,075 00 $30,622 42

By American “ .. ............... .. 60,277 00 24,314 94

$144,352 00 $60,937 36

2d Quarter—By Foreign vessels, ................. .. $2,524 00 $1,743 04

By American " .. 27,107 00 11,681 37

$29,631 00 $13,424 41

3d,‘,Quarter—By Foreign vessels, ................. .. $39 00 $8 05

By American “ ................. .. 8,329 00 2,630 28

$8,368 00 $2,638 33

4th Quarter—By Foreign vessels,................... $13,448 00 $6,374 26

By American “ 46,544 00 17,081 17

$59,992 00 $23,455 43

Value of imports paying duty,....................... $242,343 00 $100,455 53

“ free of duty,....................... 156,938 00

Total,1844,............................... $399,281 00

Fms'r Srx Mourns In 1845.

1st Quarter—By Foreign vessels,................... $80,812 00 $42,789 06

By American “ ................. .. 36,517 00 14,287 82

$117,329 00 $57,076 as

2d Quarter—By Foreign vessels,................. .. $3,961 00 $2,044 39

By American “ .. 36,145 00 18,638 78

Total, ......................................... .. $40,106 00 $20,683 17

Mdze. and specie imported duty free, 1st quarter, ....................... .. 163,256 00

u l‘ u u u

Total foreign imports for six months, $378,697 00--duty, $77,760 05; value of for

eign merchandise re-exportedrin 1845, for benefit of drawback, $20,609 00; drawback,

$9,975 19.

Considerable quantities of lumber, the product of the state, is exported

not only to foreign countries, but to ports in the middle and eastern states.

The following table exhibits the movement in the article of sawed lumber

for five years :—

Exroars or Sswan LUMBEnI-‘Ron Momma.

  

when, ,mplwa 1814-6. 1843-4. 1842-3. 1841-2. 1840-1.

Havana, ...................... .. $1,228,168 $1,389,434 $1,271,734 $1,090,701 $1,331,178

St. Jago de Cuba,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .......... .. 51,000 86,000

Cardenas,........,.... ‘300,112 . . . . . . . . .. .......... ..

Matanzas, .. 80,000 . ._ . . . . 100,983 65,000

Tampico,.. ‘79,711 206,159 80,499 250,618

Nuevitas,.... . 93,762 .......... .. .......... ..

St. Thomas,.... 101,138 15,200

Matamoras,..... 48,000

Laguira,....................... . _. .......... .. 64,731
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Exron'rs or Sswnn LUMBER FROM MOBILE—Continued.

  

  

1844-5. 1843-4. 1342-3. 1841-2. 1840-1.

Montego Bay,... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $51,000

Porto Rico,.. 44,673

  

...II "100,500Laguna, .Tobasco,.... . . . .

Point-a-Petrer... .

Harbor Island, ............. 18,200

Total West Indies,..... 1,926,543 1,624,434 1,793,775 1,424,322 1,956,400

102,610 232,325

s . . t . . - . . . .

  

‘Galveston,...................... 171,616

  

Matagorda,..... . . .. 120,686 115,000 .......... ..

Velasco,................................... . . 32,000 46,000

Total Texian ports,... . 292,305 42,000 .......... .. 249,610 278,325

New York,..................... 37,000 346,248 210,462  

  

 

Philadelphizn... ...... . . 60,000 105,000 30,000

Boston,.......... 63,000 131,543 126,000

Baltimore, . _ . ..... . . 20,000 74,500

St. Joseph, etc., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30,000

Hartford, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,000 82,200 .......... . .

Franklin, La., etc.,-...... . 115,422 204,000 140,000 25,000

New Orleans,............... . . 53,000 113,000 786,500 650,435

Providence, etc,. 53,000 1,100 225,000 165,888

Newport,..... . . . 49,000 . . . 42,000 12,000

Saybrook,.... 15,000 27,000 69,000New Bedfor , ..... .. 43,000 1,711 22,000

Dover,................. 17,000

Sag Harbor,.... .......... ..

Nassau,............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Port Leon, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Newark,........... 14,000

Somerset,....... ... .......... ..

New Haven,...... .. N -

  

‘25,000 25,000New London,............... . .

Totalcoastwise,......... 671,335 ‘411,282 406,100 2,080,472 1,508,677

 

 

Grand total, ........... .. $2,890,183 $2,077,720 $2,199,875 $3,739,986 $3,737,402

We close our view of the commerce and resources of Alabama, and its

commercial capital, Mobile, with a statement of the arrivals and clearan

ces for the season of 1844-5 ; and also of the number of vessels which

have loaded at the port of Mobile, for foreign ports, during thesame year,

designating the nation to which they belonged :—

MONTHLY ARRIVALS AND CLEARANCES, FOR 1844-45.

 

  

Annrvsns. Cnnsasscns.

Months- Ships. Barks. Brigs. Schrs/I‘otdl. Ships. Barks. Brigs. SchrsiTofital.

September,.................. . . 1 . 6 5 12 . . 2 3 5

October, .... .. 10 7 B 14 39 ‘1 . 4 3 '8

November, ... 16 12 5 24 57 4 3 9 6 28

19 13 12 28 72 20 13 15 1.0 58
49 20 19 24 112 16 17 v18 20 71

29 22 17 24 92 ' 34 21 ‘13 13 81

54 17 11 26 108 155 >20 .11 24 110

36 17 10 25 88 48 21 9 21 99

6 7 11 12 36 .30 16 16 20 82

...... .. "'1 3 2 8 1'4 11 8 6 _ 11 36

. 3 3 11 I7 2 2 2 2 8

. . . 2 8 10 . 1 2 3 6

Nora—A large number of small coasting vessels have sailed without clearing.

December, .. .
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Vnssnns LOADED AT Momm, ron Foneien Pours.

 
 

Ships. Barks. Brigs. Schrs. Total.

American,.................... 114 25 17 27 183

British,... . . . . . 55 29 0 1 85

French,... . . 2 1 0 0 3

Spanish,.... 0 0 17 11 28

Austrian, .. 1 0 0 0 1

Sardinian,.......... 0 0 l 0 1

Mexican,..................... 0 0 0 1 1

Total,............... . 172 55 35 40 302

Three or four large class vessels loaded with lumber for France, and most of the schrs.

with lumber for the West Indies.

 

An'r. 1V.—THE FIRST COAL REGION OF PENNSYLVANIA.

THE Broad and Sharp Mountains, which constitute the northern and

southern boundaries of the first coal field of Pennsylvania, are most distant

from each other in the neighborhood of Pottsville, and approach together

at both ends of the formation. At the western extremity, they gradually

unite and form but one mountain, consisting, at first, of two parallel ridges,

with a drainage between them, but finally united into a single hill, which

terminates abruptly within a mile of the Susquehanna. At a distance of

thirty-five miles from its western end, a branch extends itself to the length

of twenty miles, lying 27 degrees north of the main stem. The second

mountain, the next ridge south, makes two complete doubles, Winding round

first the lower and then the upper branch, and constituting the second,

Peter’s, Berry’s, and the Mahantango mountains, which completely enclose

the two western forks of the region.

At the eastern end the formation also narrows, and at the Lehigh coal

company’s mines, the coal is found in a vast mass, produced apparently by

the beds lying in a nearly horizontal position, and coalescing by the absence

of those strata. which separate them elsewhere. The exact dimensions of

this mass do not appear to be well understood, but it is said to be at some

places a thousand feet broad, and some hundred deep, containing a large

amount of good coal, found along with dirt, clay, rock, and other foreign

matters. Some tunnels which the company is now driving through the

mountain, and below the level of their mines, will afford a better insight

into the size and position of these deposits.

The mines of the Lehigh company were among the first opened in the

state. In 1793, the company purchased the ground‘ on which their most

extensive operations are still conducted, and made a number of fi'uitless

attempts to convey their coal to Philadelphia. In 1813, some of their

lessees succeeded in carrying down two ark loads of coal, but although it

was sold for twenty-one dollars per ton, it'did not repay them. A few years

after, they succeeded in obtaining very extensive privileges from the legis

lature, for the improvement of the Lehigh river, and, in 1820, had their

works so far completed as to send 365 tons to market. At this time wood

was universally used, and coal so little valued, that this small quantity far

exceeded the demand, and remained for along time unsold. In the following

years the amount increased, the operations of the company were conducted

on a larger scale, and more stock in their enterprise was subscribed to.

The amount of coal shipped by the company from their own mines at
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Summit-Town, and Room Run, in 1844, reached 219,000 tons, which,

with 156,000 from the Beaver Meadow, Hazleton, Sugar Loaf; and Buck

Mountain collieries, gives a total of 377,000 tons. A large quantity of

lumber, iron, and iron ore, are also transported by the company, and the

whole freight carried overtheir line amounted to about 450,000 tons. The

position of the coal in the mines, and the arrangements adopted by the

company, enable them to mine and transport at low prices. Coal can be

taken out, in favorable situations, and placed in the car, at from 30 to 45

cents per ton, and from such can be conveyed over the short lateral roads

to the central point, at Summit-Town, at an average cost of 55 cents per

ton. From thence they descend nine miles, by their own weight, to the

head ofthe inclined planes, 150 feet above the Lehigh. On these planes

the descending loaded cars are made to raise the returning empty ones,

and, although they are occasionally overset and destroyed, the transporta

tion is conducted with but little loss. Considerable ingenuity has been

shown in the plan. By dividing the plane into two of different inclina

tions, the upper one much the steepest, the loaded car descending, at first,

raises the ascending car over a. much less heavy grade than it travels over

itself, and thus, at once, acquires a high velocity. After the first half the

journey is passed over, these conditions are reversed : the ascending car

rises much faster than the other descends, and the force is gradually spent

in overcoming this difference, so, that with the assistance of a powerfill

brake, attached to the drum, the car is stopped at the desired moment, while,

at the same time, the distance is rapidly passed over. Three of these

planes are now in order, and two constantly in use. Other improvements

are making, and principally that of the “ back track,” which consists of

an inclined plane 2,260 feet long, by which the empty cars, on the return

trip, are to be lifted to the top of the mountain, and are to descend along

a graded road to within two miles of the mines, where they are again raised

and descend to Summit-Town.

The Lehigh coal finds its best market in New York, having advantages

in facility of transportation to that place, over most other districts of the

coal region, with the exception of the Delaware dz Hudson Co’s. mines,

in the third coal field, the coal of which can be taken there fi-om 30 to 40

cents per ton less freight and toll. It may be estimated that the expense

of transportation to Mauch Chunk, upon the railroad, amounts to four cents

per ton, per mile, including interest on first cost, deterioration, and main

tenance of way, repairs of cars, and motive power. This, with 20 cents

per ton, for passing over the inclined planes, waste and breakage of coal

on the road, and in transhipment, will bring the coal to $1 11 in the boat.

T011 and freight on the Lehigh canal, to Easton, may be estimated at 70

cents per ton, and on the Morris at $1 40, or about $3 25 at New York.

This does not include a profit upon the Lehigh canal, for which 20 or 25

cents per ton would have to be added. The operations of the company,

and their improvements are on so large a scale, that a corresponding

business must be done to realize anything like a reasonable per centage

on their investments. It is estimated that they are, at present, sending

down 1,100 tons per day, from their various mines, which, if continued

throughout a working season of 250 days, would give a total of 275,000

tons for the present year, an amount that will probably rather exceed the

actual business done. I ‘r a"

The next collieries to the Lehigh region, are those ofthe Tamaqua. The
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natural outlet ofthese, and all mines between Tuscarora and Summit-Town,

is at present by the Little Schuylkill, to Port Clinton, and thence, by either

of the main routes to Philadelphia, as the river receives all the drainage

between the two points above mentioned; but it is more than probable

that the Valley railroad will be continued eastward, from its present ter

mination, at Tuscarora, and become the route for part, if not all of the

coal mined between that place and Tamaqua. The Little Schuylkill coal

company have a railroad of 20 miles in length, laid down from Tamaqua.

to Port Clinton, but it is in too bad a condition to admit of the use of steam,

and the cars being drawn by horses and mules, make but three circular

trips per week, when they should make at least three in two days, so that

expense of transportation, in these 20 miles, amounts, probably, to from

70 to 75 cents per ton. The expense of mining may be estimated at from

$1 00, to $1 10, and this will make the cost, in Philadelphia, about $2 90

cents per ton. The coal itself is of good quality, and very similar to the

Lehigh, and to the Mine Hill, and the white ash veins of the Pottsville

region. Besides those of the Little Schuylkill company, there are several

other collieries in operation, and the former are engaged in erecting new

and extensive works, but the great disadvantage that this region labors

under lies in the defective condition of theroad, which is daily becoming

worse, and without extensive repairs, will, in .afew years, become unfit

for transportation of any kind.

From Tuscarora to Pottsville, along the east branch of the Schuylkill,

a number of openings have been made, and worked, and .a‘road of several

miles in length was constructed, with lateral branches, penetrating more or

less deeply into the coal region. This road became disused and useless,

and the Valley Railroad Company has recently been organized, and has

made a fine road, with iron of 70 pounds to the yard, in the same direction,

though not exactly over the same ground as the old track, and extending

from Mt. Carbon, the termination of the Reading road, to Tuscarora, the

furthest point eastward to which it has yet been carried. Two or three

branches have been made, passing through the whole coal field in a north

wardly direction, and thus this section of the country has been completely

laid open. The principal of these branches is the Mill Creek railroad,

which extends from Port Carbon t0 Mine Hill, a distance of three-or four

miles, and connects most of the good coal veins in the whole range. As

these roads receive about five cents per mile, freight and toll, and are so

solidly and permanently built as to require but little repairs, they may

prove a good investment. ~.v.. g

The immense mass of coal, mined ‘at Pottsville, finds its way from these

and other tributaries, to the two main lines of transportation, the Schuylkill

canal and Reading railroad. The amount of coal passing over these routes,

in 1842, was 540,000 tons; in 1843, 677,000; in 1844, 840,000; and this

year it will probably be at least 1,100,000. The three former years show

a yearly increase of nearly 25 per cent, the latter considerably more. At

the former rate, the amount would more than double itself in two years

and a halfi and this, if continued,‘ would in ten years, give a. yearly produc

tion of 4,400,000 tons. Trade of this kind, is, however, much too variable,

and influenced by too many external causes, to make such calculations

worthy of muohreliance.

The opposition between the railroad and canal has given more life and

activity to the coal business, and contributed more to reduce the price of
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coal than any other cause which has ever existed, and whatever he the result

to the companies themselves, the public has been a great gainer. Many

of the difiiculties, and much of the discredit of the Reading railroad has

been owing to the enmity of those individuals and companies, interested

in other regions, whose profits have been diminished by competition with

the Schuylkill coal, at the low price for which it has been sold of late

years, and as this effect began to be more apparent, no effort to prevent

the completion of the road was neglected. A concerted attack upon any

institution or enteprise, whose success depends upon its credit, can never

fail to injure it, and the Reading railroad company were compelled to

sacrifice a large sum of money, by selling bonds below par, in order to

obtain the means of finishing their road.

The inactivity of the Schuylkill canal company, has thrown a great

advantage into the hands of the railroad company. By underrating their

rivals, they have allowed them to get the business into their own hands,

and it will now require a much greater effort, on the part of the canal

company, to regain the business than it would have done to retain it. All

the large collieries have their chutes, screens, and breakers erected at their

mines, and it is much more convenient for them to transfer the coal at

once from the chute to the railroad car, than to subject it to a transhipment,

with its expense and loss at the canal wharf. Added to this, the railroad

presents greater facilities of transfer to the collier boats at Richmond, or

to the coal yards at Philadelphia, and it will require very good manage

ment on the part of the one, or very bad on the part of the other, to enable

the canal to recover even a part of what it has lost. It has been argued

by those opposed to railroads, that the wear and tear of the iron amounts

to one cent a ton per mile, and that, consequently, no railroad that does

not charge considerably above this price, can be profitably carried on ; but

experience has shown that the amount is far below this. When the business

is large, a double track effects a great saving, a road will wear much longer

when the trains pass over each side in but one direction.

The railroad may now be considered as a successful enterprise; the

excess of receipts over expenses, was, last year, $343,511, or nearly three

and a half per cent on the whole cost of the road, but owing to the large

amount of loan, and small proportion of stock, the stockholders asyet

receive none of the profits. They then brought 422,000 tons to market,

and the following estimate will show what must be brought at the average

rates of last year, to pay the interest on the loan, and give six per cent

on the original capital.

. l'uro'l

Interest on loans, about $7,000,000, 6 per cts.,................ .. $420,000 "44"“

“ about 1,000,000, 5 per cts., ................ .. 50,000 ‘

-_— $470,000

Interest on stock, $2,000,000, 6 per ct.,......................................... .. 120,000

Total,..........'........ $590,000

If we add to this the expense of maintenance of way, $75,000, and

subtract the profit derived from all sources other than coal, as merchandise,

passenger travel, etc., $84,000, we shall have $581,000 as the amount

of profit that must arise from coal alone to pay interest and dividends.

Average freight on coal, in 106.3

Expenses of all kinds, except maintenance of way, and interest, per ton,..... .. 41.8

 

Clear profit, per 64.5
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Hence to pay the interest on their loans, and six per cent upon their

stock, they must send to market 900,000 tons at the above rates and profits.

Such an increase of tonnage, while it increased the maintenance of way,

would, also, by dividing the proportion of expenses, increase the profit

derived from other services ; thus yielding a larger dividend to the stock

holders.

The estimated expense, per ton, for the current year, is 36 cents. This

would leave a profit of 70.3 cents per ton. On a business of 1,100,000 tons,

the results would stand :--

Interest on loans,..................................................................... .. $470,000

Maintenance of way, 125,000

$595,000

Profit from sources other than coal, 150,000

$445,000

The profit on 1,100,000 tons, at 70.3, would be $773,300, from which

$445,000 taken, leaves $428,300 clear profit. It appears by no means

improbable that the amount of coal carried on the railroad next year may

reach the above amount, and according to the report of the railroad com

pany, their profits in so large a business, would exceed the above rate of

seventy cents and three mills per ton. The above estimate is chiefly

founded on the company’s report, and would show a very large per centage

‘of profit on their capital, and should it not amount to so much, it might

still be more than enough to remunerate them for the amount invested,

and risk incurred.

This company has, at present, a fair prospect of success, without engross

ing the whole of‘ the business of the valley of‘ the Schuylkill. The oppo

sition of the rival establishments will probably continue for a long time,

and be productive of great benefit to the coal reigion, and advantage to

consumers, by preventing the great profits, high prices, and diminished

consumption which would inevitably result from one avenue possessing a

monopoly of' the means of‘ transportation. The successful company, would,

no doubt, double, or more than double their rates. Coal would rise in

proportion, and the colliers and consumers would suffer equally. As the

Schuylkill coal constitutes more than half of all the anthracite mined in

Pennsylvania, a rise in its price would produce a corresponding elevation

in the Lehigh, Lackawana and others. The employment of Pennsylvania

coal would become more limited, and its powers of competition with the

foreign coal imported to New York, Boston, and other cities, would be

diminished. In case of the probable prostration of either company, the

importance of maintaining the opposition would call for the most strenu

ous efforts of individuals interested in the coal trade, and, perhaps, justify

a public appropriation of funds towards this very desirable end. Neither

institution has claims on the public for the enjoyment of a monopoly, and

this advantage, though very profitable at first, would probably prove less

desirable in the end than a large and increasing business, unclogged with

high tolls and i'reights, and which may, probably, before many years,

employ the full powers of both lines of transportation.

The Schuylkill canal company was incorporated about the year 1814,

and received its first tolls in 1818. In 1820, its tolls were $803 ; in 1825,

$15,755; in 1830, 148,165; in 1835, 433,643; in 1840, 468,380; and
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in 1844, 169,880. Its capital stock was originally $1,665,000, and in

consequence of the profits added to it by paying 06' loans and making

improvements, its real amount is now $2,095,000. Its loans amount to

$1,800,000. The distance, by this route, is 108% miles to tide-water, at

Fairmount ; of canal, 57; of slackwater, 51. Its depth is four feet, and

it is adapted to carrying boats of 60 tons and under. The reservoirs at

Tumbling Run, near the head of navigation, contain 65,000,000 cubic feet

of water, and are made by damming up a stream between two mountains.

By gradually making use of this supply, they are enabled to keep open

the canal during the low water of summer, when the navigation might

otherwise be interrupted. The contents of the reservoir were found suf

ficient, in a great measure, to remedy the inconvenience created by the

two months of drought in the summer of 1844.

~ According to the report of the company,a freight of seventy cents per ton

gives a fair remuneration to the boatmen, while the statement of Mr.

Stackpole makes ninety-six cents necessary. The boatmen on the Penn

sylvania and Tide Water canals receive at least three-fourths of a cent per

ton per mile on coal, and considerably more when the amount is not

large. On the Schuylkill canal, the boatmen ought propably to receive

at least eighty cents per ton, if not more, and this will scarcely enable

them to replace the boats as they wear out.

The few particulars given by the canal company, in their report, are

scarcely sufiicient to afford the means of judging of the probable profits

derived from their respective sources. The freight which passes along

their line is very various, and may be divided as follows :—

Coal carried through from Point Carbon, Pottsville, Dist. Am’tintons Gross

Schuylkill Haven, and Port Clinton, at an average toll cfl‘d-Toll-* for 1844- loll

of35 35 328,200 $114,870

Coal delivered on the way, generally between Reading

and Philadelphia, on average half way,................ .. 75 25 70,600 17,650

Freight brought down from Reading, either from the

Union canal, or shipped in the neighborhood, inclu

64 51.2 7,500 3,840

Flour,... 64 51.2 7,300 3,738

Iron,..................._.. 64 51.2 6,500 3,328

Blooms and castinge,. 64 51.2 900 460

Sundries, 64 51.2 3,500 1,792

Articles shipped at various places between Reading and

Philadelphia, averaging, perhaps, half that distance :—

  

  

 

Lumber,.. . . . . 32 25.6 12,600 3,225

Wood, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32 25.6 4,400 1,126

Nails,.... 32 25.6 3,000 768

Sundn'es,.. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 32 25.6 12,600 3,225

Articles from Spring M 118 rho .

Lime,............................ ................. .. 12 9.6 41,400 3,774

Limestone, .. . . . . . . . . . 12 9.6 34,400 3,300

Iron ore, ........................................... .. . 12 9.6 2,400 230

Total, ......................................... .. 525,900 $159,080

If to this we add $10,000 or $11,000 for return profits and bills on

empty boats, we shall have the $169,000 tolls received, according to the

report. This with $20,800 rents, gives $190,600 receipts of the com

pany for 1844. Their expenses appear to be :—

 

1‘ Paid per ton, on whole distance.
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$45,300

. . 28,700

Interest account, ........................... ........................................ . . . 96,500

Total, ..................... . .. .................................................... .. $170,500

Leaving $20,000 profits, or about 1 per cent on a capital of‘ $2,000,000.

If the loans were converted into stock, giving a capital of $3,890,000;

this would be a profit of 3 per cent on the whole cost of the canal.

At Pottsville the Sharp and Broad mountains are about four miles apart,

and it has been estimated that between these limits there lie about one

hundred coal veins. This is considerably beyond the true number, for

owing to their varied direction and disturbed position, many have been

counted several times as different, while in reality the same. The num

ber is nevertheless great, and they vary from a few inches to twenty feet_

or more in thickness—the largest veins are fourteen, fifteen, seventeen,

eighteen, twenty, and one ; the jugular vein in Broad mountain is said

to be sixty feet through. They generally dip south, but with exceptions,

for at Pottsville the field seems to have been subjected to disturbances that

have produced undulations in the coal beds, and several distinctly marked

anticlinal axes. Most of the coal in the vicinity, above water level, has

been worked out, and the necessity of raising both coal and water from

below the level, imposes an additional, but not very great expense. It is

no more than equivalent to a few miles greater distance from market.

The amount of interest on original cost of engine and sinking slope, re

pairs, and expense of lifting the coal, and keeping the mines clear of

water, varies from 8 to 20 cents per ton, and in a well conducted busi

ness ought not to exceed 10 or 12. The mining is chiefly carried on by

individuals, of‘ whom nearly a hundred are now probably engaged in the

trade ; the Delaware Coal Company form the chief exception. There are

so many large coal veins in the country, and so much good coal land, that

the whole country is dotted over with collieries, and whenever the means

of‘ transportation to the central points are favorable, their coal is taken

out. In consequence of the numerous gaps in the mountains, cut by the

many tributary streams of the Schuylkill, location for railroads are abun

dant, and the region is intersected by them in every direction. Over

these, each collier sends his proportion, and together they make to an

amount that probably much exceeds that of all the rest of the state to

gether. Great improvements have recently been introduced into the bu.

siness, and have here come into almost universal use. From the time

that the coal leaves the car in which it came from the drift, until it falls

into the car which is to carry it to Philadelphia, everything is done by

steam, and the introduction of the breaking cylinders, alone, has effected

a material saving; doing the work of many men with as little waste by

crushing too fine, as when pickaxes are employed.

Connected with the Pottsville region is that of Minersville, and the

West Branch of which the coal descends by the Minehill railroad to

Schuylkill Haven, and thence by canal or railroad to Philadelphia. Owing

to the original cheap construction of the road, and their furnishing the

only means of transportation to the mineral products of the west branch.

es of the Schuylkill, their profits have been very great. Their dividends

have been-
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In 9* per cent. In 11; per cent.

1837... 13 “ l5 “

1638... 10} " 1842.............. . . 12 “

1839... 12 “

  

From the large number of small operators on this road, the company

have hitherto used horse power only, but they will be obliged before long

to be supersede it by steam. The track was originally of plate rail and

not well laid, but out of the profits of the road it has been replaced with

H rails. If well managed, it must be very profitable for many years, for

the valley of the river is the only channel through which coal can descend,

and its course is much too rough and mountainous, to permit a canal to

be made, unless at great expense.

The next district that affords a favorable opening for mining, is that of

Swatara, or Pine Grove. The drainage from the summits east of Fish

ing Creek on the one side, and west of the west branch of the Schuyl

kill, passes off by Sorberry and Swatara creeks, and these streams af

ford favorable grades for railways which are laid for some distance up

them. The coal mined upon them and their tributaries, descends them

to their junction; and then follows the main stream to Pine Grove, where

it is transported into the feeder of the Union canal. Passing down the

feeder to the main canal, part of it is carried to the Susquehanna at

Portsmouth, and part to the Schuylkill at Reading. The trade has been

much impeded by want of water in the feeder, and has sufl'ered consider

ably during the present season.

In the region of the Swatara, the coal-field divides, the main body ex

tending thirty-five miles in a southwesterly direction almost to the Susque

hanna, and a long spur running twenty-seven degrees north of this, and

terminates twenty miles from Swatara, at Lyken’s Valley. The southern

fork has been but little worked ; though a large number of trials made

within some years past, have concurred in showing it to contain much

good coal, varying from hard anthracite to well marked bituminous coal.

The anthracite extends from Swatara to Gold Mine Gap, twenty-five miles

from the Susquehanna; after which a gradual change takes place, the

volatile proportions regularly increasing, until at Rattling Run Gap, thir

teen miles from the Susquehanna, they amount to 17 per cent. Between

these places, several varieties of semibituminous coal are found, in which

the volatile matter varies from 4 to 17 per cent. From Rattling Run the

coal continues nearly uniform in its character, to the end of Sharp moun

tain, within half a mile of the Susquehanna river, eight miles above

Harrisburg, at Dauphin.

On the northern spur, operations have been commenced at two points,

the Bear Valley, and Lykens Valley. The first, and most eastern ofthese

points, it was at first proposed to connect by a railroad of twenty-seven

miles with the Susquehanna, thirty-five miles above Harrisburg, and to

carry the coal down the canals of that river. Within a short time past

a route has been laid out, proceeding from Rausch Gap in a southwardly

direction, round the knob of the Peter’s and Berry’s mountains; and thence

descending Clarke’s valley to the Susquehanna, nine miles above Harris

burg. The road proposed is about thirty miles in length, and has been

laid out with the favorable grade of seventeen feet to the mile descend

ing to the river. Its distance from tide water at Havre do Grace, one

voL. xnL—No. v. 28
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hundred and twelve miles, is almost too great to admit of its competing

successfully with less distant mines; particularly with Pottsville, which

is within ninety-four miles of Richmond. It is probably this circumstance,

with others, that has prevented the company from proceeding with their

improvements, and their operations are now suspended.

At the western extremity of this spur, the mountain is cut through on

the southern side by Bear Creek, and the mines in its vicinity are chiefly

worked by the Lyken’s Valley Company,who have a railroad eiétending from

the gap to the Susquehanna, a distance of sixteen miles, along the valley

of Wiconisco Creek. From the mouth of this creek, the .state was in_

duced to undertake the well known “ Wiconisco Feeder,” which, after

having cost nearly $400,000, was abandoned. The ostensible object of

its construction, which was to attain a larger supply of water for the Penn

sylvania canal, was easily and cheaply effected by repairing the dam at

Duncan’s Island.

 

Am‘. V.—WHAT IS A REVENUE TARIFF 'l—WVI-IO PAYS THE DUTY’!

A DEFINITION OI’ THE TERMS, PROTECTIVE DITI‘Y, AND REVENUE DUTY—0R, THE DIFFEREXCE

BETWEEN A TARIFF FOR REVENUE, AND A TARIFF FOR PROTECTION, CLEARLY EXPLAINED.

IT is our object to point out some of the most prominent and gross errors,

in the general reasoning upon this branch of the Tariff: errors that are

met with in the arguments of those who advocate the laying of duties

purely for revenue, as well as in the arguments of those who declare

themselves friendly to a system of duties designed for protection as well as

for revenue.

Let us, first, briefly define a revenue tarifi; by stating one or two general

maxims that we deem irrefutable :—

lst. A revenue tariff is one in which the rates of duty are the lowest

that will produce the amount of revenue required.

2nd. A duty must be laid on all imports, that will bear a duty, without

prohibiting the importation.

All tarifl‘s in which eitherofthese essential principles, or general maxims,

are not strictly adhered to, are intended to accomplish other objects than

to procure revenue for the support of government. It is true that all tariffs,

by which duties are laid on imports, coming in competition with a similar

domestic article, afford protection. But if the rates are the lowest that

will procure sufficient revenue, and every article that will bear a duty is

taxed, the protection, or, in other words, the benefits resulting to the home

producers of the article, is inevitable and inseparable from a tariff based

upon revenue principles solely. If an annual revenue of $20,000,000 be

necessary to support the government, and rates of duty varying, say, from

one to twenty per cent, averaging about ten per cent on all imports that

will bear a duty, are the lowest rates that will produce the required amount,

then each and every rate of duty would be a revenue rate, and the whole

combined would form a pure revenue tarifl'. In this case, $200,000,000

worth of dutiable imports would bring into the treasury the $20,000,000

revenue. But this would not be the extent of the tax upon the people.

In every case, even though the tariff be a pure revenue tariti; where the

imported article comes in competition with a similar article of domestic
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production, whatever it may be, the duty operates as a bounty in favor of

those whose capital is employed in producing the domestic article, and, to

that extent, adds to the burthens of the consumers. But, suppose you

increase the rate of duty, on some articles, to forty per cent, varying from

one to forty—averaging about twenty per cent—on all imports, and that

in consequence of this increase, in the rates, you lessen the imports to

$100,000,000, you would still bring into the treasury the $20,000,000;

but you would do this at the expense of destroying the one half of our

foreign commerce, and you would impose a tax, aside from revenue, of

many millions of dollars upon the consumption of the people, not a dollar

of which would find its way into the treasury, but all of which would be

so much added to the wealth ofthose whose capital is employed in producing

the domestic articles, similar to the foreign on which the duties are laid.

The same amount of revenue may be raised by adopting different rates

of duties. If you wish to lessen the revenue produced by any tarifi‘ law,

you can effect your object by two modes :——you can raise the rates of duties

to such an extent as to prohibit importation, so much so as to lessen the

amount of duty instead of increasing it; or, you can effect a reduction in

the amount of revenue raised, by lessening the rates of duties to such an

extent that the increased importations occasioned by the lower rates, will

not counterbalance the loss produced by the decrease in the rates of duties.

In the former case, you increase the prohibitory powers of the tariff more

than the increased rates of duties will compensate for, and, in the latter

case, the decrease in the rates is so great, that the freedom of trade it

produces is insufiicient to compensate for the loss of revenue occasioned

by the diminishing of the rates.

Each article imported, that will bear a duty without destroying the

importation, may have acertain rate of duty laid upon it, that will produce

more revenue than any other rate will produce, and a certain rate laid

upon it that will produce less revenue than any other rate will produce.

The former may be called the maximum, and the latter the minimum rate;

or, more properly, the one is the rate which produces the maximum amount,

and the other, the rate which produces the minimum amount of revenue.

We do not pretend that legislators can discover the precise rate per cent

of duty upon an article of importation that will produce either the maximum

or the minimum amount of' revenue ; yet there is not the least doubt that

such rates do exist. Mathematicians all agree that the area of a circle

is equaled by a square of certain dimensions; but the exact dimensions of

such a square has never been discovered. And we apprehend about as

much difficulty in stating that precise rate of duty on a given article of

importation that will produce the maximum amount ofrevenue, as will have

to be surmounted before the quadrature of the circle can be produced.

But, of this it is'not our purpose now to speak, as we desire simply to

explain the difference between a revenue and a protective tarifi', or between

a duty laid to procure revenue solely, and one designed to accomplish other

objects, as well as to procure revenue.
x.f

. _

If the maximum rate of duty, on a given article of importation, be ten

per cent, and it produces $1,000,000 revenue, when only $500,000 be

required, you can, according to the foregoing principles, produce the latter

sum, either by increasing or decreasing the rate of duty. If you produce

the required amount by lessening the rate, your object is revenue solely;

and if you produce the required amount by increasing the rate, your object
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is not revenue only, but it is also to protect, or benefit certain interests ; or,

as some express it, to plunder certain branches of industry in order to

protect or benefit others. Ifthe required amount be produced by decreasing

the rate, it is a revenue duty; and if produced by increasing the rate, it

is a protective duty. The slightest reflection upon the subject will satisfy

an intelligent man that these distinctions are founded in truth, which can

not be shaken by sophistry, however plausible. Hence it will not satisfy

the advocate ofa revenue tariff, to be told by the friend of protection, that

he, too, is in favor of raising no more revenue than the absolute wants of

the government require, and that he will be satisfied with such an amount

of protection as a larifl' that will produce sufiicient revenue will afford.

A pure revenue tarifl'demands, that the necessary amount, required by the

government, he raised by the lowest rates of duties, so that commerce

may be as little restricted as possible. It demands, that whatever protec

tion, or benefit, accrues to certain interests, at the expense of others, shall

be inevitable, or inseparable from the necessary amount of revenue raised.

To say that you are in favor of restricting the amount of revenue raised,

to the necessary demands of the treasury, is asserting nothing either for

or against a revenue tarifl', or for or against a protective tariff; and the

assertion may be made, and is as fi-equently made, and with as much

propriety, by the advocates of a high duty, as by those friendly to a low

one. lftoo much revenue be raised, the protectionist says, “increase the

rates of duties, and thus shut out the imports, and so bring down the revenue

to the wants of the government; increase the prohibitory powers of the

tariff, and thus procure as little revenue as you may require.” On the

other hand, the friend of a pure revenue tarifi', says, “reduce the rates

still lower, and thus produce the necessary amount; make the rates so

low that the increased imports will not make up the deficiency caused by

the reduction in the rates.”

The result then is, that the lowest rate of duty on each given article

of importation, that will bear a duty, and still be imported, and that will

produce suflicient revenue, is the true revenue rate,- and the duty that

accrues is a revenue duty. And all higher rates are designed to benefit

certain branches of industry to the detriment of others; or intended as a

bounty to those who invest their capital in the production of similar domestic

articles. The bounty may not, and we think does not, benefit labor in

any department of industry, but is rather a tax upon labor to swell the

profits of the capitalist. It may not benefit industry in any of its branches,

but it increases the profits ofthe monied capital invested in the production

of the home article protected.

The next principle to elucidate is :—

ruAr no new CAN nu DESIGNED ron REVENUE snnrnv, on PROPERLY CALLED A xsvsxm: mrrr,

so none As ANY nA'rsniAr. PORTION or run IMPORTS. 'rnA'r wrm. BEAR A ntrrv, is ADHJ'I‘TED

FREE. ‘

This is the second maxim we laid down on the introduction of our argu

ment, and it is most especially true, when the list of free articles, in any

tarifi', embraces imports of extensive consumption, and which do not come

in competition with a. similar article of domestic production; or when the

free list includes articles not grown or made at home. For example, tea

and coffee : these are articles of extensive consumption, and are not pro

ducts of home growth. It is evident that whatever rate of duty may be

1
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put upon these articles, the amount raised does not operate‘ as a bounty to

any class of men, but every dollar of the tax finds its way into the treasury

of the government. The rate of duty may be excessive, too high for

revenue ; it might be burdensome, extremely oppressive; yet the burthens

would fall with far greater uniformity upon the different grades of wealth

than it does in the case of the duty on cottons, woollens, iron, sugar, and

salt; all of which are necessaries for the poor, and those in middling

circumstances. In one case, every dollar goes into the coffers of the nation

for the common benefit of all; and, in the other case, only a part finds its

way into the treasury, and the rest into the pockets of those whose capital

is invested in producing domestic cottons, woollens, iron, sugar, and salt.

No principle, then, can be clearer than that a duty cannot be a revenue

'duty, so long as articles are imported free which will bear aduty, whether

a similar article be made, or grown at home, or not. If a portion of the

necessary revenue be raised on tea, coffee, the spices oftropical climates,

and all other articles which are either grown or made abroad, and of which

our people consume, but do not grow or make, we will certainly require

less revenue from cottons, woollens, iron, sugar, salt, etc., which are pro.

duced at home, as well as imported. We could then lower the rates on

these necessaries of life, and, thereby, materially lessen the burthens of

taxation. The duty on the articles not produced at home, goes into the

treasury. while the duty on the articles of import, of which we have similar

ones of domestic production, would be a tax upon the consumption of the

home article, as well as upon those imported. In the one case, the con

sumers contribute to increase the profits of those who produce the home

article, as well as for revenue; while, in the other, they contribute not a

dollar but which finds its way into the treasury of the nation, and is a

common benefit to all.

It follows, then, clearly, that a duty cannot be a revenue duty, in the

true sense ofthe term, so long as any important article of import that will

bear a duty, is admitted free. If you omit to tax an article that will pro

duce revenue, you certainly will have to increase the tax upon some other

article, in order to procure the requisite amount ofrevenue ; and the moment

you thus discriminate, your object is not revenue solely, but something else‘.

To discriminate, by admitting certain articles free of duty, upon which

revenue might be raised, and place higher duties upon other articles, is not

to discriminate for revenue, but for protection. Discriminating duties are

right and proper when the object is revenue. Indeed, a tariff cannot be

designed for revenue solely, without discriminations, or adopting different

rates of duties on different articles of importations, which is the same thing.

A tarifi'with uniform rates, or the same rate on each article imported, which

is frequently called a “horizontal tariff,” would not be a'revenue tariff.

A rate of duty that would produce a. large amount of revenue, it'laid upon

a certain article, might entirely prohibit the importation of another article.

It is, therefore, absurd to suppose hat a “ horizontal tariff” can be consis

tent with a revenue tariff. The principles ofthe one are opposed to those

of the other. The one discriminates, by adopting different rates, so as to

restrict foreign commerce as little as possible, and to procure the necessary

revenue fi'om the lowest rates on each article. The other abandons this

intelligent discrimination, the object of which is revenue solely, in the

adoption of an arbitrary uniformity in the rates, without any regard to the

effect it may have on particular articles of commerce. But we are digress
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ing from our argument against the admission of certain imports, free of

duty, being consistent with a revenue tariff. We now return to that branch

of our argument. Suppose that the whole amount of revenue necessary

to support the government could be raised by taxing the imports of cotton

goods, and, that in adjusting the rate of duty on those imports, you should

adopt the lowest that will give the required amount—would this be a reve

nue rate, or the duty a revenue duty’! Most certainly neither. You have

admitted all other imports free, therefore, you have departed from the prin

ciple of adopting the lowest rate of duty on the cotton imports; though in

the supposed case, you adopt the lowest rate compatible with revenue, yet

it is not a revenue rate, or the duty a revenue duty. The advocates of

a return to the principles of the “ compromise act,” seem to forget that

that act violated the revenue principle of duties, in this particular, to a far

greater extent than any other tariff act since the origin of the government.

The present tariff, which they so much, and so justly too, condemn, is much

more just in this particular. The " compromise act” admitted free about

the one half of the whole imports, and its only redeeming feature was,

that it greatly reduced the duties on the other half. Let us look at this

“compromise act” for a moment; there is a warning in it to fixture legis

lators ; an important lesson to learn from an examination of its principles

and details. The distinguished author of this act, is the reputed father of

the so-styled “American system,” the protective system. He has been

accused of abandoning this system, his “ own offspring,” and the introduc

tion of the “compromise act,” by which duties were entirely abandoned

on more than one half of the imports, and greatly reducedv on the other

half, is offered as an evidence of this abandonment of a policy that the

best years of his life has been devoted to render permanent. Mr. Clay

has repeatedly denied any change in his opinions, respecting the propriety

of firmly adhering to the protective system, and we frankly admit that the

principles of the “ compromise act” were well calculated to preserve the

protective policy, whatever its author’s motives may have been. What is

it that gave rise to the present tarifi, the most protective one ever passed’!

We answer, most unhesitatingly, the “compromise act.” Had the reduc

tions of duty, effected by that act, been made in accordance with the prin

ciplesof revenue, or had moderate duties been put upon the silks, linens,

and other articles, admitted free under it, an overflowing treasury would

have been the consequence in 1842. One extract from the act will show

its character, and serve to illustrate, most clearly, our argument :—

Sec. 4, of the act of 1833, (“ Compromise_Act,”) says, “And be it further

enacted, that, in addition to the articles now exempted, by the act of 14th

July, 1832, and the existing laws, from the payment of duties, the following

articles imported from and after the 31st December, 1833, and until the

30th June, 1842, shall be admitted to entry free of duty, to wit: bleached

and unbleached linens, table linens, linen napkins, and linen cambrics,

and worsted stuff goods, shawls, and other manufactures of silk, or of which

silk shall be the component or chief value, coming from this side of the

cape of Good Hope, except sewing silk.”

During the time this act was in operation, about eight and a halfyears,

more than $220,000,000 in value, of the free goods, enumerated above,

were imported. Had they been subject to a revenue duty, of, say, twenty

per cent ad valorem, $44,000,000 revenue would have accrued, which

would have left many millions in the treasury, instead of a national debt,
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when the present tarifl' was passed. Had such been the condition of the

treasury in 1842, who would have dared to propose an increase of taxa

tion’! On the contrary, a bill would have been introduced, reducing still

further the burthens of taxation. Wisely then, did Mr. Clay, and his

coadjutors, adopt the principles, and frame the details of the “ compromise

act,” so as to secure future protection, and the permanency of his avowed

policy. With much sagacity did he take advantage of the threatened civil

revolution, that the extreme of protection had produced, and which seri

ously endangered the perpetuity of the Union at that day. He held out

what was termed the “ olive branch of peace,” but which contained a fatal

poison, from which sprang the tariffof 1842. The free-traders of the south,

and other sections of the Union, may have supposed that the victory was

theirs, but the result has proved that they were deluded ; they did not under

stand the efi'ect of the free list. That, and that alone, engrafted upon the

nation’s industry the burthens of the present high system of taxation. Let

us learn, then, from the school of sad experience, the true principles of a

revenue tarifi'.

We conceive then, that we have clearly established the principle, that

no duty can be a revenue duty, based upon revenue principles, or designed

for revenue solely, so long as a part of the imports upon which revenue

can be raised are admitted free. The free admission of a part of the

imports upon which revenue would accrue, if taxed, creates a necessity

for higher duties on the rest, and this constitutes a departure from the

plainest principles of a revenue duty. The moment you discriminate, by

admitting a free list, including importations upon which a duty might be

imposed, and revenue raised, your object is not revenue, but something

else. And whatever that something else may be, the result is, higher

duties on the dutiable imports, which increases the protection, or the benefits

of those whose capital is invested in producing the domestic articles on

which the duty is raised. Say, if you please, that the object of admitting

tea and coffee free, is to relieve, in a measure, the great body of those

who consume these articles of the burthens of taxation. If this be the

object, it must wholly fail. You only transfer the tax from tea and coffee

to cottons, woollens, iron, salt, etc., articles certainly as necessary to the

subsistence and comforts of the mass of the people, as tea and cofl'ee. If

the object of the free admission of tea and coffee, be to relieve the laboring

classes of society, who, we will admit, consume these articles to the extent

of their ability to pay for them, it wholly fails, also—for they are thereby

compelled to pay heavier taxes upon their cotton and woollen goods, their

iron, and salt, etc., article of much greater necessity than tea and coffee,

and which are, and must be, from the condition of man’s wants, more

generally consumed by the people, than tea and coffee. It follows, then,

that discriminations of this nature, instead of lessening the burthens of

the poor, and industrious portion of the people, increase them. It is far

better for the poor and industrious man, that a moderate duty should be

laid upon tea and coffee, and a portion of the burthens removed, which

exist in the shape of a tax on the garments that protect him from winter’s

chilling blast, the iron that, in so many varied shapes, his toiling hands

direct, in mechanical and agricultural employments, and the salt that sea

sons his frugal meal. It is absurd to suppose that you favor the industrious

portion of the community—men of limited means—by a tariff that dis.

criminates in favor of tea and coffee, and that portion of the imports that
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we do not grow or make at home, which policy forces higher taxes on the

prime necessaries oflif'e. If the industrious laboring classes pay a. tax on

the tea and coffee, they find themselves able to consume, they can be taxed

less on articles ofgreater necessity, which will operate much to their benefit.

The whole of the tax on tea and coffee goes into the treasury, to pay the

expenses of the government, that does, or should, protect all alike, while

only a part of the tax on cottons, woollens, iron, etc., reaches the treasury,

but goes into the pockets of capitalists.

The result, then, of our argument, is, that whatever may be the osten

sible object of admitting any article free, that will bear a duty, be it to

relieve the whole community from the burthens of taxation, or to discrim

inate in favor of the poor and industrious, the efl'ect is to increase the

benefits that accrue to a small part of the people, whose capital is invested

in producing the domestic articles on which higher duties are of necessity

imposed. Or, in other words, the result ofsuch discriminations is to increase

the protective powers ofthe tariff, and this violates the revenue principle.

The tariff that admits such discriminations is a protective tariff, designed

not only for revenue, but for protection to certain interests, or protection

to monied capital invested in certain branches of industry.

We now close this branch of the subject, satisfied, ourselves at least,

that we have demonstrated clearly, that every tariff that admits any article

free of duty, that might be taxed and revenue accrue, is not a revenue

tariff; and every tariff that does not adopt the lowest rate of duty that will

bring sufficient revenue on_every description of imports, is not a revenue

tariff. But every such tariff is designed for other purposes than revenue,

and whatever those other purposes may be, the inevitable effect is to confer

advantages upon one portion of the people, and that the smallest and most

wealthy, at the expense of the most numerous, industrious, and least wealthy

portion. We now proceed to the discussion of another branch of the

subject.

eons 'rna nv'rv on AN ARTICLE menus: rrs Piucr T—mn, is so, on wnoM Doss 'rns nvcnms:

PRICE mm. ?—on, IN OTHER wonos, wno PAYS frns nu'rv ‘I

In the whole field of tariffdiscussion, wide as it has been, there is no

branch of the subject that has been attended with more speculative argu

ment than this. Reasoning that has the meritof being ingenious, at least,

plausible sophistry, bold declaration, columns of figures taken from price

currents, have been poured forth in the halls of the national legislature,

promulgated throughout the Union, through the instrumentality ofa power

ful and widely circulated press, to demonstrate, that a duty does not increase

the price of an article on which it is laid ; or, that if it does, the consu

mers of the taxed article do not pay the duty, or, at least, but a part of it.

Some argue that the foreign producer pays the duty; some that it is divided

between the foreign producer and the domestic consumer ; and there have

been those who boldly declare that the merchant pays the duty, or, at least,

a considerable portion of it. The American people have been told that

they were not taxed by the tariff for the support of the overnment that
protects them, but that their system of indirect taxation ftgirces the people

of other governments, with which they trade, to pay into the treasury of

_ the United States, some twenty or thirty millions ofdollars annually, to keep

.the wheels of Uncle Sam’s government in motion. We have, according

to this doctrine, only to lay a tax oftwenty, thirty, or a hundred per cent,

on all we buy from abroad, and those from whom we buy will deduct the
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amount of the tax from the price they would otherwise sell us at, and thus

the American importer can pay the duty, and offer his imports to the con

sumers at just the same price he could if there were no duty. -

It is truly wonderful that there are men ofintelligence, who insist, wit

zeal and much ability, upon the truth of such unwarrantahle and bold

assumptions. But so it is. If they were true it would he an evil of im

mense magnitude to the people of the United States. The principle once

established, and who does not perceive that the American people are

annually paying a large portion ofthe expenses of the British government.

If we, by taxing what we buy ofGreat Britain, force her to pay the expenses

of our government, she, in taxing heavily what she buys of us, compels

our people to pay the expenses of her government. And, as the amount

required for the support of our government is less, in proportion to popu.

lation, than any other government with whose people we trade, our people

must be taxed annually many millions of dollars more to support the mom

archies of Europe, than we draw from them to support our government.

But, however absurd these assumptions are, they are urged by all the

powers of argument possessed by many intelligent men, all of whom we

cannot believe intend to deceive the American people; but, that some, at

least, honestly embrace these fatal deiusions. -

Let us, then, examine the subject in a spirit of fairness and candor,

though the whole of the premises, assumptions, arguments, and conclu

sions of these men appear to be false upon the slightest reflection. That

a tax upon an article of necessary consumption, whether the object is to

procure revenue, or whatever else it may be, as a general rule, raises the

price of the article, to him who purchases it for consumption, appears to

be a fact of so self-evident a nature, that it might be considered, at least,

presumptive evidence against either the intelligence or honesty of one

who denied it. But it is contended, when the government taxes what its

people purchase abroad, when a similar article can be made at home, that

this general effect of a tax does not follow. It might not be denied, they

say, that a tax upon a pair of shoes, a yard of cloth, or a bushel of salt,

that one citizen of the United States purchased from another, and which

was both produced and consumed in the country, would enhance the price

to the consumer of the articles the full amount of the tax; and yet it may

be true, they say, that when the tax is put upon the foreign article, the

same result does not follow. Now, for the purpose of clearly understand

ing what we wish to explain—Which is, that a tax on an imported article

increases its price, as a general rule, and that this tax, or increased price,

is paid by the consumer—suppose, that, in imagination, we dispense with

the business of an importing merchant, and that the planter and the far

mer should take their cargoes of cotton and wheat to the foreign market,

and sell them, and purchase the cottons, Woollens, silks, hardware, and salt

they stand in need of. When they return with their purchases to the

United States, they are met by the collector of the port, who demands

twenty, thirty, or fifty per cent, as the case may be, on the value of their

imports, for the purpose of supporting government. Now the man who

cannot perceive that the planter and the farmer would have to pay an

increased price for their goods, to the full extent of the duty, must be wholl

devoid of common sense, and to such it is idle that we should address our

selves. -The fitct, certainly, cannot be changed, if the merchant should

purchase the cotton and wheat from the farmer and plantar, and send it
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abroad and exchange it for such goods as the farmer and planter wish to

consume. He would pay the price abroad, and the home duty, and in

selling to the consumer receive a profit on both. Yet, however plain

these facts may appear, they do not fiilly answer the assumption, that the

price of an article is not increased by a tax upon it. It yet remains to be

proved that the foreign producer does not, for the purpose of destroying

our manufacturers, lessen the price of his goods to the American purchaser

the full amount of the duty. It is asserted that he does, and that, though

the American consumer may pay the duty, he gets his goods just as cheap

as if there were no duty. What the consumer pays into the treasury in

the shape of a duty, the foreigner deducts from the price of his goods. If

this be so, then, indeed, the whole amount of the tax falls on the foreign

manufacturer, and the assumption, that a duty does not increase the price

of an imported article, to the consumer, is fully established. But, to as

sume that the foreign producer deducts from the price of what he sells,

the amount of duty fixed by other nations, is to assume that which cannot

be true, and is contrary to every sound maxim of trade and commerce.

It is to assume that the cost of producing an article does not regulate its

price. It is a law, almost universally admitted, that the price of any freely

produced commodity depends essentially on the cost of production. The

supply and demand for such a commodity may also efi‘ect its price, tempo

rarily. But the change in price, caused by a change in the cost of pro

ducing any commodity that may be produced to any desirable extent, is a

permanent change—at least as permanent as the change in the cost of

producing it. If an article can be freely produced, to an extent to supply

the demands of all who have the ability to consume it, and yet it be not

produced in suflicient quantities, the price would temporarily rise, on ac

count of the demand exceeding the supply. But the fact that the article

can be produced in sutficient quantities to meet any demand that may

exist, is evidence that it would be, and prices would soon fall to a fair profit

on the cost of production. On the other hand, if the supply of a freely

produced commodity greatly exceeds the demand, the price would tempo.

rarily fall, until the stock on hand was proportionate to the demand. A

disproportion, however, between the supply and demand, where the com

modity is freely produced, cannot long exist. The increased demands of

the consumers are soon known to the producers, and the wheels of their

machinery are accelerated in speed, and the equilibrium is soon restored.

We may assert then, Without fear of successful contradiction, that the great

law that regulates prices to the consumer, of all commodities that can be

produced to any extent that may be desired, is the cost of production; to

which, of course, must be added the cost of transporting the article from

the place of production to that of consumption, and all governmental exac

tions—also, a fair profit on the capital invested in producing it. Other

elements, affecting price, do exist, but they are of trivial importance

when compared to this great regulator. To suppose then, that the foreign

producer will deduct the amount of our duty from the price that he would

sell at, were there no duty, or to suppose that he will, upon every increase

of our duty, make an additional deduction from former prices, is to suppose

that he is not governed by those universal laws that regulate the exchange

of commodities throughout the commercial world, and that regulate and

control the prices of all freely produced commodities. It is to suppose

that he can set these natural laws aside at his pleasure, and continue his
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business at just such prices as he pleases, without the least reference to

the cost of production. Surely, those who advocate these absurdities must

presume largely on the ignorance of our people. If, when the govern

 

ment increases the duty, the foreign manufacturer can afford to deduct the’

amount from his former prices, it is evident that he was selling us at an

exhorbitant profit before the duty was increased. If so, it would be directly

at variance with a well known fact—which is, that in Great Britain, and

other European countries, from which we purchase a portion of our man

ufactures, such is the extent of the competition in production, that profits

scarcely ever exceed a reasonable remuneration for the capital invested.

This fact is not doubted by any, who have the least knowledge of the extent

of the competition, and the immense amount of capital invested in manu

facturing establishments in Great Britain and France. We ask, then,

what credit ought to be attached to the assertion, that the foreign manu

facturer can demand what price he pleases, to compensate him for former

losses occasioned by selling at prices less than cost, for the purpose of inju

ring our manufacturers ? The supposition that prices can be thus increased

at pleasure, when competition is unbounded, is too absurd for serious reflec

tion or refutation. The hundreds of millions of dollars invested in man

ufacturing, in Great Britain, alone—her many thousand factories, which,

if closed for sixty days would produce general famine and a revolution in

7 her government, ,wholly preclude the possibility that those who own them

can demand what prices they choose—twenty, thirty, fifty, or a hundred

per cent more than the cost of production. An advance of ten per cent

above a fair profit, would cause hundreds of establishments to spring up

with the rapidity of Jonah’s gourd; competition would increase ten fold,

and prices would fall to a fair profit on the cost of prodction.

But let us consider these unfounded assumptions under another aspect.

Suppose it a fact, that the British manufacturers did absolutely lessen their

prices, say, twenty-five per cent, for the purpose of rendering our tariff

tax of no avail to the home manufacturer. Now, we contend, that if they

continue this reduction for any length of time to the American purchaser,

they would have to make the same reduction to the merchants of other

nations, and also to their own merchants, on the whole extent of their

purchases for home consumption. It would be difiicult, indeed, for the

British manufacturers to sell their American customers twenty-five per cent

less than they do the merchants of other nations, or their own merchants,

for British consumption. This would be a species of favoritism that could

not long exist, without producing serious consequences. If the American

merchant could buy'of the British manufacturer twenty-five per cent less

than the merchants of other nations, or less than the British merchant, it

would not be long before our merchants would become the carriers of the

whole British exports to all the markets ofthe world. It is equally absurd

to suppose that the British manufacturer could, in order to compensate for

former losses, continue to sell the American merchant, at higher prices,

than the merchants of other nations, or higher than he does the English

merchant. It is not possible that he can sell the American merchant goods

at ten, twenty, thirty, or fifty per cent more than he charges the merchants

of other countries. Such a policy would, of course, induce the merchants

of otherfimations to purchase in the English market, and export to the United

States. Neither is it possible for the British manufacturer to continue to

sell us at one price, and her own merchants, for home consumption, at
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another. Is it not the extreme of ignorance then, to place the least reli

ance upon the truth of these reckless and unwarantable assumptions, so

contrary to every sound and well attested maxim of commerce ’!

But there are those who assume middle ground in relation to the extent

to which the duty affects price. One of the most ingenious arguments that

has been advanced by those who assert the in media doctrine, was advanced

by adistinguished late United States senator, during the first session of the

last Congress, when the tariff question underwent a thorough discussion.

The senator referred to, is an able opponent of the “ protective system,”

therefore, it cannot be supposed that he had the least intention to weaken

the argument on the opposite, or free-trade side of the question, though

such wasthe tendency of the positions assumed by the senator. The inge

nuity of the argument, so far surpassed all others that we have seen, ofa

similar import, that we ive it in the senator’s own language, so that it

may be understood in all ifs force, and, also, that we may the better explain

its unfounded assumptions to those who will examine carefully what we

have to say. We extract from the senator’s published speech, as follows :—

“ He would sup ose, for the sake of the illustration, that our trade, for the year

1842, was perfecty free of all duties upon imports; that A. B., a merchant of

the city of New York, imported, during that year, 50,000 yards of woollen cloths,

which cost him, delivered at the custom-house in New York, $100,000. He sold

these cloths in that market, during that year. In consequence of his low sales,

the manufacturers of woollens of this country came to Congress, and prayed a.

duty upon woollen cloths, to protect their interests; and Congress, considering

their prayer reasonable and proper, and requiring a revenue from this importation,

imposed a duty upon the importation of woollen cloths, of the year 1843, of 25

er cent. The same merchant goes to Liverpool in the year 1843, and tells his

nglish manufacturer, ‘ I want the same quantity of cloth which I purchased of

you last year; but I cannot pay you the same price for it, because my govern

ment has imposed a duty of 25 per cent upon its value, which I must pay to its

custom-house, before I_ can other the cloth in my market. Last year, you gave me

50,000 yards for $100,000, and the operation was a fair one in my trade ; but, as

I must pay, this year, $25,000 in duties upon the same purchase, I cannot ive

you but $75,000 for the 50,000 yards.’ The English manufacturer re ‘es,

‘ Very well, sir, we cannot lose your market; and, if your government has taxed

our cloths, as you sa , we must assume the tax. We must let you have the same

50,000 yards of clot for $75,000 this year, which we sold to you last year for

$100,000.’ The merchant takes the cloth, pays the $75,000, brings it to New

York, pays his $25,000 of duties at the custom-house there, and offers his cloths

in the same market as last year. How can he sell? The cost to him, last year,

was $100,000, paid to the foreign manufacturer. The cost, this year, is $75,000

paid to the manufacturer, and $25,000 paid to our custom-house, making $100,000

in all ; and can he not sell at the same prices as last year’! Most certainly be

can; and, in that case, what protection does the manufacturer of cloths in this

country derive from the duty? Certainly none. If the foreign article can be

brought here, and sold in our markets as cheap as before the duty, he derives no

direct benefit from the tax. It is a diminution of the profits of the foreign manu

facturer, or his loss, if you please ; but the domestic manufacturer takes nothing

by it, if the price of his product is not raised in our markets, or if the foreign

competing product is not excluded. And in the supposed case, where the foreign

producer pays the duty, beyond question neither of these consequences follow

from it, as direct protection. It will not do, then, as a principle, to say that we

can impose duties upon the foreign producer to protect our manufacture , if com

merce survives, and imports continue ; because the case supposed demorgtratively

shows that, while the foreign producer pays the duty, and sends the goods, the

cost in our market, and to our consumer, is not enhanced ; and that the market,
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itself, is as open to the foreigner as it was before the duty. In these cases, there

is no effective protection to the domestic manufacturer. Prohibition must take

place, or the price must be raised in our markets, as effects of the duty, or our

manufacturer derives no benefit from it. '

“ He would make another illustration, upon the other side of the argument.

Take the same supposed case, except to assume that the consumer, in our coun

try, pays the whole duty. Then the New York merchant pays the British manu

facturer the $100,000 for his cloth, as he did the previous year. In addition to

this, he pays the $25,000 duties at the New York custom-house, and places his

cloths upon his shelves for sale, at the cost of $125,000, instead of $100,000, as

in the last year. The duty has raised the price in our markets to its extent, and

the merchant finds ready purchasers at the enhanced price. Is our manufacturer

then protected ’! What is to hinder that same British manufacturer from sending

to New York as many cloths as he can sell? and how does the duty injure him 7

He is compelled to pay, at our custom-house, the $25,000 of duties upon the

$100,000 worth of cloths; but, as he sells for $125,000, he can do this, and still

take his $100,000 home with him, which was all he asked before the duty. At

this price, then, there is no protection to the domestic manufacturer; but, as soon

as the price recedes from the $125,000, for the supposed quality of cloths, he is

protected, because the foreigner must pay the $25,000 of duties, while he pays

nothin . If both sell an equal lot of cloths for $120,000, as the duty remains the

same,t e foreigner must pay $25,000 of his purchase money to the custom-house

for duties, and gets but $95,000 for his cloths ; while the domestic manufacturer

gets the whole $120,000, no tax having been imposed upon his production. The

protection is, therefore, an effective rotection to him of 25 per cent; a part of

the tax falling upon the foreign pr ucer, and the remainder upon the domestic

consumers.

“ Upon these illustrations, he wished to propound the folk wing inquiries, to be

answered by those who had studied this subject more deeply than himself:_Did

they not show, beyond the power of question, that while the foreigner would con

sent to pay the whole duty, his s could be sold in our market as cheap as

before any duty was imposed ; an that, although he might fill our treasury,there

was no direct protection to the domestic manufacturer? That, upon the other

side, if the whole duty fell upon the domestic consumer, and the price of the goods

were raised in our markets to the extent of the duty, the foreigner could afford to

send his goods here, pay our duty, and supply our market, as well as when there

was no duty, thus presenting no efi'ective protection at this point’! And did it not

necessarily follow, from these two positions, that the effective rotection to our

manufacturer was onl when the payment of the duty was divided between the

foreign producer and e-domestic consumer ‘I and that the larger the share, less

than the whole, which the market imposed upon the consumer, the better for his

interest, because that was the government of his price, and the measure of his

direct protection? Was it not true that he had no other benefit from that portion

of the duty paid by the foreign producer, than as it made our markets less desira

ble, and less profitable to him, because that went to depress the price here, and

only that portion paid by the consumer was added to it '1”

There is so much ingenuity, plausibility, and simplicity, too, in this ar

gument of the senator, that the first impression to most readers is, that it

I is sound common sense logic, the truth of which cannot be shaken. But

let us see if it will stand the test of a critical examination. What is its

purport’! What the conclusions to which the senator arrives’! Its purport

and conclusions are, that if the foreign producer pays the whole duty, there

is no increase of price to the consumer, and no protection to the domestic

manufacturer. Also, if the consumer pays the whole of the duty, there is

still no protection to the domestic manufacturer, though the price of the

imported article is increased to the full extent of the duty. But it‘ the

foreign producer pays a part of the duty, and the consumer the rest, then
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there is an effectual protection to the domestic manufacturer to the whole

amount of the duty, and an increase of price to the extent of that part of

the duty which falls on the consumer. The first part of the argument is

indisputable. If the foreign producer deducts the amount of our duty from

the price at which he would sell his goods were there no duty, then it is

perfectly clear that the duty has not raised the price ofthe article to the

consumer, neither is it of the least benefit to the domestic manufacturer.

He has the same extent of foreign competition, under the operation ofthe

duty, that he had when trade was free. So long as foreigners should sell

us upon such terms, they would, of course, pay the expenses of our gov

ernment, and completely destroy the beneficial, or protective effects of a

duty, to those who are engaged in producing the home article similar to

the foreign one sought to be excluded by the duty. We pass this part of

the senator’s argument as perfectly unobjectionable and irrefutable ; neither

an increase of price, or protection results from a duty under such circum.

stances. Now, let us examine the assumption of the senator, in which

he argues, that if the price of the article on which a duty is laid, is in

creased to the full extent of the duty, and that this increased price is paid

by the consumer, there is still no benefit to the manufacturer. This part

of the argument is wholly untenable; nay, it is a perfect fallacy, as wide

from the truth as the poles are asunder. We are astonished that so close

a reasoner could argue so illogically. Suppose that an article can be pro

duced in England twenty-five percent cheaperthan it can be in the United

States, and that we impose a duty of twenty-five per cent upon the import

of the article, which, it is admitted, increases the price of the imported

article twenty-five per cent, would there be no protection to the producer

of a similar article in the United States’! Most certainly. The duty has

equalized the cost to the consumer of the foreign and domestic article;

fair competition exists. All admit that, in this case, if there were no duty,

importation would entirely furnish home consumption ; and all must admit

that the duty has enabled the home producer to compete with the foreign

producer. But it is the fact that the duty has increased the price of the

imported article the full amount of the duty, which is the cause of the

protection afforded—the very fact, that the senator’s argument supposes,

would destroy protection. If the foreign producer deducts a part of this

duty from the former price of the article, that circumstance would, at once,

destroy the protection afforded. If he deducts, say, five or ten per cent

of the duty from his former price, when he has an advantage of twenty.

five in the cheapness of production, he would still have the whole control

of our market. Yet, it is precisely under these circumstances that the

senator’s argument insists that there is protection to the full amount of the

duty. If the argument of the senator is sound, then, indeed, the usual

effect of natural laws is changed, and every, hitherto, well established

theory, relative to the law of prices, is still involved in doubt. But, should

the duty in this case be less than the difl‘erence in the cost of production,

though it would increase the price of the imported article the whole amount

of the duty, yet there could not be any domestic production of the article

to be benefitted by this increase in price. But to whatever extent, if any,

the domestic article might be produced, it would, of course, bring an

increased price equal to the duty. Also, ifthe duty exceed the difference

in the cost of production, in the supposed case, the domestic article would

monopolize the home market; yet home competition, if the article could
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be freely produced, would soon bring down prices to a fair profit on the

cost of production, and the consumer would only have to pay an increase

of price equal to the difference between the cost of production at home

and abroad—or, in other words, he would only pay that part of the duty

which is equal to the difference in the cost of production. But to what

ever extent, if any, the article might be imported under these circumstan

cos, the foreign producer would have to deduct from his former price an

amount equal to that which our duty exceeded the difference in the cost

of production.

The result then is, that in all cases where a duty is laid upon a foreign

article, and paid by the consumer, it is precisely so much bounty given to

every one who produces a similar article at home; it gives the home pro

ducer an advantage fully equal to the amount of the duty. The cost of

producing the article abroad, may be so much less than at home, that the

duty may not be high enough to induce home production to any conside

rable extent, yet, for every dollar’s worth produced, a benefit, or protection

ensues, fully equal to the duty. These deductions from the premises ad

mitted, are legitimate, and so clear, that no one, who examines the argu

ment, will arrive at any other conclusions. -If the duty be twenty-five

per cent, and the difference in the cost of production, in favor of England,

but fifteen per cent, so soon as home competition is fully established, only

- a part of the duty would be added to the price, and paid by the consumer,

and the foreign article would be excluded from the market, and the home

producer would supply all demands, at prices fifteen per cent higher than

the foreign article would be furnished at were the duty taken off; which

would be as low a price as they could afford the article at. The balance

of the duty would have no effect upon the prices, though it would destroy

foreign competition.

The argument of the senator supposes that importations can be as great

under a duty of twenty-five per cent, though the price should be raised to

the consumer the full amount of the duty. This assumption is unfounded,

for two reasons: the increase in the price of the imported article would

lead to home production, in all cases where this increase, occasioned by

the duty, should be sufficient to justify home production. And, if not,

importation would diminish from the inability of the people to purchase as

much at high as at low prices. The fact is, the argument is full of as

sumptions, not founded upon any elementary, theoretical, or practical prin

ciples of the laws of trade; and it is so ingeniously dove-tailed, that a

hasty perusal leaves the mind full of erroneous impressions. If the foreign

producer, says the senator, deducts a part of the duty from his former prices,

and the consumer pays the rest, the duty is efi'ectual, and protective to its

full amount; but there is no protection, argues the senator, when the whole

duty is added to the price, and paid by the consumer. When the foreign

producer makes no abatement in his prices to counteract the effect of our

duty, then there is no protection to our manufacturers, but when he makes

an abatement of a part of the duty, then the protection is full, and equals

the whole duty. This middle ground argument is extremely absurd—the

sophistry is intolerable—the suppositions are all forced. High prices of

foreign goods do not, according to this logic, either lessen importation, or

the extent of their consumption, but they do actually drive out the Amenl

can article; and lower prices of the foreign article do actually stimulate

home production, and lessen the demand for foreign goods ! High duties

\
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destroy foreign competition, and lower duties allow the domestic article to

be placed by the side ofthe foreign in our markets! If goods are imported

that cost abroad $l00,000, and pay a duty of $25,000, making the cost to

the consumers $125,000, there is no protection, or competition, between

the foreign and domestic producer. But if the same goods cost abroad

only $95,000, so that our consumers can get them, duty paid, at $120,000,

then the domestic article comes into competition with the foreign, and the

duty becomes an efi'ectual duty--a protective duty! If the whole duty is

paid by the consumer, and the price abroad not lessened, the foreign pro

ducer continues to send his goods to the same extent as when there was

no duty to increase the price ; and there can be no competition under these

circumstances ; and that the foreign goods are consumed to the same ex

tent, though the price has increased twenty-five per cent ; and this increase

is no benefit to the domestic manufacturer! The argument assumes that

the increase of price, to the full extent of the duty, is the very reason

why the article cannot be supplied at home, and why the duty affords no

protection; and that if the price of the foreign article be lessened, then

protection to the home producer exists ! Ifthis is not an egregious para

dox, a glaring absurdity, ridiculing the common sense of men, then truth

and error are synonymous. If facts they are, they are facts of a most

startling and extraordinary character. But it is not possible that the in

telligent protectionists, the monopolizing manufacturers, who wring out

of this magnificent delusion, their rich dividends, believe one syllable of

the doctrine their ingenuity has invented. Certainly no business man,

and more especially if he belong to that sharp, calculating, and thoroughly

well-informed class of manufacturers, who profit by the delusion, and who

understand the elementary principles of political economy, but will feel

that the whole theory and doctrine is absurd, ridiculous, childish, and re

pugnant to his good sense and sound judgment! If foreign goods find

ready purchasers, when the price is increased to the full extent of the duty,

and paid by the consumer, they would find as ready purchasers, when only

a part of the duty is added to the price, and they cost less to the consu

mers. Yet it is confidently asserted, in the argument we have quoted,

that the reverse is true !—that foreign goods would find ready purchasers,

at high prices, but would come in competition with the domestic article at

lower prices. Goods bought abroad, including the home duty, that cost

8123.000, would find ready purchasers, and exclude the domestic rival;

but if the same goods cost but $120,000, then the domestic rival comes

into fair competition with the foreign. Wonderful logic l—astounding

truths, in the science of political economy, in the nineteenth century!

We now bring this branch of our argument to a close. Our object has

been to illustrate that a duty, or tax, imposed upon an imported article,

increases its price, and that this increased price is paid by the consumer.

But do not let us be understood that a duty invariably increases the price

of all articles on which it is imposed, or, that when it does increase the

price, the increase is, in all cases, equal to the duty. We will, briefly,

explain the true position of this apparently intricate subject :—

lst. A duty put upon an article that we consume, but do not produce,

increases its price to the consumer, an amount equal to the duty, and, as a

general rule, something more in the shape ofa profit to the merchant who

first pays the duty, on the additional capital he requires to conduct his

business.
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2nd. A duty put upon an imported article, when a similar article can be,

and is produced at home, but cannot be produced as cheap as it can be

imported, the duty increases the price of the imported article, and its do

mestic rival, an amou'nt equal to the difl’erence in the cost of producing it at

home and abroad.

3rd. A duty put upon an article imported, when a similar article can

be produced cheaper at home than abroad, and produced to an extent suf

ficient to answer all demand for it, does not aflect price at all.

The truth of these general maxims, we think, cannot be shaken. A

duty on tea and coffee may be considered as an illustration of the first,

and a duty on the principal manufactures of iron, cotton, and wool, of the

second, and a duty on raw cotton, wheat, butter, beet, pork, and farm pro

ductions generally, of the third maxim. But when the anti-protectionists

assert, as many of them do, that a duty increases the price of an article,

in every case, an amount equal to the duty, they weaken the cause they

intend to support. The moment the‘duty is increased beyond the differ

ence between the cost of importing the article and producing it at home,

its power to increase price no longer exists—that is, if the home produc

tion can be extended so as to supply all home demand. When the duty

is so increased, beyond the difference in the cost of production at home,

and that of importation, it becomes entirely prohibitory in its effect—the

foreign article is no longer imported. The duty on low-priced cotton

manufactures will serve to illustrate our argument. The duty on this

description of goods is entirely prohibitory, yet it has not raised their price,

probably, more than from thirty to fifty per cent ad valorem, though the

duty averages full one hundred per cent, on this description of goods.

The duty is much more in this case than the difference in the cost of pro

duction in this country, and abroad.

We admit, that if the importation of any article that can be freely pro

duced at home, is excluded, home competition will, eventually, reduce

prices to a fair profit on the cost of production. But if the article cannot

be produced at home as cheap as it can be abroad, including the expenses

of importation, its price is, of course, increased to the consumer the amount

of the difference. The friends of the protective system ought, with equal

fairness, to admit, that if we should abolish the duty on an article that is

freely produced abroad, foreign competition would prevent the foreign

producer from demanding a greater price than will give him a fair profit

on the cost of production. Most certainly, common honesty will not allow

the protectionists to prove their doctrine—of home competition reducing

prices to a fair profit on the capital invested—by a certain method of rea

soning, and to deny, wholly, the correctness of precisely the same method

of reasoning when it is against their favorite theory. We now conclude

our argument, which has been confined as closely as possible to an expla

nation of the distinction between a revenue and a protective duty ; and to

illustrate the effect of aduty upon prices; and, also, to determine by whom

the duty is paid. We have stated our argument with as much simplicity

as we could find expressions to convey our meaning, and we hope that we

may be understood. If we have been able to throw any light upon a

subject that has perplexed some of our ablest statesmen, of both parties,

we shall feel ourselves abundantly gratified. a. 1.

'01.. XIIL—NO. v. 29
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ART. VL-MARITIME LAW.-NO. VIII.

PIRACY AND PRIVATEERING.

A PRIVATEER is a vessel fitted out, manned and arlhed by private adven

turers, at their own expense, for the purpose of cruising against the ves

sels and commerce of an enemy at sea. Sovereigns have from times of

earliest history made use of the aid of volunteer individuals against their

enemies as auxiliary to the public powers. Privateer vessels, since the

fifteenth century, have not been permitted, by the practice of nations, to

sail Without a commission or letters of marque from their sovereign,

nor until the owners have given satisfactory security that the master and

crew will not commit aggressions against the commerce of friendly and

neutral nations.*

Dr. Franklin, in the year 1783, urged the adoption of articles between

Great Britain and the United States to mitigate the practices of war, and

especially to abolish privateering between the two countries. He pro

posed to abolish privateering, on the ground that the abolition of it would

subserve the interests of humanity generally—greatly diminish the in

centives to war—secure the blessing of peace, and render it more likely

to continue and be lasting. He said the practice of robbing merchants

on the high seas, was a remnant of ancient piracy, and was not profitable

to a nation that authorised it. Some rich ships in the beginning of a war

are surprised and captured—this encourages the first adventurers to fit

out other vessels, and many persons embark in the business—privateers

are multiplied, but the country becomes more careful, and arm their ships,

and seek convoys—the chances of profit are diminished—many cruises

are made wherein the expenses more than counterbalance their gains ;

some obtain good prizes, but the greater part of adventurers are loosers,

and the expenses of fitting out the whole number of privateers, during the

war are much greater than the whole amount of goods taken. Then

there is the national loss of all the labor of so many men during the time

they are robbing; who, besides spending what the get in rioting, drunk

enness, and debauchery, loose their habits of industry, are rarely fit for

any sober pursuits after peace, and serve only to increase the number of

highwaymen and housebreakers. Even those who have been fortunate,

are, by sudden wealth, led into expensive living, the habit of which con.

tinues when the means of supporting it ceases, and finally ruins them—a

just punishment for their having Wantonly and unfeelingly plundered hon

est, innocent traders and families, whose subsistence was obtained in

serving the common interests of mankind.

All wars, except those of a purely defensive character, involve the

greatest of crimes—violence, blood, rapine, fraud, and everything that

can deform the character, and debase the nature and name of man.

While nations acknowledge the right to make war, and are swayed by

the angry passions of enemies to each other, we despair of ever seeing

belligerent parties renounce the practice of privateering. Indeed, until

the day comes when men shall beat their swords into ploughshares, and

learn war no more, privateers will roam the ocean, and make innocent

commerce their prey. Though we may expect that nations will continue

to make use of privateers to weaken the maritime power of their adver

* Bynkershoek, p 140.
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saries, yet the codes of all nations declare that, before a privateer or

armed vessel can sail on the ocean to make captures of an enemy’s pro

perty, she must obtain a commission from the sovereign whose flag she

carries, authorizing her to make captures and seizures of the property of

an enemy, and cruise for these purposes. This commission is called a

letter of marque and reprisal, and authorizes the vessel to cruise against

the commerce and property of the common enemy, on the high seas.

The word reprisal is equivalent to capture; and signifies to make cap

ture, to retake property already captured by an enemy, and to use all the

means of maritime war to effect the object of the adventure.

The granting of letters of marque and reprisal is often the first step

which is taken at the commencement of a public war, and is held equiva

lent to a declaration of it. A nation often finds its commerce assailed on

the ocean, its ships and merchandise captured, and its citizens led prison

ers into foreign countries, or slain in the defence of their property, before

any official notice, or declaration of war, is made. A sovereign power,

feeling itself aggrieved by the conduct of another nation or people, de

livers commissions, or letters of marque, to their own subjects, to take the

persons and property of the other nation, wherever they may be fofind

on the high seas, with the intent to make prisoners of all persons who

fall into their power, and to divest the actual owner of the property, and

to carry it into port for condemnation, by some competent court or

tribunal.*

By the laws of all nations, no capture can be made within the territo

rial jurisdiction of a neutral nation, nor in the ports or harbors of a

friendly power, or within a marine league of the shore; nor can a pri

vateer which meets an enemy’s vessel in a neutral port follow out and

capture her, until twenty-four hours after her departure; nor can a pri

vateer be permitted to take a station within the dominions of a neutral

power, and Watch for, and sail out on on the ocean and capture an ene

my’s vessel, which approaches the neutral territory, in the regular course

of her voyagexi'

Since the introduction of fire-arms in warfare, the distance that a neu

tral power has jurisdiction over the ocean, adjacent to the main land,

has been usually recognized to be about three miles, or a marine league,

from the shore. Indeed, the territory of all nations extends a marine

league from the main land, and from such islands as are deemed the natu

ral appendages of the coast on which they border.

Though a capture cannot be made within a neutral territory, yet, as

between the belligerents, it is lawful, and its validity can be questioned

only by the neutral power. The enemy has no rights, whatsoever; and

if the neutral sovereign omits or declines to interpose a claim, the pro

perty is condemned by right of war to the captor.

When a vessel lays within neutral waters, she is bound to abstain from

all hostility, except in self-defence. Any other vessel, public or private,

has an equal title with a privateer to a neutral protection. It is a viola

tion of neutrality for either vessel to commence hostilities, for any

purposed:

Although captures may be made by privateers duly commissioned to

carry on warfare on the high seas against an enemy’s commerce, Yet the

 

‘‘ Bynkersboei, p. 182, Duponceau’s Translation.

1' 5 Robinson’s Adm. Reps, 5. 385. t 3 Wheaton’s Reps, 448.
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captor is bound by the law of nations to carry in his prize to some port

for condemnation; and, until a decree of condemnation is passed by a

court or tribunal of competent prize jurisdiction, no change of title to the

captured property is worked by the capture, and the original owner may

pursue it, and recover it, wherever it may be found. Whenever property

is recaptured before condemnation, the persons effecting the rescue,

whether they belong to the vessel in custody, whether jointly or singly,

or by persons from on shore, or by a friendly vessel, are entitled to salvage

compensation, in such an amount as the court of admiralty shall decree,

for such services; and such services will form a lien, or military hypothe

cation, upon the property rescued, as well as a charge against the owners.

But when a cargo or vessel, lawfully captured on the high seas, has been

condemned in a prize court of the country or sovereign which has grant

ed the commission, or letters of marque, to the privateer, the title of the

original owner of the property becomes extinguished; and the ‘owners of

the privateer, her oflicers and crew, become entitled to' the prize, as their

own property. When property has been once regularly condemned in a

prize court, and is afterwards recaptured, the recaptor now stands’ in the

rQation of a proprietor of the prize, and his compensation will now be

regulated by the prize laws of the country to which he owes allegiance.

The title of the original owner has become divested by the condemna

tion; yet most nations have, by ordinances and regulations, fixed the

amount of compensation to be paid the recaptor, while the remainder of

the recaptured property is either retained as belonging to the sovereign

power, or is restored to the original owner.

When a vessel is unlawfully captured, or is restored by the tribunal

which is called upon to condemn it, or where the government releases the

property, the original owner has never been divested in law of the title to

his property ,- and he may regain possession of it wherever he can find it,

without the payment of salvage expenses. When a capture has been

lawfully made on the high seas, the prize ought to be conducted or sent

into the port where the captor’s ship was fitted out, or into some other port

of the kingdom. This was the rule in the ancient code of prizes in

France; and the prize ordinances of Denmark, in 1710, enacted that no

prize was to be conducted anywhere but into a port of the kingdom, under

pain of death.

No neutral nation will permit belligerent nations to bring prizes into

the ports of the neutral power, and seek a condemnation of them in the

courts of the neutral nation; nor can either of the belligerent nations

erect tribunals in a neutral country to condemn prizes which they may

have taken on the high seas; and when captures have been made of either

goods, ships, or men, within the jurisdiction of a neutral power, by one

belligerent nation against another, such prizes must be restored by the

law of nations; and the courts of all nations will permit the original

owner to appear, and seek a restoration, even in the courts of the enemy’:

country.*

Every capture on the high seas is at the peril of the party making it;

and the captor is bound, on his part, to show just grounds for the violence

which he has committed, and to prove that the vessel captured, and the

cargo on board, are the property of an enemy, before he can obtain a de

cree of condemnation against it. When a privateer seeks to engage in

* 5 Robinson's Reports, 385, Duponceau’s Translation of Bynkershoef, p. 133.
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the business of privateering, it becomes necessary, in the first place, to

obtain the commission of the sovereign to whom the master, crew, and

vessel belong, authorizing the ship’s company to sail the vessel on the

high seas, and to make captures of the enemy’s property; because, with

out such commission, the privateer will not be acknowledged as lawfully

engaged in making captures, and will be treated as a pirate by the nation

whose commerce is assailed.

The Dutch government formerly held that those who committed hostili

ties on the ocean without lawful authority from their sovereign, though

sailing under a commission, were to be considered as pirates by the ge

neral laws of nations,* and so the courts in England have held; and

when a master and crew of a privateer, sailing under regular commis

sion, exceeded the bounds of it in making captures, the parties offending

were considered as liable to be punished aspirates ; their vessel was seized

and confiscated, and the master would have been hung as a pirate, bad

he not escaped from the countryd’

When a privateer makes captures on the high seas, the party who jus

tifies himself for making the capture must not only show that he made a

lawful capture, and acted within the bounds of his commission, but he

must still go further, and show that he sent in his prizes for condemnation,

or in good faith endeavored to, or he will be liable to suffer the penalty of

piracy; and when a privateer cruises under two regular commissions from

difi'erent powers, this is held to be piracy by the law of nationsi

Regularly enlisted troops, alone, can carry on war between two nations ;

and the remainder of the inhabitants of belligerent countries ought to

remain peaceable, and follow their callings. The necessity of a particu

lar order is so thoroughly established, that, even after a declaration of war

between two nations, if the peasants and inhabitants, of their own accord,

commit any hostilities, the enemy, instead of sparing them, and treating

them as prisoners of war, will hang them up as so many robbers and

banditti. This is the case with private ships of war. It is only in virtue

of a commission, granted by the sovereign power, that they are entitled

to be treated like prisoners taken in formal war.§

Without a regular commission, all captures, and all destruction of pro

perty, are illegal, and the taking of life a crime ; and subjects the party

offending to be treated as a pirate by his enemy. Though the subjects of

a nation, carrying on war with another nation, will not be regarded as

pirates by their own sovereign, when they may make captures, and as

sail the lives and property of the enemy, yet they cannot claim protection

when they become prisoners in the hands of the enemy whom they have

first assailed. Although the nation to which private citizens belong may

acknowledge them as lawful combatants when cruising without a com

mission, against the commerce of an enemy on the high seas, yet the

enemy will not; and may treat them as pirates, and inflict the penalty of

death upon the ofi'enders. Nor do privatcers or private citizens, without

a commission, acquire any interest in the property they may take; and

the property taken, if the capture is approved by the government of the

captor, will be condemned as the property of the government, and not of

the captors. Indeed, all captures made by non-commission captors, are

made for the government, and not for private individuals." This brings
 

‘ 2 S. Jenkins, 794. t 5 State Trials, Kidd's Case. 1' Vattel, p. 464.

§ 1 Hill’s Reports, 411, M’Leod’s Case. I] 10 Wheaten, 306, the vessel Hermans.
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us to the question : What are the vessels, and who are the persons, who

may, by the laws of nations, take commissions, or letters of marque, from

either of the belligerent nations, to cruise against the commerce of the

other nation’!

The right to enlist soldiers, or marines, in a foreign country, belongs

solely to the nation, and no person can make such enlistment without the,

permission of the sovereign ; without such permission it is a crime of the

highest magnitude, and subjects the offender to be put to death immedi

ately. If the offender has escaped, he may be demanded of the country

where he has sought refuge, and it is a just cause of war if he is not de

livered up. But where foreign soldiers, or seamen, enlist in the service

of a foreign state, with the consent of their sovereign, they incur the obli

gations of serving their new master, and the sovereign who has acquired

their services, owes them protection; but they must, when they are cap

tured, be able to show that they have been enlisted, and organized accord

ing to the rules of war, or they may be treated as pirates and robbers.

If they sail in vessels which are not properly registered or commissioned

to cruise, or are found on board, without enrollment and enlistment, they

cannot claim protection, and are liable, in their persons and goods, to pun

ishment, according to the nature and aggravation of their ofi'ence.*

By the ancient Roman law, no man but a public soldier could kill the

public enemy. Afterwards, private societies, or privateers, were allowed

to be formed, or fitted out for the purpose of annoying the foeci' Modern

states, following the Roman law, have permitted private adventurers, under

a commission which may be revoked at the pleasure of the party granting

it, to assist the public power in assailing the enemy.

The parliament ofGreat Britain, so early as the 11 and 12 Willliam 11L,

chapter VIL, declared that all persons who were English subjects, should

be punished with death if they took a commission from any foreign state

to carry on warfare or privateering against the commerce of Great Britain,

such an undertaking subjecting the offender to the punishment of death as

a pirate. The act of Congress, passed April 30, 1790, declared that if

any citizen of the United States, under a commission, or letters of marque

from any foreign state, should commit any act of hostility against the Uni

ted States, or any citizen thereof, upon conviction, he and they should be

deemed pirates, robbers, and felons, and should suffer death. So, when

persons acting under a commission from one of two or more belligerent

powers make a capture ostensibly in the right of war, but really with the

design of robbery, they will be held to be pirates by the laws of nations.

Nor can a cruiser enter a friendly port and enlist men, either from the

citizens of the country nor foreigners domicilled in the place, because such

enlistment is contrary to the laws of nations; and at the present day, the

law holds that if a citizen 05: a neutral nation goes on board a public ves

sel of war, or a privateer, with an intent to engage in warlike operations

against a nation at peace with his own government. he will be subject, if

captured, to be treated as a pirate, and liable to the penalties thereof. By

the twenty-fourth article of the treaty between the United States and the

government of Central America, made December 5, 1825, it is declared

that whenever one of the contracting parties shall be engaged in war with

another state, no citizen of the other contracting party, shall accept a com

 

* Vattell, page . ‘I’ 2 Attorney General's opinion, 1063, 1066.
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mission, or letter of marque, for the purpose of assisting, or co-operating

in hostility with the enemy, against the party at war, under pain of being

treated as a pirate. The same provision is contained in the treaty between

the United States and Sweden and Norway, made June 13, 1839; also,

in the treaty with Columbia, Venezuela, and Brazil, the Peru and Boli

livian confederation, Chili, Spain, and the Netherlands, Denmark, France,

Prussia, England, and most other continental nations in Europe. These

provisions of the treaties may be regarded as the law of nations at the

present day, unless the cruising parties have first obtained the consent of

their sovereign, expressed or implied, to enlist in the service of the foreign

power. Writers on national law, hold, that a neutral 'nation, and much

less the individuals of the nation, ought not, and cannot, give assistance to

either of the states that are at war; so a nation may be held responsible

for the act of one of its members. This may be done by protecting

the person offending, and by conniving at the injury committed, at or

before the commission of it, by the means of such connivance or pro

tection, society becomes accountable for the crimes or faults of its

members.*

The prize instructions of Denmark, in the year 1810, article 19, re

quired all privateers to proceed to sea from a harbor within the dominions

of that kingdom, and all prizes were directed to be carried into a home

port, and not to foreign places, unless forced there by stress of weather,

want of provisions, or pursuit of the enemy; and, when these unfortunate

accidents might arise, the prize was to be conducted, with the first favor~

able wind, to a port within the Danish dominions, without breaking bulk.

So, by these ordinances, no person or persons were permitted to act as

privateers without being first furnished with a lawful commission for that

purpose; and such commissions were to be granted to none but to those

who had acquired the privileges of Danish citizens, by birth or natu

ralization. ‘5

Petitions to obtain commissions for privateering, were to be sent to the

magistrate of that place whence the ship or vessel destined for privateer

ing was to be fitted out. Nor could any vessel proceed to sea unless

commanded by a person skilled in navigation, nor until he had signed his

name, upon oath, to the prize regulations of the kingdom; promising to

obey them, and all the orders of the Royal Board of Admiralty, which

might be communicated to him. "

All prizes brought in, were to be reported to the judge who presided in

the port within twenty-four hours, for examination and adjudication; and

no captures could be made within a league‘ of the shore of a friendly or

neutral power. A copy of the Danish regulations and instructions for

privateering, were to be on board of every privateer. So the Danish flag

was to be carried by the privateers; and when they met a vessel at sea,

not furnished with the usual documents of a vessel for the voyage, such

as the sea passport, bill of sale, bill of guage, or tonnage of the vessel,

the list or roll of the crew, properly certified, the custom-house clearance,

the bill of lading, or invoice, and fire ship’s journal, the vessel might be

brought in for adjudication. So ships that had double papers or docu

ments, or had destroyed or thrown overboard their papers, particularly

afier the privateer- hove in sight; ships that refused a fair visitation, and

 

' Rutherpurt, page 508. f
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search for contraband goods, and documents relating to the expedition of

the ship, and suspected to be concealed, were liable to capture, and to be

sent in for adjudication.

No commission could issue until satisfactory security had been first

given, by the owners of the privateer, to answer all claims for damages

in case of a wrongful capture, or a violation of the prize regulations or

the rights of friendly vessels, or neutrals.

The prize act of Great Britain, passed in the reign of George III.,

authorized commissions, or letters of marque, to be issued to no persons

but such qualified owner or owners of ships or vessels as had been duly

registered, according to the directions of the navigation acts of the king.

dom; though privateers and trading vessels, by virtue of a statute passed

in the reign of George IL, could be manned by foreign seamen, provided

they did not exceed three-fourths of the ship’s company. So, by the British

statutes, all privateers must sail out of British ports; and hail, with sure

ties, is to be given before the issuing of the commissions, who shall jus

tify, each in the sum of 3,000l. sterling, that they are respectively worth

more than the sum for which they are to be bound, over and above all

their just debts. So, by these statutes, the privateer cannot hoist any

colors, except such as are mentioned in the statute; nor can any of the

oflicers or seamen, or other persons on board of a prize, be pillaged, beat

en, or ill treated, under a penalty'of such punishment as a court-martial

shall inflict.

Prizes must be carried into an English port [hr adjudication; and if any

embezzlement of the cargo is made by the company of the capturing ship,

or the prize crew, before condemnation in the admiralty court, all parties

ofi'ending forfeit their shares, and are subject to a high punishment by the

court of admiralty. So collusive captures are prohibited; and a forgery

of a commission, or alteration of it when once granted, and of other pa.

pers required by law to fit out a privateer, subjects the party offending to

a penalty of 5001., and full costs of suit.

By the English prize regulations, the owners of all vessels, previous to

taking out letters of marque, and for which such letters are granted, must

nominate a register in court, to answer to all claims made against them,

and a proctor, who shall appear for them on litigation, and in the court of

appeal, should a cause of prize be appealed from the decision of the court

0 den.

Louis XIV., the king of" France, published his famous prize ordinance

in 1681 ; and he collected together, and reduced into his code, the marine

law of nations, as it was then received in France. Indeed, we may re

gard this ordinance as containing the law and usages of the most enlight

ened nations of that day, on the subject of privateering and prize regula

tions. By this ordinance, the subjects of France were forbidden to cruise

in a privateer under a foreign commission, without the permission of the

king, under the pain of being punished as traitors and pirates. No pri

vateer could course the sea without a commission; and the vessels of

enemies, and those commanded by pirates, were liable to capture. So

every privateer vessel that sailed without, or with commissions from two

or more sovereigns at one time, was declared a good prize; and if the

vessel was armed from none, the captain and ofiicers were declared pirates.

So all vessels were declared to be good prizes which were taken without

the usual ship-papers and docume'nts for the voyage on board ; nor could
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the captains, ofiicers, or crews of such vessels, make a defence, or with

drawal from search and visit, under pain of corporeal punishment. All

recaptures from pirates were to be restored to the original owners, upon

the payment of salvage to the amount of one-third of the value of the

vessel and merchandise, charged for the same. All prizes and prisoners

were to be brought into the ports from which the privateers sailed and

were armed, unless forced by tempest or enemies to seek another port;

and all papers of the captured vessel, as well as the vessel and merchan

dise, were to be delivered up to the admiralty court for adjudication, with

out sale, embezzlement, or spoliation. A captured cargo, before adju

dication, could only be sold when it was perishable, and in case of neces

sity. The commander, oflicers, and seamen of a captured vessel, were to

be examined when first brought in. When no papers or prisoners of the

prize-ship were brought in, the captors were to be examined separately

concerning the prize—why they had captured the ship, and what had

been done with the prisoners—and, moreover, the vessel and merchandise

were to be visited by experts, or viewers, who should ascertain, if they

could, why the prize had been made; and if it did not appear to whom

the property belonged, it was to be kept subject to a claim, to be made

within a year and a day.

So early as 1776, the prize ordinances of the Congress of the United

States prohibited any master or commander of a vessel to cruise for, or

make prize of, any vessel or cargo, before he had obtained a commission

for that purpose ; and, by the ordinances of 1776 and 1780, no commis

sion was to be granted without an application, setting forth the names of

the owners of the vessel; their place of residence; the size, tonnage,

and armament of the vessel; the name of the commander and other

officers; the number of the crew, and the quantity of warlike stores-—

and before a commission could be granted, a bond, with sureties in the

sum of $10,000, if over one hundred tons burthen, was to be executed,

and delivered to the president of Congress, that the privateers should not

exceed or transgress the powers and authorities granted in the commie‘

sion, nor violate the law of nations, or the rights of neutrals or their sub

jects, and to obey all the requirements of the acts of Congress, prize

instructions, and treaties with foreign powers, and to make reparation for

all damages done by the misconduct of the master and crew. So, by the

prize ordinances ofCongress, in 1776, it was further declared that the de

struction of papers, or the possession ofdouble papers, should be deemed and

taken as just cause for the condemnation of such captured vessel. Vessels

that were commissioned by letters of marque or general reprisals, or other~

wise, by the authority of Congress'alone, and none others, could make

lawful captures; and, by the tenth regulation, or ordinance, concerning

prizes, passed in 1781, one-third, at least, of the whole ship’s company

belonging to privateers, should be landsmen. All ships and goods of the

enemy were subject to capture ; and all ships, or other vessels, with their

rigging, tackle, apparel, and furniture, and with their cargoes, found in

the possession of pirates, were declared lawful prizes, and subject to cap

ture by force of arms. am;

In 1621, Spain passed a code of prize laws, entitled “ Ordemmza para

vavegar en corsof’and added ordinances and regulations thereto in 1623,

1624, 1702, 1718, 1740, 1779, and 1780. These articles are inserted in
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a work or treatise on maritime captures, by the Chevalier D’Habreu, en

titled “ Trutado Juridico Politico, sabre presas maritimas.”

The prize code of Spain, in its principal provisions, appears to be a

transcript from that of France. So the prize codes in the new states in

Spanish America are modelled upon those of France and Spain?’ Spain

originally derived her prize laws from the Consulate del Mare ,- and, until

the ordinances of 1621, this work was the only code extant, in Spain, to

regulate captures at sea. This ancient 'work was said to have been first

published at Barcelona, so early as the year 1221, and was the first at

tempt to give laws to the practice of warfare at sea, which had been hith

erto conducted in a cruel and barbarous manner, and carried on without

discrimination of friend or foe.

The earliest legislative enactment, requiring a commission for privateers

to cruise, and providing for a regular adjudication of the captures made

under its authority, in the courts of the captor’s country, is that contained

in the French ordinance of Charles VI., A. D. 1400, and repeated in

several subsequent ordinances issued in the sixteenth century.

The prize ordinances of Buenos Ayres, passed in 1817, article 3d, de

clared that the oflicers of the commissioned vessels, or privateers, were

under the protection of the laws of the United Provinces; and that they

should enjoy, even foreigners, all the privileges and immunities of any

other citizen thereof, whilst employed in their service. This enactment

was clearly against the law of nations, and soon led to the commission of

the greatest irregularities and atrocities, committed by persons engaged in

privateering under the Buenos Ayreanjlag.

Mr. Adams, then Secretary of State, in a report to President Monroe,

dated January 28th, 1819, and by the President transmitted to the House

of Representatives of the American Congress, stated that the cruisers of

Buenos Ayres were almost, if not quite, universally manned and ofiicered

byforeigners, having no permanent connection with that country, or interest

in its cause; and that blank commissions for privateers, their commanders

and ofiicers, had been transmitted to our ports, to fit out and arm such ves

sels, contrary to the laws of the United States, and the laws of nations.

It is often the practice of the citizens of one nation to leave their own

country, and to resort to that of a belligerent nation, and there enlist in

the service of a foreign government, and become a portion of the military

power at war; but such enlistment should be regular, and protected by the

sovereign of the power who employs the troops. If the enlistment is not

according to the laws of war, a volunteer found in arms without an enroll

ment, or a regular commission to carry on hostilities from the power in

whose service he claims to be, will, if captured, be subject to be treated

as a pirate, if found on the ocean, and, if taken on land, as a felon. The

crowns of Great Britain, and Spain, prohibited, by treaty, their respective

people, or subjects from doing any force, violence, or wrong to those of the

other kingdom, and so, by treaty, in 1604, the king of England, and the

the arch duke of Austria and Netherlands, agreed that the subjects, or in

habitants, of neither nation, whatever be their rank, should furnish the

enemies of each other with men, or munitions of war, under penalty of

severe punishment, and be proceeded against as seditious persons.

The act of Congress, passed April 20, 1818, prohibits all persons within
 

* 6 Wheaton’s Rep., sec. 3, note 3, appendix.
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the United States, and all citizens of the United States, without its limits,

fitting out, arming, or procuring the same to be done, or aiding therein,

any vessel with the intent that such vessel shall be employed to cruise, or

commit hostilities upon its citizens, or their property, or to be employed

in the service of any foreign power to cruize or commit hostilities against

the citizens or property thereof, at amity and peace with the United States

government, under a penalty of fine, imprisonment, and forfeiture of the

vessel, armament, and stores. By the provisions of the same statute, no

person, a citizen of the United States, can take the command of, or enter,

on board of any such vessel, or be in any way interested therein, with a

view to share in the profits thereofi under the like penalty of imprisonment

for a term of not more than ten years, and a. fine not exceeding ten thou

sand dollars.

We shall, in our next number, considerv what description of vessels, and

persons, can take a commission, or letter of marque, from a belligerent

power, to cruise against the commerce of another power, at war with the

sovereign granting the commission. a. N.

 

Anr. VIL—RAILROAD MOVEMENT IN VIRGINIA.

GREAT csn'rnsr. RAILROAD mom RICHMOND, vs., 10 eununorrs, on Tax OHIO nrvsn.

AMONG the works of internal improvement which have been constructed

or contemplated, in the United States, the great central route, from the

waters of the Chesapeake, through Virginia, to the Ohio river, whether

regarded in relation to its influence upon the whole Union, or in reference

to its particular bearing upon Virginia, is of paramount importance.

Fifty years ago Virginia exceeded New York in commercial importance,

but while the empire state, from her geographical position, has been obli

ged to concentrate all her commercial enterprize at one point, building up

a great city, which, by its impulses, has thrown energy and life throughout

the state, Virginia, distracted by sectional interests, has wasted her ener

gies upon different rival points, so, that to realize the consequences of

her policy, we have only to institute a comparison of the present condition

of one of these great states with the other.

Virginia would have held her relative importance in the Union, had she

concentrated her business enterpize upon Richmond, Norfolk, or some one

point upon her tide-Waters, and followed the suggestions of Washington,

whose foresight, and practical good sense, were never more apparent than

in pointing out to his native state the immense advantages of opening a

line of intercommunication between the James and Ohio rivers.

A single glance at the map of the United States will show the wisdom

of this suggestion, and that Virginia has the shortest and most direct route

from the Mississippi to the Atlantic, and that with reference to the natural

advantages of different places along the coast of the United States, the eye

would rest upon Norfolk, or some point near the mouth of the Chesapeake,

as the site of the commercial emporium of the Union.

Other causes, besides the one alluded to, have exerted an unfavorable in

fluence upon Virginia. While other states have been contending for the

trade of the west, she has been palsied in all her energies, and with supe

rior advantages to them all, presents the humiliating spectacle of the largest
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and oldest state in the confederacy, with a vast portion of her territory

‘unsettled, and without a single city worthy of her position, either in the

east or west.

Richmond, under other auspices, with her great natural advantages,

would, at this moment, rank among the first manufacturing cities of the

world, with a population of hundreds of thousands, and Norfolk, unsurpassed

in advantages for a great commercial city, would have been what New

York is in point of wealth and population, and with a naval station every

way superior; for, while in the event of a great maritime war, New York

could be easily blockaded, with all her avenues of supplies shut up with

ice and snow, Norfolk could never be thus blocked up, but could always

be supplied with naval stores from her immediate neighborhood.

The importance of this great central railroad will appear, from the re

markable geographical features of the country. Glancing at the map of

the United States, it will be seen that the whole northern portion of the

confederacy is a vast peninsular tract divided by nearly parallel lines, hav

ing the upper valley of the Ohio, the lakes, Erie and Ontario, and the St.

Lawrence, on the one hand, and the Atlantic on the other, and that this

peninsular portion is separated from the rest of the Union by a line drawn

from the north-west corner of Virginia, to the mouth of the Chesapeake.

South of this base line, the valley of the Ohio and the Atlantic coast di

verge so much, that considering the interposition of the great Appalach

ian chain, it would seem that the natural course of trade would be down

the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico, from the western slope of the moun

tains, while the eastern declivity would be drained by the streams flowing

into the Atlantic ; and that, therefore, below, or southwest of this base

line, no great routes of intercommunication would be established between

the lower valley of the Ohio, and the upper Mississippi, on the one hand,

and the Atlantic cities on the other. A moment’s reflection, however, will

satisfy an unprejudiced mind, that while this remarkable geographical fea

ture ofthe country justifies the conclusion that there will be no occasion for

opening a great route from the Atlantic, southwest of this base-line, to the

great western valley; yet the ‘trade of the lower valley of the Ohio, and

the upper Mississippi, will, by no means, necessarily flow into the Gulf of

Mexico. And the reasons are obvious: first, because from ‘the mouth of

the Ohio, to the tide-waters of the Chesapeake, the distance 'is only about

the same, as to the Gulfof Mexico; and secondly, because the attraction

of trade from the mouth of the Ohio must be in a. north-eastern direction

toward the cities of the Atlantic, and the continent of Europe, diverting

it from its south-Western tendency down the Mississippi ; and thirdly, be

cause of the loss of time, and the expense‘and danger to produce in passing

through a tropical climate. North Carolina, South Carolina, Alabama,

and Mississippi, can never, therefore, successfully compete with the more

northern Atlantic cities for the trade of the great west, unless, perhaps,

South Carolina should hereafter open a railway to the Mississippi, 'below

the mouth of the Ohio, and thus divert a portion of the western trade to

Charleston.

Such a work, however, could not compete with the Virginia route, be.

cause nothing would be saved in distance, assuming New York, and the

mouth of the Ohio, as two extreme points; but, on the other hand, the

route from the Ohio, via. Charleston to New York, would be some four

hundred miles further than the route via. Guyandotte and Richmond, and
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besides, the latter route would avoid the bad harbours and dangerous coast

navigation of the former.

Northeast of the said base-line, from Guyandotte to the mouth of the

Chesapeake, the case is entirely different, and a careful survey of the

premises will give incontestable proof in favor of this proposed outlet,

through Virginia, from the great valley of the west to the Atlantic.

Another glance at the map of the United States would seem to warrant

the conclusion, that the continuance of the same great Appalachian bar

rier, would still oppose impassable obstructions to the course of trade from

the west to the Atlantic, and that the St. Lawrence would be the natural

outlet for the produce of the whole country drained by its mighty waters.

Such, however, is not the fact, owing to two causes : first, the inhospitable

climate of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and secondly, the strong lateral at

traction of the Atlantic cities. These two causes block up, so to speak,

the course of trade down the St. Lawrence, and divert it from the waters

of the west to the cities on the Atlantic coast, and the further south this

diversion can be effected, until you reach the lowest practiable point, the

more important.

To illustrate this important fact, we have only to look once more at the

map of the United States, and we shall see that the great lines of inter

communication between the Atlantic cities and the great western valley,

which have already been opened, or which are in contemplation, take the

same general northwesterly direction from the seaboard to the interior,

and are nearly parallel to each other, and nearly of the same extent, in

consequence of the parallelism of the two great lines before referred to,

which bound the north peninsular portion of the Union, and that all the

great Atlantic cities have their corresponding termination in the west.

For example: Boston is reaching out her long arms to Ogdensburgh;

New York has her points at Oswego and Bufl'alo; Philadelphia looks to

Pittsburgh; Baltimore has Wheeling, and anxious to tap the Ohio at a

lower point, is already looking at Parkersburgh; but the Old Dominion,

with advantages superior to all, has no great Atlantic cities—no great

thoroughfares, and no cities in the West, with the single exception of Wheel

ing, which, although within her own territory, has attained her present

prosperity, not by the fostering care of Virginia, but by the enterprise and

trade of the north. ~

From these general views, it will be seen that the lower down the

mighty tide of the great western trade, which is accumulating, and will

continue to accumulate in a ratio at present incomprehensible, turns off

to the Atlantic the better, for, although in point of distance, assuming New

York and Cincinnati as two extreme points, it would make very little dif

ference what point of divergence from the Ohio were taken, yet there are

many, and very important reasons why the route through Virginia should

take precedence over every other. In the first place, ocean navigation is

cheaper than any other, and the sooner, therefore, this can be reached

the better; it is obvious, therefore, that in coming from Cincinnati to New

York, the sooner the Ohio were lett, the less of inland transportation would

there be, while nothing would be lost in point of distance. On looking at

the Ohio river it will be seen, that from its mouth, coursing up its valley, the

tendency is converging towards the line of the seaboard, as far as the north

west corner of Virginia, whence the direction ofthe valley is northeast, and

parallel to the seacoast as far as Wellsville, Ohio, whence the direction is
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east and southeast to Pittsburgh. Assuming the fact that ocean navigation

is preferable to any other for the transportation of produce, and merchandise,

this direction of the Ohio is favorable to the argument that of all the routes

across from the west to the Atlantic, the Virginia route should be preferred.

Its eastern terminus would be more central on the Atlantic board, and its

course more direct to the greatbusiness centre of the Union, which, like the

course of empire, is moving in the direction of the great western valley.

Immediately connected with this view of the case is a consideration of

great importance to Cincinnati, and, indeed, to the whole west. Owing

to the fact that for four or five months in the winter season, the great

northern routes are obstructed by snow and ice, Cincinnati can do little

or no New York business in forwarding the agricultural products of the

west, for the obvious reason that before she can get these products to her

wharves, winter has placed an embargo upon her transportation to New

York. The consequence is, that produce has to be hurried off at great

disadvantage, in the fall to the lake ports, and thence to the east, encoun

tering the evils of monopolizing speculators, and the danger of glutting

the markets, or else it must submit to the still greater hazard of coming

to the east through the Gulfof Mexico. Whereas, if this great route were

opened, the farmers of the west could better prepare their products for

market, and forward them to Cincinnati, St. Louis, or Louisville, whence

they could, with perfect safety, be timely transported to the eastern mar

kets. The west would thus be saved from ruinous sacrifices, and better

and more uniform supplies afforded in the great eastern cities. New York,

Boston, and Philadelphia, would also derive the greatest advantages, in

having an open route for the transportation of merchandise into the Mis

sissippi valley, via. Richmond, while their more northern channels were

blocked up. Thus, every portion of the United States would feel the be

neficial effects of this great improvement, which, in fact, opens a direct

thoroughfare through the very heart of the Union, and with which no

other work of internal improvement, in point of nationality, can be com

pared. It cannot be but Virginia must see its immense importance, and

that, like a strong giant, arousing from his slumbers, she will determine

upon its immediate prosecution. Assuming these general views to be cor

rect, other reasons may be urged, showing the important bearing of this

enterprise upon the interests of Virginia. In the first place, this great

central railroad would strengthen the bonds of union between the eastern

and western portions of the state. Palsied be the hand that attempts the

dismemberment of her territory, and should that fatal hour ever arrive, the

honor, influence, and glory of the Old Dominion will be numbered among

the things that were. This great work would avoid the possibility of such

an event. It would effectually break down the interposing parallel ran

ges of the great Appalachian chain, which have hitherto divided the state,

and, by an indissoluble union, advance the happiness and prosperity of the

whole. Thus handed and strengthened, she would again resume her

proud station among her sister states. In her central position, in the

Union—in her mild and delightful climate—in her noble Chesapeake, and

majestic rivers—in her inexhaustible resources of mineral wealth, and

her great manufacturing advantages, no state in the Union possesses so

many of the elements of greatness and power, as Virginia. These ele

ments, however, can only be made subservient to her prosperity by the

union of her whole people, and nothing will so strongly cement them in
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feeling and interest, as the construction of this great work. The sectional

animosities of the eastern, middle, and western portions of the state,

would no longer be known, but each would stimulate the other to greater

developments of its peculiar resources, and thus advance the great com

mercial, agricultural, and manufacturing interests of the state; and, be

sides, under the healthful influence of this great improvement, that so

cial evil, which now lowers like a tempest-cloud in her horizon, and which

Virginia can best understand, and can alone remove, would soon pass away,

and the fond hopes of her illustrious dead, be more than realized, in her

onward, free, and prosperous condition.

Again: the geographical features of Virginia are such, that this great

central work would cut her beautiful vallies at right angles, through which,

by means oflateral routes, easily constructed, the wealth and resources of

the whole interior, would naturally flow, difi'using, by means of this cen

tral trunk, life and energy through every part of the state.

Another result which would immediately follow, would be the develop

ment of her vast mineral wealth, which is now locked up in the interior,

but which, for all the purposes of benefitting the commonwealth, until some

great lines of intercommunication are opened, might as well be locked

up in the mountains of the moon. Her lumber, iron, salt, lime, and coal

would find a ready market, and become sources of immense revenue.

Again: the settlement of the immense tracts of land in the interior,

and western portions of the state, would follow as a natural consequence.

Vast portions of her territory, for causes, which it is not necessary here

to explain, but particularly in consequence of her wretched land system,

have hitherto remained, to all practical purposes, almost an unbroken wil

derness, and it is a fact which surprises intelligent foreigners, that Vir.

ginia, the oldest and most central state in the Union, should have unsettled

territory. While the tide of emigration for the last twenty years has been

flowing all around her, and filling up the west with millions of industrious

inhabitants, Virginia has remained stationary. She has been neglected,

run over, and passed by, until she presents the singular spectacle of a vast

state lying in the very heart of the republic, interposing, by her great

extent, a barrier to the intercourse between different portions of the Union.

She lies literally in the way, and the young and vigorous west is calling

upon her no longer to block up the course of' trade, but to open her borders,

that the wealth and population, which press upon her, may flow through

her land in every direction.

Her rich hill-lands in the west have been passed by, not because they

were of inferior quality to other sections of the country, but because of

the confusion of land-titles, and other causes, which are now passing

away, and which a spirit of improvement would wholly and immediately

remove. N0 part of the United States is better adapted to the raising of

stock, and the wool-growinginterests,,than western Virginia. In the single

item of wool, which is, and must be one of the great staples of‘ the coun

try, this part of the state is destined, ere long, to be most productive; and

as to the raising of cattle, the mildness of the climate is such, that it would

require but ver little foddering of stock, and such is its perfect salubrity,

that cattle wou be free from the diseases which they are exposed to from

the bad water and unhealthy climate of the prairie sections of our coun

try. In relation to hemp and flax, it will be seen, on reference to the

statistics of the United States, published by authority, in connexion with
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the census of 1840, that out of the 95,251 tons of hemp and flax produced

in the United States that year, 25,594 tons were produced in Virginia

alone; and one county, to wit, Lee, produced more than ten thousand tons

of this quantity. This fact shows, conclusively, that western Virginia is

well adapted to the culture of these great staples. The climate and the soil

are, beyond all doubt, well fitted to the culture of silk, which will become

more and more an object of importance. The chestnut-oak abounds upon

the hill-tops of western Virginia, which affords most excellent bark for

tanning, and this, in connexion with the facilities for raising stock, is an

item of great importance. No reason can be urged why leather, which

is worked up in the shoe-shops of Lynn, Massachusetts, should not be

tanned in Cabell county—why wool should not be grown for the eastern

market, or hemp for the supply of our navy—no reason, in fact, why the

lumber, iron, wool, leather, flax, and hemp of western Virginia should not

be manufactured in the east, in vast quantities, if a great highway were
opened from the Atlantic to the Ohio. "it

But, again: while the Old Dominion has, for the last twenty years,

been thus neglecting her great agricultural interests in the west, in

stead of converting her hills and valleys into beautiful grain and stock

farms, and building up workshops for the manufacture of fabrics for the

Mississippi valley, the soil of eastern Virginia, by a ruinous system of

husbandry, has been literally exhausted, until the fairest portions of the

state present a spectacle of uncultivated fields, broken down fences, dilap

idated houses and churches, resembling more the appearance of the fairer

portions of England, immediately after the ravages of the Danes, than what

should be the condition of the centre of a young, vigorous, and powerful

republic. But construct this great national work, opening a channel of

intercourse through Virginia—let the life-giving currents of business and

enterprise course fi'eely through her veins, and her palsied form would

again arise in its former dignity and strength. Great manufacturing es

tablishments would spring up both in the east and west, at first, along the

immediate line of the road, and soon extend into the more distant sections

of the state.

Richmond, which is already rising into importance as a manufacturing

city, would soon become the most important, in this respect, in the Union.

Her water-power is inexhaustible, and, sitting close upon the tide-waters,

she possesses superior advantages for the manufacture of iron, cotton, and

copper. Indeed, in point of health, beauty of situation, in addition to

her great commercial and manufacturing advantages, she would become

the queen city of the United States, increasing in wealth and population

in a ratio unsurpassed in the history of the republic.

There are several other important points along this great route which

would also become sites of great manufacturing consequence. The great

falls of the Kanawha, near where the proposed road would reach the val

ley of that noble river, about seventy-five miles fi'orn the Ohio, afford im

mense water-power, and are in the heart of a region full of the elements

of manufacturing wealth, besides being favorably located for the manufac.

ture of wool, cotton. and flour. The river here falls twenty-two feet, and

under the auspices of eastern enterprise, would be the site of a flourish

ing city. Still lower down, at the mouth of Coal river, about forty miles

from the Ohio, is another beautiful water-power which would soon come
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into requisition for large woollen, cotton, flour, iron, and lumbering estab

lishments. Our eastern capitalists can hardly understand why these im

portant points upon the Kanawha river should remain unimproved. No

reason can be assigned why these great water privileges should not come

into ue in the manufacture of the raw material of the south and west,

which now, at a great expense, go to the eastern work-shops, and thence

back again to their respective markets. Why should not work-shops and

cotton-mills, along the waters of the James and Kanawha rivers, be patron

ized by the producers of the raw material, rather than go five hundred

miles farther to the northern cities’!

Again: the delightful watering-places of Virginia, from their interior

location, are of difficult access, but could they be reached by the rail-car,

instead of the stage-coach, would be annually visited by hundreds of thou

sands. The distance between them and Saratoga would be almost anni

hilated, and multitudes from all parts of the country would go from the one

place to the other, interchanging their courtesies and hospitalities—losing,

by social intercourse, their sectional prejudices—becoming acquainted with

the resources of‘ different parts of the Union, and thus form and consoli

date a national feeling and character.

The inhabitants in the neighborhood of these watering-places, in Vir

ginia, would find a ready market for their produce ; and, besides, the idea

is not a chimerical one, as might first appear to unreflecting minds, that

from this annual influx of the wealth and fashion of the Union, central

Virginia would, ere long, become distinguished for her literary and sci

entific institutions. In point of salubrity of climate, economy of living,

and the removal from the evils incident to large cities, and in the grandeur

and magnificence of her natural scenery, no portion of the Union surpasses

central Virginia. Add to this, the fact that vacations would occur at that

very season, when there would be the greatest throng of visitants to the

springs, and that parents would find it convenient to educate their sons

where health and pleasure would annually attract them.

As to the practicability of this work, there can be no doubt. The most

rugged portion, through the centre of the state, has already been recon.

noitered, and is known to be perfectly feasible, and nothing but even a

moderate public spirit is wanting to ensure its immediate construction.

But there are some special reasons, why, of all the routes through Vir.

ginia, this oneshould be preferred: .

It is the most central route, and its influence would be most wide y

diffused. A railroad from Baltimore to Wheeling, would benefit the ad

joining counties of Brooke, Ohio, and Marshall, but would scarcely affect

any other portion of the state; so a road in any other extreme section

would only have a local influence, while this one would traverse the whole

state, and open facilities for lateral improvements in every direction. It

would open more sites‘for great manufacturing establishments than any

other, and pour the wealth of the great West into the lap of Richmond,

which, by more northern routes, would inevitably be diverted to Baltimore,

and the more northern cities. To guard against this diversion will be the

true interest of Virginia, and the route in question would effectually do

this, and that, too, without doing violence to the natural course of trade ;

whereas, any route more northerly would give such an impetus in that

direction, that it would be diflicult, if not impossible, to turn it backward

upon Richmond. Indeed, it may be affirmed, without fear of contradic

voL. xnL—No. ‘I. 30
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tion, that any point of divergence from the Ohio above Point Pleasant,.at

the mouth of the Great Kanawha, would necessarily turn the current of

trade from Richmond and Norfolk, to Baltimore, and the north. Why,

then, it may be asked, should not Point Pleasant be the western terminus,

and not Guyandotte? A single glance at the map will settle this point in

favor of the latter place, and for the following reasons: first, because, by

leaving the Ohio, at Guyandotte, the shoals there, and between it and Point

Pleasant, which render navigation difficult in low water, would be avoided‘;

and secondly, because the distance from Guyandotte to Charleston, direct

across the country, via. Coalsmouth, would be some fifty or sixty miles

nearer than up the Ohio, via. Point Pleasant. These considerations show

conclusively, that Point Pleasant can never be the terminus of this great

central work. The noble Kanawha might as well be turned out of its

course as the great current of trade which will flow through this central

channel. These reasons, in favor of Guyandotte, will become more and

more conclusive as the trade and travel of the country increase. Almost

at all stages of water, boats can ascend the Ohio to the Guyandotte shoals,

where they are obliged to stop. This difficulty, therefore, would be avoid~

ed could passengers disembark, and produce he transhipped at this point ;

and, at the same time, this divergence would be in the natural course of

trade, because from Guyandotte, via. Richmond to New York, would be

nearer and more expeditious than any more northern route that could be

opened in the state. It would be, as before demonstrated, some sixty

miles nearer than by Point Pleasant, and about one hundred miles nearer

than by Parkersburgh. This may seem a startling fact, but a reference to

the map will settle the point. From Guyandotte to Richmond, in a direct

line, it is about two hundred and sixty miles, while the distance from Guy_

andotte to Parkersburgh is about one hundred and twenty miles, leaving a

difference in favor of the direct route from Guyandottee to Richmond, over

that by the way of Parkersburgh, of some hundred and ten miles. Add

to this great saving of distance, the additional consideration that all the

difficult bars and shoals of the Ohio, between Guyandotte and Parker's

burgh, would be avoided, and the argument is unanswerable in favor of the

Guyandotte route. And, besides, this argument receives strong confirma

tion when we reflect that these difiiculties of navigation would occur at

that very season of the year when there would be the greatest travel upon

the road from the south and west to the springs. This calculation of dis~

tance on these two routes assumes, that the curvature would be the same

in both. Let it not be understood, from this argument, that a railroad from

Point Pleasant to Charleston, or from Parkersburgh to Richmond, would

not be advisable. They will both undoubtedly be constructed, but they

can, neither of them, supersede the great central route. Both Point Pleas

ant and Parkersburgh are beautiful and important locations; and, under

better auspices, must become large cities, and derive a great trade from

the Ohio river. The latter will ultimately have much trade from the state

of Ohio, by means of railroads leading off west and northwest, through

that state, while Guyandotte will take the lion’s share of the trade and

travel ascending the Ohio to that place. And let it be borne in mind that

that trade and travel will increase in a geometrical ratio as the mighty

west fills up with its future millions of enterprising inhabitants ; and if we

indulge for a. moment in a more extended view, and contemplate the estab.

lishment of new Atlantic mail-routes, between America and Europe, like
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the one already spoken of between Lisbon and Norfolk, how greatly is

the advantage enhanced, of every increased facility of intercommunication

between the east and the west, such as this great thoroughfare would

open.

The famous “ James river and Kanawha improvement,” which contem

plated the construction of a canal up the James river to Covington, thence

by railroad, to the Great Falls of Kanawha, and thence, by locking and

improving this river, to the Ohio, at Point Pleasant, although a great work,

is liable to many objections; and had the projectors of that noble enter

prise had the advantage of the experience of the country, since that work

was projected, they would doubtless never have adopted the plan they did.

Could there be no other, or better route than this, the interests of Virginia

would demand its immediate completion. It has, however, for reasons

unnecessary to mention here, fallen into disfavor, and will be superseded

by other and more important works. It is too circuitous, and consisting

of canal, railroad, and slack-water navigation, and uncertain steamboat

communication, it would, of necessity, be a slow, expensive, and unpleas

ant route, subject to great delay and inconvenience in making tranship

ments from one mode of conveyance to another. It could never, there

fore, answer the purpose of a great state and national thoroughfare, such

as the interests and dignity of Virginia require.

Another state reason, is this: the time is not far distant when the val

ley of Virginia will be traversed by a railroad from \Vinchester, extending

southwestwardly, looking towards Tennessee,and unless Virginia is pre.

pared with a great ce'ntral channel, to divert this current of travel and

trade from Baltimore, it will pass through her territory without paying her

scarcely a passing compliment; but complete this work, and an immense

trade and travel would be diverted to Richmond, which would otherwise go

to Baltimore. It would be a very important link in the contemplated chain

of improvements between Richmond and Memphis, should such a work ever

be completed. It is of vital importance to the people of Virginia to re

member, that in entering upon her career of internal improvements, they

start under great disadvantages in this respect, that other states which

have preceded them in the construction of canals and railroads, have, to

a certain extent, given course and direction to the currents of trade from

the great valley of‘ the Mississippi to the northern cities; and that, to coun

tervail this tendency, and enter into successful competition, Virginia should

begin with some great work that will make it the interest of other states

to co-operate rather than oppose. A single glance at the map of the

United States will satisfy any unprejudiced mind, that if there were no

works of internal improvement in this country, and the federal govem

ment were called upon to construct one great national work, that this, of

all others, would be selected. None besides would so much facilitate travel

and intercourse between all parts of the Union, or afford such convenience

for members of Congress from the southwest and west to reach the seat

of government; and none, in time of War, be of such importance as this.

While thus on the one hand it has the advantage of being one of great

national utility, it oh the other hand would not prove injurious to any sec

tion of the country. Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and even Balti_

more, would all be benefitted by it, and would more or less avail themselves

of it, in contending for the business of the great western valley, whose

immense resources will, in fifty years, require double the commercial and
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manufacturing capital now requisite for their development. On the other

hand, the Virginians occupy a vantage ground in this, that they enter

upon their improvements having all the benefit of the experience of other

states, as to the best and most economical modes of building railroads and

canals, and of avoiding the heavy expenses of experimenting, in which

some of the other states have been schooled at so dear a rate ; and, be

sides, Virginia has not to incur the risk of waiting for business to be

transacted upon this central work. When the immortal Clinton projected

his great canal, not a. bushel of wheat was ready for transportation upon

it, and minds of inferior order ridiculed the idea that such a work would

ever be required. The scene is now changed, and while his great canal

is pouring wealth into the city of New York, millions of bushels of grain

are ready for transportation, and losing half their value for want of an

outlet to the Atlantic board. Ifthe statesmen of Virginia, therefore, consult

the honor and glory of the Old Dominion, they will lay aside all local

feelings, and unite, heart and hand, in the construction of this great work.
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Wrrn no remarkable change, since our last number, in the general features of the

business of the United States, financially and commercially, the new crop year is opening,

accompanied by an increasing activity in all departments of business, with the most fa

vorable reports of abundant crops in agricultural sections; unless, indeed, in the tobacco

crop of Virginia, where a serious deficiency is apprehended—and the foreign markets

never promised better for a large and remunerative export of our surplus. The leading

feature of the European markets is an unexampled consumption of raw produce and

manufactured goods, simultaneous with a most extraordinary speculation in railroad

shares, and a continued abundance of money, accompanied by deficient harvests in west

ern Europe and Great Britain. This is a combination of circumstances which, in an

eminent degree, promises to benefit the. United States, by finding a market for those pro

1160 crops now about pouring into the Atlantlc ports. Money continues very plenty;

and, with the progress of the exports of the new crops, exchanges are rapidly falling.

They have been declining at New Orleans and New York, as compared with last year,

and are now some Q per cent under par. This downward tendency indicates the health

of the market, and the small amount of commercial indebtedness outstanding.

The imports of the port of New York, quarterly, for a number of years, ending Sept.

30, have been as follows :—

QUARTERLY Imon'rs rN'ro ‘rm; PORT or NEW YoRx.

Years. 4th Qr. 1st (in 2d Qr. 3d qr. Tom].

1841,...... $11,402,346 $21,933,890 $18,736,421 $23,285,626 $75,359,283

1842, .... .. 1 1,312,078 20,687,030 18,724,686 9,722,287 60,446,031

1843,.... .. 6,281,552 8,705,755 16,124,910 15,455,745 46,567,972

1844, .... . . 10,022,106 19,030,605 19,659,357 26,690,218 75,402,286

1845,. . . . . . 9,716,096 17,393,828 16,533,469 23,859,702 67,503,095
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While business remains in this favorable state, the most remarkable apathy prevails in

the stock-market, generally—that is to say, there is no disposition on the part of the pub

lic to purchase stocks which yield as good, and in some cases better interest, than can be

obtained on bond and mortgage. The great importance of railroads, in all sections of the

Union, is universally acknowledged; and their effects in promoting general prosperity

and activity in trade, wherever they have been established on any extensive scale, are but

too apparent to be either denied or unnoticed Boston, of all cities in the Union, presents

the most marked instance of the benefits conferred by that means of communication.

The necessity of similar works to promote the interests of New York, has led to the

full completion of the subscription to the stock of the Erie railroad, under the new law;

which- provides briefly that, upon the subscription of $3,000,000 new stock, and the sur

render of the old, to be converted into new, in the proportion of one of new for two of

old, the company may issue bonds for $3,000,000 more, making $6,000,000, to complete

the road in six years ; which, if accomplished, will entitle the company to a release from

the $3,000,000 granted it by the state. This subscription is now made hp; and the first

instalment, of $5 per share, ($150,000,) paid in. In our number for June, 1844, we

alluded to the importance of this work, and entered into some detail of the prospective

business to be derived from it. All expectations will probably fall far short of the reality,

when the noble work is completed; as railroads, as yet, have scarcely begun to be appre

ciated ‘by the public. A subscription of $1,000,000 to the Providence and Worcester

railroad, and of $350,000 to the Oswego and Syracuse railroad, has also been completed

in New York; and all these works will be pushed rapidly to completion, as well as the ex

tension of the Harlem third to the Putnam county line, now under contract, and which

will make fifty-six miles from the city of New York towards Albany. These are the

first subscriptions to new stock that have been completed in this city for many years, and

probably form the first steps towards enterprises that may, in some degree, emulate the

extensive undertakings of Great Britain and Europe. As yet, however, the stock-market

[presents a total absence of all speculation. The quantities in the hands of the brokers

are very large, and without disposition on the part of the commercial public to invest in

them. The prices of the leading stocks compare as follows:—

PRICES or S'rocxs IN THE New Your MARKET.

  
  

1844. 1845.

. _ Rate. Red’mable. Jan. June. Sept. Dee. May. ' Oct.

United States,........ G’s 1862 113% 113 116 113i 113}," 5 1853 102i 102 104i 103; 103}New York, ....... .. . 7 1848-9 107} 106! 109} 106 104*

“ s 1862- 108 107; 110;, 101 108

“ 5§ 1861 103§ 103§ 106 104 104

“ 5 1855 101* 100i 105 103 106}

“ 5 I860 101 101 98 103 100;‘

New York city,.... 7 1857 110 110 114 115 112

“ 5 1870 99 100} 101} 102 99!; .... ..

Ohio, ......... 6 1856 96 951 99 96 97* 97

“ . . 7 .... .. 104} 102 105} 103 101i .... ..

Kentucky,... . 6 .... .. 101§ 101 102} 103i 101} 101i

Tennessee, . 6 100 102 102 100 101 .... ..

Alabama,..... 5 80 80 7% 72!,Pennsylvania, ..... . . 5 65 74} 7 li 731} 73} 76}

Illinois 5 405 49 43§ 36 39 35

Indian‘5,.............. 5 .... .. 37 443 4a 345 34;Harlem railroad,... . . . ... 431 72} 73;; 64 t 73 64

Mohawk do.,..... .. . . 51g 60 62 58;, 61L. Island (10., ..... .. . l 72 80 83 75 73} 69

Stonington, . .... .. 313 43 45} 39 37; 31

N. and Wor. do.,... . .... .. 34s 53; 72* 66;, 75 72

Erie do.,............. . .... .. 15§ 19 24 27; 31* 35
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All descriptions of stock are, it appears, heavy. The effects of past years of disaster

yet lay heavy upon the public mind, and deter capitalists from embarking in securities

which have been attended with such terrible reverses. The payment by the state of

Pennsylvania of the August interest, produced a much better feeling in the general state

of affairs here and in Europe, in relation to public credit generally; and, if it had been

unaccompanied by the untoward state of our relations with Mexico, would undoubtedly

have led to a renewal of foreign investments in our public securities. These had, how

ever, at the date of our latest advices, been entirely neglected, through the influence of

the threatening state of affairs on our Mexican frontier. This is a matter, however, tem

porary in its influence. The States of America must soon recover their credit. Illinois

is already, (unless through the misconduct of the trustees some popular ferment be excited,)

in a fair way to redeem her honor. At the coming session of the Indiana legislature,

some etficient mode of providing for her difiiculties will, it is hoped, be decided upon.

The agents of the bondholders have already made propositions. Michigan will resume

the dividends on her acknowledged debt on the 1st of January, 1846; and Maryland

will, it is to be hoped, make some effort to effect the same object in regard to her obliga

tions, more especially as the stock she holds in the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, and other

property, is rapidly appreciating in value, and improving her revenues. With the resump

tion of these states, American credit will have become so far restored as again to command

the confidence of European capitalists; more especially if some public expression of

opinion against any further creations of stock is adopted. The purchase of a portion of

the stocks in our markets, on foreign account, would have a prodigious effect upon the

market-value of all stocks.

In a former number, we gave a table of 'the sales of government lands in the new

states, down to 1844, showing the proportion in which settlement is going on in each

state. We now annex a table of the sales of land in the cotton states, as follows, down

to the close of the first six months of 1845 :—

Acass or UNITED STATES LAND SOLD IN THE SouTswesTrmN STATES, AND COTTON CROP

or THE saw: STATES.

Tot. crop

Years. Ala. Miss. La. Ark. Fla. Total. Ann. crop. U- States.

. . 451 319 1,221,494 89,441 41,859 11,970 1,816,083 559,210 1,070,428

1,072,457 1,064,054 82,570 149.756 16,309 2,388,146 641,435 1,205,394

1.587.007 2,931,181 325,955 630,027 48,304 5,522,474 760,923 1,254.328

1,901,409 2,023,709 829.456’ 963.535 87,071 5,805,180 788,013 1,360,725

381,773 256,354 230,932 281,916 108,839 1,259,814 916,960 1,422,930

159.969 271,074 164,178 156,971 68,814 821,600 747,227 1,801,497

121.935 17,787 500,307 154.858 56,499 851.586 911,913 1,366,932

56,784 19,174 189,228 110,610 25,602 401,394 1,538.904 2,177,840

50.705 21.635 95,111 54,860 6,388 228,699 1,231,334 1.634.945

118,827 43,966 45,360 24,391 5 533 238,077 1,160,389 1,683.560

178,228 34,500 102,986 47.622 8,318 371,656 1,703,048 2,378,875

84,764 34.436 99.319 55,122 14,714 355 1,445,727 2.030.410

  

1844,.III ,

1845,6m. asses 12,693 47,900 9,699 7,990 110,102 1,636,015 2,294,503

The large sales of lands, from 1834 to 1837, were under the whip and spur of bank

speculations. The large sums of money borrowed on the credit of those states, in Lon

don, were mostly applied' to the organization of banks whose capitals were composed of

mortgages on cotton lands and negroes; among the owners ofwhich, the sums borrowed

were loaned, at an interest of, in some cases, as high as 10 per cent. In addition to the

large sums borrowed on state faith for these purposes, near $30,000,000 of eastern and

New York capital was invested in similar concerns, particularly in Mississippi. All those

institutions have failed, because they were more of the nature of loan-offices issuing

money, than commercial banks. The facility with which they loaned money, caused the

extended settlement of lands for cotton cultivation. The lands of the new states are far

superior to those of the old Atlantic ; and, in those years of speculation, the old planters
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of the Atlantic region would parcel a dozen or two negroes as a capital to their sons, to

go and commence business in the new states. These would enter lands, and immediately

become stockholders in the property banks—that is to say, they mortgaged their negroes

and lands to the banks, for money to carry on their planting; the bank receiving the cot

ton, and controlling the bills. Under these circumstances, a revulsion was inevitable ;

and the moment that cotton ceased to yield abroad the exorbitant prices advanced on it

by the banks at home, (in many cases as high as fifteen cents,) they ceased to be able to

make new advances to the planters, and the distress became intolerable and universal.

Under this pressure it was, that the clamor for new banks, particularly in Mississippi, led

to that issue of state stocks, which so soon led to the deplorable result of repudiation. It

will be observed that nearly the whole increase in the production of the cotton has taken

place in those states where immense sums of borrowed and subscribed capital poured

over a virgin soil of most prolific character, putting in motion the industry of thousands

of blacks, drawn from the more sterile soil of the old states. The capital so employed

may be summed up nearly as follows :—

Csrrrar. urunn 'ro BANKING in Tris Soornwrs'r.

  

  

 

State loans. Private cap., 1835—6- Total.

Mississippi, 1838,.... .. ..... .. $7,500,000 $25,000,000 $32,500,000

Louisiana, 1835-6,.. 9,321,000 22,000,000 31,321,000

Arkansas, 1840,... 3,500,000 3,500,000

Florida, 1833-39,... 3,900,000 3,900,000

Alabama, 1835—37,.... . . . . .. .' 8,100,000 1,000,000 9,100,000

Total, ................ .. $32,321,000 $48,000,000 ' $80,321,000

In order the better to particulnrise the capital so appointed, we will enumerate the

banks, with the date of‘. their establishment :—

Mrsslsstrrr Bums.

  

   

Date of charter. Am’t capital.

Planters’ Bank, Natchez,................... February, 1836. $4,000,000

Agricultural d0.,........ . “. 1837. 2,000,000

Commercial . . “ 1836. 2,000,000

Commercial'Bank, Rodney,.... . _“ 1836. 800,000

Grand Gulf Railroad Bank, ..... .. . December, 1833. 2,000,000

Commercial Bank, Manchester, .......... .. February, 1836. 2,000,000

Commercial Railroad Bank, Vicksburgh,. December, 1833. 4,000,000

Mississippi Union Bank,.......... 1837. 5,000,000

“ Railroad Co.,................ .... February, 1836. 2,664,226

Total,............................... $24,464,226

There were some eight or ten other banks, with smaller capitals, all of which was lost.

The Louisiana bank capital was as follows :—

Bsn'xs or LOUISIANA.

CAPXTAL.

Held in or Held in or

procured proc'd'from Held in

Names of Banks. Paid up. fin. Enr'pe. 0th. states. N. Orleans.

Atchafalaya R. R. and Banking (30., $767,885 $767,885

Canaland Banking 3,999,150 silii'élilid $156300 381,350
  

Currollton Bank, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,948,850 514,000 176,550 1,258,300

Citizens’ Bank,... . 6,866,666 6,866,666 ...................... ..

City Bank,......._..... .... 2,000,000 153,100 918,600 928,300

Commercial Bank, .......... .. . 3,000,000 297,800 742,900 1,959,300

Consolidated Association, . . . . . . . _ 2,532,000 2,532,000 ......... ... .........Exchange and Banking Co.,.. . 793,070 .......... .. 233,560 559,510

Gas Light and Banking Co.,.... 1,854,455 43,200 999,210 872.045

Improvement and Banking Co.,. 1,397,732 ........ 1,397,732

Bank of Louisiana,........... 3,997,480 i,505;é00 56,900 2,375,580
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Bums or [flUISlANA-—CODtln118d.

Curran.

Held in or Held in or

procured proe'd from Held in

Names of Banks. Paid up. from Europe. 0th. states. N.0rleans.

Louisiana State Bank,................ .. $1,929,520 $1,002,180 $325,040 $602,300

. . 1,998,390 193,000 883,950 921 ,440

Merchants’ Bank,... . . . . . . 1,000,000 . . . . . 965,000 35,000

Orleans Bank,... . . .. 424,700 107,500 102,900 214,000

Union Bank of Louisiiiiélllfluujl 7,000,000 7,000,000 ................ ..

Total,... ....................... .. $41,510,498 $22,291,346 $6,945,710 $12,272,742

Here was near $30,000,000 procured from New York and London, and put into the

cotton banks, which have nearly all failed. Thus, within a period of three yeam,

$55,000,000 of actual money was applied to the cultivation of vast tracts of lands, and

doubling the crops between the years 1836 and 1840; since when, the purchase of land

in that region has been very small; and, as a consequence, the crop has scarcely increased

in those sections. The present year, the crop has, with most favorable weather, been

greater than ever; yet, in those states, with the natural increase of slaves, it has only

been 100,000 bales greater than in 1840, and it is actually less than in 1843. This is a

very pregnant fact, and one which should have its full weight with the trade. It shows

that the great movements of 1835-36 have just now produced their maximum results,

and that the vastly accelerated production of 1836-40 has just now been overtaken by

consumption, which is henceforth likely to keep full pace with production. The planting

sections have, therefore, in all probability, a cycle of prosperous years before them. In

the new states of ~the west, however, this does not appear to be the case, in so great a

degree. The land sales of the government are there very rapidly swelling in quantifies—

that is to say, the sales for 1844 and 1845 will be nearly double those of 1841 and 1842.

It would appear from the census returns of New York, for 1845, that, as a general thing,

the poorer class of farmers are leaving the state of New York, and migrating to the rich

lands of the west; where less money and less labor will produce far greater results than

in the state of New York. - .

The sales of land in the western states have been as follows, for a period of years simi

lar to that heretofore mentioned of the cotton states :—

 

 
Mechanios’ and Traders’ Bnnk,..

ACRES or LAND sou) IN THE Wl-s'rERN STATES.

  

Iowa anYear. Ohio. Illinois. Indiana. Mlchlgan. Wisconsilii. Total.

1833, .... .. 551,153 360,240 554,681 447,780 1,913,854

1834, .... .. 478,847 354,013 673,656 512,760 2,019,276

1835,...... 661,435 2,096,629 1,586,904 1,817,247 217,543 6,379,758

1836, .... .. 1,282,991 3,199,708 3,245,344 4,189,823 646,133 12,563,999

1837, .... .. 470,042 1,012,849 1,249,817 773,522 178,783 3,685,313

1838, \ 243,095 778,560 602,424 97,533 361,861 2,083,473

1839, .... .. 242,444 1,132,876 618,748 134,984 948,875 3,077,927

1840, .... .. 33,050 389,275 118,868 26,106 695,681 1,262,989

1841,.... .. 43,613 335,553 93,882 18,167 175,414 666,629

1842,...... 35,715 437,404 55,795 25,000 178,893 733,007

1843, .... .. 13,388 407,767 50,545 12,594 311,122 795,416

.1844, .... .. 33,054 489,410 107,278 22,328 371,43 1 1,023,501

1845, 6 m. 27,895 199,583 44,251 8,297 250,428 530,454

Illinois, Iowa, and Wisconsin, are by far the greatest favorites with the immigrants,

as appears from the returns. In the latter, particularly, the settlement has been rapid.

In addition to these sales, it should be borne in'mind that, of the large quantities taken

in the years 1835 and 1836, by speculators, considerable sales are now yearly made to

settlers; and also that considerable quantities of state lands are being disposed of, for

actual settlement. From all these sources, it is probable that the breadth of land brought
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annually under actual cultivation is now far greater than ever before ; and, consequently,

that the surplus pressing upon the Atlantic markets is constantly increasing, and produ

cing a fall in prices, which are now lower than perhaps ever known. This western emi

gration has been fed from the wheat counties of New York to an extent which reduced

their actual population in 1845 below that of 1840. This year, however, there is a pros

pect of a greatly enhanced demand on foreign account, which may result in so improving

prices as to afford remuneration to all branches of agricultural pursuits; and, by so doing,

impart a direct stimulus to all industrial employments. A combination of circumstances

seems to enhance the chances of a large foreign demand for produce. The policy of the

English government has, for the last four years, been to encourage the consumption of ne

cessary produce, and of manufactured articles; and this has been attempted to be carried

out by reducing the cost of goods through the removal of taxes, internal and external, and

so regulating the currency, as furnished by the banks, that no artificial rise in prices shall

intervene, to check the progress of that consumption. The means which the great masses

of the people possess, to purchase comforts and necessaries, consists in the money-wages

-of their labor. As the government cannot increase the amount of money they receive,

the only means, as far as legislation can effect it, is to reduce the general level of prices;

and, by so doing, place a larger portion of consumable articles within the reach of a given

sum of money. This has happily been efi'ccted with respect to many leading articles, and

their consumption has greatly extended. On the continent of Europe, the progressive

efi'ect of railroads is, by rendering available resources of industry hitherto untouched, to

increase the general ability of the people to consume imported goods, as well as those of

domestic manufacture. The imports and stocks of three leading articles of produce in

Great Britain, and West of Europe ports, from Jun. 1st to Sept. lst, are as follows :—

Iuroa'r or Con-‘an, Susan, mo Co'r'ron, IN GREAT BRITAIN AND EUROYE.

Imports.

Con-‘as. Canon. - Soon.

1844. 1846. 1844. 1845. 1844. 1845.

Pounds. Pounds. Bales. Bales. Pounds- Pounds.

G. Britain,... 31,700,000 35,300,000 1,366,000 1,540,000 349,400,000 420,200,000

Other ports of

Europe,.... 244,700,000 257,700,000 414,010 550,633 366,700,000 456,800,000

Totals,. 276,400,000 293,000,000 1,780,010 2,090,633 716,100,000 877,000,000

Stocks.

G. Britain,... 53,800,000 47,500,000 1,098,500 1,169,000 160,200,000 153,700,000

Other ports of

Europe,.... 97,000,000 134,600,000 269,237 191,176 81,800,000 65,200,000

Totals,. 150,800,000 182,100,000 14,367,737 1,360,176 242,000,000 218,900,000

Here is a great increase of import, and a decrease of stock; showing a great improve

ment in the quantities delivered for consumption. It may, however, prove to be true, in

England, that the quantities of sugar taken for consumption, under the impulse of the

first removal of the duties, exceed the actual sale to consumers—that is to say, the stocks

in the retail stores may have considerably increased, and therefore their purchases may be

less for the balance of the year. It appears evident, however, that, in England, the in

crease of sugar entered for consumption is equal to 35,000 tons for eight months; and

the Minister, in proposing the reduction of the duty, in February last, estimated the in

crease, for the whole year, at 43,000 tons. The effect, thus far, has therefore more than

justified his expectations. All branches of trade show the same general feature of en

hanced consumption; and, at such a moment, when the people are fully employed, and

the exports of the kingdom large, an extensive failure in the potatoe‘ crop, and all the
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coarser grains, simultaneous with great deficiencies in Europe, throw the demand for the

whole upon the United States. The quantities of certain articles of raw produce entered

for consumption in Great Britain, for the seven months ending Aug. 5, are as follows :—

Pxonvcs ENTERED Gnss'r Biursm son CONSUMPTION

1841. 1842. 1848. 1844. 1845.

 
 

Butter, .............. ..cwts. 151,137 118,064 89,269 103,690 142,464

Cheese,.. 131,798 109,197 82,291 109,598 139,749

Wool, .... .. ..lbs. 29,172,761 21,862,269 23,542,839 35,563,354 36,178,009

Raw silk,.. 1,667,430 2,264,415 1,405,184 1,805,588 2,203,934 _

Tea,........ 21,390,650 21,982,976 23,502,574 23,816,032 25,790,459

Cofl'ee,... . 16,517,502 16,592,195 17,615,190 18,077,977 20,219,398

sign”... .....cwts. 2,409,448 2,373,613 2,848,118 2,763,607 3,596,980

C0tton,... . . . . . .bales ...................... . . 969,868 955,678 1,140,548

All these articles embrace the most necessary comforts of the people at large; and the

raw material for the leading manufactures shows an enormous increase. The removal of

the duty on cotton, and its modification on sugar, have greatly assisted the consumption

of that article ; but the chances are, more especially in relation to sugar, that more has

been purchased by the trade than has been actually consumed,.and the quantities taken

for consumption will not hold out. The value of British exports, for the same months,

has been as follows :—

Exroiurs or Bnrrisn Masons-roam.

  

1843. 1844. 1845.

January to April,.............. £9,699,535 $11,104,687‘ £11,408,034

3,954,343 3,882,568 4,627,332

May,..... 3,375,312 4,503,464 4,447,213

June,..... .. . , 4,170,161 5,005,253 4,916,171

4,225,276 5,131,341 4,800,121

Total, seven months, 125,422,607 {29,627,313 130,198,871‘

The aggregate is larger than last year, but the last three months show a falling oil‘;

which, in connection with the continued large purchases of raw material, would show an

immense increase of internal consumption—a state of things doubtless resulting,.to some

extent, from the facilities of communication afforded by railroads, aided by reduced du

ties. This internal prosperity resets upon the railroads, and gives them additional value

as an investment.

It is evidently the case, however, that the bullion in the bank, which, for so long a pe

riod, accumulated in the vaults, has taken a decided turn, and is now declining. The

returns have been as follows :—

BANK or ENGLAND

 

July 12. August 21. August 30. , Sept; 6. Sept. Q).

Ciroulation,..... . £22,694,570 122,572,921 $22,109,221 £21,71-9,484 $21,490,659

Public deposits,..... . . 3,456,089. 5,393,925 5,830,300 6,474,705 8,222,109

Private “ . . . 11,356,519 8,408,887 8,571,247 8,507,213 8,110,787

Total liabilities,. 137,507,178 136,375,733 £36,510,’768 $36,701,402 $737,823,555

Securities, ...... £25,082,565 $24,122,421 $24,507,381 $26,435,724 126,645,691

Bullion,... . . . 16,196,286 15,602,605 15,592,292 14,726,858 15,347,549

 

Total,... . £41,278,851' $39,725,026 $740,099,673 £41,162,582 £41,993,240

The decline in the bullion is near £1,000,000, at a period of the year when no extra

ordinary imports of corn had taken place. The probability now is, that a large amount.

of coin will leave England; and, to a considerable extent, ,to this country.
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CUMMERUIAL STATISTICS.

THE SHIPPING OF THE PORT OF NEW YORK.

Tar. following table, carefully prepared from the books of the custom-house for the port

of New York, expressly for the Merchants’ Magazine,will show the number of registered

and enrolled and licensed vessels, of all denominations, owned in the city of New York;

also, the amount of their tonnage. The district of the city of New York, it is well

known, includes all the cities and towns on the Hudson river, between New York and

Troy; also, all that part of New Jersey lying east and north of Elizabethtown and Sta

ten Island The following table is expressly intended to include only the vessels, the

owners of which, or at least the principal or managing owners, reside in this city. Some

idea of the magnitude of the commercial interests of New York can be formed from an

inspection of this table. It includes about one thousand vessels, and a tonnage of

290,000 tons. The whole tonnage for the district of New York, for 1844, according

to treasury report, was 203,888.28 tons registered, and 271,273.75 tons enrolled and 1i

censed; making an aggregate of 525,162.03 tons. But this amount includes the tonnage

of many vessels which are registered or licensed in this city, though the owners reside in

other parts of the district, and in some cases out of the district. The table was prepared

with great labor and care, and is believed to be accurate.

SHIPS.

Angelique, 420.22 Courier, 379.93 Francis Depau, 595.82

Adirondack.r 698.92 Colossus, 399.21 Fidelia, 895.10

Atalanta, 391.65 Cahawba, 351.13 Ferax, 372.56

Albany, 468.73 Coriolanus, 299.00 Flavius, 296.19

Arkansas, 627.25 Caledonia, 647.61 Fairfield, 685.11

Alabama, 474.05 Columbus, 663.37 Florence, 297.73

Alabamian, 384.22 Charlemagne, 442.32 Factor, 333.08

Auburn, 449.40 Cambridge, . 798.64 Franklin, 395.40

Alexander, 398.44 Cristoval Colon, 340.61 Floridian, 400.43

Ann M’Kim,. 493.83 Chester, 326.33 Francois 1., 496.53

Ashburton, 1,015.08 Catherine, 447.50 Gladiator, 649.78

Atlantic, 699.18 Charles Carroll, 411.91 Gaston, 456.34

Auburn, 451.11 Clifton, 599.25 Great Britain, 724.93

Ambassador, 452.44 Canada, 545.86 Gen. Parkhill, 554.22

Alfred, 453.07 Gassander, 299.74 Geneva,. 457.83

Azelin, 383.23 Cornelia, 1,064.89 Garone, 511.25

Anson, 324.48 Carroll of Carrollton, 695.92 Geo. Washington, 609.40

Agnes, 429.91 Duncan, 278.38 Garrick,. 895.56

Avalanche, 396.01 Diadem, 657.42 George, 360.51

. Adelaide, 373.30 Devonshire, 745. 8 Gondola,. 409.49

Burgundy, 762.37 Duchess d’Orl'eans, 798. 8 Georgiana, 553.88

B. Aymar, 455.34 Eutaw, 571.54 Glide, 282.12

Birmingham, 571.31 Europe, 618.47 Ganonne,_ 511.25

Brutus, 470.14 Edwina, 538.34 Galveston, (st. ship,) 548.50

Brunswick, 603.87 Empire, 1,049.01 Hendrick Hudson,. 823.51

Baltimore, 658.08 Emily, 298.41 Hobart, 306.20

Brooklyn, 445.36 Elisha Deni'son, 359.21 Hazard, 232.73

Cohota, 690.52 Empire, 436.54 H. Allen,. 373.42

Cincinnati, 457.02 Elsinore, 597.21 Hottinguer, 993.39

Ceylon, - 421.86 Elbe, 341.56 Harbinger, 262.11

Caravan, 329.93 Emerald, 518.05 Hudson, 623.37

Courier, 293.05 Echo, 668.46 Huntsville, 522.77

Charles, 387.05 Emblem, 610.29 Hellespont, 344.79

Calhoun, 285.06 Elizabeth Benison, 646.58 Harvest, 294.57

Camilla, 233.71 Florida, . 522.83 Hindoo, 581.48

Celia, 338.75 Finland, 549.45 Houqua, 582.84
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Havre,

Henry Clay,

Herald,

Henry Kneeland,

Hercules,

Helena,

Hewes,

Huntress,

Hannibal,

Hilah,

Harkaway,

Hamilton,

Henry,

Indiana,

Italy,

John Minturn,

Iowa,

John Baring,

Java,

John R. Skiddy,

John Wells,

Jefl'erson,

Josephine,

Illinois,

John Cummings,

John G. Coster,

Jane Ross,

Junior,

Jessore,

Kalamazoo,

Konohassett,

Kensington,

Levant,

Liberty,

Liverpool,

Liverpool,

Louisville,

Louisa,

Louisiana,

La Grange,

Lausanne,

Laconie,

Lorena,

Lancashire,

Lotus,

Louisiana,

Louis Philippe,

Lyons,

Martha,

Mary Frances,

Medemseh,

Merchant,

Mariposa,

Madonna,

Mississippi,

Monticello,

Mary Phillips,

May-Flower,

Mediator,

Mount Vernon,

Montauk,

Montreal,

Memphis,

870.92

1,207.37

248.59

303.80

371.01

597.81

298.30

546.74

440.81

395.09

545.05

454.63

395.68

607.18

298.85

398.75

874.76

529.54

538.45

980.00

366.17

434.13

397.14

413.00

721.44

714.10

407.42

377.53

436.87

798.38

426.60

494.45

382.35

689.60

428.38

1,077.02

516.61

496.17

296.69

249.47

398.86

481.76

527.28

661.22

293.00

344.72

794.32

437.28

359.77

311.19

576.18

389.58

317.17

262.03

647.61

6392.12

386.08

507.38

660.59

446.11

505.19

542.72

798.68

SHIPS—0011111111811.

Minerva, 308.30

Martha Washington, 472.60

Marianna, 379.39

Monument, 499.21

M’Lellen, 376.40

Montezuma, 924.38

Moslem, 449.88

Metoka, 775.33

Morrison, 565.82

Mexican, 225.64

Maria, 418.70

Mary Ann, 332.62

Mary Kingsland, 796.61

Norma, 292.72

Nile, 403.37

New York, 862.70

Neva, 361.77

N. P. Tallmadge, 370.23

Northumberland, 892.06

New York, 516.30

Natchez, 523.72

Nicholas Biddle, 783.61

Normandie, 500.58

Nashville, 513.81

New England, 375.15

Niagara, 458.69

Nebraska, 516.30

Narragansett, 640.06

New York, (st. ship,) 365.54

Oxford, 752.47

Oswego, 647.08

Ocmulgee, 458.07

Oconee, 460.68

Oglethorpe, 360.83

Oscar, 369.05

Ohio,‘ 738.03

Oneida, 791.53

Orpheus, 573.53

Orleans, 599.00

Portsmouth, 520.31

Powhattan, 520.64

Peter Hattrick, 555.89

Philadelphia, 542.72

Panama, 508.87

Philip 1., 293.81

Prince Albert, 884.86

Panthea, 641.54

Palestine, 469.78

Prince de Joinville, 527.29

Pacific, 531.02

Panama, 612.21

Probus, 647.26

Paragon, 359.45

Poland, 546.62

Panther, 407.27

Providence, 346.00

Quebec, 653.00

Queen Victoria, 711.81

Rappahannock, 1,133.36

Russell Glover, 795.30

Rob Roy, 525.75

Republic, 644.29

Roscius, 1,030.85

Rose Standish,

Rose,

Rainbow,

Robert Isaac,

Rochester,

Rhone,

Roscoe,

Rienzi,

Russell Baldwin,

Russell, -

Rome,

Russia,

Superior,

Sabina,

South Carolina,

Saracen,

Silvanus Jenkins,

St. George,

Switzerland,

Sea,

St. Nicolas,

Shefiield,

Sarah,

St. Lawrence,

Splendid,

Silas Holmes,

Sarah Sheafe,

St. Patrick,

Stephen Whitney,

Sarah and Arselia,

Sultana,

Scotland,

Silvie de Grasse,

Superior,

St. Mary,

Saratoga,

Saramang,

Spring,

St. Thomas,

Solon,

Southerner,

Sheridan,

Sully,

Siddons,

South America,

Samuel Hicks,

Shakspeare,

Sutton,

Tremont,

Talbot,

Toronto,

Trescott,

Tahmaroo,

Tarolinta,

Troy,

Thames,

Tuskina,

Tiger,

Tallahassee,

Tuscarora,

Union,

Utica,

Uncas,

427.07

505.65

747.89

434.51

714.69

47 1 .17

622.28

327.29

464.70

386.43

344.50

432.38

575.00

417.1 7

580.59

39732

547.24

845.02

567.55

807.11

797.44

578.59

495.28

356.58

473.27

644.78

401.73

896.20

868.77

482.43

662.42

626.85

641.23

347.53

444.1 6

542.32

377.59

283.46

227.12

540.23

670.77

895.56

446.94

895.56

605.59

780.27

747.49

346.76

368.14

623.91

631.42

341.43

372.37

549.32

523.55

413.94

420.84

398.57

489.52

379.17

544.70

525.49

422.76
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Virginian,

Victoria ,

Vesper,

Ville de Lyon,

Victoria,

Virginia,

Vicksburg,

Alice,

Alliott,

Alert,

Amelia Mulholland,

Anahuac,

Ann Welsh,

Ann Louisa,

Autumn,

Arch. Gracie,

Adario,

Brazilleiro,

Clarissa Perkins,

Chatham,

Curtis,

Caspian,

Childe Harold,

Condor,

California,

Citizen,

Condor,

Clement,

Chancellor,

Chief,

Douglass,

Due d’Orleans,

Desdemona,

E. H. Chapin,

Express,

Eunomus,

Empress,

Ellen,

Eugenia,

Flora,

Abeona,

Amanda,

Eolus,

America,

Antares,

Atalanta,

Angola,

Alfred Hammond,

Aranda,

Acton,

Androdus,

Arethusa,

Ajax,

Ann,

Audubon,

Annawan,

Arcturus,

Bridgton,

Bunker-Hill,

Sims—Continued.

616.44 Waverley, 529.04

601.74 Westminster, 631.42

312.21 Waterloo, 892.96

791.19 Warsaw, 387.79

868.74 William Tell, 367.21

649.69 Warsaw, 331.77

479.86 Wellington, 726.58

Bums.

281.01 Gentleman, 227.36

329.64 Grafton, 330.78

265.78 Georgia, 456.83

220.07 Genesee - 337.26

308.08 Hecla, 7 154.11

381.61 Hiram W. Tyler, 300.42

298.33 Herschel, 244.15

181.66 Hercules, 382.43

209.07 Harmony, 308.64

268.45 Isabella, 268.14

231.25 Josephine, 198.07

240.52 J. A. Jesurun, 203.27

259.94 Iwanowna, 254.07

249.67 John W. Caton, 217.31

321.13 Jane E. Williams, 396.90

291.10 J. W. Huntington, 196.93

236.63 John R. Gardner, 190.26

187.41 Isabella, 199.16

464.08 Jones, 271.86

239.02 Isaac Mead, 384.54

279.24 Kathleen, 306.12

277.10 Leonessa, 202.31

195.16 Lewis, 217.24

248.12 Laurens, 420.22

310.50 Lucy Penniman, 270.13

294.74 Leonidas, 183.67

424.43 La Grange, 259.47

208.69 \ Monmouth, 279.57

240.03 Miceno, 231.41

265.08 Mallory, 299.70

227.05 Mary Chilton, 295.69

356.02 Mudara, 243.76

293.44 May-Flower, 514.70

Bares.

119.76 Bogota, 154.53

177.58 Brilliant, 264.53

148.57‘ Black Hawk, 14824

129.24 Chieftain, 195.93

199.45 Camilla, 233.71

187.84 Columbus, 224.55

220.93 Charles Carroll, 139.80

183.62 Carroll, 226.65

131.16 Calvin, 215.56

183.84 Crusader, 175.02

143.78 Criterion, 183.00

222.82 Crusoe, 130.20

147.77 Carib, 148.68

147.14 Castro, 161.55

129.74 Caroline E. Platt, 231.55

125.31 Chaires, 209.03

590.54 Cashier, 143.49

126.51 Charles Hammond, 160.90

144.00 Columbia, 63.61

Warsaw,

Xylon,

Y,azoo,

Yorkshire,

Zurich,

Zenobia,

Missouri,

Martin W. Brett,

Mazeppa,

Manhattan,

Mersey,

Mason Barney,

Oberlin,

Philena,

Prudent,

Rosina,

Ronaldson,

Rockingham,

Rosalba,

Rothschild,

Strafi'ord,

Saluda,

Stephen Brewer,

Sarah and Esther,

Smyrna,

Superior,

Sagamore,

Sardius,

Tecumseh,

Toulon,

Trenton,

Texidor,

Valparaiso,

Vermont,

Vernon,

Whitmore,

Wyandotte,

Z. Ring,

Croton,

Cordelia,

Celia,

Cohansey,

Camilla,

Charles,

Canonicus,

Courier,

Catharine,

Cayuga.

Coral,

Clio,

Cumberland,

Carrier,

Creole,

Cayuga.

Detroit,

Damascus,

Darien,

341.80

498.56

677.91

996.81

817.20

630.10

319.19

228.28

234.09

378.93

372.31

240.32

330.93

272.05

298.42

296.90

319.68

' 311.09

201.39

261.12

314.45

289.33

234.20

159.25

299.49

575.56

285.32

267.61

391.05

272.35

274.40

215.55

402.00

292.60

266.72

281.21

287.20

323.75

310.86

199.73

338.75

193.68

193.02

120.47

214.91

148.17

199.35

246.31

134.71

179.36

182.79

198.84

146.43

237.72

210.74

249.] 9

22925
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Draoo,

Dromo,

David B. Crane,

Dolphin,

David Dufl‘ell,

Etrurian,

Exit,

Erato,

Eagle,

Efi'ort,

Energy,

Emma,

Eliza,

Edward,

Escalus,

Erie,

Edwin,

Escambia,

Emily,

Excel,

Franklin,‘

Forest,

Frances,

Frances Lord,

Francis Ashby,

Francia,

Fras. Amy,

Florence,

Fanny Coit,

Florida Blanco,

Gen. Marion,

Grand Turk,

Galveston,

Ganges,

Ganneclift,

Gulielina,

George Henry,

257.36

153.22

182.94

97.68

188.76

246.65

112.26

196.57

328.75

200.83

134.78

172.48

207.10.

355.50

195.23

278.14

197.68

217.57

322.41

375.01

198.32

153.17

192.62

198.10

125.10

240.00

161.30

197.49

208.61

158.28

196.62

297.57

178.04

171.83

200.10

222.00

110.00

George Washington, 166.19

Georgiana,

George,

Gen. Stark,

Hudson,

Henry Lee,

Henrietta,

Hope,

Hyder Ali,

Henry,

Henry Bucks,

Imogene,

Isabel,

James Wilson,

Juno,

John Bartlett,

John L. Richardson,

Joseph,

J. H. Cheney,

Aug. S. Johnson,

Adrian,

Agnes,

A. C. Zabriskie,

Atlantic,

190.00

208.37

126.20

154.08

138.73

137.26

187.17

191.53

151.21

184.14

183.56

233.74

170.00

196.31

104.66

194.46

185.16

209.48

163.67

149.91

62.30

49.45

128.86

Bares—Continued.

J. Peterson, 180.30

Joseph Gorliam, 146.49

John Hill, 152.23

J. J. de Cartagenas, 150.71

Kenhawa, 174.00

Kentucky, 223.32

Long Island, 174.20

L. O. Donnell, 122.93

Lawrence H. Adams, 145.27

Leonora, 194.67

Lowell, 219.32

Lawrence Copeland, 218.67

La Grange, Q 192.06

Lowden, 149.45

Linden, 391.71

Mars, 269.48

Macon, 223.21

Martha, 241.67

Monaco, 198.86

Marcellus, 141.65

Matilda, 138.23

Metamora, 195.91

Marian Gage, 97.44

Merida, 188.45

Magoun, 168.42

Mary Averill, 146.45

Magnolia, 135.34

Motto, 217.40

Margaret Ann, 180.73

Mohican, 129.34

Mary, > 193.25

Mobile, 328.26

Montevideo, 243.16

Manhattan, 246.19

Morea, 261.45

Mobile, 328.26

Mary, 271.28

Morea, 261.45

Moses, 220.05

Moon, 278.60

Northumberland, 167.01

Newcastle, 226.84

Nancy Jane, 133.71

Nahmakanta, 184.51

New Jersey, 276.72

Olivia, 101.27

Odessa, 181.51

Orontes, 157.85

Orizabo, 129.74

Otranto, 149.58

Patsey B. Blount, 120.75

Philip Hone, 291.17

Pocahontas, 1 12.72

Peter Demill, 294.13

Pioneer, 128.21

Paul Jones, 238.33

Scnoomms.

Ahisha Jenkins, 197.79

Agawam, 74.81

Amos Patton, 167.29

A. L. Ackerman, 88.41

Active, 87.00

Pavilion, 150.00

Powhattan, 237.43

Peconic, 238.83

Philura, 197.69

R. W. Brown, 191.80

Reaper, 93.15

Republic, 190.67

Rocket, 140.32

R. de Zaldo, 136 35

Roarer, 1 1833

Robert Bruce, 114-72

Rodney, 18543

Robert, 145-7 1

Sally Ann, 153.57

Sea-Bird, 161.17

Science, 147.33

Sea-Flower, 129.30

SPY. 1 37.17

Sarah Maria, 146.45

Sophia, 175.59

Silsbee, 105.55

Sun, 263.40

Susan, 250.55

Saratoga, 231.65

Sarah Brown, 348.07

Sterling, 155.24

Splendid, 199.90

Susan Mary, 136.62

Sparkler, 196.00

Sampson, 158.75

Star, 99.27

Savannah, 396.54

Tam O’Shanter, 128.67

Thomas H. Benton, 203.01

Tarquina, 210.30

Tremont, 136.00

Tremont, 171.75

Trio, 179.30

Timoleon, 222.53

Topaz, 193.00

Tybee, 329.00

Ursula, 120.40

Virginia, 349.75

Virginia, 258.02

Wampanoag, 180.73

Wm. L. Jones, 220.35

Washington, 107.2]

Wickford, 115.27

Washington’s Barge, 146.41

William Neilson, 175.53

Wakulla, 267.39

Warsaw, 194.44

Wahmakanta, 184.51

Wm. H. Tallman, 157.80

William, 128.10

Wilson Fuller, 269.87

Ann Maria, 133.00

ZEotus, 148.87

Alabama, 124.79

Active, 122.85

Amelia, 69.87
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Advocate,

Alfred F. Thorne,

Ann Eliza,

Ann D.,

Aug. S. Johnson,

Angeline,

Aaron Marshall,

Alexandria,

Ann Rebecca,

A. Cadmus.

Bella del Mar,

Baltimore,

Brilliant,

Boston,

Barbara,

Baker,

Christina,

Clara,

Charlotte,

Ceylon,

Curlew,

Control,

Chas. L. Vose,

Commerce,

Corine,

Chief,

Calloa,

Cornet,

Columbia,

Chris. Columbus,

Cath. Wilcox,

Commerce,

Cornelia,

Carroll,

Chas. P. Brown,

Cabot,

C. L. Gager,

Chesapeake,

Columbia,

Col. Hanson,

Cabot,

Daniel Webster,

Delaware,

Don Juan,

David Rogers,

Direct,

Delaware,

Deborah A. Somers,

Daniel Barclay,

Excellent,

Emily Johnson,

Eliza Jane,

Eleanor,

Ellen,

Eliz. Harkness,

Equity.

Emily.

Eagle,

Empire,

Ellen Perkins,

Expeditions,

Eliza Meserole,

Experiment,

145.35

197.59

125.60

187.15

163.67

110.13

145.40

165.26

62.47

99.23

125.75

98.58

73.03

138.00

126.45

65.88

278.85

74.20

94.47

78.30

110.38

127.67

158.88

95.31

85.79

149.15

98.13

98.74

74.48

73.05

91.02

11886

6709

131171

95.93

190100

177.39

17257

86.11

Seamless—Continued.

Elizabeth, 151.49

Elias H. Herrick, 91.65

Edgar Laing, 145.44

Elizabeth, 155.59

Ellen, 97.70

Exit, 112.26

Edwin A. Stevens, 144.36

Elmira Rogers, 121.61

Florida, 50.55

Foam, 99.55

Franklin Green, 115.31

Fair, 139.36

Fidelia, 157.48

Gelena, 98.47

Gilbert Hatfield, 160.00

Globe, 214.85

Glide, 119.65

George Henry, 110.00

Gen. Marion, 196.62

Gen. Lafayette, 99.29

Hume, 98.94

H. Walker, 69.70

Harp, 131.48

Hero, 97.84

Harmonious Walker, 69.70

H. Lawrence, 144.09

Hayti, 11 1.11

Henry Clay, 108.32

Helen, 115.15

Hugh Boyle, 98.46

Halcyon, 130.73

Hudson, 116 50

Herald, 94.67

Huldah Ann West, 97.00

Henry Chase, 129.67

Harriet A. Taylor, 112.50

Hamilton, 198.02

Isabella, 74.20

Isaac Townsend, 123.05

Intrepid, 91.13

Jane, 74.20

James M. Waterbury, 76.32

Julia 'I‘elfair, 96.76

Joseph N. Lord, 81.10

John S. Dutton, 67.01

Julia Ann, 99.13

Joseph Leggett, 98.30

James Avery, 63.60

John Polk, 104.20

John Thompson, 87.91

James T. Bertine, 150.00

John W. Smith, 130.58

Jona. Wainwright, 147.68

John Wesley, 98.46

Josephine, 212.51

Leontine, 165.72

Lyra, 144.88

Larch, 124.23

La Fayette, 83.59

Levant, 97.89

Lenity, 154.56

Margaret, 206.59

Margaret Ann, 124.70

Michigan,

Maria,

Mirror,

Montano,

Marietta,

Montano,

Mary,

Millicent,

Merchant,

Mary Washington,

Mary Frances,

Maria M. Klots,

Montgomery,

Matilda,

Mary Ellen,

Mohican,

Marmion,

Mary.

Maria,

Mary Jane,

Maria,

Myers,

Nile,

New York,

Ninetta,

Nicholas Biddle,

Nettle,

Ocean,

Oral,

Olynthus,

Olive,

Oneida,

Patrick Henry,

Peru,

Phcebe Eliza,

Philip De Peyster,

Patuxent,

Phoebe D.,

Portia,

Patriot,

Pilot,

Portia,

Pompino,

Philenia,

Petersburg,

Pacific,

Pizarro,

Patmus,

Phantom,

Peter Bitter,

Quick,

Regulus,

Red Jacket,

Romp, _

Roanoke,

Regulus,

Reaper,

Robert Rennis,

Robert Woodrufl,

Sally Miller,

Silas Wright,

Samuel Roberts,

Sarah Lavinia,

163.66

170.93

109.40

85.00

1 17.73

85.00

104.67

136.40

119.10

57.24

104.32

160.40

97.19

60.43

63.42

107.18

96.67

102.67

132.45

74.25

1 70.93

133.22

104.82

81.51

112.92

128.57

65.06

67.76

112.42

77.16

86.00

148.30

21 1.28

90.88

178.24

134.35

95.50

115.80

85.06

96.71

74.11

115.68

87.29

96.48

183.59

126.06

133.26

148.39

80.78

124.48

41.24

149.29

156.02

107.37

179.75

79.83

93.15

36.98

62.23

127.07

96.00

98.19

1 14.56
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Scaoomms—Continued.

Seminole, 95.76 Topic, 114.72 Virginia, 133.90

Sarah, 8420 Tioga, 215.40 Vermillion, 122.11

Star, 108.66 Turk, 102.86 Victoria, 126.51

Stanley Hall, 50.92 Trio, 141.35 Volant, 56.44

Savannah, 47.25 Two Marys, 115.88 Wey'mouth, 188.27

Samuel L. Southard, 176.85 Traflic, 105.11 Wanderer, 142.22

Sultana, 138.11 Virginia, 49.37. Wolcott, 98.42

Sophia, 47.20 Volant, 58.38 Wm. Wallace, 120.49

Select, 113.94 Volusia, 98.32 Wm. Burk, 136.56

Sea, - 189.67 Velasco, 130.74 Whig, 103.91

S. Rosevelt, 136.74 Victoria, 92.11 Wm. E. Bird, 528.44

Sarah Matilda, 60.33 Volta, 96.77 Wolcolt, 181.69

Samuel M’Dowell, 117.15 Veto, 156.15 Zerviah, 123.29

Sequel, 93.84 Victory, 177.55 Zenobia, 52.01

Tuscarora, 176.32

S'rsnmoa'rs.

Alice, 326.88 Hendrick Hudson,‘ 1,185.80 Richmond, 226.40

Boston, 209.81 John Gilpin, 57.07 Samson, 252.58

Cinderella, 173.25 Illinois, 349.35 Salem, 178.14

Croton, 396.79 James Madison, 375.06 St. Nicholas, 413.62

Commerce, 333.37 Kosciusko, 250.90 Swiftsure, 265.25

Cataline, 391.48 Kennebec, 480.50 Salem, 178.14

Columbus, 369.72 Knickerbocker, 858.66 Sylph, 290.73

Columbia, 489.43 May-Flower, 262.69 Staten Islander, 222.14

Duncan C. Bell, 245.36 Meteor, 277.57 Shepherd Knapp, 186.85

Eureka, 413.02 Mutual Safety, 420.89 Telegraph, 330.02

Express, 275.51 New Champion, 441.20 Traveller, 584.59

Edwin Lewis, 178.91 New Haven, 342.86 Thorn, 141.80

Fashion, 419.49 New Jersey, 530.83 Union, 201.80

Frank, 175.74 Niagara, 699.57 United States, 180.13

Flushing, 107.53 New York, 61 86 Virginia, 296.42

Fairfield, 239.90 Oliver Ellsworth, 227.54 Virginia, (st. ship.) 403.22

T. P. Schoals, 63.05 Oregon, 1,004.85 Worcester, 695.67

Gen. Lincoln, 125.48 Orange, 216.03 Wave, 142.94

Hercules, 192.31 Over, 123.75 Washington Irving, 149.79

Huguenot, 264.11 Pilot, 54.27 Yacht, 249.64

Hero, 462.35 Rondout, 40.58

 

PRODUCTION OF THE PRECIOUS METALS IN RUSSIA.

According to an official statement, the production of the precious metals, during three

periods of ten years each, in the Russian empire, is thus stated, as calculated into kilo~

grammes :—

GOLD NOT REI-‘INED

  

 

1813-23. 1823-83. 1833-“

Crown mines, .......... .. ... . kil. 2,835 1,815 25,897

Private mines,.. . . . . . . . . 618 28,890 57,108

Total,.. . . .. ................... . . 3,453 30,705 83,005

Of this production, 97,500 kilogrammes were from the Ural mines, and about 20,000

from those of Siberia, during the thirty years.

- SILVER con'rammo GoLn.

From crown mines in Siberia, same periods,....kil. 212,535 200,842 199,210

These metals yielded—In gold,........................ 7,369 44,990 78,810

" “ pure silver,... . . 185,185 187,840 189,850

From which, coin struck

Of the value, in francs, of.......... .......... .. 385,145,000 357,256,000 425,786,000

Or, for thirty years, to the aggregate value £1,169,187,000
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Since 1813, therefore, the production of gold has increased more than tan-fold in Rus

sia, while that of silver has made little progress. From 1826 to 1844, coin was struck

from platina to the value of thirteen millions of franc. According to an article in a St.

‘Petersburgh Journal, understood to be founded on oflicial documents, the following quan

tities and values of different coins had been struck in Russia from 1664 to 1844— that is,

for one hundred and eighty years :— -

  

 

  

Years. Gold. Sliver. Platina.

1664 to 1742,.......... . 1,028,446 59,298,594

1742 to 1762, . . . . . . .. . 1,416,199 30,836,454

1762 to 1797,.. . 15,937,693 70,940,817

1797 to 1801,.. . 2,169,242 10,018,471

1801 to 1826,.. . 43,146,451 110,263,868

1826 to 1844,.... . 128,810,360 63,279,888 3,468,572

Total, .......... .. 191,508,401 344,638,092 3,468,572

Value, altogether, in silver . 539,615,005

.. 2,158,460,000

In pounds .. 84,314,853

This sum is equivalent, as measured by the actual course of metallic values, to

545,360,317 silver rubles. There was struck, besides, copper coins for the value of more

than 50,000,000 silver rubles. .

 

COMMERCE OF BRITISH GUIANA.

LOCATION or GUIANA—BRITISH TRADE wrra—esonearown, DEMERABA, are-new AMSTER

DAM—EXPORTS arm IMPORTS or names GUIANA, son THE YEAR ENDING AUG. 31, 1845.

Guiana is the name formerly given to the northeastern portion of South America, lying

between the rivers Oronoco and Amazon. A large portion of this territory has been in

cluded within Brazil and Venezuela, and the name is now generally applied to the re

maining part, comprehending the settlements of Great Britain, Holland, and France,

British Guiana is the most westerly portion of this territory; and, as claimed by the Bri

tish government, extends from latitude 0° 40’ to 8° 40' N., and from longitude 57° to 61°

W., and includes the former Dutch settlements of Berbice, Demerara, and Essequibo. It

has an area of about 75,000 square miles ; of which, however, several portions are claim

ed by Brazil and Venezuela. Dutch Guiana, or Surinam, a colony partly the property of

the city of Amsterdam, extends about 200 miles along the coast, from the Corentyn river

to Marony, and has an area of about 30,000 square miles. French Guiana, or Cayenne,

extends about 200 miles along the coast, from the river Marony, which separates it from

Dutch Guiana, to the Oyapock, forming its boundary with Brazil. Its interior limits are

unknown, but its area is computed at 20,000 square miles.

Great Britain receives a large portion of the exports of British Guiana, which consist

chiefly of rum, sugar, molasses, cotton, coffee, and arrow-root. The value of the exports

in 1836 was estimated at $10,676,985; but in 1839 the value hardly exceeded $5,000,000

The shipping entered inwards, in 1836, consisted of 716 vessels—burthen, 111,425 tons;

of which were, from Great Britain, 66,914 tons; British colonies, 34,526 tons; United

States, 7,000 tons ; foreign, 2,985. The ports of British Guiana deserving notice are

only two—Georgetown and New Amsterdam.

-Georgetown, formerly called Stabroek, the capital and seat of government, is situated

on the east bank of the Demerara, a short distance from its mouth, in latitude 6° 49‘ N.,

and longitude 58° 12’ W.; population, 20,000. The houses, made of wood, are gene

rally two stories high, with porticos and balconies, shaded by a projecting roof. The

streets are wide, and traversed by canals. Shops and stores are numerous, and European

goods plentiful—the markets also are good. There are likewise many commodious ware

vor.. xuL—No. v. 31
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houses and wharves; but the latter can be safely approached only by small craft, on ac

count of the declivity of the bank, and the ebbing of the tide; the rise of which, on the

coast, is from sixteen‘to twenty-four feet. Vessels not drawing more than fourteen feet,

load and discharge their cargoes in the middle of the stream ; but those of greater draught

cannot enter the river, on account of a bar at its mouth, and must therefore complete

their loading outside. Within a mile of the town, near the mouth of the Demerara, is a

small mud fort, called Fort William Frederick. The town being the depot of the pro

duce of the countries adjacent to the Essequibo and Demerara, its commerce is con

siderable.

New Amsterdam lies in latitude 6° 15' N., and longitude 57° 21’ W., at the conflu

ence of the river Canjee with the Berbice, near the entrance of the latter into the sea,

and about 57 miles east of the Demerara; population, 3,000. The coast here is encum

bered with shallows; and the harbor, though good, is diflicult of access. From this town

is exported the produce of the plantations on the rivers Berbice and Corentyn. Vessels

drawing fourteen feet may, it is said, sail 200 miles up the Berbice, while the Canjee is

navigable 50 miles for scbooners. The entrance of the former is protected by three

batteries.

We have received an oflicial statement of the “ Royal Agricultural and Commercial

Society of British Guiana,” which enables us to exhibit the following table of the imports

and exports of the port of Georgetown, Demerara, for the year commencing on the 1st

of September, 1844, and ending on the 31st of August, 1845 :—

Ex'rnsc'r rnom 'rnr. REGISTER or Imon'rs AND Exroars n was Four or Gsoaerrrows,

Dmrsma, FOR THE YEAR ENDING 318T Auous'r, 1845.

    

  

 
 

  

  

  

Imports.

Md”, Quantity. Articles. Quantity,

Beef,............. ............. ..bbls. , Lime,..............hhds. and puns. 2,653

Brandy, . .. 44,647 Lumber,... .......... feet 6,852

Bread, .. . . . 17,226 Mackerel, . . . . . . _ . . . .bbls. 3,879

Blickg," 2,179 Malt liquor,.... .hhds. 4,242

Butter,.. . . . 11,864 “ .. . . . . doz 62,462

Candles,... . 27,413 Mules, .. No 228

Cattle, nea 1,456 Oats,._ bushels 31,525

Cheee,.... 11,257 Peas,............... .....bags 4,938

Coals,.... 31,781 Pitch, tar, etc.,... ..bbls. 1,399

“ 4,535 Pork,............... ......... .. 12,840

Corn,..... . . . .bags 7,930 Potatoes, . .bushels 46,534

Corn-meal,.. . ...... . .bbls. 6,100 Rice,.. . . . .. . . . . . . . .tierces 2,036

Fish, dry,.... ....quintals 66,881 “ ..bags 13,813

Flour, .... .. ........bbls. 35,314 Salmon, .bbls. 305

Gin, .galls. 19,623 Sheep,. . . . . .No. 2,281

Guan0,.. _..tons 1,807 Shingles,..... ..... 3,209

Hams and bacon,........,...puns. 517 Soap,.._.... ....boxes 15,269

..trusses 5,366 Staves,............. 905

Hen'ings .....bbls. 2,468 Sugar, refined,.... ..puns. 254

Hogs,.... ...No. 4,049 Tobacco,.......... .hhds. 132

Horses,.. ...... .. 345 Wine,........................ga.llons 117,348

3,035

Exports.

Quantity. Articles. Quantity,

29,702 Coffee,.......... . .. .......... . .tcs. 237

2,063} “ . .bbls. 742;

5,808 “ bags 278

10,821 Cocoa-nuts, .. . . .No. 88,517

4 ,008 Timber,..... . . . .logs 522

1,323 Firewood,.. . cords 6407}

13,241 Charcoal, .. ..bbls. 392

597 Hides,................. ...No. 2,772

252 Wallaba shingles,.... 96
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To ascertain the total amount of imports and exports for the colony of British Guiana,

there must be added to the above the imports and exports at the port of New Amsterdam,

Berbice. '

We subjoin a summary view of the measures, weights, money, finances, duties, etc., of

British Guiana :—

Msasmuzs, Wmcn'rs, Money, FINANCES, are.

The measures and weights are chiefly British. The Dutch ell of 26 inches=27 Imp.

inches; and 110 lbs. Dutch=100 lbs. avoirdupois.

Moneys—The monetary. unit is now the dollar, divided into 100 cents, and represented

by Mexican dollars, and others of the standard weight. The currency is composed of

bank notes, dollars, and British coins, principally silver. ,Gold doubloons are sometimes

met with, especially when the exchange is low, when they are sent from Barbadoes and

other West India islands, to purchase bills on England.

Prior to 1840, the integer of account was the florin or guilder, of 20 stivers, each of 16

pennings; which, at the usual exchange of 14 flon'ns per £1, was worth about ls. 541.

A government paper money, formerly issued, was lately called in, and exchanged for

dollars.

The British Guiana Bank, incorporated in 1836, and the Colonial Bank, have estab

lishments in Georgetown and New Amsterdam; and issue notes for $5, $10, and $20

each, payable in silver.

Finances—In 1836, the revenue of Demerara and Essequibo was £87,885; and of

Berbice, £18,196—total, £106,081_; the expenditure of the two former, £97,371; of

the latter, £16,575; total, £113,946. The expense incurred by Great Britain for mili

tary protection, in the same year, was £45,421.

Dumas—The export rates and duties on produce are trifling. The general colonial

duty on imports is 2 per cent ad valorem.

 

, RISE AND FALL OF THE GREAT LAKES.

We are indebted to E. Merriam for the following table, showing the rise and fall of

Lake Ontario, at Gull Island light-house. The statement was kept by W. Owston,

Jr., Esq., keeper of Gull Island light-house, in Lake Ontario, about two miles from the

northern shore, a little below Port Hope, Upper Canada.

REMARKS ON THE RISE arm Fm or THE LAKE, AT GULL ISLAND LIGHT-HOUSE

1840—June 29, 2 feet 10 inches.

.. 0 “ I
  

December 9 i

1841—April . l “ 6 "

September 26, fell 14 inches in 36 hours,. 0 " 4 H

December 7, height,..................-........ 0 “ 6 _ “

1842—Mareh 24, “ 1 u 2 “

June 9, “ .. l “ 6 “

December 6, “ 0 “ 8 “

1843—April l5, “ . . . . . _ _ _ __ 0 u 8 “

May 12, I‘ . 1 H 9 “

December 9, “ 0 " 8 “

1844—April 1, “ 1 “ 2 ‘‘

May 3, “ 2 “ O “

September 23, “ . 0 “ 9 ‘K

December 6, “ 0 “ 4 “

1845—Mareh 24, “ 1 “ 2 “

May 12, “ 2 “ 2 “

Septemher5, “ 1 “ 2 “

With heavy gales from the west a few days, there is a strong current up the lake.

W. Ows'ron, Jr.

This record is kept by order of the British government. Lake Ontario is 231 feet

above tide; Lake Erie, 565; and Lake Superior, 643 feet. These tables are instructive.
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COMMERCE OF SINGAPORE.

LOCATION or SINGAPORE—EARLY arsroav—rnonocnons—nona or 'raansao'rma BUSINESS—

DIVERSIFIED 'raana or SINGAPORE—SHIPPING—MEASURFS, nonav, arm—mroa'rs um ax

PORTS 'ro DIFFERENT coom'aias, FROM 1842 To 1844.—“cause AND nacaaasa OF TRADE, r-rrc.

Singapore is a small island at the eastern extremity of the straits of Malacca, the site

of a flourishing British settlement. It is 25 miles in length; has a breadth of 15 miles,

and an area of 270 square miles. The town is in latitude 1° 17’ N., and longitude 103°

51’ E. The island belongs to the East India Company, and has a population of about

35,000, mostly Chinese and Malays.

The settlement of Singapore was projected by Sir Stamford Raflles, in 1818, as an em~

porium for the commerce of the Eastern islands, the British intercourse with which had

materially suffered by the restoration of Java to the Dutch, at the close of the war. The

island was purchased from the princes of Jehore in 1819, and its sovereignty confirmed to

Great Britain in 1825, by a convention with these princes and the king of Holland. Its

climate is highly salubrious, being freshened with sea-breezes. The rainy months are the

coldest—namely, December and January; and the driest months, April and May, the hot

test. Being, however, not above 80 miles from the equator, there is little variety in the

seasons, and Fahrenheit ranges only from about 70° to 90°. Fruits, catechu, or gamhier,

and a few spices, are the only vegetable productions of the island deserving of notice;

and the preparation of pearl sago and iron implements, by the Chinese, are almost the

sole manufactures. Singapore derives its importance solely from being an entrepot for

the commerce between eastern and western Asia, and also between the latter and Eu

rope. For this, it is admirably suited by its geographical position, being in the direct hack

of vessels going betwixt the Indian and Chinese seas, and in the immediate vicinity of

the Malay peninsula, and the richest of the Indian islands. When founded in 1819, it

was inhabited by only a few hundred Malay fishermen; but in a very few years it be

came, next to Batavia, the greatest port in the Eastern Archipelago.

The town is situated on a salt creek near the west part of a bay on the south coast.

Ships lie in the roads at the distance of from one to two miles, according to their draught;

but cargoes are discharged or taken in with safety by means of lighters. All provisions,

except fish, are dear. Singapore is in every respect a free port, there being neither import

or export duties, nor harbor or shipping dues. The mode of transacting busines is de

scribed by Mr. Crawford as simple and efficient. The European merchants, or rather

factors, most of them acting on commission, do not trust their affairs to native agents, but

transact them in person, with the occasional a=sistance of a Chinese creole as an inter

preter and broker.

There is scarcely a port whose trade is so diversified as that of Singapore. The chief

Asiatic productions to be found in its market are gold-dust, pepper, banca tin, edible

birds’ nests, cofi'ee, raw silk, sugar, tortoise-shell, beches-de-mer, cassia, sago, ebony,

catechu, rattans, and a multitude of other articles, which are re-exported, principally to

England, China, and India, in exchange for British cottons, woollens, iron, hardware,

fire-arms, Chinese articles, and Indian piece goods, ‘opium, 650. Of late years, the aggre

gate amount of imports and exports has been about $15,000,000, or nearly £3,200,000.

The igercourse with China, the eastern peninsula, and islands in the Archipelago, is

conducted by natives in junks, proas, and craft of the most varied description—every year

showing an addition to their number, and to the places in which they have been equipped.

If to these be added the European, Indian, and American vessels, the whole amount of

shipping annually entering Singapore is considerably upwards of 200,000 tons.‘

 

* Waterston’s Cyclopedia of Commerce.
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MEASURES, Monar, mm, or Smeuonx.

Measures and Weights—The covid, cloth measure,=18 Imp. inches. The gantang

0f 2 bamboos, by which liquids, grain, and fruit, are sometimes sold,=l§ English gallon,

or 1.04 Imp. gallon. The common weight is the Chinese pecul, of 100 cattie, or 1,600

taels,=133§ lbs. avoirdupois. Salt, rice, (from Siam and the Malayan archipelago,) and

sago, are sold by the koyan of 40 peculs. Bengal rice and corn are sold by the bag, con

taining 2 Bengal maunds, or 164 4-15 lbs. avoirdupois. Piece goods are sold by the conge

or score. The gold and silver weight is the buncal, which weighs 2 dollars, or 832 troy

grains. British measures and weights are generally employed in the sale of European

commodities.

Money.-—Accounts are stated in Spanish dollars, divided into 100 cents; also in rupees,

anus, and pics, as in India. Bills are commonly drawn on London at 6 months’ sight;

and on Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, Batavia, and Canton, at 30 days’ sight.

Imma'rs arm Exron'rs or SINGAPORE.

We have compiled, from an authentic source, the following comparative abstract state

ment of the trade of Singapore with the undermentioned countries, during the ofiicial

years 1842-3 and 184345

  

Imports.

Names of places. Iuczease. Decrease.

From Great Britain,.............. 6,393,739 5,959,229 .......... .. 434,530

(Continental Europe, .. 792,607 - 1,157,002 361,395United States, .................. .. 170,155 48,346 .......... .. 121,800

Mauritius, Cape of Good Hope,

and Australia, .... ........ .. 58,201 9,817

N. America, (Halifax, .. .. 1,319

Calcutta,...... .. .. 6,572,775 5,397,523

Madras and . 483,092 205,239

Bombay, .. . 922,554 1,189,631

Arabia,.... 61,693 97,861

Manilla,.. 727,335 339,610

  

Ceylon,..... 191

  

Rangoon and Maulmain,. 105,106 30,078 1 75,028

China,............ . .. . 4,470,032 4,655,099 185,065 . .

Java,..... ..- 2,488,443 1,909,342 .......... .. 579,101

Rhio,...... 318,314 316,406 . . 1,909

Siam”... .. .. . . 584.045 515,780 68,260

Cochin-China,..... 572.077 398,797 .

  

173,290

Em coast, Malayan Musing‘, 923,573 1,191,216
I‘ ‘l l

  

West ‘ 4,827 28,318 23,491

Sumatra,.........................,.. 637,677 672,006 34,329

Bol'ne0,.. ........................ . . 586,445 807,289 220,814

BallyJLomboc, and Sumbawa, 411,783 663,801 252,018 . . .

Celebes, & 0th. eastern islands, 255,315 2735,122 479,809 .. . . .

Neighboring islands, and all

other countries or states, . 381,182 351,431 .. . . . . 29,762

 

Total, Coy’s. Rs. 27,921,282 26,693,006 2,135,170 3,363,386

 

26,693,066 .. .......... .. 2,135,170

Decrease in 1843-44,..... .. 1,228,216 1,228,216

Total amount of imports in 1843—44, as above,........................Coy’s. Rs. 26,693,066

“ “ “ “ from Pinang,... .......... .. 1,263,597

  

“ " “ “ from Malacca,.............................. 496,847

 

Grand total, ............ ............ ........ ...Coy’s. Rs. 28,463,410
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Exports.

Names ofplaces. . Increase. Decrease.

To Great Britain,.......... 3,155,591 2,915,505 240,086
  

  

  

  

Continental Europe,... .. . 929,405 457,823 171,582

United States,..................... 200,378 29,171 171,207

Mauritius Ca e of Good Ho e,

and Au’stralih, .... ........ 625,568 262,744 .......... .. 362,824

Calcutta, ........... .. .. . 3,514,685 5,002,041 1,487,356 .. . . . . . . .

Madras and coast,.... . 341,446 223,552 117,894

Bombay,................ 1,169,520 1,172,571 3,051 .......... ..

Arabia, . 264,202 363,876 99,674 .......... . .

Manilla,... . 285,865 260,900 14,915

Ceylon,....................... 81,738‘; 10 886 5,809

Ra con and Maulmain . . , 4 , , .......... . .

8,145,625 7,301,389 .......... .. 834,236

Java,.... 1,012,771 809,151 203,629

Rhio,.... 324,460 358,218 33,758

Siam,.............. . . 802,690 686,160 .......... ..

Cochin-China, .................... . . 511,595 516,344 4,749

East‘ coast‘ Malayan peninsula,... 1,021,541 1,149,447 127,906

West “ “ “ 2,367 44,622 42,355

Sumatra, .. 424,193 531,278 107,185

Borneo, ............... . . . .......... . . . 666,048 691,906 25,859

Bally, Lomboc, and Sumbawa,... 425,116 621,679 196,563

Celebes, and bther eastern isl’nds, 278,236 1,026,182 737,943

Neighboring islands, and all other

countries and states,............. 362,507 201,860Total, Coy’s. Rs. 24,212,158 24,692,993 2,887,184 2,406,350

.... .. 24,212,158 2,406,350 .......... ..

Increase in Coy’s. Rs. .......... .. 480,835 480,834 .... ..
  

Total amount of exports in 1843-44, as above,....

“ “ “ “ to Pinang,.. .

...Coy’s. Rs. 24,692,992

“ “ “ “ toMalacca,...............................-.‘:

1,266,704

502,944

Grand total,................................. ..... ..Coy’s. Rs. 26,462,540

 

TOBACCO TRADE OF VIRGINIA.

To the Editor of the Merchants’ Magazine :

This being. the usual period for making up statistics of the Tobacco trade of Vir

ginia, I have prepared the annexed comparative tabular statement of the stock, exports,

and inspections, with care, and, I'believe with accuracy, and transmit the same with the

hope that it may prove useful,.and even interesting to you.

It‘ will be perceived that the exports of tobacco, for the year ending the 30th ultimo,is

the smallest of any of the years embraced in my table, and is less than any previous year

since the termination of the war with Great Britain, in 1815: The export to France, and

to the Mediterranean, is greatly more, and to Bremen, Holland, and Antwerp, much less

than last year. To Great Britain, although the export last year was very moderate, this

year it is again diminished, and not a cargo has been sent forward to Cowes, and a market.

Of the 6,525 hhds. exported to Great Britain, 4,300 hhds. are stemmed tobacco, of which

1,500 hhds. were made from western leaf, received and inspected here, and 1,000 hhds. from

the leaf of the crops inspected in 1843, and 1844, leaving only 1,800 hhds. of stemmed

tobacco, made from the leaf of the crop inspected this year. The number of hhds. tobacco

inspected this year, by our returns, is 51,113 hhds.; of these, about 3,500 hhds. were

western tobacco, and 2,500 hhds. re-prised, and re-inspected tobacco. Deducting these

6,000 hhds. from the quantity returned, it gives the yield of the crop grown in 1844, about

45,0000 hhds., which we think is nearly correct. In our opinion, very little remains in

the hands of planters.

Our large stock is composed chiefly of inferior lugs and leaf. comparatively, there is
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but little good, or fine tobacco remaining on the market. Shippers hold but a small por

tion of the stock. The manufacturers, it is believed, hold more than usual at this season,

as the crop was particularly well suited to their demand; but the bulk of the tobacco now

remaining in the warehouses, is of the crops of 1843, and 1844, and generally of very

inferior quality, and held by speculators. The growing crop is variously estimated. We

think 40,000 hhds. may be calculated upon, and the quality as good as the average of the

crops of Virginia. From the best information that we can obtain, the crop of tobacco

made in the western states, will not exceed 70,000 hhds. Some estimates are far below

this.

We quote lugs 1} a 2§—common leaf, 35 a 5§—fair, 51, a 7—good and fine, 7} a 10,

and do not anticipate lower prices the next year. Yours, Respectfully,

RICHMOND, Oc'rosss. 8, 1845. CHARLES F. OSBORNE.

A STATEMENT,

Showing the quantity of Tobacco inspected in Virginia, from 1835 to 1845; the quan

tity exported, and the markets to which it was shipped; the stock left on hand on the

let of October of each year, and likewise the quantity of Stem shipped during the

same period, and the markets to which they were shipped.

Year. U. King. Cowes, and a market. France. Bremen. Holland.

Tobacco. Tabaczo. Stems- Tobacco. Tobacco. Stems. Tobacco. Stems.

1835,..... .. 17,021 2,185 656 4,131 1,077 1,017 787 578

1836,....... 15,243 3,997 710 5,166 800 1,636 977 840

1837,..... .. 9,555 2,026 378 2,387 1,221 1,970 2,542 1,924

1838,..... .. 12,321 1,170 4,743 616 1,908 319 128

1839,....... 13,350 2,463 738 1,115 236 2,317 1,236 919

1840,..... .. 12,228 1,064 .... .. 5,268 1,158 876 3,828 1,177

1841,....... 16,563 2,785 .... .. 7,395 1,504 3,843 2,497 2,013

1842,....... 10,655 2,818 556 3,747 4,573 2,294 7,637 395

1843,....... 11,424 5,400 4,098 3,013 1,543 6,975 321

1844,....... 6,961 1,075 ‘ .... .. 605 5,165 1,935 3,810 689

1845,... . . . . 6,525 . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,542 1,422 2,622 1,842 560

STATEMENT—Continued.

Years. Antwerp. Italy, Spain, etc. Total shipped‘. Inspected. Stock.

Tobacco. Stems. Tobaccd Stems. Tobacco. Stems. Tobacco. Tobacco.

1835, .... .. 400 . 270 . 25,871“ 2,251 47,520 15,801

1836, .... .. 1,455 . 2,084 . 29,722 3,186 45,445 14,024

1837,...... 536 60 724 . 18,991 4,332 36,291 10,475

1838,...... 925 . 734 . 20,828 2,036 44,845 12,397 .

1839,...\.. 329 57 . ..; . 18,729 4,031 28,502 4,896

1840,...... 2,028 136 1,621 27,195 2,189 58,186 13,829

1841,...... 2,026 218 1,672 . 34,442 6,074 56,141 8,719

1842,...... 1,820 1,515 32,765 3,245 52,156 11,100

1843,...... 4,814 . 512 136 36,236 2,000 56,788 13,420

1844,..... . 1,817 . 1,061 63 » 20,494 2,687 45,886 14,363

1845, 1,019 2,354 17,704 3,182 51,113 22,050

 

AMERICAN ICE IN THE EAST INDIES..

The Hung-Kong Register copies a long article from Bengal'Hurkarn, on the subject of

the ice trade. The quantity shipped from Boston last year, is said to have been 55,000

tons, delivered on board at a cost of $2.50 per ton, while the product of sales is put down

at $3,575,000. Mr. Wyeth, at Calcutta, has erected a noble building for the storage of

ice. It has a triple wall, 40 feet high, 178 wide, and 198 feet long, enclosing more than

three-quarters of an acre, and capable of holding 30,000 tons of ice. The walls are of

brick, and measure from the outside of the exterior to the inside of the interior wall, with

fines, or air-spaces, between. The whole is covered by five roofs, also with air-spaces

between. The Register calls loudly for the establishment of an ice-house at Hong-Kong,

and rejoices in the knowledge that a good supply has been ordered from Boston. The

commodity appears to be plentiful at. Shanghai, and is freely used by the Chinese.
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CUMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

PORT DUES, no, OF VAN DIEMEN’S LAND.

The United States consul at Hobart Town, Van Diemé'n’s Land, furnishes the follow

ing official information relating to the abolition of port dues, &c., on vessels putting into

that port for refreshments, which we place on record for the information of ship-owners,

and others engaged in the whale fishery :—

AN ACT 10 nnmr'r Csit'rsm VESSELS rnom ‘rm: PAYMENT or PORT Canons.

Whereas, it is expedient to encourage the resort of vessels of all nations engaged in

the whale fishery, and vessels arriving under the circumstances hereinafter mentioned, to

the ports of this island—and whereas the exempting such vessels from the payment of

port charges and light-house dues, to which they are at present liable, would facilitate

such object—Be it enacted by His Excellency Sir John Eardley Wilmot, Baronet, Lieu

tenant-Governor of the island of Van Diemen’s Land and its dependencies, by and with

the advice of the legislative council, that, from and after the period when this act shall

come into operation, vessels of all nations outfitting for or refitting from the fisheries, and

all vessels arriving and sailing in ballast, or which may not break bulk, or only to such an

extent as may be necessary to provide funds for the repairs, refittings, or refreshments re

quired, shall be wholly exempted from all port charges and light-house dues whatso

ever, except only those of pilotage, in cases where the service of a pilot shall have been

actually required and received; anything contained in any act to the contrary notwith~

standin .
2. Aigid be it farther enacted, That in the case of foreign vessels employed in the whale

fishery arriving in any of the ports of this island for the purpose of refreshing, refitting,

or repairing, it shall be lawful for the master or owners of such vessels, or their agents, to

land and sell within any of such ports such quantities of oil as the collector of customs at

that port may certify to be necessary to reimburse to such master, owner, or their agents

aforesaid, the expenses incurred by him or them in such refreshing, refitting, or repairings ;

and upon such oil so landed and sold as aforesaid, there shall be charged and paid a duty

of five pounds upon every one hundred pounds in value of the same oil, and so on in pro

portion for any greater or less value, and no other duty shall be payable in respect of such

oil so landed as aforesaid ; any law now existing, or hereafter to be made, to the contrary

notwithstanding.

The above act passed the legislative council on the 28th day of February, 1845, and is

signed by Adam Tumbull, clerk of the council.
Q

SANITARY DEGREES OF PORTUGAL

By the following sanitary decrees of the Portuguese government, transmitted to the

Department of State at Washington, it will be seen that the vessels of the United States

are to be treated as Portuguese vessels :—

Her Majesty the Queen, in consequence of the representations made to her royal pre

sence, and in order that the sanitary precautions with regard to arrivals from the United

States of America should not, by opposing unnecessary embarrassments, be made more

rigorous than is required for the health of the public ; considering the great diminution,

of late years, in the diseases endemic in those countries, as regards their frequency and

their intensity, and that other states of Europe had detennined to modify their sanitary

regulations, has thought proper to order that, until the publication of the quarantine regu

lation, which the Council of State is to propose agreeably to paragraph 12 of the 9th

article if the decree of September 18, 1844, the following rules should be observed pro

visions ly :-

1. All the ports of North America north of Cape Hatteras, in North Carolina, are de

clared habitually clean.

2. Vessels arriving from these ports, whatever may have been the date of their de

parture, shall be admitted to free pratique immediately upon their presenting a clean bill

of health, and proving that they have not, nor had not, any one sick on board, and that

they have had no communication of a suspected nature.

3. Cotton and flax brought in those vessels, accompanied by certificates of their origin
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and production showing that they do not come from places situated south of Cape Hat

teras, shall be reed from the necessity of any purification.

4. In case there should, have been any epidemic in the place from which they come,

and there should be, or have been, any sickness on board, the vessels shall be subjected to

the requisite quarantine, and their cargoes to purification.

5. In cases in which the vessels are subjected to quarantine, the last ten days of their

voyage shall be included in the time required, provided they have had no suspected com

munication within that period; and, if they have, the days shall be allowed which have

passed since such communication.

 

RAILRQAD STATISTICS.

LONG ISLAND RAILROAD.

The Long Island Railroad was incorporated in 1834, with a capital of $1,500,000, for

the purpose of making a road from Jamaica to Greenport, a distance of 83 miles. The

Brooklyn and Jamaica Railroad Company, which had been incorporated in 1832, with a

capital of $300,000, having constructed a railway from Brooklyn to Jamaica, 12 miles,

leased the same for a term of years 'to the Long Island Railroad Company. The line of

railroad to Greenport, making a total length of 95 miles for the two roads, was completed,

and opened its entire length, on the 5th of August, 1844. Since that period. it has been

‘in successful operation, conveying passengers with remarkable regularity, and at a speed

before unequalled in the United States. We have had occasion to pass over most of the

leading railroads in the country, and on none have we observed greater regularity in run

ning, or so little delay in passing from the cars to the steamboat, or the steamboat to the

care. All the arrangements furnish evidence of the wise forecast and great energy of

G. B. Fisk, Esq., the President of the Company, who is sustained by an efficient board

of directors. The increasing popularity of this route as a through line to New London,

Norwich, Worcester, and Boston, as well as the local travel of the island, must secure for

the stock a steady and permanent value; and, should the company adopt a liberal system

of commuting with residents along the route, the business ofrthe road would doubtless be

greatly increased by local travel. This course has been adopted in the vicinity of Boston,

and in England, with the most satisfactory results. The Long Island Railroad Company

have, we understand, been impressed with the belief that the character of the road would

allow of a speed heretofore unattained in this country ; and it seems that, in this respect,

their anticipations were not unfounded. The government has adopted the Long Island

route for their expresses between New York and Boston, whenever it is necessary to run

one. The last express, bringing the news of the Hibernia, was run on Sunday, the 19th

of October, from Greenport to Brooklyn, in two hours and twenty-one minutes. A ferry

is established across Long Island Sound, from Greenport to the termination of the Nor

~wich and Worcester railroad, a distance of about 30 miles. Passengers are now carried

over the entire distance between New York and Boston, including the Greenport ferry,

within ten hours; and from Brooklyn to Greenport, 95 miles, in three and a half hours.

The entire cost of the road, from Brooklyn to Greenport, including the tunnel, under

Atlantic-street, of near a half mile in length, with a double track.l a work of great strength

and solidity, is about $1,500,000. The company own three as'fine steamers as navigate

-the sound—the Cleopatra, Worcester, and New Haven. The equipments of the Long

'Island road are equal to any in the country—the rails are of the heavy class, weighing 54

‘lbs. to the yard. The capital consists of 29,846 shares, of $50 each, or $1,492,300.

The whole debt of the company is $392,340‘ 22. Deducting from this the debt due

‘the state of New York, payable in the year 1861, $100,000, with a sinking fund of

$1,000 per annum, leaves the remaining debt of the company, $292,340 22, payable

between 1845 and 1852. The entire aggregate of debt andcapital stock is $1,884,640 22
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The number of passengers taken over this road, in the months of June, July, August,

and September, of this year, (1845,) was 62,494.

  

Rncsir'rs m 1844.

From local travel,.... . . .. . 865,009 00

“ freight, ............ .... ........ .......................... .. 10,154 84

' ‘ $15,163 84

From fare and freight to and from New York and Providence, Boston,

Stonington, Newport, New London, Norwich, Worcester, &.c., from

Aug. 9, to Dec. 31,............... ......................................... .. 78,294 99

$153,458 83

83,412 89

Nettincome,..............................................,..... $70,046 94

Capital stock,.......... .. "§6,6<'16'.'.;.;;;.Z

Owned by the company,....................... . .. . 154

  

29,846 at$50, $1,492,300 00

392,310 22

$1,884,610 22

Cost $1,500,000 00

Assets, consisting of three steamers, wharves, motive power, lots, de

pots, &/c., &,c., valued at......... ........................................ .. 400,000 00

$1,900,000 00

 

MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.

TRADE EXHIBITIONS IN EUROPE.

Everywhere throughout Europe, the trades are coming forward as exhibitors ', and these

industrial reunions form an easy and intelligible expression of a nation’s resources in that

respect—exhibiting its deficiencies by comparison with others, and furnishing the ready

index to a fitting system of interchanges. Great preparations were made at Warsaw for

an exhibition of this kind, that took place in September last; but it represented rather

the Imperial than the Polish means—efforts being made by the Russian cabinet to promote

its system of fusion by inducing the merchants of St. Petersburg and Moscow to send their

works to that exhibition. At Vienna, the exhibitors are 1,800 in number; and by far the

most important amount of contributions is furnished by the provinces—the Milanese, Bo-

hernia, the Venetian State, Gallicia, Illyria, Hungary, 6L0. ;--A.ustzia Proper yielding,

with the exception of such articles of art and luxury as all capitals supply,aninconsider

able portion of the whole. At Breslau, an agricultural Congress, in imitation of that of

Paris, was held in July, 1845 ; and many distinguished English,.French, and Hungarian

residents, had been invited to attend.

 

GOLD MINE IN COSALO, MEXICO.

This is supposed to be the richest gold mine in the world. It belongs to Signor Yriarte,

who refuses to work it to any degree of productiveness, because he could not dispose of

the immense revenue it would yield, amounting to several millions of dollars. He has

now far more than howsnts, and says that his money is safest under ground._
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THE BO0K TRADE.

L-Narrctivc of a Jlfission to Bokhara, in the years 1843 and 1845, to ascertain the fate of Colonel

Stoddart and Captain Connoly. By the Rev. Joseph Woarr, D. D., LL. D. New York: Harpers.

The distinguished author of this book, Dr. Wolti', who, a. converted Jew, spent many years as a.

missionary among his own people, after being banished from Rome, and leaving that Church for

the Protestant, travelled along time in Asia. as missionary, came to our own country, and made in

vestigations relative to the identity of the Indians with the “ ten lost tribes,” then returned to

England, and in 1842 proceeded upon the expedition, the narrative and purpose of which is here

given us. His self-sacrifice and philanthropy, of which both friendship for the unfortunate oflicers

whose names are given above, and a desire‘ for truth, were the motives ; his trials, dangers, and in

teresting journey, are all fully recorded in this volume, even to minute details. The facts about the

countries and nations passed through, are' so new and valuable, and the high character of the author

being a suthcient endorsement for the truth and merits of the work, we must refer our readers to the

book itself, as they will obtain therefrom a more just idea than our limits will allow us to give.

2.—.fl Practical Treatise on the Diseases of Children. By Janus STEWART, M. D., A. M., Fellow of

the College of Physicians and Surgeons, etc. Third edition. Carefully revised and enlarged.

New York: Harper 8r. Brothers.

This treatise embraces an anatomical view of the structure of the organs, and an analyzatlon of the

disorders'to which children are chiefly subject. The divisions of the work are of “ The Vital Func

tions," the Respiratory and Circulatory Systems; of “The Natural Functions,” the Digestive and

Excrement Systems, and of “ The Animal Functions,” the Nervous and Motor Systems. This sci

cntific division, as well as the frequency of technical terms in the course of the treatise, render it

more valuable for professional men, than as a. book for family use. From a glance at the method

in whichsome of the subjects are treated, particularly that of “the development of the bodies of

children,” we should judge the work to bc a valuable addition tomedical science. The fact of athlrd

edition having been called for within a few months after the issue of the second, is a. fair index of

its claims upon the profession.

3.-Obscrvations in the East, chiejly'in Egypt, Palestine, Syria, and .flsia. Minor. By Joan P. Dt'fnnm,

D. D., late President of Dickinson College, author of “ Observations in Europe,” etc. 2 vols., 12mo.

New York: Harper 8:. Brothers.

The numerous class of readers interested from religious sympathy in Dr. Durbin's European Ob

servatlons, published some months since, will have increased gratification in the perusal of these

observations touching scenes in lands impressed with the foot prints of the God-man, and his early

disciples. In the observations on various questions connected with the fate of Christianity in the

East, which are scattered through the volumes, sometimes interwoven with the narrative, there will

be found some importaatviews, not presented by recent American writers who have travelled over

the same regions. Part of the ground travelled by Dr. D., remains nearly untroddon by previous

American travellers. On the whole, we consider the present work in several respects more attractive

even than the “ Europe" of the authon.

4.—Thc Autobiography of fllfieri, the Tragic Poet. Translated, with an Original Essay on the Genius

and Times of Alfierl. by C. Enwanns LISTIR. U. S. Consul at Genoa, Honorary Member of the

Ateneo Italiano at Florence, etc., etc. New York: Paine 8r. Burgess.

This biography from the pen of its subject, the poet who pictured the softness of Italian scenery, and

the romantic characteristics of his nation, in his beautiful dramatic productions, is given to us in a style

that pnrtakes alike of the poem and the novel. Mr. Lester’s appreciation of the ideas of his author is

exhibited in the interesting essay of. his own, and the translation. It is dedicated to W. Gilmore Simms,

the novelist; and the translator, at the same time, takes occasion to introduce some remarks upon the

copyright question. As to the manner in which the translator has performed his duty, we can only

speak in terms of approbation; and we must say, of the autobiography itself, that few inventions of the

liveliest genius can be more interesting than this history; and the progress of few minds will offer a better

field for psychological study than his, who gave as the results of an enlarged experience in travel, and

among books and men, as here related, noble truths, through that powerful medium, the stage.

5.—Irttellectual .dlgcbra-t; or, Oral Exercises in Algebra, for Common Schools. By DAVID B. TOWER,‘

A. M. New York: Paine 8r. Burgess.

The author of “ Intellectual Algebra” appears to have accomplished for that branch of study what

Colburn had formerly done for the science of arithmetic. He has brought this useful, though rather

unpopular subject, within the comprehension of children; and by such a process of oral or intellec

tual exercise, that his work may form as suitable an introduction to arithmetic as that subject formerly

did to algebra. In this respect, he has certainly done an essential service to the cause of mathemati—

cal education. We have no doubt but intellectual algebra is destined to supersede those antiquated

systems which have contributed to retard its general introduction as a study in our common schools.
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6.—Wiley dc Putnam's Library of American Books. No. 4---Tlu Wig-want and the Cabin.

author of “ The Yemassee," “ Guy Rivers," etc. New York : Wiley 8r. Putnam.

Mr. Simms has published in this volume a number of tales, the accumulation of several years.

They abound in descriptions of scenes characteristic of the southern states, and in the delineation

of the characters of the planter and his dark dependants, or of an earlier inhabitant, the pioneer and

the Indian. Few are better qualified than the author to describe or weave in a story incidents illus

trative of the border history of the south. One or two of the tales are not only interesting, but exci—

ting, while some betray a want of finish, and carelessness; possessing sufficient interest, however, to

exonerate the author from the charge of “ book-making.”——JV'0. 5. Big .flbel, and Little Manhattan.

By Co'ansuus Ms'r'rnuws. This should be, and, so far as we can judge, is, a favorite w‘o‘rk. Its

whimsical plot is somewhat thus :--“ Big Abel,” the manufactured descendant of Henry Hudson, and

" Lankey Fogle,” of the Manhattan chieftain of Gotham's swarthy inhabitants in times of the canoe

and Wigwam, both having a “ right, title, and interest” to New York, meet “ up town,",.,a_uxd instead

of going to law about the matter, settle their dispute of claim equitably and quietly between them

selves. In their perambulations of the city, of the familiar objects, the description of which will strike!

every one as being drawn to the life, the descendant of the Indian finds little to claim, save the

parks, and sky and stars, and whatever of eternal nature Big Abel's forefathers and his‘cotemporary

kinsmen have left. The ships, the houses, New York as it is, Big Abel of course claims as his own ;

and, having amicably adjusted the matter, they end by a frolic. The “Poor Scholar,”., and in fact

most of the characters and scenes described, are not only original, but ingenious and beautiful. Few

volumes can better amuse the idle hour of a New Yorken—JV‘o. 6. Wanderings of a Pilgrim Under

the Shadow of Mount Blane. By Gsonos B. CHIIVIIR, D. D. A peculiar charm is lent to these im

passioned descriptions of some of nature's most noble handiwork, by the constant religious feeling

blending with a poet's devotion to nature. The “ vale ofChammonny,” “ Geneva,” “ the Alps,” and

' Mont Blanc,” are pictured to our mlnd’s eye in their most sublinw beauty. And notonly mountains,

and towering crags, and cataracts, are described, but the personal intercourse of the author with some

European men, who are towering like mountains above the bigotry and darkness of their age and

country—such men as Merle D’Aubigne, Dr. Gaussen. and the Genevese reformers of the nineteenth

century. Would that our tourist's books generally were so quick to mark and describe what is beau‘

By the

tiful and sublime in nature, or noble and praiseworthy among men. The book will find many reader‘. ’

7.-T£e Medici Series of Italian Prose, .N'o. 4.—The Citizen of a Republic. By ANSALDO CIIBA, a.

Genoese Republican of the Sixteenth Century. Translated and edited by C. Enwaans Lss'rza.

New York : Paine 8r. Burgess. .i . .,

The fourth number of this series is the translation of a work that strikes us more like a classic than

any book that has lately fallen into our hands. It seems as if the mantle of Roman authorship had

descended upon the Genoese republican, and the art of Quintilian, with the experience of Thucydides.

had animated, centuries later, an inhabitant of their own Italian soil. Ceba’s idea of the citizen, as

expressed in the qualities which he requires in a perfect one, is not only just, clear, and well defined,

but noble, dignified, and beautiful. Such citizens would have saved the Italian republics, and they

may save our own. His chaste political work will be practical in any age ; while the applicability of

the thoughts, and the acknowledged finish of the translation, rendor it peculiarly so to us.

8.—The Works of Rev. Richard Cecil, late Minister of St. John's Chapel, etc. In 3 volumes, 12mo.

New York: Robert Carter.

The name of Cecil is familiar to that large portion of the Christian Church denominated “ evangeli

cal ;” and we have, in the three handsome volumes before us, a complete collection of his published

works. The first contains a collection of discourses, practical, consolatory, and persuasive, delivered

from time to time, to the congregation of St. John’s Chapel, London. The second embraces a variety

of moral and religious miscellanies, besides several occasional sermons, prepared for the press by Mr.

Cecil, during his life-time; and the third and last volume includes brief extracts from his sermons,

diary, letters, and other fragmentary papers, and a view ofthe author’s life and character, by the Rev.

Josiah Pratt, whose acquaintance of fifteen years gave him an opportunity of comprehending and ap

preciating the genius and character of his friend. Mr. Pratt, in the enthusiasm of his intimacy, has

recorded, after the manner of Boswell, whatever he deemed in his conversations original in style, or

vigorous in expression. The collection must prove a valuable addition to the libraries of all whose

,views harmonize with the amiable and pious Cecil.

9.—.My Grand Parents. My Grandmamma Gilbert and My Grandfather Gregory. By OLD Huss

Prmnv. New York: Robert Carter.

These narratives,-with their appropriate characters, cannot fail to answer the end for which they were

designed, to instruct the young by the inculcation of moral and religious truths, through pleasing asso~

ciations. “Old Humphrey's” sententious expression of elevating ideas through familiar language and

illustration, will always be popular. A true Christian spirit, and a wide benevolence, are the lending

characteristics of this, as well as ‘the other fruits of the author's pen. The useful-design is disguised in

the pleasing familiar dress in which his thoughts are clothed. It will have no less influence, and be more

attractive from the disguise. ' "W "' “p ‘Y’
s > ,“n.
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10.— The Opal; s Pure Gift for the Holidays. Edited by Jenn Knsl. With Illustrations, by J. G.

CHAPMAN. New York: J. C. Riker.

This beautiful annual has a merit which we can rarely ascribe to volumes of the kind—the con

tributions are all original. They are alike creditable to their authors, and to the taste of the well

known editor of this third volume of the Opal. The chief contributors seem to be Mrs. Elizabeth

Oakes Smith and H. T. Tnckerman, while there are also pieces from the pens of Mrs. Anna Cora

Mowatt, Charles I". Hofl‘man, Mrs. Jane L. Swift, George A. Howard, Emma C. Embnry, John G.

Whittier, Francis 8. Osgood, and others sui generis. These beautiful flowers are not only to be ad

mired for their intrinsic beauty, but are more grateful to us, coming, as they do, from the hand that

has wreathed them so charmingly for our gratification. The engravings, though of a rank inferlor‘to

the articles, are generally well executed, an indistinctness in the outlines of some of them being all

that prevents us from pronouncing the volume faultless. The paper and print is of the best qual—

try; the volume of the highest merit among annuals; and such the taste and labor of John Keese

will ever make it, with the assistance of such friends as have laid their powers under contribution for

his benefit, and the edification of the public.

ll.—The Mayflower, for 1846. Edited by Roann'r Hnnn'ron. Boston: Saxton 6r. Keir.

The publishers of this elegant annual, in which both editor and engraver have shown their best

judgment, announce that their object is to please the community in general, without intruding upon

the claims of other annuals. Most of the articles are original, and from the pens of gifted writers.

Mr. Hamilton has contributed several articles of his own; and the others of his selection, among

which one upon the “ Mayflower Woman," by Mrs. E. Oakes Smith, and one or two beautiful trans

lations from the German, struck our fancy particularly, are highly creditable tohis literary taste. The

engravings illustrating the articles are well executed. The “ Raising of Jairus‘s Daughter," and ano

ther upon “Cup Tossing,“ are exquisite specimens of the art. The binding and printing are by no

means inferior, and a more suitable gift-book has not been issued for the coming year. These books

embody the idea of the progressive refinement in publications, no less than that of the public taste;

and their beauty of execution does not fall behind the standard which a continual perfection in each

art called into requisition seems to demand.

12.—- The Boudoir Annual, 1846. Boston: Phillips &. Sampson.

This elegant annual is in quarto form, and admirably adapted, as its name indicates, to ornament

the table of the boudoir or drawing-room. The engravings are ten in number, and are most beau

tiful specimens of mezzotint, executed by Sartain. They are from subjects by painters of high note,

among which we may mention "The Exodus,” by Martin, the "Cave of Despair," by Eastlake,

and “ Judith and Holofernes," by Vernet. The other historical Scripture illustration of the "De

struction of Babel," embodies agrand subject, which is powerfully expressed by the artist. The

frontispiece, “Paul and Virginia,” is a large and beautiful engraving, which St. Pierre himself would

look upon with delight. The articles seem to be more intended to accompany the engravings than to

embody literary merit, though we notice several by Henry B. Hirst, by Miss Landon, and one or two

by Croly. We think the mechanical, or, we should rather say, the artistic execution of the work,

most commendable; while many of the articles are beautiful in themselves, and very appropriate.

It is a beautiful piece of workmanship, engravings, paper, binding, and printing, and such as we have

rarely seen surpassed. The annuals of this year are singularly exquisite in dress and taste ; and if

the fairies should turn artists and publishers, their productions could hardly be more rare than

such as this.

]3.— The Rosette; n. Juvenile Annual, for 1846. Boston: Waite, Pierce 8: Co.

These publishers have issued several little works for the benefit of the young, which will doubtless

answer the object intended. We could hope that the same pains would be taken in the preparation

of such volumes, as for those who are old. The stories and poetical productions are generally well

selected, but much disfigured by the shocking cuts with which this otherwise neat volume is marred.

The fact that they are intended for youth demands that they should be particularly well executed;

for by them they would be much more prized than by their elders. The child who is addressed,

whether by print, letter, or word, with care, will be none the worse for it. The simplicity should be

in the matter, and not the form or style—in the subject, and not in the dress in which it is clothed.

l4.—- Waite, Pierce 6’! 0).’: Juvenile Library. Boston.

We have received six volumes of the above series, with these titles :—1. The Pastor's Stories; 2. The

Royal Oak; 3. Home Made Happy; 4. The Parsonage; 5. Mary Wilson; 6. Shawmut, or the Settle

ment of Boston by the Puritan Pilgrims. It will be seen, from the titles, as we have found upon examina

tion, that they are admirably selected, and adapted to the young, and are written in a sensible style, with

out any of that nfl'ectation of simplicity which sometimes mars the composition of such productions. The

last. one, containing an account of the settlement of the New England metropolis, whose site was the Indian

Shawmut, will interest older heads. The volumes are neatly got up, and well calculated to fit the atten

tion of those for whom they are intended.
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15.—Puritanisnt ,' or, .d Churehiaan’s Defence against its .flspereione. by an Appeal to its own His

tory. By Tnonss W. Corr, D. D. New York: D. Appleton 6:. Co. Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton.

, The “ Review of the Puritans," their religion, toleration, charity, and other characteristics, which

those who have inherited their religion lay claim to for their ancestors with as much perseverance

as their opponents deny it, is no doubt intended as an antidote to the inordinate praise of Puritanis.

and corresponding detraction from Episcopacy. In the same degree that this praise has done injustice

to their character, we might say have also the aspersions here carefully collected. Much of both is

true, a great deal exaggerated, and perhaps some fabricated. The extreme to which Dr. Coit goes

in his defence of Episcopacy, and that to which modern Puritans tend, has a just mean, from which

it is easy to observe, as from an eminence, the intolerance of religious bigotry, illustrated here by the

most powerful example that can be drawn from the world’s history. The basis of the book is a

series of letters that appeared in the Churchman some ten years ago, which made much noise among

the opponents and defenders of the Puritans. With neither, we think, rests the whole truth; and we

can say that Dr. Coit has presented his side of the question with all the talent, learning, and partisan

feeling of the scholar and sectarian.

16-—History of the War in France and Belgium, in 1815; containing Minute Details of the Battles of

Quatre Bras, Ligny, Wavre, and Waterloo. By Captain W. LIBARUE, Secretary and Adjutant of

the Royal Military Asylum, Constructor of the “Waterloo Model.” First American, from the

second London edition, with Plans of Battles and Maps. Philadelphia: Lea &. Blanchard.

This book deserves a more extended notice than our brief limits will allow us to give it. Its great

reputation as a true, faithfully compiled, and‘ extraordinarily correct history of that most exciting of

periods and battles, its extensive sale, and numerous editions, as well as the character of the author,

would be enough, were his labors and its merits not observable throughout. The recital, and dis

position of facts, are performed with a skill that reminds us of that exhibited in another light by the

military commander. The author enjoyed a rare opportunity in collecting information from the best

quarters for the construction of his “ model" of Waterloo, at the most critical period of the battle;

and, as the depositary of such information, he wrote the work. The maps and plans are not only ad

mirably executed, but beautifully illustrative of one of the most candid, reliable, interesting, and

valuable models of histories, that will have made the future bless the past for its labors. The style is

simple and condensed; the prominent points of the great battle well brought forward and relieved,

and the whole apparently too authentic to be doubted.

17.—Historical Sketch of the Second War between the United States of .flmerica and Great Britain,

declared by Congress the 18th of June, 1812, and concluded by Peace the 15th of February, 1815. By

Cnsaucs J. luosasonn. In 3 volumes- Vol. 1, embracing the Events of 1812-13. Philadelphia:

Lea 8r. Blanchard.

This is the first volume of a very interesting, though, for some reasons, singular work. It is not a

history, properly, but evidently written for those who know about the war, by one too fully conversant

with it to descend to details, or touch upon points which do not subordinate themselves to a predeter

mined purpose. It gives a faithful and interesting description of particular portions of that period of

our history. rather than a full account of the whole ; and those (whatever may have been the design

or proposed tendency of the work) are written with an undoubted fairness and accuracy. The causes

of the war are but little touched upon ; the conspicuous persons connected with it, at more length ; and

the Indian and naval portion of the history, considered in an interesting and extended manner. The

revenue and tariff questions of the time, as well as the causes of the close of the war, are considered

carefully; yet the author draws no conclusions therefrom, leaving that for his readers. Whether its

object is to foster a warlike spirit or not, its merits as a history cannot be overlooked or unappreciated.

The style is abrupt at times, and careless to a fault; marking the politician who regards his matter,

rather than the scholar who cares for the manner. Few are better qualified for the task which Mr.

Ingersoll has in his way, thus far, discharged.

18.—[ Will be a Gentleman. ./1 Book for Boys. By Mrs. TUTHILL. Fourth edition

19.—! Will be a Lady. .6 Book for Girls. By Mrs. TUTHILL. Third edition.

fiL—Onwardl Right Onward! By Mrs. L. C. Tv'rntLL, author of'“ I Will be a Gentleman," etc.

Boston : William Crosby and H. P. Nichols. _

Judging from the appearance of these books, we took up the latter to while away a few moments;

but the surprising interest of the little volume induced us to finish it with as much eagerness as we

could a novel from the most gifted pen. The delightful characters woven into the stories will fasci

nate not only every child into whose hands they fall, but children of an “ elder growth.” The au

thores, heretofore unknown to us, has awakened by these charming little volumes an interest and

curiosity that will render welcome in future any productions from her pen. She touches the mind,

and awakens the ‘better feelings, not by advice or aphorisms, but by the exhibition of virtue’s effects in

her delightful creations, that are not only imaginative, but true, and with natural defects, only, in

which they are not perfection; as, for instance, in the Artist Boy, in the last of the above-named

volumes. This, with her two little ideals in the two first-‘‘ Joseph Brandon” and “ Beulah Morris,"

are among the fairest characters that we have read of; and their histories, joys, sorrows, and success

es, with the neat guise in which the volumes are clad, as appropriate for youth as their beautiful

contents, deserve for both authorand publisher the thanks of all their readers.
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‘EL—Sermons. By HINRY Mnvum, B. D., Minister of Camden Chapel, Camberwcll, and iatejellow

and Tutor of St. Peter's College, Cambridge. Edited by the Right Rev. C. P. M’Iavkma, D. D., etc.

New York: Stanford 8r Swords. Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton. .,

‘flu—Sermons on Certain of the Less Prominent Facts and References in Sacred Story. By HENRY

Mnvum, B. D., etc. Second series. New York : Stanford &. Swords.

The first of these is a handsomely published octavo volume, which we acknowledge the reception

of, as well as the second, a much smaller volume. Melvill’s reputation as an earnest laborer in the

English Church, and eloquent preacher, is widely spread among the Church on our own side of the

ocean. His earnestness, it is said, becomes an excitement; and certainly that characteristic fis’wper

ceptible in his discourses._ The American editor makels a distinction between the manner of his

author as preaching from and out of the Scriptures, and of preaching from the text entirely, and

those who simply make it a starting point of a train of remarks. This is obviously the chief char

acteristic of the sermons. The volumes contain all published by their writer, which was done in

answer to a request from the Bachelors, President, and Under-Graduates of Cambridge, before whom

they were delivered-an evidence of their value not to be overlooked. .

23-——-.f1 Brief Description of New York, formerly called New Netherlands, with the Places thereto ad

I joini : likewise, a. Brief Relation of the Customs of the Indians there. By Damn. DENTON. A

New dition, with -Copious and Illustrative Notes. By GABRIEL Forums, Member of the New York

Historical Society. New York: William Gowans. '1 '“- it" ' ‘ ‘ 'H"

This very handsome volume is the first of the series of Gowans’s Bibliotheca Americana, which is

to consist of reprints from old and scarce books, and occasionally an original work, designed- to throw

light upon some obscure point of American history. It seems to be the idea of the publisher to‘ give

to American antiquarians a collection corresponding with the Harlelan Miscellany in England. It‘

rare and antique works are to be the test of its success, we doubt not, from the promise of the volume

before us, the collection will be found all the most antiquarian could desire. New York, Brooklyn,

and other places “ thereunto adjoining,” are described as they were ; and, by the excellent introduc—

tion of the editor, and copious notes, we are enabled to identify the places. The value of the book

will doubtless be increased by the consideration that it is the first printed English description of the

colony inhabiting the region now comprised in the states of New York and New Jersey. While Mr.

Gowans gratifies a laudable taste in the publication of works of this class, we hope he will be amply

rewarded in a pecuniary point of view. ’

24.-Festus. .A Poem. By PHILIP James Bnurv, Barrister at Law. First American edition. Bos

ton : Benjamin B. Muzzey.

This is a dramatic poem, in which the Deity, his Son, the angels of God, Lucifer, with the spirits

of evil, and Fostus, a. being of earth, given up to Lucifer by God, to be tempted, are characters.

The scene is laid in heaven and earth. The author, in his poem, vindicates himself from the ex—

pected charge of irreverence, by citing the writers of the Old Testament as an example; alluding,

doubtless, to the book of Job. The poem is full of grand conceptions, not only as the themes would

cause it to be in an hidinary mind, but bearing the impress of its author's viyidness and sublimity of

creation, deep and fervent enthusiasm, and elevated religious faith. In the progress of _this great

dramatic production, he has traced the doubts and beliefs that the mind, in its developmei'it, passes

through.‘ Its originality of undertaking and execution have caused a. great sensation in England. Its

bold and mysterious spirit must attract readers; and we are sure they will never be more disposed to

be charmed, as well as often shocked in the perusal, than ourselves.

25.-The Broken Vow, and other Poems. By AMANDA M._E1monns. Boston :Could, Kendall scLincoln.

This volume is made up of the poems of a young lady, who, in her short and beautiful preface, claims

the full charity of the public against censoriousness. Many of the poems are in a religious and melan

choly veih, and some of a more spirited cast. One of the latter, called Grace Darling, accompanied, by

the way, with a beautiful and appropriate engraving, particularly struck us. Like the productions of

most young poets, they abound in apostrophes, which are always to be delicately and sparingly used.

Those upon Scriptural subjects, such as the “ Vl-Iidow’s Son,” etc.,are well written, though they remind

us of similar “ Sacred Poetry.” The sympathy with nature and her forms exhibited, stamps the author as

a young lady of taste, though not gifted to an extraordinary degree; requiring much cultivation to take a

stand far above mediocrity. One or two of the pieces are quite humorous. The effect of the productions

are enhanced by the neat manner in which the volume is published, and detracted from ‘by in engraving

fronting the title-page, from a very unexpressive and stiff daguorrootype, no way impi'oved by the stiff

. _ _ . - L a l ‘A 7 _ ‘A t 'stgnature, which seems as if written for the occasion. L m I , 6- ‘r

26-‘—The Israelndf God; i A Series of Practical Sermons. By STEPHEN H- TYN‘G, D. D., Rector of St.

George’s Church, New York. Third edition. New York: Robert Carter. .1

Although the sermons embraced in this volume are‘not particularly doctrinal in their character,

yet we recognize partly hidden meanings and allusions disclosing the pecitliar modifications of tenets

that have distinguished the author and Dr. Milnor as two of the most prpminent leaders of what is

called the Evangelical party in the Church. The four first sermons rasr’o from the text, "Prepare to

meet thy God, 0 Israel!" which givps the book its title. The sermons‘ form, together, a very hand

some volume’, of more than three hundred pages. Qamwnww a...“
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27.—The Vision; or. Hell. Purgatory. and Paradise of Dante .dlghieri. Translated by the Rev.

Farmers CARY, A. M. With his Life of Dante, Chronological View of his Age, Additional Notes,

and Index. Illustrated with twelve engravings, from designs by John Flaxman, R. A. From the

last corrected London edition. New York: D. Appleton 8: Co. Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton.

Hera is Carv’s Dante, the old edition, published in 1806, revised and corrected, in s. new dress, and

rendered doubly valuable by the addition of a frontispicco of the “ Lost Portrait,” by Gialto. There

it is, in all its beauty, expressive of that mild and calm endurance, that feminine sensibility, that almost

heavenly hope and courage, which shone forth in this most-tragic character of the middle ages; and

there, too, is his immortal poem, with its lofty enthusiasm, its awful creations, majestic, and yet full of

deep spiritual beauty, Anglicised as tolerably as it ever has been, and probably will be. We read it in

our boyhood; and if we did not feel the full power of the spirit of the “Divine Comedy,” Mr. Gary

taught us that the labor of learning the Italian would be a poor compensation for the pleasure of reading

this wonderful creation of the “ Hero Poet" in the tongue which be embodied it in, not for Italy alone, but

for the Anglo-Saxon world.

28— Wiley dr Putnam's Libra of Choice Reading. No. 25.-Table Talk. 0 'nions on Books, Men

and Things. By Wrnunr AZLIT'I‘. In two Parts. Part 1. New York: Valley 8:. Putnam.

We are glad to see that the success of the republication in this country of the volumes of Hazlitt‘s

works that have already appeared, have induced the publishers to give the public, in the some form ,

the second series of his inimitable “ talk." The subjects of these essays are of just the character to

draw forth the peculiar and striking scintillations of Hazlitt’s teeming brain, as beautiful in their ec

centricities as they are “ wild without rule” in their serious moods. Every volume of his works must

be welcome, and the public hardly need new productions when they can find so much freshness in

these, 'as yet not in the least dimmed by time.

29.—Studies in Religion. By the author of "Words in a Sunday School." New York: C. Shepherd.

The tone of this little volume is good, although the ideas are not perfectly new, on the subjects

treated. Many of them are doctrinal, and not, of course, interesting, considering them very critically

or analytically. The author must have intended the volume for those too young to have fully settled

in their minds those matters, or too old tochange them. The moral influence, like those of a thousand

others of kindred character, with which the press is flooded, is praiseworthy, and may possibly be

beneficial to some one. A slight novelty, which books of the character do not generally possess, in

presenting old and familiar ideas in a dress quite original, and almost odd, will doubtless attract

attention.

30.—-The Old Humphrey Series, consisting of “ Old Humphrey's Observations," “ Old ‘Humphrey's

Addresses,” “ Walks in London,:’ “ Thoughts for the Thoughtful.” “Handy Hints.” “ Country

strolls," and the “ Old Sea Captaan.” 7 volumes, 18mo. Carter's Cabinet Library. New York:

Robert Carter. -

The above little volumes, though unpretending in size and titles, by the old and young, and rich and

poor, will be found delightful reading, and full of instructive morals, made interesting by the manner

in which they are introduced. As a companion in a walk, or a sermoniser, Old Humphrey is always

on the watch to give point to a homely adage, to express the emotions of a kindly heart, and make his

philosophy more palatable by gilding it so happily. The subjects seem to be everything from which

“ to draw a moral.” The little works, at first sight, seem meant for children; buts perusal convinces

us that children of an elder growth than boy or girlhood are the true persons to be instructed by them.

We hope they will find their way to every fireside.

31.—Little Lessons for Little Learners, in Words of One 8 llable. B Mrs. BARWILL. New Y k :D. Appleton 8:. Co. Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton. y y or

This is really a very pretty book, adapted _to the capacity of the youngest reader, and one of the

most successful efforts we have ever met with, of telling stories in words of one syllable.

BOOKS IN PAPER COVERS, PUBLISHED SINCE OUR LAST.

32.—Selections from the Works of Taylor. Laliftm‘. Hull. Milton, Barrow. South. Bmson, Fuller. and

Bacon. By BASIL Mos'nou, Esq., A. First American, from the fifth London edition. \rVilcy

dr. Putnam s Library of Choice Reading. New York: Wiley 8: Putnam. [Some of the choicest

gems of the master minds enumerated in the title~page. are here brought together in the presentcol

lection in a readable form. The subjects selected are of universal interest, and of course free from

sectarian topics.]

33.—The History of Ireland. ‘By Wttuns Dotsv, aided and assisted by a Committee of Admirers of

lrish Antiquities, Natives of Different Countries, who are now Residents or Citizens of the United

States. New York and London: George Virtue.

34.—Elizabeth Bennett; or, Pride and Prejudice. A Novel. By Jan: Aus'rss, author of “ Emma. "

“ Persuasion,” etc. Philadelphia: Carey 8r. Hart. '

35.— Wrongs of .flénerécan Wolgfl. First Sersies—g‘heNElliott Family; or. Trials of the New York

Seam stresses. BARLES cannot. eat tor o “ ever Too Late " “Trials 0. ' " .NewpYork: E. Wl'nchester, New World Press. ’ 7 ad Triumphs’ me

The author says in his preface that the characters and incidents were drawn ti‘om real life, though

the names employed in the work are fictitious. This is another tribute to the cause in which some in

our community are so much interested, viz: that of making known the sufl'erings and trials of the

industrial classes. With such a noble aim, the author has united a purely unaffected, artless, natural

style; and the story cannot fall of leaving the impression, and creating the sympathy, that the
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ART. I.—VALUE AND PROSPECTS OF LIFE IN THE UNITED STATES.‘

PART L

AN ANALYSIS OF THE VARIOUS UNITED STATES CENSUSEQ, REGARDING THE AGE? OF THE INHABI

TANTS WITH A VIE‘V TO ILLUSTRATE THE VALUE AND PROSPECTS OF LIFE IN THE DIFFERENT

SECTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES.

THE scarcity, or rather the utter absence of proper statistical data, deri

ved from widely extended mortuary registration, from which to deduce the

value of life in the United States, renders it very desirable to develope

what information on this subject may latently exist in authoritative docu

ments of any kind. The census will afford, in the opinion of the writer,

the only clue that promises light on this subject. The introduction into

this country of the institution of life insurance, which has been so long in

extensive and successful operation in Great Britain, must be made only on

American foundations—on the value of life under American influences.

The value of annuities for this country must be calculated on the same

foundations. These, and other considerations, render the determination

of the value of life of political and mercantile importance, to say nothing

of the independent usefulness of such information to individuals personally

influenced by regard to health, and love of prolonged existence. It is a.

matter as interesting to the curious, as worthy of attention from the phi.

losophical mind, to observe in What relative proportion the various peri

ods of life regarding age, are filled by the people of difi'erent sections of

country, under diversities of climate, and to refer the differences in these

proportions to their true causes. It is the opinion of the writer, that these

differences are greater than is generally supposed, and are, in a great

measure, referrible to climate—greater than generally supposed, because

they are not directly perceptible on inspection of the census.
 

* This article, new first ublished. is part of an unpublished essay on “ The influence of Climate on

Longevity,” John S are, D. ofFairhaven. "' ‘ H which was I ’ for the " ‘M of

the Bcylston 01edical ommittee, of Harvard University, on the occasion when the prize was awarded to

Edward Jarvis, M. D. The essay is that which had for its motto a. Latin verse, commencing :f‘ Da spati'um

vita—f‘ and is one of three, concerning which they, in 0. published resolve, hoped “ their authors may

be induced to give the public an opportunity of reading these valuable and interesting essays." It is but

justice tn that Committee to state here their standing published vote, that they “ do not consider themselves

as approving the doctrinel contained in any of the dissertations to which the premiums may be udJudged"—_~

a vote which more particularly applies to an unsuccessful one, or to a part of such an 0_ne- This article is

rather the appendix of the essay proper, the only part adapted to the Merchants‘ Magazine.
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These differences are not perceptible, among the states, because they

have not a population common in number, and it is only when made com

mon by arithmetical processes, that we become aware of anydifl'erences.

It is to be regretted, that of the six censuses, only the last two have made

decennial discriminations ofages through life, with quinquennial discrimina

tions under the age of twenty ; and that no two of the preceding ones were

made on common assumptions regarding ages; thus is precluded the pos

sibility of making such perfect comparisons of successive censuses as

would lead to useful inferences relating to changes in our population with

the progress of time. However, such modes of comparison as were pos

sible with this view, the writer has made, and still, with highly satisfac

tory results—the truth that the average age of our population has, for the

last forty years been increasing, forces itself upon our notice. This is a

fact of observation, though existing latently in the censuses, and there

are many circumstances to be weighed in referring this fact to its true cau

ses. The evidence, and some considerations will be presented.

The census of the colored population stands on such a footing that it

cannot be compared, side by side, with that of the white population, nor

even with itself at different dates. Hence, after making the only possible

comparisons of the ages of the two people, these considerations will relate

only to the white inhabitants, when the United States are individually or

collectively alluded to.

That the United States might be compared with other countries, the

censuses of some European countries have been subjected to the numerical

condition that renders this possible. This striking result is presented, that

a very much greater proportion of our people are in the early and youthful

periods of life, than either in any part of Great Britain, or in Sweden. Is

this to be attributed to a greater proportion of deaths in adult life, among

us, or to a. greater relative proportion of births’! There are several indi

rect modes of determining something in regard to this question, though

additional data would be required to establish the precise answer. Yet

the fact itself may serve to correct the many erroneous deductions that are

frequently made, regarding the salubrity of places, from either the percent

ofdeaths on all living, that occur annually, or the average age ofthe deaths ;

the last of which is the more correct index of salubrity, but must be taken

in connexion with the relative proportion of the living in the several pe

riods of life. The average age attained by all who die in England, is

thirty-eight years; were the United States equally salubrious, the average

age of all who die here must be less, because the actual living are so

much younger on an average, and deaths, other things being equal, must

take place at ages proportional to the number of the living. The city of

Boston had, in 1840, twenty-nine per cent of its white male population

between the ages of 20 and 30, which is but a little less than the whole

per centage under the age of 15, a circumstance which shows how few

of the former were natives of the city. The average per centage ofdeaths

(for ten years) of persons between 20 and 30 was 18 and six tenths, of

all the deaths, while less than nine per cent of all the deaths, occur be

tween these ages in New England generally._ Massachusetts has a greater

per centage of her population between the ages of 20 and 30, than any

other state in the Union, (viz. 20 per cent,) evidently due to the temporary

residence of many unmarried persons from ‘states at the north, brought in

Pi)the higher wages they. can command in almost every department of

a or.
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The several states present greater differences among themselves in these

relative proportions, than does the country, as a whole, among the coun

tries introduced in the above tables. Compare Alabama, an example of

a southern state, with either of the New England states, and this truth is

manifest. In the southern states, with one or two exceptions, there are

more inhabitants under the age of five years, than between the ages of

20 and 30; so in the western states—while the reverse is true of the

middle and New England states. In the United States, these numbers

are nearly balanced. In 1830, there were more under five than between

20 and 30, which became reversed in 1840, and in future the majority

will remain as in 1840, continuing to increase. The date of equality

must have been about 1833.

It is exceedingly instructive to observe what constant and well defina

ble laws, large bodies of people observe in living or in dying, or in under

going any change. Observe, in the above table, how, in every one of the

New England states, in each of the first four quinquennial periods of life,

there was a diminution of the per centages of the population, on passing

through a period of ten years, from 1830 to 1840—twenty-four of these

comparisons and no exception. Now, as the average age of all the living

in these states, is between 20 and 30, we must expect to find some reverse

. of the above in the later periods of life during these ten years. This we

do find. In the six decennial periods of life, including all persons between

30 and 90, there are but five exceptions to universal increase in these

per centages—here being thirty-six comparisons. Three of these excep

tions occur in Massachusetts, and the remaining two in Rhode Island.

These being long settled states, are about reaching their maximum pro

portion of population in the more advanced periods of life, which circum

stance alone interrupts the harmony of these beautiful results.

While the above remarks tend to the same end, we may present here

all the evidence to be presented, that the average age of all persons who

make up the white population of the United States, has been increasing

during the present century. An approximate estimate of the average age

of this population, as it was in 1830 and in 1840, may be made by sup

posing all persons in the several periods of life to be concentrated at the

centre of each period, one group aged two and a half, the next, seven and

a half, and so on, (12%, 17%, 25, 35, 45, and so on, etc.,) and all those

over 100 to be 105, a more pure hypothesis—and multiplying these ave

rages by the respective numbers of persons in each period, adding pro

ducts, and dividing by the whole number of persons. We find it to be for

1830, 21,5717 years, and for 1840, 21,9912 years; now, although these

numbers are confessedly too great, their difference, ‘PM of a year, is

not chargeable with the same, nor even with any, serious objection, for

correctness. Here, then, is the increase between the last two censuses.

For reasons that have been stated, the same method cannot be used to point

out an increase between previous censuses. They made a discrimination

of ages that precludes the use of this method. But, since 1800, the per

cent of the population, under ten, has diminished, or, what is the same

thing, the per cent over ten has increased; the latter was, in 1800, 65,34

for ma'les, 65,94 for females; in 1840, 68,35 for males, 68,55 for females.

On comparing the ratio of the number over 45, to that under 10, for the

years 1800, 1810, and 1820, (at which years only such comparison is pos

sible,) we find that for every 100 under 10, there were over 45, the num
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her presented in the following table, at the dates, and in the states men

tioned: which states were selected at random, and were the only ones

examined under this relation.

1800. 1810. 1890. 1800. 1810. 1890.

United States,.. 34.3 35.3 36.8 Ohio,.............. 20.9 25.7 28.3

Virginia, ....... . . 32.7 36.1 36.8 Maine, . . . . .. . 29.9 322 38.!)

Massachusetts, . 49.2 50.7 54.4 N. Hampshire,. 383 42.4 51.9

Connecticut,... . 49.9 54.0 59.2 New York, .... . . 31.8 32.6 36.5

North Carolina,. 29.6 31.2 33.7 Rhode Island,“ 49.1 51.6 50.9

South Carolina,. 27.4 28.5 32.6 Sweden, in 1775, 76.4.

Thus, by the only possible modes of investigation, (which, by the way,

are entitled to the greater credit for their independency, instead of less

credit for the absence of continuity or harmony,) do weaperceive one and

the same inference forcing itself into notice, that the living population of

the whole, and every part of the United States, has, during the present

century, been becoming an older population, which, however, is far from

being necessarily synonymous with the assertion, that, at the present day,

we are living under influences tending to increase the length oflife. There

is need of additional statistics to establish such inference. We need to

know whether immigration is tending now, more than formerly, to fill up

adult life, rather than infancy. We need to know whether our former

larger proportion of youthful life, was owing to this being a younger coun

try than it now is—tbr we are able to establish, as a truth, that the younger

- and more rapidly settling parts of the country, have a much greater pro

portion in early life, than the longer settled parts. Advanced people do

not settle new regions. Those at the active and middle periods of life,

only, make permanent changes of residence. In the newly settling parts

of the United States, where, with little labor, the soil produces abundantly

for man, and where fashion and mode of life are liable to be less regarded,

it is probable that marriages are much earlier, and births more numerous.

It is a law of population, that it increases as the facilities of living increase.

It is a proverb, that where a loaf is added, a man is born. Hence we

may observe, by the tables that have been presented, that the more recent

the settling and growth of any state, the greater the increase of the ratio

in advanced life, between any two periods that are compared. Observe

Maine and Vermont, in this respect, and, in contrast, observe Massachu

setts and Rhode Island, in the table already given.

Were the above evidence sufficient to prove that length of life is increa

sing in this country, the truth would be in accordance with what is proved

to be true throughout most of Christendom, especially several countries in

Europe. In France, the average age of one million of persons who died

before the French revolution, was, according to Duvillard. 28 years and

10 months. In the Annuaire, for 1831, Mathieu gives, as the average age,

31% years. In one century, from 1728 to 1828, the average age of per

sons dying in London, increased four years and nine months. In Geneva,

there has been a constant increase of this average age tor nearly three

hundred years, during which time it has nearly doubled. In 1560, it was

21 years, two months, and 20 days; in 1833, 40 years, eight months, and

seven days. The test which statistics generally furnish on this point, is,

the per cent of annual deaths among the numbers of the living, which, in

most countries, has uniformly diminished within the last century. Coin

cident with such facts, there has been a gradual improvement in the cir
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cumstances that affect life, such as improved domestic condition—increase

ing intelligence, out of which grow knowledge of, and regard for, health—

vaccination, which has put a period to the extensive ravages of small-pox—

and the suppression of intemperance.

The states of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut, cannot be

regarded as increasing in population by immigration; they undoubtedly

fiirnish a great number of emigrants to other states, of persons probably

in the early and middle periods of adult life, or, beyond all question, of

persons beyond the average age of the living, which is about 25 for these

states. It is not a little remarkable, that there has been taking place in

these states, the increase alluded to, though in a less marked degree, than

in the newer states. Between the last two censuses, however, in the first

two of these states, the proportion, in advanced life, has diminished. Per

haps they are about reaching their maximum proportion, or have reach

ed it.

But it is not by the construction of tables on the precise principle of the

preceding, that the most valuable results are to be educed, illustrative of

the influence of the climates of the United States on the continuance of

life. The following principle has been adopted, Which consists of placing

on an equality the number of persons within some one definite period of

life, and letting the subsequent periods bear, by per centage, on this. Thus,

call the number under five years of age, in every place, 100, the proper

proportion between the age of five and 10,.is given by per centage on that

100. It is 94 in New Hampshire, and only 77 in Virginia, for white

males, in the year 1840. Is not here a difference worthy of important

notice, and does it not indicate something concerning the life-preserving,

or life-destroying influences of the respective climates on infancy? Are

not the numbers, 94 and 77, each the representatives living, in 1840, of

100 who were, at one time, alive five years before, or about that length

of time, in each of these states’! Again: take 100 white males between

the ages of 20 and 30 in each of these states, then a proper proportion

between 30 and 40, for New Hampshire, is 75.7: for Virginia, 64.4.

Again : take 100 between 70 and 80, in each state, the proper proportion,

from 80 to 90, is for New Hampshire, 31.5 ; for Virginia, 27.9. It would

be necessary, in New Hampshire, to take 755 of the male population to

include just 100, under the age of five years; ‘in Virginia, 535 male per

sons will include that number under five years. The intermediate states

bear intermediate relations. Thus, the adoption of this mode of analysis

is calculated to banish, in part, those ditiiculties arising from rapid growth

of states by immigration, and will enable us to develope some results in

dicative of the influences of climate, over and above, or directly counter

to all influence that could arise from other causes, determining the des

truction or prolongation of life. For example, we expect to find in the

western states a very small proportion of very advanced lives. The time

since their settlement is too short to admit of any natives being centenari

ans, and of but comparative few of the whole number who have settled

there. And the census shows a constant falling away, or want of inhab

itants, (as we trace the number from the active to the advanced ages,

through the several decennial periods,) far greater in these states, than in

others of the same latitude. But just as we examine beyond the age of

90, we find the reverse of this, a greater comparative population appear

ing; the per cent on this 100 between 80 and 90, and beyond 90, are
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given below, for the two groups ofstates. WereNewYork and Pennsylva

nia taken by their two, and Tennessee by its three districts, each district

would rank in the same group as the whole state.

  

70 to 80. 8) to 90. Over 90.

Kentucky,.......................... 100 27.9‘ 5.21‘

Tennessee,.. 100 28.1 4.31 Q

Illinois,.... .. 100 ‘23.0 g‘ 4.29 3

Mimouri,.... 100 22.5 5.: 4.07 5

Ohio,......... 100 23.9 3.71 7'

Indiana,........ 100 24.4 3.63

Delaware, . 100 22.7 ‘ 3.35 1

Pennsylvania, . .. . . 100 26.6 3.28

Massachusetts,... 100 29.5 3.28

Vermont, ........... . . 100 28.3 Q 3.09

New Hampshire,... 100 31.5 3 3.05 5'
Maine,....... . 100 25.2 t g 3.03 t ;:

NewJersey,... 100 26.8 7' 3.01

Connecticut, . . .... . . 100 30.7 2.97

New York, . . . . . i . . . . . . . . .. 100 27.1 2.96

Rhode Island,............... 100 33.21 2.31)

 

To one who is acquainted with the nature of cumulative evidence, it

will not appear an extravagant prediction to say, that of men now living

between the ages of 70 and 80, a greater proportion will live to exceed

90, in the western, than in the eastern, or middle states. The value of

life is greater at this age, and the premiums of insurance, on such lives,

should be lower in the western states.

In precisely the same manner as above, let us compare chief cities in

the United States, with the states in which they are situated severally.

The numbers corresponding to the last column of the above table, are as

follows for the nine most populous cities of the United States, and for their

several states. Or, for every 100 white males between 70 and 80, there

are over 90 :—

  
In New Orleans, .......... .. 14.90 In Louisiana,.......... .. 10.70

Philadelphis,.... . .. . . 6.59 Pennsylvania, ..... . . 3.28

Charleston,.... 6.09 South Carolina,.. 5.05

Boston,......... 5.75 Massachusetts, .... .. 3-‘28

Baltimore,.... 5.45 Maryland,.......... .. 5.20

Cincinnati,....... 5.42 Ohio,.................. 3.71

New York 4.11

Brooklyn, . 6.10 2 New York,........ . . 2.96

Albany,........ 3.63

It will be perceived that the differences are in favor of cities in every

instance. The tenth city has not been examined under this relation. As

these results are calculated to strike every one with surprise, being pre

cisely contrary to anticipation, founded on knowledge of the general health

of cities compared with that of the country; and as, from the laws of evi

dence, such coincidences could not be expected, under circumstances as

favorable for a city, as those of equality with its state, oi‘tener than once

in five hundred and twelve allowed opportunities for an undefined and pro

miscuous vacillation between these proportions, the reader becomes inquis

itive for the controlling cause. The weight of evidence in favor of the

existence ofa controlling cause, under the supposed circumstances ot‘equal

ity of condition between city and state, is equivalent to the improbability

that out of a vessel containing nine white, and nine black balls, undis

tinguishable by touch, intimately mixed, a person should pick, without

seeing them, nine of the same color at the nine first trials, taking one at
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a time. He would succeed once in 512 (the ninth power of two) exper

iments.

If aged men seek cities as a place of residence, we can hardly conceive

Why they should in greater proportion above the age of 90 than between

70 and 80, relatively to the number living in each class. Dr. Richard

Price ascertained that the aged were in the habit of retiring from London.

(Price on Annuities.) On examining any European analogies, we find

that although London and Stockholm, compared with England and Swe

den, do not present like results, tables of expectation of life, for certain

cities in Europe, show, that expectation of life in them, while it is uni

formly less in early and middle life than in country districts, gains upon

that of the districts, at advanced ages, and in some cases exceeds it. In

Berlin, Where it was ascertained, in the latter part of the last century, that

one half of all persons born, died before the age of three years, and that

expectation of life, at birth, was 18 years, the expectation at 60 was 12%

years ; while in Pais de Vaud, a country district of Switzerland, where

one half of the persons born lived to be 41, and the expectation of life at

birth was 37 years, the expectation at 60 was but twelve years.

It is,¢indeed, a well known truth, that the conditions of climate that af

fect the'continuance of human life, favorably or unfavorably at the middle

periods of life, become reversed, at the very advanced stage, owing to a

change in the susceptibilities of the constitution to the conditions of cli

mate. This is universally true, where the peculiarity in the condition of

climate depends especially on the presence or absence of atmospheric

impurities and miasms. The most malarious regions in the United States

have the greatest number of centenarians. “ The proportion of existing

centenarians, is no valid indication of national health or longevity,” says

Mr. Rickman. Sir Francis~ D’Ivernois asserts, that “ an unusual number

of centenarians, so far from being an indication of the vitality of the masses,

is rather a proof to the contrary.” During the time of the improvement in

the value of life in Geneva, to which allusion has been made,‘centenarians,

who were not rare in the sixteenth and seventeenth century, have disappear

ed. During 27 years ofthis century not one appeared, according to Mallet.

The value of life has been improving in London during the last century,

and centenarians have become but one third as numerous. New Orleans

has more centenaria'ns than any other equally numerous ‘population in the

United States, Great Britain, or Sweden, all ages being regarded in a

continuous and fairly seledted region.

From these considerations, we may learn that we should have reason to

regard it as an anomaly, did not the cities of the United States present

the result above indicated. Indeed, we may take this result as ground for

inferring how unfavorable the cities of the United States are to the long

continuance of the majority of human lives. May we try the western

states by the same test’! , -

The same peculiarity, common to the western states, and to the chief

cities, distinguishes the southern states, as a following table will show.

' Indeed, the concurrence of testimony shows palpably the truth, ‘that at the

age ofbetween 70 and 80, the chance, to males, of living 10 years, is less in

the southern and western states, than in the remaining states, or the coun

try as a whole, but the chance of living 20 years is greater ; and the chance

of living the 20 years is greater in the chief cities, than in the states in

which the cities are. '

[eoncnunan nv 1mm: NUMBER-1
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AM. II.--THE COTTON TRADE.‘t

Tun operations in cotton, during the past year, have not been disturbed

by speculation, nor has anything occurred which much afi'ectedthe price,

except the repeal of the duty in England. Prices have, in consequence,

been pretty regular. The unnatural depression in this country at Christ

mas, was followed by a slight reaction in January; this advance was fur

ther promoted by the alteration of the English tariff; and still further by

the very rapid increase of consumption in England by the long continuance

of low prices.

Before collecting materials by which to form a judgment of the compar-

ative supply and demand, for the next season, it may be well to recall the

estimates made a year since, that we may see how much confidence may

be placed in such speculations. More or less uncertainty must always

belong to every anticipation. But this uncertainty has its limits, so that

when prices are unnaturally depressed, or expanded, we may be able to

say they are not authorised by the ratio between supply and demand.

The speculative advance of 1844, and the extreme depression at the be

ginning of 1845, were two cases in which a study of the comparative sup

ply and demand, would have pointed out to planters and speculators the

course they ought to have pursued. Certainty cannot, indeed, be attained,

nor can we approximate very nearly to certainty ; but by reviewing the

progressive increase of consumption in the various countries of the world,

and, by weighing carefully the different reports concerning the crops, we

can arrive at a judgment of the wants of the manufacturers, and of the

ability of the producers to satisfy these wants, sufiiciently correct, to guard

us from gross errors, either in buying or selling.

Here is my estimate of last year’s crop in the United States—-—the actual

receipts, the amount of error, and the per centage which that error bears

to the whole receipts :—

  

Estiinate. Receipts. Error. Er. per cent.

New Orleans, .... ..bales 1,000,000 929,000 71,000 8 too much.

Mobile, ................. . . 560,000 517,000 43,000 8 “I

Florida,..... 205,000 189,000 16,000 9 “

Georgia,........... 310,000 296,000 14,000 5 “

South Carolina,........ .. 360,000 426,000 66,000 15 too little.

N. Carolina 61. Virginia, 25,000 38,000 13,000 34 “

Total, .......... .. 2,460,000 2,395,000 65,000 3 too much.

The very large receipts at Charleston, were caused by the transfer of

an unusual amount of the Georgia crop, along the South Carolina rail

road, on account of the low state of the Savannah river.

As to the receipts from India, I anticipated a large falling off; on ac

count of the extreme low prices. My estimate was 150,000 bales, although

the average of the last three years had been 223,000 bales. The receipts

at Liverpool have gone down fully forty per cent at ‘the latest dates, and

the imports of the United Kingdom, having amounted to 74,000 bales, in

the first six months, will vary very little from the amount I anticipated.

For the supply from other parts of the world, as they were small, and

 

* For similar reviews of the cotton crops, and trade, from the author of the present

article, see Merchants’ Magazine, for December, 1843, volume IX., page 516; also, for

December, 1844, volume XL, page 517.
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nearly stationary, I took the average of the last five years, and though the

receipts have fallen off about nine per cent from last year, they will exceed

a little my estimate. The supply from all sources I placed at 2,750,000

bales, and the result will not vary from this more than twenty or thirty

thousand bales.

The consumption of the United States, I put down at 370,000 bales,

and it has reached 389,000. The wants in France, of American cotton,

I calculated at 420,000 bales. Our export has only come up to 356,000

but their stock has decreased 40 or 50,000 bales, so that their consump

tion will come near to my estimate. From other parts of the continent,

I have no reports of the stocks, or deliveries to the trade. Our large ex

port has probably increased the stocks, though doubtless a. large increase

in their consumption has taken place. From our large export it may be

fairly presumed their wants have overrun my estimate 20 or 30,000 bales.

The consumption in Great Britain has far exceeded my estimate, although

I anticipated a large increase. The long continuance of low prices, and

the abolition of the duty on cotton, has given an impulse to the English

demand, unexampled in the history of the cotton trade. The consump

tion, up to the first of July, was 836,946 bales, and as the weekly delive

ries, at Liverpool, have increased since that time, the consumption for the

whole year cannot fall below 1,680,000 bales—an advance over last year

of 280,000, instead of my estimate of 100,000 bales. Bringing together

these items, we have the following table of comparison :—

Estimate. Results. Error p. a.

United States crop, .............. . .bales 2,460,000 2,395,000 3

Total supply, ............................ . . 2,750,000 2,720,000 1

American consumption,.... . 370,000 389,000 5

French “ .............. . . 420,000 400,000 5

English “ 1,480,000 1,680,000 12

Total “ .. . . . . . . . 2,450,000 2,670,000 8

The principal error being in the English consumption, which has been

caused principally by the unforeseen reduction in the English tariff.

Passing now from the review of the past to the consideration of the

fixture, I would first remark, that there must be a large falling off in the

receipts at our Atlantic ports. The drought began so early, and contin

ued so long, that the crop has suffered severely. The rains, in October,

destroyed a considerable amount of cotton, and were it not that last year

had some calamities, as well as this, the decrease would be oneJhird, or

one-half. As it is, I anticipate a falling off of 20 or 25 per cent, in the

South Carolina and Georgia receipts. From Florida, proper, the reports

of the crop are very good, and, notwithstanding the transfer of some force

to the cultivation of tobacco, the receipts at St. Marks will probably ex

ceed those of last year. This will not be the case on the Chatahoochee,

which affords the larger part of the Florida receipts, for the drought there

has done much damage, especially on the uplands, near Columbus. The

deficiency will not, I think, exceed five per cent. From Alabama slight

complaints have been heard all the season. The cold weather, in May,

kept back the crops, and injured them considerably. The drought has not

seriously affected the plant in the south and west. Still a decrease of six

or eight per cent in the receipts may be fairly anticipated. From Missis

sippi, Louisana, and Arkansas, the reports have been of the most favor

able kind. Partial complaints have, indeed, been recently made, but they
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are not as numerous as last year. The drought, which troubled the At

lantic region, has hardly been felt in these states. In many places, the

seasons have been all that could be wished; the floods, which did such

immense damage last year, have not visited them again. The Texas crop

is very fine, and no deduction will be, hereafter, made from the New

Orleans receipts, on account of Texas being a foreign country. Counting

a gain of 50,000 bales from Texas, of 100,000 saved from the floods, and

50,000 from increased production, the excees, at New Orleans, will be

20,000 bales. Bringing together these expectations of the crop, the fol

lowing will be my estimate for the next season :

  

 

1844. 1846. 1846.

New Orleans,............bales 832,000 929,000 1,050,500 to 1,250,000

Mobile, ....................... ... . 468,000 , 517,000 460,000 to 590,000

Florida,... ......... .. 146,000 189,000 170,000 to 190,000

Georgia, .... . . 256,000 296,000 200,000 to 240,000

South Carolina,... . . . 305,000 426,000 290,000 to 340,000

N. Carolina and Virginia,.... 24,000 38,000 20,000 to 30,000

Total, ................ . . 2,031,000 2,395,000 2,190,000 to 2,570,000

2,380,000

The receipts from India will not much exceed those of the present year.

The abolition of the duty in England has been a severe blow to the cul.

tivation of cotton, in all the colonial dependencies of Great Britain.

Although the price of American cotton has advanced, in this country, from

two to three cents a pound, above the lowest rates in January last, the

quotations, in Liverpool, for Surat and Madras, have scarcely varied. These

prices discourage, not only production, but shipments. The amount ac

tually produced will be kept back, or sent to China, or otherwise disposed

of. As long as the Liverpool price ranges from two and a half to three

and a half pence, a long and distant voyage, with all the expenses of port

charges and commissions, cannot be borne. The recent advance in pri

ces will stimulate shipments a little, and, allowing for this, the imports

from India may reach 170,000 bales for the next season.

The English receipts from Egypt and Brazil, being small, and nearly

stationary, the average, for the last five years, will be near the actual

result.

  

Year. Receipts. Year. Receipts.

1841,........................bales 165,000 1844,........................bales 197,000

1842,... 121,000 1845, about. . . . . . . . . . . .. 180,000

1843, ............................ .. 165,000 Average,..................... 166,000

Collecting these items, we have the supply, from all these sources, for

1846, as follows :—

  
Crop of the United States,....................................................bales 2,380,000

English receipts from India,........... 170,000

“ “ other 170,000

Totalsupply,.................... .. . 2,720,000

Turning our attention now to the wants of the manufacturers, I begin

with the United States. Our consumption has moved on pretty regularly.

During the last year, the increase has been more rapid than usual, and

as new factories have been every where springing up, and there are, as

yet, no signs of an accumulation of stock of manufactured goods, the in.

crease will be fully as great as ever. The advance in flour, and in cotton,
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will stimulate, rather than lessen our consumption, because our goods are

principally sold at home, and the consumers will have more ability to pur

chase. Here is a table of the United States consumption for several years

past :—

Years. Bales. Av. for 3 ys. lnc. p. c. Years. Bales. Av. for 3 ys. Inc. p. c.

1837, 220,000 ....... .. , 1842,11m. 268,000 295,000 2. 1

1838, 244,000 1843, 325,000 305,000 3.4

1839, 276,000 210,000 1844, 347,000 321,000 52

1840, 295,000 271,000 9.8 1845, 389,000 354,000 10.3

1841, 297,000 289,000 6.9 Average,............-............

The increase cannot be less than last year, and may be safely estimated

at 430,000 bales.

The deliveries, in France, have been nearly stationary for the last five

years. Previous to last year, they had, in fact, gone backwards, but the

extremezlow prices have restored them again to the high point of 1840:

The deliveries of all kinds, up to the 1st of July, were....................bales 246,000

“ “ “ “ 1st of September,.... 313,000

“ “ “ for the year, at these rates,..... 480,000

.“ “ “ for 1840, . 446,000

  

Here is a table of the consumption of American, which is the only part

that we have to consider, since, in the estimate of supply, I have not re

ferred to any import, into France, of Egyptian or Brazilian cotton :— _

  

Years. Exports of U. S. Conlump. of America. Stocks of all kinds.

1841,... . . . ..bales 348,000 368,000 136,000

1842,.... ..... 398,000 363,000 138,000

1843,..... . 346,000 352,000 119,000

1844,. . .. . .. . . 283,000 347,000 78,000

1845,................ .. .. . 356,000 about 400,000 about 60,000

Average, .......................................................... . . 366,000 bales.

The advance in prices will check the French demand, especially as the

trade seems already dull, and bring it back to its usual average. I can

not put it higher than 360,000 bales.

The supplies to the continent, besides the imports from Egypt, are made

up almost entirely of imports from England and the United States. On

account of the great number of ports, there is no way of getting the con.

sumption, but by taking the English and American exports. Of these

exports from England, a very small portion goes to France, and is already

estimated. But, as the whole English export, to France, is very small,

only amounting to 28,000 lbis. in the first six months of 1845, and only

averaging 62,000 lbs. for the first six months of the last three years, the

American portion of this is too small to be taken into our account. Here

is a table which will show pretty nearly the demand from all other coun

tries, but France and England, out of the supplies I have above collect.

ed :—

Yearl. ' U. S. Export. Eng. Export. St’ks of all kinds. Ap r'nt consnm.

_1841,.......... ..bale 105,000 116,000 75,000 568,000

1842,.. 131,000 138,000 104,000 240,000

1843,._ 194,000 116,000 147,000 267,000

1844,.. 144,000 150,000 120,000 321,000

1845,.. .. 285,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

  

The Liverpool exports to September 26, 1845, were 61,000 bales, and

up to September 26, 1844, were 48,000 bales ; so that for the present year

the exports, both from the United States and Great Britain, have exceeded
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those of 1844, and were, allowing a considerable increase of stocks, the

consumption cannot be less than 400,000 bales. Of this amount, some

has gone to Mexico, some to China, some to the West Indies, besides the

various ports in the north and south of Europe. It would be difficult to

anticipate, with any correctness, the wants of so many various countries,

but the demand on the continent, for the next year, will exceed that of

any former year, on account of the efforts every where made, especially

in Germany, to exclude the manufactures of Great Britain. We may,

with safety, anticipate, that all these wants will nearly equal those of the

present pear. The low prices have, doubtless, increased the shipments,

and the consumption of the present year, but the wants on the continent

have increased rapidly every year, and we cannot put this total demand

much below 400,000lbales. '

The consumption, in England, is by far the most important of all, and

it depends on so many causes, that it is the most difficult of all to estimate.

Here is a table of their consumption for several years back :—

  

Increase

Average consumption of 1837 and ’38, ........ ..bales 1,147,000“ “ 1839 and ’40,.. 1,180,000 33,000

“ “ 1841 and ’42 .. 1 184 000 4,000

“ “ 1843 and a4,’ 114041000 220,000

“ " 1845,about....... 1,680,000 276,000

This great increase in the English consumption, for 1845, has not arisen,

as in 1843, and 1844, from the opening of new markets in the east, or in

the colonies of Great Britian, but has been mainly in the home consump

tion. The exports of twist, for the first six months of 1845, have been

nearly the same as in 1844, as appears by the following table :—

  

Year. India. China. All other places.

1844, ..... . . . ... . . .lbS. 10,477,000 2,581,000 41,988,000

1845,.......................... 7,055,000 1,915,000 45,722,000

The exports of’ calicoes has risen from two hundred and seventy-seven,

to three hundred millions of yards, but of other cotton goods they have

been nearly the same as last year. In considering, now, this home de

mand, the advance in cotton, and the comparative failure of the English

harvest will be serious hindrances to any increase in the consumption.

But still, as long as there is no glut‘ in the market, the manufacturers will

go on producing until they make one. The prices of both mull and water

twist are high, compared with cotton. The mills are fully employed,

many of them having engagements for a long time ahead. The antici.

pated modification of the American tariff; and the projected treaty with

Brazil, may increase the demand for exportation. With such prospects,

there is but little danger of any falling off in the English demand, and

though the consumption of 1845, will very much exceed that of 1844, we

may anticipate a still greater demand for 1846. After the immense in

crease of the present year, it would not be safe to look for a much farther

increase, and I will put it as low as 50,000 bales. We are now ready

to compare the supply and the demand for file next season :—

  
Crop of the United States,.......................:.............................bales 2,380,000

English import of East India,........ 170,000

“ “ all other 170,000

  

Total supply, .......................................................... . . 2,720,000
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Wants of the United States,...................................................bales 430,000

“ ~Great Britsin,........_............. . 1,730,000

Consumption of American in France, ........... .. .. .. 360,000

American and English export to other 380,000

Total 2,900,000

Decrease of stocks,.................. . 180,000

‘ It would seem, from this summary, that the stocks will probably decrease

considerably during the following year, which circumstance has not taken

place since 1839, as appears by the following table :—

  

Years. Liverpool. Gr. Britain. All the ports. Week's consump.

1837,............bales 259,000 380,000 13,000

1838,... ....... .. 321,000 460,000 14,000

1839,.... ....... .. 265,000 412,000 13,000

1840,.... 464,000 672,000 16,000

1841 ,. 430,000 550,000 761,000 21,000

1842,. 457,000 565,000 807,000 22,000

1843,. .. . 654,000 786,000 1,052,000 26,000

  

1844,......... 750,000 903,000 1,101,000 26,000

1845, about..... . 780,000 940,000 1,150,000 25,000

It would appear, therefore, that there is as much, and probably more

reason for an advance in prices, as there was in the winter of 1843, and.

1844, but it is to be hoped our merchants have learned something by the

unfortunate operations of that season, and‘that they will not again under

take, by bold speculations, to force up prices beyond their natural limits.

The planters have, for several years past, been but poorly remunerated,

since prices have been depressed below their natural level by a constantly

accumulating stock. But the consumption has, at last, overtaken the sup

ply, and the time has come when fair average prices can be obtained—

not the extravagant rates of 1835, and 1836, which would give new life

and vigor to the cultivation in India, and bring ruin upon ourselves, but

those fair, moderate rates, which ensure a living, though not a fortune to

the planter.

 

Aa'r. III.—THE SYSTEM OF MUTUAL INSURANCE,

axsmnvan wrrs REFERENCE 10 Tea QUESTION or INDIVIDUAL LIABILITY

 “jam proximus ardet

Ucalegon.”

Tun real ultimate loss by the late fire in the first ward of the city of

New York, falls, not on the owners of the long rows of warehouses it has

laid waste, and the rich stores of merchandise it has burnt up, which will

soon be replaced by better buildings and costlier goods, at the expense of

the Insurance Companies, but upon these Companies, which it has scorched

and consumed. It is among these that the real burning has been. Not

to speak of the many Companies which have suffered heavy loss—a loss

only not heavy enough to destroy them—five, it is said, the American,

Mutual, the Merchants’ Mutual, the Old Merchants, the Guardian, and the

Manhattan, are forced to wind up their afi'airs.

Naturally the first thought that follows the first feeling, on this event,

is, what safety is there in these companies’! How, and how far do they

secure from loss ?—-how, and how far are they a sure source of profit’!

And, without losing faith in a system, which we have thus seen enabling
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our citizens, by opposing to this calamity the broad front of acommon and

collective liability, to bear up against what would have fallen with crush

ing weight upon one point, and on the heads of the few immediate suffer

ers, we still ask, and with an emphasis, does the system of insurance, as

now carried on, afford security to the insured, on the one hand, and on the

other hand is it safe for the insurer? The mutual companies, from their

peculiar, and as applied to fire insurance, novel system, call forth a par

ticular interest. They have gone through the fire for the first time.

It is proposed to look at the main features of the mutual system, the

rights and duties it involves, and to inquire, more particularly, what, and

how great, is the liability of the insurer.

For the rights and duties of these companies, as of all other institutions

in the state, we must look to the three sources from which they flow. \Ve

must examine, first, the special provisions of the act of creation ; which

are controlled by (second) the paramount statute law, as that is itself sha

ped (thirdly) by the general principles of law.

. I. Although, as was said, the mutual system is novel, as applied to

fire insurance, and as a system in general vogue, yet we find some trace

of it among our early statutes. By the act of March 23, 1798, “The

Mutual Insurance Company of the City of New York,” was incorporated.*

The Washington mutual assurance company was incorporated by act,

passed March 30th, 1802. This act shows, on the face of it, few of the

peculiar features of the mutual system. The only points to be noticed,

are : 1st, membership, as contained in the express provision that “ all per

sons, who now are members of the company, or shall, at any time here

after insure in, or with said company, or be allowed so to do, shall be

deemed and taken for members of the said corporation,” and 2nd. a. man

agement by directors, chosen by members.

This example seems to have found little favor. It was not only not fol

lowed, but was itself abandoned. By act of March 18, 1814, it was in.

corporated as a stock company,'and, in a list of the insurance companies,

chartered between 1798, and 1830, containing seventy or eighty acts, we

find no other mutual companies. The companies formed on this system,

up to the present year, about eighty in number, have all been chartered

since 1830.

These companies are nearly all formed on one or the other of several

models, an examination of which, lets us into the character of them all.

The charters of the Jefl‘erson county mutual insurance company, and of

the Madison county insurance company, are either copied word for word,

or embodied, by a general reference, in fifty other acts, most of which were

passed in 1836, and 1837. The United insurance company, chartered in

1840, forms the centre of another group, consisting of the Sun mutual,

(1841,) the General mutual, (1841,) Mercantile mutual, (1842,) New

York mutual, (1842,) Nautilus, (1843,) Commercial, (1842,) and Rochester

mutual, (1844.) The Mutual Safety, and the Householders’ mutual, (1843,)

stand by themselves as a third class—the former, chartered in 1838, is the

oldest of the heavy mutual companies. The Householders, it is believed

is not in operation. A fourth is composed of the Atlantic mutual, char

tered in 1842, the Alliance, the American, the Astor, the Atlas, the

 
‘t 3iRevised Statutes, (ed. of '29,) page 502. 21 Sess c. 4, 6. Ib. 505 ; 25 Sass, c 67,

For charter, see L L, 1801-2, page 152.
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Croton, the Merchants, the Pelican, in 1843, and the Kings county

mutual, in 1845. This classification is made for convenience and accu

racy, in our examination, and rests more on verbal differences, and in

small details, entirely out of the question, in this view, than on essentials.

The companies are all mutual companies. The Mutual Protection, char

tered in 1841,* and the East River Mutual, in 18421‘, are both stock and

mutual combined. Nor are the Schoharie mutual, the American Manu

facturers’, the Washington county mutual, or the Saratoga mutual included

in these classes.

These companies were the earliest created, and their charters are all

more or less peculiar in their provisions.

The points to be kept in view, in reviewing these acts are, first, the

legal nature of the acts of creation, and the legal designation, therefore,

under which these companies fall ; second, the terms of membership, and

third, of liability.

The Schoharie mutual insurance company was formed in 1831, by act

passed, April 22.1: It is created “ By Act to Incorporate.” The associates

are “ordained, constituted and declared to be a body corporate and poli

tic.” The company come, therefore, by the express terms of its charter,

under the legal class and designation of corporations.

The terms of membership are set forth in section first, which includes

among the associates “ all such persons as shall hereafter have property

insured by the said company,” and in section third, which provides that

“ all such persons as shall at any time hereafier insure in, or with said cor

poration, or be allowed so to do, shall be deemed and taken as members

of the said corporation, during the period they shall remain insured by the

said corporation, and no longer.” Forty directors, by whom the afiairs

of the corporation are to be conducted, are to be chosen by ballot, by the

members from among themselves.

The charter contains no provision for premium notes, or notes in ad

vance bearing interest, or for loans of limited amount, to be obtained by

the company, or for liens on the property insured, or for certificates of

profit. ‘

The terms and nature of liability, are set forth in section ninth : “The

said directors shall always stand and be indemnified, and saved harmless,

by the members of the said corporation, in proportion to the amount of

property that each and every member may have insured by the said cor

poration, in and for their giving out and signing policies of insurance, and

a1‘! other acts, deeds and transactions, done and performed in pursuance of

this act; and neither of the said directors shall be answerable for, or

charged with the defaults, neglects, or misdeeds of others of them.”

This section was amended at the following session, so as to make it pro

vide that the indemnification shall be “ at and atter the rates of insurance,”

as well as “in proportion to the amounts of property insured,” but not so

as to take away the strong feature of personal liability, of the same sort

and degree as in partnerships, from which the most liberal construction

cannot relieve it.§ The section says, the payments for losses shall be in

proportion to rate of insurance and amount insured, thus only fixing the

ratio, and not limiting the amount of contribution. Amounts may be rela~

tively greater, as well as relatively less, and a case might be supposed,

under this section, where members might be compelled to pay sums far

* L L. p. 196. 1' L L. 387. 1 L L. p. 280. § L L. of 1832, p. 239.
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greater than the amounts insured, though assessed, indeed, with reference,

and in proportion to- those amounts.

The “American Manufacturers’ Mutual Assurance Association” was

chartered by “ Act to Incorporate,” passed March 30, 1832.*

Section first, ordains, constitutes, and declares certain persons named,

“ and all such other persons as may be hereafter associated with them,

according to the provisions” of the act, “a body corporate and politic.”

The terms of? membership are contained in section three : “ All persons,

or corporations, owning manufactories, or interested therein as owners,

who shall at any time hereafter make insurance with the said corporation,

shall be members of the corporation, and so continue until the termination

of the insurance.” ,

This charter contains none of‘ the provisions mentioned as omitted in

the Schoharie act.

The liability of the members is set forth in section third, which pro

scribes the mode of becoming members to be, by paying, in addition to

the premium, such an amount to the general fund of the corporation, as

shall be prescribed by the bye-laws, for the indemnity ot' the members of

the corporation against loss by fire; which general fund, together with

the amount of‘ premium received, shall be pledged for the payment of the

losses by fire,” &c.

Among other things, it is enacted by section seven, “no director or

member of the said corporation shall be held personally liable, on the

policies or contracts of insurance of said corporation.”

The Washington county mutual was chartered, April 22, 1834, by an

act containing all the provisions of the Schoharie charter, in almost the

same words, with the additional provision, appearing in this charter for

the first time, that “every member of said company shall be, and hereby

is, bound to pay his proportion of the losses and expenses accruing in and

to said company, and all buildings insured by said company, together with

the right, title and interest of the assured to the lands on which they stand,

shall, and hereby are pledged to said company, and said company shall

have a lien thereon against the assured during the continuance of his, her,

or their policy ; the lien to take effect whenever the said company shall

record in the book of mortgages, kept by the county clerk, of the county

where the property is insured, a memorandum of the name of the indi

vidual insured, and a description of the property ; the said lien in no case

to exceed the sum of one hundred dollars :” (tenth section.)‘|'

The same remarks, as to liability, and with additional force, are to be

made of‘ this, as of the Schoharie charter.

The “ Saratoga County Mutual” was chartered by “ Act to Incorporate,”

passed May 5th, 1834.i Article first declares the parties named, and all

associating in the manner prescribed, “ a corporation.”

This charter contains the same leading provisions with its predecessors,

and also develops many of the main features of the system afterwards, and

at present pursued.

Membership is defined in section two. Every person becoming inter

ested by “ insuring,” and also his heirs, &c., “continuing to be insured,”

shall be members for and during the term of their policies, and no longer.

Members are to elect thirteen “ directors.” '

The third section speaks of persons becoming members “ by effecting

in urance,” and proceeds to determine their liability, by adding, that every

* LLp.129-1'LL.y.l82. 1 LL.p.530.
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such person “ shall, before he receives his policy, deposite his promissory

note for such sum of money as shall be determined by the directors, a part,

not exceeding ten per cent, of which said note shall be immediately paid,

for the purpose of discharging the incidental expenses of the institution,

and the remainder/of said note shall be payable in part, or the whole, at

any time when the directors shall deem the same requisite for the payment

of losses, or other expenses; and at the expiration of the term of insu

rance, the said note, or such part of the same as shall-remain unpaid,

after deducting all losses and expenses accruing during said term, shall be

relinquished and given up to the signer thereof.” This is the first char

ter in which an express provision for premium, or' rather deposite notes,

appears.

Section five contains the same provisions for payment of losses in pro

portion, forlien on property insured, and for recording the lien, as before

detailed.

Section seventh empowers the directors, in case of loss, to settle “the

sum to be paid by the several members,” “ and the sum to be paid by each

member shall always be in proportion to the original amount of his de

posite note or notes,” etc.

Section eighth. “ If the whole amount of the deposite notes shall be

insufiicient to pay the loss occasioned by any one fire, in such case the

sufl'erers insured by said company, shall receive towards making good

their respective losses, a proportionate dividend of the whole amount of

said notes, according to the sums by them respectively insured; and, in

addition thereto, a sum to be assessed on all the members of said company,

not exceeding one dollar on every hundred dollars by them respectively

insured; and the said members shall never be required to pay for any loss

occasioned by fire, at any one time, ~more than one dollar on each hundred

dollars insured in said company, in addition to the amount of his deposite

note, nor more than that amount for any such loss after his said note shall

have been paid in and expended ; but any member, upon payment of the

whole of his deposite note, and surrendering his policy, before any subse

quent loss or expense has occurred, may be discharged from said compa

ny.” This section occurs in very many of the subsequent charters, and

without limiting the liability of the company to the capital fund, or aggre

gate of deposite notes, it materially narrows the unlimited, or at least in

definite responsibility of the Schoharie charter. It limits the amount of

liability, in any case, to the amount of the note, and one per cent on the

sum insured. One loss may swallow up the whole, or successive losses

may diminish the deposite note, or, absorbing that, may leave the per cent

ago still liable for further loss ; but no number, or extent of losses, can

involve a larger liability.

We now come to those groups of charters, each of which it is neces

sary to look into but one, in order to understand them all.

1st. The Jefferson county mutual insurance company was incorporated

March 8, 18363‘ The Madison county mutual was incorporated March

23, in the same year.‘|' The charters of these two companies are the

same, excepting names and numbers, and other immaterial points, in

so many words. Thirty-one other companies were incorporated the same

year, whose charters either embody the one or the other of these acts by

an express reference, or copy it word for word.

The legal designation appears as clearly in this charter as in those al

l‘ LL of 1836, p. 262. ‘i L L. p. 89.
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ready examined. It is an “Act to Incorporate.” The persons associa.

ciating in the manner prescribed “ shall be a corporation.”, (Section 1.)

And throughout the act it is so designated.

The terms of membership, in section two, are the same in almost the

same words, as in section two of the Saratoga charter, already given;

and like provision is made for a board of thirteen directors.

Section fifth. “ The directors may determine the rates of insurance, the

sum to be insured, and the sum to be deposited for any insurance.”

The liability of the members is contained in section sixth, which makes

the same provision, in almost the same words, for deposite notes, as sec

tion third of the Saratoga charter, but requiring ten per cent down, in

stead of five; in section eighth, which makes provision for payment of

losses, in proportion to amount of deposite note, for a lien unlimited in

amount on property insured, and for recording the lien, the same as sec

tion five of that charter; in section tenth, which contains the same pro

visions, in the same words already quoted from section seventh of that

charter ; and in section eleventh, which provides for liability to the amount

of deposite notes, and one per cent on the sum insured, in almost the same

words as section eighth of the Saratoga charter. The Jefl'erson charter,

however, adds a provision that the assessment of one per cent, shall be

“ on the same principles as regulated the amount of their respective de

posite notes.” -

In 1837, thirteen companies were incorporated with this charter—in

1838, two others; in 1839, the Seneca mutual; in 1840, the Tompkins

county mutual; in 1841, the Schenectady mutual; in 1842, the Cherry

Valley mutual; in 1844, the Western Farmers’ mutual, and in 1845, the

Farmers’ mutual of Erie, and the Farmers’ mutual of Sherburne. In the

charters of the Western, and the Erie companies, however, there are one

or two points of difference. The Western Farmers’ charter contains no

provision for an assessment of one per cent, in addition to the deposite

note; on the other hand it places no limit on the liability of the members,

but provides for assessment “in proportion to the original amount of his

deposite note, or notes,” in the same manner as the Schoharie charter, so

that the same remarks, as to unlimited liability under that charter, apply,

whatever their weight, to this also. The Erie expressly limits the liabil

ity of members to the amount of the deposite notes.

2nd. The earliest of the second class of mutual companies is the Uni

ted Insurance company, chartered in 1841.*

Like all the others, this charter is an “ Act to Incorporate.” In section

2, certain powers, among others, to make marine and fire insurance, and

reinsurance are granted “in addition to the general powers and privi

leges of a corporation, as the same are declared by title 3, chapter 18,

part 1 of the Revised Statutes.

Section 3. “ The corporate powers of the said company shall be exer

cised by a board of trustees,” thirty-two in number.

Membership is defined in section 6 : “ every person having taken a policy

during the preceding year, directly in his own name, or in the name of

his firm, and every person holding in his own name, or in the name ofhis

firm, a certificate of the company not discharged by payment of losses,

shall be deemed a member of said company, and entitled to vote in per

son, or by proxy, at all elections.”

The liabilities of the company are, also, in part, set forth in this section.

* L L. p. 25.
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“ Every person who shall become a member of this corporation, by effect

ing insurance'ltherein, shall, the first time he efi‘ects insurance, and before

he receives his policy, pay the rates that shall be fixed upon and deter

mined by the trustess; and no premium, so paid, shall ever be withdrawn

from said company, but shall ever be liable to all the losses and expenses

incurred by this company during the continuance of its charter.”

Section 9 requires the ofiicers to make an annual estimate of “the pro

fits, and true state of the affairs of the company,” for the year, and “to

cause a balance to be struck of the affairs of the company, in which they

shall charge each member with a proportionate share of the losses of said

company, according to the original amount of premium paid by him, but

in no case shall such share exceed the amount of such premium. Each

member shall be credited with the amount of said premium; and, also,

with an equal share of the profits of said company, derived from invest

ments, in proportion to the said amount; and each member shall, there

upon be entitled to a certificate on the books of the said company of the

amount remaining to his credit in the said company, such certificate to

contain a proviso that the amount named therein is liable for any future

loss by said company. ”

Section 2 provides for the application of the excess of nett profits over

$500,000, to the redeeming of certificates.

The names of the other companies, having this charter, have been

already given. Of these, the New York mutual, (1842,) the Commercial

insurance, (1842,) and the Nautilus, (by an amendment of its charter, pass

ed April 18, 1843,) and the Rochester mutual, (1844,) have an additional

provision that (section 12) the company, for the better security of its deal

ers, may receive notes for premiums in advance, of persons intending to

receive its policies, and may negotiate such notes for the purpose of pay

ing claims, or otherwise, in the course of its business: and on such por.

tions of said notes as may exceed the amount of premiums paid by the

respective signers thereof, at the successive periods when the company

shall make up its annual statement, as hereinafter provided for; and on

new notes, taken in advance thereafter, a compensation to the signers

thereof, at a rate to be determined by the trustees, but not exceeding five

per cent per annum, may be allowed and paid from time to time, provided

the compensation so allowed does not, in any case exceed the nett profits

of the company at the time.” These four charters also contain a pro.

vision that certificates of profits must be to the amount of $100, in order

to entitle membership, (section 6,) allowing a vote for every $100, under

100 votes; and the certificates shall be issued for shares of premiums

earned, alone, and not for profits on investments, which profits are to be

paid to the members.

Section 13. Excess of nett profits over $500,000 may, excess over

$1,000,000 must be applied to redemption of certificates.

‘The Commercial charter allows the company (section 13) to receive

from any person or persons any sum, or sums, to the extent of $100,000,

upon such terms, and for such periods as may be mutually agreed on, and

to allow legal interest therefor ; and after each dividend statement requir

ed hereby to apportion and pay the nett profits thereon, or deduct losses

therefrom, pro rata, upon the amounts then received, and the premiums

subsequently earned and marked ofl, until the amount received, as afore

said, shall be refunded, or exhausted in losses.”
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In case of debts due, (section 14,) the company may withold certificates,

or deduct the sums owing; “ but persons insuring, or entitled to certifi

cates, shall not be answerable by reason thereof, or of anything contained

herein, except for the payment of their premiums, or other notes given in

advance for premiums.”

With these material additions, these four companies fall into this class,

and these are the only charters of the class that contain provision for any

other source of capital fund than the premiums, or rates of insurance, and

the profits of business.

The Mutual Protection, and the East River Mutual, already mentioned

as both joint stock and mutual companies, may here be referred to.

Section 15, 0f the Protection charter, provides that no part of “the

profits of the business” shall ever be withdrawn, but these profits are to

remain, with the capital stock, a fund liable for losses and expenses. But

the interest on investments of the stock, and of profits, is to be-divided

among the stockholders. Insurers are to receive certificates of pro rata

shares of profits, containing a proviso of future liability, and these certi~

ficates they may assign.

By the East River Mutual charter, the balance of profits after allowing

seven per cent to the stockholders is to be credited to stockholders and

insurers, who thereupon receive certificates ofpro rata shares, (sections 4,

5, and 6,) but (section 12,) “no person insuring, rior holdingacertificate,

shall, by virtue thereof, be considered a member of said corporation.”

The Protection charter contains no such article excluding, nor any article

allowing membership to the insurers, and neither limits, nor defines the re

sponsibility of these insurers, who seem to be thus shut out from the ope

ration of the clause of incorporation, and placed in the position of joint

dealers without a charter.

3rd. The charter of the Mutual Safety insurance company, is the ear

liest which contained provision for certificates of profits. Indeed, this

charter, may, in its leading provisions, be considered as the model on which

most of those, afterwards adopted in the city of New York, were, with

considerable additions, formed.

It is an “ Act to Incorporate.” The parties named, and their associ

ates, in the manner prescribed, are declared a " body politic and corpo

rate.”

This manner is prescribed in section 3 : “ All persons who shall here_

after insure with the said corporation, and also their executors, adminis

trators, and assigns, continuing to be insured in said corporation, as herein

after provided, shall thereby become members thereof during the period

they shall remain insured, and no longer.” The corporate powers are

vested in a board of twenty-four trustees.

The liabilities of members are contained in section 7, and section ll.

Section 7 is to the same efi'ect, and in almost the same words as the

latter part of section 6, of the United Mutual charter already given,

requiring payment of rates fixed by trustees, and making premiums paid,

liable for ever.

Section 11 in part corresponds with section 9 of the United Insurance

charter, already given. In the clause, however, limiting the amount of

loss, there isan addition. It reads: “ but in no case shall such share exceed

the amount of such premium, and and the amount ofthe payment or security

given as above mentioned. Each member shall be credited with the
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amount of said premium and note, and also with an equal share of the

profits of the said company derived from investments, in proportion to said

amount ; and each member shall receive a certificate, &c., with proviso

offuture liability.

What is referred to by “ said note,” and “ payment or security as above

mentioned,” does not clearly appear, for no note is mentioned in any

article of the charter, before, or after, nor any “security” except the

“ securities” in which the company are allowed to invest, but which can

not be here meant, and the only payment spoken of is the payment of

premium rates already provided for. This section can only be inter

preted, if such a mode of interpreting a statute be allowable, by supposing

a mental reference to a system of deposit notes like that already estab

lished in the Jefferson charter, or of notes, as in section 12, of the New

York Mutual charter, for premium of amounts larger than the pre

miums, not however bearing interest merely for the excess, as in that

section, but entitling the holder to a full pro rata share of the profits on

the amount of the note. Such a provision may have been contemplated ;

no such provision was made in this charter. With it, the charter difl'ers

but little from United Mutual and that class ; and only the want of it and

the ambiguity resulting, place it by itself‘. Another instance of this men

tal reference, and incidental enactment, may be found in section 6, of the

Rochester Mutual charter. It speaks of“ every person holding such cer

tificates,” though the first mention of certificates does not occur till

section 12. ,

4th. The “Atlantic Mutual,” of New York city, was established by “Act

to Incorporate,” passed April 11, 1842.

Section 2 gives it power to insure on marine risks, houses and lives, in

additions to the “general powers and privileges of a corporation, as the same

are declared by the third title of the eighteenth chapter ofthe first part of

the Revised Statutes.”

Membership .is not expressly provided for, but trustees are to be chosen

each year of “ voters,” who are defined in section 10 and 11, to be, “ each

person having a policy, or policies, not marked ofi', made between the 1st

of April and 31st of December preceding, in his own or the name of his

firm, the premiums on which amount to $100 : each additional $100 en

titling to an additional vote ; and each person having in possesion a certifi

cate or certificates of earnings to the amount of $100 in his own or the

name of his firm, not discharged by payments, or cancelled by losses,

each additional $100 entitling to an additional vote.

Terms of liability are partly contained in section 12, which makes, in

almost the same words as section 12 of the New York Mutual already

given, the same provision for the notes in advance for premiums, allowing

interest on “ such portions as may exceed the amount of premiums paid by

the respective signers,” and containing no condition that such compensa

tion shall not “in any case exceed the nett profits of the company at the

time.” That condition would seem to create an interest in the profits and

losses of the concern, similar to what has been thought the test of part

nership.

Section 13 contains further provisions affecting liability. It requires

an annual dividend statement of nett profits, and authorizes the company

to issue certificates of dividends of these profits, to insurers, containing a

proviso of future liability until redeemed. This redemption is made dis
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cretionary with the trustees, by section 12, in case the nett profits exceed

$500,000 only, but a peremptory duty in case they exceed $1,000,000.

Section 15, like section 14, of the Commercial charter, reserves a right

to withhold certificates in case of debt, and contains the proviso, that per

sons insuring, or entitled to certificates, shall not be answerable, by rea

son thereof, or of anything contained herein, except for the payment of

their premium, or other notes given in advance for premiums.

Section 18 authorizes the company to loan its funds on land and national,

or state stock securities, &c., to make dividends of not more than six per

cent per annum, from the accruing interest, among the holders of certi

ficates, “ and in cases oflosses, to declare a pro rata deduction of the amount

of the outstanding certificates.”

Ofthe eight other companies established with this charter, seven are in

the city, and are among those that do the heaviest business. The Alli

ance, the Croton, the Pelican and the Atlas, differ from the rest in seve

ral points, the most important of which, is section 6 of the Alliance and

Atlas, which allows the company to borrow from any person or persons

to the extent of $100,000, for which certificates, bearing interest, of fifty

dollars each, are to be issued, to be refunded, or exhausted by losses.*

This survey, which pretty fully takes in the entire system of mutual in

surance in the state, may be summed up in a few general results

I. These companies are all corporations. 4

II. These companies are composed of associates, designated in the

charters, generally by the term “ members,” in a number of them by the

term “ voters.” These members are either the insurers only, as in the

companies of the 1st and 3rd classes, or insurers, and those who, by virtue

of past insurance, or of assignment, have acquired a right to hold certifi

cates, as in those of the 2nd and 4th classes. There is no difference, as

in the stock companies, between persons interested as members of the

corporation, in the Capital Fund, and persons interested as insurers. Those

insuring are ipsofacto, insurers and corporators.

Ill. These companies have a capital, or common fimd, which consists,

not of joint stock, but either,

1st. Of the amount of promissory notes, made by the members, part

paid in, the rest liable in case of loss, and also, on these proving insuffi

cient, one per cent, on the amount insured ; as in the Jefferson and the

fitty companies of its class ; or 2nd, of insurance rates paid in, and the pro

fits of past dealings, which remain liable until paid out by the redemption

of the certificates for them. as in the United States, and the charters of

its class ; some ofthem, however, containing an additional provision allow

ing promissory notes to be taken from members for amounts larger than

the amount of premiums due, bearing interest for the excess, and liable to

be exhausted by loss ; and one of them, the Commercial, allowing a loan

to the extent of $100,000 liable for losses : or 3rd, this fund consists of

rates paid in, of promissory notes, and certificates of profits, the notes en

titling to a filll pro rata share of profits, and the certificate being irredeem

able, as in the Mutual Safety charter; or 4th, of rates paid in, ofnotes of

insurers, bearing interest for excess, and liable for losses, and of certifi

cates of profits redeemable and assignable, as in the Atlantic and those of

its class ; the Atlas and Pelican also containing provision for a loan like

that of the Commercial’s.

By “ Capital Fund,” as thus designated, we are to understand the fund

1' LL. 1843, p. 71, 66, 65.
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clearly, and by express provision, set apart for the payment of losses. Whe

ther these charters involve a further liability, deducible either directly

from other articles, or indirectly from the application of the principles of

statute or general law, is another consideration. With a few exceptions

which have been noted, all the‘charters contain limitations, more or less

narrow, more or less explicit, of this liability. In the first class (section

11 of Jefferson charter,) the limitation, as already given at length, is ex

plicit. In the second class, it is less defined. Section 9, indeed, of the

United Mutual, says in so many words, that “ in no case shall such share

[of loss] exceed the amount of premium ;” but it goes on to enact that

the certificates of profits shall contain a proviso that “ the amount named

therein is liable for any future loss ;” thus involving a broad inconsistency.

The Mutual Safety charter contains the same language and the same in

consistency, but it avoids another ditficulty in which some of these com

panies seem involved. The New York Mutual, the Commercial, the

Nautilus and the Rochester charters, and all those of the 4th class,

contain, as we have seen, a further provision, for “receiving notes

for premiums of persons intending to receive policies.” What sort of

a transaction is designated by “ receiving notes,” is not clear. It would

not seem to be a loan, for there is no mention of re-payment, and

the notes are to be negotiated for the payment of losses. Nor yet is

it a mere payment of premium, for the article speaks of “such por

tions of said notes as may exceed the amount of premiums.” If, how

ever, these notes are neither for premiums, nor loans, and are liable

for losses, how are we to understand the clause, that the share of

loss shall not exceed the amount of premium’! Where is the principle of

connection, the clue which is to bring into harmony the three provisions,

that; lst—loss shall not exceed premium ; 2nd—certificates of profits shall

be liable for loss; 3rd—premium notes shall be liable for loss’! In addi

tion to these, the Commercial charter, and those of the fourth class, con

tain still another clause (section 14,) limiting liability to premiums and

notes. But the Commercial, the Atlas and the Pelican, also contain a.

new kind of liability in section 13, for which even section 14 does not

provide. This article (as we have seen) allows the companies “to receive

from any person or persons” sums to the amount of $100,000, entitled

to pro rata profit, and liable for losses. The same uncertainty hangs

over this operation of “receiving sums,” as over that of “receiving

notes.” It is clearly not for premiums, for the sums are to be received

from “any persons,” and so from those not corporators; it is clearly not

a loan, for the money is liable to be exhausted by losses, and so not re

paid. The precise position in which any person or persons “from

whom sums are thus received,” are placed, standing as they seem to do,

under liability, as sharers of profit and loss, but not under the shelter of

the charter of incorporation as members, is a hard and weighty point.

In this ambiguity and uncertainty, we must turn to the paramount rules

of statute and general law.

II. One clear result we have, to start from. We have seen that these

companies are, without exception, corporations. The rules of law, then,

to which we must recur, are those touching corporate liability.

The Statutes of the state contain few provisions on this point. The

general article of the Revised Statute, is, as we have seen, incorporated

by express enactments, in many of the charters, but it contains nothing on
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the point of liability. And the only other statute provisions touching this

point, are those imposing personal liability on Insurance Companies,

among others, in case of fraud. . -

III. In turning to the general rules of law, we are met at the threshold

with the notion, that the very idea and nature of incorporation are in

compatible with individual liability. It is sometimes said, that by the very

act of incorporation, the law creates a new individual which is to perform

the functions of the charter, out ofthe individuals composing the corpora

tion, and does not look to, or know those individuals as such, who acquire

no new powers, and therefore incur no new responsibilities. But this

must be qualified. For it is clear that a charter may be made to contain

express provision for individual liability. The charter is still a charter of

incorporation. The principle of individual liability, therefore, is not in

compatible with that of a corporation. This is pretty clear in the Eng

lish law. Thus the statute 6 Geo. IV,c. 91, expressly authorizes parliament

to incorporate partnerships, declaring and providing “that the members

of such corporation shall be individually liable.” And by a late act of

Victoria, Joint Stock Companies for insurance, &c., are to “be considered as

incorporated for a variety of purposes, but so as not in any wise to prevent

the liability of the shareholders.”* American law probably recognizes the

same compatibility of incorporation with individual liability.

In case then of express provision, individual liability is clear. The only

other cases supposable are those of express exclusion, and of the absence

of any provision for individual liability. And as far as stock corporations

are concerned, the rule has been laid down, pretty broadly, that in case

of the absence of express provision, equally as in the case of express ex

clusion, there is no individual liability. Judge Story, in his book on part.

nership, ai’ter classifying partnerships into (1st,) private, composed of two

or more, and (2d,) public companies, where a large number of persons

are concerned, and the stock is divided into a large number ofshares, and

adding that the latter are also subdivided into (1) unincorporated compa_

nies or associations, and (‘2) incorporated companies, says; “unincorpo

rated companies and associations, differ in no material respect, as to their

general powers, rights, duties, interests and responsibilities, from mere

private partnerships, unless otherwise expressly provided for by statute,

except that the business thereof is usually carried on by directors or trus

tees, or other ofiicers, acting for the proprietors or shareholders; and they

usually extend to some enterprise, in which the public have an ultimate

concern. But incorporated companies, or corporations, are governed

‘strictly, as to their powers, rights, duties, interests and responsibilities, by

the terms of their respective charters; and the shareholders or stock.

holders are not personally or individually liable, in their private capaci

ties, unless expressly so declared by their charters, for the acts, or doings,

or contracts of the ofiicers or members of the company, or corporation;

whereas in unincorporated companies and associations, the sharehold

ers and stockholders are responsible in their individual capacities, for all

acts of the ofiicers and company, or association, in the same manner, and

to the same extent as private partners are.” If the rule thus broadly laid

down as to stock corporations, extends with equal breadth of application

to mutual corporations, then all of those companies which have charters

like the Jefferson, or what we have called the first class, clearly come

under the case of express exclusion of individual liability. On the other

' 7 61. 8 Vic. c. 110. See 3 Stephens’ New Commentaries, p. 183.
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hand, we have seen that the Schoharie County, the Washington County,

and the Western Farmers’, seem to come under the case of express pro

vision for individual liability ; while the other mutual companies, being,

with others, the heaviest companies in the city, containing certainly, no

express provision for individual liability, nor on the other hand, any very

definite exclusion of it, would an under the case of the absence of provi

sion for liability, which, if the law of stock corporations applies, equally

with express exclusion, shuts out liability.

The only point that remains, then, seems to be, the applicability ofthis

rule. In the case ofthe Arran Fishing Company, “the doctrine established,”

says Judge Story, “ was this: that there is a clear distinction between the

case of a joint-stock company, and that of a company trading without re

lation to a stock. That in the former case, the managers are liable for

the debt which they contract, while each partner is bound to make good

his subscription. That there is no ground of further responsibility

against the shareholders; neither on their contract, nor on any ground

of mandate beyond their share; the very meaning of confining the trade

to a joint-stock, being that each shall be liable for what he subscribes, and

no further. That in ordinary partnerships, there is a universal mandate

and a joint prcepositura, by which each partner is institor of the whole

trade to an unlimited extent, each being liable in solido for the company

debts.”* This distinction can be equally well taken, between joint-stock

and mutual companies, and clearly sets forth the greater similarity of the

mutual companies to partnerships, or in fact the identity of the two. In

what point do they differ’! A number of men come together—they wish

to enter upon a certain business, the success of which depends, like that

of all business, on the calculation of certain chances of profit and loss.

The business is that, not indeed of making profit, but what amounts tothe

same thing, of indemnification for loss. They form a common fund by

the contributions, larger or smaller, of each. And if profits are made,

they are divided among the members in proportion to these contributions,

as in ordinary partnerships. The question is, why, as in ordinary partner

ships, should not losses also be divided among the members, proportion

ally’! But no. Unless the losses happen not to exceed a certain amount,

there is no distribution, we are told, except to that amount. The object

of the business, be it remembered, is to secure the members, each and all

the members, from loss. Now, if only so many members suffer loss as to

exhaust the fund already paid in or secured, they will all be indemnified.

But if any, or even one more than this number sufi'er loss, that one shall

not receive his indemnity, nor indeed any of the rest. Yet the undertak.

ing is to secure all. The dealings indeed, unlike ordinary partnerships,

are confined to the members ‘ofthe concern. Yet any one dealing, there

by becomes a member, and the mutual relation is therefore more intimate,

and the obligation more direct: whatever the obligation of the members

to dealers, it is still but to fellow-members under another name. It may

be said that the connection of the members of mutual insurance compa.

nies is too general and too loose, that the number is too large to admit of

individual liability. Yet, we must remember, that the greater the num.

ber concerned, the smaller the share of individual loss, which, except in

the hardly supposable case of all, or nearly all, the insurers losing at the

same time, would never be very great. Allowing the rule, therefore, as

to joint-stock corporations to stand as it does, is there not a sufficient dif

* Story on Part. § 165.
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ference between them and the mutual corporations, to prevent an exten

sion of the rule to these companies? In England, joint-stock, as well as

mutual companies, have always been liable individually, and the ten

dency at present is evidently, as we have seen, towards attaching it by

express provision to them all, when incorporated.*

And even allowing that there is no difference in favor of the mutual

, companies, between them and the joint-stock companies, no greater

similarity to a partnership, we might still doubt whether the rule should

be extended. For, we would ask, where there are two cases, similar in

reason, one of which is decided, but against the right, and the other unde

cided, shall the wrong precedent overrule the undecided case, or shall

that case be decided aright against the precedent’!

But allowing all force to the reasons against individual liability of the

members who pay premiums, or make notes for premiums, or hold certi

ficates, or of those persons who advance loans, do not those reasons go

still further, and make equally strong against any liability, except for the

amount ofpremiums actually earned by the company for insurance’! Un

less these advances of funds, in the shape of premium notes, are to be

considered as joint contributions to a capital in partnership, can they be

considered as anything else than loans’! But if loans, where is the con

sideration? Where is the security, or the provision for repayment’!

These loans are liable “to be exhausted by losses.” True, they earn a

proportionate share of profits, a sort of interest, but so do all loans on

ordinary security, yet the principal is never sacrificed, and the per cen

tage is never considered as so much principal paid back from time to

time, but as so much value added by time to the principal. It may be

said that shares in joint-stock are equally liable to be eaten up by losses.

Still those shares are not in the form of notes; they cannot be negotiated

as notes. While here, the parties have adopted all the forms of promis

sory notes, and if the requisitions, the duties, and obligations attached by

the law to that transaction, do not attach to the notes made under these

charters, the law, in this respect, must be considered as suspended by act

of legislature. Moreover, waiving the Want of consideration, the usury

laws must also be considered as suspended by these charters, for the enor

mousinterest in the shape ofdividends allowed upon these promissory notes,

in the case of less privileged promissory notes, would be clearly illegal.

On the most favorable supposition, then, these charters are nothing less

than an indirect and special repeal of the laws of promissory notes, and

the usury laws, in favor of particular parties, unless we adopt, as a more

reasonable interpretation of them, that which favors individual liability.

We have deemed it sufiicient merely to allude to the position of those

persons making loans to these companies, (as provided for in some char

ters,) entitling to pro rata profits, and liable for losses. Not being

corporations, they vare expressly cut off from the operation of the charter,

whatever that may be; as contributors to a joint fund, they share the pro

fits proportionally, and unless the name of partners applies to them, the

lawyers must strike out a new name, for that new thing, a partnership

without individual liability.
 

* See Stephens’ New Com. ut ante. Collyer on Peat. B. 7, Ch. 1, § 1.
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Am. IV.—MARITIME LAW.-NO. IX.

PIRACY AND PRIVATEERING.

EVERY person, without a commission, or holding a commission, but not

a legal one, from a prince or sovereignty, and of his own and private au

thority, who roams the sea for the purpose of depredation, is deemed in

law a pirate. -

Piracy is a depredation on the sea, while robbery is the same thing on

land.

The sovereign power of a state alone has the right to make war, and

carry on hostilities, and to order and direct the employment of whatever

makes a part of the means of warfare. This, however, alone can never

give to a privateer the special and necessary authority to pursue, fight,

and capture the vessels of an enemy, and all persons who would protect

themselves from the character of pirates, must be provided with letters of

marque, or a commission from the belligerent powers, and for want of such

commission, they may be treated and punished as pirates, as well by those

against whom they commit violence, as by their own government, and

foreign nations.

A commission is essential to characterize a privateer, and to distinguish

it from’a pirate, and it becomes equally necessary that the commission

should be issued to persons, who, by the laws of nations, are capable of

acting in the service of the power that grants it, and that the power which

grants the commission should possess the ability, by the laws of nations,

to issue it.

If due authority is wanting, on the part of the grantor, to give, or the

grantee to receive, the parties who make captures, or seizures of property

on the ocean, are, by the laws of all nations, held to be pirates, and liable

to the pains and penalty of death. '

The United States, in 1818, passed an act which is in accordance with

the law of nations, prohibiting a citizen of the United States from taking

a commission from any foreign prince to prey upon the commerce of a

state in amity with the United States. A subject of a neutral government

cannot take a commission to cruise against a belligerent power at peace

and amity with his own government. The colonial laws of New York

and Plymouth, in Massachusetts, before the American Independence, de

clared it felony to commit hostilities on the high seas, under the flag of a

foreign power, upon the citizens of another power at amity with England.‘

Regularly no persons but those who are native-born citizens, or those who

have become naturalized by the sovereign who grants the letters of marque,

can take a commission, for privateering, from a belligerent power to cruise

against the commerce of a foreign power, and such persons who take com

missions will be regarded as piratesii' Privateering cannot be carried on

in ships or bottoms which do not belong to the sovereign who grants the

commission. A foreign built ship, which has not been registered or ma

triculated in the ports of the sovereign who grants the commission, cannot

be protected as a privateer when cruising against the property or persons

of a belligerent power. ‘ A nation may purchase vessels of a foreign peo

ple, and along with them arms and such other stores ; but the vessel, when

 

* 1 Kent’s Com., page 100, Note C. 1' 1 Attorney General’s Opinions, 36, 98.
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purchased, before they can raise the flag of another nation, must be doc

umented, and sail from the ports of the country whose flag they bear. ,_

The treaty between Great Britain and Tripoli, in 1716, stipulated that

no ship, or vessel, of the latter country, should have permission to be de

livered up, or go to any other place in enmity with the king of England,

to be employed, as a privateer at sea, against the subjects of England.

The treaty with Algiers, in 1682, contained the same stipulation.

By the universal practice of all commercial nations, no vessel can sail

on the ocean without documents to show her national character. Sir

William Scott decided that a bill ofsale ofa vessel,or the document which ac

companies the matriculation, is the proper title to which the maritime courts

of all countries look. It is the universal instrument of transfer of ships

in the usage of all maritime countries, and in no degree a peculiar title,

deed, or conveyance known only to the law of England. It is what the

maritime law expects—what the court of admiralty would, in its ordinary

practice, always require, and what the English legislature has made abso

lutely necessary by statute.* The circuit court of the United States, in

the first circuit decided, that a prize-court would decide the owner

ship of the vessel by the bill of sale.1' And, it has been decided that

when a vessel sails in a particular character, she cannot change her char

acter in transitu. The national character of a vessel cannot be altered

between her port of departure and her port of destination. A vessel can

not be purchased in a foreign country, and sail out of port as a neutral

ship, and change her character to that of a belligerent cruiser before she

has reached her port ofdestination, and been matriculated in the ports ofthe

country in which she takes her commission as a privateeni When a

vessel is purchased in a foreign country, a bill of sale must be produced

to give the purchaser a title, and if purchased by an agent, the title will

not be valid, unless the letter of procuration is exhibited.§ The maritime

law will permit a nation, and its citizens, to procure vessels to be built or

purchased ; they can be transferred to the country of the purchaser, if it

is done for a lawful and innocent purpose, but should a seller or builder,

sell or build, or arm a vessel in a neutral country, to be employed in pri

vateering against the commerce of a country at amity and peace with his

own, or aid in the transportation of such vessel to the ports ofa belliger

ent state, he would be guilty of piracy, and liable to punishment by the

laws of nations, as well as by the act of Congress, if the act was done in

the ports of the United States.§

By the law and usages of nations, a vessel is deemed to be a hostile, or

fraudulent craft, which exhibits, or carries false colors, or false documents

and papers on a voyage, and a warrant of arrest and seizure will be issued

against any vessel that wears false colors at sea.

By the laws of the United States, the register, or sailing license of a

vessel, ought to be on board at sea, to warrant her national character, as

well in war as in peace. And when a vessel, enrolled or licensed, shall

proceed on a foreign voyage without first surrendering up her enrollment

or license, and being duly registered, she shall, with her cargo, be subject

to forfeiture.

The laws of England and France require a strict compliance of all
 

* 5 Robinson’s Reports, 155. 1 Robinson: The Sisters.

1‘ 2 Gallison’s Reps, 287. 1 1 Robinson’s Reps, 98, 122, 158. § 15 Peters’ Reports

664, United States, vs., Morris.
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their vessels with their registry laws. By the laws of France, of 1720,

no naturalized foreigner could command a French ship, until after having

proved himself an actual resident of France during four consecutive years.

Though the registry is not a document required by the law of nations, as

expressive of a ship’s national character, yet otficial documents, honest

and true, will be required to show the national character of privateers,

cruising against the commerce of a belligerent nation, or else she will

forfeit her protection. It is a principle of the law of nations, recognized

in all countries, that a neutral vessel, or power, is not to give aid to one

belligerent, or even to relieve their distress, at the expense, or to the pre

judice of another power.* By the alienation of a vessel to a foreigner,

the privileges of an American vessel are forfeited, and the vessel is liable

to a forfeiture, on an indictment for piracy. In the courts of the United

States, the national character of the vessel must be proved by the defend

ants, and the documents, when regular on their face, are open to proof,

and the government may show-at all times that they are fraudulent, or

similated, even when a claim is interposed by the representatives of a for

eign friendly natiomi

Whena vessel is captured, which is cruising as a privateer, she will be

obliged to prove, by competent evidence, that she had a legal commission

from some government, recognized as lawfully constituted by the laws of

nations, and that the ship’s papers, documents and rolle de equzpage is given

and granted her by the sovereign whose flag she bears, and that the ship

and crew have been recognized by the nation from whom she seeks pro

tection, and to whom the vessel and crew belong, who are the owners of

the vessel, where they reside, and where the vesel was armed, equipped

and fitted out. And if it appears, on the trial, that the vessel was foreign

built, or master and crew were foreigners, in whole or in part, the case

will bear a strong presumption that the vessel is a pirated‘ By the law

of nations, the punishment of piracy is the forfeiture of life and goods.

The penalty is death, and the judge or jury has no power to mitigate it.

By the constitution of the United States, Congress is authorized to define

and punish piracies, and felonies committed on the high seas, and ofi'en

ces committed against the law of nations.

The act of Congress, passed April 30, 1790, declared that murder or

robbery committed on the high seas, or in any river, harbor, or bay, out

of the jurisdiction of any particular state, or any other offence, which, if

committed within the body of a county, would, by the laws of the United

States, be punishable with death, should be adjudged to be piracy and fel

ony, and punishable with death. And it was further declared that if any

captain or mariner should piratically and feloniously run away with any

vessel or any goods, or merchandise to the value of fifty dollars, or should

yield up any such vessel voluntarily to pirates, or if any seaman should

forcibly endeavor to hinder his commander from defending the ship or

goods committed to his trust, every such ofl‘ender should be adjudged a pi

rate and felon, and be punishable with death.

So the act passed March 3, 1819, declared that if any person on the high

seas should commit the crime of piracy, as defined by the law of nations,

he should, on conviction, sufi'er death; and the act passed May 15, 1820,

 

it 5 "Wheuton, 412, United States vs. Holmes.

‘t 4 Robinson’s Reps, 121. I 15 Peters’ Reps.: The Amistad, 513.
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declared that if any person upon the high seas, or in any open roadstead,

or bay, or river, where the sea ebbs and flows, commits the crime of rob

bery in, and upon any vessel, or the lading thereof, or the crew, he shall

be adjudged a pirate. So, if any person engaged in any piratical enter

prise, or belonging to the crew of any piratical vessel, should land, and

commit robbery on shore, such an offender shall also be adjudged a pirate.

The Supreme Court of the United States, in the case of Thomas Smith,

who stood indicted before the Circuit Court of the United States, in Vir

ginia, on the act of Congress of 1819, decided that the crime of piracy

is defined by the law of nations, with reasonable certainty, and that rob

bery, or forcible depredation on the sea, with an intent to rob or steal, is

piracy by the law of nations, and by the act of Congress.*

The same court, in the case of Klintock, who stood indicted, and found

guilty on trial, for a piracy committed on the high seas, in April 1818, on

a vessel belonging to persons unknown, decided that all persons who threw

off their national character, whether citizens or foreigners, on board of a

vessel not belonging to a foreign nation, who is acknowledged as such by

other nations, could be punished as pirates by the laws of the United States.

The court, in this case, decided that a commission, issued by a brigadier

of the Mexican republic, a power of whose existence the court knew

nothing otficially at the time, did not exempt the prisoner from the charge

of piracy.1' ‘

Chancellor Kent says, that there can be no doubt of the right of Con

gress to pass laws punishing pirates, though they be foreigners, and may

have committed no particular offence against‘ the United States. It is of

no importance, for the purpose of giving jurisdiction, on whom, or. where

a piratical offence has been committed. A pirate, who is one by the law

of nations, may be tried and punished by any country where he may be

found. Piracy, under the law of nations, is an offenceagainst all nations,

and punishable by alLj; Pirates are held to be out of the protection of

law. All nations and sovereigns have the power and jurisdiction to ar.

rest them, which extends to all parts of the globe. When a vessel right.

fully, on the ocean, lays aside her lawful business, and gins, or proceeds

_ on a piratical cruise, she loses her national character, nd the protection

which the law of nations gives her, the crew, and all persons aiding and

abetting them, whether citizens or foreigners, are deemed pirates, and

they may be punished under the act of Congress, whether the vessel was

a domestic or foreign one before she assumed a piratical character.

By the ancient civil law, all persons, whether public or private, could,

without being liable to punishment, kill, or put to death a public robber,

or a person who laid in wait to rob either a person, house, or field. The

same law still exists in regard to pirates, who are, by the law of nations,

deemed to be enemies of the human race, and may be arrested and cap.

tured by all persons whether private or public, and by the public or private

ships of any nation, in peace, or in war. '

Whatever, by the general law of nations, is recognised as a felony, mis

demeanor, or an offence, when committed on land, will, when done on

the ocean, be held to be felony, piracy, and an ofl'ence by the laws of all

nations. A felony or piracy committed at sea, is usually inquired into by‘

 

* 5 Wheaton’s Reports, 153. t 3 Wheatou’s Report, 144. t 1 Kent, 186.
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the admiralty courts of the country, where the ofi'enders are first appre

hended and brought. Whenever the subjects of any nation or people

commit a robbery at sea, upon the ship and goods of a friendly nation,

they are guilty of piracy. So, when a ship is riding at anchor upon the

sea, and the ship’s crew are on shore, or in their boats, so that no person

be found on board, yet, if a pirate boards the ship, and commits a robbery,

it is a piracy.

So, if a pirate at sea assaults a ship, and, in the engagement, kills a

person in the other ship, by the law of England, all the persons on board

of the pirate ship are principals in the murder, although none enter the

other ship. By the maritime law, those who give the wound only are

held to be principals, and the rest accessories, if the parties can be known.

Acts of piracy on the high seas consist of murder, robbery, larceny,

maiming, wounding, throwing a person overboard, drowning, or shooting

him in the sea—assaulting and beating the ofiicers and crew of the vessel

assailed—boarding a vessel lying alongside of her, maliciously sinking,

destroying, or damaging her hull, tackle, apparel, furniture, boats, or rig

ging—plundering her of her cargo or provisions, armament, or stores—

hailing a vessel at sea, and firing blank cartridges, or shotted guns at her,

to bring the vessel to—sending armed men on board, demanding and re

ceiving contributions of money, merchandise, provisions, armament, and

stores—sinking, capturing, or detaining a vessel on the high seas—com,

mitting robberies on board, either of the ship’s lading, arms, stores, or

provisions, or of the money or property of the ofiicers, passengers, or crew,

is piracy by the law of nations, and special enactments of most countries.

So, landing from a vessel at sea, or in a bay, haven, harbor, or port,

river or creek, and going on shore, armed with weapons, and committing

robberies or thefts, murders, assaults and batteries upon innocent and

unofl'ending persons-pillaging the inhabitants on shore—running away

with, sinking, or otherwise destroying a vessel at sea, whether she is a

foreign or domestic vessel, or whether the crew and oflicers have enlis

ted on board of her or not. So, decoyihg a vessel into rocks, or quick

sads, setting up false lights, destroying those erected by the government,

with an intent that vessels shall be wrecked, stranded or foundered-——rob- -

hing vessels wrecked, or persons cast on shore from wrecks, or while they

are in distress at sea—these, and many other acts, constitute piracy.

The late lamented Mr. Justice Story, says, in delivering the opinion of

the court, that to constitute piracy, it is not necessary that the act should

be done with an intent of private gain, for if a piratical burning or sink

ing of a ship, or murder of her crew, should take place by freebooters on

the sea, it would be as genuine piracy as if the primary object were im

mediate plunder.

The act would exhibit a piratical and felonious intent, an intent to despoil

the owner ofhis property, and to accomplish it by the murder ofthe crew, the

murder would be adminicular to the robbery. But every hostile attack of

one armed vessel npon another, in time of peace, is not necessarily pirat

ical. It may be a mistake, or in necessary self-defence, to a vessel, un

der a supposed meditated attack by pirates. It may be justifiable or ex

cusable, and then there is no blame; or, it may be under circumstances

of manifest default, and then it carries with it the responsibility in dam

ages.*
 

* 7 Mason’: Reports, 121.
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The act of Congress, passed April 30, 1790, declared that every person

who shall, either upon the land, or the sea, knowingly and willingly aid

and assist, procure, command, counsel, or advise any person to do or com

mit any murder or robbery, or other piracy upon the seas, which shall af

fect the life of any person, and such person shall thereupon do, or commit

any such piracy or robbery, then every person so aiding, assisting, procu.

ring, commanding, counselling, or advising the same, either upon the land

or the sea, shall be, and are declared, deemed, and adjudged to be acces

sary to such piracies before the fact, and every such person being therein

convicted shall suffer death.

This act of Congress is in accordance with the ancient civil law, which

declared that whoever concealed, or gave refuge to a public robber, know

ing him to be such, became liable to the same punishment, as that to

which the robber himself was subjected.

So did an aider, abetter and counsellor ofthe delinquent, before the crime

was committed. All persons who gave aid to another by money, persuasion

or advice, to commit a crime, in any stage of the proceedings, were, by

the civil law, deemed and denounced as offenders, and subjected them

selves to the same degree of punishment as the principal felon.

Mere advice or counsel to a delinquent, before or after an offence had

been committed, how to avoid punishment, or to defend an accusation, did

not expose the party giving the advice, to a denunciation as an offender,

but when advice or exhortation about a crime, assumed the nature of a

mandate, or command, or request to commit it, the adviser became a prin

cipal party to the offence, and was liable to the same punishment in kind

and degree.

A consultation was not punished as a crime, unless a crime was there

after committed, but such consultation was a conspiracy against the state,

and the parties were denounced as offenders. So when the consultator

persuaded, inflamed, instigated, exhorted, invited, or furnished the means

to commit an offence, he was denounced as a principal party, and became

liable to the same punishment, as the person who inflicted the blow, where

by death ensued. In some cases the consultor was liable to a. milder pun

ishment, according to the nature and aggravation of the offence.*

The English nation, by the acts of parliament, of 11 and 12 William,

passed in 1700, and of 8 George I., passed 1722, have incorporated the

principles of the civil law into the statutes of the realm, in regard to pira

cies, robberies, and felonies committed at sea.

The eighth section of the British act, George I., among other things,

declared that if any person or persons, shall in anywise consult, combine,

confederate, or correspond with any pirate, felon, or robber on the sea,

knowing him to be guilty of any piracy, robbery, or felony, he or they‘

shall, upon conviction thereof, suffer the pains of death, loss of lands, goods _

and chattles, as pirates, felons, and robbers.

By the statute of George I., capter 25, it is declared piracy for any

master of a ship, or other person, to trade, truck, barter, or exchange, or

in any other m'anner to furnish any pirate, robber, or felon, on the seas,

with arms, ammunition, provisions, or stores of any kind, or to fit-out any

vessel with a design to trade with such pirate, or to correspond with 11 pi

rate, robber, or felon on the sea, or to consult or confederate with a pirate

at sea, knowing him to be guilty of piracy, felony, or robbery, and every
 

1' Prosperii Farinacii, page 414.
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person offending against this statute, is liable to be punished with death

as a pirate, felon, and robber, and loss of lands, goods and chattels, and

the vessel so fitted out, and the goods and merchandise taken on board, is

forfeited, and one part must go to the informer, and the other to the crown.

So, by the same statute, it is declared, that if any person on the high

seas, or in any port, haven, or creek, whatsoever, meeting a merchant

vessel, shall forcibly board, or enter into the same, and throw overboard,

and destroy any part of the goods or merchandise belonging to the vessel,

all persons offending shall be guilty of piracy, and punished as such.

By the law of all nations, a capture by a pirate or a privateer, without.

authority, invests no right of property in the captor. A pirate having no

right to make conquests, cannot acquire any lawfiil property in what they

take, for the law does not allow them to deprive the true owner of his

property; he always retains possession of it in the eye of the law, although

anothermay have the custody ofit ; and in whatever manner things taken by

a pirate may be recovered,they return again to their former owners, who lose

none of their rights by such unjust usurpation. Property, when recovered

by the exertions of others, shall be restored to the former owner upon

payment of salvage.

The ancient work, called The Consolato Del Mare, provided that when

an enemy, from fear or other causes, abandoned a ship at sea, and per

sons, not the owners, obtained possession of the vessel, she should be re

stored to the original owners upon the payment of salvage ; so when third

persons, or the master of the vessel, pay ransom for a restoration of the

property, they may demand salvage ; and the rule is the same where a ship

of a friendly power recaptures property before condemnation.

When a capture takes place on the high seas, the vessel retains in

judgment of the law, her original character, until a condemnation and

sale. If she is a neutral vessel, she retains it‘until a decree of restora

tion or condemnation; and where a vessel is captured, and an additional

number of men are put on board, or an entire crew of oflicers and men,

for the purpose of employing her as a cruiser, and she is sent on this er

rand with or without a commission, she will be restored to the original

owner, if recaptured, upon the payment of salvage.

So, when a vessel of war is captured, and is thus transmuted into a

merchant vessel, or the latter is transmuted into a vessel of war, the change

does not defeat the title of the original owner, upon recapture.*

When a vessel is captured, and released by the crew, salvage is awar

ded, and the title remains in the original owner. So, when a ship is

abandoned by the enemy, after capture, from whatever cause, the prop

erty reverts to the owners, Without regard to possession of the enemy, on

‘his capture.

When foreign neutral ships are captured, and recaptured by a privateer,

or national vessel, or by the crew, or by friends of the enemy, no right in

them'tcan be acquired by the recapture beyond a claim for salvage. Re

muneration, and the title to the property will be retained by the original

owner, upon payment of salvage. '

Until sentence of condemnation against a neutral sailing vessel, she

loses neither her neutral character, nor her rights. After her capture she

may obtain her release; the question of neutrality is always a thing which

adheres to the property.
 

* Jacobson, page 131.
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When a ship, or a vessel, is under convoy, and looses her protection,

either by winds, waves, or any other peril of the sea, and is captured, or

when captured when in a fleet under convoy, and is recaptured by the con

voy ship, or by a detachment from her, or by a new party, the recapture

will entitle the persons who perform the service to a salvage remunera

tion.

By the law of England, and the United States, it is deemed piracy for

a master and crew to run away with a ship and goods committed to their

care, and convert them; and so when a master has carried a cargo to the

port of destination, and he then takes a bale of merchandise and converts

it, this may amount to piracy.

It is piracy to take a ship while the crew is in their boat, or on shore;

though if a vessel be in necessity or distress at sea for provisions, and at

tacks another vessel, and takes out provisions, anchors, sails, rigging, or

cables, this is not piracy because necessity required it.

Ifa Spaniard robs a Frenchman on the high seas, both of their princes

then being at amity, and also with the crown of England, and the ship

is brought into the ports of the king of England, the Frenchman may

proceed to punish the Spaniard criminally, by the law of nations, in the

court of admiralty, as a pirate, and seek a restoration of his vessel by a

suit civilly, which will be decreed him by the maritime law.*

The courts of admiralty, in all countries, have jurisdiction of civil suits

for the restitution of goods, piratically taken at sea, and sold at land. Such

courts will issue their attachments, and monitions, to arrest such goods in

whosever hands they may be found, at sea, or on land, and to seize and

sell the same, or restore them, in kind, to the original owner or his agents.*

so, the courts will entertain a suit for restoration, whether the goods are

taken by the pirate, under a commission, or without one, because the com

mission only makes out the capture to be primafacie lawful, which other

wise would have been openly a piracy.

Whenever property is retaken out of the power of an enemy, or pirates,

or rebels, before it has become theirs according to the established rules of

national law, it is a recapture, and when claimed by the original owner,

will be restored to him upon payment of a reasonable salvage to the re

captors.

But the property must have incurred danger and risk, or been in the

possession of the enemy, or a hostile power, before the receptors can de
mand salvage. I

So, the danger must be immediate, and in actual existence, and not dis

tant and eventful, or a conflict must be sustained before the claimants for

recapture can demand salvage. When a vessel is pursued by the enemy,

and runs aground to avoid capture, or strikes on a rock, or shoal in her

flight, and the enemy obtains an actual possession of the vessel, which has

met with the misfortune, or the property has become so far disabled as to

be virtually in the hands and gripe of the enemy, the persons who res

cue the property will be entitled to a salvage remuneration.

But when the possession is not absolute, nor in a great degree inde

fensible, nor have the assistant friends rescued the property from the pos

session of the enemy, a military salvage will not be due according to the

laws of nations, but only a civil salvage.

 

* Jacobson, page 571, 572, and 574. Old English sea laws, page 578. .1 Haggard’s

Admiralty Reports, 372.
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When a capture has once been made, the right of property does not

rest in the captors until after an act of condemnation; but, in the mean

time, the original owner may claim restitution of his property in the courts

of a neutral country. A legal condemnation cannot take place in the

courts of a neutral country, of vessels captured by privateers.

When vessels are on the high seas, and pursuing a lawful employment,

in times of peace, or war, they are fully justified by the law of nations,

when assailed, to repel force by force. The ancient writers tell us, that

the law of nations permits each one to defend himself. Whatever is no

cessary for the preservation of life and property on the ocean, when un

lawfully assailed, will be just and legal as a defence against the aggres

sor. The impulses and instincts of the human mind, strongly endow us

with a desire to preserve our lives and property, and to repel all aggres

sion. Homicide, when committed in defence of our persons and prop.

erty on the ocean, is always excusable, and not the subject of punishment.

The masters, just owners of vessels, are, at all times justified by the law of

nations, to carry arms and ammunition at sea, to defend their vessels from

attacks of enemies or privateers. Indeed, no vessel, whether public or

private, in time of peace, has a right to visit and search another vessel,

which it meets on the ocean. Each vessel has rights equal to the rights

of any other vessel, whether private or public, and no vessel has a. right

to molest another, when engaged in a lawful enteprise.

The fault is always presumed to be first on the side of the party which

makes the invasion, and a party may defend himself by the divine and

natural law, as well as by the law of nations.

This doctrine of self-defence, was extended not only to the person as.

sailed, but a friend who was present had the right also to repel by force

the assaults of the aggressor.

So, also, a party unlawfully assailed, has not only the right to kill his

adversary, in defence of his life and property, on the ocean, but he may,

also, when robbed of his property, become, in turn, the assailing party,

and, if necessary, may take the life of his adversary, to regain possession

of that which has been captured from him.* A. N.

 

ART. V.—ON ELECTRICITY AS THE CAUSE OF STORMS.

THE closet is not always the best place to study the operations of na

ture’s laws. It is not in books, the studious can always obtain the clear

est views of natural phenomena. The great book of nature is open to

all. To read it with success, requires close observation, not only in one

part of the world, tbr a given season of the year, but under various con

ditions of climate, earth and seasons, with cold and heat. In early life

the writer devoted much attention to the study of the physical sciences,

which, combined with great exposure in pursuing a laborious profession, so

far undermined his health, as to induce him to abandon both, and adopt

different pursuits in more congenial climates. These, with other circum

stances, led him to travel and observe the operations of nature, under

various latitudes, both in this country and in Europe.

A permanent residence at one place, is unfavorable to the comprehen

sion of the true character of storms in other parts of the world. An in

habitant of England can never fully comprehend the nature and character
 

it Prosper-ii, Farinacii, page 264.
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of an American tornado in our southern and western states. Nor

can a resident of the latter fully appreciate, the peculiar nature of storms

in other parts of the world. Travel and observation afford the clearest

means of arriving at rational views on the subject.

Storms appear under a varietyof forms and circumstances, yet, we have

every reason for believing that, however varied they may be, they are all

excited by one ever existing and ever controling cause : viz., electricity.

On examining the theories relative to the causes of storms advanced by

Mr. Redfield and Mr. Espy, with others, it is apparent that they rather

attempt to explain the course of the winds or the movements of the atmo

sphere—the rise and fall of the barometer in connexion therewith, than

to show us the cause, the prime mover of these changes. Their expla

nations rather deal with the effects of a cause, than with the cause itself.

To tell us the air, or wind, during a storm, moves or blows from

every point of the compass to the centre of a circle, caused by heat and

rarification at the central point, does not reach the real cause of storms.

Or as a writer in the North American Review,justly expresses it : “ There

is something wanting.” WE AFFIRM THAT THE REAL CAUSE or‘ AL].

srorms Is ELECTRICITY.

We contend, (which can be proved by experiments,) that the atmo

sphere is continually operated upon by two grand ‘currents of electricity,

moving at right angles towards each other. 1st. That, there is always

a current setting from the equator towards the poles, and from the earth

towards the frozen heights of the atmosphere above, and from thence in a

continuous circle back to the earth’s surface, also towards the equator from

the poles. 2d. That there is another current passing directly round the

earth from east to west.

In some measure to prove the correctness of our statements, if a. rod of

iron with asharp point he laid horizontally, pointing due north and south,

for a suflicient length of time, it will become magnetized. The same

will occur, if the same rod be placed at any angle towards the frozen

arch of the atmospere above, from that of a perpendicular line, to a hori

zontal level. In this way, common lightning conductors often become

tolerable magnets. It is thus manifest that, if these iron rods be placed

in the positions we have just described, or laid clue east and west,

they will become magnets sooner than if placed in any other direction.

We know that currents of electricity magnetize iron, and the more

quickly, when the iron is so placed as to be in parallelism With its strpng

est currrents.

Ifa ball of iron be made red hot, and a mass of snow or ice be placed

near it, there will be found a current of electricity passing between them,

in whatever direction of the compass they may be placed. This current

of electricity is evidently sent off from the heated body to that of the‘

colder, returning in a semicircular curve again, from the cold substance to

that of the heated iron. A very light piece of down, held between them,

will also show a disturbance of the atmosphere 'in the track of the electri

cal currents. A delicate magnetic needle will also be effected by this

current thus excited. The central portions of the earth are in the con

dition of increased temperature towards the fixed icy poles of the earth,

or the frozen arch, or region of atmosphere which surrounds it above ;

just as the red hot ball of iron is towards the mass of ice or snow held

near it. Between the earth’s surface, and every part of the frozen at

mospheric arch above, there must be continual electrical currents passing
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perpendicularly as well as horizontally and at inclined angles. At right

angles to these currents, there is always sitting a current east and west.

These currents we have reason to believe never move in straight lines,

but forever in curves. Watch the passage of the electrical fluid from the

smallest spark of the machine, up to the broad ribbon flash sent forth from

the clouds to the earth, and in no instance can the eye perceive that the

fluid moves in a direct line. ’

The lightning of the clouds moving in a zig-zag course, is ascribed by

some, to the irregular resistance of the strata of the atmosphere, through

which it passes. While this may have some influence, yet, if a spark be

passed through a receiver, from which the air has been pumped, the same

curvilinear movement will be observed.

To prove the existence of this curved current passing from the earth to

the frozen arch above, and vice versa, there is not a clear day in the year,

on which you may not “draw down lightning from heaven.” It was

certainly an interesting fact, which Dr. Franklin showed to mankind, that

he could draw down the electric fluid from the clouds charged with it, as

they were passing over heads; it is nevertheless a curious fact, that if you

on the clearest and brightest day of the year, raise a kite, as Dr.

Franklin did; you can succeed in drawing down sufiicient electricity to

move the gold leaves of an electrometer. The existence of this current

can be demonstrated in a less troublesome way. Ifthe base of a light

ning conductor be isolated, or cut off in its upright position near

its base, so as to prevent its contact with the ground, having a wire

attached to its lower end, so that the opposite end of the wire may touch

an electrometer, the fluid gathered by the rod in its perpendicular move.

ment will be manifested by a delicate test.

If a much smaller, or lower pointed rod, be attached, in an isolated

state, to a wooden pole or post, in an open field, some distance from higher

objects, under the same circumstances, it will also effect these least.

And it is probable, that if a man stand on an isolated stool, in an

open field, and hold erect in his hand, a. musket, with a sharp bayonet,

or keen-pointed sword, or knife, and a wire be made to pass from his feet,

or legs, to the test, will show the passage of a current of electricity.

' In each 0 f these experiments, the result will be the same, at whatever

angle to the horizon the rod be placed, or the musket, or sword be held,

between the perpendicular, and a level, pointing north, east, west, or

south. It is in reference to the existence ofthese currents of electricity,

that late attempts have been made to apply it to agricultural purposes, and

with striking effects.

From much observation and reflection, we have reason to believe, that

when these electrical currents are much obstructed, a. corresponding dis

turbance takes place in the elements of the atmosphere. Whenever one

current becomes so powerful, as to be, for the time, the controlling cur

rent, the other, which crosses it at right angles, moves in a rapid circle

round it. We believe all currents move in' parabolic, or elliptical rings.

Should the current, north or south, or perpendicular, between the earth

and the frozen arch, become at any moment the controlling current, that

moving east and west, at right angles to it, would revolve round it, with

an intensity proportioned to the force of the controlling current; making

a figure, in its movements, like a ring, or hoop of straw, bound round it

at right angles by wisps of straw. On the contrary, should the opposite
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current become the strongest, it then forces the other to entwine it in a

similar manner.*

When travelling on the high-pressure steamboats of the Mississippi

river, I have frequently observed a beautiful illustration ofthe working ofthe

two currents. When the boat was lying at a wood-yard, or under‘ way,

discharging high pressure steam, through the escape pipe, above deck, at

every movement of the piston, in the cylinder, and the discharge of steam,

the highly condensed steam, in the act of being thrown off, and recon

densing into water, would rise up in beautiful rings, which expanded as

they rose, in their horizontal position, at the same time showing, by the

rapid motion of the vapor, the direction of the electrical currents which

formed the rings, and controlled the movements of the vapor. They re

sembled a circular ring of parallel straws, around which others were en

twined, at right angles, in rapid motion. The diameter of the rings, on

escaping from the mouth of the pipe, would be only slightly larger than

its diameter. The diameter of the ring itself appeared to be about 1% to

2% inches, which had a circular motion, and close around revolved the

other current. This rapid vermicular motion around the rings continued

as they rose, expanding as they ascended, till they became invisible in

the air, one succeeding another. ‘

In this case, we suppose the current composing the .ring

to be the strongest, imparted to it by the heated iron. The

other, or weather current, is probably derived from heated

water, or that ofthe atmosphere, at the moment of escape, and

condensation of the steam. That this remarkable ring, and

the motions of its currents, are of an electrical character,

can hardly be doubted, when we reflect that the best of elec

trical machines have, of late, been made of steam boilers;

one of which, of great power, is shown in the Polytechnic

institution of London. It is found if a boiler be isolated,

and its steam be highly rarified, a leaden jar can be heavily

charged from its escaping steam, with the electric fluid,

while in the act of condensationfll'

Imagine similar currents to be brought into violent action by disturbing

influences in the atmosphere, and we can at once comprehend the nature

of a storm.

On this electrical theory of storms, which assumes, that the air or wind

follows the movements of violent electrical currents, and blows in the

direction in which they move, both Mr. Espy, and Mr. Redfield, are cor

  

* If a piece of iron, curved like ahorse-shoe, or a number of strait iron rods be sur

rounded with coils of copper wire, and a current of electricity, generated by a galvanic

battery, be made to pass through wire, bent u great many times nearly at right angles, to

the pieces of iron, they are instantly converted into powerful magnets, which power they

lose, or have greatly diminished, immediately the current through the wire is cut ofl'.

In this case, the current of electricity passing through the simple iron, when undisturbed,

is so much augmented, or disturbed, by the artificial current made to flow around it, as to

convert it into a magnet of great attractive force, clearly showing the existence of two

currents, and the effects resulting from making one encircle the other.

1' It is said, if grease or water he smeared around the inside periphery of the cannon’s

mouth, that, when it is discharged, similar rings to the steam rings we have described,

will be seen twirling away in the smoke ; the color of the rings being much whiter than

the powder smoke. '

In this case, the intense heat of the ignited powder suddenly converts the water of the

grease, or the water itself, into steam, which, in the act of rel-condensation, exhibits the

workings, or motions of the two electrical currents we have named.

a
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rect as to the courses of winds, in a tornado or storm; for, instead of one

wind, there are two: one blowing around the other. One wind blows

round in a circle, as contended for by Mr. Redfield, while the other blows,

or whirls, immediately around it, or vertically to it and the earth, as con

tended for by Mr. Espy, leaving the quiet centre, or annulus, alluded to

by him. _

This ring, or circle, may be of vast extent, or it may be confined, with

dreadful force, to the narrow tract of a sweeping tornado, or the diminished

compass of a water-spout, of a few feet in diameter. In these latter cases,

we are inclined to think, the right angle current, or the vertical currents,

passing between the clouds and earth, or water, are much the most power

ful. The miniature dry-weather whirlwinds are put in motion by the same

description of currents. They are usually seen in clear, dry, still, warm

weather, and generally, if not always, occur in a valley, or low grounds.

In these cases, opposite hills are differently electrified. A current is prob

ably passing strongly from one to the other, or, from a water-course to a

hill, which is acted upon by other currents setting, at right angles, to it,

which give rise to the rapid whirling motion of the air, suflieiently strong

to carry up, and whirl round leaves, straw and hay. These light sub

stances clearly indicate, by their movements, the two currents alluded to.

They are carried both round and upwards. Whatever explains the cause

of this miniature whirlwind, explains the cause of the tornado, and of the

water-spout. Hence the emphatic and correct expression of “ whirlwind.”

That tornadoes are vitally connected with electrical currents, would

appear from the fact, that they seldom pass over large cities, or cross wide

water-courses, and are usually dispersed on meeting the sea. We find

houses, in cities, are less liable to be struck by lightning, than houses in

the country. This can only be accounted for by supposing, that, in the

former case, there are more points of attraction, or conductors, by which

the fluid escapes, than in the latter. The same circumstance may influ

ence, or cause the dispersion of tornadoes. The water of the sea, and

rivers, in arresting their progress, may disperse them, by depriving them

of electricity, or by weakening their strongest electrical current. We

find such storms, usually, have a direction towards the sea, or some large

body of water, or extensive range of mountains arrest them ; so do they

attract or arrest electrical currents. We often have northeast storms which

never cross the Alleghany mountains. Tornadoes seldom cross moun

tains, but often blow towards them, and are arrested by them.*

We were told by a highly intelligent gentleman, who had resided in

the East Indies, that whenever the north wind prevailed to the north of

the Himalaya mountains, south of the range, the atmosphere would be

found in a quiet and calm state; and, vice versa, on the north side of the

mountains, when the winds blew from the south. All admit clouds are

attracted by mountains, and that it rains more frequently among them than
 

* In the states of Georg‘a, and the Carolinas, tornadoes usually blow from westsout‘h

west, to east northeast, or in a direction from the interior towards the ocean, the greatest

point of attraction. In Tennessee, upper part of Mississippi, &c., the direction of the worst

tornadoes have a path from southwest to northeast, or move easterly towards the Allegheny

mountains, which they never cross. West of the Mississippi river, in Texas, and the

distant southwest generally, storms blow with the greatest force from the northwest to the

outheast, or in a direction from the interior towards the Gulf of Mexico. The " norther”

is well known on the coast of Mexico and Texas. West of the Rocky Mountains, the

' strongest winds are the westerly, which are arrested by the Rocky Mountains, exercising

little or no influence on their eastern slope.
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on the plains. How can a cause he found for this, if it is not in the elec

trical theory we have assumed’!

Hail-storms, and the formation of hail-stones—the crystalizatiori of snow,

water, and salts—water in the act of freezing, and boiling, with all kinds

of crystals, are believed to be caused, controlled, and fashioned by elec

trical currents: facts, illustrative of which, we have not time to dwell

upon*. In reference to the geometrical formation of crystals, Dr. Wall

aston contended, that the molecules, or particles of crystals, were in the

form of spheres, and were united by cohesion (electrical attraction) into

the forms of crystalized bodies. Now, before crystalization ensues, fluidity

is necessary. Supposing the spherodity of the particles of crystals to be

true, which is probable, how do they acquire that form, if it is not by

electricity, moving in the currents we have pointed out’!

Heat and electricity are, forever, intimately united. There never can

be a great development of the one without the presence of the other.

Combustion arises from the powerful electrical attraction of the positive

combustible substance, ofcoal or wood, for oxygen gas, which is negative.

The air is formed of countless millions of atoms of oxygen, and nitrogen

gases, united, in the proportion of 22 of the former, to about 78 of the

latter, in 100 parts. The air, it is believed, covers, or surrounds the earth

to the height of about five miles. Combined with the other materials of the

air, is a small portion of carbonic acid, about one per cent. The particles

of these gasses move freely about each other. They are condensed, in

their bulk, by cold, or expanded by heat and electricity, till they occupy

a. much larger space. When thus expanded, they admit the circulation of

watery vapor among them more freely.

To understand the irregularity and force of electrical currents and at

traction, in the production of storms, we must not only know the compo

sition of the air, but that also of watery vapor always combined with it;

yet in variable quantities. Also, the condition of the 45 miles of air, as

enveloping the globe. We must recollect, that a few miles above us,

(not more than four or five,) there is an icy arch of atmosphere, or air,

in the temperature of eternal frost. The peaks of mountains which pen

etrate it, are covered with perpetual snow. This arch is highest beneath

the perpendicular rays of the sun, or about the equator, when the sun is

on the line, and grows lower, as we approach the poles, till it meets the

earth at the point of perpetual snow and icerf' The height of this arch,

above the earth, varies at different parallels of latitude, and at the same

latitude at different seasons of the year. The elevation of the frozen arch,

at different latitudes, beginning at the equator and going towards the north

pole, has been reckoned, by philosophers, as follows :—

Equator. Feet. Equator. Feet.

Lat. North, 0° 15,207 Lat. North, 45° 7,670

“ 5° 15,095 “ 50° 6,334

“ 10° 14,764 “ 55° 5,034

“ 15° 14,220 “ 60° 3,818

“ 20° 13,478 “ 65° 2,722

“ 25° 12,557 “ 70° 1,778

“ 30° 10,474 “ 75° 1,016

" 35° 10,287 “ 80° 457

u 400 9,101 n 850 111
 

‘1 Some have considered electricity the cause of all motion.

‘r Thomas Simpson, Esq., who attempted to reach the northwest passage, by land,

found, in high latitudes, the ground frozen the year round a foot or two below the sur

face, even on the Red River of the north, near Hudson’s Bay.
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Now, as 5,280 feet is about a mile, it is easy to see, by this estimate,

the height of this frozen arch of atmosphere at any given latitude. Sup

posing the elevation of ground to remain the same, we might travel from

the equator due north, or south, till we reached a region of snow and ice,

as perpetual as that which caps the highest peaks of the Andes or Alps.

Beyond the border of perpetual ice, near the poles, we ‘have reason to

believe no storms ever prevail. Captain Parry found almost constant calm,

and still weather, even in the latitudes he reached. There is a large

surface, around each pole, of eternal congelation, where no storms prevail :

where water must have remained solidified, as it were, from the date of its

creation, or where solidity is the natural state of water. as granite is with us.

Tornadoes have their extreme northern limits. They are rarely heard

of north of the 42d degree of north latitude, and never prevail as high as

50°. They are most frequent late in spring, and early in summer; and in

the United States, usually occur between 30° and 40° of north latitude,

being in their greatest severity between 30° and 36°. The storms of

higher latitudes decrease, as you go north, until probably beyond the 75th

or 80th degree, they are never felt, especially with equal severity. We

here proceed to give a diagram of the position of the frozen arch which

surrounds the earth :—

Highest Elevation of Atmospheric Air.
  

  

HOLVOOB

SECTION OF

 

NorthPole.
‘°I°Jlimos

 

Height Elevation Atmosphere.

It admits cf demonstra ion, that hot air is positively electrified, while

cold, or my air, is negatively so, provided it be more or less free of watery
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vapor. Hence currents of electricity must continually, 0r ordinarily, pass

from the earth’s surface,to every part of the frozen arch, we have descri

bed, and back again, thus:

The ascending current must Ffowl Arch

carry with it particles of air, and

watery vapor towards the colder

region, while the descending

current brings down with it va

por, and air ofa lower tempe

rature, to occupy its place, often

in the form of rain. It is on

the same principles that water

freezes, and a pot boils. By , V.

the same electrical currents, the Earth.

complete admixture of gaseous substances take place. On the tops of the

highest mountains, the air is found to contain the same proportional of

heavy carbonic acid gas, as the deepest valleys.

It was, at one time, supposed that the gases united chemically, but Dr.

Dalton showed, if a tall glass tube, or jar, standing upright, nearly filled

with carbonic acid, the heaviest known gas, and, afterwards, hydrogen,

one of the lightest gases, be poured in upon it, and left quiet for a short

time, the carbonic acid would be found at the top of the tube, and the hy

drogen at the bottom. There is no way of accounting for this phenome

non, except by supposing it accomplished by the agency of electrical cur

rents, acting on the minute particles of the respective gases. We have

reason to believe that, whenever, and wherever, an electrical current is

setting in one direction, there is always another current, or a continuation

of the same, setting in an opposite direction. So with the air.*

The height of the icy region, or arch of atmospheric air, greatly varies

at different seasons of the year, in the same latitudes. This is caused by

the sun’s advance in the spring, north of the line, and to his retrocession

in the autumn. The highest point of the arch must always be exactly

beneath the vertical rays of the sun, and lowest at that point of the ex

treme north or south, where the rays of the sun most obliquely and feebly

penetrate the frozen regions of the poles. The electrical currents are

always most active and powerful within the tropics. (It is probable the

sun itself is the great source of electricity and light which generates heat

near the earth’s surface.) It is within the tropics, such as the West India

  

* Were it not for the agency of electrical currents, we might suppose a heavy gas,

like carbonic acid gas, would descend from the higher regions of the atmosphere, and by

settling, or accumulating in deep valleys, destroy animal life. But, on the contrary, we

find the air, in the lowest positions, to contain no more carbonic acid, than that taken from

the tops of the highest mountains. There is only one position in which carbonic acid is

found to accumulate, to an undue, and fatal extent; and that is, in cavities which pene

trate the earth, such as in old wells, deep cellars, or under-ground sewers. Electrical

currents are always dispersed on reaching the general level, or surface of the ground, or

water, by the extensive superficial attraction of the same. No one is ever killed by light.

ning, when placed in a deep cellar, or well, or in the hold of a ship, beneath the surface

of the water. Ships never have holes punched in their bottoms by lightning. The safest

place for a powder-magazine, is beneath the ground, and on ship-board, beneath the level

of the water. Powder, in a deep well, or cellar,‘ would never be ignited by electricity ;

neither can the air of the same be purified by electrical currents.
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islands, where tornadoes prevail with the most fearful destruction, espe

cially about the periods of the equinoxes. The sudden changing of the

position of the arch, by elevating it in the northern regions, by the sun’s

approach in the spring, or its sudden depression towards the earth in autumn,

as the sun recedes, which tends to disturb the electrical currents to such

extent as to cause the frequency of storms about the time of the equinoxes.

The earth, at some points, loses its electricity, as the sun recedes, whether

composed of land or water, while other portions acquire it in a higher

degree, giving rise to currents of greater intensity. In other Words, such

portions become, as it were, preternaturally, positively excited, While

other portions become negatively ; so, with regard to the great frozen arch,

which, in suchcases, either recedesfrom, or approaches nearer to the earth’s

surface. These changes in the activity and force of the currents, give rise

to violent winds, or commotions in the atmospheric air. The course of

the strongest, and probably the prevailing electrical currents, set from the

equator towards the poles, or those vast regions of eternal ice, or conge

lation. Hence the direction of the needle of the compass towards the

poles. As before remarked, probably feebler currents are, also, continu

ally passing from the earth to every part of the frozen atmospheric arch,

which are crossed by others, passing, at right angles, from east to west.

In winter the former currents become so strong as, no doubt, ofien sud

denly to sink the frozen arch, and bring it in contact with the earth, in a

few hours, as is seen in the temperate and northern latitudes of the United

States. Thus, we often ‘see the weather, and temperature, after a fine

mild day, suddenly change, in a single night, over the whole Union, from

New Orleans to the northern lakes, and from the Rocky mountains to the

Atlantic ocean, to a freezing temperature. Now, to suppose, what many

believe, that these freezing changes are carried over the whole country

on the progressive wings of a northwest wind, is absurd. The most vio

lent hurricane only moves at the rate of some sixty miles an hour—a. speed

far too slow to effect such an extensive and sudden change in temperature.

The only plausible mode of accounting for these sudden changes, is, by

the vertical descent (often accompanied with strong wind,) of currents of

electricity, accompanied with masses of cold air, from the cold or frozen

arch, or region, above us. A great variety of meteorological phenomena

can be understood by supposing electricity to be the principal agent in

their production.* The barometer is not an unfailing indicator of an ap

proaching storm of wind. It often falls on the approach of rain alone.

The sinking of the instrument only indicates an ascending current at the

place of observation. This is often witnessed without any increase of

temperature, or of heat. On the contrary, it often happens, while it is

thus depressed, that the temperature is diminished, instead of being in

creased.
 

* It has always formed a part of popular belief, that the changes of the moon have an

influence upon the weather. If the moon efl'ects, by its attraction, the ebb and flow of

the tides, it is not unreasonable to suppose its attraction may, to some extent, operate on

the atmospheric air, influencing the elevation, or depression, of the frozen arch. We

know, during total eclipses, and especially thatof the sun, the temperature generally falls.

Haze around the moon, is only indicative of humid vapor in the atmosphere, and hence

indicates rain. A humid atmosphere is often very clear, and a good conductor of soundI

if the weather be calm. Hence, noises being heard at an unusual distance, is justly con

sidered “ a sign of falling weather.”
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I

To the action of electricity, must we attribute evaporation, and the as

cent of watery vapor, mingled with the ascending particles of the atmos

phere, to the cold, or condensing regions of air, where they coalesce in the

form of clouds; which again imparts the electricity, disengaged by con

densation, as in steam, in descending currents to the earth, which passes

off silently, or by explosions, according to the temperature, or height of

the cloud above the earth, accompanied with rain, ézc.

In winter, the clouds usually move so near the earth, that the electricity

is reimparted to it, in a silent and imperceptible manner. By going due

north, we reach latitudes where no thunder is ever heard, and the only

display of electricity ever witnessed, is that of the aurora borealis, given

off in diffused flashes from currents of warmer air, of a higher latitude,

to colder and heavier currents, near the surface of the ground. In such

regions, a short and fleeting summer is succeeded by an eternal round of

freezing weather.

During water-spouts and tornadoes, the latter of which may be termed a

kind of water-spout on dry land, the cloud and earth are, comparatively, in

close proximity. A rapid and powerful electrical current is passing from

the cloud to the earth, and from that to the cloud, while another current,

passing at right angles, and horizontally to it, is arrested in its course, and

made to whirl round it with great force, as we have seen, in the steam

rings, and the dry weather miniature whirlwinds. In the case of torna

does, or whirlwinds, and water-spouts, we suppose the force of the cur

rents to be exerted thus :—

Cloud. Cloud.

  

  

in fig

X’? t

There are appearances in the heavens, in temperate climates, indicating,

aday or two before their approach, either rain, high wind, or both combi

ned. These were first pointed out to us by a fellow-traveller, on the out

side of an English stage-coach, on our way from Shrewsbury to Liverpool,

and fully verified the sign of“ windy weather,” in that case. On a. clear

day, and when the sky is otherwise blue, there may, often, be seen float

ing, in the high regions of the atmosphere, fine, white, thin, feathery-look.

ing vapors. They are, evidently, far above the ordinary height of rain.

clouds, being so elevated as to look stationary; yet if we closely observe

their progress, we shall find them moving in some particular direction,

with considerable velocity. While they are moving in one direction, the

wind, near the earth’s surface, is blowing in precisely the opposite course,

or very often so. These vapors are called, by sailors, and the com.

mon people, “ mares’ tails,” from the resemblance they often bear to the

i i

0Q (4—

  

Water-spout. \ ‘ Tornado.
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frizzled tail of a horse. Their appearance is considered a never failing

sign of a “change of weather.”

There is evidently an electrical current, with warm and light air, set

ting in the course of these moving vapors, most commonly in- the United

States, from the southwest to the northeast, while a current of cold air is

setting along the earth’s surface in an opposite direction. The electrical

current rises in warmer regions of air, and when, at a great height, pro

gresses towards the northern, and colder region of the frozen arch, till its

vapor, carried along with the air, begins to condense in the form we have

described, and becomes visible. As this process goes on above, the under

part of the electrical current is setting towards the point where the ac

tivity of the ascending current commenced. The force of the under

current is first felt at the point towards which the wind blows, near the

earth’s surface, as justly remarked by Dr. Franklin, and with the same

velocity as the ascending current began its movement.* This is likely

kept up till the currents are equalized. When the “mare’s tails,” or

light vapors, are seen moving from north to south, or from northwest to

southeast, the wind, the next day, is very apt to blow in the same direction,

or, as sometimes happens, directly in the opposite course. Indeed, it is

frequently the case, that this current becomes the strongest near the ground,

taking the place of it, while the latter becomes the upper current. Blows,

therefore, sometimes come in the direction these vapors are moving, and
  

In connexion with these appearances, there is a formation of vapor

called “ mackerel sky,” which denotes, with sailors, a change of weather.

if not an approaching storm, which may be represented thus:

.- L .

r-‘:f‘zg'vfi

  

They also assume a great variety of forms.1' '1 i118 vapor is evidently

produced in the same manner, and is subject to the same laws, as that
 

* Sometimes they stretch, in their hands, from one side of the horizon to the other,

terminating in sharp points, at each end, near a common centre, while spreading out near

the middle.

1* If the velocity of these vapors were ascertained, they would, probably, in many cases,

show the course, as well as the force of the coming storm.
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a“!

composing the “ mares’ tails.” The sailors have the following for a

saying:

“A mackerel sky, and mares’ tails,

Make tall ships take in their sails.”

The clouds, which follow the descending current, produce copious show

ers of rain, while the light vapors, which we have described, can occa

sionally be seen, apparently far beyond the clouds, which shed the rain.

Settled weather cannot be expected while they are seen. Sometimes the

ascending or descending currents, accompanied with cloiids, are so near

together that they can be seen rapidly passing each other, in contrary

directions, which never fail to denote a heavy fall of rain. In highly

positive electrified clouds, seen in summer, which may always be known

by their resemblance to piles of white cotton-wool, electrical currents pass

from one cloud to the other, as well as between them and the earth.

At the same season of the year, when a heavy cloud is formed, we

sometimes see counter currents of electricity formed in the same cloud

and passing from one portion to another. Such clouds are highly charg

ed with electricity, and are frequently accompanied with high wind.

Whenever a flash of the electric fluid is given off from such an aerial

electrical machine, the vapor it held in suspension is suddenly condensed

in the form of a heavy fall of rain; for a moment after each discharge,

the rain is seen to fall more freely. Such clouds often look darkly green

at the under surface, and as they approach, they seem chased by small

atches of clouds which are condensed in the region of air, cooled by the

hail, (which such clouds discharge,) or rain in its descent, and is then

carried up by the ascending current of electricity. In north-east storms

in the United States, for two or three days continuance, we have every

reason to believe they are preceded by a strong current of wind blowing

in an opposite direction in an elevated region of atmospheric air. The

upper current of air, or wind, follows the electrical current, on that of the

vast ring, while the north-east wind follows the opposite or returning

part of the current, setting towards the south-west, or tropical regions,

influenced probably in this case, from its due south-west course, by the

attraction of the land. Both electrical currents are much influenced by

local circumstances. The trade winds would seem to be more or less

controlled by the electrical currents setting east and west. Currents of

water also to some extent influence the movements of electrical cur

rents, such as the Gulf Stream, &c.* The sirocco, monsoon, &c., are all

subject to the same electrical laws which apply to storms in other parts

of the world. The intervention of oceans, islands and continents all have

their influence on electrical currents, and consequently on atmospheric

disturbances.

We profess to be no storm or rain king, or to be able to exercise any

influence whatever over the elements ; we have no infallible means

of foretelling their approach, or of giving directions for escape when

upon us.

The barometer is the best instrument we possess yet, but it is by no means

certain in its indications. It is possible the time may arrive when some

instrument may be devised for ascertaining the force of electrical cur

 

* Thunder storms are always more frequent in the tract of the Gulf Stream, than in

any other part of the Northern Atlantic Ocean.

VOL. XIIL—NO. v1. 35
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rents, during all stages of weather, or which would probably afford more

.accurate means of forewarning us of an impending storm than any we

. have in use. We do not pretend to say all the points we have broached,

in this paper, can be fully demonstrated by experiments in the present

state of our knowledge. Electricity itself, is yet but little known or un

derstood. Many of our statements and conclusions are founded only on

analogy, reasoning from well known and well established philosophical

principles. The novelty of our views must challenge the attention and

scrutiny of many persons, some of whom, no doubt, are wedded to opin

ions of an opposite or different character. Such may possibly treat them

with indifference or ridicule. These considerations have no weight with

us ; as we seek neither fame or profit by bringing our theory before the

world, offering it for what it is worth. Hoping, as we do, the subject

may receive from other persons of more leisure and better qualifications

an investigation it deserves, which if not of immediate practical utility, is,

notwithstanding, interesting to ingenious inquirers and important to the

cause of science. ~

An'r. VL—THE MARCH OF OUR REPUBLIC.

IS IT UNFAVORABLE T0 rnoeasss AND IMPROVEMENTS?

DURING the last year, the American people have been most deeply

agitated on the very important question, as to what influence extent of

country may exert upon our government and the progress of our popula

‘tion in general improvement. It is truly a question worthy of freemen,

as it embraces the whole range of our future destiny. The annexation

of Texas and the occupation of Oregon, have excited investigation and

examination into the peculiar character of our institutions for an ex

tended empire. The more the subject is examined, wider and deeper

is the conviction taking root that the spreading of our people, and the

extension of the number of confederated states does not weaken, but

rather gives strength to the American Union.

Like the enduring and increasing strength of the concentric arch, the

pressure from without gives firmness and solidity and harmony to all

within. The great West, with its increasing greatness and over-shadow.

ing weight, is gradually drawing together the East, and the centre, and

the South, with a power that becomes more and more irresistible.

While thus it will be acknowledged, that the strength of the Union

.will be increased by additional support, a greater and a far higher question

arises, and without which, we should deem the extension of our country

of secondary importance. And that is, will not that extension promote

the improvement and progress of man in its highest sense’! Will agri

culture advance less rapidly'! Will manufactures be less flourishing ’!

Will commerce be less active ’! And above all, will education and reli.

gion be less regarded’! Will national corruption and efi'eminacy take a

deeper and more deadly root’! These are important questions, and clearly

eifect the very stratum of all that makes a country or a government de

sirable to live in, or its people- proud of its name.

Though it is not easy to read the future, much may be learned by trac

ing the map of the past, for we are sure of one thing, what has been may
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be again—we need not go beyond our own history. As we are a peculiar

people, we may truly say, we have a peculiar history. The examples of

Rome, Athens, Carthage and England, will not fit our people, for his

undeniable that there has been no government like ours in the world,

even with its history stretching through the long and‘ eventful period of

four thousand years. What American has forgotten the first settlements

of our country? For tens of years it was confined to a narrow strip on

the Atlantic. But gradually the settlements spread out wider and Wider,

until they reached the base of the Alleghany mountains.

So far had our people advanced at the date of the American Revolu

tion '; the establishment ofindependence and democratic institutions gave

a new and irresistible energy to the progress of our people. In subduing

the heavy forests of Western Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio,Tennessee and

Kentucky, the march of emigration was steadily onward. Gradually the

wilds of Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Mississippi, Alabama and Michigan,

were alive with the bustle of an enlightened people. The yellow com,

the golden wheat, and fair cotton, was waving over a thousand hills

and valleys “never before yet reclaimed to the use of civilized man.”

But progress was still onward; the hardy settler has found new homes

in Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska and Florida. “ Onward, onward,” is\now

the tramp of thousands, even to the far-distant Oregon.

Here, for the present, let us pause and look back. Our people have

advanced fifteen hundred miles from the seaboard, in the space of two

hundred and twenty-five years. The first one hundred and fifty years,

they advanced only five hundred miles. The next seventy-five years, that

march was increased to 1000 miles, showing progress infinitely more

rapid, and proving the principle, that the momentum ofemigration increases

as our nation grows older. We have now nineteen millions of people.

Will not the surplus population of that number demand a greater outlet

than ten millions would require '! Can we not already hear the footsteps of

“the coming millions” on the plains of Missouri and the valleys of Oregon.

It was the remark of a brilliant and gifted orator, (Mr. Choate, of Mass.,)

in opposition to the annexation of Texas, and which was widely circu

lated during the Presidential canvass, that the annexation of Texas

would so seriously disturb the balance of our country, that we should no

longer be the same country ; that the United States would be merged, and

lose its identity. It will be perceived that this argument opposes all ex

tension of our territory, on the broad and unequivocal principle, that we

have already got too much territory.

The remark of Buchanan, in the senate chamber, still lingers in our

memory. After maping the progress of the wonderful past, he impres

sively asked, “ what is a century in the lifetime of a nation ?” Who can

say that not only Oregon and Texas, but all North America will be

needed for our population, as it expands into hundred of millions, under

the quickening influence of our institutions.

It is well known, that the population increases faster in our country

than in any other in the world. It is considered a safe rule to estimate,

that we double once in thirty years. Upon this basis, let us form some

data. Our population in 1845, is 20,000,000 ; in 1875, willbe 40,000,000 ;

in 1905, will be 80,000,000; in 1940, will be 160,000,000. Suppose,

thereafter, we should not double more than once in fifty years, in 1990,

we shall have 320,000,000 of people embraced in the United States of
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North America, or sixteen times our present population in the course of

the next one hundred and forty-five years. These calculations will not

seem so extravagant, when we call to mind that since the American

revolution, our population has doubled as often as once, in twenty years.

So long as there is plenty of room to spread, and plenty ofland to occupy,

so long there is every probability that our population will augment in a

rapid ratio. The exceeding cheapness of food in this country invites

population with the same unerring law as the sun and the showers rear

the seed planted in a genial soil. Though our estimate may exceed any

thing in the past history of the world, yet it will be recollected that there

are circumstances, and not the least of these is the one thousand millions

of acres in the Western domain, which give extraordinary energy to the

great law of creation, “increase and multiply.”

It is frequently said, that we have land enough even without going

West of the Mississippi, for hundreds of millions ofpeople ; that the area of

New York alone will support 10,000,000 is true. The present population

is nearly 3,000,000, not one third of its capacity. Yet, day after day, we see

thousands and thousands of emigrants along our canals and railways,

wending their way to the far West, not to seek, (for many of them have

none now,) but to make a home, by their toil and labor. Remuneration

seems better there, and thither they go.

Thus both parties are benefited, those who are left, for they have in

their pursuits less ruinous competition, while those who have gone are

creating new comforts in the wilderness. This extent of territory is

affording thus daily 8. double blessing to our people. Its influence and

increasing population is wonderful. There may be some who believe

that the cooping up of a people within certain limits, will increase popu

lation, but they forget that great law of our being, which is, that excessive

poverty checks the multiplication ofpopulation. It requires such a people

as that of New England, neither very rich nor very poor, to obtain the

highest limit of human production. Though she has peopled Ohio, In

diana, Illinois, Michigan and Western New York, with hundreds of

thousands of her hardy emigrants, yet few will doubt, that at the same

time, she is advancing in population as rapidly as if she had never sent

any of her sons to the West. In the mean while she is reaping the re

flected benefits of that emigration, in the growing trade of that very

country which she has peopled, and to whose trade she now looks as the

mainstay of her future prosperity. The same is true of the Empire

State, though steadily advancing from year to year in population, wealth

and educational improvement, until she has become the State ofthe Union,

the pride of her sons, and the admiration of foreigners. She has also

been the mother of new States, who look to her with a deeper attach

ment even than those who live on her soil. Would these wonders have

been performed without a vast Western domain’! Most assuredly not.

This very expansion of our population has given ample room for the full

development of the varied energies of man. Thus, new sources ofwealth

to the nation, of prosperity and comfort to man, have been realized, while

the reputation and power of our republic seems to be spreading over the

continent of Europe, Asia and Africa, in proportion as we are advancing

to the western sea.

As we have alluded to the favorable influence of extension on the in

crease of population, it now seems proper to notice its effects on the gen
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eral improvement of society : As the education of the people is the first

great step in human progress, what may be its effects on that will be our

leading inquiry.

The question resolves itself into this. Does an emigrating popula

tion care less about education than a stationary one’? The present con

dition and astonishing progress of Ohio, which has been filled with nearly

two millions of people, in only fifty years, is an object not only of admira

tion, but of example even to the older states from whence the emigrants

have come.

There is a restless activity and free-moving enterprise about the people

of new states, which communicates itself to all their pursuits ; “ go ahead”

is their maxim in every thing. Educational progress must partake in

this general movement. As unerring evidence of this pervading feeling,

the traveller perceives with surprise, the school-house, the academy, and

even the stately college, rising in the wilderness almost as soon as the

cabin of the hardy settler. Neither can the influence ofthe competition

of the West upon the East be overlooked.

-Does any one doubt that the settlement ofwestern New York has acted

most favorably upon the educational and agricultural progress of Eastern

New York, and New England? The action of our progress upon theirs,

and theirs upon ours, has been electrical. The one cannot advance a.

step without its giving a move to the other.

“ Press onward” must peculiarly be the motto of an emigrating popu

lation. Its recoil is not spent at home, but even reaches the state of their

emigration. So long as the United States are embraced within the folds

of one confederacy, no matter how far we extend, this action of the new

upon the older states must continue.

Some have insisted that the effects of our expansion has materially re

tarded agricultural progress, but there is no foundation for such a belief.

It does not follow because a country is densely settled, that agriculture

must be carried to its highest improvement. The present condition of

Ireland is a clear manifestation that density alone will not bring forth‘

improvement. It has five people to our one, on every square mile, yet it

is not so well cultivated as New York. It is rather the people than the

numbers which gives vitality and action to every thing that renders a

state noble or prosperous. It is scarcely to be denied that a few of the en

terprising Americans will accomplish far more than the less active Euro

ean.
P It is this remarkable character which gives such a superiority to our

people, and which not only springs from the peculiar elasticity of our in

stitutions, but from that constant movement in spreading and emigrating

over the vast unoccupied domains of our country. New states, new gov

ernments, new sources of wealth, new stimulants to enterprise, new re

wards to labor, new objects of personal and political ambition, and new

invitations to charity, and religion calling out the highest energies of

man, arise from this constant expansion of our republic over a wider,

more diversified and ennobling field of action.

Its influence on the character of our people is still more extraordinary.

This action and reaction of the West on the East, and the East on the

West, like the ‘waves on the sea, produces that life and that energy which

animates the American mind, and which literally makes us so extraordi

nary a race of people.
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The emigration which is daily going on from the towns, villages and

hamlets of the Atlantic States to the West, and South-west, seems to us

to be the electric wires which will for ever keep our people from stag

nating like the lifeless, surgeless masses in Europe, where it is no un

common thing for the entire population of a district, never having an

emigrant going out from among them. Such a state of things soon pro

duces a population fit to be slaves.

We could produce other considerations of a vast unoccupied national

domain, as a reserve for the future population of our republic. But the

statesmen of .the present day are fully awake to its commanding impor_

tance. The far-reaching policy of Jefferson, secured to us a domain literally

without a parallel in the history of the world. In the annexation of

Texas, and the future acquisition of California and Canada, and the pos

session of Oregon, we shall carry out the views of his master-intellect

and his great American heart.

We shall resume this subject, with an allusion to the noble safeguard,

the Western domain affords to labor, to resist the'weaning encroachment

of capital. In Europe, capital has got the complete mastery over labor,

so as to dictate such terms as the iron hand of want may prescribe. Here

also, its marches are fearfully rapid, but with our vast Western domain,

and with the means of access to it, so easy and cheap, even from the

farthest East, the laborer can escape from the emotions of capital, and

enjoy the fruits of his toil. Regarded in this light, the true American

statesman will feel that our national domain will not be too large, even

when we peaceably and honorably draw within our republic the unoccu

pied regions of all North America. . G.

 

Am‘. VIL—THE CONSULAR SYSTEM.

WE are rejoiced at seeing this subject before the American public, and

hope, ere long, that our legislators may be induced to enter, in earnest,

upon a thorough reform of our consular system. In the recent work of

Mr. Lester,* our consul at Genoa, “ The Artiste, Merchant and Statesman,”

the subject is discussed with ability, and the views which we lay before the

readers of the Magazine are derived principally from his writings. Con

suls were known and distinguished ofiicers in the early days of the Roman

republic, but their duties were different from those discharged by the con

suls of our day. They were connected with the government at home,

and exercised, sometimes, legislative, executive andjudicial powers. Almost

every writer of England and America, says Mr. Lester, “has fallen into

a mistake on the origin” of the Consolato del Mare. The opinion has

commonly prevailed, that the noble code originated with the commercial

cities of Spain, and the idea has been often advanced, that Arragon and

 

* This new work of Mr. Lester has added to his already well earned reputatiOn, as a

writer and a scholar, and we commend its perusal to every person feeling an interest in

American artists and American commerce. His translation of the " Citizen of a Repub

lic” has received, as it deserved, the approbation of its readers. The lessons of wisdom

which are there inculcated might be studied with profit by the citizens oftbis great repub

lic, and they would thereby learn that something was known of republican institutions,

and of the duties of republican citizens, in ages gone by. We are much pleased with the

amor patn'a which runs through Mr. Lester’s books.
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Barcelona can date their commercial power and civilization to a more

ancient period than Pisa. But such an opinion, however commonly enter

tained, is controverted by indubitable facts.

“In the year 1130, the Pisans effected the conquest of Amalfi, and bore

away with them its most precious treasure—the only copy of the Justinian

Pandects in existence. To this cause more than one respectable writer

has attributed the origin of the maritime laws of Pisa. But we have

documentary and historical proofs that the Pisans had formed a maritime

code long before this period, and that the discovery of the Pandects, and

the tables of Amalfi, had little to do with the Leggi Pisane, or the Leggi

Nauticke, which were published in Rome in 1075. This code, which

was composed of the maritime statutes of the Pisan republic, enacted

during successive centuries, gave origin to what was afterwards known as

the Consolato del Mare. '

“In the Consolato del Mare we find a clear provision for the appoint

ment of consuls. The first eight chapters are-devoted exclusively to the

consuls, and their powers and provinces are clearly defined. We learn

from the chronicles of Pisa, that wherever her commerce was extended

among foreign nations, she was represented by her own consuls. But

about the close of the 11th century, she had nearly perfected the modern

consular system. More than a hundred years before she had established

a magistracy of two consuls at home, who constituted aSupreme Admiralty

Court, to take cognizance of all marine cases. Her consular system,

which was the soul of her maritime code, was readily adopted by sur

rounding nations ; and, before the Crusades were over, all the commercial

powers on the Mediterranean were thus represented in the ports of other

nations, with whom they maintained commercial relations.”

Such was the rise of the modern consular system, and it may well be

questioned whether much advance has been made in it—at least such an

advance as is called for by nations having a more extended intercourse

with each other, and which have made greater improvements in the art of

navigation, and greatly increased the importance of commercial relations.

The duties of a consul. are varied and important. He must watch over

the interests of his country, and his countrymen, and see that both are

respected, and that the latter is protected in his journeyings and in his

trade. He should make himself acquainted with the history and policy

of the nation to which he is sent. “He should make himself perfectly

familiar with the agricultural, the mechanical, and the maritime power of

the country to which he is sent. All its branches of industry, and all its

resources of wealth—how the great system of reciprocal barter and ex

change is carried on, and how it may be extended—the defects of com

mercial treaties, and how they may be remedied—the branches of com

merce which are sustained by the essential wants and abundance of the

two nations, and have, therefore, a basis for permanent prosperity, and

those which depend only upon exaggerated and ephemeral speculation—

what new articles of luxury, or convenience may be exchanged—what

encouragement given to new fields of industry and adventure—what new

improvements in agriculture, in manufactures, in science, and in all the

mechanic and liberal arts—how the ingenuity of man in one country may

administer to the economy of life in another, and finally, what fruit may

be'gathered by his country from the experiments of men and governments

.n past ages.” We fear that very few American consuls, tried by such
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a test, would be able to stand up and pass their examination; and yet it

is no doubt true, that they ought to possess the whole of these qualifica

tions. We have men in abundance who possess the requisite talent and

education, but they at the same time may not be disposed to embark in

trade and commercial operations, and cannot, therefore, accept of consu

lar situations, even though party-spirit should be forgotten, and the ques

tion should not be propounded whether they believe party questions a

little more, or a little less, than the government standard. The truth is,

the consuls of the government should be paid a liberal salary out of the

treasury, and then we might expect men of education, of enterprise and

talent, to fill the post. They should make returns to our own government

of the condition, resources, and commercial, manufacturing and agricul

tural advantages of the country to which they are sent. They could, in

that way, furnish large fountains of useful information, to be annually dif

fused by the proper ofiicers among the people.

The country pays annually more than five millions of dollars to support ’

an army, and as much more to support a navy to protect her commerce—

more than ten millions to support our army and navy, and only about six

hundred thousand dollars to conduct all her foreign intercourse—to main

tain all her relations, commercial and otherwise. If six hundred thou

sand dollars should be taken from the expenditures for an army and navy,

and appropriated for the support of consuls and commercial agents, there

would be less chance of war—less need for armies and navies—and a

great increase of useful knowledge, accompanied by an increase of com

merce. Great Britain understands her true interests better in this respect.

scarcely a port can be found which is not entered by her ships, and every

where, in the person of her consuls, and her commercial agents, that gi

gantic power is present. No important improvementtakes place in art or

science which is not reported to the government—no new channel of trade

is opened—no new article of trafiic produced—no discoveries of the riches

ofthe ocean, orthe land, which are not communicated for the information

of those who occupy the places of power in Downing street. Her min

isters have brought directly before them the movements and resources of

almost every part of the known world. We would not imitate her exam

ple so far as it relates to political action, and interference with the inte

rior policy of foreign states; but we would imitate it so far as relates to

information of commercial arrangements, resources and general maritime

policy. But she does not expect, while her consuls and agents are thus

gathering useful and important intelligence for the government, and ma

king returns upon which commercial and national enterprises may be

predicated, that they will depend upon the small, and often entirely inad.

equate fees of oflice, for support—that the usefulness of her oflicers shall

be impaired by reason of their inability to maintain a respectable posi.

tion..

But there is another evil growing out of a want of provision for the

support of consuls abroad. In consequence of the insufficiency of fees, in

many ports, to support the ofiice, no American citizen will accept it, and

the honor of the republic, and the protection of American citizens are en

trusted to men alien to us, ignorant of the institutions of the country, and

hostile to her prosperity. We should either strike out at once the whole

system—have no commercial representative, or else afl'ord adequate com

pensation for the decent support of American citizens, who alone should
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be appointed to places of such trust. How can we expect commercial

treaties to be strictly enforced, and the interests of American citizens pro

tected, when they conflict with those of the nation to whom a consul is

sent, if that consul, the agent of our government, and the guardian of our

citizens, is a stranger to both, and linked by all the ties of birth, associa

tion and kindred, with those who are opposed ‘to our government and our

people. Instances are cited, by Mr. Lester, where an American consul,

who, an Englishman, (if an opportunity had offered, a short time since,

when war was threatened between the two counties,) would have violated

this trust, and permitted American vessels to have fallen into the hands of

our enemies. In time of war, private property is respected generally on

the land, but on the seas all distinction between public and private prop

erty ceases. How important then is it that we, whose commerce is ex

tended over the whole ocean—whose vessels whiten every sea with their

canvass, should have consuls, and commercial agents, who know no other

country or birth-place besides our own bright land, and whose chief beast

is, I am an American citizen. 1

But we cannot follow out the subject. Great reform is needed. The

rights and powers of consuls should be better defined, a liberal compen

sation paid, and when a consul discharges his duties well, he should not

be recalled as soon as he has become familiar with those duties, and ac

quainted with the character of the people, and the resources and institutions

of the country to which he is sent. Perhaps a commercial bureau should

be established at \Vashington, under whose general supervision the whole

subject should be placed. We are rejoiced that Mr. Lester has entered

upon the discussion of the matter, and we hope that our legislators will

read his book, and then go to work in earnest, and make such reforms as

are called for by our extended and increasing commerce. We would not

create lucrative offices to be filled by political favorites, whose merits or

qualifications are that of devoted partisans; but we would provide, out of

our abundance, for the decent and independent support of able, educated,

American commercial representatives, who, in all lands, and in all cir

cumstances, are competent and willing to stand up for American rights,

American citizens, and American institutions. We believe it would be

true economy on the part ofthe government, that it would tend to promote

peace, and advance the general welfare.

 

ART. VIII.—POT AND PEARL ASHES.

To THE EDITOR or THE Msxcnaiv'rs’ MAGAZINE :— I

SIR—Pot and Pearl Ashes form so considerable an item in the list of

exports from the United States, that a brief treatise upon the manufac.

ture, &c., of these alkaline salts, seems to me not to be inappropriate for

such a work as your publication.

The quality of Pot and Pearl Ash are defined by statute. New York,

Boston and Montreal are the principal ports for the export of Pot and

Pearl Ash, and in each of these ports are ofiices for the inspection of

these alkalines. Inspectors occupy these ofiices, whose duty it is made to

inspect all ashes designed for exportation, and these ofiicers also act as

weigh masters, and certify to the quantity of ashes in each barrel, as well

as to the grade of quality. The statute regulates the size of the barrel,
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directs what kind of timber it shall be made of; and the number of hoops

upon each barrel. It also provides that the Inspector shall denominate

ashes either “ first, second or third sorts,” as the case may be, and such

as are adulterated shall be branded—condemned.

The statute makes no provision for the quality of the inspector, whether

first, second or third sort, and does not require that he shall have had

experience to qualify, skill to instruct, or a knowledge of chemistry to

enlighten his mind, and thereby to aid his judgment.

Pot Ash as well as Pearl Ash vary in quality as well as in per cent of

free alkali ; the value ofboth depends upon both the quality and quantity

per cent of free Alkali. Pot Ash is termed a caustic Alkali, and Pearl

Ash a mild Alkali—both are made from the same material ; the difference

between the two being caused by the different modes of applying heat in

the manufacture.

Ashes are oftentimes impure from the want of care in preparing the

leys from which the Alkaline Salts are made. This want of care is a loss

to both the manufacturer and consumer; for the cost of preparing the bad

article is the same as that ofthe good, the cost of package, transportation,

insurance, inspection, &c., the same, and the result, a loss.

Ashes are frequently adulterated with sand, lime, salt, &c. Such prac

tices are a great loss to the manufacturer, and oftentimes a. loss to the

consumer, from the want of skill in the inspector to detect the fraud.

The law does not specify what shall be deemed “ first sort” nor What

shall be considered “second or third sorts.” Ashes vary in the quantity

offree Alkali from 30 to 95 per cent, and in the various parcels marked

first, second and third sort, by the Inspectors during the year, the varia

tions in quality will be from the highest to the lowest of all the different

per cents intermediate, as above stated. Now I ask, which of all these is

the inspector to denominate 1st, 2d or 3d sorts? If the first is 95, what

is 85, 75, 65, 55, and so on down to 30’! The Soda Ash, which has now

become an important article of Import, is made in extensive laboratories

in England and France, and varies as much in quality as Pot Ash and

Pearl Ash. This Alkali is sold by the per cent Alkali that it is found on

analysis to contain. This is the proper mode of estimating, and Pot Ash

and Pearl Ash should be sold in the same way, instead of the legal desig.

nation of quality by 1, 2 or 3. '

Soda Ash yielding 30 per cent free Alkali, is not worth one-third as

much to the manufacturer, who has to incur the expense of transportation,

&c., as that which yields 90 per cent, for the reason that the charges

amount to three times as much in one case as the other upon the same

quantity of Alkali. The same difference exists with regard to Pot and

Pearl Ash, which is superior over that which is inferior.

Shippers will often pay a higher price for ashes inspected in January

than those inspected in December, the month previous. This is a

mistake in the purchaser, for the December Ash is worth the most if the

January is a re-inspection, for the reason that it has been less exposed to

air by overhauling.

The bad manner of hooping Pot Ash barrels, tends much to impair the

quality of the Ashes for sale. Sixteen hoops are required by law to be

put upon a barrel, and these are put upon the two ends, allowing each

hoop to cover an inch of stave, and the stave to be 27 inches long ; then

there is a space of eleven inches left in the middle, leaving the whole
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bilge wholly unprotected; if the hoops were divided equally in four par

cels, of four hoops each, then there would be three spaces of three and

two third inches each, and these would all be protected by the nearness

of the hoops. Barrels thus hooped, when piled up in tiers, will not encrust

the ashes by opening the joints on the bilge and letting in the air as in the

case with bilges without hoops.

I have had great experience in the manufacture of Pot and Pearl Ash;

and I have also consumed large quantities of Pot Ash and Soda Ash in

the manufacture of Soap, and Pearl Ash in the manufacture of Salt Petre,

and therefore profess to be thoroughly conversant with the quality of these

Alkaline Salts. \

Several years ago I was interested in a large parcel of Pot and Pearl

Ash sent to the Boston market for inspection and sale. These ashes

were all made and packed under my own supervision, and were inspected

by Dr. TOWNSEND, of Boston, an inspector of great experience, and of

well deserved celebrity. When Dr. Townsend had opened 100 barrels

of these ashes, he sent for me to come to the ofiice; on my arriving

there, I found several dealers in Alkalies examining the ashes. Dr. T.

remarked to me that he had been twenty years an inspector of Pot and

Pearl, and had never before seen ashes equal these in quality, and added

that his motive in sending for me was to advise me as to the sale of them

for the best price. He suggested to me the sale of the ashes at auction

in lots, of from one to five tons, and of the advertising the sale two weeks,

and added that I might refer to him for the excellency of the quality.

His advice was good ; I adopted it, and when the sales were finished, I

had the satisfaction of seeing that they brought frorry5 to $15 per ton

above the regular market price for first sort ashes. Every barrel of

them was sold for home consumption. Here was a demonstrati0n--a

convincement—these ashes had come a long way to market, and nothing

was in them but the Alkali to incur the expense of freight, &c. I will in

another communication, at some future time, endeavor to discuss this sub

ject more fully. Yours, &c. E. MERIAM.

 

Aa'r. IX.-—PROGRESS OF POPULATION IN BOSTON.‘

nvcnnsss or nos'ron FROM 1765 To 1840—TENDENCY T0 CENTRALIZATION—ACTIVITY AND

ENTERPRISE or 'rns BOSTONIANS—ESTIMATED POPULATION 0F BOSTON IN 1850—RAIL noxns

ran MEANS or sus'rsnvme THE sc'rrvrrv AND ENTERPRISE or BOSTON—THE NUMEROUS nou'rs

csivrsams IN BOSTON MAKE 'ras'r crrr THE nsror or consumer: In New ENGLAND.

IT is an interesting subject of inquiry at this time, especially when

there is unusual activity in Boston, what has been the increase of its pop

ulation for the past few years, and what are its future prospects. Pop.

ulation is a most important element of a community, but not the only one.

The population of Boston, including islands in the harbor, was 18,320

in 1790. For many years before, with the exception of a few years du

ring the revolutionary war, when there was a decrease, it varied very little

from the above number.
 

* The present paper was originally published in the Mercantile Journal. It has since

been revised and corrected for this Magazine by the author, Jesse Checkering, M. D.

For an article on the Commerce of Boston, see Merchants’ Magazine, Vol. X., No 5, for

May, 1844, pages 421 to 434.
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It may be here remarked that the population of Boston was 15,520 in

1765, and during the following 25 years, including the period of the rev

olutionary war, the increase of Boston was only 1800, or 11.59 per cent;

that of the whole state was 134,638, or 55.14 per cent, which is greater

than it has been in any period of 30 years since, except from 1810 to

1840, when it was only 1 per cent greater. During the 40 years, from

1790 to 1830, it was only 6 per cent greater.

The increase of Boston from 1790 to 1800, was 6,617 or 36.11 per

cent; from 1800 to 1810, 8,850 or 35.48 per cent; from 1810 to 1820,

9,511 or 28.14 per cent; from 1820 to 1830, 18,994 or 41.78 per cent;

and from 1830 to 1840, 31,991 or 52.10 per cent. Thus it appears that

the increase has been unequal, being the least from 1810 to 1820, and

the greatest during the last decennial period, averaging 38.50 per cent in

each ten years, and 3.31 per cent per annum during the 50 years.

The increase from 1790 to 1840, was 75,063 or 409.73 per cent. It

was over 5 times that of the other parts of the commonwealth. In

1790 the population of Boston was less than a 20th part of that of the

whole state; in 1840 more than an 8th part.

This increase shows the tendency to a centralization of the population

in Boston during the fifty years. Generally, also, the increase has been

greater near Boston than in more remote places.

This tendency to centralization is also shown by the fact that, a circle

with Boston as the centre, and with a radius of 35 miles, enclosed about

half the population of the state in 1790; but a circle with a radius of 29

miles, embraced about half the population in 1840, thus showing the di

ameter of the circle to have been contracted about 12 miles in 50 years.

Also the population, embraced by a circle with a radius of 30 miles in

1840, was over 8000 greater than the whole number in the commonwealth

in 1790.

It appears further, that a line east and west, carried through Boston,

in 1765, and at each of the‘ six epochs of taking the United States’ census,

divided the population of the state into two very nearly equal parts, one

on the north side, and the other on the other side of it.

Aline north and south, dividing the population of the state into two

equal parts, had its point of intersection with the first line in 1765, near

the western limit of Boston. This point is the centre of population, and

moved westward until 1790, and continued to move slightly until it attain

ed its maximum in 1800, in Weston, about ten miles from the place

where it was in 1765, 35 years before. From the commencement of the

present century, this point has moved eastward until 1840, when it stood

nearly as far east as it was 75 years. before, namely, near the western

limits of Boston.

A strong impulse is now given to the activity and enterprise of the

citizens of Boston, and the prospect is, that for some years to come, the

increase of the population will be as great as it has been during any pe.

riod since 1790. Its population, according to the United States’ census,

was 93,383 in 1840. The number now is probably about 115,000. In

1850 the number will probably be at least 142,000.

Among the means calculated to sustain this activity and enterprise

of its citizens, none are more obvious than the means of communica_

tion, especially by rail-roads, which radiate from Boston as a centre;

northeasterly to Portland, the principal commercial place in Maine; north.
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erly to Concord, the capital of New Hampshire; westerly to Albany, the

capital of New York; southwesterly through Connecticut; southerly to

Providence, the capital of Rhode Island; and southeasterly to Plymouth,

where the first Pilgrims landed. Branches communicating with these

main trunks are constructed for more local purposes, so that the whole

territory is overspread with a sort of net work whose iron rods approach

Within a few miles of every considerable town in the commonwealth.

These roads have been constructed at a cost of some 20 millions of dol

lars, mostly at the expense of individuals, who will not willingly sufi'er

these works to fail of fulfilling their destiny of conveying men and mer

chandize from and to the city of Boston. The stimulus felt will hardly be

less wherever these lines approach to facilitate communication. These

works centre in Boston; they originated in Boston; the capital for build

ing them was mostly furnished in Boston; they are chiefly managed in

Boston, and by centering in Boston, they make this city the general depot

of the commerce of the whole state.

 

MERCANTILE LAW GASES. .

INSURANCE—PARTIAL LOSS.

IN the United States Circuit Court—John Luma v. Atlantic Mutual Insurance

Company.

This was an action of assumpsit, in which the plaintifi‘ sought to recover of the

defendants a partial loss on a policy, made by them, March 4, 1844, on the brig

Columbia, on a voyage from Boston to Savannah. It appeared in evidence, that

the brig sailed on this voyage about the 10th of March ; that on the 17th of the

same month, she experienced a gale and a heavy sea, which blew away the fore

top-mast staysail, carried away a great part of the hulwarks, and monke rail,’

stove in the cook’s galley, and shipped several very heavy seas, which ma e her

labor very hard; that after this she continued the voyage, lying-t0 in two or

three instances, but with generally moderate weather, carrying all sail, till the

27th of March, when she experienced another gale, and shipped a sea, burying

the brig all up in a clear sheet of foam, and swept her decks of her jolly-boat,

spars, round-house, and two water casks, the fore spencer being also carried

away. There was no other loss on the voyage. There were several questions

of law, raised by the defendants, growing out of other evidence, and the trans

actions for a settlement of the loss, a reference of the matter having been made

by the plaintifl"s agents in Boston, and a decision given by the arbitrator against

his claim, by which he refused to abide. But the main question raised, was,

whether these two losses could be added together to make an average of five

per cent under the policy; and upon this point there was considerable evidence.

Woodbury J. instructed the jury, among other things, that distinct and separate

losses on the vessel, could not be added together to make up five per cent, and

that the assured could not recover, unless he proved a single loss to that amount;

but that it was a question for the jury, whether the losses here were distinct or

not; that where one loss was consequent upon another, however remote in time,

it was to be taken as part of the antecedent loss, and if both amounted to five

per cent, the assured would recover. ‘

The court left to the jury three questions, upon which they were to find spe

cific answers. The only one of these material to the report of the case upon the

foregoing facts, was, Whether there was any loss consequent upon the cause,

amounting to five per cent.

Upon this, the jury found there was such a loss, and assessed the damages at

$230, the amount claimed by the plaintiff being $394.
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BOOK TRADE—COPY-RIGHT CASE.

In the United States Circuit Court, (Boston,) before Judge Story. Frederic

Emerson vs. Charles Davies, et. al.

This was a bill in equity to restrain the defendant from selling a book entitled

“ First Lessons in Arithmetic,” which the plaintiff alleged to be a piracy upon a

work of his, entitled, “ The North American Arithmetic,” and for which he had

obtained a copy-right. Much evidence was gone into and discussion had as to

the plaintiff’s claim-to originality, and what constitutes originality in a work of

this sort. Judge Story held, that new arrangements, methods and combinations

of old ideas, and even of scientific facts, ascertainable by every body, would con

stitute such originality as might properly be the subject of copy-right, and such

as the law would protect. It appeared that eighteen out of forty-eight pages of

Mr. Emerson’s book had been taken bodily by the defendants, with very slight a1

teration, and the Judge intimated that he would give the defendants the option to

have the fact of the piracy tried by a jury, and if they should not elect to go to a

jurty, that then he should order an injunction as to the eighteen pages in question;

an , although this might spoil the sale of the whole work, it was the fault of the

defendants themselves to mix up what was theirs with what belonged to another,

and they must take the consequences of their own act.
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COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.

REVIEW or THE STATE or THE MARKETS IN RELATION TO THE cRors—Exrosrs or maroon‘:

RAL PRODUCE FROM THE UNITED STATES FOR THE LAST FIVE YEARS—ESTIMATES or BREAD

s'rurrs—consmvrr'rrorr or COTTON m EuoLsNn—Enoltrs or cor'ron GOODS FROM ENGLAND

—1ucE AND corron STATES—INFLUENCE OF THE WHEAT MARKET ON THE COTTON—NUMBER

AND rssuEs or ENGLISH BANKS—BANK 0E ENGLAND—IMPORTS or BREADSTUFFS—AVEBAGE

PRICES—COTTON MILLS or LANCASHIRE—NUMBER or MILLS, srmnLrs, AND srmm-zas, m

MANCHESTER—MOVEMENT or THE BANKS or NEW ORLEANS—CONDITION or THE BANKS or

NEW YORK, ls'r or NOVEMBER, 1845—AVERAGE PnrcE or GRAIN IN LIVERPOOL AT DIFFERENT

PERIODS, ETC., Ero.

—

The state of the markets is such as was anticipated when the fears in relation to the

crops of England ripened into certainty of its failure. Advices received since the date

of our last, have greatly affected the flour and grain markets, and advanced the prices

to $7 25 for the former, and $1 50 for wheat, which rates are, however, not main

tained at the close. The export demand for Europe is large, but, as is usually the case,

produce is held here above the limit of the orders, to an extent which greatly checks

transactions. As the news progresses west, a corresponding rise is felt to the extreme

limits of the settlements, and greatly benefits the condition of all sellers of produce. As

is usually the case, however, the cotton market becomes depressed from the same causes

which creates a demand for our produce, and it has heretofore happened that the losses

on the cotton have, to the United States at large, more than counterbalanced the gains

upon the breadstuffs. This result will now probably present itself in a modified form,

in consequence of the favorable state of all other elements of prosperity throughout the

world. The failure of a harvest in England, accompanied, as is the present, with a

scarcity in Western Europe, is a calamity t0 the commercial world, inasmuch as that the

aggregate wealth of the whole is in consequence less than it otherwise would be; but

nevertheless the whole sum of wealth may be diminished, while one country, or one sec

tion of a country may become enriched, at the expense of that which more immediately

sustains the calamity. Thus, although England is obliged to buy breadstufi's of the Uni

ted States, jand_therefore buys her cotton, the United States, at large,|may in the result
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not be benefited, yet the agricultural sections gain what the planting states lose, and the

western business becomes improved while that of the south declines.

In illustration, we will take the actual quantities of each article and their aggregate

values, exported for several years, as follows :— '

Exron'rs or AGRICULTURAL Pnoncca rnom rm: UNITED Sum.

1840. 1841. 1842. 1843. 1844.

  

Beef, ............. ..bbls. I 19,681 56,537 48,581 37,812 106,474

_ Tallow,... . 273,946 980,027 7,038,092 7,489,582 9,915,366

Pork, ............. ..bbls. 66,281 133,290 180,032 80,310 161,629

Bacon and lard,_..lbs. 9,062,244 13,392,171 22,621,238 26,956,284 29,633,331

  

 

Butter,.... .. 1,177,639 3,785,993 2,055,133 3,408,247 3,251,952

Cheesc,. 723,217 1,748,471 2,456,607 3,440,144 7,343,145

Stock,..... . ...No. 17,689 17,987 24,024 16,804 18,144

Wheat,. ...bush. 1,720,860 868,585 817,958 311,685 558,917

Flour,... ..bbls. 1,897,501 1,515,817 1,283,602 841,471 1,438,574

Corn, ............ . .bush . 574,279 535,727 600,308 672,608 825,282

Corn-menl,.. ....bbls. 206,063 232,284 209,199 174,354 247,882

Rye-mesh... 53,218 44,031 34,190 21,770 32,690

Bread, ..... .. 147,043 143,405 83,194 125,923 159,701

Potatoes,.. 123,549 136,095 194,946 144,991 182,238

Apples, .... .. 23,396 25,216 14,239 15,412 22,324

Rice, ......... .....tierces 101,660 101,617 114,617 106,766 134,715

Value, ......... ..dollars 18,593,691 16,737,462 16,472,424 10,919,602 17,388,816

Cotton,........._.....lhs. 743,941,061 529,204,106 584,717,017 792,297,106 663,633,455

“ value,.._dollars 63,870,307 54,330,341 47,593,464 49,119,806 54,063,501

The year 1840, was one of large export; but since then, owing to the modification of

the English tariff, United States butter, cheese, tallow, hams, &.c., have been supplant

ing those of the continent ip the supply of England. The return for 1843, is for nine

months only. The year 1844, was one of a full harvest, notwithstanding which, the ex

ports of United States farm produce increased. Now the present year is very deficient,

and it' it should produce the usual efi'ect of depressing cotton, and that to the extent of

one cent per pound on the whole crop, and the export is 2,000,000 bales, the loss will

be $8,000,000. To produce this effect, an advance in breadstufl‘s and provisions will

be necessary, to a considerable extent, and rice, flour, ‘wheat, cheese, and butter, are al.

ready much higher than last year, rice nearly double. Now, ifwe take the export and

value of the leading articles for 1844, and estimate the exports of 1845-6, we shall have

results as follows :—

  

 

Es'rms'rrs, 1844. Es'rrns'rss, 1845-46.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

Flour,...................bbls. 1,550,315 $7,259,888 2,500,000 $15,000,000

Rice,.... ...... ..tcs. 134,715 2,182,468 134,000 3,813,000

Corn,“ .bush . 825,282 404,008 1,200,000 700,000

Butter and cheese,... .lbe. 10,595,097 758,829 12,000,000 1,200,000

Total, ............................... .. $10,605,193 $21,713,000

This calculation, which is within limits, gives an increase on these articles of

$11,100,000, against a loss on cotton of $8,000,000; making $3,100,000 in favor of

the United States. An export of 2,500,000 barrels of flour, including wheat, at an aver

age of $6, will not appear unreasonable, when we reflect that in 1840, which was a

year of comparatively good harvest, 2,225,000 barrels flour and wheat were exported at

a value of $11,779,098. England is now dependent on the United States for its supply

more than formerly. Rice has advanced considerably under the failure of the India

crop and the increased consumption in Holland. Corn, butter, and cheese, have each

advanced, and we have not estimated any considerable increase in the quantities export.
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ed. All the other articles in the above list must also be favorably affected. The aver.

age export value of cotton, in 1844, was nine cents per pound, but that value was by

no means realized abroad. Probably, less than eight cents was obtained, or say

$45,000,000 for the crop. If the rise in bread should reduce the consumption in Eng

1and, 200,000 bales, which would be unparalleled, the price might full one cent, as

above estimated. So large a reduction, however, cannot take place in the English con

sumption. Official figures give the home consumption of England as follows :—

Yean. Cotton taken for Wt. of yarn ex- Nett conlump. Declared value

consumption. ported. in England. of cotton good!

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. exported.

1839,.. . . . 320,025,653 246,291,988 73,733,665 $24,551,375

1840,.......... 417,772,345 245,411,142 172,361,203 24,668,618

1841,.... . .. . 372,873,686 275,872,744 97,000,936 23,499,478

1842,.. . . 392,842,790 295,034,564 97,908,226 21,662,760

1843,... . . 465,393,076 344,831,287 120,561,789 21,674,598

1844,.. _ . . 471,708,113 347,461,305 124,246,808 23,440,629

  

Now if we take the year of the lowest English consumption, 1839, the difl'erence be

tween that and last year is 50,513,143 pounds, or 126,000 bale only. The years

1841-2, were years of unexampled distress in England, and sixty mills in the neighbor

hood of Manchester were unemployed, in Jan., 1842, and large numbers were working

short time. Universal distress prevailed, and money was worth 5 per cent. This was

less owing to the home market, than the absolute glut which prevailed in all the foreign

markets of export, particularly China, and the great depression in the iron and other

trades. This was so excessive, that the iron interest applied for government assistance.

None of this distress now exists. Up to this time, all branches of business are in great

prosperity, and the foreign markets of export were never more active and healthy; as an

indication of which, take cotton exports for a number of years, as follows :—

, .

Exron'rs 0F COTTON Goons FROM ENGLAND.

1841. 1842. v 1843. 1844. 1845, 6 mo.

Yarn,.................1bs. 120,580,597 138,509,794 151,809,220 132,832,952 54,692,551

Plain calicoes,.....yds. 372,164,648 368,739,137 524,353,617 572,858,364 300,038,150

Dyed “ 278,748,275 236,012,641 257,787,304 313,111,455 153,328,502

The increase is 35 per cent, in 1844, over the exports of 1842, or 281,000,000 yards

of cloth, equal to 200,000 bales of cotton; and this increase has been—

To India and China, yards p1ain,.... 146,859,022

Portugal, plain and dyed,....... ... 15,000,000

Turkey and Levant,........ 44,000,000

France and Belgium,.... .. . 4,500,000

34,000,000

The consumption of cotton in Ftance and the ZolLVerein, has increased 75,000 bales

in the last year. Under all these influences, cotton is not likely to sell half a cent‘ per

pound less than it would have done had the crop been good. Assuming, however, that

such may be the case, yet it must be borne in mind that the large class of farmers will

be greatly benefited by the enhanced price of their produce, and the reaction upon the

Atlantic must necessarily improve the activity of trade in all its departments. Cotton is

usually looked upon as of the greatest importance, inasmuch as that the price which it

commands abroad afi'ects, in a very great degree, the state of the exchanges. The ex

port, last year, amounted to 2,083,756 bales, and a difference of one cent per pound, in

its value,.makes a difference of $8,000,000 in the amount of bills offering. If, now,

we divide the sections of the country according to their separate interests, the result

will show a much larger population interested in a rise in farm produce, than influenced

by a fall in cotton. For this purpose, the United States census returns will furnish

nearly the proportions, although not the actual growth for the present year.
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RICE nu) Co'r'ron STATES.

  

Population. Lbs. Rice. Lbs. Cotton.

North Carolina,...... .......... .. . 753,419 2,820,388 51,926,190

south Carolina,.. .... .. 594,398 60,590,861 61,710,274

Georgia, . . . . . . . . 691 ,392 12,384,732 163,392,396

Alabama, .. . 590,756 149,019 117,138,823

Mississippi,.. .... 375,651 I 777,175 193,401,577

Louisiana, . . 352,411 3,604,534 152,555,368

Florida, ..... .. . .. . 54,477 . ......... .. 12,110,533

Arkansas,........................... 97,574 6,028,642

Total, ................... .. . 3,510,078 80,326,729 757,985,807

The whole growth of cotton in that year, according to the census, was 790,479,275

pounds, and was doubtless nearly correct, inasmuch as that the treasury report gave an

export of 743,000,000 pounds. A rise of two cents per pound in rice, gives those states

an increase of $1,600,000 of profit, and a loss of one cent per pound in cotton, is equal

to $7,570,000. South Carolina will be the gainer, inasmuch as that although she will

lose $600,000 on cotton, she will gain $1,200,000 on rice. Now if we turn to those

states that sell breadstufi's, we have results as follows :—

  

Wam'r. OATS. Conn.

Population. Bush. Bush. Bush.

New York,.................... 2,428,921 12,286,418 20,675,847 10,972,286

New Jersey,... .... 373,206 774,203 3,083,524 4,361,975

Pennsylvania,.. '.. . 1,724,033 13,213,077 20,641,819 14,240,022

Virginia,...... -. 1,239,797 10,109,716 13,451,062 34,577,591

Tennessee,.. .. . 829,210 4,569,692 7,035,678 44,986,188

Kentucky,... 779,828 4,803,152 7,155,974 39,847,120

Ohio, . . 1,519,468 16,571,661 14,393,103 33,668,144

Indiana,. . . 685,866 4,049,375 5,931,605 28,155,887

Illinois,.... . .. . 476,183 3,335,393 4,988,008 22,634,211

Michigan,..................... 212,267 2,157,108 ‘2,114,051 2,227,039
 

Total,................ . 10,268,878 71,670,775 99,520,671 235,670,463

Here is a population interested in breadstufi‘s, three times as large as that interested in

cotton. The figures being from the census, however, fall far short of the truth, as it now

is. The census of Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan, for 1845, show a population nearly

double the figures; and Iowa and Wisconsin have at least 200,000 people, and produce

more than Illinois did in 1840. As an indication of the progres of production, we may

take the growth of flour and wheat, which arrived at New Orleans, and at tide-water on

the Hudson, reduced to bushels of wheat in each year :—

  

1840. 1845.

Arrived on the Hudson,...............'. 9,206,000 12,372,249 3,166,240

‘r at New Orleans,.............. 2,412,515 2,666,560 254,045

T6161, .... ............... .. 11,618,515 15,038,809 3,420,296

This gives an increase of more than 30 per cent, notwithstanding that 1840 was a

year of large export, and that prices were never so low on the seaboard as in 1841. An

advance in prices, such as that which has taken place in the last three weeks, and which

is equal to thirty cents a bushel, would bring out a much larger quantity. As it is, how

ever, we will take the production at 30 per cent advance on that of 1840. This will

give a product as follows :— 4

Adv. in prices. Impr'd value of 3 grains.

  
Wheat,....................bush. 03,000,000 30 ca. $21,900,000

OBLS,....... 129,000,000 6 “ 7,140,000

Corn, .......................... .. 306,000,000 10 ‘5 30,600,000

Total,.................... .......... .......... $66,240,000

voL. XIIL—NO. v1. 36
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The actual value of flour alone, received at tide-water and at New Orleans, is irn,

proved $5,000,000. The exports to Canada will show an equal advance. The New

England states buy about 200,000,000 pounds of cotton, and a decline of one cent would

benefit them $2,000,000. They also buy 600,000 barrels of Hour, on which an ad

vance of $1 25 would be $750,000. They therefore gain by the hypothetic fall 01

cotton.

In estimating the effect of a deficient harvest upon the consumption of cotton, we are

not to be guided by the effect such a calamity produced in 1836-7, and in 1839, be

cause a situation of things now exists throughout the commercial world widely different

from what was then the case. A series of financial measures and wild speculations,

commencing in 1833, had been preparing the way for that collapse in the currency

and circulation of credits, which was precipitated by the failure of the harvest of 1837.

The currency of England, beginning in 1833, underwent a most extensive expansion.

The munia for joint stock bunks was, under an abundance of money, pushed to an ex

tent nearly equal to that which at the same time raged in the United States. Money

was very cheap, and it rolled from London, as a common centre, over the face of the

commercial world, causing banks to spring up in the remote west, in Canada, at the

north, in the West India islands, under the burning sun of India, and in the wilds of

New South Wales. Throughout the whole'world the circulation of credits was stimu

lated to an unusual and dangerous extent, promoting trade, and enhancing the consump

tion of goods bought without rendering ‘an equivalent. This bubble burst of its own

weight, in August, 1836; and when yet there was no alarm on account of the crop, the

bank of England shut down the gates of those sluices whence large supplies had been

drawn for the United States. Following close upon this, the failure of the harvest of

1837 commenced those difi‘iculties which caused the overwrought trade trade of former

years to react from every quarter of the globe. Up to 1842, these effects were scarcely

recovered from. About January of that year, the lowest point was reached, and since

then there has been an improvement, notwithstanding that England has continued to

buy largely of foreign food. The state of affairs now presents the reverse of all this.

All departments of business are exceedingly healthy, the export trade never more pros

perous, money is cheap, the currency low, and the quantity of bullion in bank never so

great as now. In relation to the currency, we may here compare the number of banks

and the amount of their emissions, in England, at different periods, from parliamentary

returns, as follows :—

Nummn up Issues or Esemsn Buss.

  

1833. 1837. 1845.

No. Circulation. No. Circulation. No. Circulation.

Joint Stock,. . . . . . 30 £1,001,607 88 £3,940,748 71 £4,355,485

Private,.............. . 220 5,667,963 284 6,922,041 199 3,142,220

Bank of England,.... .. 1 19,110,000 1 18,147,000 1 20,824,066

Total,............ 251 $5,838,970 373 £28,909,789 271 $28,321,677

The creation of these banks from 1833 to 1837, reached, it appears, 122 in number,

more particular of joint stock banks, and the country circulation furnished by them

nearly quadrupled in amount. This growth of banking facilities was simultaneous with

a similar movement in the United States, as well as elsewhere, and formed part of a

general and great speculation in joint stock companies of all descriptions. This specu

lation began in the year 1833, when the bank, having recovered from the effects of the

bad harvests of 1830-1, had in its vault $11,450,480 of bullion, and its loans on com

mercial paper reached only £919,000. The whole world then presented an appearance

of commercial health, and the bank announced its confidence in March, 1832. by ofl'er

ing to lend money at 4 per cent. The facilities thus ofl‘ered, gave an immediate impc
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to to trade, which, fostered through several years of good harvests, ran into wild specu

lation. The progressive movement was as follows:

‘BANK or ENGLAND.

Issues. Deposits. Securities. Bullion. Country issues. Rate of int.

March, 1832, £18,05l,710 £8,937,170 £24,333,490 £5,293,150 £10,152,104 4 per cent.

July, 1834, 19,110,000 15,675,000 28,502,000 8,598,000 10,518,682 3!, “

Dec‘r, 1834, 18,301,000 12,256,000 26,362,000 6,720,000 10,659,828 4 “

“ 1835, 17,321,000 17,729,000 31,048,000 6,667,000 11,134,414 35 “

April, 1836, 18,063,000 14,751,000 27,927,000 7,801,000 11,447,919 4 “

Dec’r, 1836, 17,361,000 13,330,000 28,971,000 4,545,000 12,011,697 5 “

The bank rate of interest followed the course of exchange, as indicated in the rise

or fall of bullion in the vaults ; but the general movement was one of great and rapid

expansion, involving a great speculation in companies of all descriptions, and in Man

chester alone, in 1837, there were 107 joint stock companies, whose joint capital reached

an aggregate of £38,000,000. The whole state of afi‘airs, as well in England as through

out the world, was one of great liability with small cash means. We have shown above

that in a series of good harvests the bullion of the bank sunk to a small sum, and the

rate of interest rose to the limit, which, under the old law was allowed, at the close of

1836. At that time, a singular incident discovered the unsound state of afl'airs, and

showed the necessity of stringent measures on the part of the controllers of the curre’ncy.

It was the custom for the country banks to send up to London packages of securities of

various descriptions for rediscount, or to effect settlement of balances; one such pack

age, belonging to the bank of Manchester, and worth £100,000, was temporarily mis.

laid ;. and it is an instance of the perfect interchange of credit between the two coun

tries, that that package contained a quantity of United States bank shares which were

cash securities between bank and bank in England. In consequence of this loss, the

bank of England was applied to for aid, and an investigation of the affairs of the bank

was the consequence. This resulted in the discovery, that in the midst of the wildest

speculation all over the kingdom, one of the best banks in Manchester had overdrawn

accounts £900,000. Its deposits were £860,000, and circulation £300,000; making

£1,160,000 cash obligations, with only £180,000 cash means at its command, of which

£100,000 was the lost package, and the accounts of customers had been overdrawn

£900,000. This state of affairs was not peculiar to that bank, and where ramifications

were so extensive, a failure would have been fatal. The bank Of'England, therefore,

loaned £1,000,000 to sustain that concern, but commenced immediately a rapid curtail

ment. Such was the state of affairs when the harvest failed. It was, therefore, not the

mere rise in bread consequent upon its scarcity, but the uprooting of the‘whole system

of credit. The banks of the United States were all prostrated by the blow. Since

that time, the purchases of bread have continued large, but the markets have gradually

recovered themselves. The imports of breadstufl' into Englarid, with the average quar.

terly prices of wheat, the bullion in the bank, and the rate of interest have been as

follows :—

Fonaron Iuroa'r. COLONIAL IMP- QUARTERLY AVERAGE.

Years. Wheat. Flour. Wheat. Flour- 2!! q. q. 4:]: q. Bullion. Int

Qrs. Cwt. Qrs. Cwt. s. 11. ed. 3. d.

1838, 1,044 225 351 ,495 - . - . 50,330 62 0 69 0 72 6 £9,362,009

1839, 2.778345 743.245 30 43800 61 0 70 6 67 0 2,887,000

1810, 2,022 100 1,121,320 4,600 392,100 68 2 69 4 61 6 3 557,000

1841, 2,772.560 632,730 65.726 701.815 62 11 69 0 63 9 5,031,000

1842, 2.759 265 562,135 38,300 548,910 61 8 58 1 49 ll 11.054.000

1843 9'20, 98,103 19.630 294.180 48 0 47 2 54 1 51 4 13 933,000

1844, 1,068,570 306,000 ' 44,470 774,800 52 4 55 8 52 7 46 2 13,776,000 ...

The period of the highest price of bread, and the greatest drain of bullion, was the

last quarter of 1838 and the first three of 1839 ; and for the first time since the reign of

Queen Anne, the rate of money was put up to 6 per cent, the bank then availing itself

ma.4:"HOceanus"g*cuvocF-qa

tie-Amman:
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of the relaxation of the usury laws, for the first time. The influence was not felt fully

in the cotton market, however, until the glut in the foreign markets and the events in

China, added the inactivity of the export trade to the depression in the home market.

This was felt in its full weight, in 1841-2. The state of the mill interest, in Lancashire,

was then as follows :—

Co'rron MILLS or LANCASHIBE, DECEMBER, 1841.

Hands work

 

No. Horse Power. Power at work. Wh.No.ofhsnds. ing Dec.. ’41.

Working full time, . 887 30,697 27,980 152,311 142,063

“ short “ . 139 5,801 5,127 30,105 27,764

1d1e,..,................ 138 3,397 .... .. 16,774 .... ..

Total,.... 1,164 39,895 33,107 199,190 169,827

This was the lowest point of depression for the cotton trade, and was only reached

after four years of bad harvests operating to break down a most extensive trade based

upon credit. From that time a new order of things commenced, and efforts to recover

a cash trade, by reducing prices, were strenuously made. These were, to render exist

ing machinery more productive; to supersede manual labor by mechanical contrivances;

and, where manual labor was still necessary, ‘to get it performed by children and women,

instead of adult males. The extent to which this was effected, is seen in the following

authentic figures :—

NrmBEn or MILLS, Srnmuzs, AND Srnnrans IN Msncnrsrsn.

  

Years- Fine Mills. Spindles. Spinners. Coarse Mills. Spindles. Spinners.

1829,... .. . 20 732,262 1,081 37 546,466 1,181

1841,.. . . . 20 875,244 589 37 617,229 457

1843,......_... 549 ....... .. 322

Thus the number of spinners, in 1843, was 871, to perform the same work that re

quired 2,262, in 1829. The average wages in 1829, was 45s. or $11 80, and in 1841,

$7 20, a reduction of one-third in wages. When the 138 mills in Lancashire were

idle, at the close of 1841, so depreciated was mill property, that a new mill in the

neighborhood of Manchester, which cost £120,000, stopped, June 12,1840, and was

sold at public auction for £36,100. Such was the state of afl'airs then; now, the re

verse is the case; all the mills are employed, and many new ones are in process of

erection. The cheap goods are going in increasing quantities to every quarter of the

globe, not on credit, but in exchange for values. The China market alone, has been

since opened, and takes a quantity equal to half 'the consumption of England, and the

currency of England is in such a position, that it can suffer no collapse. The bank of

England may lose £8,000,000 of coin without, under the new law, affecting the cur.

rency, and the issues of the country banks are very low.

The movement of the banks of New Orleans, to the 1st of November, 1845, is given

in the following oflicial statement of the “ Board of Currency z”—

Movmn'r or 'rrn: BANKS or NEw ORLEANS, Novmvnsss 1, 1845.

Specie Paying.

_ _ I TOTAL xovllmn'r AND nssn warms-r.

Cash Liabilities. Assets. Circulation. Specie. Liabilities Ex. of cap. Asssets.

 

11k. 01' Louisiana, 4,004,435 4.737.663 932,183 2,743.790 4,606,434 81 9,571,933 59

Canal Bank. . - 809,219 1,387.680 321.465 408,744 816,767 (X) 4,818,705 44

City Bank . . . . . . - 1,365,397 1,940,217 420,400 531,227 1,694,623 35 3.841 672 70

Lou. State Bank... 1,296,091 1,819,240 308,922 1,026,750 1,296,091 52 3.081728 69

March. k'l‘raders, 2,379 745 2,890,735 546.265 1,386,743 2,379,745 47 4.241 822 66

Unlon Bank,... .- - 35,181 499,086 27,660 64,826 602,967 54 8,068,596 II)

Non-Specie Paying.

Citizens’ B’k..... 1,197,882 76,448 963,589 9,392 1,205,812 44 8,238.098 97

Consolidated B'k. 783,791 36,909 775,180 36,909 783,791 08 2,110,784 49

TOTAL. .. . . . . . $11,781,742 $13,387,978 $4,295,665 $6,208,381 $13,386,233 21 ‘44,029,342 14

We give, belowI a summary of the quarterly reports of the banks of the state of New

York, up to the 1st of November, 1845, as made to the comptroller of the state. The
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report of the Farmers’ and Mechanics’ Bank of Ogdenshurgh, was not made in conformity

to the requirements of the law, and therefore could not be accepted and included in the

general statement. The amount of notes delivered to that bank is $249,870, most of

which were probably in circulation—making the entire circulation of the banks, on the

1st November, about $21,625,000.

Rzsormcns. Lunru'rus.

Loans and discounts, - - $69,164,861 Capital, - - - -

“ " to directors, 4,157,716 Profits, - - - -

" “ to brokers, 1,457,858 Bank notes in circulation,

Real estate, - - - - 3,645,684 Reg'd " “ -

Bonds and mortgages, - - 3,181,746 Due treasurer of the state, -

Stocks and promissory notes, - - 10,962,822 Due commissioners of canal fund,

Due t'm. directorsoth. than for loans, etc., 33,298 Due depositors‘ on demand, -

.t N

- $285,428

5 -
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....

......-....

u 5—.
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“ brokers “ 363,278 Due individuals, - - - 7 9.

Bank fund, - - - - - 216,268 Due banks, - - - - 12,829,854

Loss and expense account, - - 425,584 Due treasurer of the U. 8., - 3,002,649

Overdrafts, - - - - - 133,242 Arn't due, not under other heads, 584,740

specie, ' ' ' ' - - 8.884.545 Add for cents, - - - - 271

Cash items, - - - - - 5.947.585

Bills of solvent banks on hand, - 2,258,862

“ suspended - “ - ~ 14,482

Due from banks and bankers, - 9,533,606

Add for cents, - - - - -

Total resources, - - - $120,401,997 Total liabilities, - - - $120,401,907

RELATIVE CONDITION or THE BANKS 01‘ New YORK

The quarterly reports of the banks of the state of New York, for the year ending the

1st of November, show the following results :—

Feb. 1. May 1. Aug. 1. Nov. 1.

Loans and discounts,.... . $70,888,578 $74,616,060 $70,] 79,266 874,780,435

Stocks,...... . . . . . . . . . 10,243,043 10,086,904 10,800,606 10,962,822

Specie, . . . . 6,893,236 8,118,324 8,909,527 8,884,545

Cash items,.... .. 4,839,886 6,180,852 4,754,884 5,947,585

Bank notes,...... 2,387,008 2,512,474 2,488,117 2,258,862

2. 7,684,850 7,833,713 7,791,489 9,533,625

Capital,............... 43,674,146 43,555,228 43,063,627 42,845,428

' . 18,513,403 19,581,543 18,461,410 21,625,239

Deposits,.......... 25,976,246 28,425,967 27,636,520 31,773,991

Due to banks,... . 11,501,102 12,965,232 13,962,146 12,829,854

Due canal fund,... . . . . . 1,607,572 1,257,358 1,236,240 1,581,330

It will be seen that most of the items indicating confidence, and a prosperous business,

have largely increased since the last report, and are larger than at any period during the

year. The loans and discounts have increased, since the 1st of August, $4,601,169, and

are higher by $134,375 than at any former period of the year. The specie is $1,991,309

more than in February, and $24,982 less than in August. The cash items have in

creased $1,192,700 since the last report. The amount due from banks has increased

$1,742,137. The circulation shows the large increase of $3,160,829, and the deposits

the still larger increase of $4,037,471.

We give below the average prices of grain, at Liverpool, at the under-mentioned dates:

AVERAGE PRICE or GRAIN s'r LIvrmrooL.

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Rye. Beans. Peas. Flour.

  

s. d. s. d. a. d. e. d. a. d s. d. s. d.

September 20 52 6 30 9 21 7 32 8 42 10 37 0 0 0

September 27, 53 2 30 2 22 2 33 1 42 5 38 9 0 0

October 4, 56 0 31 1 23 4 33 8 43 1 42 6 0 0

October 11, 57 9 31 3 23 4 34 2 43 1 44 3 0 0

October 18, 58 2 32 0 32 5 34 5 44 5 43 0 0 0

October 25, 59 5 33 0 24 11 34 5 45 5 44 1 0 0

Ag. Av. 6 weeks, 26 2 31 4v 23 1 33 9 43 6 41 7 0 0

Duty on Frgn.Pro. 16 0 7 0 5 0 9 6 1 0 1 6 9 7}

Do. on Canadian, 1 0 0 6 0 6 1 0 0 6 0 6 0 7*

Do. other Brit. COL 3 0 0 6 0 6 1 0 0 6 0 6 1 9!;
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COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

THE NEW MEXICAN TARIFF.

Tss New Orleans Price Current publishes the following translation of the new Mex

ican tarifil It is from the Diario of Mexico :—

Art 1. No essential change is made in the mode in which vessels bound to Mexico are

to be cleared in foreign ports.

Art. 2. All the ports now open to foreign trade continue the same.

Art. 3. All vessels now permitted to carry goods free of duty, shall continue to possess

the same privilege.

Art. 4. The following articles are prohibited: Brandy from cane (tatfia) and all other

strong liquors not produced from grapes; except gin, rum, and other kinds of spirits men

tioned in the list; imported in bottles, jugs, pitchers, and other vessels, containing not

more than four pounds of liquid each ; starch, with the exceptions mentioned in the list;

anniseed not ground; capers; sugar of all kinds; rice; raw cotton, in seed or ginned,

(in all cases when cotton wool is permitted to be imported, the extraordinary duties to

which it is subject shall be indicated ;) indigo; brass and copper of all sizes; arms, of all

kinds, muskets, swords, etc., agreeably to the decree of September 22, 1840; sulphur;

boots and bootines, with leggins, whether of leather or cloth, for men, women, or chil

dren ; metal buttons, on which are stamped, inside or outside, the arms of the republic,

or of Spain; cofl'ee; wax, manufactured; cast nails of all sizes; copper, in bars or man

ufactured; cumin; tortoise shell and horn, manufactured; epauletts, of every form and

metal; dressed leather, of all qualities and colors; all obscene stamps, pictures, figures;

and, in general, all things of that sort, hurtful to religion and morality ; curbs, bitts, spurs,

made in the fashion of the country; galloon of metal, of all kinds and qualities whatever ;

goat and deer skins, dressed, except such as are manufactured in the country, or em

ployed in machinery ; all kinds of coarse cloth ; wheat or flour, the importation of which

into Yucatan is permitted ; cotton cloths, do, thread and twist, of all qualities, numbers

and colors ; soap, of all kinds ; childrens’ toys, not applicable to models for instruction or

ornament ; crockery ware, comprehending all household utensils of clay, vitrified or not,

with or without painting; books, pamphlets and manuscripts, which shall be prohibited

by the competent authority ; receipts,-bills of lading, invoices, and permits of the custom

house, printed, engraved, or lithographed ; lard ; molasses ; wood for building, of all

kinds, except for ship-building and masts; excepting, also, fine wood for cabinet work,

allowed to be imported into Tampico and Matamoras, according to the decree of June 3,

1840, and generally all the woods mentioned in the list ; harness and saddles, of all kinds,

with their appurtenances ; playing-cards, of all kinds, except those used in other countries,

and not bearing the figures on Mexican cards; gold leaf, pure or mixed ; woollen cloth of

coarse qualities; parchment, except for drawing; shot; lead in bars or plates; powder,

except for hunting, also petards and crackers for children, and all other articles made of

powder; fulminating powder being allowed to be imported in the farm of the revenue;

except always powder brought by armed vessels for their own use, according to the de

cree of July 19, 1834, promulgated by the general administration of the revenue on the

31st of the same month, No. 129 ; ploughshares of the same form with those used in the

country ; masks of all kinds—and cloth, painted or printed to imitate them ; clothing of

all kinds, including sacerdotal vestrnents and ornaments—except belts of coarse cloth

(vandas-du buraton) with or without fringe ; ornamental buttons of all kinds, leather

shirts, netting drawers of cotton, wool or silk, gloves, stockings, handkerchiefs, hats, and

suspenders;common salt; saltpetre; coat-lining, fine and common; tallow, raw and

melted ; tobacco of all kinds, and in all forms, cannot be imported, except for the farm of

tobacco—tobacco in small quantities may be imported for personal use, according to law;

cotton stufi's, plain or figured, brown or white, pure or mixed, not exceeding thirty threads

to the qr. inch, Mexican on both sides; cotton, figured in imitation of kersey, brown,

pure or mixed, not exceeding thirty threads in the same space; cotton stuffs, plain, colored

or striped, pure or mixed; not exceeding twenty-five threads to the same space, of fixed

color—by fixed color is signified not only that which sufl'ers no change by the action of

water, soap or light, but that which resists these agents sufficiently that it cannot be

taken for brown or white cotton, to the prejudice of the article produced in the country ;

cotton stuffs, plain, colored or striped, pure or mixed, the coloring of which is not fixed,

and not exceeding thirty threads to the same space ; meats, pickled, dried or salted, and

all preparations of pork, minced or out up, excepting, always, puddings, sausages, smoked
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bacon, and snucissons fwhent, and all bread stuflis, except Indian corn, in the cases men

tioned by the law of March 29, 1827 ; shoes and slippers; zarapes, blankets of wool or

cotton.

Art. 5. The basis of the tariff for the collection of duties on articles not specified will

be 30 per cent ad valorem, as heretofore practised, and the same rule will serve for cal

culating the duties in the interior, according to the laws now in force. The dues for

anchorage and damage, the duties of municipalities and localities, will continue asin

times past.

All goods mentioned in the tarifi, and liable to measurement by the inch, when they

have no fixed vara of breadth, will be subject to the laws respectively applicable to them ;

but when they exceed a vara in breadth, will be taxed by the square vara.

Art. 6. Duties shall be levied on the articles hereinafter mentioned, to wit: Olive oil,

per 100 lb. $5 ; gin in bottles or jugs, containing not less than 4 lb, vessel not included,

per cwt. $16 ; rum and arack, do, $18 ; brandy from grapes, without allowance for‘

leakage, $12; almonds, sweet and bitter, shelled, $6; do, do, in shells, $4; safl'ron,

dry or oiled per lb. $1 50 ; codfish, and all other salt fish, dry or smoked, per cwt. $4;

cocoa of Guayaquill, Para, or the islands, $4; do. all other, $8 ; cinnamon of all kinds,

Cassia, and Canelou, per lb. $1; raisins, figs, and dry fruits, per lb. $3; pepper, fine

and common, $8; vinegar, $3; white wine in cusks, without allowance for leakage,

$5; white wine in bottles, without do, $8 ; red do in casks do, $5 ; do do in bottles,

without allowance for breakage.

VARIOUS AaTrcLm—Steel, per cwt. $2; wax, white or yellow, $32; spermaceti,

manufactured, $25 ; do raw, $12 50; iron of all sorts, in bars, round, square, wrought,

platina, mineral, bars, $1 50; iron, hammered or cast, $3; paper, no change in the

duties; hats, not dressed, $2 ; do all others, $3; tin of all kinds, per 100 lb. $4 50.

HARDWARE—Articles of iron above mentioned, are admitted ; they were prohibited by

the decree of August 14, 1842, except those mentioned in the catalogue of protected ar

ticles—the rest are classed as accurately as it was possible to do—and are liable to duty

by the quintal, as follows ; articles of iron, $3, to $10 ; hardware in general, $6, to $40 ;

glass ware and porcelain of all kinds, colors and descriptions; except glass and crystal

joined, and other articles named in the catalogue, without allowance for breakage, per

cwt. $6 ; glass ware of all kinds, without allowance for breakage, $10.

FURNXTURE AND Gunners—Furniture, new and old of all sorts, and of wood, orna

mented, painted, varnished or gilt, per quintal, $15 ; chariots of two wheels ‘each, $25 ;

do four do, $100; gigs of two wheels, $60; small carriages with two seats, $150;

do do with four or more seats, $200; coaches, landaus, and other carriages with two or

more seats, $300; stages or omnibus, with any number of seats, $100.

In levying the duties on this kind of article, no distinction will be made between new

and old, and it is understood that such vehicles may be prevented from running on the

public ways, if their wheels are not of the size prescribed by the police.

FLAX, Ham, Tow, are—Raw flax and hemp, per \tara, 7 cents; do, do, in hanks, per

1b. 60 cents ; twine, flax, hemp, or tow, per 100 lb. 84 ; flax clear, or with the seeds, per

100 lb. $3; cloths of flax, hemp, or tow, white or raw, 36 threads to the quarter inch,

Mexican, per vara, 7 cts. ; do. with more than 36 threads do. 9 cents; do. painted, plain

or striped, S cts. ; do. white or raw, worked in colors like kersey, 11 cts.; do. worked or

plain, 18 cents.

Nora—All kinds of cloth, in which there is a mixture of cotton, will be considered as

cotton.

WooL, HAIR-CLOTH, doe—Carpets and mock velvet, per vara, 75 cts.; cassimere, do.,

75 cts.; wool, raw, per 100 lbs., $4; cloth, fine, per vara, $1 ; do. coarse, white or co~

lored, 12f cts. ; do. worked, striped like kerseys, 75 cts.

The cloths mentioned in the list, when mixed with other material than wool, except

metal or silk, shall be considered as all wool.

Sums—Laces, per 1b., $12; silk, unbleached, in skeins, per 1b., $1; do. do. flocks,

$2; all stufi‘s made of pure silk, $3. All goods mixed with silk, shall be charged as

follows :—Silk and cotton, $1 50; do. flax, $1 80; do. wool, $2 ; goods of more than‘

two materials, except metals, as flax, silk, wool, and cotton, $2; goods of silk, or any

other material except metal, shall pay bv'measure.

Comm—Studs plain or striped, white or brown, 30 threads to the quarter inch Mexi

can, per yard, 15. cts.; do. brown, striped Iikekersey, more than 30 threads to the quarter

inch, 15 cts.; except cottonade, plush, velvet, white, per vara, 11 cents; stuffs colored,

plain, with printed stripes, more than 26 threads to the quarter inch, 10 cts.; do. do.

stamped like ksraey, plush, bordered, plain or fringed, 10 cts. ; thread cotton, or cotton

and wool, including the weight of the paper boxes, 60¢, per 1b., 50 cts.; stockings, men’:
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and women’s, per dozen, $1 50; do. do. do. children’s, 50 cts.; muslius, plain white,

bordered or plain, not more than 30 _threads to the quarter inch, per vara, 12f, cts. ; mus

lins, lawns, and other goods of cotton, very thin, white or colored, bordered or plain, with

any greater number of threads, 12; cts.; handkerchiefs, printed, striped, or squared, 26

threads to the quarter inch, 9 ate. ; do. white, plain, figured, or colored, more than 30

threads to the quarter inch, 11 cts.; do. white, striped, being a square vara, l4 cts.; do.

white, bordered, or plain, same size, 16 cts.; do. white or colored, very thin, same size,

no matter how many threads, 1% cts.; lace, including cartons, boxes, &c., per 1b., $2.

We have no time, says the Diario, to insert the whole list of these articles. The va

riety, besides, is so great, that it would be difficult to form a correct idea of the duties

upon them. We shall, therefore, only say, that in levying the duties, the value at the

place of production is taken into consideration, giving as much indulgence as possible

when they are employed in our own manufactures, as coloring matter, &.c., &.c.

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS OF MANILLA.

PORT CHARGES—IMPORT DUTIES—EXPORT DUTIES—ENTREPORT DUTIES—PORT AND CUSTOM

HOUSE REGULATIONS—TERMS FOR SALES AND PURCHASES.

Pos'r Centers—On foreign vessels, 2 rs. per ton, and one half on such that neither load

or unloaded cargo, besides fees amounting from $5 to $15, according to the size of vessels.

Monies—The Spanish dollar divided into 8 rs., and the real into 12 grains, or 20 cents.

Weights—The pecal equal to 137i lbs. Spanish, (140 lbs. English) the quintal to 100, and

the arroba to 24, these being 2 per cent heavier than the English lb. Measures—The

cavan, which contains 5,998 cubic inches, and is divided into 25 gantas. The vara, which

has 36 inches, and is 8 per cent shorter than the English yard, by which latter cotton and

other manufactures are sold by the importers. A corge is 20 pieces.

Iiuron'r DtmssqSpanish commodities, by Spanish vessels, pay 3 per cent ad valorem,

andB by foreign. Foreign commodities, by foreign vessels, 14 per cent, and 7 by Span

ish ; in general, being 8 per cent, under national flag from Singapore, and 9 from China.

Spirits and strong liquors, produce of Spain, by Spanish vessels, 10 per cent, and 25 by

foreign; if they be foreign produce, by Spanish vessels, 30 per cent, and 60 by foreign.

Cider and beer, produce of Spain, by Spanish vessels, 3 per cent, and 10 by foreign ; if

they be foreign produce, by Spanish vessels, 20 and 25 by foreign. All Spanish wines,

by national vessels, 3 per cent, and 8 by foreign. Foreign wines, by Spanish vessels, 40

per cent. and 50 by foreign, except champagne, which pays, by Spanish vessels, 7 per cent

and 14 by foreign. Cotton twist, grey, black, blue and purple—knives, 0r bolos, such as

the natives use—ready made clothes, boots, shoes—preserved fruits, confectionery and

vinegar, by Spanish vessels, 20 per cent, and 30 by foreign. British and other foreign

cotton and silk manufactures, made in imitation of native cloths, chiefly stripes or checks

of black, blue and purple colors, Madras and Bengal grey, white and printed cottons, tow

els, table-napkins, and table-cloths, 15 per cent by Spanish vessels, and 25 by foreign.

Bicbe de mer, rattans, diamonds, tortoise-shell, M. O. P. shell and bird’s-nest, 1 per cent

by Spanish vessels, and 2 by foreign. Machinery of all sorts for the promotion of the

industry of the country, cotton twist of red, rose, yellow, and green colors, gold and sil

ver coined or uncoined, plants, and seeds, free. Tropical productions, similar to those of

the Phillippines, also arrack and gunpowder are prohibited. Opium is only admitted to

be deposited for re-exportation. Swords, fowling-pieces, muskets, pistols and warlike

stores may be deposited for re‘export, and cannot be introduced without the special license

of government; but cannon and dress swords are admitted.

EXPORT Dorms—Commodities and produce of every description to Spain, by national

vessels, pay 1 per cent, and 2 by foreign. Elsewhere 1Q by Spanish vessels, and 3 by

foreign. Hemp, by national vessels to whatever destination, 1 per cent, and 2 by foreign.

.1 “Rice, by Spanish vessels, free, and 4} per cent by foreign. Manufactured tobacco, and

fcordage, of Manila hemp, free by all flags. Gold dust, gold in bars, and silver in bars,

ree.

Ennsron'r Dunes—One per cent ad valorem, at entry, and 1 per cent at the exporta

tion, with one per cent more if the commodities should be kept there more than twelve

months, two years being the longest time allowed for it.

Pon'r AND CUSTOM-HOUSE RsevLATrons—Vessels newly arrived are not to communicate

with the shore until» having been visited by the port captain's boat; and within thirty

hours after this visit, a manifest must be presented, stating packages, marks, and numbers,
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but the vessel may retain her cargo 40 days in transit, without stating whether for con

sumption or deposit ; and without being obliged to land, or incurring any charge on the -

same, except gunpowder, pocket-pistols and forbidden arms.

Tamas ron SALES arm PnacuAsss—Sales are generally made, duty paid, at three to

five months credit, occasionally at 2* per cent discount for prompt payment, and exports

are bought for cash.

BRITISH CUSTOMS—DISCHARGE OF SHllP’S CARGOES.

The inspector General of the coast guard service having called the attention of the com

missioners to a proposition, authorising the payment of expenses, etc., to ofiicers in that

branch of the revenue, when kept in charge of any goods beyond fourteen days; the board

have granted the request, and orders have been issued that the inspectors of the Thames

do govern themselves in this matter from the present time accordingly, observing that the

parties, owners of the ships, or merchants, are not to be called upon for payment of the

expenses, except in cases where there may have been unnecessary delay in the delivery

of the cargoes. This order has further been communicated to the collectors and con

trollers of the revenue at the various ouLports through the United Kingdom, with direct

ions to proceed in the same manner in cases of the kind, so far as they are respectively

concerned.

NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE. "

VERGAT FAIRWAY BUOYS.

THE Royal Netherland Minisier of Marine, has, under date of May 19, published the

following :—That in consequence of alterations which have taken place in the Veergat

fairway, the buoys in the fairway between the bank Scotsman, and the shore of Walch

eren, have been increased, so that the Veergat, besides the black buoy, No. 1, at the Room

pot, (Creampot,) which, at the same time serves as the outer buoy of the Veergat, and

the red bouy of the west point of Onrust, (which in reality separates the Veergat, and the

Roompot,) has five black and three white buoys, viz:

1. The black buoy No. l, in 43 palms depth of water. Bearings: the steeple of Mid

dleburg, between the watch-house and hut placed next to it of the east watering.

2. A black buoy No. 2, depth of water 43 palms. Bearings: the mill of our Lady’s

Polder, between the mill and church steeple ot' the so-called “ cow-mill,” below Veere in

the trees of the east watering.

3. White buoy No. 1, depth of water 43 palms. Bearings: the mill of our Lady’s

Polder, in the mill-building; the watch-house of the east watering, in the Hospital of

Veere.

4. Black buoy N0. 3, depth of water 48 palms. Bearings: the corn-mill just easterly

of a small house with a red-tiled roof, below Veere a small house on Kamperland, between

two farm-houses.

5. black buoy No. 4, in 43 palms of water. Bearings: the small steeple of Gapinge,

against the fort of Ten Hoak; the- small tower of our Lady's Polder just visible about

the Downs.

6. White buoy No. 2, depth of water 43 palms. Bearings: the steeple of the hospital

at Veere, against the comer of the fort of Ten Hoak.

7. Black buoy No. 5, depth of water 27 palms. Bearings: the cow-mill just free of the

east corner of the watch-house of the east watering; a small out-house against the north

corner of a greater one on Kamperland.

It is also notified under date of June 30, that the buoys of the West Friesland Seagatt

are at present as follows:

1. A white and red painted buoy, serving as an outermost buoy, in the depth of water

of 100 palms, under the following bearings: a large beacon or/scheermonikoog; a small

ditto on Engelman’s Plate ; three white buoys opposite the south shore.

The course from the outer buoy is through the middle of the fairway, as far as the

third black, or the so-called buoy before the middle get S. E., at a depth of water of 100
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palms, the water being deepest near the white buoys, and the more shallow near the ouL

errnost black buoy.

The stream in this north-west sea-gat runs usually S. E. by E., and the ebb N. W. by

W. The depth of water is taken at usual low water, and the bearings according to com

pass.
 

LIGHTS ON THE NORTH COAST OF FRANCE.

HYDROGRAI’HIC Orrrca, Admiralty, 2nd July, 1845.

The French government has announced that, on the 13th of August, 1845, the follow

ing lights will be established on the north coast of France : .

l. FLASHING Lren'r or Ins Vinson—This light will be varied every four minutes, by a.

red flash, and each flash will be preceded and followed by short eclipses.

The light-house stands 110 yards from the eastern extremity of Vierge Island, and two

miles E. N. E. by compass from the outer anchorage of Abervrac’h, in latitude 48, 38, 23

N. longitude, 4, 34, 0 W. a

The light is 108 feet above the level of the sea, at high water of spring tides, and may

be seen at the distance of 15 miles. '

2 and 3.—Two Lrerrrs or AssRvnAc’rL—The westernmost of these light-houses is pla

ced on Vrac’h Island, which lies to the eastward of the entrance of Abervrac’h, in latitude

48, 36, 57 N., longitude 4 34 30 W. The light will be red, and fixed, and will stand 59

feet above the level of the sea, at high water of spring tides. It will be visible, in fine

weather, at the distance of 4 miles.

The easfi'nmost light is also fixed, but bright, and will be placed} on the tower of

Plouguerneau church, nearly 4 miIes S. E. by E., by compass, from the above light on Ile

Vrac’h. It will stand 226 feet above the level of the sea at high‘water at spring tides,

and may be seen at the distance of 10 miles.

Nora—The red light of Ile Vrac’h is one with Plouguerneau light, will be the lead

ing mark for running into Abervrac’h creek from the sea; but it will pass within 80 yards

of a rock called the Petit Pot de Beurre, which lies in the outer anchorage of Abervrac’h,

and which must be left to the northward. The light-house 0n Ile Vrac’h, will be painted

white, so that the above mark will be equally conspicuous by day.

It is intended to establish two small inner lights, for the purpose of guiding vessels not

only into the principal anchorage of Abervrach’, but up to the creeks of Anges, and St.

Antoine, which is dry at low water. '

It is high water at full, and change in Abervrac’h, at 4 hours and 17 minutes; and or

dinary spring tides rise about 25 feet.

 

ROCK ON THE EASTERN COAST OF ANGLESEA.‘

Captain Becker, in a letter to Lieutenant Sarsfield, says, that commander Robinson

, has found the rock on the eastern coast, ofi' Angleseu, on which the steam-vessel Queen

Victoria sunk last June. Bearings from the pinnacle on the Gravel Bank: Cernaes Mill

a quarter of a point open east of the beacon, bearing S. E. i S. Kemlyn Mill, touching

the eastern end of Kemlyn Farm, bearing S. Higbwater mark of Henborth Point in one

with Pencaen Beacon, S. W. Q S. Captain Becker says: “ It is with pleasure I add that

the public spirited conduct of the company, in placing a vessel at commander Robinson's

service on this occasion, has thus led to the immediate benefit of this discovery.”

 

SAND BANKS OFF WEXFORD.

These banks lie from the Tuskar N. 16. E 8§ miles; from the Blackwater buoy S 31,

W. 2i miles ; from north end of Long Bank, N 87, E 2i miles, and from the new grounds

N 25, E 4} miles; where these hearings intersect there is but 15 feet of water. It is

(within the 5 fathom line) 1% miles in length, having several shoal spots upon it.

To the southward of the above, about onethird the distance towards the new grounds,

is another small ridge (l75 fathoms in length) having 4Q fathoms on it.

The soundings, between Blackwater Bank and the above, are 7, 8, and 6 fathoms, and

between it and the Long Bank, 15 to 6 fathoms. Again, to the southward, between it

and the narrow ridge of } fathom, there are 7 and 8 fathoms ; between this ridge and the

new grounds are 15 and 16 fathoms, up to 7 and 5 fathoms.
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COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.

COMMERCE OF CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA.

CHARLESTON, the commercial capital of South Carolina, is situated in 32° 46’ 33" north

latitude, and 79° 57' 27" west longitude from Greenwich, and 2° 56’ 3" west longitude

from the seat of government, and is about 755 miles S. S. W. of New York. The wo

gress of the population of the city has been small, although steady, compared with the

cities of the west, and the northern Atlantic cities. In 1790, it was 16,359, and according

to the last census, (1840,) it had increased to 29,251, of which nearly one half, 14,000,

were slaves. If, however, we add 11,876, the population of St. Philip’s parish, north of

the city, which, although not within its chartered limits, is virtually a part of the city, we

have a population of 41,137.

The trade of Charleston is extensive, comprising that of nearly the whole of the state,

and including much of that of North Carolina and Georgia. Its tonnage in 1840, amount

ed to 29,250. The harbour is spacious and convenient, but obstructed by a bar at its

mouth, across which are four principal channels. The north channel has a depth of water

at high tide of about fourteen feet, and at low water of about nine feet. The middle

channel, called the Overall, has a depth at high water of ‘about twelve feet, and at low

water of seven feet; but the bar here has a considerable breadth across, which renders

the passage less convenient. The ship channel, at the south, has a depth of seventeen

feet of water at high tide, and of ten feet at low tide, and is now chiefly used for large

vessels. It lies E. by S. from the light-house. South of this is Lawford’s channel, which,

at high water, has a depth of ten feet, and at low water of six feet. After entering the

harbour, the channel, which is deep, passes very near the S. and of Sullivan’s island.

Here Fort Moultrie is situated. The harbour is also‘defended by Castle Pinkney, on an

island in the harbour, two miles E. of the city ; and by Fort Johnson, on the S. side of

the harbour, nearly opposite. A fort is also erecting on a sand-bar, opposite to Fort Moul

trie, called Fort Sumter. It stands close upon the channel; and, when completed, will

be most efiicient in the defence of the city. In an isolated part of the suburbs, about two

miles from the city, the state has erected nine fire-proof magazines for the safe keeping

of the public powder, and as the depositories for that of the merchants. They are dis

posed in three ranges, and are built of brick, in a circular form, with conical roofs. The

centre buildings, designed exclusively for the public powder, is the largest, and will con

tain 4,000 kegs. The roof is bomb-proof. The other buildings will each contain 1,000

kegs.

Charleston contained, in 1840, 27 foreign commercial, and 34 commissioh houses on

gaged in foreign trade, with a capital of $3,564,750 ; 428 retail stores, with a capital of

$3,317,450; seven lumber-yards, with a capital of $50,000; three grist-mills and four

saw-mills, manufactured articles to the amount of $225,000, employing a capital of

$334,000. Vessels were built to the amount of $60,000. Eight printing-offices, five

binderies, four daily, three weekly, and two semi-weekly newspapers,’ and four periodi

cals, employed a capital of $120,000. Eighty-four brick and stone, and twenty-six wooden

houses were erected, at an expense of $927,700. The total amount of capital employed

in manufactures, was $770,500. The exports of Charleston, in 1840, were over ten

millions of dollars.

Charleston possesses great facilities for trade with the interior. A canal 22 miles long

connects the west branch of Cooper river with Santee river; and this river, together with

the Congaree, its principal branch, has been so impro\ ed as to extend the navigation to

Columbia. But its most important communication with the interior, is by means of the

South Carolina railroad, extending 136 miles from Charleston to Hamburg, on Savannah
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river, opposite to Augusta, Georgia. A branch of it extends 62 miles, from Branchville

to Columbia. Three lines of packets connect Charleston with the city of New York.

One of these consists of six ships, one of which sails from each port every five days.

Another consists of eight brigs, one of which sails every fourth day. There is_ another

line, which consists of six brigs. Numerous steam-boats ply to Savannah, Beaufort,

Georgetown, Columbia, St. Augustine, and other places. The carrying trade is exten

sively in the hands of the northern states, and of Great Britain.

The following teble, compiled from the custom-house returns, exhibits the import and

export trade of Charleston, for the last twenty-two years :—

IMPORTS AND Exron'rs AT Casmsrorv, S. C., IN EACH YEAR, FROM 1841 TO 1845.

  

  

 

 

  

Years. Imports. Exports

$3,007,114 $7,200,511

1822,.... 2,883,586 7,260,320

1823,.... 2,670,705 6,898,814

1824, ......... ..... 2,166,185 8,034,082

Total,........................... $10,727,589 $29,393,727

Average,................ 2,681,897 7,348,432

Imports, two-fifths of exports in value.

1825,.... $1,892,297 $11,056,742

1826,. . _. 1,534,483 7,554,036

1827,.... 1,434,106 8,322,561

1828,.... 1,242,048 6,550,712

1829,.... 1,139,618 8,175,586

1830,.... 1,054,619 7,627,031

1831,.... . '. 1,238,163 6,575,202

1,213,725 7,752,731

Total,... ............. $10,749,059 $63,614,601

Average,...................... . 1,343,632 7,951,825

Imports, one-sixth_of exports in value.

1833,.... $1,517,705 $8,434,325

1834,.... 1,787,267 11,207,208

1835,... .... . . 1,891,805 11,338,016

1836,... 2,806,361 13,684,376

1837,... 2,510,860 11,220,] 61

1838,... .... .. 2,318,791 11,042,070

1839,... ........... 3,086,077 10,385,426

1840,... 2,058,870 10,036,789

1841,. 1,557,431 8,043,284

1842,... 1,359,465 7,525,723

Total,................,.......... $20,894,632 $102,917,358

Average,...................... . 2,089,463 10,291,736

Imports, one-fifth of exports in value.

$1,294,709 $7,760,809

1844,... 1,131,515 7,433,282

1845,................ ........ 822,602 8,635,896

Total,................ . . . . . $3,248,826 - $23,829,987

Average,.... .. . 1,082,942 7,943,329

Imports, one-seventh of exports in value.

The averages under the various tariffs, show as follows :—

4 years, 1821 to 1824,.......... . $2,681,897 $7,348,432

8 “ 1825 to 1832,.... 1,343,632 7,951,825

10 “ 1833 to 1842,.. . 2,089,463 10,291,736

3 “ 1843 to 1845,........ .. . 1,082,942 7,943,329

Our sources of information in regard to Charleston, are rather meagre, and we should

esteem it a favor if some resident of that city, or of the state of South Carolina, would
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furnish us with an article, or authentic materials for a comprehensive view of the com

merce and resources, not only of that city, but of the state. It is our design to embody,

from time to time, in the pages of the Merchants’ Magazine, full and correct state

ments of the industrial resources of every section of the country, and thus render our

journal, what it has been our endeavor from the start, a truly national work, free from all

party or sectional bias.

 

COMMERCE OF MANILLA.

MANILLA, is the sea-port city of the Philippine islands, and the capital of the Spanish

settlements in the east. It is the only port in the Spanish Phillippines with which Spanish

vessels to, or from Europe, or foreign vessels from any quarter, are allowed to trade.

Spanish vessels trading to China, Singapore, etc., are, however, allowed to proceed to

various out-ports, and there take on board their outward cargo. The principal articles of

export are sugar, which is, by far the most important; hemp, and stufl's made of hemp;

rice, of which large quantities are sent to China; indigo, japan, and other woods; tobacco,

segars, cofl'ee, cotton, tortoise-shell, hides, ebony, etc. The tobacco of the Phillippine

islands is ei'rcellent, and might be produced in any quantity ; but its growth is compara

tively limited by its being made a government monopoly. The United States, France,

and Belgium, have consuls, and each of the Canton marine insurance companies has an

agent at Manilla. We believe, however, that there are neither fire, nor life insurance

ofiices nor agencies ; nor is there any newspaper, or other periodical publication, issued at

Manilla.

We have received, however, from a correspondent of the Merchants’ Magazine, C.

GmswoLI), Esq., formerly of New York, a printed sheet of tables, showing the quantity

of sugar exported from Manilla, during ten years, from 1835 to 1844, inclusive. From

this sheet we propose to give a tabular statement of the sugar export of Manilla, in each

year, from 1835 to 1845 :—

  

Esonurn. Aos'raaua. SXNGAPORI

Years. Tons. Cwts. Qrs. Tons. Cwts. Qrs. Tons. Cwts. Q.

1835, .... . . 3,578 18 0 67 11 2 ' 304 1 0

1836,. . 5,907 10 3 106 5 0

1837,. .. 2,972 11 3 121 6 1 372 8 0

1838,...... 5,527 10 0 956 7 2 66 17 2

1839, .... .. 5,636 13' 1 3,041 10 11840, .... . . 5,763 3 0 3,548 15 0 75 8 3

1841, .... . . 4,886 19 0 3,127 0 0 129 19 3

1842, .... . . 4,099 1 7 3 6,980 4 0 220 10 2

1843, .... . . 10,175 1 2 4,847 2 0 84 3 1

1844, .... .. 8,167 1 2 3,999 2 1 65 7 2

TABLE—Continued.‘

Bonner. Sum. Anlarca.

Years. Tens. Cwts. Qrr. Tons. Cwts. Qn. Tons. Cwts. Q.

1835,...... 635 16 153 18 0 5,380 17 0

1836, . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 110 12 2 8,689 10 2

1837,.... .. 2,600 0 0 500 0 2 2,781 14 1

1838, .... .. 1,324 13 3 930 6‘ 2 2,366 7 1

1839, .... .. 1,214 17 2 775 8 0 4,221 16 1

1840, .... .. 2,111 6 1 657 12 2 2,916 11 2

1841, .... .. 2,172 1 1 563 15 3 3,590 5 0

1842,...... 2,810 15 0 507 15 0 3,057 9 0

1843,...... 2,932 15 0 313 11 0 3,235 1 0

1844,...... 3,446 3 3 608 6 2 4,173 11 1
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Tom. SUGAR—CLAYED AND UNCLAYED

  

Year. I Tons. Cwts. Qrs Years. Tons. Cwta Q“.

1835,................. 11,602 18 2 1840,............... 16,504 7 3

1836,.. 14,876 8 3 184l,.. .. 15,321 8 1

1837,-. 12,294 0 0 1842,.. 18,541 10 2

1838,.. .. 12,375 17 l 1843,.. .'.. 22,239 18 2

1839,................. 15,632 8 2 1844,............... 21,529 9 2

The following is the comparative annual amount, (averaged on the last ten years,) of

sugar, the produce of the Spanish territory and industry, in the Philippine Isles :

CONSUMED BY

Eng. and colonies. Spain. America. Fnuee.

Ann. average on 10 years,... . 10,583 512 4,041 36

For the year 15,677 608 4,173 70

The following table shows the approximate average prices, in dollars, for a picul of 140

lbs. English weight :—

  

Years. Clayed. Unclayed- Value of dollaii.

s. s.

1835,................ 4!, 4 1-6 from 4 7 to 4 9

1836,... .. 5g, 4 ‘r 4 s 4 9

1837, 4} 3 “ 4 6 4 8

1838, 4% 3 “ 4 4 4 5

1839,... 4 1-9 2} “ 4 6 4 9

1840,... 4 1-10 3 2-5 “ 4 7 . .

1841,... 4 3-8 3% “ 4 5 4 8

1842,... 3 4-9 25 “ 4 6 7 8

1843,... 3& 2} “ 4 2 . .

1844,.............. .. 3i 2 2-5 “ 4 1} 4 3

These prices and exchanges are to be regarded as approximately rather than as {race

tionally correct. The unclayed sugar varies in price, (of which the calculations here are

formed in average,) from two dollars upwards, per picul.

We refer our readers to the “ Commercial Regulations” of the present number of this

Magazine, for the port-charges, import, export, and entreport duties, and other regulations

of trade at Manilla.

 

MARITIME STRENGTH OF ENGLAND, FRANCE, AND THE U. STATES.

‘rm-2 THREE GREAT NAVAL POWERS——POPULATION comPAnED—ExPoR'rs OF THE THREE rowr-rns

—COLONXAL COMMERCE or FRANCE—COMPARISON OF THE GREAT COMMERCIAL MARINE—AR.

mvALs mo DEPARTURES or ENGLISH, FItEncII, AND AMERICAN SHIPS—COMPARISON or TOI

meIa—os TIIE csnavme TRADE—VARIOUS o'rsEIt COMPARISONS AS TO THE SHIPPING Tm:

AND NAVIGATION or THE THREE POWERS.

Baron Dupin has recently published in France an elaborate essay entitled “ Com

parison of the Three Principal Navies of the World.” The editor of the Revue Bri

tanique greatly extols the picture it presents, in the various lights of utility, commerce,

and power; and it appears that the proof-sheets were communicated to him by the au

thor as they come from the press. We make the following extracts:—

Three great nations share among them the dominion of the seas; they, alone, carry

on more maritime commerce than all the others put together. These are the English,

the Americans of the United States, and the French.

POPULATION or THE THREE GREAT MARITIME Powsns.

  British 125000.000

Kingdom of France,......,......... 36,000,000

Republic of the United States,.. ......... .................... 18,000,000

170,000,000

These three great powers extend over one-fifth of the population of the globe.
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I have collected their imports and exports, for the last year, from the official docu.

ments hitherto published, that is, 1840.

COMPARISON or TEE IMPORTS ANn EXPORTS TooETrrER or THE THREE PowERs.

British Empire, ................................................... . . 3,415,343,250 francs.

Kingdom of France,............. 2,063.208,552 “

Republic of the United States,....................................... 1,294,222,000 “

  

Total,.......... 6,772,773,802 “

Consequently, considered relatively to the amount of commerce, as well as of popu.

lation, France holds the second rank.

Let us see whether the strength of their respective commercial marines corresponds

to ‘these first results.

France being at once both a continental and maritime power, a consfierablc portion

of its exchanges is carried on by land, which does not take place either in Great Britain

or in the United States.

EXTERNAL CoMMERcE or FRANcE—(lsT BY LAND, 21) BY SEA)—AMouNT or‘ EXPORTS AND

...-"nu..."

IMPORTS.

let, by 582,084,351

2d, by sea, ......... ................. ........ 1,481,124,201

. 2,063,208,552

Although more than one-quarter of the French commerce is carried on by land, the

rest, which is effected by sea, surpasses that of the United States in the total value of

the articles.

But the commercial marine of the three states, is far from corresponding to the num.

here in their respective maritime exchanges. It is to a similar disproportion, that I call

the attention of the friends of the public good and of the national power.

COMPARISON OF THE GREAT COMMERCIAL MARINES—AMOUNT or The ARRIvALs AND DEPAR

TURES or‘ Sales, FOREIGN, AS WELL As NATIONAL, EMPLOYED IN FOREIGN CoMMERcE.

  

 

Natlons. Ships. Tons. Crews.

Great 56,154 9,586,924 516,951

United States,.. .. 23,948 4,715,333 234,476

France,...................... ............... .. 36,237 3,737,197 320,258

Total,.................. . 116,339 18,039,454 ‘ 1,071,685

Here the tonnage of France loses the second rank, which the value of its merchan

dise assigned to its commerce. It is already, for us, a subject of deep meditation, to

see this inferiority of tonnage, compared even with the United States.

The disproportion is still greater and more afflicting, when we consider separately the

commercial business carried on—lst, under the national flag; 2d, under a foreign flag. I

AMOUNT IN ARRIVALS AND DEPARTUREB or NATIONAL SHIPS EMPLOYED IN FOREIGN Com

MERCE IN THE TIIREE PRINCIPAL MARITIME CouNTRIrs.

  

Natlons- Ships. Tons. Crews.

Great Britain,....... 35,516 6,59l,738 353,984

United States,.. 14,794 3,274,242 153,032

France, ............................................. .. 15,513 1,416,329 138,604

Total,................... . 65,823 11,282,309 645,620

For men who know how to seek and discover the causes of theinferiority of one

marine below another, it is not requisite to go beyond this table, to perceive one of the

principal causes, which place France so far below her two rivals in the comparative

scale of their two commercial marines. .

If we take, according to this table, the mean tonnage of the ships, and the mean

number of tons navigated by one man in each of these three nations, we shall find the

following proportions :—

CoMPARATIvE ErEIcAcv or THE COMMERCIAL MARINE or THE TaRsE GREAT NAVAL PowERs

1.-—Compariaon of the Ttmnages.

Total Tonnage of

the mean ships.

185,599 kilogr.

211,170 “

91,195 “

For. Commerce un

der the N111’! Flag

Great Britain, ......... ........The United States,.. ...

 

~  
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The French ships, therefore, employed in foreign commerce, do not exhibit in their

mean size half the mean tonnage of the British ships, and a still less proportion com

pared to those of the United States.

But the greater the size of the merchant ships, the greater portion ‘of tonnage will be

' assignable to each man of the crew; and, in the same way, the cheaper the means of

transport, the more advantageous for the ship-owner and the merchant. The following

comparison will show the truth of this observation :—

REsUL'I' OF THE COMPARED EFFICACY or THE CoMMERcIAL MARINE or THE THREE GREAT

NAVAL PowERs.

2.—Compariso1t of the Carrying Trade.

For. Commerce un- Mean weight

der the Nat'l Flag. per man.

Great Britain..." 18,053 kilogr.

The United States,.. .. .. 21,39 “

10,218 “

Thus, in our commercial marine, the weight transported by each man of the crew is

not equal to even half the weight transported by each American sailor, and is very little

above the half of the weight transported by the English sailor.

This is one of the most deplorable facts for France—this is one of the causes of in

feriority which we must endeavor, at any cost, to counteract. It explains to us, in great

measure, the dearness of freight—dearer in our ports than among our rivals—and for.

eigners have the largest share of the trade they carry on with us, even in our own ports.

  

ComrAittsoN or THE NATIONAL ToNNAeE WITH THE FOREIGN ToNNAeE, IN THE COMMERCE

PEOULIAR r0 EAcH OF THE GREAT MARITIME PowERs.

  

Powers compared. National flag. Foreign flag.

Great 6,591,738 2,995,186

The United States,. . . . . 3,274,242 1,441,091

1,416,329 2,320,868

We shall render the disproportions contained in this table much more evident, by giv.

ing the amount of tonnage under the national flag, compared with the corresponding

quantity of tonnage under a foreign flag:—

ToNNAor. CARRIED UNDER THE NATIONAL FLAG, IN CoMPARIsON WITH A MILLION or Tom

NAGE UNDER A FOREIGN FLAG, IN THE RmPEc'rIvR CoMIvIEItcE OF EACH OF THE GREAT

MARITIME PowERs.

  

Powers compared. National flag. Foreign flag

Great ' 2,200,778 1,000,000

The United States,. 2,272,058 1,000,000

France, ............... ...... 610,258 1,000,000

Under such very unfavorable results to France, the first desire of a friend to his coun

try must be, to ask himself with anxiety whether the sad inferiority of France in this

competition with foreigners, be simply a transitory state arising from casual circum

stances? whether this inferiority be of long standing’! whether it be decreasing, or in

creasing ?

Let us throw light on these important questions. The comparative results which we

have been exhibiting, belong to the year 1840—let us go fifteen years further back. Let

us compare the progress made since that epoch.

In England, in the United States, in 1840, foreigners have not even one.third of the

total weight of the carrying trade, whilst in France they have nearly two-thirds of it.

This melancholy disproportion, far from decreasing, inclines to increase ; it is a com

parative decay which I have already pointed out. There has been a vain endeavor to

contest it, injudiciously founded on versatile difl'erences that occurred in two or three

consecutive years.

CoMPARIsoN 0E TONNAGE cARRIEn UNDER THE NATIoNAL FLAG, AND UNDER A FoREIoN FLAG,

WITH A LAPsE or SIXTEEN YEARS.—SHIPS IN BALLAsT ARE NOT INCLUDED, on THE Dis

raoPoRrtoN AeAINsT FRANcE wovL'o HAVE ArrEAaI-m STILL GREATER.

  E . French flag. English flag.

.. . . 1,205,193 1,886,985

,. 751,321 815,110
  

Progress in 16 years,.................................... 454,872 1,071,875
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Consequently, in 1825, the foreign tonnage exceeded the French only by one-eleventh,

but now it surpasses the French by more than half. Whilst we gum 450,000 tons, car

ried by our own ships, foreigners have acquired nearly 1,100,000!

The wound must be probcd,in order to discover on what side lie the remedies. After

what we have established, we shall no longer be surprised at the frightful inferiority in

number, and especially in size, of the vessels constituting French commerce, compared

to the similar materials possessed by Great Britain and the United States.

COMPARISON or COMMERCIAL VrsssLs BY rm: Tsar-:1: Gana'r MARITIME Pownns.

.

  

Maritime Number of Total Mean tonnage

powers. . vessels. tonnage. per vessel,

Great 20,912 2,420,759 115 8-10

The United States,. .... .. 2,266,322 160

France, ........................................... .. 21,178 699,452 33

Including 5,578 fishing-boats, total tons, 36,252.

What renders this disproportion still more deplorable, is the excessive inequality of the

new constructions requisite to keep up, and gradually to increase, these maritime means.

This may be seen by the following table, calculated, like the preceding, for the year

1840:—

COMPARISON or ran Nsw VrsssLs BUILT ANNUALLY, REQUISITB FOR THE SUPPORT AND In

cnsass or THE Commsacut. Means or 'rnr: Tunas Gnss'r Pownns.

  

Maritime Number or’ Tonnage of

powers. vessels. vessels.

Great Britain,.......... 1,448 223,507

The United States,. .. 679 116,344

France,.................... . 807 43,035

Here, again, we find the melancholy inferiority of tonnage, which places the commer.

cial vessels of France below those of her foreign rivals.

Comramson on THE Mean SIZED VESSELS ANNUALLY Cons'rauc'rsn BY Tns Gam'r Mam

ruus Pownns—Ymn 1840.

Powers compared. Tonnage.

Great Britain, ................................................................... .. 131,568 kilogr.

The United States,... .. 171,317 “

  

53,314 “

Thus the mean tonnage of the new French vessels is not even the half of the new

English vessels; it is not the third of the new American vessels.

By the necessary result of these great inequalities, we see that the same number of

French sailors transports an incomparably less weight than the sailors of the two mari

time nations.

COMMERCE OF WILMINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA.

Wilmington, a port of entry in North Carolina, is a place of considerable commercial

importance. It is the most populous town in the state, exceeding at this time 8,000 in

habitants. It is the capitol of New Hanover county, and has a court house, jail, an acad

emy, two or three churches; numerous stores, and about ‘800 dwellings. The harbor

admits vessels of 300 tons, but there is a dangerous shoal at its enn‘ance. Opposite the

town, are two islands, dividing the river into three channels. The islands afford the

finest and most productive rice fields in the state. The tonnage in 1840 was 10,163, and

in 1844 it had increased to 14,728. According to the reportof the Secretary of the Treas

ury, the clearances were in the year 1844, 188 vessels, with a tonnage of 28,165, and

the arrivals for the same, were 137 vessels, with a tonnage of 19,710. Wilmington has

nine steam saw mills-running 180 saws, which cut annually 30,000.000 feet of lumber,

valued at $300,000. Several of these establishments have planing mills attached, and

it is estimated that $600,000 are annually expended at this place in the manufacture of

lumber alone. \Vilmington has also eleven turpentine distilleries, running thirty-four

stills, which consume annually 230,000 thousand barrels of crude turpentine, valued at

$500,000 dollars It is estimated that $300,000 is employed in the manufacture of
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spirits of turpentine. There are annually shipped from the city, of tar 30,000 barrels, rice,

150,000 bushels, staves and shingles $200,000; and large quantities of tobacco, cotton,

flaxseed, beeswax, manufactured cotton goods, etc. At this time, there is about being

established an extensive cotton manufactory there, which, as well as every indication of

manufacturing enterprise in the south, is to be regarded as a sign‘ of promise.

 

PROGRESS OF BRITISH EXPORTS.

IT is generally known, says Wilmer &. Smith’s Liverpool times, that the declared val

ne represents the actual value at the time of shipment, and that the ofiicial value is the

quantity of goods of each kind, estimated at uniform prices which were aflixed to them

in 1694; while, therefore, the declared value is an indication of cost, the official value is

an indication of quantity, and the two compared together at any period, shows the

changes which take place in the price of goods. Previous to 1814, the year to which

the largest amount of goods, according to the declared value, was exported, was 1836.

In that year, the exports of the United Kingdom amounted to £53,368,572, according to

the declared or real value, and to £85,229,837, according to the official value ; showing,

therefore, that the price of goods had fallen from the otficial standard of value by 36 per

cent. In 1844, (last year,) the value of British exports exceeded any former year, and

amounted to £58,584,292, of which the oflicial value was £131, 564, 503 ; showing

that, now the price of goods has fallen below the official standard by no less than 55

per cent, or, in other words, showing that while the quantity of goods exported has in

creased since 1836 by 45 per cent, their value has increased barely 10 per cent. This is

a striking evidence of the low price of goods at the present time, as compared with 1836,

and of the great improvement and economy introduced into their manufactures during

that period, by the improvements of machinery and otherwise. And there can be no

doubt that it is chiefly to these improvements and the lower price of British goods, that

the'British command such an increasing demand in the markets of the world. The whole

value of exports to all her possessions, including those in Europe, is not one-third of the

whole, and her exports to foreign neutral markets are constantly more than two-thirds.

This shows how fallacious is the general opinion that ascribes to her colonies the great

bulk of export trade. The amount exported to the British possessions, in 1836, was

$13,721,379, out of a total amount of £53,368,572. Last year the former had increased

to £16,504,060; but more than the whole difference arises in the trade to the East Indies

and Gibraltar, the latter being almost exclusively for Spanish consumption. The British

exports to India, during that period, have increased from £4,285,829 in 1836, to

£7,695,666 last year, and, therefore, nlone shows a larger increase than the whole ag

gregate colonial exports; so that, leaving India and Gibraltar out, the remainder shows

a considerable diminution. -With so satisfactory a progress under the recent system of

low duties, the Times thinks it is much to be regretted that any cause has arisen to in

duce the Indian government to increase the rates of duty. The following statement

shows the comparative progress of the trade of the United Kingdom to the various geo

graphical divisions, thus :—

  
1835. 1840.

Northern Europe... £9,999,861 134,326,797

Southern Europe 9,011,305 11,294,388

Africa................ 1,468,062 1,615,530

Asia......._..... 6,750,842 11,273,721

United 12,425,695 7,938,079

British North American Colonies dc W. 6,518,842 5,522,338

Foreign West Indies.......... 1,238,785 1,173,931

08ml & South America including-Bl-ii'z-ih: 5,955,468 5,429,502
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This comparison shows a very large decrease to the whole of the western world, in

cluding the British colonies, while the largest increase is to Europe, and the next to the

eastern markets. It is nota little curious and instructive, to find, that, in spite of hostile

tarifl's, made more and more stringent, on the continent of Europe, the greater liberality

exercised in England towards the produce of those countries, has had the effect in so

striking a way of increasing her exports.

COTTON MANUFACTURES OF CATALONIA, SPAIN.

It appears from returns that have lately been published in the Spanish capital, that the

cotton manufacturers of Catalonia have consumed in the short space of nine months,

414,391 quintals (upwards of 41,000,000 lbs. avoirdupois) of raw cotton, which gives a

return in custom-house duties at Barcelona and Havana of 9,098,515 reals, about

$475,000.

Statement showing the number of bales of raw cotton imported to Barcelona, from the

4th of December, 1844, to the 11th of September, 1845 :—

  

Bales.

From New Orleans........................... ................. .... .. 68,454

From Brazil and Pernambuco... .. 19,137

From Puerto Rico ........ .... 3,757

From Cuba............ ......... ............... ............. ,739

 

Total bales.......................... 92,078

Calculated at 4§ quiutals per bale, make 414,391 quintals.

DUTIES ram on THIS co'r'rou.

Reals-vellon. Mrs.

Calculating that two thirds was imported in Spanish vessels, which

pay 3 per cent on the value of the cargo, and IQ when left in

bond, makes 14 reals, 1 marvedi per quintal, being............. .. . 3,807,181 0

One-third in foreign vessels, which pay 21 per cent, etc, ........... .. 3,012,184 4

On passing through government stores at Havana, it paid 2 per cent. 2,279,150 16

Total ......... . . 9,098,515 20

 

TRADE OF THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI.

In March, 1844, there was an interesting report from the war department, which con

tains much valuable information for those, especially those interested in the improvement

of the navigation of the Upper Mississippi. From this we gather that the total produce

of the Upper Mississippi lead mines in 1825, was, in round numbers, 664,000 pounds;

in 1827, 5,000,000. In 1838, the lead shipped from Galena, and ports above, 11,000,000

of pounds; in 1844, 39,000,000; and estimated for 1845, at 42,000,000 of pounds. The

pine lumber sent forward from the mills on the St. Croix and Chippewa rivers in Iowa,
vin 1843, was 21,000,000 feet of plank, boards, and joist, 52,000 square feet of hewn

timber, 3,400,000 shingles, 4,000,000 of laths. From the mills in Wisconsin, in 1842,

8,500,000 feet of boards, plank, and joist, 2,000,000 of shingles, 1,200,000 laths. The

estimated value of the trade of Galena, and the ports above, for 1843, was, in round num

bers, exports, lead, $937,000, copper $11,000, lumber $225,000, hides $28,000, ag

gricultural products $48,000 ; total exports $1,250,000. The value of imports

81, 150,000. '

 

IMPORT OF SUGAR IN ENGLAND.

The imports of sugar into Great Britain, up to November 1st, 1845, exceed those of

1844, by 24,000 tons, of which 10,700 are from the West Indies, 7,000 from the Mauri

tins, 4,500 from the East Indies, and 2,000 foreign, produced by free labor. The in

crease in consumption for the same period of eight months has been 24,100 tons.
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WEALTH AND COMMERCE OF LONDON.

At a meeting of the Free Trade League, Mr. H. G. Ward, a member of Parliament’

gave some details “ which would,” he said, “let them see what London was, better

than the most hypcrholical language of general description.”

“ London is the point of inter-communication between colonies which stretch almost

from the North Pole—from Canada to the Cape of Good Hope—and which brings the

indigo of India, and the wood of Australia, from the antipodes, to enrich the manufac

tures of Leeds. It is the seat of a commerce that would seem fabulous to the merchants

of Venice, Tyre, and Carthage, in the olden times!

“ There were 100,000 houses of business, to half of which shops were attached, and

all the details were upon the same gigantic scale. The water companies supplied

237,000,000 hogsheads per year; the gas companies supplied 10,000,000 cubic feet every

twenty-four hours ; of ale and porter, there were consumed 2,000,000 barrels every year;

at Smithfield, in 1839, there were sold—cattle, 180,780; sheep, 1,403,400; there came

70,000,000 eggs annually from the continent; the paving and sewerage of London cost

500,0001. per annum; its newspapers used 30,000,000 stamps per annum ; its steamboats

carried 10,000 passengers daily, in pursuit of business or health; 1,000 miles of railway

were completed at a cost of 47,000,000L, and 59 canals at a cost of 14,500,000L, con

necting it with the most distant parts. The monthly business transacted by London

bankers, through the clearing-house, averaged 75,000,000L; it had been as high as

87,000,0001. Put all these elements together—add the intelligence and enterprise of

London merchants—the skill and industry of her people—and London may challenge

the world to produce such a combination of power and wealth. Then take the popula

tion in London. In 1801, it was 888,198; in 1831, 1,508,469; in 1841, 1,832,699; or

2,000,000 in round numbers, now. Its length, from east to west, was five miles and a

half; or, reckoning from Chelsea to Blackwall, seven miles and a half. Its breadth, from

north to south, was three miles and a half—a principality of brick. It had a river which

marked it out for the seat of commerce from the earliest times, crossed by six bridges,

which cost 5,000,000L London bridge, alone, cost 2,000,000L; Southwark, 800,000L;

Waterloo, 1,150,0001. The London docks covered 100 acres—the vaults contained cel

larage for 65,000 pipes of wine ; the West India docks,295 acres—space for 500 vessels;

the Commercial docks, 49 acres, (40 water,) used principally for the Baltic trade; and

St. Katherine’s docks, 24 acres, (lli water.) The port of London, in 1840, received

2,950 ships—tonnage, 581,000—manned by 32,000 men. The tonnage of the colliers in

the river, in the same year, was 2,628,323. The tonnage of vessels trading with the

colonies, (1,683 ships,) in that year, was 417,139; with Ireland, (907 ships,) 142,000;

and those engaged in the coasting trade, colliers included, (20,205 ships,) 2,686,621;

3,166 British, and 2,335 foreign vessels, of 921,404 tons; total tonnage, 4,167,164—frorn

Russia, Sweden, Gennany, Holland, France, the Mediterranean, China, and the United

States. London had paid, upon an average of the last ten years, 11,000,000L in customs

‘duties out of the 23,500,0001. to which the total customs revenue of the United Kingdom

amounts. The value of the produce that entered and left her port had been roughly esti

mated at 80,000,000L per annum; while 2,000 merchants and brokers had their count

ing-houses within a mile and a half of the Exchange.”

 

LARGE ITEM IN BRITISH EXPORT.

It is stated as a fact, in Wilmer &. Smiths’ Times, that the largest entry of goods for

export, of the largest declared value ever included in one entry, was made at the Liver

pool custom-house, the other day, from Mr. Jeremiah Garnett, for China—1,700 bales of

goods, valued at £43,000. The total cargo; it is said, will reach £120,000.

 

CONSUMPTION OF MEAT IN PARIS.

The consumption of butcher’s meat in Paris, in September last, was 5,939 oxen, 2,253

cows, 6,558 calves, and 37,303 sheep. As compared ‘with the consumption during the

corresponding month of 1844, there was an increase in 1845 of 180 oxen, 676 cows,

89'! calves, and 2,596 sheep.
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BAILRUAD STATISTICS.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD.

We have compiled from the last report of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company,

the following statement of the receipts and expenditures of that road, for each ofiicial year,

from 1836 to 1845, inclusive. The length of the road is 177 miles, and was built at an

average cost of $43,077 per mile. The total cost to Cumberland is $7,623,626.

The following is a summary view of the receipts from passengers and freight, in each

year, from 1836 to 1845, inclusive :—

Svmmrw or Racarrrs.

Agg. of passengers ,

  

  

Oflicial year. From passengers. Am‘t from tonnage. and tonnage.

1836, .......... .. $128,126 30 $153,186 23 $281,312 53

1837,... 145,625 29 155,616 09 301,301 38

1838,... 166,693 53 198,539 79 365,224 32

1839,... 173,860 44 233,487 06 - 497,347 50

1840,.. 177,035 75 255,847 95 432,883 70

1841,.. 179,615 80 211,454 07 391,069 87

1842,... 181,177 35 245,315 3I 426,492 66

1843,.. 274,617 27 300,617 81 575,235 08

1844,... 336,876 32 321,743 66 658,619 98

1845,............ 369,882 30 368,720 88 738,603 18

Total............. $2,133,510 33 $2,444,579 85 $4,578,090 20

Aggregate of passengers for the above period.......... .... $1,605,246

Gross receipts in 738,60!

Gross expenses........... . . .. . . . 363,843

Net $374,762

This is about 5 per cent net on the entire cost of the work. Considering the immensely

expensive rout through which the road goes, and the expenses in locomotives, repairs,

etc., of the first year of such an enterprise, this is a favorable result. There is another

fact worthy of notice. It is, that the amount of the receipts from tonnage is equal to

those from passengers. The future continuance of the road is amatter of great imp
portance to the west. I

 

SAFETY OF PASSENGER’S BAGGAGE.

It appears from Wilmer & Smith’s European Times, that quite an animated discus

sion has been going on in England, as to the best mode of protecting the baggage of pan

sengers travelling by railroad. From the remarks of the editor of that journal, it will

seem that the excellent method of ticketing baggage, as practised very generally on rail

roads in the United States, had not been adopted. The editor thus correctly describes

our system, and recommends its adoption in England :—

“ A number of cars or vans are placed upon the track, immediately in the rear of the

engine and tender—the object of putting them in this position, is to ensure greater safety

to the passenger carriages in case of collision, or should the engine run 011' the track.

These vans are made quite water-tight, with a door at each side of the track, which are

securely locked when the train starts, and are in charge of the conductor, who is also

called baggage-master. One or more of these vans may be used for luggage to go “ through,”

or to the end of the rout, others are for “ way” luggage. When a passenger goes to a

station to take his place, (from Liverpool to London, for instance,) he gives his luggage

to the conductor, who hands the owner a tin check with a number upon it, perhaps 1050.

The conductor then places a duplicate 1050 upon the article of luggage, also giving a
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check for each separate article of box, trunk, bag, or whatever it may be. On arriving

at his destination, the traveller presents his check 1050—and as a matter of course, what

ever article in the baggage-car which has 1050 upon it, belongs to him ; and so on with

the other checks, if he has any. The mode of delivery is thus: at the end of the jour

ney, (at Euston-square station, for instance,) the luggage-cars are brought within a rail

ling upon the platform, so that the assistants may not be interfered with. The door is

then unlocked by the conductor, the first article at hand is taken out, whatever number is

upon it is called out loudly by the assistant, the owner has the duplicate number in his

hand, and as soon-as he hears his number is called, he makes known the fact to the per

son who has called out, gives up his check, and takes his luggage. If a traveller has a

number of packages, and does not' wish to be detained, he can leave his cheeks with a

porter or cartman, and feel assured that there will be no error in the delivery.‘ The only

objection to this mode of securing luggage, is, the detention at the end of the journey.

If properly managed, however, the luggage of 200 passengers can be delivered within

ten minutes—some of it, of course, in one. The advantage is, perfect security from theft.

 

FREIGHT ON THE BOSTON AND ALBANY RAILROAD.

The Albany Evening Journal has procured from the books of the company a tabular

statement of the number of barrels of flour taken eastward, from the depot at Green

bush, during the last year, (1844,) and showing the number left at each stopping place

on the line of the road. The aggregate of the general freight is also given, showing that

the total movement of freight, both ways, over the Albany and Boston railroad, during

the year 1844, amounted to 71,150 tons :—

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

  

When 10, Bbls. Where to. Bbh.

Schodack,.............................. 3 Palmer,................................. 8,889

Kinderhook,.. 215 Warren,.......... . 2,207

Chatham,...... 588 - West Brookfield, 6,553

East Chatharn,.. 619 South Brookficld,.. 780

Chatham Centre,... 88 East Brookfield,... 4,406

Canaan,.......... 797 Spencer,............. . 826

State Line,.......... .. 2,791 Charlt0n,.... . 5,266

West Stockbridge,... .. 5,385 Clappville,... . 830

Richmond,... . . . ..... . . .. . 339 Worcester, .. 43,298

Shaker Village,.. . . 150 Millbury,.. . . . 2,005

Pittsfield,......... . 10.978 Grafton,...... . 1,797

Dalton,.. . 3,835 Westboro’,..... 5,

Hinsdale, .. .. 1,729 Southboro',..... . 1,870

Washington,.. . . 205 Hopkinton, .. . . . 737

Becket,.............. -- 1,182_ Fmmingham,.. . 4,169

Chester Factory,... 1,055 Nali¢k,......... .. 689

Chester Village,.... 1,802 Needham,... _ 964

Russell,.......... 542 Newton,..,.. . 707

Westfield,......... . . . 8,578 Brighton,. . .. . 9

West Springfield,. . 542 Boston,.......... . . 154,054

Springfieldy... .. 18,072

Wilbrsham,............................ 950 300,808

IBM—Barrels flour, 300,808

1843- “ ....... 243,834

Increase in 1844, .......... .... 56,974

ISM—Tonnage, flour included,..................................... 58,582

1843— “ “ 43,584

Increase in 14,998

'1‘

Tonnage freight on Western railroad, l844—Sent east from Albany, 58,53211'18 51

“ “ “ “ “ Rec'd from the east,... 12,568 15 3

 

Total tons,.....................................................-...... 71,101 13 54
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MERUAN'I‘ILE MISCELLINIES.

THE RICH MERCHANT BY BOOK-KEEPING.

TnE Knickerbocker Magazine publishes the following authentic anecdote of an old

New York merchant, whose name, were we permitted to mention it, would sound famie

liar in the ears of many of our metropolitan readers. As it is not altogether without a

moral, we have concluded to record it in the pages of the Merchants’ Magazine :—

‘f In old times, it was the custom of the merchants of the city of New York to keep

their accounts in pounds, shillings, and pence currency. About fifty years ago, a frugal,

industrious Scotch merchant, well known to the then small mercantile community of that

city, had, by dint of fortunate commercial adventure and economy, been enabled to save

something like four thousand pounds; a considerable sum of money at that period, and

one which secured to its possessor a degree of enviable independence. His place of busi

ness and residence were, as was customary at that time, under the same roof. He had a

clerk in his employment, whose reputation as an accountant inspired the utmost confidence

of his master, whose frugal habits he emulated with the true spirit and feeling of a genu

ine Caledonian. It was usual for the accountant to make an annual balance sheet, for the

inspection of his master, in order that he might see what had been the profits of his busi

ness for the past year. On this occasion, the balance sheet showed to the credit of the

business six thousand pounds, which somewhat astonished the incredulous merchant. ‘ It

canna be,’ said he; ‘ ye had better count up agen. I dinna think I ha’ had sae profitable

a beesness as this represents.’ The clerk, with his usual patience, re-examined the state

ment, and declared that it was ‘ a’ right,’ and that he was willing to wager his salary

upon its correctness. The somewhat puzzled merchant scratched his head with surprise,

and commenced adding up both sides of the account for himself. ‘ I did’ na think,’ said

he, ‘ that I was worth over four thousand pounds; but ye ha’ made me a much richer

man. Weel, weel, I may ha’ been mair successful than I had thought, and I’ll na’ quarrel

wi’ mysel’ for being worth sax thousand instead.’ At early candle-light, the store was

regularly closed by the faithful accountant; and as soon as he had gone, the sorely per

plexed and incredulous merchant commenced the painful task of going over and exam

ining the accounts for himself. Night after night did he labor in his solitary counting

house alone, to look for the error; but every examination confirmed the correctness of the

clerk, until the old Scotchman began to believe it possible that he was really worth ‘ sax

thousand pounds.’ Stimulated by this addition to his wealth, he soon felt a desire to im--.

prove the condition of his household; and, with that view, made purchase of new furni

ture, carpets, and other elegancies, consistent with the condition of a man possessing the

large fortune of six thousand pounds. Painters and carpenters were set to work to tear

down and build up; and in a short time the gloomy-looking residence in Stone-street was

renovated to such a degree as to attract the curiosity and envy of all his neighbors. The

doubts of the old man, however, would still obtrude themselves upon his mind ; and he

determined once more to make a thorough examination of his accounts. On a dark and

stormy night he commenced his labors, with the patient and investigating spirit of a man

determined to probe the matter to the very bottom. It was past the hour of midnight,

yet he had not been able to detect a single error; but still he went on. His heart beat

high with hope, for he had nearly reached the end of his labor. A quick suspicion seized

his mind as to one item in the account. Eureka .' He had found it. With the frenzy

of a madman, he drew his broad-brimmed white hat over his eyes, and rushed into the

street. The rain and storm were nothing to him. He hurried to the residence of his

clerk, in Wall-street, reached the door, and seized the handle of the huge knocker, with

which he rapped until the neighborhood was roused with the ‘loud alarm.’ The unfor

tunate clerk poked his night-cap out of an upper window, and demanded, " Wha’s there '1’

‘ It's me, you dom scoundrel !’ said the frenzied merchant ; ‘ ye’ae added up the year of

our Laird with the pounds.’ Such was the fact. The addition of the year of our Lord

among the items had swelled the fortune of the merchant some two thousand pounds be

yond its actual amount.”

BRITISH RAILWAY TRAFFIC.

For the last three months of the present half year, £2,113,062 has been received for

he conveyance of goods and passengers on the various railways now opened in England,

he length of which is estimated a: about 1,180 miles.
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COMMERCE OF RUSSIA WITH CHINA.

Our export trade with China has hitherto been confined principally to our cotton manu

factures; but, since the opening of her northern ports, facilities have been presented for

supplying her colder regions with warmer fabrics, which Russia now chiefly sends by

land. As our merchants have not, so far, entered into competition with her for this rich

portion of the Chinese ‘trade, we would suggest its importance; and, in proof of its value,

we subjoin the followingextract from the Constitutionnel, an influential French Journal.

A late number of that paper contains a long article on the power and resources of the

Russian empire, commercially speaking; from whence we make the following extracts :—

“ Since the English forced the gate of the celestial empire, Russia has displayed a

singular activity to fortify and increase its relations with China. There is, besides at

Kiachta, an entrepot at Zuruchaitu. Three great roads are actually employed in commu

nicating between both countries. Two of these roads pass from Siberia by the plateau of

Mongolia, towards the Chinese frontier—another strikes from Kiachta, and takes a south

east direction, towards Pekin; and the other goes round by Nertschinck, Zuruchaitu,

Tsitchar, and crossing the Black river before arriving at Pekin. A new communication,

which has been lately established between Siberia and China, begins at Irtsich, and

moves by Baikal. This road answers directly the relations which Russia seeks to esta

blish with China.

“ To give an idea of the development of Russian commerce in these eastern coun

tries, we need only say that, in 1829, the merchandise brought to the fair of Nijni Novo

gorod amounted only to 100,000,000 of francs, and in 1842 they exceeded 160,000,000

of francs. Russia cotton manufactures figure for 30,000,000 francs, and the other goods

consist of cloth made for the north of China; of velvet, silks, iron, steel, and copper

works, glass, porcelain, soap, &.c.

“ The increase of the fair of Nijni Novogorod is a remarkable indication that Russia

seeks to create a commerce which she can maintain in defiance of European competi

tion. It is in Asia she seeks for markets where she may command, until English compe

tion meet her on that ground. That day, however, has not yet arrived; and Great Britain

cannot now complain of the movements of Russia in those countries where there is no

true industry, and where her productions are but little known. The transit across Russia

has become impossible—so much so, that Prussia, that sent its cloths to China, has been

obliged to give up the trade. In the far east are markets which Russia alone comment“

—where she finds neither competition from England, France, nor Belgium, and where

everything is prepared for her own particular interest."

 

TOBACCO IN GERMANY.

A Bremen paper gives the following particulars relative to the tobacco trade in the

states composing the Zoll-Verein. The league derives from its own culture annually

405,000 cwt., equal to 32.4 per cent of the whole quantity supplied by this country to

Europe. In the eight years between 1834 and 1842,1the consumption of foreign leaf

tobacco had increased 67.6 per cent, and it was estimated that in afew years the quantity

required from the United States would be 450,000 cwt. These estimates are made with

reference to the tobacco required for consumption alone ; independently of which, Ger.

many receives annually from the United States, 480,000 cwt. of leaf tobacco for manu

factors and re-exportation.

 

CURIOUS FACT IN COMMERCE OF NORWAY.

At the late meeting of the British Association, Mr. Porter, in a paper “ On the Trade

and Navigation of Norway,” states the following curious fact, in reference to the fur trade

of that countryt—The greater part of the skins, sold by the Norwegians, are obtained

from the Hamburgh merchants, who buy them in London from the Hudson’s Bay Com

pany ; the Norwegians convey them to Finmark, from whence they are taken to Moscow.

and sold to the caravan traders for the purpose of being bartered with the Chinese, for

tea, at Kiachta.
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HAXALL’S VIRGINIA FLOUR MILLS.

THE following account of Haxall’s flour mills, at Richmond, Virginia, is derived from

the Richmond Enquirer :—

“The Colombian Mills property in this city, embraces about seven acres, situated

within the corporation limits, at the foot of the falls of James river. On it have been

erected extensive nail works not now in operation; a screw factory, and machine shop,

built of brick, 40 by 100 feet, three stories high ; a corn mill, with two pairs of stones;

a woolen mill about to commence operations, 45 by 120 feet, four stories high, built of

brick in a very substantial manner, and will contain six sets of machinery for the man

ufacture of flannels ; ‘a brick building, 40 feet by 40, four stories high, about to be ap

plied to the manufacture of cotton yarns; a saw-mill, working three saws; and a flour

mill, 60 by 80, four stories high, besides two in the attic, built of brick, in the most sub

stantial manner, in 1831 ’32, and contains eighteen pair 5‘ feet burr-stones, and three

pair of burr-rubbers—the gearing and shafting of iron—and is capable, when required, of

turning out 700 bbls. of flour per diem of twenty-four hours. In the month of August

last, this mill manufactured 4000 bbls. of flour in six days, and five nights. Its usual

production is about 500 bbls. flour per diem. A store house for wheat and flour, 70 feet

front, and in all other respects similar in size and construction to the flour mill, stands

70 feet from it, forms part of the establishment, and is connected with it from the centre

of each, by a gallery, in the roof of which, a conveyor carries the wheat as wanted to the

mill, and an inclined plane returns it in the form of flour packed in barrels. These ev

eral mills are propelled by wheels, nearly all overshot, of 18 feet diameter, and 14% feet

wide. There is a space on this property for the erection of about six more woolen or’

cotton mills, as manufactures of this description may progress in this city; the whole

supplied with water by a canal of about 600 yards in length, which is a part of the prop

erty. The flour made at these mills, bears the brand ‘ Haxall—Oolumbia,’ is nearly all

shipped to the South American markets, and stands as high as any flour in that im

portant trade.”

 

REMOVAL OF TOBACCO UNDER BOND IN ENGLAND.

The following notice, which is of much'importauce to the importers of, and dealers in‘

tobbacco, has been posted at the custom-house, the several dock and other public estab

lishments, and also forwarded to the several ports approved of the warehousing of tobacco

under bond, throughout the United Kingdom, with directions to the heads of the several

departments to cause the same to be aflixed in a conspicuous place in the custom-houses

of their respective ports, for the informatian of the numerous members of that trade :

“ Custom-house. By the commissioners for managing and causing to be levied and col

lected her Majestey’s customs, and other duties, notice is hereby given, that from and af

ter the 15th day of October, 1845, instant, no leaf or unmanufacturcd tobacco, under

bond (save and except in case of samples, duly ticketed and certified by the proper ofli

cer of customs) will be allowed to be carried or removed from one warehousing port to

another, or from one warehouse to another, in the same port, without a‘ true and lawful

permit granted by the proper ofiicers of the excise. Signed W. Maclean, assistant

secretary.”

 

PORT ADELAIDE A FREE PORT.

Advices have been received in England, as we learn from Wilmer & Smiths’ Times,

viz. : Sydney, by the last over-land mail, of the fact, that on the 4th of July last, by an

act of council, Port Adelaide, in South Australia, was declared a free port, and that no

duties were, thenceforward, exigible for pilotag‘ (which is, however, to be furnished by

the government as heretofore,) harborage,,moorings, &c. The intelligence was forwarded

by W. H. Phillips, Esq., Lloyd’s agent at Adelaide. We anticipate that one of the im

mediate advantages that South Australia will derive from this wise step will be, that nu6

merous American whalers will resort to Port Adelaide to refit.

0
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L-fl Popular and Practical Introduction to Law Studies, and to every Department of the Legal Pro

fession. Civil, Criminal. and Ecclesiastical, with an .dccount of the State of the Law in Ireland and

Scotland, with Uccasional Illustrations of American Law. By SAMUEL WARREN, Esq., F. R. 8., of

the Inner Temple, Barrister at Law. From the second London edition. Entirely remodelled, re—

written, and greatly enlarged. With an American Introduction and Appendix, by Tnonas W

CLIRKI, Counsellor at Law. New York: D. Appleton &: Co. Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton.

The former editions of this law manual have rendered its merits well known to the legal profession

in the United States, and both students and the younger members of the law, who have not been

benefited by its judicious advice, should embrace this opportunity of carefully perusing its pages, im—

proved greatly, as they are, by the additions and emendations of the author, after ten years additional

experience, and the illustrations from American law of a gentleman of our own country, well known

as a legal writer and lecturer. A more systematic and comprehensive view of the means and ap

pliances requisite for becoming a lawyer, and maintaining the profession in its dignity and honor, has

never perhaps been written. If every aspirant for legal honors were master of its contents, and

practised upon its valuable suggestions, recognised as they are by the most eminent jurists of Eng

land and America, the bar would have fewer members, but those more worthy of reaping the laurels

now worn but by a scanty number. The author ofa “Diary of a Physician” and “ Ten Thousand a

Year,” has gained a literary name, for which he has by no means forfeited his legal preparation ; and,

with the exception of some few inaccuracies concerning the profession in our country, and some false

views of history, the volume, for its superior merits, improvements, and manner of publication, (ad

mirably adapting it to the professional llbrary,) deserves unqualified praise. ,

2.—— The Book of Useful Knowledge; a Cyclopedia of Six Thousand Practical Receipts, and Collateral

Information in the .drts, Manufactures, and Trades, including Medicine, Pharmacy. and Domestic

Economy. Designed as a Compendious Book of Reference for the Manufacturer. Tradesman. fina

teur, and Heads of Families. By Anson) James CooLmY, Practical Chemist. Illustrated with nu~

,merous engravings. New York: D. Appleton 8:. Co. Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton.

This work directs to the preparing of numerous articles of value to the practical and scientific man,

and states the components of substances, the processes and formula: necessary; gives scientific prin

ciples, embracing many late discoveries. and an incalculable amount.of information necessary to the

chemist, manufacturer, physician, tradesmen, scholar, and domestic economist. It is probably of

greater assistance to chemistry than any other branch of knowledge ; yet the information on all sci

entific subjects renders it exceedingly valuable as a book of reference to every class of society. It ap

pears to have been compiled from the best materials, arranged with the greatest care, in alpha

betical order, and thus well adapted for popular use. As a Cyclopedia, it is surprisingly condensed ;

and yet the different subjects are treated in a great degree at large.

3—[ Promessi Sposi ; The Betrothed. By Amxannao Mnrzom. A new translation, reprinted en—

tire from the last London edition. In two volumes. Appleton’s Literary Miscellany. New York:

D. Appleton Gr. 00. Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton.

This great work of a novelist, ranked by the Italians above Sir Walter Scott, embodies creations of

the most masterly character, noble lessons of courage, constancy, heroism, and faith, and scenes of

surpassing beauty. The superstitious and the chivalric traits of South European character, the priest

brigand, monk and bravo, noble and serf, nun and lady. all these materials are woven into a drama.

enacted upon the soft carpet of Italian soil, and under the canopy of its burning sky, with a skill and

power the reader is forced to acknowledge and admire. One of the greatest productions in the mod

ern literature of Italy, is here for the first time given, in an unmutilated English translation, in which

the spirit of the author is happily caught and faithfully expressed. The absorbing interest of the

romance does not flag, from the commencement to its close, although occupying two closely printed

dnodeclmos of nearly eight hundred pages.

4.--The Life 0 Schiller. By THOMAS CARLYLI. Appleton’s Literary Miscellany. New York: D.

Appleton a . Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton.

The merits of this model of biography have been long known to the literary world. The poet's

life and character are pictured with a beautiful appreciation of his genius, a genuine sympathy for

his struggles and sorrows, his triumphs and his fate, and in a clear and beautiful language that con

trusts favorably with the singularly unpopular style which mars all the late writings of Carlyle. A

deep love of every noble trait in Schiller's ch cter, an enthusiasm in his joys and griefs, have made

the author scarce less worthy of admiration the genius, to both of whom, this work has given,

We think, an enduring immortality. The three periods of Schiller’s life form the division, and in the

few last pages devoted to his character, there is such singularly vivid beauty, such a moumful lament

for the loss of his powers to the world, and such a glorious view of the influence and worth of his

labors as an artist and a man, that we lay down the book with feelings of the deepest venoration and

love.
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5.—-.fln Encyclopedia of Domestic Economy, comprising such subjects as are most immediately con

nected with Housekeeping; as the Construction of Domestic Edi/ices, with the modes of Warming.

Ventilating. and Lighting them; a Description of the Various Articles of Furniture; a General

.flccount of the .flnimal and Vegetable Substances used as Food, and the methods of preserving and pre

paring them by Cooking; making Bread ; materials employed in Dress and the Toilet; business of

the Laund ; description of,the various Wheel Carriages ; Preservation of Health ; Domestic

Medicines. 0., &e. By Tnomss Wnas'rna, F. G. 8., etc., assisted by the late Mrs. PARKES, author

of “ Domestic Duties.” From the last London edition, with Notes and Improvements. by D. Mimi:

DI'I‘H REESE. A. M" M. D., of New York. Illustrated with nearly one thousand engravings. New

York: Harper 8:. Brothers.

The designs of this admirably compiled work are given at length in the title above. The subjects

are apparently treated in a practical and interesting manner, and the whole forms an octavo of the

largest size. The American editor has made such additions and modifications as were required to

adapt the work to our own institutions of domestic economy. Taste in architecture and art, in furni

ture, and the management of the whole household economy, embodying the wisest calculation, and

regard for the minutest incidents—everything connected with domestic life, health, and our well being,

are embraced in the volume. It should form a part of every family library.

6.—Harpers’ New Miscellany, .N'o. IIL—The Philosophy of Mystery. By WALTER COOPER. DurmY,

Fellow and Honorary Librarian of the Medical Society of London, etc. New York: Harper 6* Brothers.

Of the many “ Libraries" that have been projected during the past year, no one is more deserving of at

tention than the present, the third volume of which is now before us. The subjects embraced in this trea

tise are of the deepest interest and curiosity. Ghosts, spectres, dreams, nightmares, fairy mythology, de

monology, prophecy, somnolency, catalepsy, transmigration, sibylline influence, and a great number of

similar topics of mysterious import, pass in historic, critical, or philosophic review, before the profound in—

tellect of the author, who reflects much light upon subjects of such universally admitted obscurity. It is

one of the most remarkable productions of the day, and must create an extraordinary degree of interest in

the public mind.

7.—-—.Memoirs of an .flmericdn Lady, with Sketches of Manners and Scenery in .dmerica, as they existed

previous to the Revolution. By Mrs. Gasn'r, author of “ Letters from the Mountains,” etc. Two

Vols., from the London edition, in one. Appleton’s Literary Miscellany. New York: D. Appleton

8r. Co. Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton.

This is a reprint of the work published in England in 1808. The "American Lady,” Mrs. Schuy

ler, was a personal friend of the author, and a daughter of Mr. McVickar, who came to this country,

an oflicer in the British army, in 1757. The account of the settlement of Albany, the rare descrip

tions of the manners and customs of the people living in the country bordering on the Hudson, at

that time, and the character of the heroine, whose friendship for the author called forth this tribute,

gave the book much interest when published forty years ago. The preface contains a quaint letter

from Grant Thorburn, who saw the author, then eighty years of age, on his visit to Scotland in 1834.

8.—Irish Melodies. ByTnouss Moons. With the Original Prefatory Poem on Music. New York:

D. Appleton 8:. Co. hiladelphia: G. S. Appleton.

The Irish melodies of Thomas Moore can never be too often published; for, wherever there are

voices, they will be sung; or sons of Erin, they will be read. Thirteen editions in London have al

ready appeared; and, we presume, nearly as many of his complete works. This one comes to us in

a handsome miniature form, like many volumes of the publishers of the same size ; which, together,

form a choice little library. The frontispiece, Moore's portrait, is a defacement of the volume; but,

in every other respect, it is creditable to the taste of the publishers.

9.—Life and Perambulations of a Mouse. By a LADY. Illustrated with ten exquisite designs, by

Wtnnrnl Caooun. Philadelphia: G. S. Appleton. New York: D. Appleton 8:. Co. '

Though Esop has been dead centuries, and his fables almost forgotten, hi art of making animals

teachers of truth is not; and this little mouse, in its own autobiography, discourses of many shrewd

things, not wholly restricted to the arts of purloining, or avoiding the feline enemy. With the “ ex~

quisite illustrations," children will be much pleased, and the mouse’s experience may not be wholly

useless to them.

10.—Practical Piety. By Human Mons. New York: D. Appleton 8: Co.

The standard value of this work is too well known to require even a passing remark. Those who

can appreciate it, will thank the publishers for presenting it in a form so attractive. It forms two re—

markably neat diamond volumes.

llg-SThe filecords of a Good Man's Life- By the Rev. C. B. Tsvnon, M. A. New York: Stanford

war 8.

e The volume commences with a tribute to a departed friend of the editor, who is described as being

distinguished rdiher for manly sincerity, for being in' earnest, and heartily endeavoring to live up to

his Christian profession, than for talent or learning. The papers of the “ good man” form this volume,

much of the matter of which is didactical, but obviously the natural expression of a sincerely good

man. The doctrinal character of the work proclaims the author to be a dehlded Churchman; but the

interest of the narrative, and the truths which are alike profitable to all sects, will cause the book to

find its way into other bands.
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12.—The Vicar of Wakefield. a Tale. By Omvsa Gonnsnm, M. B- Libraryof Choice Readinl. N0

XXXIII. New York : Wiley & Putnam.

To the criticisms upon this delightful tale, identified as it is with the literature of the English lan

guage, by Mrs- Barbauld, Sir Walter Scott. Washington Irving, and Goethe, which are prefixed by

the editor, James Prior, author of the “ Life of Goldsmith," we woulfirefer all those who have not,

Years ago, perused its charming pages. Speaking of Schlegel's idea, that “ of all the romances in

miniature the Vicar of Wakefield is, I think, the most exquisite," Lord Byron says—“l have found

out where the German is right—it is about the Vicar of Wakefield.” The publishers are about to

follow it by the “ Citizen of the World,” and the other miscellaneous works of Goldsmith, with notes

andillustrations, by Mr. Prior, the editor of this volume. This delightful romance is from Mr. Prior‘s

edition, who was Goldsmith‘s biographer, and editor of his other charming works, which these pub

lishers_are about to transfer to their own “ Library of Choice Reading.”

13.—Proverbial Philosophy. By MARTIN FARQUHAR Turraa. First and Second Series. Library of

Choice Reading, Nos. XXXl. and XXXII. New York: Wiley &. Putnam.

The author of these peculiar expressions of philosophical truth, preserves a characteristic derived,

no doubt, from the experience of a practical business life. Like Lamb and Roscoe, he has shown

that the pursuits ofmammon, for he has been a votary in its very temple—a London bank—do not un

fit men as teachers, or damp the enthusiasm of genius. Our own Sprague, a banker, like Mr. Tupper,

has drank of the very spring of Helicon. Mr. Tupper’s rhymed philosophy is at once beautiful in dic—

tion, pregnant with thoughts of universal application, and the difi'erent subjects embody the digested

wisdom of ages, in unique, but striking, clear, and distinct language. The mines of inexhaustible wis

dom contained in these two volumes, grow richer by searching; and truths as old as time, in different

semblances and guises, are made attractive and living, though lying dead in the soul's dormitory.

His religious high attemptings, and his gildings of the common-place, his sympathies and his teach

ings sparkle in the sunlight of every-day life, and the soul refreshed, finds the world and self not all

sad and useless. '

14.-Specimens of the English Dramatic Poets, who lived about the time of Shakes care, with Notes.

:‘yCuanurs Luca. In two parts. Library of Choice Reading, Nos. XXIX. and . New York:

iley 8r. Putnam.

The English dramatists, from whose plays these selections are made, lived during the half century

from the middle of Elizabeth’s reign to the close of that of Charles I. Charles Lamb, and who could

have better made these selections, has prefixed to the fragments an explanatory head, making them

thus a whole. The vulgar parts are, of course, expunged, and they exhibit the gems of all that litera

ture. They show how much of Shakespeare shines in his cotemporaries, and in what he surpassed

them. Among the dramatists selected from, are Sackville, Norton, Marlowe, John Webster, Rowley,

John Ford, Ben Jonson, Beaumont, Fletcher, Massinger, and James Shirley. The selections, like his

kindly writings, have the mark of Lamb‘s judgment and taste, and richly deserve the appellation of

'.‘ choice.”

15.—Lectures on the English Comic Writers. By WtLLunr Hazm'r'r. From the third London edi

tion by his Son. Library of Choice Reading, No. XXXVlII. New York: Wiley 8r. Putnam.

These lectures, which were delivered at the Surrey Institution, in 1818, by their author, are from

the third London edition, with a short preface, by Hazlitt’s son. Some were taken from the London

Morning Chronicle, and the remainder written for Mr. Oxberry’s edition of the plays remarked upon

in the volume. The introductory essay on wit and humor, and critical remarks on Shakespeare, Ben

Jonson, Wycherly, Congreve, and the later English comedists, as well as Hogarth, exhibit Hazlitt’s

critical power and refined taste.

16.- Wiley & Putnam's Library of Choice Readin . No. 27.---- The “ Twins," and “ Heart." By MAI.

TIN FARQUHAR Turrsa, author of “ Proverbial hllosophy.”

The pleasing artless beauty of Tupper’s writings lies in their not afl'ected, but real simplicity. The

thoughts and characters of his creation are sportive, whimsical, and sometimes pleasingly romantic,

but always true to the life. A practical, sound sense of the good and true, as necessary before the

beautiful is to be considered, is evident in all his productions. He must write sensibly, and truly;

perhaps he will indulge sentiment occasionally, but recovers from it, and allows himself to falter in it

but for a moment. His style is called strange, because to write naturally is to be strange ; but his in‘

fluence will be as good as his nature is genial, when he embodies it in such novels as the “ Twins,"

or in such characters as we find in the “ Heart.”

17.— The Lord our Shepherd ; an Exposition of the Twenty-Third Psalm. By Rev. Josrx S'rtvsa'soit

Perpetual Curate of Cury and Guuwalloe, and author of “Christ on the Cross.” New York:

Robert Carter.

A volume of two hundred and fifty pages, devoted to an exposition of that beautiful Psalm of Da

vid, commencing “The Lord is my Shepherd.” Each verse or sentence elicits a chapterof comment,

with passages which seem to flow from the same divine fount of inspiration.
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18.—Lz'brary of .dmcriean Biography. Conducted by JARID BPARKI- Vol. XVII. Second Series,

Vol. VII. Boston: Charles C. Little 8!. James Brown.

This valuable series certainly has one characteristic, that of entire originality. The above-mew

tioned men are almost unknown to our countrymen, and the exertions of their biographers to rescue

their characters and labors from oblivion, merit much gratitude from us. The life of John Ribault,

which is written by Mr. Sparks, relates not only his own deeds, but also gives a historical account of

the first attempts of the French to found a colony in North America. His three voyages to Florida,

encounters with the Spaniards, and finally death at their hands, and the ultimate attempts of the

French under his successor, are narrated with Mr. Sparks’s acknowledged skill and fidelity. The

second biography, of Sebastian Rale, is fromthe pen of Convers Francis, D. D., and gives the account

of that Catholic missionary, whose labors among the Indians of the French possessions in North Amer—

ice, and the sufferings and zeal of this resolute pastor, to which, and his attachment for his flock, he

fell a martyr at the hands of the English and Indians. The third, is a life of William Palfrey, aid

de camp of Washington, and afterwards it paymaster-general of the revolution, by John Gorham Palf

rey, D. D., and contains, in addition to his interesting life, many new and valuable facts relative to

conspicuous personages of the revolution.

19.—.6merica, and the .dmen'ean People. By Faaonarex Von Ramses, Professor of History in the

University of Berlin. Translated from the German, by WILLIAM W. Tuaruca. New York: J. 8r.

H. G. Langley.

Few circumstances convince us more of our growing importance as a nation, than the fact that the

most eminent minds of Europe interest themselves so much as to prepare, after a satisfactory view of

our country and institutions, a volume bearing such marks of care and laborious research as are evis

dent on the face of this. Looking upon our country as a philosopher and historian, the author has

judged charitably of its defects, passing them over almost with silence, and endeavored to give Ger

many such an idea of the natural physical features of the land, our government, national, and social

peculiarities, as shall interest and instruct, and such a history of our struggles, and the political suc

cess of both general and state governments, as shall aid them by our experience. Although the vo

lume abounds with information that will be new to many of our countrymen, yet, as the translator

very justly remarks, Americans will not resort to a work of this kind, written by a foreigner, and

which treats of such a variety of diflicult and delicate topics, to obtain minute information on matters

of fact. Save Monsieur De Tocqueville, no one has approached, in fidelity and impartiality, the de

gree of success about our country that marks this book of Baron Von Raumer.

fill—Gathered Leaves; or, Miscellaneous Papers. By Miss HANNAH F. GoULD. Boston: William

J. Reynolds.

The name of Miss Gould will say more for the rank due to these “ Leaves” in the literary herba

rlum, than an extended notice. Many of the papers are now first published, while a very few have

seen the light before. They are of the eneral character of fugitive productions, suggested by incl

dents in life, or books. The author's styEle is strongly impressed upon them all ; while we especially

admire that of the piece, “ The Painter’s Last Touch,” in which the power of religion over art, and

their connection, is vividly brought forth, in a tale of great beauty of creation. The prose pieces are

characterised by that peculiar blending of the familiar with the religious in sentiment, for which her

writings are remarkable. The poetical ‘pieces are, “ The Grave of L. E. L.,” the “ Cemetery of the

East,” and the “Linden Tree.” The volume is got up with much taste, save the lithographic speci

mens, which we think are decidedly out of place, among gems of thought that need no adornment.

21.—Friendship’s Ofl‘ering ; a Christmas, New- Year, and Birthday Present, for 1846. Boston: Phil

lips 8r; Sampson.

Although many of the articles in this volume are old, yet their general character is very commend—

able. There are two or three pieces from the pen of Henry B. Hirst, a well known contributor in this

field of literature. Sartain, too, has executed all the engravings for the work, and with his usual

‘ skill. The frontispiece and vignette are rather the best of the collection. The binding is neat, and

paper tolerable ; and, although it cannot take the highest place among its brethren, it has a modest

air, which seems to be content with its proper rank in the scale. The original tales are interesting,

and those that are not, are among the best that can be selected. It is, on the whole, a very appropri

ate gift-book for the season. .

22 —.Momoirs of John Frederic Oberlin. Pastor of Waldbaeh, in the Bau de la Roche. lVith an Intro

duction by llasav Wane, Jr. Second American edition, with Additions. Boston: J. Munroe 8: Co

This volume contains the principal, as well as many of the minute particulars of the good Oberlin’s

life—a man who devoted fifty years of it to the practice of disinterested goodness; whose exertions

have made his flock known to the Christian world, and whose charity was as unbounded as his energy

and zeal were unconquerable. The translator, the lamented Ware, has performed his task in a scho

larly manner, and the memoir will show the distinction of theoretical and practical Christianity, or

the greatness of good deeds contrasted with the sounding brass and tinkling cymbal of the letter, with

out the spirit and the life.

/
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23--—.d Practical System of Book-Keeping, by Double and Single Entry, both in Single and Co-part~

nersltip business, exemplified in Three Sets of Books, with the most .flpproved Fbrms of Exchanges,

Calculations, &c., used daily in the best organized Houses in this country. By B. WOOD FOSTKR,

Practical Accountant. Fifth edition. New York: Saxton 8: Huntington.

Mr. Foster's book has passed through five editions, and his system has been tested for years; in

addition to which, he has the testimonials of the first merchants and citizens of Boston. The edi

tions, since the first, have contained, in addition to the practical forms for business men, theoretical

information and explanation for the use of schools and teachers. In addition to the forms, and the

ordinary information required by the merchant, there is a list of business terms and definitions, rates

of gains, and valuable arithmetical rules.

24.—Letters .dddressed to Relatives and Friends, chiefly in Reply to Arguments in Support of the

Trinity. By M.uw S. B. Dana, author of the “ Southern and Northern Harps,” the " l’arted Fa

mily,” etc. Boston: James Munroe &. Co.

The author of these letters was brought up in the Calvinistic Trinitarian faith ; her father now

living in South Carolina, and her deceased husband, both preachers of that faith. She has, however,

been led to abandon it, and adopt the Unitarian expression of Christianity; at least so far as regards

the doctrine of the Trinity. The present volume consists of a series of well written letters, addressed

to relatives and friends, setting forth the reasons that induced in her mind the change; with a general

view of all the arguments usually presented in support of Unitarianism. The candid and charitable

spirit evinced in these letters will be appreciated by liberal-minded persons, who may not adopt her

conclusions or creed.

25.-— The Missionary Memorial, a New Religious Gift-Book. New York: Edward Walker.

A splendid new work under the above title, of the external, as well as internal embellishments of

which, we can scarcely speak too enthusiastically. The design of the volume is to supply something

in the form of an annual, which shall comprise a higher order, and more permanent kind of literature,

than has hitherto been attempted in such works; and we are. gratified to observe an unusual array

of prominent writers lending their aid and sanction to the project. Without referring to their names

or their contributions, which form a most attractive variety, it will sufiice to say that we have as yet

seen no work better adapted to its end—that of a religious gift book—or one more likely to win its way

to universal favor among the Christian community. The embellishments are very striking, especially

the frontispiece, which is a fine specimen of printing in oils from wood blocks, a new process, and a

very artistic and effective one it is.

26.—-.N'otes from Over Sea, consisting of Observations made in Europe, in the years 1843 and 1844. .fld—

dressed to a Brother. By Rev. Joan Mt'rcnatt. In 2 vols. New York: Gates 8: Stedman.

The first of these two volumes details the author’s observations in England, Scotland, and Ireland ;

and the second, in Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, and Italy. Like most books of travel, they con

tain some new information, and original matter; colored, of course, by his own peculiar habits of

thought. Three or four chapters are devoted to the “Church of England,” “ Puseyism,” and “ the

Dissenters ;” and, though he dwells much upon the religious characteristics of the countries, he does

not forget to visit and describe the wild scenery of the Highlands, and the softer majestic scenery of

the Rhine and the continent. He dwells much on the condition of the people; and, altogether, his

‘‘ observations” are well worth a place among the numerous books of travel in our time.

27.—The Honsekeeper’s .flssistant, composed upon Temperance Principles ; with Instructions in the

.flrt of Making Plain and Fancy Cakes, Puddings, etc. .dlso, for the Cooking of all the Various

Kinds of .Meats and Vegetables, with a Variety of Useful Information and Receipts, never before

published. By an OLD Hoosaxnarma. Boston: Munroe 8: Co. New York: Saxton 8:. Huntington.

The design of this little manual is clearly explained in the title. Mrs. Ann H. Allen, its experienced

compiler, adopted in early life the views of the late Dr. Benjamin Rush, of Philadelphia, in regard to

intoxicating liquors, which led her to discard their use, either as a beverage, or for culinary purposes.

Temperance is, therefore, the leading feature of the work. The receipts and rules are given with,

and the calculations of ingredients reduced to, mathematical certainty. It appears to be so admirably

adapted to its purpose, that no accomplished housekeeper should be ignorant of its contents.

28.-Lays for the Sabbath. .8 Collection of Religious Poetry. Compiled by EMILY TAYLOR. Revised

by Joan Pranron'r. Boston: Crosby 8c Nichols. New York : Saxton 8; Huntington.

This beautiful selection of sacred poetry was first published in England, without the name of the

author. Without departing from its original plan, but with a viewto the better adaptation of it to the

taste and feelings of the lovers of religious poetry in the United States, Mr. Pierpont has withdrawn

from it many pieces, and substituted others, both from English and American writers. The highest

use of poetry is the expression of the religious sentiment; and that expression, in simple rhythm, will

ottener awaken its loftiest aspirations than sermons, or volumes of moral lessons. The best of that

description of poetry is embodied in this volume. ‘

29.—- Trippings in .fluthor Land. By Farms Fonszs'rnn. New York: Paine 8r. Burgess.

A delightful volume, replete with pure thoughts and just sentiments, in a diction at once elegant and

graceful. We regret that it was received too late for a more extended notice. .
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~30.—~Prairiedcm: Rambles and Scrambles in Texas and New Estremadura. By A Sou'rrmoit- With

a Map. New York: Paine and Burgess.

This book is well calculated to get up the adventurous spirit for Texas, for it details, in graphic and

stirring language, the beautiful and productive characteristics of her soil, her boundless resources and

healthy climate, and the wide and glowing field for, and objects of, enterprise. The present condi

tion of the settled part of the land, and form of government, the ramble, bivouac, and the hunting

scene, the Indian tribes, Mexican soldiers, prairies, springs, and rivers, flowing through this land of

“ milk and honey,” are all glowingly described. They were written, as the author says, “for his own

amusement, and he publishes them for the amusement of others;” and he has not, we think, mis

judged the taste of thousands, who will read his graphic “rambles” with delight.

3l.--.Mother’s Manual, and Infant Instructor; designed for Infant or Primary Schools, and Fami

lies, etc. By M. M. CARLL. New York: Paine 8r. Burgess.

In this work, the author regards it as an established truth, that the development of the mental

faculties, like those of the physical powers, is the result of exercise; that successive order is to be

observed in the gradual unfolding of those faculties, and that each requires appropriate exercises

adapted to its nature. He further maintains that each of the moral and intellectual powers requires

a process of its owh. The present (fourth) edition is an improvement on the first, and the ideas sug

gested in that have been successfully carried out, and simplified. It is illustrated with three hundred

cuts, which are explained, and adapted to a regular course of useful instruction.

iii—Common Sense on Chronic Diseases; or, A Rational Treatise on .Mechanical Cause and Cure

of the most Chronic .Hfi'ections of the Trenical Organs of both the Jlfalc and Female Systems, em

bracing the author’s Views on Physical Education, and the Present Popular System of .flrtt'ficial

Life. By Dr. E. B. Basnnvo. New York : Paine &. Burgess.

The general design of the author of this little treatise, as statedxin the preface, is “ to instruct the

people, and make suggestions only to the medical profession.” It is not a professed system of medi

cine, or an infallible cure for anything; but is designed to show that there is a real distinction between

mechanical and vital diseases, or those requiring mechanical or vital remedies; and that one will not

answer the place of the other, and that the causes of those diseases are more common and extensive

than is generally supposed. It has the marks of a good book of its kind.

33.—King Solomon’s Counsels to the Young, arranged and illustrated with .flppropriate Examples. By

Rev. Houses: Hooxnn, author of “ Child's Book of the Sabbath." New York : Paine 8t Burgess.

The book of the Proverbs of Solomon has been called, by men of eminence, “ The Young Man’s

Own Book ;” but most of its maxims are designed for young men just entering manhood—hence, the

writer of this little volume, in illustrating some of the proverbs, seems to have had in view those who

can understand modes of thought and expression such as the intrinsic nature of the subject demands.

34.—Lectures to Children, on the Last Hours of our Lord Jesus Christ. By Cnmnms A. GOODBICH

New York: Paine &. Burgess. -

The narrative of the Life of Christ contains many points of thrilling interest. To improve upon the

beauty, simplicity, or interest of the honest men who wrote these histories, were a ditficult task. The

events selected, each of which forms the subject of a single lecture, are, the Garden of Gethsemane,

the Trial of Jesus, the End of Judas, and Denial of Peter, the Crucifixion, the Resurrection, and the

Ascension.

35.—Lady Mary; or, Not of the World. By the Rev. C. B. Tsvnon, M. A., author of “ Records of a

Good Man’s Life,” “ Margaret,” etc. New York: .Stanford &. Swords.

The author of the present volume is deservedly popular, as the author of works of a high moral

tendency; and this one, the characters of which are from English domestic society, is interesting and

instructive. Few works are better calculated for the Sunday reading of families, or for the Sabbath

school library of the Churchman. The character and death of a pure, fragile being, is represented in

an artless and afl'ecting manner; and those whom real trials have not entirely unused to the “melting

mood” in reading narratives, will find an opportunity to cultivate their better impulses in its perusal.

36.—Rules of Proceedings and Debate in Deliberative Assemblies. By Lu'rnna S. Cusnmo. Boston ;

William J. Reynolds.

As a manual for deliberative assemblies of every description, this little volume presents, in a clear

and comprehensive form, all the necessary rules required for the systematic despatch of business in

public meetings. It is the best work of the kind that we have seen, and should be in the hands of

every person who ever expects to preside at, or take part in, any organized meeting.

37.—The Bouquet; containing the Poetry and Language of Flowers. By a LADY. Boston: Ben

jamin B. Mussey.
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38.— The Rose of Sharon, a Religious Souvenir for .MDCCCXLVI. Edited byMiss 8.0. En

Boston : A. Tompkins 8: B. B. Mussey. ’

This annual is one of the most beautiful of those which have appeared for the coming ye

articles are‘from such pens as Miss S. C. Edgarton, Miss Margaret Fuller, Mrs. C. M. Sawyer,

Chapin, Horace Greeley, Henry Bacon, &c., and are of the highest literary merit, mostly of a

ual, but unsectarian character. The volume is adorned by finished mezzotint engravings, chiefly

Sartain, printed on the finest paper, and bound in a neat and chaste style that adds much to its out?“

ward beauty. Ea'ch additional year, for this is the seventh volume, has improved the art and skill of

its mechanical execution, and the taste of that class of charming writers whose gems of thought fill

its leaves. It is our favorite annual. | ,

39.—-The flmulet, a Christmas and New Year's Presentfor .MDCCCXLVI. With nine beautifalptssl

engravings. Boston: Otis Broaders 8: Co. _ -

The names of the contributors of the articles in this annual are not given. We, therefore, presume

that they are selected, which will perhaps, on the whole, be considered a recommendation, and

though not of the first class, have some merit, particularly the poetical portion. The engravings are

by Prudhomme, Patton, and Chapman, mostly, and if they possess any fault it is want of indistinct

ness. The volume is rather neatly bound in red morocco, and handsomely gilded. ' '

 

40.—fln Inquiry into the Views, Principles, Services, and Influences of the Leading .Men in the Origina

tion of our Union, and in the Formation and Early .ddministration of our Present Government. By

Tnsnnnns ALLEN. Boston: S. W. Dickinson. - - .

The object of this Inquiry is to introduce to the present generation the written evidences of the

views, principles, services, and influences of the men who figured in the time of our Revolution, and

let them speak for themselves, and in their own language. The plan is a good one ; and it‘ some of

our partisan orators had drank a little more fully at the fountain of our political institutions, they

would sometimes shape their statements and doctrines very differently.

41.—fl Commentary on the New Testament. By Loews R. PAIGE. 2 vols. Boston: B. B. Massey.

, These two volumes embrace a commentary on the four Gospels, and is, we believe, the first pro

duced by a member of the Universalist denomination of Christians. “ In one important feature,” we

. quote from the commentator’s preface, “it differs from any other heretofore published. It professedly

illustrates the doctrine that Divine love is both universal in extent, and effectual in operation ; that it ,,

will triumph over sin, and destroy it; that it will subdue and convert the hearts of sinners; and that

it will secure the final holiness and happiness of all men, in the most unlimited sense of the phrase."

As sinners, we certainly can have no objection to this view of man's destiny in the future; and all

good men and good Christians will most assuredly seek and pray for it.

42.—-.Memoir of John D. Lockwood, being the Reminiscences of a Son by his Father. Carter’: Cabinet

‘."Library. New York: Robert Carter.

 

 

:A father’s interesting narrative of a singularly gified and amiable son, who died during the past year.

a member of Yale College. His character, with so much of good in it, and his intellectual endowments, l

were worthy of a memorial like this; and the intellectual, far inferior to the moral part of him, judging

from some exhibitions furnished us in the compositions in the volume, was of no common order. He

7 died at the age of nineteen, and this interesting record of a true life will be profitable to allot‘ his age

' and condition, into whose hands it may fall, for example, reproof, and correction.

BOOKS IN PAPER COVERS, PUBLISHED SINCE ‘OUR LAST.

43.—-.Morse’s Cerographic .Maps. [This valuable publication is intended to embrace and form a Univer‘

gal Atlas, to the preparation of which, in connection with Samuel Breese, A. M., Mr. Sidney E. Morse

had devoted many thousand dollars, and years of labor. The are the best that have ever been given to

the world, and of their more particular merits we shall herea or speak at length] ‘

44.— The -Treasury of History. New York: Daniel Adee. [No. 10 of this series contains the hisgoria

‘ of the Italian, Austrian, or Tuscan states, Rome, Greece, the Ottoman and Turkish empire, Persia,

India, and Arabia.] _ . <

45.—‘-Cosrnos; a Survey of the General Physical History of the Universe. By ALEXANDER VON HUI—

BOLT. No. 9. New York: Harper 8r Brothers.

46.—Harpers’ Ilguminated and New Pictorial Bible. No. 42. [The most splendid edition of the Bible

ever )ubllSllCd.

47.—./Iinaury; Translated from the French of Alexander Dumas. By E. I’. Harpers. Library of Selcc‘

Novels, No 62. New York: Harper <5‘ Brothers.

48.--The fl'uthu'r’s Daughter, a Tale- By MARY Howr'r'r. Library of Select Novels, No. 63- New

York : Harper 8' Brothers. .

49.—-Only a Fiddler! and O. T. By the Author of “The Improvisiutore; or Life in Italy,"etc. Li

brary of Select Novels, No.64. Harper d’ Brothers. ‘ _

50.—The Stranger in Lowell. , Boston: Waite, Pierce 8:. Co. [This is a very interesting little volume.

written. as the author states in his preface, during a brief sojourn in the manufacturing metropolis

of America. Vvgitten as they should he read, in stray moments, they yet embody thought, or the

result of thought, and exhibit some experience, as well as quick observation. Much new and my“ _

.able matter about the neighborhood in which the book was written, a good acquaintance with the

early history of New England, and many of the present characteristics of her people, as well as a,

true appreciation of “ the beautwfu'l,” to which a chapter is devoted, are plainly observable in the

pages. This medley of matter will be read with less indifl‘erence than many books written more

methodically and tediously, and with more pretension, though with less claim thereto.)
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